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FOREWORD 
by Karl G. Harr, Jr. 

President, 

Aerospace Industries Associa tion 

Th pochaJ ChTistm a lunaT Bight of f\pollo 8 
w an a ppropriat cap too ~o. a ar '' h1ch ''~as 
mark d b · re ord l 1 of a tl\ 1!:) a eros th entire 
a ro pa pe b.um. . 

Th p ini oint p rf ct o~ of th fl:ight which for 
th fi r t ti.m plac d m,n l.D rbit around tl1e moon 
h a b n t rm d man r a test t choologica.I 
a hi v ·' 111 nt. To a major l gre , it ' · a made pos
-iblc b · the fF li coordination b tv, n gO\ ern
m cnt and indu o· to sati fy a national requirement. 
T h capal .ilit was poss ib l ~ b ecause of the quality 
an d maturi t r of techno]oaical and managenal re
sources and tal nts the aerospace industry has been 
b uildi ng. 

Th se resom·c s an d ta lents have not b een limited 
to space spectaculars alone. ·:n~ eu· application to 
tl1 er elements of aerospace actn 1ty resulted in other 

~qually imp~rtant, ~ les_s ~ran~atic, advances, and 
indicated perhaps g1eater p10m1se for the future. To 
an ever-in cr~asmg c:I egree the aerospace industry is 
applying its mge~mtty and r~s_ources to the solution 
of problen~s outsrde the b.·adJtiOnal aerospace limits. 

Tl ·s 1969 rssue of the AEROSPACE YEAR BooK records 11 "dt' Jj the aerospace mbl~sl ry s baccomp . shments during 

1968 which esta IS 1 a ase on which to build 
. . ·ess in the future. 

P1 ~f~tistically, the ind~stry achieved nev.r records by 
.1 , every economic barometer-sales, backlog, 

n ear ~t pa)1rolls and commercial aircraft sales. De-
expoi s, · · 1· d .1 f these economrc me ICators are reporte on 
tars o 

cres 44 and 45. . 
paA ·ely quantitative measurement of accomplish-

tp~~nores the visible qualitative achievements of 
men 1

b b · f 1 r ,:vhich may e even more meanmg u . 
the yea 1 · 1 In addition to the great ac vance m space exp ora-
. transportation of people and payloads set rec-
ti~~ : as industry marked the lOth anniversary of 
01 ~·ne-powered commercial flight by U.S.-built 
tur 

1
poi·ts Since the first U.S. turbo)·et was delivered trans · · . . . 

. 1958 passenger miles have mcreased 300 pe1cent 
1
n d ca'rgo ton-miles 441 p ercent. The predicted an L 

1 
. 

Stl.ll shows an upwarc swmg. curve 
Reflecting such a predicted growth, production 

1 ns were announced for the high passenger 
p a acity L-1011 and the DC-10 turbine transports 
cap e l 7 7 · 1 · 1 · vvhile the intercontinenta -range 4 w1t 1 rts u b-
mate capacity o~ 500 pass~ngers was ro~led out. .The 
C-5A, the world s largest aucraft, made rts first fl1ght. 

v 

The effect of these huge new transports on air 
commerce and loaistics promises to be as revolu
tionar as that of fue first jet transports introduce.d 
in 1958. Such aucraft, together ,. ith the s~per.soru.c 
transport, provide the basis for an expans1on m arr 
travel eluTing the ne.xi: decade at least equal to the 
enormous arowth dmina the one just completed. 

b b . . ft 
Not to b e outdone, utility and executive arrcra 

also continued theu gains. The air taxi market, the 
so-caJl d third-level caniers, made remarkable ad
vances. It is novv possible to tu ·el from ~lorid.a to 
the State of \i\ asbington using onl) air t<va servrces. 
The general aviation indusb.· toda · has more ~an 
met predictions of its growtl1 and scope of ser ~ce. 

Commercial helicopter deli\ eries for the first time 
exceed c1 500 units. Each vear the industry is push
ing more rapidly toward the ultilnate billion-dollar 
market that awaits an economically viable ·ertical 
lift aircraft for inter- and intra -city passenger tra ·el. 

In other fi elds of aerospace activity, the lunar Sur
ve ·or program was successfu1l · completed and the 
yeaT also saw the launching of the '"'arid's most 
sophisticated and complex scientific satellite, the 
Orbiting \ sb.·onomical Observatory, from whose 
vie" s of the uni' erse space scientists confidently 
exp ect to gam more knowledge of asb.·onomy than 
has been acquhed in all the years sil1ce Galileo's 
invention of the telescope. 

Going b eyond its response to challenges in de
fense, commerce and space, the aerospace industry 
continued its search to apply its talents to the solu
tion of socioeconomic problems. Certain that the 
appropriate capabilities exist, the industry has 
sought to demonstrate, through successful but r ela
tively small-scale projects, the validity of this 
potentiality . 

The President's 1968 report to the Congress on 
aeronautics and space activities gave recognition to 
such developments, stating: "A sound basis for de
termining that our nation benefits from such activity 
(space exploration) may be seen in the advances 
\Vhich have taken place in communications, meteo
rology, navigation, and earth resources observation, 
as \veil as the spin-offs from space research in the 
form of new products, new services, and novel 
managerial techniques. Beneficial beginnings have 
also b een achieved in the application of space
proven systems analysis to UTban problems and other 
non-space needs." 

On a more parochial note the beginning of 1969 
also marked the year of the 50th anniversary of the 
Aerospace Industries Association. AlA was formed 
in 1919 as the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce. 
In 1945 the name was changed to Aircraft Industries 
Association. In 1959, the present name was adopted 
to reflect the industry's heavy involvement in mis
siles and space exploration. 

Changing with the ever-changing needs of its 
environment, the Association has successfully met 
the demands of the past half-centUTy. The accelerat
ing pace of change will demand even greater resolve 
and adaptability in the half-century to come. 



~SSB 
Aerospace 
Events 

The highlights of the 
aerospace year, including 
major developments 
involving aerospace 
people and equipment 
and the aircraft, 
missiles, launch vehicles, 
spacecraft, engines 
and systems which 
passed notable 
milestones in 1968. 



APOLLO 

Th e m t d ramatic pac .f:l ioht Yet mad - possibly 
th g rea t . t cxplora tor \- ntur in history high
li · hte I th e 196 aero pace y ar . On D - c ~ mber 21, 

· A A laun h d pollo cr wed b) ( I ft to rioht 
in ph to ) Jam · A. Lo\ II Jr. , \ illiam \. Anders 
a nd h·ank Borman . Th Apollo pac -craft minus 
it Lunar :\I dul e, fl ew :.A 000 mil s to th - moon, 
m d 10 lunar r \·o1ution in ~0 h ur th n re
turn d a fcl , to a rth. p la helo\\"n , followi.Iw the 
fa ·t t mann cl r entr ve r mad . oc LUT cl in 
the Pacific 1-C hour aft r launch. A[ .OIIo was the 
fo u r th Apollo miss ion of th aT. T h 6r ·t mann -d 
Hioh t f th e . pollo p roO"ram, Apollo- was launched 
0 toher :....1 int earth orbit. Asb·onau ts \ tVa lter M. 
S hirra . Jr. , Donn F . E i e l and \ i\ alter Cunni.nO"-

.. . - .. 
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SPACECRAFT 

ham checked out the spacecraft in a .Bight that 
cov r d 163 revolutions and 263 hours 56 minutes. 
The year's 2 unmanned Apollo flights included 
Apollo 5, launched January 22 into earth orbit, a 
successful fiTSt tes t of the Lunar 1 Iodule, and Apollo 
6, which s nt a Command/ Service tvlodule space
craft into a.rth orbit in ''hat \vas primaril a test of 
the Saturn V launch vehicle . Major spacecraft con
b·actors include North American Rock-well Corpora
tion, Command/ Service _ ifodules; Grumman Air
craft Enoin ering Corporation, Lunar Module; 
Aeroj t-Gen ral Corporation, basic spacecraft pro
pulsion S) stem· TR\i\ Inc. , Lunar i\lfodule descent 
engix1e; and Hocketdyne and Bell Aeros ·stems Com
pan , L~l ascent engine . 



LUNAR ORBITER 

After 6 months of succe~sful lunar photogra h 
Lunar Orbiter 5 was deliberately crashed to Ptt?'' 
moon's surface on January 31, e~ding the prograr:: 
with 5 successes for 5 attempts. In photo a 

f , I ' pre-
launch test of the spacecra t s so ar paddles b .1 

C 0 ' Ul t 
for The Boeing ~mpa~~,. pnme contractor, b 
RCA Astro-Electromcs DivisiOn. Y 
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APOLLO APPLICATIONS 

NASA continued dcf:lnition studies and award d 
new hardware contracts for Apollo Applica tions 
the foll ow-on to th e lunar lancl in fT program . In 
photo, a model of the clu ·tcr conf:lgura bon plann d 
as the first ApAps long-du rat ion mission i.n the 
1971-72 period. At top is th e Apollo T elescope 
Mount with solar padd les extended. Famil iar \pollo 
Command/ Sen ice Modu l manned fc rT) a t le ft 
slips into docking adapter. L ar rc module a t ri ght 
is the Orbital \1\lorkshop, a manned space cxp ri
mental station . Major contractors arc i\ IcDonncll 
Douglas Corpora tion and Martin Marie tta Corpo
ration. 

SURVEYOR 

Launched January 7, Surveyor 7 landed on the 
moon Jan uary 10, successfu lly p erformed its photo
graphic mission a nd conducted soi l diaging and 
analysis experiments. The Aight concluded th e Sur
veyor program with 5 successes in 7 tri es . Hugh es 
Aircraft Company built the Surveyors. 



ORBITI -c A TRONOMICAL 
OB ER 'ATOR) 

· . . u.nma_un d 
n 1mman-bui lt 

tl) 

0 

ORBITING GEOPHY ICAL 
OB ERVATORY 

Th fif th in a eri s of Or bitina ophysi a} Ob
s r a tor j jnitia t d in_ 1964 wa su c ssfu.lly 
latmch d on Mar ch 4. Built b ; T R\i\ S st -m OGO 
v \\ as th h a \ iest of th OGO and it arried th e 
most xp eri m nt~ ( 25 . F i of the >tp rim nts 
becam inop r a ti \ , bu t th r m < ind r continued 
to 5 nd back xcellent da ta . 
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PIONEER 

Another in the Pioneer series of interplanetary ex
plorers was launched November 8 and at year-end 
it was operating successfully. Pioneer IX, for which 
TRvV Inc., is prime contractor, joined 3 other active 
Pioneers in solar orbit. In addition to data on solar 
plasma, energetic particles and magnetic fields in 
the interplanetary environment, Pioneer IX 'vas 
conducting a special study of solar Bares. 



SPACECRAFT 

-

INTELSAT III, IV 

The U.S. Communications Satellite Corporation, 
launching agent for the 62-nation International 
Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, suffered 
the loss of the first of its new Intelsat III spacecraft 
in September but followed with a successful launch 
on December 18. The satellite went into synchro
nous orbit at 22,300 miles altitude over the Atlantic 
off the coast of Brazil. The TRW-built Intelsat III 
series spacecraft have 5 times the capacity (1,200 
circuits) _of any other civil comsat. In October, Com
sat Corporation awarded Hughes Aircraft Company 
a contract for 4 Intelsat IV spacecraft, to provide 
more than 5,000 channels in the 1970s. In photo, 
Intelsat IV mock-up dwarfs early Syncom in fore
ground. 

INITIAL DEFENSE SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

On June 13, the Air Force launched 8 Philco-built 
Initial D efense Satellite Communications System 
spacecraft to complete the IDSCS network and 
bring to 25 the number of satellites in the system. 
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ESSA 

NASA launched, for the Environm ental Science 
Services Adminish·ation , ESSA 7 (Augus t 16) and 
ESSA 8 (December 15), operational me teorolocrical 
satellites built by RCA. In photo, techniciant> ex
amines the interior of the solar-cell-covered ESSA 7. 



RADIO ASTRONOIVIY EXPLORER 

ASA launched the first of 4.. planned Radio As
tronomy ~xplorer satellites on July 4. RAE 1 was 
l au~ch~d m to ear th o_rbi t to monitor low -frequency 
rad10 s1gnals emanating from such sources as the 
Milky VVay galaxy, possibly other galaxies, the sun, 
Jupiter and the earth en ir onment. Goddard Space 
F light Center was program director. 
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SPACECRAFT 

NAVIGATION SATELLITE 

In March, the first operational Navy Naviaation 
Satellite was launched. The Navy's navsat sy stem 
is d esigned to enable Polaris/ Poseidon submarines, 
surface attack vessels and other ships to fix their 
positions with an accuracy of approximately 600 
feet, compared with 2 to 4 miles w ith conventional 
naviga tion methods. RCA's Astra-Electronics Di
vision built the satellite under the technical direc
tion of Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. 

LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL 
SATELLITE 

On September 26, the Air Force launched LES-6, 
the sixth in a family of experimental spacecraft de
signed and built by Lincoln Laboratory of Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology. Placed in syn
chronous orbit, LES-6 was designed to aid in 
development of a D ep artment of D efense tactical 
communications satellite. 



SPACECRAFT 

ESRO, HEOS 

NASA provided launch support for 3 spacecraft 
designed and built by the European Space Research 
Organization. ESRO li-B, launched May 16, was 
a radiation investigator; ESRO I, launched October 
3, carried experiments to study the aurora; and 
HEOS I , ~ent into orbit Dece~ber 5, was designed 
to study mterplanetary phys1cs. In photo, launch 
of ESRO I from the Western Test Range. 
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EXPLORER 

NASA launch ed 4 more of it Explore r seri s of 
scientific satellites in 196 . Th fir t la un ched 
January 11, '' as Explor r >G\:X -I , a creode ti c a t -1-
lite d esigned to provide highl accuxa t m asur -
ments of the spacecraft's traj ctor· in r la tion to 
the positions of selec t d sit s on a rth. Explor r 
Xt'CXVII launched March 5 in conjunction with th e 
Naval Resea rch Laborator , ' vas d · S i ~Yn d to m a
sure solar X-ray and ultra iol e t missions . Explore r 
XXXIX, launched July 8, w a sc ·king atmosph ri c 
density da ta and Explorer XL, a second p a load 
on the same boost, was inves tiga ting charg cl par
ticles. In photo, Explorer XXXVII. 

ORBITING VEHICLES (No Photo) 

In addition to more than a score of classified space
craft, the D epartment of D efense continue d to 
launch a series of scientific satellites called OVs 
(Orbiting Vehicles), among them OV1-13 and 
OV1-14, built by General Dynamics, launched April 
6, to study radiation; OV1-15 and OV1-16, launched 
July 11 and also built by General Dynamics, the 
former an experiment in air density and solar radia
tion correlation, the latter an ionospheric drag 
experiment; the Northrop-built OV2-5, launched 
September 26, a comprehensive environmental re
search satellite carrying 11 experiments; and TRW's 
OV5-2 and OV5-5, also launched September 26 in 
a multiple launch with LES-6, the former to study 
radiation and the latter to obtain data on heat trans
fer under weightless conditions. 



TITAN III-C 

TJ1e SAF's Titan III-C mad - ~ additional flights 
in 1968, boosting 8 more m ilitai") comsa ts on June 
13 ~ nd sending in to orbit the L ES-6 e>-.-p rimental 
t~c tic~l comsat and o ther scientific payloads on 
Sep tember 24. i\'l~rtin 1 Iari etta Corporation is ve
h icle prime conh·actor; Aerojc t-G neral Corporation 
suppli ed the li 1uid-propell ant engines, United Tech
nology Center th solid-prop lbnt boosters. 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

u 

SATURN V 

The Sa turn V successfully completed its second and 
third flights, the latter boosting the historic Apollo 8 
lunar mission (see page 1 ) . The earlier flight, on 
April 4, involved launch of an 1.mmanned Apollo 6 
and qualifica tion of Sa turn V for manned flight. 
Major Saturn V contractors include The Boeing 
Company (first stage and integration); North 
American Hockwell's Space Division (second stage); 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation (third stage); IBM 
F ederal Sys tems Division (Instrument Unit); and 
H.ocketdyne Division of North American Rockwell 
(propulsion systems for all stages). 

LONG TANK DELTA 

Nevvest m ember of the workhorse D elta family, 
the Long Tank D elta, made its flight debut on 
August 16, launching the ESSA 7 w eather-watch 
satellite . The launch vehicle is built by McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation. 



MISSILES 

A 

B 
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SENTINEL 

The Army's Sentinel Missile D efense System moved 
into a new developmental phase with initia l firin gs 
of the Spartan missile and start of an advanced tes t 
program on the Sprint missile . Spartan , the long
range member of the 2-missile team in the anti
ICBM system, made its first flight on April 4 at 
Kwajal cin T es t Range in the Marshall Islands. The 
55-foot Spartan (photo A), capable of intercepting 
incoming \varheads at ranges of "several hundred" 
miles, is built by McDonnell Douglas Corporation's 
Missile and Space Systems Division. Also in the 
spring, at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, 
the Army initiated tests in which the Sprint blasts 
its way through the fiberglass lid of its launch cell 
(photo B), a technique designed to reduce reaction 
time to the minimum. Early tests showed that the 
missile suffered no damage on the "fly-through" 
that would affect its flight performance. Sprint is 
built by Martin Marietta Corporation. 



POSEIDO 

'· fa mil ' of ub
fir t 

lVIINUTElVIAN III 

Also test flo wn for the first time on August 16 was 
the Air Force's l\llinuteman III, n ew st version 
of the 3-stage solid-fueled ICBM. 1Iinutem an III 
has a new reenh·y system and a th iTd-stage engine 
of increased di ame ter to provide dded flexibility 
in delivering h eavier p ayloads than em·lier models . 
vVeapon syst ems integra tor for Minuteman III is 
The Boeing Comp any. 

MISSILES 

9 



SPJ MISSILES 

SRAM 

Initial tests were conducted on SRAM (Short
Range Attack Missile), an Air Force weapon for 
air-launch use agains t ground targets. The system 
is being developed by The Boeing Company. 

10 

SAI\'1-D 

In advanced de\ elopm ent at Rayth on Company's 
Missi le Sys tems Division was SA \1-D, an _\rmy 
multipl -l aunch a iJ· clef nsc sys tem cl i(Tned for 
fi eld use aga inst a ircraft or short-r:1nuc mi ·il s. 
In photo a mock-up of SA \1-D's tTackcd launch r 
and the miss ile laun ch rroup. 

MAVERICK 

In midsummer, Hughes Aircraft Company rccei eel 
a contract to develop, tes t and produ ce the 1avcr
ick, a TV-guided air-to-ground weapon designed to 
knock ou t enemy tanks, armored vehicles and fi eld 
fortill ca tions. Maverick will be carri ed by tactical 
a ircraft such as the McDonn ell D ouglas A-7 and 
F -4 and the General Dynamics F -111. 

I 
/ 



RED EYE 

CHAPARRAL 

Production testing was started on the Army's 
Chaparral, built by Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation. Chaparral was s lect d as one 
of 2 ,;..rcapons to be included in new air battalions 
being organized to provide fi eld command rs v.rith 
defense ago.inst low-flying aircraft. 

11 

MISSILES 

DRAGON 

The Army's ~vicDonnell Douglas-built Dragon was 
£red for the first time with manned guidance on 
July 5 at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. Dragon is a 
shoulder-Bred weapon designed for use against 
armor and field fortifications. 



DRONES AND TARGETS 

FIREBEE II 

Initial test flights of the Navy's Firebee II super
sonic target system, built by Ryan Aeronautical 
Company, began in June. By September, Firebee II 
had reached its design speed of Mach 1.5. Ryan 
was under contract to build 14 prototypes, and 
operational targets were to be in fleet use by 1970. 

12 

SANDPIPER 

First flight tes ts got under way on the Sandpiper 
supersonic target missile, built by Beech Aircraft 
Corporation for the Air Force. In early flights, Sand
piper reached speeds of Mach 2 after launch from 
a McDonnell Douglas F -4C; design called for Mach 
4 at 90,000 feet, to be attained in later tests. Tests 
were conducted at Eglin AFB, Florida. 
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AIRCRAFT 

BOEING SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 

The -.s. supersonic transport, b eing de\ eloped b · 
The Bo ing Compan , und rwent another major 
design change in 1968. The compan · dropped the 
swi.ng-win a approach and said it wouJd recommend 
to the F deral A viat:ion Administration early in 
1969 th des ign pictured here . The design has a 
fixecl-S\\·eep wi ng and a con ·entional tail· also 
dropped '' re the forward canard sm·faces on the 
earli r design. 

BOEING 747 

The Boeing 747 superjet, which will become the 
world's largest commercial airliner wh en deliveries 
b egin la te in 1969, was unveiled in a public showina 
September 30 at the company's E verett, Washing': 
ton, facility. The 747 will gross 710,000 pounds. 

LOCKHEED C-5A GALAXY 

Currently the world's largest airplane, the Lockheed 
C-5A Galaxy completed an initial series of 8 test 
Rights between June 30 and August 5. Officials of 
Lockheed-Georgia Company pronounced the tests 
"extremely successful." A second series of tests of 
the USAF heavy logistics transport was under way 
at year-encl. 



AIRCRAFT 

LOCKHEED L-I 0 II 

Lockh d Aircraft Corpore ti n announc d its in
t ntion to build a ' new-1:r n ra tion · je t lin r, to b 
powered by 3 turbofans and to Tui · at 600 mil s 
p r hour. Th · L-1011 w ill Cc tT) fr m 256 to 3-:C 
passenrrcrs. Th L-1011 pro rram \\·ill b onduc t d 
at Lockh cd- 'a li forn ia ompan . 

McDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-IO 

McDonnell Dou glas Corporation a lso announced 
plans to bui ld an advanced technology je tlinel'. 
Des ignated DC-10, th e plane wi ll b e able to car ry 
345 passengers in an a ll-economy config ura tion and 
252 passengers in a mixed-cl ass configura tion . 

BOEING 737 

The Boeing Company started deliveries of its 737 
twin-je t airliner. First to go into European service 
with the 737 was Britannia Airways, which had on 
order 4 of the long-bodied 737-200s. 

LOCKHEED P-3C ORION 

Lockheed-California's advanced P-3C version of the 
Orion made its initial flight. The computer-based 
A-NEW sub detection system carried by the P-3C 
enables reh·ieval, transmission and display of tacti
cal data with unprecedented speed and accuracy. 



JicDO~NELL DOUGLA DC-8 
UPER 63CF 

The ivf Donn ll D ougla Super 63CF, the 
' · ri d' Ja r re t comm rcial car o u·ansport in air
l in r icc, su c . f-ull · c mpl t d it maid -n flight 

n :\Iar h :_.1. Th 63 F is • com er tib l carcro
pa n r r tran port whi h can lift a max imum pa -
I ad of 110,000 pound · of bulk-loa 1 d cargo. 

McDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-9 
SERIES 4·0 , 20 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Douglas Aircraft 
Company inu·o lucecl 2 new versions of the DC-9. 
Certi ficat ion was compl ted and first deliveries \:vere 
made of the DC-9 Series 40, 10 feet longer than the 
preceding seri s. The fi rst model of the Series 20 
( shown) , designed for service on routes "vith small 
airfi elds, made its in iti al flight on September 18. 

McDONNELL DOUGLAS C-9A 

The :rvl cD onnell Douglas C-9A Nightingale, an aero
medical airlift version of the D C-9, started flying in 
Tune and fi rst deliveries to the Air Force were made 
in August. The company was building 12 of the 
p lanes, for operation by Military Airlift Command's 
375th Aeromedical Airlift Wing. 

AIRCRAFT 
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M cDONNELL DOUGLA. 188 

~I cDonnell Douglas Corpora tion , Easten1 Air
hn es and the F ederal Avia ti on Adm ini. tration 
teamed in a 1968 d cmonslTa tion of the capabili t ies 
of a STOL a ircraft on air! in rout - ·. Th e \I cD onn e ll 
Dou glas 18 was opera ted for 7 ,, ks o, · r Ea. t
ern's Washin rton, . ew York and Bos ton rou t s . 
This was follow ed by a 3-w ck ,, ·a luation o f th 
STOLpbne a t l' AA's Na tiona l Av ia ti on Fac iliti es 
Experim enta l Center. 

LEARJET 25 

L ear Jet Industries commenced d e li\ eries of the 
new L earje t 25 ( left in pho to), which ca rri es 2 
additional p assengers and is more than 4 feet longer 
than th e 8-place L ear je t 24 ( a t right) . 

CESSNA 500 

Cessna Aircraft Company announced a broadening 
of its product line to include the Fanje t 500, an 
8-place corporate aircraft powered by 2 fanj e ts de
veloping a total of 4,400 pounds take-off thrust. 
D eliveries will start in 1972. 

BEECH 99 

Beech Aircraft Corporation received FAA certifica
tion and made the first delivery in May of the 
Beech 99 airliner. The company also introduced an 
8-10 place corporate version of the 99. 



WEARINGE - MERLI - liB METRO 

wear in en \ir raft r ce.ived a typ certificate on 
Jun - L fo r it ;...f rlin liB corporat aircr aft ' hicb 
£r t fie , in 196- . Sw arin o- n a l o had in prototype 

on tr 1ction th M tro, a 20-pa s 1 .g r commuter 
air.lin r a j .int d ,. lopm nt with F nixchild H ill r 

orpora tion. 

PIPER POCONO 

P ip r Air craft Corporation entered the commuter 
a irliner fi ld "' ith its 18-place P_\-35 Pocono. The 
plan - mad its initi al fli ght on J'vfa 13. 

FAIRCHILD HILLER C-123K 

A new model of the venerable F airchild Hiller 
C-123, the C-123K, went into operational service in 
Vietnam. The assault h·ansport is equipped with 
auxiliar y jet engines to give it STOL characteristics. 

GRUlVIlVIAN EA-6B 

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation's EA-
6B, Navy tactical countermeasures aircraft, made 
its first flight in May. The EA-6B is an advanced, 
4-place version of the in-service 2-place EA-6A. 

AIRCRAFT 
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AIRCRAFT 

GENERAL DYNAMICS FB-lllA 

Th e first produc tion ve_rs ion of U1e G enera l D y
n amics F B-lllA stra teg1c bombe r mad , its initia l 
fu ght in July. T,h e F B-ll_lAs . ~ re scheduled ~0 r _ 
place th e US~F s Stra tegte Au Comman d B-o2s, C 
tJu-ou gh F se n es . 

GENERAL DYNAlVIICS F-Ill 

Th e Royal Aus h·alian Air F orce formally a ccepted 
the first of 24 Genera l D ynamics F -lllCs in Sep
tember. 

McDONNELL DOUGLAS F-4K, F-4M 

On April 29, McDonnell Douglas Corporation d e 
livered the first F-4K to the United Kingdom's 
Roya l N avy a t Yeovilton, England. In July, Mc
Donnell Douglas started deliveries of the Royal 
Air Force version , the F-4M. 

CESSNA A-3 7B 

C_essna A~rcraft Company rolled out and started 
fhght testmg th e first models of the A-37B attack 
aircraft, a n a dvanced version of the A-37 A opera
tional in Vie tnam. The company had USAF orders 
for 127 of the Bs. 

18 
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AIRCRAFT 

LOCKHEED AH-56A CHEYENNE 

LockJ1 -ed-Cahfomia Compan r cei ·eel the Army 
production cro-a.head in Januat; for 3~5 AH-56A 
C h y nn compound h elicopt r . The Che 'enne 
w a to und rgo Arm · se rvic e aluation i.n 1969. 

SIKORSKY HH-3F 

The Coast Guard took Erst d elive ries of the Sikorsk-y 
HH-3F which is equipped "ith some of the most 
sophis ticat -d nm igational and communications 
equipment e ·e r carried b\ a rotar -wing search 
and r escue aircraft. 

BELL OH-58A 

T ex tron's Be ll Helicopter Company won a re-opened 
Army competition for light observation helicopters 
"ith the OH-58A. The company received orders 
for 2,200 of ~he _5-place h.~.rb~ne-pmvered helicop
ters, with dehvenes to beg1n 1n 1969 and continue 
through 1972. 

BELL TH-57A 

The Navy se lecte d as its light tm·bine h·ainincr 
helicopter the Bell TH-57 A, a variant of the :tvlodel 
206A J etRanger. Bell received an initial order for 
40 helicopters. 



AIRCRAFT 

BELL UH-1N 

Bell Helicopter Company developed a twin-engine 
version of the UH-1 Iroquois series. The USAF 
ordered 76 of the twinned versions, with deliveries 
to start in 1969. 

BELL 212 

For the civilian market, Bell started development 
of the 212 Twin Jet, a 15-place helicopter powered 
by 2 turbine engines. First deliveries were planned 
for 1970. 

BELL AH-1J 

Bell also developed a tw inned vers ion of its h~gh 
sp eed HueyCobra , which h as scored an ou tstandmg 
record in Vie tnam. The Marine Corps orde red. 49 
of th e new tw ins and gave the cra ft the des ignatwn 
AH-1J. 

FAIRCHILD HILLER FH-1100 

F airchild Hiller Corporation added an an~bulaTnhce 
fi 00 1 }" opter Ime e con guration to the FH-11 1 e I C . 

1 
· d nt 

· b . 2 l"tt . a medica atten a air am ulance carnes 1 ers , c 

and a pilot. 



HUGHES HEAVY LIFTER 

In To ·ember, Hughes Tool Compan) announced 
plans to develop a hea\ -lift h elicopter to have a 
payload 3 to 5 times that of 1968's b es t lifting h eli
copter. The design will employ the "hot cycle" 
cone pt. 

RYAN XV-SB VERTIFAN 

The Ryan XV-5B, an Army research V/ STOL 
turned over to NASA for additional testincr, corn
pleted its airworthiness flight test progra~ after 
extensive renovc:tion from the A to the B configura
tion . The Vertifan , which employs wing fans for 
vertical lift, was delivered to NASA's Ames Re
search Center on August 28. 
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AIRCRAFT 

LOCKHEED-GEORGIA XV-4B 

The USAF's XV-4B Hummingbird, VTOL research 
plane, b egan captive fli ght tests on June 24. Built 
b) Lockheed-Georgia Company, the XV-4B has 4 
engines mounted vertically for direct lift and 2 
mounted horizontally for lift-cruise power. Lock
heed test pilot B. J. D vorscak stands beside XV-4B 
in test rig. 

NORTHROP HL-10 

The Northrop-built HL-10, NASA lifting body re
search vehicle, started first powered flights in Oc
tober. The craft is powered by a Thiokol XLR-11 
4-chamber rocket engine. 



ENGINES 

ALLISON TF41 TURBOFAN 

The TF41 turbofan engine, developed by Allison 
Division of Genera_! Moto_rs joi_ntly with ~olls-Royce 
L td. , m ad e its matden fhght m the sprmg and en
tered production in June . Power plant for the 
USAF's A-7D attack bomber, the TF4l produces 
14,250 pounds thrust. 
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GENERAL ELECl RIC GE4 

Th~ Gc1 e ra ] 1· 1 ctri c GE-L engin e fo r the . . :up r
son JC lra n. port. shO\\·n on l s t at the e mpan\··s 
Pecbl s, O hi o, ou td oor fa ·ilih·. reached a thr~1. t 
leve l o r 6.3,000 pound. in 'cp t.cmher. B\· \' C:-t r- cn 1, 
th e ' n :r i1 had a cumulated n r than · 600 t t 
hours. 

PRATT & \VHITNEY AIRCRAFT JT9D 

Th e Pratt & \ i\ hitn cy Airc raft JT9D a dvanced tech
nology turbofan , slated to p ower th e Boeing 7-17 
and !vlcDonn c ll Douglas DC-10 Ser ies :?.0, s ta rted 
Aight testin g in Jun e aboa rd a modifi ed B-52. F irs t 
de live ri es of e ng in es with 43,.500 p ounds thru st were 
made and hi gh er thru st mod els w ere planned . 



GENER \L ELE .TRlC TF34· TF39 

n :\ ! a~' :.. - E unv -ilccl a mock-up of it n '' TF34 
high b~'P• · ra ti o turbofan . s I ct d b ' th Navy to 
po ,-er the p r po. c1 \ X anti- ub aircraft . E aid 
tha t th T • 3~1 ( pho to ) is an xt n ion o f t chn lo 1 

p ion r d in th T F39, th -H 000-pound-thrus t 
turbofan wh i h fi r t fl " Jun 30 nth in ili 1 flj aht 
ofth -· kh d -- -\ . 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CF6 

ne ral E l ctric Compan · ran i ts CF6 tu rbofan for 
th first ti1 1e on 0 tob r 21 and th ng in r ach c1 
i t ua ra n te d thru t ra tin a ool.~ a " . k ]at r. The 
42,000-pound-thrust CF6 ' ·i11 po" er the McDonn lJ 
Dou alas D C-10 S ri es 10. 
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ENGINES 

ROCKETDYNE F-l 

The F-1, world's most powerful rocket engine, was 
uprated to 1,522,000 pounds thrust. Five F-ls pow
ered the b asic stage of Saturn V in the launches of 
Apollo 7, first manned Apollo flight, and Apollo 8, 
first lunar mission. 



ENGINES 

THIOKOL 156-INCH SOLID MOTOR 

With a static firing of its 156-inch-diameter motor, 
the TU .562, Thiokol Chemical Corporation closed 
the Air Force Large Solid Hocke t Motor Program, 
making available a large solid booster for future use. 

APOLLO SERVICE PROPULSION 
SYSTEM 

The Apollo Service Propulsion System, built by 
Aerojet-General Corporation, p erformed perfectly 
on its first deep space test, Apollo 8. The 20,500-
pound-thrust engine made a series of precise burns, 
including the all-important firing that took the astro
nauts out of lunar orbit. 
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LUNAR MODULE ENGINES 

Th e 2 propulsion sys te ms in th e Apollo L unar 
Modul e-the TRW-built descen t eng ine ( photo) 
and Bell Acrosystc n•s / Hockctdyn c ascent eng in e
made th e ir space d ebuts in January. Both p erfo rm ed 
well on th e Apollo 5 unmann ed test of the Lunar 
!vlodulc laun ched January 22. 

PHOEBUS 2A/NERV A 

Another step tovlard development of a reactor sys
tem for the NASA/ AEC NEHVA nuclear rocke t en
gine was taken Jun e 26, when the powerful Phoebus 
2A reactor ran for 32 minutes, including 12 minutes 
above 4,000 megawatts, at Jackass Flats, N evacla. 



SYSTEMS 

Th e te rm ' y. tems·' i u eel to co· r th t ·ide mn ae of equipment built by th e aerospace -industry other 
than p ri mary product u ·h a air raft m.i il s and pacecraft. The systems shown he·re are random 

election repr elltati ·e of th ext remelv b road indust ry product l·ine. 

HONEY\VELL LASER 

Honeywell Sys tems and Research Center conducted 
th e first demon tration of voice signal transmission 
by means of a carbon d ioxide laser. The work, aim ed 
at deep space applica tions, was done for TASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 
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RCA CAMERA 

RCA's As h·o-E lectronics Division developed the 4% 
pound TV camera which m ade possible the first 
"live" tTansmissions from the moon. 

BELL AEROSYSTElVIS POGO 

The Body-Controlled Pogo Vehicle, being de
veloped by T exh·on's Bell Aerosystems Company as 
a future lunar flying vehicle, made its first manned 
free flight in August. 



SYSTEMS 

GOODYEAR MINITIRES 

For smoother cargo handling on the Boeing 747 jet
liner, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company developed 
the Terra-Tire, only 9 inches in diameter. The 747 
cargo handling system will employ 45 of the mini
tires and a · system of rollers to "float" cargo con
tainers. 

LEAR SIEGLER/COLLINS AVIONICS 

Lear Siegler, Inc., and Collins Radio Company initi
ated development of the avionics flight control sys
tem for the Lockheed L-1011 trijet under a 
$40,000,000 contract. 
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RCA NAVIGATION/LANDING SYSTEM 

RCA's Aviation Equipm ent D cp arl1ncnt inb·odu ced 
a compact new system (left) tha t combin es into one 
unit a ll the navigation and instrument landing func
tions required by an aixcraft and replaces as many 
as 6 separate "black boxes ." 



BE DIX CRYOGE IC STORAGE 
Y TEM 

GOODYEAR BAGGAGE CONTAINER 

Good) ar Aerospace d v lop d a nev, bacrcrage 
handling sys tem for th Bo ing 747. Its major fea
ture i th bonded aluminum con tainer shown, 
which hold up to 55 suitcas s. 
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SYSTEMS 

WESTINGHOUSE ALPS 

·westinghouse Electric's Missile Launching & Han
cUing Deparhnent developed ALPS (Automatic 
Loading and Positioning System) for loading from 
tender to sub missiles like Poseidon, too heavy for 
man handling. The system was tested successfully 
during 1968. 



SYSTEMS 

SPERRY UNIFIED DISPLAY 

Composite picture illustrates the new unifi ed dis
play of air traffic b eing used in the New York area . 
Aircraft landing or t aking off a t any of the a rea's 3 
airports appear as blips on large screens in the New 
York Common IFR Room. H eart of the sys tem is 2 
Sperry Hand UN!VAC 1219 computers, which 
process the radar signals. 

RYAN ROBOT JEEP 

Artist's concept shows operation of a remotely con
trolled mine-detecting jeep being developed for the 
Army Mobility Equipment H.esearch and D evelop
ment Center by H.yan Aeronautical Company. 

BENDIX ATM DISPLAYS 

In mock-up form are the Bendix controls and dis
plays .for stabilizing the spacecraft and conducting 
expern~ents aboard the Apollo Telescope Mount. 
ATM I S a manned spacecraft with which NASA 
will conduct a 56-day study of the sun. Bendix' 
Navigation & Control Division is developing the 
system. 
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SYSTEMS 

FAIRCHILD HILLER SSU 
I• ai rchild Hill - r's Space and E lecb·on ics Systems Di
vi sion desia ned and developed the SS - ( Space Sup
port nit ) to pro' ide support services for ion en
crinc cxp rim -nts in the SEHT II progr am . The 
SS _,s functions include acquisition and b·acking, 
command link, teleme b· -, control moment avro 
operation, insb·umentation and sianal condition{ng, 
and structural and thermal provi ions. 

ITT LORAN-C/D 

ITT A ionics developed the AN/ AH L92 Loran
C/ D tl1 e first aircraft navigation sys tem providing 
fully automatic operation. The sys tem's automatic 
capability extends the variety and scope of Loran 
applications to include weapons delivery , recon
na issance, parachute drop control and search / r escue. 

A VCO STERILIZATION UNIT 

For NASA's L angley Hesearch Center , Avco Corpo
ra tion's Space Sys tems Division developed a mobile 
sterilization unit in which interplanetary spacecraft 
can be assembled or repaired. The mobility factor 
of MAST (Model Assembly Sterilizer for T est) per
mits spacecraft repairs or component replacement 
at the launch site with minimal interruption to 
countdo·wn and no risk of contamination. 



SYSTEMS 

BELL ACLG 

Textron's Bell Aerosystems made the £rst fli ght 
demonsh·atin g the new braking technique for the 
experimental Air Cushion Landing Gear ( ACLG). 
A temporary nose whee] and outrigger-like "' iJ1g 
skids were insta1led to maintain a level grou nd a tti
tude when the air cushion bag is defl ated and the 
aircraft rests on its hull. 

SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION 
DISPLAYS 

Singer-Gen eral Precision's K earfott Group d evel
oped n ew controls and displays for th e G e n er a l 
D ynamics FB-111 bomber. At left, the Navigational 
Display Unit, at right the Computer Control Unit. 

AVCO RADAR ., 

Artist's concept shows the AN /FSS-7 radar detecting 
a ballistic missile after it has been launched from 
underwater by an enemy submarine. Avco's Elec
tronics E>ivision is prime contractor on fhe develop
ment for the· USAF's Systems Command. 
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SYSTEMS 

KEARFOTI COMPUTER 

K arfott Group of Singer-General Precision, Inc. , 
pro id d a tin. ( typewriter-siz ) computer for the 
Sm ·e or program completed in 1968. The GPK-33, 
first diaital computer in sp ace is the ner ·e center 
for the Atlas-Centaur launch ' ehicle. 

HUGHES ADAR 

Under Army contJ·act, Hughes Aircraft Company 
\Vas building a scaled-down prototype of" hat could 
become the world's most powerful long-range radar 
system. Called ADAR ( Ach anced D esign Array 
Radar) , it is designed for defense of cities and the 
full-scale ' ersion could be operational in the early 
1970s. 

LINK TRAINER 

Lates t in the long line of flight simulators built by 
Link Group of Singer-General Precision, Inc., is the 
Boeing 747 trainer. Equipped with a 6-degree-of
freedom motion system, the simulator includes a 
full-size 747 cockpit, an insh·uctor station and a 
visual system, weighing in all about 10 tons. 



SYSTEMS 

NORTHROP NORVIPS 

Northrop Corporation's Nortronics Division re
ceived an Army contract for NORVIPS (Voice In
terruption Priority System) installation on fixed
wing aircraft and,..,.helicopters. NORVIPS is a safety 
system, also operational with the USAF, which 
alerts crews to potentially hazardous sihwtions by 
means of a prerecorded voice warning. 
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LOCKHEED GUN CONTROLLER 

Lockheed E l ctronics Com pa n d v -lop d 
tally ori ented , lighh,· ig h t g un fir o nb·ol 
with multipl senso r sui sy t ms f r c1 f n , P"a inst 
surface and a i~· ta rge ts. In ph oto , k y I ment of th 
sys t m mount d on th Barry f r shi p board 
firin rr tes ts : th e radomc and the Rvn o tccl ( pl ica l 
Si rht, below radome. 

SUNDSTRAND POWER UNIT 

Sundsh·and Aviation Division of Sundsh·and Corpo
~·ation developed a hydraulic power unit I_Jeing ~sed 
m advanced missile applications. The u:ut_ provides 
power for nozzle gimbaling to make missile course 
corrections. 



AIA LEADERSHIP 

In November, Karl G . Barr, Jr. (top), was reelected 
president of Aerospace Industries Association. James 
H. Kerr ( lovver left) , president and chief operating 
officer of A vco Corporation, .was elected chairman 
of the AlA board for 1969. He succeeded E. Clinton 
Towl (lower right) , chairman of the board of Grum
man Aircraft Engineering Corporation. 
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RECORDS 

WORLD RECORDS 

The National Aeronautic Association, which represents the United States in tlw Federation A<•ronautique Jnter
nationale, sanctions, certifies and registers aU record att<·mpts within the U.S. in order that they may be oflkially 
recognized by other nations. NAA's Contest and Record Board compiled this list of n•cords compkted during 
1968 by U.S. participants. 

CLASS DATE AIRCRAFT 

ABSOLUTE WORLD RECORDS 

MANNED SPACECRAFT 

World 12/21-27/68 Apollo 8 

World 10/11·22/68 Apollo 7 

World 12/21-27/68 Apollo 8 

World 12/21·27/68 Apollo 8 

WORLD CLASS RECORDS 

MANNED SPACECRAFT (LUNAR MISSION) 

K 12/21·27 /68 Apollo 8 

K 12/21·27 /68 Apollo 8 

K 12/21·27 /68 Apollo 8 

K 12/21·27 /68 Apollo 8 

K 10/11-22/68 Apollo 7 

K 10/11·22/68 Apollo 7 

BUSINESS JET AIRCRAFT 

CJ-l.a (6,614·13,277 pounds) 

CJ-l.a 2/20/68 Lear Jet Model 25 

PILOT 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

Walter M. Schirra 
Walter Cunningham 
Donn Eisele 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell 
William Anders 

James Lovell 

Walter M. Schirra 
Walter Cunningham 
Donn Eisele 

Walter M. Schirra 
Walter Cunningham 
Donn Eisele 

Henry G. Beaird 
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RECORD DESCRIPTION RECORD 

Altitude (absolute) 231.040 miles 

Greatest mass lifted 32,557 pounds 

Greatest mass lifted 279,338 pounds 

Duration of lunar mission 146 hours, 59 
minutes, 49 
seconds 

Altitu.de 231,040 miles 

Greatest mass lifted 279,338 pounds 

Duration in lunar orbit 20 hours, 14 
minutes, 13.2 
seconds 

Total time in space 572 hours, 9 
minutes, 23 
seconds 

Precision of landing Distance from 
target .33 mile 

Greatest mass lifted 32,557 pounds 

Time to climb to 12,000 meters 6 minutes, 19.1 
seconds 



CLASS DATE 

HELICOPTERS 

Unrestricted Weight 

E·l 12 30 68 

E·1 12 30 68 

E-1 12 30 68 

E-1 12 30 68 

TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT 

C-1.c (2,204-3,858 pounds) 

AIRCRAFT 

Sikorsky CH·54A 

Sikorsky CH-54A 

Sikorsky CH-54A 

Sikorsky CH·54A 

C-l.c 5 31 68 Piper PA 24-400 

PISTON-ENGINE AIRCRAFT 

C·1.e (6,614·13,227 pounds) 

C-l.e 9. 6-7 68 Piper Aztec 

C·l.d (3,858·6,614 pounds) 

C-l.d 6 24-25 68 Cessna P-206 

C-l.d 6 24·25 '68 Cessna P-206 

C-l.d 6 24·25. 68 Cessna P-206 

C-l.d 6 ·24-25. 68 Cessna P-206 

C-1.d 6.'8/68 Beech Baron 

C·1.c (2,204·3,858 pounds) 

C-l.c 10/17 '68 Siai Marchetti 

C·1.a (under 1,102 pounds) 

C-l.a 1L 2 '68 Mooney Mite 

FEMININE RECORDS 

Piston-Engine Aircraft 

C-1 6/24-25/68 

C-1 6/24·25/68 

C-1 6/24·25/68 

C-1 6/24·25/68 

GLIDERS 
D·1 (Single-place) 

D·l 3/3/68 

U.S. NATIONAL RECORDS 

Commercial Airlines 

Commercial 5/29/68 

Cessna P-206 

Cessna P-206 

Cessna P-206 

Cessna P-206 

Schleicher KA 88 

Boeing 737 

PILOT 

CWO W. T. Lamb 

CWO James T. Ervin 

CWO James T. Ervin 

CWO James T. Ervin 

Jack T. Womack 

Max Conrad 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

James F. Nields 

Hal Fishman 

Donald C. Sinclair 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

Jerrie Mock 

Karl Striedieck 

Captain L. W. McNames, 
Piedmont Airlines 
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RECORDS 

RECORD DESCRIPTION RECORD 

Altitude in horizontal flight 31,280 feet 

Time to climb to 3,000 meters 1 minute, 35.8 
seconds 

Time to climb to 6,000 meters 3 minutes, 31.5 
seconds 

Time to climb to 9,000 meters 7 minutes, 35.4 
seconds 

Altitude 42,560 feet 

Distance in a closed circuit 5,312.2 miles 

Distance in a closed circuit 4,065.81 miles 

Speed over recognized courses: 
Columbus, Ohio/San Juan, P.R. 108.9 mph 

San Juan, P.R./Columbus, Ohio 110.33 mph 

Columbus/San Juan/Columbus 108.99 mph 

Gander, Newfoundland.'Santa 218.37 mph 
Maria, Azores 

Las Vegas/Los Angeles 214.07 mph 

Speed over a 3-kilometer course 136.19 mph 

Distance in a closed circuit 4,065.81 miles 

Speed over recognized courses: 
Columbus, Ohio/San Juan, P.R. 108.9 mph 

San Juan, P.R./Columbus, Ohio 110.33 mph 

Columbus/San Juan/Columbus 108.99 mph 

Distance to a goal and return 

Speed on a special air route 
Seattle/Wilmington, N.C. 

476.6 miles 

512.31 mph 
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AWARDS 

COLLIER TROPHY 

In May, Vice President Hubert Humphrey pre
sented the Robert J. Collier Trophy to Lawrence A. 
Hyland (right), vice president and general mana
ger of Hugh es "' Aircraft Company, builder of the 
NASA Surveyor spacecraft. Hyland accepted in 
behalf of the "tens of thousands" who p articipated 
in the lunar soft-landing program. Surveyor scored 5 
successes out of 7 launches and sent back to earth 
more than 86,000 photographs of the lunar surface. 
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'VRIGHT BROTHER . . l\ IE:\IORIAL 
TROPHY 

The vVright Brothers :\1 mo ri a ! 1 ro ph~ · \'a. p n·
sentcd to Se na tor \\ a rrcn '· :\l agnuson ( D .. \\ 'a:h 
ing ton ) for more than 2 dt· a lcs of ('ll li tr;hlt' ll<'d 
lead ·rship in th fi C' Id oF a \·iati n l c~islation. The 
trophy presentation was macl C' at th ' \\'ri gh t :\lc
moria l 1 inn ' r in \ Vashin .rton . D. : .. on l cccmlwr 

" 17 by Secor D. BrO\\'ll C', sen io r \'i 'L' pres id e nt o f th e 
. ationa l !\ Tonautic Assoc ia tion , \\·hi ch administers 
th e trophy . In photo , Senato r \! agnu so n ( le t ) re
ce ives t rophy from Bro\\'n c (ri ght ) as ln·ing I o th , 
pres ident of th e Aero C lub of \\ 'ashin ton . . ponsor 
of the \ Vri ght 0-Jcmorial Dinn ·r. looks on. 



HARl\10N TROPHY 

On D ecem bcr 3, President J oh11son pres en ted the 
Harmon International Aviator's Trophy to Major 
'William J. "Pete" Knight, · SAF, for a series of 
flights il1 th e North American Rocbvell X-15A-2 
rescaxch airplane. Knight attain d the gr ea test speed 
ever achieved by an atmospheric vehicle, 4,520 
miles per hour. He was cited for obtainil1g informa
tion "directly applicable to the futme consh·uction 
of 11) p ersonic transport planes." In photo, to left of 
Pr sident, Knigl1t and his fam ily, to right, the Har
mon trustees : Vice Admiral C. E. Rosendahl USN 
(Ret. ) . Ansel E. Talbert and Edward F. X. Ryan. 

JBREWER TROPHY 

Th e Frank G. Brewer Trophy w ent to Dr. Roland 
SpauldiTl>g, professor emeritus of ew York Univer
sity, f(j;_; "40 years of continuous, outstanding and 
pioneerin g contributions . in aerospace education." 
The trophy was p resented in b ehalf of the National 
Aeronautic Association by Dr. l\tlervin K. Sh·ickler, 
Jr., at the banquet of the National Aerospace Edu
cation Congress . In photo, left to right, Walter 
Zaharevitz, executive director, Na tional Aerospace 
Education Council; Dr. Spaulding; his daughter 
Rita; and Dr. Strickler. 

AWARDS 
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AWARDS 

A 

B 
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AIVIERICAN HELICOP1 ER . OCIETY 
AWARDS 

Th · Dr. Alexander mi1 !\wa rd top hon r f 
the Am ri can H li opt r So i ' l y . went to R n ·~ H . 

r! ill er , p rof ·ssor of Hi ht tra n ·p rt , ti on at :\!. a ·, 
chu sc tts Institut of 1 hnol ,., fo r ··nola bl 
achi ·vement in th e adva n m cnt of rota ry- wi1 
a ronaut i s.'· Tl e prescnt :1 ti n w:1 · made :\l ay 10 ,. t 
th e so i ty's Honors N ig ht D inn r by H11 se ll 0'~ al 
( 1 · ft in ph oto A ) Army Ass ista nt ecr t:uy for H -
sea rch ::lllcl D evelopm nt. In ph to 13 , L on I . D oug
las, AHS board ch a irm an ( cc1 t r ), presents ccrb ~ 
eates of th e Capta in \ 'Villi am J. Kassler Awa rd to 
representa tives of th · a rm d s tv ices in . outh ca t 
As ia whose "im ag ina ti ve op ration tccl1n iq ues" con
tributed to th e effec ti veness of th e h eli copte r. T h 
G rover E. B 1l Awa rd '·ent to Ech •in J. Du ca,· t . / 

( photo C) , president of Bell H e li copter Com pan , 
and the HueyCobra tea m "fo r th e successful and 
tim ely development of an attack heli copter for th e 
escort an d direct aeria l fire suppor t rol es ." Other 
honors included th e Paul E. Haueter :\Jemori::d 
Award, to John P. Campbell of NASA's Lang ley 
Research C enter , for hi s con tributions to VTOL 
progress , and the Frede ri ck L. F einberg Award , to 
Capta in Jerom e H. Daly, U.S. Army, for outs tanding 
achievem ent as a h elicopter pilot in Vie tnam. 
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AIAA AWARDS 

Three engineers who figur ed promin -ntly in devel
opment of the TF39 turbofan engine received the 
Goddard Award of the American Institute of Aero
nautics and Astronautics at the instih1te's Honors 
Banquet, January 23 in New York. Shown receiving 
their a·wards (photo A) from AIAA former presi
dent Harold T. Luskin (second from left) are, left 
to right, James E. vVorsham, general manager of 
General Electric's Military Advanced Engines De
par tment; E . Clifford Simpson , chief, Turbi11e Divi
sion, USAF Aero Propulsion L aboratory; and Donald 
C . Berkey, general manager of GE's TF39 de
partment. AIAA's Hill Space Transportation Award 
went to Dr. vV. H . Pickering, director of Jet Propul
sion Laboratory, for his supervision of several sig
nificant atellite programs. In photo B, Pickering 
(right ) is presented the award by Floyd L . Thomp
son, AIAA president. Other AIAA award v.rinners 
included':· Roy V. Harris, Jr., La,vrence Sperry 
Aw ard; Joseph LaRussa, de Florez Training Award; 
Arthur E. Bryson, Jr., G. Edward Pendray Award; 
Loren D. Carlson, John Jeffries A'vvarci; Harold 
Rosen, Aerospace Communications Av;,ard; Harold 
B. Finger, V\Tyld Propulsion Award; the late Virgil I. 
Grissom, Haley Astronautics Aw ard; and Robert V. 
Knox, Mechanics and Control of F light Award. B 
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AFA AWARDS 

Th e Air Fo rce Assoc iat-ion '. hig hes t a\\'arcl . th e 11. II. 
Arnold Trophy honor in r th e ''A e rospace .\Ian of th · 
Yea r," w ent to Ge ne ra l \\ ' illiam \\ · . .\l omH·r. com
mande r, l S:\F 1 acti a l :\ir Cornma nd . for hi s ser
vice in\ i tnam as d e put:· command e r for a ir o pe ra 
tions a nd comma nde r of the Scn•n th \ir Pore •. In 
photo A, C ene ral .\l om:·c r accepts th e tro phy from 
Jess L a rson , cha irman of A l· X s hoa rd. Briga di r 
Genera l Hobin Olcls ( ri g ht in photo B ) , comman
dant of cad e ts at the Air Porcc Acacl enw. ,,·on the 
David C. Schilling Troph; for l• li g ht. .\I a)or Ccncra l 
Charl es C. C hand le r , Jr. , d e puty chi ef of starr. 
Pacifi c Air Force, b ecame th e first incli,·iclu a l to 
rece ive the Thomas P. G e rrity 1 rophy for Syste ms 
and Logist ics. P resenting th e a,, ·a rd ( le ft in photo C 
is Hobert \ 'V. Sma rt , A P A prcsidc n t. Th e H oy t S. 
Vandenbe rg Trophy was awarded to .\brian B. 
Folsom, former Secre tary of H ealth , Ed ucation and 
W elfa re, for his act ions in the passage of the a
tiona ) Defense Education Act. 
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AAAA AWARDS 

The Ar~11y "Aviation _Association of America pre
sented itS Army Aviator of the Year" A\\ard to 
Major Hobin K. i\ll iller, \ ie tnam helicopter pilot. In 
photo A, General Bruce Palmer, Jr. , Army vice chief 
of staff, addresses AAAA Honors Luncheon in pre
senting the award to Miller, right. The James H. 
McClellan Aviation Safety Award '' ent to Francis P. 
McCourt of Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories for 
contributions to safety research; in photo B, Mc
Court ( left ) receives the b·ophy from Howard E. 
I-Iaugerud, president of th e 1JcClellan Foundation. 
Named "Army Aviation Soldier of the Year" vvas 
Sergeant First Class Jesse J. Dodson , Jr. , who was 
recognized for outstanding achievement as a heli
copter maintenance shop foreman in Vietnam. In 
photo C, Dodson receiv s his a\ ard from Army 
S cretary Staniey R. Resor. The "Outstanding Army 
Aviation Unit A\vard" went to the 52nd Combat 
AviatiGm Battalion for its support of U.S. and RVN 
forces' in Vietnam. 
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Sir T 1ple • • • their GUTS! 
Avco Lycoming Gas Turbine engine type guts. 

When these manufacturers wanted to build a rugged aircraft 
-particularly a helicopter- where did they turn first? 

To Avco Lycoming, naturally where gas turbine power is 
synonymous with guts- with ruggedness- with reliability 
_with experience- where turbines are designed and man
ufactured to live in flight, not in a laboratory . 

Where more than 10 million flight hours have proven their 
dependability under every conceivable condition. 

Where design and development is always one step ahead of 
the requirement. 

Where people like Bell, with its UH-1H Huey and AH-1G 
HueyCobra; where people like Grumman, with its OV-1 
Mohawk; where people like Canadair, with the new tilt-wing 
CL-84; where people like Boeing, with its CH-47 Chinook 
family; and many others, turn when they need gas turbine 
power. 

It's no wonder- we've got the guts to do the job. 

AILVCDMING DIVISION 
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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The 
Aerospace 
Industry 

Aerospace industry sales in 1968 reached a record 
$30.1 billion, a 10 .. 5 percent increase over the $27.3 
billion in sales for 1967, Karl G. Harr, Jr., president 
of the Aerospace Industries Association, reported. 

Significant increases were made in several major 
areas: commercial transport aircraft, defense pro
curement and non-aerospace sales. 

Commercial aerospace sales, which include jet 
transports, executive and utility fixed-wing aircraft, 
helicopters, aircraft engines and spare parts, rose 
between 1967 and 1968 from $4.632 billion to 
$6.436 billion, a 38.9 percent increase. 

A substantial increase in turbine-powered trans
port sales accounted for a major portion of the sales 
growth. In the 2-year period from 1965 to 1967, 
sales increased from $1.197 billion in 1965 to $2.458 
billion in 1967, a gain of 105.3 percent; from the 
1965 sales to 1968 sales of $3.729 billion, the in
crease was 211.5 percent. 

Production of utility and executive aircraft in
creased between 1967 and 1968 from 13,577 to 
14,000 units, and the total value of shipments rose 
from $360,000,000 to $424,000,000. 

Civili~n helicopter production increased from 
455 umts to 511 units between 1967 and 1968. 
Value of this production rose from $43,000,000 to 
$57,?00,000. Civil helicopters were being used pri
manly for business purposes, although increasing 
numbers were being used for traffic control and 
surveillance. 

---~ 



Other major sales h·ends b etwe n 1967 and 1968 
included: 

• Sales by the aerospace industry to the Depart
m ent of Defense in 1968 were ) 16.9 b illion com
pared with $15.9 billion in 1967, an increase of 6.7 
p ercent. 

• Military aircraft sales rose from $10.4 billion 
in 1967 to $11 biJlion in 1968, partially in r esponse 
to increasing requirements for Vi tnam operations. 

o Missile sales in the same p eriod rose from 
$4.417 billion to $4.817 billion an increase of more 
than 9 p ercent. 

.. Military space programs in 1968 rose from 
$1.0 8 billion to $1.121 billion, an increase of 3 
p ercent. 

" Nonmilitm-y space sales declined from $4.202 
billion in 1967 to $4.047 billion in 1968, a decline 
of 3.7 p ercent. 

Sales of... nan-aerospace products and services in~ 
creased slightly b etween 1967 and 1968 from $2.579 
billion to $2.726 billion. Those sales represented 
work by aerospace £rms utili zing aerospace tech
nology in such areas as marine sciences, water 
desalination, crime control, rapid transit, job retrain
ing and other areas. 

Aerospace industry sales in 1969 Yvere expected 
to decline 1.6 percent to $29.6 billion from $30.1 
billion in 1968. Primarily, it was expected, this de
cline would result from a temporary decline in air 
transport sales as some models phased out prior to 

the major expanded production buildup of new 
models. 

Commercial aerospace sales, because of declining 
deliveries of civil transports , were expected to drop 
from $6.4 billion to somewhat less than $5.7 billion. 
Transport production was predicted to decline from 
691 to 515 units b etween 1968 and 1969. 

~ 
I 

This decrease in aircraft deliveries in 1969 was to 
take place despite increasing orders for jet trans
ports. The year 1969 was expected to be an interim 
p eriod with a gradual phasing out of existing models 
an.d the adv.ent _of the high passenger capacity, 
tlurd-generatwn Jet transport aircraft. The long
range outlook appeared excellent, with passenger 
traffic projected to triple over a 10-year period. 

Utility and executive aircraft production was 
expected to exceed that in 1968, increasing from 
14,000 to 15,450 units. The dollar value of cren
eral aviation production should approxir~ate 
$500,000,000. 

Helicopter production \Vas expected to reach a 
record 545 units. 

Department of Defense sales w ere estimated to 
rise from $16.914 billion to $17.214 billion between 
1968 and 1969. Increases in missile and military 
space programs were expected to offset declinincr 
military aircraft sales. 

0 

Nonmilitary space sales vvere predicted to ap
proximate $3.8 billion in 1969, with non-aerospace 
sales continuing to register modest gains. 
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ABEX CORPORATION 

In 1968 Abex Corporation's airborne hydraulic 
capabilities in Europe, Canada and the United 
States were combined into a single Aerospace Divi
sion, headquartered in Oxnard, California. Products 
supplied by the division were pumps and motors, 
servovalves, landing gear, flight controls and ac
tuating systems for rnilitary and commercial use. 
Over 70 airlines were using Aerospace products . 

During the year the U.S. facility was successful 
in selling pumps, motors and servovalves as new 
equipment for the Bell OH-58A, Boeing 747, Lock
h eed C-5A, Grumman A-6A, Sikorsky CH-53A and 
Boeing SST. Follow-on contracts were substantial 
for the Boeing 727 and 737, the General Dynamics 
F-1ll and a number of other current programs of 
both commercial and military nature. A significant 
servovalve development program was also initiated 
for the Aerojet NERVA engine. 

The Canadian facility became the major supplier 
of main gear for the Boeing 737 and was selected 
as a manufacturer of nose gear for the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-10. Additional contracts were received 
for General Dynamics' F-11l wing-sweep actuation 
systems, Vertol CH-47 landing gear and Fokker 
F-28 primary and secondary flight controls. The 
plants also produced landing gear for the de Havil
land DHC-4 Caribou and DHC-5 Buffalo the 
Northrop F-5, the Canadair CF-5 and the 'LTV 
A-7D. A new, large profiling facility was added in 
Waterloo, Ontario, and a $2,500,000 plant was con
structed in Montreal to consolidate, enlarge and 
modernize production capacity in that city. 

The Aerospace plant in Wiesbaden, West Ger
many, continued to ship rotating equipment and 
servovalves for the Concorde SST, various SAAB 
programs, Fokker's F-28 .. and Agusta-Bell heli
copters. Among the newer programs participated in 
were the Fiat G91 Y and G-222, the Dornier heli
copter and VTOL transports, the Handley Page 
HP-317, the BAC One-Eleven commercial transport 
and several VFW requirements including a wing tilt 
system for the VC-400 VTOL transport. The plant 
increased its contract overhaul work for hydraulic 
pumps and components used on NATO fighters and 
commercial aircraft. 

The D enison Division of Abex was deeply in
volved in ground support activities in aerospace 
areas, both military and commercial. Denison hy
draulic power units activate many highly sophis
ticated flight simulators such as the Boeing 727 com
mercial digital simulator and the F-lll flight and 
mission simulator manufactured by the Link Group
Systems Division, Singer-General Precision, Inc. 
Flight crews on the Boeing 747 will be trained in the 
latest Link flight simulator, also utilizing Denison 
hydraulic power. D enison additionally was furnish
ing ground support for the 737, 747 and C-5A. 

An electrohydraulic system supplied by Denison 
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was in volved in the fin al t st ing f rot r tran 
sions for Lock he d 's 2-man h li e pte r, th e h ) -
enn e. D enison Huid po,,·cr c mpon nt ,,·e re I 
used ext nsivel in othe r tes t quipm nt-in 
duc tion and on th e Aight lin . 

D enison cont inu d to support th e spac pro ram 
by furnish in h) drau li co mpon nt. and s:· tcm. 
for tes t er1uipn nt, g round support cquipm nt 
handlin g d evices and fu 1 pumpin cquipm nt. Th 
5,500,000-pout d crawl er transpo rl r a t J hn F . 
Kenn edy Spac C ente r is . t c r 'd nnd ma in ta in 1 
level with D n ison hydrau li cs . D e nison pumps a lso 
supply pow r to opera te s n ·icc a rms :mel work 
enclosu res on th e mobile la un he r :mel sc r,·ic truc
turcs, to actu a t erectors ra isin r ro k ts into firin r 

position , and to actuate n rin' g in balin g sys tem 
and engin e va lves b e fore bunch . 

Large D enison pis ton pumps supply fu e l unde r 
pressure to vehicles a t launch until th e on -board 
system reaches 90 p ercent thrust. These pumps a lso 
su pply fu el for s ta tic firin g and qua lit) -control 
check-out, as vvell as powering g round support 
stands for je t aircraft check-out . 

American Brakeblok Divi sion , th e major manu
fac turer of friction (braking) mate rials for je t air
craft, vvas selected as supplie r of brake n1 a te rial s for 
th e Lockh eed L-1011 and C-.5A. 

At th e Abex Research C ente r , pre liminary tests 
on la rge superalloy castings for gas turbine rotors 
were comple ted successfully. Ful l-scale cas tin g and 
tes ting of 20~inch-diameter , l1ollow rotor di scs for a 
commercial a ircraft turbine eng ine w ere initiate d. 
Airframe structural parts w ere cast successfully by 
means of vacuum melting. 

Drop test facility at Abex Corporation's Montreal plant can 
simulate roughest of aircraft landing conditions. 



AERODEX INC. 

erod .· b an toolin cri.n 
0\' 

an n w 3 -) aT 
rhaul en in pow ring th Air 

-1 :...4 and -130 t rcn port . 
om p an br ad n d th - cop of it n o-ine 

p art: O\- rh a ul and manufa tmincr ·ub ontract busi
n ss in 196 . i\ w ov rhaul procrr ams includ d mili
tary on tract to r p air parts n }5~ an l J 9 tuxbo
jc t n(Tin · conb·acts with 4 airlin · to r pair worn 
j t n in 1 lad , u i.ng e] ctt·on b -am " elcbn a.nd 
oth r n " mat -rials n cr in rin<:r t chniq u ·· and the 
fir t con t_ract to appl_ · one of th compa.n 's diffusion 
coabnu - a th fin ishio touch to cornm r ial a irline 
j t n in blad O\ erhaul -d l \\hr. 

P a raJl lin th - n w O\ - rh aul a tiviti s A rodex 
b eo-a n initia l manufa h.ITin o- sul con tJ:a t pro!:rrams 
on par t and/ or protot' p compon nt for th e n w 
"gian t je t ' n crin e programs ( th ~ Bo in 747 Lock
heed C -5 and tfcDonn ll Dou ·la DC-10 ) as '' ell 
as for th - Boein cr supersonic transport. Th con1pany 
commenced manufactur of k components for a 
ne \\ .S. Army tank rras turbine en crine and for a 
li esel engin wh ich powers truck and other earth

b ound vehicl -s. 
The company r eceived its fu· t airfram parts 

manufac tm·in g subcontract b usine s durinu 1968 
involving landing g m compon nts for tge U.S. 
_ avy F -1llB fight r. Al1oth r new pro21·am calls 

for _supp~ying control valves and contTol housing 
cas tmgs fo r t e U .S. Naval v\ eapons Cen ter Slu-ike 
a ir-to-ground missile. 

In other new developments, Aerodex installed the 
largest va uum hea t treati11g furnace in the South
east a t its manufacturing and par ts overhaul sub
sidiary, API Corporation, adjacent to Miami Inter
na tional Airport. In this n evv unit, parts are heat 
treated and brazed a t temperatures up to 2,400 de
gr ees F ahrenh eit. The furnace joins other high
temperatm·e units in vvhich thousands of aerospace 
parts are processed monthly in a pure hydrogen at
mosphere . 

Aerodex completed development of a family of 
new diffusion coatings , knovm as the API-10 
proc~ss , on vvhich patents have b een applied for. 
T estmg a t the company of one of the new formula
tions, API-10 STF;•demonstrated its ability to pro
tect samples of-'the high-strength nickel b ase alloy, 
B-1900, during more than 360 hours' exposure to 
temperatures over 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Upon 
comple tion of further testing, both at Aerodex and 
at engine manufacturers, the company planned to 
:ombine this coatings development with its existing 
mvestment casting manufacturing activity to supply 
finished , machined and coated turbin e blades for 
prime engine manufacturers. 
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Inn er u;orn surface of a T56 compressor section ·is restored 
at A eroclex tc ith oxyacetylene torch "m etal spray" t echnique. 

The company continued its landing gear over
haul business, and at year-end \<Vas overhauling gear 
assemblies and components at the rate of more 
than 17,000 a year for such aircraft as the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-3, DC-4, DC-6, DC-7, DC-8 and DC-9; 
the Boeing 707 and 727; the Convair 340, 440, 880 
and 990; the Lockheed Electra; and the FaiTchild 
F-227. 

AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION 

Aeroj e t-General Corporation, which pioneered 
the propulsion systems that got man off the earth 
into space, fittingly enough d eveloped the fust 
rocket engine to get him back from the moon. The 
Service Propulsion System engine on Apollo 8 that 
successfully placed the astronauts in orbit around 
the moon and then fired to r eturn them to earth set 
the tone for Aerojet technology in 1968. 

Amon g other accomplishments , Aerojet began 
building the first earth station for satellite com
munications on the African continent, automated 
an accurate test for syphilis, developed a one-pass 
membrane for the desalination of w ater by reverse 
osmosis, began a study of waste rnanagement prob
lems in the greater Kansas City region, and con
tinued its role in space equipment fabrication by 
building the propellant tanks for the Apollo Lunar 
Module engine. 

Aerojet remained a leader in propulsion tech
nology, producing the first-, second- and third-stage 
liquid-propellant engines for the Air Force Titan 
III-C space booster and the second- and third-stage 
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propulsion systems for the Air Force's i\finuteman 
III missile, which was successfully flight tested for 
the first time in 1968. 

Production of the Delta second stage continued 
and a new family of rocket engines (SVM-1), used 
initially to position the Intelsat II communications 
satellites in a precise synchronous orbit above the 
equator, was developed. Advanced versions were 
being produced for use with the Intclsat III series 
of communications satellites. 

Significant progress was recorded on develop
ment work with NERVA, the nation's only nuclear
powered rocket engine. A series of "cold flow" tests 
was completed on the full system, leading the way 
to a "hot test" firing in 1969. 

Rocket engines representative of Aerojet's quar
ter century of contributions to rocketry develop
ment were presented to the Smithsonian Institution 
in special ceremonies. 

Aerojet continued as the largest producer of 
research rockets and supporting subsystems in the 
country, introducing and successfully flying the 
Aerobee 170, newest member of a distinguished 
family. During the year 51 Aerobees and 27 NIRO 
rockets were flown from launch sites throughout the 
northern hemisphere and a new, advanced Attitude 
~ontrol System, the Mark II, was developed. Aero
jet also became the leading supplier of advanced 
Attitude Control Systems to the European Space 
Research Organization. 

Expansion of Aerojet activities in the fabrication 
of jet engine and jet aircraft parts, begun in 1966, 
continued with important contrads to develop 
components for the Air Force C-5A cargo aircraft, 
the F-111 sweptwing fighter aircraft and Boeing's 
747 and supersonic transport aircraft. 

Aerojet involvement in nucleonics at facilities in 
both San Ramon, California, and Idaho Falls, Idaho, 
led to the solution of important waste handling 
prob~ems confronting the power reactor industry. 
Aero1et converted highly radioactive liquid wastes 
to a s~fer solid form on a production basis for the 
first hme. anywhere in the world. A production
scale _run md1cated that the process is applicable to 
a vanety of nuclear waste problems. 

Additionally, uranium alloy sodium-bonded fuel 
elements w~re f~b.r~cated ~y Aerojet for the EBR-II 
program With mthal deliveries of elements that 
m:ct ~EC specification. Fuel element pre-assem
bhes ( mert components) were also being produced 
for the EBR-II reactor. 

Progr_ess on SNA~-8, the largest space power 
generatmg system m development testing, con
tinued with follow-on contracts from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. The 35,000-
watt system will be capable of providing electric 
power for communications, support systems and 
experiments for both manned and unmanned space 
missions. 

Successful full-scale power tests of the first 
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experimental model of an ach·anced comp:my
developed organic Hankiue eye·)(' powl'r eonn·rsion 
system were complded h~· .-\<'rojd and r<'cord 
power output and e•fficien('y ll·n·ls \\'t'l'l' ac-hil·n·cl. 
The Al'rojl't OH:\CLE ( acrollylll for ( >r!!;anic 
Hankine Cycle) is a closl'd-c·ydc· power unit liP
signed to conn•J't c•nergy frorn nudt·ar. isotopic. 
chemical or solar sourcc·s into l'lt'<'lricit\· for a broad 
spectrum of earth, marine· and spac·t· · appli('ations. 

Aeroj<'t's electronics capahilit~· lt·d to inC"rcased 
funding by the' Air Force of a 111ajor n·s('ardt and 
developnwnt 11rorrram inn>h-in•r IIIIIHaiilll'<l S)Xl('l' . b ~-, 

technolo<.rv hrin!Ting the total \·ahw to SD:3.000.000. 
~.;' .:..., \,. 

In other <'kctroni(:s acth·ities. :\e·rojd was e·nwrg-
ing as a leader in the devclopuwnt of sl·nsor systems. 
Under contract to tlw C.S. :\ir Force·. a fliglrt-safl' 
infrared suhsvstem for the :\ch-au<·t·d :\lanll(·d Stra
tegic Aircraft was being d<·n·lopl'd ami fahric:~tNl. 
In another sPnsor program. sponsorl'cl by _tlw :\a~·y. 
a long-wavelength, infran·d Inosaic tc·nmnal gmd
ancc system study to meet futurl' n·quircmcnts for 
an advanced airborne guidl'd-\n·apons s\·stem 
continued. 

Aerojet also developed the first 60 _CIIz. sol_id
state, radiometric receiv<·r for applicatwns rangmg 
from wcat:wr forecasting and spaC"ccraft contt:oi to 
intersatellitc communications ancl short-range. mter
ference-frcc, point-to-point surface commllnications. 

Significant contracts Wl're won_ to dPvel?P _a 
microwave reconnaissance svstem for tlw U.S. An· 
Force and to conduct radio;ndric inn·stigations of 
snow packs for the Department of the Int<'rior, with 
the goal of developing a radiometry system for usc 
with aircraft and sateliites to hc·ttn manage water 
resources. 

High-volume production of the U.S. ~avy Mark 
46 torpedo, an advanced antisubmarine weapon, 
continued into the third year with the :~ward of a 
$12,000,000 contract for advanced verswns. Total 
manufacturing awards to Acrojet for the Mark 46 
exceeded $230,000,000 at year-end. . 

Full production of the Navy's newest mme, the 
Mark 56, got under way in 1968 at Acrojct under .a 
4-year contract awarded in 1967. The Mark 56 IS 

the most advanced mine system in production. 
Construction began in the fall on the first ?ar~h 

station for satellite communications to be bmlt m 
Africa. Engineering design and development were 
being carried out under contract to SOMATELSAT, 
a company jointly formed by the government of 
Morocco and Aerojet-General to construct and op
erate the station. When completed, the stat.ion ~ill 
enable Morocco to communicate via satelhte with 
America, Africa and parts of the Middle East and 
Asia. 

Aerojet inroads into medical and environmental 
systems technology were greatly advanced on a 
nu~ber of front~ wi~h the following developm~nts: 

~.new medical mstrument for the diagnosis of 
syphilis, the SeroMatic System, entered production 
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a Itt T sm·cT~sfully completing extensive tests in 
hospiLtls ancl laboratories. 

• :\ si~nificant reduction in time for physicians 
l)('in•r trai~~t·d in am'sthesiology was demonstrated 
in .u~ expt>rimcntal. comparati~·e training program 
m.in!! thl' world's first computer-controlled manikin, 
Sim One. in plact• of human patients. 

• SuccPssful completion of the conceptual design 
of an atomic power source for artificial hearts led 
to a contract from the l\ational Heart Instihttc to 
fabricate and test a breadboard model. 

• A single-pass membrane for the desalination of 
sc•awal<·r hy n·,·crse osmosis was developed and 
was nndl'r test for tlw Office of Saline \\"att'r. De
partt:wnt of the Interior, and a low-cost, automated 
manufacture of tubular reverse osmosis units was 
under tkn·lopmcnt. 

• For the Kansas City :\lctropolitan Region Plan
ning Commission. a computer program for solid 
waste man<H!;<'ment optimization was bPing devel-
oped to met~t future needs. ... 

• In Sacramento California. sewers were being 
studied for the Ft~dcral \\"atcr Pollution Contr~l 
Administration to develop alternatin~ s~·stcms for 
handling liquid waste and water from rainstorms. 

• A dual version of Aerojet's pneumatic transport 
syslt'm for refuse and soiled linen handling. the 
first to h<' installed in the United States. was going 
into the new }.{art in Luther King :\lcmorial Hospi
tal under construction in tlw \\"atts area of Los 
Angeles. 

• A cryogenic facility, under consh·uction in 
Lo\\·l'll. ~[assachust'tts, for the Lowell Gas Com
pany, will liquefy natural gas, store it and n•gasify 
it as needed to serve the I'\ cw England arm during 
winter 1wak periods. 

Aerojl't facilities wt•rc expanded with the activa
tion of an Orhital :\lission Simulator Complex at the 
Electronics Division, Azusa, California. Tlw facility 
gives AerojC't a combination of advanced capabilities 
unique in tlw nation for testing large optical satellite 
systems umlcr closely simulated environments as 
high as 100 milt'S in space. 

The new facility encompasses a total of more 
than $3,400.000 in equipment aml occupies about 
two-third~ of a :25,000-square-foot building com
pleted in the fall. The 81,000,000 building also 
houses tlw Acrojet :Microelectronics Department's 
computeriz<>d production facilities for vacuum
deposited. hybrid, thin-film microelectronics circuit 
manufacture for military/aerospace applications. 

AERONCA, INC. 

The successful splashdown of Apollo 7 coincided 
with the 40th anniversarv of At'ronca. Inc. \Vhilc 
the spacecraft, with the ~utcr structur~ of its com
mand module made up of brazed stainless steel 
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honeycomb panels fabricated by Aeronca, sym
bolizes the contribution that Aeronca technology is 
making to the space effort. the most significant 
factor in the company's recent growth lies in the 
technologv itself. 

Specifi'C'ally. the key to Aeronca's success in 1968 
and in the immediate future is to be found in a 
proliferation of the company"s existing and pro
jected technology. 

.-\eronca's transition from producing the first 
light aircraft made for personal use to an important 
role in the aerospace market is best exemplified in 
the resurgence of the commercial aviation market, 
where the company's widely recognized develop
mental work in brazed stainless steel honevcomb 
fabrication techniques has grown into an a:ircraft 
structures capability of the first order. 

In addition to its fabrication of structural com
ponents for the aerospace industry. through major 
plant operations in ~fiddletown. Ohio. and Tor
rance, California, Aeronca continued in 1968 to 
design and manufacture highly engineered environ
mental control systems and a related line of pro
prietary products, marketed and manufactured both 
in the United States and abroad. the latter through 
licensing agreements in Europe and Asia. 

At year-end about two-thirds of Aeronca's sales 
were in aerospace products, with a big increase in 
commercial aviation. Volume production was sched
uled to bcO'in in 1969 on subcontractin~ work in the b ~~ 

commercial aviation field which will further in-
crease the commercial portion of Aeronca's busi
ness. 

Materials technology was responsible for most of 
the firm's growth during 1968. The company has 
pioneered in fabrication of brazed and bonded 
honeycomb construction, which has gained broad 
acceptance in the aerospace industry. The use of 
honeycomb. was expected to increase greatly be
cause of its exceptionally high strength and light 
weight. Over the last several years Aeronca has 
broadened its aircraft structures capability impres
sively with the development of brazed Inconel and 
titan'ium honeycomb structures and its ability to 
manufacture autoclave bonded aluminum and fiber
glass honeycomb structural components. 

One of the most significant research and develop
ment contracts in Aeronca's recent history was 
awarded the company by Boeing in Aprill968. This 
initial contract called for Aeronca to evaluate ap
plication of new titanium honeycomb brazing 
processes to the structural requirements of the 
supersonic transport. Aeronca believed its special 
structures capability offered potential application in 
several areas which can help reduce weight in the 
SST and other new-generation aircraft. 

Aeronca was already fabricating structural com
ponents for all Boeing commercial jetliners being 
produced, and 2 new contracts valued at more than 
$30,000,000 were awarded the company in 1968 for 
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Boeing's 747 superjetliner program. One contract 
covered the production of nearly 900 turbine thrust 
reverser plug assemblies and the other contract in
creased Aeronca's production of inspar wing ribs 
from 53 shipsets to 203 shipsets, with deliveries on 
both contracts expected to continue through mid-
1971. 

In all, the company had contracts totaling 
$55,000,000 for the Boeing 747 program, covering 
only the first 200 shipments of the aircraft, which 
has a potential of 600 shipments. Aeronca was also 
seeking participation in the Lockheed ancl ~lcDon
nell Douglas air bus programs, largely in the belief 
that these programs could utilize Aeronca experience 
and Aeronca fabrication processes and techniques 
now being employed in the newest Boeing projects. 

Although the company's most notable contribu
tion to the U.S. space program in 1968 was the outer 
structure for the Apollo 7 and 8 Command Modules, 
Aeronca also fabricated the blast panels for opera
tion in the exhaust of the Saturn IB launch vehicle 
which carried Apollo 7 aloft. 

In military aviation, Aeronca's programs in 1968 
continued to be fuel tanks for the Northrop F-5 
Freedom Fighter and pylons for the F-4 Phantom. 
In March the company was awarded a new contract 
by Grumman to produce bonded structural assem
blies for the A-6A Intruder. The initial contract was 
for about $500,000 and it was expected to be in
creased and continued over several years. Despite 
the company's significant contributions to military 
aviation, only about 3 percent of total sales were 
related to the Vietnam conflict, a figure which has 
not increased since 1966. 

Besides its proliferating materials technology, the 
company was advancing into another field within 
the aerospace market-cargo handling. Aeronca 
was producing fiberglass air cargo containers for 
jet freighters under a contract with American Air
lines and was developing an automated hydraulic 
system for.moving these cargo igloos within freight 
terminals, from terminal to aircraft and within the 
aircraft. 

A solid third of Aeronca's business was derived 
from sales of its environmental control systems and 
related proprietary products in the U.S. and abroad. 
In 1968 the Buensod Division of the Aeronca En
vironmental Control Group, headquartered in New 
York and producing highly engineered industrial 
air conditioning and other environmental control 
systems, reported a pair of major contracts. The 
first was an addition of approximately $1,000,000 to 
an original contract for $3,842,592 from Westing
house Electric Corporation covering environmental 
control systems for a large nuclear turbine plant 
being built near Charlotte, North Carolina. The 
second was a $2,500,000 contract with E. I. duPont 
de Nemours & Company, Wilmington, Delaware, 
to provide specialized fabricated metal products 
for various duPont plants. 
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During the year Acronca faciliti<·s \n·re ('llLtr~t·d 
through building and plaut silt· acquisition. includ
ing a new .j().()OO-squar('-foot addition to till' Tor
rance. California. facilit\· to handlt· B<wing produc
tion. the installation o( a ·100-ton strdch prl'SS ;tt 

Torrance and the purchas<· of a manufacturing 
facilitv at HockhilL South ( :arolina. to housl' <'X

pand<;d acti,·ities of tlH' E,,,·iroJ•JJit'ntal C:cllltrol 
Group. 

In a financial mo\'t~ undt·rtak•·n to lll'lp assun· 
advancenwnt in its main fi<"lds of iutt·rt·st. :\t·ronca 
achieved a substantial rcductio11 in its long-lt'rm 
deht through the COllV<'rSiOII of COil\'l'~·tiJ.>h_. dt·lwll
tures into common stock. In OctolH'r Smith Banw~· 
& Con1pany arranged for tlw pri,·atc pla<'l'JIH'Ilt with 
institutional investors of 85.000.000 of 6 percent 
Senior Subordinated :\oil's. \\'ith tbis pri,·ate pbcc·
ment the company was pbnuiJig to_ ru.rtlll'r in
crease its hank borrowings to pro,·ide lor IJI('ITased 
growth. 

As of September 30. HJGo. :\erouca's U-1nonth 
sales were 836,11·!,281 compared to $.'31,~8.5.-13H a 
year earlier. 1'\et earnings for the [H'nod were 
$1,120,m>·!, or S1 per share. a rise of 30 percent o~·er 
8862,774, or 8.'3 cents per share, for the same penod 
a year earlier. The company indicated year-end nc._:.t 
earnings would he significantly higher than 1D6t. 

On October 7 the company was listed .and h<.'~an 
trading on the :t-.1idwcst Stock E:xchan~~', m a(hhtwn 
to its listings on the American, Pacihc Coast and 
Cincinnati stock exchanges. 

THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

· Increasingly sophisticated operations in _space by 
the Air Force remain dependent upon reliable and 
powerful launch vehicles; during fiscal year 196~ 
The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, Cali
fornia, continued to work in the areas of devclo~
ment and engineering necessary. to mce~. today s 
more stringent military launch vehicle rcqun ei~1ents. 
At the same time company scientists ~n~ cngmee~s 
were performing research and planmn!!i t? assme 
adequate booster capability for future Imss~ons. 

During the last 6 years, Aerospace has assist.ed ~he 
Air Force Space and Missile Systems Orgamzation 
in working with industry to improve sRa?~ booster 
flight reliability. Such activity was nutmted . on 
Atlas with the SLV-3 Standard Launch Vehicle 
program for standardization and reliability im· 
provement. Beginning with the space booster based 
on the Atlas D each model has benefited from the 
technical supp~rt supplied by Aerospace. In 1962 
the Atlas flight reliability was only 60 percent on a 
20-moving-average basis; since then, this has been 
increased to 100 percent by an unbroken series of 
39 successful Atlas space launches. 

After 123 consecutive successes with the Thor 



L \ -2 . pac l< unch vehicle sine November 26, 
1963. a Thor fa il d durinrr launch Ma" 18 1968. 
£,·en thou h LV-:.. launch No. 124 '·as a failure, 
th " impr · ·s iYe record r ma:ins-th r sult of a co
opera b,· Jfort in which A rospa " as one m mber 

f th · t am, provid · d t chnjcal r \ .i " and ·alua
tion t th - Air For -mana rred proQTam. 

rosp a e ont inuecl its GSE/ TD r ponsibilities 
f r tb . i.r F rc Titan III tanclarcl launch ' hicle 
sv t n . t p res nt th T itan s · t m in ludes 4 
m od ls: 2 mploy th III liqu id- noine cor - plus 
5- m nt oLd boos t rs· on u s th III cor plus 
7-s m nt solid boos t rs· and one us · the III core 
w itho •t oli cl boost rs. 

Th compan '·as acti in the planninrr and de-
. lop• ent ffort on sa tellite te ~1 fo r national 

cl e f ns . n outstanding exampl of thi work was 
th " Phas I D f n · - Satellite Communica tions Pro
gram ( DSCP ) in "hich A ro pac , in support of 

ir Fore re ponsibili ti s in th program , per
form -d techni a] diT ction of the sat llit -pa load 
prorrra m throucrhout alJ p has of d sirrn develop
m ent and test. 

Th e climax of Aerospac work on this initial 
phase of DSCP ( '~ hich , ac tu all), had berrun in the 
compan y's earliest days) cam on June 13, 1968, 
w hen 8 additional satellites w ere placed in orbit by 
a si1 g le Titan III-C. This succe sful launch raised 
to 25 the total nu mber of the spin-s tabiUzed, active
rep eater DSCP satellites in orb it. 

Aerosp ace provided GSE/ TD on the /fanned 
Orbiting Laboratory (MOL ) program in 1968, a 
responsibility it has h ad since the prom·am's incep
tion b y the Air Force. In congressional tes timony in 
March, Dr. Alexander H. Flax, Assistant Secretary 
of the Air Force ( H.esearch and D evelopment) , 
noted that the M OL program had reached the stage 
a t w h ich all m ajor components had been definec1 
and the specifica tions for the interfaces ·written and 
agreed to b y all the contractors . vVith the contract 
d efinition phase completed, the program was well 
into the d evelopment phase and metal was b eing cut 
b y the contractors for engineering and qualification 
models. 

Throughout 1968, Aerospace in San Bernardino, 
in association with SAMSO, explored advanced 
missile and reentry vehicle concepts to assure the 
tin1.e ly application of new technology to the national 
st rategic missile force structure. 

The Advanced Ballistic Reentry Sys tem Program 
( ABRS) is a Department of Defense-established 
national program supporting the Air Force, Navy 
ai1d Army. Its purpose is the development of ad
vanced reentry systems and the extension of reentry 
technology to provide the United States' strategic 
missile ·weapon systems with the capability to pene
trate enemy d efenses and destroy enemy targets. 
Aerospace Corporation was providing planning 
and technical direction of all the contractors in
volved. 
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The highly successful maiden flight of its new 
TF4 l turbofan engine for the U.S. Air Force's A-7D 
attack bomber marked one of 1968's major mile
stones for the Allison Division of General M otors as 
it continued to expand its gas turbine product hne. 

Rated a t 14 250 pounds thrust, tl1e TF41-A-l 
powered an LTV A-7 on a 2-hour flight d uring a 
series of d emonstrations over Edv. ards .\.ir Force 
Base, California, a t altitudes up to :.3,000 feet and 
a t speeds exceeding 650 miles an hour. 

D eveloped jointly w ith Rolls-Ro ce Ltd. , D erby, 
England, the TF4l entered production a t Allison :in 
June, a month highlighted b y a special "TF41 FiTst 
Production Engine" ceremony attended b y military 
and government officials, business and civic leaders, 
and news media . 

Development and initial production of tl1e 
TF41-A-l Vlas covered b y a $227 300,000 contract 
awarded b y the USAF Aeronautical S) stems Divi
sion, which provides technical direction. 

Allison's TF41 tu rbofan, powe'l' plant fo r the USAF's A-7D 
attack bomber, entered pmd:uct·ion in 1968. 

In a parallel program, Allison was awarded a 
$35,700,000 contract for production of a TF41-A-2 
version for the Navy's A-7E light attack aircraft. 
This production award followed by only a few 
months an $8,000,000 development contract to in
crease the output to 15,000 pounds thrust. Deliver
ies of flight test -A-2 engines ,,vere to start in March 
1969, with deliveries of production engines to begin 
in August 1969. 

Sales and production of the larger turboprops 
continued strong in 1968. Two new installa tions for 
the Model 501 engine, rated at 4,050 horsepower, 
were announced. One is the Guppy series of 
4-engine carriers of outsized cargo being d eveloped 
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hy Aero Spacelines, Inc. The other is the TIFS, a 
twin-engine inAight simulator for training flight 
crews in the operation of various types of jet air
craft. The latter is b(·ing developc·d by T<·x Johnston. 
Inc. Both are subsidiaries of LTnexcellecl, Inc. The 
.SOls also power the Lockheed Electra and Convair 
580 airliners. and Convair .580s operational with U 
major U.S. corporations, the Federal :\ viation 
Administration, the U.S. Air Force• and the Hoval 
Canadian Air Force. · 

T.56 Series turboprops, rated at "I.H I 0 horsepower, 
were in production for scvrral "1-<'IJgim· and twin
engine military aircraft, including tlw Lockheed 
C-130 Hercules operational with the Air Force, 
I\avy, Coast Guard, ~Iarine Corps and ~lilitary 
Airlift Command; the :\"avy's I ,ockheed P-3 Orion 
antisubmarine warfare plane: and the Cnunrnan 
carrier-based E-2A Hawkeye reconnaissance plane. 

Extending further the horsepower growth of T.56 
Series engines, the T.56-A-18 turboprop was in de
velopment with r\avy funds. Equipped with air
cooled blades and vanes in its first 2 stages, the 
-A-18, at a rating of 5,325 equivalent shaft horse
rower, is approximately .'3.50 pounds lighter and 30 
mches shorter than the original T.56-A-1, ratc·d at 
3,7.50 equivalent shaft horsepower. The official 50-
hour preliminary flight rating test was completed 
successfully in 1968. 

Al_lison. announced 2 new 400-horsepower gas 
turhme mrcraft engines: the :Model 2.50-C20, a 15.5-
pound turboshaft for light helicopters; and the 180-
pound Model 250-B17 turboprop for small single
and_ twin-:ngine aircraft. Both arc expected to be 
avmlable m April 1970. 

The 2 engines are outgrowths of the current pro
duction 317-horsepower, 139-pound T63 turboshaft 
engine, which powers the Army's OH-6A light 
observation helicopter, and the commercial Model 
250-C18, which powers the Bell JctRanger, Hiller 
FH-1100 and Hughes .500 helicopters, now being 
sold worldwide in increasing numbers. A 317-horse
power turboprop version, the Model 250-B15, en
t:red production late in the year for light, fixed-wing 
aucraft. 

Tw? oth_er en~ines were in development. One, a 
turh~Jet ~1rect-hft engine for vertical take-off and 
landmg m~craft, is being developed as a joint project 
by the Umted States and the United Kingdom, with 
Rolls-Royce as the U.K. representative. Allison also 
conducted a series of successful demonstrations of 
an advanced turboshaft engine at power levels over 
7.'000 horsepower with low specific fuel consump
tion. 

Allison propellant tanks were aboard the Apollo 
8 when the 3 astronauts carried out their dramatic 
moon orbit in December 1968. Four of the tanks, 
each 11 feet long and 4 feet in diameter, carried the 
propellants necessary to guide the spacecraft to the 
moon, put it in lunar orbit, boost it free from lunar 
orbit, and guide it back to earth. 
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:\t til<' :\llison-op<·ratt-d CJ,·n·laucl .\rmy "Lmk
:\nlollJOiin· Plaut. prolol~-pt·s of tiH' n·r,..,ttih· "''"" 
:\lain Balli<· Tank ( \IBT-70) w.·n· in dcn·lopnH'Ilt. 
\I BT-70 is Ill<' produc·L of a joint dt·n·lopnH'nt dl"ort 
hy tlw c·.s. and tlH' Fl'dt·ral lkpuhlic of Ct·nnany. 
Iucorporalt'cl an• lllau~· illiiO\alions that 111ak<' thl' 
\'<'hid<· 1111icp1<'. inC")udillg all ,.,.,·ironlltl"lltal control 
C'apsul<· for till' :)-mall cTt'\\' alld a uon·l suspt·usion 
s~·st<'tll that pc·rmits thl' ,.,.),iC'It· to adjust to an~· typt· 
of ll'rraiu n·c fllin•nt<'nts. 

Produ<:tio11 C'<llltiiHtl'd at till' Ta11k Plant on th<' 
~f.').') I Ct·Iwral Sh<'ridau ai'IIIOI"t'd J'l'('Otlllaissancl' 
airhonw assatdt ,-,.JJic·l<· and tlw \IImJ s,·)f-prop<·lll'd 
I.'J.'J-nlillillwkr ho\\"ili'<'J'. Both \'<•hiclt·s arc <'<fuipJwd 
\\'itl1 Allison trausmissions; ill addition. thl' \1.')51 
i11corporall's a u11ique :\llisoll-d<·\·l'lnp<·.d gun
laullC'III'r hn·t·ch nwchauiSIIJ. In productum also 
\\"<'J"<' .run tiiOIIIltS for both \'l·ltid<'s. n1ortar slH·ll 
c·asc·s. -~ransJnission COIIIJ10IH'IIlS. a11d a n·hicll' rapid 
fire \\'<'apons sysl<'tn to adapt :.t :20-lllillimd<·r c·annon 
to tiH' ~111-l conllilalld<·r s cupola. pn'S<'IItl~· 
equipp<'d \\·ith a . .50-calihl'r IIJaciliu<· gun. 

At vcar's <·mL divisional <'lllJ>loynwnt at Indian
apolis·, Cleveland all(l \\'arrc•n, ~liehigan. totaled 
1warlv 20,000 c·mplo\'l'<'S. . . 

AVCO COHPOHATION 

AVCO AEIWSTH!!CTLJHE:..; DIVISION 

In April 1968 Avco/ Acrostructurcs .. :\ashville, 
Tennessee, received from Loeklwccl An-craft Cor
poration the largest single airframe subcontract 
ever awarded in the history of citl:cr comp_an~: a 
record $.57.5,000,000 order to build 3.'J0 sets of wmgs 
for the L-1011 luxury jetliner. . . 

The 660-milc-pcr-hour airplane IS a proJect ~f 
Lockheed-California Company, headquartered m 
Burbank. The wing sets A vco will produce for the 
widc-cahin intermediate-range jet span 155 feet 
each cover an area of almost 3,500 square feet ~nd 
weigb some 4.5,000 pounds. I\cw manufa~turmg 
techniques were under development and an mvcst-

f · 1 $90 000 000 in new plant and 
n1CI11't o app:oximatc y ~ , t', g to,v·ud production 
too mg was m progress targe m • 
start-up by midsummer of 1969. Delivery of t}1~1first 
wing assembly was scheduled for early the o ow
ing year, with airline service anticipate~ by 1971• 
Avco chose the outsize Guppy cargo a~r<:raft op
erated by Aero Spacelines to airlift ~ mmn~~m of 
.50 shipsets directly from its Nashville fac~hty .to 
Lockheed's assembly plant in Palmdale, Cahforma. 

A significant milestone was reached on J ~ne 30, 
1968, with the first and highly successful. fhght of 
the C-5 Galaxy military cargo and troop Jet trans
port built by Lockheed-Georgia Company, for 
which A vco was under a long-term . contrac~ to 
fabricate the center inner and outer wmg sectiOns. 
The equivalent of 3'r wing sets were delivered dur-



i11~ l'lf'i~. \ <·onlmcrcial cargo n·rsion desicrnatC'd the 
I .-."lOll \\as uuder d<·wlopr,m·nt hy Locki~ced: it is 
ft.it th;t! this "·ill {!really increase tlw pokntial of 
th~· pLu~t· a11<l significantly exll'nd produC'lion re
' fll i rt ·IJH'II l s. 

Tlw di,·i-.ion <:ontinued production of wing sets 
lor tll(' Cnrrtllll<lll Culfstream II business jet a~ \\'ell 
as lailhotJJrr asst·mhli<·s for hoth the militan· and 
<·nr•mwrTial n·rsiorrs of the Bell I lut·~· hdicol)ter. It 
<·ontimwd c·onslnreting hallistk eaSl'S for the Lance 
missih- .ts \n·ll as cold plates for space n·hicles. Its 
lorrg association as producer of metal officl' furniture 
for ( :Jolw-\\'cmiC'kt· Company. a subsidiary of tlw 
Slwllar-Cinlw Corporation. was further enhanced 
during tiH' ~Tar hy additional contractual commit
llll'llts. 

:\ prodnC'lion milestone was reached durinrr 1968 
w h<·n til(' . \t ·rosl ru<·tun·s Di,·ision shipped to ~Lock
h< ., ·d-C<'orgia the I.OOOth C-1:30 empermage. The 
di,·ision has ht•t•n in continuous production of this 
hard\\'are sinC'e June .195:3--om· of the longest sub
assem hh- <'ont ral'ts in aYiat ion histor\'-and had 
on-~oing contntitments <'Xtt•nding C-1:30 <'lll{1<'nna<rc 

. ' b 
mauufaC'Iure throu~h Fehman· w:-o. 

Tlw diYision 's ro'le as one o-f 7 principal subcon
traC'tors of Tlw Bol'ing Company's supersonic jet 
transport program !I'd to a rcst•areh and d<.•vclop
lll_<·nt <'onlract from that company for a prototype 
of· an ad,·;mcl·d structural beam using horon-rein
for<·<·d titanium. The test item \\'as· dclin·red at 
\Tar-l'nd for ,.,·alnation In· Bot•ing in connection 
~,·ith advanced SST manuf:tcluring' techniques. 

Employment at the division locatl'd in :\'ashville 
remaint•d constant at about ·LOOO at \'t•ar-t'rHl. This 
total. hmn•\'<.'r, was to begin a stca~lv increase in 
mid- L96H as the L-1011 wi,ng goes into production. 

.-\\'CO EI.ECTIWN!CS ll!VISIO.N 

The E~ectronics Division continued its kadership 
in high-fn•quenC'y communications technology for 
both grottnd and airhornc eomnnmications. During 
1 96!) production incr<'as<•d on both tilt' Al\/ ALR-23 
Count<•ntwasun·s Hccl'iving Svstt•m and the AN/ 
AHC- l .:23 radio svstem. b~th ·for thl' F-lllA. In
cr<'ases were ma;.kcd <~lso in ultra-high-frequency 
antenna development and production, and produc
tion was lwgun on the Al\/TLQ-17 Electronic 
Counternwasurcs Equipment. Infrared research and 
development work for all militarv services \\'as also 
expanded during the year. · 

Avco continued production and deliveries of its 
co_n~mand and receiving equipment for a variety of 
rm h~ary and space programs, including the Digital 
Uplmk Assembly which will update the Apollo 
Lunar Module guidance compuh•r for moon landing 
alld also provide backup communication for the 
whole Ll\I system. 

Th0 division's work in radar technology resulted 
in an Air Force contract for design, production and 
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installation of a missile-warning and detection sys
tem and its display subsystem. 

The division's Hunts,·ille (Alabama) Operation 
successfullv marked its first \'ear in the information 
s,-stcms inclustrv. the largest single contract being 
from Lockheecl-Georgia .... Compa~y to design and 
de,·elop the largest combined computer-controlled 
structural loading and data acquisition system e\-er 
produced. It was to be used for testing the Air 
Force C-5 Galaxy. Also in its data acquisition 
group. the Huntsville Operation introduced a new 
~<'ries of logic cards ( STD-10); th<' SX\1-6 ampli
fier and the LC-:210 Load Commander, both used 
on the C-.5 t<•st svstem: and low-cost digital-to
analorr con\·ertl'rs 'and imr)roved analog-t~-digital 

~ ~ ~ 

conYerters. 
The Tulsa (Oklahoma) Op<'ration E'nhanced its 

position in the shock machine market from 15 to 
nearly 35 percent of the market with its_ line of 5 
pneumatically driven shock testers and v free-fall 
impact testers. 

:\\·co/Tulsa has one of tll<' nation's 3 mass 
spectrometer laboratories certified by the Atomic 
Enercr,· Commission. The laboratorv offers com
plete ~isotopic analysis of gases anc~ _solids by ~lec
tronic bombardment. The Tulsa fac1hty also designs 
and builds mass spectrometers to special order. 

Durinrr tlw vcar Tulsa also r<'ceived a contract to 
huild ar~ MOL dosimetry system to make direct 
measurements of ionizin-g radiation absorbed by 
astronauts in orbit. A new~version of its ion attitude 
sensor. which determines spacecraft attitude 
throu<rh naturally occurring ions in the atmosphere, 

~ . II 1 . was n•vealed. The ne\V unit, ca cc an onuu-sensor, 
will p('nnit att~tude determination fr?m ion yarti
cles to higher altitudes than the prevwu~ umt and 
also permits such sensing through env1romnents, 
such as the Van Allen Radiation Belt, heretofore 
considered hostile to ion attitude sensors. 

Th<' Commercial Operation continued its produc
tion of home intercom systems, fire alarms and 
hurrrlar alarms for sale to ·leading suppliers in the 
hon~ building industry. Electronic ed~1cational ~ids 
We're also produced by th,c C?mmerci<:I OReratwn. 

Activitv at the divisions Field Engmeenng Op
eration c~ntinued in aviation support, depot mainte
nance and technical services. 

Foreirrn sales of equipment developed and pro
duced f~r the U.S. military services played an in
creasing part in the Electronics Division's 1968 
business activity. 

A VCO EVERETT RESEARCH LABORATORY 

A vco Everett Research Laboratory continued in 
1968 its effort to develop large magnetohydro
dynamic power plants for the electric utility indus
try including a "peaking" system to prevent black
outs. In addition, considerable effort was mounted 
to investigate the practicality of developing light-
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weight MHD power units for Air Force aircraft 
needs. The Air Force was interested in megawatt
sized MHD systems to produce power for special 
electronics and illumination needs aboard tactical 
and strategic aircraft. A vco Everett was studying 
airborne MHD generators that hum high-energy 
fuels and air. Such generators would he compact 
enough for airborne usc and could he operated for 
several hours before needing refueling. 
~he possibilities of using pulsed gas las<'rs for a 

vanety of applications w<•re being actively pursued. 
One of the most promising applications s<~<'med to 
be a pulsed gas laser system for measuring the 
amount of pollutants being emitted by smokestacks, 
automobiles, etc.; it also offered application in high
speed photography and photochemical n·search. 
Another laser system that could measure landing 
visibility for aircraft was being investigated. A third 
system uses a pulsed gas laser to map the under
water profile of beach and coastal ar<"as; this system 
was being developed jointly by AEHL and Syracuse 
University Research Corporation. The laboratory 
was also conducting extensive gas laser research for 
the Department of Defense. 

The Intra-Aortic Balloon Pump was designed to 
give im~ediate aid to heart victims by reducing 
the hearts work load. The Balloon Pump performed 
excel~ently. in animal tests. The laboratory was 
workmg With Massachusetts General Hospital and 
several other Boston-area medical teams in this pro
gram. Also, a family of special medical materials 
that resists ?load-clotting effects was developed. 
Th~se matenals :were undergoing tests to determine 
their full potential for prosthetic devices. The rela
t~on of blood ~ow to the clotting mechanism con
tmued to be mvestigated for the National Heart 
Institute. 

The laboratory received additional Department 
o~ Defense supp?rt to expand research programs 
aime~ at developmg a greater understanding of the 
phy~ICs of reentry. The programs to monitor reentry 
vehiCles as th~y descend back into the atmosphere 
over the Pacific also continued. The information 
?ollected with airborne support control equipment 
IS retu:ned to the laboratory for analysis and inter
:pretation: Informati~::m gained from both programs 
~s used ~n connection with developing advanced 
II_ttercontmental ballistic missiles and an entire mis
sile defense system. 

During 1968 plasma physics research continued 
to expand. Additional support was received from 
NASA to develop a plasma radiation shielding 
system to pr~te?t future astronauts against inter
planetary radmtion storms. Additional funds were 
received from the government to continue work on 
the Heavy Ion Plasma Accelerator ( HIPAC). The 
HIPA~ may enable physicists to perform nuclear 
expenments beyond the reach of existing particle 
a.ccelerators, which are ~apab~e only of ac?elerating 
hght elements. The deviCe will enable scientists to 

t•xplon• tlw mysl<'ry of nu('ki and ('Ould t•nahlt· 
tlwru to l<"arn rnorl' ahout tlw fonnation of till' uni
\'t•rs< ·. study rad ioad in· dt ·('ay pn>lwrt it·s of Jlll(·lci 
and possibly disco\"<•r IH'\\" t•lt·r•tt·nts. 

:\\"CO 1.'1 C« I'll \C lll\"1:'111\ 

In addition to t•stahlishin!!; n·c·ord in<"n·ast·s in 
the production of gas turl;irw t•n!!;illl'S for both 
fixt·d-wing and vertic.:al-lift aircral t. .\ n·o l.yc·oruiu!!; 
Di\"ision. during ] HHS. 111arkl'd st·\·t'ral produd
lwrforn•a••<·l'/"first-clt·li\"t•ry" •••ikstorws o\"t•r a wich· 
rnark<'t arl'a, iu\·oh-ing n•any llt'W po\n·r appli<'a-

tious. 
Eucrine IJroducticm. ct·nten·d on tlw clivisiou's 

t-> I l 'l'-3 most ach"anced T53 st•rit·s pmn·r p ant-t lt' :J. -

L-13-again rc·ach<'cl an all-timt· high. Employmt'nt 
at tlw 'stratford, Cornwcticut, plant elimlwd to 
approximately 10.000 lw~·sons •.tud .tlu• division's 
ne\\" plant in Charkst011. Sont!t <.anl,lrna. also acet•l
c·rat<'d its growth. Tlw size ol th<' _Charleston plant 
was increased to HOO,OOO squar<' It'd and <'mploy
nwnt at that facility topped :2,500, with 3,500 ex-
p<'cted hy mid-HJ69. . . 

Expansion at the main A \TO I .ycontmg plant m 
Connecticut brought its facilities to approximately 
1.750,000 square f<'et of floor space•. . 

The course of the y<·ar also saw A vco Lycommg 
deliver its lO,OOOth T53 engine and its first T55-
L-ll engine-most advanced in tlw T55 series, and 
Hat-ratc·d at 3,750 shaft horsepower. 

The T53-L-13 engine, rated at 1 ,.lO_O shaft. horse-
power, was placed in volume productiOn dunng the 
second half of 1967, replacing the lower-rated 
T53-L-ll in several military and commercial Bell 
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helicopters. 
However, it was not until early ,1968 that the 

effect of large numbers of the Army s new AH-1G 
Bell HueyCohra gunship, powered by the -L-13, 
could he fully measured. . 

Other aircraft powered by the T53-L-13 mclude 
the Bell UH-1H, latest version of the famed Huey 
series of helicopters, and the new 15-pl:lCe commer
cial Bell 205A, made available early m 1968. 

In connection with commercial operations, A vco 
Lycoming's foreign licensing commitments co.n
tinued to grow in 1968 for the assembl~ an~ serviC
ing of gas turbine engines, being re~lmr.ed m large 
numbers by private companies and foretgn gov~rn
ments which have purchased A vco Lycommg-
powered helicopters. . 

Announced in January were cercmmues c~n-
ducted within a month of each other at opposite 
ends of the globe heralding deliveric~ of foreig~
assembled T53-L-ll gas turbine en.g~ncs both .m 
Italy and in Japan. This was in addttion to earlier 
foreign-assembled deliveries in Germany. All 3 
operations entered qualification tests in 1968 for 
foreign assembly of the more powerful T53-L-13 
engines. Late in the year Klockner-I-Iumboldt-



Dr·ntz. C<'rman licensee for the T53. achieved its 
lOOih <·n~iue ddi,·en· mil<'stone. 

:\kanwhik . .-\\·co ·Lycoming receh·ed FA.-\ cer
tification itst·H in 196S. for co~nmercial production. 
in thl' l"Hitl'd States. of the T5313:\. This brought 
to 7 the llllllll)(•r of different types of :hco Lycoming 
gas turhilll' l'ngines certified by the FA:\ since 1964. 

Initial dt'lin·ries for production engines were 
rccordt•d during 1968 for 2 other ad,·anced Avco 
Lycomin~ t•ngi,\es: the T53-L-15 turboprop engine 
and thl' T55-L-ll helicopter engine. The T55-L
l.'5. counterpart of the -L-13 helicopter model, was 
pO\n·ring the most advanced version of the Army's 
high-speed observation aircraft, the fixed-wing 
Cn1mntan OY-ID :\lohawk. 

First delh·cries of the T55-L-ll engine. rated at 
:3.750 shaft horsepower. took place in September 
and tlwsc powl'r plants were beinp: used in Boeing's 
twin-engine. tandem-rotor CH-47C Chinooks. latest 
version of the Army's CH-·fi series of prime trans
port helicopters. The additional power of the 
higher-rated Lycoming engines provides a 25 per
cent incn•ase in the Chinooks payload. over an 
earlier CH-47B model powered by T55-L-7C 
engines. 

A vco Lycoming's shaft turbine aircraft engines 
alone surpassed the 12,000.000-Hight-hour mark in 
1968. in little 0\·er 10 vcars since the company's 
first turhincs rPached suhstantial production levels. 

Also delivered in 1968 were TF-1:2 and TF-25 
marine and industrial engines for a wide range of 
new applications, all with high volume potential. 

As the result of a Navy testing program started 
in 1967, a new Avco Lycoming gas turbine marine 
propulsion system was selected in 1968 as the 
power plant for 2 new riverine-type assault boats 
built by the Scwart Seacraft Company. 

Tlw TF-12 marine gas turbine, heart of the new 
propulsion system, has a continuous power rating of 
800 shaft horsepower and an intermittent rating of 
9~? ~haft horsepower. The system also incorporates 
a Z strut unit built to Lycoming specifications. 

The 2 new 50-foot, shallow draft ''Riverine" boats, 
clev_elopecl for Navy usc, have been given the 
designations CCB, for Command Control Boat, and 
A TC, for Armored Troop Carrier. 

In the industrial field, production was started in 
1968 on TF-25 engines ordered in late 1967 by 
Delta Projects Limited, 'Vinnipeg, Canada, to be 
used as a gas burning power source for gas pump
ing units. 

Also recorded in 1968 was the first sale of a 
TF-25-143 engine to the Oil Industries Company, 
Odessa, Texas, to be used as the dual pump power 
source for truck-mounted Oil Fracturing Rigs, op
eratPd by the Cardinal Oil Company of Odessa. 
These rigs feed pressure into "sluggish" oil wells to 
open cracks in subterranean formations through 
which oil will then flow more freely, increasing the 
well's barrels-per-minute performance. 
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Under a contract for one prototype engine, the 
TF-25-143 will be evaluated by Cardinal and the 
Oil Industries Company as the single 2,200 shaft 
horsepower replacement for 2 much larger diesel 
engines providing 1,000 horsepower each. 

Also developing in 1968 were potential oil indus
try uses in the areas of drilling (including portable 
drill rigs). water flooding, and generator sets for 
remote areas. 

Another new application realized in 1968 was the 
use of hdn TF-25-2030 gas turbine engines as the 
main power source for propulsion of an experi
mentaL 324-passenger hovercraft (air cushion) 
vehicle designed for regular ferry services across 
the English Channel. 

Under contract to the Vosper Thornycroft Group 
of the David Brown Corporation, Portsmouth, 
England, 2 engines were to be delivered for this 
Vosper VT1 prototype craft by early 1969. Assembly 
and test of these engines was to be conducted at 
the A vco Lycoming plant in Charleston, South 
Carolina. 

Lycoming facilities at both Stratford and Charles
ton were approved in 1968 by Lloyd's Register of 
Shipping and interim certification was issued, mak
ing Avco Lycoming the first U.S. company to be 
authorized for the production of gas turbine engines 
as the main propulsion power plant for hovercraft
type vehicles. 

Further developments also were recorded during 
1968 in the Avco Lycoming test and develop
ment program for the Army's AGT-1500 gas turbine 
engine for heavy land vehicles. Early in the year 
the new engine was installed in an Army tank 
(mated with an advanced Army transmission) and 
it successfully underwent test trials on a specially 
constructed track at· the Lycoming plant in Con
necticut. 

The AGT-1500 engine with its fuel saving re
generator is installed in the same space in an M-48 
tank previously occupied by its normal diesel 
power plant, yet it provides approximately twice 
the horsepower. Testing was to continue as part of 
an Army program aimed at providing an improved 
power source for tanks and other heavy surface 
vehicles for the 1970 time frame. 

Other Avco Lycoming activities also increased 
during 1968, notably the production of constant
speed drives. The LD6-10A model, which had 
already accumulated more than 1,000,000 hours of 
flight experience by year's end, was to be delivered 
at an even more accelerated rate during 1969 and 
used on the Navy's McDonnell Douglas A-4E, A-4F 
and TA-4F jet fighter-bomber aircraft. Other ver
sions were being used by the Marine Corps and by 
the Australian, Israeli and British navies. 

In addition, a new 40KV A unit, the LD-9 con
stant-speed drive, was under evaluation by the U.S. 
Navy. 

In the missile area, Lycoming continued produc-
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tion under the !vlark I penetration aids program for 
the J\Hnuteman II and III intercontilwntal ballistic 
missiles. Plant facilities for this program were ex
panded. 

The division also continued its llighl~· sophisti
cated subcontract manufacturing efforts. For ex
ample, Lycoming was employing its extcnsh·c 
3-dimcnsional milling cc1uipnwnt to produce the 
main cabin fittings and rotor lJUhs for tiH· Sikorsky 
CH-53 helicopter. This particular component, of 
aluminum, would he virtually impossible to produce 
through conventional machining methods. 

Under contract with the Sun Shipbuilding Com
pany, Avco Lycoming was also <·ngaged in the 
Deep Submergence Rescue Vehicle Program. pro
ducing steel hemispheres which, when welded to
gether, form the vehicle's main operational cabin. 
These 90-inch units are among the largest of their 
type and because the vehicle must he capable of 
submerging to a depth of 6,000 feet, the machining 
must he accomplished with a tolerance of plus or 
minus .002 inch. 

Sales of aircraft reciprocating engines for fixed 
wing and helicopter aircraft continued at an in
cr~a:ed pace during 1968 at A vco Lycoming's 
\V1lhamsport operation. Indications were that Avco 
Lycoming unit sales for 196~ would surpass those 
of 1966, which was the \Villiamsport Division's 
hes~ year. Export shipments increased considerably 
dunng the year and actual fiscal year period ship
ments will show a significant percentage increase. 

Turbocharging was added to several engine 
models to meet the increased demand for altitude 
operation and pressurization of general aircraft. A 
fully acrobatic, 200-horsepower, 4-cylinder, fuel
injected engine was also introduced during the year 
because of considerable export interest. This acro
batic engine was the only fully acrobatic FAA
approved engine in the United States. vVork con
tinued on the refinement of existing models and on 
several other new models of higher horsepower up 
to 520 horsepower for corporate and commuter type 
airplanes. 

In addition, a new family of reciprocating engines 
was under development. These new engines will 
incorporate such features as overhead camshafts, 
higher speeds and improved weight/horsepower 
ratios. 

A VCO MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Avco Missile Systems Division was developing a 
new penetration aids system, the Mark I, under a 
$6.5,000,000, 20-month contract for the U.S. Air 
Force Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile 
program. Suhsequent production was to he at the 
A vco Lycorning Division, Stratford, and related 
componentry for the system was being provided by 
the Avco Electronics and Ordnance divisions. 

During 1968 the division significantly advanced 
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tlH· stal<' of the· arl of missil<"-honH· dt·c·tronic ancl 
<·l<·ctrorrrt·challi<-al ecpriprrwnl hy dt·\·dopill\! and 
t<·sting lrighly miniaturi:tt·d a11d pn·('i·w <·ornpmr•·nts 
for illslrtr!IJ<'lllation ami co!ltrol. Tlris t"•jlliprrwlll 
was us<'d in nron· !Iran :30 fli!,!lrl !1-~h \\'lri<'h \'it·ldl'<l 
a large hody of experillr<·r;tal data rwn·r · hdoJ'l• 
possihh·. 

Ot h<'r r<'sc·arch and dl'n·lopn wn t act h·i t ~· cr·n
t<·red on analytical and <"Xlwrillwrrt.d \\'Ork on w·w 
l<•clrrrologic·s associated "·itlt tlw rni~'ilt·-.tnlirni~silt· 
<'llgag<'IIH'IIt problem. 

An:o :\fissile· Svsl<•rns Dh·isioll c·stahlislll•d a mar
k<'lincr and husi;wss mana'r<'nwnt or•rani:talion lo . ..., . . . ,....., ...... 

hroadc·n its <'Xisting husint"SS base and to dt·n·lop 
IH'\\" hnsirwss opportnnili<·s tlrat \\'ill align th<'lll
s<·h-<'s with the di,·ision's <'Xpl'rit·rrc·t· in dl'fens<' 
S\'SlC'IIlS. 

:\\"CO OIW:\:\:\I.E IJI\"biO:\ 

TlrC' Ordnance' Division arming ami fu:ting busi
ness litH' incrt'as<'d in 19G.S hccaliS<' of additional 
production actidty on rt'larded hornh fuzes. 
:\finnt<'rllan anning and fuzing systems and r~wket 
fnz<'S. Den·lopnrenl progra!lls 011 _mortar. luzt•s. 
proxirnity fuzes and rdard<·d honrl> fuze serres con
tributed to tlw husin<'SS lin<' incrl'aS<'. 

In tire munitions business lin<'. key <'ngirwering 
programs were approv<'d establishing a_ thn·sholcl 
for increas<'d production acth·ity in tlrl' lutur:e. 

Tire Ordnanct• Division's posture in the fwld of 
small rocket-propelled ext<'nded-rang<~ .munitions 
( AVHOC) led to 2 colltracts with the l .S. Army to 
develop 2 40-millimeter rounds of ammunition. 
First, and of higlwst priority, is an A \'HOC round 
to fit the :\17.5 and M129 automatic grenade launch
ers used so effectively by helicopter wmships in 
Vietnam. These weapons and the divisions A VRO~ 
ammunition were planned for us<' on new heli
copters such as the Cheyenne and for use 0~1 ground 
vehicles such as armored pnsonnel earners. The 
second program was to develop an A VHOC roun~l 
to fit the hand-held M79 grenade launche!~· Tlus 
weapon proved so effective in Vietnam that every
one wants one." 

Avco Ordnance Division was pursuing expansion 
of the A VHOC concept into other calibers. The 
division felt it had just scratched the surface of 
knowledge with AVROC ammunition. Much was 
learned but much more is to be discovered which 
will show even greater advantages for the A VROC 
concept. 

Research and development continued to be a 
major effort. A vco independent research and de
velopment included design effort addressing the 
miniaturization of components and circuitry for 
future microwave ICBM fuzes, to comply with the 
severely restricted space which can be made avail
able on advanced reentry vehicles. Miniature com
ponents and devices, capable of surviving a 



st·\·c·n· r.t<li;ttion c·nvironment. reccin•d cxtcnsin• 
appr.:i ... tl. 

:\uodwr < >nlnance Di,·ision indepemlent research 
and tlt-n lopnwnt uudertakin!.! was the im·estigation 
of fluidic-; s~·stcms and componcnts for ordnance 
dC',·in·o... Fluidic C'irC"uits wc·n· desi!!ned and huilt to 
1wrfoma t lal· functions typical of r~·quircmcnts for a 
homh htzc· usin!.! hoth COJl\'entional fluidic elemcnts 
as wl'll as turhttlt·nc·(· amplifiers. Fluid tcchnology 
was hc·in!.! c·xplnn·d as a solution to the requirement 
for a rdi.thll' fuze for mortar and artillen· use. The 
J'(''{llirt•taH'nt that a fuze must Sl'nSl' a SC'COnd Cn
Yii'OIIIIH'IIt aftl'r it ex1wriencc.·s setback in the gun 
plac<'d c·mphasis on fluidics. which will allow the 
tuzl' to sc·nse mon·nwnt through air as the second 
t •n\·irOill Ill 'll t. 

Tlw division's :\ larkcting Dcpartnwnt was reor
ganiz('d into -1 separate groups. Hespccth·e groups 
were c·stahlished to support the military Depart
nu·nts of th<' :\nm·. :\a,-,. (including the :\Iarine 
Corps 1 and .-\ir Fo;-ce. Th~ fourth gro;tp was t'stab
lislwd to support .-\\"co's :\ YROC programs. 

The.· di\·isiou's programmed replacement with pre
cision tooling. impn1\'cd equipment and ach·:mcccl 
methods and techniques bore thc fruit of higher 
production ra!t•s. lower costs and hcttcr quality 
parts. lneludc·d in this program was a unique 
Bullard Continumatic Yertical boring machinc, a 
Lc·Blond Tape-Controlled Turret Latl;c. a classified 
automatic aSS('mhh· and hrazin!.! S\'Sh'm and an 
automated passi\·ation system for' ch(,mically clean
iiJg fui"t' parts. To nwet en·r gn·all'r user demands, 
production ratc•s significantly increased in S('Veral 
programs in th(• ord(•r of 150 to 2.30 percent. Cost~ 
on sen·ral programs were reduced in the order of 
approximat(•ly :20 p(•rccnt. 

The dh·ision expected to spt:>nd more than 
$1.000.000 in 1969 to further improw facilities to 
accomplish greater precision ami accuracy. reduce 
lead tim('s, and continue to be competitive in the 
manufacture of tlw most reliable, hi~h quality and 
lo\\· cost products in the industry. 

A VCO SP :\CE SYSTE:\IS DIVISIO:"J 

The Avco Space Systems Di\"ision continued to 
find, during 1968, a broad range of applications for 
its strong technology base develop(•(} in support of 
ICBl\1 and Apollo reentry systems. The m:mufac
turc of heat shield materials for the Apollo whicles 
remained a major division activity in the area of 
thermal protection systems. The s{lCccssful manned 
Apollo program attested to the rclia~1ilily of the 
A vco-dcvelopcd heat shield material for the Com
mand Module. 

During the year Avco expertise in heat shield 
materials was applied to the development of low
cost thermal protection systems for tactical missiles 
to allow survival in the increasingly severe aero
thermal environments they must witl;stand. Quanti-
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tics of radomcs and fins for a new l\'ayy missile 
system were coated with specially deYeloped A.vco 
ablatin· materials. In addition, a special _-\vco 
material was being provided for the :\ayy's Posei
don missile. 

The conflict in Southeast Asia produced specific 
needs for ,·astly improved armor and armor systems 
to protect personnel and vehicles. The diYision 
responded to this problem with the application of 
some of its specialty materials such as high-density 
ceramics, newly de,·eloped transparent ceramic 
armor and composite armor systems. Special armor 
systems were designed for the protection of riYerine 
craft. helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. The di
,·ision was providing the prototvpe armor for the 
.:\avy's Assault Support Patrol Boat (A.SPB ). 

Production of high-strength boron filament for 
the _-\ir Force continued in the division's Boron Pilot 
Plant at the same time as intensh·c in\·estigations 
\Vere made into the use of boron composites as a 
high-strength material for aircraft structural com
ponents. Also, unique composite materials with 
3-dimensionally won.'n reinforcement were pro
duced during the year in a variety of configurations 
for specific structural applications. These Avco 3-D 
materials possess significant mechanical and ther
mal characteristics not attainable in normal rein
forced plastic materials. In the non-aerospace field, 
increasing promise and interest developed for the 
usc of 3-D materials for large gears. bearings and 
shaft seal applications . 

. -\n advanced version of the A vco light\Yeight 
Hcsistojet system. developed as the prime cast-west 
station-keeping unit for 1\'A.SA's Application Tech
nologv Satellite D was flo\\11 in September with 
unqt~<~lified operati~nal success. A vco auxiliary pro
pulsion equipment also \vas successfully flown in 
October on the ~LI.T. Lincoln Laboratory LES-6 
satellite. 

A vco software was incorporated by division per
sonnel into the NASA-Goddard Flight Control 
Center Program. This program successfully con
trolled the deployment and predicted the dynamics 
of the 750-foot booms on the Radio Astronomy 
Explorer satellite. 

The division continued to lead in the develop
ment of sterilization facilities in support of NASA's 
space program. A Model Assembly Sterilizer, being 
built for NASA-Langley, is a trailerized prototype 
facility for the terminal sterilization of the Mariner 
~Iars '73 probe. 

The division devoted increased effort to the 
investigation and development of infrared systems 
as an aircraft countermeasure to ground-to-air and 
air-to-air missiles. High-intensity IR metal vapor 
lamps were developed, put through extensive flight 
tests and produced. Complete IR systems were 
being developed for specific applications to surveil
lance, reconnaissance and electromagnetic warfare 
operations. 
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BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

In 1968 Beech Aircraft Corporation, for the third 
successive year, set an all-time record in fiscal 
year sales. Total sales for the year amounted to 
$176,803,654, which included $122.368,428 for com
mercial products, also a record, and employment at 
Wichita headquarters and 3 divisions reached a 
15-year high of 11,600. 

In international markets, Beechcraft sales also 
established a new high, totaling $29,004,401 for the 
fiscal year. Export sales were holstered by fleet pur
chases of Beeehcrafts for training purposes: 13 
single-engine Becchcraft Bonanza 'E33s to Japan, 
12 tw_in-engfne Beechcraft Barons to England and 
1~ twm-engme Beech craft Super H 18s to Japan Air 
Lmes. 

Sales leader in the 1968 Beechcraft commercial 
H~et w~s th_e turboprop, pressurized Beechcraft 
K~ng Ar:. With total deliveries exceeding 410, the 
Kmg _AI_r, according to the Aerospace Industries 
AssociatiOn of America, accounted for nearly 2.3 
percent of all turbine-powered aircraft and 45 per
cent of all turboprops delivered for corporate use in 
the United States. 

With the introduction of new models during the 
year, the Beechcraft product line was increased to 
20 models, ranging from the 2-place, single-engine 
Beecheraft Musketeer Sport to the 17-plaee, turbo
prop Beechcraft 99 Airliner. 

The 250-mile-an-hour Beechcraft 99 Airliner fol
lowing FAA certification and first delivery in May, 
amassed in six months of service a total of nearly 
10,000 hours of operation as initial units reached 23 
commuter airline operators in the United States. 

Production models of the twin-engine, pressurized 
Beechcraft Duke were delivered to first customers. 
In June assembly of the Duke was assigned to the 
Salina (Kansas) Division. 

Introduced were the 6-place·, single-engine Beech
craft Bonanza 36, largest Bonanza ever produced; 
the 8-10 place turboprop Beechcraft 99 Executive, 
corporate version of the Beechcraft 99 Airliner; and 
the twin-engine, supercharged Beechcraft Queen 
Air 70. 

Also presented for the first time were 4 single
engine Beechcrafts combining business travel and 
acrobatic capabilities. Licensed for acrobatic ma
neuvers were the acrobatic Beechcraft Bonanza 
E33C and Bonanza E33B plus the acrobatic Muske
teer Custom and Musketeer Sport. 

A $4,300,000 award by the U.S. Naval Air Systems 
Command continued production of the supersonic, 
rocket-powered AQM-37 A missile target through 
September 1970 and brought revenue from the pro
gram since 1960 to more than $63,000,000 and unit 
production to over 2,100. Production of the AQM-
37 A was transferred to the Boulder (Colorado) 
Division. 

Successful testing of the Sandpiper, a missile 
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tarcr<'t \\'hich combines tlw lk<'ch-c.h•signed :\0~1-M . ~ 

37:\ airframe' and a Jw\\'ly dt•signt·d solid-a11d-liquid 
pro1wllant <·ngine and whieh is dl'sign<'d to rl'ach 
~lach .f sp<'l'd and HO,OOO-foot altitudP. was accom
plish<'d at Eglin Air Force Bas<·. Florida. for the 
P.S. Air Force· :\nnanH'nt I.almralon·. 

11w Stiletto, a modifi1·d n•rsion of' th<• :\Q~l-37:\ 
missil<' tarrrd ord<•n•d hv tlw Ddt·nst• ~I inistrv of ... ., . . 
till' Unill'd Kingdom. was suc<·t·ssfulh- Lest flown 
off tht• coast of \Vales in St·pt<'n.Jwr. 

TIH' U.S. :\rm\' ordered additional units of the 
lkl'chcraft ~lod~·I 1025 Cardinal 111issile target. 
hri1winu total awards for that program to more 

~._, ,..., 
than 8·12,000.000. In }111H' till' Salina Di\·ision as-
sunl<'cl production of the Cardinal. 

A follow-on contract b\' th<' e.s. :\nny :\mmuni
tion Procun·nH'nl Supply Ag<·ncy brought bomb 
dispens<•r total production to 1non· than 20.000 
units since the first contract in I D(}2. 

Production of suhassemhlil's for the supersonic 
:\kDonnell Douglas F-4 I~h<mtnn~ II was. extl•mled 
through Decf'mher ] 969 WJth J'('Cl'lpt ()! a 8(}.300.0?0 
add-on contract. The sixth a\\'ard on I• -4 assemhlu·s 
brought to more than $66.00?.000 the total amount 
received hy Beech Aircraft smce 1963. 

In ~'larch the largest subcontract <'\'l'r a~vardcd 
by Bell Helicopter Con~pany. approx1~natcly 
87.5 000.000 went to Beech A1rcraft for manufacture 
ove;. a .5-ye,ar period of more than 4,000 airfranlt;s 
for the commercial Bell JetHanger 206A .. the Army s 
]i rht observation helicopter ( LOI-1) senes, and the 
N71Vy's light turbine training helicopter. Th~ first 
airframe for the Bell JctHangcr had been dehverccl 
by Beech Aircraft just weeks before, under a pre-
vious contract for that aircraft. . 

U d $6 300 000 award hy Bell Hehcopter n er a . ,. , f 1 , 
C ducti·on of panels or t 1e Army s ompany, pro . 
UH-1 Huey helicopter was contmued. Awards to 
Beech for the UH-1, including spares, totaled more 
than $25,000,000. . . . 

Beech Aircraft's Boulder Division, contmumg Its 
role in the nation's space program, was awar_d~d a 
$4,000,000 contract for fabrication of additional 
cryogenic gas storage systems used aboard t~1e 
Apollo spacecraft. The Beech .systen~ supphes 
oxygen to the Command Modules environmental 
system and hydrogen and ?xy_gen to the fuel cells 
for electrical power and dnnkmg water. 

BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY 
A TEXTRON COMPANY 

For Textron's Bell Aerosystems Cor:npan;, a ~e
search/ development and systems engmeermg piO
neer for more than 30 years, 1968 feature? the pr~
duction and deployment of the U.S. Army s first Arr 
Cushion Vehicles ( ACV s) to Vietnam, the unveiling 
of the world's first long-range Jet Flying Belt and 

J 



the fi r. t flight f :\.-\ A' B 11-built Lunar Landing 
T ra in ing \' hi I . 

ba d ncar 
p cd and 

m nta l in 
tions in th 

• I · 

Th e rmy \ C \ s b uilt und r a 
A, ·jation ~L1teri c l Command {AVC . 1 
f ature a mor pow rful turb haft no"in a Oe\\ 

Jo,,·-sp 'eel ontrol S)Stem. err at r fi r -po' r and 
hca, ·i r a rm ament. 

Bell con tinued to spe rh < 1 a multi ornpany 
para metri c and conccpruc I pr lirni:nar: de i!J11 study 
fo r a 100-ton model te t craft of th 4,000-5,000 ton 
Surfac e Effec t Ship for th Join t urfa hip Pro
g ram Offi ce . The SES would in orpora t the air 
cushion prin cipl e and reach spe ds of 100 mDes per 
hour. 

ReseaTch continued on dev lopm nt of a 60-ton 
ACV, the SK-10, d es icrned to carr · troops and heavy 
equipment a t sp eeds reaching 70 miles per hour. 

In recen t years Bell has conduct 1 parall l devel
opment of an Air Cushion Landin cr G a r (ACLG), 
a system based upon the AC\ pri:ncipl . An ACLG
equipped LA-4 Lake amphibian aircraft made its 
first take-off and landing utilizin cr a new ACLG 
braking technique in September. 

Shortly thereafter, the ACLG began a series of 
ad vanced flight and terrain taxiing tests, a portion 
of v,rhich was funded by a nev,r U. . Air Force con
tract which included take-off/ landing and taxi tests 
over a variety of surface conditions, including snow, 
grass, sand and such obstacles as ditches and 
simulated tree stumps. 

Confirming Bell's faith in the long-range potential 
of air cushion vehicles vvas the completion in late 
1967 of a company-funded $400,000 Air Cushion 
Technology Laboratory at the main plant adjacent 
to Niagara Falls (New York) International Airport. 
The structure, which became fully operational in 
1968, includes a 10,000-square-foot pool and a 
whirling arm rig for testing current and advanced 
ACV d esigns over water and other terrain sur
faces. 
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Bell Aerosystems' A ir Cushion ' ehicle T echnology Labora
tory crt Buffalo, ew York, b eca me op rational during the 

year. 

In June, Bell unveiled its Jet Flying Belt a one
man, backpack propulsion system developed for the 
Def nse Deparhnent's Advanced Res arch Projects 

crenc) (ARPA) under an A VCOM contract. 
An outgrowth of the company's famed Rocket 

Belt the jet-propelled configuration is capable of 
Bight durations and ranges far greater than the 21 
seconds of Bight time to which its rocket-propelled 
forerunners '"ere limited. Although speci£c per
formance details are classified, the Jet Belt's range 
and Bight duration are discussed in terms of minutes 
and miles rather than seconds and feet. 

Jet Belt tether tests were initiated in September. 
The scheduled program included manned free 
flights in late 1968 or early 1969. 

Powered by what is b elieved to b e one of the 
world's smallest high byp ass turbojet engines ( ap
proximately 1 foot in diameter b y 2 feet long), the 
system is expected to have as many commercial 
applications, e.g., riot control, rescue, fire fighting, as 
military uses, which include reconnaissance, coun
terguerilla and communications missions. 

A pioneer in the development of individual mo
bility systems, Bell also has flown chair and one
and 2-man platform configmations of its rocket
propelled systems. 

Applying its small rocket technology to lunar 
exploration systems, Bell completed the first manned 
free flight of its Body-Controlled Pogo Vehicle in 
August. Instead of being controlled m anually as 
were earlier configurations, the new system allows 
the operator to simply lean in the direction he 
wishes to go. Known as kinesthetic control, this 
technique is considered more natural for the opera
tor 'because it relies almost entirely on his sense of 
balance. 

Bell subsequently received a NASA contract for 
flight testing a kinesthetically controlled platform 
much larger than the Pogo originally flovm by Bell, 
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and nearer the weight and inertial characteristics of 
an actual lunar flying vehicle. 

Another advanced flight system, Bell's Lunar 
Landing Training V chicle ( LL TV), made its first 
manned free flight in October at Ellington Air Force 
Base, Texas. NASA and the Apollo astronauts were 
utilizing 3 LLTVs to practice silllulatcd Lunar 
Module moon landings. 

The LL TV is a modified version of the Lunar 
Landing Research Vehicles developed earlier hy 
Bell for NASA. Both configurations arc fitted with 
a turbofan engine designed to offset .5/6 of the 
vehicle's weight to simulate tlw lunar gravitational 
environment. The operator controls the vehicle hy 
firing small clusters of rockets located around the 
framework of the vehicle. 

The tri-service X-22A V/STOL Research Aircraft 
completed military preliminary evaluation in early 
1968 and in July attained a sustained hover height 
of 8,020 feet, believed a world's record for V/STOL 
aircraft. During the maneuver the X-22A was not at 
full power. Subsequent analysis of flight data con
firmed the 12,400-foot hover ceiling projected for 
the aircraft by Bell design engineers. 

Later the X-22A was equipped with the Variable 
Stability System, a complex electronic control unit 
which permits the aircraft to automatically vary 
flight characteristics while airhorne to simulate a 
wide range of V/STOL aircraft for evaluations of 
potential problems, the principal mission of the 
program. 

The X-22A was scheduled for delivery to the 
U.S. Navy, administrator of the tri-service contract 
under which it was developed, in March 1969 for 2 
years of extensive research. 

In August a highly sophisticated Bell propulsion 
system helped guide the maiden launch of the U.S. 
Air Force's Minuteman III ICBM to a hull's-eye in 
the Ascension Island region, 4,400 miles frm~ the 
launch silo at Cape Kennedy, Florida. 

Bell-built positive expulsion tanks supplied pro
pellants to the Command and S_ervice Module reac
tion control systems and the Saturn S-IVB auxiliary 
propulsion system for the year's Apollo spacecraft 
missions. 

Bell's famed Agena rocket engine, known as the 
"workhorse of the space age," continued to place 
many payloads in space under NASA and Air Force 
programs. 

In January, Bell was awarded a NASA contract to 
continue work on a Radar Attitude Sensing System 
( RASS), an advanced, multipurpose flight control 
sensor with no moving parts, designed to provide 
information needed to stabilize an orbiting space
craft with respect to the earth's surface. Once com
pleted, an engineering model was slated for trials 
aboard manned aircraft and an orbiting vehicle. 

During the year Bell delivered 6 motion-stabilized 
BGM-2 gravity meters, one to the U.S. Army 
Mapping Service, 2 to the U.S. Navy's Oceano-
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grapldc om('(' and on(' C'aC'h to CulL Sh('ll and \fohil 
oil ('OJJapani<'s. \\'ht·n· tiH'y ,,.,.rl' uo;t·d iu conjundion 
\\'ith undt·rsc·a oil t·xploration opt·Liliou:-.. 

Tlw V.S. :\1'111\' Ekctroni(' Pro\·in~ <:round at 
Fort lluaC"huca. \rizona. a\\'ankd Bt·ll follo\\'-on 
conlraets for continw·d O]Wration. Jnaiu!t·n.utct· and 
d<'\'C'lopJlJC'lll of the :\rnay\ J·:Jt.droJn;t~ndi(' En
\'irOJnau•Jital Tc•st Facilil\·. wlwrt· airhonll' t'lcdroni(' 
s\·sft'IIIS an· e\·alualt'd in lllalllll'd and tJitmannl'd 
,;ircraft. 

Bl'll l"!'('l'in·d a contract fro111 tlw t ·.s. :'\a,·al Ship 
Svstc•Jaas Co1atnta11d for ,'j lkll .\:'\ Sl':'\--1:2 .-\11-
\\·c·atlal'r Carrit·r Landi11~ Sntt·ut:-. 1 .\( :I.S !. Tlw 
Ill'\\' installations hrotl!.~fat t~> I D tiw lllllllht·r of 
:\CLS 1111its dc•]i,·c·red to tiw :'\an· i>\· Bl'll sill('t' 
IH50. Tlw s\·stc·ms \\'ere· t•anJaarkc.·d for tiw t·ss 
]o/111 F. Ke.111wdy. the t·ss Saralo!!,a. thl' t·ss 
Xi111if::, and tiw :'\aval :\ir Statio1as at Ll·moorc. 
California. ami Oceana, Yir~inia. 

Tlw C'ompany conlintH•d ~l<'\·c·iopl~~~·nt of ~ otlwr 
a(h·anc<"d a \'ionics S\'St<'l 1 ts. tl w \ 1sua I .\I rhonw 
Targ<'l I .ocator Syst<'l;l ( \':\TI ,S) and t~w Sit.npiified 
Aircraft Jnstn111H'nl Landing Systt'lll ( S.\ILS ~· _ . 

Installed aboard a Bell UIJ-IB ll('li<"optn. \.-\1 LS 
pi11points enemv ground targets and t•!edronically 
clin;cts artillt·n· 'fin· on tlwut. Tiw systi'IIJ has pron·d 
successful in ~uhstanliallv incr<'as(ng the regularity 
of first-round direct ltfts. TIJ(' st•coml \':\ TLS
equippcd helicopter was d<'ploy<'d to Vidn:un .in 
September 1968. It f<'atun·s impron·d maml<:m
ability and reliability as well as a greater scnsmg 
ability. . 

The Bell SAILS unit permits low-a.llitudc; ap
proaches for landings in H'IIIOlc areas. mcludmg a 
means of accurately determining release points for 

] ·1· 1 1 airborne cargo an( /or troop drops. It uti 1zcs < J _ 

tracker in conjunction with a ground. beacon. to 
provide all-weather aircraft guidance mfonnatwn. 
Test demonstrations of the system were co~l.d~ct.e(~ 
at Bell's main plant, at \Vright-Patterson An I mcc 
Base and at Pope Air Force Base. . . . 

In July, Bell's modern computer facility. 111 

Tucson, Arizona, became the center of a umquc 
automated medical system. Established for the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and \Velfare; the 
program provides computerized medical, environ
mental and sociological records for each of the 
8,500 members of the San Xavier and Papago 
Indian reservations in southern Arizona. The system 
capitalizes on the computer technology and data
processing technology Bell has developed at the 
center while designing and implementing manage
ment information and simulation systems for the 
U.S. Army-still the principal mission of the 
center. 

The facility's new medical role is a major step 
forward in the effort to facilitate treatment and pre
vention of communicable diseases among these 
nomadic tribes. 

As a result of Bell's materials processing and 



stnwluul r, .... ,·.trdt. a t('dmiqu<' for \\"t•lding ht'a\'\' 
~all:_!1 Thmi.t Di'P"rsccl ( TD l nkkel was de\'ci
opt d itt HCi'>. B..!l's ahilit~· to wdd this high-t<.'m
pt·r.tlur•· .1.-t·n,p.wt·. alloy. is t•:>.:p<·<·tt·d to pt>r;nit dc
~i!.!tit'r' tn -.uho;t.lllttally uwrl'ase thl' dikienc\· and 
opt·r.ttiu!.! lin·-. of futurt' rockl't and jl't <'IH!ines. The 
lkll k<"hui• I' w inYoh·~·s a lnw-lw;.tt input which 
tttiuiuti:tt·, .t!.!!.!lonu·r,ttJon. a pllt'nonwnon which 
('allw" till' .tlltl~· to lw('onw <·xtn·nwh- hrittlt• and has 
pla!..!;twd prt·\·iou~ \n·ldill!.! attt-mpts." 

Tlw comp.m~· s t•ffm~ts in l'omposites research 
durin~ J<Jfi'> lc-d to tlw lahri<:ation of ~raphit<' fiber 
turhint· hladl's and <~lher ;u·rospac·1• tt·st structures 
nl ,·ar~ ill!.! dt·~tTt'S ol structur.tl c·ompl1·xit\·. 

.\t ntid~·,·ar lkll compldt'd c·onstru('t.ion of a 
stqwrsouic intpad l'rosion test t·hamht•r. first in the 
fn·t· world dt·si~ne<l to <'Yaluatl' lht• ahilit\' of ;wro
spa('t' tll:ttt·rials to withstand tlw impact of rain. 
suow: du~t and ie~· ~Tys_tal~ at ~laeh :) speeds. 

Built tmd,•r a l.S .. \tr l·orc·l' <'ontraC't. the whirl
in!.! ann t<-st ('h:ull~wr is <'Xp<·eted to play an impor
tant rolt- iu aC"hll'nn~ hrl'akthroughs in tlw stmh- of 
Stljwrso_n ie i111paC"t. l'rosion h~· spt·~·tlin~ tht• dP\"L."lop
nwnt ol tww and unprm·<·clmaterials useful to engi
w·t•rs in dt·signing ft~tllrl' erosinn-n·sistant coml;o
ncnts :md strnclnn·s_ lor supersonic and hy1wrsonic 
ainTalt. as well as lor missiles and spacecraft. 

Tlw year al~o marked the compll'tion of a new 
I :2.()(10-scluarl'-loot chemistry huilding at Bl'll's main 
plant. It r<'pn·st•ntt-d a coi1solidatil;n of thl' com
pan~·\ n·s<•arch and dl'n·lopnwnt aeti,·ities in such 
arl'as as propellant anah-sis. metal finishiucr. funrrus 
testing and cpwlity and c·tmtaminant cmttn~. All ~re 
ted mologi<'s a 11 ied to the rockd t·n~int• propellant 
tanks. rockl't engines, space \"ehidc structures. air 
cushion n·hicl<·s and dcctronic systems and com
ponents clt·signed and clen·lopcd l~y Hc·ll. 

On :\ ugust :2, HJOS, Textron lne .. parent organiza
tion of Bell :\nosystt•ms Company. announced the 
cl<·ction of Hobert S. Ames of Bell :\erosvstcms as a 
TPxtron viet> president. Ames, an ext'Cutive with 25 
~Tars' manag<'llH'nt experiem:t' in th~· aerospace in
dustry. had lwen Bell's vice pn•sidt'nt-manufactur
ing since S<'ptemlwr 196-!. In his new capacity as a 
corporal<' group officn, Ames is cngag<'cl in the 
supcrYision of a number of Tt•xtron tli,·isions. Ames 
assm1wd his new duties in Providence. Rhode 
fsland, Textron's corporate headquarters. Succeed
ing Ames as Be>ll's vice president-manufacturing was 
\Villiam S. Nochisaki, who had served as cxe<:ntive 
director of manufacturing since Januarv 1967. 

In addition to its main' plant n·car l\i:1gara Falls, 
l\'cw York, and its n•search facilities at Tucson and 
Fort Huachuca, Arizona, the companv maintained 
during 1968 an avionics instrument laboratory in 
Cleveland, Ohio. and a sales/markding operation, 
Bell Aerosystcms-Canada, in Toronto. President 
\Villi am C. Giscl announced that cmploynwnt 
throughout the year averaged approximately 7,200 
persons. 
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BELL HELICOPTER COl\IPAl'\"Y 
A TEXTRO::\ CO~IPA::\Y 
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Expansion and diversification were eYident 
throughout 1968 as Textron's Bell Helicopter Com
pany again aehien·d new highs in commercial and 
militarv sales. 

SizalJle contracts from the l'.S. Arnw. Ka\"V. 
~Iarine Corps and Air Force \\"e>re dividecl almost 
equally between new production aircraft and 
models well established in the inventories of the 
armed forces. 

\\ 'hile ext<.'nding its record of on-time deliveries 
to tlw U.S. government to 1:2 years. Bell also had 
unprecedented success in commercial marketing. 
The yt•ar set records from the standpoints of units 
sold and dollar volume on both the domestic and the 
international markets. 

Accelerated demand for the 5-place, turbine
powered ~lodel 206:\ JetRanger. which in 1967 had 
enjoyed the greatest first-year sales in commercial 
helicopter history, was the key to a substantial 
amount of new business again in 1968. 

:\ot onlv did it far exceed its initial year civil 
sales. but ./the JetRanger was selected for obserYa
tion. trainer and utility roles bv armed forces of the 
U.S. and se,·eral foreign nations. 

The U.S. Army named the JetRanger winner of 
its re>-opcned Iirrht observation helicopter competi
tion awardinrr Bell a contract for 2.200 of the air-, b 

craft to he delivered between 1969 and 1972. The 
:\a,·y selected the JetRanger as its light turbine 
trainer and ordered 40 for delivery by the end of 
1968. The J ctRanger also \HlS the> choice of t!1e 
Brazilian Air Force and of law enforcement agencies 
in Europe, Asia and Africa. . 

Introduction of stowed floats capable of full m
flight inflation, and of an ambulance configu;ation 
featuring folding litters that can be stored m the 
baggage compartment when ~10t in us~, made the 
JetH.anrrer increasincrl)' attractive to pohce, fire and 

b b 

other state and local agencies. 
Success of Bell's development efforts on a twin

engin<:' helicopter led to a management go-ahead on 
production engineering. The company announced 
that its Model 212, powered by the Pratt & \Vhitney 
Aircraft PT6T-3 turbine twin-pac of United Aircraft 
of Canada, would be delivered to commercial cus
tomers in 1970. The airframe is that of Bell's latest 
commercial model, the 15-place 205A. 

:Military cognizance of the company's progress in 
the twin-engine field was evident. The Canadian 
government approved participation with Bell and 
United Aircraft of Canada in a development pro
gram expected to lead to that nation's equipping its 
armed forces with the new aircraft. The U.S. Air 
Force ordcrC'cl 76 UH-1 helicopters and the ·Marines 
contracted for 49 HueyCobras, both utilizing these 
same twin engines. 

Armed forces' selection of tlw J etHanger and of 
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twin-engine Bell aircraft for combat and training 
operations shared the spotlight with additional 
quantity purchases of the Vietnam-famed Huey 
helicopters. The Arm.y continued its long-lead-time 
buys of UH-1H utility transports, with orders in 
1968 for more than 1,500, and boosted its total pro
duction requirement for the 2-man, high-speed 
HueyCobra gunships. TI1e Navy also ordered more 
than 50 UH-1s for training and utility missions, 
giving that series extremely rare 4-service status. 

As a result of this contract activity , Bell at year
end had orders from the U.S. military for 11 differ
ent model designations ranging from 2-place to 
15-place aircraft. 

These include the Army's 2-place TH-13T instru
ment trainer and the AH-lG HueyCobra, 3-place 
OH-13S observation ship, 5-place OH-58A and 
12-15 place UH-11-I. Marine models are the 2-place 
AH-lJ and 10-place UH-lE. Navy acquisitions are 
the 5-place TH-57 A and 2 variants of the Marine 
Huey configuration, the TH-1L and UH-1L; the 
Air Force twin-engine model is d esignated UH-1N. 

Bell H elicopter Company's AH-lG HueyCobra continued 
in heavy production for the Army. A twin-engine config

uration was ordered by the Marine Corps. 

Commercial production models, in addition to 
the JetRanger and 205A, are the 3-place 47G-4A 
utility ship, the 3-place turbosupercharged 47G-
3B-2 and the 47G-5. The latter is a 3-seater for utility 
use and a 2-seater for aerial application. 

A co-production contract between Bell and the 
Federal Republic of Germany, designed to provide 
approximately 350 UH-lDs to the armed forces of 
that nation by the end of 1970, was in its third and 
final stage. Bell was delivering sets of dynamic com
ponents for the remaining helicopters. Prime con
tractor in West Germany was Dornier, GmbH. 
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Bell h ,li copt rs were aL- b in g built unci r li
cens by .1 itsui & Compan ·, Ltd .. ofT k:·o. Jap, n ; 
Costruzioni rona 1tich iovan ni Agu ~t:1 of \l ilan 
Italy; and \ ·es tland Aircra ft Lt 1.. of Y ' o , ·il En -
land. 

In February, B II announ ·cd that it \\'Ou ld op n 
a fa cili ty at Ama rillo ( T ·xas ) 1\ ir F r 'C' B·:t. to 
O\ erhaul and modify a irfra n s f batt ) -da m rrecl 
h "licoptcrs from ie tnam. Th · lcpot "'a act i,·;1t d 
immediately. B · the end of th e firs t yea r of op r:1 -
tions cmplo m nt in ma rilla ,,·as ex pected to b 
about 650. 

Additional fa cilities xpans ions in 1. 6 included 
a new 200,000-sg uare-foot Customer Lorr isti cs Build
in g on com pan land adjoining th m; in Fort \ Vorth 
plant, an 80,000-sguare-foot adclition to an office 
structure a t th ma in fa cility and a 12,000-square 
foot building add ition to Plant .SA conta ining 8 new 
transmission test cells. 

Research , development and produc t improvem nt 
activities remained a t a high level cluring 196 . 

A powerful new version of th e .1\ rmy UH-1 heli
copter, capable of lifting a 3-ton external payload, 
was Aovm successfully. Company eng in eers s ta ted 
th at the re trofitted aircraft, named th e Hu eyTug, is 
ideally suited as an aeri al artill e ry prime mover in 
combat operations. The helicopter was d emon
strated to the Army, avy, Ai r Force and Marine 
Corps and \:vas undergoing official evaluation. 

A practical system for varyin g the diameter o~ a 
rotor was developed and successfully tested w1t~1 
full-scale hardware. The rotor was ready for appli
cation to a flight vehicle, and the company was 
investigating integrating the system into at~ ad
v~nced research flight test program. Th_e van_able
d~ameter rotor has specific applicatwns_ 111 a 
high-speed compound helicopter and the tilt-rotor 
vertical take-off and landing vehicle . . 

A heliborne fire suppression system, designed ~o 
allow quick recovery of p ersonnel trapped 111 

crashed and burning aircraft, successfully passed 
Bell and U.S. Army evaluation tests at Fo~·t Rucker, 
Ala?ama. During a 3-week period in wluch 71 ex
penmental fires were conducted, the system con
sistently allowed aeromedics to remove dummies 
from fire-engulfed wreckage in about 30 sec_onds. 
The tests culminated in purchase of a quantity of 
the systems by the Army. . 

Elevated to the rank of full vice presidents by 
Bell Helicopter Company were William L. Hum
phrey, general manager of the Overhaul and Modi
fication Center at Amarillo; Dwayne K. Jose, 
Commercial Marketing; M. R. Barcellona, Man_age
ment Engineering; John Finn, Industrial Relations; 
James C. Fuller, Public Relations; Joe Mashman, 
Special Projects; and Warren T. Rockwell, Director 
of Washington Operations. During the year the 
c?mpan~ ~~nounced a realignment of its organiza
tion to mihate the Project Management Concept. 
Charles R. Rudning was named Director of Pro-



!_!ram :\Lm.tgt·nwnt. reportin~ directly to Executive 
\"in· l'n·sidt·nt J. F . .-\tkins. 

lkll I klicopter was one of -l companies awarded 
. \m 1\· contracts for preliminary design inn'stigations 
for tlw proposed l'tility Tactical Transport :\ircraft 
Systt ·m i l'TT.\S) and completed this concept 
formubtion stud~·· The company was engaged in 
11\lltH'rous otlu·r new or continuing research and 
d<·n·lopnH'Ht programs. includin!! s~·n.>ral of classi
fit·d Jt;ttnrl'. Employment. kl'('pin~ pace with accom
plishHu·nts of HJ6S. was approximately 11,000, 
im·lmling the work force at :\marillo. 

TilE BE:\IHX COHPOHA TIO:\ 

C0\1 \ll. :\I C.\ TIO:\:' DI\'1~10:\ 

TIH· Communic·ations Dh·ision. a prime gon.'rn
nwnt c:outractor. was primarily engaged in 1968, as 
in pn·~·ious ycars. in the den·lopmcnt and produc
tion of comnnmication and radar equipnwnt. Hecog
nizing the demands for ach·ancC'd commtmicatio~s 
and radar s\·stems to met't future needs. the division 
was c·olldu.cting n•sC'arch and dp\·dopnwnt pro
grams design<'d to ket•p the dh·ision abreast of the 
lat<·st stal<•-of-thc-art techniques in the gem'ral field 
of C'lectronics. 

Production of the :\::\'I :\PX-7:2 IFF transponder 
\\·as under wav at the Communications Division. 
Tlw work_ being done reprcsentPd the largest single 
contract lor IFF transponders en·r let by the U.S. 
~OVPrnnwnt. The contract fundt>d for s'27,000,000 
markPd the first time that a major electronics sub
sy_stem of this complexity had bem procured on a 
tn-service hasis. ConsidC'rcd a univ<'rsal trans
ponder, the AN/APX-72 will be installed aboard 
lightweight aircraft, hdicopt<'rs, jet aircraft and 
I\avy ships. The transponder perForms the dual 
functions of enhancing air traffic control operations 
and providing friend or foe ich•ntification capabili
ties. Plans called for the units to be installed in 
most new aircraft configurations and for retrofitting 
existing aircraft with the transponger. Universal 
application of this transponder is part of a govern
ment program to develop a completely integrated 
and standardized air traffic control system. Ad
vantages gained from such a program ·will aid in 
the solving of technical and logistical problems for 
the military. 

The Communications Division was working on 
a $7,000,000 contract to build the AN/GRC-147 
ground radio communications system. The contract 
called for construction of 70 radio systems, which 
are comprised of 5 cabinets containing 3 transmit
ters and 2 receivers. The AN/GRC-147 provides 
short-distance, line-of-sight, command post type 
ground communications over a 35-mile range. 
Systems are housed in portable shelters which are 
transportable by land, sea or air. Each system is 
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capable of relaying 96 different messages simul
taneously. Teletype and photo transmission capa
bilities were also being incorporated into the system. 

An assembly area at the Communications Divi
sion was being used to install the AN/GRC-147 
communication systems into portable shelters to 
bring about the AN/TRC-111 configuration. The 
work being clone was funded under a separate con
tract for $2,900,000. For the first time in its history, 
the dh·ision will be ahle to install complex electron
ics equipment into transportable shelters on a large
scale production basis at its plant in Towson. This 
is significant in light of the fact that the majority of 
the svstems built for the U.S. Armv Electronics 
Com1~~and and Army Signal Corps i;wariably are 
enclosed in some type of portable shelter. 

The Communications Division completed delivery 
of 8 Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft (A/RIA) 
to the United States Air Force under subcontract 
to the ~IcDonnell Douglas Corporation. These com
plex airborne systems consist of automatic acquisi
tion and tracking equipment; a 7 -foot antenna; 
telemetry receiving, recording and processing 
equipment; and voice communications equipment 
to relav the astronauts' voices to the world\vide 
manned spaceflight communications network. The 
~?quipment was installed in C-135s and was in op
erational use on a wide range of support missions, 
spanning from ballistic reentry missions to voice 
relay on the Apollo program. 

A $3,100,000 contract let by the U.S. Air Force 
for the construction of 2 transportable torn tape 
relay centers was completed during the year. The 
centers are designed to receive and transmit infor
mation over 20 separate telecommunications lines. 
In addition to telecommunications equipment, the 
centers are equipped to use compatible crypto
graphic devices. Bendix-built interface or "patch
ing" components are used to provide the cryp.to
telecommunications interface. Further expansiOn 
was made in the division's proprietary line of 
terminal devices and ancillary items for use in 
secure communications systems. Eleven items were 
added to this line during the year. 

Among the many specialized electronics systems 
built by the division was the AN/FPS-100 parabolic 
radar. A 1968 $2,800,000 contract let by the Iranian 
government called for the construction of 4 of the 
radars. 

The division was also under contract to build 
signal marker beacons used by the U.S. Army to 
mark positions of friendly forces. A dense jungle 
canopy can often prohibit the transmission of radio 
signals. To overcome this problem, a marker beacon 
that can penetrate the dense foliage was developed. 

During the year the Fuzing Devices Division in 
York, Pennsylvania, consolidated with Communi
cations Division. This brought about an increase in 
the Communications Division's product line. Most 
notable among the new products added was the 
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fuzing device used to trigger the Phoenix long
range air-to-air missile. The Phoenix was designed 
primarily for use with the F-lllB aircraft. 

Production was under wav on surface fuzes for 
the MKB reentry vehicle ~1t the division's York 
Plant. This reentry vehicle was destined for the 
Minuteman III missile system. 

A new computer programming Cl'llter in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, was opened hy tlw cliYision 
during the year. The cent<~r ,,·as established to pro
vide systems analysis and progra111ming tasks for 
the AN /FPS-85 radar system. 

The computer-based space detection and tracking 
sensor located at Eglin Air Fore<' Base. Florida, was 
to enter the operational inventory oF the 14th Aero
space Force of the Aerospace Def<·nsP Command 
as the first operational ground-based phased array 
radar in the United States. Programming techniqu<'S 
developed for this project rcprcs<'ntcd a new ca
pability for the division and promised to have 
broader applications in the expanding field of 
computer-controlled radars. 

To meet the demands of tomorrow's sophisticated 
radar and communications systems, the division was 
conducting an extensive research and development 
program. The major areas of divisional concentra
tion included microwave developments adaptable 
to phased array radars, pattern and signal recog
nizing machines, digital communications tccl~niq~ws 
and microcircuitry materials processes and Circmtry 
development. 

The Communications Division has been develop
ing electronically steerable antenna bea_m ~·ada_rs 
since 19.58. Much of this effort was culmmatmg m 
the delivery of the AN/FPS-8.5 radar to the Air 
Force. From this store of knowledge, the next
generation phased array antenna techniques were 
being developed. The objective goals of the ne':" 
antenna systems are to provide fast scan _and multi
ple scan capability in a lightweight, 1~1olnlc configu
ration. The novel radar system bemg developed 
consists primarily of solid-state components. Maxi
mum utilization is made in the development of 
microwave integrated circuits and microminia
turized control circuits. 

In the field of communications, the division de
signed and produced satellite and sec~u·e commun~
cations terminals, range instrumentatiOn commum
cations links, IFF transponders and personal radios. 
Next-generation systems, it was rec?&n.ized, will 
he primarily in a digital format. The diVISIOn, there
fore, was exploring the areas of frequency syn
thesizers, digital filters, VOCODERS, and spread 
spectrum. The advantages to military usage of 
digital communications systems include achieve
ment of a high degree of reliability and maintain
ability, greater security, multichannel capability, 
frequency agility and greater adaptability to micro
circuitry commonality. 

A third genera] area of product development at 
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tlw l.oJlllllllllications Di,·ision \\'as in ad.tptin· pat· 
l<'f'll and signal n·c·o~nizing syslt'IIIS. Su('h llt.tchilll"'· 
w!JicJ1 <lllgltH'Ilt OJ' rt'phtCI' )llllll;lll jud~JIIt'n( ill t)ll' 
c·oJtlrol loop. an• adaptahl" for usa~t· in lllllll.tltlll'd 
signal proc<·ssing sysll'ms. J>rilltar~· dt·n·lopnH·nt of 
Ill<' jnd"Jtll'ltl Jllac·hinl' at this liJtt•· is in th,· an·.t of 
d<'\'I'IOJ~ng adapti\·e matcll<'d fil!t-rs to ac·c·om1no· 
dal<' a d<·sired signal. Optic·al fillt'r k<"llllii(II<'S. as 
\n·ll as <·l<·C'Ironic tl'dmi<pws. \\'t•n· IH·in~ dt·n·lopt·d 
for pall<'rn rcC'ognition. Tlw opli<';d filt.-r kdmitplt's 
c·c•Jtll'r!'d 011 tit<' use of ltolo~raph~· to proc·,·ss 
multiplt• sigJtals siJtmltaJH'OIISly. Tlw holo~r.1phic 
IC'ehni'fl~~' was ,·isualized as a powt·rful instruml'nt 
in till' fulltf'l' IH•c·aus<' of its parall,·l r1·adout capa
hilil\· dfici<'nc·~·. low po\\·c·r drai11 atlll ability to IH' 
c·ottf'itH'd in a Slttall space. 

:\.\ \"JC:.\TIO:\ ,~ CO:\TW If. lll\'f:-'11 l:\ 

:\AS:\'s Satum-:\pollo launc·lws and :\polio :\p
plications Program. U.S. :\a,·y's Post·idon lllissile. 
U.S. Ann\''s Perslling missill'. l'S:\ l•"s \lilllliC'Jilall 
missil<>, \Jc·Dolllll'll 'Dou~las' DC-I 0. l.oC'klu·<·cl's 
C-5A Bodner's 1··11 the (uncordt• SST and :\nn\''s , ,..., • 'I -" ~ 

AH-56A Ch<·y<·nnc helicopt<·r-tlH'sC' ,,·,:rc hut_ a 
f<'W of thC' Ill all\' ac•rospacl' progra IllS WIt )J wJnciJ 
Tlw B<·ndix C<;rporatio11's :\a,·igation & Control 
Division was closC'lv linked duriu~ HJGS. 

Tl~e· division's aviation acti\'iti<·~ \\'<'1'1' aeeell'ratt•cl 
by a contract from ~fcDounell Douglas to pro\·ide 
tlw automatic fliaht control systt'lll for thC' IH'\\' 

DC-H) trijetliner.'.,Tiw systetn. · sclwclukd for pro~ 
duclion dc·livery carlv in 1870. will lw eapahl<· of 
making fullv ;i.utom;ltic landings. Th<' syslC'II1 is 
design'cd with dual subsystems' and separatP hut 
parallel installation of redundant eotnpmwnts to 
assure tl_1at it will n•main operatiom~l e\·<·n in the 
event of· a malfunction somewlwre m tlw systPm. 
The wide-body, multirange DC-10 is. designed to 
ca_rry up to 34.5 passengers on flights of ~00 to 3,:200 
miles; it will enter airline service in HJ 1 1. 
. \Vhe1~ ~ockheed-Georgia Con~p_any'~ C-5A Gal: 
axy logistic transport made its imtJal flight on J unc 
30, 1968, Bendix was on hoard. Compact, hght
weigl~t cockpit instruments included vertical ~calc 
typ? mdicators for both engine and flight func,twns, 
penphcral command indicators and dual hull s-eyc 
attitude flight director indicators, all of which fea
ture integral microcircuit electronics. The 350-ton 
~r~nsport, the free world's largest aircra~t, is nearly 
,:s long as and spans more than a regulatiOn f~ot~Jall 
field, and its tail is about as tall as a 6-story hmldmg. 

D_ivision equipment was also ordcn•cl for The 
Boemg Company's giant 490-passcngcr Moc~el 747 
transport. Besides developing the central mr data 
computer, the division was contracted to supply 
~utomatie throttle, yaw damper and Mach tr~m 
systems and RDMI and RMI as standard eqmp
ment. In addition, a number of 747 airline customers 
ordered the division's vertical scale engine instru-



llwllh--tlw fir'! tinw this t~·lw of instrunwntation 
J •.• , J,,TII 'Jl'"'·ifil'd lor a <·ommt·rc-ial aircraft-and 
d11.al huJJ",.,., ,. attittuh· dircdor ami horizontal 
'iltl.lliotl illlli~·.!lor .... 

\dditiou.tl Bcwin!! Comp<in~· c·cmlr;lcts wcrc rc
n ·i\ nl ),, t lw di' is ion lor autum;ttic· flight control 
'' ,,,.,,,, · . \ FC~ · and tlw Bcwing-lkndix Precision 
.\ppro.u·l• .md I .. mding S~·,tt·Jll 1 P.\LS l for usc on 
7117 .111cl 7:211 .tirn.dt. Tl11· P.\LS ~,·stt-m. in 196.3. 
hc·ca uw t lw fip,( to win Ft ·dc·ral .-\\:i.ttion .-\dminis
t r.ll ion c rrl ific.t t ion for ust · in making fulh- auto
lll.tlic· l.lttdin:.!> uudc·r (:atc·gon· II wc:ath<'r 'iOO-foot 
cc·iliu!! a11d otw·•tn.trlc'r mil;. lorw.trd ,·isihility). 
IJi,ton ""·'' ·'!!·tin m.tdt• on \Ja,· ~S. 196~. wlwn a 
lkudi~ ''"''''ttl landl'd a Pan .\n.wril·;m 707 aircraft 
••I \lilw,~ukt·c· for thl' first l".S. puhlit' demonstra-
1 iou of dtl automatic bndin<T In· a -1-t•Jl<Tint• aircr:tft. 
\:!;ain. in ~c·ptc-mlll'r. it hl'l[~'lt" aC'hit·n··~~ si~nificant 
mikstn••• · whc·n Pan .\m bt·<-;mw the first l".S. air
li••c· to Ill' <'<"rtillc•d hy the F.-\.\ to han• any plane 
in its fll'l'! land dming Catl'gon· ll minimums. In 
addition to airlitws that will -lw getting P.-\LS
'''Jilippc·d aireraft. :'\orthwest .-\irlinc·~ cont;·acted to 
prm·urc· J>.\ I .S to retrofit its 707 fkd for CategmT 
II opl'rat ions. '"' -

Tl11· di,·ision also reeein·d follow-on contracts 
for auto•••a!i(' !light control s\·stt·ms and all-,n•athl'r 
landing ,., Jllipnl;'nl for Loekfwcd-Ct•orgia's LS. Air 
Forcc· C-1-ll C'argo transport. Equipped with this 
,!!;t·ar. !Ill' ( :-1-t I became tlw first militan· transport 
qualific·d to nwkc• automatic all-\\·t·atlw'r landings. 
Duritl!!; its association with the C-1-H pro~'1:am O\':"cr 
the· past I n·ars. the diYision has also supplied 
\'l'rtieal seal~· indicators, yaw tlampcr systems and 
n·rtieal na\·igalion s\'Stems. 

The• U.S. \av\· m~·ardecl additional contracts for 
PB-:20 :\FCSs for the P-3C antisubmarine patrol 
aircraft and the A--tE attack aircraft. 

0\'t'rscas orch•rs for B<•ndix :\FCS S\'Sil'ms were 
placed by the ::\ihon Aeroplane :\J;mufacturing 
C:c~mpany of Japan for its short/medium-range 
) S-11 C'OJnm<·rcial transport and by the BJ'itish 
Aircraft Corporation for its B:\C One-Eleven short
haul c·omnwrcial transport. The division also con
t~nllt·d to support dcn•lopmcnt of the Anglo-French 
Conc-ordc supersonic transport's .-\FCS. 

Dming 1968 the division's general aviation pro
gram expanded as the Fairchild Hiller FH-:227 and 
the Hawker Siddclcy DI-1-1:25 3:\/RA aircraft were 
added to the growing list of cxecutin• aircr3ft for 
which the FAA has approved the PB-60 AFCS. In 
addition the PB-60 AFCS and the FD-60 Flio·ht • b 

Director System were granted FAA certification 
for usc by the Lockheed JetStar to make landings 
in Category II weather conditions. 

During the year a contract was awarded the 
division bv the U.S. Air Force for the manufacture 
of dead ;-cckoning navigation computer systems. 
Intt'ndccl for use on the F-4 Phantom fighter air
craft, these systems continuously compute, transmit 
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and display information nel·ded lw the pilot for 
the navigation of his aircraft. The· .-\ir Force also 
~rdcred compass components and directional gyros 
for the T-38/F-5:\. fighter trainer aircraft. 

Follow-on contracts were awarded for vertical 
scale flight instruments for the LTS:\F's F-llll 
FB-111 aircraft, and engine vertical scale instm
mcnts were ordered by Grumman Aircraft Engi
lH.'l'ring Corporation for the U.S .. -\rnw's OY-IC 
~lohawk observation reconnaissance aiq)lane. 

Additional contracts were awarded for the Bendix 
\\"(•apons rell'ase system for the U.S. ::\ayv's :\--!. 
.-\-7 and F-100 ai~craft. The system pen{lits the 
pilot to program the automatic release of stores from 
tlw weapons stations in whatever quantity. mode 
and drop intervals he desires. 

Production orders were a"·arcled bv Lockheed
California for a dual-control version o.f the S\'Stem 
for the l".S .. \rnn-'s 2-man AH-56.-\ Chevenne heli
col)ter. which m·acle its first flirrht December 12, 

C> 
1967. Also ordered for the .AH-56:\ were computer 
control panels which enable the pilot to enter 
n<n-igational data into the helicopter's on-board 
central computer complex. 

In the field of automatic check-out equipment for 
military applications, the versatile A~/GS~I-133 
general-purpose programmer comparator was or
dered for use with the giant C-5.\ transport. New 
in test equipment for commercial use was the 
~I odd 200 computer-controlled automatic. t~st sta
tion, which was ordered by Continental An:lmes to 
check out avionics equip1;1ent on its fanjet fleet. 
\\"ith the equipment, Continental will becom: ~he 
first U.S. airline to use such equipment in an an·hne 
maintenance program. In October, T\VA also 
placed orders for customized versions of the co~n
putcr complex that not only will check out ~9-mp
ment on its jet fleet but will also meet the additional 
test requirements of avionic~ _:quipment on th~ 
company's upcoming fleet of 141. lOll and Amen
can SST aircraft. 

I\'avigation & Control's space acti,·ities during 
1968 i~1cludcd additional contracts on NASA's 
.-\polio Applications Program _ ( AAP) from ~h_e 
\Iartin ~Iarictta Corporation, w1th whom the diVI
sion was teamed as principal subcontractor. The 
program includes planning for continuous occu
pan~y flights of up to 56 days in earth ~rbit and 
extendPd duration flights up to 1 year usmg a re
supply spacecraft, as well as lunar orbit fligh~s _ ~nd 
lunar surface operations up to 14 clays. The diVISIOn 
is responsible for communications, display~ and 
controls, and portions of experiments analysis and 
other electronics. 

NASA follow-on contracts were awarded for con
trol moment gyros to provide accurate and con
tinuous attitude control and stabilization for the 
.-\polio Telescope ~'fount (AT~ I). The A TM is 
slated for usc during an Apollo Applications 56-~ay 
expt>riment to study the sun in its most active 
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stages. The division was also contracted to provide 
roll position indicators for the A T.\I. 

Other I\'ASA contracts were awarded to the 
di\·ision for inertial guidance platforms for the 
Saturn launch vehicle. The platform performed per
fectly on all Saturn I, Saturn IB and Saturn V flights 
through 1968 and was scheduled for all fiitme 
Saturn launches. The platform. in conjunction with 
a launch vehicle data adapter and l:umch n·hicle 
data computer, is the active guiclaJJCc svstem that 
maintains the preset course' of Saturn· from the 
launch through space orbit injection as predeter
mined by the mission requirements. 

The division was awarded a contract hy the U.S. 
:'\avy to provide :2 vital units in the Poseidon mis
sile's inertial guidance system. The units arc known 
as IRIG (Inertial Reference Intt-grating Gyro
scope), a precise liquid-floated gyroscope which 
stabilizes the missile's inertial guiclancl~ svstem in 
flight, and PM PIP (Permanent I\fagnct Pulsed 
Integrating Pendulum), an acceleration-sensing de
~ice that helps determine the missile's flight posi
tiOn. The contract was awarded for winning a 
competition based on the research and den·lop
mcnt phase of the Poseidon pro<rram conducted for 
the U.S. I\'avy by the I\fassachusctts Institute of 
Technology. The .34-foot long. submarine-launched 
Poseidon will be able to reach any spot on earth 
from its submerged nuclear-powered nesting place. 

For the 11th consecutive year the division was 
awarded contracts from the U.S. Army for supply
ing inertial guidance systems for the Pershing mis
sile program. The supersonic, selective-range missile 
is completely mobile and is operational with the 
U.S. Army at home and with :'\ATO forces abroad. 

The division moved into its 12th year of procluc
tion on Hawk missile antenna bases and pedestals. 
The Hawk missile defense system is employed by 
the U.S. armed forces in the U.S., Panama, Europe 
and Asia. It has also been bought by such foreign 
countries as Sweden, Israel and Saudi Arabia. 

In June 1968 the division shipped its l,OOOth 
PICA (Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer) 
to l\orth American Rockwell's Autonetics Division 
for installation in USAF's advanced Minuteman II 
missile. PICAs are key acceleration-sensing units 
in the missile's guidance and control system. 

The division also received follow-on contracts 
from The Boeing Company for the command signal 
decoders for Minuteman's electronic launch system. 
The decoders form part of a security network that 
prevents the missile's unauthorized firing. 

During 1968 the division undertook one of its 
largest facility remodeling programs in history and 
extensive updating was done throughout the 6 
plants. The entire 170,000-square-foot engineering 
building, for example, underwent interior remodel
ing that included new floors, walls, ceilings, lighting 
and air conditioning. 

A 14,400-squ:l.re-foot hangar to house the clivi-
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sion ·s aircraft was constructt·d adjacl'nt to the 
di,·ision's ''l'lll'ral a\·iation facilit\· ;11HI honlt-rin!! on 
Tdcrhoro,~·\irport. The 1:20-foot ·1,;-· 1:20-foot h;l;,~ar 
is an i11S1dal!'d. Jll!'tal. ri!,!id-fraJJH' ~truc·tun· that in
chides .rail!'\' and CT!'\\- faciliti1·s ;111d Cdll IIIHI:o.t· ·1-.) 
airnaft,...,dl'];l'llding 011 si/l'. Till' ha11!_!.1r fl'atun·s 
iJJfrarl'd lll'atin_!!. llll'I'Ct1ry \·apor li~ldiii!! and 6 :2-l
foot-lli•rll IJaJJ<rar doors that 111o\·,. 011 lll';lkd tracks \-., :-"" 
and ean withstaJtd 100-Inill'-pt·r-hour ,,·ind loads. 
:\s part of th1• on·rall iJtliHo\·t'Jtlt'lth. IJt·\\· land
scapiiJg \\·as dolll' throu!!hout 1111Wil ol tlw 110-acTt' 
facilit\·. 

.\ EI\0:-'1'.\U: :-'Y:'TE\1...; 111\'1...;11 1:\ 

:\ scil'ntific l':>qwriJllCIIts packag1· d1·sig1.ll'd and 
d('n'lopcd for placl'JIH'ill 011 till' lu11ar surl:tct• \\·as 
dl·li\·l'rl'd i11 tlw sulllllWI" of HJfiS hy lknchx :\l'ro
space Systt'JllS Di\·ision to tlw :'\:\S:\ \la~li.H;d Spacl'
craft C!·nl!·r. This s\·slc'Ill. kno\\'11 as :\ LS 1-.1 (.\polio 
Lu11ar Surface' ExpZ·rim<'lltS Packa!!l' l. "·ill I_H' trans
portl'd to til(' lunar surfacl' 011 a11 :\polio lh·g.!l; a~~d 
will tlll'n lw dl'plo\Tcl bv an astroltaut. .\ LSLI "Ill 
sl'nsc. collect and 'trans;nit scil'IJtific and l'ngincl'r-
ing data to earth for 1 year. . . 

'rncluclccl in the data colll'ctl'cl arl' scll'lltJfic piH'-
nomcna such as solar \\'incl. seisJnic acti,·ity, magn~·t 
fields, lunar soil composition, de. This program will 
provide the scientific comnJUIJity. \\'Jth lli,1P.1~c~·e
d<'lltcd data coiH.'<'riling the fon11atJoll _of tlH ( ,uth. 
ALSEP represents a meaningful st.<'ppmg stone to-

·r· 1 1· 1 srnce ·tnd the ward the scienti IC cxp ora Jon o · ' ' 

planets. . fi S 
The conversion of the Local Scicnti IC urvey 

i\fodule from an unmanned to a manned moc~c of 
· II 1 I' ·· 1 t<> the 011crational operatiOn ac c cc a new c ImcnsiOI 

1 "!' . f tl . 13 d"x ltiil'li" vc·hiclc After com-capa )I 1ties o w en 1 , . · .· . 
I . f ] t t .. vc•J'SC' C)f 1 000 kJlomc-p etJon o a ong, remo c 1,1 · · ' 

tcrs or more the vehicle can be quickly outfitted 
f · d ' . 1 ] 1l·tr interchange of or manne operatiOn )y moe t ' 
tl . d tc· c·o11 t1·ol 11aekagc. Com-le crew station an remo . 

I ·1 . · · lVCrSIOn car1a-pared to a manned mode on y, t liS COl · 

I ·1· · 90 t f tl1e extended lunar )I 1ty permits perccn o . 
d I II l t Science thus m-mo u c payload to be a ocatec o · ' 

creasing the potential scientific return. . 
S · 'fi h · · also realized m the 1gm cant ac ICvements wet e ' · ' 

. l k F . xa111ple the Ben-commercia products mar ·et. < OI e ' ' . 
dix Thermal Mapper is an unclassified atrhon~e 
infrared imaging system first introduced l:y Bendix 
A S D . · · · ~1 ·I·1I·cl1· 1t proved erospace ystems IVIsiOn m lv ' ' 

its value in water pollution tracing and forest fire 
detection. 

The system comprises 4 basic components: scan 
head; control console; vertical reference; an~ a 28-
vdc, 10-ampere power supply. It operates with off
the-shelf, 70-millimeter TRI-X film, and the only 
moving components ar~ the scanning shaft and the 
film drive. 

A new Transportation Systems Department was 
formed to apply aerospace capabilities to transpor-



Lttion prohlt'JII'i. Durin~ HJ6"l a contract was re
<Ti\t·d to ddt·rmi•w thl' compositt> transportation 
sv'lt'IIJ fur tlu· Ill'\\' town of Columbia. :\larvland. 
·)·lw < :olumhia Transit Pro~ram t•nc.·ompasscs the 
anal~·"i' of transportation dt·mand and requirements, 
a pplit"at ion of <Hh-anct·d technolog\· for the mon·
••u·nt of 1woplt· and ~oods. dctt·r~llination of inno
\"<ttin· ••w•u•s of n•\'t'llllt' production. financial pack
a~in!_!. aud tlw writing of specifications for the 
transit s~·stt'JJI dt·si~n. 

EI.Et TIW: 1'11\\'ER Dl\"1~10.\ 

_Dming tiH· yt·ar the Eketric Powt•r Di\·ision sup
pllt'd .initial t·lt'l'tric power s~·stems for Boeing 7-!7 
supt'l'jl'ls. Till' t'lt'ctric s\·stcm. rated at 360.000 watts 
of l'll'l't ric pt>\\'t'r. consists of hrushlt'SS generators 
and solid-statt• control components. '" 

_In linl' with the 7-17 prol!ram. the di\'ision re
C.'<'J\"t•d ordl'rs for solid-stale power inn•rters and 
a~tern;~tor-drin· units. These latter units will supply 
a•rc~·af t-t ypt• l'lt•d ric power to opt•rate and check 
t·cpupnlt'llt IH'ing installed in 7 -!7 aircraft. 
_ :\ eompll'lt• lint• of test and clwck-out equipment 
lor tlu· 7-17 <'lt•dric syslt•m was also dt•\·doped. Both 
por~ahlt· and console-type equipment was made 
a\·:•!lahlt• for elu·eking system components. 
_ . _1 Itt• di~·ision continued to supply t•lectric power 
s~ stt•Jns lor other commt•rcial aircraft during the 
~:<·ar. For the 111ilitar\', Electric Power Divisim~ con
t~lltu•d to supply ek'ctric systems for such applica
tiOns as the F--l Phantoms, A--!D Skvhawks and 
I hl('yCohras. · 
. Also during the year, prototypes of oil-cooled, 
mtt•grah•d drivt•-gencrators were completed and 
t<'sls started. Thc~sc• new, compact generators are 
~·x~I~eml'ly small and compact for tlwir rating and 
IIHhal tests show verv hi<rh rdiabilitv. low operatinrr 
)"f " b . . b 
1 e and low maintenance costs. The small generators 

are uniqti<' since thev are integrated with the con
stai~t-spt•ed drive to {nakc a co~~1pact assembly. The 
('l1hre assembly utilizes engine oil for cooling. Oil 
supplied at 120 degrees Cet~tigradc and :230 pounds 
pel~ S(JUare inch pressure permits a generator output 
of ~,000 watts pt'r pound of generator weight. more 
than. double the output per pound of weight of con
vcnhonal generators. 
. Other major programs under way at the division 
mcluded the development of a family of trans
former-rectifiers which convert AC electric power 
to DC electric power at high efficimcies and devel
opment of environment-free DC generators. These 
D~ generators will be cooled with engine oil to 
Withstand tough, rugged operating conditions at 
extreme hot and cold temperatures. 
. During the year Electric Power Division con

tmucd installation of modern manufacturing equip
~ncnt to speed up production operations. Included 
m. the new manufacturing equipment was a unique 
Wire-coating machine developed by the division. 
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TI1e machine wraps a tough, insulating material 
around copper wire automatically at high speeds. 
:\lso included in newly installed manufacturing 
equipment was a -!-axis. tape-controlled drill press 
which operates at extremeh' close tolerances and 
high production speeds. This"' new production equip
ment was part of Electric Power Division's cost
reduction program initiated se\·eral years ago to 
increase production efficiency and pass the savings 
on to customers. 

Total employees at the division at year-end num
bered 1.100 with about 25 percent working in en
gineering and other technical assignments. 

Ei\'ERGY COI\TROLS DIVISION 

The Energy Controls Division of The Bendi.'{ 
Corporation, South Bend, Indiana, experienced an
other year of rapid sales growth and facilities expan
sion during 1968. This continued growth was also 
reflected by the appointment of the general man
ager. H. G. Tarter. to the position of corporate vice 
president and group executive. S. B. Smith, Jr., was 
appointed the division's new general manager. 

The Boeing 7-!7 airplane was rolled out Septem
ber 30 on Bendix wheels and brakes. The develop
ment of this equipment and initial production of the 
flight test program requirements we~·e on schedule. 
Initial equipment deliveries to Boemg were com
pleted 2 weeks in advance of schedule. Laboratory 
qualification testing continued throughout the year 
with completion scheduled for November. TI1e last 
tests were to be dynamics simulation in advance of 
the first airplane flight, \vhich was scheduled for 
late December. 

October 11, 1968, was an unusual day for The 
Boeing Company at Seattle, \Vashington, because 
the lOOth aircraft of both the 737 and the 7:27-200 
was rolled out that day. It was also significant for 
the Bendix Energy Controls Division since it is a 
major supplier for 'the jetliners. Both aircraft are 
equipped with Bendix wheels an~ brakes as stan
dard eCJuipment; Bendix also supphes the nose strut 
for the 737. 

The DC-8-63, latest of the r-.1cDonnell Douglas 
Super Sixty aircraft to enter airline service, u.ses 
new-design Bendix wheels an~ br~kes. ~ollowmg 
qualification and flight test certificatiOn, aircraft de-
livery to customers was expanding. . . . 

During 1968 the Bendix Energy Controls DlVISlon 
developed techniques for design and manufacture 
of wheels and brakes from new alloys. Test pro
grams were conducted which veri~ed both experi
mental and analytical results. A wide spectrum of 
materials and alloys was the subject of intensive 
investigation for use in both current and adva~1ced 
designs. TI1ese developments were ftu~her ass1sted 
by the addition of an electron probe m1croanaly~er. 
This equipment is an integral part ~f tl~e expansiOn 
of the division's capability in the scwntific develop-
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mcnt of new composite materials. \Vith this instru
ment it is possible to make direct chemical analysis 
of a sample which is 1 micron in area and 1 micron 
in depth, representing 1 micro-micro gram of ma
terial. 

The market for Bendix helicopter tic bar pro
grams broadened during 1968. Bt>ll incorporated the 
Bendix tie bar in the basic design of sc\'eral new 
models. The advantages and performance achieved 
on the earlier models led to adoption of the unit hy 
Bell. The tie bars for the Lockheed Af f-56A moved 
forward into a production category. This was done 
after extensive research and development programs 
pointed at achieving extended life under extremely 
difficult environmental conditions. 

A pattern was developing which indicated that 
all the next gener.ation of light-to-medium heli
copters in Europe probably will incorporate the 
Bendix tie har. A favorable n•action to the incor
poration of this unit was received from France, 
Germany and England. 

The first landing gears were delivered on time to 
meet the scheduled roll-out and start of the flight 
test program of the C-.5 during 1968. This year also 
saw completion of drop test programs for both the 
main and nose landing gears of the world's largest 
airplane. Flight testing confirmed anticipated results 
developed from both analytical and laboratory test
ing .. Manufacturing underwent a broad expansion 
during the year, moving from prototype into the 
production phases of fabrication. New machine 
tools were brought "on stream" to keep pace with 
the buildup in delivery requirements. 

The extremely large and sophisticated drop test 
laboratory constructed in South Bend was put into 
full operation during the year. \Vith this added 
capability for development and qualification testing, 
Bendix \Vas prepared for the era of million-pound 
and larger aircraft of the future. 

Extensive development work was under way to 
determine design and fabrication techni(llieS for the 
use of filament structures in landing gear systems. 
In addition, advanced techniques were developed 
for stress analysis and determination of fatigue 
characteristics in these types of structures. 

The division continued a major production pro
gram for landing gears on all models of the highly 
successful McDonnell Douglas F -4 aircraft. 

The need for expanded production capacity was 
relieved by the construction of 48,000 square feet of 
floor space to be used for in-process stores and 
production offices. A further increase in capacity 
and capability was achieved by bringing a number 
of new machines on line during 1968, including 
many 1\/C types. Plans were made for further ex
pansion of the manufacturing capacity with addi
tional N/C machines. 

The enormous gantry heat treat facility estab
lislwd new highs in output several times during the 
year. Associated with the large heat treat facility 
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is a nJainmoth wh<"elahrator shot or sandblast ma
chiiw. This machine has the capability of pn·cisel~· 
controlled insid<' dianwter shot JWl'IJing as Wl'll as 
the OD. The ].5-foot-diaiJH't<·r \\·ork table will 
handle tlw n·ry large siz<· parts hcing <kn·loped for 
the nc>\\' generation of jumho aircraft. 

Additional manufacturing capahilit~· was pro
vided for til<' Iandin" "ear Jlroduct lint• h,· a new • ..., t-1 .. 

:\Iicltigan splint• grimh·r which can ha11dlt· I J) or 0]) 
splines up to 15 inches in diallwll'r a11d .1() im·hes in 
I<'II<rth. :\ ] Ieald Jllandan· rrrindt·r ;do;o was addl'd. /:") . /:") ·r· one of tlw larg<·st in the COIIIJiry and. spt•t'I 1call~· 
d<•sign<·d for B<"ndix. rt will grind l10lt·s I roJJJ ~ to 36 
inclws in diamd<•r. 

Continuing efforts in tlw field of spacl·<·r;~ft land
ing svsl<'ms h·d to successful COIIIJlldion of spn·ral 
prog;ams during the past year. Of llla_jt~r significance· 
was tlw dl·\·elopnwnl of a s<~nti-<'IIIJlii.·Ic;~] L\1 foot
pad soil/intt•raction model for th<· :'\:\S:\ \lanned 
Spacecraft C<•nt<•r. This n1ockl \\'as incorporated hy 
l\ASA into th<' I ,unar \lodul<• landing dynamics 
computer program, amL using soil ch;~racteristi<:s 
<·stahlished for tlw lunar surface, penlllts real-soil 
landing simulation of the Lunar \lodule. . 

The int<·raction 111odel \\'as adapted hy lk~Hlix to 
the previously den·lopcd Surveyor s_pacecraf l land
ing dynamics comput<·r simulation for till' )d Pro
pulsion Laboratory. 111is simulatio_n was hei.ng used 
hy the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for analys1s of the 
t<·lenwten~d data from the ,·arious successfully 
landc·d Surveyor spacecraft. . 

Additional studies pertaining to the l:lllc!mg char
acteristics of the B('ll Aerosvstems/:'\ASA Lunar 
Landing Training V('hicle we;·<· performed fo~· ~he 
Manned Spacecraft Center. This astronaut trammg 
vehi.clc uses landing gear equipment developed 
em·her by the division. 
. Landing dynamics analysis ancl preliminary de

sign studies of a potential landing syst('m for '~ pro
posed unmanned Mars soft-lander were contmuccl 
during the year, and effort was reorieuted. f~·om a 
Voyager-type vehicle to a smaller, less sophisticated 
lan~er. In addition, computer prowan~s tkvclot~ed 
cm·her for performance and prelinunary dcstgn 
studi:s were considerably refined during 1968. to 
permtt both a more flexible and a more dctmled 
stu~y of landing system designs. 

Smcc a portion of the landing impact energy c~n 
h~ ~b~~~·bed by footpad penetration in.to the sml, 
mmumzmg the energy absorbing rcqmrcments of 
the shock strut, 1968 efforts also were directed to
ward application of the soil interaction model as a 
spacecra~t .I~nding system design tool. . 

The dtvtston was awarded a contract to hmld a 
h~drom~chanical control system for Pratt & Whitney 
Au·cra.ft s Model JTF22 demonstrator engine pro
gram mvolving the FX/VFX-2 aircraft. 

A mi?roclectronic engine control system, designed 
and hmlt by the division and Navigation and Con
trol Division, was tested on Pratt & \Vhitney Air-



t·r..f(, \!odd JTF:::!O :\<h·.mct·d \famwd Strategic 
.\ir<"r.dt .\\IS.\· dt·JtJOII-.trator t'll!!illl'. Further. 'on 
tJJi, pro:_:r.tltl. a c·ontra<·t was rt·c·l·i~·t·d for tlw initial 
pl •. t,,· ol tlw c·ontinuin~ .\\IS.\ t·n~illl' demonstrator 
pro~r.tttl. 

Pl.utnin~ "'"'!win~ flnalizl'd to supply initial c·on
trnl '' 'lc-111' lor Pratt 1\ \\'hitJH'\' .\ircTaft's TF30 
t'll!_!iu~· pmn·rin!! tilt' \T.\-1 aircr:tft. 

Production of t'll!_!iJH' c-ontrol ('llllljlOJWnts for the 
TF:)o t'll!!illl' pm\'t·rin!! thl' F-Ill aircTaft continurd 
at tl11· di\·bion. 

.\ 111ain fw·l C'ontrol systt•m was undrr den·lop-
1111'111 lor tlw dt·monstrator Ct•JJeral Ell'ctric GEl~ 
··~J!_!iltt· c·o•••1wtin~ for the .\nny 1.500 horsepower 
atr('ral~ «'ll!!iJH' pro~ram. Po.;-.ihlt• pro~rams that 
C'ould llt\·oh-t· this t'll!!ill<' \\'t•rt· l'TI:\S and 1...:\:\ Y. 

-\ c·ont ra('t was aw~u-dcd to the diYision to huild 
iltitial t'lt!_!ilH' l'ontrol S\Stt•Jns for the l':\CL PT6-T-1 
··~•!!iJ~t· ,,-llidt will p~)\\'l'r both the l'.S. \Iarine 
( :orp, Ht·ll .\II-II l\\'ill-<'ll!!ittl' I lut·\·Cohra and the 
l S.\ F n, ·II l'll- i :\' t ,,-itH'n!!im· rescue lwlicoplt'r. 
Prod net io11 of this eon! rol s~·stcm was planned for 
a Bt'Jtdix 'llhsidian·. :\Yiation Ell'ctric. Limitrd. in 
Canada. 
. l·:••gitH' control systt•ms for tht• T63 engine power-
111!! !Itt· Jllilitary I luglws 011-6.-\ helicopter and 
('1_1••.•• ~ H 'JTia I lt<'licopl<'rs were in production at this 
dJ\'1'\1011. 

. __ l~rodnC'lion of t•ngitw <'ontrol enmponcnls for the 
1 .:)(~~ lnri_Hlprt~pdkr cngim·s pO\\'l'ring the P-3B and 

C-1.>0 :llrC'ral t c·ontimu·cl. 
Tl H' in it iat ion of clelin•JT of cn<ritw control svs

!t•tns for the .-\ilh·scarch Tl)E 3:31 t~H~in<• late in ihe 
Y<·ar was to incn·ase the diYision's t!;~'twral a\·iation 
husin<·ss. ' 

L\:"TH I'\ I E:\T." & LJ FE ~l :ppQHT DIVJSJO:\ 

A major mileslotw "·as achil'n•d at Instruments 
& Life· Support Division during t'arh· 1H68 with 
n·edpt of a multimillion-dollar 'contn1ct from the 
;'\at.ional Aeronautics ami Space .-\dministration to 
d<•stgn. clt'\'elor) and 11rocluct' the crvo<rcnic gas 
t . i:'> ' 

s orag<' snt<'ms for the first 56-dav mis~ion of the 
Apollo A"pplications Program. Hec~·ipt of this con
tract culminated a conc~'ntratl'cl research and clc
w·lopnwnt c•ffort put forth bv the division durinu 
tl~c· last 5 yc•ars. Designed for. long-duration storag~ 
of cryogenic hnlrog<'ll, owgen and nitrogen. the 
systc'ms will su{)port the sp;l~~·craft <.+ctric:;l pO\n'r 
gc'Il<'rating equipment as wcli as the crew compart
nwnt atmosphne control system. 

'!'o me<.'t future cryogenic gas storage system re
qmrc'nwnts. Instruments & Life Support Division 
was in the final stages of completing a modern, 
2..t,OOO-squarc-foot fa~ility. The building will devote 
a 16,000-squarc-foot, extremely ckan, temperature
and humiclity-controllcd area to production and 
tlw rcmaindC'r to <'nginecring design aml dcvdop
nwn t. 
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In the area of Aight instruments. the ,·ear saw 
st•n·ral new products introduced for both· commer
cial and military applications. as well as for space
craft use. Special_ flight instrunwnts produced by 
lnstru ments & Life Support DiYision for ::\'.-\SA's 
.-\polio program and put to use in 1968 included a 
l~ngitudinal accelerometer, which displays fore and 
att acceleration forces during all phases of orbital 
and suborbital Hight. and a haronwtric altimeter, 
whieh indicates the proper altitude for parachute 
d<·ployment during manual rt?C'ntry into the earth's 
atmosphere. Soon another Bendix-built instrument 
\\'illlw C'alled upon to aid the first U.S. astronauts to 
land on tlw moon's surface. Called the thrust-to
wl'ight-.ratio indic~!tor .. the instrument. simply by 
measunng lunar g s. will r<.'n•al the rate at which 
tlw engit~<' slows._ down. the Lunar :\Iodule as it 
d<'scends toward the surface. 

Scn•ral study and clevelopnwnt programs ,,·ere 
suce<'ssfulh· carried out on fluid measurement tech
niques. p,{rticularly significant were the 2 study 
pro~rams the dh·ision successfully completed for 
:\.-\S:\'s \fanned Spacecraft Center. Houston, and 
:\[arshall Space Flight Center. Hunts,·ille. Both 
programs were concerned with a technique of 
measuring fluid quantity in an all-attitude, zero-g 
environment. 

In addition to the flight instruments provided for 
the 1968 :\polio flights. the diYision provided sys
tems for precisely monitoring propellant tank load
ing, as well as optical point sensors which initiate 
shutdown of the 5 engines on the S-IC stage of 
Saturn V. The prism-sl~'lped glass tip of the sensor 
protrudes into the small river of liquid oxygen 
flowing from the tank to one of the 5 1,500,000-
pound~thrust engines. A narrow beam of light 
passes through the shank of the prism and impinges 
on one surface of the glass wedge. As long as the 
tip is covered with fluid, the beam passes through 
the surface and is dispersed. The instant the level 
of liquid oxygen drops belO\Y the tip. the beam, 
instead of being dispersed. bounces from one sur
face of the wedue to the other and back through the i:'> L 

shank. The reflected beam is electronically de-
tected, and an output signal is conveyed to the 
engine shutdown mechanism. 

One of many significant accomplish~nents during 
the vear in the area of life-support eqmpment was a 
uniciuely designed backpack for storing and con
wrting liquid air to gaseous breathing air for per
sonnel working in a toxic environment. T~1e back
pack features a slim profile ':acuum-m~ulated 
storage container that is only 4 mches th~ck yet 
contains more than a 2-hour supply of mr. The 
backpacks will be used initially by persons engaged 
in the loading of hiuhl)' toxic engine r)ropellants 

L b L 

aboard the Lunar Module spacecraft at Cape Ken-
neely. Other promising applications include mine 
rescue, fire fighting and long-duration underwater 
operations. 
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THE BOEING COI\IPANY 

On September 30, 1968, the first model 747 super
jet, largest commercial airliner in the world, rolled 
from The Boeing Company's new Everett, \Vashing
ton, manufacturing facility. This event, heralding 
the arrival of a new era in aerial transportation, was 
the dramatic highlight of a year in which the com
pany acquired a new president, accepted new re
sponsibilities in the United States' space program, 
delivered the new twin-jet Model 737 to airlines, 
commenced work on the new Minuteman III inter
continental ballistic missile and set new records in 
the rate of deliveries for commercial aircraft. 

Unfilled orders at September 30, 1968, were 
$5.464 billion, including $4.702 billion for commer
cial aircraft, $392,000,000 for military aircraft and 
$.370,000,000 applicable to missile and space pro
grams. 

Well before year-end, the company delivered its 
1,500th commercial jet airliner from an order book 
showing 1,957 sales by October 30. Rate of delivery 
was 96 airplanes in 64 working days during the 
third quarter of the year. Company employment 
remained relatively stable at approximately 140,000 
persons. 

Roll-out of the 747 was a milestone in a program 
which had its formal beginning in 1963 when a 
Boeing engineering group was formed to plan an 
airplane to meet travel increases expected in the 
1970s. Tentative decision to proceed was reached 
by the company's directors in March 1966, and 
options for land on which to build a final assembly 
plant to produce the airplane were obtained in June 
1966. Since that time, the factory has been built, 
including a main structure which, containing ap
proximately 160,000,000 cubic feet, is the world's 
largest volume building. 

Assembly of the first airplanes, along with con
struction of engineering mock-ups, began in the 
building long before it was complete. A work force 
of approximately 15,000 occupied· the Everett fa
cility by year-end. By the time of the roll-out, Boeing 
had announced orders from 26 airlines for 158 of the 
big airliners. 

In 1969 the fir~t 5 completed 747s were to enter 
a 10-month flight test program, the most extensive 
ever undertaken in the industry; 2 additional air
frames were to be used for static and fatigue testing. 

While the 747 attracted the most public attention 
during the year, Boeing devoted much more of its 
total effort toward other programs. The company is 
weapon system integrator for the Minuteman 
ICBM, with responsibility for assembly, test, launch 
control and ground support systems. Many Minute
man components are manufactured in Seattle, and 
missile assembly is carried out at Boeing-operated 
Air Force Plant 77 near Ogden, Utah. Approximately 
1,000-mostly Minuteman I versions-are on alert 
in several states. The early versions gradually were 
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being replaced by :\I inuteman I I. and Bol·ing was 
working on the still larger and Jnon· ach·anccd 
i'vl inuteman III. 

A second missile. SRA~\1 ( SIJort-Han(!;L' :\ttack 
Missile), \\'as being built for tilt· U.S. :\i1: Force by 
Bo<'ing. This is a supersonic: air-to-ground weapon 
with nuclear capabilities, to IH' carrit•d both hy lak 
model B-.5:2 bombers and h\' tlw FB-111 fighlt'r-. ' 
bomber. 

By y<·ar-encl the company l1ad ddivt·n·d mor~· 
than 1 000 Chinook and Sea Knicrht twin-rotor heh-. ~ 

copters to the U.S. armed forcTs frmn its _Yertol 
Division factories ncar Ph ilade I ph ia . .\I ost of t hcse 
arc in service in Vietnam. :\ wal<'r-jd-propcllccl 
hydrofoil gunboat, the TIICIIIIIC:ari, ,,·as delivered to 
the U.S. :\avv at Seattle during the year, was 
voyaged to Sa1; Diego ancl was undergoing competi
tive testing there. 

In space activities, Boeing's attention cen tercel on 
the Apollo/Saturn program. The first stage f~r the 
Saturn V booster was being produced hy l~ol:m~ a~ 
tvfic:houd, Louisiana, and proved at the :\hssiSSil~PI 
Test Center. The company is under con~r;~ct w_Ith 
the National Aeronautics and Space AdmuustratiOn 
also for systems engineering ancl integration of the 
entire launch vehicle as well as for ground support 
and testing. In ~vlay the company \\~as as_signecl ~he 
responsibility by NASA for technical mtegratiOn 
and evaluation (Apollo/TIE) for the Apollo/ 
Saturn moon program. Company staffs for Apo~lo/ 
Saturn arc located at Houston, Texas; Huntsville, 
Alabama; Cape Kennedy, Florida; and \Vashington, 
D.C. 

Two United States supersonic transpor~ proto
types were under development in Seattle m a co
operative nationwide program involving the federal 
government and private industry. The prototypes 
will be assembled at the Boeing Developmental 
Center (which was being enlarged for that purpo_se) 
from parts provided by subcontractors and s_upph~rs 
throughout the nation under a contract admuuste~ed 
by the Federal Aviation Administration. In studymg 
more than 500 configurations since 1952, Boeing has 
devoted more than 20,000 hours of wind tunnel 
testing to developing the U.S. SST. The. company 
was incorporating improvements in its design before 
starting construction, to insure that the prototypes 
will provide a sound foundation for follow-on, com
mercially successful SSTs. 

The company was involved in a num?er of_ re
search and development efforts, both in Its vanous 
divisions and in the Boeing Scientific Re_sea~ch 
Laboratories, devoted principally to pure scientific 
disciplines not directly connected to present prod
ucts. 

In 1968 William M. Allen, president of Boeing 
since the end of World War II became chairman of 
the board of directors and chi~f executive officer for 
the company. T. A. Wilson, executive vice president, 
was elected president. 



T . \ . \\ ilso 11 (I ft ), form rly c-x cuti ic pr id nt wo 
el •c tcd pr idc 11t o f Tlt c Bocin ompnny in 196 , tl c d-
ing \Villiam M . · llc 11 ( ric,h t) 1 ·ho b eca me clwimum of tl! 

h nord a11d chie-f >xe t fi •·c officer. 

L~ tc in th · · ar, th ornp~n announ · d a r -
orcraniz ·d \ cro:pac - Group r d t cut cots 
and sc k n w business . In th 
produ t management dh ision and bran h r -port 
to ~roup headquarters and a n '' \ ro pace Op-
ra~~~~: s u~it provides support fo r . ro pac Group 

acttvtttes m the Sea ttle ax a. L adin 1 m nts of 
th e reorganized Aerospac Group in lud th Aero
space Systems Division, r ponsibJe fo r n -w prod
uc ts development, some produ t m 11 acr m nt and 
e_n g ineering-oriented hmctionaJ support · th Mis
sile Division , responsible for th compan 's missile 
product line; Southeas t Di ision, tablish d ac
cording to geographical consid ration · A rospace 
Operations ; ASMS Branch, responsibl for the 

1 ~lVy's Advanced Surface Mis ·iJe S_·st m procrram; 
Spacecraft Branch ' ;vhich O\ ers s "' ork on tl1e 
~urner 2 and such' advanced programs as the Mars 
71 and '73 probes; and Marine Branch, responsible 
for the company's work in hydrofoil programs. 

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 
AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION 

Amphenol Connector Division, now a part of The 
~unker-Ramo Corporation, has long been a leader 
In complex interconnection systems for the aero
space industry. The division's engineers worked 
closely with several major aerospace prime con
tractors to develop umbilical and inter tage connec
tors and cable assembly systems. 

For example, engineers at the division's Space 
and Missile Systems operation in Chatsworth, Cali
fornia, completely value-engineered the cable as
sembly for the Sea Sparrow missile, the ship-carried 
adaptation of the proven Sparrow air-to-air missile. 
T~e result was a redesigned cable assembly system 
With greater reliability at a cost saving over the 
existing system. Amphenol also provided special 
connectors for the program. 
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The division vvon the design competition for the 
umbilical connectors to b e used on the Poseidon 
mis~ile , a Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 
proJect. The Amphenol design provides the utmost 
in reliabilit). Not only were typical design problems 
encountered and solved but an exhaustive analvsis 
'"'as conducted to develop materials that wo'uld 
m et the stringent p erformance requirements . 

Amphenol Connector Division continued to sup
pi) the cable assemblies used in the Minuteman 
guidance control system and it obtained a contract 
for the development and production of a new bigh
P rformance cable assembly for the Minuteman III 
program. 

Ash·o/348, the division's high-densi ty miniature 
circular connector which n'leets MIL-C-81511 was 
selected for the Navy's A-1 "E\iV antisubmarin~ sys
tem. The connector was also slated for use in other 
aerospace/aircraft projects. The year saw further 
development of a 500 F connector for the Boeing 
SST. 

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

For Cessna Aircraft Company, 1968 was a record 
growth year \vith total consolidated sales for the 
company at an all-time high. 

During the year Cessna maintained its top posi
tion among manufacturers of general aviation air
craft with sales of commercial aircraft setting a 
record dollar volume over any previous year in the 
company's history. Cessna again led the industry in 
unit sales for both single- and multi-engine aircraft. 
A total of 7,003 commercial airplanes were delivered 
during the company's fiscal year, which ended 
September 30. 

Total consolidated sales exceeded $264,000,000, 
an increase of more than $50,000,000 over 1967, 
with commercial aircraft accounting for a record of 
approximately $164,000,000. 

A significant increase in dollars resulted from the 
acceptance of "400" series twin-engine executive 
aircraft, led by the pressurized :Model 421 which 
accounted for 161 deliveries during the fiscal year. 
Following the Model 42l's introduction, acceptance 
climbed steadily and at year-end it was the top
selling pressurized twin on the market. 

Offering the broadest line of commercial airplanes 
in the industry, Cessna recently further expanded 
by announcing the Fanjet 500, a "new genera
tion" of corporate jet aircraft. D el Roskam, company 
president, said the 8-place jet culminates a decade 
of research by Cessna before venturing into the 
market. The company announced a guaranteed 
price of $590,000 on orders placed early for the 
aircraft. At this price, it was expected to be the 
lowest-priced business jet on the market when first 
customer deliveries are made in early 1972. 
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The company announced plans to establish a 
separate Marketing Division for the Fanjet 500 
that will operat e independently from th e present 
commercial marketing ac tivities. The division will 
h andle sales and service of th e new aircraft. 

The company established a new record for 
monthly unit deliveries of commercial a ircra ft dur
ing the fi scal year by delivering 830 commercial 
airplanes during September 1968. This surpassed 
C essna's previous record total of 828 units delivered 
in October 1967. 

During the year several delivery milestones were 
p assed including the 10,000th ·Model 150, 10,000th 
Mo~el 182/Skylane and 1,000th T-37 military t\vin
jet trainer. More of the 2-place Model 1-50s are 
flying than any other 2-place aircraft in production ; 
the 10,000th was delivered to the Longhorn Aero 
Club, larges t flyin g club in the world . The 10,000th 
single-engine, 4-place Model 182/Skylane went to 
an Ohio businessman. The 1,000th T-37 je t trainer 
went to the U.S. Air Force Air Training Command. 

Cessna's lO,OOOth Model1 50 was delivered early in the year 
and the m odel topped 11 ,500 deliveries by year-end. 

Government business for Cessna showed a sharp 
increase, rising to $72,000,000 in sales for 1968. In 
addition to the T-37 jet trainer , which is b eing pro
duced for the USAF and the air forces of 12 other 
nations, Cessna continued deliveries on the A-37 
attack jet, the 0-2 tandem twin, the T -41 single
engine piston trainer and the U -17 single-engine 
utility aircraft. 

Other military production included ordnance dis
p ensers and subassembly work on the Bell UH-1D 
Huey h elicopter and the McDonnell Douglas F-4B 
Phantom jet fighter. 

Six diHerent Cessna military airplanes w ere flying 
with the USAF in Vie tnam. In addition to the A-37 
and U -17, 2 versions of the 0-2 w ere b eing used for 
forward air control and psychological warfare 
duties. The U -3, a military version of the commer-
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cia ] Mode l 310 twin , was b in O' u s d for utilit v 
missions, and th 0-1 Bird Dog ,~· as in ,,·ide e n ·ic 
for fo rward a ir control. 

D cliveri s w ·r ber.run durin g tl c n •a r on th 
A-37B attack j t. T h B ve rs i OJ~ has a'ir-to -a ir and 
sin glc.: -po int g round refu eling ca pahiliti ·s . Order 
were placed fo r 228 \.-37B ·. 

Th • 0 -2, a m ilita r v rsion of th lwin -1 oom 
tandem-engine comm rcial Sup r Skymast r con
tinued in production . The USAF had 0 1 or l r 26 • 
of these airplanes. 

The company's efforts in learn -to-fl;· prog ram ·, 
res ponsibl e for gcn ra tin g many n w a irp lane sales 
and student pilot star ts, produ ·cd si nificant 
achi eve ments in a ir-age educa ti on. A highli rht ,,·as 
a coopera tive progra m an noun ·cd jo intl) b y the 
compa ny a nd Ame rican Airli ne · lo p romote avia tion 
educa tion in e lementary sch oo ls. In th e prog ram 
considered a first be tv,reen a n a irli ne an d a genera l 
aviation manufacturer , Cessna :1nd A mcrican make 
ava ilable classroom materia l that ca n b e used in 
avia tion courses in e le mentary schools. 

Cessna also announced its "PAVE" program to 
furnish ass istance to vocation al technical schools 
which are training young p eople for careers in air
craft maintenance fields. "PAVE," o r Programmed 
Assistance to Voca tional Education , includes the 
offering of the la tes t factory tra inin g pac~agcs_ to 
schools on a free-loan basis. The packages, Identical 
to those C essna service p ersonne l receive from fac
tory schools, include film strips, disc records and 
video tap e segments. . . . 

\ i\Tith the added importance of aviatiOn m tl~ e 
lives of every citizen and th e current grovlth m 
flight training, the company predicted that 1,500,000 
new student pilots over the n ext 5 years are a~1 at
tainable goal for the industry. Company president 
Roskam stated, "Using 1968 as the base , \ve exp~ct 
to double our unit business during this 5-year p enod 
in the learn-to-fly category, greatly _expand our 
dealer organization and significantly mcrease the 
p ercentage of students being trained by C essna 
d ealers." 

\iVorldwide facilities of the company and its affili
ates will cover more than 3,245,000 square feet of 
floor space when construction initia ted in 1968 is 
completed. Typical of the exp ansion is a $1,600,000 
engineering and research center under way for the 
Commercial Aircraft Division in Wichita, Kansas. 

In addition to 2 aircraft manufacturing divisions 
and a marketing division in vVichita, C essna w_as 
producing fluid power products at its Industnal 
Products Division in Hutchinson, Kansas, and 
Cessna Industrial Products Ltd., in Scotland. Air
craft Radio Corporation, Boonton, N ew Jersey, and 
McCauley Division, Dayton, Ohio, w ere producing 
aircraft electronics and accessories for the company 
and other m anufacturers. C essna Finance Corpora
tion, a subsidiary, was financing aircraft, both 
wholesale and re tail. 



.\11 .lfTilialt' compan~·. lkims .-\\·iation in Reims. 
FLUI< t'. was manufacturin~ 3 Cessna airplanes for 
Europt·an and l'nited 1\:in~dom markets. These 
\\"t·rt· tht· :\lodcls F150. Fl7:2 and the Heims Hockct. 

Tht' company "·as opcratin!! an assembly plant 
for its :\lodt·l 150 at Strother Fidd-1\:ansas, in the 
\\'infit·ld-.\rk.msas CitY area. 

Emplo~·nwnt at the various worldwide Cessna 
facilities tolah-d on·r 1:2.500 at n·ar-end. 

CII:\:\IH.EH EY:\:\~ CO:\THOL ~YSTIDIS 
DIYbiO:\ OF COLT J:\BrSTHIE~ 1:\C. 

Chandler E\·ans continued durin!! 1H6S the ex
pa11sion in \·olume and din·rsificali~m of products 
which had hl'cn c\·idl'nced on·r scn·ral pn.'\·ious 
years. I 11 addition to accelerated production of 
Utlitizt•d controls for the Lycomin~ T53 pO\n·r plant 
utilized in the Bl'll Iroquois and llueyCohra heli
copl<'rs. a unit exchange on:rhaul program was 
initiated for the :\rm\· :\\·iation S\·stt·ms Command. 
This program proYid(·d for -!S-ho;tr deliwry of zero 
time units on rcc<'ipt of controls rdumed from the 
field. 

Production of controls. pumps and other com
pon<'ll!s for all major eugine manufacturers placed 
CI_H:ndler EYallS products on Yirtually all American 
nnhtar;· and commercial aircraft. Positive displace
m~·n_t fuel pumps were produced for the Pratt & 
\\~Hiney ,\ircraft enginl'-l'(jllipped Lockheed SR-71. 
L1 Y A-1 Corsair II. General Dvnamics F-111. 
Sikorsky CII-5-! Shcrane, Lockhc~·d C-1-11 Star
Lifter and Boeing KC-1.35 tanker and B-5~. as well 
as the ~lcDonncll Dou<rlas DC-8 and Boeing 707-
370 M · :.... commercial transports. Chandler Evans pumps 
were also manufactured for use on ·! business jets: 
the ?\orth American Jet Commander, the Learjet, 
the French-built Dassault Fanjet Falcon and the 
German-produced Hamhun;cr HFB 3~0 Ilansa, all 
employing General Elcctri~ engines. 

By year-end a total of almost .30.000 Chandler 
Evans pumps had accumulated more than 
100,000,000 service hours on military and commer-
cial aircraft. · 

Increased use of e;as turbine engines for indus
trial ancl marine ap1~lications result~·tl in the usc of 
Chandler Evans pumps on the Pratt & \Vhitney 
Aircraft FT3, FT 4 and FT12 engines found in clcc
t~·ic g_cnerating plants and. at sc:l, providing propul
siOn lor Coast Guard ships. 

Production of the MC series fuel control con
tiJ_mcd for the Continental JG9 engine powering the 
A1r Force, Army and Navy Hyan Fin·hce drones. 
Newer models of the control were produced for 
the supersonic Firehec IT. 

A substantial commitment in the field of aircraft 
components and controls resulted in significant new 
applications for Chandler Evans products in hy-
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draulic, fuel and pneumatic systems. Components 
were hcing produced for the Lockheed C-5A. 
Boeing 7-!7 and \IcDonnell Douglas DC-9 in addi
tion to earlier applications on other commercial air
craft. 

The greater part of Chandler Evans work in the 
missile control field was of a classified nature. \Vork 
continued in the development of hydraulic and 
stored gas systems, and the preproduction phases 
for the Hughes TO\V program were completed. 

Major clcwlopmcnts initiated in 1968 included 
the main fuel pump for the GE-! enrrine beinrr de-

~ b 

\·eloped by General Electric for the Boeing super-
sonic transport. Of major significance. also. was the 
hybrid control for the ST9 engine being developed 
hy Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft. This concept is an 
extension of several years of research and develop
ment carried on bv Chandler Evans in hvbrid elec-
tronic configurations. "' 

New research and development programs were 
initiated for advanced vehicular turbine controls, a 
control/pump for a General Electric 15.000-kilo
watt power plant. and fuel pumps for the Pratt & 
\Vhitncv Aircraft JTF:22 cnrrine bcinrr deYcloped . ~ b b 

for the FX and VFX aircraft and the General Elec-
tric CF6 engine for the McDonnell Douglas DC-10. 

The Chandler Evans facilities located at \Vest 
Hartford. Connecticut, consisting of a modern uni
kvel plant occupying over 310,000 square feet, 
were being expanded to incorporate new engineer
ing labs and production test facilities. The company 
employed at year-end more than 1.900 people and 
had field offices in Dayton. Ohio: Los Angeles, 
California: Seattle. \V:1shington; and :Munich, 
Germany. 

CONTINENTAL l\IOTORS CORPORATION 

The healthy demand for Continental aircraft en
<rines and spare parts continued through 1968 with 
Continental Motors Corporation again supplying a 
large portion of the total engines delivered to the 
general aviation industry. 

Continental's major customers in the general 
aviation field were Cessna Aircraft Company and 
Beech Aircraft Corporation. Continental Motors 
was also powering models of aircraft built by 
numerous other companies throughout the world 
includincr Beacrle Aircraft Ltd., Bolkow Entwick-

M b 1 n· A.· d lun<ren Britten-Norman Ltc ., cnns VIahon an 
b ' Sud Aviation. These aircraft covered a wide range 

of uses, from single-seat agricultural models to 
aircraft used for commuter airlines, personal trans
portation, cargo, corporate and private travel and 
similar activities. 

The demand for Continental's 375-horsepower 
geared turbocharged GTSI0-520-D engine, utilized 
in Cessna's pressurized Model 421 introduced in 
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1967, and the company's 300-horsepowcr TSI0-
.520-E. installed in Cessna's i\Iockl 401 and :\Iodcl 
-10:2 aircraft, was significant. Also note"·orthy was 
the demand during 1968 for Continental's 10-.520-C 
engine which powers the twin-engine Becchcraft 
Baron and the I0-520-B utilized in the new larger 
versio~1 of the twin-engine Becchcraft Bonanza. L 

Continental-powered Cessna and Beech general 
aviation type aircraft continued to scn·c American 
armed forces for forward air control missions, pilot 
training programs, aerial supply, photorcconnais
sancc and other purposes. Typical were the military 
version of the Cessna Super Skymaster, designated 
by the military as the 0-:2 series, and the T-41 
series, basically Cessna ~[odcl 172s. 

Continental ~1otors' Zero Time remanufactured 
aircraft engine program, under which owners of 
Continental-powered aircraft can exchange their 
original engine for a like model factory-remanufac
tured power plant that has been restored to new 
engine standards, also made a significant contribu
tion to total business volume. \Vork conducted 
under this remanufactured engine program was 
accomplished at Continental's :\'fobile, Alabama, 
facility. 

Continental Motors' successful licensing agree
ment with Holls-Royce of Crewe, England, was in 
its eighth year. Under this arrangement, Rolls
Hoyce manufactures and sells certain Continental 
aircraft engines used by airplane producers in 
Europe and elsewhere in the eastern hemisphere. 

Continental's extensive aircraft engine design and 
development program continued during the year. 
One particularly significant new program was ex
pected to provide aircraft engines featuring a sub
stantial improvement in weight-to-horsepower ratio. 

CO;..JTI!\ENTAL AVIATION AND ENGINEERING 
CORPOHATION 

Government contracts for production of Conti
nental Aviation and Engineering's J69 series gas 
turbine engines and spare parts, for related over
haul and retrofit, and for component improvement 
programs accelerated significantly during 1968, ac
counting for the major portion of new business 
received. 

Orders for J69-T-29 and J69-T-41 engines, which 
power Ryan Aeronautical Company's tri-servicc 
subsonic Firebce jet targets and drone systems, 
were particularly noteworthy. The }69-T-29 engine 
has a rated thrust of 1,700 pounds and the J69-T-41 
has a thrust of 1,920 pounds. 

Also significant were orders during the year for 
the company's J69-T-25 engine with rated thrust of 
1,025 pounds. This power plant is utilized in 
Cessna's T-.37 twin-jet military trainer aircraft. 

Three important milestones were achieved during 
the year hy CAE's advanced 1,840-pound-thrust 
YJ69-T-6 engine, designated by the military as the 
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YJ69-T-IOO, \\'hich po\\'ers protot~•pt• mocll'ls of 
Hyan Aeronautical Compan~·'s Sll]Wrsonic Firl'hn· 
II jd target drone system. Tlw Firi'IH't' I I madl' its 
first stqwrsonic flight in Junt·. rt'acltint?; sp('(·cls in 
excess of 000 miles per hour. In St·pl<'llthl'r thl' 
Fin•hee II r<'ach<'d its cll'sign spt'<'cl of \Ltch I..'J 
( 1,000 miles per hom). In hotlt of tll('sl' It's! flit?;hts, 
the Fin·he<· I I \\'as air-launcll('cl fro1t1 a Jllodificcl 
:\a,·y patrol homh<'r. 

Also in Sc·ptc•Jtllwr, tlw third JtJajor lltilt·-;tmu• f_or 
the Fin·he1• II \\'as rl'aelwcl \\'11('11 tlw stt<'Cl'Sslul 
first gronnd-launch of the stqwrsoJtic ;wrial target 
was achil'vecl. The pilotle-ss jet aircraft \\'as L11tnchccl 
fron1 a standard Fin·hec• short-r;til !!;rc>ttncl launch 
pad \\·ith assistance of an II ,0011-poult<l-thrust 
JATO bottle. Hyan \\'as flight It's! ing 1·1 prototypes 
of the supf'rsonic Firl'lH'e I I under co1tlrad to the 
l\'aval Air S\'Stc•nJs Command. 

Continental A\'iatio11 and En,ritw!·rint?; \\·as also 
actively ('ngagl'cl in clesi<.rninrr n7'\\' !ttrl~iJH' <·ngine 
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gas generator concepts for tIt<' :\ i r Fore<·. Thl'se 
dC'velopml'nts in sophisticated ach·aJtct'd d1·sign 
\\'ere expected to <·nhancc C:\ E's pn ·wn t s1 ·ril's of 
turbojet engin<·s and to rcpr<'S!'ltl sig11ificant ad
vances in the state of the art. :\clditionalh-, C:\E 
entered into sc•\'eral new svsl!'lll c·onc~·pt. stuclil's 
with the Air Force and ind{tstr\' a1tcl \\·as adi\'<'ly 
pursuing the po\\'er plant r<'q;tir<·nwJt!S of th<'Sl' 
projects in their earlil'st stages. 

Continental Aviation and Engin<'<'ring aliiiOIIIlC'ed 
in December ]~JG7 that it \\'Oul~l <'Slahlislt a turbine 
engine manufacturing acti\'ity at a gon.'I'IIIIH'nl-
0\\"llecl plant in I'\ eosho, r-., [ issouri. Fo llowmg start 
of operations in March 1968, this faC'ilit\' was in
volved with. turbine engine overhaul. thc.'manufac
t~Ire of turhme engine spare parts, ancl th<' p~·~cluc
tJor~ of turbine engine gears for usc· in ~AI'. s J69 
scn.cs gas turbine engines manufactured 111 Tol~c~o, 
Ohro. The 350,000-square-foot 1'\eosho facrlrty 
possesses considerable turbine engine manufactur
ing and test capability, plus the potential for future 
expansion. 

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION 

Curtiss-\Vright Corporation is a first-tier supplier 
of a wide variety of aerospace components. Cor
porate headquarters are in the \Vood-Ridge (New 
Jersey) Facility at One Passaic Street. 

Other facilities arc located in Calclwcll, New 
Jersey; East Paterson, New Jersey; Buffalo, New 
York; Cleveland, Ohio; Long Island City, New 
York; Hempstead, Long Island, r\ew York; To
ronto, Canada; St. Louis, Missouri; Carlstadt, New 
Jersey; Jersey City, New Jersey; Smithtown, New 
York; Addison, Illinois; Los Angeles and Vernon, 
California; and \Vindsor, Connecticut. 

Curtiss-\Vright completed 2 significant acquisi-



tioiis i11 I<Jfi\. Tlw Comd Tool and Die Company of 
St. I .•Hii .... \lio;souri. and the \Ictal Impron'ment 
{:Ill II pa 11~· 1 '\ < ·\\· J l'rse~· 1 \\'l'l"l' purchased and \\'ere 
hc·i11~ opt ·r;tkd as \\·holly O\\'IH'd subsidiaries. 

Coned is a ], ·adt'r in tlw profile milling of air
ILIIIlt' parts in th<" \lichn,st. pro\·iding a supplement 
tu Curtiss-\\.ri!,!IIt capabilities in this field proYicled 
h~· tlw Zarkin \lachin<' Company. ,,·hich \\'as ac
<Jliirt·d in WG7. 

\Ida! lmpron·nH'III Compan~· \\·as engaged in 
shot j)l'l'lli11g and the manufacture of shot-peening 
l'<)IIij)lll<'lll. Shot p<'l'lling is a process employing 
fill<' round sl1ot to \\·ork the smface of metals and 
ii11pron· th•·ir fati!,!ue life. \IIC \\·as operating plants 
in < :arlstadt and l<'r~c\· Cit\·. :\t•\\' Jt'rs<'\', \\'incisor. 
ColliH'Cticut. ;uuf :\ddison .. lllinois.' Its subsidiaries 
an· \ll'!;d l1npron·ment Company. a Dchwarc 
<"orporation. of Los :\ngdes. California. and Bo
C:IH'IIl Corporation of \'{:rnon. California. The com
pail}' W;ts in t h< · process of establishing a m·w facility 
on Long Island to s<'rn' customcrs in that area. Its 
princip;;l c·ustonwrs are industrial compani<'S and 
major airframc manufacturers enrra<rccl in the de
si!_!Il and manufacturc of ach·anC<'<l ~:mmwrcial and 
n;ilitan· jds. 

During IDoS the \\'nod-Ridge ( :\e\\' Jnse\') Fa
c·ilit\· shij)jWd the first j)rocluction la.ndin;r <rear 
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co1npow·nts for the Boeing 7-17 jumbo jet. under 
contract to Clt-,·cland Pneumatic Tool Company. a 
subsidiary of Pncumo Dynamics Corporation. prime 
contractor for the landing ~car svstem. Produced at 
th~, \\.ooci-Hiclgt• f'acilit~~- the p:trts comprising one 
slnpsd includ(• one nose steering collar assemhlv: 8 
main axles and one nose axle:' ancl S tow fitting 
aswmhlies. \\'hich arc used for handlin~ the aircraft 
on the <rrouncl ' 

~ . 
\\ 'o(!d-Hidgc was performing ,,·ork under a con

tract from General Electric to manufacture major 
pressure vessels and head assemblies for naval 
j~l:opulsion systems. :\1_1 existing bu~lding at \Vood
l11dgc, lornwrlv used for the manufacture of rocket 
cas( ·s for the Titan HI, was hcin~ n•no\·atccl and 
expanded to accommodate this \\'o\·k. 

\Voocl-Hid~c also clelivcrccl the first of ~,000 tur
bine Pngine ~liscs being made hy Curtiss-\Vright for 
the _A \'C~o Lycoming Division's T53-13 twin gas 
turlmw engine. 

The Caldwell (New Jersey) Facility received an 
order to ewrineer and fabricate landin<r crear actua-

b h b 

tion systems for the U.S. Air Force C-5 transport. 
These systems transmit power and actuate landing 
gear and landing gear doors. They include actua
tOJ:s, gear boxes, shafting and hydraulic and electric 
clnvc units. 

~t~rtiss-\Vright was selected by Lockheed
Cahlornia to design and produce the trailing edge 
Hap actuation system for the Lockheed L-1011 air 
bus jetliner. The system, which op<'rates the in
hoard and outboard flaps, consists of power drive 
units, gearboxes, shafting ball screw actuators and 
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related controls. The ,,·ork \\'ill be clone at the 
Cald\\'cll Facilitv. 

The electroni~s capabilities of the East Paterson 
( :\ C\\' J erscy) Facility \\·cre being employed in a 
major U.S. :\rmy contract for smTeillance equip
ment. The contract was for a Tactical Imarrerv In-

~ . 
tl'rpretation Facilit}· ( TIIF). :\ prototype was 
delivered to East Paterson. It is housed in an ex
pandable van-type truck and is composed of a 
\'ie\\'cr computer, a Field Artillery Digital Auto
matic Computer ( F:\D:\C) and numerous stereo
scopic and optical elements. It is used for photo
graphic interpretation to furnish tactical information 
to military intelligence. It will perform numerous 
missions. such as updating of maps. sun·eying troop 
movements. ne\\' installations and fire control mis
sions. 

The Buffalo Facility continued to specialize in 
extrusions. forgings, castings and precision engi
necrl'd products. Development of the extruded 
titanium, integrally stiffened \Ying panel sections 
continued. in conjunction \\'ith the US.-\F and 
Lockheed program for subsonic and supersonic 
aircraft applications. 

Buffalo embarked on a major expansion program 
involYing the machine and forge shop areas of the 
Turbo Products Operation and the foundry. Im
provements include additional forge and machining 
equipment and construction of a new building to 
expand the machine shop area. 

On order \\'ere new machine tools. including the 
latest profile milling units and tape-controlled mill
ing and drilling machine tools. The forging capa
hilitv at Buffalo was to be enhanced bv the addition 
of a 1.000-ton and a 2.500-ton forging press, a 
6.000-pound forging hammer. and related support 
equipment such as furnaces. Additional electrical 
discharge machines were to be put into operation. 

An additional contract from General Electric for 
vane platforms for the TF39 turbofan engine which 
powers the U.S. Air Force/Lockheed C-5 was to be 
filled at Buffalo. The facilitv also received an addi
tional contract to make pa~·ts and components for 
other GE engines. 

~Iarquette Metal Products Company, Cleveland, 
Ohio, continued to produce compact precision 
spring clutches for appliances, marine equipment, 
office equipment, and a variety of other applica
tions. ~Iarquette, a wholly owned subsidiary, was 
also manufacturing textile spindles, governors, air
craft and marine use windshield wipers, automatic 
speed control devices, s\\'ench wrenches and mis
cellaneous components for the aerospace and auto
motive industries. 

Zarkin 11achine Company, Long Island City, 
New York, broke ground for a nc\\' 100,000-square
foot building. It was to have 5- and 10-ton capacity 
cranes running the length of the manufacturing 
area. Automatic chip conveyors, which collect cut
tings from the machines and convey them out of 
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the plant, were to be installed. Twelve numerically 
controlled profile millers were to he pw·chased and 
installed, along with 8 or 10 other machines trans
ferred from the Long Island City Facility. The new 
facility will be capable of performing profile milling 
of steel, aluminum, magnesium, and titanium forg
ings or castings for major aerospace structural 
elements. 

In 1968 Zarkin delivered the first numerically 
machined F-1ll bulkhead to .McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation for use in the crew escape module of 
the aircraft. 

Target-Rock Corporation, of Hempstead, I\ew 
York, continued to produce specialized valves and 
fittings for nuclear marine, petrochemical and in
dustrial applications. 

Canadian Curtiss-\Vright, Ltd., Toronto, ac
quired Design Team Leasing Ltd., and subsidiaries, 
also of Toronto. DTL, through its offices in Toronto, 
Montreal and Detroit, makes available designers, 
engineers, and draftsmen on a leased basis for 
special projects for temporary assignments to clients 
in a variety of technical fields. 

Canadian C-\V has also signed a contract to 
market an air-cooled, 2-stroke gasoline engine of 
Japanese manufacture for use in snowmobiles and 
for other recreational and i;1dustrial uses. 

Development of the Curtiss-Wright H.otating 
Combustion Engine continued. H.C engines manu
factured by Fichtcl & Sachs of \Vest Germany were 
being marketed by Curtiss-\Vright for usc in snow
mobiles. Three major snowmobile manufacturers 
were offering the 20-horsepower engine as an op
tion and over 4,000 units were expected to be sold 
in 1968. 

FAIR CHILD HILLER CORPORATION 

The development of a gunship for close troop 
support, the successful deployment in space orbit 
of an antenna system taller than the Empire State 
Building, and the winning of an award to compete 
for the design of Applications Technology Satellites 
F and G were among the highlights of 1968 at Fair
child Hiller Corporation. 

The gunship was actually a modification of the 
Fairchild Hiller C-119 Flying Boxcar, a Korean \Var 
transport. The modification, by Fairchild Hiller's 
Aircraft Service Division, was, the Air Force re
port<.:d, one of the quickest such efforts in Air Force 
history. 

The huge antenna array was but one of 4 major 
systems designed and built by the company's Space 
and Electronics Systems Division for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Radio As
tronomy Explorer satdlite, RAE-1. Stored in con
tainers about the size of a woman's purse, the 
antennas were deployed on signal from earth to their 
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/.'50-fool lencrth. fannin!! a !!ianl X 1.500 ft•d from 
~ 1..} ,, 

tip to tip. Launched in July. the~· pickt·d up lo\\"
frequt•n<.:y radio ,,·an·s-normally hlockt'd I rom tlw 
earth hv tlw ionosphere-from dt·t-p spact· and wen· 
expc•clt:d to gin• scientists clues to tlw snn:S role in 
the earth's radio storms and to t•Jdar.~t· 111an s under
slall(lincr of radio noises in our !!aLtx\·. Besides the 

h •• . 

anl<'nna arrav. the di,·ision den·lopt·d tlw 1\.\E's 
slJ"IIcltln', its "solar array paddlt·s. aJJ{I tlw (}:30-fool
long libralion damper booJJI. 

In tlw competition for tlw :\pplications Tt'clmol
(J!f\" Satellite . .\::\S:\ seleclt'd Faircl1ild II iller to 

.~. I . 1· :) head ont• of the 2 teams to propos<' a c t•sJgn or :.. 
satellites \\"hich will he placed in slationar~· orbit 
and \\·ill earn· out a mmilH'r of COIIIIJIUIJicalions and 
scientifi<.: cxp.eriments. On the Fairchild I Iiller tt'am 
an• IB:\1, IIOJH'\"\\·ell and Phiko-Ford. 

The con1pan}.'s Space and Eledro••ics S~·sll.'n~s 
Division also designed and coJJsln•c.l<'d for :\:\::\ s 
Lewis Hc•search Center the Space Sn pporl LT ntl of 
the Space Electric Hockd Te~.t salt'llitt·. Tl~c Sup
port Unit contains the "brains ol tlw satellite: th~· 
tdem<'lrv, command. power, data storage. and alit
luck cot;lrol svslems. SEHT will lw a (1-nwnth-long 
test of a nwrc;tn· bombardment ion thrustt·r system. 

Fairchild I I iller was actin· in ot ll('r space activi
ties, in<.:luding the design of a was!<' 111anagcmet~t 
system for the :\fanned Orbiting I .ahoralory, th_et-
1{1ionic energy converters, and c·l.cctrical propulston 
systems; the design and manufacture of thermal 
louvers for the Orhitincr Astronomical Observatory; 
solar cell arrays; and I~ressun· regulators. pres~un: 
switches, cryogenic valves and discon!lcCt couplmgs 
for a variety of satellites, rockets and boosters .. In 
addition, the company's quick-rcsp01~sc ~c:hn~cal 
Services Division continued to provtdc s,cte.ntific, 
engineering ;ind technical support to NA~A. s. Space
Hight Integration and Sounding HockC'l DIVISIOn and 
to other NASA facilities for special programs. 

In aircraft, the company marketed the ,FH-:2:7, a 
I t · 1 s rc<rron 'll 55-passenger propjet used hy t w na 101 • o ' 

· ·1· · II . 1 F ·11 "111'1 the newer an tnes, Its sn1a er sister, t 1c < -~ , ' '" , • ' 

pure-jet F-28, and was cooperating with S\\·eanng.en 
Aircraft, San Antonio, Texas, in a proposal to bmld 
the Metro, a 20-passenger airliner designed espe
cially for the air commuter. 

Besides transport aircraft, the con~pany _mm:u
facturcd helicopters and STOL aircraft. To Its lm~ 
of turbine jet executive and utility FI-I-1100 heli
copters, Fairchild Hiller in 1968 added an ambu
lance configuration, enabling the aircraft to .carry 2 
litter patients plus medical attendant and pilot. I.ts 
STOL aircraft, called the Hcli-Portcr, can take off 111 

as little as 150 feet and land in 100 feet and can 
carry 6 passengers or a ton of cargo. 

Fairchild Hiller served as a major subcontractor 
in aircraft manufacture. 

For Boeing, the company was manufacturing 
wing control surfaces and air turbine drives for the 
747 supcrjet. In addition, the company was assigned 



a major rok in tlw ma nufactur of th . . super
~011 i c lran. port to lJe m, nufachu· 1 I 1 Bo in . In 
mil itan· aircraft. th comp, nv ontinu d into its 
lourth ·H·;u the ma nufacture of" tai l a mbli s of tJ1 
\ leDolln<' ll Dougla F--1 a.n 1 tcrt ·d to produce 
T -.'lick II. a n a ll-wca th r bombin ·:· t m for the 
F-105. 

'cn·ra l of th' com pan_ ·' · oth r diYi ion '' r 
man ufa ·tur ing pr clu t r !at d to air raft/ 11ac · 
acl i,·iti ' S . For cxam pl , tr, t Divi ion \ h pro
duc ing ·m·ironm ntal conlT l ,. tem forth Ar m ·'· 
:\Il-5 \ \ I y·cnnc; vapor ycJ coolin cr ys t -.m for 
th, :\a \'\·· · E->\ H a\Ykc · : en rcry onv r ion sys
t •ms fo r the -1. "0 and 74- ; t 111 [ •rah1r ' control 
S\'Stems r r the F-lll , RF-4. F-106 and F-105; and 
r;rouncl ·ur)port environm -ntnl . · t ms f r all .S. 
~ . 
mili ta n · sc1Tices . tratos-\V tern was manufactur-
ing fl a i·c launchers; :onobu . · laun h ·y 
rad io and infrared mark r-· fir and 
na lc. ; a n 1 unden,·at •r ·oLtnd ·our di p ns rs. 
Th pac and El -trooic ·y t ms Divi:ion \•vas 
prod ucin g informa tion manag m nt ) st ms for 
va rious military a ir raft . Amon u u h ) stems w -re 
the storc·s man;)gcment ct fo r th F-ll lD, \uxiliar) 
D ata Annotation S · ·tem. Code iVIatrix R aders. 
fi lm litl ers. film cor1tinuou · -nlar er :-mel filrn de~ 
structors and ih cr recovery systems. Burns .\ era 
Scat Company, a Fairchil1 Hill r sul sicliary, con
tinued as one of the larges t manu fc1c tur rs of air
craft sea ts. 

Th e compan y's Aircraft Scn ·ice Division , a 4-
hcilit.v operation based in Florida, continued to 
maintain , repair. modify and redesign aircraft ; it is 
capable o f handling anythi110' that fli e ·. Among its 
capabilities are fuel cell reconditionino, electronics 
rep ai r, corrosion control and ori ainal design and 
engineerin g. Besides the C-119 gunship, the divi
sion handled 14 other kinds of ai.rcraft in 1968, 
including the C-1:23, C-130, F-10:2, F-105 and DC-9. 

Fairchild Hille r's Aircraft Service Division. developed a 
gun .1llip modification of the C-1 l9 Flljin g Boxcar, shown 

ll!: re in ce re monies marking d elivny to USAF. 
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Anoth er Florida facilit) , _ ir Carrier Engine 
Service, Inc. a subsidiary, ser ices and repairs 
Pratt & \\ hit:ney engines . Duri1w 1968, ACES in
stalled a Pra tt & VVhitne jet engine test cell in 
prep:oua tion for servicing the JT D engine. 

Fairchild Hiller 's corporate headquarters is at the 
Sh rman F aiTchild T eclmolog Center, German
town, t-.riar) land. There, too , the com pan ) 's Space 
and El ctronics S stems Di ·ision m ai ntains its h ead
quarters as well as its research and de ·elopment 
fa cilities . Th eli ision's manufacturing plant is at 
V. i.nston-Sal m North CaTalina , and its T echnical 
Sen ices Di,ision is at Riverdal , Mar ·land. 

Republic Avia tion Division, "hich in 1968 added 
a helicopter d elopment center to its plant, is 
locat d at Farmingdale, Long Island, New York. 
The locations of other divis ions and plants: Aircraft 
Division, Hagerstown, Maryland ; Aircraft S rvice 
Division St. Augustine (headquarters and plant ), 
St. Petersburg, Bayard and Crestview , Florida; 
Stratos Group headquarters and Stratos Division, 
Bay Shore Long Island, New ) ark ; Stra tos-\' estern, 
Manhattan Beach, California; Stratos-Industrial 
Products Division, '" inston-Salem, North Carolina; 
Burns Aero Seat, Burbank, California; Air Carrier 
Engine Service, Miami, Florida. 

THE GARRETT CORPORATION 

The most significant achievement of the Garrett 
Corporation in 1968 was its entry into the jet engine 
manufacturing field. For Garrett, the announcement 
that the company's ne\:v ATF 3 fanjet engine vmuld 
be used to power the North American Rochvell 
Sabreliner not only signaled its intention to build jet 
engines for aircraft but also marked the largest 
single production contract in the 30-year history of 
the company. North American Rockwell said the 
value of its contract with Garrett for 300 A TF 3s 
was $59,000,000. Garrett h as b een developing the 
4,000-pound-thrust engine at its AiResearch ·Manu
facturing Division in Los Angeles for the past 3 
years. 

Though overshadowed perhaps b y the signifi
cance of the ne\:v enaine announcement, the other 

b . 
1968 activities of The Garrett CorporatiOn were by 
no means inconsequential. 

In November it was announced that The Garrett 
Corporation ' 'vould expand its mark~tin~ interest. in 
the .arowino· field of electronics by fonmng a maJOr 
new

0 
comp~ny named Garrett :Micro-Circuits Cor-

poration. . 
TI1e new company will mam~facture mic~·oel~c-

tronic components and circu~ts ~or com~n.erc~al, m
dustrial and aerospace apphcatwns. Imtlal mvest
ment in Garrett Micro-Circuits Corporation v,rill 
total $3,500,000 for facilities and production equip
ment. The new 50,000-square-foot facility will b e 
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located in Torrance, California, and will eventually 
employ approximately 400. 

Overall sales and production for Garrett's 8 
divisions and 2 subsidiaries were headed, at year
end, toward a record level. Employment, too, was 
up appreciably from 1967, stabilizing at the 13,500 
level. 

' 
Garrett-AiResearch announced in October that it w ould 
start production of the new ATF 3 turbofan engine for 

aircraft applications. 

Through year-long emphasis on reducing costs 
without affecting quality, Garrett's ability to com
pete successfully in all major product lines con
tinued to gain strength. More than 4,000 different 
products for commercial, industrial and military 
customers comprised Garrett's 1968 product list. 

From this broad product diversity, which has tra
ditionally been associated primarily with the aero
space industry, Garrett made substantial inroads in 
non-aerospace fields. High-speed ground transpor
tation, power generation for the oil industry, and 
microelectronics are a few of the programs in which 
the company was actively applying its aerospace 
knowledge. 

GARRETT-AIRESEARCH LOS ANGELES 

In October 1968 the first manned flight of Project 
Apollo was accomplished with "101 percent suc
cess." For AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los 
Angeles, this perfect flight marked a significant mile
stone by further establishing the company's leader
ship in environmental control systems for manned 
space vehicles. In every manned U.S. space flight, 
AiRes_earch ECS life-s_upport systems have played 
the vital role of keepmg the astronauts alive and 
comfortable in space. 

The Apollo 7 mission logged several ECS firsts. 
I t was the first spacecraft to have a truly "shirt
sleeve" environment which permitted the crew to 
spend extended periods of time unsuited in living-
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room comfort. It was the first to pro\ id th crew 
with hot and cold water for food prepa rat ion , and , 
by means of the flexible ECS , Apoll o 7 was th firs t 
American manned spacecraft launch d wi th a m ixed 
cabin atmosph ere of oxygen and nitrog n whil e th e 
astronauts brea thed pure oxygen in the ir suits. 

\ 1Vith the success ful conclusion of Ap ollo 7, 
AiResearch envi1·onmenta l con trol sys t ms had 
logged 2,769 hams in space incl uding P rojects 
Mercury and Gemini. 

In addition to Apollo, other mann ed space pro
grams played an important role in AiResea rch's 
developmental vvork. 

Under contract to lvfcD onn cll D ouglas, th e di vi
sion continued development of life -support sys tems 
for Gemini B, an integral part o f the . ir Force 
Manned Orbiting Labora tory, and for '-\irlock a 
NASA 3-man space experiment. D evelopment also 
continued on a second-genera tion life-support sys
tem for NASA's Apollo Applica tions Progra m, '' hich 
will extend the ECS capability ' "'ell beyond the 
present 14-day missions. 

In addition to accelera ted development of the 
new turbofan aircraft engine, AiResearch-Los 
Angeles conducted advanced v.;ork in other pro
pulsion methods. Under NASA contract, resear: h 
and development of a hypersonic research ramJe t 
engine capable of operating b etween Mach 3 an~ 8 
( 2,000-5,000 miles per hour) progressed. _En gme 
technology developed from this program \;\,' Ill_ h~ve 
application in future hypersonic transports, miss iles 
and spacecraft operating within the atmospher~ . 

D evelopment of a radically different elect_nc 
motor for the U.S. D epartment of Transportat~on 
proceeded on schedule. Called a Linear Induction 
Motor (LIM), this device is expected to pro_duce 
speeds up to 250 miles p er hour for ground vehicle~. 
·when p erfected, the LIM could propel tracked a~r 
cushion vehicles between cities at speeds competi
tive to air transportation. 

First tests of the LIM on a tracked wheeled test 
car, also being designed and built by AiHesearch, 
were to begin in 1969. . 

In other ground transportation systems, AIHe
search's electric propulsion syst~m deve!ope~ f_or 
the San Francisco Bay Area Hapid Transit Distn?t 
successfully completed a stringent test program m 
~968. If selected by BARTD, the system was to go 
mto production in 1969. 

Another program, to demonstrate the feas~bility 
of a gas turbine engine for propelling a railroad 
passenger car, was successfully completed on the 
Long Island Railroad. This has been extended to 
dem?nstrate a dual-mode gas turbine-electrica_l pro
pulsiOn system. The AiResearch system Will be 
tested by the Budd Company for the New York 
MTA. 

Military and commercial airframe builders and 
the airlines were major customers for AiHesearch in 
1968. A major contract was awarded to the division 



''' \lc-Dmltlt'll Douglas for den·lopmcnt and pro
d11ct io11 of the l'llYironnwntal control sntl'm for the 
IJC:-W trijd. 

. \il\1-s('arch \\'as producing similar s~·stC"ms for the 
\lcDomwll Douglas DC-9. tlw Boeing -:-01. 7:20. 
7~7 and 7:3':-. th<' (;rumman Gulfstrcam f and II and 
tlllllll'r<Ht'\ other airliners and huo;iness aircraft. The 
di\ isio11 was also lwa\·ih- engaged in building S\'S

tt·ttls for tltiliLtn· aircr,;ft in'Ch\ding the Lockhl~cd 
C-.).\. ( :-11 I an~ I F-10-1. the .\!cdonnell Douglas 
F--1 st·rit·s. the :'\orthrop F-5 and the General Dy
namics F-Ill. 

Itt its expanding t•kctronics acti,·ities. :\iHesearch 
lwgatl in 19GS to dl'wlop an all-digital central air 
data compn!t·r. By year-end the s~·stcm \\'as being 
dt•monst rat<-d in hrt'adhoard form to airlines. As a 
r('sult of this d<'n·lopnwnt. the diYision \\'<IS selected 
h~· .\m<'rican .\irlines to build :2 protot~·pt' systems 
lor flight !t-stincr aboard a 707 J.etlincr. The solid-. ~ 

stalt• s\·stcttl is ex1wctl'd to afford a hiO'Iwr deO'ree of . c v 
rcliahility and accurac~· th::m present analog systems. 
yl'l lw lighlt'r and smaller. :\iHeseareh has produced 
more than 7.000 central air data s\·stems for numer
otts high-rwrfonnancc aircraft. 

:\notht•r t•lt·C'!ronics product .. -\ircraft Integrated 
Data Systt-ms l .-\IDS). \\'as in full production. 
:\merican. :\litalia and CP airlines \\'ere using 
vnsions of the :\IDS. The :\IDS automatically 
monitors St•lt·ctccl l'ngine and aircraft systems per
fonllanct• and rl'cords the data for later analysis by 
gro_uncl computers. The system is an im·:lluablc 
mamtenanct' tool for assessing systems performance 
and phvsical condition. 
. U IHll~r US:\ F contract, AiRcsearch was clevdop
mg an ach·ancccl airborne :\IDS for present and fu
ture homht•r-typc aircraft. This system, which may 
usc an on-board computer, will afford real-time 
asscssnwnt of suhs,·stl'm health in addition to long
term trend analvsis. 

Other notahlZ, hiO'h)irrhts for AiHescarch in 1968 
. 1 1 ~ b 
me uc ed delivery of the first cc'ntral air data com-
puler for the ach:ancecl version of the A-7 Corsair IL 
En·ntual production of this svstl'm could total more 
~han 1,100 units. AiHcscarcl;'s first turbogenerator 
msta llation on an offshore oil production platform 
"'as COI11I1letecl in 1968· a new crvoO'cnic refrigera-. , .. b L 

hon system for commercial airliners was installed 
and flown on a \Vcstern Airlines Boeing 737; and 
the company announced development and first or
ders for a new all-plastic cabin pressure svstem for 
light aircraft. • 

CARRETT-AIRESEARCH PHOENIX 

. The Garrett Corporation's second largest division, 
A1Research Manufacturing Company of Arizona, 
Phoenix, continued a spiraling growth cycle which 
saw previous production highs exceeded month in 
and month out. 

Pacing the growth was an increasing sales back-
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log which at year's end stood at record level. A.ll 
major production lines, gas turbine engines, air 
turbine starters and motors. and pneumatic vah-es 
and controls, shared in the expanding sales market . 

In the gas turbine market. A.iResearch reinforced 
its position as the major U.S. manufacturer and 
supplier of small turboprop aircraft engines for busi
ness/commercial and military applications with the 
addition of an 840 shaft horsepower option to its 
TPE 331 family of turboprop engines. Horsepower 
options to meet varying customer needs are now 
offered in a range from 575 to 8-!0 shaft horsepo\Yer. 
and higher horsepower ratings are being readied. 
The 840 shaft horsepower TPE 331 turboprop en
gine powers the US:\F C-lOA. version of the Hand
ley Page Jetstream. 

In the military prime mover field. AiResearch con
tinued producing a military version of its TPE 331 
commercial engine, the 715 shaft horsepower T/6, 
\\'hich po,,·ers the North American Rock\\·ell tri
service OV-10A Bronco light multimission aircraft. 
The OV-10.-\ entered combat sen·ice in Vietnam in 
July 1968 \\ith the U.S. Air Force and J\Iarine Corps. 
Orders placed for additional T76 engines in 1968 
boosted to more than $:28.000.000 the total value of 
AiResearch engines delivered or on order for the 
OV-10:\.. 

Broadening its role in the prime propulsion en
gine market, AiResearch in July announced its entry 
into the small helicopter turbine engine field with 
a new 220 shaft horsepower turboshaft engine, the 
TSE 36-1. An initial order for 500 of the new engines 
was placed by Enstrom Corporation for its new 
T-28. 2-3 place version of its piston-powered 
F-:28A. The TSE 36 marks the lower end of the 
AiResearch prime mover power spectrum, which is 
anticipated to extend eventually upward to 2,000 
horsepower. 

Following the pattern of 1967, AiResearch ex
tended its earlier lead in airborne auxiliary power 
units beyond the huge new Boeing 747 and Lock
heed C-5 aircraft to the new McDonnell Douglas 
DC-10, which can accommodate well over 300 
passengers. AiResearch was also providing APUs 
for J\lcDonnell Douglas' highly successful short-to
medium-range twin-jet DC-9, purchased by more 
than 30 airlines around the world. 

In the field of pneumatic-powered actuator and 
control systems, AiResearch during the year was 
awarded contracts in excess of $22,000,000 for T11e 
Boeing Company's new 747 supe~·jet. D_nder the 
contracts, AiH.esearch will supply mr turbme motor 
powered wing leading edge flap actuators and ac
tuators for main engine fan turbine thrust reversers. 
The fan thrust reverser system embodies a newly 
developed, lightweight, positive d.isplacement ~ir 
motor and a new concept of lugh-speed dnve 
through lightweight flexible power shafts. An air 
turbine motor also drives an electrically synchro
nized, pneumatic-mechanical kneeling drive system 
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for the giant Lockheed C-.5. Installed on each of the 
C-5's 4 main landing gears. it permits the C-5 to 
kneel to ideal cargo-handling height. 'Vithin 2 min
utes a fully loaded 769,000-pouncl C-5 aircraft can 
be raised or lowered 39 inches. 

AiResearch continued development of MUST 
hospital components as additional ;\lUST hospitals 
were deployed to Vietnam in support of Army and 
Marine units. Under test were X-ray, food service, 
pharmacy and dental units; prototype water recy
cling and waste disposal systems were scheduled for 
delivery i:o the Army by year's end. 'Vithin the next 
.5 years, the Army plans to have equipped all active 
field medical units with i\fUST ( ;\kdical Unit, Self
Contained, Transportable) portable hospitals. 

In the advanced power systems field, AiHcscarch 
remained active in 1968. Delivered to the NASA 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, was the first of 
4 Brayton rotating units. Consisting of a compressor, 
turbine and high-speed alternator, all mounted on 
a single shaft and supported by gas bearing.'>, the 
Brayton rotating unit is the heart of an electrical 
power generating device being investigated by 
NASA. The hermetically scaled system generates 
power outputs of from 2.2.5 to 1..5 kilowatts at a 
consistently high level of efficiency. In addition to 
space applications, a Brayton power system offers 
possibilities for silent power generation for military 
applications; as source of deep ocean electrical 
power for underseas vehicles, habitats and com
mercial underseas endeavors; and for long-duration 
unattended terrestrial power gennation. 

C:\RRETT-AIH.ESEAHCH AVIATION DIVISION 

The year 1968 was another growth year for Gar
rett's AiResearch Aviation Division, with business 
reaching a new high. With deliveries of the Grum
man Gulfstrcam II coming off the line, both the 
Los Angeles and Long Island completion centers 
were operating to heavy schedules. In addition to 
Gulfstream II completions, a record volume of 
DI-112.5_ J etStar and Falcon interior and avionics 
complcti~:ms w~s set during the year. Helping to 
make tlus possible was an unprecedented contract 
for 10 Falcon completions, signed with Pan Am. 
The majority of these Falcons were being completed 
at the Long Island MacArthur Airport facility. 

The highly successful Merlin program continued 
to gain momentum with the new Merlin liB. The 
latest version is equipped with Garrett-AiHesearch 
TPE 3.'31-1-1.51G turboprop engines, resulting in a 
sig11ificant increase in performance. To keep pace 
with the program, AiHescarch established a national 
sales force devotc:d entirely to the Merlin program. 
The addition gave AiHcsearch Aviation a total of 
.'3 sales groups: one selling custom interior and 
avionics completions; one selling the Hawker Sid
delcy DIJ J 2.5 and the Grumman Gulfstrcam I and II; 
and one scliing Mcrlins. Most recent addition to the 
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\ferlin group was a Dallas sal•·s offiC't·. In addition. 
a net \\·ork of \fer! in s• ·r\'icc C<'ll !I-rs \\-~ts • ·stahl isht·d 
across the countn·. 

During tiH' yc~~r .-\iHescarch .-\dation introduced 
an inno\·ation in business a\·iatinn lllarkding: a 
whirlwind tour arou11d tl](' cou11tr~· to gi,··· cnrporall' 
operators an opportunity to sc<' so11H' of the latest 
c·oncepts in corporate airnaft <'<juipJIJ('JJl. Shown, 
for the first till!<' in lliOst placTS, was till' Culf
strealll II. In addili011, a Dill~.') with a JJ('\\. inkrior 
conc<·pt and a \[erlin \H'r<' displa:u·d. B~- co111hinin~ 
the great aJJJOunt of inl<'rcst g<'Jit'ra!t'd h~· til(' Cull
strcanJ II \\·ith tlw wide spcc·tru111 of husiJwss ll~·ing 
r<'quin'IJH'Ilts con·r .. d by all 3 airplaiit'S. tlw dis1~Iay 
drew wide alt<'ntion alllong top lt'n·l •·x•·cutn·L'S 
and a\·iation personnel. 

C.\HHI-:TT- \ IJ{ CH !'1:-'EH:-' I >1\'1.~1()\ 

During ] 868 the Air Cl'llisers Di,·isit~ll continued 
its expansion in production voltiiiH' wl11~·h has been 
occurring over the past few ~Tal> I·.lltplo~:m~·nt 
reached a new high. and a nl'\_,. lac·tory lHuldm~ 
scheduled to lH' in operation before tiH' end of the 
vcar was slarll'd in midn·ar. Sales ancl backlog for 
· · 1 · · · .. · II j)rt'\·ious vears the year were <·xpectcc tc~ sui p.tss <~_ . . · .~ · 
ch•spitc a steep increase 111 contpditioll tlu ou.:-ohout 
the industry. . 

1 · ··1 , · 1 the clcsi<•n Air Cruisers is engage< pnma11 ~ u . · .:-o 
1 1- 1·' · fl· t· 11 • surviv·d t'<jUII)llWllt anc n1anu ·acture o · In ,\ ,1 1 c · ' . . . 

f. j ' [' ' 1 ·ti'" 'li1c1 \ .. \J'IOUS 111ili-OJ' t 1e ·ur tr·tnsr)orla Ion uH us , ' ' · 
' . ' . 1 1 . ·t· . c'1 11 c·c·r of ·tir-inflatecl tarv agencws. It IS t 1c a1 ges p1 o ~ 

I ·1 · 1 \' 1 • )J·ocluctiOn on the s w ters m t w country. o tunc l . . 
famous MUST hospital shelters (_'\lechcal . Ul:It, 
Sdf-Containccl, Transportable) contmuecl at ,m m
crcasin<r rate. The shelters haw· been widely us:cl 
as fielcl hospitals in Vietnam in conjunction With 

1 1 1 Ai Hese·trch other types of equipment proc ucec. lY · . ' 
~hnufacturing Company of Phoemx and I:os An
crdcs. These field hospitals have been clescnlwcl hy 
M • 1 U s A- ·ts the greatthe Sunreon General of t H' ., . I my ' 

f .:-o • 1 fi ·1 1 11eclicine in 100 est orward step m com )at c c I 

years. . . he 1\tlUST 
The year marked the first tunc th,tt t . 

concept devclor)cd hy Garrett was sold fa~· apphca-
. · 1 \'- C- users was ttons other than field hospita s. 1 H ,It · · . · 

supplying to Philco-Ford Corporati?n ~1 m~chfi~d 
design for usc as tactical air commumcatiOn cc nt~I s. 
ThisL breakthrough added to the potential utilization 
of this new product line of Air Cruisers. . . . . 

Again in 1968, as in the year before, Au_ Cr.u~sers 
participated in keen competition for the mfl.tt,~b~e 
survival gear furnished by the Lockhecd~~e~r ~Ia 
Company to be carried aboard the new An Force 
troop carrier, the C-5A, and won each of these 
competitions with resultant contract awards for a~l 
life rafts and evacuation systems utilized on th1s 
aircraft. 

Air Cruisers' expanded engineering department 
accomplished additional development work for the 



11• ". ~i.111t .tin-raft. such as the Bol'ing :--t:-. :\lcDon-
11< 11 Dou~L1s DC:-10 and Lockheed t-1011. :\ sig
n i lic.tn t r~'" ult of this ch-n· lopnwnt \\'Ork \\'<IS a dem
m.str.lliou in :\Ia,· at Barbados. B.\\'.1.. for the 
Tt·cllllical ( :on11nittce of the International :\ir Trans
pori :\ssociat ion. of a new concept for passenger 
;tin-raft t'\-,tcuation. Custom models for each of the 
major aircr,tft utilized In· tht· world's airlines toclav. 
as \\'dl as lor the futur~· giant sky carrit•rs. shouid 
rl'sult in a continuing high rate of acti,·it\· for the 
.\ir Cmiscrs DiYisiOJ;. ' . 

C >f si~nificant note in l96S ,,·as a change in the 
foreign rcprl'Sl'ntation for :\ir Cruisers' llroducts. 
:\irsuppl:· InternationaL a subsidiary of the :\irsup
ply ( :01upany (another Carrctt di,·ision ). now pro
,·ides this StT\·ice in :2() countries. 

L \IU\ETT \1.\\l F\UTI\1\G U:\IITED 

Carn·tt \lanufacturing Limited, lkxdalc. Ontario. 
the Canadian suhsidian·'of Carrl'tt. expcrknced con
tinul'd growth in I9GS. Both sales and h;lcklog in
cn·ased. as did employment. ,,·hich t'XCecdcd 500 
early in the Year. 

\ Ia jor l'le,;wn ts in the expansion \\'l'l'e the setting 
up of a thin film microminiature electronics research 
ami clew·lopnwnt and production capability. and the 
expansion of traditional product areas into a wider 
range of applications and markets. The micro
electronics facilih· should assist G:\lL in continued 
advancenwnt of state-of-the-art development in all 
areas. 

Significant product dewlopmcnts included a 
downed aircraft locator t•nwrgencv beacon; both 
d_igital and cam drivC'n progr~umriable pneumatic 
stgnal generators. for ,,·hich major contracts were 
received; and static inverters for Armv vehicle land 
navigation svstems and the general a\:iation market. 

Other an_:as of interest included weather data 
acq:Iisition systems for airport installations and 
~10nzon bar equipment for hdicoptl'r assist in land
mg on a carrier. 

Garrl'tt ~Janufacturin<r marine actiYitv l'XI)anded 
• <:> -

wtth the addition of new deck machinery products 
such as towin<r and moorinrr winches. M ~ 

Diversification of product line activity continued 
not only in development and mauufacturing but 
also in the overhaul area. 

CARRETT-AmE~EARCH INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

AiRescarch Industrial Division of Los Angeles 
enlarged its facility for the second time in 2 years. 
The addition of :20,000 S<Iuare feet of manufacturing 
space was the result of increased demand for air
craft and industrial turbocharger systems, each of 
which is designed for a specific engine application. 

Popularity of these systems for general aviation 
continued to grow and several new applications 
were undergoing test and FAA crrtification. In 
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1968 Piper introduced its popular ?\avajo, equipped 
with an _-\iHcst'arch turbocharger system. :\ number 
of models offered bv Cessna. Beech and '\loonev 
have comparable in;tallations. Some include cabi~1 
pressurization. a bonus benefit provided by turbo
charging. 

After one year of operation. the remanufacture
exchange program for system components demon
strated its merit in fast, economical setTice to air
craft distributors and owners. 

G:\RRETT :"UPPLY DI\"ISION 

Garrett Supply Di,·ision, which has been serving 
industrv in southern California and in Arizona for 
more than 30 years, added new lines and greater 
inventory to handle growing customer sales. I'\ e,,
automatcd material handling equipment greatly 
increased efficiency in the number of orders handled 
per day. 

Garrett Supply had well over a hundred of its 
customers on the data phone purchasing system, 
adding more each month. This system low<>rs the 
cost of purchasing for the customer. eliminates errors 
and has been a time- and cost-saYing inno\·ation. 

\Vith the Arizona industry moving forward, the 
Phoenix branch of Garrett Supply also added peo
ple and inventory. 

Early in 1969 the firm planned to open an East 
Coast operation. 

Garrett stocked more than 100 famous brands of 
industrial tools and supplies. ranging from tools, 
power transmission equipment, grinding wheels 
and machine tools to office furnishings. 

GARRETT-AIRSUPPL Y DIVISION 

The Garrett Corporation's :\.irsupply Division, 
headquartered in Santa Monica, California, fur
nishes sales engineering and distribution services on 
a nation\\"ide basis for suppliers of aircraft and 
aerospace equipment. 

In 1968 the division extended its area of sales 
coverage into western Europe. Airsupply Interna
tional, a new Garrett subsidiary, was formed to 
handle the European operations. TI1e subsidiary will 
establish offices in all key European cities, utilizing 
the established facilities of Garrett International 
S.A., another Garrett subsidiary. The new firm's 
headquarters are in Plainview, New York. 

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

\Vith military and space work accounting for ap
proximately 85 percent of more than $2 billion in 
sales, General Dynamics Corporation in 1968 
marked new successes in several major aerospace 
programs and in space exploration. 
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~lore than 100 F-1ll variable-sweep-wing air
craft had been produced by General Dynamics by 
the end of the year and had accumulated more than 
15,000 flight hours in test, training and combat. 
Early in the year United States Air Force F-111As 
were ferried to Thailand and flown in combat for 
the first time. In July the first production wrsion 
of the Strategic Air Command's FB-111A strategic 
bomber made its first flight. Two months later the 
first of 24 F-111C strike aircraft was formally ac-
cepted by the Royal Australian Air Force. • 

In space, General Dynamics' Atlas Standard 
Launch Vehicle 3 ( SLV-.3) continued an outstand
ing record of successful flights. Coupled with Agcna 
and General Dynamics' Centaur upper stages, Atlas 
SLV-3s had boosted 60 National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and USAF vchiclc•s from the 
pad by the fall of 1968. Manufacture of the ad
vanced versions of the SLV-3-SLV-3A and 
SLV-.3C-began late in 1967 and continued into 
1968. The SLV-3A and SLV-3C, developed for more 
demanding future missions, were assigned for Orhit
i~lg Astronomical Observatory ( OAO), Applica
tions Technology Satellite ( ATS) and Mariner 
;\'Iars 1969 flyby missions. 

In August, General Dynamics received an esti
mated 8.500,000,000 order from ~IcDonncll Douglas 
to build the major portion of the fuselage for the 
DC-10 trijet commercial transport. 

In missilery, production continued on the U.S. 
i\avy's S~andard ~1issile and the U.S. Army and 
U.S. Manne Corps Redeye shoulder-launched anti
aircraft missile. Redeye production reached a rate 
of 1,000 missiles per month. General Dynamics also 
was awarded a contract by USAF to begin testing 
an air-launched version of Redeye called RAM. 
Production of an improved version of the Standard 
Anti radiation Missile (ARM) was started for the 
Kavy and USA~. In addition, the company was 
named by the 1\avy as one of 3 industrial team 
leaders to comp~te for the engineering development 
phase of the bllhon-clollar Advanced Surface Missile 
System ( ASMS) fleet air defense program. 

By . y~ar-end, 5 Can adair CL-215 twin-engine 
ampl11~)10US water-bombers were in flight testing. 
The auborne fire fighter, already purchased from 
General Dynamics' Canadian subsidiary by Cana
dian and French governments, was scheduled for 
certification in December. Production of ll5 CF-5 
tactical support fighter aircraft for the Canadian 
Armed Forces and of another 10.5 NF-5 aircraft for 
the Royal Netherlands Air Force proceeded 0!1 
schedule in 1968. Also on the production line, the 
first of 3 CL-84 V/STOL aircraft being manufac
tured for the Canadian Armed Forces neared com
pletion in December. 

For .\"ASA's Project Apollo, 3 22,000-ton instru
mentation ships built by General Dynamics played 
key roles ln the successful first flights of manned 
Apollo spacecraft. Floating tracking stations in 
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:\AS:\'s round-the-world network. CS:\S \·an
guard, Hedstonc and Jlcrcury \\'l'r1· positioned in 
the Atlantic and Pacific to track :\pollos 7 and S. 
communicate with the 3 astronauts and n·lav in
formation hdwecn the spaceC"raft and llouston: The 
sc•a-!-!;oin'g tracking stations \\"<•n· also sC"hedulecl to 
!JC' .. 'on t;·ack" for 'tlw manned lu11ar la11ding mission 
C'XlWCtc•d in 1U6~J. 

In otlwr electronics programs. c('JH'ral Dynamics 
dC'li\'C·rcd the first production nJieroel('dronic tac
tical air navi•ration ( T:\C:\:'\) s\·st<'JllS for installa-,.., . 
tion in F -106 aircraft and tiH' first a('rospac·c· ground 
equipment ( :\GE) stations in support of tlw stra
tegic homhc·r \·ersion of the• F-111. D<·li\'C'ric•s of 
ACE stations in support of thC' F'-111 :\ had begun 
in HJ67. 

:\ major mil('stone was pass1 ·d in t h<' d1 :vl'lopm~·nt 
of the :\avv's :\-:\E\V ach·aneC'd ant1suhmarme 
warfare svst~·m in Octolwr whC'n a YP-3C Orion 
madC' its 'maiden flight carrying thC' :::'\/:\S:\-70 
Tactical Display System dc·\·elo1wd h~· ( ·<·:w~·a~ Dy
namics' StromhC'rg Datagraphics Inc., snnsHhary. 

FOHT \\'OHTII lll\'1~10:'\ 

F-lll vc•rsions coming off the assc·mhly lines at 
the Fort \Vorth. Texas, plant at yC'ar-c·nd w~·n· .the 
F-111 A tactical fighter-homlwr for th<> 1 aclical 
Air Command, the FB-lllA strategic~ homher ~or 
the Strategic Air Command and thC' !' -111 C stnk,e 

' lA t 1· \irl•orceUS·\Fs aircraft for the Hoya us ra I~lll : · : · · 
HF-111 reconnaissance aircraft was C'ngagC'd 111 ex
tcnsiw flight testing throughout the y<>ar. 

At the start of 1968, F-ll1As wen~ l)('.ing ~!own hy 
Tactical Air Command pilots at 1\clhs Air Force 

• 1 f 1 t t ''11.11I.I1g In February Base, 1'\cvac a, or com Ja I' , · _ . 
1968 th~ first F-111A detachment at 1\elhs su:c:ss
full com Icted all re(1uired testing and tranu~1g. 

y P I d 't · progr·unmed flying This detachment exccec c I s ' . 
time and achieved the highest level c?f hhnd-~Jomh
. fi . . A'r Force cxpcncnce w1th an mg pro Ciency m I 

accident-free safety record. . . . . 
Tl 1 t tl t 'ning program, mrci aft utihza-

. lroug lou . 1~ rai 1 50 l1ours per month per 
hon was approximate y · 
aircraft. This utilization rate was unprecedented for 
such an early stage of aircraft devclopn~c~lt ~nd 
was higher than the utilization rates of ~nllts flymg 
other types of aircraft within the Umtcd States. 
Before deployment, Air Force crews. l~ad accu~l1U
lated 3,382 hours during the flight tn~mmg pro&n~m. 
Approximately 60 percent of all aucrew tra~nmg 
was conducted at night and included low-altitude 
training. 

Operational F -1l1As were deployed first to S~utl~
east Asia. They arrived at Takhli Royal Thm An· 
Force Base, Thailand, on schedule, March 17, 1968. 
They flew more than 50 combat missions, most of 
them at night and in bad weather, within about 
2 months. 

The first production version of the FB-111A stra-



tt-~it· h1>1nlwr Jllacle its first flight Juh- 13. 1968. at 
tlw Fort \\'orth di,·ision plant: It wa~ in July 1967 
t h:a t t lw da·n ·lopment version of the aircraft made its 
first llic.!l•L 

Till' FB-111.\'s fuselage is tht:' sanw ll'ngth as the 
1·--111.\. J,ut its \\·ing S{;<m is-; ft•d great~·r to pro
,·idt· addt·d rangt• and to permit a higher gross 
wei~ht. It also has a stn•ngtlwned landing gt•ar for 
lwa,·it·r loads and is equip'ped with ath-a~c~d elec
troni(· sntt'ms for S.\C missions. FB-111:\s were 
sc·lwdul;·d to replace C through F series of the 
B-E>~ ust·d In· Stra!t'gic :\ir Command. 

Tl11· F-1 I i C strikt~ aircraft for the Honll :\ustra
lian :\ir Foret• took the spotlight in Sl'ptl'mber. :\t 
Fort \\ ·orth on September 4. the Hoyal .-\ustralian 
.-\ir Foret· formally accepted its first F-lllC from 
the l' .s. gon·rnnwnt. The llonorahle Allen Fair
hall. \I P . .-\ustralia's \linister for Ddenl'e. acceptl'd 
the aircraft. 

Tlw F-1 I I C is I'Ssentialh· the sanw as the F-IllA. 
< ·xc<·pt that t ht• wing span is 7 feet greater for longer 
ferry range and the landing gear is strengthened to 
earn· hea,·il'r gross weights. 

F;)rty-l'ight' H.-\.-\F 'crew me>ml1l'rs undertook 
F-111 flight training during 196S at ::\ellis :\ir Force 
Bast'. ::\~~\·ada. ' ._ 

Cll:'\\':\IR DI\'1~10:'\ 

Earlv in HJ68 the Convair division's Centaur 
~-burn. uppt•r stage with the :\tlas booster com
l?leted a highly successful performance in Project 
Sun·c·yor with 7 consecutive flawless launches for 
the 7. Survevor missions. For 1968 missions. NASA 
chose A tlas~Ccntaur to launch Orbiting Astronom
ical Ohst•J-vatorv ( OAO) and Applie~tions Tech
nology Satellitl: (A TS) vehicles. The ATS mission 
in Au gust was unsuccessful. Although the Atlas 
portio1~ of tlw Hicrht was flawless, Centaur failed to 

b 
restart its engines for a second burn following a 
long zc•ro-g coast. 

In addition to boosting Centanr upper stages, 
Convair division's Atlas ·vehicles launched other 
payloads with a hirrh decrree of reliabilitv. Through 

b b ,.1 

mid-Octolwr there were 18 launches, 17 successful. 
Atlas reliability as a space booster is 91 successes out 
of 94 missions, with a 1968 year-end string of 42 
consecutive successful launches. 

Recycled Strategic Air Command (SAC) Atlas 
missiles were used as boosters to launch several 
Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems ( ABRS) and 
4 Orbiting V chicle 1 ( OVl) scientific satellites. 
Dual OVl satellites were launched in 2 separate 
missions. On a 20-missile average, recycled Atlas 
reliability was 90 percent. 

The uprated, more powerful Atlas SLV-3A and 
-3C replaced the SLV-3 completely in 1968. The 
SLV-3A can be used with an Agena upper stage 
and the -3C with Centaur. The first SLV-3A early 
in 1968 successfully launched NASA's Orbiting 
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Geophysical Observatory ( OGO-E); another suc
cessfully launched a USAF payload. By mid-Octo
ber. -! SLV-3Cs had been launched, all successful. 

The SL\'-3.-\ is 117 inches longer than its pred
ecessor and can carry an additional 48,000 pounds 
of propellant. \Vith an Agena upper stage, it can 
boost 1,450 pounds to escape velocity or a 985-
pound payload to :Mars. The SLV-3C is 51 inches 
longer than the SLV-3 and carries an extra 21.000 
pot~i1ds of propellant. Under a Centaur se~ond 
stage. it can launch a 2,900-pound payload to escape 
velocity or a 2,200-pound payload to Venus or ~Iars. 

The Com·air division was chosen in August 1968 
to manufacture a major portion of the fuselage for 
the new ach·anced technology DC-10 trijetliner . 

The contract, awarded by ~IcDonnell Douglas, 
will have a value of approximately $500.000,000 by 
1975. An estimated -!,000 Com·air division employees 
will be assigned to the DC-10 program when pro
duction reaches its peak. Convair "-ill build all of 
the fuselage except the nose and tail sections at 
the division's Lindbergh Field plant at San Diego. 
Delivery of the first complete fuselage package to 
:\IcDonnell Douglas will be in late 1969. 

Deliveries of empennage sections for the Air 
Force C-5 jet transport continued. The sixth and 
seventh empennages were scheduled for delivery 
to the Lockheed-Georgia Company late in 1968, 
on schedule. 

1Ioclification kits to com·ert 3-!0/440 piston
powered Convair Liner aircraft to turbine power 
were sold to overseas operators during the year. 
Four kits were sold to Lufthansa German Airlines, 
which then sold converted aircraft to Air Algerie, 
the national airline of Algeria. One kit was sold to 
S.A. de Transport Arien ( SATA), an air charter 
finn in Geneva, Switzerland. A second kit was 
scheduled for delivery to SA TA late in the year. 

PmiONA DIVISION 

Diversification of existing tactical guided missile 
programs and concepts highlighted work _at the 
Pomona division in 1968. A contract to begm test
ing of an air-launched version of the Redcye missile 
(RAM) was awarded by the Air Force, and produc
tion of an improved version of the Standard ARM 
was started for the Navy and Air Force. In addition, 
the Pomona division was named one of 3 industrial 
team leaders to compete for the engineering de
velopment phase of the Navy's billion-dollar Ad
vanced Surface Missile System ( ASMS) Beet air 
defense program. Production of the Standard missile 
for the Navy and the Redeye missile for the Army 
and Marine Corps continued, with the l~tter reach
ing the 1,000-missile-per-month production rate. 

The shoulder-fired Redeye missile, designed to 
protect infantrymen from low-flying enemy aircraft, 
was deployed in Europe by the Army. The ~-foot
long, heat-seeking missile was also supphed to 
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Marines at Twentynine Palms, California, and Army 
personnel at Fort Bliss, T exas , for h·aining purposes. 
The air-launched version will be tested by the Air 
Force for use in air-to-air operations. 

Production of the original version of Standard 
ARM was succeeded by a missile with improved 
guidance capabilities and more effective response to 
countermeasures. The system consists of a medium
range Standard missile modified to be carried and 
launched from Navy A-6A and Air Force F-105 air
craft for location and destruction of hostile ground
based radar installations. 

Two versions of the Standard missile-extended 
range and medium range-continued in production. 
Interchangeability of hardware b etween the 2 
models is a key feature of the missile, with the prin
cipal difference in the propulsion systems. The 
extended-range Standard has a separable booster 
and a sustainer rocket motor. The medium-range 
missile has an integral dual-thrust rocket motor. The 
Standard missile system will eventually replace the 
Terrier and Tartar missiles for shipboard Beet air 
defense. Production of the 2 latter missiles was 
completed in 1968, but they will continue to arm 
some 70 Navy ships for several years. 

Contract definition for ASMS was awarded to the 
Pomona division as program manager of an indus
trial team that includes Hughes Aircraft Company's 
Ground Systems Group, Sperry Rand Corporation's 
UNIVAC Federal Systems Division and Sperry 
Gyroscope Division and Northrop Corporation's 
Nortronics Division. ASMS was expected to become 
operational by 1975. 

CANADAIR LIMITED 

The first of 3 CL-84 V/STOL aircraft which 
Canadair is manufacturing for the Canadian Armed 
Forces took shape on the production line as 1968 
ended. 

The C~-84, a tilt-wing VY,rtical and short take-off 
and landmg (V/STOL) aircraft, is the first of its 
kind to be developed in Canada. In a year-and-a
half of Bight testing, the prototype CL-84 accumu
lated 405 operating hours in 305 Bights. Powered 
by 2 gas turbine engines, it can take off, hover and 
land vertically like a helicopter or By as a conven
tional airplane at a cruise speed of more than 300 
miles per hour. This is faster than the cruise speed 
capability of contemporary helicopters. 

Production of 115 CF -5 tactical support/fighter 
aircraft for the Canadian Armed Forces and of an
other 105 NF-5s for the Royal Netherlands Air Force 
was on schedule through 1968. Two single-seat 
fighter versions and one tand.em-seat training ver
sion had flown successfully. Delivery schedules 
called for 4 per month starting in November 1968. 
The first NF -5 was slated to reach the final line in 
D ecember 1968. After flight testing of the first 2 
NF -5s, which was to be completed in March 1969, 
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9 airplanes p r month will com off the produc tion 
line and deliveri es will b e di,·idcd b c t" ·c n th 
2 countries. Fin al d elivery to Canada will b e in 
October 1970, and to the Neth erlands in S p tcmbcr 
1971. Th e CJ~ -5 and the iF-5 are Canadia n , -crsions 
of th e basic Northrop F-5 fi ahter. 

T echnician checks o ut flight in strum ents on a Canadair 
C F-5 ta ctical aircmft; til e G e ne ral Drpwmics di v is ion w as 
lJuildin g 220 of tir e plan es for tlr e Canadian and N etlr e r-

lands governm e nt s . 

Canadair was also manufacturing the rear fuse
lage section for all F -5s built by Northrop Corpora-

tion in California. . . 
l\1Iembers of the armed forces of Canada, Bntam 

and the Federal Republic of Germany conclud~~ 
service performance trials of the AN/USD-501 _AI~
borne Surveillance System (started by _Canadmr 1~1 
1959 as the CL-89 drone). The test finng was c_m
ried out at Canadian Armed Forces Base, Sl~Ilo, 
Manitoba, by a tri-nation group. The cost of t esi1n, 
development test and evaluation was shared Y t 1e 

' . . . d with trials com-3 governments part1c1patmg an , c •• 

pleted, production was under way at Canadan · 
The AN /USD-501 is a reconnaissance dron_e sys

tem designed to provide tactical intelligence 111 _the 
forward battle areas. The drone design emphasizes 
small size and high speed and uses ~ rock~t. 111?tor 
for initial boost and a turbojet engme fo1 mflight 
power. After launch the drone accurately follows a 
preselected course, takes photographs as it flies ?ver 
the target area and then returns to a predetermmed 
recovery point, where it lands by parachute. TI1e 
8%-foot-long drone is reusable. The sensors ai:e 2 
70-millimeter cameras equipped for day a~d mght 
operation. Other types of sensors were bemg eval
uated. 

The AN/USD-501 system can be operated under 
adverse battle conditions and because of its small 
size and high speed, it has a particularly high prob-



.:hilit, of -.un i' in',! a!_!,tinst a strou~ ctwmy air de
i.·JI,, .. 

T" •·ut ~- C I.-~ 1.) twiu-t•n!.!illl' amphibious aircraft 
in fin· fi!.!hlin!.! "·alcr-holllll('r cnnfi!_!uration were in 
produdinll lor the Pnn·illl'l' of (,)ul'lwc in Canada 
.11111 Ill lor tlw H'"puhli<· of Francv. Delin·ries of the 
.lin·ralt w.·n· sdwdukd to start_ in tlw spring of 
llJ(i1J. juo,t prior to tilt' start of the ton·st fire season in 
hoth conntrit·-. .. \sa "·att-r-homlwr the CL-215 loads 
up fi loJJs of wall'r in ju't 1~ 't·c-omls h,- opening its 
l111ll tank-. as it skims the surface of a iakl• or rker. 
In an a\t'LI!_!t'. day·s fin· ~i!_!ht!ng. it can dump -!5 
ton" ol "·a~t-r m round tnps from watl'r source to 
fin· "ithout rdiwliu',.!. 

Ca11ad.Jir n ·<·• ·ut ly complded an ordcr for ~0 
!raiH<·r tac·ti<"al support wrsions of the CL--!1 jct 
trainl'r lor the Ho\'al \lahwsian :\ir Force. The 
<"OIIIJl<lll\. has huilt HJO of· the side-ll\'-side seat 
!raiJJiJJ',.!. ,·.·rsicms of tlw aircraft and th(.,. arc now 
in s<·n·i<"t' witl1 the Canadian .-\rnwd Forces. 

Canadair has designed and huilt ~ ground-based 
satt-llilt' anh'nnas: one is in ser\'ice fm~ the Dcf<•nce 
Ht·w:tr<"h Tclt·c·onlmunications Establishment ncar 
< >ttawa. and !ht• other is to lw in operation soon at 
Houchdlt'. quclwc. The latter was huilt for ::\or
tl.wm E I..ct ric Com pan~· and Bell TPlephone of 
( .anada and "·ill IH' used in satellilt' commtmications 
tests. It may h<·eonw part of the central station in a 
c·o•nplt·x .-\rdic coJnmtmications tll'twork. 
_ \\'ith dl·sign and ell~itwering capahilit\' gained 
I ro111 t h .. satellite antenna work. Canadair. joined a 
g~·onp ill<'lll(ling ::\orthern_ Electric Comixmy of 
Canada and I Iughcs .-\ircraf t Com pam· of California 
to ckn·lop. manufacture and arrant!;l' for thC' launch
illg of satellites to nH'('t Canadia;1 communication 
rcc fllircments. 
. _I 11 a major mon· to continue its program of diver

sifwatioll and expansion. Canadair acqtiin'd in May 
HJoH thl' shan•s of Flex-Track Equipmmt Limited, 
wJiich. in turn. acquired the tracked vehicle assets 
of Hohin-l\ochn•ll ::\Ianufactming. Ltcl.. both of 
Calgar~·. The combined unit ope;·atl'S as a wholly 
0\\'IH'd Can adair su bsidiat'\' uncle~· the name of 
Flextraek-::\ oclwcll Limited: in Calgary. 

ELECTHfL\IC~ lli\'ISIO~ 

_Three Apollo Instrumentation Ships (:-\IS) laden 
w1th complex electronics systems provided by the 
Electronics division of General Dvnamics moved 
out on station in the Atlantic and 1\wific oceans in 
December 1968 to carry out key assignmmts in the 
United States' first manned Apollo 'lunar mission. 

The 3 "moonships," each carrying about -!--!5 tons 
of electronics, arc the PS:\'S 1/ an rruard Rcdsto11e 
and Mercury. The division was pril~e cm~tractor for 
the Apollo Instrumentation Ships program and 
supplied 8 of the 1:2 major electronics systems 
aboard each ship. 

111e division completed the AIS program early in 
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1968 "·ith installation of a S_\ TC0::\1 (Satellite 
Communication) s\·stem aboard the "'Fanguard at 
the shipyards of tl-ie corporation's Quincy. diYision. 
The ~:-5-ton .. 30-foot-cliameter dish antennas aboard 
the 3 ships enable them to recein• and transmit data 
from :\polio spacecraft to land-based mission con
trol centers Yia earth-orbiting communications satel
lites. 

The ''anguard, Jlercury and Redstone are sea
going platforms which form the midocean links in 
:'\:\S:\'s \\'oriel-circling tracking, data acquisition 
and command control network for the _-\polio pro
gram. 

The di\'ision's computer programming and sys
tems design and analysis center in San Diego .. which 
pla~·ed a major role in the Apollo ship program, re
ccin·d a :\.-\SA commendation for its de,·elopment 
of the programming for real-time displays of raw 
data transmissions from the ships to ::\_-\S_-\'s ground 
stations in earlier Apollo missions. 

Under contract to the ::\aval _·\ir s,·stems Com
mand, the division also improwd the -capability of 
another tracking ship, the VS~S General Hoyt S. 
'-a ndc nbe rg. The division modified the ship's radar 
system to double its tracking ability and permit in
dependent operation of 2 existing tracking radars. 
The improved tracking radars were equipped with 
automatic target acquisition and reacquisition. data 
processing and recording and \'isual display systems 
for identifvin<T and tracking reentrv and ncar-earth 
orbiting ,.~,hides. '-' " 

Also in 1968, the first s~·stem capable of perform
ing, in a single receiver. the functions of automatic 
antenna tra~king, telemetry data acquisition and 
ran<rin<r to a satellite was den·loped and produced 
hv Dw.::-Electronics division for the Satellite Track
it;g and Data Acquisition ::\etwork (STADAN) of 
th~~ Goddard Space Flight Center. Until develop
ment of the new ::\1 ultifunction Receiver (:MFR), 
these functions required 3 separate receivers. The 
first ::\IFH was produced for installation at NASA's 
STADA~ station in Rosman, ~orth Carolina. Others 
\\'ere being installed at primary STADAX stations in 
Alaska the ~Ialarrasy Republic and Australia. 

• b 

The division's San Diego operation was carrying 
out another :\TASA contract to expand the capabil
ities of 4 STADAK stations that support earth
orbititw satellites. The 2-vear program, begun late 

b • f 
in 1967, will extend the operational range o the 
stations from 100,000-200,000 miles to more than 
1,000.000 miles. 

The first ~IISTRAM-B transponder to be carried 
aloft on a missile flight was used for ground station 
trackin<T of the successful Minuteman III flight 

b 
from Cape Kennedy on August 16. The new trans-
ponder aboard the 60-foot-long ~Iinuteman III was 
a compact radio receiver and transmitter p~ckage 
which received si<Tnals from the ground statiOn on 
2 channels and t~ansmitted corresponding signals 
back to the cooperating MISTHAM station on earth. 
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The frequency and wave forms of the signals were 
used to provide trajectory data on the missile. 
MISTRAM is a U.S. Air Force missile trajectory 
measurement system. MISTRAM-B transponders 
are produced by General Dynamics under Air Force 
contract in support of the Minuteman III program. 

Another advanced microcircuited transponder 
was being produced by the division for use in Air 
Force satellite programs. A half-dozen other major 
electronics programs for aerospace systems applica
tion were under way, including production of ter
rain-following radar and a dual-mode radar for use 
on operational military jet aircraft. In development 
was a lightweight, multifunction airborne radar 
for close support and counterinsurgency aircraft. 

At the Electronics division's Dynatronics opera
tions in Florida, work centered on an advanced, 
soli~-state automatic telemetry tracking receiver for 
use m STADAN operations . 
. T? acc?~~odate the steady growth of the divi

swn s activities, a new 100,000-square-foot assembly 
plant was 7ompleted in the latter part of 1968 on a 
217 -~ere Site about 12 miles north of Orlando, 
Flonda, near the existing Dynatronics operation. 

T.he ~lectronics division, a pioneer in tactical air 
navigatiOn ( TACAN) development, delivered in 
1968 the first production units of microelectronic 
TACA~.f?r use in the Air Force's F-106 interceptor. 
The d1V1Slon has a multimillion-dollar contract to 
ma~mfacture ~50 micro-T ACAN systems, the first 
sohd-state, microcircu~ted ! ~~AN ever flown. By 
year-en~, the Electromcs d1VlSlOn had supplied over 
10,000 airborne TACANs for military use. 
. Much of the division's activity during the year 
mvolved work on aerospace ground equipment 
(AGE) for the F-111 program. The first AGE FB-
111A strat~g~c. b?mbe~ test station was shipped 
from the divisions mam plant in Rochester New 
York, to Fort 'North in May. The multimillion~dollar 
AGE program involves design, development and 
manufacture of integrated test equipment for mor 
tha~ 20.0 typ~s of airborne communications, rada: 
n~vigahon, fhght control and we.apons penetrations 
aids for .a .v~ri:ty of. F-111 configurations. 

The dtvision s anhsubmari?e warfare operation in 
Rochester, New York, contmued deliveries to th 
De.J?artme~t. of Defense of airborne AN/ ARR-521 
radio receiVmg sets. These sets carri'ed . 'd . fA . , Inawie 
vanety o SW aucraft detect and t k d ' rae un er-water targets by the reception of . 1 f 

b signa s rom 
sono uoys. The latest generation of th d' · · , 

b · . e I VISIOnS 
sono uoy receivers, the microelectronic AN/ ARR 
72, was being supplied for use aboard th N ,
new P-3C Orion antisubmarine warfare a~cra~~_Y s 

STROMBERG DATAGRAPHICS INC. 

Early in 1968 the Data Products division of G. 
I D . , S b en-era ynamiCs trom erg-Carlson Corporatio b 

sidiary was established as Stromberg Datagr~;~c~ 
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Inc., a separate corporate (•ntity within Gcne1:al 
Dynamics' Electronics group. A major market tor 
Stromberg Datagraphics products is the military 
services, to which it sells command and control and 
airborne displav svstcms. 

A milestone' in' the development of the Xavy's 
A-XE\ V advanced antisubmarine warfare svstem 
was passed in October when the YP-3C Orion' :\S\\' 
aircraft made its maiden flight carr~·ing a prepro
duction AN/ASA-70 Tactical Display System, de
signed and built by Stromberg Datagraphics under 
contract to the ~aval Air Svstems Command. 

Quantity production of the A::\'/AS:\-70 Tactical 
Display System was begun in 1 H68 following com
pletion of its development phase. 

Stromberg Datagraphics display units were com
pleted and installed in an A-3B aircraft engaged in 
the Navy's VS A-1\E\V Mod 5 airborne AS\V devel
opment program. ;\lod 5 is the l\"avy's first VS 
avionics flight test system and will he used to 
demonstrate the feasibility, practicality and per
formance of advanced A-1\E\V tcclmi<Iues in a 
carrier-based aircraft system. Flight test of the 
Mod 5 A-NEvV system was tmder way. 

A Mobile Tactical Exercise Control and Evalua
tion System ( MOTECS) was developed by Strom
berg Datagraphics for the Naval H.esearch and 
Development Laboratories and evaluated by the 
U.S. Marine Corps during amphibious excrcis~s at 
Camp Pendleton, California. The system contan~cc~ 
an advanced version of Stromberg Datagraplucs 
SD 1090 display console. 

Late in 1968 Stromberg Datagraphics delivered 
a flexible display control simulator system. to The 
Boeing Company's Aerospace Group ~or use m ~tudy 
programs directed toward determination of o~tnnum 
display parameters required on future Airborne 
Warning and Control System (A WACS) missions. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

AEROSPACE GROUP 

Aircraft Equipment Division 

The beginning of 1968 saw the fonna~ion of GE's 
new Aircraft Equipment Division, wluch was an
nounced as a part of the General Electric Company 
reorganization in late 1967. Charles W. George was 
appointed vice president and general manager of 
the new division; prior to the appointment, he was 
the company's vice president and general manager 
of the Defense Electronics Division. Growth of the 
former division necessitated a reorganization into 
2 new divisions-the Aircraft Equipment Division 
headquartered in Utica, New York, and the Elec
tronic Systems Division with headquarters in Syra
cuse, New York. 

The Aircraft Equipment Division increased its 



contribution to the defense and commercial aero
-;pan· IJJ;trkds. :\ lcadin~ worldwide supplier of 
al·rosp.l<·t· t·lcctrical and electronic equipment. the 
di,·ision during tlw y<·ar made application of new 
tl'dmolo~ies-st!Ch as lk-lH"-wire flight control. 
l.tstTs. lo,,·-light-lewl tcle~·ision. <·omputcd displays: 
and solid-state rate sensors-which han· opt•Jwd 
JW\\. fidds for product dcn·lopnwnt and ~rowth. 

E111ploying more than 16.000 people .It year-end. 
tlw dh·ision is enmprist·d of ·l product departments 
and an <H.h·anccd systems department. The depart
lllents and locations are: :\eros pace Electrical Equip
llH'Ilt at Eril'. Pl·nnsvh·ania. lxnn. \lassachusetts. 
and \\·a ~·nl'shoro. Yirginia; :\t:rospace Electronics 
at l'tica. \:1'\\' York; :\nnament at Burlington. Ycr
lllont. and Springfield. \lassachusdts: :\,·{onic Con
trols at Bin~hamton. ::\t•\\' York: and :\cl,·anct·tl Svs-
tenJs and PLuming at l'tica. \:t'\\' York. · 

Tht· :\d,·;utn·ci' Systems and Planning operation 
saw its first full n·ar of operation and markedlv 
-.tn·ngtht·ned tlw ~livision\ contribution to militar\· 
an~l- ~'OillnH'ITial contracts for aerospact• equipment. 

I ht· :\t•rospace Elt·ctrical Equipment Department 
h.as produc·t rl'sponsihility for the den·lopnwnt. de
sign and production of instrunwnts ami electrical 
1' 1 [Uiplll<'nt for aireraft and space applications. These 
l'Cjllipnl('nts incluch· navigation svstems, fuvl man
agt'nwnt svslt'ms cncrinc instnimt~nts. and electrical 
systt•ms. 

~ ' b 

Tht' dt ·part men t eontinucd product ion of \·arious 
cquipmenls for commercial and militarY aircraft. as 
,,·eJI as for ecrtain space programs :,uch as the 
Lunar \lodulc· and SI\AP-8. 

Eh-ctrical s\·stcms were delin'rcd for the C-5:\ 
Galaxy car<To '·lirc'I"lft which made its first llicTht in . b ( l ' b 

1 ~68. Tlw C-.SA electrical system consists of 5 gen-
erating c·hannels. is capable of producing 400 kva, 
and wl'ighs approximately 400 pounds. This com
pan·s with earlier systems weighing as much as 50 
per~·ent more per kva. 
. l.lw department introduced a new oil quantity 
md.rcating system. GE cle\'eloped a simple, light
Wl_'lght, highly reliable electric dipstick with appro
pnate readout that proYiclcs a direct lllt'asurcnwnt 
of the quantity of oil contained in the tank being 
measured. 

Development work started on a self-contained 
oxygen system for use on high-pnformance military 
aircraft. Such a system will eliminate the need for 
liquid oxygen facilities at remote bases. The key 
element in the system is an "ox~'gen concentrator" 
that will extract oxygen from jet engine compressor 
l7kcd air and will deliver pure oxygen to the pilot's 
lace mask on a continuous clcma11d basis. 

The department began work on the development 
and manufacture of the main electrical power gen
erating system for the SST. General Electric over 
the past 10 years has been developing and testing a 
variable-speed, constant-frequency ( VSCF) elec
trical system for aircraft application. The Boeing 
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SST is the first aircraft to call specifically for a 
VSCF svstem. The SSTs electrical facilities include 
a -!-gen~rator 60 kva variable-speed. constant-fre
quency electrical system. 

:\ number of 1968 developments at the Aerospace 
Electronics Department highlighted the di\·ision's 
activity in the area of lightweight electronic systems 
and equipment which GE de,·elops and manufac
tures for a wide variety of mission requirements 
covering detection. guidance and data processing. 

Production of attack radar svstems for the F-111:\. 
and of Ill'\\' .-\.1\/ APQ-114 r.~dar systems for the 
FB-111 fighter-bomber version continued. The 
F-11 L\ aircraft ,,·as introduced into the U.S. Air 
Force's operational inventory in Southeast :\sia dur
in•r the \'Car. 

t-'1 .• 

The :\.I\ I :\PQ-113 and the A.::--.J I :\PQ-11-! became 
the latest production systems in a long line of radars 
developed and manufactured by the division. :\Iicro
dcctronics and solid-state circuitrv were used ex
tensi,·cly in the new radar systems to meet stringent 
size. weight and reliability requirements. 

Delivery of production quantities began on the 
guidance and control group for the Army's new 
Chaparral guided missile which will defend fon\·ard 
areas against attacking enemy aircraft. The missile's 
sophisticated heat-seeking sensor automatically 
guides the missile after launch to the point of inter
ception. This equipment contains some of the most 
advanced infrared techniques available for produc
tion today. 

Significant electronic \Yarfare hardware of the 
barrage and deception type continued to flow f~om 
the diYision to the Air Force in 1968. Other !ugh
activity programs were satellite command syste~ns, 
developmental work on the airbo.rne early wa~m~g 
radar for the Navy's new E-2C mrcraft, and sigmf
icant production effort on the data processing sys
tem for the Navy's P-3C antisubmarine warfare 
aircraft. 

In conjunction with GE's work on military appli
cations of low-light-level television, the division de
livered 2 1,000-line-rcsolution TV cameras for 
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. NASA will 
evaluate them for possible use in the Apollo Tele
scope ~'fount (ATM). Designated UVR-700 F~cus 
Projection Scanning vidicon cameras, ea~h we1ghs 
only slightly more than 5 pounds :::nd IS ~t. least 
30 percent smaller than any previous 1~1_nuature 
camera with equal high-resolutiOn capabihty. An
other LLLTV system underwent development and 
testina for usc on the P-3C aircraft. 

To ~11ect the demands of the Vietnam conflict, 
production was stepped up at the Armament De
partment on the 20-millimeter Vulcan cann_o~1 .an;I 
7.6:2-millimcter Minigun, members of the dtv1s10n s 
family of high-performance, rapid-fire aircraft ':nd 
ground vehicle armament systems. '!'hese . Gathng 
gun type weapons utilize a cluster of rotatr.ng bar
rels to deliver as many as 6,000 shots per nunute. 
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Initial deliveries of 20-millimeter Vulcan Air De
fense Systems ( VADS) were made to the U.S. Army 
by the Armament Department. The Vulcan fires up 
to a rate of 3,000 shots per minute in its air defense 
role and the same ground vehicle weapon system 
can fire at 1,000 shots per minute in a role against 
ground targets. 

The V ADS system was being produced in 2 ver
sions: a self-propelled, amphibious version and a 
towed version. 

In new armament roles, the 20-millimcter Vulcan 
gun appeared on the HueyCobra helicopter and, 
with the 7.62-millimeter 1\Iinigun, on the newly op
erational AC-1.30 troop-support gunship. In addi
tion, a contract was awarded for a heavy weapons 
turret to appear on the HucyCohra in 1970. 

Production continued on armament systems for 
LTV's new A-7 series of lightweight fighter aircraft 
and the McDonnell Douglas F-4E fighter. 

Major research and development effort was con
tinued on the revolutionary concept of caseless 
ammunition. 

Other weapon research and development activ
ities included new rapid-fire gun concepts, single
barrel vehicular cannons, machine guns, flexible 
helicopter turrets, and antiaircraft vehicular sys
tems and fuzes. 

Within the Avionic Controls Departmeut at Bing
hamton, New York, are consolidated the division's 
technologies, capabilities and facilities for the de
sign, development and production of commercial 
and military avionic control systems. 

The product scope of the department includes 
flight controls, aircraft engine controls, weapon de
livery control systems, displays, lead-computing 
sight systems, control moment gyros and adaptive 
logic systems for spacecraft attitude control and 
stabilization, solid-state rate sensors, laser systems, 
distributed logic microelectronic digital computers, 
and high-temperature liquid metals research for 
flight control systems. · 

The in-house production programs during the 
year included automatic flight control systems for 
the F-4 and F-111, weapon controls systems for the 
F-4, F-105 and F-111, a lead-computing sight for 
the Vulcan Air Defense System, control moment 
gyros for spacecraft attitude stabilization, engine 
nozzle controls, and the swiveling gunner's station 
for the Army's AH-56A Cheyenne combat rotorcraft. 

GE's automatic flight control system aboard the 
F-111 variable-wing aircraft provides triple redun
dancy with median selection majority logic voting. 
!his triplex system provides a major improvement 
m reliability and fail-operational control after the 
first fault occurs. Microelectronic integrated circuits 
( MIC) are used to help achieve high reliability, 
low cost and ease of maintenance. The experience 
gained in the technology and design of the F-Ill 
automatic flight control system is being applied to 
commercial supersonic aircraft. 
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The swin_·lina .runner's station l)ro\·ides the gun-"...,\...., ' 

ll<'r on the AI 1-56:\ high-spt·ed COI1tponnd rigid_-rotor 
helicopter with a dynamically stahilizt·d litw oi sight 
to insure accnrall' weapons th·lin:ry. It proddes 
<rtlnn<'rs with a .'360-d<'crr<'c zotll' of t·o\·t·ra<...,r(' in train. -. . . b . 

~'ltahliii'' them to continuous~\- t•ngagt· attd fire upon 
h .· . ' 

tarcrds durincr flvhy without the ])i]ot ]wing n•ttuir<'d 
~...., b ,/ " ' ~ 

to \'<'<'r frotii cours<'. lnkgratcd <'l<•ttll"ltts of the 
gunner's station include a' p<'riscope sight. direct 
sight. laser rang<·finder. 1t1issile gui<blt<'<' s<'llsors. 
cc~ntrols. displa~\. and provision~ for night \·ision 
op<'ration. 

Th<' Hl68 adonic den·lopltH'nt acti,·iti<'S included 
a tH'\\" lon"-lif<' solid-state ralt' St'Jisor for hoth air-.-. 
craft and spac<· use, a large contr_ol JitOJJil'nt g::ro-
scop<' ami associated computers lor spacL' n·h.Icl<' 
stabilization and attitud<' control syst<•JtiS. all(l flight 
control work for th<~ SST program. 

A microelectronic digital cOJnpull'r underwent 
operational testing with an SST aircraft simulated 011 
an analog computer. 11w solid-state ra~e senst~r un
derwent flight, operational and <'\·;tluatloll lt'stmg .at 
Boeing on a 707 for application on th<' commercial 
supersonic transport. 

A major dcn·lopnwnt mih·stont· was r<'ach~·d by 
the Avionic Controls Department whl'n the XV-·lB 
llumminghircl, a VTOL aircraft, w.a: su~cessfu~l~ 
test flown, dt•monstrating the capahd1ty of the Cl'.. 
electronic fly-by-wire system to <'liminatc nlt'chan
ical linkages to an aircraft's control surfaces. 

The multiweapon fire control system _program en
compassed design and development of analog and 
microelectronic digital computers, manu~aclure of 
engineering prototypes, and their installatiOn on the 
UI-I-IB helicopter. 

Electronic Systems Division 

A major contributor to the Navy's Polaris and 
Poseidon Fleet Ballistic Missile program, the Gen
eral Electric Company's Electronic Systems Divi
s!on continued development and mad~· first produc
tion shipments of the Mk 3 inertial gmdance syste~n, 
the Mk 88 fire conh·ol system, and suJ?po~·t cqmp
ment for the Poseidon program. Dehvenes were 
also continued on Mk 492 module test sets used for 
tcstin? electronic components of the Po~eidon ancl 
Polm?s guidance systems. First test fin~1g of the 
Poseidon missile from Cape Kennedy m August 
1968, termed a "complete success" by the Navy, 
was follo~ed by a second firing in November; 
. Production continued on swiveling gunners sta

tions f?r the Army's AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter, 
an attitude control system for the Air Force's re
entry measurement vehicles, a mortar locator for 
I:inpointin~ enemy mortar emplacements with the 
first shot fired, and airborne personnel detectors for 
use by the Army in Southeast Asia in detecting con
cealed personnel. 

Development work continued on advanced micro-



Ill in i.tl m• cir<'u it technolo~y and packaging con
('( ·p:" lnr \\t-apon control and guidance applications 
of tlw future: 011 a serYo turret drin· for :\rnw 
:rad..:.·d Yl'hides that permits accuralt.' "fire on the 
Ilion:· c.tpahility through :2-axis qahilization of the 
~u11: on a tit'\\. !>olid-!>tatl' drin· for :\an· guns and 
Luttwht·rs that opt·rates dirl'ctl~- from digital com
ntatHis kd din·ctly from <l computer: on condcnsa
tiott nudl'i tn:lmiqut•s for personnel dl'tcction; on a 
carbon dioxidt· lasl'r spectrometer for dl'tt•ction of 
dtt'tltical a'.!t'ttts: and on houndatT laYer control 
ll'dltti• JUt'S. for low-draf!. high-spt:ed .underwatt'r 
n ·hide confi'.!uLll ions. 

Tilt' Ekct ;.onics Lahoraton· announcnl a new 
lllicroclt-ctrollic technique carl~- in 19GS for use in 
hYbrid microelvctronic circuits. Called STD for 
s;·lllil'ondudor 011 Thermoplastic on Dit•lectric, the 
prolTss ditninall's the "fl;;inf! lead" antl permits 
hatch fabrication of circuit intetTOillH'Clions. Fur
l I ll'r dt·n·lopnH·n t of the process \\·as continuing. 

:\ t '\\. approaches to solid-state displays through 
l'kdrolulllint·sct·m·t'. magndo-optics. and light
t•tttit lin'.! !'>\\·itchl's \\'l'rt' lwin(! im·esti(!att'd. Thermo
plastic 'aml oil film tcchniq{tes \H'H~ hl'ing used to 
lkn·lop largt·-area projected displa;.-s. 

Tlw Electronic SYstems Di,·ision continued to 
st·rn· as CE's conq;dl'nCt' in land and sea-based 
electronic systt•tns and equipment. \\'ith head
quarlt•rs in S\Tacust'. :\ew York. ESD at vear-encl 
had a total t•;nployment iu <'Xcess of 1:2,00() people 
i 11 ·I 111a jor organizations: Orclnanct• Svstt•ms in 
Pittsfit•ld. \lass:lchusdts: lleav\· \lilitan; Svstcms. 
till' Electronics Lahoratorv. aml the :\clv.anc~·cl Svs
tcms and Hcquircments Operation. all in Syractise, 
:\cw York. 

. Dr. H. I I. Heaton was appointed gennal manager 
of th<' di,·ision in January 1968. aiiCl during the year 
the S\·stems entrinccrincr car1ahilitics Were siQ"nif-. :;:-.. ~ b 

icantlv strenuthened. The division's comrwtence is ,/ t"'' 

in radar. sonar, \\·capon control. aml associated elec-
tronic ll'chnologies in the land and sea-based elec
tronic systems ~rca. 

)li~~ilt• and Spa<·e Divi~inn 

The \lissile and Space Division maintained its 
status as a major contractor in the space program in 
186t-l, while broadening its horizons into new and 
promising fields of space spin-offs. 

Starting its second clccadc of operation, the divi
sion began 1968 \Vith almost 20,000 employees and 
over 5,000.000 square feet of research and clcvclop
nwnt facilities. Headquartered in Valley Forge, 
Pcnmylvania, the division conducted development 
and test acti,·ities at all the primary U.S. missile and 
space operation centers and at some overseas loca
tions. 

Tlw division's Rc-cntrv Systems organization in 
Phila(lt•lphia continued to 1{1aintain General Ell•c
lric's responsibility for research, development, and 
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production of vehicles and s~'stcms that can survive 
reentry into the earth's atmosphere or entry into the 
atmosphere of other planets. 

These efforts included \\·ork on such strategic 
sYstems as the :\[ark 1::2 reentrv svstem for the 
~linutcman III intercontinental b~11li;tic missile and 
the \lark 6 sYstem for the Titan II: reentrv research 
and test vd{icles such as NASA's Reent~y F pro
!!;ram: scientific recoverable satellites such as Bio
~atcllite: and lifting entry and planetary entry sys
tem programs. 

The He-t•ntrv Svstems organization also continued 
studies of nm1de.fense ap1~lications of space tech
nology. 1\otable among such applications is the 
organization's work in the field of housing research 
and dew·lopmcnt. The organization "·as in\·estigat
ing new concepts of residential construction for the 
dcwlopment of high-quality. lo,wr-cost military 
family housing for the Department of Defense. 
Teamed with the architectural firm of Hugh Gibbs 
and Donald Gibbs. AL\. He-entry Systems was pro
viding architectural and manufacturing engineer
ing services for a ::200-unit project at George Air 
Force Base, California. Construction will be in
cluded in a subsecp.1ent phase of the project. and 
significant cost s~nings were predicted when the 
mobile factory concept begins producing prefab
ricated building sections on the site. 

Another major area of space technology applica
tion is in the field of oceanics. Project "Bottom-fix" 
is a He-entry Systems concept for a future manned 
deep ocean station. Technology and system studies 
of potential military significance in high-strength 
materials and nuclear po,,·er arc being conducted. 
A titanium-pyro ceram model of the Bottom-fix 
module underwent preliminary pressure tests dur
incr 1968 and additional tests at the 0Jav)r's Research 
~ . 

and De\·elopment Center were to take place in 1969. 
Another i\lissile and Space Division oceanics 

program, Tektite I, was begun in 1968. This pro
gram, jointly sponsored by the U.S. Navy, the De
partment of the Interior, NASA, and General Elec
tric, will involve 4 marine scientists living at a 
water depth of 50 feet for 60 continuous days. In 
and around an underwater habitat designed and 
constructed by the division, the aquanaut-scientists 
will conduct exhaustive and comprehensive marine 
creolorrical and biological experiments. \Vhilc the 
b b 
-1-man crew is conducting its underwater research 
mission, it will be continuously observed by Navy 
and NASA behavioral and biomedical teams. The 
objectives will he to identify man's psychological 
and physiological reactions to a long-term mission 
performed in an isolated, hostile environment com
mon to undersea and space missions. The Tektite I 
mission was expected to begin in February 1969 at 
a location in tltc Virgin Islands. 

The division's Space Systems organization, a con
solidation of 3 previous GE operating departments 
-Spacecraft, Manned Orbiting Laboratory, and 
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Special Military Projects-was established in 1968. 
Daniel J. Fink, former Deputy Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering for Strategic and Space 
Systems was named its general manager. Located 
at the GE Valley Forge Space Center, the .5,800-man 
organization had both manned and unmanned space 
programs under way. Typical programs included 
Nimbus, Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, A TS
F&G, Apollo color TV transmission system, Inte
grated Medical Behavioral Laboratory l\'Icasure
ment System, broadcast satellites and earth re
sources satellite studies. 

Fou~ key even.ts in Space Systems programs took 
place m 196~, wrth 2 very successful performances. 
The GE-desrgned OAO stabilization and pointing 
system w?rked perfectly after the spacecraft was 
launched m December and continued to meet all of 
its stringent requirements. Also successful was the 
portable solar TV transmission system developed 
by Space Systems to provide a means for television 
coverage of the Apollo program. In October the 
system transmitted the Apollo 7 recovery operation 
from the ~SS Essex; and in December, the Apollo 8 
recovery m the Pacific from the USS Y orktou.Jn. 

Launch of the GE-built Nimbus B weather satel
lite in May was unsuccessful because of failure of 
the boost~r, and the A TS-4 launch later in the year 
resul.ted m ~ very ~~or orbit. The GE-designed 
gravity gradient stabrhzation for the A TS satellite 
thus did not receive a full chance to work, though 
th~ system \~as tested and did operate. The very 
ellrphcal orbrt, however, prevented successful sta
bilization. 

_As a result of the booster failure on Nimbus B, 
I\ASA order~d another, idP-ntical spacecraft. This 
~pac~craft Will have been built in the record-break
mg hme of 9 months when launched in the spring 
of 1969. 

ATS-E, the fifth of the ATS series, will also carry 
a Space Systems-produced stabilization system. This 
spacecraft was also scheduled for launch in 1969 
~he Application of Remote Manipulation to Sp~ce 

Mamtenance was the subject of a feasibility stud 
by the S~ace Systems organization. For the stud y 
SSO was mvestigating the feasibility and .Y' 
f f . . economics 

o per ormmg m-orbit maintenance f d 
t 11. . o unmanne 

sa e Ites usmg a ground-cantrall d . I 
Sso . e mampu ator. 

engmeers were examining in b't . d f 1 · h -or 1 reparr 
an re ur )IS ment missions, determining mani u-
lator system requirements evaluating s t P 
f d fi . ' ys em per-
ormance, e mng standardized satellit d · 

. h' h ld e esign practr~e w IC wou facilitate future repair and 
refurbishment, and defining an orderly develop
ment program, as well as system costs. 

A very-high-resolution closed-circuit camera sys
tem was developed in 1968 by SSO. The new GE TV 
system has the capability of projecting for astro
nauts a scale model of the lunar surface in sufficient 
detail to identify the hazard of .'3-foot-wide craters 
at a simulated altitude of 1.6 miles. The simulated 
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conditions teach astronauts to ickntih· and a\·oicl 
obstacles in sufficient lime to insurl' a· safe landing 
on the moon. 

A '27.5 percent improvement in l<'k\·ision picture 
dc·tail on.•r other similar a\·ailal>lc svskms is ex-
pected from the GE camera. · 

At the National Aeronautics aml Space .-\dminis
tralion's .\lississippi Test Facility ( .\ITF). huge first 
and second stages of :\pollo/Salum \' lat~nch ve
hicles were being gi\·cn critical preflight testing. 
including static test firings, to prow~ their flight
worthiness. Gc·neral Electric's .\lississippi Tc>st Sup
port Dcparl111ent ( .\ITSD) cotttinued to provide 
the managenH·nt en<_rineering. technical, lo!.!;istic 

" ' \.., l. ... 

and operational services requin·d for functioning 
and maintenance of the '25-squarc-mile pro\·ing 
ground. . 

The check-out, modification, lc•st and cerltfica
tion of 6 Saturn V first and second stages involved 
full attention and effort at .\ITF during 1968. GE
.\ITSD provided a wide spectrum of range. base 
and special services to 1'\ASA; to the '2 stage con
tractors, Boeing and 1'\orth American Hockwcll; and 
to other tenants. 

During 1961) the department incrcas~·d its in
volvement in and its pursuit of new lmsmcss, par
ticularly in those commercial and go:·c·mme~1t fields 
where its management and tcchmcal sktlls and 
aerospace know-how arc most applica~Jlc. Th~se 
included socioeconomic projects assocwtecl with 
Office of Economic Opportunity and Community 
Action Program operations of rural, urhan and re
gional scope; operation of training .centers; a.nd spe
cial studies. During the year, :MTSD also .chd tech
nical work on GE's Tektite and Sea Rohm ocean
ographic projects and began designing a proced~1ral 
management system for the Iowa Power and Light 
Company. 

During 1968 the Apollo Systems J?epartme~1t, 
head(1uartered in Daytona Beach, Flonda, ~onh~1-
ued to support NASA on Project Apollo, cl11e£ly m 
the areas of engineering services an.d check-out. , 

The department's major effort sl11fted to N~S~ s 
Kennedy Space Center where ASD w~s pr?vtdmg 
support to the director of design engmeermg for 
electrical/ electronic design manager~ent. ~1e de
partment is responsible for condu_ctmg clesitfi1. ~e
views, providing design changes for compatlbi!Ity 
between equipments, and acting as the electneal 
launch support equipment design manager for KSC. 

As a direct result of experience in such J?rograms 
as automatic check-out equipment, electncal sup
port equipment and electrical launch support 
equipment, ASD developed major data manage
ment services and engineering services for the 
U.S. Air Force Computer Integrated Test Equip
ment (CITE), Airborne Integrated Data Systems 
(.AIDS), and related work for the Apollo Applica
tions Program, Voyager, Minuteman III, and the 
Atlantic Undersea Test Evaluation Center 



, _\l_"TEC \. This work included ,·arious company 
dvn·lnpnwnts in pattcrn recognition, data com
prl'ssion. transmission. storage. rctrie\'al and dis
play. and hardware packaging. 

.-\SD. \\·orking with the .-\tomic Power Equipment 
Dt·partnwnt. completed design and fabrication of a 
nuclear power plant simulator being used for train
ing opt·rators of nuclear pO\n·r plant stations. This 
system. an inkgral part of the world's first boiling 
water reactor training center. l'll'ctronically simu
latt·s the l'ntire operation of .~ nuclear pow~·r plant 
and reprcsl'nls .-\SO's first major spin-off into a 
gro\\·ing non-al'rospace and ddl·nst.• customer area. 

.-\s Gt•neral Electric's ct•ntcr for basic research 
ami exploratory dcn•lopment in spact·-rdatcd sci
t•nn·s and technologies. the di,·ision's Space Sci
l'llces Lahoraton· at Valle,· Forge continued work 
in reentry physics and hyl)crsonics, magnctohydro
dynamic: pO\n·r, composite materials and structures, 
ballistic missile defense discrimination research , 
space experiment design. optical structures. and 
nomkft•nst• application~. 

In advanced materials and structures for aero
space application. emphasis was placed on the de
n·lopmt•nt of fiber-reinforced metal and plastic 
composite mall'rial. radiation-resistant polymers, 
dry film lubricants for high vacuum. electronic ma
terials, structural ceran~ics. bearings, and space 
processing of materials. L 

\Jagnl'tohvdrod)•namic 1)0\\"Cr CTeneration J)laSI11U 
'-- . b ' 

diagnostics, plasmamicrowan· interaction and laser 
light scattering continued to be the subject of ex
perinwntal and theoretical research. A major new 
~vl H D shock tunnel experimental facility was 
brought into operation in 1968 and nonequilibrium 
powers above 1f2 mc<rawatt were obtained. The 
ff . b 

e ects of plasma sheaths on antenna resonance were 
studied experimentally and work was initiated on an 
HF method of gas laser I)Ull1I)in<r. In addition the 

... b ' 
construction of a laser air pollution probe was 
initiated. 

In space and planetary physics, studies proceeded 
on the space environment, new methods for micro
meteoroid detection, free molecule interactions 
with surfaces, and applications of polarimetry to 
meteorology and earth resources experiments. 

Also, a new technique for detecting meteoroids 
and space contaminant particles and measuring 
their relative velocity was investigated and should 
soon be flown on rockets or satellites. Studies of 
technirp.1es for making significant air pollution 
measurements from satellites \H're conducted. \Vork 
continued on the kinetics of normal atmospheric 
constituents and pollutants. 

In applied physics, investigations continued on 
infrared detectors, optical communicators, reentry 
technology, and the dynamics of moored surface 
vehicles. Studies of ground-based and ocean-based 
optical and electronic data collection systems were 
conducted. 
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Extensive theoretical and experimental research 
proceeded on reentry technology and observables 
with data on vehicle radiation signatures obtained 
by ground stations at "\Vhite Sands ~Iissile Range 
and the "\"\'estern Test Range and from analysis of 
vehicle on-board data. \Vork continued on sensor 
technology for specialized field missions including 
development of imaging radiometers. optical com
municators. a video tape analysis and display sta
tion. and a variety of high-speed optical detection 
and tracking systems. 

Theoretical and experimental studies were con
cerned with the thermal degradation, oxidation and 
off-gassing of various polymeric and polymer-re
lated materials in connection "·ith R/V design and 
observables, and with spacecraft contamination. 
Other theoretical and experimental research related 
to upper atmosphere phenomena, including electron 
cloud formation and nuclear fireball modeling. was 
conducted. 

~vlechanics investigations continued on hyper
velocity impact; the failure mode of composites; the 
control and optimization of directional, specific, 
and bulk properties of composites; and the effect of 
parametric variations on their performance. The 
role of mechanical forces on the functioning of 
fibrous biological structures was studied. 

AIRCRAFT ENGii\'E GROUP 

The dramatic growth pattern of General Electric·s 
Aircraft Engine Group continued through 1968, par
ticularly in its commercial aircraft engine market. 

On January 1, 1968, the Aircraft Engine Group 
became one of the company·s 10 major operating 
oraanizations, havinu previously been the Flight 

b b 1 5 d" . Propulsion Division. \Vithin t 1e group ~~e !VI-

sions \Yith clear separation between m1htary and 
commercial business. 

AEGis one of the company's largest groups, with 
28,000 employees at 2 major plant locations ( Cin
cinnati, Ohio, and Lynn, :Massachusetts) and satel
lite facilities at Hooksett, New Hampshire; Rutland 
and Ludlow, Vermont; Albuquerque, New Mexico; 
and Everett, Massachusetts. The group also has 4 
service shops, located in Ontario, California; Seattle, 
\Vashington; Arkansas City, Kansas; and Cincinnati, 
Ohio, plus a flight test center at Edwards AFB, 
California. 

The major commercial success of 1968 was the 
selection of the commercial CF6 turbofan engine 
for the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 trijet by Ameri
can Airlines and United Air Lines. A total of 110 
orders and options for trijets was made. The 40,000-
pound-thrust engine first ran on October 21 and 
exceeded its guaranteed thrust level by 5 percent on 
October 27, less than a week after it first went on 
test. The CF6 is designed for low sound, long parts 
life and a high degree of maintainability. It will 
enter commercial airline service in late 1971. 
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The testing program on the engine for the U.S. 
supersonic transport continued on schedule during 
1968. The GE4 was tested at more than 6.3,000 
pounds of thrust in September. making the SST 
turbojet the most powerful engine in the world. 
By year-end, more than 600 hours of testing had 
been accumulated on 7 engines in 2 configurations. 

As part of GE's investment in commercial engine 
activities, a new $12,000,000 Altitude Test Facility 
went into operation in Cincinnati. The facility 
simulates speeds up to l\Iach 3 and altitudes over 
80,000 feet. T~1is facility is part of the group's 3-year 
$100,000,000 mvcstment in plant modernization and 
construction of new facilities. 

On another commercial engine front, AEG 
c?unted m_ore than 500 GE-powered business jet 
mrcraft flymg by the end of 1968. This total con
stitut~d more than 50 percent of the worldwide 
turbojet and turbofan business jet aircraft fleet. The 
GE b_usiness. jet engine family includes the CJ610 
turbojet senes (Jet Commander, Learjct and 
Hansa 320) and the CF700 turbofan (Fan Jet Fal
con). 

By year-end, well over 800,000 engine flight hours 
ha~ been logged by GE business jets since first en
ten~g service in 1964. In 1968, production began on 
a hig~er-powered ~F70?-2D which offers ,3 to 4 per
cent Improvement m chmb and cruise thrusts over 
prece~ing mo:Jels, plus 2 to 4 percent improvement 
m crmse specific fuel consumptions. 
. D?livery. of CTS8 c~mmercial helicopter engines 

contmued m 1968 to Sikorsky for its S-61 and S-62. 
GE engines power all scheduled U.S. commercial 
helicopter aircraft. 

. Ge?eral Electric's military engine activities were 
hig~hghted. by the winni?g of the U.S. Navy's VSX 
anbsub~.arme _warfare mrcraft engine power plant 
competition With the TF34 high bypass turbofan 
entry .and the successes of the TF39 development 
and fhght test program. 

The 41,000-pou~d-thrust engine had logged more 
~han ~O,O?O runnmg hours, including flight test in 
2 U.S. Air Forc.e C-S logistic transports, built by 
Lockhe~d, and m a modified B-52 flying test-bed. 
A~proximately 300 en~ine flight test hours had been 
accumulated. The C-o first flew on June 30, 1968 
and through the first series of 8 fli rhts , . ' 
eration was flawless. g . engme op-

In addition, the TF39 completed th, lSO-h 
duranc t . f . e our en-

e por Ion o Its Formal Q l'fi t' T 
for the U S Air F . . ua I ca 10n est 

. . orce. This ngorous test helps en-
sure that the TF39 will be a rel·· bl 1 h Ia e power p ant 
t at meets a~l perform.ance criteria. The TF39 will 
enter operational service with the· M'l't . A' l'f 
C d · I I aJ Y Ir I t 

amman With a !ime Between Overhaul ( TBO) 
?f l,OO? hours. This TBO will grow to S,OOO h , 
m service. ours 

!he C-.5 pow.er plant. was in full production. The 
first 4 productiOn engmes were accepted 1 th 
U.S. Air Force on October 6, 1968. )y e 
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One of the Aircraft Engine Croup's stnall cngineo;. 
the JoS, continued in production for the :\orthrop 
T-30 trainer and F-5 FreedotJJ Fi!!;hkr and the 
Cessna :\-37 attack aircraft for the P.'s .. \ir ForeT as 
well as for ,·arious nations thrott!!;llmtt the free 
world. ln aclclition. the Locklwcd :\:\··-1B llummin~
hircl II V /STOI, experimental aircraft lH'gan flying 
in HJGo, po,,·<·red by G jo;)s. TIH· lliodifi('d :\:\"-.'JB. 
bnilt by Hyan, began an <'XJWritlll'Jllal flight lest 
program 1111der the direction of :\.-\S:\. This aircraft 
is po\\·<·red by a lift-fan syst<·m drin·tt hy :2 Jo5 
engines. . 

At the Cincinnati plant, tlH' IO.(lOOth J7U lor lr.s. 
militarv aircraft \\·as d<·lin•rcd to tlll' :\ir Force on 
Octobc~r 2~J. The first J7D was built and tested in 
HJ.S·L In HJm:l. it was being produced for th<· twin
engine ..\IcDolllwll Douglas F--1 ;utd tlw t\\'in-cngiw· 
:\orth AnlC'rican Hockwell H:\-.SC. Otlwr operational 
aircraft pow<·rcd hy the J7~J are tlH' single-<·ngine 
Lockheed F-101 and the 4-enginc Ceneral Dynamics 
B-.58. Production of J79 cngin<'S will continue into 
the 197Gs. 

GE was proceeding on its initial $11.000,000 de
velopment contract to build and test a hi_gh-per
formancc afterhurning turbofan engine lor the 
FX/VFX-2 aircraft. CE was in compdition with 
Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft for this <'11gine contract. 
Earlier, CE announced that the C:El/10 cnginP, 
forerunner of the FX/VFX-2 power plant, had ex
ceeded all Air l<'orce contract commitments. \Veil 
over 100 hours of testing on this augmented turho
fan were accumulated during the program. 

This new engine, as well as several others, is a 
derivative of GE's GEl basic core engine. The GEl 
is a highly flexible engine that can he _transformed 
into an afterburning turbojet, a turbo! an, an aug
mented turbofan, a turboshaft or a turboprop as 
well as into the lift-fan or lift/cruise configuration. 

The T58 turboshaft engine continued in produc
tion for a wide variety of applications. The -16 ver
sion, which generates 1,870 shaft horsepower, was 
unveiled in 1968. Production engines deliver up to 
1,.500 shaft horsepower and the -16 adds to this pcr
fonnance improvement pattern of the T58 fami~. 
The T58 began life with a power output of l,OuO 
shaft horsepower in 1959. 

In Lynn, the T64 turboprop/turhoshaft produc
tion rate began to climb rapidly in 1968. The -16 
version, which is capable of 3,925 shaft horsepower, 
was in production for the U.S. Army AH-56A 
Cheyenne helicopter, built by Lockheed. The -16 
was one of 3 advanced T65 engines being produced 
for aircraft of all 3 U.S. military services. Two 
T64-12 engines power the Marine/Sikorsky CH-53D 
heavy assault helicopter, and 2 -7 engines are in
stalled in the U.S. Air Force/Sikorsky HH-53C air 
rescue helicopter. 

GE marine and industrial gas turbines include 
the LMlOO, LM300, LM350, LM1500 and LM2500. 
These engines range in power from 1,000 to 25,000 



horsl'pmn ·r. The~· are used as power plants for hy
drofoils. air cushion \'l'hides. displacenwnt marine 
n·ssds. t'l<'<:trical power gl'neration, pipeline pump
in~. and locomotin· boost propulsion. 

Tlw :2 m•\n•sl entries in the .\brine and Industrial 
Dqlarltta·ul product line are thl· L.\1300 and 
L.\ I :2.~00 gas turbines. The\· are dt·rin·d from the 
Tfi I and '-rF:3H aircraft t·niint·s. respectin·ly. Both 
<'IH!;int·s \\'('J't' unn•iled in 1968 at tlw 13th Annual 
.\S.\IE Cas Turbine Show in \\'ashi111rton. 

The L.\ I :2.')00 is an a ch-anced tedm~lorrv marine 
gas I urhint · in the 25.(){}{)-horsepower-ch~s. boast
in~ I lw lowest f ud rate ami hest marinization ma
lt'rials of any production marine gas turbine in its 
powt·r class. The enrrine was bl'ing offen•d as main 
propulsion for ad,·a~ced commer~ial and military 
sltiphuilding programs such as the :\avy"s new DX 
dl'slro~·t·r projt·ct. 

Otlwr C E gas turbines in marint• ser\·ice included 
the L.\ 11500 in the :\an·'s Ill'\\' aluminum-hulled 
PC: patrol gnnhoats for l;igh-speed operation, and 
till' 1 . .\1100 for emergency power generation and 
take-home power aboard comnwrcial cargo carriers 
and tlte Coast Guard Hamilton class cuttt•rs. L\1100 
gas turbi.ws also power air cushion vehicles for 
both the Annv and the ~an·. 

I,\ 11.~00 inclustrial gas geiwrators were in "·ide
spread use for liquid an~l gas pipeline pumping. 
< )ne sue!. unit went more than 12,000 hours before 
O\'(•rhaul. In HJ6S a unique :3-jet L\11500 unit went 
into operation at Pcnnsvh·ania Power and Lirrht 
making that company th~ third major ekctric utility 
to install General Electric jet gas turbines. 

B. F. GOODRICH 
AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE PRODUCTS 

The )'('ar 1968 was an eventful one for B. F. Good
rich At~rospaee and Defenst• Products, a major pro
ducl'r of tires, wheels and brakes and many other 
diversified products for the nation's defense estab
lishnwnt, aircraft manufacturers and commercial 
airlines. 

A contract to supply Lockheed with main landing 
gear wlwcls and brakes for its trijet L-1011 luxury 
ai~li1wr was signed. The agreement called for 350 
sl11psets of 8 main landing gear wheels and brakes 
pt•r aircraft, including spares, to be delivered be
ginning in the first quarter of Hl70. 

n. F. Goodrich will manufacture the wheels and 
multiplt'-disk brakes in its plant at Troy, Ohio, 
where production capacity has bec•n doubled since 
1966. . 

B. F .. Goodrich is also producing wheels and 
brakes for the U.S. Air Force C-.5 aircraft, built by 
Lockheed-Georgia. Brake disks for the 24 main 
whe(•ls of the C-5 are made of beryllium and weigh 
about 35 percent less than comparable steel disk 
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brakes. This san~s approximately 1.500 pounds in 
the gross weight of the aircraft. 

B. F. Goodrich is also supplying Lockheed
Georgia with tires, load-rated at 40.000 pmmds, for 
the giant aircraft. 

In addition to filling its role as major supplier of 
tires for all types of aircraft-military, commercial 
and general-in regular service. the company 
opened 3 new aviation products service centers. at 
:\'cw York City. Kansas City and Los Angeles. :\.ir
craft tire retreading, using latest equipment and 
procedures, is already estab1ished for all popular 
airline sizes. 

Special applications \\·ere made with a unique 
anti-fouling rubbt'r. called "Nofoul," used to protect 
underwater surfaces from the harmful effects of 
barnacles and other marine organisms. The sheet 
material. whieh can be applied with special adhesive 
to ship hulls, buoys, pilings and other underwater 
structures, keeps surfaces free of marine life at least 
4 times longer than other protective coatings. 

~ofoul rubber was cited in 1968 bv Industrial 
Hescarch, Inc., as one of the 100 mos't significant 
technical products of the year. 

B. F. Goodrich is a leader in many other specialty 
rubber products for the aerospace industry. The 
company continued to produce emergency evacua
tion slides for Boeing's 747 commercial jetliner. The 
slides, made of a lightweight, coated fabric, are 
capable of being inflated in seconds. 

Other products made by the B. F. Goodrich divi
sion include electrical and pneumatic de-icing sys
tems, erosion shoes, rocket motor case insulators and 
liners, ablative and reinforced plastic structures and 
tanks and pressure sealing zippers. It also manufac
tures inflatable seals, "Rivnut" fasteners, rigid 
structural foam material, called "Rigicell," and sonar 
components including domes, transducer boots and 
hydrophone h1bes. 

GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

A dynamic new management team began guiding 
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation in 1968. 

Morris B. Jobe, vice president of sales, became 
president on July 1, succeeding Loren A. Murphy, 
who retired after 43 years' service. 

Named vice presidents in the new management 
were E. A. Brittenham, Jr., vice president of en
gineering; James A. Keenan, _vice pr~sident ~f manu
facturing; and vVillis s. Zeigler, VICe president of 
marketing. 

Jobe, a 1938 graduate of the :tJniversity of Ak'Ton, 
also attended the Institute for Management at 
Northwestern University and has done postgraduate 
work in industrial management. He joined The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company in 1938 after 
receiving his bachelor's degree and joined Goodyear 
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Aerospace in 1951. He is a trustee of the National 
Security Industrial Association and in 1968 was 
elected to a 3-year term on the 1\SIA Executive 
Committee. He was general manager of GAC's 
Arizona Division from March 1966 to June 1967, 
when he was named vice president-sales. 

Significant scientific and technological advances 
in systems, electronics, airframes and plastics ac
tivities, plus continuing diversification, were accom
plished by Goodyear Aerospace in 1968. 

Production levels increased at the headquarters 
plant in Akron, Ohio, at the Arizona Division in 
Litchfield Park, and at the Jackson, Ohio, commer
cial plastics plant. 

The Subroc antisubmarine missile, for which 
GAC is prim~ contractor, remained at the top of the 
production hst. Deployed in the U.S. Navy's fleet 
of nuclear-powered attack submarines, the missile 
gives the nation a weapon capable of striking hostile 
submarines with a nuclear punch at long range. 

Contracts for more than $40 000 000 for continu
ing production of the unde;wat~r-to-underwater 
missile were awarded GAC in 1968 by the Naval 
Ordnance Systems Command. 

Associative and parallel computer processors that 
can process more data, faster, were under develop
ment by Goodyear Aerospace. 
. The computer system may be able to direct 2,000 

arrcraft a second and help unsnarl congested air
craft traffic along the nation's airways and on the 
runw_ays. The fi~m believed the system could .speed 
~P. fhg~t ~perahons and detect possible in-air col
llSlons m tn~e to prev~nt them from happening. 

An expenmental umt programmed for electronic 
warfare control was delivered to the Air Force at 
the Rome (New York) Air Development Center. 

The company continued to develop and manu
f~cture sophisti?ate~ . weapons systems and flight 
simulators to tram mihtary pilots. 
~ ~ontract was awarded by the U.S. Navy for 8 

trammg devices to be used to train pilots to fly 
TA-4F ad d · · . . _vance Jet tramers. Each device can train 
4 pilots simultaneously. 

The Fleet Training Center in San Diego officially 
ac~epted GAC's unique emergency ship handling 
tr~mer .to be used to familiarize naval ersonnel 
With S~Ip maneuvering techniques under ~umerous 
op~rahonal conditions. As the student stands at the 
bndge ~ock-up, the movements of his shi and 
other ships and buoys are presented b P f · I d' 1 . y means o a visua 1sp ay. In th1s simulated . 
· · f h envuonment pro
JeCtiOns o arbors and shorelines are s . ' d 
b f . upenmpose 

y means o a spht-beam optical s t d 
d . · 1 ys em an a Igita computer. 

Complete mo~ile colo~ photography labs capable 
of rush processmg aenal reconnaissance fil · 
forward areas of Vietnam were unveiled in No~c~~ 
ber. Color photos produced are similar to th 

h . h . . d R . ose w IC pmpomte ussian missile sites in Cuba d _ 
ing the 1962 crisis. ur 
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Color printing equipment included can process 
and dry 3,200 feet of 5-inch-wide color aerial recon
naissance film in an 8-hom· period. lL also can du
plicate standard 70-millimeter, 5-inch aml 9 .. 5-inch 
reconnaissance film in continuous lengths up to 
1,000 feet at rates from 20 to 60 fel'l per minute. 

By adding 2 computer-filled data processing labs 
to 7 photo processing and support rnodules. C:\C 
made it possible to dctennirw irnnH·diately whether 
the photos and data gathered during a day's a('rial 
photographic rnission are suitahh· for rnap-making. 

The 9-lah \\'S--!30C Syst('m is tlw first air-trans
portable and relocatahle facility c1pripped to sup
port aerial mapping proj(•cts. 

Also in HJ68, GAC produced a "petal" antenna 
that will "bloom" in space. 1t is a lmgl' radio anten~1a 
for spacecraft that folds into a srnall package for 
launching, then opens to its full 30-foot diameter 
in space. 'nlC largest antenna ev.er desig1~el~ for 
orbiting spacecraft, it was huilt for the :\at1onal 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. It can. be 
used to receive and transmit signals on satelht(•s 
under consideration by NASA as possible second
generation spacecraft in the Applications Technol
ogy Satellite (A TS) Program. 

Goodyear Aerospace was closely tied to ;he 
Boeing 747. Its Arizona Division produced the 1~1 
center wing section, landing gear doors and cabm 
windows. 

Beaching nearly 2 centuries into the past, GAC 
revived the ancient art of hot air ballooning to de
velop a system for snatching pilots to safety after 
they have bailed out over enemy territory. 

The principle was incorporated into a sys.tem 
called PAHD (Pilot Airborne Hecovery Device) 
which- aims at allowing the ejected pilot t~ rem~in 
aloft until a rescue plane can reach and retneve hun 
in midair. 

A Ballute (a contraction of balloon and parachute) 
at the top of the deployed main parachute is in
flated as air rushes through its vent. A burner, sus
pended below the Ballute and ~ed, from a ~an~ of 
propane gas strapped to the pilots back, Igmtes. 
This heats the air flowing into the Ballute. The 
heated air gives the Ballute sufficient. lift to halt 
the pilot's descent and permit him to nse and float 
high above the ground. He can tl~~n be snat~hed 
into the rescue plane or towed to fnendly terntory 
and released to descend by his regular parachute. 

Parawing gliders, remotely resembling a para
chute, that can deliver high-priority cargo to troops 
in remote or hostile areas with pinpoint accuracy 
were developed by GAC during the year. 

A delta-shaped glider that is steerable, the para
wing homes in on friendly troops, guided by a 
ground-based transmitter the size of a GI walkie
talkie. It can be released from altitudes as high as 
30,000 feet and at distances up to 12 miles from the 
target. 

Goodyear Aerospace also used gold in a new 



pro(''""" for making hcall'd acr~·lic windows :mel 
"ind,Jtidd-. to pn·\-cnt airplane icing and focrcring. 
Tlw windo\\·s an· coated with a tranSJXlrcnt m~hlllic 
fihit that can lw heated ckctricalh-. Gold was used 
!wean._,. it i-. on•· of tlw best conductors of t>lcctricitv 
and lwca 11 sc its atomic struct urc rcnders it trans
pan·Jit wlwn in a thin state. 

Tl~t· .-\kro11 and .-\rizona plants continued to pro
dn(T canopit·s. '' indows and windshit·lds for SL'\·cral 
l~-pcs of aircraft. includin~ helicopters. The :\kron 
pb11t .dso n·('t·in·d scn·ral additional contracts for 
aircraft \\·IH'cls and brakes. 

( :ood~-l\lr .\t•rospacc took the first steps toward 
lm·akin~ the .. ha~ga~c harrier·· for the superjets 
undvr a 111ajor contract to suppl~· -:-os baggage con
tainers to Pan :\merican \\"orld :\irwavs. Other air
linl's abo w•-rt· t'XJWCtcd to order carcro. and ba<r<ra<re 

~ bb b 
c·ontai1wrs. 

Tl~t· containers. about 5 feet high. 5 led wide and 
-; 1,2 fed long. arc contoured to fit the plane's cargo 
coinpartJtwnl. Each can hold about 55 pieces of 
passt'll~l·r lu~gagt·. They C<lll he loaded into and 
nnloackd front the aircraft as units. l'liminatincr the 

1 1- t:> 
IH't't or handling indiYidu<ll suitcases. 

( :ooclyear :\tT~space continued its high produc
tion schccluk ami reccin·d more contracts in 1968 
for air cargo pallt'!s. These ai'L' mack of a lightwC'ight 
aluminum a11cl halsa \\'Clotl sandwich matl•rial called 
Bondolit<'. The pallets. \H'ighing 300 pounds each. 
an· eapahk of handling 5-ton loads and are part of 
the U.S. :\ir Forel''s standardized car<ro-handlincr 

b b 
S\'Sll'll1. 

CHt:;\DIA~ AIHCRAFT ENGIN'EEHING 
CORPORATION 

In 1968 Grumman entered its 39th war with 
continued growth. increased sales and additional 
l'Xpansion of its facilities. Research and development 
p_la\ed an increasingly important part in the corpora
tiOns growth, and Grumman continued work on 
scn·ral new aircraft. 

At year-end, Grumman employed 35,000 people 
in over 30 plants. Production of the corporate Gulf
s_tream II was changed over to the newly opened 
Savannah, Georuia facility. Grumman acc1uirecl a h , .. 

~11achinc shop facility at Glenarm, ~Iaryland, add-
mg 56,000 square feet of property to its assets. The 
test facility at \Vest Palm Beach, Florida, is the 
home base of the hydrofoil gunboat Flagstaff and 
the submersible Ben Franklin: the facility is the 
Grumman corporation's center of activity for ocean
ology. 

The corporation produced a variety of military 
and commercial aircraft, the NASA/Grumman 
Apollo Lunar :Module flight and test spacecraft and 
the second of the series of Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatories, and it remained extremely active in 
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ocean technology. Ten model types of aircraft were 
in production and in service in Southeast _-\sia. 

The :\-6.-\ Intruder. built for the 1\ an' and ~Iarine 
Corps. remained the mainstay of the all-weather 
attack effort in Vietnam. \Vith a load capacity of 
almost 18,000 pounds. the :\-6:\ operates from either 
advanced forward air bases or off the attack aircraft 
carriers on station in the South China Sea. 

The EA-6.-\ tactical countermeasures aircraft. in 
sen·icc with the ~Iarine Corps. was placed in pro
duction again. _·\ -1-place version of this aircraft. the 
EA-6B. made its first flight in :\lay. paving the way 
for the :\avy to expand its electronic ,,·arfare capa
bilit,·. 

The TC---!C. a Gulfstream 1-bascd A-6.-\ hom
hardier/navigator trainer. entered sen·ice with the 
:\avy and :\Iarine Corps. The contract for 9 of these 
highly specialized aircraft \Yas completed and all 
aircraft were delivered on schedule. 

\Vhilc the E-:2A Hawkeye continued in active 
service with :\ayv fleet m;its. 1\aval Air Svstems 
Command awarded Grumman a contract to ~1itiate 
den·lopment of a successor. Known as the E-:2C, 
this JH'\\' version of the E-:2.·\ early warning aircraft 
will feature crreatlv improved and more reliable 

b . 

avionic svstcms. The aircraft, like the E-2:\, will 
carry its ~letection antenna in a large-diameter roto
don{e atop its fuselage. 

The Armv's OV-1 Moha,Yk battlefield surveillance 
aircraft coritinued in production, and a continuous 
modification program paralleled the e_ffort. \Vork 
continued on the OV-lD. All 3 verswns of the 
OV-1 were in service in Vietnam as the "eyes in the 
sky" of the Army. . . 

"'ith deliveries of 14 S-:2 Tracker anhsubmanne 
aircraft to Australia, production of this type, which 
had been continuous since 1952, came to an end. 
Over 1.500 of the aircraft had been delivered. Pro
posals for a modification program were prepared. 

The C-2A Greyhound carrier on-board delivery 
aircraft supported the ships of the Seventh Fleet 
with deliveries of vital supplies ranging from type
writer ribbons to jet enaines. Several of these air
craft were also assignedbto units of the Sixth Fleet 
in Europe. . . 

\Vith 6 model types no longer m production 
( E-2A Hawkeye, C-2A Greyhound, C-IA Trader, 
E-lB Tracer, S-2 Tracker. HU -16 Albatross), the 
company nevertheless had 10 different ~ypes of air
craft operating in 1968 in Southea:t As1a. 

Production of aft fuselage sections for the Air 
Force F-1ll aircraft series continued at the com
pany's Garden City factory. 

The turboprop-powered Gulfstream I corporate 
aircraft was in production with deliveries ~veragin~ 
one per month. The company was explormg addi-
tional military markets for this air?raft. . 

Over 30 turbofan-powered Gulfstream II aucraft 
were delivered to customers. In ~lay one of these 
aircraft was flown nonstop from New York to Lon-
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don, and nonstop b ack, marking the first such trip 
for a jet-powered corporate aircraft. In October a 
Gulfstream II made a transpacific crossing from 
Tokyo to Atlanta, Georgia, vvith an intermediate 
stop at Anchorage, Alaska. 

The newly certificated Super Ag-Cat continued 
to be a high seller in the agricultural crop-dusting 
market. More than 500 have been produced since 
1958. 

The Apollo Lunar Module ( LM ) program made 
great strides in 1968. In January LM-1 was launched 
into earth orbit and successfully comple ted all 
planned tes ts and maneuvers. Lunar Modules 2, 3 
and 4 were completed and shipped. 

The second Orbiting Astronomical Observatory 
·arrived at the Goddard Space Flight Center and 
was launched successfully on December 7. 

In the Ocean Systems Department, the mesoscaph 
B~n Franklin, built in cooperation with Dr. Jacques 
PICcard, was launched and christened at Grumman's 
West Palm Beach, Florida, facility. The submersible 
was undergoing tests in preparation for the Gulf 
Stream drift mission, which was to start in 1969. 
The U.S. Navy hydrofoil PGH-1 Flagstaff was also 
~aunched and christened. After undergoing prelim
mary tests, the hydrofoil gunboat will be evaluated 
by the Navy off the coast of California. The 88-
passeng_er, 50-knot commercial hydrofoil Dolphin, 
also bmlt by Grumman, was in active service be
tween Las Palmas and Tenerife in the Canary 
Islands. 

Grumman continued to work in the area of ad
v~nced materials, with emphasis on improved tita
mum manufacturing and further development of 
techniques involving the use of boron and graphite 
filaments. 

GYRODYNE COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC. 

During _1968 Gyr?dyne continued to produce 
QH~50D pilotless helicopters and supporting DASH 
eqm?~ent for the U.S. Navy and the Japanese 
Mantlme Se~f-Defens~ Force. Also, a limited num
ber of ~H-oOs , modified to perform surveillance, 
reconnaissance and other tactical m1·ss · d d f Ions, were 
pro uce or the Advanced Research Pro ·ects 
~gency of the Department of Defense. Multfmis
S10n fl1ght test programs were conducted t d t · h d , o e er-
m~n~ t e A roneds ~ahpabilities to perform high-risk 
m1Ss10ns. rme w1t a variety of weapo h . . k ns sue as 
mimguns, roc ets, grenade launchers and multi-
bomb racks, su~cessful "attack" flight tests were 
performed. The mstallation of sonobuoy rack d h . d . s an 
ot er sensmg ev1ces was utilized to prove out th 
d~~nes' detection capabilities. D ay and night tele~ 
:1s10~. cameras, laser ran gefinders and covert 
11lummators were used to ascertain the feasibilit 
of utilizing the remotely controlled vehicle fj; 
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target detection , gun laying and cncm.v troop mo\·c
mcn ts. 

F urth er adva nces were made in utili zing sea
ground-air control stat ions to \·eclor the drone in 
its flight r gimes and provide "hancl -o(F" control 
from one command station to ano th er. T he utili za
tion of aux iliary fuel tanks pro\·idcd the capab ili ty 
to extend th e QH-50's flirrht CIH.lur:m c ' from 1.5 to 
6 hours, depending upon th e payload tradc-oO: 
between weapons and fu el supply. 

In 1967 and 1968 th e Atom ic E n ' rgy Comm iss ion 
uti li zed the QH-50 as a sensing cl c \"i cc to how' r OH'r 
th e sites of underground nucl ear explosions and 
collect rea l-time scientific data an d , by means of a 
T V camera, record ground zero cO:ccts-. T he success 
of th ese projects resulted in furth er planned usc o{· 
the system. 

The company con tinued to forge ahead in other 
important areas . Gyrodyne Pe troleum , Inc. , a 
wholly owned subsidiary, rep orted that at ycar- ~nd 
it held vested interests in more th an 300 producmg 
gas and oil weiis. . 

Its most interes ting program was the H.uhs~n 
Field Project whereby the Atomic Ener~y Commis
sion and priva te enterpri ses planned, m 1~69, by 
means of an underground nuclea r explosion, to 
crea te a deep chimney to economically r~ l ea_s e th_e 
vast reserves of natural gas known to cx 1 ~ t m this 
fi eld. Gyrodyne will realize 16 p ercent of the gas 
production sales that result from the program. 

Flowerfield Properties Inc. , anoth~r vvhol~y 
owned subsidiary, had a participating ~ntcres t_ m 
the development of a large citrus grove m Flonc.la . 
Started in 1966, there were a t year-end more t~1an 
400,000 trees planted and expansion was contmu
ing. 

HARVEY ALUMINUM 

The year 1968 was a significant p eriod for Harv~y 
Aluminum. Initial shipments of sheet, plate , fmg
ings and extrusions were made for the DC-10 ~nd 
prototype materials for the L-1011 un~ertakmg. 
Shipments of Harvey components, includmg ultra
sonic quality aircraft plate, w ere m ad e_ for the 747, 
SST, C-5A, MOL space program, h elicopters and 
Poseidon missile system. 

The newly expanded 14,500-ton press at the. Ex
trusion Division, Torrance, California, substantially 
increased capacity, product and shipm_ent of _goods. 
This powerful press provides proficwney . m the 
manufacture of large structural shapes reqmred by 
the aerospace industry. AM-2 Mat, the _all-"':eatl~er 
portable aluminum runway, product of unagmatlve 
and inventive company research engineers, ':as 
supplied in record amounts from this large extrusiOn 
press . These unique extruded aluminum planks, 
capable of handling the fastest and h eaviest air-



craft. ca n he r 
remote I ca l ion 

d an l in. tall d in 
t 1 nchna trip in 

Sh eet in go t is remo~;erl from the casting pit at Harvey 
Alu111inum's L C' rcisport, K ntucky, facility. 

In the Corporate Research and Development 
Center, Harvey engineers worked on the develop
ment of the various alloys, product applications and 
special programs of ordnance and armament sys
tems. Harvey materials engineers made important 
progress in the field of composite materials. Com
pany improvement in manufacturing techniques has 
b een steady, and size capabilities have been en
larged enough to produce boron aluminum com
posite shee ts 16 square feet in area. Because of the 
incredible strength-to-weight ratio in metal matrix 
composites, they are of considerable importance in 
the aerospace industry. Use of composite metals in 
supersonic aircraft could reduce weight substan
tially if composites of boron fibers and aluminum 
were used throughout the structure. Methods for 
making w ell-bonded titanium matrix composites 
have b een d eveloped, and demand for experimental 
quantities of this material for higher temperature 
applications is starting to appear. 

A project to develop a welding technique for the 
control of distortion and reduction of residual 
stresses in the welding of aluminum plate was 
brought to successful conclusion. This technique will 
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be used in welding sb·ong aluminum alloys for space 
vehicl s and otl1er critical airplan and aerospace 
apphcations. Harvey's position as a leading pro
ducer of aluminum ingot and mill products kept 
pace \\ ith th sk -rocketing growth of the aircraft 
indusb· . Titanium strengtl1-to-\\ eight ratios will 
plac it in top prioritv in the unfoldin cr a ir bus and 
superj t '"'47 programs. Je t eno-in - n~anufacturers 
continued to b e the foremost ~sers of H ar\ e · ti
tanium b caus of its hicrh tensile and fa ti!!ue b . b 

sb·ength-tO-\\ eight ratios and exh·aordinary corro
sion resistance. 

A full integrated producer of aluminum mill 
products H arve was producing titanium from 
sponge to finish ed mill product under one roof and 
one mill manag ment, thereby ehminating confusion 
and shipping problems. 

H an ey Aluminum's pri11cipal products are alu
minum ingot bille t, casting alloys, rod and bar, 
pipe tube irrigation tubing, hollov' sections, press 
forgings, forging stock, hand forgings , rings, impact 
extrusions, electrical bus bar, rigid elech·ical con
duit, Sb"LlCturals, special shapes, light and heavy 
press xtrusions, sheet, plate, strip, foil, "ire rod, 
screw machine parts, containers , skids; ore and 
chemicals, bauxite, aluminas; titanitm1 ingot, billet, 
rings, forgings, rod, bar, extrusions, tubing, pipe, 
strip, plate; zirconium ingot, billet , slab, bar, plate, 
sheet, stJ"ip, foil , rod, ' lViTe, extrusions, tubing, forg
ings; steel alloys, ingot, bille t, slab, b ar , plate, rod, 
extrusions, tubing, forgings; brass, plumbers brass 
goods; special metals; exotic alloys of various types. 

HERCULES INCORPORATED 

The most dramatic highlight of the aerospace 
year for H ercules Incorporated was the successful 
first flight of the Navy's Poseidon Fleet Ballistic 
Missile on August 16 from a launch pad at Cape 
Kennedy. H ercules is propulsion system manager 
for the 30-ton, MIRV-capable missile . The first
stage motor case is fabricated of Spiralloy® fiber
glass at the company's Bacchus \i\Torks near Salt 
Lake City, fill d with composite propellant by 
Thiokol at the latter's \Vasatch plant a few miles 
avvay, then returned to Bacchus for fin al production, 
check-out and inspection. The second-stage motor 
for Poseidon is made entirely by H ercules . The 
motor case, like that of the first stage, is made of 
Spiralloy fib erglass, is filled with H ercules double
base propellant, then is finished, tested and in
spected at Bacchus. Additional flight tests of the 
submarine-launched missile were scheduled. 

Exotic fib er structures were investigated further 
by the company in 1968. \Vork went forward on 
government contracts for development of improved 
structures using boron and graphite fibers in resin 
matrices, and H ercules planned to develop design 
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and production techniques for fabrication of air
frame structures and jet engine components using 
the new strong, lightweight materials. 

Application of aerospace technology and mate
rials to water purification and sewage treatment 
occupied the attention of a number of Hercules re
searchers at the company's Allegany Ballistics Lab
oratory near Cumberland, Maryland. The work 
completed in 1968 under governnwnt research and 
development contracts showed much potential for 
expanding the company's environmental systems 
effort. 

Hercules worked closely in 1968 \\·ith arms manu
fa?turers in the development of guns capable of 
firmg the firm's caseless ammunition. Of particular 
concern was development of an automatic aircraft 
weapon for which the reduced weight of the caselcss 
ammunition would provide particular benefits. Case
less ammunition weighs about 30 percent less than 
conventional ammunition. 

_S~ccessful dev_elopment of an improved Sparrow 
missile for the Air Force was completed in 1968 by 
Hercules. Propellant for the missile is Hercules' 
compo~ite "Hercopel," produced at the Allegany 
Ballistics Laboratory. Sparrow is the first application 
of Hercopel. 

Firings at White Sands of the Sprint missile 
(_Hercules is its propellant manufacturer) con
tmued ~o be successful. Sprint-type rocket motors 
are avmlable for other high-speed applications. 

HONEYWELL INC. 

More than 10,000 of the 20 000 employees in 
Ho~eywell's Aerospace and Def~nse Group worked 
dur_mg 1968 on space and aircraft programs for the 
Umted States and_ the free world. Major events of 
the year are descnbed by location in the following 
summary. 

AEROSPACE DIVISION-FLORIDA 

Successful flights of Honeywell inertial guidance 
systems on ~ Centaur rockets, first flight tests of an 
advanced aircraft navigator, new missile inertial 
co_mponents contracts and developments in lated
Wire comput~r. ~e~ories marked the year tor the 
Aerospace DIVISlon m St. Petersburg Fl 'd 

A 80 000 , on a. 
n , -square-foot plant was begun t 

d . d o accom-
mo ate mcrease communications syste d d . . . . ms an e-
VIces activities ~s well as expanded aerospace and 
defense productiOn. The center was to be read for 
occupancy in the spring of 1969. y 

A Honeywell-guided Centaur sent the seventh 
Surveyor spacecraft on its way to the moon. and f 
h fi . . b , or 

t e rst time smce ecoming operational in 1966 
Centaur boosted payloads other than Surveyor~ 
into space. One was an Applications Technology 
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Satellite ( ATS-4) in July. The S<'c-ond was an Orbit
ing Astronomical Observatory ( 0:\0-:2), launched 
in early December to get hcttn nltra,·iold data 
on the stars. A 84,500,000 contract for continued 
en<rineerin<' and maintcnanC<' was n·cein·d frmn h h 
:\ASA's Lewis H('S<'arch C<·nt<·r. for ,,·hieh llone\·-
well acts as associate prime contrac-tor for Centatn· 
guidam:c. 

In other missile developments, the diYision won 
:\avy contracts totaling 81,000,000 for initial pro
duction of inC'rtial guidance contponents for the 
Poseidon fled ballistic missile and for Polaris com
ponent repairs. The submarine-launched Poseidon 
is to he 8 times more dfcctin· titan its predecessor. 
Production of inertial cornpmH'nls (·ontinuC'd for 
\Iimrteman, the Air Force iut<·rcontirwntal ballistic 
missile. 

An approximate $4,000,000 awa.n~ from Pl~ik:o
Ford's Aeronutronic Division for Shrllelagh nusstlc 
gyros established Honeywell's lcmkrship in this 
Army antitank program. The work. represents the 
first increment of a program contmunrg through 
1971. 

On the aircraft front, the Air Force began flight 
tests of a new kind of inertial navigator using body
mounted gyros rather than a complex gimhalecl 
platform. The C-130 flights took pla~e at Holloman 
Air Force Base, 1'\ew :Mexico, to provide data on the 
new and potentially more economical navigation 
concept. . . 

Hugged computers whose memoncs will not for-
get information when power is shut down \\:ere 
made possible for the first time with the e~1try mto 
production of plated-wire (rather than ~c~·nte-core) 
memories. Contracts totaling several nulhon dollars 
for pl_ated-wire stacks were received for several 
ballistic missile and spaceborne t~lemctry prowm~1s, 
including Poseidon. Honeywell s. ALERT dx~xtal 
airborne computer met success m a numbei of 
experimental military applications. 

AEROSPACE DIVISION-MINNEAPOLIS 

Resumption of the United Stat~s' ma~med space 
flight program in spectacular fasluon With success
ful Apollo 7 and 8 missions highlighted the year. Tl?e 
spacecraft's stabilization and control system, bmlt 
for North American Rockwell, performed well 
throughout the 11-day test flight around the earth 
in October and the first manned lunar mission in 
December. 

Following their check-out on the Apollo 7 an~ 2 
earlier unmanned 1968 missions, the Apollo controls 
were declared ready for lunar Rights _as NASA 
moved closer to the national goal of puttmg 2 men 
on the moon and returning them before the end of 
the decade. During the year a $6,600,000. order for 
an additional 8 control systems was received from 
North American. 

Fuel probes on the Douglas-built S-IVB stage 



fl ew d urin a th e 196 Apollo m1 wos. Hand con
trol an d oth r ockpit in tru.m ntatioo '' er made 
r ach· for th first mann d t st Hi crht of the Grum
mc n:built L un , r l\lodul i_n 1969. 

E L ""h rc on the space front in i\ Iinn apolis ac
ti ,it_· \\'a. ,·ari d . In y. t m work di \i. ion s i-ntists 
an d ngin rs st, rt d tudyin attitud -d t rmina
tion an I infrar d rad iom t r probl m consid r d 
cri ti , I to th ,,-orldwid mappin f rnor stable 
ref re1 c horizon in tb - · rth , tmo ph re b 
sa telli te in th 1970s. Th proj t w < initiat db a 
Bon '\\'e ll- I d team also on ·i tin P' of Lockheed 
i\ I is ·il s c · pace Com pan ' and Control Data Cor-
pora tion , for r\ \S 's Lan 1 I aJ"ch C nter. 
D finition of th d si rn of an a ti\ onb·ol s st m 
for the :-\ TS F and C at ' !lit s to 1 flo" 1 in 1972-
~3 began under a subcontra t from FaiTchild 
Hiller Corporation. 

\\ orkirw with ippon El cb·i Compan) Honey
w II began de6nin cr O'Uidanc and control concepts 
fo r th launch Yehicle for a J ap a.n s i nti£c and 
communica tions sa tellite program. Th first \ ehicle 
would be Bo,, n in 1971. 

Aero engineers completed deliv r of th attitude 
cont~·ol and scan pla tforn1 onb·ol ubs st ms for 2 
1\tfann er spacecraft slat d to H past Mars in 1969 
on scientific miss ions. The 2- rear $6 000,000 project 
" ·as performed for Jet Propulsion Laborator , Pa a
dena , California, which is directing the i\llariner 
program for NASA. 

J?eliveries commenced on cockpit displays and 
svv1tches for the modified Lunar Module that will 
serve as the spaceborne observatorv for the Apollo 
T elescope Mount, a post-Apollo project sponsored 
by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. 

Honeywell-built inertial reference equipment was 
in production for or flew on 5 NASA and Air Force 
booster rockets, including Athena, Agena, Burner 
II, Thor-Delta and Scout and the Sprint defense 
missile. ' 

i\tlilitary aircraft and helicopter avionics develop
ments ·were numerous. The division-built automatic 
flight control system, engine pressure ratio instru
ments and fuel measurement equipment flew on the 
Lockheed C-5 Galaxy's maiden Bight in June. 111e 
~rst 5-axis automatic pilot for helicopters was cle
hverecl to Lockheed-California Company for the 
Army AH-56A Cheyenne, and additional pilot's 
helmet sights virere shipped under the development 
phase of the Cheyenne program. 

Radar altimeters were sold for the first time on 6 
U.S. and 8 foreign vehicles. Among the U.S. air
cra~t ·were the Army UH-1D and Navy UH-lE 
helicopters, Army OV-1 Mohawk, Air Force C-130 
transport, Coast Guard HH-3F search and rescue 
helicopter and Navy P6 Porter. Overseas, altimeters 
were sold for the Fiat G91 Y Italian fighter and 
G222 transport, Piaggio 808 executive jet, Italian 
Navy UH-lB ASvV helicopter, Agusta-built UH-lD 
helicopter, German UH-1D helicopter and Boelkow-
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Nord AS-34 missile, Spanish avy UH-1B h elicopter 
and British Shackleton ASvV pab·ol plane. 

Crowing out of the radar technology ' as a prox
imity "' aming device enabling helicopter pilots to 
avoid midair collisions during b·aining. First units 
'~ ere flight tested by the Arm · a t Fort Rucker, Ala
bama. A low-cost terrain a\ oidance and warning 
concept also was defined. 

In the commercial aircraft field , the company 
passed in June the 1,000 maTk in air data computers 
produced for jet transports. Fifty-seven airlines 
' ·ere using Honeywell units on Boeing 70,....s , 727s 
and 737s, Douglas DC-8s and Sud Cara ·elles. Pro
duction started on fuel measurement systems for the 
Boeing 747 and engine pressure ra tio devices were 
turned out in continuing 'olume for conm1ercial 
jets. 

1-lull eywell Aerospace Div ision engineer inspects wmld's 
first flu -idic 3-axis helicopter fl·ight control syste1'n prior to 

'its fi.rst successful fl ight test aboard a Nav y CH -46A. 

Flight control research and development pro
gressed on a number of fronts , including direct lift 
control, electronic "fly-by-wire" and fluidic systems, 
load alleviation and mode suppression to extend the 
fatigue life of large aircraft, and automatic recovery 
of clowned pilots. A hydraulic-fluidic yaw damper 
was successfully flight tested on an Army UH-lB 
helicopter, and a pneumatic-fluidic 3-axis stability 
augmentation system flew on a Navy CH-46 heli
copter. Several contracts from NASA and the mili
tary brought the laser gyro a step closer to re~li~a
tion as an attitude sensor in aircraft and m1ss1le 
flight control systems. 

Also in fluidics, the company completed success
fully a 3-year research and development project on 
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fluidic jet engine controls for the Air Force Aero 
Propulsion Laboratory and launched an important 
new development project with a major engine 
manufacturer. 

SYSTEMS ANIJ HESEARCI-I DIVISION 

Technical centers exploring new aerospace and 
defense products and markets for Honeywell in 
Minneapolis and producing clcctrooptical devices 
and systems in Lexington, }.fassachusctts, made 
important contributions in 1968. The Honeywell 
Radiation Center moved into a new 8.5,000-square
foot laboratory in Lexington specially designed for 
infrared, laser, radar and other clectrooptical re
search and development. 

The first fine sun sensors for the experiment point
ing control system of the Apollo Telescope :Mount 
were delivered to NASA-Marshall under a 82 000 000 
contract. On another NASA project, the. Can~pus 
star tracker, planet sensor and Mars gates-key 
electrooptical elements of the 2 Mariner 1969 
spacecraft experiment platform controls-were com
pleted. 

In the aircraft reconnaissance field, engineers con
ducted first Bight tests of a high-speed aC'rial recon
naissance mapper with good results, and work 
began on the display portion of a helicopter-horne 
real-time surveillance system. 

For the Army, the center continued development 
of passive far-infrared rifle-mounted sights and tank
mounted sights employing Honeywell-produced 
detectors sensitive to radiation at 10.6 microns. The 
detectors were offered to the commercial market 
for the first time, especially for carbon dioxide laser 
communications systems. 

Honeywell's simplified tactical approach and 
t~rminal equ~pment (STAT~) completed opera
h~n~l ~valuatiOn for the ~anne Corps at Quantico, 
V~rgmm, and was undergoing evaluation by the 
Army at Fo~t Rucker, Alabama. The radar landing 
sy~tem provides angular terminal guidance both in 
azimuth and elevation and accurate range and 
range-rate information. 

Laser scientists at the Minneapolis-based Systems 
and Re~earch Center demonstrated a highly stable 
C:02 vmce laser system built for space communica
tions experimentation by NASA-Marshall, and 
showed TV transmissions with a similar system in 
th~ l.aboratory. Other research moved forward in 
flmdiC temperature sensors flight co t 1 
technology, signal proces~ing aut~n~~t' c~mputer 
processing and life sciences. ' IC Imagery 

Studies of future systems reouirement . f th 
'l't . . . d J. s o e mi I ary were mitlate in several new area · 1 d. . b . b S, InC u 

mg mr orne antlsu marine warfare ( ASW) fi 1 t . . . , g1 er 
av10mcs,. rotary~wmg avionics, tactical reconnais-
sance-stnke eqmpment, manned vehicle control dis
play technology, area security and control a d 
remote earth surveillance. n 
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In ongoing development progran1s. tllt' cmupany's 
hc•lmd sight was succC'ssfully flight lt'slt'd hy tlw 
Air Force as the visual sensor in a tactical n·con
naissallce systems research project. and an ekc·tronic 
programmer that helps Arn1~· lwlieoplt·r pilots learn 
to kec•p station while in formation was made ready 
for test flight. 

HUGHES AIH.<.:IL\FT CO:\IPA:\Y 

For J lughes Aircraft Compauy. tht• year 196~ 
hegan \\·ith the end of an "old" space progra111 a11d 
drew toward an end with the start ol a Ill'\\' one. 

In January, Surveyor 7, last oF the_' breed of un
manned soft-] unar-landi ng s pacccra It, succcssf ully 
set down on the moon to score the fifth success in 7 
launches. 

And in October Hughes n·ceived a 87:2,000,000 
contract from the Communications Satellite Cor
poration and its 63-nation consortium to build ·l 
Intelsat 4 communications satellites with :25 times 
the capacity of any satellite. in servic:_ to provide 
worldwide communications lor the HJ 1 Os. 

The new Intclsat ·1 spacecraft, the "·.orld's. largest 
comnwrcial satellite, will he nearly IS led lugh and 
8 feet in diameter. 1t will he ch-sigHcd to carry more 
than 5,000 2-way telephone calls, or transmit 12 
color television programs sirnultanem~sly, or C<~rry 
any combination of different types of COllllllUmca-
tion transmissions. 

A unique feature of the lntclsat ·l will he its ability 
to focus power into 2 "spotlight" beams and point 
them ·at any selected areas, thus pro:ridil~g a stronger 
signal and more channel capacity m areas ~f 
heaviest communications traffic. For transatlantic 
transmission, for example, the beams . could be 
aimed at western Europe and eastern U mted States, 
or they could link South America with Europe or 
North America. 

The Hughes contract with Comsat Corp?rat.ion, 
manager for the International Tclecm~mmmc<~t~ons 
Satellite Consortium, provided extensiv~ p~rtlctpa
tion as major subcontractors by compamcs from 10 
nations: United Kingdom, Canada, \Vest Germany, 
Switzerland, Belgium, Japan, Italy, Sweden, Spam 
and France. . 

The Intelsat 4 family will be the fifth generation 
of Hughes satellites to see service since the.la_unch _of 
tiny Syncom 2 in 1963 and marks a dramatic tllust.ra
tion of the progress in satellite technology dur~ng 
the past 5 years. Each of the huge new spacecraft 
will have more capacity than all of the .currently 
operating communications satellites combmed, and 
each will have an operational lifespan of 10 years to 
cover the world's communications needs of the next 
decade. 

With more and more nations acquiring ground 
stations (at year-end there were 22 earth terminals 



i;1 1-:- 11.tlions and this Rgure should rise to -!0 sta
t ion" h~ I <1-:-0•. it was l'XpL·ctt>d that the new satel
lites "ill ial"lp carry lin· color tl'i(·\·ision coverage of 
til(' J<J7~ Oly11tpic Canws in ).lunich to more viewers 
than han· witn<'SSt'd all pre\·ious Olnnpiads. 

I lmn·n·r. tlw world need not 'await the 197:2 
ganH"s for convindn~ proof that satellite technology 
has t.tkt·n many giant steps. This fact ,,·as supplied 
dr.unati<"alh- dming HJClS ll\· :2 nc\\'s e\·ents that 
<"aptun ·d ,~·orldwid<' attention-thL· ,·is it of Pope 
Paul to Bogota. Colombia. in .-\ugust and the 
Oly111pie Canws in \kxico Cit,· in bctobl'l'. Each 
('\'<'Ill was tch·east lin· ami in ·l·olor to millions of 
,.il·\\·1·rs around the glolw Yia llu!!hcs-huilt satellites 
and lluglws-lmilt ground station~ . 
. Till' XIX Olyml;i,ul T\' cowra~e \\'as brought to 

l·.urop1·an s<"reens ,·ia a tric·kv hit of tcam\\'ork. The 
color pi('turcs of tlw sports ·l·n·nts \n•re sent from 
\ll·xico's ground station direc·t to the .\TS-3 satellite 
which II~ 1 gh1·s hu ilt for :\.-\S:\. tlwn transmitted 
down to tlw earth terminal at Goonhillv Do\\'ns, 
England. Tlu· ,·oice commentarY of the 'gam<'s. in 
a doz<'n lant?;uagl'S. was sent l;v micro\\~av<' from 
).ft'xico to a' sb;tion at \!ill Yiilage. :\ova Scotia. 
tlwn up to the EarlY Bird satl'llit~ which Huglws 
hnilt for Comsat. th;•n do\\'n to a tNminal at Pleu
nu•nr Bodou, France. In Europl' the pictur<'s and 
comnH·ntary \\'l'l'l' matched ami the coverage ap
peared on TV serPens in the natin' tongu<' of L'ach 
nation-all in split-second "rpal time." ' 

~~or vi1·wers in Japan and Ilawaii. the picture and 
YOI<.:es went hy microwan' from ~lexico to a ground 
statton that Hughes huilt and instalh-d ncar San 
Josl', California, then through the Intelsat II satel-
lite over the Pacific. ' 

For tlw papal visit to tlw Eucharistic Congress, 
Ilu~lws built a uniqm• air-transportable "quickie 
TV satellite ground station-the onlv one of its 
kind in the wo;·ld-and flew it aboard rt single cargo 
plane to Bogota wlwrc it was installed within 24 
hours from its Los Angdcs departure. TV coverage 
of t!1e Pope's activities was sent from the ground 
station-an clectronics-stuffc.'d hut and a 16-foot 
antenna-to the same NASA/Hughes ATS-3 satellite 
that 2 months later carried the Olympic telecasts. 

The small earth station, like the larger one in
stalled at San Jose for the Olympics. was assembled 
by :1 new subsidiary, Hughes Communications Inter
nah_onal, which the company fornl('d in January to 
design and construct international Parth terminals 
~or satellite communications. HCI designed a large 
mternational ground station to he erectC'cl at Ita
horai, Brazil, 30 miles from H.io de Janeiro, under a 
contract with E~,fBRA TEL, the Brazilian govern
ment-owned communications carrier. 

Another major 1968 satellite program at Hughes 
was the giant experimental tactical communications 
satellite built for the DepartmPnt of Defense under 
a $30,000,000 contract to link militarv units in the 
field, aircraft and ships at sea. The 2-story-high, 
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1,600-pound spacecraft, about the same size as 
Intelsat 4 but ,,·ith a communications capacity com
parable to 10,000 :2-way telephone channels. was 
scheduled for deliverv late in the vear for launch 
aboard a Titan III-C booster into. a svnchronous 
orbit :22.300 miles high. · 

It will carry a clust<.>r of antennas whose power
ful signals can be picked up by all types of tenni
nals, even those with antennas as small as 1 foot in 
diameter. Thus even small ..-\nnv units in the field 
could communicate throuah the-satellite \\ith each 

b 
other and with their headquarters. 

Another interesting project of tlw company's space 
svstcms division is the S67 .000 5-month feasibilitv 
study being carried out. for the ::'\ational Science 
Foundation to define and design a single-mission 
satellite which would carry a coronagraph to photo
graph the solar corona. the circular crown of light 
around the sun. After centuries of "working in the 
dark" from mountaintops during rare total eclipses 
of the sun. scientists are seeking a satellite that 
could snap pictures of the sun's glittering crown 
continuouslv for 9 months from a 300-mile-high 
earth orbit~ Huahes enaine(•rs proposed a cie:ar-o b LJ 

shaped satellite 8 feet 7 inches long and 30 inches 
in diameter. weighing 230 pounds in orbit, that 
would draw its power from the sun through 2 solar 
panels. 

Also. on the rooftop of the space division's 12-
story building at El Segundo. California, adjacent to 
Los Angeles International Airport, is a 30-foot para
bolic antenna that was used during much of the year 
to ''sec" the weather by receiving signals from 2 
Applications Technoloav Satellites (A TS) and con
vertincr them into pictu~~s of the earth's cloud forma-

b 
tions. The picture reception is part of a research 
Procrram beina conducted under direction of the 

b t> Ad . . . 
Environmental Science Services mm1strat1on 
(ESSA.), an aaencv of the U.S. Department of 
Commerc<.>. ESSA, ·in cooperation with NASA, is 
obtaining the weather data via satellites for shtdy in 
the development of improved local and long-range 
weatlwr forecasting systems. . 

The company's aerospace group at Ct~l':e: C1ty, 
California. and its missile systems dlVlSlOn at 
Canoga Park, California, were deeply immersed_ in 
new and continuing missile development. In nud
summer the firm received a $95,000,000 U.S. Air 
Force contract to develop, test and produce the 
Maverick missile, a TV-guided air-to-ground 
weapon designed to knock _out . enemy tanks, 
armored vehicles and field fortifications. In opera
tion, the pilot selects a target on a television screen 
in the cockpit, locks the .missile's guidance system 
on it and launches the missile. The pilot then can 
leave the area while the missile continues to the 
target, guided by an electrooptical TV homing 
device in its nose. 

\Vork continued on the long-standing TO\V, 
a Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, \Vire-guided 
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missile that m akes "instant marksmen" out of un
trained troops by receiving steerin g signals through 
2 hair-thin wires that umeel in flight, electronically 
"slaving" the missile to h·avel along the gunner's 
line of sight. TOW, developed as an antitank 
weapon under contract with the U.S. Army Missile 
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, was tes ted 
in the summer of 1968 by the U.S. Marines at 
Twentynine Palms, California. The Marines Bred 20 
TOW rnissiles and literally ran out of targe ts after 
blasting concrete fortifications , sandbag bunkers, 
tank hulls and moving targets. 

Nearly 100 high-ranking military rep resentatives 
from 11 foreign nations got a firsth and look at 
TOW's tank-killing capability during a late-summer 
firing demonstration at the U.S. Seventh Army train
ing center at Grafenwoehr, Germany, where TO\iV 
scored 4 hits out of 4 tries against moving tank-size 
targets at ranges from "extremely short" to more 
than a mile. 

In October the Army's Frankfort Arsenal 
awarded Hughes a $2,700,000 contract as initial 
funding to produce 243 laser rangefinders for the 
M-60 battle tank in a move aimed to make U.S. 
tank commanders the first in the world to b e able 
to pinpoint their targets at the speed of light. The 
rangeflnder bounces a ray of laser light off a target, 
then . calculat~s the precise distance by measuring 
th.e time reqmred for the light to travel (at 186,000 
miles per second) to the target and back. The 
Hughes rangefinders will represent the Brst com
pletely militarized laser placed in production. 

The world's first laser action was achieved at 
Hughes Research Laboratories Malibu California 
in May 1960. ' ' ' 

In 1968 scientists at the Malibu research labs 
announced another scientific advance of far-reach
ing importance when they demonstrated a new 
~ethod of sensi~g the presence of matter by detect
mg ~nd. measunng mmute changes in the nearby 
gr~vitahonal Beld. The new flyable mass sensor is 
clam:ed to p~ovide the Brst practical technique for 
ma~mg detmled gravity surveys from a moving 
veh1~le ~uch as an aircraft or spacecraft. Its first 
apphcahon could be to map the mass distribution of 
the moon from a satellite. An airborne version could 
make rapid gravitational Beld surveys of th ·tl 

h. h . h d e ear 1 
w IC m1g t etect mineral deposits such ·1 
fields. · ' as 01 

H ughes' ground systems group at Fullerton 
California, an~ounced in early January that it had 
teamed up With Bath (Maine) Iron Works and 
other industrial specialists to compete for a contract 
to design a 3d bu_ild a new . fleet of U.S. destroyers 
for t~e 1.9/0s. Six months later the Bath-Hughes 
orgamzatwn was one of 3 teams selected to conduct 
an initial contract definition study, receiving a $10,-
500,000 9-month pact as its share of a $30,000,000 
funding for the preliminary phase of the project. 
The new destroyer program is a potential $2 billion 
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effort to replace \\oriel vVa r II des troyers and to 
augment vessels b e ing built. 

In la te January a 2.2-milc sca le d uplica te-the 
Brst in the U .S.-of the famous 9- mil c miLitarv 
vehicle test course at Aberd en Prov ing G round in 
Maryland was opened by Hu ghes-Full erton to anv 
company or agency in the na tion w ishi n fT to tes t an · 
type of vehicl -. The course was used during the 
year to prove the reli ability , durab ili ty and mobile 
suitability of new transportable tacti ca l a ir opera
tions centers (designa ted 407L ), b e ing built by the 
company under an Air Force contract. 

Hughes-Fullerton announced de li very early in th e 
year of the 14th and last of its a ir-transportab le 
Mark lB satclHte g round-link termin als-the 
v,rorld's la rgest-to join the first glob a l military sa tel
lite communica tions network. Th e terminals w ere 
being operated by the 3 military se rvices a t sites 
around the globe as pa rt of th e Initi al D efense 
Sa tellite Communica tions Sys tem ( I DSCS ), which 
uses nea r-synchronous communica ti ons sa tellites. 

Hughes Aircraft technicians make final test of a Mark lB 
satellite communications ground-link terminal at the co~n
pany's Fullerton plant, where 14 of th e stations were bmlt. 

A sales milestone was achieved in midyear when 
the 11-year-old Fullerton facility announce~ . its 
cumulative product sales had topped the ~1 ?1lhon 
mark, with a sales mix about equally distnbuted 
b etween the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force and for-
eign governments. - . . 

In July the company announced it was bmldmg a 
prototype of what could be the world's most power
ful long-range radar system, planned for split-second 
defense of cities against attack. The system, called 
ADAR (for Advanced Design Array Radar), is de-



'i!.!:H'cl tn pinpoint and identify targets accurately 
and <Jnickl:·-

.\notlwr milestone was achie,·cd in 1968 when the 
company announced in .-\ugust that it had surpassed 
t I H • 81 :2.').000.000 mark in the ,-:due of computerized 
shipboard command, control and communication 
disp]a,· snf<•ms built and delin·red to the V.S. :\avv. 
Tiw s~-a~oing units. designated ::\TDS (for l'\av~1l 
Tactical I ht:l S:·stcm). \\~'re operating on scores of 
l".S. and foreign na\'al warships. 

\York cont inuccl on air defense ground em·iron
mt"n l (.-\DC E) projects for the di·fensc of entire 
fnT \\·oriel countries. 

:\ JH'\\" I I 11 glws-clesigned computeri:ted air defense 
syst<'lll. B.\DCE. that gi,·es Japan umbrella protec
tion against aerial attack was accepted in :\larch 
hy th<· Japanese gon·rnment. B.-\DGE co,·ers Japan 
and th<· surroundinrr Pacific area with an electronic 
nt'lwork that cldccG. tracks and identifies airborne 
targds automaticalh-. e\'aluates and compiles in
coming data and p;·o\'ides to-the-target control of 
J a P:t11 's modern fightl'r intercl·ptor aircraft and 
surf ace- to-air <kfcnsc missiles. 

In :\ pril a new 3-nation air defense programming 
and training ('<·nter \\·as unYcilccl in lklgium as the 
first operat,ional link in ::\.'\DGE. a ro~nplcx dcc
t~onie air cll'f<·nse project for the ::\.'\TO nations of 
burop<·. lTnn·ilinn- of the ccntN. to he used in eon
Junction with con~11and and rel)ortin<r cC'ntC'rs beinn-. c-. ~ 

mstall<'d in the -:\etherlancls. "'est Germany and 
Bel gi 11111. mar ked the suecessful conclusion. of a 
10-n·ar effort hv the 3 nations that handed to<rether 
• # ~ b 

1~1 1 ~):)/ to develop a mutual air defense system. 
l·.ventually the .)-nation system will lw phased into 
the $.'300,000.000 ~ADGE (::\:\TO Air Defense 
C:round Em-ironment) project hcing huilt from 
1\orwav to Turkey. 

The .first c kctr~nie hardware fannin~ the heart of 
I\ADGE-a complex computn sul\systcm-was 
nccepted in ~fav bv the corporation building the 
Eu_rop<'an project. /\ total of 31 subsystems will be 
lnult at the Fullerton facilitv and installed at 
I\ADGE sites. . 

In J ulv, under n 1966 multimillion-dollar Swiss 
eontr;1ct: Ilurrhes-Fullerton shipped the last equip-

. M d mcnt lor Project FLOIUDA. an advanced air e-
fc·nsc• control network for Switzerland. to that nation 
for installation and on-site testing. FLOHIDA is 
designed to provide a network of air defense centers 
that will work with Switzerland's modern aircraft 
and surface-to-air missiles to protect the country's 
historic neutrality. 

Other major activities at Hughes-Fullerton in 
1968 included design and construction of 30 new 
seagoing command and control display systems that 
will completely automate combat information cen
ters aboard m{val ships of France and the Federal 
!\(•public of Germany by the carlv 1970s, and in
stallation of experim~ntal research 'radar equipment 
on Kwajalcin Atoll to help the Department of 
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Defense de,·elop technology for protection against 
ballistic missile and satellite attack. 

The year brought Hughes Aircraft Company 
several important a\\·ards and honors, particularly 
for the highly successful Sun·eyor program. 

On :\lay 7 Vice President Hubert Humphrey 
presented the Robert J. Collier trophy to La\\Tence 
.-\. Hyland, Hughes vice president and general 
manager, who accepted on behalf of "the tens of 
thousands., ,,·ho participated in the complex task of 
making Sun·eyor spacecraft land gently on the 
moon and send back more than 86,000 photographs 
of the lunar surface. It was the second time around 
for Hughes \dth the coveted Collier trophy. Howard 
Hughes, president of the company. nnd his associates 
\\·on it for their round-the-world flight in 1938. 

The Surveyor feats also won the company the 
-:\clson P. Jackson aerospace a\varcl of the :t\ational 
Space Club, which Mr. Hyland accepted at the 11th 
annual Hobert H. Goddard memorial dinner at 
\Vashington. D.C .. in ~larch 1968. 

:\lr. Hyland also was the recipient of the dis
tinguished service gold medal awarded annually by 
the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association. 

The American :t\,Icteorological Society presented its 
1968 award for outstanding service to meteorology 
to Hughes Aircraft and its subsidiary, the Santa 
Barbara Research Center, for building a spin-scan 
camera that has made high-resolution photographs 
of the earth's cloud cover from A TS satellites. 

After the final Survevor \\·as launched in January, 
hrincrincr the procrram· to an end concurrent with 

~ b b 
gowrnment cutbacks in space activities, Hughes' 
total employment gradually was reduced by about 
5,000 from its total of 31,500 of late 1967. However, 
with the award of new contracts for such programs 
as the :t\Iaverick and TO\V missiles and, later, 
Intclsat .J, the company, in July. organized "Opera
tion Build-up," a major recruitment effort to acquire 
qualified engineers and support personnel for an 
expanded number of openings in its aerospace group 
cncrincerinn- divisions. As the vcar neared an end, 

b b / 
employment was again on the upswing and was 
expected to climb further in the following 6 months. 

The finn was operating 11 facilities at Culver 
City, Fullerton. El Segundo, Canoga Park, Los 
Angeles, Malibu, Santa Barbara, Torrance, Ocean
sid~ and Newport Beach in California, and Tucson, 
Arizona. The company's gross sales exceeded 
$500,000,000 for the third consecutive year. 

HUGHES TOOL COMPANY 

Hughes Tool Company continued its upward 
proch~tion trend during 1968 in the areas_ ~f military 
and civilian helicopters as well as nuhtary gun 
ordnance systems. 
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Activities at the company's main plant in Culver 
City, California, were highlighted by accelerated 
deliveries of the OH-6A Cayuse to the U.S. Anny 
under contracts calling for deliveries of 1,415 of 
these light observation helicopters. The rugged ship 
started its second year of combat in Vietn am, where 
it has earned widespread acceptance from pilots and 
ground troops alike. 

During its initial 12 months of operation, the 
Cayuse flew in excess of 100,000 comba t hours, con
sidered by the military a remarkable fea t for a first
year aircraft. 

Production was under way on the company's 
commercial 500 helicopter series with deliveries 
scheduled for April 1969. The 500 models, \vhich 
are versions of the OH-6A, include a deluxe execu
tive, a standard utility and an international military 
model. 

Hughes Tool initiated production of the 500 helicopter 
series, commerc-ial t;ersions of the Army's OI-I-6A light 

observation helicopter. 

Four international military models were delivered 
to the Colombian Air Force in April 1968, and 3 
were delivered in November to the Kawasaki Air
cra~t Company of Japan as part of an initial 25-ship 
delivery program. The Japanese firm has entered 
into a licensing agreement with Hughes to build 
and market the turbine-powered helicopter in 
Japan , Korea and Okinawa. 

In early September a 500 international military 
model left on a 2-month demonstration tour f 
Australia, the Philippines, Japan and India. TJ~e 
tour included operations in the Himalayas at heights 
of more than 20,000 feet. (The OH-6A holds th 
world's light helicopter altitude record of 26 44~ 
feet. ) ' 

D emand for the ?ompany> Model 300 helicopter 
showed a marked mcrease m 1968, particularly in 
the field of law enforcement. The year b egan with 
Lakewood, California, purchasing 3 of the Hughes 
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ships followin g th e success of an 1 -month, fr cl erally 
sponsored experiment ca lled "Projec t ky 1:night. " 

Usc of th e specia lly equipped II ughcs polic 
heli copter in a concentra ted progra m of ch y-ni crht 
surve illan ce resulted in an pe r cnt redu ction of 
crim e in L akewood in 1967, as ·o mparcd with a 
nation a l c rim e ra t rise of 9 percent duri1w the am 
p eriod. Th e ships are Aom1 by the Los :\n cre lcs 
County Sh 'rifF's D epartm ent. 

Following th e Lakewood pur ·hase , Kansas City 
Missouri , bought 3 !vfodcl 300s and beca me th e first 
city police department in th e " ·o rld to utili ze heli
copters as a round-th e-clock dete rrent to crime. 

Before th e year was ove r, 17 ,\mcri ca n c iti es were 
using Hug hes law enforcement he li co pte rs as p :t rt of 
th eir regular police patrol system. 

In Aug ust , Rca E. Hopper, Yi ce pres idc1.1t and 
general man arrcr announced th e promot10n of 
< tJ ' 
Jack E. L eon ard to th e post of vice pres ident of 
marke tin g . Mr. L eonard had been se rvin g as ass ist
ant vice president and direc tor of milit:~ry marke t
ing. 

At the same time, it w as announced that Car1 D. 
Perry had been appointed to the newl y created post 
of assistant vice president and director of g?vern
mental relations. Mr. Perry had b een servmg as 
assistant to th e vice president and gcner:tl manager , 
and as director of th e communications division. 

A significant announcement in November re.veal ed 
tl1 a t the company planned to move ah ead wtth th e 
development of a new h eavy-lift heli copte r syste ~1. 
Th e system '"'ill b e based on 2 decades of h~avy hft 
and "hot cycle" research by Hugh es, whiCh pro
duced ·the first helicopter to lift twice its own 
weight. . 

The I-ILHS aircraft will be design ed to have a 
net payload of 3 to 5 times th e 10-t?n lift.ing 
capacity of the best U.S. helicopter now 111 service. 

Hughes also was working on an, Arn:y contra~t 
calling for .396 TI-I-55As, the Army s J?nmary heir
copte r trainer. The ship is used to tram more than 
500 pilots a month at Fort vVoltcrs , T exas, the 
world's largest h elicopter school. 

Assembly of the TH-55A and the .1\tlo~el 300, as 
well as fabrication of major subassembhes ~or the 
OH-6A, was being carried on at the company s Rose 
Canyon facility near San Diego. . . 

Another San Diego area facihty, at Palomar 
County Airport, was being utilized ,Eor ~1.1 produc
tion flight testing of the company s Imhtary and 
commercial helicopters. 

In the area of ordnance, Hughes produced for the 
U.S. Navy more than 800 of its Mark IV gun systems 
using the Mark 11 20-millimeter tw~n can.non. Slung 
b en eath the fuselage of an attackmg au·craft, the 
weapon can fire 4,000 rounds p er minute. 

Hugh es also was producing the XM-27El arma
ment subsystem, utilizing a high-rate-of-fire ma
chine gun, which arms the Cayuse h elicopter. 

In the development stage w ere several Army-



luuclt-d proj('cls. including a high-n·locit~·, 350-shot
pcr-lllinuk. 10-millimder ~r<'nade launcher which 
c·.m ;1r111 t lw Ca,·usc. 

Total <·mplo~:mcnt increased during the year to 
.. li•rhtk OY<·r -~.000 at the ·I Ilughes facilities in 
(:,~n·;· CitY. El Segundo. Paloma;· and Hose Can
\'011. as co;npared to fewer than 650 ouly 3 \'ears 
~·arli<·r. 

I '\TEHY.\TI0:\.-\1. Bl-~1'\E~~ ::\J..\Cllli\ES 
COHPC HL\ TIO:\ 

FEIIEI: \1. :-'Y:-'TE\1:-' lll\"1:'10:\ 

I B\ I pl'ople ami computers pla~·ed an important 
rol<' during 196S in mh·ancing the nation's space and 
cldcnse 11ro1rrams through new and continuing gov-,-. .... """ '-

en 111 H'lll contracts . 
. \t lluuts\·ilh-. :\lahama. Cape "Kennedy. Florida, 

and llouston. Tt•xas. IB\Iers continued their sup
port of the :\'ational :\cronautics and Space Admin
istration's Satum/:\pollo moon program. During 
th<' first mamH·d flights of :\pollo in 1968. the 
l11strnnH'nt l'nit. Saturn's smallest "stage." guided 
and C'Olltrolled the launch n•hicle from lift-off until 
t hl' .\ pollo spact•craft and tlw S- IYB second stage 
of Saturn sq1aratecl in orbit. The Instrument Unit, 
a :3-foot-high 11\· :21.7-foot-dianwtl'r ring. contains 
(iO l'l<'etron'ic. el~·ctrical and mechanical l\nits and is 
the ncrn• cenll'r of Saturn. It is asS('mhled. pro
granJIIH'cl and tested by IB~lcrs at Huntsville. 

:\I so supporting the 1968 missions ,,·as the Real
TiiiH' Computer Complex in llouston. During the 
fHghts oF Apollos 7 and 8. Systcm/360 ~[odel 75s 
performed billions of calculations a day to provide 
f!i gh t conl rollers with the information needed-in 
1-c~d time-to support the mission. 

:\ t t lw Capt' Kcmwdy launch sitt'. hundreds of 
I B \I spcC'ia lists assisted in the electronic check-out 
of tlw rocket and in operatin~ tlw launch support 
complex. 

AnotlH•r IIuntsvillc-dcvdopccl system will soon 
lw ht•lping comnmters in Califomia's Bay area 
travel fast(•r and more efficicntlv. The San Francisco 
Bay Area Hapid Transit District ( BAHTD) is build
ing a 75-milc, all-electric transit svstem that will 
in~·Iuclc an automatic fare collectioi1 svstcm devel
oped hy IB~L Tlw system includes a ·coin/hill-op
erated ticket vending machine that issues magneti
callv encoded tickets an add-fare machine that will 
pcr;nit a ticket's val~Ie to he incn•ased, and com
mut(•r passenger gates desi~ncd to accept the mag
netic tickets and deduct fares from the magnetically 
n•<·ordccl values. 

The first en route air traffic control system under
went extensiw' testing during 1968 at the Air Route 
Traffic Control Center, Jacksonville, Florida. IB:M 
was responsible for integrating the system and for 
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writing the more than 160.000 computer instructions 
required for operation. This system and others that 
arc planned for major cities throughout the country 
will help the Federal Aviation Administration's 
flight controllers keep track of hundreds of aircraft 
simultaneously while thev arc en route from one 
location to ariother. • 

A computer at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, is 
helping to train combat soldiers by simulating many 
of today's modern air and ground-based weapons 
and missiles during war-game exercises. An IB~I 
Systcm/360 ~lodel 65 and a series of specially de
,·eloped programs simulate weapons fired from air
craft and from the ground, and keep track of ''hits" 
and "misses" in real time during the war games. 

At \Vhite Sands. ::\few Mexico. another Svstem/ 
360 \lodt'l 65 is converting raw t~lemetry data from 
missile flights into information suitable for recording 
or display. Range users will be able to analyze data 
during and immediately following a flight instead 
of waiting anywhere from a few days to several 
months for complete telemetry data reduction re
sults. The Telemetry Data Center was completed 
and turned over to the Annv in 1968. 

In 1968 IB~I put a ruggedized System/360 Model 
30 on wheels for the first time. The system, knmvn 
as CS3 for Combat Ser\'ice Suppoi·t System, is 
capable of moving when and where today's field 
Army mo\·es. CS3 pools logistics and personnel 
records in a central computer that supplies field 
commanders with instant information on their 
troops and supplies. The systems are mounted in 
4 35-foot vans. and in 2%-ton trucks. Six of the data 
processing and communications systems have been 
successfully completed and delivered to the Army. 

IBi\l's System/4 Pi, a space-hardened computer 
that fits in a suitcase, was in use for a number of 
land, sea, air and spaceborne applications. 

Svstem/4 Pi was bt'ing used in the A-6 and A-7 
airc~·aft for navigation a1~d weapons delivery. Flight 
tests of System/4 Pi computers for use in the new 
improved 1Iark II avionics system for the Air Force 
FB-111 strategic bomber and the F-1llD tactical 
aircraft were under way. 

On the A-7D (Air Force) and A-7E (Navy) 
programs, for which IBM has avionics subsystem 
intC:'gration responsibility, a prototype system was 
delivered in March and flown in June, the same 
month the first production hardw·are was delivered. 
IBM produces the navigation and weapons delivery 
panel for the A-7D and has responsibility for inte
grating these units with other avionics system ele
ments. 

New technologies in the field of lasers and com
munications played a major role in IBM in 1968. 
Development of a new dye laser that can be tuned 
with a knob over a range 4 times wider than that of 
other lasers was announced in May. IBM was using 
the tunable laser as a laboratory tool to investigate 
other laser dyes. 
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The division made a major move into the field of 
digital communications with th(' introduction of 
special devices to speed the transmission of errorless 
digital data from computer to computer. Further 
developments were under study for Project \Ia11ard, 
a mobile digital communications system intended 
for field armies in the 1970s. 

IBM's Federal Systems Division. headquartered 
in Gaithersburg, Maryland, concentrated on ad
vanced technology and special systems for the 
ground-based, airborne and spacehorne require
ments of military, scientific and civil government 
agencies. The division employed at year-end 13,000 
people and had 5 operating cent<•rs including the 
Electronic Systems Center, Owego, Kcw York; the 
Federal Systems Center, Gaithersburg, :\Jaryland, 
with operations at Houston, Texas; the Space 
Systems Center, Huntsville, Alabama, with opera
tions at Cape Kennedy, Florida, and Los Angeles, 
California; the Communications and Engineering 
Sciences Center, Gaithersburg, Maryland; and the 
Center for Scientific Studies, Gaithersburg, Mary
land. 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND 
TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 

ITT DEFENSE-SPACE GROUP 

ITT Defense-Space Group, headquartered in 
Kutley, New Jersey, includes ITT Avionics Division 
and ITT Defense Communications Division, both of 
Nutley; Federal Electric Corporation, Paramus, 
New Jersey; ITT Industrial Laboratories and ITT 
Federal Laboratories, both of Fort ·wayne, Indiana, 
and San Fernando, Califqrnia; ITT Gilfillan, Van 
Nuys, California; ITT Industrial Products Division 
San Fernando, California; ITT Electron Tube Divi~ 
sian, Easton, Pennsylvania, and Roanoke, Virginia; 
and ITT Electro-Physics Laboratories, Hyattsville, 
Maryland. 

The mis_sion of the ITT Defense-Space Group is 
to aggr~ssiVely purs~e new marketing opportunities 
that anse as sweepmg technological advances are 
made in the aerospace and military fields. 

ITT Avionics Division 

I!T Avi?nics Divisi?n wa~ engaged during 1968, 
as ~n previous years, m engmeering and manufac
tunng of products and systems including T ACAN 
an~ other point:source navigation, hyperbolic navi
gatiOn, electromc defense and antisubmarine war
fare. 

ITT Avionics Di~ision has the distinction of 
being the on}~ supph~r of the_ entire ! ACAN sys
tem. T ACAN JS compnsed of mrborne mterrogators 
ground beacons and antenna systems, indicator~ 
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and test equipment. Hyperbolic s~·stems includcd 
Loran-C ground stations. I .oran-C:/D airborne rc
ceidng systems, Loran-C/D na\·igatinn systems, 
Onwga shipboard navigation <·quipuH'nt and sup
port equipment to provide na\·i.~a!ion capability to 
aircraft and ships for long-rang<'. worldwide con·r
age. Electronic defense and :\S\\' syst<-ms included 
n·conna iss a nee. <' lect ron ic co1mll'm wasu n·s. d irec
tion finders, n{dar trainer svsl<'ms. underwater in
strunH·ntation and sonar training dt•vic<'s. 

Durincr HJ67 the :\\'ionks Di\'ision's Hydro-
~ . 

Acoustic Laboratory lwcanw OJWrational. The fa-
cilitv, a research and development laboratory con
s!ruc:t<'d ahove a 200,000-gallon abon·ground "·atcr 
tank is used to test and evaluate ath-anced designs 
of undcrwatl'r instruments. 

The division was prime contractor for the U.S. 
I\"avy's Barking Sands Tactical Uncl<·n,·atc>r Range. 
an undc•rwater tracking facility installed off the 
coast of Kauai in the Hawaiian Islands. This facility. 
completed in 1967, provides tlw Navy with the 
capability of evaluating the t.actical perf~rmancc, 
under actual sea conditions, of· antisuhmarme war
fare weapon systems and operations. 

ITT DefenHc Communi<·atimtH Division 

ITT Defense Communications Division continued 
to design, develop and produce message_- m~cl cir
cuit-switching systems, satellite comJ~mmcahon re
lays and terminals, and troposphenc-scattcr and 
line-of-sight radio communication sys_tcm_s. 

The division was building commumcatiOn, telem
etry and command subsystems for the !ntelsat III 
series commercial communications sate lhtcs, first of 
which was launched on December 18, 1968, hy the 
Communications Satellite Corporation. (TRW' Sys
tems Group, TRvV Inc., is program manager for the 
Intelsat III satellites.) An 85-foot-diameter com
mercial satellite communication earth terminal built 
for Spain by ITT Defense Communicat~ons Divi
sion was situated 40 miles north of Madnd. A dual 
satellite communication earth terminal built by the 
division was operating at its site in the Canary 
Islands, relaying spacecraft tracking net;vork com
munications across the Atlantic to NASA s Manned 
Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas. Indon~sia 
ordered a satellite communication earth termmal 
from the division, so it too will be able to participate 
in the global satellite communication network. 

A message-switching communication center was 
built by the division for the Departn~ent of State. 
Called the Automated Terminal StatiOn, the new 
communication center is located on the fifth floor of 
the State Department building in Washington, D.C. 

The division held contracts with the U.S. Army 
Electronics Command for tactical tropospheric
scatter radio sets and antennas as well as line-of
sight radios and antennas. Both versions will be 
packaged in mobile shelters. 



Ft•dt'ral Elcl'lrit' Corporation 

Startin!! in HJ5:2 with a nucleus of 3 people. ITT's 
Ft·dt-ral Electric Corporation had ~rown in 196S 
into a ,,·orld,,·ide organization ,,·ith some S.OOO em
plo~·t·<·s pvrfonnin~ '~ di,·ersity of aerospace seiTiccs. 

Since HJ.SG Federal El('ctric has op('rated, main
Ltin('d and supplied for the l·.s. :\ir Force the 
faml'd Distant 1\arh- \\'arnin!! (DE\\') Line, the 
3.600-m ilt · .-\ laska-across-Cana~la-to-Greenland nct
,,·ork of radar sur\'cillance and communications 
stations. 

Expanded work requirements in the 196S contract 
co,·crl'd the operation and maintenance of the 
B\lE\\'S (Ballistic \fissile Earh- \\'arning Svstem) 
su hmariiH' cable terminal at Tlu;k .-\FB. Gn'~'nland. 
as \\·ell as logisl ics support functions at Sondrcstrom 
:\FB ami other rehabilitation ami reinforcement of 
,·arious outdoor structures to \\'ithstancl the savage 
:\relic wind and weather. 

:\ major Federal Electric responsibility is the 
DE\\T.ine sealift \\'hich takes place t•ach year dur
ing the few short weeks of .-\rctic summer. In all, 
some 37.000 tons of car(!o. including 10.000,000 
gallons of clicsl'l fuel as '"~'ll as aviatio~1 and motor 
gasoline. are clclin'recleach summer by sealift ships. 

In HJGS the P.S. DefC'nsc Communications 
Ag('ncy honored the FEC-operatecl DE\ VLine by 
S('lccting the Dye ~lain station at Cape Dyer as "the 
outstanding communications station" in the U.S. 
military global dcfC'nsc net,,·ork. 

F cclc·ra l Electric was a I so operating aml maintain
ing the ::'\orth Atlantic Radio Svstcm which extends 
the DE\\'Linc's communications links to Iceland 
and the United Kingdom. 

At the U. S. Air Force Flight Test Installation at 
Palmdale, California, ITT's 'Federal Electric Cor
poration, through its subsidiary ITT Technical 
Services, Inc., performs a wide variety of support 
services. 

At this famous "cradle of tomorrow's military air
craft," ITT's service associate manages security pa
trols and the cleaning, repair and maintenance of 
17 miles of runways and taxiways, :23 miles of opera
tional roads and 15 miles of securitv fences and 
gates; preventive and corrective maintenance of all 
ground and airborne radio and telephone communi
cations ec1uipment; and the operation and mainte
nance of crash-rescue helicopter service. Other 
services range from fire protection and safety and 
medical first aid to the procurement of all needed 
supplies and materials. 

An important nC'w assignment at Palmdale in 
I96S called for the ITT service team to conduct a 
massive runway modernization program that will 
enable the installation to handle heavy jumbo jets 
and supersonic h·ansport plane's, some of which 
weigh as much as 500 tons. 

As prime contractor at the U.S. Air Force "'estern 
Test Range, the world's most active missile and 
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space experimental center which extends from Cali
fornia across the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. ITT's 
Federal Electric Corporation performs a host of 
operational, maintenance and technical support 
ser\'ices both ashore and afloat. ranging from com
munications. tracking. instrumentation and telem
etry to data storage. retrieval and reduction, logis
tics, timing and quality controL 

At the range, Federal Electric engineers and 
technicians operate and maintain instrumentation 
facilities at Vandenberg AFB and Pillar Point. Cali
fornia. as well as Ha\vaii and Eniwetok in the 
\larshall Islands. FEC specialists also man the 
radar. optical. telemetry and communications equip
ment aboard 10 ocean-going range ships operating 
in the Atlantic. Pacific and Indian oceans. Three of 
the larger so-called Apollo ships, assigned to sup
port the manned lunar program, arc equipped to 
provide not only radar, telemetry and communica
tions but also command and control. satellite com
munications, timing, and data computation and data 
reduction. 

FcdC'ral Electric pro\·ides range safety and instru
mentation support in the launch area and handles 
inflight and trajC'ctory information as well as impact 
scoring. recovery data and data reduction on all 
missile and space shots launched from the \\1 estern 
Test Range. 

A new responsibility assigned t0 Federal Electric 
in 196S was the maintenance and operation of a new 
automated telemetrv svstem ( AF\VTR-VADE) 
which forms a vital C'omn'mnications link to support 
Apollo and other space programs now being de
wloped. 

Besides operating and maintaining the \Vestem 
Test Range's technical facilities, ITT's Federal 
Electric Corporation maintains another team of 
engineC'rs at Vandenberg Air Force Base; this team 
is involved in various other Air Force contracts 
ranging from the implementation of communica
tions and switching systems to a diversity of ground 
support systems and the operation of conununica
tions systems for the Air Force's recently established 
Space· and Missile Systems Organization. In 196S, 
the Federal Electric Vandenberg projects group 
cngineC'red, furnished and installed technical com
munications and electronic systems for Vanden
berrr's test management center and implemented a 
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new communications switching and display system 
for the range. 

During the year the same FEC group won a con
tract to engineer, furnish, install, operate and main
tain a technical communications and electronics 
system for the Ballistic Missile Heentry System 
( BMRS) launch facilities at Vandenberg. TI1e sys
tem embraces closed-circuit television, microwave, 
administrative telephones, direct lines, networks, 
public address systems and other communications 
required by the Air Force Systems Command's 
659th Aerospace Test \iVing. 
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Under another contract, FEC's Vandenberg group 
was expanding the area frec1uency monitoring capa
bility at the Frequency Control and Analysis ( FCA) 
facility at Vandenberg. The monitoring capability 
will be modernized to meet the increased work load 
of the frequency spectrum as more sophisticated 
electronic devices are adapted to missile and space 
requirements. 

Another Federal Electric implementation achieve
ment was the engineering design, supply. installa
tion and activation of a 72-channd tropospheric
scatter communications system between Berlin and 
Breitsol. Linking U.S. armed forces in \Vest Berlin 
with other military centers in western Germany, the 
new system can provide for further extensions to 
connect it with other U.S. military communications 
systems in Europe. 

In 1968 ITT's worldwide service associate started 
to implement for the U.S. Army Electronics Com
mand the European \Videband Communications 
System ( EWCS), a new microwave network in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. 

Federal Electric also implemented a new segment 
of the NATO Signal Communications System which 
beca~1e part of the U.S. Army's European Tropo
sphenc Scatter System (ET-A). The new segment, 
bypassing France, became necessary when NATO 
relocated its headquarters from France to Bel
gium. 

ITT's F~deral Electric Corporation, systems im
plementation contractor for the European 1Jediter
rane~n Tropo Scatter Communications System 
(ProJect 486L), continued its interest in this vast 
system which extends from Spain across the Balearic 
Islands, Sardinia, Italy, Greece and Crete to Turkey. 
In a new contract awarded in 1968, the U.S. Air 
Force Communications Service entrusted ITT's 
se.rvice associate. ':ith the responsibility for training 
A1r ~o~ce techmc1ans to operate and maintain the 
sop~1sticated electronic equipment of this network, 
whiCh Federal Electric completed in 1966. 
Th~oughout the year ITT's Federal Electric Cor

poration played a major role in NASA's space pro
grams at the Kennedy Space Center the Marshall 
Space Flight Center and the Man~ed Spacecraft 
Center. 

~t the Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electric is 
pnme .contractor for communications and instru
mentation support services. It conducts a 1 h' 

f t . . . 1CC lVe 
o ac lVIties ranging from timing, tracking and 
t~lemetry to environmental measurements, calibra
tion, computer programming and data reduction. 

Before each launch at the center Fedei·al El t . k b · . , · , ec nc 
wor ers are uslly mstalling, maintaining and 0 _ 

crating communications systems. FEC's co ~ 
. d . . d mmuni-

catiOn~ an tmung . epartment is responsible for the 
operatiOn and mamtenance of KSC's operat' 1 

I . . wna 
te ev1Slon setup, a space-center-wide, closed-circuit 
system; its operational intercom system, which car
ries voice and data transmissions throughout the 
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cC'nter; tlw central timing an·a. which pro,·idcs 
split-second liming rderences for tlw <·ntire KSC 
area; and inl<'rcom and signal cirC'nits ranging from 
fire alarms to press confen·nc<' broadcasts. 

Fed('ral El<•dric's C'Ollllllllllicatiolls and timing de
parlllH'Ilt maintains th<' OIS ( OJWrational inl«'rcom
Jilllllications s\'sll'm). \\'hi<:h ti<·s togdlll'r th(' hasic 
parts of tlw l;ug(' launch c·o1npl<·x :m. OIS "broad
casts" on a cable•. much in tlw same \\'a\· a radio 
transmitter broadcasts through tlw air. The use of 
a cahl{' pro\·id<'s absolute dq)('ndahility. and tlw 
use of radio frequenC'y signals allo\\'s tlw cable to 
carry manv tinH'S tiH' JlllllllH·r of l!H'SSag<'s a normal 
telei)honC'--lype cable \\'ould handle. 

Sonw 60 clos£'d-circuit tel<·\·ision c·a11H'ras an· op
<·rated ami maintained ahoul the laun<"h pad hy this 
d£'partnwnt. Tlwy are r<'JllOll' c·oJJ! roll<'d as they 
turn, focus and peer intently at <"ritiC"al connectors, 
valves and other equipml'nt. TI11'Sl' C'am<'ras takt• the 
plac<· of h111nan eyes in areas too l_wz:~rdous or diffi
cult to reach for humans. Sonw, lor mslance, stare 
up into the rocket motors as the stl'el-melting ex
haust flame• starts. Pictures From the cameras arc 
transmitted ov<'r 10 video chamwls to sc lccted 
monitor screens throughout the C<'llter. 

At KSC, FEC's nwasurements d<'partment han
dles the maintenance of nwasun·ment standards, 
including temperature, voltage, m:1ss \\'ei.ght, cli
mensions and others, to assun· consistency m meas
urc·nwnts throughout KSC. It also \\'orks to calibrate 
and maintain the 42,000 pr('C'ision m<·asuremc·.nts 
instrunwnts used at the center, and makes VItal 
measurements for l\'ASA concerning such things as 
weather, acoustics, vibration, pressures and fuel 
flow rates. 

At KSC, Federal Electric's telenwtrics derart-
mcnt gathers and retransmits electronic data fro1~1 
the launch vehicle and displays the data for engi
neering and management use. In a~ldition, the 
department tracks launch vehicles wln~e they are 
within range of KSC and looks f?r mterfc~·encc 
which could adversely affect elcctromcs at the space 
center. 

Federal Electric's computation department h~n-
dles NASA's scientific computation chores h~w~ng 
to do with launch vehicle, spacecraft and nuss1on 
performance. . , 

At the Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electnc s 
data retransmission branch sends data to other 
NASA centers. It also maintains and operates the 
Apollo launch data system, Apollo n~ission sii?mlator 
data transmission system, launch mform.ahon ex
change facility system and the meteorologiCal radar 
recording system which records radar weather bal-
loon data. · 

In 1968 NASA awarded ITT's Federal Electric 
Corporation a citation in recognition of the com
pany's cost reduction achievements at the Kennedy 
Space Center. 

At the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, 



1 TT·._ '-t ·n ict· assoc-iatt' is prime contractor for 
ln!_!i-.tic-. ;llld kdlllical infornution support scr\'ices. 

.\t lloll'lon. Ft"dt·ral Eh·ctric· 1wrfonns such func
tion" as tt"chnical \Hitin~. editin~. r<'port pr<'para
tioll a11d lt-sl docunu·ntation as well as data storage 
and rdrit·,·al. mkrofilmin!.!; and ~raphic arts m;d 
,,·art"hnu:-.ill!.!: and the procun·ml·nt of supplies. 

~ Lttt-ri.tl n ·eci\·ing. proccssin~. shippin~ and stor
a!_!t' art· Jnana!.!:<"d hy tlw FEC lo!!istics support de
part nwnt at llouston. This group also performs for 
:'\.\S.\ 'uch sn\·ic·<·s as tlw maintl'nance of catalogs 
listin!.!: sonw ~0.000 s<'paratt· items. and the opcr~1-
tion of tlw \ lamwd Span•craft Ccntl'r lorristics 

'"' lihran·. 
< >H;. uf till' func-tions of Fedt'ral El<·ctric at Hous

ton is to translate tch·nlt'lerl'cl information and 
conJpul<·r data on flight and ground tcsts into maps, 
c·harls. pidnn·s and graphs for usl' hy astronauts in 
orh!t as \\'I'll as by sdt'ntists at the \Iannl'd Space
era! t ( :t ·ntc·r. :\t I louston. FEC specialists halidlC' 
tt-dlllical docunwnlation in ~~ difi'ercnt test cate
gories ranging from space em·ironnwnt to simula
tiou lahnratorics. 

:\1 tlw \larshall Space Fli~ht Cmtcr. ITT's ser
Yic-c· assoC'iatl' is primt' contractor for reliability sup
port S< ·rYices con·ring research and de\'dopment, 
ach·ane<·d studit'S. analYsis ami documentation. Fecl
Nal Elt-ctrie also monitors other :\:\S:\ contractors 
to assme tlw highest len'ls of rcliahility in the 
manufactun· and asst'mhh- of the Saturn launch 
,-<·hic·lt•s and associated S\'Stems. 

At IluntsYi]h> and at other contractor locations. 
Fl'clc·ral Elt•ctric c·ngineers and specialists perform 
n·liahility asscssnwnts on critical hardware, systems, 
and sta~C'S of the rriant Saturn launch \rehicle 

\l ~ ' 

icl<'ntifying problem areas and recommending ap-
propriatt' corrective action. TheY also ~etwrate the 
math<'matical modeling capability for '::"JASA's usc 
in l'\'aluating the individual stage• contractors' relia
bility performance. In another support area, the 
failure' analysis and evaluation group performs the 
invC'sti~ation and cYaluation of all significant fail
ures tl~at occur on the Saturn vehicles'. 

FEC evaluates prime contractor reliability pro
grams and testin,g procedures to determine if the 
contractual specifications pstahlishetl by NASA arc 
met. Programs and tests that do not conform are 
brought to :\ASA's attention, along with recom
mendations for corrective action. Various tests arc 
also analvzed bv FEC to determine if the actual 
testing i; conch;cted properly and if the tests ac
curately assay the ability of each component to 
perform its intended function. 

ITT's Federal Electric is one of a dozen aero
space companies that run Joh Corps Centers for 
the Office of Economic Opportunity. The systems 
~nanagcnwnt approach developed hy the aC'rospace 
mdustry is being applied to the solution of com
plex social problems. 

Federal Electric employed such an approach in 
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den'loping a total program for the Kilmer Job Corps 
Center which the company has operated and main
tailll'd since February 1965. Esscntiallv, the Kilmer 
program is a total c~mmunity and re;1l-life experi
ence comprising academic, vocational and moral 
education, spiritual guidance and counseling, meals 
and clothing. housing and logistics, medical and 
dt'ntal care and. most important of alL job place
ment and the ability to function as a productive 
member of our free societv. 

\lore than 4,000 Kilm~r corpsmen have been 
graduated from the center; most of them ha,·e been 
placed in jobs earning a minimum of S2 an hour. 

Federal Electric was adapting its Kilmer experi
ence and systems management techniques to other 
social problems. For example, in 1968 the company 
('mbarked on an educational program to train 
corporations cooperating with the Kational Alliance 
of Businessmen in the techniques of hiring, training 
and working with the hard-core unemployed. 

Another landmark event in 1968 was the launch
ing by ITT's Federal Electric Corporation of a mam
moth management safety program for the U. S. Post 
Office. \lore than 37,000 postal supervisors in 82 
cities throughout the nation will attend the courses, 
developed and conducted by ITT's service associate 
for the Postal Training Institute. 

ITT Industrial Laboratories Division 

ITT Federal Laboratories 

ITT's experienced team of technologists in Fort 
\Vayne, Indiana, continued its impressive record of 
successful aerospace developments throughout 1968, 
placing special emphasis on spaceborne opt.oelec
tronic cameras for meteorological and earth sciences 
programs, specialized visual and audio information 
svstems for air traffic control and data management, 
o'rclnance and fuzing products for missilery, night 
vision and light amplification equipment and sys
tems, and related componentry. 

An image dissector camera system dev~loped for 
NASA's Applications Technology Satellite ( ATS
III) completed a full year o~ operation.al spa?e use 
in November 1968. As a rehable workmg umt, the 
space camera continued to take clear pictures of the 
western hemisphere from the A TS s~nchronous 
orbit over 22,300 miles in space. Showmg clearly 
the intensity and location of storm centers and 
cloud formations, pictures taken by the camera 
were utilized to track troublesome weather move
ments such as Hurricane Gladys and to provide 
constant review of other storm centers, including 
those related to Apollo 7 recovery areas. 

Other successful spaccborne instruments de
signed and developed by ITT's Fort \Vnyne labora
t~i·ies include infrared nighttime cameras aboard 
NASA's Nimbus I and li weather satellites, star
tracker sensing modules serving as "eyes in space" 
for all 5 Lunar Orbiters, a photoelectric camera to 
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photograph a deep space light reflection phenom
enon from the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
( OGO) satellite, spacecraft guidance sensors for 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory ( OAO), and 
guidance and precise measuremen t sensors for bal
loon experiments investigating the atmosphere of 
Venus. 

Scheduled for launch in early 1969, the Nimbus 
B2 weather satellite is equipped with both daytime 
image dissector and nighttime infrared space cam
eras developed by ITT's Fort ·wayne team of sci
entists and engineers to provide 24-hour-a-day, 
pole-to-pole weather and cloud cover photo cover
age to meteorologists. 

An ITT-developed daytime space camera for 
gathering meteorological information will be aboard 
Nimbus D, targeted for 1970; important measure
ments of atmospheric water vapor content and dis
tribution will be accomplished from this same space 
vehicle by a filter wedge spectrometer developed 
at ITT-Fort Wayne. 

High-resolution cloud coveT photos like this one weTe taken 
by an image dissector camem system developed for NASA's 

~TS-III satellite by ITT's Fort Wayne laboratories. 

Add~tional spa:e proj~cts under way included a 
very high resolution radiometer for Tiros advanced 
camera systems studies for future applic;tions tech
nology and earth resources space programs, and 
numerous :ompon~nts and subsystems for Solar 
Year expenments m the Apollo Telescope Mount 
Program. 

ITT-Fort \\layne was also contributing to im
proved weather forecasting through installations of 
radar telephone transmission systems developed for 
t~ e y.s. Weather Bureau to permit remote user 
VI~wmg ?f weather radar data. The system has 
gam~d. wide. acceptan~e as a significant advance in 
providmg VIsual avmlability of current weather 
data from remote weather sites, greatly extending 
the usefuln ess of weather radar itself. 

llO 

Anoth er system utili zing the sa me optica l con ·er
sion techniques was delivered to tl c F edera l Av ia
tion Administration for di splay of radar in fo rmation 
to air traffic con troll ers \\ ith signifi ant i improved 
brightness and contrast in th ver hi :rh and va.ri
able light levels of a irport control towers. Ai.rport 
tower controllers praised the new bri h t displa) 
which permits eas ier vi ewing of radar a iT traffic 
information. 

Modern, solid-state ground-to-a ir communi cations 
equipment provided by ITT in Fort \\ 'ayne was 
also being used for air traffic control , particul arly 
where conditions require collocat ion with other 
equipment. 

In mid-1968, ITT-Fort \ Vaync was selec ted to 
deve lop and manufacture ad va nced d sign solid
state radio receivers and transm itters for ground
to-air communications a t more than 200 military a ir 
traffic control centers loca ted throughout th e world. 
Typically installed in remote control site facilities, 
the equipment will replace present tube-type com
munica tion apparatus. 

Other specialized high-performance radio fre
quency communications products for aerospace in
clude satellite receivers, as tronaut communications 
systems, aerospace ground equipment, and com
plete microwave receiving systems, including asso
ciated major components. 

Missile fu zing and ranging applications involve 
special RF and electrooptical short-range sensing 
systems manufactured at ITT-Fort ·wayne. Air
borne night vision systems utilize sensing equip
ments and infrared illuminators d eveloped and 
produced by the Indiana-based operations. 

ITT Gilfillan, Inc. 

During the first part of 1968 ITT Gilfillan con
solidated its activities at a new $10,000,000 h ead
quarters complex in Van Nuys, California, and at 
the company's original Los Angeles plant. At year
end, ITT Gilfillan occupied a total of about 500,000 
square feet of development, engineering, manu
facturing and testing space and had more than 
2,300 employees. The consolidation was effected to 
provide for increased efficiency and anticipated 
growth. 

Best known as the builder of more than 90 per
cent of the free world's military ground controlled 
approach radar, Gilfillan also has been a primary 
supplier of several other types of military radar for 
years. The company is engaged in 4 principal 
product areas: air defense radar, air traffic control 
radar, combat surveillance radar and electronic 
warfare systems. 

Throughout 1968 Gilfillan was engaged in devel
oping a quick-reacting omnidirectional mortar-lo
cating radar for the U.S. Army. Termed AN/TPQ-
28, it uses computers for almost instant data on 
target fixes. An advanced feasibility development 



modd of the radar was tested 1)\· the :\rmv in 1968 . 
. \ kasihilih· hardware modl'l of the rachir subsvs
km undt·r~n·nt field tests and demonstration· at 
thl' Yuma Pro\·ing Ground .. -\rizona, in January 
1967. 

Cilfillan continued production of :\:'\/SPS-48 
long-range shipboard radar s~·stems for the U.S. 
~a \"Y w•der a multiyear procurement contract 
signt·d in late 1965. :\n order for 3 additional 
systems. rqwcscntin~ the final increment in the 
contract. was receiw·d in September. The radar pro
vides impron·d range performance for target desig
nation to the Terricr, Tartar :md Talos surface 
missile s\·stcms. 

l'nckr. scn·ice e\·aluation in 1968 was the AN/ 
TPS-3:2. a 3-dinwnsional tactical radar which auto
maticall~· ft•t·ds digital data to the :\Iarine Tactical 
Data S~·stt-m. The system was de\·elopcd by Gil
fillan HJ1(h-r contract with the :'\aval Electronic 
Syslt'ms Command ( :\Iarine Corps and Amphib
ious Electronics Di\·ision) for the U.S. :\Iarine 
Corps. 

The system completed rigorous reliability tests 
demonstrating a hi<Th :\ITBF. Extensin' flight tests 
and several tl10usa1~d hours of operation were con
dHcted to demonstrate the radar's combination of 
3-dinlensional accuracies. data rate coverage and 
ECC:\[ capability. 

Gilfillan continued dewlopment of a new preci
sion approach radar for helping to land aircraft in 
adverse \\"eather. Unique rain tests were conducted 
to determine how well the circularly polarized, 
high gain pencil beam radar "sees" through the 
monsoon-type rain of Southeast Asia. The tests 
verified the circular polarization technique which 
consistently gives more than 20 db of improvement 
in rain backscatter. 

Also in the air traffic control field, the company 
received a definition phase contract from the Air 
Force Systems Command. Electronic Systems Divi
sion, for development of a new lightweight Land
ing Control Central for usc at tactical air bases. The 
e<p1ipment would consist of an airport surveillance 
radar, a precision approach radar and an operations 
shelter housing radar scopes and UHF, VHF and 
HG radio equipment. It will replace the heavy 
AN/CPN-4 and the AN/:LviPl\-11 equipment cur
rently in the Air Force inventory. 

Gilfillan was working on a contract awarded by 
the Air Force to supply 1:2 AN/FPN-16 ground 
controlled approach radar systems for assisting in 
landing aircraft under adverse weather conditions. 
The radars will be used at naval air stations. The 
company previously built 75 of the systems for the 
Air Force and one for the Navy. 

11uec Gilfillan-produced radar systems were 
aboard the USS ]olm, F. Kennedy when the na
tion's newest aircraft carrier was commissioned in 
September. They are the AN/SPS-48 long-range 
air search and designation radar, the AN/SPN-43 
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surveillance radar and the A::\/SP.l\-35 precision 
approach radar. 

The SPS-48 provides data for carrier aircraft 
interceptor control and for direction of shipboard 
missile svstems. The SPN -43 is an air traffic control 
radar which is operated in conjunction with the 
SP.l\-35 carrier controlled approach radar. Toaether, 
they provide positive radar air traffic control 0of air
craft departures and landings in all types of 
weather. 

ITT Industrial Products Division 

The Industrial Products Division of International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. located at 
San Fernando, California, has been engaged in the 
design and manufacture of electronic equipment 
and systems for the military, aerospace and indus
trial market for the past 10 years. 

Included in this unit's product line arc hand-held 
and vehicular mounted night vision devices, rocket 
and gun weapon control systems for close-support 
aircraft and helicopters. and precision visual dis
play equipment. 

Based on an Industrial Products Division design 
for a weapons control system for armed helicopters, 
the unit was awarded a contract by the U.S. Army 
\Veapons Command for an ad\·anced rocket control 
and display system. The award was an outgrowth 
of th(' division's intervalometer (electronic rocket
fire sequencing device) program developed for 
combat helicopters. 

The unit continued to gain prominence for its 
scientific computer display systems. and orders were 
received from several leading universities, including 
Texas A&M. :\LI.T. and Johns Hopkins, and from the 
Federal Aviation Administration. 

~ight vision equipment design, development and 
manufacture were an important part of IPD's effort 
in 1968. Voltage multiplier components were sup
plied to other ITT units cooperating in night vision 
research. An order for electronic night vision binoc
ulars was placed with IPD by the U.S. Army Elec
tronics Command. 

ITT Aerospace Dh•ision 

The Aerospace Division of the International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation's Defense
Space Group continued as one of the world's most 
advanced laboratories engaged in the design and 
development of space-oriented products and sys
tems. 

In 1968 technical contributions were made by the 
division in the areas of rendezvous and docking; 
missile guidance and fuzing; reconnaissance, sur
veillance and detection; space guidance, naviga
tion and communications; position location equip
ment; low-light-level TV and night vision; small 
scientific satellites; and undersea technology. 
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ITT Aerospace continued development of its 
laser space rendezvous and clocking system for 
advanced NASA missions in the post-Apollo phase. 
In 1968 the unit received contracts from the space 
agency to define flight hardware and to design a 
prototype for an advanced dectrooptical system. 

The California-based unit of ITT entered into 
preliminary production of satellite navigation 
equipment using the Navy's spacc·borne satellite 
receiving system. Designated AN/SH:-\-9, the navi
gation equipment provides position location ac
curacies for ships to approximately 1/10 of a 
nautical mile in all types of weather and on a world
wide coverage basis. A nonmilitary version of the 
same system was developed for merchant fleets, for 
oil exploration companies and for geodetic survey 
teams. 

Another aspect of the division's space capability 
is the tracking receivers it is providing for use in 
Comsat stations located around the world. 

Electrooptical developments were continued in 
both optical communications and night vision. A 
laboratory version of a deep space optical communi
cations link was developed for 1\ASA with empha
sis on acquisition and tracking techniflues. Special 
low-light-level television cameras were developed 
in response to military requirements in Southeast 
Asia. 

E~ploratory and advanced development work 
co~tmued for the Navy in a unique tactical missile 
gmdance system employing the latest advances in 
pseud.o-noise technology. Test results arc proving the 
effe.ctiven~ss of pseudo-noise technic1ues in com
panson With current tactical missile guidance sys
tems. 

M~lti-altitude transponders and SECOH Type II 
satellites were delivered for use on the Army's geo
det~e satellite program. These transponders were 
designed to operate at altitudes of 2,400 nautical 
miles as opposed to previous designs which operated 
under 1:000. :niles altitude. Applications of an ITT 
small sc1cnhfie satellite were also pursued. 

.ITT Aerospace :ontinued to be a principal sup
pher of electroophcal sensors on a classified USAF 
satellite program, and the unit remained active in 
pursuing solutions to undersea requirements in 
secur~ communications, telemetry, tracking and 
surveillance. 

ITT Electron Tube Division 

IT~ El~ctron Tube Division is a dynamic growth 
orgamzation devoted to the development manu
facture and market~ng of a wide range of' compo
nents across the entire ~eld of special purpose elec
tron tubes-electroophc tubes and tubes for the 
communications, ind.u~t:ial .and microwave equip
ment market. The divlSlon IS responsible for ITT's 
t~~~ b~siness in the United States and operates fa
Cilities m Easton, Pennsylvania, Roanoke, Virginia, 
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Fort \Vayne. Indiana, and San Fernando. Califor-
nia. 

In 1968 the Easton plant lwca11ll' an important 
source for a Yariet\· of rtJ<T<red xc11on short arc bml)S 

, b:::-o 

by dcn·loping lamps rated front I to :20 kilowatts. 
The spectrum of light from these lamps is n·ry close 
to natural daylight since tlt<·y possess \·isihle IH as 
well as ultraviolet encr«v. Tlw d<·\·ic'l's l)la\· an im-

~.. . 
portant role in solar simulators, and they arc also 
utilized in jeep and tank-mottn!l'd searchli~hts for 
hattlefi<·ld ami tarcrct niaht illumination. Future l......, l..., 
conmwrc:ial applications illclwh- us<· in a varil'ly of 
projection systems, stadium ]ialttin!!;. and lar~e-arca 
citv illumin~ttion. <::> , , 

Sig1tificant achieH·ments \\·<·n· tttade in the T\\.T 
product line in 1968 with tlw dew·lopmcnt and 
manufacture of the F:2085 T\\'T, a high-power, 
pulsed, broadband output de\· ice rated at 1 kilo
watt and having a frequency rang<· of 7 to 11 GI lz. 
In addition, the development in WGS of the F:2577 
T\VT, a sister tube of the F:20S.=:>. was considered to 
he an excellent entry into the S-hand field. It is a 
high-powered, pulsed, broadband outpt~t tube rated 
at 1 kilowatt, with a frec1ucnc:y range of from 2 to 4 
CHz. 

In the power tube field, Easton possesses excel
lent capabilities for the develo1mwnt and manu
facture of a full line of high vac:utnll power tubes
water air or vapor cooled diodes, triodes and 
tetro<lcs. These power tubes have a variety of ap
plications in commercial broadcast transmittns, 
military communications transmitters, industrial 
oscillators for induction and dielectric heating, 
linear accelerators, radar modulators, Loran naviga
tion efluipmcnt and vibration equipment for en
vironmental testing. Typical of ITT's response to 
customer needs was the development in 1968 of 
type Fl091 superpower triode. Tests of the first 
F1091 prototype at High Voltage Laboratory of the 
Home Air Development Center proved that the 
tube is capable of delivering 40 megawatts of peak 
power at 1 percent duty. During these tests, the 
tube also operated at plate voltages of 65,000 volts 
and at pulse widths of 1,000 micro~econds. Another 
power tube development in 1968 mvolved the en
gineering of the 1086V high-powe~· hard. tube modu
lator which possesses outstandmg lu$h v~lt~ge 
hold-off characteristics and secondary gnd emiSSIOn 
suppression. This tube has excellent applicability 
in new-generation accelerators rec1uiring hi.gh power 
input as well as pulse coding and shapmg capa
bilities. 

The Roanoke plant is a major center for the en
gineering and production of electrooptic tubes. In 
1968 Hoanoke's production and engineering facil
ities were doubled, and the plant became a leading 
supplier of Generation I image intensifier tubes to 
the armed forces. The tube is the '11eart" of the 
U.S. Army's night vision combat equipment, able 
to amplify the dim glow of the moon, stars, or faint 



sk~· glow and intensify the a\·ailable light many 
thousands of times. ~lost important of all, Genera
tion I tuhl's do not £'mit an infrared light of their 
own which can he detected bY tlw enem\·. as was 
the case with the older infrar~'d scopes. The plant 
was also an important producer of direct Yiew 
storage tulws utilized in a \·aricty of radar display 
indicators. both in militarY aircraft and in ch·ilian 
aircraft. · 

Fort \\'anw"s Tube and Sensor Laboratories were 
<'Hgagl'd esst·ntially in applied materials research, 
product dt•Yelopmcnt, custom de\·ice fabrication 
and pilot production of adYanced special-purpose 
electron tu hes and sC'nsors-photo. camera. storage, 
image intcnsifit•rs and image tubes. :\ unique com
bination of capabilities led to the establishment of 
an exdusin• and broadly based line of specialized 
photo tuh<'s. which are incorporated in tracking, 
mappi11g. las<•r detection. night Yision equipments 
and other dcctrooptical subsystems tweded for 
many iinportant space experinwnts and military 
applications. The rapid ('Xpansion of laser optical 
sourc<·s in particular brought a sharply increasing 
demand for m·w electrooptical deYices of the type 
under den·lopnwnt at tlw laboratories. 

During 1968, 2 new lines of specialized camera 
tubes wen• introduced: missile guidance Yidicons 
for the \\'alley<' and :\laYerick programs and ultra
high-resolution image dissectors for hard copy 
readers and space reconnaissance sysh•ms. In 1968 
the \Vall eye Yidicon tuh<'S wen' qualified for missile 
application, making ITT the only manufacturer 
which has <1ualified the pottt•d \Valleyc assemblies, 
and image dissectors were developed which are 
capable of resolving over 4,000 TV lines while op
erating unattended in space for multiyear periods 
at high light len•ls. The laboratories' unique line of 
image correlation (pattern recognition) tubes has 
also been made more rurrrred (ceramic construction) 

Ob 
and substantially miniaturized. ITT is the sole 
supplier of tlwse devices which are capable of 
recognizing, tracking and manipulating compli
cated optical images. Excellent phosphor output 
screens were developed in 1968 for image intensifi
cation, photo, and night viewing applications. TI1e 
screens arc capable of 140 line pairs p<'r millimeter 
without loss of conversion cfficiencv. 

The Advanced Electro-Optical 'Laboratories in 
San Fernando were engaged in the development of 
image intensifiers in a multitude of sizes. low-light
level pick-up tubes, proximity focused image con
verters, channel plate, solid-state imaging systems, 
externally processed photocathodes, and special 
processes, techniques, and components to aclYance 
the state of the art in the night vision field. The 
devices developed at the laboratories are utilized 
in sophisticated equipments which enable man to 
dramatically extend his capacity to see under ex
tremely low light-level conditions. During 1968 the 
laboratories developed a remote view camera tube 
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oriented toward guidance systems for missile track
ing and completed development work on a micro
channel plate product line; it was expected to fur
ther this area of technology in 1969 by additional 
advancements in processes. techniques and fabrica
tion methods. Further, the San Fernando Labora
tories made outstanding advances in night '\ision 
technology in 1968 with the development of highly 
sophisticated future-generation direct-view image 
intensifiers, enabling ITT to capture the first signif
icant procurement in Generation II night '\ision 
technology. 

KAISER AEROSPACE & ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

The business of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics 
Corporation continued during 1968 to consist pri
marily of the production of solid fuel rocket motor 
nozzles, machined aircraft structural components, 
aircraft precision gears and gear assemblies, and 
tlw design and production of the airborne Kaiser 
Flite-Path® naYigational aid and community an
tenna television (CATV) equipment. 

TI1e corporation had a backlog of orders totaling 
$32,500,000 as of September 30, 1968, compared 
with $44,431.000 as of September 30, 1967, and the 
volume of sales during 1968 was about the same 
as in 1967. 

At San Leandro, California, Kaiser was operating 
one of the most modern numerically controlled 
machining facilities in the United States, perform
ing work on the Grumman F-111 program a~d the 
Boeing commercial 747, 727 and 707/320 mrcraft. 
The San Leandro Plant. winner of the USAF Zero 
Defects Achievement Award, was one of the na
tion's leading producers of nozzles for major mili
tary missile programs, such as Poseidon, Polaris 
and Minuteman. 

At Palo Alto, California, manufacture of the 
Kaiser Flite-Path system and the associated Kaiser 
Radar Data Converter for use by the Navy in the 
Grumman A-6A aircraft proceeded at high rate. In 
addition, there was limited production of new in
tegrated display systems for use in both military and 
civilian light aircraft. 

The Embe Gear Plant at Glendale, California, 
acquired in 1966, continued the manufacture of pre
cision gears and hydraulic and electromechanical 
systems for the aircraft and aerospace indus~y .. 

In Phoenix, Arizona, the company was des1gnmg 
and manufacturing military electronics support 
equipment. Kaiser CATV Division of Kaiser Aero
space & Electronics Corporation, also located at 
Phoenix, produced CATV equipment for sale 
throughout the United States. Kaiser Aerospace & 
Electronics is a wholly owned subsidiary of Kaiser 
Industries Corporation. 
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KAMAN CORPORATION 

Kaman's aerospace, technology and aircraft
related businesses continued strong in production, 
research and new products in 1968, and backlogs 
remained high. 

KAMAN AIRCRAFT DIVISIO:"J 

In prime helicopters, Kaman's production air
craft, the USN/USMC UH-2 Scasprite and the 
USAF /~-lAP HH-43 Huskie, were delivering out
standing performance in all corners of the globe. 

In Southeast Asia, the HH-43 Huskie helicopters 
continued to bear the brunt of air rescue missions. 
In its lOth year of service, the Huskie continued to 
have the highest availability record of USAF air
craft. 

Huskies were produced in limited quantity dur
ing 1968 for the Imperial Iranian Air Force, bring
ing Iran's Huskie fleet to 26 aircraft. 

Kaman's UH-2C Seasprite, a twin-engine version 
of the original single-engine Scaspritcs, was deliv
ered in increasing numbers to the U.S. I\avy and 
made operational in Southeast Asia for utility, 
search and rescue operations. Several I\avy con
tracts were received by Kaman extending the num
ber of twin-engine Seasprites on order. 

Aircraft improvements flight tested during the 
year included an uprated transmission, 4-bladed 
tail rotor and dual landing wheels. These product 
improvements were extending the Seasprite's capa
bility in expanded Navy programs. 

A gunship version of the UH-2 was ordered by 
the U.S. Navy for search and rescue missions. The 
armed UH-2s will have chin- and waist-mounted 
machine guns, armor protection and other features. 

Additionally, a stub-wing UH-2C entered flight 
test as a flying platform for external stores. A wide 
variety of antisubmarine weaponry can be carried 
beneath the wings of the modified UH-2. 

A company record for aircraft gross weight was 
set .b.Y a. UH-2C in May at the company's test flight 
facihty m Bloomfield, Connecticut. A Seasprite with 
an ~prated transmission flew at 13,600 pounds gross 
weight, 3,600 pounds above the design gross weight 
of a standard twin-engine UH-2C. vVith a useful 
load of 7,000 pounds, the record-setting aircraft had 
a useful lo~d greater than its empty weight. 

Other 1\;avy contracts included selection of 
Kaman for overhaul of UH-2A/B and -C models of 
the Seasprite. 

Kaman Aircraft Division obtained additional 
follow-on contracts for production of wings and 
empennage for Grumman's OV-1 Mohawk, and 
ma1or components for Grumman's A-6 Intruder. 

Other large subcontract production included 
work for the McDonnell Douglas DC-8 and the 
Lockheed C-5A, and for General Electric ( Cincin
nati and Philadelphia) and Perkin-Elmer. 
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Kaman's "Sweet Chariot" forest pendrator rescue 
seat, hailed for its major contributions in facilitating 
helicopter rescues in Southeast :\sia's jungles, was 
delin·red in large quantities to all military services. 
Fire Suppression Kits, used for crash rt·scue work. 
were in r)roduction for U.S. and fon·ign govern-, ... 

ments. 
In aircraft equipment, Karnan produced com

pletu galley systc•ms for ~lcDontwll Douglas and 
for EastPrn Airlines. 

Basic n·scarch c•xtcndcd Kaman's acknowledged 
lead<'rship in rotor dc·sign. :\otable ,,·as a Control
lable Twist Hot or ( CTH.) systt'JJJ w!J ich would vary 
its pitch or angle of attack on·r its lt·ngth. offering 
potential for increased lift and speed in pure heli
copters. as well as improved perforlllance for heavy 
lift machines. 

In the developing field of vibration research, 
Kaman undertook dcvelopnwnt of a 3-dinH'nsional 
vibration isolator that eliminates nearly 100 percent 
of vibrations fed into it, particularly at low fre
quencies. Feasibility studies were in progress t? 
isolate rotor and transmission systems from h<'h-
copter fuselages. . 

Expansion of existing facilities_ an<_l _c~mstruct10n 
of new buildings gave the Aircraft Dt\'ISton a pla~1t 
capacity of more than 1,300.000 square feet m 
1968. 

KACAHB l'HOIJUCTS IJJVISIU:'ol 

Kaman's growing bearing business. mo\·?d into 
new facilities in Bloomfield, Connecticut, m 1968 
and doubled production. The KAcarh bearing is a 
unique self-lubricating bearing devcl~J,wd by ~he 
company; it features extremc!y long hie. and lugh 
resistance to corrosion. Beanngs were m volume 
production for use on Army and I\avy helicopters. 

KA:\IAN SCIENCES CORPOHATION 

Kaman's 4 science and technology divisions were 
organized in 1968 into a newly formed subsidiary, 
Kaman Sciences Corporation. 

Kaman Nuclear, Colorado Springs, Colorado, at
tracted several new contracts from the Department 
of Defense and Atomic Energy Commission for 
theoretical studies and laboratory experiments con
cerning nuclear weapons, nuclear s.afety and relia-
bility, antennas, fallout and pollution. . 

Science Engineering Associates, s.a~ . Marmo, 
California, Kaman's oceanography dtvtslOI~, was 
under contract to several government .agencies ~nd 
private companies for mooring studws, P?llut10n 
studies, wave oscillation studies and designs of 
manned underwater stations. 

Kaman AviDyne, Burlington, Massachus~tts, ~~s 
engaged in theoretical research for the maJOr Imh
tary services and NASA on such subjects as nuclear 
blast effects, guidance and control of lifting reentry 



n·hiclt-s. SST ;n-ionics and collision a,·oidance SYS

kms for aircraft. 
I': a man s,·stcms Center. Bethesda. :\ lardand, was 

furnishing ·s~·stems analysis. systems e1.1ginecring, 
opvrational anal~·sis and systems effccti\'eness 
studies to se\"cral go,·crnment a~C'ncies and other 
prime defense cont~·actors. 

:\ IR J..:.\ \!:\ :\ I:\ C. 

:\irl\:aman Inc., "Kaman's subsidiar~· in general 
a\·iation. gre,,· from one operation in 1967 to 3 
operations in HJGS. The original :\id\.aman at 
Bradley I ntl'rnational :\irport. SC'n·ing Hartford
Springfield. was joined by :\irl':aman of Omaha 
Inc .. sen·ing Omaha :\[unicipal :\irport and \Iil
Iard. :\chraska's industrial airfield. and bv an :\ir
Kaman operation at J acksom·ille's new Int~·rnational 
Airport. 

:\II :\irKaman locations han' spn·ice and storage 
operations for general a\·i;ltion. sell fuel to sched
uled airlines an~] general a\·iation. and offer repairs. 

:\t Bracllc\·. :\irKaman is a franchised dealer in 
Beechcraft. has a Jet :\laintenancc Center and op
erates jet charter service. 

At Omaha, AirKaman is a franchised Beechcraft 
distributor to 4 midwestern states and is a dealer 
as well. 

Jacksom·ille. opening late in 1968, together with 
Bradley and Omaha established AirKaman as one 
of the 'larger general aviation businesses in the U.S. 

KOLLSI\IAN INSTRUI\IE:\T CORPORATION 

Kollsman Instrument Corporation continued in 
1968 as the major supplier of air data instrumenta
tion to the commercial airlines and military services. 
The company's optical programs. a~sociated in 
recent years principally with the nations space pro
grams, found increasing application in military and 
other nonspace markets. 

A VIOI'\ICS DIVISION 

Kollsman's KS-200 central air data computer, 
certificated for use on the Douglas DC-8-60 series 
and Boeing 737 commercial jet transports, reached 
volume production. Flight tests for certification of 
the computer aboard the Grumman Gulfstream II 
executive jet transport were scheduled for com
pletion at year-end. 

New flight instrumentation developed during the 
year included a servo-pneumatic altimeter and a 
4-inch Mach/airspeed indicator for the Boeing 747 
jumbo jet transport. 

The division continued to supply altitude report
ing equipment for the commercial airlines in antici
pation of the expected Federal Aviation Adminis-
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tration regulation requmng the equipment for 
aircraft in major traffic control areas .. \ltitude alert
ing equipment was under development by the 
di,·ision. 

A S-!.000,000 contract was negotiated under 
which more than 60 Kollsman aircraft instruments, 
including Kollsman Integrated Flight Instrument 
Systems. ,,·ere to be supplied to Douglas Aircraft 
Company for DC-8 and DC-9 jet transports through 
1970. 

The division established during the Year a sales 
and sen·ice facility at "'ichita. KansaS", to market 
ancl support the Garda line of 6 basic flight instru
ments for light aircraft. The instruments \\·ere being 
produced by Salmoiraghi, pioneer Italian instru
ment maker and licensee of Kollsman. 

For the military services, Kollsman began de
liYeries late in the year of AA U /:21:-\ altitude re
porting equipment, A.AU/19A sen·o-pneumatic alti
meters and TTU/:229 test equipment. Development 
of the CPU -46 central air data computer for military 
aircraft continued, looking toward deliveries of the 
initial production quantity in 1969. 

Considerable progress was made in the develop
ment of solid-state pressure transducers for ad
vanced flight instrumentation. The new transducers, 
able to sense both static and dynamic pressures, are 
expected to be applicable to industrial requirements 
also. 

ELECTRO-OPTICS DIVISION 

The Apollo Optical Unit. a combination sextant 
and telescope, was used successfully during the 
Apollo 7 and 8 space missions to track stars for 
alianment of the inertial auidance platfonn of the 

b b 

Command Module. Produced as the optical sub-
system of the Apollo guidance and navigation sys
tem, the Optical Unit also will be employed on 
KASA's manned lunar landing missions. 

The Alignment Optical Telescope built by Kolls
man to alian the inertial platform of the Lunar 
·Module will also be used on manned Apollo missions 
to the surface of the moon. 

Spaceborne Kollsman star trackers were employed 
in the spacecraft attitude control system of the 1968 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. . 

The star trackers will be employed also m a sub
sequent OAO mission designed to orbit the Kolls
man-built Goddard Experiment Package, a 38-inch 
reflecting telescope and spectrometer designed to 
measure the ultraviolet radiation of distant stars. 
Star trackers also were being developed for the 
Air Force's :Manned Orbiting Laboratory. 

Kollsman's optical capabilities were applied in
creasingly to other military and nonspace programs, 
particularly in the area of night vision equipment, 
both in head-up displays and in stabilized sights. 
Optical components and equipment were being 
produced by Kollsman for naval rangefinders, 
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alignment telescopes and weapon sights, including 
the Dragon antitank missile. 

Development continued in optical fuzing, grazing 
incidence optics (for detecting invisible light), ion 
beam figuring of optical surfaces and lasC'r systems 
for underwater ranging and detection and for com
munication from the air to underwater. 

SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Category II flight testing of the AN/USQ-28 
aerial mapping system continued with Kollsman 
support at Forbes Air Force Base, Kansas, head
quarters of the Air Force's 1370th Mapping \Ving. 

The b~lk of the Kollsman-producecl ground sup
port eqmpment for the system was clc1ivcrccl to the 
Air Force and work was continuing on the technical 
manuals and handbooks. The Geocon IV lens heart 
of the mapping system, was being conside~ed at 
year-end for other high-precision metric camera 
systems such as those required by lunar orbiting 
spacecraft. 

Development of the Night Observation Device 
Long Range (NODLR) for the U.S. Army was 
begun in 1968 and system tests of the prototype 
equipment were scheduled for early 1969. 

CORPORATE TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

Under Na~y contract, production of a large
screen . real-hme operations display system was 
begun m 1968 for use at the Barking Sands Under
water Range at Kauai, Hawaii. The display system, 
fed by computers currently in use at the naval 
range, will incorporate the Kollsman Delphic II 
projectors, a digital computer and control console. 
!he s7st~m wi~l be able to display numerous tra
Jectones m 5 drfferent colors over varied reference 
charts and backgrounds. 

Other applications of the Delphic system being 
e~plored by Kollsman concern the computer re
tr~eval and graphic display of financial and indus
tnal management information, computer-directed 
c~assroo~ instruction and large-screen display of 
VItal patient functions during surgical operations. 

A sonar Doppler clocking and navigation system 
was developed during the year for use by super
tankers and other ocean-going vessels. 

LEAR JET INDUSTRIES, INC. 

As the first full year of operations since The 
Gates Rubber Company Denver Col d . d 11 . . ' , ora o, ac-
qmre contra mg I~terest (58 percent ownership), 
1968 served as an Important pivotal year for L 
Jet Industries, Inc. ear 

Sales volume for fiscal 1968, ended April 30, 
1968, was $.34,500,000, an 11 percent increase over 
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the previous year. :'\et operating loss before extra
ordinary items was $3,800,000, a reduction of 70 
percent from fiscal 1967. 

~lore significantly, the company reported at its 
annual meeting of shareholders in S(•ptemher that 
August HJ68 n·pr<'s<'nted a trend-sdting month of 
profitable corporate operations. Charles C. Cates, 
Jr., president and chief t•xecutin· offic<·r, said Ll·ar 
Jet's first 6 months of fiscal year HJ6H, ending Octo
her 31, HJ6o. would he profitahl<'. leading to a year
end modest profit on anticipated r<"cord sales in 
eXC<'SS of $60,000,000. 

Election of Lieutenant Getwral I k\\'itl T. \ Vhc
less, USAl<' ( Hct.), as a director completed the 
corporation's 9-member board of directors. llis 
most recent position prior to rdir<'llll'llt in July 
1968 was as Assistant Vice Chid of Staff, U.S. :\ir 
Force. 

AII{CJUFT DJVI~ION 

In 1\ovember 1968 the 200th Learjet aircraft was 
rolled from production lines in \ \'ichita, Kansas. 
Lear Jet led in delivery of corporate jets again in 
1968, marking the fourth cons<"cutive year it .held 
leadership in total worldwide delivery of busmess 
jet equipment. Cumulative Hying by the Lcarjet 
fleet exceeded 100,000,000 miles by the end of 1968. 

Some 20 units of the new 10-place Learjct 25, 
certificated late in 1967, were delivered by the end 
of 196o. The "2.5" measures 4% feet longn than its 
sister ship, the 8-place Learjet 24, a~1Cl fea.tures a 
number of performance advances,. mch~dmg ex
tended range to more than 1,800 miles with. 8 p~s
sengers and 45-minute fuel reserve. Added mtenor 
conveniences, such as a private, fully enclosed lava
tory, further enhanced the Learjet 25'~ acceptance 
within the corporate aviation commumty. . 

On February 20, 1968, a standa,:~, produ~t10~ 
Learjet 25 established a new world time-to-clun~ 
record for business jets, flying to 40,?00 feet m 
6 minutes 19 seconds, breaking by 1 mmute 2 sec
onds the previous mark set in Dec~ml_:>er 196.5 by a 
Le·1rjet 'J3 The achievement was sigmficant 111 that 
it demo~s~rated the high performance of the "25" 
in rapid and direct climb to high, over-the-we~ther, 
economical cruise altitudes-as well as highest 
margin single-engine safety operations. . 

Improvements to the basic Learjet 24 were hsted 
late in 1968 in a company announceme~t o~ t~e 
new Learjet 24B, scheduled for initi.al dehvenes m 
January 1969. The 24B features an mcrease of 500 
pounds useful load and more powerful General 
Electric CJ610-6 engines, identical to those power-
ing the larger, heavier Learjet 25. . 

A new warranty program introduced 111 1968 
covers both models. It is applicable for 4 years ~r 
2,000 flying hours, whichever comes first, and IS 

unmatched in the business aviation industry. Lear 
Jet officials said the extended warranty was made 



po ·. ib lc after d -ta il d urY ~; of rvic r cords of 
· ; rj •t · ai r ady in A t u e. 

Th ' company' Aircr, ft Di,·i ion contiJiu d its 
c n . tant produ t impro,· m nt I rour, m durina the 
\'ea r. \lost irrnificant ,,. r r ctl ' r duc -d bal
~mc d fi ·ld len <T th ( minimum autboriz d tak -off/ 
tu ding di tanc ' ) fo r both th '24 and th ":25." 

T h L <:>a rj t :.A has a l , la.n d 6 ld ] nr.r th of 
3.r _5 feet,_ I " . t by 1,0 f t of < ny tu.rbojet 

u ·me s an· raft. Th ":..5· , n w runwc 1 di tance 
i · ~ .1 6 f ct.. ~oth n w eli tanc op n up v ral 
hun ch· d addttional airport to c ch mod I, fmther 
adding to fl exibilit · of O\\Tl - r op r tion . 

In 196 Lc:1r Jet mana m nt mad th ke 
c~cc i ion to speciali ze cxclu iY -!:· in d sim) produc
tiOn and 1:1 arke tin T of corpora t ai.r raft. To com
pi 1~1 cnt Its 2-modcl Lin of x utiv turboj t 

CjLilpment, th e compan) b cr n pr -li minar d sign 
of a _tru e corporat h clicopt r whi h will offer h ·in
tu rbmc power :1nd a seatina pacit comparable 
to today s modern busin ss j t . 

_task for_ce advanced d - i n crroup comprised 
of h1g~1 l ) s~Illc~l and vcrsatil tw in riJW p rson
ncl, w as es tabhshed in th Lo Ana -) s ar ea to 
sr) ·a rh ead I)reli.I11. d .· f J J )' I nary swn o · t 1 · n ' · 1 I copter 
as w ell as to hand] d l 1 . l . ·I . 

1 
.. ~- e a ancec tee )!11Ca assignments 

on ot 1c1 c IVISiona1 project .. 
Concurrent .· 1 1 \\·It 1 t 1e n " h licopter rumounce-

m ent Lear Je t sa· 1 .t 1. . f . B 1 1 1. ' . Ic I " as C J posma o Its rant y 
le 1 f~pter mteres ts since the 2- and 5-p1ace Brantly 

nt10_c ~ s ared design ed and marketed primarily for 
rammg an utility requirements. 

A new customer service center, at ext-reme left ln. photo, 
doubled L ear Jet's aircraft service fa cilities in 1968. 

Wichita facilities were further expanded with 
occupancy in June 1968 of a 30,000-square-foot 
building which doubled the company's customer 
service center complex. 

Sales, both domestic and export, rose to new 
levels. Factory production rates were increased from 
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3 per month in late 1967 to one w1it p er week in 
1968. Aircraft Division employm ent increased from 
850 to 1 400, and personnel b · late 1968 had 
achieved 3,000,000 consecutive man-hours without 
a clisabill1g injmy, over a 12-month period. 

JET ELECTRO NICS & TECHNOLOGY, I NC. 

FormerJ , 'k'1Jovvn as the Avionics Division of 
Lear Jet this newly es tablished subsidiary was re
organized and renamed in 1968 to more clearly 
identif its current and planned future activities in 
the aiJ·borne electronics field as '' ell as to provide 
greater marketing and financi al flexibility. 

Based in GraJ)d Rapids, Michigan, J. E. T. con
tinued its pursuit of military and commercial busi
ness, ' hich at year-end accounted for more than 
60 p ercent of its volume. The balance goes to the 
Lear Jet Aircraft Division for installations aboard 
Learjet 24/25 aircraft. 

Developmental ill)d production contracts from 
the U.S. AiJ· Force, U.S. Navy and commercial cus
tomers such as King Radio Company were in excess 
of $1,000,000. The firm's Model 803 gyro indicator 
is now fl) u1g aboard 2 types of combat au·craft in 
Southeast Asia. 

The same basic instrument, coupled with J. E. T.'s 
emergency power supply system, has created con
siderable interest among operators of all makes of 
business jet aircraft as a high-reliability third 
b ackup to primary and secondary instruments. 

Two newly developed u1sb·uments were delivered 
late in 196S to airframe manufacturers and govern
ment agencies, to undergo flight test programs in 
hiah-altitude hiah-performance aircraft. 

b ' b 
To meet expanding production requirements, 

J. E. T. in December 196S occupied a new 57,000-
square-foot facility. 

STEREO DIVISION 

Based in Detroit, Michigan, this non-aviation
oriented phase of L ear Jet's operations continued 
to enhance its position as a leader in S-track tape 
stereophonic player/ cartridge syster:1s. It expanded 
its player line to 15 honie, automob1le and portable 
models and remained top producer of S-track tape 
cartridges for the entertainment indusb-y. . 

Acquisition in May 196S of A vsco, Inc., Excels1~r 
Springs, Missouri, a leading manufacturer of plastic 
products, includu1g tape cartridges, further secured 
the company's leadership position in the magnetic 
tape cartridge field. 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPJVIENT LABORATORIES 

A product offerincr multimillion-dollar potential 
b J ' was under detailed development at Lear et s re-

search and development laboratories in Santa Ana, 
California, 
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The new LearVerter variable-speed, constant
frequency ( VSCF) AC electric power system has 
attracted wide industry attention for its greater re
liability and many other advantages over the hy
draulic systems now universally used. In 1969 · the 
U.S. Air Force and a major airframe manufacturer 
were to conduct form al flight evaluations of the 
LearVerter system, which converts turbine engine 
shaft power into constant alternating current. 

In addition to development of the LearVerter and 
other new products, the research and development 
facilities support continuing product improvement 
of other Lear Jet electronic products. 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 

While increasing its diversification to cover other 
markets, Lear Siegler, Inc. , maintained its posi
tion among the leaders of the aerospace industry 
and deepened its penetration of commercial and 
general aviation markets. Virtually every major 
commercial air transport relies on LSI products of 
one kind or another, and significant awards for ad
vanced avionics, power equipment, displ ay instru
mentation and a variety of new airborne and 
ground-based systems and components were re
ceived during 1968. 

One of the most important commercial aviation 
contracts ever awarded was received by LSI in mid
year from Lockheed for its L-1011 trije t airliners. 
Collins Radio Company and LSI, working as a 
team, were awarded a $40,000,000 avionics con
tract. During the summer LSI also received a sig
nificant contract for development and production 
of the L-lOll 's electric generating system. 

LSI products also bolstered the nation's defenses 
and aided in scientific research from space to the 
sea. These products and services for government 
programs, which accounted for 38 percent ( $181,-
000,000 ) of the company's fiscal 1968 sales volume, 
ranged from automatic flight control and navigation 
systems to electric propulsion motors for deep 
submergence vehicles and advanced instruments 
vital to manned space flights. 

LSI AVIONICS GROUP 

Astek Division 

Located in Armonk, New York LSI's Astek 
Division enhanced its position as a' leader in the 
development ~nd .manufacture of pressure sensing 
and servoed fl~ ght mstruments by capturing approxi
mately 90 pe1cent of the domestic and 85 p ercent 
of the world market for overspeed limit sensors. A 
mini~um of. one in~trument , which is the primary 
warmng device to signal the pilot of overspeed is 
r equired on all turbine-powered commercial ~ir
craft using U.S. controlled air corridors. With the 
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selection of this device by Boeing for the new ~47 , 
the As tek instrument becam a standard item on 
every commercial je t manufac tured in the Un ited 
States. 

The di vision a lso received a contract from Doug
las specifying As tek's Airspccda ta in ·trument as 
standard eq uipment for DC-9 a ircraft. Th is instru
ment combines the clispla of indica ted a irspeed, 
Mach numb er and max imum allo\\ abl a irspeed in 
one instrument. 

The di vision's digital counter pointer drum altim
e ter was specified as standard for the Boe ing ~3~. 
Introduced la te in 1967, with improved presentation 
of a ltitude, this altimeter r presents a sign i.ficant 
advancement in the sta te of th e a rt in pneuma ti c air 
data instrumenta tion. 

Production programs a t the di vision included 
overspeed limit sensors and com mand Mach air
speed indica tors and altime ters for such a i~·cra ft as 
the A-7 A, Fan Jet F a lcon , and the Boemg and 
McDonnell Douglas commercial je t families. 

As tr·onics Divis ion 

Th e Astronics Division of LSI , teaming with 
Collins Radio Company, scored a major break
throu gh in the commercial aircraft av ionics market 
in 1968 \vhcn it was selected hy Lockh eed to pro
vide the avionic flight control package for the 
L-1011. Th e contract for approxi ma tely $40,000,000 
is one of th e largest initial commercia l avionic sys
tems contrac ts ever awarded. 

The complete avionic p ackage for the luxury 
transport Yyill include 4 basic S!'~tcms : the a~to
pilot/flight director system, stabi.hty augmentation 
system, the flight control electromc sys t~m, and the 
speed control sys tem, including M ach tnm and stall 
warning. . 

With th e Collins/ LSI Astromcs system, the 
L-1011 will b e the first commercial airliner de
livered to the airlines with a fail-opera tive avionic 
flight control system as part of. ~ts or~ginal equip
ment. The fail -operative capab1h~y will allow the 
L-1011 to complete a normallandmg ~ven though a 
component malfunction occurs dunng . final ap
proach. Present fail-safe systems regmre a go
around and second landing attempt when a com
ponent in the automatic syste1:n malfunctions. The 
fail-operative automatic landmg system. for ~e 
L-1011 will have the potential to p ermit r~~tme 
airline operation regardless of weather conditions, 
even to zero-zero visibility. . 

The Astronics Division was also d evelopmg an 
advanced automatic flight control system for Navy 
P-3C Orion aircraft. Under contract to Lockheed, 
the LSI division will develop a dual-channel, 3-axis 
system as a replacement for the present single
channel autopilot on the P-3. 

Prominent in the development of VTOL aircraft 
flight controls, the Astronics Division was providing 



addition::ll electronic systems for the integrated 
YTOL flight control s\·stem installed in a CH-3C 
ll'st-bed acnd deli,·erecf to the :\ir Force DYnamics 
Laboratory in 196-;-. \\'ith the additional cqt;ipment, 
the inwstigatiun of low-visibility \TOL operations, 
using the CI I-3C as an inflight simulator. will con
tinu~: with emphasis on lctd~"·n. ho,·cr and landing 
modes. 

The LSI di\·ision will also install a Yariable sta
bilih· svstem in an X-1-t VTOL aircraft for a ::\:\SA 
progra;n related to the ach·ancement of technology 
in the handling charact<.'ristics of this type aircraft. 

:\lajor continuing production programs at the 
di,·ision included dual fli"ht control s~·stcms for the 
:\--;-:\and :\--;-D Corsair II aircraft uscC.ll)\· the Navv 
and :\ir Force and flight control s\·stc;ns for th~ 
BQ:\1-3-L\ Fircbec target drone. 

Instrument DiYision 

\\ 'ork was completed on a 92.000-squarc-foot 
addition to the Instrument Division's manufactur
ing _f:lcility during the spring of 1968. With this 
adcht10n, floor space of the division's 3-building 
complex totaled more than 500.000 square feet. 

During the vcar the Instrument Division also 
placed its new· marrnetic azimuth detector facility 
. b 
111 operation. Dcsicrncd to measure attitude and 
hcad_ing rl'ferencc s),stcm accuracy, the new facility 
provides a stable nonshiftinrr marrnctic field for 
1 ' C"t ;::-. 

t 1csc systems being built for the C-5A aircraft. 
. ~he division developed a new ''canted T'' attitude 
mc~ICator which features a unique indicator mech
amsm that permits both roll and pitch sen·os of the 
mechanism to he contained inside the sphere of the 
indicator. Direct-drive DC torquers are used in 
lieu of conventional AC servos with resultant acl
v:mtages of simplicity and reliability. An improved, 
lughly reliable horizontal situation indicator was 
developed through the utilization of this technique. 

As part of the Instrument Division's internally 
sponsored radio navirration pro<rram. a unique ap-o b ' 

pr~ac!~ to Loran signal reception was de_vdoped. 
Tlus t_otal energy concept" makes use of all the 
~ransnu_ttecl energy from the Loran transmitters, 
1mprovmg both accuracy and opl'rating range of the 
Loran system. 

In addition to the division's radio navigation de
velopment activities, the Instrument Division in 
conjunction with ITT had the only tactical Loran
C/D system in production. Designated the AN I 
ARN-92, the system provides the pilot with in
stantaneous and continuous solutions to navigational 
problems, enabling him to fly his aircraft to the 
target without visual contact. The division's Loran-D 
computer subsystem was successfully flight tested 
in both C-130 and F-4 aircraft during 1968 as part 
of a weapons delivery system. 

Tl1e Instrument Division increased its penetra
tion of the commercial airline market in 1968. The 
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division's total air temperature/engine pressure 
ratio (TAT /EPR) has been selected by 14 airlines 
for their 737 jetliners, and 15 airlines haw selected 
LSI attitude indicators for their Boeing 747s on 
order. 

:\Iajor continuing production programs at the 
Instrument Division, in addition to those previously 
mentioned. include precision attitude reference 
( P.-\.R) systems for the C-5:\, A::\ /A JB-3 and -7 
bombing systems, ASi\-73 heading reference sys
tems. AS.L\-70 vertical reference svstems !T'.Tos and 

" 'b .. 
other gyro systems. 

LSI PO\VER EQCIP.\IE::\T GROUP 

Power Equipment Division 

Contributing greatly to LSI's substantial advances 
in the field of aircraft systems and components, the 
Power Equipment Division recorded an important 
expansion of its nonmilitary aviation markets dur
ing 1968. 

In addition to the continuing production of the 
completed electric generating system for the DC-8 
Series 60 commercial jet aircraft, the di,·ision was 
selected to develop and manufacture the electric 
generating system for the new Lockheed L-1011 
luxury jetliner. \Vhile the DC-S system represents 
the most advanced electric<ll system components 
flying on a commercial airliner today, the L-1011 
system \\'ill reflect a completely new concept in air
c-raft electric systems. 

TI1e result of a development program initiated 
in late 1967 with Sundstrand, the L-1011 system is 
desi crned to combine the constant-sr)eed drive and 

b 
generator into one package called the integrated 
drive rrcnerator. This advancement will make ap
proxin~'1tely a 50 percent reduction in weight pos
sible and, with other innovations, will provide 
greater reliability and ease of maintenance. 

Durinrr the year the division developed various 
other g~nerators, voltage regulator and control 
units, and related equipment to meet present and 
future general, commercial and military aircraft 
requirements. 

New applications for existing products were also 
developed by the division. PED's frequency con
trolled drive system was successfully adapted to 
the Navy's mobile TACAN antenna; a portable 
solid-state power supply for space use was adapted 
for the Navy shipbuilding and maintenance brazing 
operations; and a solid-state laser powe~· supply, 
developed for NASA, was under evaluatiOn for a 
classified Army program. 

Production programs included throttle actuators 
for the Chinook helicopter, stabilizer trim servos 
and spoiler mixer box asscmbli~s for the ~ocin.g 727, 
stabilizer trim servo actuators for the Boemg 737, fin 
control servos for the :Mark 45 torpedo, DC genera
tors and starter-generators for the UH-1 helicopter 
and 300-ampere generators for the :tvl-60 tank. 
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Romec Division 

One of the leading manufacturers of hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems, the Ramee Di\·ision of LSI 
produces more lube pumps for jet engines and 
more fuel booster pumps for helicopters than all 
other pump manufacturers combined. 

To increase its share of the rapidly expanding 
civil and small commercial market, the division 
developed a new, low-cost hydraulic power pack
age. This unit is designed especially for actuating 
smaller aircraft's landing gear, Hap and steering 
systems. 

Representative of products that the Ramee Divi
sion developed for the large commercial jet market 
are an electric-driven auxiliary power unit start 
pump, fuel scavenger pump and windshield de-icing 
pump for the 747. 
. In contrast to its products for aerospace applica

tions, such as a self-sealing quick disconnect cou
pling used in the pressurization of fuel tanks for 
check-out and operation of the Lunar ~lodule, was a 
highly accurate, lightweight, fluid metering medical 
pump. This unit, developed early in HJ68 for intra
venous, constant-flow injection of medication into 
the human body, allows the patient to remain 
mobile during treatment. 

Transport Dynamics Division 

A leader in the field of self-lubricated and metal
to-metal spherical, journal and rod end bearings, 
Transport Dynamics manufactures hearings for 
major commercial and military aircraft as well as 
for missile and space programs. 

Primary applications for the division's bearings 
are related to landing gear, hydraulic actuators, 
thrust reversers, valves, manual flight controls and 
other high-load, low-speed bearing surfaces. 

During the year Transport Dynamics supplied 
various types of bearings for a wide variety of ap
plications, including Boeing 707, 720, 727, 7.37 and 
747 transports and CI-I-46 and CH-47 assault trans
port helicopters, McDonnell Douglas DC-8s and -9s, 
Lockhee9 C-141 and C-5A military transports and 
the AI-I-o6A attack helicopter. 

SYSTEl\IS AND SERVICES GIWUP 

Cimron Division 

Pri~arily a ~~~ufacturer of digital voltmeters, 
the Cm1ron DI~lSlon expanded this product line 
an? broadened ~ts prod~ct base in the printed cir
cmt man:Ifacturmg eqmpment market during 1968. 
. Two Improvement~ to the division's Hydro

Squeegee solder levclmg machine were introduced 
in 1968. Added to the device developed by Cimron 
and used by a large number of circuit board manu
facturers were filtering and washing systems to in
crease the economy and efficiency of the machine's 
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on•rall operation. :\!so introcluc<'d for this general 
market was a Jo,,·-priced. si11glc-halld drill and eye
let inserting machine. 

In addition to its procluctio11 of test instmmcnts 
for laboratory and i11dustry applic<ttiollS, the di,·i
sion supplied <'nvironnw11tal illSlrtlliH'IJts for tlw 
F-Ill ground support test <'< plipllll'lll. 

Com po1wnl SeJ"\' it•t·~ Div i~ion 

LSI's C01nponent S<·n·ic<'s Divisio11. lwadrtuar
ll'rcd in llarrishurg. 1\'IIIIS;"h·allia. wit!_, facilities at 
Oklahoma City and Los :\ng<·l<·s. JWrlorms instru
ment and equipment on·rktul and r!'pair s<·n·ie!'s 
011 a wide· ,·arid,. of air bon)(' a11d grou11d-based sys
t<'IIIS and COlli p~nc•IJtS. 

Hc•j))'<'Sentatiw· of the di\'ision 's acli_,·itics during 
the year were repair and 0\'<'r),aul o! CJI-3 auto
matic flight control systc'IIIS. :\PS-31 radar sys
teiiiS, and IlL\:'\ of ~lcDolllwll Do11glas (Long 
Beach. Califomia) company-o\\·n<·d photographic 
proj<'ctors. and rebuilding and. repack_1ging of 
40-millimder booster assemblies for the :\avy. 

Dal<t and ConlJ·ols Divh;ion 

To augment its prominence in aerospace pO\n~r 
conversion and distribution cquip1IH'nt and weather 
radar systems, the Data and Controls Di,·ision in
creasc·d its emphasis on inn<'r space. or undersea 
systems. . 

During the year the division dcvelc?l)('d a sol_Hl-
statc sonar transmit/receiver switch 1ncorporatmg 
proprietary features that prO\'!de highcr reli_ab.ility, 
greater stability and greatly mereascd op~·1 at10nal 
life over the currently used clectromechamcal-typc 

switch: 
A significant improvement o~<:r. cxis~~ng. s_onar 

transmitters was made by the diVISion \\ 1th 1~s de
vclopnwnt of a new transmi_ttcr (power amphfi.er). 
Incorporating 7 proprietary features, the tLu~m.Ittcr 
is smaller, lighter, more efficient and 4 to ~ tnncs 
more reliable than earlier units. 

Included in the division's significant production 
programs arc ignition invcrt~·rs for the firing I~wch
anisms in submarine Polans launch systems and 
power supplies for the airborne receiver of the ITT I 
LSI Loran-C/D system. 

Elct"tronic Instrumentation Division 

After its first full year of operatio.n in ~ .n~w 
market, the Electronic InstnunentatiOn DI~lSion 
was firmly established as a manufacturer of artillery 
fuzes and booster assemblies. To accommodate tlus 
and other engineering and production activity, the 
division ac<Iuired and added more than 73,000 
s<1uare feet of floor space. . 

In the field of data acquisition add c~mmumca
tions, the division provided systems for space, 



~round and undersea applications. They included 
a closed-circuit target acquisition and telcmetrv 
systl'm for Cape 1\:(~nncdy. closed-circuit tclc\·isio;1 
s~·stcms for !-!round-based and underwater programs 
and a St'curc communications system for a classified 
gow·nliiJt•nt program. 

Tlw di\·ision also marketed its first frequency 
multiplier. which was preYiously den·loped for a 
data acquisition s~·stem. This dc\"ice. which puts 
out the product of ~ inputs. accepts inputs that 
may \·ary in frequency up to ~.5 megahertz each. 

llokan~on Division 

\\"hik established as a leader in ground support 
air-conditioning t•quipment for commt'I"Cial and 
military aircraft. missiles and spacecraft. the Ho
kanson Di\·ision solidified its position of prominence 
in the aircraft galley and interior furnishings field 
in 1 DG8. 

The diYision's airline galley husiness gained 
major impetus with onkrs for more than 100 units 
from Japan :\ir Lines, LTnitcd :\ir Lines and :\litalia. 
In addition. 6-t galleys wen• part of the equipment 
for the diYision's :\ir Force C-H:\ aeromedical evacu
ation transport program. In rdatl'd work the divi
sion dt 'Yt' loped for commercia I aircraft a forced
conn·ction ovt'n that will rcconstitutt• frozen meals 
in ~0 minutes. compared to the 30 to 50 minutes 
required by present units. \Yl'ight was also sharply 
reduced. The I Iokanson dual compartmC'nt oven 
weighs only GO pounds, compart>d to the singlc
cavitv ovens that with ccrual carxlcitv weicrh 100 

J' ' ~ • b 
pounds. 

For its basic product line. the Hokanson Division 
developed a new heater for airline support equip
ment. Utilizing an entirely new concept, the I-II-I-
1000 heater has a minimum of moving parts and 
requires no combustion. electricitv or reverse re
frigeration to augment the system: 

1\lanag('lllCnt Services Division 

The variety of management and technical services 
which the Management Services Division provided 
experienced a substantial increase in 1968. To ac
commodate its need for laruer facilities, the clivi-c. 
sion's administrative staff occupied a new 30,000-
square-foot building in Oklahoma City. 

Operations of the division were conducted in 
virtually every state of the union and in more than 
a dozen other nations. Services ranged from pro
viding air traffic controllers at bases in Vietnam to 
overhaul and repair of communications, radar and 
armament systems and aircraft and helicopter air
frames. Designated the "field team concept," this 
type of aircraft and avionic service capability was 
expanded under a contract from the Army to in
clude diesel generators and heavy mobile vehicles 
such as cranes, graders and shovels. 
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Other programs received or in progress during 
1968 at ~Ianagement Services included engineering 
support for C-5:\, C-1-U, -~-7 A and PIF-~CS pro
grams. field-team modification related to the A.Ii\IS 
program and field-team maintenance and modifica
tion for the F-4 aircraft in the Far East. 

LING-TEi\ICO-VOUGHT~ 1!\C. 

Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., added 3 nationally 
known companies, Braniff Airways, National Car 
lkntal and Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, to 
its roster of subsidiaries during 1968. 

\ Vith these additions, the corporation totaled 
10 publicly held subsidiaries going into 1969 and 
employed approximately 130,000 persons. 

The subsidiary roster \Yas as follo\YS: LTV Aero
space Corporation; LTV Electrosystems, Inc.; LTV 
Ling Altec. Inc.: The Okonite Company; Jones & 
Laughlin Steel Corporation; Braniff Airways, In
corporated; \Vilson & Company, Inc.; \Vilson Sport
ing Goods Company; \Vilson Pharmaceutical & 
Chemical Corporation; :\ ational Car Rental System, 
Inc. 

In the aerospace field, 2 subsidiaries, LTV Aero
space Corporation and L TY Electrosystems, Inc., 
marked up a highly successful year. 

The .~-7 A Corsair II, manufactured by LTV Aero
space's Vought Aeronautics Division, proved itself 
in combat. operating from aircraft carriers in the 
Gulf of Tonkin. Returning A-7 pilots lauded the 
aircraft as the new, versatile \Yorkhorsc of the fleet. 

In the space field, Aerospace's ~lissiles and Space 
Division's Scout rocket served as a launch vehicle 
for )JASA, the Department of Defense and a num
ber of foreign nations, including the United King
dom Italv \Vest Germanv, France and members 
of tl~e 10~I~ation European"' Space Research Organ
ization ( ESRO). 

Keeping pace with its expansion program, LTV 
Aerospace's Missiles and Space Division dedicated 
a new 1,000-square-foot office, laboratory and manu
facturing complex, valued in excess of $20,000,000, 
in June, and the Vought Aeronautics Division dedi
cated a $4,000,000 satellite machine shop at the 
Grecrcr Count)' Airport near Longview, Texas, in 
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October. 
At year's end a new San Antonio, Texas, training 

and manufacturing facility, to be operated by 
Vought Aeronautics, was set for operations. The 
facility will train more than 150 hard-core unem
ployed and will employ the trainees ~n small detail 
fabrication for the A-7 and F-8 aircraft. In addition, 
Vought Aeronautics contracted for an additional 
new' building near the company's main plant in 
Grand Prairie, to be occupied in early 1969. 

Backing up its subsidiaries, Ling-TC'mco-Vought, 
Inc., dedicated in September the Hobert i\lcCul-
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loch Research Center, a $2,500,000, 97,000-square
foot headquarters for the company's research ac
tivities and home for its Dallas research division. 

Turning to production, Vought Aeronautics' more 
powerful A-7B, a follow-on version for the :\"avy 
with the higher thrust TF30-P-8 engine, was the 
major aircraft on the division's assembly line. 

The division also completed and flight tested the 
Air Force's A-7D with an even more powerful power 
plant, the Allison/Rolls-Hoyce TF -n engine. In its 
first flight at Edwards Air Force Base, California, 
September 2.6, the new engine sped thC' camouflaged 
aircraft to Mach .94 at 20,000 .feet. 

The A-7D and the newer Corsair for the .:\aYY, 
the A-7E, are equipped with state-of-the-art avio;1-
ics systems, using digital computers and a head-up 
display, to provide much more accurate navigation 
and weapon delivery in all weather conditions. LTV 
Aerospace expected to manufacture between 1.500 
and 3,000 A-7s before the program is completed. 

Vought Aeronautics continued the remanufac
turing of the F-8 Crusader series, modernizing the 
B, C, D and E aircraft as well as the HF-8A. The 
~-8 remained the fastest single-engine i\avy fighter 
m the world and continued making a mark for itself 
as a MiG killer. At year-end, the Crusader was 
credited with more than half the l\avy victories 
over the MiGs in the Vietnam war. 

The XC-142, the division's tri-servicc experi
mental aircraft and the world's largest vertical short 
take-off and landing aircraft, was entered in the 
LIT competition, while concurrentlv being tested 
by KASA. NASA's program will pi:ovidc data on 
problems of operating commercial V/STOL aircraft 
in and around commercial airports during periods 
of low visibility. 

As a subcontractor to The Boeing Company, the 
Vought Aeronautics Diyision was building the em
pennage and aft body section for the 747, and was 
named to fabricate the horizontal stabilizers for the 
McDonnell Douglas DC-10. The company is also 
part of the Boeing team for the SST. 

LTV Aerospace and Lockheed announced a long
term agreement under which the 2 firms would 
c?operate in the bidding for and manufacture of 
Navy and Air Force fighter aircraft. Under the 
ag:eement, the LTV, Inc., subsidiary would act as 
pnme c~ntractor. for Navy aircraft and Lockheed 
wo~ld hid on Arr Force contracts, with the other 
actmg as subcontractor. First fighter effort under 
t~at ~greement was the LTV Aerospace hid for the 
1\avy s ~FX. The Texas firm also made a long-term 
cooperative agre~ment with Marcel Dassault of 
France under whiCh it received technical data con
cerning the Mirage III-G, the successful French 
swing-wing aircraft. Certain Mirage technology was 
used in the Vought ~eronautics VFX proposal. 

Vought Aeronautics was also teamed as a sub
contractor with Lockheed in a VSX proposal to the 
Navy. 
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:\lissiles and Space Di\'ision's ·I-sla!!;<'. solid
propellant Scout performed 7 laullt'hl's in. HJ~~ ;~nd 
at'hien•d a success ratio of ]()() JWITl'lll. ( .ontmumg 
a perfonnam:c growth prograJJJ whi('h has enal~l~·d 
the Scout to more than triple its pa~·load eapabdJty 
in less than a decade, \\·ork was tnalt-r wa~· on a 
standard fifth stage, an option which will iJJt'n:ase 
hypervelocity reentry perfonJJaJJCT. 111ak<· posstble 
highly elliptical deep space orbits a11d extl'nd the 
n·hicle's probe capahiliti<'s to til<' sun. . 

A unique. company-dt•signed spat'e rachator sys
tenJ, desigJH•d to maintain til<' prop1·r li'lllpcratun· 
for th<' a~tronauts and tlwir <'quipttwJJt inside .tlw 
Apollo lunar spacecraft, madt• its first flight mt~ 
space on Apollo 7 and operall'd llawlt·s.sl~·- Apollo 1 

also capped off a production program 111 ,,-)_Hch tlw 
~lissilt•s and Space Division suppJi,·d ht~gt• ltH.'I and 
oxidiz<·r containers for th<' first stage ot tlw Saturn 
fB rocket. :\'ine of these coJJtainers. each JJJon· than 
62 feet long. are clust<'r<'d in each lau11ch n·hid~· to 
provide 8.50,000 pounds of prop<·lla 11 t for tIll' fu·:t
stage motors. A total of J.<j~J containers was dehv
ered. 

Still other contributions to til<' Apollo program 
included space mission studies and astronaut train
in(r in the comrJanv's uniqtw ~Lm1wd A<'rospacc 

,.., - . l tl Flight Simulator, the testing of spa('<' sutts am o H'r 
<'qt,tipnwnt in its Space En~'irmtnwnt SiJJIUiator and 
tlw performance of spacecraft thermal analyses on 
all Apollo missions using company-d,•vt·loped com
puter routines and real-time monitoring by company 
personnel. , . . 

In missile activities, the divisions ~ltdugan fa-
cility ncar Detroit made excellent prog•:es~ on .the 
Army Lance missile system, for which It ts prune 
contractor. The Army's newest surface-to-slll:face 
missile is being developed to fill requirements for a 
highly mobile, versatile and accurate .w<·ap~n system 
to replace the Honest John and poss1hl~' L1ttl.e Jol.m 
rockets. Lance, which uses a simplified mertial 
guidance system and is capable of carrying cm~vc.n
tional or nuclear warheads, is the first Army missile 
to use prepackaged, storable liquid pr?pcllants. Test 
firings of advanced missiles were lwmg conducted 
at the White Sands Missile Range. 

In the surface vehicle field, the ~1ichigan facility 
continued work on its small, 8-wheelcd multipur
pose vehicle, called the MACV in a military version 
and the Kid in a utility version designed ~o. replace 
the water buffalo as a "beast of burden m areas 
such as Southeast Asia. Tests on the highly simpli
fied carrier indicate it can traverse more than 90 per
cent of the jungle and mountain ten·aii~ in Vietnm:n. 
Two prototypes of the MACV (Multipurpose ~Ir
mobile Combat-support Vehicle) were. undcr.gomg 
tests by the U.S. Marine Corps. The Kid versiOn of 
the 1,000-pound-payload vehicle was demonstrat.ed 
in Thailand early in the year and was greeted With 
enthusiasm. 

The Missiles and Space Division was actively en-



~ag('d in programs in the fields of defense systems. 
dueled rockets and ach-anced guidance systems. and 
\\·as a subcontractor for the 7.,1"-;_ DC-10 <lnd SST. 

In .-\ugust a new company. Computer Tcchnol
ogv. Inc .. was formed hY Ling-Temco-Vought. Inc .. 
a;1c.l I ,T\" .-\l•rospace Corporat'ion and was ~hartered 
to ofl"er the rapidly expanding computer industry 
a din·rsifh·d range of computer-related products 
and sciTices. The nl'\\" compan~· is a subsidiary of 
I ,T\ · :\eros pace Corporation. L T\ · :\eros pace holds 
approximat<'ly 70 percl•nt ownership: the remaining 
stock inkn·st is owned hy the parent corporation. 
LTV. and ll\· management. 

Cmnputt•1: Teclm~logy. Inc .. eomhines the Dailas
hased facilities. resources, persomwl and business 
backlogs of 3 going businesses: LTV Computer 
C(•ntC'r. tlH• Aerospace Computl'r Scil'nce Sen·ices 
of LT\" .-\erospace. and Sen·ice Technology Cor
poration. a wholh- owned suhsidian· of LTV Aero
space which wilf operate as a snb~idiary of Com
putc·r T(Thnolog\·, Inc. 

Scn·icc Te~-l~nology Corr1oration. oricrinalh· 
\o.- b J 

form('d as a wholh- owned suhsidian· of LTV Aero-
space Corporatiori. is made up prin1arily of tlw re
sources and acti\·ities of the former Hancrl' Svstems 
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Di\"ision. It is composed of :3 operating divisions: 
Test and Operations Di\"ision, Tl•chnieal Sen·iccs 
Di\·ision and Engineering Svstl'ms Di\"ision. Service 
T(•chnology Cm~poratiOI~- ( STC) concentrate's its 
business interests in the ser\"iees field with technical 
support services conducted at Yarious ~ASA and 
DoD sites across the nation and cn!..!;ineerin!!; ser
vices 1wrf ornwd for a variet\· of custoi~wrs bv its in-
housl' engineering staff in Dallas. · 

The Air Fore~ contract for the ConYersion of 
Hauge Tcl(•nwtry Systems ( COHTS) was awarded 
to STC for imrwovii1cr rancrc facilities at 3 Air Force 

b t"t 
test centers, Edwards AFB. California; Eglin AFB, 
Florida; and El Centro, California. The company 
also. received the first major award made by the 
NASA Electronic Hesearch Center, Cambridge, 
~'fassachusetts, for Automatic Data Processing Ser
vices to support the center's computl'r and data 
activities. The new service company also received a 
contract to provide documentation services to the 
Army Electronic Command, Fort ~Jonmouth, New 
Jersey. 

In the Pacific, Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., another seg
nwnt of LTV Aerospace, provided extended services 
to the area from Honolulu, including range opera
tions and maintenance, electronic equipment repair 
and calibration, telecommunications, <'ngincering, 
installation and operations, aml oe(•anology. 

LTV Electrosystcms, Inc., made steady progress 
in electronic systems development, with techno
logical achievements balancing growing sales and 
con tinned construction of new facilities. 

Corporate headquarters was moved at midyear 
from Greenville, Texas, to the LTV Tower in Dallas 
for "more efficient direction of our 4 major operat-
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ing units, which have 14 facilities in 6 states," to 
quote President E. F. Buehring. 

Largest of these operating units is Greenville Di
Yision, with headquarters facilities in Greenville, 
Texas. At the headquarters plant a 70-kilowatt air
borne illumination system was developed to provide 
with one unit approximately the same ground light
ing as the :28-light AGIL and BIAS system: called 
:\GIL II, it was being produced for helicopter in
stallation and use in both militan· and civilian 
applications. .: 

Still in research and development. the 70-kilowatt 
system is reported to be operating for extended 
periods and promises lighter weight and simplicity 
of installation. 

In the tactical warfare area. Greenville Division 
was producing the Gunship II modification, arming 
C-130 aircraft with miniguns and :20-millimeter 
cannon and "other sophisticated systems." 

Although unable to discuss more complex pro
grams because of their security restrictions, Green
Yillc DiYision was rapidly expanding facilities to 
meet requirements of growing sales . .-\. multisensor 
test facilitv was under construction for completion 
in :\farch i969. An additional 74,000-square-foot en
gineering/administration building went to the site 
preparation stage. Two new production buildings 
and an aircraft preparation area went into detailed 
planning for 1969 construction, along with a .25,000-
square-foot encrineering lab facility, additional 
maintenance bui'ldincr and chemical waste facilities. 

~ 

At Donaldson Facilitv in South Carolina, aircraft 
maintenance and moc1ification programs expanded 
to include the F-101 and work on F-10.2 aircraft 
continued. Crash damage repair of C-7 A aircraft 
becran in 1968 and was continuing. 

At Garland Division, the AN/ AYA-7 Digital Com
munications Svstem \nls delivered to the Air Force 
for evaluatiOil tests in both airborne and jeep
mounted configurations. 

Automatic controls continued to be a major prod
uct line with a contract for a pilot's "feel" system 
for the Lockheed L-1011 trijet transport. The "feel" 
system provides a force in the pitch axis to the 
pilot's control column and simulates various air 
loads on the aircraft during flight. Such systems 
were beincr produced for Boeing 7.27, 737 and 747 
transports.'\vork was in progress at the Arlingt?n, 
Texas, automatic controls plant, where construction 
of a . new 60,000-square-foot assembly building 
neared completion. 

Garland Division added new equipment to make 
its environmental test laboratory the most complete 
of its kind in the Southwest. A new thermal vacuum 
chamber can simulate a space environment with a 
temperature range of 100 degrees below zero 
Fahrenheit to 250 degrees above zero Fahrenheit. 
Also added were a shock spectrum synthesizer/ 
analyzer that simulates and then analyzes the effects 
of blast-off, missile stage separation and normal 
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engine vibration on electronic missile components, 
and 5 thermal vibration chambers capable of testing 
up to 15 small missile components simultaneously. 

Garland Division completed installation of 2 pre
cision parabolic antennas for satellite communica
tions (in Panama and Brazil) and had 3 others 
under contract (in Peru, Iran and Lebanon). 

Memcor Division moved into production of the 
AN/VRC-12 vehicular-mounted radio transceivers 
at its Huntington, Indiana, facilities and introduced 
an improved version of the AN/PHC-2.5 backpack 
radio. In Salt Lake City, Mcmcor Division's Montek 
Operations continued work on an Air Force contract 
for TMC-212 TACAN test monitor and control 
units and introduced a man-portable TACAI\. 

Continental Electronics aC(fUired Pickard & Burns 
Electronics early in 1968 and operated the 2 :Massa
chusetts facilities of this company as the Pickard & 
Burns Electronics Division of Continental Elec
tronics Manufacturing Company. Pickard & Burns 
has specialized in radio engineering and consulting 
and has performed fundamental work in propaga
tion, in navigation systems and in the design and 
manufacture of specialized receivers, multicouplers, 
receiving antennas and measuring instruments. At 
year-end Pickard & Burns Division was producing 
shipboard antenna couplers for the Omega System. 
Continental Electronics, the free world's most ex
perienced producer of superpower transmitters, 
built the 2,000,000-watt NATO VLF station in 
Norway, which at year-end was in test status, and 
VLF Mediterranean, where work on peripheral 
systems, acceptance test and proof of performance 
was to continue into 1969. In progress were con
tracts for high-frequency 40 and 200 ISB trans
mitters for the Naval Electronics System Command 
( NESC) and a 1-megawatt broadcast transmitter 
for the Broadcast Corporation of China. Deliveries 
were made on a contract from the Research and 
Development Command (RADC) and the Navy 
Research Laboratory ( NRL) fo~ VHF radars. A 
contract for OTH (over the horizon) radar was in 
wo~k, and a contract was received early in 1968 for 
design, manufacture and installation of a VLF 
transmit~er at Annapolis, Maryland, from the Naval 
Elect~omcs Systems Command. During the year 
Contmental Electronics received a contract and 
completed delivery of transportable LF transmitters 
to the ~avy, marking the first known installation of 
such h~gh-powered equipment in transportable con
figuratiOn. 

The year was one of continued advancement and 
change for ~TV Ling Altec, Inc. Acquisition of 
Escon, Inc., m ~a.r:h 1968, following close on the 
~eels of the acqulSlhon of. Allied Radio Corporation 
111 October 1967, substantially enlarged and further 
diversified the operations of the company. LTV 
Ling Altec a~ year-~nd had 6,500 employees and 
amma~ sales 111 the $160,000,000 range. Head(1uar
tered 111 Dallas, the company has 14 major operating 
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entities, with facilities located from coast to coast. 
and 3 fon•ign subsidiaries. Ling :\ltec has :3 publicly 
owned su hsidiarics. Tamar Ei< ·ct ron ies Industries. 
Inc., and \\'hitehall Ekctronies Corporation. \\'hic!t 
are listed on tlw :\nH'rican StoC'k ExC'han~c. and 
Staco, Inc., which is traded O\"('r tlw couttlt-r. 

LTV Ling Alt<·c. Inc., is a highly divcrsifit"d com-
l)an\' s<·n·in<r l)rimarih- the consunH'r ancl industrial 

~ \...., ,· 

electronics markets. hut it also has a larg<· numlwr 
of products all(! Sl'n·ices in support of ;w~·ospace 
efforts. The Alt<·c I ,ansing Division manufactures 
Giant \'oic<' hi•rh-l<·n·l voice wamitl!!; s\·slt•tns which ....... ' . 
can IH' used at airfields and launch sites; il shipped 
many of tiH'S<' systems to \'idnam. in 1 H.GS. . 

Allee Lansing was also manulaC'lunng puhhc 
addn•ss s\'Stcms: intercom svstetns. twisc canceling 
micropho;ws, and tclephm{<· a111plificrs for aero
space· applications. Ling Electronics Di\'isic~n \\'as 
continuill'r the research all(] dt•v<·lopttH'llt cflort re
quired to nkcep it in a leadership position in both 
vibration and high-intensity smm~l test systems. 
required in the development ol all aNosp~1cc 
vehicles. University Sound Division was manufac
turing speakers us~d in a varic·ty of •.wrospacc al~
plications, including air-to-gro~md v.OIC'<' ~·o~11.mum
cations. Tamar Electronics, I~C'onohh' Dt\·tston, a 
pioneer in automotive traffic ~ontr~)l, proposed a 
system for around control of aircraft traffic to the 
Xcw York nPort Authority c•mploying its newly 
introduced special-purpose digital traffic cm.1trol 
computers. It also developed. a ground. traffic snnu
lation tcchnicJUC for analysts of traffic prohl.ems. 
Presentations on this new simulation techmque, 
which appeared to have application to new airport 
design as well as to design of traffic control systems 
at existing airports, were made to the ~ ew York 
Port Authority, the FAA and the Departm~·n.t. of 
Transportation in October. The ~todclart DIVISIOn 
of Tamar Electronics introduced m August a new 
acquisition system. The Acr~ Corpo~·ation, a sub
sidiarv of \Vhitehall Elcctromcs, contmucd to over
haul ;nd repair aircraft. It was ex~)anding. facilities 
at Lake Citv Florida, in preparation for mcrcascd 
activity rcs~lting from a recent P:2V award. Exis~
ing programs included the <?-121 and C-12·-!. Staco s 
subsidiary, Standard Elec~ncal. Products. Company, 
was producing mini~tt~re Illummatcd switches. u~ed 
in cockpit controls; It 111troduced a new gcner atwn 
of switches of this type, designated the Model 40 
Matrix Switch. 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

The year 1968 saw Lockheed Aircraft Corpm:a
tion return to the front ranks of U.S. passenger au
plane manufacturers, make progress in other lines 
of commercial business, and record significant mile
stones in its government programs. 



The C01l1JX111~· lwgan 196S \\'ith a firm backlog of 
B2.:2-:- billion. includin~ onh- $.5.=:>.000.000 of com
nwi-cialonh·rs. :\s it IH~ared ~Tar-end. it had a hack
In:!; of B UJ.I billion. includii1~ 8:2.:2 billion in com
nwrcial onh·rs. Ei~ht of its ~) opcratin•r companies 
n·c·ord\'d signific·;u,lt increases in comi~t·rcial husi
Iwss. 

\\'ith salt·s closl' to its 1967 total of $:2.33 billion, 
Wfi") h~·onght l.ocklwl'cl a record high in sign-ups 
that afll'ctt•d ,·irtuall~· all of its major go,·crnmcnt 
\\'ork-sonw 8-:-oo.ooo.ooo for the :\an's fleet hal
listie Inissill's. 8:250.000.000 for .-\ir Forc.c and :\:\SA 
spac<' lannch•·s and flights. more than 8300.000.000 
for I he :\ i r Force C-.=:> Ca laxy transport. on·r $100,-
000.00~l for tIll' :\ rmy's Clw~·enne helicopter, mil
l ions I or :'\ ;l\·~· deep submergence programs, and 
additional ordt·rs ami funding for othn projects. 

:\fajor kelmical achit•\'<:'mt•nts included first flight 
of til!' \.'an·'s Poseidon strategic missilt'. roll-out ;~ncl 
first fli~ht ~)f the Calax\· amf first fli~ht of the P-3C 
:\-:\E\\· Orion antisuh;narinl' \\'arL{n• plan<:'. 

On·rall an•as of intNest indncled. in addition to 
LockiH•t•d's traditional air ,·ehiclcs ami support 
market. missile and propulsion s~·stt·ms, orbital 
\'C'hicks and missions. undersea and oct•;m surface 
research and n·hiclt:s, land \·ehiclcs. electronics 
ranging from communications to radar and informa
tion systcms, housing and construction. and over
sl'as opl'rations and investments. 

Pacing Locklwed's resumption of large-scale com
!lll'rcial aircraft activitil's was its I.-lOll advanced 
technology trijet. Orders starting in \larch had 
passed tht• 8:2 hillion ln·cl hy mid~·l'ar. Designed for 
th~ world's highcst-clensit;· tran·l markets in the 
HJ lOs and lwvond, the L-1011 will earn· from :250 
to .3-±.S pasSl';1gers and can us<' intcn;1Ccliatc-sizc 
airports. Its 3' Holls-Rovce HB.2ll engines, em
bodying a 3-shaft principle, make impro~·cd usc of 
fuel, reducing smoke and noise annoyance and 
enabling growth versions of thl' L-1011 to fly 
transat !an tic routes and major legs of Pacific cross
ings .. Provisions for passenger c~mfort ontclatc all 
prcnous concepts of airliner luxury. 

\Vork was well under wav on an extl'nsin· L-1011 
su h:·ontracting activity, a large-scale facilities and 
eqmpnwnt program, and detailed design, develop
ment, planning, tooling and production to assure 
start of deliveries to airlines hv 1971. 

Th1~ec C-5 Galaxy heavy' logistics transports, 
"~?rlcl s !argest airplanes, flew for the first time. 
l'.1ght of the giant 728,000-pouncl aircraft, being 
huilt under a $1.4 billion Air ForCl' contract for the 
1vfilitary Airlift Command, will he in the air by mid
~969, when the Air Force will receive its first plane 
for transitional training. 

The computer-based A-NE\V submarine detec
tion system carried by the advanced P-3C Orion 
antisubmarine patrol r)lanc enables retrieval, trans
mission and display of tactical data with unprece
dented speed and accuracy. About 100 P-3Cs were 
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to be built under the present program. with delivery 
rates reaching a high of 3 per month for assignment 
to the Atlantic fleet in late 1969 and the Pacific fleet 
in the mid-1910s. ~fore than :250 P-3s ,,·ere in :Beet 
service. 

In the vertical-lift field. the .-\nnv awarded Lock
heed a contract to begin procluctio;1 of 315 .-\.H-56:\. 
Cheyenne compound aircraft. the first rotorcraft 
designed specifically as an aerial fire support sys
ten1. 1 ncorporating the rigid rotor principle that 
pro\·ides greater stability, speed and flying case. the 
Cheyenne has a 50-foot rotor, fixed wing. turbine 
engine. and propeller for fon,·ard flight. .-\t year
end it was successfully undergoing inflight firing 
tests. The 2-man craft will Hy helicopter escort 
and fire suppression missions at speeds up to :250 
miles per hour. Army service evaluation was to 
continue through 1969. 

In other vertical-lift activities. the XV--±B Hmn
mingbird II flew for the first time. A modification of 
the earlier XV--!A augmented jet thrust ,·chicle, the 
XV-4B incorporates a new direct-lift system with 
6 jet engines, -! for vertical take-off and :2 lift-cruise 
units. It was serving as a key tool in a long-term 
Air Force vertical take-off research and development 
program. 

Logistics transport dev~lopmcnts included de
livery in !\fay of the last of 66 C-130K Hercules to 
the United Kingdom. whose Hoyal Air Force was 
orwratincr the laraest fleet of militarv Hercules out-

b b ~ 

sick the U.S. In nearly -!0 versions, more than 1,000 
C-130s serve the Air Force. 1\avv. Coast Guard and 
!\Iarine Corps and the govcrn;11ents of 16 other 
nations. !\filitarv and commercial Hercules produc
tion was contin.uing at a 5-pcr-month rate. 

September marked cert~fication by the Federal 
Aviation Administration of the stretched Lockheed 
100-20 commercial cargo carrier Hercules air 
freiahter accomr)aniecl hv sale of 3 of the new 

b ' J 
models and one standard version. Commercial Her-
cules were in service with 6 airlines and 3 airfreight 
contractors. Nearly all of 34 Electras being modified 
as freighters for -! airlines, st:nne of which contract 
services to the Military Airlift Command, were de
livered. 

Flight of a C-141 StarLiftcr by General Howell 
M. Estes of the Military Airlift Command from 
Travis AFB to Scott AFB marked the 1,000,000th 
fly·incr hour recorded bv MAC's C-141 fleet, which 
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consists of 14 squadrons with a capacity of more 
than 595,000,000 ton-miles per month. 

A new market opened for Lockheed's JetStar 
executive jets with purchase <?f 2 by a. major airline 
for usc in inflight training of pilots for large pas
senger transports. TI1C J etStar's ~ight COI~tr~l re
sponse and cockpit arrangement hn•?red It m an 
evaluation by the airline of 7 aircraft in its class. 
A 2-phasc program followed, in which 203 pilots 
trained in the J ctStar did as well or better than those 
using the hu·ge transports, which were freed for 
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reYenuc service. Fifteen J ctStars were deli\'crcd 
during 1968's first 10 months. for a total of 12.5 
in service. 

Highlight of Lockheed activities in missiles and 
propulsion was the successful first flight in August 
of the Poseidon, eventual successor to Polaris as the 
Navy's fleet ballistic missile. "·ith double the pay
load and accuracy of the Polaris :\.3. Firings at sea 
will follow pad firings. and the first of .31 nuclear 
submarines due to carry 16 Poseidons was to start 
launch tube modification earlv i11 HJ69. Thereafter 
up to .5 boats will he convert~·d vearlv until all are 
fitted and deployed by HJ/.5. f.ocklieecl's 1:'2-vcar 
missile partnership with the :\"av\' marked ano.tlwr 
miles~one with delivery of the fi,)al production line 
Polans A.3. Production of modification kits con
tinued for a fourth Polaris n·rsion. Lockheed will 
cm_1tinue :a update Polaris missiles, including re
pmr, m?chfication and inventory management, and 
to provide Polaris missiles as targets in tests of the 
Sentinel antihalJistic missile S\'stc~m. 

Lockheed's Agena second-stage booster and satel
lite continued as the reliable '~·orkhorse of tlw Air 
Force and civilian space programs; its militarv uses 
a:e classified. Of the 669 space launches m{ both 
sides of the Iron Curtain since 1 9.59, 49.3 were by 
the U.S., of which Agcna participated in more 
than half. 1\filitary and civilian launches scheduled 
through 1972 include the POCO project For :'\ ASA 
~t year-end 1968, placing a polar orbiting geophys
Ical ?hscrvatory in elliptical earth orbit, complc
mentm~ the .geophysical observatory injected into 
eccentnc orbit by another Agena in \larch 1968. 

Agena was to have 2 new I\'ASA launches in earlv 
1969. It was to perform a dual role in a l'\imhu's 
'~eather satellite mission, placing the satellite in a 
Circular or~Jit and, on a second trip around the 
ear_th, puttmg a small Army satellite into an orbit 
of Its own. The other task will he the test of a new 
mercury ion engine in the space electric rocket test 
( SE~T) program, aimed at pi·oving the new power 
plants usefulness for long space missions. Lockheed 
also designed, developed and tested SERT's solar 
~rray deployment mechanism. Other NASA work 
mcludes study of d · f ·1 I · · space cvices or possi ) c usc m 
post-Apollo programs, design and installation of a 
computer-based information retrieval system, and 
a follow-on test dcm t · . . · ons ration contract related to 
an orbitmg primate experiment L ·k1 . 1 I· 1' k · oc 1ccc a so sup-
P Ies roc ·et control systems in I\' ASA d. 
rockets to stud · 1 fl · , soun mg . Y so ar ares near the suns surface. 

Display~d at the Tokyo Air Show in October was 
Lockheed s Starlet-Starlite concept d I 

]. , a propose ow-
cost, compact, 1ghtwcight cryouc>- · 1 t d . hclliC )OOS ·er an 
spacecraft, whiCh \Vould he C"p··1])1 1: t 1 . . " ' e 0 CX rCI11e Y 
high speeds for rangm2: far out into t 1 
I d d 1 . ,_, space o co -
cct an sen )ack scientific data from the sun, the 

planets and the asteroid belt. 
Fortunately not ne~'ded, Lockheed's escape rocket 

rode along on the history-making launches of the 
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Apollo I orbital and :\polio 8 lunar missions. The 
escap<' rocket's motors \\'<'n· prt'pan·d to loft the 
spacecraft <,~\\'ay from danger in t'\·<·nt of a booster 
malftlllClion during early phases of th<" launch. 

Lockheed's l<'acling position in IJIHI<'rwa s~·stems 
was r<'illforc<·d "·ith a :\'a,·\' a\\·ard to d<'\·clop and 
!mild the d<'ep suhme,··gt'Il<'<' s<•arch n·hic!t· 
( DSS\. ). capahl<' of dcsC<'IHling :20.000 ft·t·l to lo
cal<· and n·cm·<·r snwll ohj<·C'ls. Tlw prolot:·pe. 
111arking tiJ<' first phas<' of a11 <>jWraliollal clt'ep 
oct'all S\'SI<'Ill. \\·ill lw ahl<" to r<'111ai11 suhinC'rgl'cl 
with a .j_,llall en·\\· for up to .I!J 11ours. . 

I 11 a not h< ·r Ill a jor u11dcrsca s\·st <'Ill program placecl 
"·ith Locklwed In· lh<' :\'an·.· <"Oilslrul'lioll \\·as un
der wa :· 011 :2 d~·ep su hnl<··rgem·< · n ·sc-11 ~ · ,.e hides 
( DSH.\"s) designed to n·sctw c·r<·\\·s ol disahlccl 
submarines and to lw air trallsporl<thl<' in tlw Lock
heed C-J.Il. Tlw DSHYs will op<·ral<' to dt·pths of 
.5,000 feet. 

In a third undersea svsl<'Ill proj<'c·t. the DcC'p 
Ouest r<'sea rch su hmarii ;c.. fund< ·d and hu il t In· 
I~ocklwecl. COillplctecl a series of di,·<·s to d<'pths <;f 
n1on· tl1an H.OOO fed preparatory to n·rtification for 
usc In· :\"a\Y personnel. Unclc·r a l<·as<· arra11gcmcnt, 
Deep. Quest was expected to mak<.' I :2 to 13 di\·es 
as part of a ;'\a,·al Undersca \\.arfan· Center pro
gram. 
' Sicrnifica11t crrowth came in t•lcctronics, a major ..., ,..., f I 
field of LockiiC'ed aclivitv. A wid<· range o c cc-
tronic products and serv(c('S ii1clmlecl gunfire con
trol svstems for :\rmv ancl :\'an· nst·. den•lopment 
of a ,:otor hlaclc for hclicopkrS: colllputcr memory 
svstcms and circuit hoards and a family of tape 
r~·corders. Lockheed continued as a leading pro
ducer of airborne fliuht and maintenance data ..., 
recorders· and as a specialist in aircraft electronic 
modifications and installations, and made a signif
icant entry into the commercial field late in 1968 
with its multiple applications computer ( I'>IAC), 
offering large-scale capability at low cost, and 
designed for a wide variety of uses. 

I1~ the field of land vehicles, Lockheed was 
awarded an Army contract to huilcl 3 prototypes of 
its 8-wheelecl Tvvister. Under development with 
Lockheed funding since 196-4, Twister has demon
strated ability to travel through ravii~es .. dikes, ~1igh 
grass, rubble, mud and desert. Traction IS provided 
by an arrangement in which 4 wheels •:ttached to 
each of its 2 yoke-joined bodies are clnven by an 
encrinc in that body. A commercial demonstration 
m;dcl of Lockheed's TcrraStar amphibious vehicle 
began a series of extensive field tests. 

Operations at Lockheed's Seattle shipyards in
cluded conventional and foilhornc tests of the 
300-ton Plainuiezc resem'ch hydrofoil, built of alum
inum and the largest vessel of its type, clue for 
delivny to the Navy, and several conventional ship 
completions and overhauls. These included the 
commissioning in May of the USS Schofield, last of 
.3 guided missile destroyer escorts built for the I'\avy, 



and the launching in :\ugust of a 16.550-ton am
phibious landing· platforn\ dock. sixth of 7 "\"avy 
ships in tllis dass. followed by its delh·er~· in Oc
tolwr along ,,·ith ~ other "\"an· craft. 

Si~nifie;{nt progress contiimC'd for LockhC'ed's 
pakntc·d PaJu•l Lock low-cost housing system. using 
prdornwd wall and roof pam·ls erected by low-skill 
labor at building sites. Construction projC'cts in
dmh·d dams in Colorado and Oregon. a water proj
c·ct ltmJw) in California. and joint n·nturC' participa
tion in a tumH'l near Los :\ngC'ks as part of a watC'r 
svsh'm linking northern and south<·rn California. 
· Lockheed's. information s\·stt•m work continued 

its national growth with aclded pC'netrations into 
3 areas of specialization: aid to state and local 
gon·nmwnts. syst<-ms for hospital records, and aids 
for educational s\·stems. Cnder a long-term contract 
with a ll'ading \Iichwst medical cli~1ic. it is work
ing out the 1\asis for optimum use of aerospace
hasl'd sysl<'ms technology h~· the medical profes
sion. It pl'rf ormed successful east-savings studies 
for s<·n·ral state <ron·rnnwnts and was continuin<T 
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den·lopnwnt of systems to impron· motivation and 
training of c•kmentarv school underachie,·ers. 

Loc·khl'ed maintain.ed customer sen·ice and mar
kding rl'presentatiVL'S in many parts of the world 
all(l its inl<'mational activities included joint ven
tur<' ckn·lopments and licensed manufacturing pro
grams. Locklwc•cl's <Trour1 of international comrJanics 
' ~ 

c~irects <'lc•ctronics assemhly operations in Hong 
Kong and manufacture of arc \n·lding equipment in 
:\ kxico, and represents Lockheed's interests in such 
diverse inv(•stnwnts as a finance company in Aus
tralia, a tin mine in Bolivia, and a manufacturer of 
aircraft, ships and motorcycles in Italy. 

In 1968's first 9 months Lockheed reported sales 
of $1.57 billion, net earninf!s of 836,000,000 and a 
record hi~h hacklo<T of 84.9 billion, compared re-

'- ~ 
spectin·ly with $1.55 billion, 838.000,000 and $2.6 
billion for the same 9-month p(•riod in 1967. Em
ployment totaled more than 94,000. 

THE MARQUARDT CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF 

CCI MARQUARDT CORPORATION 

The Marquardt Corporation established signifi
cant milestones in precision rocket technology dur
ing 1968 as a result of its continuing highly success
ful record of space service on the NASA Apollo 
program. 

Produced by Marquardt's Rocket Systems Divi
sion under contract to North American Rockwell 
Corporation, 16 reaction control rockets, mounted 
in clusters of 4 on the Apollo service module, serve 
as part of the spacecraft's stabilization and control 
system. Each rocket generates 100 pounds of thrust 
and can be operated automatically and manually 
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to accomplish various maneuvers scheduled for the 
mission. The rockets are designed to provide precise 
directional thrust to control the spacecraft's roll. 
pitch and yaw, as well as trajectory corrections, 
orbital changes and spacecraft separation maneu
vers. A total of 96 engines were used on the first 6 
Apollo missions and they accumulated approxi
mate]~, 113,000 separate firings and more than 116 
minutes of burn time in space. 

The R-4D engines are also used for attitude con
trol on the :\polio Lunar :\lodule and on the Air 
Force's :\Ianned Orbiting Laboratory. The tech
nology in the development and operational success 
of the R-4D engine served as the basis for the com
pany's development of a broad product line of 
space rockets ranging in thrust from .5 pound to 
5.000 pounds. 

:\larquardt's air-breathing technology continued 
to progress in the area of Prepackaged Liquid Air
Augmented Rockets ( PLAAR). Supercharged 
Ejector Ramjets ( SERJ), composite rocket-ramjets, 
and slurrv-fueled svstems. 

:\larr1u;rdt's acti\·ities were further characterized 
hy a broadening of product lines and manufactur
ing services, particularly in the ordnance and muni
tions field, in controls and accessories for military 
and commercial aircraft, and in the development 
and production of Doppler sonar navigation sys
tems for application to geophysical survey, deep 
ocean navigation, and supervessel docking. 

.At year-end l\larquardt's activities were sup
ported by approximately 1,200 p_ersor~nel at Van 
"\"uys, California, and \Vestbury, 1\e\Y York, and by 
an -~urav of hi<Th-performance propulsion test facili-

- b 1 b . ties for space and high-~Iac 1-num er envuon-
mental testing. The company also maintained dis
trict offices in \Vashington, D.C.; Dayton, Ohio; 
Houston, Texas; and Van Nuys, California. 

l\IARTIN l\IARIETTA CORPORATION 

B.ALTil\IORE DIVISION 

The Martin Marietta Baltimore Division, a major 
aircraft modification and production center, con
tinued to move ahead in those areas and in ad
vanced manufacturing technologies. 

One of the more technologically significant pro
<Trams in the Modification Center was the conver
~ion of 2 F-106B jet fighters into Variable Stability 
Trainers ( VST) for use by the Aerospace Research 
Pilot School at Edwards Air Force Base. The VSTs 
duplicate the flight characteristics of the F-105, 
F-111, X-15 and X-24A. The F-106/VST marked the 
first time a variable stability aircraft had been 
developed for routine training operation; prior craft 
of this type were used exclusively for research. 

Martin Marietta's Modification Center at Balti
more was busily engaged in preparing a number 
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of aircraft for new missiOns. Electronic modifica
tions were performed on such aircraft as the F-101, 
B-57, EC-121 and RC-13.5. 

A major award during 1968 was from the U.S. 
Navy for design assistance and fabrication of the 
ZAP. Value engineering studies were undt;r way at 
year's end to produce ZAP as a high-quantity, low
cost weapons systems. ZAP is an acronym for zero 
antiaircraft potential. It is a hypervelocity solid
fuel rocket designed to detonate with a special high 
fragmentation effect. 

Production of horizontal stabilizers for :\lcDon
nell Douglas DC-8 jet transports continued. \lajor 
tooling work was performed under a numher of 
contracts. Tooling for the C-SA and F-lll was 
completed. 

For NASA, the Baltimore Division delivered the 
first Apollo Lunar Service Drill ( ALSD). The lunar 
drill is designed for obtaining core samples of the 
lunar surfa~e. Th~rmal sensors for measuring lunar 
heat flow will be Implanted in the holes. The drill is 
a rotary-percussion type using a tungsten carbide 
hit, thus eliminating the need for water as a coolant 
and flushing agent. 

DENVER DIVISION 

Operations at Martin Marietta's Denver Division 
w:re concentrated on 2 primary lines of activity: 
Titan III launch vehicles and spacecraft and their 
systems. 

The Titan III-C flight test program included 2 
launches in 1968. On September 26, a Titan III-C 
placed 4 satellites, weighing a total of more than 
900 pounds, precisely into predetermined orbits. 

An OVS.-2 satellite, carrying compact equipment 
for detectiOn and monitoring of radiation in the 
syn~hrono~s corridor, was released into an elliptical 
orbit. ( pen~ee, 98 nautical miles, apogee, 19,340 
nautical miles). Two other satellites-an OVS-4 
carrying heat transfer experimental equipment, ancl 
LES-?, an experimental tactical communications 
satelht~-were placed in a true-synchronous circu
lar or?It at 19,306 nautical miles altitude. An OV2-5 
satellite, ?e~igned to gather information about the 
characten;;hcs of high-energy particle radiation in 
the cel~shal sphere about the earth, was dispensed 
011 a shghtly elliptical pattern at synchronous alti
tude. 

In the earlier 1968 Titan III-C 1 h J 
13 8 . aunc , on une 
· , satellites were placed preci'sel . . I 

1 . . y m cucu ar, 
n~ar-sync 1ronous orb~t.s to complete for the U.S. 
A1r Force the first m1htary global co · t' . mmuniCa 1ons 
network m space. Eighteen other such satellites, 
part of .the "?-S. Defense Department's Initial De-
fense Satelhte Communications Syste1n 1· . · · . - , ear 1er 
were lofted mto the synchronous corridor by Tita 
III-C. n 

The 2 1968 flights from Cape Kennedy, Florida, 
brought to .'3,'3 the number of communications and 
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research satdlitPs that Titan III and its uppt•r 
stage, Transtage, had deliw·red to the s~·nchronous 
corridor during the research and den·lopment 
phase. This total represented nearly hO percent of 
all satellites and ahout 60 111'1T<'Ilt of all payload 
weight carried tlwre since tht• inception of tlw 
U.S. space program. 

Additional Titan J II-Cs were being huilt und<.'r 
a follow-on contract. 

The Titan II I -B, using the first :2 liquid-propellant 
stages of tl w Titan JI I core n ·I licit·. aml equipped 
with an :\gena upper stage, was flown in a st•ries of 
continuing missions from Vandenlwrg :\ir Force 
Base, California. The Titan III-B supports a ,,·icl<.' 
varietv of Air Force unn1anned research and clen·l
opnwnt programs. 

Ach·anct•d clPn·lopnwnt and early production 
phases of the Titan IIT-D and Titan TIT-:\1 were 
under wav at tlw division. The Titan III-D con
figuration 'is similar to the II 1-C. except that TI:an
stage has !wen replaced with a payload. Tlw Titan 
III\,1 will he the hoostt•r for the Air Force's 
:\lanned Orbiting Laboratorv. 

Titan III vchi~les ordered' hut not vet clelin'rcd 
during HJ6S totaled about .JO. 

Titan IIJ-C also was included in the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administraliou's 1969 fiscal 
budget plans. It wa:<; chosen as the hoostc•r for an 
unmanned spacecraft that would he usee~ to explore 
the surface of i\1lars during the early 19t Os. 

As part of the division's continuing program to 
develop other new applications for _Ti~m~ III, .a 
contractual study was performed for ::\:\SA s Lcw1s 
Hcscarch Center to investigate requirements for 
mating an Improved Centaur high-energy upper 
stage with the Titan III family of space launch 
vehicles. 

The Titan III/Improved Centaur vehicle is a 
candidate for a variety of unmanned space mis-
sions, including planetary explora_tion. . . 

Other growth elements unde1: mvestiga~IOn by 
the division, combinations of wluch could mcrease 
Titan III's ncar-earth payload-carry.ing capability 
to over 100,000 pounds, included mcrcasmg. th,e 
diameter of one or more of the core velucle s 
liquid-propellant stages from 10 t,~) 15. feet ( 1:eferred 
to as the "large diameter core ) ; mcreasmg the 
diameter of the 2 Stage Zero solid-propellant motors 
from 10 to 13 feet, or using 4 solid motors of the 
current 10-foot diameter, in conjunction with the 
large-diameter core; and a new main engine for 
Transtage, pump-fed rather than pressure-fed, pro
viding substantial weight savings as well as more 
payload-carrying capability. 

TI1e division continued its contractual work for 
NASA's Manned Space Flight and !\1ann.ed Space
craft centers, involving payloads integratiOn of the 
cluster configuration and other special studies for 
tlw Apollo Applications Program. 

Hardware tasks included development and fabri-



c·ation of tlw controls and displays console planned 
for tlw .\polio Command ~lodule. which would he 
ow· t"lt-nwnt in the clush'r of space modules. The 
('OIISO!t· Would hl' USl'd in COlllH:'Ction with th(' point
ing and attitmll'-maintainin~ mechanism for a major 
:\:\P C'Xp('rinwnt utilizin~ the :\polio Td('scop(' 
~I nun t. a not lwr duster elenwnt. 

Oth<'r. anal~·tieal tasks performed in connection 
with tlw :\:\ P contract includl'd S\'Stcms engineer
ing, in,·nh-ing thermal and struct-ural anah\es of 
th~· clustn :11.1d its major C'!l'nwnts: interface- defini
tions hdwcl'n cluster modules: experiments analy
St'S. ill\·oh'ing stmlil's of how to achien· maximum 
utility from ~·xperinH'nts and dcfinin~ rcquirenwnts 
of th<' indi\·idual s~·stl'ms as they impact on common 
sourct·s of suppl~· or ori~in. and on tlw ('ntir(' 
clusll·J· configuration: and special studies inYolving 
such ikms as en'\\' habitability requirenwnts, train
in g. en.,,. mot ion. and lo~istics requirements of the 
cluster's Orbiting \\'orkshop modulc. 

Tn .-\ngnst tiH· dh·ision was selected bv :\:\S:\ to 
pt"rform · ft·asihility and pn•liminary ch•slgn studies 
of an unmamwcl. automated soft-lander spacecraft, 
with a support module. for the 1973 ~Iars mission 
opportunity. Tlw study identified critical long }('ad 
ite111s associatl'cl with a soft-lander plus a support 
modul{• to fh-ln· ~Iars and rela\' entrY data to ('arth. 

:\lso for \' :\~.\. thl' di,·isim1 con1plded a study 
inv<·stigating the feasibility of using a buoyant 
station for thl' 197~ or 197:3 \'enus mission oppor
tunitil'S. The studv culminated \\'ith a wind tunnel 
test of tlw balloon. deployment sysh•m. Tlw Buoyant 
Vc11us Statio11, weighing approximatdy ~00 pounds, 
\\·mild contain about 60 pounds of instrumentation 
desigm•d to take measurements \\·hik floating in the 
atmosphere of Venus. 

The '\leteoroid Penetration Det('ctor Develop
ment project, which began in 1967. was extended 
through mid-1H69 hv ~AS:\. The \\·ork is intended 
to determine the fe~sihility of attaching meteoroid 
detectors to the exterior of the Saturn S-IVB stage 
and to develop a radiation-resistant thermal control 
coating material for spacecraft. 

\Vork under this project includes the design, de
velopment, fabrication and test of various types of 
detectors which could he used to provide data 
about the charact('ristics of the meteoroid ('11Viron
ment and meteoroid penetration in space. The in
formation is critical to the design of deep space 
manned and unmanned spacecraft. 

Other advanced technological studies under way 
at Denver included: 

• Investigation and d('monstrntion of noncon
taminating insertion techniques for launch-pad re
pair of sterilized planetary vehicles; analysis of 
contaminating factors in the manufacturing cycle of 
sterilized spaceeraft; effects of sterilization on space
craft batteries; construction and test firing of a 
stcrilizahlc prototype propulsion motlule for plane
tary vehicles. 
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• Studying effects of in-space contamination on 
the accuracy and operation of optical experimental 
('quipment such as the Apollo Telescope ~lount. 

• :\ variety of live simulation studies into the 
cffects of Z('r<)-gra\'ity conditions on extra- and intra
n·hicular acti\'itv. special mancu\'erin<T units such 

• b 

as backpacks and handguns. crew actiYitv as affect-
ing the attitude control of in-spac(' hardware and 
problems in attitude control whil(' conducting orbi
tal tracking op('rations. 

• Development of advanced materials for inte
Q:ratcd tank insulation system for the loncr-term ,.. ~ ~ 

storage of cryo~ens in space. 
• :\nalvsis of lunar surface densitY of contami

nants fro;n an extravehicular astrona{It. 
• Design. construction and test of an on-board 

check-out system for airborne and spacecraft appli
cations. 

• Design, construction and test of glass-filament
wrapped tanks for use as fuel or pressurization con
tainers during space missions. 

The division's new electronics manufacturing 
facility became operational in 1968. and construc
tion b('gan on a new 6-story space support facility. 

Th(' 50.000-square-foot electronics facility is de
signed for manufacture, assembly and test of elec
tronic compon('nts. subsystems and systems used in 
aerospacl' Yehicles and spacecraft systems. 

Its featur('s include an 8.000-squarc-foot clean 
room fed by horizontal airflow and dual filtering 
systems: a Digital Acquisition and Test (DIGIDA. T) 
system. developed by the division and equipped 
with comput('rized controls to permit extremely 
rapid testing of components and completed pack
ages; special contiguous laboratories manned by 
advanced el('ctronics manufacturing technology per
sonnel; and environmental functional testing facili
ties. 

Completion of the space support facility was 
scheduled for spring of 1969. The lower 2 floors will 
provide some 60,000 square feet of floor space for 
fabrication and assembly of spacecraft subsystems. 
The remaining space will be equipped for engineer
ing and support officcs and for smaller laboratories 
and test equipment. 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

In 1968 i\Jartin Marietta's Orlando Division con
tinued work on 5 major tactical missile systems: the 
Army's Pershing, Shillelagh, SA.i\1-D and Sprint 
ABi\1 and the I\avy's VVallcye glide bomb. 

In addition, the division enter('d a new phase of 
its work on RADA, an advanced tactical com
munications system under development for the 
U.S. Army. RADA is a mobile, wireless digital 
communications system that proYidcs secure divi
sion-levcl field communications without central 
switching. The new phase incluckd the building of 
advancc~l development units of RADA equipment 
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for further testing and a study aimed at determining 
how RADA can b e adapted to Project :tvlallard. 
Mallard is an interna tional communica tions system 
under development by the U.S. , Canada, Australia 
and the United Kingdom. 

Ma rtin Marietta's Orlando Diuision w as testin g this ad
van ced deuclopment m.odel of th e Armr/s RA DA communi
cation system , designed to put automatic dial radio in th e 

battle fi eld. 

In April 1968 DoD awarded production conb·acts 
for the Sentinel system , which includes Martin 
Marietta's Sprint antimissile missile . 

The Orlando Division continued to supply system 
components and logistic field support for th e N avy's 
air-to-surface Bullpup missile system and the 
Army's BIRDiE electronic fire control system. 

In late 1968 the Orlando Division was comple ting 
hardwar~ .for NASA to conduct th e first space-to
earth m1lhmeter w ave communication experiment 
aboard the ATS-E satellite . The division was also 
building for NASA the Control Signal Processor 
used on Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles, as 
well as the gyro processor for the Apollo T elescope 
Mount program. 

Imr;>roved ground support equipment for the 
Pershmg system went into full production in 1968. 
In proces~ under the Pershina 1-A system as the 
program IS known, were se: eral chan ges' to the 
ground supr;>ort equipment used in counting clown 
and lau~chmg t~e missile . The biggest outward 
cl~ange I S the sw1t~h from tracked to wheeled ve-
lncles for transportm g firing units Inc1·e · d b"l . . . . · ase mo 1-
1ty and rehabthty, less vibration lowe1· 111 a · t 

• , . c 1n en ance 
costs. and an mcreased rate of fire will result from 
the 1m?rovement program. ?ther major Pershing 
1-A sys t~m advances ~enter m a new programmer 
test statwn , fast-r eactmg erector-launch er, and a 
new b a ttery control central to serve as a unit com
mand post. 

Annual practice test firin gs from off-range missile 
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sites in southeastern Utah into \Vhitc Sa nds \fiss il e 
Range, New Mexico, continued. These exercises, 
designed to maintain troop pronc icncv in handling 
the 400-milc-range Pershing miss il e , inc luded firin gs 
by American and German units sta ti oned in E urope 
as well as those .S. units hea dquartered h ere. 

D evelopment work on th e Sprint antimiss il 
miss il e, sl a ted to b e one of the ma jor components of 
the Sentinel Ballistic Miss il e D efense Sys tem con
tinued under a contrac t with the Bell T clephon 
Laboratories. Afte r 5 years of the development f. 
fort , the Orlando Division had rece ived a total of 
$353,808,000 for research and development activi
ties, and $6,8-19,873 for production ac tiviti es under 
its in centi ve contrac ts with BTL and th e \\ es tern 
Electric Company. Flight tes t of th e missile con
tinu ed at \Vhitc Sands Missile Range, and la ter 
tests were sch eduled for Kwajalcin Atoll in the 
Pacific, where Sprint will b e integrated with other 
clements of the Sentinel System. 

During 1968 the Orlando Di vision began mass
producing Shille lagh antitank missiles at its small 
w eapons manufacturin g facility . Contrac ts won in 
D ecember 1967 and March 1968 brought to 
$34,000,000 th e total awards to :tvlartin :lvfarie tta for 
production of this weapon . 

Shillelagh is a lightweight, surface-to-surface 
guided missil e system design ed as main armament 
for armored combat vehicl es. A direct fire missile 
that is launched from a combination gun-launcher, 
Shillela (rh will b e e ffective against tanks , troops and 
field fo~tifications. Its 152-millimctcr gun-launcher 
can fire e ithe r missil es or conventional ammunition. 
The system ·provides high accuracy against moving 
or stationary targe ts. 

Production of the '"' all cye glide homb continued, 
along with transmitting and launching equipment 
for the Bullpup air-to-surface missil e. Bullpup was 
operational with both Navy and Air Force fi~hter 
aircraft and with aircraft of the NATO nations. 
vValleye, a highly accurate weapon with no propul
sion , is television-guided to the targe t. D eveloped 
by the Navy, it is operational with both Navy and 
Air Force fight er units. . 

At the b eginning of 1968, heav~ .P.ro~uctwn 
operations w ere transferred to. ti:e d~vtswn s new 
manufacturing facility. This bmldmg 1s the largest 
factory structure in Florida to use prestress~cl con
crete for all b eams, walls, and roof slabs; 1t adds 
102,000 square feet of floor space ~o the facilities at 
Orlando. Simultaneously, the mam plant was re
vamped in accordance with latest ~oncep~s and 
standards for production uf electromc eqmpment 
and for other light manufacturing. 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES 

The Research Institute for Advanced Studies 
( RIAS) near Baltimore City p erforms basic re
search in physics, fluid sciences, materials science 



and hiosciences. Its work is funded bv :\fartin 
\ laridta Corporation and by contracts with various 
l- .S. gon·nmwnt agencies. including tlw Air Force, 
.\rm~: . .:\;1\·~·. :\ch·a'nced Research Projects .-\gency. 
:\tomic Ener~y Commission, Department of the 
Interior and :\ational Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration. H 1:\S also has a Charles F. 1\:cttcring 
Foundation grant to pt>rform research in photo
sntt!H'sis. 
· Durin~ l96S. Rl:\S had approximatt"ly 90 pro

ft·ssional staff members. morC' than a third of whom 
hl'ld doctorates. lltis staff included scientists from 
many fon·ign countries as we'll as the Cnited States 
and was augmented lw visitors from universities 
and other rP~Parch centC'rs who presented seminars 
or participatc•d in r<'gular Rl:\S research programs. 
H.Psults of HI :\S research are published in the lead
ing seiem·e journals and in symposia papers. 

The physics group carried out research in mt>ta
stahle compounds, charge transport in semiconduc
tors, quantum chemistry and ion transport. Re
st·arch into tlw physical mechanisms invoh·ed in the 
d<•composition of hiah-cnergv crvstals sugaested 

t" ..... ~ .. \...~b 

techniques for modifvina and controllina the de-
• ~ b 

composition rate of these compounds, some of 
which arc used as explosives and solid rocket oxi
dizers. 

Quantum chcmistrv studies of hiah-cnergy com
pounds W<'n' centere~l on technique~ for p1:e·dicting 
chem.ical and physical properties, such as bonding. 
reactive hdtavior and stabilitv. before such com
pounds arc svnthcsized in the ·laboratorv. Research 
on ion transport was aimed at undersb~nding how 
electrically charcrcd particles flow throuah ... mem-, b t' 

brancs, promising fundamental information that 
may contribute to new water desalting processes. 

The fluid sciences group continued its programs 
in hypersonic blunt body aerodvnamics, 3-dimen
sional laminary boundan; lavers ;mel low-speed lift
ing aerodynamics. Empl~asi; in these external aero
dynamics programs was on those aspects peculiar 
to truly 3-dimensional flow. 

This group also conducted studies of unsteady 
l~oundary layer transition, coupling of propellant 
lmes and structural oscillations (the so-called 
POGO instability), and chemical non-equilibria on 
the numerical analysis of high-speed flow. 

The_ RIAS materials science group continued its 
ceramics studies. Titanium carbide, vanadium car
b~de and their alloys were investigated in a com
bmed theoretical and experimental program that 
enc?mpasses electron microscopy, mechanical be
haviOr, band structure and bonding studies. This 
PI~ogram is intended to provide structural materials 
With combined ductility and high-temperature 
stre~gth surpassing any materials used today. Work 
dealmg with surface-sensitive environmental effects 
on material behavior of many structurally important 
me~als, such as titanium, aluminum, copper and 
their alloys, continued. These materials may em-
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brittle and fracture under relatively low stresses in 
selected environments. Objectives included both 
elucidation of the mechanism of this type of failure 
(stress corrosion) and means for preventing em
brittlement. 

Studies of the chemical and metallurgical factors 
involved when solid metals, e.g., beryllium, zinc, 
aluminum and copper, are embrittled by liquid 
metals, e.g .. mercury and gallium, have revealed 
problems that may be encountered in advanced 
nuclear reactors using liquid metals as coolants. 
RI:\.S scientists were seeking to pre,·ent this type 
of failure bv both chemical and electrochemical 
means. 

Under a KASA contract, the RIAS biosciences 
group resumed research on an extraterrestrial life 
detection experiment. The technique rests on the 
detection, by mass spectrometry, of the enzyme
catalyzed exchange of oxygen-18 between water 
and labeled oxyanions. This exchange appears to be 
common to all forms of observed life. 

The RIAS extraterrestrial experiment is heat 
sterilizable and makes minimal assumptions about 
the nutritional requirements of organisms that 
might be found on other planets. 

In 1968 this work concentrated on simplifying 
the detection procedure, increasing the number of 
applicable oxyanions and continued laboratory 
studies to verify the concept. 

\Vork in photosynthesis-seeking a better under
standing of the mechanism by which living plants 
convert Iiaht energy to chemical energy-focused 

o . I on the role played by manganese m oxygen evo u-
tion. 

Chemosynthesis research centered on the culti
vation of a hydrogen-oxidizing microorganism and 
studies of its potential contribution to a closed 
ecological system, such as a manned spacecraft on 
an extended voyage. 

MARTIN METALS DIVISION 

The 2 product lines of this division are super
alloys and investment castings. Martin Metals 
Division is a recognized leader in the research, 
development and production of high-temperature 
superalloys. These exotic metals, many containing 
as many as 10 to 15 different elements, must with
stand the 2,000 degree Fahrenheit temperatures 
and high corrosive environments and pressures of 
advanced jet engines. 
MAR-~vi alloys are serving jet power require

ments in vehicular, marine and industrial power 
plants throughout the world. Experimental engines 
for the power needs of the future will contain these 
alloys and the new ones developed by Martin 
Metals researchers. 

Vacuum melted investment cast turbine blades 
and vanes are the second product line. These air
foils are used in jet engines such as Pratt & "Vhitney 
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Aircraft's JT3D. P&,V's JT9D t'ngine has ~lartin 
Metals castings in the blades of the second, third 
and sixth stages. Other engines containing :\lartin 
Metals parts include the JT12, }52, JT8D. TF30 
and FT4, and the General Electric TF.'39. 

Airplanes Hying on these engines include Boeing's 
707, 720, 727, 737 and 747; McDomwll Douglas' 
DC-8, DC-9 and F -4; General Dynamics' F-Ill; 
Boeing Vertol's CH-47A; Crumm;m's OV-1 Mo
hawk; and Bell helicopters. 

Significant technical gains have· come· from the 
metallurgists at ~Iartin Metals. For example, during 
the past 10 years 10 new alloys have hcl'n inn·nted, 
developed, produced and marketed by this division. 
~he ~ew alloy of 1968 was :\Lf\.H-:\,1 alloy 432. 

Tins !ugh-strength, high corrosion-resistant alloy 
has special properties specifically design<·d for in
t~grally c.ast turbine wheels. This is especially sig
mficant smce a problem with these wheels in the 
past has been the inability of any one alloy to 
combine ductility in the center of the huh with 
high. tensile strength in the outer rim. :\IAH-M alloy 
4.'32 IS the first such alloy to combine tlwse 2 physi
cal characteristics and, at the same time, provide 
outstanding high temperature creep propC'rtics. 

l\f(·DONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 

The McDonnell Douglas Corporation, with world 
headquarters in St. Louis, began its second year of 
operations on April 28, 1968, as one of the world's 
leading. aerospace firn~s, and by midyear had begun 
to reahze the potential of its synergistic merger. 

The decision to produce the DC-10 advanced 
~echnology trijetliner was the most significant event 
m the company's commercial aviation programs 
during 1968. 

Initial orders and options for a total of llO of 
the wide-body luxury jetliners were received from 
American Airlines and United Air Lines. American 
placed .o~ders in February for 25, with options for 
a~ additional 25, and United ordered 30, and op
tioned another 30, in April. Northwest Airlines 
ordered 14 DC-lOs and took options for another 14 
on October 29, bringing to 138 the total of DC-10 
orders and options. 

The Korthwcst order f . . . s were or an mtercontmen-
tal ~C-10 ~esignated the Series 20, with 3 Pratt & 
vVh1tncy Aucraft }T9D-15 engines each . d . 
4.5,.500 pounds of thrust. ·' < pro ucmg 

~he DC-10 Series 20 complements the domestic 
Senes !0 DC-10 ordered by American and United 
and usmg 3 General Electric CF6 high ])yp .. t' . . . I ass ra 10 
1et engmes m t 1e 40,000-pound-thrust class. 

McDonnell also announced a DC-10 Series 30 for 
intercontinental operation using an advanced ver
sion of the GE CF6 which will develop 45,600 
pounds of take-off thrust. The Series 30 will be 
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capabh· of operation up to -I.HOO statutt' milt'S 
carrying :210 passengers. It will operall' fro111 I 0.000-
foot fil'lds at maximum gross take-ofr weight of 
.HJo.ooo pmmds. 

ThP "full SJW<'d ahead'' COIJIIJJitnwnt to build the 
DC-10 was a1mounc<'d .'\pril :2:) h~· James S. :\1<:
Dolllwll, corporation chainnan. 

SciH'dulc•d to l'nll•r airliiH' st•n'i<"<' in 1971. the 
multiran"<' triJ'd will acc·oiJJJJIOdal!' 270 l)aSS<'n~t·rs h • 

in mixl·d-class seating and will <"arry up to 3-13 
pass<'ngt·rs in an all-t·coiiOIJIY c·o1•fig••ration. 

It will lw 17~J fc·d long and will han· a maximum 
gross W<'ight of up to -190.000 pounds. and its 20-
foot-diaJJider fusl·lagc will penni! Ill'\\' standards 
of ('OJJJfort and conn·nit•nc·l• for air tran·lers. 

TlH• DC-10 will operal<' l'COIJOIIlically on flights 
fro111 300 to -UJOO statull' mil<·s a11d will canT its full 
passenger capacity 011 nonstop coast-to-coast flights 
in the l 1nilt•d Stall'S and on inll'l't'Olllinental flights. 

Dou.rlas Aircraft Com])all\' will assemble the M . 
DC-I 0 at its exlensin~ facilitv in Long lkach. Cali-
fomia. Other :\lcDonnell !)oughts ~li\'isions pro
ducing n1ajor DC-10 assl'mblil·s inducll· :\_lcDomwll 
Douglas Astronautics. Santa :\lonit·a. California, the 
nosl'; :\lcDomH'll Aircraft. St. Louis, :\lissouri, de
sign and dcn·lopment of tlw wing and production 
of certain control surface components; and Douglas 
Aircraft Company of Canada, Ltd_., a :\l.cDonncll 
Douglas su hsidiary, manu fact 11 n·r of the wmg struc
ture in :\fallon, Ontario. 

A team of cxpnicnced, n·liahle subcontractors 
from the United States, Canada aml Europe was 
assembled hv :\IeDonne!! Douglas to pr()(ll!Cl' other 
major suha~<;seq1blics and components for the 
DC-10. 

McDonnell Douglas advanced into the DC-10 
program while producing its 4-<'ngine DC-8 jet
liners and DC-9 twin-jets at a comhined rate higher 
than that for any comparable period in its lengthy 
commercial aircraft history. 

During the first 9 months of 1968, the Douglas 
Aircraft Company delivered 77 DC-8s and 153 
DC-9s for a total of 230 jetliners, a company record. 

Since the beginning of the 2 programs, a t~ta.l of 
396 DC-8s had been turned over to .'32 mrlmcs 
through September 30, 1968, am~ the same number 
of carriers had received a total of .378 DC-9s. 

Additional orders for the various versions of the 
2 aircraft were booked during the year, bringing 
total orders for the DC-8 Super Sixty Series to 230 
as of Octoher 24 and to 558 for the DC-9. In addi
tion, 12 C-9A models of the DC-9 were ordered by 
the U.S. Air Force, of which 4; had been delivered 
hy September 30. 

During 1968 4 models of the DC-8 came off the 
production lines at Long Beach. They were the 
hasic Series 50 model and the larger Super Sixty 
Serks, including the Super 61 transcontinental 
model, the Super 62 ultra-long-range model and the 
Sup<'r 63 intercontinental model. These models in-



eluded a 11- pass en ~cr. conn·rtible passenger-cargo 
and all-car!,!o n·rsions. 

:\notlwr milt·stone in the 10-n·ar lifl' of the DC-8 
famih- ocnuTed in 1968. This 'was tlw certification 
ami first delin·r~· of the DC-S Supcr 63F. an air 
fn·i:.!htl'r capable of hauling a larger pa~·load a 
~rt'atcr distance than any other commercial jet in 
airline operation. 

Tht' giant transport, in conYertihle passenger
cargo ,·c·rsicms. can carry a maximum payload of 
m·arl~· 110.000 pounds o\·er transcontinental ranges. 
In an all-freight configuration. the DC-S Suppr 63F 
can haYt' more than 115.000 pounds of cargo. The 
com·l·rtihl~· Super 63F was the :20th DC-8 modPl to 
hl' Ct'rt i ficd In· the F eclcral :\ Yiation :\dministration. 

The DC>~J ·1 ikewise \\·as produced in 4 moclels: 
the Snies 10. S<•ries :20. Series 30 and Series -10. 
including all-passenger, all-cargo and conwrtible 
pass<'n gcr-cargo Yersions. 

Tlw Series :20. a high-pPrfonnance Yersion of the 
DC-9. mack its first flight on September IS. Com
bining the fuselage of the Series 10 with thc high
lift \\'in!.!; of tht' Series 30. the ne\n•st of the DC-9s is 
designt·~l for sen·icc• on commercial air routes be
t\n·c·n citil's with smallc·r airfields pn·,·iously acces
sihlt- only to pro1wllcr-driw•n transports. On its 
initial take-off, the Series :20 dramaticallv demon
strated its quick lift-off capability by l;sing only 
2.100 feet of runwav to become airborne. The 
St'rics 20 will carry· ur) to 90 ,passengers over ranges 
of more than 1.800 statute milcs. It is equipped \\'ith 
ci~lwr the 1-LSOO-pound-thrust Pratt & "'hitney 
Aircraft )TSD-9 jct engine or the 15.000-pound
th~·ust version of this power plant. First delivery of 
tins new modcl of the twin-jet was scheduled for 
Deccmher 1968. 

The vcar also marked the initial ddivcrv of the 
Series 4o model of the DC-9. It \\'as turnecl over to 
S~anclinavian Airlines System on February 29. 
Biggest of the twin-jets. the Series -!0 will accom
modate a maximum of 1:25 passengers in its 125.6-
foot fusclagc about 21 feet lonO'Cr than that of the 

1.. ' b 
Series 20. The Series 40 was the third DC-9 model 
to be certified for commcrcial operation. 

Two other noteworthy c\·cnts occurred in the 
DC-9 program during 1968. The first executive jet 
version of the DC-9 was delivered in April, and the 
first all-cargo version was delivered shortlv there-
after. ' 

Another important first clclivery was that of the 
military version of the DC-9, the C-9."\ !'Jightingalc 
aeromedical airlift airliner, turned over to the :Mili
tary Airlift Command of the U.S. Air Force at 
Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. on August 10. De
livery of the fully equipped flying h'ospital ward 
occurred less than a year after McDonnell Douglas 
rcceiw•cl a contract for the C-9As from the Air Force 
Systems Command's Aeronautical Svstcms Division. 
The C-9A provides jet speed a{~d comfort for 
wounded or sick patients on flights between mili-
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tary hospitals in the United States. It will accom
modate more than 40 ambulatory patients, 30 to 40 
litter patients or a combination of the 2. 

In June the \lcDonnell Astronautics Company 
and Douglas ~Iissiles and Space Systems Division 
were merged to create the 1vicDonnell Douglas 
Astronautics Company, responsible for all corporate 
efforts in space, science and exploration, and for a 
\\·ide variety of spacecraft, launch vehicle, missile 
and related programs. Headquartered in Hunting
ton Beach. California, this ne\Y company consists of 
2 major components, a "'estern Division and an 
Eastern Division in St. Louis. The company's proj
pcts include the Air Force's \fanned Orbiting Lab
oratory. 1\ASA S-IVB upper stage, the second stage 
for Saturn IB and third stage for the Saturn V lunar 
vchicle, Thor and Delta launch vehicles, develop
ment of the Spartan missile long-range interceptor 
for the U.S. Army's Sentinel ballistic missile de
fense system. development of the Dragon antitank 
missile for the Army, production of the Genie air
to-air missile for the Air Force, and pioneering 
work on many classified programs. 

The \lcDonnell Douglas Corporation was organ
ized in September into 4 major components, each 
operating under its own president: the McDonnell 
Aircraft Company, St. Louis; Douglas Aircraft 
Company. Long Beach; :McDonnell Douglas Astro
nautics Company, Huntington Beach; and McDon
nell Automation Company, St. Louis. Plans for the 
construction of a new corporate headquarters build
ing in St. Louis were announced, as well as new 
manufacturing facilities in St. Louis and Long 
Beach. 

At year's end, F-4 Phantoms were still in demand 
for U.S. armed forces and internationally, and pro
duction continued at a high rate. On September 5 
the company delivered its 3,000th Phantom, a Navy 
F-4J. 

In late April, 3 F-4Ks were delivered to the Royal 
Navy in Yeovilton, England, where the first Royal 
Navy Phantom squadron will be based, after a 
4.700-mile transatlantic flight. The first 2 Royal Air 
Force F--i~Is were flown from St. Louis to Aide
grove in Northern Ireland by :\'lcDonnell flight 
crews on July 20. 

Deliveries of F-4Ds to the Iranian Air Force 
began in September. . 

\Vest Germany's Bundestag defense cmmmttee 
on October 24 approved purchase of a reported 88 
HF-4E reconnaissance aircraft to equip its Air 
Force. 

The Japanese defense agency selected the F-4E 
interceptor Phantom on November 1 as the main-
stay fighter of its defense arm. . 

The company continued to modify and Improve 
the Phantom. On May 15 an F-4 was flown with a 
beryllium rudder, the first time an aircraft was 
flown with a major load-carrying component fabri
cated of this material. On September 10 an RF-4C 
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was flown with a boron composite rudder, the 
largest aircraft component of composite construc
tion yet flown. The first flight of boron composite 
wing flaps took place on an A-4 Skyhawk in Cali
fornia in August. This material has a strength and 
stiffness comparable to steel, ye t is lighter than 
aluminum. 

In preparation for next-generation aircra ft , th e 
company was competing for both Navy and Air 
Force programs , especially th e Navy VFX-1 and 
Air Force FX. On July 19, McDonnell was selected 
by the Naval Air Systems Command as one of 5 
funded contractors for the contractor definition 
phase of the Navy's VFX-1 program and was work
ing on a proposal for Air Force FX replace ment. 

On June 20, Eastern Airlines and iV1cDonnell 
Aircraft Company announced a joint operational 
project to demonstrate the feasibility of using Mc
Donnell's Model 188 STOL aircra ft for city center 
to city center passenger service, th e first practical 
on-location test of this aircraft and its supporting 
equipment. This 7-week demonstration program 
in \iVashington , Boston, New York and NeYvark 
began in September, and was followed by 3 weeks 
of evaluation at the Federal Aviation Administra
tion 's National Aviation F acilities Experimental 
Center. The Model 188 takes off in less than 1,000 
feet, lands in less than 500, and cruises at about 250 
miles per hour. It carries up to 64 passengers , and is 
the forerunner of larger , more advanced STOL 
aircraft being designed by McDonnell Douglas. 

Military aircraft programs at Douglas included 
production of the A-4 and T A-4F Skyhawk. The 
A-4F attack bomber was delivered to the U.S. 
Navy and Marine Corps and was in service in Viet
nam. The Navy also received additional TA-4F ad
vanced jet trainers. More than 2,000 of the various 
versions of the Skyhawk had b een produced by 
year-end. 

On June 7 the New Zeqland government an
nounced selection of th e Skyhawk to replace its 
Canberra jets in the Royal New Zealand Air Force's 
primary combat role. Placed through the United 
States government, the order included 10 single
s~a t .Skyhawks and 4 Skyhavvk trainers, with de
hven es scheduled to b e completed early in 1970. 

Sky~1awks . also were produced for Israel and 
were m ser~1ce with the Royal Australian Navy and 
the Argentme Air Force. 

In the space field, the newly organized McDon
~l ell ~o~~las Astronautics Company concentrated 
1ts achv1t1es on such launch vehicle programs as the 
S~tu~1~n S-IVB, :rhor ~nd D elt.a and such spacecraft 
p10gr arns as ~h.e Saturn I Orb1tal \ iV orkshop and the 
Mann ed Orb1tmg Laboratory. 

Th e lOth and 11th S-IVB rockets were delivered 
t? tl,1e National Aeron autic's and Space Administra
tiOn s Marshall Space Fhght Cen ter for use as 
upper stages on either the Saturn IB or the Saturn 
V launch vehicles. 
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In January NASA announ c c1 an order fo r addi
ti onal S-IVBs, increas ing to 29 th e tota l of th li q uid 
hydrogen/ liq uid oxygen-po,,·crcd stages it has or
dered from McDonn ell Douglas. 

During the yea r th e D elta es tablished a new 
record of 2.5 consecu ti ve launch success s. Throuah 
September 30, :1s the chie f nitcd States launch 
vehicle for resea rch sate llites, it had orb ited pay
loads in 5.5 of 59 launches . 

In July I\. SA :1nnouncccl th e a \\'arclin g of a 
~9 ,700 ,000 contract to i\lcDonn cll Doug las for 10 
Long Tank Deltas , increas ing to 8 th e number of 
Deltas ordered sin ce th e beg innin g of th ' prog ram. 
In addition , I\ASA and ?vicDonn c ll Douglas sig ned 
a contract for more th an 8:26,000.000 for D elta 
launch and related support servi ces a t Cape Ken
nedy and th e \\' es te rn T es t Hangc. 

Th e Air Force cont inued its utili za ti on of the 
Thor as booster stage for class ifi ed launches from 
Van denberg Air Force Base. The Long Tank Thor , 
only version of th e rocket b eing manufactured , is 
14% feet longer than a standard Thor , permitting it 
to carry more propellants and thus e~:tending its 
burn time and increas in g its earth-to-orbit per
forman ce. Contracts were rece ived from the Air 
Force durin g the year for product ion of additional 
Long Tank Thors and for launch services. 

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company was converting 
an S-IVB stage to an Orbital ·workshop (cutaway), to be 

flou;n in the Apollo Ap]Jlications Program. 

The company has a major role in NASA's Saturn 
Orbital \iVorkshop program. Part of NASA's Apollo 
Applications Program, the workshop project in
volves the conversion of the empty liquid hydrogen 
tank of an S-IVB stage into a spacious experimental 
laboratory for a 3-man crew after the fuel is con
sumed in attaining orbit. 

At the company's Space Systems Center in Hunt
ington Beach, modifications and fixtures necessary 
for use of an S-IVB as a workshop are installed in 



tltt· sta!_!l' .. \ full-scale mock-up of tlw Orbital \York
shop ,,·,ts huilt for :'\.-\S.-\'s \larshall Space Flight 
Cen tcr. 

Test in!.! 1wrfonned as part of the "·orkshop pro
!_!ram included a series of airborne zero-gravitv 
''XJWrinwnts using mock-up sections of the~ work
shop in an :\ir Force KC-135. Purpose of the tests 
\\"as to measure the ahilitv of engineers and astro
nauts to \\·ork in hard-to-read~ sections of the 
"·orkshop during the brief periods of wcightless
n<·ss achien•d durin1r the roller-coaster maneuvers 
in the j<'l aircraft. ;:--

The company's space-rebtt>d research included a 
successful and productin• ex1wrimcnt in which 4 
<:rl'\\"llll'll spent 60 days in a simubtcd space cham
her in a significant test of ach·anccd life-support 
svstcms. 
· In the missile field. \lcDonndl Douglas Astro

nautics has a major role in the C.S . .-\rm~·'s Sentinel 
Ballistic \lissilc Defense Svstcm. established to 
counter the Communist Chin~'se missile threat. :\s a 
major subcontractor to Bell Telcphont' Laboratories 
and "·t·stern Electric Company. \leDonnl'll Doug
las is dcn·loping the Spartan. a :3-stagt' missile de
signed to intercept intNcontinental ballistic missiles 
at lon!! rancre. ..._, \ ....... 

During the vcar the .:\rm,· :mnounced ~ success
ful tt•st Brings ·of the Spartai1 at the Kwajakin !\fis
sile Hangf' in the Pacific. 

Another missile project of :.lcDonncll Douglas 
Astronautics is the clcsi~1. den•lopmcnt and flight 
test of an experimental missile configuration known 
as Projf'ct UPSTAGE. Selection of the company for 
the program was announcL•d in June by the Ad
\·anccd Hcsearch Projects Agency. :\t that time the 
companv was awarded the first increment of a 
plannecl $25.SOO,OOO contract for the work UP
STAGE is a follow-on to carlin programs con
du~ted as part of Project Defender, a continuing 
scr~es of research experiments in ballistic missile 
defense svstcms. \Vork on UPSTAGE was under 
way in s,{nta ~lonica. 

Astronautics was also producing the Genie air
to-air missile for the Air Force's Air Defense Com
mand. Genie has been in continuous production in 
Santa }.Jonica and Sacramento for the Air Force 
since it first became operational in 1957. 

.Early in 1968 the company signed an agreement 
With Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Limited, under 
which the Japanese finn will produce Nike Hercules 
air defense missiles under license from McDonnell 
Douglas. The agreement permits }.fitsubishi and its 
subcontractors to produce the 2-stage missile with 
technical assistance from McDonnell Douglas. 

Other missile and space programs of McDonnell 
Astronautics included research in such areas as solar 
physics, materials, reentry, electronics and biotech
nology. In the latter field," for example, the company 
developed an engineering model of a lightweight 
undergarment designed for efficient removal of 
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excessive body heat from astronauts during space 
missions. The work \\·as done under a joint 1\_-\.SA
Air Force contract. 

:\t the company's Donald \V. Douglas Labora
tories in Richland, \Vashington. scientists and engi
neers were developing 2 tiny atomic batteries, 
designated the ISO\IITE and the BETACEL. 

Both arc long-life batteries designed to produce 
elrctrical power for such uses as operation of pace
makrr devices implanted in heart patients, remote
site instrumentation or spacecraft self-powered de
vices. 

Other projects of the Donald \V. Douglas Lab
oratories include development of miniature engines 
which someday may be capable of implantation in 
the human body to operate heart-assist de\ices. 
Contracts for this work were received from the 
.;\ational Heart Institute and the Atomic Energy 
Commission ( AEC). 

Scientists there also developed the first heat pipe 
"space radiator." a unique spacecraft cooling sys
tem. Initial installation will be in NASXs Applica
tions Technology Satellite (ATS-E). 

\IcDonnell Douglas programs in the nuclear field 
also included participation in Douglas United 
.;\uclear, a joint subsidiary of :McDonnell Douglas 
and the United 1\uclear Corporation. At the AEC's 
Hanford, \Vashington, facility, the firm operates 
reactor and nuclear fuel fabrication equipment 
under contract to AEC. 

Research projects at Astropower Laboratories, a 
~lcDonnell Doualas Astronautics facility in New-o . 
port Beach, California, included development of 
heat-resistant lona-life chemical batteries for use in , b 

spacecraft, and investigations in such fields as pat-
tern recoanition materials and desalination of sea-o , 
water. 

At the corporation's basic research facility, the 
Advanced Research Laboratories in Huntington 
Beach, investigations in mathematical sciences, en
vironmental sciences materials sciences and life 
sciences were under \~'ay. Projects included research 
in acoustical holography and lunar geology. 

The :McDonnell Automation Company expanded 
its services to business, science and industry across 
the nation. At year-end there were offices in St. 
Louis, Denver, Houston, New York, \Vashington, 
D.C., Columbia, Missouri, Chicago and Los 
Angeles. 

McDonnell Automation Company is one of the 
largest commercial utility companies in the world, 
and a service facility with large-scale computers 
available to many customers through the use of 
remote terminals. It operates 673 terminals in vari
ous cities in the United States, which transmit data 
to computers in St. Louis. 

In June it began for the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture a sophisticated computer study of the 
potential of agricultural production in the entire 
Missouri River Basin-285,000,000 acres-for 20-
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year periods: 1980-2000 and 2000-~0~0. !he stu:Jy 
evaluates the costs and benefits of 1rngat10n. dram
age, and flood protection projects. This analysis is 
one of the largest ever solved hy computer, hut 
:McDonnell is capable of solving prohlc•ms almost 
twice as large. 

In July it received a study contract from the 
Army to develop a master plan for usc in designing 
numerical control manufacturing facilities for spare 
and repair parts at the Edgewood :\rscnal. :\fary
land, as part of a broad manufacturing methods 
technology program. Numerical control is a com
puterized tcchnic1ue that automatically directs a 
machine tool in fabricating metal parts. :\<IcDonncll 
Automation Company has performed numerous 
similar studies for industry, and the parent corpora
tion has extensive numerical control experience. It 
is one of the world's largest users of l\C equipment. 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation is concerned 
with the problems of hard-core unemployed and, 
through the National Alliance of Businessmen, was 
attempting to do something about it. 

On January 2.3, 1968, President Lyndon B. John
son named James S. McDonnell, chairman and chief 
executive officer of McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion, to an executive board of 1.5 of the nation's 
leading businessmen from the nation's largest 
cities to attack the problem of hard-core unemploy
ment. Mr. McDonnell is national director and chair
man of the 10-state Region VII. Called the :t\ational 
Alliance of Businessmen, or :t\AB, this is a working 
group concerned not only with the policy but also 
with the operation of the program. It is a partner
ship between business and government to train the 
hard-core unemployed in a program called JOBS, 
or Job Opportunities in the Business Sector. 

McDonnell components in 4 of the nation's 50 
metropolitan areas were included in :t\AB's hard
~ore. un~m~loyment program and were participat
mg m NABs JOB pledge campaign. 

In St. L?~is, during 1968', the company began a 
2-year trammg program for 90 hard-core unem
ployed in clerical and food service skills, and a 10-
week summer training employment program, 
STEP, for 100 needy high school male students. 

In Los Angeles the corporation established a 
44-~eek program on job instruction in a production 
envll'o.nment. In _July, as part of JOBS, and NAB, it 
established an mrcraft parts and assembly plant in 
~os Angeles to train and employ up to 500 hard-core 
JObless persons. 

MENASCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

. ~.~nasco in 1968 p1:oduced approximately 30 
p~ICcnt of tl~e total Umte~ ~tates requirement for 
mrcraft landmg gear, retammg its position as the 
largest volume producer. 
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The major contract award n·c·t·h·~·cl h~· tlw com
pan~· \\'as an $o7 .. 500.000_ coitlrad lr_on1 l.ocklwt'd
California Company in Sepi<•Jtthl'r. lor dt·sign ami 
manufacture of main and JtOS<' laitdi11g gl'ar and rc
tradion acltiators for the l.ocklttTd L- 1011 luxurv 
trijd, JH'\\'('SI !'ntrant in tlw c·olltitH'rdal a\·ialioil 
fie· I d. 

Th<' contract followed an c•arlit·r aJntounc<·nwnt 
In· Pn·sident C<'rald J. L\·nch I hal \ lt-nasco ,,·mild 
S<.'l up a s<'paratc• or,gani~alion for aC'Iuator dt·sign 
and production. In Octoh<'r IH' c·mtfint wd the an
Itmmcc·mc·nt ln· n·\·l'aling that a lacilit~· \\"ould lw 
aclival<'d i11 th.c Los :\ngc·I<'S an·a for adualor pro
duction during tlw company's 1 DmJ fiscal ~·<'ar <"IHl
ing Jmw 30. HJCin. \Icnasco !tad pn·,·iousl~· pro
duc!'d actuators as an adjund lo production of 
lancliJJ'' "<'ar. ,..., t'> 1 . 

Th<' prcsid<'nt also announcc·c plans for ~·stah-
lislmwnt of a new facilitv at PalJtHlalt•, California, 
primarilv for the asseml;ly, tc·st and logistics sup
port of tlw I ~-I 011 landing g<'ar. TIH'S<' inst:_tllat ions 
arc in addition to a 30 pc·rc<'III plaid and laciliti<'s 
expansion scheduled for compkt_ion hy January 
HJ69, in both thC' Burbank. California, and Fort 
"'orth, TC'xas, divisions of \l<'nasco. 

A $6,000.000 capital expenditure· program for 
new machine tools and r('lalC'd equipml'nt was 
authorized in September 196S for tlH· HJ69 fiscal 
year. It followed an earlier $7,~00,~00 capital c;,
pc•nditun· program announc<'d_ 111 ::\ovemlwr 1961, 
and was part of a planned $:2."J,000,000 investment 
for the vcars 1968 to 1971. 

Durii;g 1968 \knasco participated in the follow-
ing programs: Bell UH-1B helicopter program; 
Boeing 707, 7.20, 7.27 and 7.37 aircraft programs and 
CH-46A helicopter program; General Dynamics
Grumman F-111A and FB-111 programs; General 
Dynamics F-10.2, F-106 and B-.58 programs; Ling
Temco-Vought A-7A and F-8U programs; Lock
heed L-1011 trijet, C-.5A military transport aircraft, 
C-130, C-141, P-3 and JetStar programs; :\kDonnell 
Douglas DC-9, F-4K and Saturn progr~ms; North 
American Hockwell Apollo program; NASA Cen
taur, docking and reentry training programs. 

Initial delivery of the first increments of hogie 
beams for the Lockheed-Georgia Company C-5A 
Galaxy transport was scheduled l?y ~'~ena~c~ . for 
January 1969. Produced in the Cahforma ~I VISion, 
the bogie beams are being ma~ufacturc.d. with sev
eral significant innovations m machmmg tech
niques. Program commitments were on schedule. 

Menasco's backlog at the close of its fiscal 1969 
first quarter was $139,000,000. Year-end financial 
results for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1968, set 
all-time highs for Menasco in shipments, earnings, 
assets and backlog . 

Shipments were $44,462,673; earnings were 
$3,185,.572, or $2.03 per share on average shares 
outstanding; and corporate assets increased from 
$2.5,639,890 to $30,973,054. 



J 11 1 <J6') Prcsid(·nt Lynch acti,·atcd a Pbnning 
and Corporate Den·lopnwnt Di,·ision headed by 
,·icT prc~icknt J. Dean ~ lt·yC'r to implement ~le
ll<tsc-o ·s forward plannin~ for IWW programs, new 
procluc·ts. n·sl·arch and devt.'lopment and long-range 
fac-iliti<•s and employment growth. 

~( )HTII A:\IEHH: .. \:\ HOCK WELL 
COHPOIL\TIO:\ 

:'\ orth :\ nwrican Hockwell Corporation. formed 
ll\· tlw nwrgl'r of :'\orth :\nwrican :hiation. Inc .. 
a;HI Hockw<~II-Standard Corporation. ended its first 
year of operation in September Hl6S. with sales of 
8:2.63U,7S-l.OOO placin~ it among the top 30 indus
trial firms in the l'nit<·d Stall's. ::\ct earnings totall•d 
87:3.7.')0.000 for the war. with the backlog of un-
filiPd ord<•rs tot;tlin(l'. 8:3.-!9 hillion. ' 

. Tlw_ company's p~duct line at ~-l'ar-end included 
a1rc~·aft. nuch·ar cner~~-. missil('S. electronics. space 
,-eludes. rod:l't propulsion s~·stems. automotive 
products. a~ricultural and industrial equipment. 
tt·xtih· machincrv and yachts. 

Th<' compan~·. \\'aS serdng as prime contractor on 
th<' :\polio spacecraft command and sen·ice mod
uh·s. the second stage of the Saturn V launch 
n·hkk· and tlw l'IlO'ii;es in all .3 launeh sta<Tes. Its 
1. I c- o 

tt sa Division was lmildincr the adar)ter housin(l' 
I ~ b 

t 1e Lunar ~Iodule in whieh ~ astronauts will cle-
scell(l to the moon's surface and return: the auxiliarv 
rocket motors for the second stage and the small 
thrustPrs for the command moch~lt' are also NAR 
products. 

This eomhination of activities made the company 
the leading industrial organization in the nation's 
lunar landing program. 

During the y<·a~, major dclivnies to the National 
A<•ronauties and Space Administration included the 
first 3 A polio spacecraft for manned missions and 
4 S-IT flight stages for the Saturn V launch vehicle. 

The c:?mpany played a key role in the historic 
Apollo 1 11-dav emth-orbital flight of astronauts 
"'alt<•r Schirra,' Donn Eisele and ... ,Valter Cunning
ham and in the 147-hour Apollo 8 lunar mission, 
crcwed by astronauts Frank Borman, James A. 
Lovell and "'illiam A. Anders. 

Apollos 7 and 8 used Command and Service 
.:VIoclulcs virtuallv the same as those that will be 
used during hu{ar landing missions in 1969 and 
1970. The H-1 first-stage encgines and the J-:2 engines 
on the second stage of the Saturn IB booster were 
also identical to those to be used in lunar landing 
missions. 

Successful completion of the flights. together with 
preceding flights in the Apollo series, was more than 
tacit evidence that North AmNican Rockwell has 
met and overcome the technological problems of 
the program. 
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Concurrently. the company's Space Dhision con
tinued to look ahead. Division scientists and 
engineers wer.:e preparing studies. designs and ex
periments for future ventures into space and for 
interplanetary flights, both manned and unmanned. 

A major effort concerned XAS:\'s immediate 
Apollo :\.pplications Program. the national space 
effort which will follow the lunar landing. Related 
acth·ities include the Astronaut ~laneuvering Unit, 
which will he used to assist astronauts in movement 
during space flight or within space stations. A test 
n•hiclc of this unit was built, as was a Remote 
~Ianeuvering Unit designed to operate and perform 
,·aried functions in space while being controlled 
from a base station. 

:\AS.·\ had invited the division to make a proposal 
on a one-man flying platform that will skim over 
the moon's surface. A test platform was fl0\n1 in the 
earth's atmosphere and a simulation procrram was 
being conducted. 0 

As the nation's principal designer and builder of 
large liquid rocket engines, the company has sup
plied propulsion for several of the nation's large 
ballistic missiles and for more than 800 U.S. militarv 
and civilian space launches. In 1968, company
produced engines were used in 3-! successful space 
vehicle launches. 

Generating 1,522,000 pounds of thrust, the F-1 is 
the most powerful liquid propellant rocket engine 
in the free world. It is clustered in a group of 5 to 
provide 7.610,000 pounds of thrust or 160,000,000 
horsepower, for the first stage of the Saturn V 
launch vehicle. The F-1 was in re(l'ular production 

b 
for the Apo1lo/Saturn V program. 

'Vith the initial Saturn V boost already provided 
by the F -1s in the first stage, the second stage is 
powered by 5 J-2 engines. Each generating up to 
2:25,000 pounds of thrust, they achieve high effi
ciency by using liquid hydrogen as fuel. TI1e J-2 
engines, the nation's largest operational liquid hy
drogen engines, were also in production. 

Eight H-1 engines, each generating 200,000 
pounds of thrust provided the first-stage power for 
the Apo1lo/Saturn IB flights. 

During the year the company's plant at Mc
Gregor, Texas, delivered solid-propellant rocket 
motors under accelerated schedules for the Spar
row, Phoenix and Shrike missiles. and gas genera
tors were provided for the Navy's Tartar and 
Terrier missiles and the Army's Shillelagh missile . 

Rocketdyne was selected to provide the rocket 
engines for the ~avy's Condor air-to-surface missile. 
A Hocketdync-developed injector was selected for 
use on the Apollo Lunar 11odule ascent engine 
which will boost astronauts off the moon and back 
to the orbiting Apollo command module during the 
lunar landing mission. 

The division's jet engine components operation 
during the year made deliveries on afterburners for 
aircraft jet engines. 
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In June the SNAP-S (Systems for l\uclcar Auxil
iary Pow~r) dev~lop~1cntal reactor sustained nu
clear cham reaction m ground tests at the com
pany's Atomics Int:rnational division. This was an 
advanced test versiOn of a compact reactor hein(r 
developed to provide auxiliary electrical power fo~ 
future earth-orbital, lunar and deep space missions. 
It also has potential application as a source of 
power in remote terrestrial and offshore areas. 

The nation's most complete aerospac<' electronics 
center in one geographic location is in Anaheim, 
California, where the company's Autonetics Divi
sion complex covers 267 acres. Ih·re, more than 
3,000,000 square feet of facilities are devoted to 
research, design, development, test and fabrication 
of electronics products. 

In 1968, Autonetics continued production on the 
!\finuteman II intercontinental ballistic missile pro
gram. The division is associate prime contractor for 
~finuteman II guidance and control equipment and 
is responsible for 99 percent of the missile's elec
tronics. 

Test flights were begun on the :\Jinutcman III 
with the first research and developmental system 
successfully launched down the Atlantic 1vlissile 
Range from Cape Kennedy in August. 

The nation's most advanced all-digital computer
controlled avionics systems for the Air Force's new 
FB-lllA strategic bomber were flight tested and 
F-lllD advanced tactical fighter bomber prepro
duction systems were delivered. 

Avionics systems for the FB-111A were in pro
duction as flight tests continued on development 
models. F-1llD system development tests and pro
duction continued. Both versions use microelec
tronic circuitry to improve performance while re
ducing. size. and w:ight and ii~ci;easing reliability. 
. ModificatiOn contmued on .Slup s Inertial Naviga

tion Systems (SINS), which arc guiding the U.S. 
nuclear-powered submarine fleet armed with 
Polaris and Poseidon ballistic missiles. The extreme 
navigation accuracy of SINS enables a submarine 
to }aunch. its missiles while submerged because 
~_f~S contmually upd~tes the submarine's exact po
sitio~. Nearly all Umted States and British suh
m~nncs anne? :-vith Polaris missiles arc equipped 
With Autonehcs SINS. The new Poseidon missile 
and modified SINS will he aboard 31 of the 41-
vessel nuclear fleet. 

M~intenance and repair of inertial navigators 
co.nt~nued f?r the Hound Dog air-to-surface nuclear 
miSSile ca~ncd by the B-52 strategic bomber. 

Autonctlcs, the world's largest p1·o(] c f ·1· . . . ' · u ·er o n1I 1-
tary au·borne digital computers, neared the mile-
stone' of pr?ducing its 4,000th airborne computer. 
In productiOn were 2 type's of Minuteman com
puters and a navigation computer for the F-111 
program. Aircraft navigation and launch computers 
for the Sh.or~-Rangc Attack Missile ( SRAM) and 
Condor missile were under development and t t es . 
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Along with the F-1 llD attack radar. :\utonetics 
was producing thP radar-c·quippc·d na,·igation sys
tem for tiH' :'\:ayy's H:\-.SC \"i<rila11te tactical rt'con
naissanC(' aircraft manufactur:;.d !Jy th<' Columbus 
DiYision. Columbus also was workf11t!; on associated 
carriPr-hasecl intelligeiiCl' systc•ms f1;r IISl' with the 
H:\-.5C. 

Autondics was updating t!IC' sNi1·s of radars for 
the F-lO·I :"::\TO aircraft a11d the l'.S. :\ir Foret· 
F-J03s. Additionally, prototypes of an impron•d 
radar for tlw Italian :\ir For<:<''s F- ](J.J aircraft wen• 
built. Iksearch on ach·ancecl radars such as eiPc
trollic phased-array mod<'ls was colltilluing. 

Tl )(' divisio11 de,·elopl'(l such off -t lw-sht•lf ad
vanc<'d nlicroelcctronic circuitry as mdal oxide 
Sl'll ticonduetors ( :\ r OS) a lid .sil icon-on-sapplrin· 
( SOS) mieromemories. Applicatio11s are in such 
rapidly growing fields as co11rputNs, calculating, 
and the conversion, proccssi11g and transmission of 
d i (rita! data. This tc•chni1 flH'. wh iclr :\ u to11l'ties is ,-. 
preparing for aircraft and sl.ips, e11ahles on_e or :2 
li(Thtwl'icrht coaxial cables to do the work of much (.., ,.., 
heavier, conrplicatPd wiring. As an example, Auto
nelics was manufacturing and d,·Jin·ring :\lOS 
devices for trse in the music and film s\"Stem in
stalled in thP Boeing 747 and was rnam~faeturing 
othn advanced circuitry for sales off the shelf. 

AclvancC"d research and developm('nt of micro
electronic circuitry and matPrials for microwave 
application were being push('d Yigorously. This 
technologv repn•scnts important hn•akthroughs, 
with pro'r;lise for advanced radars and other micro-
wave eq~tipment. . . 

In other areas Autonetics was manulactunng 
C'lcctronic support C'(luipnwnt for the Apollo space
craft and Saturn automatic check-out equipment 
for aircraft and missiles; developing and producing 
antisubmarine warfare equipment; and pursuing 
research and development of aclvanc(•d lasPrs, opti
cal star trackers and infrared sensors. 

The division was conducting advanced, govern
ment-funded avionics studies for new aircraft pro
grams, including the Advanced !\Jann:cl Str.atcgic 
Aircraft ( AMSA) and advanced tactical mrcraft 
( FX) for the Air Force and the carrier-based air 
superiority aircraft ( VFX) for tl~e N :wy. . 

Production of second-generatiOn mtcgrated Cir
cuit devices began in a ne\~ . 40,000-squ~r~-~oo~, 
$1,600,000 microelectronics fac1hty at the divisions 
Anaheim complex. Autonctics previously had pro
duced these critical integrated subsystems on a 
pilot-line basis for use in adva.nc;d systems. The 
new facility is a part of Autonet~cs ~ong-ran~e plan 
to manufacture this advanced c1rcmtry for Its own 
use and for sale on the open market. 

Also at the Anaheim complex, the division com
pleted and occupied during 1968 a new 270,000-
square-foot systems engineering building. The di
vision's Minuteman program office is housed in the 
$5,000,000 structure. 



Construction bcgan in October on a new 
1.000.000-squarc-fo~t elC'ctronics center on a 9:2-acre 
site. part of the company's 1.300 acres at Laguna 
:'\ i!.!tl('l. California. It \\"ill be the "·orlcrs largest 
sin!.!h· t'll'ctronics encrinecrincr and manufactu~incr ' ........ ~ b 

fac-ilit~· undn one roof. Initial occupanc~· \\"as sched-
uled for late in 1969 for manufacturincr. encrinecrincr 

~- ~ b 

ami support operations for computers. data process-
ing and life science s\"Slcms. 

Dming 1HGl) aircr.aft s.dcs increascd owr the 
prl',·ious n·ar. Tlw Los .-\ngdcs and Columbus 
(Ohio) cfiYisions werc coml;ined Or<'~mizationallv 
into a single aircraft ~roup ,,·ith a ~ommon acf
,·,mced <·n.rineerin..,. orcranization to insure the most 
dfl'ctin· u7ilizatim~ o(rcscarch and manufacturing 
capahilitit•s. 

Tht• Cnlm.nhus DiYision produced 3 diffcrmt 
t~·1ws of aircraft under :'\an· contracts. 

n,· n·ar-cnd all of the :\;n:, .. s .\-5.-\ attack aircraft 
hac( l;c·en com·c·rted to the ·H.\-5C tactical recon
naissance n·rsion and a contract for additional 
H:\-.'JCs was being fulfilled. 

:'\cw ordt•rs for' a substantial number of OV-10A 
light armed reconnaissance aircraft \\'ere received 
from the :\a\'\' during the Year and the Columbus 
DiYision was· producing t11em at the rate of one 
each_ working clay. The OV-10:\ entered operational 
sen·Jct' with the \Iarine Corp~ in Jul~·· 

In tlw T-:2B/C t\\·in-jet :\a,·y traincr program. 
onkrs for manv additional aircraft were received 
during the vcar~ The latest aircraft ordcrcd were of 
the new T-iC configuration which features lightcr
\n•ight engines for 'improved performance. ._ 

T-:28 trainer aircraft were being modified to an 
attack configuration for deployment to countries 
around the world. Additional modification effort for 
the T-28 was planned by both the Navy and Air 
Force. · 

Devl'lopnwnt of the I\avv's Condor air-to-surface 
missile continued througho~1t 1968. 

At the Los Angeles Division. flights of both the 
:2.000-mile-an-hour XB-70 experimental air vehicle 
and the hypersonic X-15 rocket research aircraft 
:ontinuecl under flight research programs admin
Istered by NASA. 

Utilizing the facilities of its expanded Structural 
:t\'~achining Center, LAD carried out a wide range 
of subcontracts. \iVork included wings for Bell's 
HucyCobra helicopter, horizontal stahilizns for the 
J\JcDonncll Douglas DC-9 commercial transport, 
and tooling for such aircraft as the Boeing 747 
jumbo jet ti·ansport. ' 

The durable F-100 Super Sabre fighter-bomber, 
rolled out by the Los Angeles Division in 1953, was 
performing vital service for the United States in 
Southeast Asia. The company produced a wide 
range of F-100 modification kits for the Air Force 
t~ncler a program for further extending the service 
hfc of this nation's first operational supersonic air
plane. 
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Production of the Sabreliner business jet in the 
10-passenger Series 60 model "·as stepped up dur
ing the year. Announcement was made that the 
aircraft "·ould have nonstop transcontinental range 
with the installation in future aircraft of the new 
:\ TF 3 bypass engine being developed by The 
Garrett Corporation. The engine. in the -!,000-
pound-thrust class, will be designed for retrofit to 
all Series 60 airplanes. 

Early in the year Sabreliners passed the 
1,000.000th flight hour as the more than 300 aircraft 
operated by the Air Force, Kavy and ci\ilian or
ganizations continued in operation. 

:\ ne"· use for the versatile airplane was an
nounced in October when a modified Sabreliner 
\\'as delivered to the Kational Center for Atmos
pheric Research. NCAR \vill use the airplane for 
inwstigation into jet stream dynamics and turbu
lence, upper troposphere and lower stratosphere 
air movements, cloud physics and atmospheric elec
tricity. \Iodification included installation of a long 
nose boom with special sampling probes, a sonde 
and chaff pod under the fuselage, a large nose 
raclome and special fuselage doors and punting 
points for research equipment. 

The Tulsa Division continued to build fuselage 
and wing leading edge sections for Boeing's 7-!7 
jetliner and parts for Boeing's CH--!7 A Chinook 
helicopter. 

For the company's Aircraft Group. 1968 saw sub
stantial progress in research and development \York 
on one or more of the forthcoming major new air
craft \veapon svstem competitions, including the 
versatile VFX-(Navy carrier-based fighter; the Air 
Force advanced tactical air-superiority FX fighter; 
the Air Force Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft 
( Ai\ISA) to replace the B-5:2s; the Air Force verti
cal or short take-off and landing light intertheater 
transport ( LIT); and the Air Force AX ground 
support aircraft. 

North American Rockwell continued to manu
facture a complete line of Aero Commander propjet 
and piston-engine business, private and agricultural 
aircraft in addition to :2 models of the Sabreliner. 

The Aero Commander Division introduced a new 
merchandisin (t concept for its line of planes in 
1968. In conc~rt with a "Tough Birds" advertising 
theme, the names of all planes were changed, each 
being identified by the name of a bird (Thrush 
Commander Lark Commander, etc.). 

Simultanc~usly, physical innovations were intro
duced into certain models, such as a new style 
radomc nose and large picture \\'indows, and all 
models were cosmetically changed to improve in-
terior styling and sound control. . . . 

In February the Aero Commander DIVISIOn 
joined forces with the University of Oklahoma to 
build a new research and development center at 
Norman, Oklahoma. 

Acquisition of Remmert-\Verner, Inc., one of the 
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largest fixed-base operator organizations, was com
pleted in April. At that time Hem mert-Werner op
erated sales and service faciliti es in Trenton , Cleve
land, Toledo, St. Louis and Perryville, Missouri, 
Dallas and Los Angeles. Later it es tablished and 
prepared to operate an aircraft fli ght training, main
tenance and service organization a t a n ev,r 50,000-
square-foot facility in Homestead , Florida. The 
facility will consist of a F ederal Aviation Administra
tion-approved repair station capable of performing 
major maintenance, overhauls and interior installa
tion for all types of general aviation aircraft. 

North American Rockwell approached the mar
kets of the future along 3 principal avenues aimed 
at growth and increased profitability. First, it in
tended to enhance its position in its regu lar markets 
by continuing to make better products at a com
petitive cost and to explore new product lines that 
satisfy commercial or government needs. Second, it 
planned to continue entering additional markets 
through further diversification. Third, by wider ap
plication of both its technical and marketing capa
bilities, it expected to help create new markets that 
did not exist before. 

In fulfilling these objectives, the company's prin
cipal instruments are its extensive and often unique 
facilities, its versatile and seasoned management, 
its financial strength, and the diversified skills
running into hundreds of technical specialities-of 
the 115,000 people of North American Hockwell. 

NORTHROP CORPORATION 

Northrop Corporation completed its third con
secutive record year, producing new high earnings, 
sales and backlog. Since 1965 the increase in net 
earnings averaged more than 20 percent per year, 
including a 25 percent gain in the past fiscal year. 
Total employment of the company and its sub
sidiaries rose to more than 25 000 and facilities ex
pansion was completed for ~anufacture of major 
subassembliesfor the Boeing 747. 

Programs in communications, electronics, aircraft 
~nd other area~ contributed to company gains dur
~ng 1968 _and mcreases were realized prior to the 
Impact of the 747 program. While it will soon be
co~e the largest program, this project was still in its 
bmldup phase m 1968 and 747 production ac
counted for less than 3 percent of sales. 

Major increases were achieved in the national 
and international application of communications 
and electronics systems and both surface and aerial 
navigation. 

First deliveries of the 153-foot center fuselage 
section for the Boeing 747 were made in 1968 with 
production sc~eduled to reach 31 shipsets in fiscal 
1969 and 71 m 1970. Special equipment installed 
for high-volume commercial aircraft items, includ-
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ing stringers , wina fairings and titan ium and alum
inum floorin a , is applicable for product ion of such 
compon ents for other transport prog rams. 

In milita r) avia tion , 3 new ve rsions of the 1'\orth
rop F-5 Freedom Fighter fl ew for the first time in 
1968. They a re th e CF-5, produc d und r li cense 
in Canada ; th SF-5, produced under li cense in 
Spain; and th e RF-5, a photorc ·o nn::-~i ssa nce version 
b e in g built at ;orthrop for severa l .S . a llies . Th 
NF-5, I e ing built for th e Ne the rlands, was sched
uled for first fli ght in 1969. F-5 produc tion ,,·as pro
g rammed into fiscal 1974. 

Increased pilot tra ining requirements extended 
th e lifespan of th e T-38 T a lon supe rsonic trainer in 
use b y th e Air Force. Th e l ,OOOth T-3 was to b e 
delivered to th e Air Force in January 196 and pro
duc tion was scheduled into 1972. 

Northrop engineers w ere working with govern
ments of several other nation s on d es ig n require
ments for a new generation tac ti cal fighte r for use 
by alli ed a ir forces in th e 1975-85 period. It was 
expected thi s airplane would b e introduced through 
a multinational program of joint development and 
production. In another program , Northrop was one 
of 4 companies developing designs and engineering 
data for a new close-support fighter , the AX. 

Northrop started production for the Navy of the ;et-powered 
MQM-74A high-speed, high-altitllde target. 

The company's high-speed, high-altitude target, 
the jet-powered MQM-74A, went into production 
for the U.S. Navy during the year. 

A communications satellite earth station in Pan
ama, the first in Central America, was completed by 
Northrop's subsidiary, Page Communications En
gineers, Inc., and work was started on earth stations 



in I r.m ami I .<·hanon. Other :\orthrop-Pa~e stations 
\n ·n · iw.ta llnl in :\ Iaine. \\ ·ashington. Hawaii. the 
l'hilippirws. Thailand and .-\ustral.ia. . 

In .111ot lll'r major field of long-range communica-
1 io11s. Pa ~~· co111pll'l<'d the lan~~·st p~ivatdy O\nled 
111 iC"rowa n· t roposcatter system in the world for 
joint us<· of Oasis Oil Company of Libya and Esso 
Staudard l.ill\·a. Similar svstl'ms were heing built for 
( kddt·ntal Jidrol('lllll c:orporation of l~ibya and 
tlw C:ahinda Culf Oil Company of Luanda. Angola. 
P~t!.!l' "·as also maintainin~ and operating the 
-1. fUHlO-drcuit mile radio commtmications nC'twork 
for tIll' t · .S. :\ rnl\" in Southeast .-\sia. This S\'stcm 
\vas dl'signcd and installed hy :'\orthrop-Page. 

This su hsidian· was stud\"ing commtmications 
rcquirenwnts for. the Pnin•t:sih~ of California 9-
canrpus system. updating a state\\'ide information 
s~·st<·m for the Pc·nnsyh·ania State PolicC', and con
cluctirtg a stuch· for the PrC'sidenfs Task Force on 
Comm\micatio;ls Po]ic,· to e,·aluate satellite com
r•rnn ieat ions techniqu~·s and their impact upon 
\\'or lc I wid<· comrm t nications. 
, :\nnth<·r :\orthrop subsidiary. The Hallicraftcrs 

Company, rccein·d ne\\' orders for Yillage radio 
s~·st<·111_s now us<'d to upgrade internal communica
ltous lor --1:2 countries in Africa . .-\sia and South 
:\ mcrica. 

~r_.s. Underseas CahlC' Corporation, a ~orthrop 
affi Irate,_ was completing a -!50-mile underwater 
~·ahk hetw<•en Siberia and Japan and was dewlop
mg :1 2:000-channel syst<•m for deep ocean com-
11ll11Hcatton . 
. Tlw Xorthrop-cksi~ned inertial-Doppler naviga

tion syst<•m for the PSAF /Lockheed C-5 Galaxy 
transport, the world's largest airplane, moved into 
full production. The C-5. dC'signed for worldwide 
cleploynwnt of troops and sur;plies. must he able 
to operate without resort to ground-based naviga
tion aids. It utilizes :\orthror~ airborne computers 
with its navigation and malfunction detection sys
tems. 

1'\orthrop was chosen by the U.S. Navy to pro
duce shipboard receivers for the Omega navigation 
s:ystem which will utilize low-frequency radio 
sigJ~a.ls from 8 signals to provide a true worldwide 
posthon-fixing system. Northrop concluded an 
agreement with Marconi International 'Marine Com
pa~lY Limited of England to distribute Omega re
C~Ivcrs for commercial usc in the United Kingdom. 
l\orthrop also developed an airborne computerized 
Omega receiver for the Navv. 

Other specialized electr~nics developments in
cluded application of the Polaris automatic check
out system to the Navy's new submarine-based 
Poseidon, C'Valuation of test evaluation and monitor
ing systems to be installed aboard all new Navy 
destroyer escorts, and a U.S. Army assignment to 
install Northrop voice warning malfunction detec
tion systems aboard OV-1 aircraft and CH-47 and 
CI-I -54 helicopters. 
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During 1968 l'\orthrop's Apollo earth landing sys
tem met :\AS.-\ specifications following modification 
to accommodate an increase in the moon vehicle's 
weight from 11.000 to 13,000 pounds. This system 
will be used throughout the Apollo manned space 
flight program. inaugurated by the late 1968 flights 
of Apollos 7 and 8. 

Under contract to ::\A.SA's Langley Research 
Center, ::\orthrop tested several versions of the 
parawing astronaut landing system. This is a 
flexible fabric device combining characteristics of 
both aircraft wing and parachute. Program goal is 
to fabricate and demonstrate a large para\\·ing suit
able for landing a space vehicle weighing up to 
9 tons. 

In another space program, the l\orthrop-built 
HL-10 lifting body began rocket-powered flights 
during the year at Edwards Air Force Base, Cali
fornia. 

Other Northrop space-related work ranged from 
the OV-2 research satellite to operational support 
of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at NASA's 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. 

" 7eaponry production included Hawk missile 
loaders and components as well as a variety of 
ordnance. 

\Vork progressed on a development program for 
the U.S. Navy of a torpedo-sized target which \vill 
simulate the characteristics of a full-scale sub
marine for the training of antisubmarine warfare 
forces. 

In another ocean-related program, Northrop de
lh·ercd communications and medical monitoring 
stations to be used in the Kavy's Deep Submergence 
Systems Project. 

Under a program sponsored by the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor, Northrop opened a training center 
in Venice, California, offering remedial education 
and technical training for people previously con
sidered unemployable. The program is one of sev
eral Northrop approaches to assist the National 
Alliance of Businessmen's attack upon the hard
core unemployment problem. 

PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE CORPORATION 

On June 14, 1968, Pacific Airmotive's parent com
pany, Purex Corporation, Ltd., acquired Airwork 
Corporation, headquartered at Millville, New Jer
sey. Purex began operating Airwork as a wholly 
owned subsidiary and as part of its Pacific Air
motive Group. Airwork's engine overhaul capa
bilities in the small airline, corporate operator and 
general aviation fields supplemented the engine 
overhaul and repair operation of Pacific Airmotive 
at Burbank, which is geared to the large airline 
customer. Added to the aviation products distribu
tion network of Pacific Airmotive, Airwork's corre-
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sponding activities gave the group extensive cov
erage in important aviation marke ts throughout 
the United States and overseas . 

Another addition to the Pacific Airmotive Group 
of Purex was made on October 24 through acquisi
tion of the R. J. Enstrom Corporation of Menominee, 
Michigan. Enstrom is the developer and manu
facturer of the 3-place, piston-eng in e F-28A h eli
copter. D evelopment of a new turbin e-powered 
version was initi a ted and slated for production in 
1969. 

. ...., 
..... ,,_ •• 4 .... ~\.,; 

The 3-place F-28A helicopte r u;as h e in g mcnwfactured hr1 
R. ] . Enstrom Corporation, u;l1icl1 b ecame a part of Purex 

Corporation's Pacific Airmotir;e Group. 

Final details were completed in November for 
the acquisition of Aircraft Turbine Service, Inc., 
and Jet Turbine Service, Inc., New York. Handling 
overhaul of small gas turbin es and components, the 
companies were also being operated within the Pa
cific Airmotive Group. 

In 1968 an agreement was signed with General 
Aircraft Corporation under wl1ich Pacific Airmotive 
will manufacture tbe fus elage and empennage of 
tl:e GAC-100, a 4-engine, 32-passenger commuter 
arrcraft. Production go-ahead was scheduled for 
April 1969. 

Cessna Aircraft Company selected PAC as the 
South·we~ t ? ealer for_ its new Fanje t 500, introduced 
at the Natwnal Busmess Aircraft Association con
ven t_ion in October. An 8-place business jet, the 
F~n] et 500 ba~ a take-off weight of 9,500 pounds 
vnt~ ~- 402~mile-p~r-hour cruise speed. Customer 
dehveu es of the au·craft were to lJeg· . J 1972. m m anuary 

Effective October 15, Pacific Airmotive assumed 
comple~e ownersl1ip and responsibility for the 
conversiOn of the Convair 340/440 · t · . _ .. f . 11 . . p1s on-engme 
au CJ a t to A ISO~ turboprop power under an agree-
ment reached With th e Allison Division of General 
Motors Corporati?n. PA~ launched a program for 
the sale of Convau 580 an-craft directed to domes tic 
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and for eig n airlin es and corpora te an 1 go, ·ernment 
customers. 

During th e year PAC ompl c ted the first e x cu
tivc interiors, in cluding dcsi rrn ; ncl in . ta ll a ti on , on 
Boe in g 7.37 and Dou rr las DC-9 ;tirC' raft. Sa les and 
post-factory completion of th e !-an Je t I· a l on and 
Hanclley Page Jc tstrca m continu ed to b important 
programs handled at th e company's Long B ach 
fa cility . 

Pacifi c Airmoti,·c expanded its DC-G com r ion 
program with th e purchas of 1-1 D C -68 air raft to 
he modifi ed as fly ing showroom s an d / or cia s
rooms , and for airlin e service. 

Cal-State Air Lin es, new third-l evel carri er ini
tially servin g 17 counti es in Ca lifornia , s ig ned a 
contract jointly with PAC providing for the com
ple te maintenan ce and se rvi ce hy Pacifi c Airmotive 
of th e airlin e's fl ee t of Handl ey Page IIP-137s and 
Beech 99s. Th e work was be in g pe rformed a t P \C's 
Long Beach base. 

Construction b egan on a 1ww engine tes t cell 
complex which will accommodate the high-thrust 
je t engines powerin g th e Boeing 747, Lockheed 
L-1011 and other advanced big je ts , with comple tion 
scheduled for early 1969. Capabl e of tes tin g en
gines of up to 100,000 pounds thrust , th e test cell 
facility also will be utilized in conjunction with test 
and overhaul servi ces required for Pratt & \tVhitn ey 
Aircraft JT9D and Rolls-Royce RB.2ll engines 
durin g th e ir res pective preproduct ion ground and 
flight testing by Boeing and Lockheed. 

Significant facility rearrangements and new plant 
construction were undertaken in preparation for 
implementing th e big je t programs, including a 
100,000-square-foot addition to the company's jet 
engine overhaul building with relative equipment 
and machine tool additions. At the close of the year, 
PAC's complement of heavy maintenance, accessory 
and test facilities had increased by 50 p ercent. 

PAC's computer capabilities V/ere enlarged in the 
area of inflirrht monitoring and parts failure sta
tistics. By th~ employment of engine condition and 
mean time between failures data obtained from 
computer print-outs, Pacific Ainnotive offered its 
customers evidence of engine and parts perform
ance imperative to receipt of F A.A. approval for 
"on-condition" engine maintenance programs re
placing the usual fixed time interval overhaul. 

Another new program was the PT6 turboprop and 
JT12 pure jet engine maintenance program offering 
repair and overhaul, engine exchange and leasing, 
hot section inspection, basic and QEC engine ac
cessory exchange, accessory repair and line and 
base maintenance kits including hot section inspec
tion kits. PAC's small turbine activities were co
ordinated with those of Airwork's to provide con
sistent coast-to-coast engine service for operators 
in the United States. 

Pacific Airmotive continued to support piston 
fl eets throughout the world, servicing large Pratt & 



\YI.itw·~· .\ire-raft piston cn~im•s and Curtiss-"~right 
I \:ll'>Os. 

St·n·in· contract a!!:rccnwnts W<'rc si!!:ncd in 1963 
\'. ith tlll' \kDonncll Douglas Corporat.ion (for sup
port of tlw JT~D C'ngitws on thc l-SAF C-9A air
<Taft 1 ami with .\ir California as well as with a 
tlllllll)l'r of oth<'r carriers. 

Itt St•ptt·mlwr ground was hrokt·n for the new 
HU)(IO-squart•-foot officc and warehouse building 
latt-r OC'('IIJ>i<'d In· the Oakland Branch of the :\via
lion Prod11cts I)i,·ision. Tlw m·w huildin!!: houses 
tlw Sl.500.000 inwntor~· of aircraft con~ponents, 
systt-mo.; and suppli<'s. as \n•ll as pprsonnel and 
•·<ptipnwnt. r<'quir<'d to support P.-\C's airline pro
Yisioning and gC'tll'ral a\·iation husinC'ss in nortlwrn 
California amt' :\'t·,·ada. 

:\ nc·w. impron·d Fucl Flow Test Bench model. 
dt·signatt·d tilt' T-!:20. was introduc·l'd b,· Pacific :\ir
~llc~tin· in H.lnl). :\n important feature of the model 
ts Its llniqtH' capacity to test not only tlw Bcndix PS 
and HS Fu<'l 1 njcction systems hut also the Con
t_i twn ta I F111 ·I 1 n kct ion s~·stems and l'nginc-driYen 
f11<'l pumps. Production of the T-1:20 Bench marked 
the· first timl' that both Bendix and Continental 
systems can he tcsted. nwasurcd and calibrated on 
a sing!(• stand. 

Sales of Cessna aircraft rosc sharph· in 1968 oYer 
HJ()7 in Pacific :\innotin' Corporation's Light Air
e~·aft Di,·ision through its whoksale operations: Air
fl~tP. lnc. (I,ong Beach). Arinada Aircraft (Phor
mx) and Business :\ircraft Distributors (Oakland). 
Hvsp_onsihlc in part for the increase was the intro
d~tctto_n of thc all-new CardinaL a 4-place family 
atrcral ~· and Cessna's new pressurizt•d entry in thr 
execu t1ve market, the 6-placc ~[ode I 4:21. 

Thc record pace of student starts realized during 
tlw year contributed suhstantiallv to sa]rs iiY the 
Lc>arn-To-Fly category, ~lodels i50 and 17:2 and 
the Cardinal. 

Because of the extensive Air Ag<:' Education pro
~rams offcrccl hy Cessna Aircraft Company and 
unplenwnted hv PAC's distributor organization, in
tc·rcst in aYiati~n instruction at the htgh school and 
junior collcgc 1eYels increas<:'d dramatically. Anum
her of schools werE' offering not onlv classroom 
courses hut flight experience '-as well. 'fo stimulate 
sch~ols in the arca of flight instruction, Pacific Air
motive' donated 2 new Cessna 150s to a high school 
and a junior college for use in their aviation pro
grams for the 1968-69 school year. 

PHILCO-FORD CORPORATION 

AERONUTRONJC DIVISION 

Philco-Ford Corporation's Arronutronic Division 
ended calendar year 1968 with the hicrhest backlog 
. ~ 1 m its nearly 13-year history and simultaneous y 
recorded the highest annual sales. 
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Aeronutronic, with headquarters in "i\e'''Port 
Beach. California. is one of 11 divisions of Philco
ForcL a subsidiary of Ford ~Iotor Company. 

The Xewport Beach aerospace/defense firm was 
engaged during 1968 in research. de,·elopment, test 
and manufacture of tactical missile svstems. air de
fense systems, automatic weapons, ·stabilized fire 
control systems, propulsion products, high-strength 
armor, radar, reconnaissance and intelligence sys
tems, and missile and bomb fuzes. 

Highlighting Aeronutronic's activities in 1968 was 
tlw awarding of the first increment of a 3-year 
SlOO,OOO,OOO production contract for continued 
manufacture of the U.S . .-\rmy Shillelagh guided 
missile svstem. one of the division's maJ·or pro!ITams. 

. b 

Aeronutronic is prime contractor to the U.S. Armv 
~fissile Command for Shillelagh. · 

A separate $13,800,000 contract was awarded 
during the year to Acronutronic for continuing pro
duction of guidance and control equipment for the 
Shillelagh missile system. 

During 1968 the Shillelagh missile \\·as deployed 
with additional U.S. Army troops within the U.S. 
ami completed a testing program in Australia as 
part of a -!-nation military standardization loan pro
gram inYolving the United States, Great Britain, 
Canada and Australia. 

Additionally. in mid-1968. Shillelagh desert tests 
and simulated arctic and tropic tests were con
ducted concurrently in 90 degree summertime tem
peratures in the l\ew Mexico desert at \Vhite Sands 
~fissile Range. Some of the test missiles received 
"arctic preconditioning" prior to firing, including 
storage tests at minus 65 degrees. Simultaneously, 
other Shillelagh missiles were prepared for "desert" 
firings after being preconditioned to 145 degree 
temperatures prior to launch, and missiles used for 
"tropic test" firings were preconditioned for humid
ity as well as high temperature prior to launch. 
Firings were made from 2 advanced U.S. Army 
vehicles: the General Sheridan armored recon
naissance airborne assault vehicle and the M60 
A1E1 ~lain Battle Tank. 

In an earlier test program over 100 Shillelagh 
missiles were fired in less than a week at Fort Riley, 
Kansas. in the first troop firings of the newly de
ployed missile system. The first troop firings resulted 
in a high record of successful hits by the 1st Bat
talion, 63rd Armor, at Fort Riley. 

In addition to the General Sheridan and :tv!60, 
Shillelagh was slated as the main armament for the 
new Main Battle Tank ('MBT-70), being jointly 
developed by the U.S. and the Federal Republic 
of Germany for the 1970s. 

Acronutronic continued to produce the Chaparral 
air defense guided missile system. also under con
tract to the U.S. Army Missile Command. A 
$15,600,000 "second buy" Chaparral production con
tract was received by Aeronutronic in early 1968 
for the manufacture of Chaparral launch and con-
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trol assembly units. In addition to producing the 
launch and control assembly units, Aeronutronic is 
systems contractor on Chaparral, one of 2 systems 
selected by the U.S. Army to provide Reid com
manders with low-altitude air defense as part of 
newly organized Air Defense Battalions. 

In the fall of 1968, Aeronutronic n~cdvcd several 
"third buy" contracts on the Chaparral air defense 
system for hardware, research and development, 
and engineering services, totaling approximately 
$33,000,000. 

Initial production testing of Chaparral was car
ried out by the Army Test and Evaluation Com
mand's Air Defense Board at Fort Bliss, Texas, dur
ing 1968, and plans were being made to transport 
men and equipment to Fort Greely, Alaska, and 
Fort Clayton, Panama Canal Zone, for evaluation 
of the effects of arctic and tropic environments on 
the system and all associated components before 
equipment is issued to troops in the Reid. 

Aeronutronic continued production and develop
ment of advanced automatic weapons, including 
the XM129 grenade launcher and the Xtv1140 auto
matic cannon, both designed for aerial applications. 

In addition, during 1968, Acronutronic com
pleted production deliveries of the Vietnam battle
proved M-75 airborne grenade launcher. M-75 
weapons delivered by Aeronutronic to the U.S. 
Army vVeapons Command are mounted by the 
Army in the nose turret of the UH-1B Huey tactical 
helicopters as a part of the M-5 weapons systems. 

The XM129 40-millimeter grenade launcher, in 
production by Aeronutronic, was also designed for 
several helicopter applications, including the UH-
1C Huey, AH-1G HueyCobra, LOH, and AH-56A 
Cheyenne. 

The XM129 is one of the world's 2 most advanced 
automatic weapons which were being built by 
Aeronutronic for the AH-56}_ Cheyenne high-speed 
com~a~ helicopter. The other weapon is the XM140 
30-milhmeter automatic cannon, which will furnish 
~he main firepower for the Cheyenne. The XM140 
IS mounted in a turret beneath the Cheyenne and 
the XM129 is mounted in the aircraft chin turret. 

Three separate contracts totaling $6,000,000 were 
awarded to Aeronutronic in mid-1968 for develop
~ent, advance production engineering, and produc
tion o~ the XM140 automatic cannon. Later in the 
year, It was announced that the XM140 had en
te~ed. Engineering Tests/Service Tests ( ET /ST), 
brmgmg the advanced new weapon another step 
closer to ultimate production. 

In late September, Aeronutronic announced that 
it w~s leasing, a. ne~ 879-acre site near San Juan 
Capistr~n.o, C~hforma, for a remote test facility. 
The fa:1hty will be used to support various Aero
nutron.IC resea~ch, d~velopment and manufacturing 
operatiOns, with pnmary emphasis on testing of 
ordnance and electromechanical products under de
velopment and production for the Department of 
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Defense. First increment of the new facilit\· was 
scheduled to be completed in ('arl~· HHN. with the 
second increment schedul('d for mid-I ~J69 comple
tion. The on·rall program <·all('d for continuing de
velopment and expansion hy :\<'ronulronic on·r the 
next .5 to 10 n•ars. 

ProducliOJ; continued at :\(•ronulronic on a light
\\"eight, highly drecli\·c dual prop,·rt~· stl'el ar;nor 
which provid<'s <'Xc(•lknt multipl(• hit proll'ction for 
helicopters and small boats. Tlw :\eronutronic
d<'veloped armor plate is an ada plat io11 of a pat<"nt<'d 
Ford :'dolor Company process for producing ultra
high-str<'ngth steel. The stc('l is d(•signat<-d hy the 
trad,•nJark AUSFOR\1. It is us(•d 011 h('licopt('rs. 
fix(•d-wing aircraft, small boats and oth('r n·hicles 
when~ minimum \\'ei(rht and thickn,•ss an· rc<tttired 

t> 

for maximum ballistic protc·clion against armor-
pic·rcing ami hall-type projectil<"s. The armor has 
been installC"d on helicopters and rin·r boats in 
Vietnam. Both .30-caliher arn1or and .50-caliber 
armor are produced hy A<•ronutronic. 

Aeronutronic continued den·lopnwnt and pro
duction of unique hot gas missile control vain's for 
the Department of Defense. A<"ronutromc is a major 
supplier of hot gas missile control syskms anc~ has 
in the past .5 vears provided such systems for a 
number of missile and spacecraft prograllls. Various 
configurations of the valves were in production for 
guided missile programs of the U.S. Army, Air 
Force and I\avy. 

In 1968 Aeronutronic announced the develop
ment of an extremely low-cost, high-:<ipeed, rocket
powered military air target made of ro~led paper 
tubing. Known as LOCA T (Low-Cost Au· Target), 
the new military target vehicle is an expendable, 
15-foot long, 15.5-pound air target whicl~ pops up 
from its ground launch site like a clay pigeon at a 
shooting range and attains speeds in excess o.f 500 
miles per hour within 2 secm~ds. It w~s. designe.d 
and developed by Acronutromc f~r trammg of ~Ir 
defense gun crews against low-altitu.dc cncmy mr
craft. LOCAT is a trademark of Plnlco-Ford Cor-
poration. 

In applications for which LOCA.T targets .. are 
designed, the military can reduce mr target .. pre
sentation" costs approximately .50 percent. A pre
sentation" is one pass of a target for the gunners. 
Generally designed for altitudes of 1,000 feet, but 
with a 10,000-foot range, the LOCA T target has a 
flight time of about 17 seconds. This can be ad
justed through use of different launch angles to 
vary the range, altitude and flight tim~ .. 

The LOCA T target consists of a mmunum num
ber of components: ( 1 ) a nose cone made of glass
reinforced plastic, ( 2 )- a sustainer motor, ( 3) a 
fuselage made of rolled paper tubing of the type 
used to store and ship household carpets, ( 4) glass
reinforced plastic Rns and ( 5) the booster rocket 
motor which consists of 3 2.75-inch Folding Fin 
Aircraft Rockets ( FF AR ) of the type used as 



annalll<·nt on some military aircraft. LOC:\ T targets 
w.-rc undl'r <·valuation ll\· the .\rmv and the ="•wv 
and \\('!'(' the result of cost-consciousness in both 
mana~t·mc·ul and engineering philosophy at Aero
nutronic. 

PIPEH AIHCIL\FT COHPOHATIO:X 

:\ top-len·) change in management. occupancy 
of llt'W cptartl'rs and a record sales Je,·el approach
ill'-! thl' 8100.000.000 mark hicrhli(rhted 1968 for 

~ ~ ~ 

Pipl'r :\ircraft Corporation. 
In F~·bruary. \\". T. Pip<·r. Jr .. was ekcted presi

dent of tlw corporation. :\lr. Piper had hcen with 
the eompam· since 193-1 and had heC'n executive vice 
presidt'nt. ,; position assumed in the 1968 switch bv 
his brother, Howard Piper. pn'\·iously Yice presi
cll'nt-researeh and d<·,·dopnwnt. \\'. T. Piper, Sr., 
who had lwc•n both pn•sidcnt and chairman of the 
hoard sit1C<' the founding of the company, retained 
the position of ehairman of the hoard. 

Piper's sales for the 1968 fiscal year (ended Sep
t<·ml)('r .30) totaled 896.7:2-!,000, a :20 percent in
creas<· on'r the pn•vious year and a record for the 
c·ompany. :\pt income increasNl :29 percent. from 
S:25JD 1.000 in J ~)67 to 83.863.000 in 1968. ~ct income 
per ;'hare was 8:2.36. compared with $1.83 in 1967. 

PIJ~er officials attributed the record year to a 
stea<h.I~· incn•asing demand for Piper's products, 
c·~pec.tally in the twin-engine line, where sales of 
Ptper s new :\avajo led the industry in its class for 
tl~e yt>ar. To meet the demand, the company occu
ptcd :2 new plants at Qm•hcnna and Renovo, Penn
sylvania, where metal and fiberglass component 
J?arts for Lock Haven production were being manu
factured. 

Piper also occupied during the year a new cor
porate administration building at Lock Haven. The 
building serves as international headquarters for 
executin', administrative, marketing and sales staffs. 
Included in these organizations are finance and 
accounting adv..,rtisin~ sales 11romotion market re-... ' ..... .._ 0, ' 

search, public relations, customer service and spare 
p~rts, and corporate planning. The building con
tams .approximately 33,000 square feet of floor space 
and Its tiered effect of floor-to-ceiling tinted win
dows gives it an ultramodern appearance. 

In November it was announced that Piper had 
selected Lakeland, Florida, as the site for a 
$2,000,000 manufacturing plant for a new 18-place 
commuter airliner. The plant will contain more than 
100,000 square feet of floor space for assembly, 
paint and plastics operations and offices required 
for manufacture of the PA-35 Pocono. The facility 
will be constructed on 100 acres adjoining Lakeland 
Municipal Airport, with another 100 acres under 
option. 

Piper's Lakeland operation will be confined ini-
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tially to final assembly of the Pocono, which at year
end was in flight test status at the company's Vero 
Beach Hesearch and Development Center. The 
Pocono. priced in the $:200,000 category, has twin 
turbocharged engines of 500 horsepo\Yer each and 
a gross weight of 9,500 pounds. It made its first 
flight :\lay 13, 1968. 

In September, Piper signed contracts with all 3 
major television networks for a concentrated "Learn 
to Fly" push. Time was purchased on the CBS 
"Evening 1\ews with \\7alter Cronkite," on KBC's 
"\Vorld Series of Golf' and on ABC's "\Vide \Vorld 
of Sports." 

In October, Piper announced a new flight train
ing concept m:1rked by the opening of Piper Flite 
Centers throughout the United States. The centers 
offer standardized training programs based on a 
Piper-den·loped flight training syllabus. Complete 
training in new Cherokee aircraft is backed up by 
thorough ground school courses. Piper Flite Centers 
also provide rental aircraft. 

By year-end, Piper was employing more than 
-!,300 people and had produced more than 80,000 
aircraft since the first E-2 Cub was flown in 1930. 

PNEU:.\10 DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

In fiscal 1968 Pneuma Dynamics Corporation's 
:2 aerospace facilities-its Cleveland Pneumatic 
subsidiary and Kational \Vater Lift Division
established record highs in sales and year-end back
logs. Aircraft landing gears at Cleveland Pneumatic 
and fliaht control systems and components at Na
tional V.rater Lift accounted for the major share of 
Pneumo's aerospace business, with hardware for 
missile and space vehicle programs conh·ibuting a 
smaller but technologically significant portion of 
production. Another subsidiary, Claud S. Gordon 
Company, Hichmond, Illinois, continued to supply 
thermoelectric heat-sensing elements, thermocouple 
instruments and temperature detection accessories 
to most segments of the aerospace industry . 

CLEVELAND PNEUl\IA TIC 

Cleveland Pneumatic ( CP), Pneuma's landing 
gear subsidiary, recorded in fiscal 1~68. the ;argest 
dollar volume of landing gear sales m Its 4 .... years 
in the landing gear business, and ended the year 
with its backlog at an all-time high. 

In October 1968, CP completed a $20,000,000 
expansion of its production, asse1~1bly and engineer
ing test facilities which began ~n February .1967. 
The additional buildings and eqmpment constituted 
the largest single expansion of capacity by the 
landing gear industry since \V orld \Var II and 
increased Cleveland Pneumatic's floor space by 50 
percent. 
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The new complex, designed to accommodate the 
manufacture, test and assembly of large landing 
gears, comprises a 160,800-square-foot high-bay 
manufacturing plant; an Engineering Test Center 
equipped with 4 drop test towers ranging in height 
from 25 to 85 feet, a huge 107-ton static test fram e 
equipped to simulate loads in landing gears and 
other aircraft components, with magnitudes varying 
up to 1,250,000 pounds per stroke; and a 16,000-
square-foot high-bay addition to the adjoining as
sembly building. The new drop . tes t tower, which 
will accommodate landing gears up to 32 feet 
extended length, has the capacity for gears twice as 
heavy as .any on the drawing boards today. The 
entire new "big gear" complex is adjacent to and 
supplements the production of Cleveland Pneu
matic's 500,000-square-foot main plant. 

Cleueland Pneumatic, subsidiary of Pneuma Dynamics Cor
poration, completed a 640 by 220 foot "big gear" manufac

turing plant, part of a $20,000,000 expansion project. 

Production milestone of the year was the ahead
of-schedule delivery, in early August, of the first 
5-gear shipset of landing gears for the Boeing 747 
superjet. On-schedule delivery of subsequent sets 
continued throughout the year. The 747's 4 4-wheel 
main gears ( 2 wing and 2 body gears) and the 
2-wheel nose gear represented the coordinated 
efforts of Cleveland Pneumatic and its 747 team of 
58 second-tier suppliers . 
. Amon~ several "firsts" on the 747 landing gears 
IS the umque hydraulic equalizer system, controlled 
by a second "floating piston" built into each of the 
4 main gears, which distributes the 'Height of the 
aircraft equally over all main gears on take-off 
landing and ground maneuvering over the crown~ 
and ramps of runways and taxi areas. Another 
exceptional feature is the welded outer cylinder for 
the wing gear, the largest shock-strut assembly ever 
built for any aircraft, reaching a length of approxi
mately 15 feet when fully extended. 

Dming 1968, production on the commercial side 
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of Cleveland Pneumatic's aircraft business included 
landing gears and components for the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-8 and DC-9, maintaining CP's record 
of supplying landing gears for every model of the 
Douglas transport series beginning with the DC-4. 
A large quantity of landing gears was produced for 
nearly all versions of the Boeing 707 transport series 
and for the Boeing 737. D eli very of commercial 
gears or spares continued for the Conva ir 880 and 
990, Grumman's Gulfstream II , and Sud-Aviation 
Caravelles for United Air Lines. 

In the area of military aircraft, Cleveland Pneu
matic supplied landing gea rs or components for the 
Boeing KC-135 and B-52; Grumman A-6A, EA-6B 
and TC-4C· Fairchild Hiller C-123; Kaman I-IH-
43B and HU-2K-1; Lockheed C-141; Ling-Temco
Vought F-8D and -8E; McDonnell Douglas C-124, 
C-133, F-4 and RB-66; North American XB-70, 
F-100, OV-lOA and T-2B and J ; and Vertol CH-46A. 

During 1968, to meet the skilled labor require
ments of Cleveland Pneumatic's increased produc
tion schedule, the company inaugurated an off-site 
Training Center, situated vlithin 2 blocks of the new 
"big gear" plant, for the training of new. employees 
and upgrading the skills of more expen enced per
sonnel. 

NATIONAL WATER LIFT 

Production of aerospace systems and compon~n~s 
continued at a high level at National \iVater L~ft s 
( NvVL) 4 plants in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, 
Michigan; El Segundo, California; and Palm Beach 
Gardens, Florida. 

Production of aileron flight control servo actua
tors for the Boeing 727 and McDonnell Douglas 
DC-9 continued, as did production of flight controls 
for the Lockheed C-130. Deliveries of the rudder 
power control actuator for the Boeing 74? b~gan on 
schedule. In addition, NWL was designmg the 
aileron and rudder servo systems for the Lockheed 
L-1011. During the year all McDonne.ll Dougl~s 
F -4 aircraft were being retrofitted wrth NWL s 
aileron flight control servo actuator. 

In the area of aircraft engine controls, NWL 
supplied high-temperature engine components for 
various models of General Electric's J79, J85/15 and 
TF39 and for Pratt & Whitney ~ircraft's ?~~30SS~ 
well as components for General Electnc s 
engine. 

Pneuma's aircraft weight and balance syster~1, 
STOW (System for Take-Off \i\1 eight), . was 111 

steady production at NWL's Instrumen.tatwn . an? 
Control ( I&C) operation in Grand Rapids, MIChi
gan, with the system being installed on ~11 T ~C 
C-130 aircraft. The I&C Operation, workmg with 
NvVL Kalamazoo and Pneuma's Cleveland Pneu
matic landing gear subsidiary, was also developin.g 
another aircraft weight and balance sys~em .. Thrs 
system, new in concept, involves the ehmmatwn of 



strut fri ct ion errors to enabl accurat m asurement 
of rrro s w irrht and bala.nc b th u of pressure 
transducers. 

I'\\\ L participated in th \poUo, un or and 
Lt~~ ar 0~·1 it r proaram · th _ pollo proo-ram alone 
utdi zed 06 s parat N\~ L compon nt . 

RCA 

DEFEL\i E ELECTR Nl PROD CT 

RCA in 1968 retain d its po ition as one of the 
la,:rre t_ and mo t broacll ba c1 nt rpris de ·oted 
p~·1manlv to el ch·onics. The compan - continued to 
l~ Ion ecr in man) areas of el ctxonics, communica
tions, and space sciences from microminiaturized 
electronic . components to lara space surveillance 
sys t ms. Th e D efense Electronic Products oraaniza
tion of RC.\. during 1968 was composed of 5 semi
autonomous operatino- di,isions, a structure chosen 
on the basis of provicUna the aovernment '' ith the 
most effici ent combination of sb11s, facilities and 
resources. 

Defense En(Tineerin.,. 
t:> ~ 

The position of Chief D fense Eno-ineer was 
es tablished to assure the o-o ernment tl1at, ,,, here 
req~1ired , the total engineering r sources of RCA 
D efense Electronic Products would be brouaht to 
bear. 0 

. Four highly skilled operatina activities reporting 
dm~ctly to the Chief D efense Engineer provided 
vanous DEP Divisions with additional resomces as 
required. These 4 activities were Advanced Tech
nology, Central Enaineerin o- Defense Microelec-
t. . b b ' 1011Ics, and S)'Stems En rrineerino- Evaluation and R o o 

esearch. The organizations, working closely with 
the RCA David Sarnoff Research Center, performed 
tasks for various DEP Divisions and, in highly 
; elected areas, p erformed on techniques contracts 
or the government. These 3 areas of contact help 

assure an awareness of the · latest results from basic 
resea~·ch, realistic understanding of the govern
ments needs and effective communications with 
Defense Electronic Products Divisions. 

Advanced Technology 

Advanced Technology is a techniques- and new 
product-oriented group which is a part of the cen
tral organization of Defense Electronic Products. Its 
~unc_tion is applied research and advanced engineer-
111~ .u~ areas of future product interest to the DEP 
DIVISIOns. AT's activities typically cover a large 
number of technical disciplines and require a mix
ture of physicists, electrical and mechanical engi
neers and computer specialists. 

Advanced Technology's efforts are necessarily 
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RCA Defense Electronic Products initiated a. Student Intern 
Program _to pro_vide. college students w ith practical experi

ence w eng 111 eerzng, ·nwzwfacturing and other areas. 

very creative and require continuous contact with 
military technical customers, the DEP products 
groups and the RCA Labs. 

Programs active in 1968 included development of 
LSI/hybrid equipment technology, design automa
tion for complex digital equipment, the use of 
lasers in tactical and high-density recording appli
cations, pattern recognition using parallel organized 
computers for such applications as speech recogni
tion and radar data classification, solid-state micro
wave techniques and sophisticated electromechani
cal systems for a variety of applications. 

Central Engineering 

Cei~tral Engineeri?? _is responsible for practically 
applymg the capabilities of newly evolving tech
nology to manufactw·ing processes necessary to 
produce reliable defense and aerospace products. 
Its objectives are to contribute to reduced cost and 
better products by promoting a more common usaae 
of known materials, parts, design techniques, m~d 
processes; to provide specialty skills and costly fa
cilities that are uneconomical to duplicate in each 
division; and to develop new or to improve existina 
techniques and processes to meet current and 
future manufacturing needs. 

Defense Microelectronics 

The Defense .Microelectronics activity was estab
lished to pioneer microelectronics developments 
·within RCA D efense Electronic Products. 
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Systems Engineering Evaluation and Rcscareh 

SEER (Systems Engineering Evaluation and Re
search) is the Defense Electronic Products staff 
systems engineering organization that provides for 
the synthesis, development and technical direction 
of new system concepts, proposals and programs. 
SEER personnel represent some of the most com
petent and imaginative specialists with RCA. These 
creative, highly qualified engineers, scientists and 
managers are individually selected for their demon
strated competence in the concept initiation, plan
ning and evolution of major systems efforts under
taken by RCA-DEP. 

Aerospace Systems Division 

The Aerospace Systems Division at Burlington, 
Massachusetts, provides a wide diversity of special
ized electronic systems and subsystems for manned 
space flight, automated test e(1uipment, command 
and control systems, and tactical products employ
ing data processing, electrooptical and electronics 
technology. 

During 1968, ASD was under contract to the 
U.S. Army for several automatic test e(1uipment 
(ATE) programs. The Land Combat Support Sys
tem ( LCSS) program included all studies, investi
gations, design engineering fabrication, production 
and modifications of test equipment to provide 
complete field maintenance capability for the 
TOW, Lance and Shillelagh missile systems. Depot 
Installation Maintenance Automatic Test Equip
ment ( DIMA TE), developed for the Army Elec
tronics Command, has proven the capability of 
automatic test systems to troubleshoot complete 
assemblies of Army electronic systems. It has re
duced conventional testing time as much as 75 
percent. 

ASD built and delivered the AN/TSQ-47 system 
for the U.S. Air Force. The AN/TSQ-47 is an Air 
Traffic Control/Communications System designed 
for use by the Air Force Communications Service 
Mobile Squadrons to support advanced air bases in 
a tactical situation, newly acquired air bases under 
combat conditions, temporary replacement or sup
plement to a fixed facility and training and mobility 
exercises. In addition, ASD was awarded a contract 
to build the AN/TSW-7 Air Traffic Control 
Towers, which are air transportable and completely 
equipped with all necessary communications for 
placement at tactical air fields. They have 3 con
troller's positions and can be unloaded from an 
Air Force transport at an unequipped air field, 
set up on integral jacks, and in full operation direct
ing airport operations shortly after arrival. 

ASD was also active in developing process con
trol systems. One of these, Automatic Process Test 
Equipment, was delivered to the Electronic Com
ponents Division of RCA and was in operation 
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testing color TV picture tuhcs. This typl' of equip
ment was being considered for USl' in manufactur
ing plants hy larg<' compani<'s su<"h as Lockheed 
and :\Jartin. , 

The AN/AP:\"-1.5.'5 Low-L(·\·<'1 :\ltiiiicll'r. clew·l
oped hy ASD under contract for \lcDoniwll 
Douglas Corporation and cpialifi(·<~ for liS(' in the 
F'-·l high-perfonnance jet ain:ral t. l1as lH'l'Il a 
highly successful solid-state <'quipilwnl. Placed into 
production in HJ6.S, its excellent acceptaiiCl' rl'sultcd 
in follow-on orders for additional t111its. 

A second-g<'neration altinwt<'r, tlw :\:'\/:\P:\"-:201, 
was dcsign<'d and tested at ASD. Fl'aturing hybrid 
IC circuitry and a solid-state C-hand transmitter, 
the receiver/transmitter \\"<'iglis ·l pounds, or ap
proximately 80 percent of the AP:\"-15.5. 

ASD was heavily involved in d(•clrooptical sys
tems and devices including their n•s(·arch, devel
opment and production. Th<'se included lasers, 
low-light-level TV. high-resolution TV, special .ap
plications of image dcvic~·s to point source dct.(•clion, 
and the combination of thes<' svslcillS. ASD de
livered several models of las(·r ra;1gdinding equip
ment for man-portable and Army vehicle applica
tions. In addition, the division was designing and 
building laser illuminator and dcsigitator de\·i~cs. 

The Aerospace Systems Division was conductmg 
research ami deve lopnwnt progran1s on laser de
vices and applications and was dcl~vcri·n·g produ~ts 
using operational laser syste111S. ( .la.ssifwd ~tuchcs 
on laser applications were being pcrlonned lor the 
U.S. Navy and Air Force. . 

ASD was awarded several contracts by the U.S. 
Army for design, fabrication ancl test~ng of laser 
rangefindcrs for man-portable usc ancl for tank and 
other vehicle applications. Also, a study \:·as con~
plctcd for the Army on the usc of a la.ser m~ a heli
copter as a unit for obstacle detectiOn. I< 01: the 
Army, a flight test program was co~1ductcd usmg .a 
laser as a weapons guidance techmque. Under Au· 
Force sponsorship, laser rangcfimlc~·s and commu
nicators were delivered and large mtegrated laser 
dcctrooptic systems studies performed. 

During 1968 a program was under way for. de
velopment of a laser track scanning system for ~ugh
speed railroad applications under sponsorship of 
the Department of Transportation. . 

ASD performed a Laser Design Concept Study 
for the U.S. Navy in which ~ high-energy, ~hor~
pulse laser system employing frustrated total ~nter
nal reflection isolators was investigated. Tlus re
sulted in a high-power missile-tracking laser system. 
Under contract to the Naval Air Development 
C~nter, A~D developed a Blue-Green Laser Trans
ceiver Umt for use under water. 
T~ devices under investigation by ASD included 

low-hght-~evd camera systems utilizing almost ~ll 
classes of low-light-level image tubes. These m
clu.cle I-SEC, f"V, isocon, and image orthicon. A 
umque pulse gating circuit permits operating these 



c·anll'ras in combination \\'ith pulsed illuminators. 
In addition. :\SD \\'as den.•loping a high-rl'solution 
('aiiH'ra systl'm \\·hich uses a return bea~n vidicon as 
the imagl' pickup tube. :\SD was conductin(l' svstem 
analysis im·oh·ing the utilization of tlu·s"t-~d~·vices 
in m~my di£fC'rent military applications. 

:\Sl~ \\'as performing additional development 
'~·ork _lor the :\ir Force on the .·\:\-'FSH-2 Optical 
Smn·d Janel' Trackin" s,·stem to fmther refine this 
satl'llill' detl'ction S\'?Ste.m. part of the SP:\DATS 
Svstem. · 
. . Th_e ~livision complet<.'d devdopnwnt of a highly 
soplu~t1\ated: ge1wral-purpose aerospac<' computer, 
t hl' \ I C ( \ aria hie Instruction Comput<.'r). This 
eomput,·r \\'as being incorporated into the Airborn<' 
Data Automation ( :\D:\) s\·stem \\'hich \\'ill he 
used. hy the Strategic Air Co1~1111and to demonstrate 
the ft.asihilitv of automatincr the present Airborne 
~onnnand P~st functions n~v performed manuaily 
111 tlw EC-13.5C ''looking glass'' aircraft. 
~ In addition, a study was completed for the Air 

I• 01-ce Electronics Svstem Dh·ision which defines 
th" system configuration for an Ach·anced Airborne 
Command Post svstem that could lw instailed in the 
C-5 jumbo jet d{u·ing the 1970s. 

In tlw area of electronic warfare and advanced 
multifun~tion radar systems, ASD was engaged, 
under Axr Force Avionics Lahoratorv contracts. in 
"xploiting recent technological ach·~mces in inte
gratc·d microcircuits by applvincr them to the desi(l'n 

f I . o o 
0 · an " c·ctronic warfare system and in the dcvelop-
mcnt of hardware. ASD was also under contract to 
dl'VC'lop a Target Homing and "'arning System 
( THA \ VS) to provide for the integrated sensing, 
~·ontrol and display of E\V functions on board naval 
mterceptor aircraft. 

ASD was participating in the developmmt of a 
number of classified Kavy and Air Force electronic 
W<~rfa:c systems and components for airborne ap
plications. In general, these involve exploitation of 
very recent technological advances and defining 
future research in this area. 
. AS~ developed and demonstrated a highly vcrsa

~xle axrborne multiscnsor display capable of accept
~ng t_he output of any of a number of airborne 
11~1agmg systems and converting it to a standardized 
!ugh-brightness TV-type display. 

In 1968 the division provided assistance on over
all systems and hardware engineering for the elec
tromc subsystems to support Grumman's develop
ment of the Lunar Module portion of the Apollo 
program. ASD was under contract to supply Grum
man the Rendezvous Hadar, Transponder, and 
Landing Radar for the Lunar Module vehicle. 
Under contract to Grumman, ASD built the Atti
tude Translation and Control Assembly (A TCA) 
and the Descent Engine Control Assembly 
( ?ECA). A TCA provides the timing and sequen
cmg signals for firing the jets for attitude and trans
lation control, as well as the automatic trim signals 
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for the gimbaled descent engine. DECA controls 
the descent engine of the L~l throughout the power 
descent to the moon, turning the engine on and off 
and controlling the intensity and direction of its 
thrust. Its mission complete ~,-ith the touchdown on 
thC' moon. the DEC:\. is left behind \dth the re
mainder of the L:\I descent stage. In addition to 
the actual L~I hardware, ASD has dewloped a 
large complex of ground test equipment to support 
development of the L~,I electronics and communi
cations systems . 

Astr·o-Eieclronics Division 

The Astra-Electronics Division. also kn0\n1 as 
the HCA Space Center, has an unexcelled reputa
tion for the design and fabrication of long-life 
unmanned spacecraft and spacecraft svstems. Lo
cated ncar Princeton, 1\ew Jerscv, this clivision is a 
leader in the development of ·weather satellites, 
communications satellites, scientific satellites, lunar 
and interplanetary space systems and subsvstems. 
AED has set outstanding records for spacecraft 
performance in orbit; the actual lives of more than 
30 AED-built spacecraft exceeded mission require
ments. Spacecraft built by AED include Tiros 
weather satellites, a SERT (Space Electric Rocket 
Test) space platform, ESSA operational weather 
satellites, Relay communications satellites, Navy 
K avigation Satellites and a number of classified 
spacecraft. 

The division was supplying major subsystems for 
the Nimbus weather satellites. This program, with 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center acting as 
manager and prime contractor, is concerned with 
the second generation of experimental weather 
satellites. AED is responsible for a major part of 
the Nimbus hardware, providing 2 different tele
vision subsystems, video and infrared tape record
ers, solar cell power supplies and video ground 
station equipment. All of the Nimbus spacecraft 
subsystems built by AED operated successfully on 
the Rrst 2 satellites. 

The division was also engaged in several studies 
for both the Communications Satellite Corporation 
and NASA. These include advanced communica
tions satellites, voice broadcast satellites and deep 
space communications satellites. 

Development activities of the division covered a 
wide variety of spacecraft and spacecraft systems, 
including unmanned earth natural resources satel
lites, ultra-high-resolution television sensors, infra
red sensors, dielectric tape cameras, advanced data 
storage and processing systems for spacecraft, 
spacecraft stabilization systems, spacecraft anten
nas, solar and other power supplies and system 
requirements for a world weather watch. 

AED also made contributions to the manned 
space flight program. A miniature, lightweight tele
vision camera built by AED provided the first live 
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television pictures from space during the Apollo 7 
space mission. The 4%-pound camera was the first 
to make extensive use of integrated circuits. The 
division also built a TV scan-converter for usc with 
its Apollo camera and performed studies and sub
system testing for RCA's portion of the Lunar 
Module. In addition, the division undertook studies 
for the manned space flight program in the 
areas of color television and 2 types of power sup
plies. 

Seven ESSA operational weather satellites, built 
by AED for NASA and the Environmental Science 
Services Administration, were successfully placed 
in orbit on February 3 and 28 and October 2, 1966; 
January 26, April 20 and November 10, 1967; and 
August 16, 1968. The ESSA 1 and 2 operational 
weather satellites represent the world's first global 
operational satellite system. The ESSA 1 satellite 
carried 2 half-inch vidicon' cameras. Automatic 
Picture Transmission cameras aboard ESSA 2, as 
well as ESSA 4 and ESSA 6, transmitted, on a real
time basis, cloud cover pictures to APT ground 
stations around the world. ESSA .3 carried a pair of 
RCA Advanced Vidicon Cameras used on an opera
tional mission for the first time. ESSA 5 carried the 
A VCS equipment which has been sending pictures 
to Command and Data Acquisition Stations in the 
United States. 

RCA's Astra-Electronics Division was under con
tra~t to NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center to 
design and develop the next generation of weather 
satelli_tes, known as the Improved Tiros Operational 
S~telhte Systems (ITOS ). The .1\avy contracted 
With AED to build the Navigation Satellite, de
veloped by the Applied Physics Laboratory of 
Johns Hopkins University. The first launch of an 
RCA-produced navigational satellite took place 
March 1, 1968. 

Collection and processing of· scientific data from 
spacecraft also is an important activity at the 
~stro-Electronics Division. Specialized ground sta
tions an~ ground station equipment were designed 
an_d . bmlt Jor meteorological and other satellite 
miSSIOns. I\ew techniques in ground data handling 
were under inve t" t" J s Iga Ion to meet t 1e requirements 
for earth resources observation missions. Among 
thes: v;ere th~ use of lasers for reproducing elec
t:omc Images m the visible and ncar infrared por
tions of th~ spectrum on high-definition film. A 
laser beam Image reproducer was built in support 
of the ground station requirements. 

For the future, the Astra-Electronics Division 
was directing increased attention to developing 
those spacecraft and space systems which return 
practical benefits to the nation. Continued develop
ment and improvements in weather, natural re
sources, and communications satellites were 
planned, with new technology that will lead to 
greater scientific knowledge of the earth, planets 
and stars. 
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The principal facilities of the Dl'f<·ns<· Communi
c·ations Systems Division (DCSD) an· i11 Camcll'n 
and \Vest \\"incisor (ncar PrincdoJ1). :\'<·"·Jersey. 
These comprehensive facilitil's coJitain a complt-lc 
engineering organization capable of <'ffcctin· project 
lllanagenll'llt as well as compn·ll<'nsin· sysl<'IIIS and 
product engineering through all phases of d<'sign. 
dcv<'lopmcnt and manufacturing. 

The headquarters of DCSD in C.t~l}(kll, employ
ing ow·r 6.000 engineers. scientists. !l'chnicians ancf 
manufacturinrr and aclministratin· JWr~·omwL is a ,..., 
fully integrated design, clen·lopn l<'llt aiHI Lthrica~ 
tion facilit\· dc,·oted to handlina a ,,·id<• ,·arid\· of 
defense a;1d space electronic/' work. Sp<·ciafizcd 
en <rineerin g laboratories and areas of tceln1 ical com
pe~·ncc a~c applied to light, heavy ami digital 
communications equipment. recording devices. 
command and control, ach·anced c·omllltliJications 
technology and communications syst<'lllS. A fuJiy 
equipped Hybrid ~Jicroclcctronics Laboratory is 
centrally located to support the engineering groups 
in advanced product design. 

The division was working on programs for the 
dcsian, development and production of communi
cati(~ns for numerous government applications. in
cludina communications techniques investigation 
and c~~1ceptual studies. This large and divcrsif;cd 
area encompasses the devclor?m.cnt and produc~wn 
of communications transmissiOn ancl tcrmmal 
equipment, plus systems for suhmar.ine, shiph_oa~·d, 
manpack, vehicular, fixed J.?lant, au:cra~t. missile, 
space-grourid and space vehicle apphcatwns. . 

HCA has long been a leader in advanced tact_Ical 
military communications, and DCSD was. co~1tmu
ing this tradition with a number of very s1gmfic~~nt 
development and production programs. These m
cluded: 

AN/PRC-2.5, AN/PRC-77. The AN/PH.C-2.5 radio 
set is a prime operational equipment in Vietnam, 
well known to the military for its performance and 
dependability. The FM manpa~k set :vei~hs 24 
pounds including receiver-transnutter umt With re
chargeable battery, antcnm~ an_d headset, and rro
vidcs 2-way voice commumcatwns :1p to 10 miles. 
More than 2.5,000 sets had been delivered by year
end. The AN/PHC-77, a product-improved version 
with several added capabilities, was in mas_s p_ro
duction and was receiving an equally satisfymg 
response from the user. . , 

AN/ARC-144 (Ultrareliable UJIF Radw Set). 
These microelectronic radio sets, under develop
ment for the Air Force to replace the widc!y us~d 
AHC-34 and similar equipments, will provide sig
nificant improvements in size, weight and perform
ance along with a fivefold increase in reliability. 

AN/ARC-142 and AN/ARC-143 (P3C I-IF and 
UHF Transceivers). Developed and in production 
for application to the Antisubmarine \Varfare Air-



craf~ ( Lock~we~l P-~C). these radio sets have po
tcntwl apphcatwn 111 a number of ach·anced air
craft. Principal features include hiuh power hicrh 
pt'rformanc:--l:-. low size and ,,·cight..-ach·aneccl self
test capahdrtrcs, and 1.200 hours' minimum mean 
lime lwt\H'en failures. 

.-\X/THC -91 -.9~ :\. This operational equipment 
\\'as b:·m~ supphc~cl to both the l'.S. ~Iarine Corps 
a.nd :\rr I.· ~rce. I l rs a complete tactical communica
trons facdrty suitable for multichannel voice. tclc
typl' or data traffic with high reliability and 
l:t·rformance .. ~'his is designed fo~ unattendNfopera
tlOn, and utdrzcs solid-state circuitn· throucrhout 
for high reliability and easy maintena-nce. Th~ sys
tem can he sd up for operation in 1 hour bv 2 men. 
0\·:,r -!00 :\::\/THC-H/s han' bem proch;ccd and 
dchvcrccl to date, and more than 100 \\·ere in use 
in Yictnam. 

~\.\'/UCC-:3 .Uultiplcx Carrier Equip111e11t. The 
A::\/UCC-5 is a solid-state 60-\·oicc channel fre
~ltll'n~y division multiplex carrier equipment for use 
111 mrcro\\'a H' radio or line carrier s\·stems. This 
ec1uipment conforms to DC.\ Circula;· 175-2A for 
fixed station applications. to ~lilibuv Standard 
~88B for tactical applications and to ~iiL-E-16-!00 
f_or er_n·ironmcntal service conditions and component 
1 e<lmremcnts. The equipment was designed to 
operate on a continuous basis with a minimum of 
maintenance or adjustment. This has been achieved 
tlu:ou?h the usc of transistors and integrated cir
cmts m a conservative design. l\inetv-six percent of 
a!l c?mponents are mounted on iJlug-in printed 
cr~·cmt .boards for ease of maintenance and system 
expansron. 

Digital communications and switchincr S)'Stems 
and · . o . eqmpment are an important part of the DCSD 
piOd';I~t; 3 programs of interest are: 

Slup s Interior Commw1ications Stjstent (ICS). A 
cer~trali~ed circuit switching system 'for the control 
of mtenor shipboard communications, this system, 
tl~e first of its kind, will usc a computer to perform 
CI.rcuit switching functions IJITViouslv performed by 
drscret l d · ' f . , e 1ar ware. Complete rearrangement o a 
sh~p s internal communications will be accom
plished by simply chan<rincr com1mtcr programs. 
Two . l. o o 1 . SWitc ung centers will serve up to 2,500 su J-

scnb:rs. ICS will be a stored program system with 
s:rfficient redundancy for hicrh reliabilit)' and sur-
VIvabT · o I rty under battle conditions. 
D Minuteman Sensitive Command Netu;ork (SCN). 

c.sD, under subcontract to The Boeing Company, 
?esrgned, developed and produced the SCN that 
mterconnects various Minuteman unmanned launch 
and manned launch control facilities in a complex 
~able .network to provide command-control status 
reportm.g. The command system's Digital Data 
Processmg Equipment ( DDPE), developed by 
DCSD, handles secure launch or inhibit launch 
command messages, and processes digital messages 
for automatic system and network check-out. The 
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opcratio.nal. ~·quipment has far surpassed the ultra
lugl~-rdi~tbilrty g?als. DCSD continued to pro,·ide 
engmeerm_g sernces and equipment modification 
on the ~Iu:utcn:a~1 For~ce \Iodcrnization Program. 

Automatzc Dzgztal 'Setrcork (Autodin). :\. vital 
link in the DoD worldwide logistics-data communi
cations network, this is the world's largest and 
most advanced operational data communications 
system. Under contract to \\'estern Union. DCSD 
designed. developed, produced. programmed and 
installed these equipments. The initial network 
includec~ 5 h:rge _::~Ito1:1atic switching centers capable 
of tennu:atmg voO hnes. The .-\.utodin Expansion 
Progran~ m~rcasc~ the. network to 9 c_entcrs capable 
of termmatmg 2. tOO lmes. As part of a program to 
modernize the Autodin Kctwork. DCSD \\'as 
awarded a contract by \\'estern Union to prO\ide 
new integrated circuit Communications Data Proc
essors for the 9 Autodin Switching Centers in the 
United States. 

DCSD was also responsible for major space com
munications programs: 

SHF TACCOMSAT Terminals. The SHF Tacti
cal Communications Satellite Terminals \\ill provide 
extremely reliable tactical communications together 
\\·ith high mobility for battlefield and airborne use. 
Fi\'c configurations are being supplied: airborne, 
1 %-ton truck shelter, jeep-mounted, teampack and 
manpack terminals. Delivery was started during 
1968. The tactical stations will be tested with an 
experimental satellite by all 3 branches of the 
mili tarv. 

Apollo Command )fodulc Communications. 
DCSD was responsible for the design, development 
and manufacture of the VHF A~I Transceivers for 
the Apollo Command J\Iodule ( CM) and Lunar 
Module ( LM). These equipments provide a voice 
and data communications link between the LM, 
the CM and the astronaut on the lunar surface. 

Apollo Lunar Module Communications Subsys
tem. DCSD, under contract to Grumman Aircraft 
Engineering Corporation, is responsible for the 
complete Lunar Module Communications Subsys
tem consisting of S-band transceivers, S-band 
power amplifiers, VHF transceivers, a signal proc
essor and the S-band steerablc antenna. Major 
effort is devoted to interface definition and controL 
and to detailed testing and performance evaluatior~ 
of the communications equipments when operated 
as an integrated subsystem. 

Extravehicular Com1nunications System, (EVCS). 
DCSD was developing for NASA a spacesuit com
munications system that \Viii permit a team of 
astronauts ( 2 or more) to explore the lunar surface 
while in communication with each other and, 
through the Lunar ~Iodule, with mission controllers 
on earth. EVCS will have full duplex transmit
receive capability, will weigh about 6 pounds and 
will be about the size of a cigar box. It will be 
carried as part of the astronaut's portable life-
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support system. In addition to voice communica
tions EVCS will transmit biomedical telemetry 
data 'on the astronaut's condition, and will sound an 
alarm to indicate any drop in the spacesuit pres-
sure. 

DCSD was conducting research on recorder 
technology, and had available a number of ad
vanced recorder/reproducer equipments: 

PT-.501 Wideband Recorders. Designed to meet 
the requirements of aircraft, ships, ground vehicles 
or other portable configurations, the PT-501 series of 
video recorders is the ultimate in portable wideband 
recorder systems. Typical of the many uses for the 
PT-501 are monopulse radar, Cjtiadrature bipolar 
radar pulses, PPI displays, FDM signals, standard 
and slow-scan TV applications, and spectrum analy
sis. The configurations are housed in 3 separate 
packages which are suitable for hand carrying in 
suitcases. 

Continuous Video Recorders (CVRs). A number 
of CVRs were developed and available. For exam
ple, the TR5-L0-10-CVR is a transverse-scan re
corder/reproducer incorporating a speed reduction 
of 10 to 1 compared to normal wideband machines. 
The TR42-L0-10-CVR is a low-speed playback unit 
which runs at 1/10 the speed of a normal TR42-
CVR for bandwidth compression of wideband in
formation recorded on the latter. 

DCSD has considerable experience in major com
munications systems, involving study, synthesis, 
design, development, production and operational 
support. Two 1968 system programs of interest 
were: 

Integrated Communications Control System, 
(ICCS ). This is an advanced communications con
trol system that will simplify the operation of air
borne radios, reduce costs and weight, and conserve 
important aircraft space. ICCS employs the Multi
ple Interior Communications System ( MINCOMS) 
c?ncept, which uses multiplexing techniques to 
Simultaneously send separate signals over a single 
cable about the size of a pencil. Initially designed 
for naval aircraft, ICCS connects and controls 
multiple intercom stations, radio receiver/trans
mitt~rs and other avionics components, with con
nectiOn and control effected from a single panel. 
. Mallard System Studies. Mallard is an interna

tional program ( U~ited States, United Kingdom, 
Can~da .and Austraha) for creating advanced com
mumcabons for field military units of the mid- and 
late 1970s. The ~al~ard concept embraces an inte
grat~d commumca~10ns system utilizing elements 
rangmg from mobile radios to complex elect · · h' ron1c 
sw1tc, mg systems to communications satellites. 
RCA s 18-month study program was nearing com
pletion, at which time the program was to move 
into another pha~c inv~lving some equipment de
velopment and Simulations. Two parallel systems 
studies were being performed, one by U.S. indus
try and one in the United Kingdom. 
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i'\lissile ami Sm·f a(•e Hadar Divi!-linn 

Th<' :\·fissile and Surface Hadar Di\'ision ( :\I&SH) 
is located at :\loorestown, 1\ cw J (•rsev. 

From installation of the first pr<'cis.ion n10nopulw 
tracking radar, the X:l':-1, at Patrick Air ForcC' Base 
in HJ57, ~I&SH has d<'signed and prodtt('l'd a family 
of 71 such radars of ('Ver-increasin•r so1)histication ,.., 
and capability; they are install<'d at locations 
around the globe, both on land and on ships at sea. 
The standard HCA A:\'/FPS- 16 and its transportable 
version, the A?\I.\IPS-2.5, are pn·dsion C-hand in
strunwntation radars standardizl'd for tlH' Air 
Force, Army, 1\avy and :\'ASA. Both are i(lC'ally 
suited for assurin!-'; range safdv and for trackin!-'; 
rockC'Ls, missilc·s,' nose cones,' boostt·rs, tankag~· 
assemblies, instrument packag<·s, debris, earth
orbiting satellites, and space vehicles. 

The A:\'/FPQ-6 instrumentation radar and its 
air-transportable version, the AN/TPQ-lt>, repre
sent a major forward stride in tlw ddl·ction, acquisi
tion and precise continuous nwasun•mcnt of the 
position of missiles and space vehicles in flight. 

M&SH has perhaps contributed more to scientific 
antiballistic missile research than any other single 
installation. It is here where the highly advanced 
radar net, B:ME\VS, was designed, deV(•lopcd and 
manufactured for installation at 3 wid<'ly separated 
sites in the western hemisphere. From 1958, the 
Missile and Surface Radar Division observed test 
launchings of all U.S. missiles and :malyz~·d d:~ta 
obtained from thousands of obs('l'vatwns of boc.hes 
reentering the atmosphere. This installation has 
also been a leader in space object identification 
since it made its first such measurements on Sputnik 
II, using an FPS-16 at Patrick Air Force Base, 
Florida. 

M&SH developed a high-performance tactical 
radar, the UPS-1, for usc by the Marine Corps, Air 
Force, Army and Navy. It is packaged in light
weight units, suitable for transporta~ion and o~era
tion in the assault phase of amphibwus operations. 

Another advanced tactical system under develop
ment at M&SR in 1968 was the TPQ-27 program 
which will direct tactical aircraft to bombing tar
gets with high precision by use of ground-based 
precision tracking radar, command control systems, 
and data links. 

Under the Apollo Reentry Ships Program, 
M&SR developed CAPRI, the first precision tra~k
ing radar to usc integrated circuits for all essential 
electronic functions. This instrument has the gen
eral capability of the AN/FPS-16 radar, except that 
the user has a number of options in the pedestal and 
antenna subsystems. The resultant savings in spa?e, 
weight and power make it easily adaptable for m
stallation on board ship, in a trailer or in small one
story buildings. 

The division was designing and developing ad
vanced over-the-horizon radars for the armed 
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fnrcl's. :'-.!~Sirs recognized capability in transmit
tt-rs. antennas and signal processing has put it in 
thl' fon·front of the fast-<Trowin!! on'r-tlw-horizon 
radar art. " '. 

The first major real-time ground-support system 
for spac<' missions to usc integrated circuits was 
install<'d 011 the :\ir Force Eastern Test Range by 
:\I~SH.. It consists of -! ~round stations at Antigua 
Island. Ascension Island .... Crand Bahama Island and 
Pretoria. South Africa. and a control station at Cape 
Kt·mwch-. 

Shipl;~rne stations are also deployed. The system 
l'nahles flight scientists to Sl'lect and ca11 up various 
l<'lenwtr~· data from space n·hides while they arc 
in HiHht down the Eastern Test Range. 

:--.t&'SH den·lopecl the first trul)· lightweight 
hand-held radar for usc bv combat infantrymen in 
ddectincr movin<T tar<TetS ~mel directing small arms 

.:-- o o 1'. I fire in all ,n•ather and visihilitv cone Ihons. t 
"·eighs as little as :2 pounds in its lightest version 
and can detect man-sized targets at ranges up to 
1.500 meters, defining range within a few ~net~rs 
and angle within a few degrees. A commumcation 
mode i~ also provided. enabling :2 units to set up a 
secure voice link. The RCA 1-land-Hcld Tactical 
Hadar is an all-solid-state svstem, using the latest 
in intc•rratL'cl circuits and n1iniature electronics. 

Follo~vincr a far-reachincr evaluation of existing 
b ' 0 '-' 

ec1uipment for Kavy air defense, M&SR was 
chosen bv the 1\avv to devdop a concept for the 
Advancecl Surface \fissile System. As head of a 
team which includes Bendix, Haytheon, and Gibbs 
and Cox. the division will develop an advanced 
integrated command control and missile launching 
syst~m for fleet air defense in the 1970s. 

To enable astronauts on the moon to communi
cate with earth, a 10-foot parabolic antenna '\Vas 
needed. It would weigh only a few pounds. To 
meet this specification, a completely collapsible 
self-erecting structure of metallized cloth was de
veloped. It packs into a cylinder only 3 feet long 
and 10 inches in diameter and erects automatically 
with no assistance from the operator, yet its con
tours are within the very fine tolerances needed to 
direct a beam of energy efficiently from the moon 
to the earth. 

One of the Missile and Surface Hadar Division's 
newest capabilities is high-volume production of 
prccisio~1 multi~ayer p~·int~d circuits. A completely 
m?chamzed pnntcd cucmt manufacturing facility 
':'Ith 25:000 s~1uarc feet and ?mpl?ying 125 produc
tion pe1 sonncl began operations m early 1968. 

Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Division 

. ~he Elcct~·omagnetic and Aviation Systems Di
VISIOn (previously known as the \Vest Coast Di
vision) has 3 facilities: Huntsville, Alabama; vVest 
Los Angeles, California; and Van Nuys, California, 
headquarters for the division. 
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The Huntsville facility is concerned with field 
service and depot suppo;t, primarily for the Saturn 
Ground Computer Check-out System. It has 128 
employees and an area of 15,000 square feet. 

The AYiation Equipment Department, located in 
\\'est Los Angeles, designs and builds weather radar 
systems. distance measuring equipments, transpon
ders, navigation-communication equipments and 
Aircraft Integrated Data Systems. These equip
ments and systems are for both airline and general 
aviation aircraft. About 65 percent of all "·eather 
radars in usc by airlines and 75 percent of the 
general aviation radars were built ln- the Aviation 
Equipment Department. In 1968 the department 
was developing an Aircraft Integrated Data System 
capable of monitoring more than LOOO parameters. 
The facility had 396 employees and 91,::250 square 
feet of plant space at year-end . 

The Van Nuys operation designs and builds 
Electronic "\Varfare Systems, Ordnance Systems, 
:\Jilitary Display /~I emory Systems, and Military 
Aviation Products and Systems, a counterpart of 
the commercial work in the Aviation Equipment 
Department. The Van Nuys facility has been a 
leader in the development and manufacture of 
special-purpose computers, random access memory 
systems, display systems, electronic warfare equip
ment, and secure communication systems since 
1960. The facility had more than 1,4::25 personnel 
and 240,000 square feet at year-end. 

The division has made an outstanding contribu
tion to the nation's defense effort in electronic war
fare. This includes techniques and equipments for 
deceiving, jamming, evading and effectively de
stroying electromagnetic threats. Thus, a shield is 
provided which permits ships, planes and ground 
vehicles to aggressively penetrate the enemy's de
fense and limit his effectiveness in offensive action. 
The Electronic \Varfare group has been a major 
developer and supplier of jamming equipments to 
the Department of Defense, and in 1968 was en
gaged in engineering and manufacturing programs 
for electronic warfare components and complete 
systems. In support of these and future electronic 
warfare programs, the Electromagnetic and Avia
tion Systems Division had independent research 
and development programs. 

EASD participates in the design, development 
and manufacture of ordnance products, especially 
fuzing assemblies for mortars, rockets and bombs. 
An extensive independent research and develop
ment program was conducted during 1968 on radio 
proximity and optical fuzing techniques. 

The division was producing Mark 25 Monitor 
Assemblies and Mark 26 Safing Devices under con
tract to the U.S. Navy. In addition, the division 
was under contract to Harry Diamond Labora
tories to design and develop the X~l588 Near Sur
face Burst Fuze. 

Independent research and development projects 
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included development of reliable low-cost elec
tronic fuzing systems, and optical sensors for fuzing. 

The division's major developments in military 
information systems were card and drum random 
access mass memories, video data display systems 
and the Saturn Ground Computer System. 

The division developed 2 generations of Card 
Memories, the Model 3488 and the Spectra 70/568. 
The Spectra model has an access time under .5 
second and stores approximately 5 billion hits of 
data. These mass memories are the largest and 
most economical on the market, in terms of cost per 
bit. Design and development of third-generation 
random access memories are in progress. These 
third-generation systems will provide faster time 
and greater capacity at lower cost per bit. 

The Random Access Drum Memory Systems 
broke the bit-per-volume barrier in drum memories. 
The RCA drum stores 25,000,000 bits, more than 
3,000 pages of typewritten material, in an area of 
approximately 1.5 cubic feet with an access time of 
8.5 milliseconds. This drum memory, a development 
of the division's independent research and develop
ment program, was being produced for use in the 
Tactical Fire Direction System ( T ACFIRE) pro
gram. Another drum memory system was under 
development for commercial applications. 

The division was developing and manufacturing 
several different types of commercial and military 
display systems. These systems included: 

• The Spectra 70/752, a compact, self-contained, 
stand-alone display with third-generation logic and 
memory. The screen capacity is 1,080 characters. 

• Modular video data system, which provides 
anywhere from 8 to 48 701751 video data terminals 
from one controller. Three screen arrays are avail
able. 

• Check-out and launch control displays. 
• Tactical Information Processing and Interpre

tation ( TIPI) displays. 
• Airborne displays. 

. EASD. has been a major producer· of specialized 
mf~rmat10n systems since its founding. One of the 
maJor products has been the Saturn Ground Com
puter System for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's Marshall Space Flight Cen
ter. The Saturn Ground Computer Automatic 
Check-out System is part of the key to the success 
that Saturn launches enjoy. Located immediately 
below the launcher in the first Saturn V launch 
the Computer Check-out System had to be con~ 
structed so. as to absorb the vibration of the blast 
effect. Th1s system provides real-time control 
check-out, and monitoring of digital and analog 
dat~ from t~e Saturn missile systems. The major 
eqmpments m the data-processing system are the 
Saturn Co~1puter an? the Saturn input/output data 
channel display, whiCh provides a visual presenta
tion of alphanumeric and symbolic data in tabular 
and graphic formats. 
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The division for several years has been a major 
supplier of aviation equipment products to com
mercial airlines and to general aviation. The division 
successfully converted this experience as a supplier 
of commercial aviation products to a specialized 
military market when it received a major contract 
for distance measuring equipment from Lockheed 
Aircraft Corporation for the :\ll-.56:\ program. 
Among the ("Cittipments that the division will he 
marketing are distance nwasuring equipments, 
weather radars, IFF transponders, navigation cquip
nwnt, traffic direction and control equipment. air
horne display/memory systems and airborne inte
grated data systems. 

HOI-IH. CORPORATION 

The year 1968 represented a period of unprec
edented growth for Hohr Corporation .. with signi~
cant advances in several areas. A maJOr factor m 
improving efficiencies was the continuing successful 
effort to widen computer applications to manufac
turing operations. 

One of the first companies to become involved in 
numerical, or computer, control of machine tools, 
Rohr developed advanced usc of computers in ma
terials handling, parts flow control, schedu)ing <~nd 
other applications hearing directly on manufacturmg 
efficiency. . . 

The company in 1968 was evaluatmg potC'ntwl 
markets for an automated, computer-controlled 
warehousing system in operatio~1 at the .mai.n plant 
in Chula Vista California. Possible apphcatwns for 
the system we;.c.secn in air freight handling and in 
operations requiring complete control of the flow 
and processing of large (1uantities of parts and 
products. . . 

Rohr continued to strengthen its cngmcenng a~1d 
research and development efforts to .keep p<~ce wtth 
rapid technological advancements m the mdustry 
and to develop new product lines. In the area. of 
sound suppression, research effo~·t was pr~~uc~ng 
materials which show some promise of dnmmshmg 
engine sound. All of these effort~ were part of a 
comprehensive program that permitted the company 
to become an associate contractor in a number of 
new projects. 

One of the most significant new programs was a 
contract to produce propulsion pods for McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation's DC-10 trijet airlin.er. R~hr, 
long a specialist in the power plant fiel~, will ?estgn, 
test, fabricate and assemble the pods, mcludmg the 
nose cowl, forward fan wrap cowl, fan nozzle and 
core engine cowl. . 

The company also moved into production of 
engine pods and pylons for The Boeing Company's 
747 superjet airliner, the first of which was rolled 
out on September 30. 

'• 



The Lockheed C-5 logistics transport, which 
mad<' a successful maiden Hight in June. recei,·ed 
its Hohr power plants and pylons in February and 
the manufacture of production articles was proceed
ing on schedule. 

'The company continued to gain industry recogni
tion for its capabilities in the thrust reverser field. 
T,,.o ne,,- systems, both proprietary to Hohr, were 
completed during the year. In :\larch the first ship
set of thrust reversers was delin·rcd to :\orth Amer
ican Hockwell for the Sabreliner business jet. The 
company also completed design of a thrust n'Ycrser 
for the Boeing 737 t\\·in-jct airliner and production 
of these units was in progress. In addition. Rohr 
designed and was building the pods, pylons and 
thrust reversers for the Grumman Gulfstrcam II 
business jet. 

Deliveries of power plant assemblies continued 
for many of the compan~·'s long-running aircraft 
programs, such as the Boeing 707 and 727 airliners, 
the Lockheed P-3 antisubmarine patrol plane and 
the 1\IcDonncll Douglas twin-jet DC-9 and Super 
62 and 63 DC-8 aircraft. The company had 14 major 
aircraft programs in various stages of production; 
approximately one po\Yer plant assembly for every 
working hour was deliYered to customers through 
the year, or more than 200 per month. 

The free world's expanding global communica
tions continued to create a demand for ground sta
tion satellite communications antennas and Bohr's 
Antenna Division produced and installed 3 97-foot
diameter antennas in Thailand, the Philippines and 
Chile during the year. The division also continued 
its diversification in the marine products field and 
was producing welded aluminum hulls for Navy 
work boats, 2 65-foot air-sea rescue vessels and hulls 
for 2 85-foot Navy tugs. 

One of the most significant programs to develop 
in the company's Space Products Division during 
the year was a contract to produce the motor cases, 
motor case insulation and ablative nozzles for the 
120-inch, solid-propellant rockets which are used as 
booster stages for the Titan III-C, -D and -M space 
launch vehicles. Hohr was producing these compo
nents under a contract with United Technology 
Center, a division of United Aircraft Corporation. 
. The division, receiving increasing recognition f~r 
Its capabilities in composites and fiberglass !ann
nates, was selected by Lockheed "Missiles & Space 
Company to build the fiberglass outer hull for the 
Navy's DSRV-2 deep submergence rescue vehicle. 
The 49-foot DSRV-2 is designed to rescue crews 
from disabled submarines. 

\Vith the company entering nc\V programs and 
diversifying, there was an accelerated trend in the 
installation of machinery and equipment designed 
to reduce labor costs in the manufacture of tools, 
fabrication of parts and movement of materials. 
Eleven major pieces of equipment were placed into 
operation to boost Hohr's manufacturing capabili-
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tics. In addition, :2 hot-sizing presses, designed and 
dcn·lopccl by the company. were installed to form 
Yarious titanium alloys into difficult and complex 
configurations. 

Construction of new facilities in fiscal 1968 
aggregated more than 10-LOOO sr1uare feet of manu
facturing floor space. 

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY 

A lll'W, supersonic generation oF jet targets joined 
the Hyan Firebee family during 1968, a year which 
also saw operations of the veteran subsonic drones 
greatly expanded. During the same period, Ryan's 
moon landing radar system moved closer to its su
preme test and the XV-5B Vcrtifan V/STOL entered 
a new research phase. 

The slender, stiletto-nosed, sweptwing Firebee 
II ( BQM-3-!E), first of 1-! prototype Hight test 
Ycrsions being built for the Naval Air Systems Com
mand, \\·as rolled out in March at the XaYal :\Iissile 
Center, Point Mugu, California, where it entered 
an intensive Hight test program prior to scheduled 
operational use by the fleet in 1970. 

First faster-than-sound flight was achieved in 
June, and it reached its design speed of :Mach 1.5 
(1,000 miles per hour) in September. Soon after
ward, the BQ~l-34E attained another major mile
stone with its first ground launching. Combining 
subsonic Hight capabilities of the widely used 
BQM-3-!A Fircbee with supersonic speed ranges, 
the Firebee II was hailed as the most advanced 
aerial target of its kind, providing a realistic target 
for training air defense pilots and ground gunners 
and missilemen. 

Meanwhile, deployment of subsonic Firebees and 
Ryan field support crews extended to Panama, 
Okinawa, Tahvan, Korea, South Vietnam and the 
Philippines for Army, Navy and Air Force exercises. 
Further enhancing the realism which has prompted 
combat-seasoned pilots to compare the Firebee with 
MiG fighters in performance was installation of 
Increased Maneuverability Kits, enabling the 
drones to execute steep banks and turns character
istic of evasive maneuvers of enemy aircraft. At 
year's end a new dimension was added to the Fire
bee capabilities by the first remote-controlled water
borne launch in the 20-year history of the target, 
from a 104-foot Navy Aviation Hescue Boat (AVR) 
off Point Mugu. 

Hecognition of the essential role performed by the 
Firebee target system was a\Yard of a $20,619,000 
Air Force contract to meet fiscal 1968 Firebee 
requirements of the Air Force, Army, Navy and 
Marine Corps, the largest single order in 2 decades 
of production during ·which more than 3,800 jet 
targets have been delivered. 

Hyan's moon landing radar system took its first 
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"look" at space aboard an unmanned Apollo Lunar 
Module in January, in the flight of LM-1, and de
liveries of other systems for succeeding LM mis
sions continued through the year. TI1e system, which 
will actually guide the first 2 American astronauts 
to soft landings on the moon, was scheduled for 
delivery in late 1968. The Ryan-built Radar Altim
eter and Doppler Velocity Sensor had, by early 
1968, established a reputation for reliability in the 
5 successful moon landings of unmanned Surveyor 
exploration space vehicles. As it will with Apollo, 
the Ryan radar triggered retrorockets to sharply 
decelerate Surveyor to gentle landings. 

Data from continuous measurement of the Lunar 
Module's speed, altitude and rate of descent will be 
used automatically by the LM's control computers 
to fire or throttle the vernier descent engines which 
control spacecraft attitude. Acting on radar infor
mation, the astronauts will slow to a near hover, 
like a helicopter, before a soft touchdown on the 
moon. 

Besides the LM radars, Ryan's 1968 production 
featured navigation sensors for antisubmarine heli
copters and for high-altitude aircraft. The first inter
national sale of the AN/ APN-182 Doppler radar 
navigation sets was recorded when the Italian Navy 
ordered a quantity for its ,pew SH-3 Sea King ASW 
helicopters. The radars control the automatic de
scent and hover maneuver required in ASW opera
tions while the helicopter makes soundings with its 
acoustical sonar device. 

A Ryan radar device designed to measure aircraft 
landing impact, initially developed under Navy 
contract as an aid in carrier landings, was employed 
for the first time commercially, in a Boeing 737 
transport, during flight certification of the new air
craft. Advanced from experimental to flight opera
tional status during the year by the Naval Air 
Systems Command, the AN/ APQ-135 sink rate 
radar assists flight test or maintf:'nance personnel in 
determining possible structural damage or stress 
from the effects of hard landings. The sensor units 
have been purchased by manufacturers for testing 
various milita~y aircraft, including McDonnell 
Douglas fo.r the F-4 Phantom, Boeing-Vertol for the 
CH-46 helicopter and Lockheed-Georgia Company 
for the C-130 Hercules transport. 
T~e only _rlan.e of its ~ind in the nation, the Ryan 

XV-oB fan-m-wmg Vertifan, was delivered in mid-
1.968 to N~SA-Ames Researc~ Center on comple
tion of a $1,000,000 renovation and modification 
program that improved the aircraft's reliability and 
maintenance. 

As th~ XV-5A,. the Vertifan successfully demon
strate~, m ~·~8 flights from Ma~ 1964 through late 
1966, Its abihty to take off vertiCally, dart away at 
subsonic speeds and return to land in an area no 
larger than a tennis court.. In 1968, NASA was 
utilizing the XV-5B as a flymg laboratory in con
tinued testing of the vertical-lift principle utilizing 
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a set of counterrotating fans submerged in the 
wings and driven by jet exhaust. 

Ryan expanded its capabilities in remote sensor 
electronics with furth er development of other de
vices, including scatterometers , microwave radiome
ters, reAectometers and 'Nave height profi lers. The 
scatterometcr is a continuous-wave Doppler radar 
that measures reflectivity of land and sea surfaces 
day or night, in all weather, to indica te surface 
roughness on land and height of ocean waves . It was 
in use by NASA for earth resources applications. 
The radiometer is a highly sensitive, passive micro
wave receiver that picks up the natural thermal 
radiation of the earth in studies of surface tempera
ture, soil moisture content and atmospheric proper
ties. The rcHectometer is a precision instrument 
used in the laboratory or the fi eld to determine the 
dielectric constant of natural materials to confirm 
measurements made by aircraft or satellite sensors. 
The wave height profller is a radar and infrared 
device that makes accurate measurement of ocean 
vvaves and is used on hydrofoil craft to aid naviga
tion and on offshore towers for ocean research. 

Ryan Aeronautical Company's Remote Sensor Group de
signed and fabricated a unique microwave reflector, which 
measures the natural electrical properties of soils, rocks or 
liquids by reflecting microwave energy from the sample in 

the dish. 

An outgrowth of Ryan's development of remote 
sensors was the award of a contract by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce Environmental Science 
Services Administration to determine ways that 
various hydrological measurements-such as rain
fall distribution, water retention in the soil, evap
oration, flow of water underground, water runoff 
from glaciers and snow packs, snow line surveying, 
and water content of the atmosphere-can be cor-



related to gin· scientists the most nwanincrful infor-, .::> 

rnation. 
Hyan's continued interest in solar panel structures. 

which han· harnessed the sun's e1wrgv for such 
span• Yehicles as the ~lariner Ycnu~· and ~Iars 
prolws and the :\avy :\aYi!.!;ation Satellites. was 
highlighted in 1968 with tlw ~ompktion for the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory of a :2.50-square-foot proto
type roll-up solar cell array. one of the largest ever 
built. The structure. -13 feet long and 7 feet wide, 
pro\·idcs 30 watts of solar ekctdcal power for each 
pound of weight. 

The pioneer aerospace finn also comnwnced de
n·lopmcnt of a sYstem for rC'motc-control operation 
of mim·swel·ping. jeeps under a contract to the U.S. 
:\rmy's ~Iohility Equipment Research and Develop
nwnt Cenll'L ~leanwhilc. a RYan remote-controlled 
Firdish tarcrct boat was ordered bv the i\Iarine 

~ J 

Physical Laboratory of the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography. La Jolla, California. for use as a 
"sian.'' unit in obtaining ocean soundings between 
San Diego and Japan during 1969. 

T. Claude Hvan. board chairman, one of Amer
ica's few major' industrialists who still actively head 
companies founded -10 or more years ago, celebrated 
his lOth birthdav and -15 vears in the aerospace 
indus try. · · 

Another personnel note was the affiliatio:1 with 
Hyan of Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp. who retired as 
commander-in-chief of all militarv forces in the 
Pacific-Southeast Asia areas. Admii·al Sharp joined 
Rvan as consultant and a member of its Advisory 
Board. 

SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION, INC. 
(Formerly General Precision Systems Inc.) 

In 1968 General Precision became a part of The 
Singer Company, and General Precisi01~ .systems 
Inc. was chancrecl to Sinaer-Gcneral PrecisiOn, Inc. 

.::> .::> c '1 tl As a member of the $1.6 billion Singer tami y, le 
company continued as a major producer of elec
tronic, electromechanicaL optical nncl other pre
cision-made products for the military, government 
and industry. . . 

The company has won worldwide re~ogn~twn f~r 
achievements in Doppler, stellar an~l .mertwl navi
gation and guidance; analog and chgital computa
tion; simulation :.mel training; weapons control; a.nd 
analog and digital communications. Its product lme 
in 1968 ranged from large grouncl-~asecl, COI~lru
terizecl systems and simulators anc~ au·borne digital 
computers to tiny gyroscopes and mstruments used 
in interplanetary space vehicles. Virtually every 
major aircraft, missile, space vehicle and antisub
marine warfare vessel in operation or under devel
opment uses a General Precision product. 

The wide range of products offered by the com-
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pany to the overseas markets required a larcre de
gree of flexibilitv to achie\·e the most effective 
means of mel'tin;,. the various r<.'Cluirements of the ::-, 

many s~parat~ and distinct markets and satisfying 
the national mterests of individual countries. Its 
products and services are made a\·ailahle in inter
national markets through direct sales from the 
United States. joint operations with affiliated com
panics. and licensing of major o\·erseas companies 
to produce and market its products. This flexible 
operation a~lows the company to support the U.S. 
gon.·rnment s overseas sales program. 

During 1968, countries in Europe and _\sia were 
providing an expanding market for these products 
and services, including navigation and simulation 
e<Juipment for aircraft. and ~ommunications. com
puters and control equipment for a wide ra~1ge of 
applications. 

KE:\RFOTT GROUP 

Several major equipment contracts for naviaation, 
guidance and airborne data processincr that were 
rcceiYcd in 1966 and 1967 reached majo~ milestones 
during the. latter part of 1968 when, having com
pleted their de\·elopment cvcle. thev entered the 
initial phases of production. ·Among these contracts 
were those received by Kearfott Systems Division 
and GPL Division for Doppler inertial systems to 
be used on the ~avy's P-3C aircraft arid on the 
~avy/ Air Force A-7D/E. 

Other applications for Kearfott's inertial equip
ment under contract were for the SRA:\1 missile 
the F-105 T-Stick II program and inertiai measure~ 
ment units for Collins Radio, to be used in com
mercial and business aviation. 

At GPL, Doppler systems \Vere being produced 
for the FB-111 strategic bomber and for the C-5A 
Galaxy transport. In addition, a special hybrid iner
tial heading and vertical references, combined with 
GPL's Doppler system, were being produced for 
the Army's AH-56A armed helicopter. 

Concurrent with these activities in the navigation 
system field, Kearfott Products Division instituted 
a progra.m of aclv:mc:d digital computer develop
ments With the objeCtive of establishinrr a family of 
digital machines having the inherent ~nodular ac
commoclat~on . and growth capability for the air
borne navigation, fire control and weapon delivery 
requirements of the 1970s. 

In. 1968 K~arfott Pr.oducts Division shipped pro
ductiOn verswns of Its advanced microelectronic 
analog-digital converters m~d i~s control and display 
panels for the advanced av10mcs system being inte
grated by NAR-Autonetics Division for the FB-111 
strategic bomber. By midyear the first system was 
integrated into the FB-111, flight tested and deliv
ered to SAC for Category 2 flight tests by the Air 
Force. Other versions of the control and display 
panels and of the analog-digital converters were 
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delivered to the Autonetics Division for incorpora
tion into the advanced avionics system for the 
tactical fighter bomber, the F-lllD. 

Other conversion equipment produced by Kear
fott Products was shipped to IBM Federal Systems 
Division to be integrated with its 4 Pi computer 
into the avionics system for the A-7D/E. 

The flights of the Apollo spacecraft in 1968 also 
featured a diverse variety of Kearfott-produced 
equipment such as an Orbital Rate Drive Electron
ics Assembly that is used to convert- the Apollo's 
inertial attitude references into real earth and real 
moon coordinates for the astronauts' attitude indi
cators. This device is unique in that the front panel 
uses lunar white electroluminescence for illuminat
ing the characters of the controls on the display 
control panel. Two other electroluminescent dis
plays were aboard, one to indicate helium tempera
ture and pressure and the other for an indication of 
propellant quantity aboard. 

Significant advances were being made in the field 
of advanced electronic detection and ECM equip
ment. Although the details cannot be made public, 
advances were made in the state of the art of this 
equipment. 

Other work in the research area was highlighted 
by the award to the Kearfott Group of citations for 
the development of 2 among the 100 most signifi
cant technical products of 1968:- The first citation 
was for a quartz crystal vibrating b eam accelerom
eter, and the second was for a practical Doppler 
Sonar Navigation system. Another major research 
accomplishment was the development of a room
temperature liquid laser. This development will 
lead to future high-power, highly efficient lasers. 

LIBRASCOPE GROUP 

Librascope Group is composed of the Products 
Division, Systems Division, and Optics Technology 
Crn~. • 

Products Division was designing and manufac
turing various-size disc-memory systems for mili
tary, industrial, aerospace and other computer 
manufacturers; woven plated wire memories for 
military and aerospace applications; encoders, inte
grators, flow computers, mechanical computing 
compm:ents and other products for computing, data 
processmg a~~ ~omrnunication systems. 

Systems DIVISiOn. continued as the leading manu
factur~r of compu~mg and data-processing systems 
for shipborne antl~u?I_Uarine warfare weapon-con
trol systems. The divlSlon was producing one of the 
larges_t ~1ass m:mory_ sy~tems for data processing 
us: d ~n mdus~nal, scientific a~d governmental ap
plications; vanous types of optical systems for aero
space, military a~d industrial uses ; aircraft pilot 
sights and the Librascope L_-~93 head-up display 
flight-control system for Imhtary and transport 
aircraft. 
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A pilot's view of Los Angeles as seen tlzro11glz th e L-193 
Head-Up Display developed by Librascope Group of 

Singer-General Precis ion, In c . 

Optics Technology Center was producing so
phisticated optical systems and instrumentation for 
aircraft, space vehicle, laboratory, land and sea 
applications. The center designed and fabricated 
the sextant and telescope navigation-simulation as
semblies for the Apollo mission simulator. 

Other products manufactured in 1968 were pilot 
sights for je t aircraft, photonavigational viewfinders 
for reconnaissance aircraft, airborne periscopes that 
display radar images of the target area, stereo
ranging systems to determine the range of missiles 
or airborne targets, digital celestial trackers for 
high-performance _aircraft navigation, large-scre~n 
military intelligence display systems, and automatic 
70-millimeter copy camera systems. 

An active engineering program was maintained 
by Librascope Group to assure that Librascope c?n
tinues to be a leader in designing and producmg 
computer components and peripheral equipment for 
land, sea and aerospace applications. In 1968 ~n
gineering had research projects on woven th_m
memory plates; infrared and visible-light detection 
devices; and acoustic-processing systems and a~so
ciative processing systems as well as new disc
memory systems. 

LINK GROUP 

At the Link Group the 1968 emphas_is w_as on 
simulation of military aircraft, commercial an·craft 
and space missions, and the less glam~rous but 
equally important automobile driver snnula~ors. 
These systems duplicate on the ground, ~nd m a 
safe environment the events that occur m actual 

' flight or on the road. " 
At Link's Systems Division, the famous _Blue 

Box" of World War II has been succeeded by highly 
sophisticated digital computerized simulators for 



the Apollo lunar miSSions and for the new high
speed military and commercial jet aircraft. 

During the year Link produced a substantial 
number of simulators including those for the DC-9, 
707, 7:21, stretched DC-8 and other aircraft. :\ew 
orders were received from commercial airlines for 
additional simulators for tlwse aircraft and for the 
new 7-!7 jet transport. 

A new visual system for Hight simulator training 
of day and night take-offs and landings in all types 
of weather was also den.>lopcd. This new svstem, 
called V:\:\,IP, or Variable .-\namorphic ~lotion 
Pictun', utilizes a 70-milliml'ter color movie of 
p<'rfect aircraft landings. 

Through the use of a unique optical system and 
a computcr-dri\·e servo S\'Stem, VA:\IP faithfullv 
presents the out-the-window scene as viewed b~, 
the pilot as he makes his landing. His variances 
from a perfect landing are immediatch- evident as 
the picture changes perspective relative to his posi
tion. Picture quality is maintained at all altitudes 
and the film itself can be treated to add focr of 
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,·arying densities to simulate various weather con-
ditions. The VAMP system was purchased bv sev
eral commercial airli{les and will lw used ,~·ith a 
weapon-systems trainer that Link was building for 
the military. 

The company also produced a substantial num
ber of simulators for various military aircraft pro
grams including the F-4, F-111 and A-7 programs. 

The company's contribution to the general avia
tion field included the development of the Link 
GAT-1, the first in a series of low-cost genl"rnl 
aviation trainers. The GAT-1 trainC'r was designed 
specifically for use by fixed-base operators and in 
high schools and colleges. 

XASA's astronauts took their first "flight" to the 
moon long before their actual hlast-off from Cape 
Kennedy. The Apollo and Lunar Module ~lission 
Simulators permit them to take the trip safely, and 
with remarkable realism, many times without ever 
leaving the ground. · 

The Advanced Products Division developed a 
growing business in information storage and re
trieval devices and was supplying high-accuracy, 
precision measurement equipment used in mapping 
?perations and determining missile Hight character
Istics. Other Advanced Products Division equip
ment was used by NASA to produce lunar and Mars 
photographs aud by the "'eatlwr Bureau to repro
duce data acquired by spacecraft for meteorological 
observation. 

A television ground data handling system built 
by the company was used to produce the television 
picture and photographs of the moon's surface that 
were received as electronic signals from Surveyor 
spacecraft. These pictures disproved the "15-feet
of-lunar-dust" theory which had been claimed as a 
deterrent to a manned lunar landing. 

The Link Ordnance Division attained new promi-
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nence in the fields of systems analysis and explosive 
S\'stems and in the production of sophisticated 
electroordnance components. A number of com
ponents are employed in the Saturn, L:\1 and Apollo 
Command/Service :\-Iodule and are but a few of 
the many Link systems used throughout the ord
nance, missile and aerospace industries. 

The company's new Link Information Sciences 
Division is a computer applications organization 
that provides an array of sofn,·are services to the 
military and other governmental agencies, as well 
as educational institutions, industries and busi
nesses. The new division offers skills required for 
effective problem solution in areas concerning sys
tems research and development, mathematical 
analysis, computer systems and applications pro
gramming. and facility management. 

Link was also engaged in the production of in
dustrial products and systems to control material on 
the move. The Industrial Controls Division is the 
world's largest supplier of safety-pressure gauges 
and controls and conservation fittings and gauo-es 
for tank farms and fluid blending facilities. Si~li
larly, there is hardly a blast furnace or steel mill 
that is not equipped with the company's controls 
to provide power, speed and accuracy for the steel
making process. Controls are also supplied to the 
nonmetallic material manufacturers including pro
ducers of packaging and printing materials, paper, 
plastic fiber, and textiles. 

The Link School Trainer Division sells and 
services the new Link Driving Simulator \videly 
used in the Allstate Good Driver Trainer Program. 
The division was also producing other educational 
products such as the computer-oriented electronic 
learning systems. Link's Transportation Products 
Division was producing a complete line of traffic 
control devices. 

The main offices of the Link Group are in Bing
hamton, New York, where a new engineering and 
administration building provides nearly 670,000 
square feet of floor space. Construction of an 
864,000-cubic-foot manufacturing wing was started 
in 1968. In ~~dditio~ ~~ th~ ext:nsive engineering and 
manufacturmg fac1ht1es m Bmghamton, Link main
tains a modern, fully equipped facility in Sunny
vale, California, where the Advanced Products Di
visiOn is located; the Operational Training and 
Information Sciences Division~ in Silver Spring, 
Maryland; and Sales and Service offices in \Vash
ington, D.C., Dayton, Los An.geles, S~lt Lake City, 
Orlando, Houston, Dallas, Mmneapohs and Sacra
mento. 

The new air-conditioned Kirkwood Facility is in 
the Broome Industrial Park, approximately 4 miles 
cast of downtown Binghamton. Its 290,000-square
foot structure houses the majority of Link engi
neering and administrative personnel, and general 
offices in the Binghamton area. 

Link's main manufacturing plant, Plant I, is in 
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the residential Hillcrest section of Binghamton and 
contains approximately 236,000 square feet of floor 
space. It contains 146,000 square feet of manufac
turing floor space. Here the latest and most modern 
of techniques available are applied in every aspect 
related to the design, development and fabrication 
of flight simulators and other simulation equipment. 
Plant I is also the headquarters of Link Group's 
School Trainer Division. Plant I is serviced by a 
railroad siding and has adequate dock space for 
shipping and receiving by truck lines. Special facili
ties for trailerized simulators arc also provided. 

TELE-SIGNAL CORPORATION 

Tele-Signal is an engineering-oriented, highly 
skilled electronics development and manufacturing 
firm capable of applications, original design, devel
opment and production engineering, and practical 
design for prototype and long-run, large-quantity 
production of component units as well as complete 
systems for all phases of voice frequency telecom
munications transmission including telephone, tele
graph, data transmission, timing recovery, and 
remote supervisory control, monitoring and teleme
tering. Tele-Signal serves worldwide markets, either 
through company owned and staffed offices or en
gineering sales representatives. The expanded Data 
Systems Division, headquartered in a separate fa
cility on Long Island, provides a total system man
agement for major communications programs. 
Services offered by this division include planning 
and erection of plant facilities as well as design, 
manufacture, installation, personnel training and 
in-the-field maintenance and service. 

Tele-Signal was founded in 1957 to produce fully 
transistorized solid-state voice frequency telecom
munic~tion and data systems and modular equip
ment for use by common carriers, the military, pri
vate communications systems, and public utilities 
for transmission over wire lines, ·radio and satellite 
relay media. Products that Tele-Signal produced in 
1968 for its domestic and international markets in
cluded modular transmission apparatus and systems 
that provide for many simultaneous telephone, tele
graph and/or data information signals over single 
transmission circuits, speech privacy systems, en
codi?g ~nd decoding systems for remote selection, 
momtonng, al~rm reporting, control and metering 
used by pubhc utilities distributing water, gas, 
petroleum and power as well as by sewage treat
n~e:lt plants, timing recovery systems, signal con
dihonmg apparatus and specialized test and mea
suring equipment. 

At. year-end T~le-Signal had more than 900 engi
neenng, productiOn and administrative personnel. 
It was occupying more than 100,000 square feet in 
several plants located in the heart of Long Island, 
close to the source of ample production personnel 
and materials and to rapid transportation facilities. 
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SOLAR DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL 
HARVESTER COMPANY 

Continued production of advancc•d components 
for space vehicles and aircraft and gas turbine 
auxiliary power units for helicopters and business 
jets and an ever-broadening usage• of its industrial 
turbines in applications around till' world marked 
] 968 for Solar Division of International Harvester 
Company. 

1'vlajor production programs includC'd compressor 
vane-and-shroud assemhlil's and precision high
temperature parts for Pratt & \Vhit1wy :\ire-raft jet 
engines. These engines include the TF30, J5:2, JTll, 
JT8 and JT.'3. 

Saturn/ Apo11o contrihutions from Solar included, 
for the launch vehicle's first stagC', dueling for fueL 
pressurization, and hydraulic systems, plus heat 
exchangers; for the second stage, propellant feed, 
pressurization, and vent lines, plus f!Pxihlc metal 
hose and bimetallic joints for engine controls; for 
the third stage, further himctallic joints; for the 
Instrument Unit, coolant manifolds, accumulators, 
and heat exchangers; for the Lunar ~fodule, main 
communication antenna structures and the S:\AP-
27 lunar nuclear power plant stmctures; and, for the 
Command J\tioduiC', main communication antenna 
structures. 

For the Biosatellite, Solar produced a liquid re
covery system and the environmental-control radia
tor. 

The II-I Division continued to fahricatc the sta
hilator slotted leading edge and the hounclary-lay:r
control ducting for the McDonnell Douglas F -4 jet 
fighter. 

Solar, for ·years a leader in the manufacture of 
industrial bellows and expansion joints, introduced 
a new air-supply blast-closure valve for protection 
of military and industrial installations from nuclear 
explosions and contamination. . . 

Solar aircraft auxiliary power umts, ~lnven by 
the 80-150-horsepower Titan gas turhme, were 
being used in every major U.S. military cargo he~i
coptcr program as well as on hoard smaller mr
liners and business jets. A major new Air Force 
program will utilize the Titan turbine in Solar-built 
30- and 60-kilowatt ground generator sets for for
ward combat operations. Marine versions of this 
engine were installed to supply electricity .on the 
Boeing hydrofoil Tucumcari and the new Sikorsky 
assault support patrol boat. 

Other Solar gas turbines, rated at 350, 1,100, and 
3,000 horsepower, were finding increasing indus
tria] applications in 1968. These tasks include driv
ing standby and continuous-duty generators, nat
ural gas compressors, liquid pumps and a variety 
of heavy industrial equipment, as 'veil as propelling 
high-speed boats and off-highway hauling equip
ment. The growing offshore petroleum industry 
proved an especially bountiful field for this revolu-



ti01 nry pO\\·er plant original! conce iv ed fo r aircraft 
propulsion. 

Solar's f< mil of industrial turbines 
dcs ignC' cl , deYcloped and manufactur d 
for inc.lustri al-t pc tasks. 

has been 
xclusi\ ely 

In olar Hes -arch Laboratori · n w work was 
pushed in th - fields of composit mat rials, bigh
t •mpcra turc sensors, titanium joinin cr m thods and 
hi rrh -temp ratur plc tics in add ition to funda
mental in ves tigations into mat -ri als both m tallic 
nncl nor metallic. Solar m taJlmaist continued ef
fort s to upgrade material s u · ·d th rouahout turbine 
en (Tines. 

A second 48--inch.-cliameter cold-w all vacuum fu rnace was 
readied for opemlion alongside an. earl-ier model at Solar 

Div ision of ln tem ational Har veste r Company. 

Solar in 1968 installed its second 48-inch-diameter 
cold-wall vacuum furnace for brazing operations 
on aerospace components, giving the divisi01i. one 
of the largest vacuum-furnace capacities in the 
United States. Facilities and machine tools for ad
vanced aerospace fabrication continued to be ex
panded at Solar's San Diego plant. 

SPERRY RAND' CORPORATION 

.SPEHRY FLIGHT SYSTEMS DIVISION 

H.esearch, development and production of auto
matic flight control and flight instrument systems 
continued as the major activity at Sperry Flight 
Systems Division in 1968. 

Appearance ?f .the ~rst Boeing 747 jetliner 
marked the b egmnmg of service for Sperry's latest 
commercial flight control system. This combined 
autopilot and stability augmentation system pro
duced by Sperry for the 747 has integrated com
puter channels serving both the autopilot and the 
Hight director. It is a fail-passive system, with pro
vision for growth to fail-operational capability. 
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Also in service on the 747 is a Sperry magnetic 
heading reference sys tem. This couples a magnetic 
sensor with the aircraft's inertial navigation system 
to pro\:ide accurate and stable magnetic beading 
outputs for the autopilot and for instrument indica
tors. 

Automatic landings by airliners were the subject 
of increasing research and development by Sperry 
in conjunction with several airlines and airframe 
manufacturers. One international carrier using 
Sperry equipment logged se eral thousand auto
matic landings, and several other carriers were out
fitting aircraft, evaluating equipment, and training 
crev,rs for automatic landings. 

H.esearch in :flight control and instrument display 
teclmiques for use in advanced aircraft designs, 
both civil and military, was continuing at Sperry. 
As a part of this effort, during 1968 Sperry began 
work under a contract to study advanced flight con
trol electronic sys tems for the U.S. supersonic b·ans
port. 

An intensive engineering program ain1ed at 
filling the requirements of corporate-ow-ned air
craft for both autopilots and :flight insb·uments con
tinued. Matching the advanced flight performance 
of such aircraft with all-weather navigation capabil
ity has been sought by an increasing number of 
business aircraft operators. 

Quantity production of gyromagnetic compass 
systems and of vertical gyros for attitude reference 
continued for a large variety of civil and military 
aircraft. 

Central air data computers for all types of large 
aircraft also were among Sperry's important products 
related to autopilots and flight instruments. These 
computers process data from sensors of pitot and 
static air pressure and of outside temperature, and 
provide data on airspeed, altitude and altitude rate 
of change. 

Stability and flight control systems for use in heli
copters and other V/ STOL aircraft also were being 
produced or were in research and development 
stages. 

For space applications, research and develop
ment work continued on stability augmentation 
systems for reentry space vehicles, such as the X-24, 
and on control moment gyros and reaction wheels 
for spacecraft attitude stability and control func
tions. 

.SPEHRY GYROSCOPE DIVISION 

Sperry Gyroscope ·Division highlights for 1968 
included delivery of the first modernized Terrier 
missile fire control systems to the U.S. Navy; con
tinued development of the Attitude H.eference Unit 
( AHU) for the Sentinel program's Spartan anti
ICBM missile; delivery of Ship's Inertial Navigation 
Systems for Navy attack submarines; successful 
field evaluation of the first transportable Loran-D 
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radio navigation transmitter complex; further work 
on an advanced surface ship sonar system; and con
tinued work on the Advanced Surface Missile Sys
tem (ASMS). 

The Navy was modernizing DLG-class ships with 
improved MK 76 fire control systems. Sperry, serv
ing as systems manager for the project, delivered 
the first 4 systems in record time and was working 
on 6 additional guided missile ships. The program, 
designed for rapid ship turnaround, involves im
proving the system to provide "increased perform
ance, serviceability and reliability," and adapting 
the system to accommodate the new Standard mis
sile being readied for fleet use. 

For future shipboard radar needs, Sperry engi
neering teams were at work in advanced technolo
gies including sophisticated transmitter wave forms, 
digital signal processing techniques and antenna 
systems. 

In another program, development work on the 
Attitude Reference Unit ( AH U) of the Spartan 
missile continued and prototype designs entered 
the missile flight test program. 

In midyear, additional funding was received from 
the 1\avy for continued work on an advanced sur
face ship sonar system aimed at improving the 
1\avy's ability to detect, classify, track and engage 
an undersea target. The new microcircuited sonar 
system was expected to significantly enhance the 
1\avy's capabilities in AS\V. Company-sponsored 
research continued in such related areas as under
water communication, fire control systems and 
countermeasures. 

The division was also producing precision Ship's 
Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) for Navy at
tack submarines and aircraft carriers. Aboard the 
carriers, Sperry's SINS equipment is used to pre
cisely align the inertial systems of attack aircraft 
prior to missions. 

For future precision navigation tasks, Sperry 
engineers were exploring the potential of a new 
inertial component, a multiple rotation gyroscope, 
under company and Air Force funding. The new 
?evi~e was expected to lead to higher accuracy 
merhal systems than arc presently available. 

\Vork continued on fixed-site and mobile elec
tronically scanned radar systems which employ a 
computer to control the radar beam from a fixed 
antenna. Earlier work on this new breed of radar 
was emb?died in Sperry Gyroscope's HAPDAR 
(_Hard Pam~ Dcmonstrat.io~ Array Hadar) in opera
han. at White Sands Missile Hangc, New Mexico. 
Durmg the year. additional funding was received to 
study an expenme~ta~ phased array radar which 
was expected to md 111 the development of new 
phased array tracking radars. 

Sper~-y's transportable Loran-D radio navigation 
trm~snutter und~rwcnt ~uccessful field testing at 
Eglm AFB, Flonda, dunng the year and under an 
Air Force contract the division developed and sue-
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cessfully flight tested a new Loran/Inertial :\'aviga
tion System ( LII\'S). These skills were being ap
plied toward a Loran/Inertial \Veapons Delivery 
System for jet fighter aircraft to aid in all-weather 
attack missions. 

In the field of clectrooptics, Sperry engineers con
tinued work on special infrared beacons for usc in 
weapon guidance and tracking systems, and on de
velopment of both infrared and ullra,·iolet devices 
to detect the flash of artillcrv. missile launches and 
even small arms fire. In lasei: development, a family 
of tiny gallium arsenide diode arrays were devel
oped and placed in production. \ Vith the advantage 
of high peak power, these very small devices can 
solve sensor problems in IHl\'igation, intrusion de
tection, communications and armament fuzing. 
Sperry work also continued on development of the 
laser gyroscope it pioneered. Called a .. ring laser," 
it offers potential as a future navigation device for 
space and aviation applications. 

SI'EHHY ~IICIWW:\VE ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

Major aerospace production at the Sperry 1\-Iicro
wavc Electronics Division in 1968 included semi
automatic check-out ec1uipnwnt for flight-line and 
depot maintenance programs of A-~i\, F-lllA, B-52 
and B-58 aircraft radars. The cqmpnll'nts arc de
signed to meet the maintaim~hility m~cl turnar.ound
time standards necessary for nHlXImum aircraft 
utilization. 

Production of card, module and component tC'stcrs 
for the 1\'avy SINS program and development of 
automatic testers for ILAAS circuit cards repre
sented a major step toward the improvement of 
maintenance programming. This type of chcck-~ut 
equipment was expected to become even more sig
nificant as prime equipments become more co~11plex 
and arc further miniaturized with LSI techmques. 
A majority of Sperry's development effort on check
out ec1uipmcnt is being devoted to th~s acti~ity. 

Several standard radar test sets, mcludmg the 
Al\'/UPM-29 and AN/UPM-32, were also being 
produced by Sperry Microwave. . . . 

The division achieved several m<qor milestones 111 

the microwave component area. First sales were 
recorded for the ATTO solid-state microwave signal 
source, the PACT (Progress in Advanced Compo
nent Technology) Program resulted in improved 
circulators, isolators, filters and basic ferrite tech
nology, and major publications re?og1~ized t~e 
Sperry lead in microwave integrated circmts. ~nhre 
circuit subassemblies were demonstrated usmg a 
combination of microstrip, ferrite and thick film 
technology. As a result, the division was awarded 
research and development contracts from the gov
ernment to further pursue these studies. Sperry 
began deliveries of components for specialized mini
ature radar systems and showed first hardware re
sults in a phased-array radar program. The division 



l'IJITincerin•r organization was altered to reflect the 
gr~,·ing i1~portance of work in the microwa,·e in
tegrated circuit field and in the general semicon
ductor clc,·elopment field. 

:'1':\CE SCI'I'Ol\T DI\"ISIO:\' 

The Space Support Division in 1968 continued 
support services at the Kational Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's .\larshall Space Flight Cen
ter. H untsvilk. Alabama. and at tlw Goddard Space 
Flicrht Center. Greenbelt. \Iardand. 

~ . 
:\ one-vcar contract at \Iarshall was renewed for 

811.900,000 in April. The extension continued the 
cncrineerin" SUI)l)Ort at the :\larshall Astrionics Lab-

~ ~ 

oratory. The new pact was the third one-year re-
newal option to a contract first awarclccl in \Luch 
1965. Under its contract Space Support Division 
was responsible for development and integration of 
missile system guidance and control equipment, in
strumentation, communication and tracking equip
ment associated with the Saturn/ Apollo program. 

At Goddard Space Flight Center. the Space Sup
port Division received a $3.-!00,000 one-year con
tract for continued engineering support of the God
dard Systems Hcliability. 

SPERRY SYSTE:\IS :\!ANAGEMENT DIVISION 

The mission of the Sperry Systems ~Ianagement 
Division, as its name implies, is the design, develop
ment and integration of complex systems from de
sign conception, through manufacture, delivery and 
long-term support. The division's 1968 activities 
encompassed submarine systems, deep ocean sys
tems, avionics, surface ship systems and civil and 
industrial systems. 

SSMD marked a major milestone in integrated 
avionics technology with the delivery of the proto
type of ILAAS, an advanced weapon delivery and 
navigation system for attack aircraft, to the Naval 
Air Systems Command. The system, which was 
tested in an A-6 in November. can deliver all types 
of air-to-ground ordnance· with pinpoint accuracy 
while providing the pilot complete flexibility in 
maneuvering and evasive tactics. 
c As. navigation subsystem manager, the division 
ontn~ued to supply technical support to the U.S. 
~avy s Polaris and Poseidon fleet ballistic missile 
programs. The technical concepts for achieving the 
g.rcatly increased accuracy of the Poseidon naviga
tion subsystem were verified at sea. In addition, the 
first pilot production equipmcnts of this navigation 
subsystem, including the UNIVAC-manufactured 
CP-890/UYK computer ancl CB-2842/UYK con
verter, were delivered ahead of target schedule. 

Activity in ocean systems and marine scienc~s 
:vas broadened. Although primarily interested m 
mtcgrated instrument systems for deep submer
gence vehicles, the division was conducting systems 
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work in the fields of vehicle propulsion, deep diving 
\York svstems, vehicle svstems and the marine sci
ences. · The vehicle s~'stems acti\·ities included 
bathyscaphs. nuclear re~earch, undersea search and 
rescue. submersible transport and industrial sub
mersible work systems. 

Efforts in the marine sciences were directed at 
ocean instrumentation systems such as the National 
Data Buoy System, integrated ship controL co_llision 
avoidance and navigation systems for commercial 
shipping and diver support systems. 
SS~lD was expected to be one of the prime con

tenders in the competition to construct an ad,·;.mced 
range instrumentation ship for missile and space 
vehicle tracking. Sperry \Yas the prime contractor 
on the earlier ARIS missile tracking ships. 

The division expanded its activities into the civil 
and industrial area with the award of a contract 
from the Bureau of Public Roads for the develop
ment of an automated traffic control svstem. Other 
commercial and industrial problem ;1reas of the 
complexity and proportion to require a systems 
management approach were being investigated. 
These included industrial processing systems, med
ical and hospital systems, transportation systems 
and waste management systems. 

The division's expanded business interests in 1968 
were reflected in the growth of its work force and 
facilities. SSMD manpower showed a 25 percent 
increase during the year and at year-end stood at 
about 1,500 people. An additional 35,000 square feet 
of space were added to the division's Great Neck, 
New York, facilities which totaled about 100,000 
square feet. Another 100,000 square feet of plant 
space, which houses SSMD's Polaris and Poseidon 
groups, \Yas located in Syosset, New York. 

UNIVAC DIVISION 

Activities of Sperry Rand's UNIVAC Division in 
1968 paralleled the dynamic growth of electronic 
data processing during the year. \Vorldwide employ
ment rose to about 33,000, 7,000 over 1967. 

A substantial portion of UNIVAC's 1968 activity 
was in aerospace. In the aviation field United Air 
Lines inaugurated the largest real-time computer 
system in the world using 3 UNIVAC ll08 II Com
puters at Elk Grove, Illinois. The ll08s handle 17 
major applications including reservations and ticket
ing and answer requests from any of 3,000 agent 
locations in less than 1 second. The United system 
uses cathode ray tube terminals to connect the 
agents with the computers and automatic devices 
for printing the tickets. 

During 1968, 2 other major international carriers, 
Iberia Airlines and Air Canada, ordered computer 
reservation systems, joining such users of the UNI
VAC system as Northwest Orient Airlines, Air 
France, British European Airways, Scandinavian 
Airlines, and Eastern Airlines. 
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Sperry Rand Corporation's UNIVAC Division was supply
ing some 3,000 individual agent display sets for expediting 

passenger reservations for Unit ed Air Lin es. 

In the U.S. space program, UNIVAC was a major 
contributor to the Apollo moon project. Over 100 of 
its computers were being used in NASA's worldwide 
tracking and communications network. TI1ese in
clude UNIVAC 1230 and UNIVAC 1218 computers 
which process telemetry, command, or radar data 
at each tracking station; UNIVAC 494 Real-Time 
Systems which route data at the Goddard Space 
Flight Center and the Manned Spacecraft Center; 
and UNIVAC 1108s which perform scientific and 
engineering calculations in support of missions. 

The division was also actively working on future 
computer-based air traffic control systems for term
inal areas. UNIVAC 1219 Computers process radar 
tracking data in the New York Common Instrument 
Flight Rules Room, which was dedicated in July 
1968 at John F. Kennedy International Airport. 

A leader in the technical advance of electronic 
data processing systems, the division introduced 
2 new major systems. A medium-scale computer, the 
UNIVAC 9400, as part of the UNIVAC 9000 Series 
for a wide range of applications, was announced. 
Also introduced was the UNIVAC 418 III the third 
generation in the 418 series, which are p~rticularly 
useful for communications-oriented applications 
such as message switching and data collection. 
Other new products included the UNIVAC 1557 I 
1558 _Graphic Dis.play Subsystem. Designed for di
re~t mterconnechon with a large-scale computer, 
t~Is. system sh~ws data on a cathode ray tube using 
digital def!ec.ho~ tec~niques. These new products 
all have applicatiOns m the aerospace industry. 

UNIVAC disclosed plans to open a new assembl 
plant in Jackson, Minnesota: To be operating earl~ 
m 1969,. the 15,000-s~uare-foot plant will produce 
electromc subassemblies for computer systems. The 
division also announced that it would open a new 
11,000-square-foot facility in Strasburg, Pennsyl-
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vania, for production of precision computer com
ponents. 

During 1968, U iiVAC form ed a new Informa
tion Services Division, which was providing com
puting services through an integrated nationwide 
network of data-processing faciliti es. 

New orders mounted from governm ent and in
dustry for the 9000 series of small- and medium
scale computers handling accounting, inventory 
and many other functions. 

Among large-scale systems, 20 U NI\ AC 1108s, 
\VOrth about $.50,000,000, w ere ordered by Com
puter Sciences Corporation for the firm 's nationwide 
system of regional time-sharing computer centers. 
The Swiss Postal , T elephon e and Telegraph Service 
began installing an advanced automatic telegraph 
exchange system using UNIVAC 418s in Zurich. 
UNIVAC announced a $6,300,000 contract for the 
system in 1967. 

In October the UNIVAC F ederal Systems Divi
sion received a $2,700,000 follow-on contract for 
programming, engineering and operations of the 
UNIVAC 494 Real-Time Computers at the Manned 
Spacecraft Center in Houston. This work is part of 
the extensive programming support for the 494s, 
which are vital to the Apolio lunar mission. 

A UNIVAC computer, th e CP-901 , is the h eart of 
Lockheed's P-3C Orion antisubmarine aircra ft un
veiled in the fall. The computer, from the UNIVAC 
F ederal Systems Division, performs about 85 per
cent of the work normally clone by the crew, in
cluding much of the steering and selection of 
weapons . 

The Federal Systems Division was also under 
contract (or aerospace computers for the Air Force's 
Titan III system. Deliveries started in 1968. 

VICKERS DIVISION 

Sperry Rand's Vickers Division co~tinued its pre
eminent position in hydraulics With large-scale 
activity in military and commercial acrospa~e pro
grams. These programs included hydraulics ~or 
military aircraft and missiles an~ for commercial 
aircraft. A wide diversity of eqmpment produced 
included the McDonnell Douglas F -4 Phantom 
fighter aircraft series, and helicopt~rs such ~s the 
Huey, HueyCobra and CI-1-47 Chmook. VIckers
produced hydraulics were installed. aboard Lock
heed's new C-5 Galaxy aircraft and m power p~ck
ages for the Minuteman II missile and Poseidon 
missile. 

During the year, production contracts, were re-
ceived for hydraulic systems for the Army s AI-1-56~ 
Cheyenne, the world's most advanced a.rme~ l~el!
copter, for the Chaparral surface-to-au missiles 
launcher drive system and for the Navy A-7 A 
attack aircraft. 

In support of the growth of commercial aviation, 
major production at Vickers in 1968 included hy-



dr.111lics for the Boc·ing 707. 727 and /.37 jet trans
ports and \ fcDonndl Douglas DC-8 and DC-9 
comnu-rcial jetliners. 

In what is one of the most important new areas of 
commeJ-cial a\"iation. tlw large-capacit~' giant jets, 
Yick<"rs rl'ccin•cl a contract to produce main engine 
llnlraulic pumps for the Lockheed L-1011. This 
a~,·ard follow<'cl an existing ordt•r for the main en
gine plllnps and motors f~r the Bo('ing 7-17. \Yhich 
was rolled out in September. 

SF\DSTIL\:\D AYL\TION 
DIYISIOX OF 

~F~DSTRA:\D CORPORATION 

Sunclstrancl Aviation. celchrating the first anniYer
sary of its 680,000-square-foot engineering. manu
facturing ancl test facilities. continued to grow as a 
leading supplier of aircraft equipment an~l compo
nents. 

Locatecl in Hockford. Illinois. Sundstrand Avia
tion's prime product continued to he the constant
speed. drive ( CSD) for military ancl commercial 
aircraft. Since the first units were installed in the 
B-:36 in 1946. Sundstrand had produced by year
end more than 55.000 CSDs \\·ith an accumulated 
flit!ht time of more than 100.000,000 hours. 

'The constant-speed driYe converts variable en
gine input power to constant-frequency output 
po"-cr to operate aircraft secondary power systems. 
The most recent product ach·anccmcnt in constant
speed drives is the Sundstrand Integrated Drh·e 
Generator ( IDG) system. The IDG combines the 
reliabil ity-prown axial gear differential ( AGD) 
constant-speed drive with a constant-frequency A.C. 
generator in a single package. This combination 
jJackagc provides a reduction of 20 to 30 percent in 
both size and weight and an increase in reliability 
over the separately honsed drive-generator com
bination. 

Significant contracts for the year included IDG 
svstcms for the Lockheed L-1011 and AGD drives 
f~r the McDonnell Douglas DC-10. These 2 ad
vanced technology commercial transports join the 
Boeing 747. British-French Co11corck and most other 
aircraft which are ec1uipped with Sunclstrand Con
stant-Speed Drives. 

Sunclstrand Aviation was also active in many 
other fields. Several production and prototype 
torpedo propulsion units were produced and de
livered to W'cstinghousc Electric Corporation's 
Underseas Division L for testing in the U.S. Navy's 
Mark 48 torpedo program. Fuel component and 
systems testing was conducted in Sundstrancl Avia
tion's new Turbine Svstems Hcscarch Laboratory, a 
20,000-square-foot complex equipped for the. re
search, development and production testing of 
advanced, hot -gas turbomaehinery systems. Sund-
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strand managed the development of the fuel tank
age and n•co\·ery system of the torpedo and is de
livering all handling and workshop test equipment 
to be used in fleet turnaround for the power plant 
and tankage. 

Sundstrancl also was a\\·arded a contract valued 
at more than $:2,000.000 from Lockheed \lissilcs & 
Space Company for production of hydraulic power 
units for the Poseidon fleet ballistic missile. Sund
strand was to supply 120 of the turbine-driven hy
draulic units between July 1969 and April 1970. 
Each missile will carry 2 of the units in the motor 
nozzle movement system to provide thrust vector 
(direction) control. 

In addition, continuing programs of research and 
development were being conducted on such prod
ucts as the dual-mode transmission, a fullv auto
matic transmission for trucks and heavv vehiCles: an 
onsite po,,·er system fueled by natti'ral gas: ~nd 
hydraulic pumps and motors for tomorrow's aircraft 
requirements. 

Two Sundstrand subsidiaries. Howard Foundry 
in Chicago and United Control in Redmond, \Vasl{
ington, are allied with the Aviation Division and 
Defense Products Group. Howard Foundry has 
complete casting and machining capabilities, using 
materials ranging from grav iron through the exotic 
metals. Unit~d Controt d~signs and manufactures 
electronic components, systems and instrumentation 
for the aerospace industry. 

Bruce F. Olson was named chairman of the board 
and chief executive officer of Sundstrand Corpora
tion in 1968. ~Ir. Olson had served as president of 
the corporation for nearly 20 years. Louis H. Schu
ette. formerly senior executive vice president, was 
named to the newly created post of vice chairman 
of the board. He had been \Yith the company for 
30 years, starting as a project engineer. James \V. 
Ethington, financial vice president and secretary 
since 1964:, was named president. He joined Sund
strancl in 1939 as an accountant. Evans \V. Erikson, 
who had held several managerial positions in the 
Aviation Division, was named vice president, Avia
tion and Defense Products Group, Sundstrand Cor
poration. In this capacity he directs the operations 
of the Aviation Division and 3 Sundstrand sub
sidiaries, United Control, Howard Foundry and 
Sundstrand Aircraft Service Corporation. 

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Thiokol Chemical Corporation made significant 
contributions to the nation's space program and to 
rocket propulsion technology in 1968. Vernier rocket 
engines proclueed by the Heaction Motors Division 
helped soft-land Surveyor 7 on the moon. Eight 
Thiokol solid-propellant rocket engines performed 
auxiliary missions on the successful Apollo flights. 
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After the first-stage engines shut down, 2% minutes 
following launch, 4 Thiokol retrorockets fired in a 
reverse direction to brake and separate the first 
stage permitting the second stage to propel the 
spacecraft on its way. Seconds later, another Thio
kol motor was fired to separate and jettison the 
escape tower located above the Command :Module. 
The tower's function is to pull the capsule free in 
case of a near-ground emergency. At about the same 
moment the 4 retros separated the first stage, 3 
small Thiokol ullage motors fired to force liquid 
propellants into pumping position in the second 
stage. Their kick is necessary to allow liquid fuels 
to be pumped without the help of gravity. 

In a remarkable dual success, the Air Force's 
Minuteman III and the Navy's Poseidon made their 
debuts on the same day. The \Vasatch Division was 
producing the first stage for the Minuteman and 
was involved in a joint venture with Hercules In
corporated for the development of the 2-stage 
Poseidon propulsion system. The Elkton Division 
was also active in the Poseidon program. 

The Air Force selected the vVasatch Division as a 
backup contractor for current third-stage Minute
man motor production. The contract involves manu
facturing and testing of qualification motors. The 
Minuteman third stage was under development by 
Aero jet -General Corporation. 

With a successful static test of a 156-inch-dia
meter motor, the vVasatch Division closed the Air 
Force Large Solid Rocket Motor Program, making 
available for future use a fully developed large 
solid booster. 

The Reaction Motors Division delivered oxidizer 
tank metal bladder subassemblies, incorporating 
their high-efficiency Rolldex concept for a potential 
surface-to-surface missile system application. This 
concept, initially studied at the Naval Weapons 
Center, uses rolling metal bladders to provide posi
tive expulsion of propellants. As a result of Reaction 
Motors' tests in various configurations and sizes, 
using various propellants and pressurizing fluids 
aJ_J~ under severe temperature and acceleration con
dih?ns, Rolldex may be successfully applied fo~ a 
vanety .of applications. Anticipating future reqmre
ments mvolving very fast starts, higher tempera
tures and maximized mass fractions, Reaction 
Motors was exploring new Rolldcx materials, proc
esses and component approaches. 

The .Longhorn Division received an Army award 
t? begm preproduction studies and tool design for 
Spartan, one of the 2 antiballistic missiles in the 
new Sentinel system. Under the contract, Longhorn 
\~as t~ dcv~lop. the production planning and en
gme~nn~ ~ntena for facilities and tooling needed 
to lo,ld sohd-propellant Spartan motors. 

During 1968. Longl_1orn produced its 6,000,000th 
mortar round, mcludmg all calibers and all loads, 
and the lO,OOO,OOOth artillery and mortar round. 

Under an Army development program, the Hunts-
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ville Division successfully static tested a full-scale 
prototype solid rocket motor confirming break
throughs in high burning ratl'. solid propellant 
technology. Pioneering studies demonstrated a 
major ad\·<mce for low-cost composite solid pro
pellants rec1uired for high-acceh•ration missile inter
ceptor systems like the Sentinel system. 

In sounding rockets, the Aslro-:\ld Division de
signed, manufactured and assembled the payload 
for the first launches of barium payloads en·r made 
from Puerto Hico. A l\ike-Tomahawk was used hv 
l\"ASA to propel payloads for studying the D-regio;1 
of the atmosphere. In addition to systems manage
ment, Astro-:\'lc·t designed and fabricated the me
chanical and electrical compmwnts of the payload 
and the sounding rocket vehicle•. Astro-:\lct sold its 
400th l\"ike-Tomahawk vehicle in 1968. 

The Elkton Division played an important role in 
the Hadio Astronomy Explorer launching. A Thiokol 
spherical motor powered the third stage and a 
Thiokol kick motor helped position the HAE in a 
perfect earth orbit. 

Elkton successfully test fired a Cajun solid-pro
pellant motor which had been stored at \Vallops 
Island for 12 years and was once submerged in sea
water during a flood. 

The Georgia Division increased production rate 
of specialty chemicals fourfold over its 1967 produc
tion rate, highest in its history. 

The year completed Thiokol's 27th year of 
progress in rocket and associated technologies. 

TR\V INC. 

The aerospace activities of diversified Cleveland
headquartered TRvV Inc., continued to grow dur
ing the year, which was highlighted hy significant 
contributions to national and international space 
activities; further usc of advanced technology in 
nonspace, nondefense programs; and new penetra
tion into the superjet aircraft business. 

In space, THvV-built Pioneer VIII and a Test 
and Training Satellite were launched piggyback 
style. Pioneer VIII was providing data on solar 
wind, magnetic fields and cosmic rays. The 44-
pound NASA Test and Training Satellite was in
serted into earth orbit. Its S-hand communication 
system transmitted for 4% months and helped check 
out the worldwide Apollo communications network 
:1~d train ground station operators. Pioneer IX 
JOmed the 3 earlier Pioneers in solar orbit in De
cember. 

01~ March 4, 1968, a 1,347-pound Orbiting Geo
physical Observatory carried a record 25 experi
ments to conduct a series of comprehensive mea
~urements o~er a wide range of energy characteristics 
m the earths trapped radiation belts, through the 
magn.etospher? and in interplanetary space (the 
fifth m NASA s 6-satellite program). 



The initial launch of Intelsat III (September 18, 
1968). a 33~-pound communications satellite, failed 
when its booster malfunctioned and had to be de
stron·d. :\ D<•cember launch was successful. how
<'\·c~. and additional launches were planned for 
1969. 

Part of a tJSAF 4-satellite payload. the IS-pound 
0\ "5-~ carried a radiation mapping experiment and 
the 31-pound 0\'5--! included a heat transfer experi
ment. Both satc1litcs. launched September 24, 1968, 
were part of the Environmental Research Satellite 
series initiated in 1961. 

Eight 100-pound communciations satellites were 
orbited June 13, 1968. to complete the USAF's 
glohal Initial Defense Satellite Communications Sys
tem. TR\V proYided 6 major subsystems for each 
spacecraft. 

Among TR\V milestones of 1968 were these: The 
Lunar i'vlodule descent engine was test fired in space 
for the first time on NASA's Apollo 5 mission. The 
initial Minuteman III launch marked the continua
tion of TR\V's systems engineering and technical 
direction of USAF ballistic missiles dating back to 
Atlas in 195-!. A flight test evaluation program for 
a new penetration aid developed by TRvV for 
ballistic missiles, originally calling for 10 flights, 
"·as successfully completed after 5 flights, with all 
mission objectives of the $4,~00.000 program met. 
Sparta, a joint U.S.-U.K.-Australia project to study 
ballistic missile reentry phenomena, successfully 
completed a series of test launches from the 
\Voomera Test Range in Australia (TR\V served as 
ARPA' s prime contractor for the project). TR\V 
provided launch operations support as Australia 
orbited its first satellite. the \Vresat 1 scientific 
spacecraft. TH\V also supported ESRO (European 
Space Research Organization) with the successful 
launch of its first spacecraft ESRO 2. Under a 
technical exchange agreement with England's 
Hawker Siddeley Dynamics, TR\V assisted in the 
design of the scientific satellite and provided pre
launch test facilities and launch support. 

The Mariner '69 propulsion system was delivered 
to Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The 50-pound-thrust 
engine was to be employed to adjust the trajectories 
of a pair of NASA spacecraft to be launched toward 
Mars in 1969. The first radioisotope propellant 
gauge in space, one of several TR\V projects re
lated to the use of radioisotopes to solve measure
ment problems that cannot be handled by conven
tional techniques, was orbited on board a Navy 
Solrad scientific satellite. A multikilowatt solar 
array in a new, compact, accordion-fold configura
tion was demonstrated in semioperational, full-size, 
mock-up form; the array could provide electric 
power for lunar surface exploration. Prototype hard
ware was completed for a new-type azimuth-seek
ing gyrocompass that slashes to minutes the time 
required to ohtain an extremely precise true north 
fix; the gyrocompass has many applications, in-
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eluding tactical and strategic weapons and an ad
\'anced SST, for which a precise north reference is 
required. A portable pulsed argon ion laser utiliz
ing a high-current cold cathode was produced for 
the first time; a special underwater model of the 
laser was being tested to survev the ocean floor and 
additional military, scientific ·and commercial ap
plications were being studied. Deliveries of a large 
number of gunfire control display svstems for in
stallation on tactical aircraft were initiated. 

During the year TR\V was awarded a FSAF con
tract for integration, assembly and check-out of the 
407L Tactical Air Control System a continuina . ) b 

program to improve the existing system through up-
grading components and procuring newly devel
oped equipment. The company also received an 
Air Force contract for work on the Hard Rock ad
vanced missile silo development program, plus an 
award for the design and manufacture of a proto
type digital data system for tactical aircraft applica
tions. 

In addition, follow-on systems engineering con
tracts were received for work on the Minuteman 
AS\V and Apollo programs. ' 

USAF contracts were received during the year for 
avionics hardware having immediate and future 
tactical applications. \Vork in 1968 was concen
trated in .2 areas: aircraft electronic systems and 
navigation satellite user equipment. 

The company also received a USAF contract to 
develop computer software which will allow base 
commanders to predict advanced facility require
ments more accurately and will provide computer
ized maintenance for high-performance aircraft 
and ground vehicles. 

There was a wide variety of study contracts, with 
subjects ranging from low-cost launch vehicles (for 
NASA), navigation satellites (USAF and NASA), 
TV broadcast satellite ( :\"ASA), application of 
Gemini electronics to helicopters and V/STOL air
craft (NASA) and the worldwide fleet broadcast 
communications system (USN). 

During 1968 TRW continued its technical support 
of the Army's Cheyenne helicopter project, and the 
Lunar Module Abort Guidance System ( LMAGS) 
was readied for its first orbital test during NASA's 
Apollo 9 flight. 

The company made deeper penetration into the 
emerging civil systems market in 1968. TRvV estab
lished a new firm, Canadian Svstems/TRW Limited 
in Toronto, Canada, to apply systems engineering: 
aerospace technology and computer software to the 
civil sector of the Canadian economy. 

Assistance was being provided the U.S. Bureau 
of Public Roads in developing a traffic control sys
tem using electronic sensors and computers to 
monitor and regulate traffic. The project will result 
in a pilot system at \Vashington, D.C., affecting 
100 major intersections. 

TR\V was conducting 5 studies for the Depart-
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ment of Health, Education and Welfare to assist 
the federal government in the d evelopment of an 
expanded national air-pollution control program. 

TRW was also conducting a 2-year project for 
Fresno, California, to provide a modern and sys
tematic method of planning and implementing city 
renewal and economic development programs. The 
project includes the design of an automated man
agement system which directs, reviews and updates 
the programs. 

Under an Army Corps of Engineers' contract, 
TRW was using systems techniques to p erform a 
research study for the improvement of flood plan 
management and development as part of a major 
program to find ways of curbing the toll of lives 
and the cost of damage due to floods. Part of the 
study called for finding the best ways of solving 
flood control problems. 

New ways of chemically disposing of huge 
amounts of waste plastics without polluting the air 
were being studied by TRW under contract to the 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The 
study was also to investigate useful byproducts that 
could be obtained from the high-temperature chem
ical burning of plastics. 

Advanced concepts for hospital communications, 
special care units, materials handling, automatic 
data processing, and educational systems were de
veloped by TRW for the Army Surgeon General in 
a study to provide data needed for the construction 
of a new Army Walter Reed General Hospital. From 
the systems studies, plus a survey of the traffic flow 
of doctors, nurses, patients and students using the 
hospital, a space allocation plan showing the inter
relationships of the hospital's different operations 
was prepared to support systems that will efficiently 
and effectively implement the medical care, re
search and educational functions of the hospital. 

Under a contract awarded by the Kennedy Air
port Access Project, TRW 'Studied high-speed 
methods of transporting passengers and baggage 
from downtown Manhattan to the central terminal 
area of_ Kennedy International Airport. The study 
was b~mg con~ucted to assist New Y ark City trans
por~atwn offic1~ls in solving the mounting motor 
veh~cle c?ngestwn surrounding one of the nation's 
bus~est auports. The Kennedy Airport Access Proj
ect 1s an ad ~oc group representing the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority, the Port Author·t· d 
h 

. . 1. 1 y an 
t e maJOr a1r mes serving Kennedy Airport. 

For the Department of Transportation TRW 
f . 4 d ' , was 

per ormmg . stu _ws to develop criteria for the 
automated mspecbon of motor vehicles, used car 
safety standards, motor vehicle inspection stations 
and performance standards of vehicle braking sys
tems. Work on the Department of Transportation's 
High-Speed Groun_d Trans1;ortation Program for 
the Northeast C_orndor co_ntmued during the year. 

To keep up w1th trends m the aerospace business 
TRW completed in 1968 an 8-year construction pro~ 
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gram in Redondo Beach, California, '' ith the 
opening of the 13th building on a llO-acre site. 
Meanvvhile, the first building on an ad jacent site in 
Manhattan Beach was expected to b e comple ted at 
the end of the year. The company announced plans 
to build a facility in McLean , Virginia , to house the 
900-man ~Tashington Opera tions, and opened a 
fourth building a t its Houston Opera tions. In addi
tion, TRvV placed a $2,400,000 space simulation 
chamber, one of the world's la rgest and most vers a
tile, in operation at the Redondo Beach facility. 

TRW Systems Group placed in operation at its Redondo 
Beach, California, fa cility this $2,400,000 space simulation 

chamber. 

For the year, employment at TRW's Systems 
Group, the company's main aerospace arm, was 
relatively unchanged from year-end 1967-17,000 
persons. 

This group announced plans to employ, train and 
retain 130 hard-core unemployed persons under 
the National Alliance of Businessmen's JOBS (Job 
Opportunity in the Business Sector) program. 

TRW maintained steady production schedules of 
parts for current aircraft and related industries. At 
the same time, development work was under way 
on components for engines of the 1970s. An initial 
shipment of precision-forged fan blades was made 
for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D engine, which 
will propel the Boeing 747 jumbo jetliner. While the 
747 will provide substantial orders over the next few 
years, advances in forge capability resulting from 



this program should he applicahl(' to othcr super
jds. In addition. the company received its first 
follo\\·-on ord<'r to supply 3 stages of turbine blades 
and vanes for the Holls-Hoyee HB-211 engine being 
built for the Lockheed L-1011 air hus. Demand for 
this t~-pe aircraft was expected to total LOOO. TH\V 
also ,,·on contracts to produce components for Gen
eral Electric's TF34 turbofan engine which will 
power tlw YFX antisuhmarim• aircraft and for 
GE"s CF6 "·hich will clrivl' the :\fcDonncll Douglas 
DC-10 air bus. 

.-\t least 2 new giant aircraft, the C-5.-\. Galaxy and 
the -; 47. will carry TH\V pumps. After shipping 16 
preproduction main engine fuel pump units for the 
JT9D. TH\\" received a sizable production order. 
The first 7-17 s in the air \\·ill carry these pumps. The 
company hoped for a~ evcn~ual produc~ion rate_ of 
35 per month. The C-vA. wlueh began fhght testmg 
in 1968, carries 12 TR\\. dual-clement booster 
pumps in its wings and fusclage.T 

In nuclear components, TH\\ was awarded a 
sizable order for units of a control rod drive mech
anism for the !\'avv's nuclear submarine program. 
The order extended the company's backlog for this 
sophisticated device into 197~. 

The company received its fourth fiscal year con
tract award for production of propulsion systems 
for the .:\"avv's advanced :\lark -!6 torpedo. Delive-ry 
of these un-its was scheduled for 1969. These sys
tems perfonn_ed well during in-watcr t_csts and 
proposals for future 1\,Iark 46 work were bcmg made 
for delivery in 1970. 

In mctrillurgical research, nttempts to achieve 
directional <Tra'in growth in castings continued. The 
improved thermal and structural char:1ctcristics. of 
such castings were expected to permit upgradmg 
of jet engine performance. A big step was taken 
toward establishing a new prOCl'SS for surface coat
ina turbine blades and vanes for high-temperature 
01~:·ration. TH\V researchers conti2ucd ":or~ under 
an Air Force contract to develop supl'rsize super
alloy investment castings containing both heavy 
:mel ultra-thin \valls to replace wcldments in next
rreneration jet engines. The goal is to produce cast
~1gs up to_ 4 feet _in diamctc~ with walls as thin as 
.04 inch for stationary engmc parts. Parts could 
include compressor housings, diffuser cases and 
turbine hubs. Such castings would weigh up to 350 
pounds after gates and risers arc removed. Toler
ances will he close enough that machining will be 
required only where surfaces mate. ' 

Also under intensive study was the application 
of high integrity investment castings in industrial 
eras turbines. Experimental vmw scg. nwnts for the ..., 5 ' \Vcstinghouse \V-2 1 turbine engine were being 
produced. Other possibilities include castings for 
heavy duty (more than 1,000 horsepower) turbine 
applications, aircraft engine l'OIIV<'rsions to sta
tionary power plants, and turbines for truck and 
off-the-road equipment. 
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TWT,. INDVSTRIES CORPORATION 
A DIVISIOX OF 

THE \VHEELABRATOR CORPORATIO~ 
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::\ e\\' business in 1968 put Twin Industries to 
work in new and expanded areas of capability, a 
response in part to an extensive modernization and 
expansion program inaugurated the year before. 
The acquisition of new equipment, with emphasis 
on increased capacity and cost savings. 'vas a fea
ture of the 1968 phase of the program. Added 
facilities and equipment included a titanium pro
cessing line, a bonding press, an enlarged chemical 
milling facility, and tape-controlled machine shop 
ccpiipment. 

Thcse factors, added to Twin's historic compe
tence in airframe component manufacture. con
tributed to the achie,·emcnt of a new backlog record 
and increased employment. 

Production continued on vertical fin, rudder and 
spoiler assemblies for Boeing's 707/720, and 
ground and flight spoilers for the Boeing 727. 

~hnufacture of the complete empennage for the 
Gulfstream II continued as deliveries of Grum
man's business jet accelerated. A ne'v subcontract, 
also from Grumman, called for Twin to supply 
bonded panels for the F-111. 

A definitive contract valued in excess of 
$2-1,000,000, covering window panel assemblies and 
fuselage frames for the Boeing 747, \Yas awarded 
Twin by Norah· Division of Northrop Corporation. 
Deliveries of these components were being made 
in 1968 as were honevcomb bonded doors for 
1\"orthrop's F-5 Freedom. Fighter. 

Floor panels for the 747, a bonded sandwich 
panel construction of PVC foam core with alumi
num and titanium skins, were being supplied to 
The Boeing Company under a contract received late 
in 1967. 

Another of the year's highlights included receipt 
of a major contract for the manufacture of fixed
wing leading edges for Lockheed-Georgia's C-5A 
military transport, world's largest cargo jet, and 
deliveries commenced in the spring. 

Other contracts under which deliveries were 
b~'ing made included one requiring the production 
of splitter assemblies for engine thrust reversers for 
General Electric and another for Ravtheon for the 
supply of electronic equipment coi1soles for the 
Hawk missile system. 

Completed in 1968 were the cabin, cockpit struc
ture, nose section, flaps and vanes to be installed on 
a Convair 240 as an inflight simulator of supersonic 
transport flight and landing characteristics. Con
tractor was Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. 

Twin's management capability was increased by 
the strengthening of the Program Management 
Group, a continuation of Twin's policy of the man
agement of each program by the program manage
ment philosophy. 
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New orders and follow-on orders received during 
1968 increased the backlog by over $12,000,000, 
with year-end backlog estimated in excess of 
$58,000,000. 

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

United Aircraft Corporation maintained its posi
tion of leadership in 1968 as a designer and manu
facturer of aerospace equipment. 

The company's products included jet and rocket 
engines, helicopters, space and life-support systems, 
fuel and environmental control equipment for air
craft and spacecraft, propellers, advanced radar 
systems and other tools of flight. 

The year brought changes in the corporation's 
top management, continued streamlining of its op
erations, and increased acceptance of its products 
for aerospace and other uses. 

In the management changes, William P. Gwinn, 
who was president and chief executive officer, suc
ceeded H. M. Horner as chairman. Mr. Horner, who 
retired, was designated chairman emeritus and 
remained a member of the board of directors and 
of its executive committee. 

Arthur E. Smith, former executive vice president, 
succeeded Mr. Gwinn as president. Mr. Smith also 
is chief administrative officer of the corporation. 
Before becoming executive vice president on Jan
uary 1, 1968, Mr. Smith was division president of 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 

Bernard A. Schmickrath succeeded Mr. Smith 
as division president of Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft. 
At the Sikorsky Aircraft division, Wesley A. Kuhrt 
became division president, succeeding Lee S. John
son, who retired after having served as division 
president for 11 years. 

United Aircraft's work force leveled off in 1968 
at about 78,000 employees at manufacturing sites in 
4 states: Connecticut, Florida, California and Penn
sylvania. 
. During the year Pratt & Whitney Aircraft de

livered the first of its JT9D turbofan engines for 
such. new-generation jetliners as the Boeing 747. 
VersiOns of the JT9D produce up to 45,500 pounds 
of thrust. 

. B.y autumn of 1968, more than 120 of the world's 
mrlmes were operating or had ordered jet transports 
po~ered by Pra~t & \Vhitney Aircraft gas turbine 
engmes and eqmpped with Hamilton Standard fuel 
controls. 

Pr.att & :Vhitney Aircraft gas turbines modified 
for mdustna! and marine use gained even wider 
accep~ance m such no~-aviation applications as 
electn~al power. generation, natural gas pumping, 
and ship propulsiOn. 

United's solid-prop~Ilant boosters and liquid
propellant rocket engmes operated successfully in 
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such programs as Titan III-C and Centaur/Sur
veyor, while development continue? on other rocket 
programs, including work on hyhnds. 

United continued its contribution to the Apollo 
program. Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft fuel cells, for 
example, flew successfully in the first manned 
Apollo missions in October and Deccmb~r. . . 

United Aircraft continued to broaden Its dxversi
fication in 1968. A new 60,000-square-foot plant 
was opened in Riverside, California. for ~arge-scale 
production of Techite® pipe by the Umted Tech-
nology Center division. . 

Techite is a light, high-strength flmd conveyance 
pipe of reinforced plastic mortar developed by UTC 
from knowledge gained in the research and produc-
tion of glass fiber rocket motor cases. . 

Among other 1968 highlights, TurboTran~s de
signed and built by Sikorsky Aircraft were dehvered 
to the U.S. Department of Transportation. and to 
Canadian National Railways. ThC' DOT trams were 
for service between Boston and New York, and the 
CNR trains for the Montreal-to-Toronto route. 

United Aircraft established and began operating 
a training center in Hartford, Connecticut, to help 
unemployed and so-called uncmployabl~ persons 
prepare for jobs in Greater Hartford busmess and 
industry. 

Through its 6 operating divisio!1s and Research 
Laboratories, the corporation contmued to advance 
the state of the art in the broad areas of power con
version, metallurgy, lasers, advanced verti~al and 
short take-off and landing aircraft, electromcs and 
communications. 

Because each division has its own product lines 
and technical interests, detailed activities of the 
company are reported separately in the following 
columns under the names of each. 

They are: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, .gas tur~ine 
engines for aviation, industrial and manne apphc~
tions, rocket engines, fuel cell power plants; Hamxl
ton Standard, jet engine fuel controls, space a~d 
life-support systems, space ground support eqmp
ment, biomedical equipment, pr?pellers and ot?er 
accessories for spacecraft and aucraft, elec~romc:s; 
Sikorsky Aircraft, helicopters, advanced vertlcal-hft 
aircraft, surface transportation s):'stems; Norden, 
radar, telemetry and other electrom~ syst~ms; Elec
tronic Components, microelectromcs, ~Igh-power 
transistors, semiconductor devices; Umted Tec~1-
nology Center, solid-propellant. boosters, hybnd 
rockets, advanced space propulsiOn systems, Tech
ite pipe. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Deliveries of the first versions of the 43,500-
pound-thrust, advanced technology JT9D turbofan 
engine, power plant for the Boeing 747 superjet 
and the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Series 20 trijet, 



and the expansion of facilities for development and 
production of the engine highlighted 1968 at Pratt & 
\\ "hitncy .-\ircraft. The JT9D "·as scheduled to grow 
to -!5,500 pounds by September 1971. ";th higher
thrust models planned beyond that. 

B~' the end of September 1968, 3 ground test and 
10 flight engines had been delivered to Boeing. All 
told. 87:2 engines had been ordered for the 7-!7 as of 
September 3o. the day the huge plane was rolled 
out. 

In East Hartford 11 engines were to be utilized in 
the P&\\"A JT9D development program. Ten of 
these were in operation by mid-October and had 
accumulated more than 2,000 hours of test time. 
This program included a JT9D installed on a modi
fied B-52, test flights of which began in mid-June 
and had totaled more than 70 hours during the 
4 months through mid-October. These flights dem
onstrated that the JT9D virtually eliminates smoke. 
Also, extensive noise measurenients of the engine 
showed that despite the fact that it is more than 
twice as powerful as the largest engines in commer
cial service, it is quieter. An improvement in fuel 
consumption of more than 20 percent over current 
commercial aircraft engines is another outstanding 
feature of the JT9D. 

As part of the JT9D engine development pro
gram. P&\VA completed in 1968 a major expansion 
of its \Villgoos Turbine Laboratory in East Hart
ford. A 15-foot-diameter altitude chamber was built 
to accommodate the new generation of high bypass 
ratio engines with their large-diameter fans. 

Production of the JT9D \vas to be centered in a 
500.000-square-foot manufacturing and assembly 
building completed in the spring of 1968 as an addi
tion to the P&\VA Middletmvn, Connecticut, plant. 

The 4,000th JTSD engine came off the Pratt & 
\Vhitney Aircraft East Hartford assembly line on 
August· 25, 5% years after the first JTSD delivery. 
By the end of September, this popular 14,000-
15,000-pound-thrust turbofan, versions of which 
power the Boeing 727 and 737. Douglas DC-9 and 
Sud Aviation Super Caravelle, had accumulated 
13,500,000 flight hours. An aftcrburning version, 
built under license by Svenska Flygmotor, is used 
in the Swedish Air Force Mach 2.5 Viggen fighter 
aircraft. 

Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft announced in June 1968 
the development of a modified combustion chamber 
for the JT8D which significantly reduces smoke. 
Six airlines in the U.S. and Europe are conducting 
service evaluations of 50 sets of these chambers in 
Boeing 727 and 737 and Douglas DC-9 series air
craft. 

Another principal P&vVA commercial engine, the 
JT3D turbofan with up to 19,000 pounds thrust, 
powers most Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8 series 
aircraft. The JT3D had accumulated more than 
42,000,000 flight hours by the end of October, ex
actly a decade after the inaugural commercial jet 
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Hight by a P&\VA-powered Pan American Boeing 
707 from New York to Paris on October 26, 1958. 

The JT12 turbojet, with up to 3.300 pounds thrust, 
continued to perform satisfactorily in the twin
engine 1\orth American Sabreliner and the 4-engine 
Lockheed JetStar. A free turbine wrsion of this 
engine. the JFTD12, is power plant for the Sikors'k'Y 
S-6-l Skycrane. the free world's largest helicopter. 
The engine had more than 2,000,000 flight hours by 
October 1, 1968. 

At the end of September, P&\VA commercial gas 
turbine engines of all types had accumulated over 
76,400,000 flight hours and were in use or on order 
by 117 airlines throughout the world. 

:\'Iajor military aircraft P&\VA gas turbine engines 
include the TF33 turbofan, with up to 21,000 
pounds of thrust, for the Lockheed C-141A Star
Lifter, Yersions of the Boeing C-135 and the B-52H· 
the }52 turbojet (up to 9,300 pounds of thrust) fo; 
the Douglas A-4 S'k'Yhawk and the Grumman A-6 
Intruder; the J57 turbojet (up to 18,500 pounds of 
thrust) for versions of the Boeing B-52 Strata
fortress, ~ouglas A-3 S'k·ywa~rior, LTV Aerospace 
Corporation F-8 Crusader, North American Rock
well F-100 Super Sabre, McDonnell F-101 Voodoo 
and Genc:r~'ll Dp~amics/Conv~r F-102 Delta Dag
ger; the J lu turboJet (up to 26,.":>00 pounds of thrust) 
for the Republic Aviation F-105 Thunderchief, Gen
eral Dynamics/Convair F-106 Delta Dart and Lock
heed U-2. 

The Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft TF30 turbofan 
powers tl~e Navy's higl~ly successful_LTV Aerospace 
CorporatiOn A-7 Corsair II, a subsomc, multipurpose 
attack plane which entered ser~ice in late 1967. By 
October 1, more than 90,000 fl1ght hours had been 
accumulated on the engine. The afterburning ver
sion of the TF30, the world's first afterburnincr 
turbofan, is the power plant for the Air Force Gen~ 
eral Dynamics twin-engine supersonic F-111. Th" 
engine is in the 20,000-pound-thrust class. Anoth IS 

version of it, the TF306, . was . developed br 
SNECMA of France for use m verswns of the . Y 
gle-engine French Dassault :Mirage. sm-

All told, nearly 72,000,000 hours had been 
I d P&\VA .1.t . accu-

mu ate on · · m1 I ary mrcraft engines b 
October 1968. Y 

Major growth occurred during 1968 in . 
. I" . f P&\VA non-avia-tion app 1catwns or · gas turbine . 

More than 400 units had been delivered 0 . engmes. 
b f I Were o 

order, as of Octo er 1, or use in electrical n 
· 1 · 1 . c generat-Ing, petroc 1enuca , gas transmission aild c 

' ' n1ar· areas since the compm~y entered the field 6 ' me 
earlier with the formation of its Turbo p years 

. ower and Manne Department. • 
More than 150 P&W A gas turbine units 

?f proc~ucing more ~han _4_,~00,000 kilowa'tt~a\:b~e 
n~ service for _electr~c uhhhes. They ran ecl f _eie 
smgle gas turbme dnven ge1wrator power g k Ion1 
to an installation of 2 160,000-kilowatt pac ages 

< generat· 
stations for a large eastern utility. These .., '_mg 

· ~ stations 
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will be powered by 16 Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft 
FT4 units coupled directly to generators and will 
be ready for service in mid-1970. 

During the second half of the year P&\VA de
livered 3 gas turbine powered 15,000-kilowatt mo
bile electric generating stations, each installed in a 
pair of large truck trailers. The first of their kind in 
the U.S., these tractor-trailer generating stations 
were designed and developed by P&\VA. The units 
can n~ove over paved highways at speeds up to 
60 miles per hour to serve in emergencies and 
otherwise function as a highly mobile and flexible 
source of power. 

~viore than a dozen leading natural gas trans
m.ission companies were operating Pratt & \Vhitney 
Aircraft gas turbine engines as prime movers for 
gas pipelines. These engines range in size from 
2,500 to 16,500 horsepower and had accumulated 
by mid-October 1968 more than 700,000 in-service 
hours. 

In the marine field, P&W A gas turbine engines 
rated at 20,000 horsepower supply boost power for 
a fleet of 9 2,800-ton Coast Guard Hamilton Class 
high-endurance cutters. Seven of these vessels were 
in commission by October. The 694-foot roil-on, 
roll-off merchant ship Admiral \Villimn F. Callaglwn 
is powered by 2 P&WA FT4 gas turbine engines, 
each developing 25,000 horsepower. In service with 
the Navy's Military Sea Transportation Service 
( MSTS), the Callaghan set a speed record for 
merchant ships early in 1968 when it made a 3,371-
mile transatlantic crossing at an average speed of 
nearly 26 knots. By the end of September 1968, the 
Callaghan had made 14 round trips between the 
U.S. and Europe since its maiden voyage in Decem
ber 1967. 

Other marine applications of P&\iV A engines in
cl?"ded boost power for' 2 Royal Danish Navy 
fn_gates, and a new series of destroyers and a hydro
foil vessel for the Royal Canadian Navy. 

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research 
and Development Center, in West Palm Beach de
vel~pment of a new high-performance turb,ofan 
enwne for advanced military aircraft began. This 
engme, the JTF22, will be built and tested under an 
18-month program funded by the Air Force and 
Navy. If selected for further development at the 
end of .t?e initial development program, which is 
competitive, the JTF22 will power a new A" F . . . fi h 1r orce 
air supenonty g ter and a carrier-based Nav 
fighter. Performance details of the JTF'N are 1 '! fled. ~~ c assi-

The F~orida Research and Development Center 
also received a contract from the Air Force Rocket 
Propulsion Laboratory to build and test a powerful 
new liquid-hydrogen/liquid-oxygen rocket engine. 
The XLR129 will produce up to 250,000 pounds of 
thrust through use of high pressure and will have a 
2-position nozzle that permits a single engine to 
obtain high performance for both sea-level and 
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outer space missions. Tests of a ~ull-scal.c thrust 
chamber have already proved the XLH1:29s staged 
combustion desi<rn in which hnlrogen fm'l is ignited t'> ,,. ~ ... 

in a prehurner chamher before it passes into the 
main combustion chamber. Thrust of the XLR129 
can he varied over a wide range. 

"'ork continued on a small, ach·ancecl trchnology 
power plant for Y/STOL aircraft. including heli
copters, with component testing for the 1,.500-horse
powcr ST9 turhoshaft engine. The ?T9.' fc~t_uri1~g 
improved performance ancl easy mamtamahihty m 
the field, was hf'ing developed unclc-r a 2-year pro-
gram sponsored by the Army. . . . 

Engineering evaluation of a lightweight wateqet 
propulsion system for high-speed l~oats movec: from 
the static test stand at the Floncla plant mto a 
32-foot experimental boat. 111is new n~arine p~·opul
sion system consists of a Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft 
SJ6 waterjet pump powered hy a 4.50-ho~sepow~r 
ST6 gas turbine engine produced hy. Umtcd Air
craft of Canada, Limited. Tlw expenmental boat 
test program for the SJ6 \Yaterjd will p~·ovide o~
erational experience under actual sc~ap;omg con_ch
tions to verify performance, durability,_ handlmg 
and maneuvering characteristics, _and will explore 
the feasibility of much larger umts-up to ~0,000 
horsepower-for large Navy and merchant sh1ps: 

Product improvement continued ~~t the Flonda 
ccnte1· on the J58 turbojet, 2. of ,duch power the 
Air Force's Lockheed Mach 3 YF-12A interceptor 
and SH-71 reconnaissance aircraft. The YF-12A is 
the holder of 9 speed records. The J.58 is in . the 
30,000-pound-thrust class. \Vork was also contn:m
ing on the 1.5 000-pound-thrust HL10 rocket cngmc 
th~1t powers 'the second stage of NASA's Atlas-
Centaur space vehicle. . . 

Pratt & V\Thitney Aircraft contmued to he a ma1or 
industry factor in fuel cell research, development 
and production. Three P&W A Powercels® 3A pro
vide on-board electricity for the Apollo spacecraft 
command and service modules. Performance of 
these Powerccls was successful in the fl_ights o_f 
Apollo 4 in November 1967, Apollo 6 m Apnl 
1968, Apollo 7 in October 1968 and the Apoll_o 8 
lunar mission in December 1968. Pure water IS a 
byproduct of the fuel cell_ o~eration and was used 
by the 3 astronauts for dnnkmg and food prepara-
tion. 

The design life requirement for the Powercel 3A 
is 400 hours. In a NASA-supervised test, one of these 
fuel cells completed a test run of 1,5~6 hours, well 
over 3 times the original design reqmrement. 

In the largest research effort ever undertaken by 
the gas industry, Project TARGET, P&WA a~d 28 
gas utilities throughout the U.S. w~r~ _sponsormg a 
3-year, $20,000,000 study of the feasibility of natural 
gas fuel cells for consumer use. The se~ond yea~ of 
the effort, 1968, continued with intensive techmcal 
research, and a large amount of detailed economic 
data was obtained and analyzed. In a one-week 
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cxperim ~ n t in J ul , a Po'' ercel 10 successfully pro
vided the electri city for a t) pi al suburban family 
of - in Oh io dcnwnstr a ting t hnical f asibility of 
fu l cell elecb·icit) for hon1 

HMv!TLTON T\NO. RD 

DIVL I N OF' NITED IRCRAFT C RPOR TION 

Hamilton Standard in 1968 m -rcred ::~ s a major 
suppli r of en ·u:onm ntal conh·ol qttipmen t for 
the next generation of subsonic ]uxur jetliners. 

I ockh ed-C:1lifornia select d Hamilton Standard 
to de' elop and build the L-1011 trijet's integrated 

,. pn um:1tic s_ stem. The s · tem is comprised of th_e 
envu·onn1en tal conb·ol s stem auxiliary po\~ er umt 
and ngine starters. 

Producbon of Boeing 747's en ·i.ronmental conb·ol 
sys tem began as prototyp e equipm nt, including air
conditioning tmi ts and cabin t mp rature an~l pres
su rization con trols, was shipped to Boemg ~t 
Everett , \1\ ash ington. Hamilton Standard also IS 

upplying th e 360-passenger jethner's engine fuel 
con trois and starters. 

C abin pressurization systems were _delivere~ for 
the Boein cr 737 the £rst airliner eqmpped With a 
fully aut01~1 atic 'system. Production of air-condition
ing equipment continued for the Northwp __ F-5, 
Douglas A-4E , Li11g-Temco-Vot~ght A-7 m1lrtary 
jets and Lockheed JetStar ex~cut1v~ plane. 

The Apollo Lunar Modules environmental con
trol sys tem built by Hamiltor~ Standard successfully 
passed its £rst space test dunng the um:nann~d LM 
earth orbit in January. Porous plate subhmatms sup
plied by the division cooled guidance and telemetry 
equipment o_n the Satur~ IB and Saturn V latmch 
vehicles dunng the years manned and unmanned 
Apollo missions. . . . · 

The £rst Apollo H e-support _backpack w~11ch will 
b e used on a manned space flight was dehvered to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
The portable life-support system is des~gn_ed to 
create and maintain a livable atmosphere ms1de an 
astronaut's space suit. Hamilton Stan?ard is fabri
cating for the U.S. Air F orce an _expenmental spa~e 
suit with integrated maneuvenng thrusters bmlt 
into a hard shell torso. D esign work progressed 
on an advanced integrated life-support system 
( AILSS ) for manned interplanetary missions. 

Hydrazine-fueled rocket engines built by Hamil
ton Standard were £reel in space for the £rst time 
in February aboard the Applications Technology 
Satellite III (A TS-3). Hughes Aircraft selected the 
division to build monopropellant rockets for the 
new lntelsat 4 series of advanced communications 
satellites . 

Fuel controls were supplied in quantity for Gen
eral Electric, Lycoming and Pratt & vVhitney Air
craft gas turbine engines that power approximately 
25 commercial and military airplanes and heli
copters. Flight testing of the new fuel control for 
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the Boeing 747's P&\iVA JT9D engines was com
pleted, and all prototyp e models v.1ere delivered. 

Lightweight pusher propellers with fib erglass 
blades and mtegral geru·boxes \\ ere delivered for 
the Lockheed AH-56A armed helicopter. Propellers 
were manufactured for the H ancUey Page Jetstream 
business plane, North American OV-lOA counter
insurgency aircraft, Lockheed P-3 antisubmarine 
patrol plane, Lockheed C-130, Grumman OV-1 
reconnaissance craft and de Havillru1d CV-7 Buffaio 
cargo carrier. Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke 
GmBH ( V F\J\1) of \ !\l es t Germany selected the 
division to develop 23-foot propellers for its proto
type VC-400 vertical take-off and landing ( VTOL) 
transport. 

Hamilton Standard was develop-ing an advanced space su.it 
for futu re missions that offers considerably greater mob-il-ity 

than existing pressure stt'its . 

In electronics, production continued on fuel con
trols for industrial gas turbine engines, flight con
trols for the Sikorsky SH-3 submarine hunter and 
Fairchild Hiller FH-1100 helicopter, and static in
verters for the Northrop F-5. Temperature controls 
were manufactured for the Grumman OV-1 Grum
man A-6A attack aircraft and Lockheed P-3 sub
marine hunter. 

Electron beam welding continued to make in
roads into mass production of auto parts as ma
chin~s were delivered for high-speed ' velding of 
steenng column sections and b all joints. Ford Motor 
Company added machines to its production line for 
welding engine flywheels. A cold cathode welder 
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that fires high-speed electrons to weld, bond or 
braze different metals was delivered to the Air 
Force for testing as a multipurpose metalworking 
tool for astronauts. Under contract to the American 
Gas Association, Hamilton Standard was building a 
machine that will automate the welding of gas trans
mission pipelines. 

Hamilton Standard's computer-controlled heart
assist pump, which was under clinical evaluation, 
was used in Montreal and Des Moines hospitals to 
save the lives of 3 heart attack patients during the 
year. A new multipatient cardiac monitor using 
telemetry techniques was introduced by Hamilton 
Standard for hospital intensive care and coronary 
care units. Contracts were received for continued 
research into advanced heart-assist devices and 
artificial kidney equipment for the National Insti
tutes of Health. 

Hamilton Standard's composite materials group 
received an order for 3,000 pounds of boron fila
ment from the Air Force. Boron filament was pur
chased by many aerospace firms for the fabrication 
of a variety of airframe sections and engine com
ponents. The division began production of boron 
filament and Borsic®, boron filament coated with 
silicon carbide for use in metal composites, in a 
newly equipped facility. 

Ground support equipment developed by Hamil
ton Standard included computerized test equipment 
that automates and speeds up the testing of armored 
tank engines and transmissions for the U.S. Army 
and a portable test unit designed for diagnostic 
analysis of gas turbine engines in the field. The 
Federal Aviation Administration approved airport 
approach lights developed by the division for in
stallation at both commercial and private airfields. 

Hamilton Standard combined its overhaul and 
repair and ground support equipment departments 
into a single aerospace services department to build 
equipment and provide overhaul and modification 
services that support products made by the division 
and other customers. In midyear, a ·new 56,800-
square-foot plant was opened in Long Beach, Cali
fornia, to service \Vest Coast customers. United Air
craft transferred the components department of its 
Norden division to Hamilton Standard in August. 
The department builds tachometers and pressure 
ratio indicating systems for aircraft jet engines. 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 

DIVISION OF lJNJTED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Sikorsky Aircraft in 1968 continued as a leader in 
the production and development of large heli
copters. 

A U.S. Marine Corps CH-53A helicopter built by 
Sikorsky Hew at a gross weight of 51,900 pounds in 
February, a record for free world production heli
copters. 

Sikorsky's S-64 Skycrane helicopter, flown by the 
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U.S. Army as the CH-54A, underwent changes to 
increase its lifting capacity. A growth version of the 
Skycranc was prepared for tests. 

The J-II-I-53C, a more powerful \·ersion of the 
I-II-I-5313 used by the Aerospace lkscue and Re
covery Service, was delivered to the C.S. Air Force 
to enhance the service's rescue capability. Sikorsky's 
medium-size S-61 series also was improved to pro
vide greater speed and power. 

Development of surface vehicles, an addition to 
Sikorsky's overaii program in 1967, continued in 
1968. The division's surface transportation systems 
section guided the TurboTrain, a high-speed carrier 
capable of speeds above 170 miles an hour, into its 
final test period. Two 3-car TurhoTrains were 
formally delivered to the U.S. Department of Trans
portation for operation between Boston and ::'\ew 
York. Five 7-car TurboTrains were placed in ser
vice by Canadian National Railways between Mon
treal and Toronto. Designs and mock-up were com
pleted for a fast, turbine-powered gunboat for the 
U.S. Navy. 

Helicopters and VTOL (vertical take-off and 
landing) aircraft, however, were the mainstays of 
Sikorsky assembly and research. Variety was the 
key to helicopter production figures. Five basic air
craft, the S-58, S-61, S-62, S-64 and S-65, were built 
in a dozen different configurations to meet military 
and commercial commitments. The S-61 series in
cluded, for instance, the U.S. Navy's SH-3D, the 
U.S. Air Force's HI-I-3E and CI-I-3E, the U.S. Coast 
Guard's HI-I-3F and the commercial S-61L and 
S-61N. Helicopters were delivered to ali U.S. mili
tary services, foreign military services (many pro
duced by Sikorsky licensees), and commercial op
erators both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The S-65, newe.st and largest of the Sikorsky heli
copters, continued to gain favor as a fast, tough, 
dependable aircraft. CH-53A and HI-I-53B ~ersi?ns 
of this twin-turbine workhorse \Von respect m VIet
nam. Marine CH-53As arrived in the Asian war 
zone late in 1966 to form HMH-463 at Marble 
Mountain Air Facility near Danang. They were used 
as troop and supply carriers and as heavy lifters. 
HMH-463 Hew as many as 1,252 sorties in a week, 
and recovered 450 clowned aircraft in a year. One 
CH-53A carried 75 combat troops on a single 
mission; another carried 169,000 pounds of cargo 
in a single clay. CH-53As were vital to the resupply 
of troops in the besieged cities of Hue and Khesan. 
Air Force HH-53Bs helped the 3rcl Aerospace 
Rescue and Recovery Group record its 1,000th 
combat save. Two HH-53Bs rescued 8 clowned air
men in a single day. More than 100 rescue~ were 
reported in less than a year. The HH-53B, hke the 
medium helicopter, the HH-3E, relied on a probe 
for aerial refueling to allow close coverage of fighter 
and bomber attacks. 

Sikorsky delivered its 100th CH-53A to the 
Marines in early 1968. Growth engines, responsible 



for increased J10\\"er in the HH-53C were beinO' . , 0 

mstalkd in hath :\Iarine and German CH-53:\s. 
·1:he CI I-53:\ was selected for procurement by the 
Lerman gon·rnmcnt in July. :\n initial order for 
:2 CII-53.-\s was received bv Sikorsl·v throuO"h the 
P.S. :\'aval :\ir Systems C01;11nand. F~mding by the 
German government was expected to assure pro
duction of 133 additional aircraft. 
. Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane helicopters made inroads 
mto both the militarv and the commercial markets. 
:\rnl\' CH-5-l:\s. used lw the U.S . .-\rmv in Vietnam 
in ii1creasing m;mbcrs. transported fuc'I, bulldozers, 
road ~·Taders, howitzers. other aircraft and a variety 
of supplies m•<.·dcd by combat troops. These second-

'g<.'IWration cranes followed an initial .-\nnv order in 
1964: they carry improwmcnts suggested by field 
reports, such as engine air particle separators to 
protect the twin-turbine power plants from sand 
and 9ther debris (similar separators arc used in the 
CH-u3A). The Army also ordered portable vans 
from Sikorsky to carry troops and weapons and to 
serve as combat hospitals, command posts. main
tc·nance quarters and communications centers. TI1e 
first. van a pprovcd by the F edcral Aviation Adminis
tratiOn to carry troops was delivered in 1968. 
. S-64Es. designed by Sikorsky for commercial lift
mg projects, were earmarked for a number of pur
poses. Two were sold to a Texas drilling company. 
Others were used bv Sikorskv to demonstrate the 
crane's abilitv to se~·ve the ~onstruction, drilling, 
utility, and c;{rgo transportation industries. 
. Both the HH-53C and CH-54A were placed high 
m_ the list of aircraft supporting the Apollo space 
p10gram. Both were tested and found suitable for 
lifting an Apollo module. Other Apollo-oriented 
helicopters included the SH-3D, the Navy's princi
pal vehicle for fast pickup at the end of splashdown, 
and the HH-3E, scheduled for launching site guard 
duty along with the HH-53B. 

Even larO"cr versions of the S-64 and S-65, the 
b d present giants of the Sikorskv line, were envisione 

for the near future. The CH-54B, an improved 
CH-54A, will be able to lift more than 12 tons 
instead of the CH-54A's 10. The S-64B, with 3 
engines instead of 2, was expected to lift nea~·ly 18 
tons. Hardware for the S-64B was alreadv dehvered 
to Sikorsky. Crane helicopters able to "lift 30, 40 
and even 50 tons are clearly possible if the need 
should a:ise, according to ·sikorsky engineers. A 
c?mmcrc~al, compound version of the S-65 was de
signed for a gross weight of 63,600 pounds, a 
passenger capacity of 86, and lower operating cost 
than present airline helicopters. 

. S-61-type helicopters went to a nu111ber of ser
VIces and a number of countries in 1968. The SH-3D, 
upratcd version of the U.S. Navy submarine hunter, 
the SH-3A, went into service here and abroad. 
More and more, the Navy relied on SH-3As and 
SH-3Ds in Vietnamese waters to fly long overwater 
and over-jungle missions to rescue downed fliers. 
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Hefueling was accomplished from surface vessels. 
HH-3Es, the Jolly Green Giants of the Air Force's 
Aerospace Hescue and Recovery Service, added to 
their rescue totals in Vietnam. The number now 
stands at ~nore tha? 600. Captain Gerald 0. Young, 
HH-3E pilot, received the Congressional Medal of 
Honor in 1968 for one of his exploits west of 
Danang. The addition of refueling probes to the 
HH-3Es, as well as to the HH-53Bs, reduced the 
time between emergency call and pickup. CH-3Es, 
cargo versions of the Air Force S-61, continued 
their Pan;: Express roles in Vietnam, lifting men 
and supphes between recovery flights. The Coast 
Guard HH-3F, with a sophisticated collection 
of navigational and communications equipment, 
neared the end of its test period at Sikorsl."V's Strat
ford plant. First delivery was scheduled fo; the end 
of 1968. HH-3Fs were expected to supplement the 
search and rescue activities of the sinO'le-turbine 
HH-52As, mainstays of the Coast Guard air ann 
since 1963. 

The S-58 helicopter, an aircraft with seeminO'ly 
endless life, rolled off Sikorsl-y's assembly line aO"~in 
in 1968 in limited quantities. The S-58 first fie\~ in 
1954. All those built in 1968 were marked for de
liv~ry overseas under the U.S. government's military 
assistance program. 

Foreign military orders and deliveries were sig
nificant. In addition to the CH-53As marked for 
Germany, SH-3Ds were in production in England 
for the British Navy and in Italy for the Italian 
Navy. The Brazilian Navy ordered SH-3Ds directly 
from Sikorsky. 

Sikorsky licensees will produce many of the 
helicopters ordered by foreign nations. These li
censees include "Vestland Aircraft Ltd., of England, 
Gruppo Fratelli Agusta of Italy, Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries Ltd., of Japan, and Sud Aviation of 
France. Technical assistance agreements continued 
with Vereinigte Flugtechnische \Verke GmBH of 
Germany and Royal Netherlands Aircraft Factories 
Fokker of Holland. 

Commercial sales of S-61 models remained steady 
in 1968. Helicopter airlines in 5 different counh·ies 
were usin& Sikorsl.-y h~licopters as passenger and 
cargo earners. These mcluded the United States 
Greenland, England, Italy and Australia. In addi~ 
tion, S-61s were being used as offshore oil and gas 
rig supply ships. 

Sikorsky continued its study of the commercial 
market in 1968. Beyond the present S-61L and 
S-6~N, it .was indicated, are the compound S-65, 
avmlable m 3 to 5 years, and the stowed rotor 
avai~able in 10. An S-61F experimental compound 
contmued to ga~her data for future designs. 

Re~e~rch ~t Sikorsky centered on growth versions 
of ~xi~ting aucraft and new designs that may revo
luhomze VTOL travel. The latter include an ABC 
(for "advanci~1g blade concept") helicopter, with 
2 countcrrotatmg main lifting rotors on a single axis 
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and an optional pusher-propell~r in ,!11e r_ear; a 
TRAC (for "telescoping rotor mrcraft ) , wrth re
tractable rotor blades that can be telescoped in 
flight; and the heavy-lifters that are direct out
growths of the S-64 and S-65 systems. 

NORDEN 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT COR POI\ A TJON 

During 1968 Norden division of United Aircraft 
Corporation intensified its development and pro
duction of advanced airborne radar and cockpit 
display sys tems and extended its militarily oriented 
product line into the commercial aircraft field. 

The Norwalk, Connecticut, firm , fam ed during 
'Norld War II as the producer of the Norden bomb
sight, observed its 40th anniversary in 1968 as a 
leading designer of equipment that gives all
weather, low-level flight capability to high-perform
ance aircraft. 

A highlight of the year was th e first automatic 
terrain-following flight by a United States helicopter 
employing an integrated avionics system. In April a 
Marine Corps/Sikorsky CH-53A Sea Stallion fl ew 
at 5 selected altitudes from the shores of the Pacific 
Ocean to 4,600-foot altitudes in the Saddleback 
Mountains near Santa Ana, California. The Norden 
radar scanned the terrain out to 5 miles ahead, and, 
by computer processing, calculated a flight path 
based on the helicopter's speed, altitude, and alti
tude required, enabling the helicopter to move over 
obstacles and at safe rates of climb. 

Flight information was projected on Norden 
cockpit displays. Hadar information was shown in 
"sha:Jes of gray," each shade representing the 

. maxrmum elevation of terrain at various distances 
ahead of the aircraft. Other display modes em
ployed a variety of symbols to show airspeed, alti
t~de, heading, pitch and roll attitude, and test 
flrghts verified the integrated avionics approach for 
all-weather helicopter flight. 

T?e Norden equipment is part of the Integrated 
Helicopter Avionics System ( IHAS ) developed by 
the Teledyne Systems Company for the Naval Air 
Sys ~ems Command. Norden also was under contract 
dunn~ 1968 to develop cockpit display systems for 
the Arr Force F-111D, the Army's AH-56A Chey
e~ne armed helicopter and the Navy's Integrated 
Lrght Attack _Avionics System ( ILAAS). 

Norden dehvered the first integrated display sets 
for t~e F-111D to Autonetics Division of North 
~mer~can Ro:b:ell Corporation, developer of the 
mtegr a~ed a vr~~~c~ system _for th_e advanced fighter
bom?er. Multrsensor, vertical srtuation, and head
up _clis~lays present_ ~t.titude, fl~ght director , weapon 
deh ve1y, attack, teuam-followmcr radar and aided
visual sensor information _ti: at en~ble the pilot to fly 
u~1der all w_eather c~ndJtlons. A Norden cockpit 
drsplay was mstalled m a Navy A-6A Intruder late 
in th e year as part of the Hight test program for 
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ILAAS by th e Sperry Sys tems !v[anagemcnt Divi
sion of the Sperry Hand Corporat ion , ILAAS de
veloper. Deli veries of rada r and di splay equipment 
continu ed to th e Lockh eed-Californi a Company, 
which was to fli ght tes t an ad vanced intecr ra ted 
avionics system aboa rd th e Cheyenne during

0
1969. 

Exploiting its technologica l ga ins from military 
equipment, Norden announced the ava il ab ility of 
a new all-electronic cockpit display system specifi
ca lly des igned for use in commercial aircraft . Th e 
system, known as an electronic at titude director 
indica tor ( EADI) , is des igned to reduce pilot work 
load, especially durin g ad verse fli ght conditions, to 
increase opera ting safety a t reduced minimums, and 
to rea lize th e full potential of a specific model of 
aircraft. It was successfully fli ght tes ted aboard a 
Boeing 707 during the year. 

Production continued on search and track rad ar 
systems for the Grumman A-6A Intruder, the spear
head for Navy and .lVIarine all-wca tl1 cr attacks in 
Vietnam. Using Norden radar, th e Intruder's 2-man 
crew can detect on cockpit screens targets and 
geographical features that could he obscured b y 
darkn ess or '"-'Ca ther. Production models of terrain
followin g radar systems also were deli vered to 
Lockheed-Georgia Company for the Air Force 
C-5A transport. The C-5A radar was successfull y 
flight tested aboard C-141s durin g 1968 and was to 
be installed in C-5As in 1969. 

In the communications field , 1m·den broad ened 
into th e systems fi eld by producing a stored pro
gram displ ay system for the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration for usc in processing data 
on space projects, and a telemetry and hardwire 
communications system for the Air Force \i\Teapons 
Evaluation T est System. Production continued on 
the Vector product line of digital , FM and RF 
telemetry equipment, at the Norden facility in 
Trevose, Pennsylvania. 

UNITED TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT COHPOHATJON 

Production of d ependable propulsion systems for 
both civilian and military aerospace programs and 
advances in the development and manufacture of 
new materials and products for earthbound use took 
place at United T echnology Center in 1968. 

Twice during the year the Air Force Tit_an III-C 
space launch vehicle was boosted aloft by rts UTC
produced stage zero, or launch stage. The largest of 
its kind to be assigned to operational use in the 
nation's space program, the massive booster system 
includes a pair of 120-inch-diameter, segmented 
solid-propellant rockets producing a combined 
thrust of approximately 2,500,000 pounds. In June 
a Titan III-C placed into orbit 8 satellites for the 
D efense D epartment's Initial D efense Satellite Com
munications System which joined a network of 
18 communication satellites previously orbited by 



Tit an III -C Ychicles in 1966 and 1967. In October 
a nother launch plac ' l 4 r s arch sa tell it · S, 3 
Orb itin g \ 'hie! satellites and a Lincoln Experi
mcnt :1 1 Satellite into pre i c orbit. 

l"TCs reliable F \\ -L1 . lid-propellant upper-
stage rocke t continued to prov it v rsa tilitv with 
fli ghts on th e :\'a tional \ eron autics and Space Ad
ministration's D lta and Scout boo ters and on the 
Air Force \tl as F rock t. The pa loads included 
C~EOS 2, Orbiting \ ehicl 13 and 1-:l and Explorers 
3 39 and -10 for the .S. and ESHO I and li-B 
fo r the European Space H e:11·ch Orrranization. For 
th e first time a pair of F\i\ -4 motors, ach "ith its 
own satellite, w r launch d aboanl a single 
booster. an \tlas F , dming which time the) placed 
a combined total of 17 experiments into orbit. 

During the year, UTC upplied subscale solid
propellant booster rock -ts to NASA for use in the 
Sahm1 Improvement Studies procrram. The space 
agcnc~ "as evaluating proposed modifications to its 
Sa turn IB and Saturn \ launch vehicles, including 
the poss ible use of full-scale 120-inch-cHameter 
rocke t motors as a boos ter starr , or for boost aug
menta tion. The l/58 th scaled-down versions of 120-
and 156-incl1-diame ter solid boosters vvere used in 
test firin gs with a model of th , Saturn launch facility 
to examine the effect of increased exhaust flow on 
laun ch pad hardv.rare and flame dispersal trenches . 

A continuinrr pro rrram to determine the shelf life, 
b b 

or storage longevity, of large, solid-propellant 
booster rockets reached its seventh year in 1968, as 
close surveillance and environmental testing of a 
100-inch-diameter , solid-propellant rocket motor 
segment, loaded in 1961 with 14 tons of propellant, 
indica ted no noti ceable changes in the propellant's 
properties. Oria inally estimated to have a 5-year 

b . l 
storarre life, the results hold out the possibility t 1at 
the massive motors will have a useful life of better 
than 10 and possibly as long as 20 years. 

The second and third fli ahts of the hybrid rocket
powered Air Force Sandpiper target missile were 
successfully conducted in January and February, 
m akin g it 3 for 3 for the multithrust, low-cost 
engine . 

UTC continued its advances in hybrid technology 
by d:signing a family of high-en~rgy, :rpper-st~ge 
hyt~nd rocket engines capable o.f meetmg a w1de 
vanety of propulsion requirements for unmanned 
~pace missions in the 1970s and beyond. The work 
I S par~ of a broad program under way by NASA to 
es tabhsh design criteria and capabilities of sever~l 
rocket propulsion systems in order to compare then 
cost-effectiveness for space applications planned for 
the next 15 to 20 years. 

Utilizing knowledge gained from hybrid ro~ket 
technology, UTC demonstrated a long-burnmg, 
high-intensity, infrared generator which could be 
used as a flare to create infrared, or heat rays, on 
towed airborne targets used by the Air Force to 
evaluate heat-seeking weapon systems and to pro-
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vid~ combat b·aining for its pilots . The generator, 
~vh1ch outperforms conventional p Totechnic flares 
m use today by producing greater infrared ·ield for 
a longer burn bme, is throttleable and can chancre 
its infrared characteristics to simulate a variety ~f 
tar gets . 

\ s stems design study for hybrid rocket-powered 
maanetohydrodynamics ( MHD) aenerators was 
a\\ ar~ed to UTC by the Air Force Aero Propulsion 
Labor ator . The program, v.rhich will involve the 
study and design of 5 different rrenerators each 
'~;ith ~ different pov. er output and

0
operating' dma

tiOn, rs classified. 

United T echnology Center started manufacture of T echite, 
a reinforced plastic mortaT pipe for ·use in flu·icl conveyance 

systems. 

In November it was revealed that rocket nozzle 
inserts of wire-wound, plasma-spray-bonded tuna
sten were performing exceptionally well in high
pressure rocket motor tests b eing conducted at the 
Edwards AFB Rocket Propulsion Laboratories . 
Called Project HIPPO (High Internal Pressure Pro
ducing Orifice ) , the tungsten inserts have been 
subjected to pressures as high as 2,800 pounds and 
to a duration of up to 22 seconds \Vith no, or only 
negligible, erosion of the nozzle throat. 

From UTC's research laboratories came a dis
covery of how to use fire to reproduce sound. 
Discovered \vhile searching for ways to produce 
underwater sound generation, this phenomenon 
could prove in:portant in the developmen t of very
high-speed information transmission systems and 
superfidelity loudspeakers . \ iVhile many applica
tions , ranging from the mundane to the highly 
sophisticated were envisioned, UTC was already 
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studying the use of th~ electro~hennal flame i~1 
evaluating the combustl?n effic1en~y of expen
mental liquid rocket engmes by_ takmg sound r:e
cordings from inside the combustiOn chamber wlule 
the rocket is firing. 

The U.S. Forest Service may benefit from work 
done by UTC which will help reduce fire hazard 
and facilitate reforestation in logging areas. Draw
ing on its experience in aerospace research and 
production of rocket motors, UTC created a system 
for igniting forest waste remotely rather than with 
torches or preplanted incendiary charges. Success
fully tes ted by the Forest Service early in 1968, 
the system consists of a riB e-like launcher and a self
propelled incendiary projectile that bursts and 
ignites on impact. 

UTC took a major step in diversification in 1968 
with construction of a multimillion-dollar manu
facturing facility for large-scale production of its 
Techite pipe. The plant, by year-end operating at 
fu!I capacity in Riverside, California, was the sec
ond production center for the company's reinforced 
plastic mortar pipe for fluid conveyance. T echite, 
one of the most recent examples of applying knowl
edge gained in carrying out programs in support of 
the nation's space effort, is a byproduct of UTC's 
work in the research and development of glass fiber 
rocket motor cases. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

DIVISION· OF ONTTED AIRCRAFT CORPORATfON 

The Electronic Components division completed 
its first year of operation as United Aircraft's micro
electronics center. The division's line of discrete 
semiconductor devices, hybrid microcircuits and 
integrated circuits increased its concentration on 
the communications field. 
. Discrete semiconductor achiev.ements w ere high

lighted by the introduction of tf1e first single-chip 
RF power transistor capable of 10 watts of power at 
1 GHz. The transistor was designed for high power 
outp.ut UHF Class C amplifier service. The division 
contmued as ~ prime supplier of transistor chips to 
the com~uter mdustry and packaged devices to the 
c?mmumty antenna television field. The standard 
discr.ete . device line was expanded to meet new 
apphcatwns i~ h~gh-frequency/high-povver aero
space commumcatwns, guidance and control and 
telemetry systems. ' 

.1~Y?rid 1~icrocircuit .comp?nents for similar ap
p_hcatwns .mcluded ll11crommiature voltage con-
twlled oscillators low-level differential l'fi .d l 'fi ' c amp 1 ers 
Vl eo amp 1 ers, digital interface circuits a d f ~ 
. 1 I l k M d' ' c n unc twn.a J oc s._ .e mm scale integration ( MSI) was 

achi~ved dunng ~h e year with the perfection of the 
multilayer techmque. MSis in production include 
as many as 25 multifunction integrated circuits on 
~ 1-inc_J1-s9u~re substrate. These components w ere 
m use 111 dig1tal computer engine indicator and fuel 
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control svstems. The division continu ed to increase 
its versatility with the production of single layer , 
multilayer and stacked hybrid microcircuit com
ponents. 

The division 's integra ted circuit product line was 
expanded with the introduction of several new 
devices. A family of transistor/ transistor/ logic 
(TTL) integrated circuits was placed into produc
tion during th e year. These devices perform th e 
complex gate and memory function s in high-speed 
commercial and military computers. A high-power 
voltage log ic integra ted circuit was introduced for 
use in commercial a ircraft control sys tems. The 28-
volt device is designed to perform electronic reason
ing to insure sa fe operation of th e :1ircraft. Typical 
functions include control sequencing, control moni
toring, situation monitoring, warning con trol , indi
cation control and system control. A third new 
integrated circuit was a monolithic quad voltage 
translator with more than double th e output voltage 
swing of previously available circuits. The device 
is used to interface between standard current sink
ing logic and MOS multiplexers. The increased 
voltage swing also permits its use as a neon display 
driver. 

UN JTED AIRCRAFT RESEARC H LABORATOBJES 

Advances in research in such diverse fi elds as 
propulsion, lasers, metallurgy and elec tronics \:vere 
recorded by United Aircraft Hesearch Laboratories 
during 1968 .. 

Changes in top management of the laboratories 
occurred during the year as Charles l'vl. Kearns, Jr. , 
became United's vice president for research and 
Dr. Russell G. Meyerand, Jr. , b ecame director of 
research. 

The laboratories also increased by 76,000 square 
feet their office and laboratory space in East Hart
ford , Connecticut. 

\tVork at the Research Laboratories during 1968 
continued to advance United Aircraft's traditional 
interest in flight propulsion and power conversion 
systems. 

Scientists and engineers continued programs con
cerning advanced air-breathing missile l?ropulsion 
systems, with emphasis on lO\v-volume mtegr~ted 
booster ramjets burning hydrocarbon fuel. Particu
lar concentration was on inle t components where 
angle-of-attack effects could severely compromise 
the effectiveness of the propulsion system. 

There was progress in research on supersonic 
combustion ramjet propulsion systems for both 
cruise vehicles and missile applications. Emphasis 
was on ignition, combustion and fuel mixing char
acteristics, and structural cooling using fuel re
generation. 

Other propulsion programs included research in 
chemical and nuclear rocketry and in advanced gas 
turbine engine technology. 



Vnited Aircraft Research Laboratories scientists 
r('ported sen·ral significant events in laser research 
during the year. These included the development of 
a laser device potentially useful in the simulation, 
design and calibration of radars and in electronic 
com;termcasures. Called LA TREC. for laser-acous
tic time reversal, expansion, and compression, it 
can record, store. play back and reverse electro
magnetic signals just as a tape recorder does with 
sound. 

Scientists also discovered that an ultrashort burst 
of lasC'r light "chirps," or changes in frequency from 
one <'nd of the pulse to the other. In subsequent 
('Xperiments. the sdentists de\·ised a technique to 
C'ompress the' laser pulse while eliminating the 
frequency chirp. 

Using the new technique, the scientists were able 
to generate a laser pulse 4 ten-trillions of a second 
in duration. This was the shortest laser pulse ever 
generated. 
~ Ultrashort laser pulses are applicable to such 
fields as radar and ranging, controlled thermo
nuclear studies, optical information processing and 
high-speed photography and arc extremely useful 
in Iahoratory work where precise measurement is 
demanded. 

The laboratories also built and delivered to the 
Air Force the first available commcrdal version of 
a high-powered, single, ultrashort laser pulse gen
erating system. 

In the field of metallurgy, work continued in 
composite materials studies, and researchers fabri
cated the first full-scale parts from a eutectic alloy 
which had been unidircctionally solidified in a 
patented United Aircraft process. Through such 
solidification, one member of the alloy becomes a 
reinforcement in a matrix of the other i11ember, and 
provides much higher strength than conventionally 
cast allovs. 

l\'laterials scientists continued experiments with 
Bm·sic, a silicon-carbide coated boron filament de
veloped by the laboratories. Composites containing 
B01·sic as a reinforcement were studied for a variety 
of applications which demand high strength, high 
modulus of elasticity, and high temperature resist
ance. 

As the central research organization for United 
Aircraft Corporation, the laboratorks provided such 
support to the divisions as a central computer lab
oratory and test facilities including several wind 
tunnels. 

In a move reflectinrr the corporation's growing 
• b 1 mtercst in ocean science and engineering, t 1e 
laboratories undertook a 10-month study of mineral 
deposits under water in Long Island Sound under 
a grant from the State of Connecticut. 

In other programs, research scientists continued 
work in fluid mechanics, physical chemistry, low
temperature physics, solid-state electronics, plasma 
physics, and systems analysis. 
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UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COl\IPA:\T 

The year 1968 for Universal Oil Products Com
pany saw the corporation more closely identified 
with the airline and aerospace industries. Both new 
and follow-on contracts contributed to an increase 
in all areas of involvement covered by its Aero
therm, Instruments and REF Dynamics divisions. 

Of significant importance in the overall growth 
picture of POP was the merging of Calumet & 
Hecla Corporation into the UOP organization. This 
merger presented the opportunity for UOP to ex
pand its capabilities in the highly important field of 
nuclear energy and to enter the exciting areas of 
desalination and thermal ·water pollution control. 
Calumet & Hecla corporate headquarters are in 
Evanston, Illinois, with plants in Decah1r, Alabama; 
Detroit, Michigan; Dearbom Heights, Michigan; 
Bartlett, Illinois; and Ontario, Canada. The com
pany is also engaged in copper mining and refining 
in upper ~1ichigan and operates forest and timber 
holdings in 'Visconsin and northern ~Hchigan for 
the production of hardwood veneers. The Flexonics 
Division provides flexible couplings and conduits 
for the aerospace and aircraft industries. 

In mid-1968, Lester B. Knight & Associates, man
agement and engineering consultants, 'vere en
gaged by UOP to assist in the planning of new 
corporate headquarters, to be located on the north
west corner of Mt. Prospect and Algonquin Roads 
in Des Plaines. The company's rapid growth and 
diversification increased the need for these facilities. 
As recently as 1959, when UOP became publicly 
owned, it had a total of 1,500 employees. Through 
mergers, acquisitions and normal growth, UOP at 
year-end 1968 had more than B,OOO employees. 
New building construction was started in the fall 
and occupancy \"las expected in late 1969. 

In August, UOP announced the acquisition of the 
business and assets of Mace Industries, Inc., in 
Jacksonville and Miami, Florida. Mace Industries 
serves the airline and airframe industry by provid
ing equipment for food and passenger service to 
airline passengers. TI1e primary line of products 
consists of ovens, tray carriers, liquor kits and 
refrigerators. Redesignated the Mace Unit and re
porting to the company's REF Dynamics Division 
which is a major supplier of inflight feeding and 
ground support equipment, the Florida operation 
offers good growth potential in providing additional 
capabilities and geographical representation to 
REF. 

Recognizing the importance of in-depth studies 
of materials ceramics, polymers, rubber, reinforced 
plastics and other composites and their effect upon 
production and entire industries, UOP announced 
the appointment of Dr. Robert D. Carnahan as 
director of a new Material Science Laboratory 
which was expected to establish UOP as a leading 
center for materials research. A few anticipated 
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areas of scientific inquiry were fracture analysis, 
stress, corrosion, crystal growth studies, applied 
mechanics, solid-state physics and optimum rein
forcement with fabrics, silica, fiberglass and other 
materials. A new building to house the Material 
Science Laboratory was to be completed and opera
tional in 1969. 

A new research and development department was 
established within the Transportation Equipment 
Group with responsibilities to explore and expedite 
the technical organizational process by vvhich new 
products are moving from the idea stage to the 
market .place. Coordination of divisional R&D pro
grams m the group was also of primary concern. 
The Transportation Equipment Group includes the 
UOP Aerotherm Division, Bantam, Connecticut, 
manufacturers of commercial and military aircraft 
passenger seats, crew seats, lounges, aero-stretchers 
and cargo pallets and containers; the UOP Bostrom 
Division, Milwaukee and Cudahy, vVisconsin, man
ufacturers of truck, tractor, automotive and heavy
duty ground transportation equipment seating; the 
Bostrom-Amalga Corporation, Menominee Falls, 
\ iVisconsin, creators and fabricators of filament
wo~d fi?~r~lass tubular products; the REF Dy
namics DIVISIOn, Mineola, New York, manufacturers 
of inflight food service equipment, including gal
leys, auxiliary units, bars, carts, ovens, brewers, 
refr~gerators and .freezers, plus ground support test 
eqmpment and airframe assemblies. 

Of int~rest. was the 1968 opening of a Westmin
ster, Cahforma, sales and engineering office for the 
greater Los Angeles area. A complete prototype 
shop was . staffe~ and research and development 
programs mvolvmg materials and concepts for ad
vanced state-of-the-art seating products are already 
under way. 

UOP. showed significant growth and major techni
cal achieveme~ts in many areas of operation outside 
the aerospace mdustry. UOP contifmed to be one of 
the world's leaders in providing research develop
men~ and engineering services for the petroleum 
~efim~g. ~nd petrochemical industries. Other operat
mg diviSions of the company were engaged in air 
alnld wat

1
er .management, fragrances, metals and 

a oys p ashes ch · 1 1 ' . ' emica s, p ant construction and 
transportation equipment UOP ·c1 · 
ponents f h ·. ':as provi mg com-

1 or sue g~owth mdustnes as desalination, 
n.uc ear p~wer, environmental control, instrumenta-

ptllo~ andlalrrl. cr~ft. Corporate headquarters are in Des 
ames, IDOls. 

UOP AEROTHERM DIVISION 

Following a 1967 year of above I·nd t - us ry average 
growth , the UOP Aerotherm Division d . f 

h · · d , esigners 0 
s~p Jst.Icat.e co~nmercial ~ircr~ft seating, military 
twop seatmg, ~r ew seats , merha reels and related 
products, expenence~ an even higher rate of growth 
m 1968. The growth m part reflected introduction of 
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2 entirely new commercial aircraft sea ting concep ts , 
the Olympian and Glide-Away Recline. Both new 
designs were created especially for the new aenera
tion of larger je ts which includes the Boeing 747 
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 and the Lockheed 
L-1011. Contract announcements were made nam
ing Aerotherm to provide Pan American \\oriel 
Airways with 23 shipsets of tourist seats for its 747 
Heet. Also announced was l'\orthwes t Airlines' selec
tion of Aeroth crm to equip its Hcct of Boeing 747s 
with first-class and tourist passenger accommoda
tions. 

Follow-on orders and new contracts with Pan 
American , Northwest, Braniff, National , United , 
Aloha, Mohawk, Grumman , Ozark, \\oriel Airways, 
Philippine Airlines, British Aircraft Corporation 
and Pakistan International Airlines comprised the 
primary commercial production growth for 1968. 

Of importance in the growth was the selection of 
Aerotherm to provide troop seats for the giant mili
tary Lockheed C-SA transport airplane. This repre
sented the larges t passenger seat contract in the 
history of military aviation. D eliveries b egan in 
August. During the year Aerotherm d eveloped a 
new concept in palle ts for aircraft applications. The 
entirely new design is constructed of extruded 
aluminum planks and offers the advantages of 
longer life (because delamination has been elimi
nated) , lighter weight and longer service life. First 
production palle ts were undergoing inAight tes ting 
and certification in late 1968, while static and 
dynamic tests proved the design to be far superior 
to other existing products. D evelopments for bag
gage and cargo containers were started during 1968 
with expectations of production designs in 1969. 

To meet the d emands placed upon it by the 
accelerated growth, the Aerotherm facilities in 
Bantam, Connecticut, continued a scheduled ex
pansion program by completing a 44 ,000-foot addi
tion and starting construction of another 44,000-
foot additiOn scheduled for occupancy in March 
1969. 

Expanded capabilities during 1969 included the 
opening of engineering and sales liaison offices with 
its sister REF Dynamics Division in Westminster, 
California, and Bellevue, \iVashington. The new 
field service offices provide a closer liaison and 
technical capability with the airframe manufactur
ers. Major programs under way at Aerotherm at the 
close of 1968 were directed to completing designs 
for the large jumbo jets and to es tablishing levels 
of interchangeability as plus factors to the airlines 
that have purchased 2 different aircraft designs. 

REF DYNAMICS DIVISION 

The REF Dynamics Division experienced ex
tended growth in 1968, both in total sales and in 
faciliti es expansion. The establishment of a sales 
and engineering office in Bellevue, \iVashington, 



"·a, hi!_!ldi!_!htedln· the decision to assemble aircraft 
gall<'\. units in tiH.' Bellcn1e 1:2.000-foot facilih·. Bv 
Ill id- l~JG.') parts were heing sh ippcd from the ·mai;1 
plant in :\lin<'ola. ::\e\\' York. and assemhlecl into 
<'?lllpldc units at Bellcnic. This facility also pro
\'l(lcd a depot where rC'pair work and modific:1tions 
could he· executed without ha\·inrr to n'turn rralle\· 

0 ~ b .! 

umts to the East Coast. 
Sah·s and l'ngineering rcprcscntati\·cs were serv

ing. the Lockh~·ecl and._ :\IcDonnell Douglas com
panws and airlines in the Southwest through the 
Ill'\\' \\'cstminstC'r office. The addition of" :\[ace 
Industri<'s also proYided HEF with a Southeast 
capahilit:· in Sl'n·ing the Lockheed-Georgia Com
pan:· and airlines of the Southeast. Tlw \lace prod
uct lint• enhanced HEF's capabilities hecause of the 
SJWcializednature of its manufacture of inserts. and 
it prO\·ided a repair capability for its geographical 
area. The :\lace facilit\· is loc:1tcd in Jackson\'ille, 
Fl?rida. and the group inaintains a salcs~enginccring 
off1c~ in :\Iiami. The total REF complex. therefore. 
pronclcs sales and enrr...,ineering scn·iccs to the air-
f c c 

ranw manufacturers and airlines in the geographic 
areas where the primarv aircraft market has been 
established. · 

HEF in 1968 cstahlishccl an internal product sup
port cll•part men t and ini tiatcd a scheduled customer 
s_ervicc program. :\long with these steps, it estab
lished a new service policv that met with great 
acceptance. · 

New products introduced in 1968 incluclc'cl a 40-
cup coffee brewer designated as the "Q-Brew" 
system. dcsi<rncd to fit in~to cxistinrr rrallcv cavities 
in which 12~up hrewers had pre\~lo~sly 'operated. 
Another major innovation in food sen·ice facilities 
was tlw development of a freezer/oven which offers 
gr:eater utilization of space by eliminating the need 
of transferring frozen entrees from a freezer/refrig
erator into a ~varmincr oven for reconstituting. 

REF continued to ~provide aircraft galle)~ equip
ment to \\'estern Airlines and in mich·car introduced 
the liquid-nitrorren refrirreration S\:stcm on 'Vest
cr?:S 7.37 galle)~. Crew galle\·s f~r the Lockheed 
nnhtary C-5A ·transport '-wcr~~ clcliverccl in early 
1HG8. New and follow-on orders from American, 
~an American. Eastern, Piedmont and United air
lmcs, and from the military contributed greatly to 
!\EF s growth and production of uallevs and auxil-
Iar_'' units. b • 

In the latter part of 1968, greater emphasis was 
placpcl on HEF' s capabilities in providing ground 
support test equipment for electricaL hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems. REF continued to grow in the 
manufacture of airframe assemblies primarily as a 
subcontractor for Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation in providing pylons, extensible work 
pl~tfm~ms a_nd electrical pallet assemblies for mili
tm Y mrcraft. Trailing edges, tab assemblies, dive 
l:rakcs, main wheel doors, cargo hatches, etc .. con
tmucd in high-volume production. 
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High-priority design efforts were directed to the 
deve_lopment of new concepts for inflight passenger 
fecdmg as associated with the Boeinrr 7 47. :\lcDon-

L 0 • 

nell Douglas DC-10 and Lockheed L-10ll air-
plam's. Creative efforts \Vere directed not onlY to 
the airlines interested in the conventional galley 
structures and systems but also to those interested 
in the lower lobe galleys. 

To meet the demands of accelerated QTO\\-th 
b : 

arrangements were made in late 1968 to move the 
~Iineola Plant II to larger quarters for expansion of 
its molded reinforced fiberglass and t1bricatinrr 

' b 
departments. REF also established agreements for 
representation in countries outside the continental 
United States. Although REF has experienced a 
rapid growth since joining UOP in August 1967, 
prospects for additional growth were high and con
tracts in hand in late 1968 reflected increasing 
acceptance of REF products. 

UOP INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 

The UOP Instruments Division experienced over
all gro\vth during 1968. The largest grm,·th area was 
in the nuclear instrumentation department where 
large contracts for instruments to be used on the 
nu~lcar-powercd aircraft carrier were received from 
the " 7estinghouse Plant Apparatus Department. 
Large contracts were also inYolved in providing 
instrumentation for 2 nuclear-powered destroyers. 

The Instruments Division's aerospace department 
sho\ved a subst<mtial growth over the preYious year 
\\·hich was due primarily to the division's entrance 
into the field of emergency oxygen supply equip
ment and of individual passenger oxygen supplies 
with contracts from 1fcDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion. It was in this area also that new products were 
introduced, including 10 separate versions of oxygen 
manifolds for use in the overhead pods, emergency 
oxygen control valves and small manifolds for use 
on the C-9A aero-med litter stations. 

New and repeat orders, primarilv from the Na
tional 'Vater Lift Company, The Boeing Company, 
Bell Helicopter and Ling-Temco-Vought, contrib
uted to a solid rate of growth for the division. 

The Instruments Division also experienced several 
new areas of operation in conjunction with other 
UOP divisions. A considerable amount of produc
tion was involved in the manufacture of radiation 
level det~~tors, UOP Monir~x octane analyzers, 
valve position detectors used m the 1Iolex process 
and boiling point monitors, all for the UOP Process 
Division. Additional product capabilities were dem
onstrated in the assembly of ovens and coffee 
brewers used in aircraft galleys for the REF Dy
namics Division. 

Increasing research and development activities 
were responsible for the introduction of new oxvgcn 
l'quipmcnt, and greater emphasis was slated cfor 
research activities. 
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

WESTINGHOUSE DEFENSE AND SPACE CENTER 

Aerospace Division 

One of the important programs at the Aerospace 
Division of the Westinghouse Defense and Space 
Center in 1968 was the manufacture of a new recon
naissance radar with higher resolution than others 
of its kind. The advanced radar, designated AN/ 
APD-8, is one of the reconnaissance systems carried 
by the Air Force's RF-111A reconnaissance aircraft. 

The AN/ APD-8 radar was being supplied under 
contract to the Fort Worth Division of General 
Dynamics, builders of the RF-111A. The radar w~s 
designed to produce pictures of land areas that will 
have photographic quality and will provide tactical 
reconnaissance information in day or night in all 
kinds of weather. The RF-111A uses the side-looking 
radar to "see" wide areas of terrain on either side 
of the aircraft flight path without directly flying 
over a target area. 

. Inherently high resolution in the AN I APD-8 
system gives it the ability to obtain clear pictures. 
The receiving and recording techniques used in the 
radar allow for the display of extremely strong 
targets directly adjacent to weak targets. 

In the reconnaissance version of the aircraft, the 
radar is mounted in a pallet that occupies the space 
normally allocated .to the bomb bay. Built-in test 
functions and automatic fault isolation were ex
pected to make the system easy to maintain. The 
AN/ APD-8 self-test mechanism can be operated in 
flight or on the ground. The test and fault isolation 
equipment is linked with a central computer aboard 
the aircraft for integrated fault isolation. 

Another radar program at the Aerospace Division 
was the AN/ APQ-97 side-looking radar, a ka fre
quency band, real apertllre system used in Project 
RAMP (Radar Mapping in Panama), a program of 
the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories. 
AN/ APQ-97 was developed for the U.S. Army 
Electronics Command. 

During 1968 Westinghouse Defense and Space 
Center established 2 new plants designed to employ 
the hard-core unemployed. The first was in the 
Brushton section of Pittsburgh, an area of high 
unemployment, w~ere \iVestinghouse planned to 
m~nufacture electnc personnel carriers for indus
tnal plant use. The second was a small manufac
turing facility in the Greenmount area of Baltimore 
for asseml?ling electronic components to be used on 
radar equ1pment. 

Surface Division 

In 1968 the Surface Division of W estinghouse 
Defense and Space Center built 11ear B It" · I ] , a rmore, 
M~_ry anc, } new radar te~ t range complex de-
scnbed as one of the best mstrumented and most 
automated in the country." In addition to its use 
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by the company for its own programs , Westing
house planned to lease services of the range to 
other users. 

The facility includes 2 major 3-axis antenna 
mounts at receiving sites, and a number of smaller 
mounts. One 40-foot and 3 80-foot towers a t various 
ranges provide transmit sites; each is equipped with 
remotely controlled generator and an tenna. Using 
the sites in various combinations provides 6,000-
foot, 5,082-foot, 780-foot, 724-foot, and 700-foot 
ranges. The latest addition is a 1,650-foot ground 
range. 

The facility is unusual in its capability for testing 
very large antennas in the frequency range from 
50 MHz to 10 GHz. The 5,280-foot range, for 
example, allows testing of S-band antennas up to t!5 
feet in diameter, X-band antennas 15 feet in cliam
eter and C-band antennas 20 feet in diameter. The 
724-foot range allows tes ting of large, lower-fre
quency antennas. It has a 40-foot dual-band, 
phased-array signal source antenna that allows 
range operation either in the UHF region or in 
L-band while maintaining constant illumination of 
the tes t aperture across both bands. All ranges have 
remote control of signal source operations such as 
antenna pointing, frequ ency, adjustment, polariza
tion , and on-off switching. Instrumentation includes 
automatic radiation distribution printers, tape re
cording and reading equipment, rectangular pattern 
recorders, and digital readout of angles to .01 
degree. 

Surface Division also produced a new converter 
i11 1968. The new unit converts to 9-bit digital 
words at a rate of 1,000,000 words per second. It 
was designed for such high-speed applications as 
radar moving target indicators, data collecting and 
logging, computing systems and other equipment. 
The converter combines a pair of densely packed 
printed circuit cards and a compact cabinet, suit
able for 19-inch-wide rack mounting, to form a 
complete high-speed unit. The cards, which are 
accessible from the front panel, contain the AID 
converter as well as the sample, hold and timing 
circuitry. Other features include small size ( 19 
inches by 8% inches by 3% inches), light weight 
and a temperature range of -33 degrees Centigrade 
to +62 degrees Centigrade for the circuit cards. 

In a joint announcement, the Surface Division 
and North American Rockwell's Columbus Division 
said they would team to pursue the Navy's ASMS 
(Advanced Surface Missile System) program. 
Westinghouse was the prime contractor contender. 
The announcement followed a North American 
Rockwell notification to the Navy's SMS Project 
Office that it was withdrawing from the competi
tion as a prime contractor contender. The complete 
Westinghouse team in addition to the North Ameri
can Rockwell Columbus Division includes IBM 
Corporation, North American Rockwell's Autonetics 
Division and Tracor, Inc. 



:\ . TR r; LEAR/ NDER EA Dl 1 ION 

In . ugus t, \ 'Ves ti.n crhous announc d an orcraniza
tional hnn cr whereby the : sb·onucl ar Laborator · 
an l the nd rseas Di is ion w -r ombined und r 
n sing] m anacrem nt. Dr. \'i. E. Johnson, vice 
president and form ed g ner::ll manacrer of the 

tronu 1 ar Laborator , ' a a sio-o d r sponsibil
ity for tl merg d division 

Th e nd r -as Division th r a ft r consisted of 
3 main compoo Dt : 

• Th - Ocean Re ear cb and Encrin riner Center, 
n ar Annapolis, 1far ,]and , whi h was to continue 
acti itie in ocean r seaTch li.f support systems, 
d siPl1 and opera tion of u.nd rs as r search sub
m -rsibl es sonar and ad an c d stu eli s in the re-

' co ·ery of ocean resources. 
• Sanford Ma.r:ll1e S r ices, Inc. a wholly ovvned 

ubsidiaT , Morgan Cit Loui ·ian a, '" hich ~on
tinu d to provid eli ing, sah acr and oth~r se_rviCes 
to tl1 e m arine, p en·oleum an d consh"Ltctwn mdus
tri s and a , aTiety of otl1er custom rs. 

• The missile launcbincr and handling depart
ment, re ponsible for de~ eloping, and provic:li~g 
launching cap ability for th a' s fleet _b allistr_c 
missiles PolaTis and Poseidon. In mergmg thrs 
dep ar tn; ent, which is located at Sunnyvale,_ ~~li
fornia with the Und rseas Dh is ion the divrswn 
acquit~ed an exn·emely broad capability in the 
d sian and manufacture of qu.ipment for under
seas applications. The hull of the highl successful 
submersible D eepstar-4000, which has made ~1early 
500 dives for deep ocean reseaxch, was fabncated 
a t the Sunnyvale facility . . 

T he D eepstar-2000 1md ~rs eas research vehrcle 
neared cornpletion at the Ocean He_s earch_ ~nd 
En crineerin cr Center. The new submersrble, srmrlar 
in desicrn tg the D eepstar-4000, was to be ready for 
operati~ns in early 1969. At that time, ~he D eepstar-
2000 was to be assigned to the \iVes tmghouse Re
search Laboratories ' Ocean Research Laboratory at 
San Diego, Californ ia. It was to be use~ in research 
efforts and as a t est-bed for prototype mstrumen_ta
tion . The submersible is 20 feet long and 7 feet wrde 
and is cap abl e of carrying 2 scientists and a pilot to 
depths of at least 2,000 feet. It wil_l _operate for as 
long as 8 hours at a maximum crmsmg speed of 3 
knots. 

\ iVestinghouse also announced that the Underseas 
Divi9ion bad started construction of a 20,000-foot
depth submersible, the deepest-diving privately 
owned submersible . The vehicle, capable of reach
ing 98 percent of the world's ocean floor, will be the 
third member of the W estinghouse Deepstar family. 

"v':~ expect to complete the D eepstar-20,000 by 
1970, S. A_. J~rd an, _Underseas Division general 
manager, sard. There 1s an obvious need to explore 
and work at great depths in the ocean. \ iVe've been 
planning a 20,000-foot submersible for a long time. 
For several reasons, ·we feel that we can now go 
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ah ead ,. ·ith the project. Our development programs 
in hull materials, flotation materials and buoyant 
structural materials are quite far along. These and 
otJ1er t echnological advancements have brought the 
predicted cost of the vehicle to a still very high but 
reachable level. Also, the market for deep dhing 
submersible services seems to b e developing." The 
submersible ,;vill be able to transport 3 men and 
instruments or equipment to a depth of 20,000 feet 
for 16 hours of work. 

\•Vestinghouse Underseas Division ·in-itiated wo rk on a sttper
cleep submersible (a-rt ist's co ncept shown.) designated Deep
star-20,000 and des igned to ta ke 3 m.en to 20,000-foot 

depths for 16 lwt~Ts of work. 

The W estinghouse Ocean Research and Engi
neering Center formed an ocean sciences crroup 
h 

. b 
t at concentrates the center's oceanographic capa-
bilities . The new group was to furth er develop the 
center's relationships ' 'vith industrial oceanographic 
laboratories, educational institutions and govern
ment agencies , and it will undertake research and 
studies for and with these organizations. 

Formed as part of the center's encrineerincr de-. b b 
partment, the new group was involved vvith work 
in ocean physics, electrochemistry, physical chemis
try, underwater acoustic and sound propacration 
and measurement, fluid dynamics , unde~vater 
energ~ trm~smissi_on; 1~1athematical analysis and 
analytical srmulatwn of ocean properties and pa
rameters. 

A new \iVestinghouse sonar system was beincr 
teste_d in a special testing pool at the Ocean Erigt 
neern~g and Research Ce~1ter. The 15-foot-deep 
pool m the new laboratory rs used in research on a 
wide variety of underseas equipment. The sonar 
was the VVestinghouse ocean-bottom scannincr sonar 
used to produce photo-like images of the b ocean 
bottom at any depth. It is towed by a surface ship 
so that it travels at a preset depth above the ocean 
Hoor. In this way, it is ctble to survey large areas of 
the bottom relatively fast. \".' es tinghouse sonar sys-
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tems similar to this unit hav~ been use~ t? locate 
the wreckage of an airliner 111 Lake M_rcl11gan, to 
survey the wreckage of an offshore orl pla tform 
downed by a hurricane, to locate the fault ~carp of 
an earthquake off the coast of Alas~a, and m other 
underwater search and survey projects. 

A new barge was serving the offshore oil industry 
in the Gulf of Mexico in 1968. Called Ranger, it is 
a pipeline and derrick barge for ~rs e in laying _and 
repair of pipe~ salvage, cons_tructron and al_l kinds 
of diving servrce. It was bmlt and was bemg op
erated by Sanford Marine Services, Inc. 

Because of the size and capability of the Ranger, 
it can be used for smaller jobs at less cost than most 
available barges. It has a 50-ton diesel crane. 

The barge is equipped with 2 spuds for fast 
anchoring in water depths to 35 feet and with 
anchors for greater depths. The spuds are metal 
posts, 40 inches by 40 inches and 60 feet long, that 
fit through wells in the hull of the barge. Lowered 
vertically by a winch, the spuds sink into the mud 
on the bottom and hold the barge in place. This 
saves a large part of the time involved in spreading 
each of the barge's 4 anchors by a tugboat every 
time the barge is moved. 

The barge is 175 feet in length and 60 feet wide. 
When fully loaded with fuel and water, the 10-foot
high hull has a draft of about 41/z feet. Fuel capacity 
is 40,000 gallons; water capacity is 60,000 gallons. 

Two generators, one rated at 100 kilowatts and 
the other at 60 kilowatts, provide the electrical 
power needed on the barge. ·welding capability is 
provided by 2 300-ampere machines . Ranger has a 
diving station with an air compressor to provide 
Bltered breathing air for underwater work. When 
put into operation in ·the summer of 1968, Ranger 
joined Sanford's fleet of 3 barges, 2 tugboats and 
2 crew boats. 

An ex~remely precise telescope for the University 
of _Texas McDonald Observatory was built and was 
berng tested at the Westinghouse Sunnyvale, Cali
fornia, facility. 

The 105-inch astronomical telescope was so large 
that it could not be fully assembled at the plant. 
Parts and subassemblies had to be fitted and tested 
there and then shipped to the telescope site on 
Mt. Locke, Texas, for installation. 
. The 4~-ton polar axis shaft is supported on bear
mgs o? . ~ pedestals, with the telescope tube offset 
for mmu:num distance between the tube and the 
polar axrs. !he . third largest optical telescope in 
the world, It wrll be used for· a b d f . . roa range o 
astr_ono~mcal work, mcluding a study of Mars 
durmg 1ts next ?earest approach to earth. 

The huge SCientific instrument was being built 
under a subcon tract from the University f T 
Th 

. . . h o exas . 
e_ umversrty 1s. t e prime contractor for the 

Natwnal Aeronautrcs and Space Administratio 
f 

. n as 
part o a cooperative venture to build a telescope 
for lunar an d planetary observations. 
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The U.S. Navy awarded the \ Vestinghouse 
missile launching and handling department a con
tract to produce launching and han dling er1u ipment 
for th e Poseidon submarine-bunched interconti
nental missil e. 

Tl~ e $11,800,000 award was th e first of several 
similar Poseidon production contracts the \\ esting
house Sunnyvale plant expected to receive. A 
$52,000,000 contract awarded in 1966 for the design, 
development and pilot manufacture of launchers 
was to proceed concurrently with the production 
contract. The Navy wanted to expedite equipping 
nuclear submarines with Poseidon , wh ich has twice 
the payload and accuracy of the Polaris missil e it 
will eventually replace on many of the avy's 
missile launchin g submarines. 

\·Ves tin ghousc successfully completed an under
water launch of a Poseidon tes t vehicle in August
ahead of schedule-at the avy's San Clemente 
underwater tes t site, off the southern California 
coast. T ests with dummy missiles were continuing 
there and at San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard. 
Production vlas also under way at the plant, under a 
$2,400,000 Navy contract, on Poseidon launching 
and handling equipment for crew training at the 
Navy's guided missile school in Dam Neck, Vir
ginia. 

The Navy's incentive-type contracts with \i\lest
inghouse will reward the company for b ettering 
targets on delivery, performance and cost. 

A sys tem designed for loadin g missil es from a 
tender to a submarine was success full y tes ted at the 
San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard b y the Sunnyvale 
group. 

The automatic landing and positioning system 
(ALPS) was designed to damp out motion and 
guide the loading fixture into the launcher tube ex
tension which is a fixture attached to the submarine. 
A tender crane picks up the missile, in a tube or 
liner, and lifts it from the tender into loading posi
tion above the launch tube. A launcher tube exten
sion fastened temporarily to the deck of the sub
marine acts as a funnel, and the ALPS directs the 
missile loading fixture into this funn el. 

It was necessary for Westinghouse to design the 
ALPS b ecause the Poseidon missile is too large and 
too heavy to b e guided by men on d eck. 

As the missile loading fixture nears its d estination, 
4 lines on the launch tube extension are hooked to 
an adapter on the bottom of the loading fixture. 
Through an intricate system of sheave and air 
cylinder , the lines tighten to guide the fixture into 
the funn el. The adapter seats on the launcher tube 
extension to prevent tipping if the ship rolls. Once 
the link is made, the missile can b e lowered from 
its liner into the launch tube. 

To tes t the accuracy of the ALPS system, a series 
of tes ts was b eing conducted using a 450-ton gantry 
crane with a balance beam carrying the missile load
ing fixture and 42 tons of counterweight. A 2%-foot 



Yertical motion to simulate the heaving of a ship 
\\·as proddt•d at the samt' timt' that wire cablt's 
attached to a mohilt' cranC' provided horizontal 
mot ion. The motion ec1ual<.'d the maximum swing 
and hean· the landing and positioning system 
would he subjected to in operation. 

The development of a new typt' of tht'rmot'kctric 
powl'r gt'IWration systems compm1t'nt brought re
mote power systC'm technology much closer to the 
practical application stage. Combining its power 
systems <'Xlwrience, such as the nuclear rocket 
reactor and S:\.-\P-:23 work with its newly perfected 
thermoelectric generator. tlw \Yestinghouse Astra
nuclear I .ahoratory dcn:'lopC'd concepts and designs 
for a wide \'aricty of remote pow<•r sources to meet 
nearly any need. ( S:\ :\P stands for Space :\ uclear 
:\uxilian· Power.) 

Ht•mo.te power systems arc part of a class of ad
vanct·d technology "products" that must be de
signed specifically for each application. Although 
these sv.slems mav han· manv features in common, 
,·irtuali~· all are t;ilorccl for ix1rticular applications. 
The "breakthrough'' in dC'velopnwnt of such systems 
occurs \vhen key subsystems or components evolve 
as standardized hardware a\·ailabl<.' for a wide 
variety of applications. The tubular thermoelectric 
generator is one such subsystem dt•vdopment. It 
enabled the \ V C'stinghouse Astronuelt·ar Laboratory 
to bring more commonality to remote power system 
technology. 

Some of the remote power system applications 
tlw \Vestinghouse laboratorv examined included 
signal sour~e, ?attery chm:ger, backpack buoy 
power, spacecraft power, terrestrial station, under
sea remote power. space systems power and marine 
applications. Combinations of types of heat sources 
and power requirements were considered. The types 
of heat sources investigated were nuclear reactors, 
radioisotopes, and fossil fuel burners. TI1e power 
requirements ranged from 1 to 50,000 watts. 

"By grouping our tubular thermoelectric genera
tors and by applying the power systems know-how 
we've ohtah1t'd from work on the nuclear rocket 
n•actor and othl'r power system programs, we can 
develop a practical re'mote power system for nearly 
any application," said Joseph Kenney, manager of 
the \Vestinghouse laboratory's tubular module de
velopment program. 

The heat source for lightweight t<:rrestrial or 
marine applications. such as backpack and buoy 
power supplies, is the fossil-ftl<'led burner. For 
deep sea or space applications, the heat source is a 
nuc1ear reactor or a radioisotope. 

Using the new tubular thennoclectric module, 
systems for use in space, at remote land locations, 
on the surface of oceans or lakt•s or even under 
water will be more readily attainable. The module 
is the first thermoelectric device developed that can 
he manufactured as a standard system component 
or as a subsystem. Because of its highly compact 
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and rugged tubular design and construction. it has 
high reliability and a lifetime long enough to outlast 
remote mechanical or electronic equipment it would 
power, such as a pump or a transmitter. Units had 
been in test status at the \Vestinghouse laboratorv 
for well over :2 vears bv the end of 1968. · 

The tubular thermoelectric generator module can 
operate in air or inert gas, or even submerged in 
liquids. Tests in \Vestinghouse and government 
laboratories have shown that the monolithic mod
ules can resist impacts as great as 10,000 g's and 
are not sensitive to thermal cvclina or nominal 

,; !::J 
o\'erheating. 

The tubular module was the result of 8 ,·ears of 
development and testing work at the \Vesti;1ghouse 
laboratory. Total testing time on developmental 
modules exceeded 180,000 hours at vear-end. Some 
individual units had been on test for over :20,000 
hours. 

An inert gas autoclave for heating long specimens 
to high temperatures became available for contract 
work. Installed bv the Astronuclear Laboratory the 
autoclave can be" pressurized with helium to 30,000 
pounds per square inch. It will accommodate speci
mens up to 6 inches in diameter and 36 inches long. 
Its resistance furnace heats uniformly up to 1,000 
degrees Centigrade throughout the entire length of 
a 36-inch zone. Nearly anv combination of time 
temperature and pressure "can be made with th~ 
autoclan>'s exceptional control system. Some typical 
applications of the autoclave arc material compac
tion. pressure bonding. diffusion bonding. and de
vice fabrication. 

A series of cold-flow tests of an experimental nu
clear rocket engine was successfully completed at 
the Nuclear Rocket Development Station in Jackass 
Flats, Nevada. The test series was a continuation of 
the technology effort of the Joint Atomic Energy 
Commission/Kational Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration nuclear rocket project. 

The cold-flow test series began April 2, 1968. 
This was the first of a series of engine tests to be 
conducted at the engine test stand ( ETS-1). The 
experimental engine cold-flow tests were conducted 
by the NERVA (Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle 
Application) test organization of Aerojet-General 
Corporation and \Vestinghouse Astronuclear Lab
oratory, designers and developers of the engine. 

In a cold-flow test, experiments are conducted 
using an experimental engine assembly identical to 
the design used in hot tests except that the engine's 
nuclear reactor does not contain anv fissionable ma
terial nor produce a nuclear rcacti~n. Therefore no 
fission power was generated in the reactor core of 
the experimental engine during the test. 

Functionally the design of the experimental en
gine' was similar to the breadboard engine system 
tested in 1966. The primary difference between the 
2 was in the physical arrangements of components. 
This C'xpcrimcntal engine more closely approached 
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that of flight configuration than previous engine 
systems tested in the nuclear rocket program. 

T11is test series was conducted to verify that the 
test stand was ready for hot engine testing and to 
investigate engine start-up in the test stand under 
simulated altitude conditions. Other objectives in
cluded the checking of operating procedures that 
had not been demonstrated in previous tests and the 
investigation of engine malfunctions under simu
lated conditions. 

. The engine system and test facility operated as 
planned and the tes t results provided the basis for 
proceeding with the hot tes ting of the experimental 
nuclear-powered engine. 

AEROSPACE ELECTRICAL DIVISION 

At the Aerospace Electrical Division in 1968, a 
?ew way of .moving molten metalled to a pump that 
IS more reliable and needs a minimum of main
tenance. The concept was a result of aerospace re
s~arch a~d development work by the division, par
ticularly mthe area of materials behavior. 

Key elements of the new pump are ceramic com
ponents for all parts that come in contact with 
molten metal, a new metal-to-ceramic coupling, and 
a rotor that moves the molten metal by means of an 
"induced vortex." 

The induced vortex is similar to the effect of 
axially spinning a bucket with some water in it. 
The spinning action causes the water to climb the 
sides of the bucket and spill over the top. 

. ~s. part ~f the development, the Westinghouse 
dlVIsiOn designed a multiple-range pump that will 
move. from 10,000 to 400,000 pounds of molten 
alummum per hour at a discharge head of 6 feet of 
water. The fl~w rate is ~ontroll:d by the rotor speed 
and by the Size of the mlet onfice. Orifice sizes are 
preselected f~r particular flow rate ranges and the 
roto~ speed IS controlled within' these ranges to 
obtam necessary flow rates. The pump is designed 
to alleviate unscheduled shutdown and maintenance 
problems . ~ue to thermal shock an d corrosion . 

d In a?d1t10n to more effective prevention of con-
ensatron and ice on th ·1 t · d f . e pi o wm ows o au·planes 

new temper~ture controls produced by the Aero~ 
spdace Elhectncal Division will increase safety and 
re uce t e freq f · d . uency 0 wm ow replacement. 
. R

1 
educmg. replacement of the windows will result 

m arge savmgs since th t f . d f . e cos o a wm ow replace-
men~ or a smgle aircraft may be as much as $15 000 

Mmute bubbles and cracks in th c 1 ' d 
separation of the layers of the wr"nd e . g ahss a~ 

f ows are t e mam reasons or replacement Altr"tude d 1. · an c rmate tem-
p erature extremes create ther·mal t. . h 

· d h s 1 esses m t e 
wm ows t at over a period of time cause defects. 
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By precise control of window temperature, the 
new equipment largely eliminates th e temperature 
variations that are the chief cause of window de
fects. It increases or decreases the heat applied to 
the windovv in small steps so tha t window tempera
ture changes are gradual. Th e window temperature 
is maintained within a few degrees of the optimum. 

The gradual increase of heat to the win do\\ s also 
has the advantage of an increas - in safety. Cold 
glass is much more brittle than warm glass and is 
more easily broken by impact. By keeping the tem
pera ture of the windows at tha t of maximum impact 
strength, window temperature controls provide an 
added measure of safety. This temperature is usually 
in the range of 85 degrees Fahrenheit to 130 degrees 
Fahrenheit depending on the type of window. 

The window temperature controls provide a volt
age to a transparent conductive layer in the w indow 
which acts as a resistance heater. The amount of 
voltage is determined by a temperature sensor in 
the windO\v. 

The new controls do not cause the usual problems 
associated with stepless variable control. By chang
ing the pO\·Ver to the window in small increments , 
they approximate stepless control but without gen
erating an undesirable amount of electromagnetic 
interference and \;~,rithout causing harmonic distor
tion on the a-c input. 

The controls operate on the principle of static tap 
changing. The tap-changer circuits used in the 
temperature controls could b e used to control volt
age in any single-phase or 3-phase a-c system with 
an output_of up to 480 volts r/min. Maximum rating 
of the tap changer is normally 12,000 vol tamperes 
although higher ratings can b e arranged. \t\Testing
house patents on the tap changer are pending. 

New aircraft generator and constant-speed drive 
test stands with thyristor power supplies and tran
sistor speed regulators were b eing produced by the 
Aerospace Electrical Division. The transistorized 
regulator offers the latest improvements in drive 
speed control. No motor-generator sets are re
quired. 

The new stands feature increased reliability, high 
efficiency, rapid response, wide speed range of 
0 to 12,000 revolutions per minute, no starting tran
sients, and reduced maintenance costs. 

Test stand assemblies include drive assembly, 
power supply and speed control assembly housed 
in a 44x22%x78-inch cabinet, 40-120 kVA load bank, 
custom-designed metering console and an oil sup
ply assembly for constant-speed drives and oil
cooled generators. The W estinghouse system is 
available with ratings from 55 horsepower to 200 
horsepower for testing aircraft generator constant
speed drive p ackages with outputs to 120 kVA. 
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Mars is the planet most like our own. Yet it remains shrouded in mys
tery. Does life exist there? What causes the massive color changes 
during the Martian Spring? Do the polar caps contain water? Solving 
the riddles of the red planet may well lead to an understanding of how 
life evolved here on earth. Scientists and engineers of our Aerospace 
Group have contributed many of the ideas which have helped NASA 
plan an exciting and ambitious space project for the 70's. The 1.1ltimate 
goal: design and build an unmanned, automated S.J?acecraft so sophisti
cated that it can journey 125,ooo,ooo miles through space, land gently, 
and explore Mars. The information dispatched to earth will not only 
help scientists answer the Martian enigma, but cast new light on the 
origins of tl1e universe. 
Divisions of Mmtin Marietta produce a broad range of p1'0ducts, including m ·issi.le 
systems, space launcheTs, spacec?·aft, electTonic syste·ms, chem ·icals and constTucUon 
mate1··ials. Martin Marietta CoTpomtion, 277 PaTk Avenue, N ew Yo1·k , N ew YoTk. 
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More than 2500 Titan APU's are now in service Solar's Titan gas turbine engine 

SNAP 27 thermoelectric power system for lunar experiments Beryllium structure buill by Solar for lunar power system 

Vietnam to Outer Space 

Solar nkllow-how" 
solves the tough ones! 
A recogp.ized leader in the design, 
manufacture and production of 
gas turbine engines for industry 
and the military, Solar has turned 
out more than 3000 Titan® tur
bine engines for use as auxiliary 
power units in every major U. S. 
military cargo helicopter program. 
The reliability of this 80 to 150 hp 
engine has been proven by years 
of service in the field under the 
most rugged combat conditions. 

Now under development at 
Solar is a revolutionary new port
able 10 kw gas turbine generator 
set and 30 kw and 60 kw generator 
sets designed to supply electrical 

power for "up-front" tactical and 
support operations. 

In addition, Solar scientists and 
engineers have demonstrated out
standing capabilities in the area 
of hard-to-work metals and ma
terials. The firm today is highly 
experienced in the forming, join
ing, welding, brazing, machining 
and processing of stainless steels, 
super alloys, as well as titanium, 
aluminum, and beryllium. One ex
ample is the advanced beryllium 
structures for the SNAP 27 ther
moelectric power system that was 
designed to be left behind on the 
moon's surface by Apollo astro-

nauts to enable experimental in
struments to transport data back 
to earth. Solar has built many 
other components, including space 
communication antennas, for the 
Apollo/Saturn space project. 

For further information on 
Solar's gas turbine engines and 
aerospace products and capabili
ties, write: Solar, Dept. R-403, 
San Diego, California 92112. 

0 
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Since 1942, 
63,000 General Electric jet engines 

have been built to power 
81 different aircraft 

General Electric engines have been chosen to power everything 
from the world 's most famous military aircraft to the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-10 chosen by major airlines as the backbone air
craft of their fleets for the 1970's. GE powers the world's 
largest aircraft {the Lockheed/USAF C-5 Galaxy), every large 
turbine-powered helicopter in scheduled airline service in the 
free world, and is the world's leading manufacturer of engines 
for business jets. And GE engines will power the Boeing-built 
U.S. SST scheduled to enter airline service in the 1970's. The 
result? The experience needed to meet any aircraft propulsion 
requirement. AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP 

GENERAL fl ELECTR,t~ 
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During the fi scal year 1969, ending June 30, 1969, 

. government funding of all typ s of research and 

development was expected to run about $15.6 bil

lion , a decline from the previous year. By far the 

major portion of the funding was to be allocated for 

aerospace programs, although a direct dollar break
dO\vn was not available. The enormous range of 

government research and development projects pre-

eludes even a catalog listing herein, but this section 

contains the highlights of 1968 in those agencies 
primarily concerned with aerospace R&D, or with 

non-aerospace programs in which aerospace firms 

were participating. Additional detail on unclassified 

projects is contained in the individual company 

resumes in the Aerospace Industry Section and in 

the Reference Section. 
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

A highlight of the year in aerospace application 
was the ground test of the largest rocket reactor yet 
developed in the joint Atomic Energy Commission
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
nuclear rocket program. 

In other areas of atomic energy progress of in
terest to the aerospace industry, utility orders for 
nuclear electric plants continued to attract wide 
attention during 1968 as electric utilities made 
known plans for 18 nuclear power plants and placed 
orders for 15 with a total capacity of about 
12,800,000 kilowatts. 

Nuclear reactors for other applications also re
ceived considerable attention, particularly dual
purpose plants which would desalt water as \Veil as 
produce electric power and process steam. 

Overall uses of nuclear energy, such as the exten
sive applications of radioisotopes and radiation and 
the many promising uses of peaceful nuclear ex
plosives in the Plowshare Program, made further 
advances in 1968. 

Three nuclear cratering experiments were con
ducted as part of the AEC's program to develop 
technology using nuclear explosions in large-scale 
excavation projects: Project Cabriolet, Project 
Buggy and Project Schooner. 

Pre-test v iew of Phoebt~s-2A, 12th in a series of nuclear 
rocket reactors developed for Proiect Rover by the Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The system was first tested in 
June, 1-eaching a level above 4,000,000 thermal kilowatts. 

In June the joint AEC-NASA nuclear rocket pro
gram successfully ground tested for the first time 
the larges t nuclear rocket reactor yet developed at 
the Nuclear Rocket Development Station in Nevada. 
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The Phoebus-2A experimental reac tor desicrned 
. ' b 
and developed by the Los Alamos ( ew Mexico) 
Scientific Labora tory, was operated for about 32 
minutes at power, of which about 12 minutes were 
at a level above 4,000,000 thermal kilowat ts. The 
pow~r level was g reater than th at achieved b) any 
previous rocket reactor or any power reactor. Add i
tional power runs were made later in the yea r. 

In April a ~1 experimental nuclea r rocke t engine 
was tested Without nuclear fuel. The series of ·'co ld 
flow" tes ts was conducted to verify that the engine 
test stand was ready for "hot" engine testing and to 
investigate engine start-up in the tes t stand under 
simulated altitude conditions. 

AEC was planning to develop a radioi sotope 
thermoelectric generator (atomic battery) as the 
power source for a Navy naviga tion al satellite. It 
began negotiations with TH\V Systems Group , Re
dondo Beach, California, a t year's end for design 
and development of a 20-watt, plutonium-238-fuclecl 
nuclear generator. D evelopment objectives included 
a 5-year operating life and a weight of less than 
20 pounds. The generator will provide a continuous, 
reliable source of electrical power to sa tellite sen
sory equipment from which naval and commercial 
vessels can precisely determine their position at any 
point on the earth at any time. 

Two radioisotope thermoelectric generators were 
on NASA's Nimbus-B experimental weather satel
lite which was launched from Vandenberg Air 
Force Base, California, on May 18. Shortly after a 
launch malfunction, the satellite fell into the sea 
about 4 miles north of San Miguel Island off the 
coast of southern California. The generators were 
to supplement power from solar cells. The valuable 
nuclear fuel from the generators was recovered in 
October. Two similar generators were to be used 
on the Nimbus-B2 weather satellite which NASA 
planned to launch during 1969. 

Work continued on the development by the Navy 
and the AEC of a nuclear-powered deep submer
gence research and ocean engineering vehicle. The 
manned vehicle will have long endurance because 
of nuclear power. Its operating time will be limited 
only by the amount of food and supplies it will 
carry. It will have a crew of 5 and 2 scientists. The 
vessel will have viewing ports and will be able to 
perform detailed studies and mapping of the ocean 
bottom for military, commercial and scientific uses. 

As of Noveml?er 1, Congress had authorized 108 
nuclear-powered submarines, including the deep 
submergence research vehicle, and 7 nuclear-pow
ered surface ships. Of these, 77 submarines and 4 
surface ships had been placed in operation by year
encl. They had steamed over 11,900,000 miles with
out ever having to abort a mission because of reactor 
plant failure. 

The Army's floating nuclear power plant, in
stalled in the barge Stu1'gis, was towed to the Pan
ama Canal and was providing power as an interim 



solution to the Canal Zone's pO\H'r shortage prob
lem. Tlw incn·ase in water usage for operating the 
canal locks required curtailment of some water 
suppl~· for h~·clrol·lectric generation of power. The 
floating nuclear power plant is capable of generat
ing full powl'r of 10.000 electrical kilowatts for one 
~·ear without refueling. 

:\ radioisotope-fueled heater deYelopcd by the 
:\tomic Em·rg\· Commission for wetsuits worn bY 
din·rs was b,c.ing ocean tested by the :\a\·y. The 
dc\·ice. for which the AEC was granted a patent. 
usl'S plutonium-:238 to heat water which is circu
lated through tiny plastic tubes \\'on·n into the 
din·r's undl'rgarmcnt. Two fuel capsules provide 
ahout 105 watts of heat each. The battery, pump 
and fuel capsule assemblies arc attached to the 
outside of the suit. The heater, being tried out at 
depths up to 600 feet. allows the diwr to perform 
working assignments for longer periods than other
\\'iSl' possible in det'p and chilly ocean waters. 

Hcsearch and development of a strong and versa
tile concrl'tt' and plastic material was under way at 
AEC's Brookhaven I\ational Laboratory on Long 
Island, ;\ l'W York. and at the Bureau of Heclama
tion's Engineering and Research Center in Denver. 
The Office of Saline \Vaters was also cooperating in 
the project. The ne\,. concrete pol~·nwr is produced 
hv irradiating concrete impn'gnated with liquid 
pbstic. Characteristics of the new material include 
rl'sistancc to extreme temperatures and also to cor
rosion, abrasion and water absorption .. -\pplications 
under study include flash distillation units in water 
desalination plants and other construction projects. 

Three nuclear cratcring experiments were con
ducted as part o~ AEC's program to lkvelop the 
technology o.l usm~ nuclear explosions in large
scale excavatiOn pro1ccts. 

Project Cabriolet took place January 26 at the 
I\evada Test Site. The nuclear explosive used in 
Cabriolet had a yield of about 2.5 kilotons and was 
emplaced at a. depth of 170 feet. unclergrou~1d. De
signed to provide data on cratenng effects m hard, 
d~v rock, the f'xplosion produced a crater about 
.3ffO feet in diameter and 120 fed deep. 

The first nuclear row-charge experiment in the 
Commission's Plowshare Program was conducted at 
the I\cvada Test Site on 'March 12. It consisted of 
the simultaneous detonation at 135 feet deep in 
hard rock of 5 nuclear explosives. each having a 
yield of about 1 kiloton. The tliteh-lih, crater has a 
smooth bottom and sides and is 254 feet wide, 70 
feet deep ancl 865 feet long. The success of Project 
Buggy is particularly significant because of the 
critical relationship between a simple, effective 
ditching technique and the feasibility of using 
nuclear explosions for construction projects. 

Project Schooner took place at the Nevada Test 
Site on Decem.ber 12. It consisted of the under
ground detonation of a 35-kiloton nuclear explosive 
emplaced at a depth of 350 f<'ct below the surface 
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of the ground. Designed to provide data on crater
ing effects in hard rock using higher-yield explo
sin's. Schooner produced a crater about 800 feet in 
diameter and about :290 feet deep. 

Collection and analysis of data from Project Gas
buggy-the first joint gO\·ernment-industry experi
ment to study the use of nuclear explosions to 
stimulate the production and economic recovery of 
natural gas-continued during the vear. The nu
clear exr~losion for the project took place December 
10, 1967. near Farmington, ::'\"ew .\lexica. Analysis of 
limited initial data obtained by the participants
the AEC, the Department of the Interior. and El 
Paso ;\atural Gas Company-indicated that radio
active contamination of the gas was below the pre
dicted levels. 

The :\tomic Energy Commission and the Depart
ment of the Interior announced on .\fav 31 that the\· 
had agreed to join with the State o( A.rizona in ·a 
detailed study of the possible usc of peaceful nu
clear explosions to help meet Arizona's increasing 
need for water. General indications from previous 
studies were that the chimneY of broken rock formed 
by an underground nucle<i.r explosion might be 
used to channel water underground to depleted 
aquifers (naturally formed underground reser
voirs). Also of interest was the possibility of using 
peaceful nuclear explosions to construct dams to 
retard the runoff of surface water; this water then 
could be diverted to other uses. 

AEC made available on January 6 a report from 
a 10-member panel on a proposed Omnitron accel
erator. Total cost of the machine, proposed to be 
located at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratorv. 
Berkeley. California, was estimated at $26,500,000. 
It would be designed to accelerate ions of any ele
ment in continuously variable energies up to 300-
500,000,000 electron volts per nucleon. It would 
make possible new research in nuclear chemistry, 
biology, medicine and physics by providing quan
tities of energetic ions of elements over the entire 
mass range. 

A progress report released in October revealed 
that the huge Stanford Linear Accelerator had 
achieved a beam of 21 billion electron volts during 
a test run and had operated routinely at its peak de
sign cnercrv of 20 bcv durin<r rc<rular exr)erimental 

l._. b .. ' b b 

operations. Higher energy means each accelerated 
electron has greater probing pO\Yer when it meets 
its target, the nucleus of the atom; thus it can pro
vide finer measurements of nuclear structure and 
can reveal more about the atom's core. 

Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg announced on Octo
ber 22 that the AEC was making available for sale 
for the first time a limited amount of californium-
252, one of the world's rarest materials. He pointed 
out that the radioisotope will see its greatest use in 
minute quantities. It was being sold for $100 for 
one-tenth of a microgram (one ten-millionth of a 
gram), which is equivalent to $-!50 billion per 
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pound, if a pound were available. Dr. Seaborg em
phasized that the applications of californium-252 
could have a far-reaching effect in improving per
sonal health, the quality of products from the in
dustrial complex and increasing energy resources. 

In the area of civilian nuclear power, a 10-volume 
comprehensive plan for development of fast breeder 
reactors was issued by the AEC after a 2-year con
ceptual study. (A breeder reactor produces more 
nuclear fuel than it uses while generating power.) 
The plan outlined a development program for a 
safe, reliable, and economical liquid metal-cooled 
fast breeder reactor. 

AEC was also conducting a technology develop
ment program for a thermal breeder reactor desig
nated the molten salt reactor. (A thermal breeder 
reactor usually converts or "breeds" atoms of non
fissionable thorium-232 into fissionable atoms of 
uranium-233. A fast reactor converts atoms of non
fissionable uranium-238 into fissionable atoms of 
plutonium-239.) 

The number of nuclear plants announced and 
ordered in 1968 dropped in comparison with the 
previous year. As of December 31, 1968, electric 
utilities made known plans for 16 nuclear power 
plants and placed orders for 17, with a total capacity 
of about 15,550,000 kilowatts. In 1967, 32 plants 
were announced and 31 were ordered with a total 
capacity of 25,570,000 kilowatts. ' 

As of December 31, there were 13 operable nu
clear power plants, 44 being built and 34 planned 
for which reactors had been ordered and 11 
planned for which reactors had· not bee~ ordered, 
representing a total of about 72,842,100 kilowatts. 

While AEC was working on liquid metal-cooled 
fast breeder reactor and thermal breeder reactor 
concepts, it was cooperating with industry in the 
development of a high-temperature, gas-cooled 
reactor for use in a nuclear power plant being built 
near Platteville, Colorado. The 300,000-kilowatt 
plant will be owned and operated by Public Service 
Company of Denver and will be designed and built 
by Gulf General Atomic. The AEC was funding 
certain de:velopmental features of the plant. Many 
of the maJor components of the type to be used in 
the plant will provide technology that could be use
ful for the development of gas-cooled fast breeder 
reactors. 

A repor~ on n~clear energy centers for industrial 
and ~gro-md~stnal complexes was issued by the 
AEC s Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The report 
con?ludes that sue~ centers have potential for bol
stermg the economies of arid regions of th ld 
A . 1 . d . 1 e wor . 

typiCa m ustna complex might include inter-
rela~~d industria_! processes for the production of 
fertihzcrs, alummum, phosphorus and ammonia. 
The complex would be located on the seacoast and 
~nclud_e, larg_e-~cale desal~ing of seawater for highly 
mtens1fied ungated agnculture. Nuclear reactors 
producing low-cost power would serve as the energy 
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source for the electrical and other energy require
ments. 

In the field of defense operations, AEC had an
nounced, as of December 31, 1968, 27 underground 
nuclear weapons-related tests and one nuclear test 
detection research experiment at the :\evada Test 
Site in 1968. In addition, a calibration test was con
ducted in the Hot Creek Vallev of central :\<•,·ada to 
help determine suitability of the area for later test
ing at yields higher than arc feasible at the :\cvada 
Test Site. 

Investigation and development of probable test 
locations in central .Kevada continued during the 
year, as similar preparations were being made on 
Amchitka Island, Alaska. The 2 areas were expected 
to be ready for use by mid-1969, hut no tests had 
received final authorization. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Total fiscal 1969 funding for research, develop
ment, test and evaluation in the Department of De
fense budget was pegged at $7.1 billion in new 
obligational authority (this was the figure for the 
basic budget and was exclusive of any supple
mental R&D appropriation for the particular re
Cjuircments of the Vietnam war). The figure com
pared with $7.045 billion in the previous year. 

As in previous years, the Air Force got the largest 
share of the RDT&E funds. The USAF's FY 1969 
allocation was $3.28 billion, up from $3.13 billion in 
the previous year. The Navy figure was $1.86 bil
lion, a slight decrease from 1968's $1.87 billion. The 
Army budget called for $1.53 billion, down from 
$1.55 billion. 

Also included in the DoD budget was $464,-
000,000 for programs of the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency. Primary aerospace project in this 
category was Defender, a broad program of research 
and exploratory development in the field of ballistic 
missile defense, penetration aids and defense against 
satellites. 

Highlights of the major DoD research and de
velopment programs are contained in the resumes 
of the individual services which follow. 

AIR FORCE 

Military requirements continued to pace the na
tion's scientific and technology programs during 
1968 and the Air Force Systems Command ( AFSC) 
played a major role in meeting those requirements. 

"Research and development," explained General 
James Ferguson, commander of the Air Force Sys
tems Command, "is charged today with the respon
sibility of being in 2 places at once-at the frontier 



of future opportunities and on the doorstep of pres
ent problems:' 

In 1968 .. \ FSC research activities were directed 
in .5 major areas: limited "·ar support for operations 
in Son theast Asia (SEA), management of Air Force 
scientific and technical resources. the national space 
<'£fort. ne"· aeronautical deYelopnwnts and tech
nolo!!;ical ach·ancenwnts. 

:\~·arly c·Yer~· new system. weapon or item of 
;H'rospace equipment enh•ring: the ."\ir Force's op
erational inn·ntory during 1968 was a product of 
Systt·ms Command's research and dt•vc•lopment. 
modification or acquisition dforts. These front lines 
of technological ability extended to Southeast Asian 
com hat areas, where a Svstems Command liaison 
team was identifying problems which technology 
ean help solve. 

:\ight-time battlefield illumination may be more 
reliah!t• and practical when the Air Force Aero 
Propulsion Laboratory's (AF:\PL). \Vright-Patter
son AFB, Ohio, "Project Brilliant" is completed. In 
the test program a lightwt•ight device was fitted 
onto an F'--1 aircraft and successfulh· beamC'd a light 

• <.: 

.500 times brighter than moonlight over a half-
square-mile area from an altih1de of 1.000 feet. 

In June canw the announcenwnt of a "fast-fix" 
cc>mcnt which in tests hardened sufficiently in only 
30 minutes to support the weight of a jet fighter. 
The mixture was tested in South Vietnam. Devel
oped by AF APL, it was designed to wpair mortar
and rocket-damaged runways and mav also find 
application where quickly built harclstands are 
needed as helicopter landing sites. 

At the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
( AFFDL). "'right-Patterson AFB, Ohio, tests be
,,.an on a new one-man rotor-glider. \Vhen attached 
to the parachute, the device would permit an 
ejected pilot to maneuver himself away from hostile 
ground ele1~1ents into a more favorable rescue 
Jickup locatiOn. 

1 A flare firing intervalometer. developed by Rome 
Air Development Cent<'r ( RADC), Griffiss AFB, 
New York, in August. will give Southeast Asia air 
crews a self-contained unit for dropping flares which 
is expected to increase safety in handling and pro
vide firing on command. 

Aircraft in Southeast Asia can now be weighed 
out-of-doors using a new mobile electronic weigh
ing system ( 'ME\VS) developed for the Aero
nautical Systems Division ( ASD), \Vright-Patter
son AFB, Ohio. It determines the gross \Veight and 
the center of gravity on 4 types of loads, replacing 
the former system of jacking the aircraft inside a 
hangar. 

r..fissilc reentry tests in the Pacific area came 
under a centralized scheduling and coordinating 
facility iu May. Known as the Joint Pacific Area 
Scheduling Office, it was organized under the di
rection of the commander of the Air Force Western 
Test Range ( AF\VTH), Vandc>nlwrg AFB, Cali-
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fornia, and consisted of personnel from the Army, 
:\avy. Air Force and other agencies. 

Ground-breaking exercises at AEDC on May 17 
marked the start of construction on airfield faciiities 
which will provide support for that Systems Com
mand unit. 

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratorv 
( AFHRL) began operations at Brooks AFB, Texas, 
on July 1. One of the organizations under A.FSC's 
director of laboratories. AFHRL will be the focal 
point for Air Force efforts to satisfy technology 
needs in human resources, education. training and 
management. 

A new element of the Air Force Svstems Com
mand, the Armament Development and Test Center 
( ADTC), began operations at Eglin AFB, Florida, 
on August I. At the same time the Air Proving 
Ground Center ( APGC) at Eglin was discontinued. 
ADTC was assigned responsibility for non-nuclear 
munitions programs. including acquisition, develop
ment, test and evaluation. 

Fuchu. Japan. is the site of a new Systems Com
mand liaison office aimed at promoting quick re
sponse to the technical problems of U.S. forces in 
1\orthcast Asia. It will provide a link between 
operational elements of the 5th Air Force and the 
research and technical facilities of AFSC. 

At RADC, a new laboratorv was dedicated. It 
"·ill provide the center's engin"eering division with 
modern facilities to carry out exploratory develop
ment in reliability and maintainability of various 
surveillance and intrusion detection devices. 

In November, USAF Headquarters awarded the 
Space and r..Hssile Systems Organization (SAM SO), 
Los Angeles, California, the Outstanding Manage
ment Improvement Program Award for an "out
standing cost reduction program.'' The unit had a 
validated savings of over $68,000,000. 

At the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR), 
Patrick AFB, Florida, an Atlas-Centaur vehicle 
boosted a NASA Surveyor spacecraft to a soft land
ing on the moon for the fifth time. The Surveyor G 
mission completed all of the program objectives in 
support of the Apollo program. 

At AFETR an Atlas-Agena booster launched the 
fifth and final Orbiting Geophysical Observatory in 
the series which carried a record number of experi
ments for a United States satellite. The experiments 
studied the earth's space environment and its rela
tionship to the sun. 

At Vandenberg AFB, a major milestone was 
passed April 27 with the launching of the 200th 
Atlas ICBM by the 6595th Aerospace Test \Ving of 
SAMSO. 

A SAMSO-developed Titan 111-C standard 
launch vehicle successfully orbited 8 communica
tions satellites from Cape Kennedy on June 13 to 
augment the Initial Defense Satellite Communica
tions System. 

In a launch of the Space Experiments Support 
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program, managed for Department of Defense 
(DoD) by SAMSO, a Titan III-C placed 4 satellites 
into precision orbit during September. They in
cluded an experimental tactical communications 
satellite, one to monitor radiation around the earth, 
one to study heat transfer, and a 475-pound physics 
research laboratory. 

Both the Eastern and "'estern Test Ranges sup
ported the Apo11o 7 mission in October when 3 
astronauts spent 11 days in earth orbit. The Saturn 
IB rocket was launched from facilities at the East
ern :rest Range, while the \\'estern Test Range 
provided communications, weather information, 
and its entire complement of instrumentation ships 
on station in the Pacific Ocean. Similar support 
was provided for the Apo11o 8 lunar mission in 
December. 

A joint NASA-AEC-AF study resulted in the 
development of a distillation, vapor-filtered water 
recovery system which may prove important in 
future deep space penetration efforts. In 2 30-day 
tests, the device produced bacteria-free, potable 
water. 

Ro11-out of the world's largest aircraft, the Lock
heed-built C-.5, in early l\Iarch brought together 
national and military leaders, including President 
Johnson, to commemorate the event. Three months 
later the giant cargo aircraft made its first flight 
from the Lockheed plant site in Georgia. 

At the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), 
Edwards AFB, California, a modified 1-IL-10 lifting 
body made its first flight, piloted by Major Jerauld 
R. Gentry. It marked another milestone in the joint 
NASA-Air Force lifting body effort. 

The first 2 of 127 A-37B attack aircraft were 
rol.le~ out of the <:essna Aircraft Company plant at 
\VIChita, Kansas, m late May. Developed by ASD 
for. the Tactical Air Command, the plane was 
designed to meet. specific close air support require
ments of countennsurgency operations. 

The XV-4B Hummingbird U aircraft was ro11ed 
out .of the Lockheed-Georgia Company plant at 
~1anet:a.' Georgia, on June 4. Developed under the 
sup~rviSion of ASD, the 2-place jet with 4 lift 
engmes and 2 lift-cruise engines will be used by 
AFFDL to study vertical and short take-off and 
I d' · an m? m~egrated flight control systems. The craft 
made Its fir~t flight on September 28. 

An.other Important roll-out in June was that of 
the first of 8 new C-9A Kightingale aircraft at the 
.\icDonnell. Do~glas Corporation plant at Long 
Beach, Cahforma Essc'nti'ally a DC 9 . 1 • • • • • • • • • < ' -. commercia 
~urcraft, Its mtenor was redesi·gi1ed f d' 1 . . · or aerome Ica 
eva_cuatJon fhghts; it can carry 30 to 40 litter 
patients or more than 40 ambulatory p t' , t 

C a Ien s. 
. . . on tracts \V('re announced in September for 
III_Itwl de~eloprnent phases for a high-performance 
afterburnmg turbofan engine suitahl<· for the new 
Air Fore<' aircraft F-15. 

Jn September the Amtralian Minister for Defence 
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accepted the first F-111C aircraft for the Royal 
Australian Air Force during tumon•r C<'n'IlJOIJies at 
General Dvnamics, Fort \\'orth. Texas. 

Transfer' of the data reduction proc('SS on reentry 
trajectories from Kirtland AFB, .:\('\\' ~lexica, to 
I Iolloman AFB. l\"cw ~Iexico. was compld<·cl in 
January. Known as the Airborne :\strographic 
Camera System. it consists of :2 KC-13.5 aircraft, 
(•ach instrumented with 17 special cameras to record 
trajectory information to help ddermitH.' weapons 
svstem effectiveness. 
' The world's largest X-ray machim·s. part of the 

Air Force THEES facilitv that measmcs the 
Transient Hadiation Effects 'on Electronic Svstems, 
became operational at the Air Force :'lpecial 
\Veapons Center (AFS\VC), Kirtland AFB, New 
M(•xico, in 1'\ovcmher. The 2 machin('S weigh mon• 
than 600 tons. The facility simulates the radiation 
from a nuclear detonation. and studi<·s its effects on 
electronic systems. 

Usc of a new transonic wind tunnel at :\EDC 
began in January, culminating construction begun 
in HJ66. It is used to test articl1·s designed to serve 
SEA needs. In 6 months of use, 10 air munitions 
tests were conducted in the new ·lx·4-foot tunnel. 

An unofficial world record for a single parachute 
delivery was claimed hy the 6.5llth Test Croup at 
El Ct•ntro, California. The palld, dropped from a 
C-130 Hercules aircraft at an altitude of 1,:200 feet. 
weighed over 50,000 pounds. 

T<•sting of \Valleye, a television-guided, stand-off 
glide bomb, was completed in Fehruary. \Vallcye 
is programmed for usc with the F-..fC and F-4D 
fighter aircraft. 

At Electronic Systems Division a contract was 
awarded during February for a tactical electronic 
switching center in connection with the ~ir For~e's 
407L Tactical Air Control System. It will provide 
up to 47.5 programmable 4-wire line and trunk 
terminals and is compatible with other types of 
telephone systems now in operation. 

At AEDC a pulsed laser was usc(~ for the fir:<>t 
time as a light source for photographmg models m 
flight at velocities of 20,00_0 feet per ~cc~nd. It 
provided heretofore unavmlable cxammat10n of 
model integrity, surface erosion and degree of nose 
recession. 

Contracts totaling nearly $.500,000 were awarded 
to 2 firms for sensor analysis studies concerned with 
the control and surveillance of friendly forces on 
the ground and in the air. Monitored by ESD ~~t 
L. G. Hanscom Field, Massachusetts, the study 1s 
aimed at improved command and control com
munications. 

\Vork began in April at AFMDC on a new rain 
erosion facility. It will permit study of the effects of 
rain upon various types of artillery shells ~mel vari
ous aircraft or space systems. It consists of a .2,000-
foot-long, double line of shower heads separated hy 
a 24-foot-wide asphalt strip. 



RCA employe displays model of an experim ental system 
whicl1 Tnay permit astronalliS t.o 1110 e in space simply oy 
speak ing directio nal commands. RCA is developing th e sys-

t m for th e ·sAF's Avionics Laboratory. 

R. DC took receipt in April of a new, liO"btvveight 
tactical modular display console utilizing micro
electronics . It is planned for use in ground-based, 
shipboard or airborne environments. 

Th Fourth International Symposium on Bio
as b·onautics m:cl the Exploration of Space, spon
sored by the Au· Force Aerospac 1 ledical Division 
( AF A1 fD ), Brooks AFB, Texas, was held in San 
Antonio, Texas, in late June. 

Project SEEK DAWN, developed under the 
supervis ion of ES~, was ins.talled in SEA. It is a 
new svstem to momtor and direct tactical air opera
tions 'in combat using high-speed computers to 
process Ai~ht plans and check aircraft routes by 
radar trackmg. 

RADC announced in June that a new backpack 
radio unit, designed by engineers there, was ex
p ected to faci!itate clo.se air support, logistics and 
rescue operatwns durmg combat. Known as the 
AN/ PRC-72, the 35-pound, battery-operated unit 
will enable forward air control units to communi
ca te with air and surface forces . 

At Holloman AFB , New Mexico, tes ting of tele
vision cameras to guide a missile to its target began 
when 2 TV cameras were mounted in the nose of a 
C-130 aircraft . The object of the test program is to 
determine whether the contrast tracker system can 
effectively select a target by discriminating between 
the contrast of the target and its smroundings. 

At the AFETR, the first test launch of the Air 
Force Minuteman III missile was conducted on 
August 16. 

Systems Command's ESD accepted a new 13-
story-high space track radar built at Eglin AFB, 
Florida, during October. 
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Testing of ultra-high-frequency communication 
satellites was begun by ESD using limited terminals 
with the Lincoln Experimental Satellite-6 ( LES-6) 
in a parked orbit over the equator. 

Future astronauts may b e able to talk their \vay 
from one spacecraft to another if experiments con
ducted by a team of scientists at the Air Force 
A\ionics Laboratory (AFAL ), '"' right-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, are successfuL They '~ ere working on 
a \Oice-actuated control system for astronaut ma
neuvering units. The machine is expected to re
spond to 14 voice commands-words such as stop, 
back, right open, clown, etc.-freeing the astro
naut's hands for other work 

Requests for proposals for the contTact definition 
phase of a high-speed Airborne ' iVarning and Con
h·ol Sys tem (A 'iV ACS), equipped with radar, com
puters , displays and communications to direct air
craft against both ground and air targets, were 
issued in D ecember by AFSC's Electronics Systems 
Division. The program called for modification of 
either a McDonnell Douglas DC-8 or a Boeing 707 
"' ith a large radar "rotodome" mounted above the 
airframe. 

ARMY 

A large part of the Army's 1968 research and 
development effort was concentrated on the versa
tile helicopter. 

A major development program under ·way 
was the Advanced Aerial Fire Support System 
( AAFSS) , designated by the Army the AH-56A 
Cheyenne. This compound helicopter , b eing de
veloped for the Army by Lockheed Aircraft Cor
poration, is the first armed helicopter designed 
from its inception to integrate the aerial vehicle, 
avionics, weapons, and fire control into an advanced 
state-of-the-art aerial weapon system. The AH-56A 
has the capability of employing a variety of weap
ons including a 7.62-millimeter machine gun, 40-
millimeter grenade launcher, 30-millimeter auto
matic gun, 2.75-inch rockets, and the TOvV missile. 
Fabrication of the 10 prototype aircraft was com
pleted. The ground and flight test program made 
significant progress. Air firing tests of w eapons 
began in August 1968 with favorable results. The 
aircraft flew at speeds up to 205 knots and demon
strated its maneuverability and agility. Army tests 
were expected to begin early in 1969. 

In another major program, the Army established 
an improvement program for the AH-1G/ Huey
Cobra attack helicopter and production contracts 
were a\:varded. 

In its part of a tri-service program, the Army con
tinued active experimentation and study of a vari
ety of V/STOL aircraft including the Bell X-22, the 
LTV XC-142 and the Canadair CL-84. The Army 
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was also looking at other answers to the vertical lift 
requirement, notably the compound or composite 
type winged aircraft. 

The Army placed priority on the development of 
helicopter weapons systems and methods to in
crease the battlefield survivability of both aircraft 
and crews. Improvement in standoff and weapons 
systems lethality received major emphasis through 
the development of airburst and delay fuzes for 
ammunition. In the realm of aircraft survivability, 
developments in armor protection, crash-resistant 
fuel cell material and modified fu els were expected 
to lead to definite increases in the survivability of 
Army aircraft in the future. 

LOCKHEED 
-. ... 

Air fi · nng tests of weapo . h 
began · A ns armmg t e AH-56A Cheyenne 

m ugust· fabri t· f - ' ca ton ° 10 prototype aircraft was 
completed during the year. 

In the area of · ·1 · 
the start f . miSS! ery, a maJor development was 
first d ~ fhght testing of the Spartan missile· the 
lein M~v~lopmental system was fired from K~al·a-

ISSI e Range in M h S . ran · arc · partan IS the longer-
syst~l~~ ~ember of the ~entinel anti-ICBM defense 
tion S' rine sy~te.m als.o mcludeS; the high-accelera
status ~t ~h ~~s~Ile,d which has been in flight test 
t A ... 1 e an s Range since 1965 the Perime-
er cqmsitlon Radar (PAR) d ' 

Radar ( MSR). an the Missile Site 

Kwajalein was bein - d' d f 
cept tests 1 b h S g 1 ea Ie or full-scale inter-
ICBM 1 )y ot partan and Sprint in which 

s aunched from y d b ' 
Califo · an en erg Air Force Base 

. rma, toward K wal· ale in will b d , 
targets. e use as 

Selection of sites for de lo m . 
system moved 1 hp Y · ent of the Sentmel 

a ong on sc edule during 1968. Some 
15 general areas containing potent · 1 't b - d 1a SI es to e 
~ur veyde . wehre fi~nno~nced. In October construction 
starte on t e rst Site in the Bost . . , . on area . 

In anoth~r miSSile development, the SAM-D 
surface-to-au s~stem moved into advanced devel
opmde~t status£. ShAMfi-Dldis oriented primarily toward 
mr e ense o t e e forces, although it also has 
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application to continental air defense. The 1968 
effort was confined large!) to deve lopment of com
ponents, or 'building blocks"; no deployment 
decision vvas made. 

In active development were th e Chaparral, 
Lance and TO\~ missil es . 

T ests continued at \ iVhite Sands ~vli ss il c Ranrre 
on Chaparral, basically a Navy-developed Side
winder IC modi.fied for g round-to-a ir rather than 
air-to-air launch. The missile success fu lly inter
cepted Firebee targets on some of th e fli ghts. Th e 
Army awarded a con tract to Sanders Associates, 
Inc., of Bedford, Massachuse tts , for des ign , d e
velopment and fabrication of a portable rada r for 
the Chaparral/Vulcan systems; the radar , to provide 
early detection of attacking enemy aircraft , is called 
the Forward Area Alerting Radar. 

The 20-millimeter Vulcan self-propelled and 
towed air d efense \veapon was bein g d eveloped as 
a companion system to Chaparra l; it will b e de
ployed in composite battalions with Chaparral. 

The Lance missile system continued in advanced 
development with test firings of Tactical Prototype 
( TP) weapons at \~Thite Sands M issilc Range; the 
Army termed tes t results satisfactory. Already in 
production was support equipment for the Lance, 
including a self-propelled launcher , the transporter/ 
loader, the lightweight launcher and miscellaneous 
other equipment. . 

·while testing continued on the basic TOW sys
tem, designed to replace the Entac missile and the 
106-millimeter recoilless riHe, the Army initiated 
development of a new version , the X!vl-26, for use 
on helicopters. . 

In the space research area, the A.rmy co~1tlnued 
its highly successful SECOR geodetic sate.lhte pro
gram, being used by the Corps of Engmeers t? 
locate the positions of islands and the ~ortl~ Amen
can datum. Objective of the program IS to Improve 
knowledge of the earth's diameter and to connect 
all major geodetic datum~. The SE~OR system was 
producing accuracies of 1 part m ~00,000. The 
Army suffered 2 setbacks in 1968 m efforts to 
expand the SECOR satellite network. On May 18, 
SECOR 10, a secondary payload on the Nimbus 
launch, was lost because of booster malfunction. A 
second attempt to increase the network, this t~me 
with 2 SECORs aboard an Atlas-Burner 2 multiple 
spacecraft launch on August 16, also failed with a 
malfunction of the Burner 2. 

In the communications field, the Army continued 
to develop and test ground terminals .. for comsat 
networks. In addition to tests of the Imtwl D efense 
Satellite Communications System, which was ex
paneled to 2.5 satellites during the year, the Army 
was participating with the USAF in development 
of a tactical communications system. The Army 
conducted tests of terminals used with the LES-6 
solid-state experimental military comsat launched 
September 26. 



NAVY 

The !\aya] Air Systems Command, as the largest 
of 6 \laterial Systems Commands, has the responsi
bility for managing the development. production 
and technical support of all air weapon systems 
for the ~:a,-,. and the \Iarine Corps. The command 
supports the activities of more than 130,000 person
nel engaged in air systems work throughout the 
"·orl(l. Additionally, it has responsibility for 7 Naval 
Air Rework Facilities where major aircraft overhaul 
and repair work is accomplished. 

In fulfilling the command's mission to provide the 
:'\an· and \Iarine Corps with the best air weapon 
s\·st(·ms available from current technology, signili
c:ant achien·nwnts were made during 1968. 

The year saw the Naval Air Systems Command in
,·oh·ed ·in extensive studies on· contractor proposals 
for tlw :\'<n-v's newest carrier-based supersonic 
fighter aircraft. An evaluation group of approxi
~~atelv 350 officers and ciYilians looked into specific 
technical areas, including airframe characteristics, 
propulsion. aYionics and costs. 

At year-end, competition for the VFX-1 had been 
narrowed to :2 major contractors. TI1e new aircr~ft, 
designated tlw F-HA, will be a 2-place fighter with 
ta~1dem seating, equipped with Pratt & Whi~ey 
Au·craft TF30-P-12 afterburning turbofan engmes. 
It is desi{rned with an optimized combination of 

~ f speed, accekration maneuv<'rabilitv and radius o 
action. including a flre control systein with ~ultiple 
weapon options. Plans called for the first fhght of 
tlw F-14A in earlv 1971 and introduction to opera
tional serYice witi1 the fleet in 1973. 
. First operational deployment of the Navy A-4F 

Skyl_1awk took place in January. Improvements over 
em·her models include a zero-zero escape system, 
nos~-wheel steering, improved av!onics, wing lift 
spmlcrs to provide better crosswmd performance 
and shorter landing rolL and a more powerful en
gine. The A-4F is p~oduced for the Navy by McDon
nell Douglas Corporation. 

Earlv in 1968 the Naval Air Svstems Command 
awarded a conti:act to Grumman Aircraft Engineer
ing Corporation to modifv its E-2A Hawkeye air
c~·aft with an improved general-purpose _compu~er. 
Known as the ~Iod AX, the program will provide 
the l'\avy with a new microelectronic programmable 
computer having greater tactical flexibili~, . ~n
creased memory capacity, and improved rehabihty 
and maintainability. First fleet delivery of the modi
fied aircraft was scheduled for January 1970. The 
modified aircraft is designated the E-2B. . 

An extension of the operational E-2A mr~orne 
early warning and command/control concept IS the 
incorporation of the APS-111 radar which greatly 
enlarges the operational capability of the aircraft 
by permitting it to operate successfully in an ov~r
land environment. The requirement for a radar With 
an overland capability stems from the inherent 
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limitations of previous radars which had only a 
"blue water" capability. The Naval Air Systems 
Command began developing the overland radar in 
196:2 and successfullv demonstrated the APS-111 in 
the summer of 1967. In addition to the improved 
radar capability of the APS-111. the use of micro
electronics and state-of-the-art improvements will 
greatly improve the reliability and maintainability 
of the weapons system. · 

Schedules called for the first production of the 
E-2A/APS-ll1 in fiscal vear 1971 with fleet deliv
~ries and first deployme;1t of the aircraft to follow 
m calendar vear 1973. 

The first ·Grumman TC-4C Gulfstream aircraft 
was delivered to Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia 
Beach, Virginia, in January, approximately one 
month ahead of schedule. An initial outfittino- of 

b 

spares and special support equipment was also de-
hvered to the squad;on in advance of scheduled 
delivery date. This aircraft provides a "flying class
room" fo~ use in training A-6A replacement Navy 
and :Manne aircrews, primarilv the bombardier I 
navigator, in operation of the 11ighly sophisticated 
t~-6A aYionic system under realistic flying condi
tions. 

The TC-4C is a twin-turboprop aircraft, con
figu~·ed with a complete A-6A avionic system. The 
cabm area contains an A-6A training cocl-pit which 
accommodates a student pilot and student bom
bardier/navigator, an adjacent instructor's seat, and 
-! student bombardier/navirrator repeater stations. 
It can climb to an altitude ~'E 30 000 feet and has a 
cruising range of 2,081 nautical 'miles. The aircraft 
were to be distributed equally to NAS Oceana; 
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North 
Carolina; and Naval Air Station, vVhidbey Island, 
Oak Harbor, Washington. 

Final delivery of A-5A to RA-5C conversion air
craft was made to the fleet in the spring of 1968. 
In 1964 a conti·act was awarded to commence con
version of the A-5A aircraft to the RA-5C. Forty
three of the 44 A-5A aircraft produced were con
verted to the RA-5C configuration. The remaining 
one is a test aircraft being used at Naval Air Test 
Center, Patuxent River, Maryland. 

The RA-5C is a carrier-based, long-range, super
sonic, all-weather, multisensor reconnaissance air
craft. All major airborne systems of the A-5A were 
used in the newly converted aircraft. This recon
naissance configuration has a wing with improved 
lift characteristics, additional fuel capacity, and a 
streamlined pod along the bottom of the fuselage 
to house the various reconnaissance equipment. 
Outwardly, the appearance of the aircraft remains 
the same as the A-5. 

The conversion of the 43 aircraft was completed 
in 3 years, the first converted aircraft joining the 
fleet in April 1965 and the last one delivered in 
April 1968. 

Newest addition to the Grumman A-6A Intruder 
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family, built under the direction of the Naval Air 
Systems Command, is the 4-place EA-6B aircraft, 
which successfully completed its first flight in i\Jay 
1968. The flight lasted for I hour 4.5 minutes and 
was declared a complete success. The EA-6B is a 
twin-turbojet, electronic warfare aircraft designed 
for carrier and advanced base operations. It com
hines an improved version of the proven A-6A air
frame with highly advanced electronic systems. 

Carrier suitabilitv tests for North American Rock
well Corporation's "'ov-lOA Bronco light armed re
connaissance aircraft were conducted in the fall of 
1968. 

The trials ·were conducted by the Flight Test 
Division of the Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent 
Hiver, an activity of the Naval Air Systems Com
mand. The aircraft completed 6 touch-and-go land
ings, 2 full stop landings and 2 free deck launches. 
The OV-lOA performed its full stop landings with 
approximately 2.5 knots of wind over the deck, com
ing to a stop in less than 200 feet. The OV-lOA is 
not equipped with a tail hook or catapult fittings 
and was completely dependent upon its own re
versible-pitch propellers and brakes to bring it to a 
halt. To afford the Bronco maximum braking action, 
the cross-deck pendants of the ship's arresting gear 
were removed for the tests. 

Developed and built for joint service use under 
I\aval Air Systems Command management, the 
OV-IOA was operational in 1968 with the Air Force 
as well as the Marine Corps in Southeast Asia. 

The Navy's newest land-based antisubmarine 
weapon system, which will provide the fleet with a 
S<:'arch and detection capability never before avail
able in airborne AS\V', had its first public showing 
in October. 

The new aircraft, the Lockheed YP-.3C Orion is 
the product of a multimillion-dollar research ~nd 
developmcn~ program which had its beginnings in 
1960. The l'P-.3C ushers in a new era in antisuh
m:lrinc \~arfare techniques and equipment which 
will provrde the Navy with an advanced weapon 
system to more effectively detect, classify, localize 
and_attack undersea targets through the usc of auto
matic data-processing equipment . 
. The ~esearch and development on the new avion
rcs ;qmpme~t for t_he YP-3C was done under Project 
"'\~NEW._ Th1s pr_?JCCt was designed to provide the 
N<ivy w1th an mtegratcd airborne ASW system 
capable_ of. handling the enemy submarine threat. 
The objcctJw of A-NEW was to 0 t' . tl 

f ' p Imize 1e use 
o contemporary AS\V' tcchni(!Ues an I . t 1 h h · ·. ' c eqmpmen 
t 1roug t c us~~ of a general-purpose digital com-
puter and an mtegratecl tactical displa installed 
on board the aircraft. y 

The performance of the YP-.3C will be substan
t~ally :~nhanccd hy improved ASW sensor capabili
ties, 1mproved human factors through systems 
integration and data-processing engineering, in
cr<'ascd reliability, and irnprovcd maintainability. 
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Avionics equipnwnts arc designed in modular 
form to facilitate rapid replacement aloft or on the 
ground. The maintainahilil\· goal is to lw able to fix 
~).5 percent of all YP-3C mfssion equipnwnl failmcs 
within 30 minutes. Computer-initiated systems and 
diagnostic tests. plus the installation of built-in test
ing devices, will afford complete fault isolation at 
the replaceable module ll·vel. 

The YP-3C differs little in outward appt•arance 
from its predecessors, the P-3A and the P-3B. The 
interior of the YP-.3C, howen·r. hears little l'l'Sl'm
hlance to the earlier mod<'ls in that it houses mon· 
than .300 pieces of avionics equipment, some :200 of 
which were not incorporated in the A and B models. 
The interior has heen designed to provide access 
to most equipment from 3 sides of the console 
mount. 

In February a contract was awardcd to Bell Heli
copter Comp<'iny for procurement of -W light lwlicop
ter day/night trainers. These aircraft will he an 
equ ipment-moclificd version of the Bell :206A Jet
Hangcr and will be used for training Navy lwlicop
ter pilots. The new trainer was designated TII-.57 ~
Production of all 40 helicopters was completed m 
calendar vcar 1968. 

The T{I-.57 A is a .5-place, single-engine, tmhinc
powered helicopter with fixed landing skids. The 
main and tail rotor blades arc each :2-hladed, the 
main mtor blade incorporating tip weights for high 
rotor inertia in order to insure good autorotational 
characteristics. It carries a crcw of 3 and is pow
ered by an Allison 2.50-Cl8 engine. It will cli_mh 
to 20,000 feet, have a mission range of 2.50 naut1cal 
miles at a speed of 100 knots and a useful load of 
1,.387 pounds. . 

These new primary helicopter tramers were to he 
assigned to the Naval Air Training Command at 
Pensacola, Florida, where they replace Bell TH-
1.3~Is which have served in this role for the past 12 
years. 

Under a Naval Air Systems Command c~ntract, 
the Sikorsky NH-3A ( S-61F) compound hehcopter 
completed an integrated controls fhght test p~ogram 
in September 1968. The 19,000-.pound hchcopter 
was fully integrated with fixed-wmg _controls. T~e 
goals of the program were to determmc t~1e ments 
of complementing rotor flight controls wrth fixed
wing flight controls at speeds up to ~00 knots. 
Thirty-six flights totaling more than 3_0.3 flrght hours 
were completed during the evaluatiOn. The fixed
wing controls were decoupled from tl~e rotor con
trols for 8.4 hours of flight to detcrmme_ the base 
line for comparison. It was found that the mtcgrated 
controls provided .50 percent more response than 
the baseline aircraft at high speeds and that the 
compound responded like a fixed-wing aircraft. 
During maneuvering flight the fixed-wing controls 
provided enough of the total control power and 
response to reduce the stress levels in the rotary 
Hight controls system. Additional testing of the NH-



3A by Naval Air Test C -nt r and NASA was 
p lann for 1969. 

In th e fa JJ , a . S. Marin Corps/ Sikorsk·y CH-
ca Stallion helicopter , la.raest and fastest heli

c pt r in production in the fr - \\ oriel , p erform d 
a ·eries of loops and rolls, unpr c d nted maneuvers 
fo r a h -li copt r of its iz . 

The maneuvers \\ ere pm·t of a joint I a val Air 
S ' t ms Command-Sikorsk r fli aht t st program to 
inv tiaat th CH-53A s rotor svs t m d\11aJ11ics and 

.I 

maneu erabilit charact risbcs in order to extend 
its mission capabilities. 

Engin ring analysis inclica t d that rolls and 
loops could be safely p rformed within the ap
pro ·eel alt·itude and speed limitations of tJ1 e CH-
53A. The N·=t y gran ted authorization for a on -time 

xploratory :flight in a full ' instrum nted production 
aircraft to ga tJ1 er desired engineering data. 

Th e Marin e Corps CH-53A hel-icopter performed a-series of 
loops and rolls, unpreced ented maneuvers for an aircraft of 
its size, in a io int Naval Air Systems Command/Sikorsky 
flight t est program to invest·igate rotoT system dynamics and 

maneuverability . 

The Bell X-22A, a tandem tilting duct research 
V/STOL aircraft , completed a significant portion of 
its flight demonsh·ation program, culminating in a 
Military Preliminary Evaluation ( MPE) in the 
spring of 1968. E quipped with a Variable Stability 
System, the X-22A is a unique tool for conducting 
flight research on flying qualities and flight control 
problems associated with a wide variety of V/STOL 
aircraft. 

The MPE team (consisting of test pilots from the 
Navy, Army and Air Force ) reported favorably on 
the fli ght characteristics of the vehicle and indicated 
that it should be able to accomplish its basic flight 
research mission. The pilots also reported no diffi
culty in making the transition to this novel aircraft 
despite a substantial lack of experience with 
V/STOL aircraft. 

The first powered flight of the Naval Air Systems 
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Command's new supersonic jet drone was success
fully completed in June 1968 at Navy's Pacific 
!vlissile Range, Point Mugu , California. Designated 
BQi\tl-34E Firebee II, the drone is a remote-con
trolled, versatile successor to the subsonic BQM-
34A. 

The grO\ ·th-version target is capable of super
sonic flight ( 1iach 1.5 ) at altitudes ranging from 50 
feet to 60,000 feet. D esigned and developed for the 
Naval Air Sys tems Command by Ryan Aeronautical 
Company, Sm1 Diego, California, as an air-launched 
target from DP-2E aircraft with an alternate ground 
launch capability, it provides a target for air-to-air 
and smface-to-air missiles. It is highly maneuver
able and recoverable by p aTachute for repeated 
utilization over military aerial target ranges. To 
allow for fuhtre growth, the supersonic Firebee is 
structurally designed for a 100-pound increase in 
maximum gross ,:veight and a flight speed of Mach 
2.5 at 60,000 feet altih1de. 

The target is pO\-vered by a Continental turbojet 
}69-T-6 engine providing 1,840 pounds static sea
level thrust. For certain missions , depending upon 
the missile system being exercised, the BQM-34E 
is equipped with passive radar reflectors such as 
the Luneberg lens or active traveling wave tube 
augn1entation devices . It is also designed to carry 
and operate electronic countermeasures equipment 
to simulate the radar-jamming capabilities of enemy 
missile sys tems and threat aircraft. 

Production targets are planned for delivery to the 
Navy and Air Force in 1970. The BQM-34E, with 
its variable payload capability, will then provide a 
variety of missions for missile development, evalua
tion and training exercises. 

The long-standing problem of the high-speed jet 
engine's inefficiency when operating at reduced 
speeds and low altitudes ,:vas substantially reduced 
by the Navy's first major jet engine development 
program in 7 years . 

Powering its first jet-powered antisubmarine war
fare aircraft, the VSX, the Naval Air Systems Com
mand disclosed in 1968 that the plane will use 
General Electric TF34 high bypass turbofan en
gines. These engines are designed to consume fuel 
at a decreased rate and give the VSX aircraft an 
increased length of time on station plus a hiaher 
maximum speed capability when compared ~rith 
earlier ASvV aircraft. 

Previously, conventional turbofan engines, which 
sacrificed efficiency and economy at lower speeds 
and altitudes, were considered impractical for ASW 
operations, 'vvhere these characteristics are essential 
for proper mission performance. The new high by
pass turbofans will enable the engines to utilize their 
fuel supply much more efficiently. 

Once operational, the VSX is expected to outper
form the existing carrier-based propeller-driven 
AS\i\1 aircraft by a significant measure in terms of 
range, endurance and maximum speed capability. 
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The Crew Systems Division of the Naval Air 
Systems Command, a division concerned with air
crew safety, \Vas engaged in several significant proj
ects during 1968. 

Considerable progress was made to improve air
craft inflight escape systems. ( 1) A tractor rocket 
aircrew extraction escape system was demonstrated 
to be feasible for A-3B and EKA-3B aircraft, which 
do not have an ejection system at present. ( 2) A 
modification to improve the performance of the 
ejection seat in A-4 aircraft was qualified. This sys
tem provides zero-altitude/zero-speed escape capa
bility and improved performance under aircraft 
high-sink-rate/adverse-attitude conditions. ( 3) De
sign and test of escape system improvements for 
A-7 series aircraft were initiated. A ballistically 
spread parachute will open faster and afford re
covery of the pilot under adverse circumstances. 
( 4) A rocket-assisted propulsion unit was developed 
to improve the inflight escape system of TF I AF-9J 
aircraft. ( .5) A program was initiated to develop an 
automated aircrew escape system for T-28 aircraft 
presently having only bail-out capability. Service 
experience of the cockpit capsular escape system in 
emergency situations demonstrated its reliability. 
In 5 successive escapes, a total of 10 capsule occu
pants were saved without injury. ( 6) Planning con
tinued for advanced development of the helicopter 
capsular escape and survival system. ( 7) A compre
hensive search and rescue system development pro
gram was initiated for improved methods of saving 
pilots forced to eject from aircraft in hostile areas. 
Effort under way ranged from high-speed rescue 
hoists to self-rescue ejection seats embodying lift 
and propulsion that enable an ejected aircrcwman 
to_ fly to safety. ( 8) Evaluation of parafoils, para
wmgs and sailwings was initiated to develop ma
neu~er~ble/ gliding personnel delivery systems for 
specrahzed use. ( 9) A new autom.atic parachute 
actuator -:as developed to increase the reliability 
of operahon of this lifesaving device. The new 
actuator is designed to prevent maintenance person
nel from as~em?ling it incorrectly. 

A dual :1ectton on take-off from a crippled F -4 
Phantom m the spring turned out to be an un
planned but successful test of a new rocket-pro
pelled escape system. 

In the mishap, one aircrewman ejected less than 
3 seconds after take-off at an estimated altitude of 
70 ~cet. ~~e pi~ot ejected seconds later at an altitude 
of ~00 fee~ w1th the nose of the aircraft pointing 
n:ariy strmght up. The 2 men landed safely as the 
aircraft fell to the runway and burst into flames. 

The new system, developed under Naval Air 
Systems direction, replaces the old Martin-Baker 
.\1K H~.5 escape system which _lacked a low-speed, 
10\v-altJtude escape system. Opttmum capability was 
set at zero speed and zero altitude. The MK H-.5 
escape system required a speed of 130 knots to 
provide a successful ground-level ejection. 
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The new system, designated the ~IK I-1-7. has an 
escape capability ranging from zero speed at zero 
altitude to GOO knots at ground level. It will prm·iclc 
safe escape with the aircraft in a :20-dcgrce nose
clown attitude and at a spe<'d of ~JO knots. This 
condition is representative of an unsuccessful cata
pu It ofF the how of an aircraft carri<'r. The ~II'- H -7 
escape system is a fully· sequenced system which. 
upon acti,·ation by the pilot \\·ill complete the es
cape sequence of rear-canopy jettison. rear-seat 
ejection. front-canopy jettison and front-scat ejec
tion in approximately l.3SJ seconds. 

Installation of the ~lartin-Bakcr ~IK ll-7 escape 
system started in production F-4 aircraft in D<'ccm
her HJ67. In HJ68 the system was being incorporall'd 
on a retrofit basis in all l\avy and :\ir ForC:l' air-
craft. 

The Naval Air Systems Command adopted a new 
jungle rescue syst~·m that will protect a clowned 
aviator from injury while Ill' is being hoisted aboard 
a hovering helicopter. 

The new juncrlc penetrator is a compact. bullet
shaped device ~~·hich has a "pop-out" umbrella ~nd 
2 scats for dual rescue. The umbrella acts as a sludd 
to ward off heavy jungle foliage on the way up to 
the rescue helicopter. The 2 scats will enable a heli
copt<'r crewman to descend and pick up an im
mobilized airman. 

A study of rescue operations in Southeast Asian 
combat zones clearly estahlish<'d the need for .a de
vice with a protective canopy. Downed :urm.cn 
faced the hazard of collision or entanglement w1th 
branches an-d vines of the jungle canopy during 
lift-off operations. Hcports of personnel f::tality_ at
tributable in part to the lack of a protective slncld 
prompted the Naval Air Systems C~mman~ to es
tablish the requirement for a protective device as a 
component of any jungle penctrator dcvel~ped for 
search and rescue operations. Furthc1: rcr1mrcm_c~1ts 
called for a positive jungle penetration ~apah1hty, 
easy handling and operation by the surv1vo~·, com
pactness for case of stowage in the rescue helicopter, 
and a capability for a dual pickup in the case of an 
injured airman. . 

Responding to these requirements, the Billy Pugh 
Company of Corpus Christi, Texas, d_evclopcd ~nd 
demonstrated a jungle penetrator/p1ckup dc~nc?. 
The Navy conducted evaluations of this umt m 
simulated jungle enviro~ments a~ ~a~clu:rst, N_cw 
Jersey, and Warner Spnngs, Cahfmm_a. Followmg 
stateside tests, combat-experiencedl~ehcoptCI: cr~ws 
conducted tests at the Naval Air StatiOn, Cub1 Pomt, 
Philippines. This site was selected because of its 
similarity to the jungle environment of Southeast 
Asia . 

When the jungle penetrator is lowered to a 
downed airman, the compact capsule measures 2lfz 
feet in length and 81fz inches in diameter. After 
actuating the "pop-out" mechanism, the dual-seated 
capsule expands to a length of about 5 feet with the 



protcctiH· canopy extending to 3 feet in diameter. 
The capsule \n·ighs 48 pounds. 

Downed naval aviators in Vietnam will stand a 
hdtl'r survi,·al chance because of a new safety fca
tun· ,,·hich will change the colors of their inflatable 
lifesaving equipment. Instead of the standard 
bright ~-ellm,· or international orange, the color of 
the a\·iator's life preserver and raft \Yill change to 
blue. 

The old colors proved to be a handicap to the 
downed pilot in Vietnam who sought concealment 
from the cJwm~- while awaiting rescue. To alleviate 
the problem. the Naval Air Systems Command used 
a tested and approved blue marking ink The ink 
and appropriate instructions for use have been sent 
to the combat area to permit rapid ch·einrr of in-

11 . b 
flata J es now in use. The nc\\· blue inflatables will 
not n·ducc the pilot's odds of being rescued. The 
clowned aviator still has other locator devices such 
as transceivers. radio beacons. strobe lights. flares, 
mirrors and dvc markers. 

The Naval ·Air Systems Command purchased a 
limited quantity of a new type anti-exposure suit 
which is l'xpcctecl to improve survivability chances 
of Nan' aircrewmcn forced to abandon their air
craft in. cold water. 

Based on the skin diwr's '\vet suit" principle, the 
air ventilated wet suit ( V\VS) inh·oduces a new 
concept in constant wear, cold water anti-exposure 
protection for Navv aircrcwnwn. The V\VS has bPen 
dl'signed spccificaily for pilot-cockpit compatibility 
and uses an integrated air ventilation system as part 
of the suit. The V\VS is made from :;!,;-inch uni
cellular neoprene foam aml is lined with a knitted 
nylon stretch fabric to increase the life expectancy 
of the garment and to facilitate easier donning and 
doffing. The suits were evaluated by both the At
lantic and Pacific fleets. 

Naval Air Svstems Command activities. not re
strictecl to hardware onlv mowd ahead in several 
other major areas. Thes~' areas included avionics, 
fire fighting. ordnance, radar, photography, crash 
locators, and astronautics. 

In a long-range effort to halt the proliferation of 
special-purpose avionic test equipment, the Naval 
~ir Systems Command embarked upon a pro~:,n:am 
for introducing the general purpose VAST (Versa
tile Avionic Shop Test) system to the fleet. Its pri
mary objectives were reduction of avionic shop 
space rcquircmPnts aboard aircraft carriers, reduc
tion of the requirement for highly skilled avionics 
technicians, and reduction of costs of sophisticated 
avionic test equipment. 

The first carrier aircraft to be supported by the 
VAST system will be the A-7E, with such support 
to commence in 1970. Plans called for the support 
of other aircraft and cquipments as they are intro
duced. It is expected that by the late 1970s VAST 
system test stations will be able to support over 75 
percent of the avionic equipmcnts installed in car-
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rier aircraft. By that time. a\ionic shops are ex
pected to occupy approximately one-half the space 
required in 1968. 

The Naval Air Systems Command developed a 
new fire extinguishing agent to combat aircraft fires 
at shore stations and aboard ships. Called "Light 
\Vater," the new technique uses a noncorrosive, 
nontoxic liquid foaming concentrate which mixes 
\\'ith water. can be aerated into foam. and will 
smother aviation fuel fires in seconds. It then forms 
a liquid "·hich spreads a vapor seal cover on the 
fuel surface to prevent further flash fires. 

An illuminating flare candle producing a luminous 
intensitv of about 25,000,000 candles was tested in 
1968 at the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, In
diana, under joint Navy-Air Force sponsorship. The 
Navy portion of this program is managed by the 
Naval Air Systems Command. The flare candle pro
vides a means of achieving wide area illumination 
\\·ith a single flare candle instead of area saturation 
with a large number of smaller candles. The amount 
of light generated by the candle is equivalent to 
about 20 ~\IK 24 .l\Iod 4 Aircraft Parachute Flares. 

In 1968 an X-band phased array antenna, de
signed and fabricated for the Naval Air Systems 
Command by Hughes Aircraft Company, under
went contractor evaluation. The assembled antenna 
array, which is comprised of 2.400 waveguide ele
ments. was evaluated both as an antenna unit and 
as an integral part of an operational radar system. 
Lightweight power supplies were being designed 
and it was anticipated that a flyable model of the 
phased array system would be available early in 
1969. 

A significant feature of this phased array antenna 
is its ability to meet the tactical requirements of an 
airborne intercept mission. The phased array pro
vides for multiple target track capability with high 
data rates utilizing beam steering by nonmechanical 
means. 

The scanning pattem and the data rate in Navy 
aircraft are resh·icted by the mechanical scanning 
antenna system. The need for higher data rates i~ 
greatly increased for the multiple mission radar 
system. The phased array antenna system provides 
the capability of providing the desired beam shape 
plus required data rate. 

In 1968 the Naval Air Systems Command devel
oped a mobile, aerial reconnaissance color film 
laboratory which will provide the Navy and Marine 
Corps with a field processing capability for aerial 
reconnaissance color film when it becomes opera
tional in the summer of 1969. 

Designated ES-81A, the new air-mobile photo 
labs are fitted in 2 20-foot vans, measuring 8 feet 
wide and 7 feet high, equipped with removable 
running gear to provide stability once the units are 
set in place. vVith a combined weight of nearly 6 
tons, the 2-unit complex can be airlifted by heli
copter or transport to remote locations from which 
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Navy and Marine Corps photographic reconnais
sance squadron detachments are operating. 

With service introduction of the ES-81A slated 
for 1969, it was anticipated that the 5-man service 
crew would be able to process 200 feet of aerial 
color film within 50 minutes, thus enabling photo
graphic interpreters and intelligence officers to view 
the film more quickly than was heretofore possible. 
The ES-81As are fully equipped and contain their 
own internal water supply, air-conditioning units 
and portable generators. 

In 1968 the command began flight test and service 
evaluation of a crash-survivable, ejectable, airfoil 
package containing a flight data recorder and a 
location beacon to facilitate crash location. The sys
tem was installed on a P-3 Orion for testing at the 
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River. 

Referred to as CPI/FDR, for Crash Position Indi
cator/Flight Data Recorder, the system is designed 
to provide a reliable means of recording aircraft 
flight data, to safely deploy this data automatically 
from the airplane in a crash situation, and to trans
mit automatically a distress signal from the accident 
location. 

Specific aircraft and aircraft systems performance 
data, together with voice data from both the pilot 
and copilot crew stations and the cockpit area, can 
be monitored and recorded. The location beacon 
will transmit on 243 MHz, the standard interna
tional distress frequency which automatically initi
ates search and rescue operation. Upon location 
of the accident, the recorded data may be easily 
re:noved from the airfoil and played back to deter
rome the cause. The system, which is small in size 
~nd light in ~eight, is designed for flush-mounting 
m the port side of the aircraft's vertical stabilizer. 

The Navy continued to support efforts to apply 
space te~hnology to the areas of navigation, geodesy, 
co:nmumcat~ons, meteorology, oceanography and 
science. Dunng 1968 particularly significant achieve
ments were made in the scientific field. 

The major Navy effort in the science area was 
t?e Sola: Radiation ( SOLRAD) Monitoring Satel
lite pro1ect. Since 1960 7 SOLRAD monitoring 
satellites developed by the Naval Research Labora
tory have been placed into orbit as part of an 
explorat?ry development program sponsored by the 
Naval Air Systems Command. The objective of the 
SO~RAD project is to perform continuous moni
tormg of solar X-ray and ultraviolet emissions of 
the solar ~reball to provide indices of solar activity 
upon W:htch a system of ionospheric disturbance 
forecastmg can be based. The latest SOLRAD 
satellite _( SR-IX), launched March 5, 1968, provides 
data whiCh are reduced and encoded in a standard 
format and distributed within 15 minutes of recep
tion. Acquisition and analysis of these data on the 
solar environment are basic to understanding sun
ind~ced natural p~enomena i~ the near-earth region 
winch affect mthtary operatiOns, particularly HF 
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communications. Prime Navy operational interest is 
to utilize the data to forecast the onset of HF com
munication disturbances. The satellite data arc also 
distributed to the Air Force SOFNET (Solar Ob
serving and Forecasting Network). to ESSA (En
vironmental Science Services Administration), to 
NASA and to the scientific community. 

The second experiment in 1968 through which 
knowledge of the space environment was increased 
was the Department of Defense Gravity Experiment 
(DODGE). The DODGE satellite was developed 
to investigate the military potential of 3-axis gravity
gradient stabilization at ncar synchronous altitude. 
The gravity-gradient scheme is a system of booms 
and masses that utilizes the gravity force differential 
between 2 or more masses coupled by the booms to 
achieve the desired stabilization in space. At syn
chronous altitude ( 19,323 nautical miles), the satel
lite remains in the same position relative to a point 
on earth. DODGE is at an altihtde of 18,161 nautical 
miles, which provides a 22-hour orbit; therefore, 
it crosses the same point on the equator every 12 
&~. . 

Major accomplishments achieved by the satellite 
were the first 3-axis gravity-gradient stabilized satel
lite at any altitude; first color pichtrcs of the full 
earth disc to be transmitted from an unmanned 
spacecraft; first satellite to be launched with multi
ple and variable damping systems (a total of 4); 
direct measurement capability (TV camera) of the 
thermal bending of booms; capability of coTI?bining 
an active angular momentum flywhe.el Wit~l the 
passive gravity-gradient booms to obtam 3-axis sta
bilization. _ 

The project was sponsored by the Department 
of Defense, Office of the Deputy Director of Stra
tegic and Space Systems. J:?evelopment of ~1e 
DODGE satellite was accomplished by the Apphed 
Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopk!ns l!n!~ersity, 
under assignment from Astronautics DtvisiOn of 
the Naval Air Systems Command. 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Research and development pr?grams . assist t~1e 
Federal Aviation Administration m carrymg out Its 
primary responsibilities of improving air safety and 
advancing civil aviation. These programs are man
aged by the agency's Systems Research and J?e
velopment Service, Aircraft Development Se~·vi_ce, 
Office of Noise Abatement, and Office of Aviation 
Medicine. 

Since industry conducts a large part of the FAA
sponsored research and develor,ment on a contrac,~ 
basis, the agency holds annual Report to Industry 
meetings to inform representatives of the aviation 
community of progress, goals, results and trends of 
current projects. 



Topics el i cu sed a t the m cting h -ld in JLm 1968 
included rcc nt a ir traffic con lTol cl elopm nts in 
both te rmina l and en route fac ilities, communica
tion. and data acquisition , futur land in cr aids , aiT
craft \\·ak tu rbul :nee, propulsion. a n ral a iation 
safct.\· , sub on ic aircraft cJe,- lopm nts, aiTframe 
safc t:· and equipment and aerorn -dical r - ar ch. 

A. a r ·ult of Jon :r-rang plannin cr FA \ ' · S tems 
lies ·arch and D cvelopm -nt n i ornpl ted 
spcci6cations and r ce.iv d bid in 196 for a 
termin al air traffi control sys tem desicrned to m et 
the spcci6 requi r ments of mor than 60 of the 
busiest a ir terminal s in th - nit d Sta t s. The 
equipment, ca lled the Automated Radar T rminal 

\·s tem ( A H TS III ) , was s heduled fo r ins talla tion 
i1i th e first of th e high-density t rminals within a 
year of the conlTact award, " ·hi ch " as xp cted 

arly in 1969. All major and medium activit ' termi
nals, ,,-hich accow1t for abo ut ~5 perc nt of the 
instrument ai rcra ft op rations an] about 0 p rc nt 
of passenger enplanements, hould be quipped 
with the new RTS III system b ' 19-3. 

A p roposed horizo ntal console display designed for ttse by 
air t ·raffic co ntrolle-rs in a T ermin al Radar Approach Control 
(TRACON) fa cility to be equip7Jcd w ith an A utom rrted Rada-r 

Terminal System (ARTS II I) . 

. The new semiautomated system to be installed 
m terminal facilities will provide radar controllers 
vvith information on the identity, altitude and 
s;round speed of all properly equipped aircraft. This 
mformation will appear on the radar in the form of 
alphanumeric data tags attached to the appropriate 
target, or "blip." 

At facilities without this ARTS equipment, con
trollers must m emorize the identity of each aircraft 
target on the radar screen or write the information 
on small, clear plastic markers ( shrimp boats) 
which then must b e moved manually across the 
radar screen. 

ARTS III computers also will permit automated 
entry and retrieval of flight pbn information, cal-
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culabon of es timated times of arrival and automated 
coordination between terminal and en route air 
traffic control facilities. 

In addition, the built-in modular expansion ca
pabilit) of ARTS III will permit subsequent up
grading of terminal automation to include radar 
tracking, mosaic radar display, sequencing, final 
approach spacing, metering and multiple nmway 
feeding, all calculated to handle greater numbers 
of aircraft faster. 

Another 1968 achievement, the Bright Radar 
Indicator To" er Equipment ( BRITE-I ) , soon to 
be functioning in more than 80 airport control 
tower cabs, demonstrated that airport surveillance 
radax ( ASR) data can be displayed effectively in 
tO\\ er cabs under all light conditions , including 
bright sunlight. By interconnecting BRITE-I with 
the ARTS III computer , the controller \ ho controls 
aircraft on final approach to an airport will have a 
better means of coordinating information with con
trollers in the Terminal Radar Approach Control 
( TRACON ) facility. 

Installation of ARTS III terminal equipment was 
scheduled to mesh with the installation of the 
National Airspace Sys tem ( NAS ) Stage A en route 
air traffic control center automation, now v,rell 
under way. The first full-scale Stage A air route 
traffic control center to reach initial operating ca
pability for flight data handling and alphanumeric 
data display was to be the Jacksonville, Florida, 
center sometime during 1969. The remainder of the 
20 centers serving the mainland United States 
should have the nev.r equipment by 1973. 

Communication · is another area of prime impor
tance in achieving maximum utility from ATC 
automation. Two basic modern techniques under 
study in 1968 were digital data transmission and 
electronic voice switching. Digital data remoting 
from long-range radars was b eing implemented as 
part of the air traffic control automation program. 
Recent projects showed that electronic voice switch
ing requires less space than present fixed-wire 
electronic-mechanical switching systems and is 
more reliable and extremely versatile. 

In the area of navigation and landing aids, em
phasis continued toward reducing approach and 
landing minimums. Continued refinements in both 
ground-based and airborne Instrument Landing 
System ( ILS) components and monitors are basic 
to this continuing program. 

During 1968 FAA pilots logged more than 500 
successful landings in a C-141 StarLifter jet usina 
a prototype automatic all-weather landing syster~ 
(AWLS) capable of putting an airplane on the 
runway under simulated zero-zero visibility condi
tions. vVith the A \ iVLS, the pilot's role is one of a 
monitor. All decisions in operating the controls, 
which keep the aircraft on course at the proper rate 
of descent and speed, are performed by small but 
complex sensitive computers, each about the size 
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of a shoe box. TI1e pilot, however, remains in com
mand at all times and may override the automatic 
system at his discretion and either elect to land 
manually or execute a missed approach. 

The flight tests at the FAA's National Aviation 
Facilities Experimental Center ( NAFEC) marked 
the first attempt by agency pilots to evaluate a 
completely integrated A vVLS under field condi
tions. FAA will use the data accumulated during 
the C-141 flights, along with that from other pro
grams, to write criteria for Category III landings, 
that is, landings when the ceiling is zero and run
way visibility ranges from 700 feet down to zero. 

FAA was investigating improved methods and 
devices for measuring weather criteria, such as 
r~~":a! and taxiway visual range and slant range 
VI~Ibil.Ity as well as cloud height and ceiling deter
mmahon. A need also exists for an airport surface 
traffic system that will permit operations on the 
ground under all visibility conditions. 

FAA continued its investigation of wake turbu
lence, the twin tornado-like, horizontal vortices 
which an aircraft in flight leaves in its wake. Energy 
contained in these trailing vortices can cause struc
tural damage, loss of control and passenger discom
fort when encountered by another aircraft. By using 
actual aircraft, FAA researchers were at work deter
mining the characteristics of vortex flow, its effect 
on encountering aircraft and practical applications 
of facts learned. 

Two turbine engine fire test programs were con
ducted to provide additional information on the 
inflight fire protection requirements for pod
mounted turbofan and rear fuselage side-mounted 
t~rbojet p~wer. plant installations. The tests pro
vided engmeermg and design data which were 
being used in the design of new high compression 
ratio turbine engines. 

FAA's program for investigating the use of thick
ened fuels for reduction of survivable crash fire 
hazards. continued. The agency supported research 
to obtam a more stable and compatible thickened 
fuel and to compare fire reduction qualities of 
vario~s fuels already developed. Following the 
selectiOn of the optimum thickened fuel, the agency 
plan~~d ~o support tests to determine the extent of 
modificatiOn an aircraft engine will need to utilize 
the new fuel. 

. The FAA wa.s ~ponso~ing a program to establish 
fltght charactensbcs for Improved stability and con
tr~l ?f ~odern, high-performance, light general 
avwt~~n mrplanes when operated under instrument 
conditiO~~ by an average pilot. Tests showed that 
the stability and control characteristics of light air
craft were adequate throughout their certificat d 
range but could be improved during the landi~g 
approach when the pilot load is heaviest. 

\Vith the expanded use of short take-off and 
landin.g ( STOL) a.ircraft, the FAA was focusing 
attentiOn on operatiOnal safety aspects of this type 
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of aircraft. Flight test programs to dt>terminc safe 
landing distances and how steep a glide slope can 
he used and to establish ohstacle clearance stan
dards for instrument approach procedures were 
und<·r way at tlw agency's :\'ational Aviation Facili
ties Experimental C<•ntc·r. The age11CY was also con
sidering requirements for STOLport design and 
location. 

Other programs under way conct•rned use of 
groon·d mnways to provide better traction for air
craft using wet runways and use of improved 
aircraft interior materials to reduce emission of 
heat smoke and toxic gasc·s durinL': survivahlc 

) (. L ~ 

crashes. 
FAA initiated a program to establish a nwthodol

ogy whereby a computer can he used to determine 
analytically means for improving the crashworthi
ness of an aircraft fuselage. Iksults ohtained hy 
year-end showed that the computer analytieal pro
gram docs permit a good assessment of the cra~h
worthincss of fuselage structures and docs provide 
a tool which can be used to evaluate the (•ffcctive
ness of crashworthy design. 

FAA aeromedical research teams were engaged 
in evaluating aircraft evacuation techniques and 
cabin designs to make sure passengers receive 
maximum protection in event of an emergency. 
Medical experts and engineers cooperated in testing 
seat structures, safety belts and various aircraft 
interiors to provide passengers the maximum pro
tection. They also studied the effects ?~ drugs, 
alcohol and tox_ic materials, such as pestlctdes ap
plied by agricultural aircraft, on ~igh.t safety. 
Studies also were being run to devtsc unproved 
evacuation procedures for the high-capacity jets 
which will be entering airline service in the early 
1970s. 

FAA was participating in a number of aircraft 
noise studies. In one, total aircraft noise exposure 
was being measured at 29 representative airports 
in a 3-phase study which will lead to a computer
ized method of determining present and future 
noise levels at all airports. Another phase of the 
study will be an analysis of various alternatives for 
reducing noise and the effect of these procedures. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION 

The highlight of the year for the National A~ro
nautics and Space Administration, also .the !ugh
light of the Space Age and possibly mans greatest 
adventure of all time, was the December 21-27 
mission of Apollo 8 which took 3 astronauts into 
lunar orbit. 

The mission clearly established the U.S. as the 
world leader in space flight and paved the way for 
a 1969 manned lunar landing. Crewed by Frank 



Borman ( spacecraft commander). James Lovell 
( C:olllmand ~ lodulC' pilot and navigator) and 
\\"illiam Anders (systC'ms enginC'er) .. -\pollo cov
(•n·d 5:-0.000 miles in 1-!7 hours and included 10 
orbits of the moon. In addition to man's first visit 
to the vicinitY of the moon. the flight marked man's 
first opcratioi1s in a gravity field ~ther than earth's 
and the fastest vclocitv cvC'r attained bv a manned 
n·hicle ( :2-L600 miles' pC'r hour during earth re
entiT ). 

Th~· flight was also tlw first manned mission 
launched ' by the Saturn V superbooster. which 
p(·rfonned perfectly. The :\pollo 8 mission was a 
"textbook"' flight, right on tlw planned mission 
profile from start to splashdown. The :28th manned 
flicTht in historv and the 18th bv a C .S. crew. it gave 
th~ V .S. 3.:215. man-hours of space expt•riencc. com
pared with 629 for the Soviet llnion. 

Apollo 8 was the fourth Apollo mission o~ the 
vear. following one manned and :2 unmanned flights. 
· The precise reentry and splashdown on October 
22 of the 11-day Apollo 7 flight ended what was 
called a 101 percent successful mission. :Manned 
bv astronauts \Valter Schirra. Donn Eisele and 
y{raltl'r Cunningham, the Apollo 7 performed flaw
lcsslv for more than 260 hours in space, including 
firings of the spacecraft's primary propulsion system 
and the first live TV from a LT.S. manned vehicle. 

Shortlv after launch, with the Saturn IB rocket 
second stage still attached to the spacecraft, the 
astronauts exercised manual control of the com
bined vehicle f~om the spacecraft. Following space 
,·chicle separatiOn. the astronauts flew the space
craft around the second stage and simulated a 
docking, using ~he Lunar 'Module Adapter as the 
tarcrct. Later, With the second stage in a different 
orl~t, the spacecraft "found" the vehicle and ren
dezvoused with it, demonstrating the ability of the 
Command :rvlodule to maneuver to the Lunar 
i\tloclulc if the latter should become disabled on a 
manned lunar landing mission. . 

1\lost of the critical tests necessarv to "wring out" 
the spacecraft equipment took ph{ce early in the 
flight. Crew performance, prime and backup sys
te;ns, and mission support facilities were checked. 

The astronauts used hand-held movie and still 
cameras to photograph both earth and stars. The 
astronauts had colds during the flight. 

The flight not only accomplished all mission 
objectives but also completed some tests not in
cluded in the original flight plan. Apollo 7 flew 
some 4,500,000 miles on the first manned Apollo 
flight. 

The April 4 flight of Apollo 6 was the second 
unmanned Saturn V mission to demonstrate launch 
vehicle and spacecraft systems performance. Two 
problems were experienced with the rocket systems 
-vertical oscillations, or "pogo" effect, in the first 
stage and rupture of small propellant lines in the 
upper stages. 
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Through a determined post-mission analysis and 
an aggressive ground testing and evaluation pro
gram, these Saturn V problems were corrected. 

During the January 22-23 Apollo 5 mission, 
Lunar ~'lodule systems and structural performance 
met all objectives, including 2 firings of both the 
ascent and descent propulsion systems. 

The unmanned Lunar ~-lodule was boosted into 
earth orbit by a Saturn lB. Post-flight analysis de
termined the Lunar ~'Iodule ready for manned 
earth orbital missions. 

During 1968 scientist-astronauts John A. Llewel
lyn and BrianT. O'Leary withdrew from the train
ing program, Air Force Lieutenant Colonel ~Hchael 
Collins underwent surgery for removal of an 
arthritic bone growth, and 1\avy Lieutenant JohnS. 
Bull withdrew due to pulmonary disease. 

\Vhere the mightv engines of Satum V, the free 
world's largest and "most powerful booster, demon
strated their ability to orbit heavy payloads, NASA 
also successfully operated a very different type of 
power plant in 1968. Two ion, or electrical, engines 
were tested on a spacecraft, producing a thrust 
equivalent to the weight of one-half of an office 
staple. 

Instead of 2¥2 minutes of operation, the ion 
engines fired for a total of 23 hours in 5 separate 
tests. And where Satum V's great F-1 engines gulp 
15 tons of chemical propellants per second during 
their brief firing, only one-tenth of a pound of 
cesium was required to fuel each of the ion power 
plants. This supply is enough to keep a satellite in 
stationary orbit above the earth for more than 3 
years. 

Because satellites placed in synchronous or sta
tionary orbit tend to drift slowly, ion power plants 
are ideal for countering the gravitational forces 
acting on the spacecraft. Only very-low-thrust, 
lightweight engines are required to nudge the 
satellite from time to time to keep it at a precise 
point above the earth. 

The 2 NASA ion engines were tested aboard 
Applications Technology Satellite 4, launched 
August 10. Two more were scheduled for testing on 
the ATS-E to be launched in August 1969. Each 
unit weighs but 10.2 pounds and measures 12x10x4 
inches. 

A decade of operations was only beginning to 
reveal the great variety and value of potential space 
vehicle operations, both manned and unmanned. 
The space program's intensive scientific and tech
nological effort brought great advancements in 
knowledge about the moon, the solar system and 
earth-sun relationships in 1968. 

Among the objectives desired in developing space 
science and applications for 1968 were: 

• To obtain a detailed understanding of the 
physical interactions and dynamic processes which 
control the earth's space environment. 

• To explore new regions of space in order to 
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increase understanding of the nature and evolution 
of the solar system and the universe. 

• To define the space environment and assess the 
hazards to men and machines. 

• To exploit space as a laboratory for investiga
tions and experiments not feasible on earth. 

The space agency used a number of different 
vehicles designed to obtain data in achieving these 
objectives. The Explorer series, the first of which 
discovered the Van Allen Radiation Belts in Feb
ruary 19.58, continued in 1968. 

Explorer 38, called Radio Astronomy Explorer I, 
opened a new window to the universe in July. To 
accomplish its mission, the spacecraft deployed 4 
antennas, each 750 feet long ( 1,.500 feet tip to tip), 
and a damper boom extending 315 feet ( 630 feet 
tip to tip). Explorer 38 was monitoring low
frequency natural radio signals from space which 
the atmosphere cuts off from ground stations. 

Explorer 36, together with the earlier Explorer 
29, was measuring the small variations of the 
earth's gravity field, fixing more precisely locations 
of points on earth. 

Generally, Explorers are relatively sma11 sate11ites 
placed into differing orbits serving a particular 
purpose. Some provide data on the composition, 
density, pressure and other properties of the upper 
atmosphere. Others provide information on the 
physics of interplanetary space and the moon. Their 
findings arc added to the accumulating fund of 
knowledge about the earth's space environment and 
will be useful in developing better communications 
systems as .well as in. gaining a better understanding 
of factors mvolved 111 weather forecasting. 

Related to activities of the Explorers are NASA's 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories. These are de
signed to provide more knowledge about the earth 
and space, and how the sun influences and affects 
both. OGOs are generally several hundred pounds 
heavi~r than the Explorers and carry many more 
expenments. For example, OGO V, launched in 
March 1968, carried 24 different experiments; 
Explorers usually carry about 8. 

Prin~ipal ~dvantage of the OGOs is that they 
~~~ake It possible to observe numerous phenomena 
su~mltancou~ly for long periods of time. This per
mits study m depth of the relationships between 
phenomena. For ex~mple, some OGO experiments 
report on .the erratic behavior of the sun. Others 
~11ay descnbe concurrent fluctuations in earth and 
mterplanetary magnetic fields space 1·ad' t' d 

• , < Ia IOn, an 
properties of the earth's atmosphere. 

NA.SA opene? a new series of Pioneer spacecraft 
cxpcnments With the launch of Pioneer VI 
December 16, 196.5. The ninth of the series, se:~ 
aloft November 6, 1968, was to ac(1uire additional 
data o~ solar plasma and energetic particles, and 
rnagnehc fields propagated by the sun toward the 
earth. These data, combined with information from 
previous Pioneer spacecraft still operating, were 
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being used in the continuing study to understand 
solar processes, the interplandary medium, and 
effects of solar activity on the earth's environnwnt. 
The data were also providing an additional basis 
for forecasting solar weather. important in protect
ing Apollo astronauts on the \\'ay to the moon. The 
Pioneers can give up to 1.5 days' \\'arning of storms 
on the sun. 

Solar weather also affects radio communications 
and po\W'r transmission. Some scientists suggest 
that solar ,,·eather ( particlc bombardment) has 
long-term effects on earth weather and climate. 

Pioneer IX, joining 3 other Pioneers spotted 
around the sun. was traveling in solar orbit, sched
uled to pass behind the sun 770 days after launch. 
At this point, Pioneer IX's focused radio beam must 
travel 180,000,000 miles across the solar system 
hack to the deep space network on earth. :'dare 
than 6 billion data hits had been returned to earth 
from Pioneers VI. VII and VI II. which had re
ceived some 20,000 commands from the ground. 
The spacecraft nwasure only 3.5 inches high and 37 
inches in diameter and weigh hut 140 pounds. 

1\ASA's Applications Technology Sat(•llitcs pro
gram is designed to test promising new techniqu~s 
and equipment in space which may he used. m 
future meteorological, navigation, and commumca
tions satellite systems. 

During the first half of 1968, ATS III was used 
in the task of gathering new clues about tl~c fo.nna
tion of tornadoes. It may have helped pmpomt a 
possible new origin for the tornadoes that period
ically devastate the American :M idwc;st. ~ TS III 
was in stationary orbit about 22,240 miles lugh ~nd 
had taken color photographs of the earth covenng 
more than half the globe. An attempt to put ATS IV 
in a similar orbit failed in August. 

The last of the Surveyor series, VII, was landed 
on the moon in January 1968, close to the Crater 
Tycho. It had 3 major experiments to perform: TV 
photographs ( 2,27 4 on the ~rst day!, lun.ar surface 
material analysis ( 43 hours analytical time), and 
surface sampling. 

It was found that the chemical composition of 
the highland surface material di~ers fr?n~ that of 
the lunar "seas," which was exanuned smularly by 
previous Surveyor craft in other .locations. The~e 
seems to be a smaller amount of Iron elements 111 
the highland samples, which could he t}1C reason 
for the brighter appearance of the moons uplands 
compared with the maria. . 

A new indication of the weight of moon matenal 
was obtained when the Surveyor's claw picked up 
and "weighed" a lunar rock. . 

Altogether, Surveyor VII and 3 preced111.g soft
landers returned some 70,000 pictures of 4 different 
locations on the moon. These have given scientists 
extremely detailed and close-up vie\\!S of the lunar 
surface impossible to obtain with the finest tele
scope. 



One of the most important cientific satellites 
bun heel in 196 ,,·as the Orbitin s:r . . tronomical 
01 scn ·atory, OAO II, sent aloft D mb r 7. T n 
f ct ta ll and :?.1 feet '' id '' ith its solar arra s 
unfolled 0 II contains 32 ,000 par at parts 
nca rlv 3 times th number noa kin cr up th · urv or 
space raft. Jt is al. o !'\\SA'· h a vi .t--4,400 pounds 
- an cl mo"·t automat d unmanned ' ehicl . It '' as 
bun ·h d in to a n arl circular orbit at 4 0 miles. 

Th ·ta r-stuch-ing observatorv ani 11 t le-
op s d sicrn d to im sti o-a t th pa t of th 

ut i,·er. e so that a tronomcr ' can b tt r d t nnine 
its future. Two experim nts ,,. r p rovid l b th 

ni,·crsitv of \ Vi:consin and th mith. onian 
As tToph)·s ical Obs ·'rvatory. Th s wer xaminin cr 
the extremely hot young stars in th , ulh.·a, iol t part 
of the spectrum invisible to atth-bas d observa
tori c . . O ver a 6-month p eriod , as tronom rs hoped 
to stud ' more than 50 000 star ·. Some of the hot 
star a rc believed to be onh t ·n of thousands of 
yea rs old. Compared to this: our un is b li ved to 
b e in midd le aO"e. about 5 billion )'ea rs old. 

i:? • 

. OSO I\ , along with its cousin , OSO III, con-
tmu ed to observe the sun and its radiations from 
: arth orbit during the year. 0 0 I '' as launched 
m th e las t quarter of 1967 . 
. GEOS II , lau nched January 11 joi11ed GEOS I 
m continuing measurements of the earth's gravity 
Held and in establishincr more p recise!) the shape 
and size of the planet. 

0 
· 

GEOS II carried a laser d - tector device which 
permitted it to receive and analyz la er signals 
b eamed at the satellite from earth . tations in a 
series o f continuing experim nts. In May for the 
fi~· st time, the spacecraft identified a las r beam 
chrec ted to it whil e it was illuminated in sunlight. 

Riding piggyb ack into orbit wi th Pioneer IX ,;vas 
the 40-pound TETR-2 satellite. In its 200x500-mile 
earth orbit, it was being used as an orbiting target 
for checking out equipment and training personnel 
of ~ASA's ~fanned Space Flight Tet'vvork in prep
aration for future Apollo missions. 
. Althou gh no Mariner planetary flights were ini

ti ated during the year, scie1i.tists calculated that on 
Jan uary 4 Mariner V's orbit carried it within about 
54,000,000 miles of the sun. This was closer than any 
other man-made object bad approached to the 
center of our solar system. The spacecraft made its 
closest approach to Venus in October 1967. 

Prepara tions continued durin<r 1968 for Mminer 
flights to }.tlars in 1969, 1971° and 1973. NASA 
announced that the 1973 mission would be named 
\roject Viking and would use the Titan III-D/ 
Centaur as its launch vehicle. 

Viking Mars 1973 science equipment will be 
fin ally determined after the 1969 mission to the 
plane t. Two 6,000-pound orbiting spacecraft will 
each send soft-lander vehicles to the Martian sur
face. Mission objectives place special emphasis on 
returning information about life on the planet. 
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The orbiting of Air D ensity and Injun satellites 
( Explorers XXXIX and XL) August 8 "ith a single 
Scout launch ehicle extended studies of complex 
radiation-air density relations to areas in space 
abo' e the earth's polar regions. 

Besides launches serving its own eJ(periment 
programs, N \SA successfully launched 7 spacecraft 
fo r other agencies or go\ ernments durm o- the ear. 
They included the NRL Solar Explor~f for the 
U.S. Nav\ ; 2 weather satellites ESSA VII and 
\ III for the Environmental Science Services Ad
minish.·ation ; and Atlantic I of the Intelsat III series 
fo r Comsat Corporation. 

For the European Space Research Ord:;tnization, 
ESRO-I and -II and HEOS-I were la~tJ1ched ill 
NAS \ 's International Cooperation Progr:;tt11· 

ESR0-1 undergoes p·re-launch testing. NASA laun ched the 
satellite for th e European Space Research Organizat-ion as 

part of the international space cooperation prog-ram. 

Also_ during 1968, 35 investigators from 8 foreign 
co_untnes were selected to carry out experiments 
with the first lunar surface samples to b e retrieved 
by NASA. Four foreign-contributed experiments 
were flown on NASA spacecraft, 122 sounding 
rockets were launched in scientific programs \vith 
8 countries, geodetic satellite observations \Vere 
carried out \Vith 34 countries, and significant aero
nautical research was conducted in cooperation with 
Canada, France, Germany and the United King
dom. 

Among the continuing research and development 
projects in aeronautics were noise abatement, flight 
safety, and the materials, propulsion and flight 
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dynamics of supersonic and hypersonic aircraft, 
lifting bodies and vertical/ short take-off and landing 
(V/STOL) craft. NASA also was giving more atten
tion to general aviation and the problems of the 
private pilot, especially in areas of safety and ease 
of operation. 

In structures research, a new supercritical airfoil 
was developed which permits thicker wing sections 
without increasing cruise drag, compared with 
former designs. This means a higher lift-drag ratio 
and increased payload and range. 

In addition to applying new techniques in older 
disciplines, NASA was expanding its program in the 
newer sciences important in advancing aeronautics: 
avionics, human factors, flight dynamics and opera
tional environment. 

A quiet engine program was started with the goal 
of producing a turbofan engine which would op
erate at a noise level of at least 15-20 decibels 
below power plants used by commercial aircraft 
such as the 707 and DC-8. 

More and more, NASA was moving into activities 
for improving general aviation and commercial air
craft formerly fulfilled by military research and 
development. Because there is an increasing diver
gence between military and civil aircraft require
ments, there is a growing gap between research 
and prototype flight equipment or aircraft, and 
NASA was moving to fill that gap. 

NASA scientists and engineers, working with 
university and industry groups, pushed ahead in 
the fields of space power, electric, nuclear and 
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chemical propulsion to enhance the capability of 
already-proven launch vehicles. 

I\:'ASA continued to transf(•r to industrv, small 
business and the scientific communitv t.he new 
technology coming out of spacc-rclat~d research 
and development activity. :\lost of this technology 
comes from ?\ASA field centers where specialists 
continuously review research and development 
projects for promising new ideas. In addition, 
l\ASA contractors are required to report im·entions, 
discoveries, iimoYations and improved techniqm's 
they develop in work for NASA. 

Three basic tracking networks were keeping tabs 
on NASA's orbiting satellites: Manned Space Flight 
Network (l\ISFN), Deep Space Network (DSN) 
and the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition 
Network (STADAN). 

At year-end, there were 26 sites in the 3 net
works, some single, some of multiple purpose, lo
cated in 15 countries around the world. Each net
work is designed to support specific types of mis
sions, depending on whether it is ncar earth, 
manned or probing deep space. 

These networks are constantly being stn'ngth
cned to handle the demands of the newer and 
increasingly sophisticated satellites. In 1969 NASA 
plans to add a 210-foot-diameter antenna in Spain 
and in Australia to beef up the DSN for future 
missions into deep space. The 210s provide 6¥2 
times increased performance over existing 85-foot 
antennas, making it possible to return useful scien
tific data from 3.5 billion miles from earth. 



at we're up to. 
We' re up to a lot of things. Like building space structures 
for NASA. fighter-bomber aircraft and gunships for the 
Air Force, a whole line of commercial airplanes, executive 
jets, airliners , helicopters, STOL planes. even parts of the 
giant 747 , world's largest airliner. Closer to the ground, 
we make radar , environmental controls and electronics 

systems. We do research and de•o'ei10:pl~el1 
designed the safety car for New York 
supply products for thousands of d. 
manufacturing both consumer . 
such as chemicals , food , airplanes 

What' II we be up to next? Y _ 

fl!] FAIRCHIL-D HIL~~ • .
... helps get America off the ground. 



Civil 
Aviation 

THE AIRLINES 

The U.S. air transport revolution which began 
with the introduction of the first U.S. scheduled jet 
service marked its lOth anniversary on October 26, 
1968. During those 10 years of the jet age, the air
lines invested $7 billion in new planes and ground 
equipment. Air passenger traffic tripled and cargo 
traffic increased fivefold. 

For the year 1968, it was estimated that the air
lines would carry more than 150,000,000 passengers, 
compared with 132,000,000 in 1967 and 110,000,000 
the year before that. This means that while the 
United States is growing by about 7,000 citizens a 
day, the airlines are adding more than 40,000 pas
sengers a day to their flights, whichis equivalent to 
the population of a city the size of Anchorage, 
Alaska. As to passenger miles, the airlines expected 
to fly some 115 billion in 1968, an increase of about 
16 percent over 1967. 

The airlines at year-end had in their fleets 274 jet 
aircraft capable of all-cargo operations worth $2.1 
billion. Six years earlier, there were no all-cargo 
aircraft in airline fleets. The result is that cargo ton
miles carried by the U.S. airlines have b een doub
ling every 4 years. It was estimated that the U.S. 
scheduled airlines would carry 4.2 billion ton-miles 
of cargo (mail, express and freight) in 1968, repre
senting an advance of 21 percent over 1967. 

The year 1968 marked the 50th anniversary of the 
air transport of mail. It cost the Post Office D epart-



ment 22 percent less in 1968 to buy space for a sack 
of m ail aboard an airliner than it did 10 years 
earlier. All fi rst-class mail-at the first-class rate 
of 6 cents-was moving by air when space was 
available . 

During 1958-68 the airlines becarne the No. 1 
form of pub lic transportation between cities. In 
1958 the airlines accounted for only 35 percent of 
a ll public intercity traffic. In 1968 that figure was 
about 70 percent and on the rise. 

To keep pace with this public demand for their 
services, the airlines expected to take delivery of 
more ~h an 450 planes during 1968, at an average 
c~s ~ of $6,500,000 per plane, or approximately $3 
b1lhon. This exceeded the 1967 fi aure for new air
craft by about $1 billion. ?\tlore bthan 400 of the 
planes received in 1968 were to be pure jet, the 
remainder turboprops ; no piston planes were on 
order. 

The airlines expected to add some 32.000 jobs to 
their \Vork force during 1968, bringing total em
ployment to approximately 280,000, about double 
the 1958 fi gure . The airline payroll was to amount 
to almost $3 billion , triple the 1958 payroll, and 
represented an average salary for airline employees 
of more than $9,000, up more than 60 percent over 
a decade earlier. 

Of the total nurnber of airline employees, some 
27,000 were pilots and copilots, about double the 
19.58 level. The airlines es timated that they will 
need about 3,200 more annually through 1970. 

The number of mechanics employed by the air
lines stood at about 60,000, representing a 60 percent 
increase over 1958. Annual additional requirements 
through 1970 were estimated at 8,500. Employment 
in the stewardess category almost tripled since 1958, 
to about 26,000 in 1968. 

Communications, aircraft and traffic servicing and 
office employees make up the rest of the people of 
the airlines and are generally referred to as Ground 
Support Personnel. They numbered some 175,000 
at year-end, almost double the 1958 figure. Employ
ment in this category was expected to increase to 
keep pace with the anticipated growth of the in
dustry. 

To help remove the possibility of a serious con
straint to the continued growth of air transportation, 
the airlines proposed in 1968 that an Airport De
velopment Trust Fund be set up \vithin the D epart
ment of Transportation. It would b e similar to the 
Highway Trust Fund and vvould be financed by a 
2 percent tax on airline passengers within the United 
States and by a $2 fee on those departing to a 
foreign point. 

Financial assistance would take the form of pay
ing up to 70 percent of the debt service of airport 
bond issues and it would provide short-term loans 
for planning, land acquisition and the start of ur
gently needed projects pending arrangements of 
long-term financin g. Eligible projects would include 
the construction, alteration and in1provement of 
airfield facilities and terminal facilities which repre-
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sent more than half of the necessary expansion proj
ects. 

It was estimated that $109,000,000 would be gen
erated by the new taxes during th e first year. If all 
of this were used for debt service, the Trust Fund 
would b e able to support about $1.9 billion in air
port projects during the first year alone. 

Such a fund would make a meaningful contribu
tion to the expansion of the na tion 's airport system. 
Both large and small airports wou ld b e eligible for 
assistance and there would also be funds for re
liever airports for private -avia tion traffic. Funds 
would also be available for large airports to build 
short runways for smaller aircraft which do not 
need the long, je t runways. This plan would enable 
cities to develop a much better pa ttern of a ir service, 
with equitable facilities for public air transporta
tion as well as for private flying. 

For some time the airlines have had under study 
a program which, for the first time, would expand 
the use of computer technology in the passenger 
reservations field to high-volume users of air trans
portation. Their search took a significant step for
ward in April 1968 when the Air Traffic Confer
ence of America accepted the recommendation of a 
st~ering t~sk force of the conference to proceed 
With the Implementation of a common automated 
reservation system which would provide travel 
agents and commercial accounts with immediate 
~cces: t_o the res:rvations systems of all participat
mg au·lmes. BasiC to the system would b e a data 
bank, composed of 2 IBM computers. Initially the 
data bank would store information on airline sched
ules and seat availability in a quick reference for
mat. Looking clown the road, the system's capability 
could be programmed to compute fares, issue tickets 
and provide direct access to domestic and foreign 
hotels, motels, car rental firms , available tours and 
other travel-oriented information. Thus it would 
enable a travel agent, for example, to construct a 
complex itinerary with ease. During busy p eriods 
there would be no delay in · obtaining information 
on seat availability as the system would b e pro
grammed for a maximum response time of 3 sec
onds. 

. Contra_cts .to install the system were b eing nego
tiated With the domestic airlines and with travel 
a_gents. Once contracts have been signed domes
~ICally , ~egotiati~ns will b egin immediately with 
mtern~ati_onal earners. D epending on the success of 
n~go_tiations , the system could become operational 
Withm a year. 

. .J?e airlines' extensive fog-dispersal test program 
~mt1ated a: the_ end of 1_967 continued actively dur
I?g 1968 .. Fog IS the _maJor source of flight cancella
tiOns ~ttnbutecl to airport weather conditions. Can
cellatiOns due to fog cost the domestic airlines an 
estimated $75,000:000 annually. Although cold fog 
(fog below freezmg temperature) has b een suc
cessfully disp ersed operationally for more than 
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5 years, it accounts for only 5 percent of all fo rr in 
the contiguous 48 sta tes. Th e remainin g 05 percent 
is warm fog (wa ter dropl e ts abO \ "C 3:2 cl e rrr ees 
Fahrenheit ) and it was to try out nc,,· me thods of 
dispersing wa rm forr tha t the air lin es bunched the ir 
tes t progra m a t Sacramento , Californ ia , in J\o, ·em
bcr 1967. 

Purpose of th e airline tes ts \\"as to Sl'e ho,,· ''-ell an 
airport closed by warm fog could he opened to a ir
lin e operat ions by seedin g chemicals in to th e fogged 
area. \ Vorld \\ ea th er, Inc., a H ouston-based 
weather modifi cation firm , was contracted by the 
Air Transport Association (AT A) to perform the 
tes ts. 

T ests at Sacramento were conducted throu (rh 
March 1968 and w ere followed up by tes ts in th e 
Cape Cod area from Jun e through August. The 
conclusion drawn by the a irlines ,,·as that the tes ts 
proved that the a ircraft seedin g techniq ues could 
disperse wa rm fog and thus open an a irport to a ir
line opera tions. A full-scale opera tion al fo g-dispersal 
program was proposed for Portland Intern a tion al 
Airport for some time in 1969. 

Ad vancement was made durin g 1968 in the a ir
lines' program toward developin g an airborne col
lision system (CAS), a d evice that can detect p o
tential colli sion threats and tell th e pilot when to 
maneuver and wha t evasive action to take. 

Four manufacturers w ere building prototype 
equipment to mee t th e a irline requirements. ~viartin 
Marietta of Baltimore, Maryland , was selected b y 
the airlines during the year to perform fli ght tests 
of th e collision avoidance equipment and to make 
the first tes t in 1969. To make it possible for general 
aviation aircraft to use CAS , the a irline industry 
CAS system has as part of its design what is known 
as "limited equipment." Significant complexity was 
added to the air-carrier C AS version to permit this 
limited-equipment version to b e provided at the 
lowest possible cost to gen eral aviation. 

Notable progress was m ade during the year in 
the airlines' runway-groovin g program , a program 
b egun in 1966 to test-prove that thin , shallow 
grooves cutting the surface of a runway substan
tially improve an airplane's stopping . distance on 
w et runways without causing excessive wear or 
d amage to landing gears. . 

Based on the tests, the airlines '''ere convmced 
tha t runway grooving is a valid air traffic control 
technique and w ere engaged in bringing this new 
safety aiel into widespread operational use by work
ing with airport authorities and FAA to h ave more 
runways grooved. At year-end, or by early 1969, 
3 more grooved runways w ere to b e added to the 
3 originally grooved in 1967 for eva~uati~n pur
poses. They w ere located a t the followmg au· ports: 
·washington National, Kansas City (Missouri) 
Municipal , New York's John F. Kennedy, Chicago's 
Midway, Charleston (Wes t Virginia) Kanawha and 
Atlanta (Georgia) Municipal Airport. 



AIR CANADA 

Canada's Cent nnial c I brations and Expo '67 
oml in d to creat a b·a · I boom that n1ade 1967 

th most succ sful ar in \ir C oada's 31-year 
hi s tor . s a resu It traffic f:i~Tu.res for 196 sho" eel a 
de r of adju tment towaTd n mor normal le el. 

Durirw th Brst 9 months of 196 . th airline 
cn rri d 4, 6:.. , - passena r up liahtl from the 
4 47,2 0 carri -d in th sam p riod in 196 ..... This 
, -alum ,,·as achic · cl cl spit ' ral ach rs factors 
th at plagued a ir tra ·el in th arl months of the 

a r, inclucliJW a a nera1 w a\ of b It-tight ning 
throurrh Canadian indush· politicc l tToubles in 
E urope, pressur aga inst ov r a tra' l b U.S. 
c iti zens and a lower ra t ~ of immio-ration to Canada. 

Air ca rgo continued its impr - si rat of g-}'O\\ th. 
Durincr the Brst 9 months of 1968 th airlli1e can-ied 
107,261 ,656 pounds of air fr iaht, up _4 p rcent over 
86 488 054 pounds in the sam period of 1967. \ir 
Canada recorded a profit of $3 500,000 in 1967 and 
forecasted ano ther profitabl - L mon ths in 1968. 

The Canadian aiTline took d liv -r of 3 McDon
nell Douglas DC-8-53 jetliners 3 lana-bod DC-8-
61s and 18 DC-9 t\-vin-jets during th ear. The 94-
passenger DC-9-32s were b eing used on the com
pany's short-to-medium rout s in Canada and the 
U.S. At the end of the year the airline's Beet totaled 
119 aircraft for its 68,645 miles of unduplicated 
routes. 

Air Canada h ad on order 8 mar DC-9s and 13 
long-range DC-8-63s, all for d liv ry by ~tlay 1970. 
In add ition , it ordered for deli\ er ' in the 1970s 
3 Boeing 747 jumbo jets , 4 Anglo-French Concorde 
supersonic transports and 6 Boeing U.S . SSTs. 

During the year, the airline expanded service on 
many of its routes, increasing Bight frequency and 
adding jet service to a number of cities. 

Early in the year a ne'"-' daily DC-8 jet ser~ice 
was added between Monb·eal and Vancouver, bnng
ing to 15 the number of daily b·anscontinental flights 
within Canada. A daytime Sunday Bight was started 
b e tween Toronto-M~ntreal and London, and dur
ing the summer transatlantic frequency was in
creased to 37 flicrhts a ,~eek to the U.K. and 19 a 

b 
week to continental E urope. 

In April a daily nonstop service was introduced 
b e tween Toronto and Frankfurt, and Western 
Arrow service from western Canada to the U.K. and 
Europe was increased to 11 a week from 7. · 

The airline con tinued to expand service to Florida 
and Caribbean points, a second daily nonstop DC-8 
flight was added be tween Toronto and Los Angeles, 
and expanded service was provided to other U.S. 
cities such as New York and Chicago. . 

Cargo service capacity was increased late m the 
year with a total of 6 all-cargo Bights to Europe 
and 8 from J\tlontreal to Vancouver each week. Im
provements were made in cargo-handling facilities 
at many Air Canada destinations. 
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The airline moved operations to Vancouver's new 
$32,000,000 airport during the late summer, and for 
1969 looked forward to openin g new terminal facil
ities it will share with BOAC at Kennedy Airport 
in New York. 

AIR WEST 

Editor's Note: On December 31 the Air ' 'Vest board 
voted to sell the assets of the company to Hughes 
Tool Company. The sale required CAB approval. 

In April 1968 a merger of 3 western U.S. airlines 
created Air ' es t, a multilevel air transportation sys
tem uniting more than 100 communities with desti
nations as eli\ erse as Sun Valley and Los Angeles, 
as distant as Calgary and Puerto Vallarta. The 
merger created a system embracing 3 countries, 
8 states, 79 airports and 10,000 route miles. 

Air ' i\ est was born of a merger between Bonanza 
Air Lines, serving the Southwest from its base at 
Phoenix; Pacific Air Lines, headquartered at San 
Francisco; and ' iVest Coast Airlines, based at Seattle. 

A new insign·ia appeared ·in the western skies: Air West, 
created by a m erger of vVest Coast, Bonanza and Pac-ific . 

Heading Air ' iVest vvere Nick Bez, of Seattle, 
former president of ' iVest Coas t Airlines, who was 
serving as chief executive officer and chairman of 
the board of directors ; Edmund Converse, of 
Phoenix, former president of Bonanza Air Lines, 
vice chairman of the board; and G. Robert Henry, 
of San Francisco, former president of Paci£c Air 
Lines, president of Air ,.,._,est and chief operating 
officer. 

In coming together as Air ' iV est , , .,._, est Coast, 
Bonanza and Pacific concluded a rapprochement 
begun in 1945, when ' iVest Coast Airlines initially 
petitioned the Civil Aeronautics Board for routes in 
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California that were avvarded to Southwest Ainvays 
instead. The decision to create 3 operating areas, 
those served initially by \i\1 est Coast, Southwest 
and Empire, set a pattern for determining the geo
graphical scope of certificates awarded, t1ltimately, 
to 13 local service carriers. Mergfrs had decreased 
this number to 9 by mid-1968, th e others b eing 
Frontier, Trans-Texas, Ozark, North Central, Mo
hawk, Allegheny, Piedmont and Southern. 

The combined Air West fl eet at time of merger, 
April 17, 1968, comprised 33 F a irchild F-27 prop
jets, seating 40 passengers; 3 Boeing 727 standard 
trijets; 8 75-passenger McDonnell Douglas DC-9 
Series 10 twin-jets ; and 4 6-place MiniLiners. The 
latter aircraft flies regular schedules to about a 
dozen small airports on the Air West system which 
cannot be served efficiently by the larger planes
Sun Valley, for example. 

In addition, Air \i\1 est placed a $70,000,000 order 
for 16 of the larger super DC-9 twin-je ts seating 
97 passengers. The first of th ese went into service in 
June 1968; by summer of 1969 all 16 were to be in 
operation. Air West ordered 2 Boeing 727-200 trijets 
for 1970 delivery. 

Air West b egan service to La Paz, Mazatlan, and 
Puerto Vallarta on the west coast of Mexico April30, 
1968. In June it was awarded additional nonstop 
authority within its basic system which included 
Salt Lake City /Los Angeles, Salt Lake City /Las 
Vegas, and San Diego/Las Vegas . A Civil Aero
nautics Board examiner also recommended the 
granting of nonstop rights from Denver to Seattle, 
Portland, Boise and Salt Lake City, which will con
stitute a major extension of the Air W est route 
structure into the heart of the Rocky Mountains. Air 
\i\1 est had applications for other important service 
extensions, including routes from San Francisco to 
points in Mexico, and from Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco and Las Vegas to Albuquerque in New Mex
ico, a state outside the Air West system. 
. The comp~ehensive nature of Air West's opera

twnal reach ~s emphasized by the fact that it serves 
3 of every 4 airports-74 out of 99-certificated by 
the federal government for commercial scheduled 
airline service in the 8 western states. 

H eadquarters of Air \Vest is at San Francisco. 
Its ma~ntenanc~ de~artment and training center are 
basedm Phoemx, With all other administrative func
tions at th e San Francisco offices. 

ALASKA AIRLINES 

Alasl~a Airlines, as a .result of 2 m ergers com
pleted m 1968, was servmg at year-end 94 percent 
of the poJ?ulation of Ala~k~. On F ebruary 1 the 
m erger w1th Cordova Airhnes b ecame effective, 
addin g su ch commercially important cities as 
Juneau, Cordova, Yakutat and Valdez to the Alaska 
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Airlines' route map. The Alaska / Coastal m erger , 
comple ted on April 1, opened a ll th e southeas tern 
region of Alaska to th e Golden . ;ugget Service of 
Alaska Airlines. 

As th e mergers reached th e fin al stages, Alaska 
Airlines accepted d elivery of its third Boeing 7'27C 
fanje t complete with Gold Rush-Gay 1\ ine ties decor. 
The carrier was put into immediate service. 

More passengers than ever before w ere takin g 
advantage of th e access Alaska Airlines offers to th e 
30,000 mil es of Alaskan coast, to innumerable 
streams and rive rs , to th e lush vall eys of southern 
Alaska and to th e tundra of th e Arctic. The tremen
dous increase in passenger hoardings influenced 
Alaska Airlines to offer other services to th e tourist 
in support of its transportation function. 

Under a management contract, Alaska Airlines 
was assisting in th e promotion and d evelopment of 
the Alyeska Ski Resort. Alyeska , a year-round ski 
opera tion, vvas fast gaining a reputation among ski 
buffs for offe ring long, challenging trails of up to 
12 mil es . The double chairlift at Mt. Alyeska is 1% 
mil es long, with not only unparalleled skiing at the 
conclusion of th e ride but also a spectacular view of 
vast glacial bowls, steep cliffs soaring to 4 ,000 feet 
and snow-laden valleys during th e trip. The ver.sa
tility of the resort was enhanced by th e constructiOn 
of a 32-room hotel which was scheduled to open late 
in 1968. 

The hotel will be a rustic chalet-type building 
with a dining room cocktail lounae and convention 

' b 
facilities. vVithin a year the resort will be enlarged 
by the construction of a 40-unit condominium. Plans 
for the condominium included a heated outdoor 
swimming pool and an ice-skating rink adjacent to 
the hotel. 

Alaska Airlines, having taken over management 
of Bell Island Hot Springs Fishing ~esort, w~s 
offering quick and efficient flight service to this 
location which boasts "more King Salmon caught 
per person than anywhere else in Alaska." Bell 
Island located outside Ketchikan, offers not only 
great fishing but a comfortable rustic lodge and. t~1e 
largest outdoor swimming pool in Alaska, mam
tained at a constant 84 degrees. 

The "real" Alaska, as seen by few non-Alaskans, 
was introduced to thousands of visitors by Alaska 
Airlines in 1968. Through the Arctic Tour, the 
beauty of the Far North and the cities of Nome ~nd 
Kotzebue steeped in winter were revealed. High
lights of the tour included watching ~he fam?us 
King Island Eskimo dancers perform thei~· cenh~nes
old ceremonial dances, observing skilled IVory 
carvers and skin sewers at work, taking a dogsled 
ride, learning to ice fish, bartering for Eskimo arti
facts, watching the Eskimos hunt walrus, seal an? 
polar bears and enjoying the spectacle of their 
famous blanket toss. 

Commencing with Alaska Airlines' strong promo
tion in 1968 of southeast Alaska, the area was be-



comin -r a much-in-demand ' ear-round vacation 
land . Th e vacationer, sportsman and ach enturer 
can sec ,,·ith !lTea ter con ni nc t his m·ea of ma
j sti c fores ts, soaring moun tain as t a]aciers and 
sparkli ng fjords. The Southeast abounds ' ·.ith fish , 
game and wildlif towerina tot m poles colorful 
Indians, q uaint 'ilia a · and mod rn cities. Sitka, 
Skagwa_•> , Pe tersbura , "' rana 11 and K tch.ikan have 
b -come regula r tourist ath·act ion. as a r suit of 

Ias ka Ai rlines' consi tent promotion on a world
wide ba i ·. 

Looking ahead to 1969 . Ia ·ka .\irli11es planned 
to s -·ek new a ' enues of arowth. t ar-end the 
a irl ine h ad 2 p etitions pendin cr b fo r the Ci\ il 
\ e ronautics Board , one a ·kincr fo r the right to fly 

the Sca ttlc/ Portland-Ha' ai.i-Anchorage route and 
th o ther s · king the S attle-T'' in Cities-Milwau
kee route. 

ALLEGHENY AIRLINES 

Merger with the former Lake Central Airlines on 
July _1 , 1968, marked a significant milestone in the 
contmuecl expansion of Allegheny 1\irlines. The 
re~ulting service ar ea includes 17 ew England, 
m1ddle Atlantic and midwestern states, Ontario, 
Canada , and the District of Columbia. The merger 
made possible a number of ne\\ services between 
major points , such as Philadelphia and Dayton, 
Boston and Indianapolis, and Boston and Cincin
nati. 

A number of major route-sb·engthening awards 
were granted to Allegheny by the Civil Aeronautics 
~oarcl during 1968. They included nonstop rights 
m several important markets: Pittsburgh, Memphis, 
N~shvill e, Louisville, Columbus, Dayton, New York 
City, Buffalo, Baltimore, Albany, Philadelphia and 
\iVashing ton, D .C. 

Al!egheny had p ending before the Civil Aero
nautiCs Board applications to provide nonstop 
service in a number of major markets. These in
cluded Pittsburgh-Chicago; Indianapolis/ Dayton
N ev,r York City; Norfolk-Chicago; Minneapolis / St. 
Paul and Milwaukee to and from a number of 
micl:~res tern and eastern points; Philadelphia and 
Baltnnore-Bermuda; Philadelphia to Columbus, 
Cleveland, D ayton and Indianapolis; Memphis
N_ew <?rleans; Chicago-Memphis; Chicago-Nash
VIlle ; St. Louis-Dayton/ Columbus/ Pittsburgh. 

To keep pace with its rapid growth and to de
:'elop nevv markets, Allegheny planned to expand 
Its 1968 fleet of 12 100-passenger DC-9 fanjets to 
20 by micl-1969. Allegheny's turboprop fleet in
cluded 43 Convair 580s, 9 F-27Js and 12 Nord 
262s. 

Much activity during the months immediately 
following the merger was directed to integration of 
the marketing areas of the 2 airlines . Major sched-
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ule changes were effected on August 1, October 27 
and ovember 15, and were to be continued 
throughout 1969. 

For the third quarter of 1968, Allegheny reported 
an operating profit of $720,000, compared to an 
operating loss of $126,000 for the same quarter of 
1967. Through October 1968, operating profits 
totaled $2,102,000 compared with an operating loss 
of $1,263 000 for the first 9 months of 1967. 

Allegheny showed a net loss of $2,479,000 during 
the first 9 months of 1968, clown from a $3,647,000 
loss posted during the comparable 1967 period. 
Comparative results for the p eriod prior to the 
merger reflect the combined results of Allegheny 
and Lake Central on a pooling of interes t basis. 

To accommodate increased passenbcrer and carao 
. b 

traffic, Allegheny undertook an extensive program 
to expand and remodel its ground facilities, includ
ing terminal improvements at Philadelphia, Pitts
burgh and Boston. 

Allegheny's fl eet of 12 McDonnell Douglas DC-9s was to be 
expanded to 20 by mid-1969. 

Inaugurated late in 1967, Allegheny's hiahly 
successful program to improve air service at ii~ter
mediate cities, the Allegheny Commuter, was ex
panded during 1968 to provide new services 
bet\.veen D anville, Illinois, and Chicaao's O'Hare In
ternational Airport; Salisbury, :Maryl~ncl, and Balti
more's Friendship International Airport; and Hazle
ton, Pennsylvania, and Newar~'s Municipal Airport. 
Both passenger and commumty acceptance of the 
Allegheny Commuter program was enthusiastic. In 
response to community requests, the Allegh eny 
Commuter was to b e expanded to other cities in 
1969. 

During the first 10 months of 1968, Allegheny 
boarded more than 3,773,000 p assengers and flew 
approximately 864,000,000 revenue passenger miles, 
both of which represented substantial increases over 
the totals flown during the entire year of 1967. 
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ALOHA AIRLINES, INC. 

Highlights of the year for Aloha Airlines included 
announcements of new je t routes, inter-island facil
ities and service innovations, a switch to Boeing 
737s and another increase in traffic volume. 

Aloha Airlines turned to the recording industry 
in a new and ambitious marketing venture early in 
1968. An original album, "TI1e Wonderful \ i\lorld of 
Aloha," incorporated musical selections esp ecially 
designed to assist mainland travel agents in selling 
the aura of the islands to their clients. An entire 
advertising campaign evolved around the music. 
The title song became the b asis for a 1-minute 
color TV commercial which incorporated breath
taking island scenics with air-to-air shots of the 
company's Alohajets. 

In March, Aloha introduced a semiautomated, 
greatly accelerated reservations system into its basic 
electronic data-processing equipment. An interim 
step toward an instantaneous automated setup, this 
is one of the most sophisticated applications ever 
atte~npted on an IBM 360 Model 20 card system. 

A surge in the carrier's inter-island traffic dictated 
an upgrading of facilities and the opening of a new 
sales office in downtown Hilo on March 22. The 
design scheme and modern decor employ all th e 
basic elements in the company's Alohajet fleet. 
Silver-colored paneling on the main walls is sym
bolic of the streamlined jet exteriors. Blue-green 
carpeting and gold-and-coral striped upholstery 
come direct from the plane's interior. A motif front
ing the reception desk duplicates the "Bird of 
Paradise" on the tail. 

Step 2 in Aloha's Big Island expansion program 
was a new look, in line with the entire Hila Terminal 
renovation program. The new terminal construc
tion more than tripled Aloha's office space, more 
than doubled its outside counter area and greatly 
expanded the baggage claim facilities. In addition, 
th.e ?ld ba$gage weigh-in system was completely 
ehmmated m favor of a new, improved piece con
cept. 
. Flightime, a top-quality, 4-color magazine, was 
n~troduced to Aloha's inter-island travelers begin
n_mg the first week in May. The bimonthly publica
tion reaches a total yearly audience of 11 900 000 
1,000,000 via the seat backs of the airli~;'s 'fleet 
and a 1?,200,000 mainland exposure over the routes 
of Pac1fic Southwest, National, Continental and 
Los Angeles Airways. 

Aloha's pop~lar promotional troupe traveled over 
100,000 miles m 1968 in an effort to bring travel 
agents up to date on new Hawaii travel and hotel 
developments. 

On June 1~, Aloh~ initiated pure-jet service into 
Kana, Hawau, and mtroduced the most extensive 
fligh t schedule in its 21-year history. Passengers 
were offered an unprecedented 38,338 seats inter
island p er w eek, an increase of 61 percent over the 
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spring sch edule and 3.6 p ercent over th e g rea tly 
expanded operation of th e 1967 summer. 

The airline took to the "s ilver screen" as co
sponsor of a new movie film ed for Hawaii 's Japanese 
C entennial Celebra tion , June 15-23. The 2-hour 
produ ction , in commemora tion of th e 100th anni\ er
sary of Japanese immig ra tion to th e islands, fea
tured Aloha's BAC One-Eleven, Honolulu terminal 
counter and stewardess Karen Awa . Thirty top
rankin g Japanese movie sta rs, sin gers and tech
nicians coll abora ted in the produc tion under th e 
auspices of th e Shochiku Company of Tokyo. 

\ i\l ith th e introduction of its "s tandard on-line" 
ticke t plan , Aloha b ecame the fir st carrier in the 
islands to revolutionize its time-consuming ticke t
writing chores. Each of its termina l and sales offi ces 
is issued plates, resembling plastic credit cards. 
Each embossed plate is se t up for a specific island 
routing, complete with fare, tax, validation stamp, 
carrier's code and refund values . Travelers holding 
Aloha Airlines' credit cards find th e process even 
quicker, since th e credit card can b e run through 
the machine simultaneously v.rith the route plate. 
In addition to th e bi<Y time-saviw.r factor, "standard 

b h 
on-line" ticketing eliminates th e possibility of 
computation e rror, and refiguring th e r esidual value 
of th e ticke t. 

As a new note in its customer service program, 
by early summer Aloha's 5 major island terminals 
added assistant managers-customer sales and service 
stationed in front of each check-in counter. Their 
primary duties were to aid all tour conductors an:J 
other group movements, both in and out of their 
respective stations. 

Thanks to a new arrangement b etween CP Air 
and Aloha Airlines island-bound vacationers from 
Canada can travel i~ter-island under the $5 Common 
Fare. TI1e Canadian program is similar to the exist
ing privileges via the 3 U.S. carriers with the excep
tion that Honolulu is the only point of entry and 
departure on CP Air routings. The n ew proposal, 
however, gives Canadians the additional advai~tage 
of round-trip passage between Honolulu and Hilo-
4 islands for $15. 

With the opening of its new Seattle office and the 
appointment of Ralph A. Johansen as sales manager, 
northwest area, Aloha increased its international fa
cilities to 5 mainland outlets and one Tokyo outlet. 

On October 31 Aloha Airlines announced it 
would replace its ~xisting fleet with 6 Boeing 737s 
and go all-jet, effective with the summer 1969 sched
ule. The inter-island carrier planned to place 2 of 
th e twin-engine, short-haul jets in service beginning 
March 1 and to have a total of 5 on the line by late 
May or early June. The sixth Boeing, schedu~ed f~r 
delivery in February 1970, will bring Aloha s ulti
mate investment in excess of $25,000,000 for parts 
and equipment. The switch to 7.37s enables Aloha 
to b ecome the first major airline in Hawaii to guar
antee jet loads of passengers and baggage into and 



out of Kana and _ tfolokai. \dditionall - with the 
introduction of its 118-pass n er configuration, 

oha ''ill offer the biggest and roomi st aircraft 
ever available for inter-island trav I. 

AMERICAi~ AIRLINES 

In Januat") 1968 George A. Spat r assumed the 
r span ibilities of 1\merican \ i rhn s' chi f execu
ti' e and president. Mm·ion Sadl r had retired from 
the pr - idenC) for r easons of h alth · C. R. Smith 
s ve recl aJI relations with Am rican in F bruar) to 
accept the post of .S. Secretar) of Commerce. 

i\llr. Spater continued the leadership started by 
his predecessors and guid c1 Am rican into a ear 
of major de elopments in dom stic and int rna
banal marketing corporat planning for the 1970s, 
community affairs , operations, maint nance and en
gineering, fuaht and passenger and freicrbt services. 

Early in the year America11 became the first air
line to order a major n w type of aircraft, the 
DC-10, destined to become the most ' ersatile com
mercial airliner of the 1970s. The ~52-passenger 
trije t will have short- , medium- and long-range 
capability and will be able to op rate out of smaller 
airports, such as LaGuardia, that cannot accom
moda te aircraft of the Boeing 707 size. 

American planned a 252-passenger interior foT Us McDon
nell Douglas DC-10 trijets ordered in 1968. 

American expanded its overseas marketing effort 
in 1968. New offices in Paris and Seoul were opened, 
and teams made up of domestic and international 
marketing executives traveled to 4 other continents. 
The marketing teams held sales presentations in 16 
major cities for travel agents and interline salesmen. 
Top U.S. vacation spots and destination cities 
usually favored by travelers were described, de
tailed explanations of U.S. discount fares were 
given and open discussions were held after each 
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session. Among other activities aimed at encouracr
ing b-a, el in and to the U.S., American distributebd 
a brochure entitled "Disco' er America/Fly the 
American 'Nay" to countries all over the world. 
The brochure was printed in 5 languages. 

Promoting travel through tl1e U.S. by Americans, 
the airline among other activities initiated a radio/ 
television tour across the nation encouraging travel 
from the western half of tl1e country to the East 
Coas t and from the East to the West. American 
Airlines stewardess Miss Judi Nardecchia, and Miss 
Patty Poulsen, American's 1967 Queen of the 
\t\lorld's Airline Stewardesses, were appointed of
ficial Discover America envoys for the tour. 

The Astrosphere, a repeater from 1967, ended 
its 2-year tour of major U.S. shopping centers in 
the sw11mer. The huge, 45-foot-high inflatable struc
ture, vlhich housed booths providing information 
on travel and a theater containing 128 first-class 
707 Astrojet seats laid out to create the impression 
of an airline cabin, brought the story of travel in 
America to more than 2,000,000 people. A "Certifi
cate of Appreciation" for Astrosphere's contribution 
to travel and the Discover America program was 
presented to American by N.A.T.O. 

American's revenue passenger miles for the 
fiTSt 3 quarters of 1968 were up 16 percent to 
11,723,747,000. et earnings for the first 10 months 
ended October 31, 1968, were $36,874,000, which 
included the effect of the loss on sale of property 
and equipment to Internord. Revenues totaled 
$801,331,000 for the first 10 months of 1968, an 
increase of 14.6 percent over the same period in 
1967. Commercial freight volume for the first 10 
months of 1968 amounted to 349,147,000 ton-miles, 
an increase of 17.5 percent over the first 10 months 
of 1967. 

In March, American's advertising theme, "The 
Airline Built for Professional Travelers," evolved 
into "Fly the American \iVay, the Airline Made Up 
of Professionals." The new campaign took another 
step fonvard later in tl1e year with corporate adver
tising based on the employees of American Airlines. 
A search was started throughout the airline's sys
tem for the employee "stars" of the new campaign. 
Through advertisements, employees explain their 
feelings about American, its professionalism and 
their jobs. 

In a new freight campaign launched in the fall, 
the nation's business leaders were challenged to 
"Go Ahead, Ignore It" if they could. The campaign 
was started with American's first double-page news
paper spread for air freight. The ad showed the 
nose of a jet freighter trying to push its way into a 
board of directors meeting. Purpose of the cam
paign was to convince decision makers to take a 
close look at their total cost of distribution, trans
portation being only one portion. Air freight can 
cut substantially into the costs of other parts. 

American Airlines did avvay \Vith the concept of 
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uniforms for its stewardesses in late 1967. In 1968, 
4,000 passenger and freight service employees 
donned their colorful new wardrobe. Bright new 
red and blue dresses blossomed by year's end be
hind ticket counters and at air terminals served by 
the airline in the U.S., Mexico and Canada. In this 
new wardrobe change, part of the company's "Amer
ican Way" campaign, the men of American were 
presenting a more dapper appearance, too. Pas
senger and freight agents were wearing dark blue 
suits, a choice of white or blue shirts and red or 
blue ties and pocket squares. Passenger service 
managers, who provide personal assistance to travel
ers with personal problems or needs, are easy to 
identify in their dark red-and-blue striped blazers, 
white or blue shirts, blue tics and dark blue slacks. 
The new styles were the result of more than a year's 
planning and research. 

Fun was again in store for top U.S. business lead
ers when they teamed up with stars of professional 
baseball and football in the unique second annual 
golf tournament sponsored by American Airlines 
February 14-16. The American Astrojet Golf Clas
sic, a $.30,000, 54-hole event, was held at the 
LaCosta Country Club near San Diego, California. 
Proceeds of the 3-day tournament went to the 
American Cancer Society. 

Recognizing the need for the exchange of infor
mation on modern airline managerial techniques 
provided by electronic data processing with its 
international interline partners, American Airlines 
in 1968 initiated a series of seminars for foreign air
line executives. Two technical and 2 nontechnical 
seminars were held during the year near American's 
main SABRE installation in Briarcliff Manor, New 
York, with airlines from all parts of the world par
ticipating. No secrets were withheld; the seminars 
were work sessions designed to instruct the partici
pating executives in the nontechnical seminars on 
the basics of EDP and how such systems may be 
applied to airline management and in the technical 
seminars on the latest EDP techniques applicable. 

During the school year that ended in 1968 Amer
ican Airlines sponsored 133 "American You'th Per
fori?s" concerts in 50 major areas throughout the 
Umted St~tes .. ~e American Airlines-sponsored 
AYP or~amzat10n IS dedicated to the recognition of 
young smg~rs and musicians who compete through
out the nation. ~~ most outstanding of these young 
perfo~mers participated in national concerts in 
\Vashmgton's Constitution Hall and New York's 
famed Carnegie Hall in May. The program began 
its fourth year in September. 

Again w?rking ';ith American youth, the airline 
sent a specrally tramcd team of stewardesses during 
1968 to disadvantaged neighborhoods in major 
U.S. cities to teach good grooming and makeup 
techniques to girls between the ages of 14 and 18, 
and joined with Cessna Aircraft Company in pro
ducing Air Age Education Kits to be used in teach-
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ing young people about both comuwrcial and gen
eral aviation in classrooms throughout the country. 

Among other long-range facilities planning for the 
1970s, American announced plans to construct revo
lutionary "super bay" maintenance hangars at :\'cw 
York's Kcnnedv Airport Boston Chicago, N'cwark, 
Los Angeles m;d San Fr~mcisco ;md at <~ new super
sonic airport between Dallas and Fort \\'orth. \Vith 
a floor area covering about the same space as 7 foot
hall fields, the 5-story-high "super hay" hangar was 
designed by American for 3 different operations 
(light maintenance, heavy maintenance and over
haul) for at least 6 differe;1t airplanes, including the 
2 subsonic jumbo jets, the DC-10 and the 7-17, and 
the U.S. and British-French supersonic transports. 

A new freight terminal, longer than 3 football 
fields, was one of the highlights am~ounced regard
ing new freight facilities for the 19 tOs. The cost of 
this terminal, to he built at Kennedy Airport by 
mid-1970, was estimated at $11,700,000. American 
expected to spend more than $.50,000,000 on. its 
nationwide program of new and expanded frerght 
facilities by 1975. 

To serve more effectively the heavily traveled 
commuter-type segments on American'~ system, t!1e 
airline started the Jet Express concept m 1967 With 
hourly departures from New York to Bostm~, \Vash
ington and Chicago. The program met with such 
success that in 1968 the company started half-hourly 
service from the N cw York metropolitan area to 
Chicago and maintained the hourly service to 
Boston and \Vashington. The half-hourly schedule 
provided Newark Airport with flights every h~ur 
on the half hour to Chicago, and LaGuardm with 
flights every hour on the hour. All flights on the 
New York-Chicago Jet Express were moved from 
heavily congested Kennedy Airport. . 

Before American started the Jet Express service 
between New York and Boston, its participation in 
the market was minimal. By year-end, ':'ith a s~r~ng 
pattern between the 2 cities, it ":as agm? providmg 
a marketing threat to its competitors as It overcam.e 
the competitive inroads of the last f~w years. Tlus 
was also true in the New York-Waslungton market. 

In the New York-Chicago market, Ameri~an was 
carrying approximately one-half of the mdustry 
passengers, providing 37,670 jet seats. weekly. 

American's pattern of service contmued to grow. 
Examples of nonstop, round-trip service added dur
ing the year were Hartford-Los Angeles and. Okla
homa City-San Francisco. The nonstop serviCe on 
heavily traveled segments was also increased. 

In the highly competitive New Yor~-Los An&e.les 
market, American retained its dommant position 
and its passenger market share ran well above. its 
scat-mile share. In the New York-San Francisco 
market, its market share continued to improve and 
was equal to the seat-mile share. 

In the spring American announced that it had 
become the world's first commercial carrier to 



achien' operational approval to use an automatic 
inl'rtial navi~ation svstem. The Litton Industries' 
system. kno~n1 as tiw LT.:\-51. replaces complex 
navigational proc<.'dures n•quiring fixes and calcu
la~ions. ,,·hich take navigators 'approximately 20 
mmutes to eompletl'. Pinpoint navi~ation is accom
plished automatiealh- in 1/:20 second ln- the LT.:\-51. 

_In tlH· summl·r :\.nwrican :ummmc(·d completion 
ot tilt' first major phasl' of a Sl.:200.000 prowam 
that promis<'s to lift much of the hurd<'n off the 
nat ion's hus\· air traffic controllers and at the same 
timl' impro\:l. air safety and help to relil'\·e airport 
congl·s~ion. American completed fitting its entire 
fll'd of Boeing 7:27 .-\strojets with .. automatic alti
tude reporterS:' or the aircraft portion of what is 
sometinws referred to as the "alphanunwric" radar 
sy~h·m. \Ylwn coupll•d with ground equipment 
lwmg pr<'par<'d ln· the Federal :\ viation :\dministra
tion. data ,,-ill :iutomaticallv flash on radar con
tJ:ollers' stTl'l'IIS at ground stations, instantly giving 
:urcraft altitude and id<.'ntih·; thus much of the 
routine convl'rsation that no~v accounts for up to 
--1:0 pPrCl·nt of the controllers' work load will bl' elim
inatt•d. 

An <'~egant addition to ~vlcxico's impr0ssive array 
of tounst facilities was announced in the fall in the 
f?rm of a towC'ring new hotel for Acapulco. The 
813.0?0,000, 21-story hotel, to he operated by 
Anwnca_n Airlim•s, will ovl'rlook tlw shimmering 
sands of Condesa Bl'ach. a setting of extraordinary 
natural lwaut\·. Construction started on the hotel, 
th<' Condesa · del :Mar, and completion was ex
pected in Non·mlwr 1970. Tlw building was hdng 
const~·ucted and will he mnwd hy a group of 
promment :Mexican husinessnwn. It will open with 
5_00 guest rooms and a complete range of conven
h~n, recreation and shopping facilities. American 
will operate the hotel throue;h its hotPL restaurant 
and airline catc'ring suhsicliary, Sky Chefs. Inc. 
Sky Chefs in 1968 was operating 3 hotels in the 
U.S .. at Rodwster, New York. Fort 'Vorth, Texas, 
and Cincinnati, Ohio. A second hotel was under 
construction at Rochester and one was planned for 
l~ostm~. American was participating in the construc
tion of a .500-room luxury hotel "in downtown Seoul 
K ' 

orca, which Sky Chefs was also to operate. 
Anwi:ican entered even more aggressively into 

the reg10n of sports in 1968 as a means of reaching 
the. co~1suming public and, again, of supporting the 
~1aho~1 s youth. This included advertising in con
JUnCtiOn with the Nt"w York Yankees, San Francisco 
Giants, New York Mets and St. Louis Cardinals 
televisl'd hasehall games, the National Hockey 
League game's and the National Foothall League 
ganw~, including the Supt'r Bowl. ln addition, 
Amencan became the only airline to sho\V the NFL 
Can~e of the \iVeek l'VL'ry \veek on its unique inflight 
movie system, Astra-Color. Baseball elinics in the 
N l'W York m<'tropolitan area were held for Little 
Leagu<'rs, with players from the Yanket'S and ~,lets 
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as instructors. American again served as a tra,·el 
consultant to the United States Youth Games, an 
annual competition for youths, ages 10 to 15, from 
cities across the nation. 

"~Iusic 'Til Dawn," an all-night semiclassical, 
popular and classical music program sponsored by 
American Airlines in 10 cities throughout the coun
try, including 5 CBS-owned stations, celebrated its 
15th anniversan' in 1968 with evervthinrr from 

• .I b 

special music programs, salutes from officials and 
cultural leaders, and exchanges of greetings be
tween the 10 program hosts, to on-the-air birthday 
parties (including birtl~d~y cakes). Coinciding with 
the anniversary, The l\at10nal Federation of ~Iusic 
Cluhs awarded Special Three Star Awards of ~-Ierit 
to American Airlines and CBS Radio for ":\Jusic 
'Til Dawn." The awards, the highest form of recorr
nition given by the national federation, recoQ11iz:'d 
both the program's continuing promotion of Xmeri
can music and a special "Music 'Til Dawn" proQ"ram 
of music by American composers which was b~oad
cast February 22, 1968. 

AMERICAN FLYERS AIRLINE 

The year 1968 was the most significant in the his
tory of American Flyers Airline as the supplemental 
carrier achie,·ed important progress in all areas of 
its operations and simultaneously laid the founda
tion for future expansion and gro\vth. 
_Durin~ 1968 _American. Fly~rs acc~pted delivery 

of 2 Boemg 72t-100C _fanjet mrcraft, mcreasing the 
airline's charter capac1ty _by 80 percent. Durinrr the 
latter part of 1968 Amencan Flyers announced the 
addition of 2 ~!cDonnell Dougl:1s DC-8 Super 63 
jet airliners to 1ts c~1arter fleet, mcreasing the air
line's charter capac1ty by anot~1er 70 percent. The 
:250-seat DC-_8s enabled Amencan Fl~ers to offer 
nonstop ser~ICe on such r_~utes as New York to 
Rome or Ch1cago to H:m·au and the airline b 
hookinrr charter flights on the DC-8 equip111 etgan 

o d H .. b . . . en to 
Europe an awan egmmng m June 1969 

'Vith the addition of the new DC-8s AF A 
operating a fleet of 125-passenger Bot•in'g 7,,7 was 
89-passenger Lockheed El~ctra lis, offerh1 s and 
,\"idest choice of charter mrcraft in the . dg the 

bl · m ustry 
This equipment was capa e of handling . . · 
anv size charter group and of operating f. vntually 

. . . I om pr·lc 
tically any s1ze mrport. c -

American Flyers was actiYl'lv p·u-uc· . 
the <rreatly l'Xpanding inclusivt' ·ton;· cl1 ,1~tat.mg in o . C'"' . a1 er n1 .1 . 
ket sanctioned by ongress m 1968. Earlier 't-
had been known in the industry as the pre 1 ' _AF A 
(loJncstic and Carihbc>tm e:roup chartl'r· .11· 1.1~ onllnant 

. " ' llll' "'" l the addition of the new long-range 1·ets tl · . It 1 . I . , l ' , , lC' nu-lhl 
was moving aggressive y mto t w int(•1-11.1t· l 0 

· , '- ' 1ona d .. 
ter markets. l<tr-

American Flyers holds all requisite 11 . • , . ernllts from 
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the CAB, FAA and Military Airlift Command, and 
its operating authority includes flights to Europe, 
M rica, Hawaii, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean and 
the continental United States. Executive offices are 
located in Fort \North, Texas, and the maintenance 
and operations headquarters are in Ardmore, Okla
homa. Regional sales offices are maintained a t Fort 
Worth, Los Angeles, Chicago, \Vashington , D. C. , 
New York City, Atlanta, Detroit and London, Eng
land. 

The company was founded .in 1939 as a charter 
service for businessmen at Fort \Vorth's Meacham 
Field. In 1951 AF A became the first supplemental 
airline to fly Civil Air Movement ( CAM) fli ghts for 
the U.S . government. AF A was also instrumental in 
the development of the civilian charter market 
pioneering in flights of college and university 
~thletic teams. From a total of 182,299 passengers 
m 1965, American Flyers' p assenger count increased 
to 215,483 in 1967 and exceeded 265,000 in 1968. 
AFA crews during 1968 flew to all 50 states and 
some 30 foreign countries. Average flight time for 
the airline's captains and first officers is in excess of 
ll ,~OO hours, with some ranging up to 22,000 hours. 

Smce August 1967 the airline has been controlled 
by Pittsburgh Coke & Chemical Company of Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania. Lucian J. Hunt has headed 
AF A as president and chief executive since June 
1966 . . Mr. ~u~t was form erly a vice president of 
Amencan Airlmes responsible for maintenance and 
engineering during American's transition from pis
tons to jets . 

In early 1968 American Flyers introduced pro
gramme~ group charters to the industry. These 
are spe~Ial group charter flights from high-density 
po~ulat10n centers on a regular basis. Groups char
termg these flights do not pay the usual ferry 
ch~r~es or costs for "aircraft positioning miles." 
This IS possible because AF A's Central Bid Control 
a~sures the maximum utilization of the airline's 
aircraft geared to integration of schedules from 
these population centers. This new, low-cost group 
charter concept, developed after extensive research 
ahnd p_la~ni~g by AF A, proved profitable b ecause of 
t e airlme s meti'cul · . f h d 1. . ous airCI a t sc e u mg system 
and aggressive marketing program. 

b 
Programmed group charters and ITCs were to 

e strong marketi f . 
d . c ng areas or Amencan Flyers 

unng 1969 and part of tl . 1. , . 
f 1e au· me s contmuing 

program o developing 
1 . new mass-travel concepts in 
ow-cost a1r transportation. 

BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL 

Braniff In ternational, the airline with a fl · for . . d l air 
mnovat10ns an co or, continued to set trend . for 
the airline industry in 1968. s 

New services, new fashions, stepped-up activity 
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in tourism development of South m~rica , ~e"'v 
facilities and the industry leadership m on-t1me 
performance were the keys to growth in 1968 fo r 
the airline. 

Record highs were consistently set, th e~1 be tter~d , 
in virtually all categories of traffi c earned durmg 
the year. Operating revenues for the first 9 months 
were increased by 17 percent and net incom e for 
the first 3 q uarters showed an increase of 129 per
cent. 

Nonstop services were inaugurated b y Braniff in 
the D enver- rvfemphis and San Antonio-D?nver ma_r
ke ts during 1968, and at year-end Braniff was wart
ing fin al Civil Aeron autics Board approval of au
thority to operate nonstop b etween D al_las/Fort 
\Vorth and Minneapolis/ St. Pa ul , overflym g pre
viously manda tory stops. 

Nonstop services were increased on many other 
major routes served by Braniff, including Houston
Chicago, Chicago-Kansas City, Hous_ton-Dallas/ 
Fort \Vorth , New York/ Newark-Washmgton and 
Seattle-Portland. 

In April , Braniff inaugurated the first je t freighter 
service b etween T exas and the Pacific North,ves t 
with Boeing 727QC jet cargo fli ghts b etween 
Dallas/Fort VVorth and both Seattle/T acoma and 
Portland. This new service increased Braniff's 
domestic je t freicrhter network to link 15 m ajor 

b k . U.S. cities with 5-night-a-wee service. . . 
As 1968 drew to a close, Braniff \Vas awartmg 

fin al Civil Aeronautics Board approval of recom
mended new routes b etween South America and 
additional U.S. gateway cities includin~ Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, New Orleans, vVashmgton 
and New York. 

The airline was also awaiting new route authority 
for which it had been recommended in other route 
cases pending b efore the CAB , including t_he Re
opened Pacific Northwest-Southwe~t Service ~n
vestigation and the Gulf States-lVhdwest Service 
Investigation. . 

Additional important cases in which Br~mff had 
applications pending were the ~out~1ern Tier c_=on~
petitive Nonstop Service Investrga.twn, the i\ihaml
London case and, perhaps most u~1po_rta1~t of ~II, 
the vast Transpacific Service Investigatwn -~n which 
Braniff sought authority between Hawan and 8 
major U.S. inland points: Miami, Atlanta, Dallas/ 
Fort Worth Houston New Orleans, D enver, , ' 
Kansas City and St. Louis. . 

Emilio Pucci once again created colorful haute 
couture wardrobes for Braniff hostesses and the 
new fashion s, unveiled in July 1968, were greeted 
with enthusiastic approval by hostesses and pas
sengers alike . In 1968 Pucci discarded all that went 
b efore. The print leotards and shifts were replaced 
by "pretty, ladylike, elegant dresses," to quote 
Pucci. Pucci-print scarves w ere substituted for hats, 
and a soft, silvety vinyl apron becomes the serving 
smock for inflight m eal services . 



Br, ni ff belie, ·cs th at int rnational ai.rlin s ha e a 
re pon ibility to each counb· · th ' s -r · that uoes 

- 0 
b yond providing the fin e t s n ·ice in th air and on 
~h ~round. In vi " . of thi ·. Braniff '' as participat
m rr m 3 se para t tourism-builcliiW proj ct in South 

mcri ca . The a irline " as a dir ct participant in 2 
of th -s and act d as th , tah t in the third to 
bring inte r ·. ted parties too- th r-. 

The la tter is Touri m In tm nts, S. \. (TISA) , 
fo rm cl b~' a group of I acling tra ' I ag nt tom 
wholesa lers and Finane - bu in and air lin · execu
ti ,· . to unclcrtak such con truction proj cts as 
S I~ a ll hot -Is, inns, re arts r taurants, ·hops, nter
tammcnt centers and hunting, 6:hinrr and other 
outdoor sports faci li ti s throu crhout South America. 

nothcr proj ct am1oun d in 1968 and the 
largest of the 3 projects, " as Hot I . ociat s, S. A. 
( HASA ), a unique multinational corporation 
form ed to undertake a touri rn d ' lopment pro
gram in South America calling for a tota.l invest
ment approaching $150,000,000 O\ er th next 10 
_ ars. Braniff b ecam a full partner with 3 other 
hotel and interna tiona l i11 e ·tment firm s in H SA, 
which will concentrat on n w hotel construction in 
order to provide the first s stem of major affiliated 
~1otels tl1roughout South Am rica and a 60 p -rcent 
mcrease in the total of fiTst-cb s and luxury accom
mo?ations available or pbnned fo r tourists. 
. ,1 he third project, announced em·lier, was Bran
.Jff s participation in a P rll\ ian corporation formed 
to crea te 3 major tourism atb·actions : a marketplace 
and res taurant, a spectacular country club and a 
beach club hotel in Peru. 

~'lajor facilities opened by the airline during 
1968 . 0cluded a nmv and sparkling $2,000,000 
B~·am~ International Hos tess College near Love 
Field m D allas, dedicated in January. 
~he college, v,rhich houses up to 142 hostess 

tram ees simultaneously and contains a beauty 
salon , mirrored exercise room, sauna, recreation 
ro01:1,_ cafe teria, makeup room and auditorium in 
adchtwn to living quar ters and classrooms, is a self
~ontair~ed "small city" in what the architects term 
a femmine building." The faci li ty was designed to 

help ~raniff continuously improve its inflight pre
senta tiOn. 

A $10,000,000, 13-gate Braniff Air Terminal at 
Dallas / Fort \North's Love Field also was dedicated 
an d opened in D ecember 1968. The colorful facility , 
~djacent to the existing Love Field terminal build
m~, en~bled Braniff to operate its more than 100 
~lmly flights much more efficiently at that hub of 
Its system. 

In the new terminal, Braniff has all-second-level 
air~raft loading; a completely separate baggage 
chum area; special facilities for standby travelers , 
aged or ill passengers and young children; and the 
world's largest single electronic fli ght-information 
board. Early in 1969 Braniff vvas to begin operation 
of the world's first Fastpark Jet Rail, a monorail 
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s stem to connect the boarding area of the terminal 
with a new 1,500-car parking area nearby. The 
$2,000 000 Jet Rail will speed the passenger's way 
from car to plane and cut walkina distance to a 
maximum of about 400 feet. 

0 

Braniff opened a new 13-gate, $10,000,000 terminal build
·ing at Dallas/ Fort ' 'V0 1t h Lo oe Field. 

Braniff's all-jet fleet stabilized at 68 aircraft with 
no additional J·etliners delivered durincr 1968 as b ) 

contrasted \•vith 1966 and 1967 when 51 new jets 
were delivered . This stabilization permitted im
proved operating reliability and enabled Braniff to 
take the industry lead in on-time operations for the 
year. 

Braniff ,;..,as looking toward the future however 
and in January 1968 announced a $48,000,000 pur~ 
chase of 2 Boeing 747 jumbo jets for delivery in 
early 1971. 

Braniff also had 3 British-French Concordes and 
2 Boeing supersonic transports on order for delivery 
in the mid-1970s. The airline was looking forward 
to additional aircraft purchases, possibly aircraft of 
the air bus type, in the not-too-distant future. 

CP AIR 

A modern new look and a new name marked the 
1968 transition at Canadian Pacific Airlines . 

As part of an overall polishing up of the corporate 
image of its parent Canadian Pacific organization, 
the airline was designated CP Air, a new emblem 
(dubbed the multimark) was adopted and the jet 
fleet was to appear in striking orange, red and silver 
livery. 

VVhen the changeo:er is complete, everything 
from place mats on arrborne meal trays to letter
heads and advertising will bear the CP Air name 
with the multimark. Transitional p eriod was ex
pected to las t vvell into 1969. 

First real impact of the new look came at Van-
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couver International Airport at the beginning of 
November when a sleek new Boeing 737 t\\·in-jct 
flew in from the Boeing plant at Seattle, resplendent 
in the bright new colors. 

It was the first of 7 of the $.5,000,000 short/ 
medium-range airliners CP Air had on order. Five 
were to he delivered by the end of the year to 
operate on routes covering British Columbia, Al
berta and the Yukon. The DC-6B propeller-driven 
fleet was to he phased out. 

The sixth and seventh 737s, slightly heavier ver
sions, were scheduled for delivery in ~'larch 1969 
for use on the Vancouver-San Francisco route and 
in transcontinental service. Those deliveries would 
make CP Air an all-jet airline, with the exception of 
2 small feeder routes in central British Columbia 
to be operated with DC-3s. 

Sharing the remarkable global growth of air 
traffic, the company was expanding its routes and 
increasing frequencies on established routes, with 
commensurate additions to the jet fleet. 

But all was not as bright as the new orange color 
indicated; CP Air continued to face the challenge 
of economic crisis. Said CP Air President J. C. 

. Gilmer: "vVe have come to the end of the time 
when steadily rising costs of almost all goods and 
services are offset by the progressively greater 
efficiency and productivity of successive aircraft 
and engine types. With revenue yields declining 
and expenses still climbing, the airlines are in 
trouble." 

Though CP Air's transportation revenue for the 
first half of 1968 was up 9 percent over the first half 
of 1967, net incom·e was substantially down. The 
same situation was expected for the second half of 
1968. 

First-half transportation revenues totaled $48,-
200,000 compared with $44,100,000 in the first half 
of 1967. The first-half net income was not an
nounced. CP Air carried almost 15 percent more 
passengers in the first half of 1968 than in the same 
period the previous year and passenger mile total 
was up over 10% percent. 

"In general terms, we are prepared for the fact 
that 1968 revenues will be substantially below fore
cast and the year's profit will not be a healthy one," 
said Mr. Gilmer. "However, the airlines have suc
cessfully weathered more difficult periods and we 
see the long-term outlook as reassuring." 

Underlining this statement, he detailed recent 
and upcoming developments: 

• Delivery of 4 DC-8-63 Spacemaster jets during 
the first half of 1968 enabled the airline to proceed 
with its planned expansion of routes and frequen
cies. Unavoidable delays in delivery of these air
craft had forced CP Air to mark time for a year 
or so. 

• A second daily cross-Canada flight linking 
Montreal and Vancouver, with stops at Toronto 
and Winnipeg and adding Edmonton and Calgary 
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to the route, ,,·as introduced in FehruaJT. This ,,·as 
the first step in further servicing of this ;.oute unde1· 
the Canadian gon•rnnwnfs a\~iation policy which 
provides fm· CP Air to increase its transcontinental 
fli_ghts so that by 1970 it will h<· op<·rating ~.=j pcrc<'nt 
of· the tota~ capacity, and to maintain that p<·rcl•nt
age thereaf tcr. 

• An important JH'W destination \\"as add<·d to 
Canadian air routes S<•ph•mlwr H with the inaugural 
flight to Athens. exh•mling th<' long-l·stahlislwd 
east<·rn Canada-Home route~ ' 

• BPyond Atlwns, CP Air was <t<:tin·h- inten•sted 
in extending its services into thl• \liddie East and 
Africa. A numlwr of \Iiddle East d<·stinations were 
livl·ly prospl'cls, hut exte-nsion of tll<' routl' pattern 
there depended on the results of <·conomic studies 
ami diplomatic overhtn•s in }Jrocrn·ss at \·ear-end 
196H. h . 

• As a result of the sicrnin<r oF a bilat<·ral air 1 ,..., ,..., 
agreenwnt JelwcC'n Canada and Panama. CP Air 
was_ planning to land at Panama on one m· possibly 
2 fl1ghts per week en rout<• from \lexico City to 
Pl•ru, Chile and Argentina, suhjl·ct to tlw approvals 
of the governments concerned. 

• In the South Pacific the airline douhled its 
fr~~quency to Sydney from fortnightly to weekly, 
w1th a separate flight continuirw the fortni<rhtlv 

h M ~ 
service to Auckland. 

• Taking shape at Vancouver International Air
port was a large new maint<•nancl', overhaul and 
training base to he known as the CP Air Operations 
Centre. This $24,000,000 facility was to include the 
largest hangar in Canada and was to he capable of 
handling all aircraft flying or on the drawing 
hoards. It was expected to meet the airline's re
quirements for the next 20 years. 

• In the summer of 1969 CP Air was to reenter 
the internati~nal charter program which had been 
sharply curtmled in 1967 and 1968 because of delavs 
in delivery of new equipment and priority demands 
of scheduled services. From May 1 to October 31 a 
~C-8-63 Spacemaster jet will provide charter ser

. vice h~tween Canada and Europe in a 240-seat con
~gurahon. Tl~e _high capacity of this charter jet \~ill 
enable the mrlme to offer split charters ( 2 affimty 
groups on the same aircraft) at new low prices. 

.In the !.anger perspective, Mr. Gilmer noted, CP 
~1r was alert to the significance of the air bus, 
JUmbo and the supersonic era of the next decade." 

He said that though CP Air holds delivery posi
tions for 3 Boeing supersonic transports, the com
pany was concerned over the delays the program 
had encountered which could affect CP Air's com
petitive position in the 1970s. Progress of the 
Anglo-French Concorde supersonic transport was 
being monitored. 

On jumbo jets, CP Air was keeping abreast of 
developments hut could not foresee sufficient traffic 
density on the company's routes to justify ordering 
these large aircraft. 



t:APITtH. L'\TEH:\ATIO:\AL AIHWAYS 

Capitol lntemational .-\irwa,·s continued its rec
ord of ll'adership in the sup1;lenwntal airlines in
dustry during 1 nBS with ath·ances in sen·ral de
partnll'nts: 

• Capitol became tht' first supplenwntal airline 
to put st rdched DC-8-63 aircraft into opt•ration 
"·lwn it aec<'ptl'd (h•lin·ry of :2 of the :250-passenger 
Naft in :\ugust. 

• Tlw ~drlin<' paid more than 81,000,000 in com
mission to tran·l a<...,rents who hookt•d charter fliahts. 

' b 
• Capitol flights carried more than 90,000 com-

lll<'JTia I passengers oYerseas. 
• Tlw eompany's gross ren•mJt' increast•d by 35 

percl'nt to S-1-l.OOO.OOO in HJ68. . 
• Capitol mo,·ed into the inclusin· tour chartN 

fi('Jd With Sl'\'l'ra1 tour 011erators takin<T adnmta<tC .:--- 0 

of the authoril\· granted h\· tlw Cmwress and si<rnecl 
into law In· tl-ie 'President. .:--- ~ 

• Capitol genl'l'ated 68 pC'rcent of its gross rev
<'1111!' from comme1-cial chartt•rs with all inerense in 
ren•JHH' from thost• charters of 90 percent. 

• Thl' compa11y operated a DC-8 on a jC't lease 
arrangement to Air Cancro throu"110ut tlw vear on \ b t:"' .. 

flights from the Conao to Brussels. Paris and Honw. 
'• Capitol flights.:--- carried many C'clucationnl 

groups, including students of the world's greatest 
intl'mational school organization, again in 1968 as 
it had clone for the prt'Yious -1 ~·ears. 

• :\ significant number of the airlilw's flights ( 40 
pcrct·n~) originated in fordgn countries, thus hdp
ing a favorable balance of pavmcnts situation for 
the U.S. govt•rnmcnt. · 

Capitol looked forward to another record-setting 
year in 1969 with an all-jet fleet of 7 DC-8 aircraft to 
he incn·asC'd hy :2 more of the Super 63s during the 
sumnwr. Aircraft bookings for 1969 were at an all
time high. 

CARIBAIR 

For Carihair, 1968 was a vear of transition into 
the jet era and of route d~·velopment. Caribair's 
Convair fleet of both turboprop 6-lOs and 3-!0 ertuip
nwnt was increased with tlw arrival of 3 DC-9 
Series 30 115-passenger jets. 

The airline concentrated on imr1rovilw the on-. .:--
time performance factor and lw midvear it ranked 
among the top 3 of a11 trunk carrier~ operating on 
the main land. 

The short San Juan-St. Thomas market began 
receiving jet service and hv October 15 most daily 
H~~hts on that segment \H'I:c pcrfornwd with Caril;
mr s new DC-9 equipment. 

. Carihair established its popular island-hopping 
fhght 62.1/62.0 which departs San Juan at R:OO a.m. 
and arrives at Port of Spain, Trinidad, at 5:20 p.m. 
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after stopping at 1:2 American. English. Dutch, 
French and independent islands along the way. 

In addition to these flights, Caribair added daily 
DC-9 jet sen·ice to Trinidad via the Virgin Islands, 
Saint ~laarten, Antigua, ~lartinique and Barbados. 
The combination of multistop turboprop service 
with the skip-stop DC-9 eastern Caribbean service 
is pro,·ing to be a very attractive incentive for 
,·isitors to discover the different and lesser-known 
islands of the region. 

Caribair expected to receive major route awards 
from the final decision in the Caribbean/South 
America Haute Case Investigation. This case had 
heen in process for 7 years. 

Carihair was recommended late in 1967 bv a CAB 
examiner for permanC'nt certification on th"e routes 
the airline was operating. In addition. Caribair was 
n·commended for routes into Haiti, Kingston and 
.\lontego Bay, Jamaica, and ~Iiami, Florida. South
hound. Carihair was recommended into Caracas. 
Venezuela. This recommendation would provid~ 
Carihair with the most complete route system in the 
entire Caribbean with strong anchors at ~Hami. 
San Juan and Venezuela. 

\Yhile it was costly to the company to equip, 
train. pioneer and develop operations geared to the 
existing route system, Caribair expected and looked 
forward to an extremely bright 1969 with the new 
routes and a full vear of jet experience accom-
plished. 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 

Durin" 1968 the "Proud Birds" of Continental 
b 

Airlines displayed their golden tails along a domes-
tic route mileage which, at the end of the year, 
totaled 9,008 miles. Revenue passenger miles in
creased sharply in 1968; during the month of 
August, for example, passenger traffic was up 39 
pe1~ent over the same month in 1967. 

Flying an all-fanjet fleet. Continental inaugurated 
new service in Texas, Colorado and \Vashington. 
Nonstop Chicago-Colorado Springs flights began in 
:May; service was reestablished to Austin, Texas, in 
Ap1:il after an interruption of several years; and 
new nonstop daily flights between Houston and 
Seattle were started in July. 

All present-generation aircraft outstmiding on 
Continental's order book were delivered in 1968. 
Continental's 3 Boeing 747 superjets were to arrive 
in 1970, and its 3 Concorde SSTs were scheduled 
for delivery in 1972. The company also held delivery 
positions on 3 Boeing SSTs, with probable delivery 
in 1978. Together with spare parts. the aircraft re
ceived during 1968 were valued at over $87,000,000. 

Continental's short-range DC-9C passenger/cargo 
convertible fleet was rounded out at a total of 19, 
and the long-range fleet was increased by 5 more 
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Boeing intercontinental 320Cs to a total of 13. 
During the late summer a complete fleet of 13 long
bodied 727s was delivered from Boeing and imme
diately began operations on the majority of the net
work, including the new nonstop Houston-Seattle 
service, Continental's longest domestic flight. 

In 1968 Continental became the first and only 
airline to do away with 6-abreast seating on all of 
its aircraft operated within the U.S., a unique pas
senger service feature. The passenger is offered a 
choice of 3 classes of service (economy being about 
15 percent less expensive than coach class). Spa
cious 5-abreast seating is provided for both econ
omy- and coach-class passengers in a single cabin 
on the Boeing jets operating on Continental's longer 
route segments. This allows the line a flexibility of 
seat allocation between coach and economy class 
on each flight segment. 

Eight Boeing 720Bs were reengineered during 
1968 to match the interiors of the new aircraft. The 
design of the interiors is complementary with the 
"New Look" and redesigned corporate image intro
duced in October 1967. The new corporate colors
red, orange and gold-touched almost everything 
used by the line, and the new corporate symbol re
placed the old Continental thunderbird. 

A milestone along the road of airline efficiency 
was established when Continental went "on-line" 
in June with SONIC 360, the world's first third
generation, real-time passenger-name-record reser
vations system. Based on IBYI's PARS system, the 
Continental complex includes a unique seat reserva
tion capability that enables the agent to display the 
aircraft seating plan on SONIC's TV-like screens 
for seat selection. Reservations offices in Los 
Angeles, Denver, Houston and Chicago have in
stant access to the vast storage of the 2 IBM System 
360 computers that are the heart of the SONIC 
complex, which is located in the line's general office 
building in Los Angeles. Immediate confirmation 
of reservations is possible because· of the system's 
instantaneous reaction to all demands. 

Continental's president, Robert F. Six, opened the 
w?rld's largest .air cargo building at Chicago's 
0 Hare InternatiOnal Airport in June. Containing 
320,000 square feet on 3 levels, the building houses 
11 ten~nt airli~es in addition to Continental's cargo 
operation, regwnal offices and regional SONIC 360 
reservations facility. 

During 1968 Continental continued as a con
tractor with the government for Military Airlift 
Command (MAC) flights. An average of 8 Boeing 
~20C~ wer~ alloc~ted .to this service, mostly orginat
mg flights m Cahforn1a for Southeast Asian destina
tions. C~ntinental marked its fourth anniversary of 
transpacific operations in September 1968. 

On May 16, 1968, a Boeing 727-100C took off 
westbound .from Hawaii to inaugurate the sched
uled operations of Continental's new airline in the 
Central Pacific, Air Micronesia. Under a contract 
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from the goYernmcnt of the Trust T(•rritory of the 
Pacific Islands. Continental was flying a route net
work of 6,377 miles to, from and within ~licronesia. 
as the Trust Territory is more frequently called. The 
twice-weekly Air l\·licronesia services from Saipan 
through Guam. Truk, Ponap('. Kwajalein and 
1\.Jajuro to Honolulu and down to Palau forged a 
completely IH'W link hetwecn the Trust Territory 
Islands and the outside world. One(' weeklv. the 
Continental 727 also linked Guam and Saipa{l (the 
Trust Territory capital) with Okinawa. Air ~licro
nesia is one of the world's most unusual airlines, 
providing jet service to tiny primitin' islands from 
short, palm-f ring(•d coral runways. 

During the first 9 months of 1968. net earnings 
after taxes were $-1.819,000, or -!8 cents per share. 
For the same period of the previous year. earning~ 
amounted to $13,716,000, or $1.37 per share. Total 
revenues rose to a record high of $155,400.000 for 
the first 9 months of the year. up from $1-!1,705,000 
in the same period of 1967. Passenger ren'nues in
creased by 30 percent, while revenue miles flown 
were up 46.5 percent. 

DELTA AIR LINES 

Delta Air Lines during fiscal 1968 set new records 
in operating revenues and traffic statistics, substan
tially increased its available scat miles by continued 
expansion of its DC-8 and DC-9 fleets, pursued a 
vigorous program of building expansion and an
nounced the largest aircraft purchase agreement in 
its history for additional jet aircraft in the future. 

Highlights from the 1968 fiscal year financial re
port were: earnings after taxes (including surt~x) 
of $1.89 per share, or $36,134,000; record operatmg 
revenues of $431,600,000; operating expenses of 
$363,000,000; revenue passenger miles up 11 per
cent to a new high of 7.1 billion; and a total capacity 
of 12 billion available seat miles operated, an in
crease of 24 percent. 

By comparison, 1967 fiscal year earnin~s were 
$2.57 per share on present shares outstandmg. But 
the profits for 1967 were enhanced ?Y 3 ex.ternal 
influences: the July-August 1966 ~tnke aga~nst 5 
major competitors, major delays m new mrcraft 
deliveries beginning in Dece~~er 196~, and t?e 
special item profit on the disposttlon of fhght eqmp
ment. Each of these influences inflated short-term 
profits and camouflaged the continuh_-.g growth 
trend in traffic revenues and even earnmgs. 

' ' Delta carried 10,368,831 revenue passengers on 
its domestic and international routes. This total, 
too, was a record and a gain of 10 percent over the 
9,422,422 revenue passengers carried in fiscal 1967. 

Revenue cargo ton-miles increased 14lfz percent, 
from 118 832 000 in fiscal 1967 to 136,018,000 in , ' 
fiscal 1968. 



je t leader. Delta 10 ) ~ a r of 
3 d n e:t ic trunk carri ers to p a up rml oprop jet 
a ir ra ft and " ·a it for th ~ pur j t . In fact, D Ita 
was the on h airlin in the worll t introduc 3 dif
fer nt com1;1erc ial j -tliners. T h a i~rlin inaucrmat d 
1 - ,· n ·i e on Septemb r 1 . 1959; l d aaain \\"ith 
th - nvair 0 on i\11 a 15, 1960; and pr -nt c1 th 
w rid pr micrc of i'v!cDonnell Doucr] a DC-9 
on :\"on~mb ' r :29 1965. 

Du rin g fis cal 196 th comr an took c1 li ri - of 
3 DC- -61 Super i\ Iodels on tandard DC- and 
19 DC-9-32 Super Mod Is brin incr it · total DC-8 
He t as of Jun e 30 to 26 iT raft a1 c1 it total DC-9 
fi e t to 3- a ircraft . \\l ith 16 C nvai.r Os also in 
s rvicc, D elta op ~ rated a j -t £-l t of · 9 ai rcraft at 
fi s a! yea r's end. 

O rders and options for additional i\1 Donnell 
1 ouglas jets will increas D elta DC-8 £1 t to 34 
a ir raft ( including 13 Sup ' r lvi od I and its DC-9 
H -ct to ~2 ( incl udin (' 5 Sup r Mod I ) . 

In pril 196 Delta's boaTel of dire t rs appro d 
th e larrres t a ircraft purchas acrre m nt in th corn
p a ny's hi story w ith the award of a contrac t to Lock
heed Aircraft Corporation of Embank for 24 :.50-
passenger Lockheed L-1011 trij ~ t a.irplanes. 

Th e $360,000,000 agr ement aJI d for th first 
12 aircraft to be d elivered becrinni..n<T in autumn of 
1971, w ith th e second group of 12 · t for delivery 
b eginnin g in 1973. 

They will join 5 Boeing jumbo j ts, wh.ieh are 
b ein g added to D elta's fl eet at a co ·t of $100,000,000, 
vvith d eli veri es scheduled to begin in 1970. 

' i\!ith these new orders the value of D lta's jet 
flee t w ill surpass the billion-doll aT mark. 

By the summer of 1969 th airli11 's pass nger 
fleet was to b e completely jet. Under a piston ail-
craft phase-out program, the DC-~s ,., ere retired in 
F ebruary 1968 and the DC-6s i11 ept mber 1968, 
and th e twin-engine Convair 440s were gradually 
b eing replaced by the twin-engine DC-9 jetliners, 
wh ich ·were adding man y new jet cities to the na
tion's air traveling map. 

During fi scal 1968 DC-9 service was expanded to 
7 additional cities, with 4 others gaining DC-9 
service before January 1, 1969. For 2 of th se, Lex
ington, Kentucky, and Monroe, Louisiana, Delta's 
DC-9 meant the first je t service of any kind. 

In the fi eld of air cargo, Delta was the first airli11e 
(in 1966) to place the commercial · rsion of the 
famed Hercules L-100 all-cargo propjet tTansport 
in scheduled service and was first in ·1968 to offer 
service with the stretched version. The L-100-20 
gave a 20 p ercent increased cargo lift capability 
and offered next-day delivery coast to coas t and 
border to border. It can be loaded and unloaded in 
20 to 30 minutes, utilizing a nevv high-speed load
ing system. 

D elta celebrated the fourth anniversary of its 
interchange service with Pan American to Europe. 
A daily fli ght serves New Orleans, Atl anta, \i\lash-
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ington London and Frankfurt. In an application 
£led No\ ember 7, 1968, with the Civil Aeronautics 
Board, the aiJ"li.nes proposed to operate additional 
service b t\\ een New Orleans, "' ashi11gton, Boston 
and Paris. If appro' eel , Delta proposed to purchase 
5 DC-8s from Pan American for use on interchange 
flights. 

Delta '' as also seeking authorization to serve a 
numb r of ne'~ international and domestic routes. 

In th Transpacific Route Inves tigation, D elta's 
application asked for authorization to provide ser
' ice b t\\ een San Francisco/ Oakland Los Angeles/ 
Loner Beach and San Diego, and the terminal points 
of Honolulu, Hawaii, and Manila, Philippine 
Islands \ia specific intermediate points i11 H avvali 
and the Far East. 

In other cases, D elta was engaged in seeking 
authority to pro\ ide one-plane service from Dallas 
to Pho nix and Albuquerque; to serve the Rocky 
Mountain cities of D enver and Salt Lake City from 
the South- to provide ne\~ service for San Ai1tonio, 
Cleveland, Memphis, Huntsville and Nash ville; to 
operate through the Miami gateway to the CaTib
bean · and to By the Atlantic from its domestic cities 
of Atlanta, Miami D allas, Houston and New 
Orleans via the ' i\lashington and Philadelphia gate
ways to London, Paris, Frankfurt and Rome. 

Keeping pace with the jet aircraft acquisition 
program and route expansion vva D elta's contm
uing moderniza tion program for ground facilities. 

Delta completed a 3-year, 90 pe.,-cent expansion of its At
lanta maintenance base, which at yea-r-end covemd 58 acres. 

In May a "rededication" of the airline's sprawling 
maintenance base heralded the completion of a 
multimillion-dollar, 90 percent , 3-year expansion 
program started in 1965. The jet b ase facility covers 
a total of 58 acres, 16 of which are under roof, and 
can readily handle up to 4 huge jetliners at one 
time. 

Two futuristic rotundas were opened in Atlanta, 
each providing 6 gate positions for a total of 24 
ultraconvenient high-volume passenger boardi11g 
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areas at the Atlanta Airport. The rotundas, part of 
Delta's $7,000,000 Atlanta Airport expansion pro
gram, feature restaurant and beverage facilities, 
Delta's patented standard sequential seating in all 
passenger interval areas, huge tinted-glass pan
oramic window walls, 200 tons of high-velocity 
fresh air cooling equipment, and cabin-level pas
senger boarding. 

A new Computer Center was constructed on 
property ncar the Greenbriar Shopping Center in 
Atlanta. Containing 51,000 square feet, the center 
provided for consolidation of all svstem-wicle data-
processing activities includin(r Dcltamatic Hcserva-

'- ' M 

tions System, Material Inventory Control, Revenue 
Accounting, and Cost Distribution. 

Bv 1969 Delta was to be opcratin(r a new Ground 
' b 

Training Center containing more than .50.000 square 
feet for classrooms, faculty offices, conference rooms 
and stewardess trainees' housing. The facilities will 
be used for many functions of Delta's training pro
gram, including orientation of new employees, tariff 
classes, Deltamatic instruction and training for per
sonnel in :\hintenance, Inspection, Stores and other 
departments, as well as flight crews. 

In October 1968, Delta stockholders approved a 
proposal made by the company's hoard of directors 
to amend Delta's Certificate of Incorporation and 
increase the number of directors from 14 to 16. The 
ne,dy elected directors were company officers. 

Also in October, Delta's executive base was 
broadened with the appointment of 12 new officers 
as assistant vice presidents. All Delta veterans, the 
new officers represented a total of 274 years' experi
ence with the company. 

EASTERN AIRLINES 

For Eastern Airlines, 1968 was the "Year of Com
n.litment"-total commitment to honor the passenger 
ticket and the freight airbill not only as legal con
tracts to. perform certain specified services but also 
as unwr~tten moral contracts to live up to the full 
expectatiOns of every customer. Extensive training 
w~s undertaken throughout the system to implant 
tlns precept. 

. It was a year also of some slowing down in rate of 
growth; of u~precedented problems in air traffic, 
and of mcreasm.g revenues offset by constantly rising 
c.ost~ of operatJ.on .. But it was also a year of con
tmumg m~dermz~tron of efJuipment on the ground 
as well as m the arr and of great expectations for the 
future. 

At year-end, the Civil Aeronautics Board issued 
decisions of importance to Eastern. In the Trans
pacific S~rvi~e Investigation, the board bypassed 
the exammer s recommendations that Eastern be 
awarded new nonstop routes to Hawaii. In the 
Bermuda Service Investigation, however, the board 
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granted Eastern the routes for \\'lticlt it had applied, 
linking Chicago and Detroit \\'ith Bennuda. 

Important new nonstop routes authorized earlier 
in the year were inaugurated 011 JtiiH' 1.1 lwtween 
both Philadelphia and Baltimor<' and th<' Bahamas. 

On :\ovemlll'r 2.7 the C:\B alliiOllllCt'd the a\\'ard 
to Eastern, with concmTt'nct• of Pn·sid<'nt fohnson, 
of new nonstop routes linking both :\t·w 'i·ork and 
\Vashington/Baltimorc with Kingston and \lontcgo 
Bay, Janwica; and \liami ,,·ith tlw \'irgin Islands. 

1\t'\\. rout<' applications filed by Easl!'rn in HJ68 
included one for l'Jew Orleans-\liami-l.ondon ser
vice and a proposed Ill'\\' pattem of flights anoss the 
southern transcontinental U.S., linking \liami, At
lanta, Dallas/Fort \\'orth and llouston with Los 
.·\ngeles and San Francisco. 

Eastern continued to hold its place as the free 
world's S<'Cond largest carrier of air passengers, with 
IH.7Ho,796 carried in the first 11 months. an increase 
of 6.2 percent over the 17.mJ3.41 1 carried in the 
comparable period of HJ67. In lt•nJJS of n·,·enm• 
pass<'ngcr miles, Eastern had flown over J(H) hillion 
during tlw year's first 11 months, 11.2. p<'rccnt more 
than the previous year. placing the carrier in fifth 
place among the airlines of the free world. \Vith 
available scat miles rising 10.6 pt•rct•nt on·r 1967. 
Eastern's a vcrage load factor I or the January
:\ovcmber period was 56 .. 1 percent as compared 
with 60 percent for these months in the previous 
year. 

Important gains, however, were recorded by 
Eastc·rn in air cargo, with a 27.7 percent jump in 
volume to· 148,70.3,000 revenue ton-miles flown in 
the 11 months ended November 30, 1968. Air 
freight, contributing 102,725,000 ton-miles, was up 
.34.3 percent, and mail, with 37,520,000 ton-miles, 
was up 17.9 percent, while air express, with 
8,458,000 ton-miles, up 4.2 percent, showed neg-
ligible change from 1967. . 

Earnings in the first 10 months of 1968 were dis
appointing, with a net after-tax loss of $4,010,?00 as 
against ~23,580,000 profit for the same penod of 
1H67. 

On December 10 Eastern filed with the CAB a 
proposed fare adjustment which it hoped could take 
effect on February 1, 1969. This would increase first
class fares by $3, coach and military standby. fares 
by $2, and promotional fares by a _rroportio~ate 
amount on flights within the U.S., to rts possessiOns 
and to Canada. It would also provide a new lower 
level promotional fare applicable during the same 
periods and under the same terms as present "Dis
cover America" excursion fares. 

Sixty-eight new aircraft were . expect.ed. to be 
added to Eastern's Hcet in 1968, brmgmg Its ]Ct Heet 
total to 205, with 83 more on order for delivery dur
ing 1969 and the early 1970s. Principal types ac
quired during the year were medium-range, large
capacity 4-engine McDonnell Douglas DC-8-6ls, 
short-range DC-9-30s and "quick change" 3-engine 



cargo/ pas. en cr r Bo E' ing ~2 s. R tir -d from long 
and fa ithful scn ·ice, most r · ntl on the Air

hut tlc , ,,·ere a ll 29 r mainin cr pi ton-pO\\ r -d Con
. te ll a tions, one DC-4 and 6 DC-6s inh rit d from 
th !\Jack merger , and 5 propj t El cn·as . 

Kotable amana the new eqwpm nt ord rs placed 
durin a the yea r were order· for :._5 Lockh d L-1011 
advanced technolog) wicle-bodi d h·ij ts (with op
ti ns for 25 more); 4 lon er-ran , Jarcr -capacity 
i'v1 Donnell Douglas DC- -63s ( makin cr a total of 6 
on ord r ); and 11 extend d-fu Ia in term diate
ra nge Boeiw.r 72~s. 

To pro ide funds for its n w ai1·craft and other 
acquisit_ions, Eastern arrana d n \\ fin ancing 
amountmg to $102 000,000. Thj includ d the sale 
of $50,000,000 in convertible subordinat d deben
ture and the sianitw of 15-year I ases on 10 of the 
new ai.rcraft being delivered in 196 and arly 1969. 

Eastern and M cDonn ell Douglas coop rated in a STOL 
de monstration program, fiying the McDonnell Douglas 188 

-in New York , Boston and Washington. 

During the late summer and fall , Eastern, in co
operation with McDonnell Doualas demoi~strated 
in cities on the Air-Shuttle rout~s ~ STOL (short 
take-off and landing) aircraft knovvn as the "188." 
~quipped with highly sophisticated navigational 
mstruments, this aircraft was flown extensively in 
the New York m etropolitan area, and to ·washing
ton and Boston, with a view toward introducing an 
m;vareness of STOL capabilities and the concept of 
area navigation. Numerous representatives of fed
eral, state, city and port authority aviation interests, 
of the press, and of the industry were taken on 
flights, and much general interest ~;vas stimulated in 
futu~e planning for center-city STOLports and the 
possible solutions for some of today's air traffic con
gestion problems and airport-to-city surface trans
portation bottlenecks. 

In support of its increased air services, and in 
anticipation of the larger numbers of passengers 
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\ bo will have to be accommodated on the new 
generations of larger aircraft e;.,.'pected in the 1970s, 
Eastern phased into operation in 1968 the world's 
largest and most modern reservations computer 
S) stem. Put "on lille" initially in midsummer was a 
bank of 3 IBM System/360 Model 65 computers, 
housed in Eastern's new Computer Sciences Build
ing at its base in fiami. 

These computers, and their related electronic 
data-processing equipment, will serve the airlille's 
regional reservations offices in 10 locations through
out the United States, Canada and Puerto llico, 
providing passenger name records via some 2,250 
television-like cathode ray tubes equipped with 
keyboards in front of the reservations sales agents 
who will operate them. By year's end a new North
ern Regional Reservations Office, largest in the 
world, was ready for partial occupancy at vVood
bridge, New Jersey; new facilities for local reserva
tions staff were in use at Montreal, Province of 
Quebec, and San Juan, Puerto Rico; a new Regional 
Reservations Office had been opened in the suburbs 
of Atlanta; and construction was well advanced on 
similar new facilities in Houston and on the out
skirts of Chicago. 

The unit passenger terminal which Eastern was 
building at Boston's Logan International Airport 
was to be ready for occupancy early in the spring 
of 1969, and elsewhere on the system new or en
laraed cargo and passenger facilities were built or 
pla~ned to cope with growing volumes of passenger 
and cargo business. 

In another field , that of hotel and resort develop
ment, Eastern in 1968 added to its already estab
lished interests in the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel by 
joining with the Dillingham Development Corpora
tion and Laurance S. Rockefeller's Olohana Cor
poration in a venture for the development of the 
Kohala Coast region of the island of Hawaii. 
TI1rough establishment of a new Dilrock-Eastern 
Company, some $250,000,000 will be spent between 
1968 and 1985 in developing an integrated recrea
tional, tourist and residential complex encompassing 
20 square miles of land stretching from the ocean 
shore to the summit of I\tlt. Kohala. 

Durina the year a number of changes occurred in 
Eastern'~ management structure, all designed to 
strengthen the administrative team ~nd prepare the 
company for the expected growth m years ahead. 
Important among these were_the tran_sfer of John B. 
Andersen to the post of v1ce president-customer 
services and of Frank Sharpe to a new assignment 
as vice president-new routes and aircraft imple
mentation. Wilfred L. Cambre became division vice 
president-customer services operations and David 
B. McLaughlin was advanced to vice president
planning. 

Thomas B. McFadden joined Eastern as its new 
vice president-marketing, and Maurice L. Kelley, 
Jr. , as division vice president-advertising and mer-
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chandising; H enry J. Aneiro was promoted to divi
sion vice president-marketing resear ch and develop
ment, while Frank M. Thompson became staff vice 
president-personnel relations and Lewis F. Huck 
filled the new post of vice president-real estate de
velopment. James R. Lynch was named corporate 
controller ; Stephan E. Smiszko, treasurer. In the 
Operations Department, Captain John H. O'Neill 
moved up to division vice president-flight; Captain 
Michael J. Fenello, to division vice pres ident-opera
tional coordination ; and Richard D . Eiland, to divi
sion vice president customer services-flight. Thomas 
J. Richert became vice president-engineerin g and 
maintenance, and Paul M. Johnstone, division vice 
president -engincerin g. 

The Eastern Travel Club, initiated in 1967, con
tinued to expand its activities and resort areas 
served and increased its membership to over 80,000 
during 1968. Also, an intensive training program was 
conducted in every city to acquaint travel agents in 
the use of modern merchandising tools and tech
niques. 

Most noteworthy of the marketing innovations of 
the year was the introduction on several major 
north-south routes of a concept called "Something 
Else." This involved an upgrading of the dining 
service, with choice of entree offered for the first 
time to coach-class passengers, special seat selec
tion facilities also for coach p assengers and nu
merous other amenities to implement the slogan 
"We make it easier to fly." · 

Recognizing its responsibilities as a good cor
porate citizen, Eastern in 1968 pledged cooperation 
with the JOBS program of the National Alliance of 
Businessmen and during the summer months pro
vided meaningful job opportunities around its ·sys
tem to 280 underprivileged young men and women 
from the ghettos. Later in the year it began the 
selection and training of the first groups of so-called 
hard-core unemployed adults to b e rhired under a 
2-year program designed to prepare them for J?erm~
nent full-time jobs. Eastern's participation m this 
effort to bring members of minority groups into the 
mainstream of American life was one of the largest 
in :"-merican industry. Floyd D. Hall, Eastern's 
chairman and chief executive officer served as the 
N~B's first chairman for the metropolitan New York 
Cit:y area, with E. W . Jacobson, vice president, de
votmg full time as metropolitan director. 

FLYING TIGER LINE 

In terms of new developments , the year 1968 was 
eventful for the Flying Tiger Line. The world's 
largest all-cargo carrier began phasing in its new 
$225,?00:000 fleet of DC-8 Super 63F jet freighters 
and mshtuted a $25,000,000 program of facilities 
exp ansion and modernization. A new terminal man-
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agement organiza tion was launched. In route ex
pansion , the airline mo ved a step closer to securing 
transpacific all-cargo route authori ty and sought to 
add 20 terminals to its domestic system. :Ma jor revi
sions in air-freight pricing concepts were proposed 
in a tariff filin g ,.vith the Civil Aeronautics Board. 

The first of FTL's new fl eet of je t air freighters 
went into international service in July on a military 
contrac t fli ght from Travis Air 1~ orce Base, San 
Francisco, to Tan Son Nhut Air Base, \ ie tnam. 
vVithin 5 weeks, the carrier had 5 Super 8s in 
service, 2 of them leased from CP Air. 

The fifth airplane was the one which inaugurated 
domestic DC-8 service on September 3 with a flight 
from Newark to Los Angeles via Chicago. \ i\ ithin 
clays, the airplane had established new commercial 
cargo payload records. It moved 105,435 pounds on 
a nonstop fli ght from D etroit to Los Angeles, the 
first commercial freight payload ever to exceed 
100,000 pounds. It had earlier se t a new eas tbound 
payload record \vith a load of 76,515 pounds out of 
Los Angeles, and broke it aga in the next day with a 
load of 79,360 pounds. 

Average load into Los Angeles during the first 7 
days of Super 63 operation was 85,000 pounds, and 
the eastbound daily average exceeded 57,000 
pounds over the same period. 

The impact of the DC-8 on Tiger operations is 
evident in the fact that during the first part of 
October actual miles flown domestically were 6 per
cent less than for the same period a year earlier , 
but ton-miles of freight flovm \Vere up 40 p ercent. 

FTL was to h ave 10 of the huge freighters in its 
fleet by year-end; the remaining 9 were to b e de
livered in 1969. 

Mechanized freight-handling systems were in
stalled at the Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark and 
San Francisco stations during 1968, and plans w ere 
completed for installing similar equipment at all 
the remaining major domestic stations in 1969. 

The custom-built system, manufactured by the 
Cochran Equipment Company, Salinas, California, 
is capable of cycling freight pallets at a rate of one 
every 2 minutes. Thus loading or unloading an IS
pallet DC-8-63F is accomplished in 30-40 minutes. 

In conjunction with the installation of the system, 
freight stations were expanded at Los Angeles and 
Newark. 

At midyear FTL instituted a new terminal man
agement concept to match the speed, capacity and 
efficiency of its new DC-8 fleet. Freight stations in a 
given geographic region w ere consolidated, from 
an organizational standpoint, into independent 
terminal units or zones, under the direction of gen
eral terminal managers reporting directly to a single 
executive office in the corporate structure. Joseph 
J. H ealy, form er vice president of planning, assumed 
control of the program at the corporate level, with 
the new title of vice president and general man
ager-terminals. 



Primary ohjectin' of the new arrangement was to 
achien· a more faYorable system-wide traffic bal
ance: initial results indicated a 36 percent improve
nwnt in this area on'r 1961. with a traffic balance 
toward year-end of 5~ percent westbound and 
..tS percent eastbound. 

The' ne\\· tNminals. established on a recrional 
C> 

basis. arc better able to shape their operations in-
depcndt•ntly to the oYerall sen·icc requirements of 
their areas. 

In :\pril. Ci\·il :\Nonautics Board Examiner Rob
ert I.. Park made his recommendations in the 
hoard's Transpacific Houtt· lnYcstigation. and con
cludt•d that ''the rele\·;mt facts cl<_•;rly point to the 
Fl~·ing Tiger Line as the logical choice to operate 

transpacific all-cargo sen·ice." 
During the ensuing final hearings in the case, :m 

inclicati~n of FTL's._ fa\·orablP ~~osition emerged 
when 12 of the 16 airlines im·ol\'Cd in tlw case filed 
no opposition to Park's rccomnwndation of FTL. 
Of the remaining-!, 2 abandonl'd earlier exceptions 
by not inc:luding them in the final briefs and the 2 
''incumbent" carriers that did choose to comnwnt 
\\'ent onlv so far as to assert thev could handle the 
transpacffic all-cargo m·eds together. thus obviating 
the need for additional service. 

:\dclitionally, the carrier filed for expansion of its 
domestic svstem to ~0 more terminal areas. If 
granted. th.is \\·ould enable Flvinrr Ticrcr to serve 
LJ " 1.,._1 "=' 
almost every major domestic market in the United 
States and \vould greatly expand its scope for pro
posed transpacific service. 

Important revisions in air-freight pricing concepts 
\\'ere sought hv FTL in a major tariff filin(T with the 
Civil :-\e1~onautics Board in August. The hoard ap
proved the new tariff in its entirety, with the excep
tion of FTL's proposal to increase minimum rates. 

Calling attention to a ''tangled confusion of rates 
which have c\·olvcd in random, haphazard fashion 
during the formative years of the industry," the 
carrier ach·ocated, and was permitted. such broad 
rate' structure reforms as price incentives to volume 
users of air freight, whether direct shippers or for
'varclcrs, throu(Th n('W r)ricin<T COncepts for both b b 
single and multicontainerizcd shipments; new rate 
incentives for shippers of heavy, dense freight; and 
elimination of special level-of-service tariffs such as 
economy, deferred, parcel post and the controversial 
blocked space, all of which have proved unprofitable 
for the carril'r. 

The CAB deferred ruling on FTL's proposal to 
introduce new minimum and under--1,000-pouncl 
rates for short-haul shipments, bringing them in 
line with the break-even costs incurn~d by the 
carrier. 

The net effect of the new tariff, the airline said, 
would be to return a realistic profit for the carrier 
\~ithou~ creating any increase in its average rate 
ywlcl of 13% cents per ton-mile, alrcadv the lowest 
level in the industry. · 
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FRONTIER AIRLINES 

Further expansion of major long-haul nonstop 
routes and the consolidation of route gains and the 
resulting expansion through merger acquisitions 
made during the year were the major themes of 
Frontier Airlines' activities in 1968. 

Following the successful assimilation of a major 
nonstop route of 780 miles between St. Louis and 
Denver, awarded to Frontier in the initial Pacific 
)Jorthwest-Southwest Area Investigation in 1967. 
the Denver-based carrier added a 720-mile nonstop 
route between Denver and Las Vegas ''ith ser-..-ice 
beginning in :\-larch 1968. This provided a one-stop 
operating authority over a 1,500-mile route between 
St. Louis and Las Vegas, '"hich was being flown 
with Frontier's Super Arrow-Jet Boeing 727-200 air
craft. These stretched versions of the 727 carry up 
to 13-! passengers in first-class and coach configura
tion. In the first part of 1968 the carrier acquired 3 of 
the 86.000.000 aircraft. They were being utilized 
primarily between St. Louis and Las Vegas via 
Denver and on a north/south route between Fron
tier-served points in the Dakotas and .-\rizona via 
Denver. 

At year-end Frontier ,,·as operating 5 daily round
trip jet flights between Denver and St. Louis, 2 of 
them nonstop and 3 via intermediate cities. \Vith 
the inauguration of Frontier's new route to Las 
Vegas. the carrier began service with 2 daily round
trip jet flights operated \Yith Boeing 727 equipment, 
and in October added a third round-trip in this 
market. 

As the first carrier to receive nonstop authority 
under a Subpart :\I of the Ci\·il Aeronautics Board's 
Rules of Practice, the carrier was allowed to lift 
restrictions on its service between Denver and the 
winter resort of Phoenix, Arizona, to begin nonstop 
service. The carrier at year-end operated 2 daily 
round-trip flights between these cities with continu
inu services into the Dakotas and direct connecting 
jet services into Nebraska and ~1issouri. 

Further route expansion was worked into Fron
tier's schedules with the October 2.7 schedule 
chawre extending the carrier's routes across the 
1Vliss~sippi River into Memphis. Tennessee, from 
Frontier-served cities in Arkansas, Oklahoma and 
Texas. \Vith the addition of :\Iemphis to the roster 
of Frontier-served communities, Frontier numbered 
116 cities in 16 states of the Rocky t-.1ountain ·west, 
Southwest, Midwest and Midsouth air linked by 
over 14,000 unduplicated route miles. 

In the Route 81 Case decision, the Civil Aero
nautics Board, in addition to giving Frontier an 
extension into Memphis, granted the carrier author
ity to realiun certain route segments on the carrier's 
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system in the states of Kansas, Oklahoma and 
Arkansas. In the major schedule change in the fall 
of 1968, the carrier incorporated more direct service 
between many of the cities in this area and pro-
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vided jet-powered service throughout its 16-state 
system. 

During 1968 the carrier phased out the last of its 
time-tested DC-3s and replaced it with the carrier's 
turboprop Convair 580 which carries 53 passengers 
at cruising speeds of 355 miles per hour. \i\Tith th e 
conversion of 10 of these aircraft in 1968, Frontier's 
fleet consisted of .32 Convaix 580s, 3 turboprop Con
vair 600s and 8 Boeing 727s. 

In addition to routes, Frontier added to its phys
ical plant setup in Denver, Colorado. In the fall of 
1968 a new $10,000,000 Maintenance/Operations 
Reservations Complex was completed at Stapleton 
International Airport. This houses the carrier's en
tire maintenance and overhaul base, th e executive 
department for its flight and maintenance sections 
and a new $7,000,000 IBM 360 reservations system. 
This instant information computerized reservations 
system, which Frontier calls "Sentry," includes 181 
cathode ray sets; 101 of them are loca ted in D enver 
with the others in Frontier's central reservations 
offices in Dallas/Fort Worth, Phoenix and St. Louis. 
In addition, 59 electronic typewriters and a unique 
teletype system tie smaller Frontier-served cities 
into th e system . 

During 1968 Frontier expected to carry 2,.500,000 
passengers over 750,000,000 passenger miles to re
flect nearly a 50 p ercent increase in revenue pas
senger miles and a 23 percent increase in passengers 
carried over the previous year. 

HAW AllAN AIRLINES 

Hawaiian Airlines in 1968 set a passenger mark 
of nearly 1,500,000 passengers, which accounted for 
64 percent of the total number of passengers car
ried by the 2 certificated airlines operating in the 
50th state. It was the second consecutive year 
Hawaiian carried over r,OOO,OOO passengers. 

Island-born John H. Magoon, Jr., celebrating his 
fifth year as president of Hawaiian Airlines, re
ported that the company in 1968 carried nearly 
250,000 more passengers than in 1967. 

Hawa-iian's fleet of 4 DC-9s, including 2 ll5-pas
sen ger DC-9 Series 30s and 2 90-passenger DC-9 
Series lOs, lifted the bulk of Hawaiian's traffic to 
major island destinations, assisted by a fl eet of 8 
Super 640 Jet Power Convairs. Six of the Jet Power 
Convairs carried 56 passengers each; the remaining 
2 were a passenger/freighter carrying 30 passengers 
and one pure freighter. The company's lease on 2 
GO-passenger YS -11 propjet aircraft terminated in 
September_ in anticipation of the delivery of 2 more 
DC-9-30 au-craft early in 1969. 

The company, in order to provide the additional 
Jift tha t will be required by the increasing passenger 
market over the next 2 years, successfully concluded 
financing arrangements totaling $10,000,000 to cover 
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the acquisition of 3 DC-9-30 aircraft. Two of th ese' 
a ircraft were to be delivered in the spring of 1969 
and th e third in the sprin g of 1970. Additi on of 
th ese fanj e ts will enabl e I-bwaiian to re tire som of 
its less productive Convair 640 turboprop aircraft, 
thus improving service to th e public whil e realizing 
the inherent economics of pure-jet aircraft. 

1-lau;aiian Airlines steu;ardess Ncllwr1n e Lum, sl10wn tcith 
pre.s· ident John H. Magoon, ]r ., m;dcls the airline's new 

stetcardess uniform. 

An excellent year-round on-time performance of 
90 percent for all flights operated vvithin 15 minutes 
of schedule, together with other passenger service 
innovations such as a pre-check-in system for the 
frequent local business traveler and visiting tour 
groups, strengthened Hawaiian's competitive posi
tion. With this intensified and increased operational 
activity, Hawaiian continued to maintain one of the 
industry's proudest records, having flown since No
vember 1929 with not a passenger or crew member 
fatality during the entire period. By year-end more 
than 12,000,000 passengers had b een carried over 
2.5 billion passenger miles without a single fatality. 

Hawaiian also worked closely with the overseas 
carriers CPA NW A Pan Am and U AL in promot
ing the gro;th of ~ommon fare business between 
the mainland and Hawaii's 2 gateway points, Hilo 
on the big island of Hawaii and Honolulu on the 
island of Oahu. This is sure to bring an ever
increasing number of travelers making use of inter
island travel under the plan, as it becomes a per
manent part of the travel agents' package tours and 
as other leading mainland carriers are awarded 



routes between the \\'est Coast and Hawaii as a 
result of the transpacific route decisions. 

I la\\"aiian .-\irlincs' rcn'ntH'S for 1968 from total 
passenger. cargo. ground sen·iccs contracts and 
incidenta Is \W'H' csli mated at OYer S 19.000.000. 

I la\\·aiian. \\"hich transports oYer 96 percent of 
all inter-island air freight traffic. totaled nearh· 
:27.000.000 pounds in 19G8. Though freight Yolum~ 
ton-miles decreased approximately :2-t percent dur
ing I D6S because of the inauguration of direct Hila
mainland st·rYicc by the trunk carriers. total freight 
n·,·cmll' dccn·ased only 3 percent from 1967 par
t ia I h- because commodities lost to the on'rseas 
can.-iers \\"ere extremely low-~·icld and partially 
lwcause of a freight-rate adjustment that became 
dfcctin• in April 1968. 

LOS AI\GELE~ AIHWAYS. INC. 

Los :\ngl'les :\irways passenger traffic continued 
to gro\\" ,;t the rate of 35 perc~ent per year as the 
companv entered its :21st Year of scheduled heli
copter ~)pcrations in sout11ern California. Similar 
increases were recorded in the mail and express 
poundage carried. By mid-1968 the company had 
carried more than :2.000.000 passengers over 
60,000,000 passt·ngcr miles. \ lail and express totals 
reached the 90,000.000- and -10.000,000-pound mark, 
respecti\'C l\·. 

On Fchl:liaiT :2:2, 1968. Los Angeles :\irwavs com
pleted Phase ·II in the den·lop\ncnt of a· ~fixed
\ lode Transportation Center in the heart of the 
City of Pomona. On that date. scheduled operations 
\Yere switched to the new downtown site from a 
temporary heliport 1% miles west, where LAA's 
sen·icc to tlw Pomona Vallev bc<ran carlv in 1948. .. ~ ./ 

Phase III contemplated transfer of service from the 
ground to the elevated facility. which ''"ill accommo
c~atc other modes of transpO'rtation and transporta
t•on-related acti\·itics at lower levels. 

Following the loss of :2 aircraft during the sum
mer of 1968, Los Angcks Airwavs leased 2 de 
Havilland Twin Otter ~ircraft to a{Igment its fleet. 
These aircraft \H'nt into service on September 20, 
1968, on the San Bernardino segment of the system. 
Purchase of 4 SC'rics 300 advanced versions of the 
Twin Otter was being contemplated for integration 
mto service early in 1969. 

MODERN AIR TRANSPORT, INC. 

During 1968 the aireraft of Modern Air Trans
port, Inc., were seen throughout the world. In 
addition to the normal donwstic charters for Gulf 
American Corporation, Modern's pan'nt company, 
and r-.Iilitary CAM !lights throughout the United 
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States, \Ioclern flew transatlantic for \Iilitary Air
lift Command to Europe, flew transatlantic and to 
the Caribbean on contract with Kordair of Canada, 
and flew 615 charters from Berlin. Germanv. to 30 
European cities on contract with 2 maj~~ tour 
operators in Berlin. The most significant journey for 
\lodern was a transpolar Bight across both poles 
Hying longitudinally; the flight carried passengers 
for the Admiral Richard E. Bvrd Polar Center. 

Earlv in 1968 \·Iodern recci~'ed 2 additional Con
,·air 990:\ aircraft bringing its fleet to 5. Three of 
the aircraft were modified to a new seating capacity 
from 134 to 139 seats. At Year-end \Iodern was 
awaiting certification for an ~1dditional modification 
to bring the seating configuration to 1-!9. In the 
spring of 1968, \Iodern began to build a ne\\. sales 
staff headed by Ralph Sacks as vice president of 
sales. i\Ir. Sacks joined Modern with over 20 wars' 
experience with charter and supplemental aU:lines. 
Shortly after he joined ~Iodern, he brought with 
him Ben Topfer, another veteran of airline sales, 
to be director of sales. 

\Vith this highly qualified sales staff joining the 
new management group organized in 1967 and 
headed by ;\lorten Beyer, executive vice president, 
\Iodern intended in 1969 to become a major con
tender in the supplemental carrier passenger mar
ket. The team was marketing outstanding I.T. 
programs to \lexica, and Modern was to operate 
again in Europe for a Berlin tour operator. During 
1968 the company operated 1,437 charters and 
expected to double this figure in 1969. It carried 
:296.7:27 passengers of \Yhich 90,000 were carried 
to Florida for the Gulf American Corporation. 

Modern's Berlin base at Tegel Airport is com
pletely self-sustaining with a complete maintenance 
facility capable of performing all types of mainte
nance work except overhauL a passenger-handling 
and operations headquarters which handled 615 
charters during the year, and a kitchen facility 
which prepared all of the meals for Modern's flights 
and for other carriers utilizing Tegel. 

At Miami International Airport, Modern per
forms its own maintenance, including aircraft in
terior modifications, and during the year designed 
and manufactured an auxiliary engine-starting unit 
installation capable of providing air and electrical 
power to start its CV 990A engines. The prototype 
unit was to be installed early in 1969 after which 4 
additional units were to be manufactured. During 
1968 Modern performed outside maintenance on 
numerous large piston and jet aircraft for other 
carriers and during 1969 planned to increase its 
outside maintenance contracts to include minor 
overhauls. 

At its Miami base, Modern established its own 
ground school for flight crews and cabin attendants 
and during the year performed pilot training on 
contract with NASA for CV 990 ere\YS. Ten Hight 
crews perform all of Modern's flying. All of these 
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crews have b een trained the Modern way in Mod
ern's own facility. 

At year-end the company employed 200 persmmel 
and was completing plans to es tablish offices on the 
\;\lest Coast and in Canada and Europe. 

MOHAWK AIRLINES 

During 1968 Mohawk took delivery of 4 new 
BAC One-Eleven fanJ·ets brincrincr th e fl eet total to 

' b b 
14 One-Elevens, 18 FH-227 propje ts and 4 Convair 
440s. One of th e nation's largest region al carriers, 
Mohawk at year-end was serving 77 cities via 38 
airports in 10 states plus th e District of Columbia 
and Canada. The airline was carrying more than 
2,000,000 passengers per year alon g 4,500 undupli
cated route miles. 

Mohawk started 1968 by inaugurating jet flights 
on a new route serving Albany, \;\ll1ite Plains and 
\iVashington, D.C. This was followed by a major 
schedule improvement affecting many of Mohawk's 
key markets: 6 new flights were added at Rochester, 
2 at Syracuse, 6 at Elmira and 4 at Binghamton. 
Mohawk's One-Eleven "New Hampshire" was put 
in service in mid-March, giving Mohawk at that 
time the largest je t fleet of any regional airline. 

April b egan with inauguration of Mohawk's 
"Gold Chip Service ." Under this program, passen
gers are given Gold Chips (worth $1 in redemption 
or a complimentary cocktail in flight) ,.vhen "ready 
tickets" are not posted, customer service p ersonnel 
fail to smile, baggage is mishandled , cocktails are 
not available or a Mohawk employee is discour
teous . The "Gold Chip" program, coupled with a 
major company reorganization , made April a banner. 
month. Robert E . Peach was- named chairman of 
the board while Russell V. Stephenson became 
Mohawk's new president. 

Mohawk, which has proportionally more service 
in the _ ew York area than any other airline, was 
thus most affected when an airport and airway 
congestion crisis centered there during the summer. 
Long an advocate of a major overhaul of the na
tion's air transport system, Mohawk took the leader
ship in calling congressional and public attention 
to the congestion problem. Mr. Peach was widely 
quote? in calling the air transport system "about as 
effective as a worn-out tire tube which has been 
patched up for more than a decade." 

. In di~ect expenses alone-crew pay, gas and 
01l, mamtenance-the congestion added almost 
$1,000,000 to Mohawk's operating costs between 
June and Septemb er. 

A ?roadside of novel inflight catering and decor 
~as mtroduced by Mohawk in September with the 
hckoff of 6 new types of service called "Variety 
Flights_. " T~e service, offered on weekdays, involves 
130 dmly fhght segments connecting 20 cities in the 
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Northeas t. D epending upon th eir des tin at ions, 
!Vfohawk passengers have the chance to be on fli ghts 
servin g either strudel, pi zza, cham pagne, b eer or 
mornin g snacks. 

Another fea ture of th e new servic' is the re turn 
of "Gaslight" fli ghts, on e of i'vloha" ·k"s most success
ful ventures of th e early 1960s. Com plete w ith Gay 
N ine ti es-clad stewardesses and d ecor th e fli ghts 
offer beer and pre tzels, c iaa rs, sing i1w and other 
remini scences of the "good old days ." 

Mohau;k introduced "Gaslight Semice," featuring beer and 
pretzels, group singing and Gay Nineties trappings. 

In addition to the Gay Nineties costumes, other 
Variety Flight stewardess attire includes "mod" 
pajamas (for Pajama Jet Flights), "mod" blouses 
and miniskirts (Utica Club Psychedelic Jets), and 
chefs' hats and overblouses (Pizza Jets). 

In October, Mohawk's freight cartage outlook 
was boosted by introduction of "Hustlepak." This 
service provides counter-to-counter delivery for any 
package weighing less than 10_ pounds and under 
1 cubic foot in volume. Major feature of this new 
program is that the shipper can pick the flight for 
his package to go on, so that he knows exactly when 
the package will arrive. 

Featured in a system-wide service expansion in 
October were 29 new "don't stop" flights-Mo
hawk's slogan for nonstop jet service-between 
cities in New York Ohio Massachusetts and 
Michigan. ' ' 

The new flights, authorized in August and Sep
tember by the Civil Aeronautics Board, replaced or 
supplemented previous multiple-stop service be-



t"·cen Buffalo-New York/ N \\ark Rocb ster-New 
York/ :\' wark, S 1racuse-CI \ land H artford-De
tr_oit and Boston-Rochest r. Four n w on -stop jet 
flwhts a lso ,,. nt i.nto s rv:ice in Octob r between 
Bo ton and D etroit and b tw n Hartford and 
Cl v land. 

stem-wide . foha'' k s a \ ail abl s at miles were 
incr · ased to almost 4 000 000 p r da a ... 0 percent 
ris O\ er th · carri r's capacit} in Octob r 1967. 

Empha ·iz d in the Octob r ch cluJ '' ere in-
r ases in direct and conn ctina nice for '' es tern 

· aa t "a ,s" iJ1 D eb·oit Cle\ bnd and Pittsburgh. 
B cause of air congestion in th t\ w York ar a 
ivlohawk's passeng r h·affic at th s cities increased 
''l.S much as 52 percent O\ r 196 . 

Chicago entr ', a major objective, took a positive 
turn when the CAB in October ord r d an "imme
dia te heaJ·ing" on Mohawk's proposal to ser ·e the 
mid\\ es tern hub via Eri and Elmira from other 
points as t. Mohawk also £x d its siahts on further 
route expansion by appl ina for authorit) to serve 
th e Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St. Paul ), \.tlanta and 
Houston from its eastern rout tructur . Rochester
Mo~treal routing recei\ eel C \..B approval and 
a v. a1ted approval by the Canadian Transportation 
Commission. 

At year's end , plans wer b ina made to evaluate 
an "area navigation" S) stem ''hich "as installed in 
a One-Eleven fanj et. One potential ad\ antage of 
the system is th at it allows the pilot to control the 
en route Bight of the aircraft rather than be depen
dent upon instructions from ground traffic control
lers. The heart of the s ·s tem is a computer that 
ga thers information from ground or atellite naviaa
tion aids and displays it to the pilot, aivina him the 
b'I' b b a. 1 1ty to steer his aircraft on a direct, airpo~·t-to-

au-port path rather than the circuitous routing be
tween radio navigation aids us d toda). 

The purchase of additional jet equipment was 
also b eing studied to complement Mohawk's pro
posed route expansions into long-haul markets, such 
as s~rvice to Minneapolis, Chicago and Atlanta. To 
b e m_ operation by early 1969 '-'Vas a fully com
~:mtenzed $3,000,000 cenb·aliz d reservations system 
m Syracuse, planned to meet l'vlohawk's reserva
tions n eeds through 1975. 

NATIONAL AIRLINES 

One key to National Airlines' successful 1968 was 
equipment. During the year National completed the 
~arge~t jet fl eet expansion and conversion program in 
1ts ~Istory to become one of the Erst all-pme-jet 
earners. 

In the first 6 months of 1968, 23 Boeing 727 long
bodied trijets and one McDonnell Doualas DC-8-61 
jet joined National's fleet, doubling its ~ze. In April 
the line retired the last of its Elecb·a II turboprops. 
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1 -ational was building a superhangar (shown as skeletal 
model) capable of handling 2 Boeing SSTs or Boeing 747s. 

Deliver of the aircraft brought National's Beet 
total to 53. Others included 2 additional Boeing 
727-235s, another DC-8-61 and 13 each of standard 
Boeing 727s and DC-8s. 

Conversion to all-jet, a lease agreement signed 
during the year with Trans Vlorld Airlines, and 
other factors , notably tight management, kept Na
tional's earnings up during a period when the 
industry's financial statements showed sharp drops 
under pressure of a cost-price squeeze. 

National's £seal year ended June 30. TI1e airline 
recorded the second highest year of earnings in its 
history. Net income reached over $21,000,000, while 
operating revenues hit a record high at $224,000,000. 
The year's traffic figures also were up considerably. 
National carried nearly 5,000,000 passengers, an 
increase of 24 percent over the previous year. 
Revenue passenger miles rose 27 percent to 3.821 
billion. Capacity increased 31 percent to 7.548 
billion. 

For the Erst quarter of its 1969 £seal year, be-
ginning July 1, National posted $3,699,000 in net 
income on operating revenues of $61,570,000. Traf
fic for the Erst 4 months was up 18 percent to 
1,746,469. Revenue passenger miles increased 19 
percent to 1.145 billion. Available seat miles, re
flecting National's jet fleet expansion, rose to 3.14 
billion. 

Fleet expansion allowed National to increase 
service over its entire route system. At the begin
ning of the year the airline returned to Fort 
Lauderdale Airport. All-jet service \Vas inaugurated 
in all of the airline's cities and the carrier b egan its 
first jet service in 7 cities. 

To keep abreast of expanding capacity and 
traffic, National b egan construction of a $34,600,000 
addition to its facilities at Miami International Air
port. New buildings were to include one of the 
most modern maintenance structures in the indus
try, a $15,400,000 hangar capable of totally enclos-
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ing 2 supersonic transports, 2 Boeing 747s or 3 or 
more smaller aircraft. The circular cantilevered 
steel structure was to be supported from a central 
multistory core with 160,000 square feet of finished 
space for shop and administrative areas. 

Other improvements included an inflight kitchen 
and additions to the existing general office and 
Right simulator buildings. 

In addition to facilities improvements and ex
pansion at sales offices and airports throughout the 
carrier's system, National opened 2 new offices: a 
governmental affairs office in \ Vashington, D.C., 
and a regional sales center in Germany to enlarge 
its European sales efforts. 

Construction continued throughout the year on 
the carrier's new $16,000,000 terminal at New 
York's John F. Kennedy Airport. Occupancy of the 
structure was estimated for mid-1969. 

On July 1, 1968, National introduced a new in
Right magazine, Aloft, which covers activities and 
attractions not only in National's home state of 
Florida but also over its entire system. 

National, which at year-end was serving 42 cities 
in 15 states and the District of Columbia, sought 
authority to fly to 32 additional cities, 18 more states 
and 1.3 European countries and the Bahamas. 

In 1968 National applied for links between the 
Korth Carolina Piedmont region and New York, 
Chicago and Miami and between the Twin Cities 
and the southeastern portion of the nation. 

In October the airline's international route de
velopment efforts received a boost when National 
was endorsed by the Civil Aeronautics Board's 
Bureau of Operating Rights as the logical.carrier to 
provide nonstop service between Miami and Lon
don. 

Kational also was awaiting an impending final 
decision in the U.S.-Carihbean-South America In
vestigation, in which it had been recommended for 
extension of its southern transcontinental routes 
into the Bahamas. 

NEW YORK AIRWAYS 

New York Airways introduced the first regularly 
scheduled STOL operation in the metropolitan New 
York area in l\ovemher 1968. 

Two STOL aircraft, twin-motored de Havilland 
?tters :W.ith their _higher speeds and greater operat
mg efficiency, wll~ enah~e New York Airways to 
accomn~odate t~e mcreasmg public demand for its 
connech?g serviC~s. Plans called for the operation 
of 2 Twm Otter STOLs daily starting at 7:00 a.m. 
an~ con_t!nu~n.g throug? 11:20 p.m. linking the 3 
maJor au pm ts on a high-frequency shuttle basis. 
Fro~ 3:0_0 p.m. t~ 7:00 p.m. additional helicopter 
service will he avmlable to link the downtown Wall 
Street heliport and the major airports. STOL air-
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craft will operate in the special ::\<•w York :\irways 
FAA-appron·d helicopter corridors. which make 
usc of air space that is lwlow the intl'rnwdiatc 
aprwoach altitudes for fixcd-\\·in•r aircraft Yet hi<rh 

~ ., ~ 

<'nough to reduce noise nuisances and attain safe 
terrain clearance. 

Servic<' from the Pan Am rooftop to Tl't(_•rhoro 
Airport was suspended on February ].5, 1968. 

As of Deccmlwr I. for tlw Y<·ar HJ68. ::\ew York 
Airways carried 383.97-! n·,-e;me paswngNs. Rev
<'nm·s for 1968 as of October 31, HJ68. were 
$HJS9,S8-!. 

Grover Lo<'ning. one of the nation's senior aYia
tion consultants, was elected chairman of the hoard 
of Xew York Airways, Inc., on August :28, 1968. 
John E. Gallagher, exccuti\'e vice president, was 
elected pr<'sident and chief <'X<'cutivc officer. He 
started with :\'ew York Airways as chief pilot when 
it was founded in 1952. Callaglwr was graduated 
from St. Louis University in HJ-l3 with a bachelor 
of sci<'ncc degree in aeronautical <~ngineering. 

NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES 

North Central Airlines began 1968 hy celebrating 
its 20th anniversary, on February 24, in a unique 
way. 

Five types of aircraft, representing the history of 
the airline since its beginning in 1948, were Hawn 
in formation for newsmen ami photographers. Each 
of the planes was being used in 1968, or had been 
at one time, in the airline's fleet. 

Leading the "stepped-up echelon" formation was 
one of the company's original Lockheed lOAs, fol
lowed by a DC-3, Convair 440, Convair 580 and 
DC-9. Veteran North Central captains with forma
tion experience flew the 5 aircraft. _Although . the 
planes varied greatly in speed and size, the pilots 
encountered little difficulty in holding the forma
tion. Photographs of the event appeared in almost 
every major aviation publication in the United 
States and several others throughout the world. 

Recapping North Central's 20-year history, the 
company began operation with 3 9-passenger Lock
heed lOAs, and at year-end 1968 had a fleet of 
Convair 580 propjets and 100-passengcr DC-9 fan
jets. The airline's original route sy~tem of 1:0.28 
miles grew in 20 years to 7,500 miles; tl~e Cities 
served, from 19 to 90. North Central m 1968 
carried almost as many passengers in one day as in 
its entire first year. 

More than 2,500,000 passengers hoarded NCA 
"Northliners" in the first 10 months of 1968, an 
increase of 30 percent over 1967. Passenger miles 
increased 35 percent in the first 10 months, to 
430,236,000. A record 5,842,000 cargo ton-miles 
were flown for a 39 percent gain. 

Recognized as the greatest achievement in its 20 



v a r 
lin e' · 

air-

Another highli rrht of 196 " .< , the announ -m nt 
that - addi t ional DC-9 fan j -ts ,,·ou ld b a · <~ ilab l 
fo r clcli H·n in 1969 at th rat of on n10nthl · 
b t\\'een \ ·fay and Sep t mb r. ~orth C ntra1 at 
y 'a r- e nc.l ,,·as operatin rr 10 DC-9 . 

In ma kin g the announcement H < I N. Carr chair
man of the b oard and pr sident it d th airline's 
traffic g rowth and anticipat -e! n w rou t s as the 
!Tla j_or r asons for cnl ar!T in a th DC-9 fanj t £1 et. 
~or th Central had appuca tion p nding b fore 

tlw C ivil Aeronauti cs Board f r 1~ ~00 additional 
mi les to scrn~ 29 cities in 11 ne'" stat -., th Di tr ict 
of Columbia and Manitoba , Canada . If appro ·eel, 
these rou tcs wou lei extend the airl.in ' syst m north 
to \ Vinnipeg; wes t to D em·er; outh to Dall as/ Fort 
\ Vo rth and H ouston, Louis\ ille and l\orth Carolina 
c it ies. Atlanta , and r<. 'fiami · and -as t to Boston, 
New York/ Newark, Philadelphia and Vi ashington/ 
Baltimore . 

. Service in augurated in 1968 incl u led th addition 
of Roches ter, Minneso ta, as an in t rmediat point 
on a new route between Chic::~ao and Sioux Falls, 
South D a!.:o ta . Also, North Central began daily 
nons top H1 ghts between ~~Iin neapo li s/S t. Paul-Mil
' '.raukce and Mil waukee-Detroit ·with through-plane 
service eas t to Toronto and west to the Dakotas . 

I 

No rtlt C entra l's $15,000,000 general office and main opera
t ions lHtsc at Minn eapolis/ St. Pa ul International A irport 

neared co mplet-io n . 

L ooking forward to 1969, Nor th Central was to 
move into its new $15,000,000 headquarters com
plex at the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Air
port . 
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First to be occupied v. as the main operations 
base. The base is composed of 3 hangar ba s, each 
:..50 feet wide and capable of accommodating 3 
DC-9s. Locat d b ehind the ba s are the shops, 
offices and storage ar eas for the b ase. An engine 
t st cell building was b eing erected adjacent to the 
shops, \\ ith facilities for tes ting both jet and turbo
prop engines . At the \\ est end of the building, 
another bay and more shops can b e added when 
xpansion is necessary. 

The general office was scheduled for occupancy 
in April. 

As the company entered 1969, North Central 
anticipated another dramatic grow th year with the 
con version to an all-turbine fleet of DC-9 fanjets 
and Com air 580 turboprops. 

NORTHEAST AIRLINES 

The ) ear 1968 v.ritnessed the nearing of comple
tion of Northeast Airlines' equipment moderniza
tion and airline rehabilitation effort , which b egan 
in lat 1965 under the ownership of Storer Broad
casting Company. New aircraft, ne\\ faciuties, new 
routes and new marketing programs r esulted in 
improved earnings performance as t11e airune 
mo\ eel toward its goal of fin ancial strengthening as 
a basis for improved air b·ansport service for the 
cities served by the airline . 

During the year Northeast Airlines voluntarily 
relinquished its claim for subsidy and thus ended 
the era of subsidized trunkline carriers, a milestone 
for the Civil Aeronautics Board and a significant 
commitment for Northeast. 

The move away from a dependence on subsidy 
necessitated an unprecedented effort to fully utilize 
the airline's existing route authority and a simul
taneous concentration on developing new routes. 
Durina late 1967 and early 1968 Northeast initiated 
servic~ in 19 new markets. The highught of the 
year was the award to Northeast of a new route 
between Boston/Nevv York and the Bahamas. 

At the beainning of the year Northeast became 
the first airli~e to operate the Boeing 727-200. With 
this as the keynote of the equipment transition, the 
airline moved from its piston aircraft era to an all
turbine fleet. DC-9 jet service was instituted at 
Portland, Bangor, Presque Isle, Nantucket and 
Hyannis, achieving an integrated je t and turboprop 
service pattern throughout New England. 

In a major service change, Northeast scheduled 
its fir st fli ghts to Newark in 22 years . The new 
service, coupled \Vith the start of Florida service 
from LaGuardia, brought a complete 3-airport 
F lorida schedule for New York area "Yellowbird" 
customers. 

A primary emphasis of the year was expansion of 
competitive capacity and a lowering of seat mile 
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cost. At the end of the first 6 months. available seat 
miles had been increased 82.5 percent over 1967. 
The efficiency of the new efjuipment, combined 
with rigid attention to cost control, yielded a 22 
percent decline in cost per available seat mile. 

To fill the expanded capacity, the line heavily 
increased advertising and developed an "all-steak" 
menu for both coach and first-class passengers to 
Florida and the Bahamas. The hallmark of the line's 
1968 marketing effort was a new emphasis on de
termining customer preferences and responding 
with an entire new cabin environment. During the 
year the airline replaced normal airline mini-silver
ware with full-size silver, replaced wool blankets 
'~ith fur~like lap robes and replaced common maga
z:nes With unusual and interesting new publica
tions. 

For the first 6 months of 1968 1\'"ortheast re
po:ted a $5,000,000 profit improvement over 1967 
adjusted to exclude subsidy. The air congestion 
crisis in late summer, combined with the normal 
seasonal deterioration, brought a marked decline 
in . the company's full-year performance. \Vhcn 
weighed against the prior year, however, the air
line's economic improvement was among the best 
in the industry. 

The commitment of the airline and its owners to 
the future of 1\'"ortheast Airlines was seen in the 
action taken in March 1968 when the company he
came the first of the world's smaller airlines to 
ord:r the. new Lockheed L-1011 luxury trijets for 
dehvery m 1972. During the vear the airline or
der~d an. additional 5 Boeing" 727-200 trijets for 
dchvery m late 1968 and 1969. The aircraft orders 
were accompanied by a commitment to the IBM 
PARS reservations system and to the construction 
of new facilities including a reservations building, a 
n~w hangar and new terminal facilities at Boston, 
1\ewark, Philadelphia, Tampa, . Jacksonville and 
Miami. 

To expand its sales opportunity, the airline 
opened a European sales office in London to en
coura.ge the use of "Y ellowbird" services by the 
growmg number of Europeans traveling to the 
United States. 

In other organizational developments during the 
year, Northeast combined its reservations and sta
tio~ operations under a single. airline executive. 
This new customer s · d ervices epartment was struc-
tured to sharpe~ the effectiveness of efforts to apply 
new. concep~s m passenger handling and services 
consistent w1th the needs of the future. In another 
change, Northeast. brou.ght its stewardess activity 
under .~he marketm.g VICe president. This change 
recogmzed the pubhc contact role of the stewardess 
and placed th~s activity .in the same organizational 
framework as adverhsmg, public relations and 
sales. 

Throughout tl~e year the search for profitable 
new routes contmued. As pointed out by North-
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cast's president, :'\ortheast's future is n~orc• heavily 
dependent on winning new route authont~· than <~ny 
other trunkline's future. The route gap scparatmg 
:'\orthcast from its competition widt•m•d continu
ously durin" the earlv HJ60s and the airline is 
eom.mitt<·d t~ closin<r tlw <rar) in Lhl' \'cars imnw-n b .. 

diatelv ahead. 
:\faJor routes being sought included an applica

tion to flv across the southern lfnitcd States from 
:\fiami <uid Tampa to Los Angeles a1~d San Fran
cisco with intermediate stops at :\ t'\\" Orleans. 
Houston and Dallas. In another east-west thrust. 
the lin<' applied to fly from th<' East Coast to 
\'lilwauk<'e. \[inn<'apolis/St. Paul. Portlan~l and 
S<'attle. Other applications in,·olve I.l<'\\' sernces. to 
Omaha, Salt Lake Citv, 1\orth Carolma and Flonda 
from the Twin Citie; and Milwaukt•c, and to the 
Caribbean from major East Coast cities. A CAB 
examiner recommended that the airline lw gi\'cn a 
route from Boston to Bermuda. Another route from 
northern :'\cw England to Cleveland, Detroit and 
Chicago was approved for 1\orth<'ast hy the full 
CAB. 

A major transition in leade1:ship occurrc~l in t.he 
fall when James 0. Lect, l·ornwrly semor VIce 
president, was named president t~ .succe~·d F. C. 
\Viser, who moved to a senior position With Trans 
"'orld Airlines. Earlier in the year George B. 
Storer, Sr., was named chairman of the board of 
directors, succeeding long-time .1\ ortlwast official 
James \V. Austin. In other personnel changes dur
ing the year, G. \Vard Hobbs was named vice 
president of. public affairs; Dan A.. Colussy was 
appointed vice president of marketmg; N. Ralph 
Tipaldi was named vice president-customer ser
vices; Major General Lewis E. Lyle was ele~ted 
senior vice president-operations; Hobert E. Gnffin 
was named vice president-planning; Edward E. 
Swofford was appointed vice president of sales; and 
T. Bernard Slattery was elected vice president of 
the Mid-Atlantic Region. 

NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES 

During 1968 Northwest Orient Airlines experi
enced growth and expansion in all phases of its 
operations. 

The airline's fleet of fanjet aircr~ft increased to 
85 by October, when the first of 16 Boeing 727-200 
stretch-jets was delivered. The balance of the 
727 -200s were scheduled for delivery during the 
remainder of 1968 and 1969. 

During October, Northwest Airlines placed an 
order for 14 new long-range McDonnell Douglas 
DC-10-20 luxury trijet transports and took options 
for another 14. Northwest was the first buyer of the 
intercontinental DC-10-20, which is capable of non
stop flights of up to 4,900 statute miles with a full 



passenger load . F irst d li\· ry \\·a 
Ja nua n · 19- 3. 

:\ rth\\"l'S t a lso had 10 
ju mbo jets on ord r and 
pos itions fo r 6 ·.s. SST s. 

s h cl uJ cl for 

lona-rancr 
d d liv r 

.\'n rtll!cest o rde red 14 M cDonnell Dou nla DC-10-:.-0s and 
too l.: 0 11 optio n 0 11 1-1 m ore; fir I deli ·ery 1 ·a s hed uled fo r 

january 19- 3. 

1o rth wes t w as ac ti ve] involved in s v -ral route 
cases b efore the Civil Aeronautics Board . In March 
a CAB exa miner recomm ncled that Northw st be 
c_c rtifica ted to provide s rvic b twe n Minneapo
lis/ St. Paul and Los Anaeles and bet" n rviiim e
apolis/St. Paul and Sa11 F rancis ·a/ Oakland as a 
result of the Twin Cities-California Ser ice I~ves ti
ga tion. Northw est proposed a full rmwe of first
class , coach and cargo servic s linkin rr mid"vestern · 
ci ties with California. Northwes t was awaiting the 
board 's final decision in this im estigation . 

A hearin g -vvas held on October 15 in the North
w est Airlines-Pan Am erican interchange proposal 
for d irec t service b etween the Twin Cities and 
L ond on via D e troit. It was anticipated that approval 
of the agreement could be obtained so as to permit 
the inauguration of this service by the sprina of 
1969. 0 

Also during the year Northwest presented oral 
arguments to the C AB in support of its route appli
cation in the Transpacific Houte Investigation. 
No rtlw,rest asked the CAB to award it a Cali
fol'ni a-Hawaii-Orient route as the essential ingre
~li c>nt of an effective U.S. flag transpacific pattern 
full y competitive with foreign carriers. 

During th e year a C AB examiner recommended 
in the Gulf States Case tha t Northwest's routes be 
extended from Chicago to Nashville. In oral argu
ment to the board, Northwes t urged that it be 
authorized to bring the benefits of throuo·h-plane 

. b 
ser vice h om cities on its existing routes to Memphis 
and New Orleans as well. 
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The hearing in the Pacific Northv,rest-California 
Investiga tion was scheduled for 1969. In this pro
ceeding, North\ est seeks to extend its routes be
) ond S a ttJe and Portland to San Francisco/ Oak
land Los \ .ngeles and San Diego. 

Net earnings for the first 9 months of 1968 totaled 
S10,2T 568, or $4.40 per share of common stock. 
1\orthwest's traffic statistics for this period revealed 
substantial increases over 1967. Nearly 8 billion 
a\ ailabie s a t miles w ere provid d to th e public, 
compared with 6.8 billion during the first 9 months 
of 1967, an increase of 17.5 percent. Freight and 
mail and express ton-miles also refl ected significant 
increases of 17.4 percent and 51.5 percent respec
ti ely. 

During 1968 Northwest made a number of fare 
filin gs \\ ith the CAB. One of the most significant of 
these was the extension of the popular Discover 

merica xcursion plan to April 1969, retaining the 
$:200 ITanscontinental round-trip fare and permit
ting travel on Saturdays . Also fil ed vl ere fare reduc
tions to permit discounted travel on routes within 
the continental United States for passengers resid
ing outside th e '"'estern h emisphere, as an aid to 
the U .S. go\ ernment's program to improve its bal
ance of payments position; a special $215 tour fare 
be tween Chicago and A11chorage; and expan sion of 
the 25 percent reduction from normal VVest Coast
Hawaii far es to include the parents of single 
servicemen and wives and parents of w ounded 
servicemen sta tioned in Vietnam or Thailand a11d 
on rest-and-recreation leave or recuperating in 
H awaii. 

Northwest made significant far e adjustments in 
services to H awaii during 1968, including the re
duction of round-trip first-class fares be tw een the 
\ i\lest Coas t and Hawaii. In the las t few months of 
the year Northwest offered a greatly expanded and 
improved service from the mainlan~ to H aw aii. 
Three round trips per day to the Islands w ere 
featured, offering new one-plane services from many 
inland cities. 

Service to New York's L aGuardia Airport w as 
begun June l. New direct , nonstop services w ere 
provided between Milwaukee and A~lanta and b e
tween the Twin Cities and Portland m 1968. Mon
tana air service was greatly improved at midyear 
with the addition of 2 flights and the r escheduling 
of others to offer limited-stop services in the state. 
A new schedule for the Orient featured 6 new 
flights each week to Hong Kong as well as new 
flirrhts for other cities on Northwest's routes within 

b 
the Orient. 

In D ecember 1968 Northwest's enlarged Florida 
service included direct, nonstop flights from the 
Twin Cities to Atlanta, from Milwaukee to T ampa 
and from the Twin Cities to 'Miami. These new 
schedules also increased the availability of seats 
on Northwest's important Chicago to Florida 
services. 

j 
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OVERSEAS NATIONAL AIRWAYS 

A major fleet expansion and diversification into 
the hotel fi eld highlighted the year for Overseas 
National Airways. 

As 1968 b egan, ONA was operatin g an all-jet fl eet 
of 2 DC-8-55s and 3 DC-9-30s. When th e year 
closed , these had been augmented by 10 more 
turbine-powered aircraft. 

A fourth DC-9-30 entered service in February, 
joining 2 other aircraft in the Air Force's Logair 
operation. For a brief period, a fifth DC-9-30, leased 
from a scheduled carrier, was operated on a route 
within Europe for Sudflug, a German charter car
rier. During 3 months of operation, the la tter air
craft was utilized an average of 10.4 hours daily and 
covered 400,000 miles with a 99.5 percent on-time 
record. 

Two more DC-9-30s were ordered for delivery in 
March and April 1969. 

The long-range je t fleet grew with the entry into 
service in October of ONA's first Super DC-8. Three 
more intercontinental DC-8-63s were on order for 
delivery in May and June 1969 and th e spring of 
1970. TI1e 250-passenger aircraft were well accepted 
and the airline planned to phase out its !SO
passenger DC-8s and standardize its fl eet with 
DC-8-63s. 

The major increment in the expansion program 
was the acquisition of 8 L-188 Electras. Formerly 
operated in passenger service by National Airlines, 
these aircraft were converted to cargo configuration 
by Lockheed Aircraft Services, which used a design 
for a cargo loading system-employing fore and aft 
doors-which ONA developed. The Electras were 
being operated in the Logair system and for com
mercial cargo charters within the United States and 
in the Caribbean area. 

In summary, the ONA fleet grew from 5 to 15 
aircraft during the year. \rVith 4 more planes on 
order for 1969 delivery and another due the follow
ing year, Overseas National will b e operating 20 
aircraft by 1970. 

Late in the year, -Overseas National announced 
that it would be the first supplemental carrier to 
enter the hotel business. Through a new subsidiary, 
O NA Hotel Corporation, the airline will share in 
th~ o:vne~ship of a 400-room luxury hotel to he 
bmlt m Nassau, the Bahamas. ONA's partners in 
the venture will be Hotel Corporation of America 
which will operate the hotel and B tl - B k' L. . d f N , u e1 s an , 

Imite , o assau. Scheduled for completion in 
the fall of 1970, the hotel will b e called the Sonesta 
Beach. ONA was planning other ventures in the 
hotel fi eld to complement its growing fleet of air
craft. 

A miles:one in tl:e company's marketing program 
was th e mtroduction of a computer service for 
~hart~ring gr?~ps . Called the O NAMATIC system, 
rt relieves afBmty groups of the administrative bur-
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dens associated with charter fli ghts. FoliO\\ ing an 
initia l mailing to aU members of a charterin g or
ga ni za tion , a ll payments are locracd on an IBM 360 
computer a t ONA's headquarters in l\ ew York with 
complete reports furnished to th e orga nization on 
a regular basis. The computer also prints out the 
passengers' tickets and provides an alphabetized 
manifes t prior to departure. The computer service 
has been well received by both h·avel agents and 
groups. 

Overseas Na tional Airways also became th e first 
airline to sponsor a racing car on th e nited States 
Automobile Club's championship schedul e of races, 
including the Indianapolis 500. Mario Andretti , 
world-famed driver and 2-timc USAC champion 
driver , is th e "pilot" of the ONA ca rs and placed 
second in th e 1968 standings. 

ONA became the first airli.ne to sponsor a mcing car on the 
U .S. Automobile Cluh's championship circuit. H ere ONA 
president G. F. Steedman Hinckley chats with ONA drive r 

Mario Anclrett: i. 

A highlight of the year was the passage by the 
U.S. Congress of legislation clarifying the authority 
of supplemental carriers to operate inclusive tour 
charters. The signing of the bill by President John
son in late September cleared the way'for devel?p
ment of international inclusive tour charters, whrch 
had been restrained by prolonged litigation insti-
tuted by the scheduled carriers. _ 

Overseas National's revenues for the year approxi
mated $30,000,000, an increase of $10,000,000 over 
1967. Contributing to the total were contracts for 
fiscal 1969 for $4,500,000 to perform international 
passenger charters for the Military Airlift Com
mand, $10,500,000 for service in the Air Force's 
Logair domestic cargo system and $1,800,000 for 



pro,·iding terminal operations and cargo handling at 
the> :\"an·'s Quicktrans bases. The latter conh·act 
\\·as lll'it;g 1wrlornwd by a Sl'cond m·w 0:\.\ sub
sicliar:· . .-\utomatecl Terminal Se>n·ices. "·hich pro
vicll·s car~o handling sen·iccs for both militarv and 
commercial custom~rs. 

OZAHK AIR LI:\ES 

Hqwating a common situation of the rect•nt past. 
new planl'S. new routes and greater traffic were the 
storv for Ozark Air Lines during 1968. It was the 
n·a{· that traffic continued to in~n·asl' until :2 mile
stones were passed in one month. It \\"aS also the 
n•ar that Ozark recein·cl new route authorities. and 
f-inally, it was a year highlighted hy Ozark's phase
out of all piston-engine aircraft and the start of all
turbine operation. 

From a traffic standpoint, Ozark again broke 
records. and then broke them a!!ain and arrain 

'-"" .::"' 

during the year. For example. with 17 -!,690 pas-
sengers during :\larch, a monthly all-time high was 
set. and a :25 percent increase was shown for the 
first fp1arter compared to the prior year. 

This record. howcwr, was quickly topped in 
April with 18-1,6-10 passengers, only to be topped 
again by a new milestone in June \\·ith :202.,878 
passengers. June was the first :200.000-plus month 
in the company's history. and with th~1t totaL Ozark 
carried more than 1.000.000 passengers in 6 months 
for the first time. It had been onlv 3 Years earlier 
in 1965. that 1.000.000 passenger-s in. a year wa~ 
reached. 

In Au!!ust 3 new passcnrrer traffic records were 
LJ ' CJ 

set. First, there was a new monthly high of ~08.080; 
second. Ozark reached 2,000,000 passengers during 
a 12-month period for the first time; and third, a 
new daily hoarding high was reached as 8,171 
passengers boarded on August 30, beating the 
previous high set only weeks earlier, on June 28, 
with 8,168 passengers boarded. · 

The company's equipment story for 1968 started 
in February with delivery of the first \lcDonnell 
Douglas DC-9 Series 30. This was followed by 2 
additional big jets in April and May, bringing 
Ozark's jet fleet to 9 ( 6 Series 10 DC-9 jets and the 
3 new Series 30 models). 1n October the fleet was 
increased in size again as 2 more DC-9-10 jets were 
leased and immediately put into service. 

\Vord of an even bigger fleet was announced 
during September, as 3 more Series 30 DC-9s were 
ordered for delivery in early 1969. 

Highlighting the equipment program was Ozark's 
changeover to an all-turbine fleet with onlv its DC-9 
jets and its FH-227B propjets in operatio1; through
out the system. The last DC-3 was removed from 
schedule on October 26 when the final airport re
stricted to DC-3 traffic was replaced by a new 
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facility, and, the "Grand Old Ladv" was retired 
quietly. · 

Routes-new, applied for, and favorably recom
mended-played a big part in the company's activi
ties during the year. 

Two new nonstop authorities were approved by 
the Civil Aeronautics Board. and service was 
inaugurated immediately. This included authority 
to serve between St. Louis and Chicago. recom
mended by the examiner in July. gi\·en final ap
proval in September and put into schedule in 
October with 3 round trips daily. The trips were 
increased to 7 in November. 

Inaugurated on the same clay was ne"· nonstop 
sen·ice between Kansas City and Springfield, \Iis
souri. This had been recommended bv the examiner 
in April and approved by the CAB fn August. 

Several favorable examiner recommendations 
were received on route requests pending before 
the CAB. This included Ozark's request to sen·e 
:\ew York and \Vashington, D.C.. from Peoria, 
which received the examiner's noel in August after 
hearings were held in June. This route had been 
granted to Ozark in 1\ovember 1967 on a show 
cause order, but opposition put the proceedings 
into an expedited hearing. 

Other favorable recommendations included routes 
from St. Louis to ~Icmphis and from St. Louis to 
Dallas. both awaiting final CAB apprO\·al. and 
realignment of Ozark's system to change the pattern 
from 18 segments to 7. 

Ozark also filed more route applications. These 
included a request to serve such cities as Columbus, 
Davton. Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville 
fro;n .Milwaukee, filed in ~larch. In December 1967 
the company had filed for new routes from 
:Minneapolis/St. Paul to Boston, 1'\ew York, Phila
delphia, Baltimore, Portland m~cl Seattle/Tacoma, 
which followed other requests for service to cities 
on both coasts, Canada and Alaska. 

Ozark also introduced several new or expanded 
service programs during 1968. 

Early in the year the company's cargo schedule 
was moved from day to night in order to provide 
convenient service for shippers. In ~lay a new 
cargo facility was opened in St. Louis. 

Following these changes, in August a new "Mini" 
cargo rate was introduced, allowing shipment of 
cargo weighing less than 10 pounds anywhere on 
Ozark's system for only $4. Then, as the company 
phased out the last of its piston-engine aircraft, an 
all-new, original plan was inaugurated to change 
over the company's Fairchild Hiller FH-227B prop
jets for all-cargo use during the night. \ V 01·king 
with a plan developed by Ozark's director of cargo, 
one of the propjets is changed to the cargo configu
ration in less than 4 man-hours as all the scats are 
removed and interior protective bulkheads, a floor 
covering and cargo tie-clowns are added. 

Ozark went to a dual configuration on its jets in 
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May when first-class and coach seating was offered 
on the DC-9. This changed the seating capacity of 
the planes to 74 seats in the Series 10 and 99 seats 
in the Series 30. This includes 14 first-class seats in 
each. 

In September, 2 new credit cards-Bankmark 
and BankAmericard-were added to those Ozark 
accepts, and in November new city ticket offices 
were added in Kansas City and Chicago. 

Earlier in the year Ozark inaugurated service to 
:Midway Airport again, thus providing flights to both 
Chicago airports and returning to a facility that 
had been abandoned several years before by almost 
all carriers. 

Another innovation, a specially made Ozark cock
tail, was introduced in April. \Vith the "Go-Getter," 
as it is called, Ozark became the second carrier to 
offer its own original drink. 

Finally, to top off another highly successful year 
for the carrier, the National Safety Council again 
presented Ozark its top safety award, the Award of 
Honor. One of 8 scheduled carriers to get the award 
during 1968, Ozark has received a safety citation 
from the council every year since its beginning in 
1950. 

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS 

During 1968, its 41st anniversary, Pan American 
World Airways, Inc., marked 2 milestones in the 
history of aviation. The airline celebrated the lOth 
anniversary of its introduction of commercial jets 
and prepared for the introduction of the first 747 
superjet service in late 1969. 

On October 26, 1958, a Pan Am Boeing 707 took 
off from New York's Idlewild International Airport 
for Paris, the first transatlantic jet flight under the 
American flag. 

. During 19.58-68 P,an Am's average revenue, or 
yield, per passenger mile on the New York-Paris 
run dropped from 7.25 cents a mile to just over 5 
cen~s a mile. _Lower rates and the speed and ca
pacity of the jets served to broaden the market for 
international air travel. Pan Am carried an esti
n:ated 9,500,000 passengers in 1968, more than 3 
hmes the 2,900,000 it carried in 1958. 

More spectacular than the growth of passenger 
~ravel was the growth of Pan Am's air cargo. The 
Jet decade l~d to an increase of 450 percent in 
~onnage earned by Pan Am; revenue ton-miles 
JUmped nearly 600 percent to an estimated 
678,720,00? revenue ton-miles in 1968. 
. Pan Am s. fleet grew from 6 to 150 Jet Clippers 
m the decade. In the same time span, the number 
of Pan Am employees increased from 24 700 to 
48,000. ' 

Juan T. Trippe, dean of airline executives in the 
United States, retired as chairman and chief execu-
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tive of Pan Am. In 1927. when Pan :\m made its 
first Hight under \Jr. Trip1w's direction. it had 
$300,000 in assets and a 90-mile route between 
Key \Vest, Florida, and Ha,·ana, Cuba. 

At year-end 1968. Pan :\m had assets of more 
than $1 hillion and a route s\·stem of some 80.000 
miles linking the United Stal~·s with some S-l lands 
and 122 cities. 

Pan Am had on order <l2 more suhsonic jet trans
ports including 25 Boeing 747 superjt'ts. The airline 
also had on ordc•r 8 Conconle sup<•rsonic transports 
and 15 U.S. SSTs. 

On July 1.5, 1968. Pan Am inaugurated the first 
scheduled service between :\ew York and \loscow. 
This service was the result of a bilateral air agree
ment between the U.S. and the U.S.S.H. Pan Am's 
4,907-mill• \\'cekly flight to ~loscow leaws ~Iomlay 
and returns Tuesday. 

The airline provided the largest commercial air
lift for U.S. J\Jilitary Airlift Command operations. 
In 1968 Pan Am added 7 long-range jet frl'ighters 
to its air fleet in military support S<'rvice. The addi
tional aircraft brought to 18 the numhcr of Pan Am 
jets committed to :MAC service. 

Twenty of these were Boeing 707-321C jet 
freighters capable of transporting up to 90,000 
pounds of military mail, goods and equipment. The 
other 4 Jet Clippers, also 707s, are usl•d in the gov
ernment's rest-and-rehabilitation program, which 
provides American servicemen with 5-day furloughs 
after some 6 months of Vietnam duty. 

R and R, started by Pan Am in J\farch 1966 as a 
one-plane service, has grown into a major military 
support effort. The airline has carried more than 
1,000,000 military passengers between Vietnam and 
·Hawaii and other points in the Pacific. 

Twice during 1968 Pan Am rushed medical equip
ment and supplies to disaster victims abroad. In 
July, 2,000 pounds aided victims of Costa Rica's 
volcanic eruption. In August nearly 6,000 pounds 
were flown to Iran for earthquake victims . 

During 1968 Pan Am becan~e the first ';J.S. airline 
to have its entire fleet of mrcraft eqmpped and 
certified by the Federal Aviation Administration for 
Category II landings, a standard which permits 
planes to land when visibility along the runway is as 
low as 1,200 feet, 800 feet less than the previous 
visibility minimum. 

During 1968 Inter-Continental Hotels, a wholly 
owned Pan Am subsidiary, opened 3 new hotels, 
2 in Zambia and one in New Zealand; 10 more were 
under construction. When completed, the number 
of Inter-Continental hotels around the world will 
total 51. 

A prime contractor for the U.S. Air !"orce, Pan 
Am's Aerospace Services Division was Cited by the 
Society of American Value Engineers for modifica
tions in a communications system that resulted in a 
saving of about $100,000 to the government of the 
United States. 



Til!' City of :\('\\" York appron·d Pan :\m's estab
lishnl('llt ami operation of a midtown ,,·aterfront 
lwliport at tlw foot of East 60th Street in :\lanhattan. 
This JW\\' facility pro\'ides for cmn-enient helicopter 
('Oillll ·d ions from midto\\'n to tlw smaller airports 
surrounding the cit~·· \layor John Y. Lindsay called 
it "an important step in the relief of the city's air 
c·on gt·st ion problems." · 

Tlw Busi1wss Jets Di\'ision of Pan .\m announced 
plans for construction of a ne\\' Fan J l't Falcon 
mod(·!. tlw Falcon 70. an airplane \\'ith increased 
rangt· and more operational features than earlier 
models. 

The Falcon 70 \\'as in final design sta<res in micl
HJoS a11d \\·as selwdulcd to go i1~to pr~luction in 
JH()H and lw available for deJi,·en· to customers in 
1970. The Business Jds Di\"ision ;tlso placed orders 
for I 00 ne\\' Falcons bringing to :250 the m1mber of 
twin-(•ngiJH' business aircJ~:.rt' put on order or option 
since HJ6·1. The Business Jds Di\'ision sold 25 
Falcons to corporate custonwrs in the U.S. and 
Canada during the first 11 months of 1968 to bring 
total sales since HJo-! to 1 0-! aircraft. 

PllRDliE AIRLI;\ES 

Operating from Purdue llnin·rsity :\irport. \Vest 
Lafayettt•. Indiana. as om• of the 13 U.S. supple
mental air carriers, Purdue Airlines, Inc.. was 
officiallv activated on \lav 1, 1968. The new com
pany t;>Ok over the DC~3 and DC-6B fleet and 
operations of Purdm• Aeronautics Corporation. 

Purdue U niversitv r('tained an interest in the new 
corporation and it~ operation. and ties with the 
Aviation Technology Department continued. 

At year-end, Purdue Airlines was awaiting arrival 
of new i\IcDonnell Douglas DC-9-30 aircraft. First 
delivery was expected in F(•bruary 1969 with addi
tional deliveries to follow in succet>lling months. 
Th<' planes were to replace Purdue's 7 4-passcnger 
DC-6Bs. 

Certificated for operations throughout the U.S. 
and Canada, Purdue Airlines (then PAC) Hew more 
than 15,000,000 1xissenger miles in 1967; 1968 fig
ures wen• not available at press time. 

SATURN AIRWAYS 

The year 1968 was one of great achievement for 
Saturn Airways and was perhaps the most signif
icant year in the airline's 23 years of operation. 

Saturn was one of the first supplemental carriers 
to add 250-passenger jet aircraft to its fleet. In late 
Dec!'mber 1967 the airline took ddiwry of its first 
Douglas DC-8-61F stretch-jet and then added 
anothC'r of these sky giants to its fleet in January 
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1968. These convertible superjets, each capable of 
carrying up to 250 passengers or 90,000 pounds of 
cargo, were being utilized in \Iilitary Airlift Com
mand service and in Saturn's intercontinental com
mercial charter operations. 

Continuing its program to standardize in the op
eration of one type jet aircraft, Saturn during 1968 
acquired 2 DC-8-50 series jets on a lease/purchase 
arrangem<.'nt. One of the 50 series jets was deli\'ered 
to Saturn in :\ovember with the second scheduled 
for ddin·ry in April 1969. Capable of carrying up 
to 180 passengers or 90.000 pounds of cargo, these 
50 series jl'ts plus the 2 stretch-jets will provide the 
fl<.'et versatility necessary to compete fa\'orably in 
the expanding commercial charter markets. Saturn's 
1968 commercial charter operations with all-jet air
craft were highly successful, particularly in the 
prime transatlantic market. 

In addition to the 4 convertible jets, Saturn was 
operating a fleet of 12 DC-GA. cargo aircraft, used in 
commercial cargo operations and Logair service for 
the military. Logair is a daily scheduled cargo 
service operated for the Air Force through which 
supply requirements of all types are transported be
t,veen Air Force bases in the continental United 
States. Saturn is one of the oldest and the largest 
operators in Logair, and on April 22. 1968, logged its 
100,000,000th mile in domestic Logair service. The 
milestone "·as reached during a scheduled Logair 
fli<tht between Hill Air Force Base, Utah, and Kelly 

b 
Air Force Bas<.'. Texas. 

Le1rislation authorizing foreign inclusive tour 
b • 

charter authority for supplemental earners was 
signed into law by the President on September 26, · 
1968. Through these tours (both domestic and inter
national), Americans of modest and medium in
come will han• the opportunity to travel to foreign 
lands and resort areas which they might never visit 
except for the low-cost type of transportation that 
will be provided by Saturn and other supplemental 
carriers in their inclusive tour programs. Saturn ex
pected to be operating a sizable number of such 
tours in 1969. particularly in the Hawaiian, Carib
bean and European areas. 

Personnel promotions during 1968 included the 
appointment of Harvey P. Barnard to the position 
of vice president and general m~nager; George M. 
Kamats was named treasurer-assistant secretary re
placing E. P. Odenwalder, retired; Howard K. 
Howard was appointed assistant vice president
planning. 

In the first 9 months of 1968 Saturn operated 
more than 669.000.000 passenger miles and over 
118 500 000 carO"o ton-miles. Opcratin{! revenues for 

' ' b L"'~ 
the 9 months reached $25,898,582. representing a 
43 percent increase over the sam~ 1967 period. 
Saturn's expanding jet fleet and mcreased mer
chandising efforts in the comnwrcial sales area were 
('xpectl'd to substantially increase revenue during 
1969. 
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STANDARD AIRWAYS 

Standard Airways continued to be one of the lead
ing innovators in the supplemental airline field. 
\Vith the introduction of new selling teclmictues, 
packages and other marketing vehicles, substantial 
sales increases were realized in 1968 over the pre
ceding year. Increased frequency of flight patterns 
along with computerized programming that lessened 
ferry mileage costs were also key factors in Stan
dard's growth. 

In 1968 Standard marked a major growth year 
with increased inclusive tour charter penetration 
into the Pacific. Standard, eighth in size of the na
tion's 11 active supplemental airlines in terms of 
seats available, received gross revenue increases of 
14 percent in 1968 over 1967. Standard ranked ap
proximately third among supplemcntals in terms of 
ITC revenues, first in charter travel to Las Vegas 
and first in sales incentive revenue. In addition, 
Standard was very active between major U.S. mar
kets and Caribbean destinations. 

Hawaii flights, departing from 20 continental 
points, terminate at Honolulu with a pattern of 
regularity allowing travel groups to come and go at 
most convenient times. This, combined with the 
securing of large blocks of excellent hotel accom
modations, aids travel agents and group travelers in 
obtaining quick reservations. 

A similar program to Las Vegas, the "Fare Deal," 
was initiated. Under this flexible program, Standard 
was able to minimize positioning costs and achieve 
maximum efficiency of operations in delivering 
DC-9 and 707 fanjet charter flights at a minimum 
per passenger air fare. This continuing program 
offers round-trip group fares that often run less 
than 50 percent per passenger compared with jet 
economy fares on most scheduled airlines. This, 
coupled with frequent departures from the eastern 
seaboard and midwestern points, made Standard a 
leader in Las Vegas service. A 'colorful "Fare Deal" 
sales kit providing details was made available. 

New Caribbean plans encompassed availability of 
charter flights between East Coast cities and the 
Bahama Islands. These plans offer new group sales 
appeal, open up new markets and make available 
low pro rata jet fare combinations. 

Standard Airways, one of the nation's oldest and 
most experie?c:d permanently certificated U.S. sup
plemental airlmes, has a history spanning more 
th~n 20 years and millions of safely flown passenger 
miles around the world. Although small in size, 
Standard ranked high in arranging inclusive group 
charters. 

Standard'~ al~fanjet fleet included 3 160-pas
scnger Boei?g t07s. As certificated by the CAB, 
S~andard Airways'"' was authorized to fly charter 
f11gh~s between a11 .')0 ~tates and to points in Canada, 
MexJ.CO ~nd th~ Canbbean. Because of rapid ex
pansiOn m 4 maJor markets and year-round business 
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opportunities, Standard concentrated pattPrncd op
erations to Hawaii, ~lt•xico, Las \'cgas and the 
Bahamas. 

Standard Air\\'ays maintains lwadquartC'rs in the 
Tower Building, Seattle. \\'ashingtou. Fully staffed 
sales offiees are located in Seatt I c. Los :\ngelcs. 
Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia and :\e\v York. 

TRANS li\TEHi\ATIO~AL AIHLI~ES 

Trans International 
plenwntal air carrier, 
during 1968. 

Airlines, the first all-jet sup
enjoyed anothl'l' record \·car 

Early in the year the sharcholdNs of TIA ap
proved the merger of the company into Trans
america Corporation. The transaction called for the 
exchange of one share of Transa nwrica common 
stock for each 2 outstanding shan·s of Trans Inter
national Airlines common stock. On the basis of 
6,.300,000 shares of stock outstanding, the transac
tion was valu<·d at approximately $143.000,000. On 
March 8 J 968 TIA became a whollv O\\'IWd sub
sidiary of Trai;samcrica Corporation ~vith Glenn A. 
Cramer, president and chief executive officer of 
TIA, being elected to the hoard of Transamerica 
Corporation. 

During its first year of operation a 250-passenger 
DC-8 operated hy TIA flew more passenger miles 
than the total of all U.S. commercial plam·s com
bined 30 years earlier. 

The jumbo-sized plane, almost two-thirds the 
size of a football field, flew a record-hrc•aking 
450,000,000 passenger miles in the 12-month period 
following its maiden flight on June 19, 1967. Flyi?g 
an average of 15 hours a day, the DC-8 ~tr~tch-]et 
carried approximately 100,000 passengers m Its first 
year, including several thousand military personnel 
to and from Vietnam. 

Later in the year TIA completed proving flights 
required by the Federal A viati?n ~dmin~stration 
prior to placing its Boeing 727 tn]et m servi?e. Use 
of the 125-passenger plane on the .~.400-nule hop 
between the mainland and Hawau enabled the 
company to reduce charter air fares up to 25 percent 
for smaller groups. The fare reduction signi~cantl.y 
broadened the travel market and made vacation a1r 
travel economically feasible for many small groups 
for the first time. 

Passage by the U.S. Congress ?n Octol~e1~ 4, 1968, 
of an Administration-backed bill permittmg sup
plemental airlines to fly low-cost packa~e tours 
abroad marked the beginning of a new era.m Amer
ican travel Glenn Cramer stated. He predicted that 
the congr~ssional action will be a "major spur to 
travel both to and from Europe." The measure em
powered the Civil Aeronautics B,?.arcl t.o penni~ 
charter airlines such as TIA to fly mclus!Ve tours 
conducted by tour operators to foreign countries. 



·ncl cr th e b ill , tra, ·el acrencie w ill b abl to sell 
to indi,·idu als "packaae tours" abroad that include 
transportati on on a charter a.i.rlin hot Is and other 
. en ices at 30 to 40 p rc nt r d uction. 

TL\ planned to Ay inclusive tour conduct d b y 
tour ope ra tors to E urop e th e Ori nt , South Am rica 
an d o th er parts of th world. Th - compan_ ·'s plans 
ca ll ed for TIA to f:ly 10 000 p opl to th FaY East 
on in c lu ·i,·c tours during a 40-w - k period startiJw 
in \fa rch 1969. 

TI A, an Oakland California ba eel carrier, , ·as 
operating an ::dl-jc t fi e t ,,-hich includ d 3 DC-8 
Super 61s, one DC- Super 63 and ~ Boei.J1a ,..27 
trij e ts. D elivery o f th e fust of 4 DC- Sup r 63~ ,~as 
made in :\o, ·cmbcr, and an orcl r '"as plac d for 3 
additi onal DC-8 Super 63s for d li ·ery durina 1969 
as " ·e ll as .3 330-passenger D C-lOs sch dul d for de
li very in 19-3 and 1974. 

TRANS-TEXAS AIRWA'YS 

A new pres ident, a ne\v imaa and an accelerated 
effort to,,·a rc.l grow th and e.xp ansion highlighted 
TT A's accomplishments throu ah th first 9 months 
of 1968 as the airline establish -d r cord highs iJ1 
passenger and ca rgo traffic aJld in total operating 
revenues. 

Robert J. Sherer, a form er fin ancial executive 
w ith Bonanza and Air \ 'Ves t, was named president 
of the a iJ·line in June. 

TT A boarded 1,427,652 passen rrers throuah Sep
tember 1968, for an increase of 36.2.4 perce~1t over 
th e same p eriod in 1967. In 1967 the airline carried 
a total of 1,460,565 passengers, bu t projected figures 
for 1968 indicated that the total for th e year should 
b e nearly 2,000,000. 

Th e airline 's cargo ton-mil -·age increased 45.96 
percent over the same p eriod in 1967, to 3,182,191, 
and cargo pounds transported climbed to 29,324,
:240, r efl ecting an increase of 38.44 percent on mail, 
freight and express. 

TTA reported operating income of $1 ,147,000 
through September 1968, compared to $457,000 for 
th e same period in 1967. A net loss of $367,000, com
pared with $220,000 dming the first 9 months of 
1967, resulted from increased interest on loans. 

The Houston-based regional service carrier 
placed its seventh, eighth and ninth 75-passenger 
DC-9s in service by October and expected delivery 
of 2 more 75-passenger Pamper-jets later in the 
year. Two 100-passenger versions of the DC-9 Series 
.30 vvere scheduled for d elivery in January 1969 and 
a third Series 30 was expected in December 1969. 

N egotiations were under way vvith McDonnell 
Douglas for a fourth 100-passenger plane, possibly 
for de livery early in 1970. 

Comple tion of a $16,000,000 conversion program 
in which TTA's 25 Convair 240s were modified to 
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turbine-powered Silver Cloud 600s coincided with 
the phase-out of all the airline's piston-engine air
cra ft includi.J1g 13 DC-3s and a si.J1gle Convair 240, 
which were sold. 

TT A took delir;ery of 5 more DC-9s m1d introduced a new 
3-color exterior design. 

At the same time, TT A launched the first aspect 
of its "new image" with the application of a striking 
new paint job to 4 DC-9s and 3 Convairs. Highlight 
of the 3-color design is a wide purple stripe located 
just above the windows and extending the entire 
length of the fuselage, flaring into 3 distinctive 
prongs on the tail section. The airline hoped to have 
most of its fleet painted by January 1969. 

TTA in October inaugmated service to vVichita 
Falls, Texas, and began operating a new route from 
Dallas to Wichita Falls to Amarillo. Addition of the 
new city brought TTA's total service to 66 cities in 
6 states and Mexico. 

The airline tentatively added a hotel to its assets 
when its wholly owned subsidiary, Innternational, 
Inc., began negotiating for the purchase of the 
Hotel Tropicana in Las Vegas, Nevada. The pur
chase was to be completed by year-end. 

Earlier in 1968 the company changed the state 
of its incorporation from Texas to Delaware when 
it merued \•.rith its wholly owned subsidiary, Texas 
Intern~tional Airlines, Inc. It continued to operate 
under the name Trans-Texas Airways, however, 
using the former name only as a corporate title. 

Potential route expansion came with CAB exam
iner initial decision recommendations that TT A 
serve a nonstop route from Dallas, Texas, to Al
buquerque, New Mexico, and a second route, Den
ver, Colorado, and Salt Lake City, Utah, along 2 
specific segments. 

D ecision on the Denver-Salt Lake City route and 
disposition of the Albuquerque case were expected 
in 1969. 

TTA's 2 largest stations, Dallas and Houston, 
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were to be relocated into new facilities in 1969. The 
airline leased a large terminal segment at Dallas' 
Love Field, with 6 gate lounges, 2 jetway boarding 
entrances and expanded office space. The Houston 
move was to take place with the opening of the 
city's new Intercontinental Airport, scheduled early 
in 1969; the Dallas station hoped to be in the new 
facilities sometime in January. 

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES 

Trans World Airlines in 1968 undertook a major 
growth program. T\VA committed itself to extensive 
aircraft and ground facilities expansion and re
organized across the board. In the same year T\VA's 
subsidiary, Hilton International Company, an
nounced plans to expand its global network by 
50 percent. 

On the basis of figures for 10 months and esti
mates for November and December, the airline in 
1968 offered the public 17.9 percent more available 
seat miles than in 1967 (up from 26 billion in 1967 
to 30.7 billion in 1968) and flew 7 percent more 
passengers (from 12,600,000 in 1967 to 13,500,000 
in 1968) and 8.3 percent more passenger miles 
(from 14 billion in 1967 to 15.1 billion in 1968). 

In the field of cargo service, TvV A estimated it 
increased its capacity 19.7 percent over 1967 ( 5.2 
billion available ton-miles in 1968, compared with 
4.3 billion in 1967) and flew 20.7 percent more 
cargo ton-miles ( 517,000,000 in 1968 compared 
with 428,000,000 in 1967). 

Within the 3 categories of this cargo volume, 
freight ton-miles in 1968 rose an estimated 16.6 per
cent over 1967 (from 307,000,000 to 358,000,000), 
mail ton-miles increased 36.2 percent (from 
105,000,000 to 143,000,000) and express ton-miles 
declined 1 percent (from 1$,800,000 to 15,700,000). 

During the year TWA resumed service to 
Colombo, Ceylon, and added several more eastern 
seaboard and inland U.S. cities to its transatlantic 
flight-origination pattern. Within the United States 
the airline introduced or expanded nonstop service 
between a variety of city pairs. 
. The ~irli~e took delivery of 24 Boeing jets in 1968, 
mcreasmg Its all-jet Beet to 197 by year's end. 

A TWA commitment in March 1968 for 22 Lock
he_ed 1011 trijets (plus 22 more subject to option) 
raised to 97 the number of subsonic aircraft in 
TWA's announced equipment program for 1969 and 
beyond. Of the 97 units, 65 were on firm order. 
TWA expected to take delivery of the first of its 
Boeing 747s in the fall of 1969 and its first L-1011 
in the fall of 1971. 

The subsonic equipment, related spare engines 
and parts on order and to be ordered represented a 
commitment of nearly $1 billion. TWA also held 
6 delivery positions for the British-French Concorde 
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supersonic transports and 12 posit ions for the U.S. 
SSTs. ( T\N A held first delivery position on the 
U.S. SSTs to b e built by Boeing.) 

The foundation for T\i\ A's record flight equip
ment and ground faciliti es expansion was laid at 
the close of 1967 'vvhen T\\ A concluded an 
$800,000,000 financing program. The arrangements 
covered the airline's financial requirements through 
1970 and by certain refinancing agreements broad
ened T\V A's base for long-term borrowing .. 

On September 21 the special master 111 th e 
Hughes Tool Company litirration recommended pay
ment of :i)137,600,000 in °damages to T\i\ A. The 
recommendation was b eing reviewed b y the U.S . 
district court judge who presided over the case 
since 1961; the court's findin as were subject to ap
peal. Th e case originated wi~h a T\\ A suit whi~h 
charged that Toolco, whi le it controlled the au·
line, damaged T\i\1 A by violation of th e antitrust 
laws. 

By year's end Flight \Vina One, which ,,viJl doubl,e 
in size the Trans \i\lorld Fli~ht Center a t New Yorks 
JFK Airport, passed the h~lfway mark to comple
tion. A terminal planned from the ground up for 
the superje t era, the $20,000,000 addition to the 
E ero Saarinen-designed building was schedule_d for 
d edication in the fall of 1969 preparatory to mtro-
duction of the Boeing 747s. , 

Ground was broken in June 1968 for T\VA s 
$33,000,000 T echnical Services Center at Kansas 
~ity Interna!ional Airport. J11e center, do~ble the 
size of TVV As main overhaul base, \Vas d esigned _to 
accommodate the jet giants of tomorrow. The a_u·
line in_ 1968 doubled its engine overhaul capac~ty 
through expansion of its engine plant at Kansas City 
International. 

TWA was building a $33,000,000 Technical Services Center 
for its ordered Boeing 747s and SSTs. 

The doors to the Trans World Flight Hostess 
Academy w ere scheduled to open in June 1969. 
Spread across a 34-acre campus in residential Over
land Park, Kansas, the academy has a capacity for 
training 4,000 Bight hostesses annually by 1980. 



\leanwhil<'. T\\'.\ was moving forward on office, 
pass,·n~cr and cargo tC'rminal construction pro
gran•s at many locations along its 48.105-milC', 4-
cont in<'nt svstem. 

In mid-f969 T\\':\ planned to throw the switch 
acth·atinr!; the world's largcst multiproccssinO" com
pull'r sy~tem at the airline's new data-pro~essinO" 
c·<'nll'r in Hockleigh. :\e\\· fC'rsev. The ccnter will b~ 
th<' "brain" for 1\\':\'s Ct'tltralizcd. fullv automated 
n·st·n·ations servicC'. which ultimateh- ,\·ill tie in the 
I Iilton hotels. · 

T\\'.\ in HJ68 introducC'd various tC'chnological 
and training advances. includinr!; utilization 'Of 2 
I .ockht•1•d T~·tStars as infli•rht sim~tlators assi•rtlC'cl to 
tlw T\ \ ':\ ., ack Fn·C' I nte~national Trainincr Ccntcr 
in Kansas City. Tlie cockpit of one \\"as m~lified to 
simulall' Bo<·ing 707 instrumentation. thC' other the 
727. T\\':\ hoped to be first, in the summer of 1969, 
with a Bol'ing 7 47 simulator. 

T\\'.A's :\ew York Pilot TraininO" CentC'r was in 
full opt•ration. It provides n•cmTet~t training for all 
East Coast-hased pilots. both donwstic and inter
national. 

T\ VA will also he first with the Dalto \Vide-AnO"le 
Virtual- I mage Visual System for pilot training sin~u
lators. The DEC-4000 system will give T\VA pilots 
a horizontal field vi<•w of :230 degrees, compared to 
til(• cmTent 60 degrees. 

. The airline in 1969 will e\'aluate an experimental 
flt~ht direction system, a color "head-up" display 
umt. which will gi,·e pilots instrunwnt readings on 
a transparent glass screen mountC'd on the aircraft's 
windshield. It'" will afford pilots ability to fly on 
instruments while simultaneously looking out the 
windshield. 
. II~ early 1969 T\VA's new S~les Training Center 
m New York was to shift into full O"ear. The center 
f b 
C'atures the latest educational systems, such as 

closed-circuit TV, electronic responders and rear
screen projC'ction. T\V A expects to provide initial 
and refresher training for 10.000 to 12,000 persons 
a year at the Center. 

In the spring of 1968 T\VA reorO"anized world
wide from top to bottom. A key to th~ new orO"aniza-

. • b 
hon was the consolidation of all customer sales and 
services functions within an expanded marketing 
department. On the regional lcvd T\VA divided its 
worldwide system into 8 geographical areas, each 
headed by a regional vice president-sales and ser
vices. A "Mister T\VA" was installed at major cities 
in the world with broad authority for both sales 
and services. At the top was Blai;1e Cooke, senior 
vice president-marketing, who joined T\VA in :rvlarch 
HJ68 from United Air Lines. where he was vice 
president-marketing services. 

.Mr. Cooke's appointment was tlw first in a series 
of major appointments in 1968. In July, \Vaync G. 
English, former vice president of finance for Pull
man, Inc., was named senior vice prC'sident-finance. 
In Octoher, F. C. \Viser, Jr., former prC'sident of 
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:\ortheast Airlines, joined T\VA in the newly 
created position of executive vice president. 

Other actions taken in 1968 bv T\VA in its build
ing-for-the-future program inch{ded: 

• \Veils. Rich, Greene, Inc., was named on 
.-\ugust 15 as T\VA's agency for passenger adver
tising, with programs to unfold in early 1969. 

• On October L T\V.-\'s 4,000 hostesses doffed 
the uniform look and donned new winter ensembles 
in their choicC' of sun gold. poppy orange or jungle 
gre<>n. (Summer outfits of blue, brown or green 
jackets with matching plaid skirts were to be in
troduced ~Iav 15. 1969.) 

The ~Ianih~ Hilton, opened in 1968, brought to 42 
the number of hotels operated by Hilton Intema
tional in 39 citiC's in ::28 countries. The T\VA sub
sidiarv had 21 additional hotels either under con
struction or in the developmental stage. 

By year-end 1968 T\VA had conducted nearly 
1,500,000 persons on its guided tours of the Ken
nedy Space Center and adjoining Cape Kennedy 
since the airline started its Visitor Services Program 
in mid-1966. T\V.-\'s contract for this program with 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
was extended in March 1968 for 10 years. The air
line sincC' early 1964 has performed the base-support 
operations at the Space Center and also provides its 
medical sc>rvices, both under ::\"ASA contracts . 

Ci\'il Aeronautics Board hearing examiners in 
1968 recommended new route authority for T\V A 
in 3 sC'parate board cases. \Vith authority recom
mended in the Transpacific Route Investigation, 
T\VA would fly the Pacific via Hawaii, Japan, Tai
wan. Guam and Korea between the airline's western 
termini of Los Angeles-San Francisco and its east
ern terminus of Hong Kong (and thus bring the 
airline full circle around the world). 

T\VA also was recommended in the Reopened 
Pacific Northwest-Southwest Service Investigation 
to operate between Kansas City and Seattle/ 
Tacoma-Portland, and in the Gulf States-Midwest 
Service Investigation to provide service between 
Houston and St. Louis. 

In addition, T\VA in 1968 applied for new inter
national and domestic routes in a dozen other CAB 
cases. Cities which 'vould be added to T\VA's U.S. 
system through authority h~ these cases included 
Ontario, San Jose, San Dwgo, Salt Lake City, 
Omaha, Des Moines, Huntsville, Orlando, Cocoa 
Beach and Titusville. 

T\V A also asked the board in separate applica
tions for authority to serve Johannesburg, South 
Africa, and to operate nonstop between Miami and 
London. 

Also pending were TVVA requests to operate 
nonstop between Boston, Hartford, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore and \Vashington on the one hand, and 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria, 
Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey on the other hand. 
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UNITED AIR LINES 

Five major programs marked 1968 for United Air 
Lines. They were introduction of the Boeing 737, 
a new short-range jet that made all-jet status possi
ble; a multimillion-dollar order for th e DC-10 
jumbo jet; opening of a new Bight training center 
at D enver; announcement of plans to expand th e 
San Francisco Engineering and Maintenance Base; 
and introduction of a new stewardess ensemble. 

Already the largest commercial airline in the 
world, United took delivery of. its 300th jet in mid
October, edging even closer to opera tin g an all-je t 
fleet, a status which was expected to be achieved 
early in 1969. 

Introduction of the 737 into the fleet permitted 
United to begin phase-out of th e DC-6. The 737 
was being used to replace all of United's piston and 
turboprop aircraft. It can be flown over route seg
men ts as short as 100 miles , but can carry a payload 
of 32,000 pounds at ranges up to 850 miles. Cruising 
speed for th~ twin-jet is 500-550 miles per hour a t 
25,000-35,000 feet. A unique feature of the plane is 
the cabin width which is identical to the 4-engine 
Boeing 720 and 727 trijet. 

United introduced the Boeing 737 to its fleet and edged 
closer to all-iet status, expected in 1969. 

Planning for the future, United announced one 
of the year's largest purchase orders, 30 600-mile-an
hour McDonnell Douglas DC-lOs with an option 
on 30 others. Total cost of the orders will b e 
$465,000,000, including engines. The DC-10 will 
carry up to 26~ persons and will be powered by 3 
General Electnc CFG/ 36 turbofan engines which 
produ?~ a ~ake-off .thr~s t of 39,500 pounds each. 

Ant1Cipatmg th e mtncate ~il~t training that will 
be neces:ary for the subso~nc Jumbo jets and the 
supersomc transJ?orts, l!n~ted durin g the year 
opened ~ new ~light Trammg Center at Stapleton 
Intern a tiOnal A1rport at D enver. 
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The 289,000-square-foot complex includes 16 op
era tional simula tors , classrooms, adm inistrative 
offices, a library and a cafeteri a. Cos t \\·as 87,500,000 
for construction with another 82:?.,500,000 in ves ted 
in capita l equipment insta ll ed a t th e training center. 

Un ited in 1968 also made public its plans for a 
$160,000,000 expansion of th e San I· rancisco E n
g in eering and Maintenance Base over th e nex t 10 
years. The expansion will range from nC\\ hangars 
and speciali zed workshops to offices and ground 
equipment. Personnel requirements w ill grow from 
1968's 12,000 persons working in the Bay area to 
24,000 by 1975. 

Planned construction stages included an esti
mated $100,000,000 for construction , tooling and 
e<Iuipment by th e end of 1971 ; a $25,000,000 expan
sion in 1972-75; and $35,000,000 in 1976-80. 

vVhil e United was furth er moderni zing its rrround 
faciliti es and its fl eet, it also was taking steps in the 
fashion fi eld to make certain its stewardesses 
matched the sophistication of its equipment. 

A $3 000 000 stewardess ensemble was intro
duced , I:epr~senting the largest contract of its kind 
in aviation history . The wardrobe, worn by United's 
5,000 stewardesses, was designed b y Jean Louis, a 
Los Angeles couturier :known intern ationally for 
his work in the motion picture industry. Louis 
selected Miami Sands, Maliblue and Hawaiian Sun
set as basic color schemes for the ensemble. It ap
peared on-line at midyear. United initiated the con
cept of women cabin attendants in 1930 and the 
new ensemble represented the lOth wardrobe 
change in the airline's history. , . 

On the traffic front, United s 1968 operatiOns 
showed increases in passengers, revenue passenger 
miles, and cargo volumes. 

Estimates late in the year showed total passengers 
for 1968 reaching 27,284,000, an increase of 14 per
cent over 1967. The airline flew 22,352,000,000 rev
enue passenger miles during the year fo~· a gain of 
19 percent over 1967, while cargo t?n.-mtles totaled 
664,191 ,000 (including Military Au·hft Command 
operations) for an 18 percent increase. 

At year-end United's fleet included 25 Super 
DC-8s, 13 DC-SF jet freighters, 58 stan.dard DC-8s, 
86 Boeing 727s, 37 Boeing 727QCs ( qmck change), 
19 Boeing 727-222s, 35 Boeing 737s, 20 Caravelles, 
and 21 Viscounts. 

UNIVERSAL AIRLINES 

Universal Airlines began operation of 2 250-pas
senger DC-8-61CFs in October 1968; they w ere 
being used in commercial and military passenger 
operations. In October, Universal commenced MAC 
international passenger trips to Europe under a 
fixed con tract which was to run through June 
1969. 



Tl_w c?mpan~· started commercial passenger 
st·n·Ic'<' \nth the DC-Ss in the latter part of the vcar. 
l' ncler its supplemental certificate. l'nin·rsat' was 
authorized to pro\'icle such scn·icC' thratwhout the 
50 states and to :\lexica and Canada. Bathe-inclusive 
tour progra_ms and single-trip charters were bC'ing 
operated. Sales offices were maintained in :\'ew 
York Chica~o and Detroit. 

Cargo carriag<' continued to be Cnin.·rsars largest 
sotliTl' of n·,·<·nul' in HJ68. During: the 1:2 months 
ended June 30. HJ68. approxim;~teh- 1-!:2.000,000 
cargo ton-miles were flown. The comixmy operated 
cargo airlift ~cn·ice during the ~·car for the Dcpart
nwnt ol Ddense. including the l'.S. :\'a,·y Quick
trans system and a portion of the LT.S. Air Force 
I .o~air s\·stem. 

I')uring the year the company continued to pro
dele a substantial parts distribution sen·ice for the 
automotin.· manufacturers General :\fotors, Ford 
and Chrysler. Uniwrsal's facilih· at \Villo~\' Hun 
:\irport ncar Dl'lroit was the focai point of the auto
malin· opc•ration. hut service \\'as also provided 
hct,n•en sen•ral other points in the eastern half 
of the U.S. 

_The co~npany's modernization program progressed 
\nth clehvery of Electra freighters in addition to 
the DC-8-61CFs. Completion of the Electra pro
gram in micl-1969 was to g:ive lTni\'(•rsal 13 of the 
planes in militarv and com1~wrcial service. The com
pany was also ;1cquiring :2 additional :\n~osy A\V-
650 turboprop aircraft f~r a total of 8 in it~ fleet. At 
year-end approximately 1,500 lT nin•rsal employees 
were stationed at 14 locations from coast to coast in 
the lTnited States. 

WESTERN AIR LINES. INC. 

A major expansion in \Yestcrn's jet fleet broad
ened the base of the airline's sl·n·icc throughout its 
44-city system which covers 1~ wester~ states, 
Alaska, Canada and ::\-Iexico. 

The company's expansion was slowed somewhat 
by a delay in the delivery date of the Boeing 737 
twin-jets and the 707-3-f/C intcrcontincntals or
dered by the company. By the end of 1968. however, 
17 twin-jets and all 5 707s were in operation. Thir
teen more 737s were scheduled for 1969 delivery, 
along with 6 Boeing 7'27 -'200s. 

Delivery of the ne\v planes allowed \\'estern to 
retire the remaining DC-6Bs and Lockheed Con
stellations. Three of the companv's 12 Lockheed 
Ekctras were converted to all-cargo and 5 to dual 
cargo-passenger configuration for usc on Alaskan 
routes, rcplacin~ the Connies. 

1'1.' ' net effect of these equipnwnt changes was im-
provement in service and schcdulc•s throughout the 
system. This, in turn, allowed greater flexibility in 
aircraft maintenance scheduling. · 
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\lost of the new aircraft were delivered in time to 
handle adec1uatelv the birr volume of passenrrers 

" C> b 
\\'estern carried to :\lexica for the Olympic Games. 
During the :2-!-day Olympic period. the airline car
ried more than 18.600 passengers on its ::\lexican 
routes. This included carrying the entire P.S. Olvm
pic tPam. as well as members from many other. na-
tional teams. · 

:\.notlwr impron·ment in \\7 estern's service was 
on the Denver-Calgary route. As a result of a Civil 
Aeronautics Board recommendation. approved bv 
the \\'hite House, \\7estern was gi,·en authority t~ 
fly nonstop between the 2 cities. Previously these 
flights were required to stop en route at Great 
Falls. 

Removal of this restriction and the inauguration 
of nonstop service "·ith -!-engine 7'20B aircraft on 
December 1 were welcomed particularly bv the oil 
industry, which constantly flies persom1el ·bet\Yeen 
oil centers in Canada and the southwestern region 
of the United States. 

In other route case developments. the CAB exam
iner in the Transpacific case recommended Hawaii 
routes for \\7estern from most of the major U.S. 
cities served bv the airline. A final decision in the 
case from the \Vhite House was pending. 

A board examiner in the service to Albuquerque 
case recommended \\7estern for Albuquerque routes 
from San Francisco and Las Vegas. That case was 
under consideration hv the board. 

An exemption auth~rity was granted \\7estern to 
fly nonstop between Minneapolis/St. Paul and Las 
Vegas. and T'Yin Cities-Phoenix-San Diego. 

\\'estern was awaiting the outcome of the South
ern Tier case, in which it was seeking routes from 
California to Florida across the southern states. 

The airline was participating in numerous other 
route cases, the most important being the Northern 
Tier case and the Omaha-Des ~Joines case. In the 
Northern Tier case, \\Testern was seeking East 
Coast-\Vest Coast route authoritv via the Twin 
Cities. The Omaha-Des :Moines e~~se also involved 
routes to eastern cities. 

Chanrres in \Vestern's board of directors included 
~ 

the election of Arthur F. Kelly as the airline's senior 
vice president of sales. He succeeded Alexander 
\Varden. who retired as an active board member for 
reasons of health but remained as director emeritus. 

On the financial side, \V estern earned a net profit 
of $10,7:21,000, or $:2.19 a share, for the first 9 
months of 1968. This compared with $10,959,000, 
or $2.'24 a share, for the like period in 1967. 

Operating revenues were $167,553,000, com
pared with $~ -1-!,230,000. Expenses \\'CI_·e up . at 
$144,3:23,000, from $121,748,000. Load factor for 
the period was 57.1 percent, compared to 58.6 
percent. The break-even point was -19.9 percent, 
versus 49.6 percent. 

The munbcr of \\'estern employees increased to 
8.781 from 7,188 a year earlier. 
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"'estern's fleet at year-end numbered 64 aircraft. 
This included 27 Boeing 720Bs, 3 7:20s, 5 707-.'347Cs, 
17 Boeing 737-200 twin-jets and 1:2 LockhcC'd Elec
tra Ils. 

WORLD AIRWAYS, INC. 

\Vorld Airways made noteworthy advances in all 
phases of its operations in 1968 and laid the ground
work for significant accomplishments in the years 
ahead. 

In October the company announced plans for an 
exchange of the outstanding stock of \Vorld for 
stock in INA Corporation (Insurance Company of 
North America). \Vorld offers INA a uniclt!e oppor
tunity to capture a prime position in the burgeoning 
travel market. \Vorld, on the other hand, will have 
access to the financial resources of the long-estab
lished and highly respected Philadelphia-based 
company for building and broadening the market 
potential for commercial services. 

Earlier in the year ·world acquired First \\1 estern 
Bank and Trust Company, which has headquarters 
in Los Angeles. The bank has more than 80 branches 
throughout California and assets of approximately 
$900,000,000. 

The future of inclusive tour charters was placed 
on a firm course when President Johnson signed into 
law legislation reaffirming the Civil Aeronautics 
Board's authority to sanction international inclusive 
tour charter flights by vVorld and other U.S. sup
plemental airlines. 

\Vorld and Berry \Vorld Travel of Kansas City, 
Missouri, signed a contract for the third consecu
tive year covering a 1969 program of inclusive tour 
charter flights to Hawaii, California and Las Vegas 
valued at approximately $9,000,000 in total tour 
revenues. 

The schedule involved 113 round-trip tours with 
all flights to be operated with ·world's fleet of 707 
intercontinental fanjet aircraft. It was more than 
double the first program of 1967. 

In one of the largest programs of its kind ever 
undertaken, World took more than 2,000 vacationers 
t~ South America in February and March. Each 
fhght transported participants on 2-week visits to 
Ecuador, Chile, Argentina and Brazil. An even more 
extensive program was planned for 1969 and be
yond. 

Another important step in \Vorld's jet fleet de
velopme~t plans took place during the third quarter. 
!he Boemg Compa~y rolled out the first 747 super
jet, capable o~ carrym~ up to 490 passengers. Three 
of the 747s will he dehve~ed to the company in the 
spring of 1971 and an option was tak('n on a fourth. 
World accelerated its planning and organizational 
activities in preparation for the 747 deliveries. A 
special department was established and its per-
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somwl were \\·orking closely \\·ith manufacturers and 
suppliers of ground support rcrjllircmcnts. 

\\'oriel sen·cd as a :\filitarv :\irlift Command con
tractor, recei\'ing a guarantc:cd minimum award for 
international \L·\C operations and domestic Logair 
operations of 829,700.000. Of this total, 827.000.000 
represented the amount for inl<'rnational :\L\C op
erations. 

\Vorld again recei\'ed the :\ational Safety Coun
cil's highl'st safety award for airlines. the :\\\'arc! of 
Honor. \Vorld also had recci\'<'d the award for flight 
safet\· for the \·cars 1964. H)6.5 and HJ66. This out
standincr safd~r record enabled \\'oriel not onh- to 
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enjoy the respect and compliments of the industr\' 
hut also to realize rc·duced insurance rall•s. 

J'\e\\' offices \\'ere opened for further den•lopment 
of commercial sales. The company opened its first 
Canadian office in Toronto in mich·car. An office 
was also openccl in Atlanta, 'Georgia: in :\ovemher. 
Addition of these offices expanded \ Vorlcl' s inter
national network of sales offices and representation 
to 7 nations plus Hawaii and coast to coast in the 
continental United States. 

As part of its responsibilities to the com1m~nity, 
\\'oriel has long engaged in its own programs aimed 
at hiring underemployed minorities. Thus. when the 
1\ational Alliance of Businessmen was formed at the 
urging of President Johnson to att~ck the problci;l 
nationwide, \Vorld accepted an active role. \\1orld s 
president, Edward J. Daly, was appointed metro
politan chairman for the Oakland/East Bay area. 
Substantial programs were made in the sector of 
JOBS (J oh Opportunities in the Business Sector) as 
an increasing number of Oakland/East Bay firms 
joined NAB's continuing effort. . . . . 

An Affirmative Action program was Imhate~l m 
the third quarter. TI1is program seeks to aclueve 
equal employment opportunity in all aspects of em
ployment with vVorld, for both present an? pro
spective employees. Purpose of the p~·ogram IS two
fold: to provide maximum opportumty _f?r present 
employees, and long-term job opportumtles f~r the 
hard-core unemployed or underemployed residents 
of the Oakland/East Bay area. 

In August 1968 President J~hnson na~1ed Mr. 
Daly an incorporator o~ the Nati~nal Housmg Part
nership. The partnership, authonz:d under _a 1:68 
Act, provides a means _fm: compam:s to sh_me nsks 
and gain tax benefits m n~vestn~g m pubhc!y sup
ported housing efforts. It IS designed esp_ecially to 
pump badly needed mortgage n~oney I~~o low
income projects and blighted areas m the cities. 

In 1969 vVorld begins its 21st year of growth and 
development. Under its present management for the 
past 18 years, World's fleet has grown from 2 war
surplus piston aircraft to 15 of the 1~1ost adv<:n~ed 
type of commercial jets. In the pendmg association 
with INA Corporation, the company fully ~xpected 
to move ahead in the next 20 years with even 
greater achievements. 



YEHTICAL LIFT AIRCRAFT 

C sc of lwlicoptcrs In· the militan· and In· inclus
tn·. Ja,y vnforC('llll'nt <~~t·ncies and· forci<rn. crovern
nwnts and operators ir!cn·awd markt>dl~- ir~ 1968. 

I ldicoptt>rs Iran· IH'comc an intecrral l)art of the 
:\mn·. :'\an·. \larines and :\ir Fo~e in Yictnam 
cornhat zoll.('S. and on the home front thc,· continue 
as \·c·rsatilt· n·sciH' n·hicll·s for the Coast Guard. 

TIH· amwd ht>licoptt>r pron·d itsl·lf on the combat 
lt'arn. Carri1·r based. tlw armed helicoptt•rs ("I\:aman 
Scaspritc l \\'(•n• performin\! search and rescue 
fligl1~s for do\\·rwd :'\a\·~; airn;en and. ('quipped \\'ith 
:200-t oot hoist cables. \H'I'l' makin~ r('scue pickups 
in jtlll\!1<· areas. 

Tlw'. strike gunship (Bell I·lue:·Cobra) in one 
year of operation pron•d itself under IH'an· combat 
conditions. :\lso in one n·ar. the light-ol;servation 
turhirw-po\\·(·n·d llu!!hes Canrse fl~·"' more than 
1:25.000 combat hour~. · 

I 11 I SJGS th(• :\nnv's morf' than :1,300 rotarv-\\'ing 
aircraft continued io pro\'idt• the mobility to mov~· 
troops across rin·rs and on·r mountains. junglt·s and 
.. ,·ast<'laml. and to IWo,·idc fire support. reinforce
n wn t. resupply. evacuation. comm;uHl and control. 
connnunications and intelli\!ellc(' information. 

Th(• :\nn:·'s medical lH'lic'optcrs continued to set 
IH'\\' records. From Januarv to :\ugust 1968 the 100-
plus h(•licopters acc.'ornplisiwd on:r 1-10.000 medical 
e\·actrations. Since 196:2 there han· been over 
:3:2:2.000 medical t'\·act rations. 

_To demonstrate th(• possihk civilian application 
of the Army \[edical Department's use of heli
co_pters. in 1868 the :\rmy \fcdical Department. 
\nth the coopnation of Vertical Lift Aircraft Coun
ci~ member companies. prepared a graphic exhibit 
of the Army's rescue helicopters in Yic·tnam and the 
civil ian models of these Army helicopters as air 
ar_nhulanccs, or mcdicopters. patrollin~ the U.S. 
highways and transferring accident victims to hos
pital heliports. This exhibit was first displayed at 
the HJGS American Hospital Association convention 
and later at other medical and trade association 
conn~ntions. 

Test demonstrations of the civilian application 
~)f the military medical resent' helicopters author
rzed under the HiglnYay Safet\' Act of 1966 were 
being implenwntecl wit!{ matching Federal and state 
funds. ' 

In 1967 Pennsvlvania was the first state tn con
dt~ct a helicoptei~ highway test under the N'ational 
~IIghway Safety Act. In 1968, there were these new 
funded programs: 

• The City of Detroit and the Universitv of 
Michigan ha~l a $317,000 grant to increase the t:ffec
tiv('lwss of the Emergcn~y ~1fl'dical Scn·ice system 
through imt)lementation of new and Oll .. croin•r tech-
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nologi1·s, which were to include TV surveillance of 
prime expressways, citizen band radio reporting, 
modified ground ambulance serYices, i11itiating u~e 
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of the helicopter for accident reporting and medical 
scn·iccs. paramedic training and computers for 
data storage. 

• The State of California and the Universitv of 
California at Los Angeles had a grant of 8995~500. 
funded for 4 years. to develop a flexible. compre
hensiw· methodoloc...,rv for evaluatina and improvina .._..; b b 

enwrgcncv medical service svstems and to dcmon-
stratl~ its i1tilitv bv examination of the existina svs-

. . b . 

tl'm in the Los .-\ngeles region. 
• The State of Nebraska, with a grant of 

8:315.000. through the cooperation of the Armv 
:'\ational Guard and the universitv's Colleae ~f . b 

\feclicine, ,,·as seeking to expedite treatment by 
bringing the hospital's expertise to the helicopter 
and victim as soon as he is loaded aboard. The kev 
is telemetering signals of the patient's vital func
tions and bodilv conditions. via transducers and 
radio. to a cent;al computer in Omaha. :-\ehraska. 
The computer reduces the data into meaningful 
form for the monitoring physicians. who then radio 
treatment instructions to the helicopter attendant. 

• In other developments. a test was proposed to 
patrol the rural highways around Phoenix. Arizona; 
the New Jersey Higlnvay Patrol ordered helicopters 
for highway patrol; and North Carolina was pro
posing a helicopter program to transport patients 
from outlying communities to the Durham }.ledical 
Center. 

Other test programs without federal funds were in 
operation. In San Diego County, California, the 
American Oil Company was cooperating, as a pub
lic service. with county agencies in providing a heli
copter highway patrol. In Indianapolis, Indiana, 
there was a unique combine of city. county and 
mctrotJolitan aovernmcntal agencies IJrovidin~ what 
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may he the first multi-office public service heli-
col)tl'r opnation. And in January 1968 the Illinois 
State Toll Highway, financed by revenue bond, be
tran orJcratina a helicopter to rxltrol the 187 miles of 
b b 
.3 separate tollways. Almost 115,000,000 vehicles 
used this major commuter route for .\Ietropolitan 
Chicacro in 1968. OrJerating ni~ht and day, the 
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helicopter, in addition to traffic survey and patrol, 
demonstrated the towing of a burning vehicle from 
an accident area, deplaned a policeman and dog 
to search for a lost child and controlled crmnls using 
the hclicoptn's loudspeaker. Plans were being made 
to equip the helicopter as an ambulance. 

In 1965, based on a Vertical Lift Aircraft Council 
survev, there were 34 hospital heliports in the 
countrv. At vcar-cncl 1968 there were 186 estab
lished 'and :3·8 proposed landing facilities for this 
modern aerial ambulance, the mcdicopkr. to trans-

l)OJt hi crhwav accident victims to the hospitaL :-. . 
emergency cases from community hospitals to med-
ical centers for specialized treatment and doctors 
and nurses to hospitals during heavy snmvs or when 
disaster strikc•s. 

The 1868 Directory of Heliports/Helistops in the 
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United States, Canada and Puerto Rico, compiled 
by the Vertical Lift Aircraft Council, revealed that 
the number of established heliports had increased 
fivefold since 1960. The directory listed 1,892 heli
ports, of which 158 were proposed. Three new 
major city-center heliports were listed in the 1968 
directory, at New York City, Seattle, \Vashington, 
and San Francisco, California. J\lore than half of 
the heliports listed in the 1968 directory were pri
vately owned, a fact which points to the need for 
more city-center, public heliports and the require
ment for designation and marking of heliports on 
publicly owned airports. Progress in those :2 areas, 
VLAC said, can greatly increase utilization of the 
helicopter as a short-haul and intramctropolitan 
VTOL transport, as well as help alleviate current 
airport congestion. 

!vfichigan's Superior Ambulance Service, serving 
a 7.5-mile radius of Detroit, was the first land am
bulance service in the country to add a helicopter to 
its fleet. Superior found the ambulance helicopter 
excellent for the transport of persons with back or 
head injuries, for cardiac cases and for the transfer 
of patients from suburban or community hospitals 
to a medical center where specialized treatment is 
available. 

The year marked the 20th anniversary of the New 
York Police Department's use of helicopters. At 
year-end more than 40 city police departments were 
operating helicopters. The crime 'copter, pioneered 
by the City of Lakewood, California, was providing 
24-hour-a-day crime preventive patrol in more than 
35 cities. Equipped with high-intensity searchlights, 
helicopters were used during the 1968 political 
campaigns to help provide maximum security for 
candidates during night parades. 

l'\early 500 U.S. industries were operating heli
copters. These companies represented a wide vari
ety of American businesses including oil companies, 
manufacturers, construction firms, hanks, radio and 
TV _stations, automobile dealers, public utility com
pa_mes, ranche~ and even such enterprises as bak
cnes an~ music ;;tares. The corporate 'copter was 
also se:v~ng as a good neighbor" in the community 
by assistmg the police and fire departments in time 
of cmerg~ncy, giving flight demonstrations to high 
school avmhon classes, helping track clown crimi
nals and providing emergency transportation for 
doctors. 

\Vith this increased industry use and the con
tinuing military requirement for helicopters, the 
Census Bureau reported that for the first 8 months 
of 1968 the number of units of helicopters exported 
was up .'30.2 percent over 1967 and the dollar vol
ume was up 79.7 percent. 

Twelve of the 14 member companies of the 
Vertical Lift Aircraft Council had 1->3 moclPls in 
production, ranging in size f_rom one to 72 places. 
In addition, there were 21 fl1ght test, research and 
cleve lopmcnt models. 
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Since ] 96.5 the Chinook transport helicopter in 
Vietnam has recon•red more than S I billion worth 
of downed aircraft and the Sea J..::night helicopter 
has airlifted :\avy jets from repair bases hack to 
their home bases. The Skverane lwan•-lift lwli
copter was credited with · ha\"ing rl'li~ien•d .'38-! 
downed aircraft \·alued at 8:210,000,000. 

The civilian application of these military lwa\·y
lift helicoph'rs was again dc•mmJstrall•d in he~l\·y 
eonstruction work in such operations as airlifting a 
complete ski lodge to a mountaintop, installing 
power-line poles and offshore unloading of cargo. 

Fire chiefs reporkd that the an·rage hook-and
ladder ccplipnwnt can only reach 8 stories and that 
the helicopter offers potential in combating fires 
and rescuing tenants from modern high-rise build
ings. The h~licopter pcrfornwd successfully in tests 
of these operations. 

Following issuance of the August .'31, EJGG. Civil 
A<Tonautics Board order to investigate and deter
mine requirements for a proposed \V~1shingt<_m/ 
Baltimore service, 9 applications were f1lcd. AI ter 
hearings, on l'\ovcmher 21, 1968, the Civil Aero
nautics Board approved the application of \Vash
ington Airways, Inc., to provide sNvice lwtwe:~n 
downtown \Vashington, D.C., and the .'3 area air
ports-Friendship International, Dull<~s lntern_a
tional and \Vashington National. \Vashmgton. An·
ways, Inc. (a consortium of Allegheny, Anwr~can, 
Eastern, United, Trans \Vorld, Pan Anwncan, 
Northwest, Mohawk and 1'\ortheast airlines), was 
directed to inaugurate service January 21, 196D. 

GENERAL AVIATION 

The year 1968 was one of particular s~gnificm~ce 
to the diverse general aviation commumty, _winch 
comprises all aviation in the United_ ~tatcs WI~h _the 
exception of the airlines and nuhtary avwhon. 
During the year, manufacturers showed an 18.4 per
cent increase over 1967 in dollar volume; use cate
gories became increasingly appa~·c~1~, particularly in 
the air taxi-commuter area; ab miho shldent starts 
were down slightly but 20,000 licensed pilot~ began 
upgrading their ratings unde1: the G_I _Bil~; the 
num her of Hights and total Hymg hom s me I ~ased 
over the previous year but safety rates. contmu~d 
to improve; manufacturers increased their efforts In 
air-age education in the school system; and co~mnon 
problems facing air transportation ~·esulted m ~he 
general aviation community's beconung more active 
in aviation affairs. 

In 1968 general aviation aircraft manufacturers 
produccd1.'3,698 aircraft with a value of $42.5,682,000 
(manufacturers' net billings), an 18.4 perccn~ in
crease over the previous year. N ct profits declmed 
~lightly as the result of expanded manufacturing 
facilitics and increased model lines. The labor force 



i Jl(:rt'ased to more than :2.=:>.000 \\'Orkcrs. up 1.3 per
c·t·nt on·r HJ(i-;-, Of tlw aircraft produced, more than 
:2.000 \\TI't' {\\·in-engine types. 

Export salt•s continued strong in 1968 \\·ith retail 
sales of S~JI.OOO.OOO for :2.so-;- aircraft. The reason for 
con! inning ltiglt t•xports was brought out in a statc
lllt'lll hy tlw Office of .-\\·iation of tiH' Department of 
Sta!t': "Tiw colllpl'!i!i\·t·twss of .-\merican aircraft, 
their t·ast• of operation and maintenance. their n·rsa
tilc ttst·s. ami their reliahilih· is made evident 
thrmtghont tlw world. constituiing at least 8.5 per
ct•tt! of th!' world's general a\·iation fleet." 

En·tt "·ith nonnal attrition and aircraft tl'm
poraril~- itwligihlc. the gt•twral a\'iation flt-et con
!itnll'd to ~row. :\t tht• t•nd of 1967. it \\·as estimated 
at wt·ll m:t•r 1 1-1.000 ll\· both the FA.·\ and industrv 
spokt·smt•tt. Indnstn· t•stimate of the fleet at the end 
of I Hf-i.S \\·as n!'arh: 1:26.000 aircraft. \lore than 100 
models \\'t'rt' !wing ofkred. ranging from specialized 
agricnltmal aircraft to highly sophisticated recipro
cating anclturhitH·-pmn·n·d aircraft. 

Ct'IH'ral aviation continued to de\'t·lop clearly cle
fitwd areas in the uw of aircraft. Tlwse were brought 
into foc·us in September HJ68 when tlw FAA ~·c
lt·ast•d dat:t compiled for 1967 on usc categories and 
nnmher of hours flo\\'n lw C"ach. It also showed an 
incrcaw in the total mnlllwr of flight hours over 
what the FAA had pn·,·ioush- !'stin\ated for 1967. 
The r!'port showed business ;{nd t•xccutivC' fl\'ing at 
. '5.000.000 hours: personal flying. 6.800.000: <lf.,'Ti'cu 1-
tmal, 1,100,000: flight instruction .. 5.700.000: air 
taxi-commuter. 1.760,000: industrial, spC"cial and 
othc·rs, 1,600,000. for a revised total of nearlv 
:2:2,000,000 hours. · 

At the lll'ginning of the vcar. th!'re wne some 200 
air taxi or commuter orga.nizations hut the number 
grew to more than :270 bv the t•nd of tlw year. 
\fany airlitws increased tl;cir n·commL'nclation of 
such service to their o\\·n customers and several had 
working agreements with air taxi companit's. More 
than_ 70 air taxi companies were offering scheduled 
serVICe. 

One reason for the rapid growth of the air taxi
commuter market was the availahilitv of newly de
signed aircraft with high-densitv se~tting and lo\\' 
operating costs. Several such 1{10ckls '~'!'rc intro
duced in 1968 and acceptance was excellent. 

Dming 1967. ].59,399 student starts were recorded 
by tlw FAA. \ Vhile for the first 11 months of 1968, 
only 140,000 student starts were recorded. :20,000 
veterans who already wen• licensed ht•gan training 
under the GI Bill. Under the bill, wtcrans who al
ready possess valid private pilot licenses may use 
~heir benefits to go on to commercial, multi-engine, 
mstmment and AT ratings. This was proving a 
hetwfit_ to flight training schools since a veteran may 
need from 180 to :200 hours' training while the 
average ah initio student needs from 40 to 60. Flight 
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training hours were up sharply although year-end 
data was not available at press time. 

The midyear FA.\ traffic count at airports where 
control towers are maintained showed that for the 
second consecutive year an airport \\·ithout airline 
service headed the list as the busiest civil airport in 
the world. Traffic movements arc recorded bv the 
FA:\ at only 515 of the nearly 10,000 airports in the 
Cnited States. Three of the 4 busiest airports. ac
cording to tower traffic count. either ha,·e no airline 
scrvicc or an·ragc fewer than 7 scheduled depar
tures a dav. 

Genera( a\·iation hours flown in 1968 were esti
mated to be :25.000,000. a 1-! percent increase 0\·er 
HJ67, which showed a :26 percent increase 0\·er the 
pn:·,·ious yt•ar. Again. indush·y observers contended 
that this estimate, which carried general a\·iation 
aircraft more than 3 billion miles. i~ "conservative." 

\lanufacturers continued to emphasize air-age 
education in the nation's school svstem. \Vhile the 
number of schools offering some. form of aviation 
education. ranging from actual flight training to 
information courses on aviation and aerospace, con
tinued to increase. industry leaders made a greater 
effort to provide support material. ~lost major 
manufacturers had an education specialist on their 
staff, some having developed operating departments 
to work with the schools in the· development of 
programs . 

:."Jot ctcncrallv understood bv the rank and file of 
the pul~ic is tl1e cssentialnatti'rc of general aviation 
to the nation's total air transportation economy. 
\ \'hcreas the airlines provide scheduled service to 
about 550 places in the continental United States, 
there arc more than 10.000 airports. The FAA has 
estimated that in intercity travel alone. general avia
tion carries at least 50 percent as many passengers 
as the airlines. General aviation is the connecting 
link between maior air traffic hubs and the hun
dreds of other places which have infrequent sched
uled airline service and the thousands of places 
which are completely dependent on general avia
tion to connect them by air with every other place 
in the nation where there are airports. 

The year brought special problems to aviation, 
particularly that of congestion at hub airports. The 
continuina arowth in the number of people travel-a o 
ing by air, either in their own aircraft or as fare-
paying passengers. increased the strain during peak 
hours at some airports. Because of the public's lack 
of knowled<rL' about the air transportation structure 
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certain segments of the aviation community were 
increasingly singled out as C<~using the congestion. 
As a result, every segment of the aviation commu
nity made a strong effort to get the true picture to 
the American public. \Vhilc the problems still ex
isted at year-end. equitable solutions appeared to be 
closer than during the crisis period in July. 



CESSNA the capability company 

Newest Cessna facility is at Strother Field, 
southeast of Wichita, Kansas, where high
volume two-place Model 150 is made. 

Military and Twin Division, Wichita, manufactures commercial twin-engine 
models. plus military aircraft and subcontract work. 

Largest of Cessna's plants is Commercial Aircraft Division, Wichita. Construc
tion now under way will bring total square footage to 1,240,300. This plant 
produces twin-engine Super Skymaster and most single-engine aircraft. 

Cessna produces more aircraft than any other 
company in the world . 

Cessna is the leading producer of general avia
tion airplanes and also ranks high in manufacture 
of military aircraft and other products for 
defense . 

Cessna is out front in the design and manu
facture of fluid power components for farm and 
materials handling equipment. 

Cessna is a leading source of airborne communi
cations and navigations systems. And Cessna is 
also number one in the manufacture of pro
pellers and aircraft power accessories. 

But Cessna's real business is building capability 
-capability with which to meet its real challenge 
to create enough people-plus-plant power to 
realize the full potential of world wide markets. In 
the past three years alone, more than 1 ,200,000 
square feet of plant and office space has been 
added, bringing the total to more than three 
million square feet. A totally new plant has been 
added at Strother Field, southeast of 'JYichita, 
Kansas. A new Engineering center is well under 
way in Wichita . All of the seven principal com
pany facilities have shared in a $23 million ex
pansion and improvement program. 

At the same time company people-power has 
been strengthened, expanded, enriched. 

Cessna is building its own future ... and the future 
of the communities of which it is a part.. .by 
building capability ... a positive product of 
Cessna's faith in the future. 

New Reims Aviation plant in France 
produces three Cessna models for 
markets in Europe, United Kingdom 
and North Africa. 

Cessna Industrial Products, Ltd., McCauley Division, Dayton, Ohio, is leading propeller pro-

Aircraft Rad io Corporation, Boont on, 
N .J ., provides airborne communica
tion, navigation. and aircraft guidance 
systems. 

Gienrothes, Scotland, produces fluid ducer, also produces variety of aircraft components. 
power products for overseas markets . 

Growing volume of fluid power products for farm 
machinery and industrial equipment is produced by 
Industrial Products Division, Hutchinson, Kansas. 

THE CAPABILITY COMPANY 
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CAPAI/liT/11 ... 
used by major 

manufacturers for 
aerospace since 1943 

The .complete airframe for the Bell 
Model 206 JetRanger helicopter is 
manufactured by Beech. 

Winner of an Army competition for 
its new light observation helicopter 
OH-58A and selected by the Navy as 
its new primary -training helicopter 
(TH-57 A), tllis turbin.e-pewered Jet
Ranger depen.ds heavily on Bee0h 
manufacturing capabilities. Under 
contract with . Textron's Bell Heli· 
copter Company, Fort Worth, Texas, 
Beech will provide complete airframes 

which wiU include the following 
components: 

Pylon cowling-one piece fiberglass 
construction. 

Engine cowling- honeycomb fiber
glass construction, hinged for engine 
accessibility. 

Aft fuselage-titanium engine pan, 
aluminum honeycomb bulkhead. For
ward bulkhead forms rear wall of 
fuel-cell compartment. 

Tail boom- monocoque sheet metal 
tiube, rolled and riveted. Riveted 
brackets support drive sf:taf;t and 
internal push-pull contn!ll rod. 

Seat-- honeycomb, designed to 25G 
impact loads with energy absorbing 
yield beyond the design point. 

Main fuselage- unique "bathtub" 
design made of a single piece of one
inch thick alum1inum honeycomb 
sandwich. Bulkhead attach angles are 
bonded to pan. 

Skid gear-aluminum tubes bolted 
to round extruded crosstubes. Cross
tubes are streamlined with Kydex 
fairing. 

Turnover structural bulkhead- riv
eted sheet metal structure with inte
gral column. It provides primary 
structural continuity between honey
comb roof and floor. 

Bulkhead- aluminum honeycomb 
structure. 

Doors-formed polycarbonate and 
lightweight metal shapes. 



!BOEING 737 

REPUEB61C lf-105 

t.OCKHiE.[D F-!1!04! 

A brief history of Beech 
contributions to the 
United States Air Fleet. . . 

Beech subcontract history started in 1943 
with the production of I ,600 complete sets of 
wings for the Douglas A-26 Invader. Since 
then, nearly all major military aircraft manu
facturers have used Beech capabilities for 
engineering, tooling and production. A partial 
list of the aircraft to which Beech contributed 
includes: F-94C, T2V, T-33, B-70 , B-58, F-101 
F-102 and F-84. 

Current and recent production for both 
military and commercial aircraft is as follows: 

LTV A-7-chemical milling. 

Bell HU-1- honeycomb metal bonded panels 
(74 different types). 

Boeing 737- metal-to-metal bonded honey
comb panels. 

Republic F-105-ailerons and aft fuselage. 

McDonnell Douglas F-4B/F-4C-ailerons , 
flaps, speed brake doors, spoilers and landing 
gear doors. 

Lockheed C-141A- flaps, ailerons, nose land
ing gear doors, emergency exit doors and wing 
spoilers. 

Convair F-106-aft fuselage, wing fences , 
radar compartment, windshield, canopy, missile 
bay doors, elevons, wing leading edges, wing 
tips, dorsal fairings and vertical fins. 

Lockheed F-104-aft fuselage and fuel tanks. 

Over 150,000 external stores have been produced for a 
wide variety of current military aircraft. Beech has 
furnished research, development and production on 
external stores ranging in tank capacity from llO 
gallons to 1,700 gallons. 



Beech Fields of Capability Cover the Spectrum of Aircraft and 
Flight Equipment. .. Research, Development and Engineering 

From basic research through manufacture and testing, Beech 
Aircraft Corporation has the facil ities and capabilities to accept 
complete systems management assignments. 

A summary of Beech capabilities in Aircraft and Fl ight Equip
ment is shown in check- list form below. Complete information 

on specific facilities, related experience and personnel in any 
category is available upon request. This summary is similar in 
organization to the various R&D Source Information and Survey 
forms such as DD Form 558-2 issued by the Department of 
Defense, and AFSC Form 220. 

AREA OF CAPABILITY 

AIR CRAFT AND FLIGHT EQUIP 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 

Flight Test 

AIRCRAfl DESIGN 

Aerodynamics 

Skin fr iction 

Supersonic pressure ohe:nontena 

'"'"""'"""" of aircraft 

Inlet location 

Jet exit location 

Lift develo.oment 

~~~:~~~ drag and aerodynamic 

Maintenance of laminar flow 

Gas Dynamics 

Hypersonic flow 

Temperature simulation 

Ballistic ranges 

Control Systems 

Stability augmenters 

Powered controls 

and 

Hu01~n.P.ilot control and tracking 

Control through automat ic pilots 

Automatic tracking 

Gyro 

~pecial type aircraft 

Lift augmentation 

Targets 

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 

Theory 

lXX 

lXXlX 

X IX 
IX 

I X IX 
I XIX 

lXlXIX 

XXIX 

lXXlX 
IXIX1X 

I XIX 
IX lX 
lXlX 
I XIX 
IXl'X 
IX.! X 

X ,X 

IXIXI,X 
IX I'X I')( 

AREA OF CAPABILITY 

Design 

Aircraft loads 

Vibrations and flutter 

Structural materials applications 

Structural techniques 

Testing 

Stress Analysis 

Cri teria 

FLIGHT OPERATING PROBLEMS 

Special Techniques 

Aircraft noise 

Jet noise 

Boundary layer noise 

Propeller noise 

Effects of noise on structures 

Attenuation of noise 

Flight Safety 

Meteorological aspects 

Atmosphere turbulence 

Icing problems 

Environmental Protection 

Crew and equipment protection 

FLIGHT SAFETY 

Approach visibility 

Turbulence 

Research equipment and technique 

~and ing problems 

Fire 

Gust alleviation 

Optimum fli~ht paths 

Airspeed measuring systems 

Spin hazards and recovery 

Engine performance and reliability 

Thrust reversal 

Foreign object damage to engines 

Pilot escape 

Ejection seats 

Capsules 

Escape systems components 

High altitude, high speed escape 

IXX1X 
X IX IX 
lX lX X 

lX lX X 
IX IX IX 

lX lX 

I X IX 
lX 
IX 
X 

,X 

I XIX 
lXX 

I XIX 
IX 
IX 

I X IX 
IXI.X 
I X IX 

IX 
IX 
IX 

lXXX 

AREA OF CAPABilllY 

Parachutes 

Crash survival 

LIGHTER THAN AIR 

PROPEllERS AND ROTORS 

~f~~\;~ti on and performance 

Conventional. high subsonk 

Vertical take off and landing 

Short take off, landing 

Design and development 

Stability and control 

Pitch change and control 

Accessories 

Test facilities 

ROTATING - W~NG AIRCRAfl 

VULNERABILITY STUDIES 

EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES 

.Applica_ti~ 

Re-entry 

Ballistic 

Landing Impact Devices 

Flotation Aids 

Space Vehicles 

Atmospheric Vehicles 

Marine Structures 

SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY 

Erection and Stabilization 

Materials 

Struetural 

.... c ···\Ja1 

Lubricants 

Structural A~alysis 
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Extensive 
Beech 

Manufacturing 
Facilities ... 

Chemical Milling for precision milling of aerospace 
metals (aluminum, magnesium, titanium, inconel, 
steel and stainless steel) to unconventional design 
specifications has developed to extensive capability 
at Beech. Among the largest in the U.S., 167,340 
parts were produced here in 1967. Facilities include 
cleaning, rinsing and washing equipment. The tanks, 
in sizes up to 14 feet long and 14 feet deep, are 
equipped with automatically timed taper hoists. 

The Beech machine shops occupying nearly 
60 ,000 square feet, are equipped with standard 
and special machines oriented to the aerospace 
industry. These include milling machines with 

Examples of honeycomb strLJctures produced at Beech: 

Type of 
Core 

Paper Honeycomb 

Paper Honeycomb 
Fiberglass Honeycomb 
End Grain Balsa 
Aluminum Alloy Honeycomb 
Aluminum Alloy Truss Grid 
Titanium Alloy Honeycomb 
Steel Honeycomb 

The complete bonding facilities (metal-to-metal 
and metal-to-honeycomb) at Beech are capable of 
manufacturing assemblies of metal, reinforced fiber, 
plastic and paper. All layup of assemblies is accom
plished under "clean-room" conditions. Techniques 
and tools have been developed for honeycomb core 
shaping by machining and crushing. More than 
600,000 military and commercial metal bond 
assemblies have been produced here. 

Formica Plastic 
(Wood Grain Pattern) 
Fiberglass 
Fiberglass 
Aluminum Alloy 
Aluminum Alloy 

- None 
Titanium Alloy 
Steel 

Adhesive 

Bonded 

Bonded 
Bonded 
Bonded 
Bonded 
Bonded 
Brazed 
Welded 

Complete X-ray facilities are available for internal 
examination of material. In addition, the best equip
ment available is used for inspection, including 
Fokker bond testers, tensile testers, peel testers, 
ultrasonic equipment, and various types of electronic 
and mechanical comparators, gage columns, gage 
blocks, angle computers, micrometers, etc. 



beds as long as 54 feet 8 inches, numerically 
controlled machines, profile milling, automatic 
lathes, drills, boring machines, broach machines, 
grinders, hones and planers. 

Beech machining capability extends beyond that provided by "off-the-shelf" equipment. The center machine
flanked by a three-spindle Hydro-tel and a large single-spindle Hydro-tel- has been specially adapted by Beech: 
It is a 72" King Vertical Turret Lathe with retro-fitted 2-axis tracing equipment, and accessories for spherical 
milling, drilling, angular boring, trepanning, and automatic program control. These functions are all in use 
in current production of highly sophisticated aerospace hardware. 

Numerically Controlled machines include the two Milwaukee Series "E" NC Mills shown on the right and 
the versatile Series II MilwaukeeMatic. These machines have full point-to-point positioning ability. Their 
special value is for turning out intricate and difficult parts, but their efficiency makes them competitive 
with conventional equipment on even the simplest parts. They are in daily production on commercial as 
well as military work. 

This vacuum furnace, with automatic cycling controls and 
a molybdenum hearth for heat treating special space-age 
alloys up to 2800° F, will create vacuums up to 10-s torr. 

Beech electron beam welding equipment assures highly precise and dependable welding. It is especially valuable 
for welding the exotic materials used in the aerospace industry. This equipment is capable of welding material 
thicknesses from .0015" to over 2" with minimum distortion. Conventional and spot welding facilities are complete. 

Complete brazing equipment comprises an 
important part of the weld shop facilities. 
Temperatures up to 2250° F can be obtained 
in batch-type brazing. The furnace equipment 
includes an endothermic generator, has pro
vision for automatic cycling, and for either 
air or oil quenching. 



... and 
capabilities 

that keep 
growing! 

Forming of sheet metal and extrusions is an impor
tant requirement of any aerospace facility. At Beech, 
forming capabilities have been developed to handle 
complex jobs in a wide range of materials. 

Large assembly areas are provided a t 
each of the manufacturing plants. Over
head cranes having clearances up to 32 
feet are available over a large portion of 
the assembly area. The Beech production 
riveting complement consists of approxi
mately 67 riveting machines, including 
three photoeye-controlled high production 
General Drivmatic machines and three 
Chicago Pneumatic hot coin dimplers with 
throats up to 48 inches deep. 

All types of surface treatments common 
to the aerospace industry are in use a t 
Beech. Major processing facilities are 
available for iriditing, anodizing, alodine 
processing, nickel pl ating, chrome pla ting, 
cadmium plating, deoxidizing, hard coat
ing, teflon coating, dry-film lubrication 
and dichromate processes. Vapor de
grease, alkaline rinse, fresh water rinse 
and drying facilities are also available. In 
other areas specialized treatments, such 
as tumbling barrels , sand blast rooms, 
liquid honing, glass bead peening, etching, 
pickling, and passivating are provided. 

Beech has complete tool design a nd 
fabrication facilities . The Tooling Division 

~ 

Beech's aluminum sand foundry is used primarily 
for spec1al1zed des1gns and experimental castings. 

covers a total of 220 ,000 square fe e t. 
Equipment in the tool fabrication fac ilit y 
includes boring mac hines with tabl e s izes 
ranging to 40 by 74 inches. 

Two of these machines are in tempera
ture-controlled areas. The tooling shop 
also has metal shapers , drill presses, 
grinders (surface , cylindrical a nd profile), 
lathes , milling machines, saws, including 
a traverse-type aluminum plate saw with 
a 4 by 12-foot capacity , a nd planers 
ranging in size up to 3 by 14-foot table. 

Convers ion of numerical data to mas
ter templates and form s is yet another in 
the broad spectrum of capabilities availa
ble at Beech. This spin-off from Beech 's 
comprehensive Compute r Section enables 
direct fabrication from numerical computer 
data. 

Preparing for efficient production re
quires much more tha n merely building 
accurate tooling. To this end , Beech Air
craft Corporation maintains a highl y 
skilled technical staff of Tool and Manu
facturing Engineers, all of whom are a 
part of the Manufacturing Engineering 
Division . 

Heat-treating facilities include six aluminum heat
treat furnaces with capabilities of drop quenching 
and handling parts up to 9112 feet high, 81/2 feet 
wide, and 241/2 feet long. The facilities are furnished 
with aging furnaces having inside dimensions up 
to 8 feet wide, 6 feet high and 40 feet long. 



Their capabilities include: 

I. Pre-production Planning. 
2. Producibility. 
3. Manufacturing and Tooling Estimating. 
4. Manufacturing Research and Develop-

ment. 
5. Manufacturing Methods. 
6. Tool and Manufacturing Planning. 
7. Equipment Engineering. 
8. Conservation and Manufacturing Sup

plies Cost Control. 

A complete, experimental department is organized 
and equipped for the development and production of 
prototype articles. It is a complete entity in itself, 
staffed by highly qualified personnel. 

The intensive application of these pro
fessional skills- stressing manufacture 
with t.he most modem materials, equip
ment and methods- plays a vital role in 
Beech ' ability to deliver high quality, on 
lime, and at minimum cost. 

In addition to the "in-plant" facilities, 
Beech Aircraft Corporation has available 
numerous accredited subcontracting tool 
shops that are experienced in fabricating 
precision tooling for the airframe and 
missile industry. 

Tooling quality is no accident- Here, the tool maker 
and a tool inspector work side-by-side in the final 
check-out of a large assembly fixture. Complete 
optical alignment equipment and extensive optical 
tooling experience are available for the most difficult 
tooling problems. 

This Riemco power spmnmg lathe provides con
trolled roller pressures from 0 to over 350,000 
pounds to the piece being formed. Blanks have been 
spun at room temperature, cryogenic temperatures 
and at elevated temperatures. This machine is capa
ble of spinning aluminum and magnesium alloys 
from 1,4 inch to 2 inches thick, and plain carbon 
steels from Vs inch to 1 inch thick. Stainless steels 
and high temperature-high strength alloys, includ
ing Rene 41 and lnconel 718, can be spun from 
3h6 inch to V2 inch thickness. 

This is one portion of the large and well-equipped 
tool fabrication area. The large Lucas horizontal bor
ing mill and King vertical turret lathe have capability 
for the largest as well as the smallest jobs, but 
capability is more than machinery- it is also ex· 
perience. At Beech, on-the-job experience in tooling 
averages 11 112 years per man, and twenty-six em· 
ployees have served in tooling over twenty-five years! 



Proven quality of 
production 
and on-time 
delivery mark 
Beech leadership 

Many unusual and difficult assign
ments have been given to Beech- in 
Space: programs, in military systems and 
in commercial projects. Accomplish
ment of these assignments- to specifica
tion and on time- has given Beech. an 
enviable reputation for dependable per
formance. This reputation is zealously 
guarded by an alert, aggressive, forward
look!ng Beech management. No intangi
ble Image of greatness, this is a solid 
substantial hook you can hang you; 
profit on- as Beech does. 

For full information about how you 
may ~ake advantage of Beech's experi
ence I?_s_yste~s management and proven 
capabilities m designing, developing, 
manufacturing and testing of components 
for_ aviation and aerospace projects, , 
wnte, wire or phone Contract Adminis~ 
tration, Beech Aircraft Corporation 
Wichita, Kansas 67201, U.S:A. ' 

For subcontract 
work to specification 

and on time ... 

Look to Beech 

Capabilities ! 

v 

The design and fabrication of pressure 
vessels and cryogenic storage sys tems 
are highly developed at Beech. Thi s cryo· 
genic storage system was designed and 
built by Beech under contract with North 
American. It wa s the first of 13 major 
subsystems aboard the Apollo spacecraf"t 
to be man-rated by NASA. 

Ordinance facilities and capabilities of Beech have been amply proven by the production of 
thousands of these bomb dispensers and containers for the Army Ammunition Procurement and 
Supply Agency. These highly classified products are manufactured to ordinance standards in a 
complete, separate Beech facility. 

The never-ending search for highest reliability from all Beech-built products led to the design 
of this General Purpose Automatic Tester. It is shown here being applied to all functional areas, 
both electrical and mechanical, of an MQM-37A supersonic target missile produced by Beech for 
the U. S. Navy. The taped read-out will become a permanent record of the test, eliminating the 
chance of human error in reading, evaluating and recording. 

Sandpiper, the first maneuverable rocket-powered supersonic target missile has successfully 
completed first tests for the U. S. Air Force. The test vehicle was a modified Beech AQM-37A 
missile powered by the nation's first operationally-designed hybrid rocket engine. The engine, 

· developed and produced by United Technology Center, uses both solid and liquid fuels and has 
sustained flight of Sandpiper during tests for an extraordinary full five minutes. 

Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas 67201. U.S.A. 



Helico~ter 
safety takes a 

nev.J turn* 

Hammerhead stall 

*These complex ma neuve rs- demonstrating safety and controllability- have been performed repeatedly by test pilots. 

The Lockheed Rigid Rotor creates a new other helicopter, as far as is known. Pro- action makes the helicopter vastly more 
dimension in helicopter stability and con- duced by the Lockheed-California Com- stable- without complex electronic de-
trol. This was demonstrated by the Rigid pony, the Rigid Rotor Model 286 has vices. This stability means controllability. 
Rotor Model 286 performing a series of flown such maneuvers numerous times. Together, they provide a margin of safety 
complex maneuvers. Included was a slow The Rigid Rotor features blades fixed rig- far superior to that of ordinary helicop-
roll- never before accomplished by any idly to the mast, causing the entire mass ters. Superior even to fixed wing aircraft. 

to spin as a unit. Resulting gyroscopic 

~ ~ 
LOCKHEED 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

BURB_A~K, C_ALIFORNIA 



Reference 
Section 

The following pages, designed for reference use, 
contain specifications, performance and other data 
on some 700 products of the aerospace industry. In 
addition to the primary products-aircraft, missiles, 
spacecraft, launch vehicles, engines, targets, drones 
and sounding rockets-the AEROSPACE YEAR BooK 

includes a section devoted to systems. The term 
system here denotes ground-based and airborne 



aerospace equipment other than primary products, 
together with certain non-aerospace items produced -
?Y aerospace manufacturers. The systems section is 
u:tended to be representative rather than all-inclu
Sive; although close to 200 systems are listed, they 
constitute only a fraction of the industry's extremely 
broad product line. For easier reference, mis iles 
and spacecraft are organized by functional groups, 

such as surface-to-surface missiles and meteorologi
cal spacecraft. All other products are arranaed in 
alphabetical order by name of the parent ma~1Ufac
turing company. The term p1·'ime contracto1·, as used 
throughout the reference section, refers to the 
builder of the product listed, regardless of whether 
it is a primary product or a subsystem, military or 
commercial. 



AIRCRAFT 

PREGNANT GUPPY (B-377PG) 

Prim~ Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc. 

Remarks 
Following the formation of Aero Spacelines in 1961, 
the company converted a Boeing 377 Stratocruiser 
into a transport for large booster rockets. The modi
fication involved lengthening the aircraft by 16 feet 
8 inches and enlarging the fuselage to accept cargo 
up to 19 feet 7 inches in diameter. The craft was 
successfully flight tested on September 19, 1962. 

Specifications 
Span 141 feet 3 inches; length 127 feet; height to 
top of fuselage 31 feet 3 inches; height to top of 
tail 38 feet 3 inches; cargo compartment: 19 feet 7 
inches wide by 19 feet 7 inches high, constant sec
tion length 30 feet, overall length 80 feet; engines 4 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R4360 piston-type; maxi
mum gross weight 133,000 pounds "'(145,000 pounds 
after programmed modification). 

Performance 

Cruise speed 250 miles per hour; payload 33,000 
pounds. 

R-2 

SUPER GUPPY (B~77SG) 

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc. 

Remarks 
Designed to permit air movement of the S-IVB stage 
and the Lunar Module Adapter, components of ~he 
Saturn V launch vehicle which could not b e earned 
in any other airplane, the Super Guppy_ is a ~oclifi
cation of the Boeing Stratocruiser family. It mcor
porates the wing, flight deck and forward fus~lage 
of the turboprop-powered C-9~J toge~her With a 
hinged nose section for straight-m loadmg _of b~lky 
cargo. Sections of 4 Stratocruisers plus modifications 
make up the Super Guppy. Like the_ Pregnant 
Guppy, it is operated under contract with NASA. 

Specifications 
Span 156 feet 3 inches; length 141 feet 2 i_nches; 
height to top of fuselage 36 feet 6 inches; height to 
top of tail 46 feet 5 inches; cargo compartment: 25 
feet wide by 25 feet 6 inches high, t~tal len$th 94 
feet 6 inches; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney A1rc:aft 
T34-P-7 WA turboprops; maximum gross weight 
175,000 pounds. 

Performance 
Cruise speed 285 miles per hour; payload 45,000 
pounds. 



SUPER GUPPY (COMMERCIAL) 

Prime Conh·actor: Aero Spacelin ·s, Inc. 

Re1narks 
The Super is the first of a fleet of Gupp · aircraft in 
standardized configuration. In manufacturing the 
Super Guppy aircraft, tl1e lower fu selage, wings, 
empennage and cockpit of B-377 / C-97 airframes are 
utilized. Portions of tl1e Io"' er fus elage sections of 
Sh·atocruisers are joined to increas tl1 plane lengtl1 
to 144 fe et. Like its prototype sister ship, the Super 
Guppy has a svving-nose loading system, hinged on 
tl1e left side to allo·w a llO-degree swing. e'~ Super 
Guppy standardized features include increased 
horsepower, pressurized cockpits, installation of 
water-injection systems, anti-icing equipment and 
a cargo compartment equipped '~ itl1 closed-circuit 
television cameras to provide constant surveillance 
and cargo inspection from tl1e cockpit area. 

Specifications 
Span 156 feet 8 inches; height to top of fuselage 37 
feet; height to top of tail 48 feet; cargo compart
m~nt: maximum height 25 feet 6 inches, maximum 
w1dth 25 feet 1 inch, constant section length 32 feet, 
overall length ll1 feet 6 inches, maximum width at 
flo~r level 13 feet; plane length 144 fee t; engines 4 
Alhson 50l-D22C turboprops ; maximum gross take
off weight 170,000 pounds. 

Performance 
Cruise speed 300 miles per hour; payload 50,000 
pounds. 

R-3 

MINI GUPPY (TURBOPROP) 

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc. 

Remarks 
To meet known and anticipated commercial market 
demand, Aero Spacelines, Inc., has scheduled con
struction of a fleet of outsize cargo aircraft stand
ardized in one of 2 configurations, of v,rhich the 
Turbo Mini Guppy is one. Essentially, Mini Gup
pies are lengtl1ened and modified versions of the 
B-377 I C-97 airframes. Unlike the prototype piston
powered Mini witl1 a swing-tail loading assembly, 
tl1e new Mini will have a S\Ving-nose loading system, 
hinged on the left side to allow a llO-degree swing, 
and a larger cargo comparbnent. Among other new 
features are increased horsepower, which adds sig
nificantly to range and payload, installation of water
injection systems, pressurized cockpits and anti-icing 
equipment permitting operation at higher, more effi
cient altitudes. Closed-circuit television cameras in 
the cargo compartment provide constant surveil
lance and cargo inspection from the cockpit area. 
The first new Mini was scheduled for roll-out early 
in 1969. 

Specifications 
Span 156 feet 8 inches; height to top of fuselage 26 
feet 8 inches; height to top of tail 40 feet 9 inches; 
cargo compartment: maximum width 18 feet 4 
inches, maximum height 15 feet 6 inches, constant 
section length 73 feet 2 inches, overall length 103 
feet 2 inches maximum width at floor level 13 feet 
4 inches; pla~1e lengtl1 135 feet 6 inches; maximum 
gross take-off weight 180,000 pounds; engines 4 Alli
son 501-D22C turboprops. 

Perforn1ance 
Cruise speed 325 miles per hour; payload 64,000 
pounds. 



MINI G~PPY (B-377MG) 

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc. 

Remarks 

J?esigne~ for commercial airlift of large aircraft sec
tions, helicopters, power packages, oil drilling equip
ment and _relat~d cargoes, the Mini Guppy is an
other _modificatwn of the Boeing 377 Stratocruiser. 
The arrcraft made its initial flight on May 24, 1967. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 156 feet 3 inches; length 132 feet 10 inches; 
height to_ top of fuse~age 27 feet 6 inches; height to 
top of ~atl 38 fe~t 3 mches; cargo compartment: 18 
feet 2 mches Wide by 15 feet 5 inches high, total 
~ength 99 f~et, constant section length 75 feet 10 
~ches; maximum gross weight 142,800 pounds; en
gmes 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R4360 piston-type. 

Performance 

Cruise speed 250 miles per hour; payload 32,000 
pounds. 

R-4 

BEECHCRAFT KING AIR 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
A third-generation, pressurized, turboprop corporate 
transport, the Beechcraft King Air B90 reflects a 
solid leadership among all turbine-powered air
planes, pure jet or turboprop. The King Air series, 
introduced in late 1964, has captured 41 percent of 
the turboprop market, 21 percent of the total 
turbine-powered aircraft market and 77 percent of 
deliveries in its class. Newest version has increased 
payload and performance among its refinements. 

Specifications 
Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 36 feet 6 inches; height 
14 feet 8 inches; gross weight 9,650 pounds; engines 
2 550 shaft horsepower Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
PT6A-20 free turbines with reverse-pitch propellers 
optional. 

Performance 
Cruise speed, maximum cruise power, 256 miles per 
hour; cruising range, including 45-minute reserve, at 
21,000 feet, 1,283 statute miles; rate of climb, 2 en
gines gross weight, 2,000 feet per minute; service 
ceiling, 2 engines gross weight, 27,200 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT 99 AIRLINER 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The Beechcraft 99 Airliner is a r-place turbine
powered aircraft introduced in 1967 to complement 
~~le 11-place Beechcraft Queen Airli.n r in the air-
llle and scheduled air taxi market. Laraes t aircraft 

yet to be marke ted by Beech Aircraft,
0

the Beech
craft 99 Airliner is desianed to meet proposed aov-
ernn o o 

l e~1t regulations r elating to scheduled commuter 
operatiOns. Versatility of loadina can be achieved 
thro 1 o I ug 1 an optional cargo door adjacent to the reg-
~ ar passenger air-stair door and use of a movable 

ulkhead to provide a carao comparbnent sepmated 
fro t1 o . 

111 le passenger cabin. Dual-wheel main landing 
gear, reverse thrust propellers and automatic pro
peller feathering are among otl1er feah1res . 

Specifications 

~p~n 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 44 f eet 6.75 inches; 
l eight 14 feet 4.25 inches; gross weight at take-off 
~0,200 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & \ iVhitney Aircraft 

T6A-20 of 550 shaft horsepower. 

Perfor1nance 

Cruise speed at 10,000 feet and maximum cruise 
power, 250 miles per hour; cruising range in airline 
use 375 miles; rate of climb, 2 engines 10,400 polmds, 
1,910 feet per minute; service ceiling 2 engines 
25,000 feet. 

H-5 

BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR B80 
Prime Contractor : Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
An established high-performance, 6-9 place corpo
rate twin-engine business and utility aircraft, the 
Queen Air B80 offers such comfort featmes as 3 
individual compartments to provide privacy for 
crew and passengers, as well as restroom facilities , 
a center aisle and \'Vl"iting tables allowing passen
gers to work and move about in flight, optional 4-
place couch interior and optional 11-place configu
ration with airline-style seating for commuter airline 
operation or high-density corporate use . Queen Air 
B80 also has air ambulance and scientific research 
applications. An optional cargo door is available. 

· Specifications 

Span 50 feet 3 inches; lengt11 35 feet 6 inches; height 
14 feet 2~G inches; gross weight 8,800 pounds; use
ful load 3,620 pounds-3,466 as Queen Airliner; 
engines 2 380-horsepower Lycoming IGS0-540-
A1D. 

Perfonnance 
Cruising speed 224 miles p er hour; cruise range 
1,200 miles standard, 1,560 with optional 264-aallon 
fuel tanks; rate of climb at gross weight 1,27S feet 
per minute; service ceiling 28,900 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR 88 
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Offering a combination of pressurization, super
charged engines and all-weather instrumentation in 
a new market price category, the 6-10 place Beech
craft Queen Air 88's cabin pressurization maintains 
sea-level pressure to 8,200 feet. Rate is 3.8 pounds 
per square inch. It creates, in the Model 88, 6,500-
fo~t cabin comfort for passengers at a 16,.500-foot 
altitude. Standard equipment on the Model 88 
includes complete cabin pressurization, the re
quired avionics and associated systems which give 
the ~~ec~craft transport all-weather capability, air 
con.d.1t~onmg, . super soundproofing, de-icing and 
antHcmg eqmpment and oxygen system. 

Specifications 

Span 50 f~et 3 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches; height 
t4 feet 3 mches; gross weight 8,800 pounds; useful 
oad. 2,765 pounds; engines 2 380-horsepower Ly
commg IGS0-540-A1D. 

Performance 

C~uising speed, 70 percent power at 15 000 feet 221 
rmles per hour· c · · ' ' , rmsmg range, 65 percent power at 
17,000 feet, 1,270 miles· rate of 1. b 2 . 8 800 d 1 2 ' . c 1m , engmes 

' po;tn s, ' 75 feet per mmute · service ceiling 
gross we1ght 26,800 feet. ' 

R-6 

BEECHCRAFT SUPER Hl8 
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Since its introduction in 1937, the Beechcraft Model 
18 has had an outstanding record as an executive, 
twin-engine airplane. Powered by reliable Pra.tt & 
Whitney Aircraft Wasp Jr. 450-hor~epo":er engm~s, 
the current Super H18 offers fuel mJ ectwn, provid
ing even greater reliability and smoother perform
ance. Other engineering refineme.nts on the Super: 
H18 include fully enclosed landmg gear; ~~~l~er 
wheels which lower the nose for better visibrhty 
forward and reduce the weight; lightweight pro
pellers; feathering accumulators; bladder-t~pe fuel 
tank arrangements; tricycle landi?g gear optwn; and 
automatic oil coolers. Super H18 s performance has 
been boosted to 220-mile-per-hour cruise at 66 per
cent power, range boosted to 1,530 miles. 

Specifications 
Span 49 feet 8 inches; length 3? feet 21/z inches; 
height 9 feet 4 inches; gross werght 9,900 pounds; 
useful weight 4,055 pounds; engines 2 450-horse
power Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr. 
Performance 
Cruising speed at 300 horsepower per. engine 220 
miles per hour; cruising range 1,530 mrles; r~te. of 
climb, 2 engines 9,900 pounds, 1,400 feet per mm
ute; service ceiling, 2 engines 9,400 pounds, 21,400 
feet. 



BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR A65 

Prime Contrac tor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

A swept vertical stabilizer distinguishes the econ
omy leader of Beechcraft's Qu en \ir series-the 
Queen Air A65. The 6-9 place A65 also f atures in
creased range through an optional fuel supply and 
cap ability of a ll-\veather flight'" ith de-icing and ad
vanced avionics equipment. An ajy-stair door allows 
easy access to the 3-compa.rtment interior designed 
for optimum crew and passenger pr ivacy and com
fort. C enter-a isle cabin design permits freedom of 
movem ent about the cabin in flight. 

Specifications 

Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches; 
h eight 14 feet 2.5 inches; gross vveight 7,700 pounds; 
useful load 2,788 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming 
IGS0-480-A1E6 rated at 320 horsepower. 

Perfor1nance 

Cruising speed 214 miles p er hom ; cruise range 
1,060 miles with standard fuel 1 655 miles with op
tional fu el; rate of climb at g1:os~ weight 1,300 feet 
per minute; service ceiling 31,300 feet. 

R-7 

AIRCRAfT 

BEECHCRAFT DUKE, MODEL 60 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Beechcraft Duke is a 4-6 place addition to the 
company's fleet of pleasure, business, corporate and 
airline aircraft that ranks in size b etween the light
twin Beechcraft Baron and heavy-twin Beechcraft 
Queen Air. Cabin pressmization allows sea level 
atmosphere conditions to a flight level of 10,100 feet 
and a cabin altitude of only 8,000 feet at 21,600 feet. 
A highly efficient environmental system includes op
tional air conditioning. Tmbocharged engines and 
all-·weather avionics as standard equipment afford 
fast, reliable, over-the-weather flight. 

Specifications 
Span 39 feet 3 inches; length 33 feet 10 inches; 
height 12 feet 4 inches; gross w eight 6,725 pounds; 
engines 2 Lycoming TI0-541-E1A4 rated at 380 
horsepower each. 

Perforntance 
Cruising speed 278 miles p er hom; cruisi_ng range at 
45 percent power, 204 gallons, 1,175 m1les; rate of 
climb, 2 engines 5,200 pounds, 2,373 feet p er min
ute; service ceiling, 2 engines 5,200 pounds , 35,800 
feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

BEECHCRAFT TURBO BARON 
Prime ~ontractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

A C<:Jmbination of high speed and spectacular single
engine performance provided by twin 380-horse
power turbocharged Lycoming engines makes the 
Beechcraft Turbo Baron the fastest light twin in its 
class. The Turbo Baron was designed expressly for 
high-altitude instrument flight, yet it retains the 
Beechcraft Baron's family ability to carry big loads 
long distances with outstanding flight characteristics 
under all conditions. The Beechcraft Turbo Baron 
a~o pio~e:re:J th.e intro~uction of refrigeration-type 
arr condibonmg m the hght twin field. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 37 feet 10 inches; length 28 feet 3 inches; 
height 9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,990 pounds; 
useful load 2,340 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming TI0-
541-E1B4. " 

Performance 

Cruising speed 290 miles per hour; range 1,074 miles 
on 178 g~llons at 45 percent power; rate of climb at 
gross weight 2,020 fe.et per minute; service ceiling 
32,200 feet at gro~s weight. 
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BEECHCRAFT BARON D55 
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
New exterior styling, including increased slope and 
area of windshield, and refined instrumentation high
light the Beechcraft Baron D55. Twin 285-horse
power fuel-inj ection engines make possible safe, 
reliable operation from improved or unimproved 
landing areas as short as 9~8 feet. Actua l take-off 
ground run needed for the fully loaded Baron D.55 
is only 596 feet. Useful load of 2,225 pounds can m
clude up to 6 people as well as 820 pounds of cargo. 

Specifications · 

Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 28 feet 3 inches; 
height 9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,300 pounds; 
useful load 2,225 pounds; engines 2 Continental 
I0-520-C rated at 285 horsepower each. 

Performance 
Cruising speed 230 miles per hour; cruisi.ng range at 
45 percent power, 142 gallons, ~,143 miles; rate ?f 
climb 2 engines 1,670 feet per mmute; absolute ceil
ing 22,300 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT BARON B55 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Retnarks 

~ ne\\: silh~uette enhanced by additional sweep to 
t _1ea '':'~ndshreld line and a new pa.int scheme _dis
trFbl~nsh. t~1 e ~eechcraft Baron B55. LO\·Vest pnced 
0 t e Bar on hne, the B55 still offers a 225-mile-an
~1our cruise, a r ange in excess of 1,220 miles, includ
mg reserves, and remarkable econom . Over 1,864 
~ar~ns have been produced by Beech Aircraft since 
t 1 ~ mtroduction of the plane in 1961. Barons are in 
P
1
nvcf'=tte, government and b·aining use throughout 

t 1e ree \:vorld. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 37 feet 10 inches; length 27 feet 3 inches; 
herght 9 feet 7 inches; crross weight 5,100 pounds; 
useful load 2,025 poundse: encrines 2 Continental I0-
470 L rat d ' b 

- < e at 260 horsepower. 

Perforinance 

~~·uisi~1g speed 225 miles per hour; cr~ising range, 
P~lcent power on 142 gallons, 1,22o miles; rate 

of. ~lunb 2 engines 1,670 feet per minute; absolute 
cerlmg 21,000 feet. 
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BEECH CRAFT TRAVEL AIR 

Prime Conb·actor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Continued refinement of the Travel Air design in 
tlus newest model .incorporates a new windshield 
line plus new exterior and interior styling. Seating 5 
in a useful load of 1,550 pounds, the Travel Air E95 
operates for less than 13 cents p er mile. Twin fuel
injection engines provide top speed of 210 miles an 
hour and range in excess of 1,100 miles. Standard 
avionics plus optional autopilot, radar and light
weight de-icing equipment assure all-weather r e
liability. 

Specifications 
Span 37 feet 10 inches; lengtl1 25 feet 11 inches; 
height 9 feet 6 inches; gross weight 4,200 pounds; 
useful load 1,550 pounds; engines 2 L ycoming I0-
360-B1B rated at 180 horsepovver each. 

Perfor1nance 
Cruising speed 200 miles p er hour; cruising range 
1,170 miles; rate of climb 2 engines 1,560 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 2 engines 21,160 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT TURBO BONANZA 
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

Pacing the Bonanza line of single-engine, retract
able-gear Beechcrafts is the Turbo Bonanza with a 
285-horsepower turbocharged engine for high-alti
tude and high-speed p erformance. A maximum 
speed of 250 miles an hour at 19,000 feet and abso
lute ceiling of over 30,000 feet are possible. The 4-
6 place Turbo Bonanza features new speed-sweep 
one-piece windshield, new exterior paint design and 
stylish interior selections of leathers, vinyls and 
fabrics . 

Specifications 

Sp~n 33 feet 5.5 inches; length 26 feet 4.5 inches; 
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds; 
useful load 1,392 pounds; engine Continental 285-
horsepower TSI0-520-D. 

Performance 

Cruisi~g speed 230 miles per hour; cruising range 
574 miles standard, 1,082 with optional 80-gallon 
tar:~s; rate of climb 1,225 feet per minute· service 
ce1lmg 29,500 feet. ' 
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BEECI-ICRAFT BONANZA V35A 
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Now in its 23rcl year of production, the Beechcraft 
Bonanza has earned its place as a class ic among 
single-engine aiTcraft, representing sales in excess of 
$160,000,000 with over 8,800 units produced. Hefin e
ments include speed-sweep windshield and n ev.r ex
terior paint scheme as well as new options in quality 
custom interior appointments, including communi
cation and navigation systems. The Bonanza V35A 
seats 4-6. · 

Specifications 
Span 33 feet 5.5 inches; length 26 feet 4.5 inches; 
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds; 
useful load 1,451 pounds; engine Continental 10-
520-B rated at 285 horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruising speed 203 miles per hour; cruise range 599 
miles standard, 1,111 miles with optional 80-gallon 
tanks; rate of climb 1,136 feet per minute; service 
ceiling 17,500 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT BONANZA E33A 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
This new Beechcraft brings a choic of ' ept verti
cal fin and horizontal stabilizer to the n w Bonanza 
line . The Bonanza E33A offers roomy comfort for 
4-5 passengers, a 285-horsepow r fuel-injection 
engine for sp eeds to 208 miles p r hour and h·adi
tional Bonanza quality and sh·uctural in t grity. 

Specifications 
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 f et 6 inches; 
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross "' eight 3,300 pounds; 
useful load 1,400 pounds; engine Continental I0-
520-B rated at 285 horsepower. 

Perfortuance 
Cruising speed 200 miles per hour; cruise range 
595 miles standard 1,080 v,rith optional 80-gallon 
tanks; rate of climb 1,200 feet per minute; service 
ceiling 18,300 feet. 
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BEECHCRAFT BONM~ZA E33 

Prime Conh·actor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Economical entry in the new Beechcraft Bonanza 
family, the Bonanza E33 is capable of routine opera
tion on 80-octane fuel. Its fuel-injection engine pro
vides 185-mile-an-hour cruise, range in excess of 
1,100 miles, useful load of over 1,100 potmds and 
seating for 4-5 passengers. 

Specifications 
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 6 inches; 
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight 3,050 pounds; 
useful load 1,196 pounds; engine Continental I0-
470-K rated at 225 horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruising speed 185 miles per hour; cruise range 650 
miles standard, 1,170 v;rith optional 80 gallon fuel, 
plus 45-minute reserve; rate of climb 930 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 17,800 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT BONANZA 36 

Prime Contractor : Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

-Exp_andi~g its line of high-performance, single
engme arrcraft to 7, Beech Aircraft introduced the 
new Bonanza 36 in 1968. Aimed at the utility air
craft market, the Beechcraft Bonanza 36 accommo
dates 6 passengers or a useful load of 1,620 pounds. 
Ten inches longer than others of the retractable-gear 
Beechcraft single-engine line, the Bonanza 36 has 
double d_oors to provide a 12-square-foot opening 
on th_e nght rear side of the cabin. Folding fifth 
and sixth seats and removable third and fourth seats 
quickly convert the new Beechcraft to cargo con
figurations. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 32 feet 10 inches; length 26 feet 4 inches; 
height 8 feet 5 inches; _gross weight 3,600 pounds; 
useful load 1,620 pounds; engine Continental I0-
520-B rated at 285 horsepower. 

Performance 

Cruising speed 195 miles per hour· cruise range 
98_0 miles, plus re-se~ves; rate of climb 1,015 feet per 
mmute at gross Weight; service ceiling 17,800 feet. 
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BEECHCRAFT AEROBATIC BONANZAS 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Re1narks 
Aerobatic models of the Beechcraf t Bonanza line, 
designated the Aerobatic Beechcraft Bonanza ~3~B 
and Aerobatic Beechcraft Bonanza E33C, vVei e 11:
troduced in 1968. When opera ted in the acrobatic 
category of FAA regulations, the Aero~a ti c Beech
craft Bonanzas are licensed for such fhght maneu
vers as rolls, inside loops, Immelman turns, <:u?an 
Eights, split "S" turns, snap rolls_, spi1:~ and lumte? 
inverted flight. Four to 5 p_la~e m utih_ty and busi
ness use the aircraft are limited to pilot and one 
passeng~r during aerobatic man~uve~·s. St~ndard 
equipment includes sho~1lder hamess~s fm . both 
front-seat passengers, qu1ck-release cabm dom and 
"G" meter. 

Specifications . 
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length ~5 feet 6 mches; 
height 8 feet 3 inches; gross weight (E33B) 3,050 
pounds (E3.3C) 3 300 pounds; useful load (E33B) 
1,196 p~unds, (E3JC) 1,400 pounds; engine (E33B) 
Continental I0-470-K rated at 225 horsepower, 
(E33C) Continental I0-520-B rated at 285 horse
power. 

Performance , 
Cruising speed (E33B) 185 miles p er ho~u·, (E33C) 
200 miles per hour; cruise range, optional fuel, 
(E33B) 1,170 miles, (E33C) 1,080 miles, plt~s re
serves; rate of climb (E33B) 930 feet p _er mmute, 
(E33C) 1,200 feet p er minute; service ce1hng (E33B) 
17,800 feet, (E33C) 18,300 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SUPER 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

Performance leader of the Musketeer line of sport, 
training, business and pleasure aircraft, the Mus
ke t~er Super has a 200-horsepower fuel-injection 
engme an~ standard 4-place interior. Options in
clude seatmg for 6 constant-speed propeller and 
left-side entry door. ' 

Specifications 

Sp.an 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet 
3 mches; gross weight 2,200 pounds Utility Cate
gory, 2,550 pounds Normal Category; useful load 
Normal Category 1,140 pounds; engine 200-horse
power Lycoming I0-360-A2B. 

Performance 

Cruising speed 150 miles per hom· cruise ranae 823 'l , b 
ITII es; rate of climb 880 feet per minute; service ceil-
ing 14,850 feet. · 
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BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER CUSTOM 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Retnarks 
Interior and exterior colors, fabrics and vinyl com
binations are greater than ever before in the Beech
craft Musketeer. The Custom is cap able of economi
cal operation from paved or unimproved airports. 
Its 180-horsepower fuel-injection engine gives a top 
speed of 151 miles an hom and a range up to 860 
miles, with a useful load of 1,085 pounds. 

Specifications 
Span 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet 
3 inches; gross weight Utility Category 2,030 
pounds, Normal Category 2,450 pounds; useful load 
Normal Category 1,085 pounds; engine 180-horse
power Lycoming 0-360-A2G. 

Performance 
Cruising speed 143 miles p er hour; cruise range 860 
miles; rate of climb 820 feet per minute; service ceil
ing 13,650 feet. 



BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SPORT 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

~port flying for 2 and pilot training, including op
tional aerobatic version, set apart the Beechcraft 
Musketeer Sport. Top speed is 140 miles an hour; 
range is about 900 miles . As in the entire Musketeer 
line, latest technology, including metal bonding, is 
employed for weight reduction, strength and opti
mb um performance. Over 1,800 Musketeers have 

een produced. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet 
3 mches; gross weight Utility Category 2,030 
pounds, Normal Category 2,250 pounds; useful load 
Normal Category 900 pounds; engine 150-horse
power Lycoming 0-320-E2C. ,. 
Performance 

C~uising speed 131 miles per hour; cruise range 883 
~rnles; rate of climb 900 feet per minute; service ceil
mg 14,900 feet. 
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BEECHCRAFT MODEL 4·5 MENTOR 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Late in 1948, following a £rst flight on D ecember 2, 
Beech Aircraft announced a new primary and basic
advanced trainer, the Beechcraft Model 45 Mentor, 
a single-engine, 2-place airplane. As the M.odel 45 
Mentor, designated T-34A (photo) by 0 e ~Ir F?rce 
and T-34B by the Navy, joined the services, It gamed 
universal acceptance as a highly succ~ssful postwar 
trainer. Eleven nations operated or still opei:ate t~1e 
versatile aircraft for pilot training and spe~wl mis
sions, including Chile, Venezuela, Argen ~I~1a,. Co
lombia, El Salvador, Japan, Mexico, the Phihppmes, 
Spain and Turkey. The Mentor also has ~een manu
factured in Japan and Argentina under hcense from 
Beech craft. 

Specifications 
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length ~5 fe~t 11 inches; 
height 9 feet 7 inches; empty weight ( f-34A) 2,~74 
pounds; empty weight (T-34B) 2,228 pounds; engme 
1 225-horsepower Continental 0-470-13; reb·actable 
tricycle landing gear (same as for Bonanza); tandem 
cockpits under continuous canopy. 

Performance (T-34A) 
Maximum speed 189 miles per hour; maximum 
cruise speed 173 miles per hour; service. ceiling 20,-
000 feet; maximum cruising range 737 miles. 



__ .. . 

T-4·2A INSTRUMENT TRAINER 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The T-42A is the military counterpart of the Beech
craft Baron B55 and is being utilized as a fi xed
wing, h:vin-engine insb·ument b·ainer by the Army 
Aviation School Instrument Training Division at 
F_ort Rucker, Alabama. Secondary mission of the 
mrcraft is twin-engine b·ansition of single-engine 
rated aviators and light personnel b·ansport. 

Specifications 

Wing span 37.9 feet; length 27.3 feet; height 9.6 
feet ; gross weight 5,100 pounds· empty weight 
3,423 pounds; engines 2 Continental 6-cylinder 
10-470-L fuel-injection engines rated at 260 horse
powe.r; constant-speed, full-feathering propellers; 
dual mstrumented for sh1dent training and equipped 
for all-weather flying. Cabin is arranged for 3 
students and an insb·uctor. The T-42A has a range 
of 7.5 hours. 

Perfortnance 

High speed at sea level 205 knots; cruise speed at 
6~ p ercent 191 knots; rate of climb 1,670 feet per 
mmute; service ceiling 19 700 feet· absolute ceiling 
21,000 feet; range, 45 p~rcent p;wer 10,000 feet, 
1,065 nautical miles plus 45-minute reserve. 
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L-230 or U-8D SEMINOLE 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The U-8D is the military version of the Beechcraft 
Model E50 Tvvin Bonanza. Under conb·act in 1960, 
a number of the U-8Ds were modified to the 
RL-23D (RU-8D) configuration incorporating the 
APQ-86 SLAR radar installation. The U-8D is a 
high-performance, all-weather personnel transport 
for 6 persons, including one or 2 pilots. The all
metal, low-wing monoplane is readily adaptable for 
carrying litter patients as an air evacuation ambu
lance, or it can be used as a cargo transport or twin
engine b·ainer. A total of 206 U-8Ds were purchased 
from 1952 through the 1965 fiscal year. 

Specifications 
Span 45 feet 3% inches; length 31 feet 6 15/16 
inches; height 11 feet 6% inches; empty weight 
5,036 pounds; gross weight 7,000 pounds; engines 
2 340 Lycoming 0-480-1, 6 cylinder, horizontally 
opposed, supercharged; retractable tricycle land
ing gear with single ·wheels; controls single column 
throw-over; bench seats front and back. 

Perfortnance 
Maximum diving speed 261 knots/ 300 miles per 
hour; maximum cruising speed at 6,500 feet 202 
knots/232 miles per hour; cruise speed at 65 percent 
power at 10,000 feet 176 knots/202 miles per hour; 
service ceiling 2 engines 26,300 feet; service ceil
ing single engine 10,000 feet; maximum range 1,298 
nautical miles/ 1,493 statute miles. 



L-23F or U-8F SEMINOLE 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The U-8F (L-23F) is the military version of the 
Beechcraft Queen Air Model 65. The 7-place com
mand liaison transport is quickly adaptable to 
cargo transporting or air ambulance applications. 
It is also adaptable as an instrument or twin-engine 
trainer. Oxygen supply outlets are located a t each 
station. Engine fuel injection eliminates icing from 
fuel vaporization. Propeller blade anti-icing alcohol, 
de-icing boots on outboard wing and stabilizer lead
ing edges, windshield defrost and alcohol spray, 
and wipers permit all-weather operation. Seventy
one of the aircraft were delivered to the U.S. Army 
between 1959 and 1964. 

Specifications 

Span 45 feet 10% inches; length 33 feet 4 inches; 
height 14 feet 2 inches; empty weight 5,112 pounds; 
~ross weight 7,700 pounds; engines 2 340 Lycom
mg .0-480-3, superc:harged, fuel-injected, 6 cylinder, 
honzm~tally. opposed; retractable tricycle landing 
gear w~th s.mgle wheels; dual controls side by side; 
2 seats m pilot compartment, 5 in cabin. 

Performance 

Maximum . diving speed 261 knots/301 miles per 
hour; maxu~um cruising speed at 12,000 feet 208 
knots/240 miles per hour; cruising speed at 65 per-

h
cent powe~ at 1il0:000 feet 165 knots/190 miles per 

our; service ce mg 2 engines 27 OOO f t · . . 1. . 1 , ee , service 
ce1 mg s1~g e engine 7,650 feet; maximum range 
1,189 nautical miles/1,367 statute miles. 
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NU-8F 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corpora tion 

Ren1arks 

The NU-8F is the prototype version of the Beech
craft corporate turboprop King Air. This 7-place 
command liaison utility transport was the first 
turbine-powered fixed-wing aircraft procured by the 
U.S. Army, and it served as the flying test-bed for 
development of Beechcraft turbine-powered air
craft, including the U.S. Air Force VC-6A special 
mission aircra~t and the Army utility series Beech
craft U-21A which is now in use in Vietnam. The 
nonpressurized, high-speed, high-altitude, ~ll
weather capabilities of the NU -SF allow a w1de 
variety of military applications. The one-of-its.-kind 
NU-8F, delivered to the Army in 1964, is statiOned 
at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, Maryland. 

Specifications 
Span 45 feet 10% inches; length 35 feet 4% inches; 
height 14 feet 8 inches; empty weight 5,081 poun~s; 
gross weight 9,300 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whit
ney Aircraft PT6A-6 turbine engines rated at 500 
shaft horsepower each; 2 pilot stations, 5 passenger 
seats in cabin. 

Performance , 
Maximum speed at sea level 239 miles per ho~r; 
cruise speed at sea level 239 miles per hour.; crm~e 
speed at 10,000 feet 260 miles per hour; serviCe ceil
ing 27,400 feet; maximum range at 16,000 feet 
1,470 statute miles . 



U-2IA 

Prime Contractor: Beech AircraJt Corporation 

Rernad.:::s 

The U-2IA is a military combination of the B ech
craft corporate turbine-po"' ered King Air 90 and 
the Queen Air. The unpressurized high-perform
a~1ce, all-weather utility b·ansport f atures a spa
Cious, comfortable cabin with a larg cargo door 
that accommodates articles up to 53Yz inches by 
51% inches . It is desiuned to carry 10 combat
ready troops and 2 pilo~s or is quickl_ adapted to 
carry 3. litter and 3 ambulatory patients as an air 
evac_uation ambulance. Beech Aircraft Corporation 
received a contract to produce 129 of the aircraft. 

Specifications 

Span 45 feet 10% inches· lenuth 35 feet 6 inches; 
height 14 feet 2~a incl~es; ~mpty weight 5,235 
pounds; gross weight 9,650 pounds; engines 2 550 
shaft horsepower Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT6A-20 
~ree shaft turbines with full feath ering and revers
mg propellers; retractable tricycle landing gear 
with single wheels. 

Performance 

Maximum cruising speed at 10,000 feet 248 miles 
p~r hour; service ceiling 2 engines 26,100 feet; ser
VIC~ . ceiling single engine 12,200 feet; maximmn 
cnusmg range 960 miles . 
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SK-10 

Prime Conb·actor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 

A new concept in military air cushion vehicles 
under development by Bell, the SK-10 is designed 
for quick and efficient b·ansport of p ersonnel, sup
plies and equipment from a ship through the smf 
inland to an appropriate debarkation zone. vVith a 
60-ton payload from stage lengths up to 100 nauti
cal miles, it is designed to carry cargoes at 60 knots 
in sea state 3 or at 80 knots in sea state I tegardless 
of water depth or submerged hazards. The craft 
utilizes an open-well deck with bow and stern 
ramps which expedite the loading and unloading of 
cargo. A total of 160 b·oops can be carried in the 
port and starboard superstructure with provisions 
for 320 additional b·oops on the cargo deck when 
no cargo is carried. vVith its flexible, air-actuated 
trunks extending 5 feet belmv the hard smface, the 
SK-10 v,rill be able to operate within a landing 
ships dock (LSD) and an amphibious transport 
dock (LPD). Twin gas turbine engines, 12,000 shaft 
horsepower each, will drive 14.5-foot-diameter vari
able-pitch propellers plus a 12-foot-diameter lift 
fan which will be mounted in the hull and will gen
erate the air cushion. The twin propeller arrange
ment is designed to permit high directional control 
during maneuvers. Two rudders will provide yaw 
control. A unique "puff-port" air-bleed system \Vill 

provide lateral conh·ol, while pitch and roll trim can 
be varied by the operator during operation. 



SK-5 (U.S. ARMY) 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

-Remarks 

Three Bell-built SK-5 air cushion vehicles (ACVs), 
delivered to the U.S. Army in the spring of 1968, 
were deployed as a unit to Vietnam in May 1968 
and based in the Mekong River Delta region. The 
high-speed, amphibious craft can be used for river 
patrol, reconnaissance, troop insertion, rescue, 
search and destroy and logistic support missions 
over water, land, mud, marsh ice or snow. The 3 
craft are the first to roil off' Bell's new quantity 
production line and represent the Army's first ACV 
production buy. The armed and armored craft also 
are. the first combat ACVs built exclusively in the 
Umted .states to military specifications. They fea
ture an Improved control system, an expanded cabin 
doo~ _which will accommodate 1t jeep-size vehicle, 
additiOn of a self-contained auxiliary power unit 
a~d split ?ydraulic system, and high-strength flat 
Sidedecks m place of the curved sidedecks of previ
ous models. 

Specifications -

Le~gth 38 feet 10 inches; width 2.3 feet 9 inches; 
height (skirt inflated) 15 feet 11 inches· cabin floor 
area 12 feet by 8 feet; gross weight 17 000 pounds· 
power plant 1 General Electric LM100 1 150 shaft 
horsepower marine gas turbine. ' 

Performance 

Maximum speed 60 knots· range 175 t' I .1 5 kn , nau 1ca mi es 
at 0 ots; wave clearance at 40 knots 4.5 feet· 
obstacle clearance 3.5-f?ot s~lid wall, 5-foot eartl~ 
mound, 5-6 foot vegetatwn, ditches up to 19 f t · 
width and 8 feet in depth. ~ ee 111 
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SK-5 (U.S. NAVY) 

Prime Contractor: T extron's Bell Aerosys tems Com
pany 

Remarks 
Three Model 7232 SK-5 air cushion vehicles 
(ACVs), delivered to the U.S. Navy in 1966, have 
been operating in Vietnam since May of that year. 
The high-speed, amphibious craft, designated 
PACVs for Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles, have been 
utilized for river patrol, troop insertion, reconnais
sance, rescue, search and destroy and logistic sup
port missions. They have been instrumental in a 
number of. Allied victories in the Mekong River 
Delta region and farther north in the area of Hue. 
The craft are modified SR. N5 Hovercraft produced 
in England by British Hovercraft Corporation Ltd. 

Specifications 
Length 39 feet; width 22.9 feet; gross weight 18,350 
pounds; power plant 1 General Electric 1,000 shaft 
horsepower marine gas turbine. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 55 knots; obstacle clearance 3.5-
foot solid wall, 5-foot earth mound, 5-6 foot vege
tation, ditches up to 12 feet in width and 8 feet in 
depth. 



X-148 VTOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: T exb·on's Bell A.erosys tems Com
pany 

Rmnarks 

'!:he X-14, designed and built by Bell under an Air 
Force contract awarded in 1955 was the first VTOL 
airplai~e to employ the jet vect;red thn1st pri11ciple. 
The mrplane was delivered to the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration's Ames Research 
Center at Moffett Field California in October 
1959. NASA replaced th ~ oricrinal A'rmsb·ong-Sid
deley. Viper engines with General Elech·ic J85 
turboJets for increased thrust. The X-14B has im
proved thrust diverters and hover controls and a 
new digital computer Variable Stability System 
~VSS). Primary purpose of NASA's X-l4B program 
Is to research and define the stability and conb·ol 
system requirements for V/ STOL aircraft. In addi
tion, it. has been used for tes t pilot familiarization 
and to mvestigate and simulate the approach phase 
of lunar landings for ProjectApollo. 

Specifications 

Sp<:~n 34 feet; length 25 feet; tail height 8 fee t; gross 
Weight 4,000 pounds. 

Perforntance 

Operational speed 160 knots; maximum speed 180 
knots. 
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X-22A V/ STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

Prime Conb·actor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 

The X-22A research aircraft was developed by Bell 
Aerosystems as part of the tri-service V/STOL pro
gram to explore the mechanical and aerodynamic 
characteristics and evaluate the military potential of 
this revolutionary concept of flight. Under a Navy
administered conb·act, Bell built 2 of these air
planes, which make use of a dual-tandem, 
ducted-propeller configuration. A unique variable 
stability and control system is combined \Vith high 
control power levels and a 3-engine hovering ca
pability to provide an extremely versatile V/STOL 
research aircraft. The X-22A was rolled out on May 
25, 1965; it made its first flight on March 17, 1966. 
It made its first vertical take-off and transition to 
conventional flight on March 1, 1967. The au-craft 
has completed the aerodynamics and sb·uchual 
demonstration program flights of the Variable Sta
bility System. The X-22A vvas scheduled for deliv
ery to the Navy for additional research. 

Specifications 
Span 39.2 feet; length 39.6 feet; height 20.69 feet; 
VTOL gross weight 15,980 potmds (standard day, 1 
engine out) ; engines 4 General Elecb·ic YT-58-8D 
turboshaft 1,250 horsepower each. 

Perfor1nance 
Speed 325 miles per hour; endurance 3 hours; range 
480 nautical miles. 



47G-3B-l/47G-3B-2 HELICOPTERS 

Prime Contractor : Bell H elicopter Company 

-Remarks 

The 47G-3B-1 3-place utility helicopter was first de
livered in January 1963. Its successor, the 47G-3B-2, 
joined the Bell commercial line in 1968. The 47G-
3B-2 is a balanced, all-purpose utility and passen
ger vehicle with a supercharged engine to provide 
maximum gross weight capability at high altitudes 
and elevated ambient temperature conditions. Its 
24-volt electrical system, with a 50-ampere genera
tor, provides ample electrical power for operation 
of utili_ty equipment and accessories. The hydraulic 
~ump Is located on the transmission to assure opera
tion of hydraulic boost controls during power-off 
autorotation. 

Specifications ~ 

Fu~elage len_gth 31.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet; 
mam rotor diameter 37.12 feet; normal gross weight 
2,950 pounds; empty weight 1, 794 pounds; useful 
load 1,045 pounds; engine Lycoming TV0-435 
turbosupercharg~d, 270 take-off horsepower ( 47G-
3~-l), 280 shaft horsepower at 3,200 revolutions per 
mmute ( 47G-3B-2). 

Performance 

M~ximu~ speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed 
81 93 mil~s per hour; maximum range at 10,000 
fe~t 296 miles; rate of climb (47G-3B-l) 880 f t 
mmute, ( 47G-3B-2) 1 130 f . ee p er 

. . , eet per mmute; hovering 
ceilmg ICE 20,000 feet; service ceiling 20,000 feet. 
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47G-4A HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 
The 47G-4A is a balanced, a ll-purpose utility and 
passenger vehicle capable of a wide range of opera
tions at medium altih1des and elevated tempera
tures . Its 24-volt elech·ical system, with 50-ampere 
generator, provides ample electrical power for op
eration of utility equipment and accessories. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall leng th 43.2 feet; 
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight 
2,950 pounds; empty w eight 1,777 pounds; useful 
load 1,085 pounds; engine Lycoming V0-540, 305 
take-off horsepower. 

Performance (at normal gross) 
Maximum speed, sea level, 105 miles p er hour; 
cruise speed 85 miles per hour; maximum range at 
5 000 feet 259 miles · rate of climb 800 feet per min
ute; OGE hovering ~eiling 3,900 feet; ICE hovering 
ceiling 7,700 feet; service ceiling 11,200 feet; certif
icated altitude 20,000 feet. 



4-7G-5 HELICOPTER 

Prime Conh"actor: Bell Helicopt r Compan) 

Remarks 

The 47C-5 is Bell's economy model; it is ' ell suited 
to utility and government work because it is FAA 
certificated in the basic configuTation described be
low and in a stripped con£gmation for gr ater use
ful loads. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overa11 length 43.2 fee t; 
main rotor diameter 37.12 feet; normal gross weight 
2,850 pounds; useful load 1,151 pounds; ngine Ly
coming V0-435, 265 take-off horsepower. 

Performance 

Maximum speed, sea level, 105 miles per hom; 
maximum rate of climb, normal gross weight, 860 
feet p er minute; OCE hover ceiling, normal gross, 
1,~~0 feet; ICE hover ceiling 5,900 feet; service 
cerlmg 10,000 feet; certificated al titude 20,000 feet. 
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-
204B HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company 

Remarks 
Derived from Bell's famed military "Huey," the 
204B was first delivered in April 1963. It is a 10-
place utility, executive and cargo transport heli
copter. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 44.65 feet; overall length 57 feet; 
main rotor diameter 48 feet; normal gross weight 
8,500 pounds" ; empty weight 4,600 pounds; useful 
load 3,900 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-llA gas 
turbine, 1,100 take-off horsepower. 

Perforn1ance 
Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed 
124-138 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 
feet 330 miles; rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; 
hovering ceiling ICE 13,700 feet; service ceiling 
15,800 feet. 

0 Note: The 204B is certificated for 9,500 pounds 
gross weight with external loads. 



205A HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor : Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

!he 205A is designed to provide multiple capabil
Ity . as a 15-passenger transport, cargo transport, 
aenal crane, 6-litter ambulance rescue vehicle and 
general utility helicopter. All df the configurations 
are designed as kits for providing quick conversion 
from one configuration to another. Initial deliveries 
(late 1968) were powered by the 1,100 shaft horse
po~er Lycoming T53-11A engine, pending avail
a~lity of the 1,400 shaft horsepower Lycoming 
To~-13A fo~ which the 205A was designed. Instal
lation of either engine is permissible. The 205A 
evolved from the 204B commercial and UH-1 mili
tary helicopters. It is a reliable versatile vehicle 
large enough to perform heavy-d~ty operations yet 
small enough for operation by a crew of one. 

Specifications 

Fuselage _length 41.5 feet; overall length 57.1 feet; 
overall :Width 9.3 feet; overall height 14.4 feet; main 
rotor diameter 48 feet, tail rotor diameter 8.5 feet· 
normal gross weight 9,500 pounds; maximum use~ 
ful load 4,305 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-11A 
or -13A with 1,100 or 1,400 shaft horsepower. 

Performance (T53-l3A) 
Maximum speed s 1 1 1 . . . , ea eve , 38 miles per hour; 
m;ximum continuou~ cruise speed at 8,000 feet 137 
mi es per hour; maxlmum rate of climb sea level 
2,635 feet per minute; OGE hover ceilin 15 400 
feet; ICE hover ceiling 19 700 f t f? ' .1 . , ee ; servlCe cei -
rng 20,000 feet; range at sea-level cruise 334 "1 
at 8,000-foot cruise 404 miles. ml es, 
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206A JETRANGER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

The Model 206A JetRanger is a 5-place, turbine
powered, light business and utility helicopter. Intro
duced to commercial service in January 1967, the 
206A has found exceptional acceptance. It is in pro
duction by Bell and licensees . More than 450 have 
been built and are being used in 33 counb·ies. 

Specifications 

Overall length 39.1 feet; overall width 6 feet 4 
inches; overall height 9 feet 5 inches; normal gross 
weight 3,000 pounds; useful load 1,925 pounds; en
gine Allison Model 250-C18, 317 horsepower. 

Performance (at normal gross) 

Maximum speed, sea level, 150 miles per hour; 
duise speed 131 miles per hour; range 392 miles at 
8,000 feet; service ceiling 17,700 feet; hover ceiling 
OGE 3,350 feet, ICE 7,900 feet; rate of climb 1,450 
feet per minute. 



Ul-1-lC/ UH-lE IROQUOIS HEUCOPTERS 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopt r Compan. 

Remarks 

The UH-1C and UH-1E are 8-10 place military 
Utility and armed helicopters, in service since Jun 
1965. UH-1C is the Army version; UH-1E, the 
Marine Corps con£gmation. Both are derived from 
~1e Army UH-1B, in service since 1961. A new ver
Sion of the C is the HueyTug. Inb·oduced in 1968, 
the HueyTug (photo) is a retrofitted version of the 
DH-lC capable of lifting a 3-ton external payload. 
HueyTug uses a Lycoming T53 engine, has a 50-
fo?t-diameter rotor and a maximum gross vveight, 
'~1th external load, of 13,500 pounds. Specifications 
hsted are for the basic UH-1C. 

Specifications 

O~erall length 53 feet; fus elage length 42.6 feet; 
he1ght 12.6 feet; empty weight (C) 4,842 pounds, 
(~) 5,055 pounds; gross weight 9,500 pounds; en
gme Lycoming T53-L-ll turbine, 1,100 shaft horse
power. 

Perfor1nance 

Maximum speed 161 miles per hour; cruise speed 
1~8 miles per hour; normal range 286 miles; rate of 
chmb 1,849 feet per minute; service ceihng 21,000 
feet; hover ceiling OGE 11,800 feet, ICE 15,800 
feet. 
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UH-lF IROQUOIS HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

AIRCRAFT 

The UH-1F is the Air Force version of the Model 
204 series. In service since March 1964, it seats 11 
and is used as a missile site support vehicle. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 41.5 feet; overall length 56.9 feet; 
main rotor diameter 48 feet; maximmn gross weight 
9,000 pounds; maximum payload plus fuel 4,098 
pounds; engine General Electric T58-3, 1,272 shaft 
horsepower military rating, sea level. 

Perfor1nance 
j\i1aximum speed at full gross weight 115 miles per 
hour; maximum still air range 352 miles; maximum 
sea-level rate of climb (full gross) 1,360 feet per 
minute; OGE hover ceiling 5,800 feet; ICE hover 
ceiling 9,600 feet; service ceiling 12,400 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

UH-IH. IROQUOIS HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell H elicopter Company 

Remarks 

T~e UH-1H is an Army tactical troop transport 
With a standard mission payload of 11 troops. It be
came operational in 1967. The UH-1H is almost 
identical to the earlier UH-1D, in service with the 
Army since 1963, except that the D version employs 
a Lycoming T53-ll engine of 1,100 shaft horse
power. 

Specifications (UH-IH) 

Fuselage Ie_ngth 41.9 feet; overall length 57.1 feet; 
fuselage Width 8.6 feet; main rotor diameter 48 
feet; maximum gross weight 9,500 pounds; maxi
mum payload plus fuel 4,181 pounds· engine Ly
coming T53-13 of 1,400 shaft horsepo;er (sea-level 
take-off). 

Performance (UH-IH) 

Maximum spe~d at 9,500 pounds gross 127 miles 
per hour; maximum still air range 318 miles· OCE 
ho_v~r ceiling at full gross 1,100 feet; ICE , hover 
ceilmg 13,600 feet; service ceiling 12 600 feet· maxi-
mum rate of climb 1 1 1 600 f, ' · , sea eve , , eet per minute. 

UH-IN IROQUOIS HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopt C er ompany 

Remar k s 

The_ UH-IN is a twin-engine version of the single
engme UH -1_H . In 1968 the U.S. Air Force ordered 
76 of the twmned N versions, deliveries to sta ·t · 
1969. < 

1 m 
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AH-IG HUEYCOBRA 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 
The AH-IC HueyCobra is a 2-place, high-speed 
fire support helicopter in Army service; it incorpo
rates stub wings for ordnance stores and a nose
mounted turret. The AH-1C has a 2-bladed , "door
hinge," 44-foot-diameter main rotor and a 2-blad_ed 
tail rotor. HueyCobra went into operational service 
in 1967. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 44.4 feet; overall length 52.97 feet; 
fuselage width 3.5 feet; overall height 13.5 feet; 
maximum gross weight 9,500 pounds; maximum 
payload plus fuel 3,404 pounds; engine Lycoming 
T53-13, sea-level military rating of 1,400 shaft 
horsepower. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 219 miles per hour; maximum sea 
level rate of climb, full gross, 1,580 feet p er minute; 
ICE hover ceiling 9,900 feet; service ceiling 12,700 
feet; maximum still air range 387 miles. 

AH-IJ HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 
The AH-1J is a twin-engine version of the single
engine AH-1C. Late in 1968, the U.S. Marine Corps 
placed an order for 49 of the twinned high-speed 
weapons platforms. 



OH-l3S SIOUX HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor : Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

In service since September 1963 and stiil in produc
tion, the OH-13S is a 3-place Army observation 
helicopter. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet; 
main rotor diameter 37 feet; normal gross weight 
2,850 ~ounds; empty weight 1,936 pounds; engine 
Lycommg TV0-435-25 supercharged, 260 horse
power. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cndse speed 
83_-93 miles per hour; maximum still air range 255 
miles; maximum sea-level rate of climb 550 feet per 
mi.n_ute; OGE hover ceiling 14,800 feet; IGE hover 
ceiling 18,000 feet; service ceiling 18,500 feet. 
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OH-58A OBSERVATION HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

AIRCRAFT 

The OH-58A vvas named winner of the Army's re
opened light observation helicopter competition; 
Bell received an order for 2,200 of the 5-place, 
turbine-powered aircraft, with deliveries to begin 
in 1969 and to continue through mid-1972. The OH-
58A is a variant of the commercial J etRanger. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 32.3 feet; overall length 41 feet; 
fuselage width 6.4 feet; overall height 9.5 feet; 
maximum gross weight 3,000 pounds; maximum 
payload plus fuel 695 pounds; engine Allison T63-
700, 317 shaft horsepower sea-level military rating. 

Performance (at maximun1 gross) 

Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; maximum sea
level rate of climb 1,560 feet per minute; OGE 
hover ceiling 6,000 feet; IGE hover ceiling 10,900 
feet; service ceiling 16,200 feet ; maximum still air 
range 356 miles. 



AIRCRAFT 

TH-l3T TRAINING HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 

-The TH-13T is a basic instrument trainer first de
livered to the Army in December 1964. Still in pro
duction, it is a 2-place derivative of the Model 47. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 32.3 feet; overall length 43.2 feet; 
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; maximum gross 
weight 2,950 pounds; empty weight 2,057 pounds; 
engine Lycoming TV0-435-D1B supercharged, 270 
horsepower. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed 
83-93 miles per hour; maximum still air range 235 
m~es; maximum sea-level rate of climb 900 feet per 
mn~ute; OCE hover ceiling at maximum gross 
Weight 10,500 feet; ICE hover ceiling 16,000 feet; 
service ceiling 16,800 feet. 
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TH-57 TRAINING HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company 

Remarks 
In 1968 the Navy selected the TH-57 A, a variant 
of the commercial Model 206A JetRanger, as its 
light turbine training helicopter. The Na~y ordered 
40 of the craft and in the fall of 1968 mtroduced 
the first 5 of them to service at Naval Air Basic 
Training Headquarters, Pensacola, Florida. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 31.2 feet; overall le~gth 39.1 feet; 
fuselage width 6.4 feet; overall he1ght 9.6. feet; 
maximum gross weight 2,900 pounds; maximum 
payload plus fuel 776 pounds;. ~ngine A!lison 250-
C18, 317 shaft horsepower military ratmg at sea 
level. 

Performance (at maximum gross) 
Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; m~ximum sea
level rate of climb 1,470 feet per mmute; OCE 
hover ceiling 4,800 feet; ICE hover. ceiling .8,70.0 
feet; service ceiling 16,000 feet; maximum still arr 
range 380 miles. 



MODEL BD-68 COMMERCIAL 
UTILITY HEUCOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Berlin Doman Helicopters, Inc. 

Remarks 

The Berlin Doman BD-68 is a 10-12 place helicop
ter which emphasizes economic efficiency and full 
payload ability at any density altih1de. Powered by 
2 turbines with optional use of 3, it features simpli
fied, hingeless, lightweight rotor systems which are 
se~led and self lubricated . The low-drag fuselage 
With water-landing ability and retractable landing 
gear has space and weight provisions for airline 
passengers with baggage. The BD-68 is in develop
ment with certification anticipated late in 1969. 

Specifications 

Rotor diameter 48 feet; fuselage length 41 feet; 
cabin width 5 feet; 4 passenger doors; gross weight 
6,000 pounds; minimum empty \Veight 3,250 
pounds; normal fuel 200 gallons; engines 2 or 3 
Allison 250-C14s. 

Performance 

Speed for best range, full gross, 150 miles per hour; 
hovering ceiling OGE 20,000 feet; rate of climb sea 
level to 10,000 feet, 2,000 feet per minute. 
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B-47E MEDIUM BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
The B-47, first sweptwing, multijet airplane pro
duced following World War II, was designed as astra
tegic weapon system capable, with aerial refueling, 
of operating over extended ranges. The first B-47 
was delivered to SAC in October 1951; the last one, 
in February 1957. During the production period, 
2,041 B-47s were produced, 1,390 of them at Boe
ing-\Vichita and the remainder under license agree
ments with 2 other aircraft firms. The bulk of the 
B-47s produced were bomber versions, of which the 
B-47E was the last. Other configurations in which 
the Stratojet was delivered included a variety of 
reconnaissance versions designated RB-47E, RB-
47H and RB-47K. 

Specifications 
Span 116 feet, sweepback 35 degrees; length 107 
feet; height 28 feet; weight 230,000 pounds; engines 
6 General Electric J47, 6,000 pounds thrust each 
plus provisions for water injection and for 33 A TO 
rocket units of 1,000 pounds thrust each; gear dual 
main wheel in tandem with single outrigger at
tached to inboard engine pods. 

Performance 
Speed 600 miles per hour; range 3,000 miles; service 
ceiling over 40,000 feet. 



B-52H MISSILE PLATFORM BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
The B-52H,- capable of intercontinental flight and 
return to bases in the United States, is in service 
with the USAF's Strategic Air Command. In addi
tion to its primary bomb load, the "H" carries two 
AGM-28 Hound Dog missiles in underwing instal
lations; the air-to-surface weapons can be released 
hundreds of miles from their targets. Principal fea
ture of the B-52H fuel system is the wing, in which 
integral construction forms virtually one huge fuel 
tank. The "H" was the final model of the B-52 
Stratofortress series, 744 of which were delivered to 
tl;i~ . A:iJ, Fo:~,;ce. The last "H" was delivered October 
26,1962. 

Specifications 

Span 1~5 feet; le.ngth 157 feet 6.9 inches; hej ght 40 
feet 8 mches; wmg sweepback 35 degrees; weight 
488,000 pounds; engines 8 Pratt & Whitney TF33 
turbof~ns, 17,000 pounds thrust each; gear 8 main 
wheel m tandem, single outrigger near wing tip. 

Performance 

Speed 650-pl~s miles per hour; unrefueled range 
12,500-plus miles; service ceiling over 60,000 feet. 
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707-120 SERIES JETLINERS 
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
The Boeing 707-1~0 (mai.den .fli.ght D ecen:ber 20, 
1957) was Americas firs~ Jet mrli1:er to g? n:to .ser
vice. First commercial flight of tlus 4-engme 1etlmer 
was made by Pan American World Ain.vays Octo
ber 26 1958 from New York to Paris with 111 pas-

' ' f sengers. The turbojet a~pl~ne was developed rom 
the Boeing 707 sweptwmg Jet prototype, as was the 
KC-135 tanker series for the USAF. The -120 gave 
way later to the advanced 707-120B (first ~igh~ June 
22, 1960; in service March 12, 1961), wluch mcor
porated turbofan engines of greater pO\:ver, a re
designed wing and new co?trol surfaces. The -120 
was designed for transcontmental use but ':as. ca
pable of over-ocean ranges from ~he begmnmg. 
Sales of this veteran have been echpsed by later
generation jetliners, but 146 have been sold to .6 
airlines, including 3 (VC-137B) to the U.S. Air 
Force. 

Specifications 
Span 130 feet 1Q inches; length 144 feet 6 inc?es; 
height 42 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight 
258,000 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT3C-6 
turbojets of 13,000 pounds thrust (-120 model), 
JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds t?rust . ( -120B 
model); tricycle gear with 4-wheel bogw-type truck 
main units and dual nose wheels; payload up to 181 
passengers. 

Performance 
Speed up to 600 miles per hour; range more than 
3,000 miles; ceiling over 40,000 feet. 



707-320 SERIES JETUNERS 

Prime Contractor: TI1e Boeing Compan) 

Remarks 

Designed to serve lonrr-rancre routes of more than 
4,000 miles, the 707-320 g1tercontinental jetliner 
went into service October 26, 1959. First flight was 
January 11, 1959. It was supplanted later by the 
707-320B with a ranrre of more than 6 000 miles 

. b 

nonstop \.vrth normal passenger load. The -320B 
~first flrght January 31, 1962; in service June 1, 1963) 
mcorporated turbofan encrines new leadincr and 
t .I. d o ' o 
. rar mg e ge wing flaps and other aerodynamic 
rmprovements. Then, in 1962, a 7xll-foot forward 
cargo door, plus use of integral floor tracks and a 
ca~go handling system, and some structural strength
enmg developed the -320B into a multipurpose jet, 
the 707-320C (in service June 3, 1963). This airplane 
can carry all cargo on pallets, or can be converted 
to carry all passengers, or a combination of both. 
About 520 have been ordered by 38 airlines, with 
more than 430 delivered. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 145 feet 9 inches; length 152 feet 11 inches; 
herght 42 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees; 
weight 328,000 pounds for -320B, 332,000 pounds 
for cargo v~rsion of -320C, 336,000 pounds for pas
senger verswn of -320C; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney 
JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust; tri
cycle gear, main undercarriage units 4-wheel bogie
type trucks, · dual nose wheels; payload 189 
passengers for -320B and up to 202 for the -320C 
m all-economy, or 96,800 pounds of cargo in -320C. 

Performance 

Speed more than 600 miles per hour; range more 
than 6,000 miles; ceiling 42,000 feet. 
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720!720B JETLINER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
A lighter, faster and slightly smaller version of the 
original Boeing 707 jetliner, the medium-range 720 
first flew November 23, 1959, and went into service 
in July 1960. Less than one year later, on October 
6 1960 a version with more powerful turbofan en
gines, the 720B, was introduced. The 720 differs 
from the -120 in that it has a shorter body, lighter 
struch1re, less fuel capacity, a redesigned inboard 
wing and new full-span leading edge flaps. Maxi
mum speed was raised and required field lengths 
were shortened. The 720B turbofan engines gave 
that version greater range and allowed it to operate 
from still shorter runways. The "B" model went 
into service March 12, 1961. Altogether, 154 of the 
series were built for 16 airlines. 

Specifications 
Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 2 inches; 
height 41 feet 6 inches; sweepback 35 degrees; 
weight 230,000 pounds (720), 235,000 pounds 
(720B); engines 4 Pratt & ·whitney JT3C-7 turbo
jets of 12,000 pounds thrust for the 720, JT3D-1 
turbofans of 17,000 pounds thrust or JT3D-3 turbo
fans of 18,000 pounds thrust for the 720B; gear 
tricycle with 4-wheel bogie-type h·uck main units, 
dual nose wheels; payload up to 165 passengers. 

Performance 
Speed up to 615 miles per hour; range 3,300 miles; 
ceiling over 40,000 feet. 



~ --

AIRCRAFT 

727 MEDIUM-RANGE JETLINER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
The 727, first American jet transport to depart from 
wing-mounted engine installation, has 3 engines 
grouped at the tail. Its 3-engine configuration was 
designed to give the best compromise between 4-
engine power and reliability and twin-engine econ
omy. In service since early 1964, it is designed 
specifically for medium-range routes, and it has a 
take-off performance superior to all jets in its class. 
Boeing offers 4 versions of this highly successful, 
widely sold airliner-: the standard 727-100, the 20-
foot-longer 727-200, the 727C (cargo/convertible) 
and the 727QC (quick-change cargo/convertible). 
More than 750 have been sold and more than 600 
delivered. 

Specifications 

Span 108 feet; length 133 feet 2 inches ( -200 is 153 
feet 2 inches); height 34 feet; wing sweepback 32 
degrees; weight 161,000 pounds (for other versions, 
170,000 pounds); engines 3 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-1 
or -7 t~bofans, 14,000 or 14,500 pounds thrust each; 
gear tricycle, dual-wheel units; payload up to 131 
passengers economy class, -200 payload up to 179 
passengers economy class, QC payload up to 46,600 
pounds. 

Performance 

Speed 6?0 miles ~er hour; normal operating range 
1,700 miles (-200 1s 1,400 miles); operational ceiling 
42,000 feet. 
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737 SHORT-RANGE JETLINER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
The 737 twin-jet is the smallest member of the Boe
ing jetliner family, with maximum gross taxi weight 
up to 111,000 pounds, compared to 161,000 pounds 
for the 3-engine 727. Contrary to the t~end in ~in
jet airliners toward aft-mounted engmes, Boemg 
placed the engines under the wings on the 737 for 
the advantages of easier maintainability, reduction 
in structure weight, additional passenger space in 
the cabin, better balance characteristics, simplified 
syste~s, more loading flexibility and better aero
dynamic efficiency. Two versions of the 737 went 
into production in 1965, the 737-100 and the 6-foot
longer 737-200. More than 200 hav~ been sold in
cluding cargo and quick-change versiOns. 

Specifications 
Span 93 feet; length 94 feet ( -200 is 100 f_eet); height 
37 feet; wing sweepback 25 degrees; weight 111,000 
pounds ( -100 and -200); engines 2 Pratt & Whitney 
JT8D-7 turbofans of 14,000 pounds thrust each 
(JT8D-9 of 14,500 pounds thrust optional); gear 
tricycle, dual-wheel units; payload 31,000 pounds 
(structural limit) or up to 107 passengers for -100, 
32,500 pounds or up to 124 passengers for -200. 

Performance 
Speed 575 miles per hour; normal operating range 
up to 1,500 miles; ceiling 35,000 feet. 



7 4.7 JETLINER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 

When the £rst 747 rolled from the factory on Sep
tember 30, 1968, it became the larcres t commercial 
je tliner in history. It vvill enter co1~mercial service 
u~ late 1969 foliO\>.'ing vigorous flight tes ting. De
stgn~d to carry up to 490 passengers in all-economy 
seatmg or 365 in mixed-class con£gmation over 
long ranges, this 625-mile-per-hom aircraft offers 
the opportunity for a combination of new standards 
in ai~ travel: Its 185-foot-long, 20-foot-wide cabin 
permtts sJ?ac10us seating as well as such innovations 
as nur~enes and lounges . In addition, a stateroom 
area wtll ~e available on an upper level behind the 
crew. Its s1ze may lead to new concepts in ticketing, 
baggage cl_1ecking and terminal arrangements. As a 
cargo earner, it will have straight-in nose loading 
~nd powered loading devices in the floor. Convert
Ible and all-freighter versions are offered. More 
tllan 150 have been sold. 

Specifications 

Span 195 feet 8 inches· lenatl1 231 feet 10 inches· 
height 63 ~eet 5 inche;; wi~g sweepback 37.5 de~ 
grees; maxu~mm ramp weight 710,000 to 733,000 
pounds; engmes 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D 
turbofans of 43,500 pounds thrust each; dual nose 
wheels, 4 4-wheel bogie-type main b·ucks; payload 
up to ~90 passengers in all-economy or 220,000 
pounds m all-cargo version. 

Perforn1ance 

Speed ~P to 640 miles per hour; range more than 
4,000 miles; ceiling 45,000 feet. 
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KC/C-135 TANKER/TRANSPORT SERIES 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
Shortly after Boeing's privately £nanced 707 proto
type flew in July 1954, the USAF ordered a deriva
tive into limited production as the KC-135A jet 
tanker. The tanker, incorporating a highly stream
lined flying boom developed by Boeing, for tl1e fust 
time allowed refueling of the USAF's jet bombers 
and £ghters at jet speeds and altitudes. By the time 
the military production line phased out at Boeing 
at the beginning of 1965, the company had deliv
ered 732 tankers plus 88 transports, flying command 
posts and reconnaissance aircraft. A total of 820 
KC/ C-135s were built. The tankers and some trans
ports used water-injection turbojet engines; a "B" 
model using turbofans was developed and put into 
transport service by the USAF in 1961. 

Specifications 
Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 6 inches; 
height 38 feet 5 inches (KC-135), 41 feet 8 inches 
(C-135B); wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight 297,-
000 pounds (KC-135), 275,000 pounds (C-135B); en
gines 4 Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft J57 turbojets of 
13,750 pounds thrust (KC-135), 4 P&W TF33-P-5 
turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust (C-135B); gear 
tricycle 4-wheel bogie-type trucks, dual nose wheels; 
payload 87,100 pounds (C-135B). 

Perforn1ance 
Speed 600 miles per hour; range over 3,000 miles 
(tanker), 7,000 miles (transport); ceiling 41,000 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 

In May 1967 the Federal Aviation Administration 
signed a contract with Boeing for the construction 
of 2 prototypes of an 1,800-mile-per-hour passenger 
je~liner. Boeing ?riginally planned a variable-sweep
wmg configurat10n but announced late in 1968 that 
it favored switching to a fixed-wing design (photo) 
and that it would recommend the new program to 
the FAA and the airlines. Most of the SST will be 
built. of an alloy of 90 percent titanium, 6 percent 
alummum and 4 percent vanadium. First flight of 
the prototype was planned for 1972, and first deliv
eries to the airlines were expected in 1976 or 1977. 

Specifications 

Length 280 feet; span 142 feet; height at tail 50 
fee~; leading edge sweep 50 degrees; prototype 
we1g?t 635,0?0 pou~ds; passenger capacity, pro
duction ve~s10n, estimated 280 passengers; wing 
area approxrmately 7,000 square feet· engines 4 Gen
eral Electric GE4, 60,000 pounds th;ust each. 

Performance 
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CH-460 SEA KNIGHT 
ASSAULT HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Di
vision 

Remarks 
The CH-46D is a medium assault b·ansport heli
copter currently in production for the Marine Corps. 
The tandem-rotor helicopter, with all-weather and 
shipboard capabilities, features a power blade-fold
ing system which enables the blades to be fold ed 
automatically in winds up to 45 knots in less than 
1 minute. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 
51 feet; take-off design gross weight 20,800 pounds; 
take-off maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; 
empty weight 13,276 pounds; engines 2 General 
Electric T58-10, each with 1,450 shaft horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; mission radius 
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; pay
load at design gross weight 4,823 pounds, at maxi
mum gross weight 6,998 pounds. 



107 TWIN-TURBINE 
TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 

P~·i:ne Conb·actor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Di
VISIOn 

Remarks 

Th~ Boeing-V ~rtol 107 is a multipurpose b·ansport 
h~hcopter designed for commercial users requiring 
l~Igh performance, high load capacity and opera
tional economy. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 44 feet 7 inches· rotor diameter 50 
feet; take-off gross weight 19,000 pounds; engines 
2 General Electric T58 turbines. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 144 knots; best cruise speed 135 
knots; range more than 200 miles with reserve; pay
load 25 passengers plus baggage. 
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CH-47C CHINOOK 
TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 

AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Di
vision 

Remarks 
The CH-47C Chinook is the U.S. Army's standard 
medium transport helicopter. The Chinook can 
transport several types of missile systems complete 
with launch crews; tube-type artillery weapons with 
crew and ammunition; fuel; ground vehicles; high
density cargo; and command and control centers. It 
also is used to recover do\'Vlled aircraft and to evac
uate refugees. An important mission is air movement 
of combat elements. The Chinook can carry 44 
fully equipped troops. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 51 feet; rotor diameter 60 feet; take
off design gross weight 33,000 pounds; take-off max
imum gross weight 45,700 pounds; empty weight 
20,213 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming T55-L-ll, each 
with 3,750 shaft horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruise speed at sea level 162 knots; mission radius 
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 15,000 feet; pay
load at maximum gross weight, 10-nautical-mile 
mission, 24,000 pounds, 100-nautical-mile mission, 
19,900 pounds. 



AIRCRAFT 

107 MILITARY TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 

Pr~e Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Di
vision 

Remarks 

The 107 military transport helicopter is now in ser
vice with the Canadian Defence Force Air Rescue 
Service and Mobile Command, the Swedish Navy 
and Royal Swedish Air Force. It has a crew of 3, 
plus space for as many as 25 troops. It can be used 
for search and rescue as well as for a variety of 
other missions, including transport of cargo, fuel 
and passengers. 

Specifications~ 

Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 50 
feet; take-off_ design gross weight 18,700 pounds; 
take-off ~mamum gross weight 21,400 pounds; 
empty_ weight 11,281 pounds; engines 2 General 
Electric T58-8, each with 1,05Q shaft horsepower. 

Performance~ 

C~ui~e spee? 130 knots; service ceiling 15,600 feet; 
misswn radms 100 nautical miles. 

*Note: Speci£cations and performance listed are 
for the CH-113A Mobile Command heli
copter. There are slight variations in the 
spe:mcations and performance of the 107 
helicopters used by other military custom
ers. 
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UH-46D MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Di
vision 

Remarks 
The UH-46D, a twin-turbine, tandem-rotor helicop
ter, is the key to the U.S. Navy's vertical replenish
ment program. Although its primary mission calls 
for external loads, it can accomplish many missions 
involving internal loads. The UH-46D has a 24-foot 
2-inch cabin which features straight-in loading 
through a rear ramp. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 
51 feet; take-off design gross weight 20,800 pounds; 
take-off maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; 
empty weight 12,929 pounds; engines 2 General 
Electric T58-10, each with 1,400 shaft horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; mission radius 
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; pay
load at design gross weight 4,916 pounds, at maxi
mum gross weight 7,136 pounds. 



MODEL 150 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications (Standard, Trainer and 
Commuter Versions) 
Gross v ' · 1 · · ~ e1g 1t 1,600 pounds; empty weight 975-
ioO~O pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 

· potmds per square foot ; power loadina 16 
p~tin~s per horsepower; fuel capacity 26 gallons, 

f
Wit 1 ong-range tanks 38 gallons; wing span 32 
eet 8% inch 1 tl 1 f . es; eng 1 23 feet 9 inches; 1eight 8 
eet 7% mches; engine 4 cylinder, 100 horsepower. 

Performance 

~axi~um speed 122 miles per hour; cruise speed, 
5 percent power at 7,000 feet, 117 miles per hom; 

range at cruise speed 475 miles with long-rmwe 
tanks 726 miles; rate of climb at 'sea level 670 fe~t 
per minute; service ceiling 12,650 feet. 
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MODEL 172 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 17 4 square 
feet; length 26 feet ll inches; height (with de
pressed nose strut) 8 feet 10 inches; gross weight 
2,300 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,245 
pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 13.2 
pounds per square foot; power loading 15.3 pounds 
per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons; engine 
Lycoming 0-320-E2D; propeller all metal, fixed 
pitch, 76-inch diameter. 

Performance 
Top speed at sea level 139 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 9,000 feet, 131 miles per 
hom; cruise range, 75 percent power at 9,000 feet, 
615 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 640 miles; 
rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute; ser
vice ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off run over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,525 feet; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 
1,250 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

SKYHAWK 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 17 4 square 
feet; length 26 feet 11 inches; height (with de
pressed nose strut) 8 feet 9 inches; gross weight 
2,300 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,315 
pounds; baggage weight 120 pounds; wing loading 
13.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 15.3 
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons; 
engine Lycoming 0-320-E2D; propeller all metal, 
fixed pitch, diameter 76 inches. 

Performance 
Maximum speed at sea level 140 miles per hour; 
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 9,000 feet, 132 
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 
9,000 feet, 620 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 
6~5 miles; rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per 
mmute; service ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off run over 
50-foot obstacle 1,525 feet; landing run over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,250 feet. 
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CARDINAL, MODEL 177 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Cardinal and Model 177 are externally identical ex
cept for color styling; Cardinal (photo) is the deluxe 
version of the 177. 

Specifications (Model 177) 
Wing span 35 feet 7 inches; wing area 173 square 
feet; length 26 fee t 11 inches; height (with de
pressed nose strut) 9 feet 1 inch; gross weight 2,500 
pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,365 pounds; 
baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 14.5 pounds per 
square foot; power loading 13.9 pounds per horse
power; fuel capacity 49 gallons; engine Lycoming 
0-360-A2F; propeller all metal, fixed pitch, 76-inch 
diameter. 

Specifications (Cardinal) 
Same as Model 177 except for approximate empty 
weight of 1,440 pounds. 

Performance (Model 177) 
Maximum speed, sea level, 147 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 9,500 feet, 135 miles per 
hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 9,500 feet, 
635 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 755 miles; 
rate of climb, sea level, 760 feet per minute; service 
ceiling 15,800 feet; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 
1,575 feet; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1,220 
feet. 

Performance (Cardinal) 
Same as Model177 except for following: Maximum 
speed, sea level, 150 miles per hour; cruise speed 
138 miles per hour; cruise range 650 miles; optimum 
range 770 miles. 



MODEL 180 
Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square 
feet; length 25 feet 9 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches; 
gross weight 2,800 pounds; empty '~eight (approxi
mate) 1,545 potmds; baggage capacity 350 pounds; 
wing loading 16.1 pounds per square foot; power 
loading 12.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 
65 gallons; engine 230 rated horsepower; propeller 
constant speed, 82 inches diameter. 

Perfor1nance 
Maximum speed at sea level 170 miles per hour; 
cr~ise speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 162 
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 
6,500 fe~t, 695 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 
1,215 mrles; rate of climb at sea level1,090 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 19 600 feet· take-off run over 
50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing roll over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,365 feet. 

Note: Model 180 also available as Roat plane and 
amphibian. 
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MODEL 185 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square 
feet; len~th 25 feet 9 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches; 
gross werght 3,350 pounds; empty weight (approxi
mate) 1,575 pounds; baggage capacity 350 pounds; 
wing loading 19.3 pounds per square foot; power 
loading 11.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 
65 gallons; engine 6 cylinder, fuel injection; pro
peller constant speed, diameter 82 inches. 

Perfor1nance 
Maximum speed at sea level 178 miles per hour; 
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 7,500 feet, 169 
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 
7,500 feet, 660 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 
1,075 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,010 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 17,150 feet; take-off run over 
50-foot obstacle 1,365 feet; landing roll over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,400 feet. 



MODEL 210 CENTURION 

~rime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The deluxe Model 210 Centurion brings many lux
ury ~nd comfort features into the single-engine class 
of arrcraft. These include specially trimmed and 
sculptured interior appointments, optional leather 
seats, heavy foam-padded carpeting and optional 
center-aisle consoles for storage. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 36 feet 9 inches; length 28 feet 21fz inches; 
height 9 feet 71fz inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds; 
empty weight 1,960 · pounds; useful load 1,440 
pounds; wing loading 19.3 pounds per square foot; 
powe~ loading 11.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel 
capacity 90 gallons standard; engine 6 cylinder, 285 
~orsepower; propeller constant speed, diameter 82 
mches. 

Performance 

Top speed 200 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75 per
cent p~wer at 6,500 feet, 192 miles per hour; range 
at c:oise speed 785 miles; maximum range with 
maXImum fuel1,360 miles; rate of climb at sea level 
1,000 feet per minute; service ceiling 18,300 feet. 

Note: Turbo-System (photo) available with in-
creased performance. 
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MODEL 310N 
Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Gross weight 5,200 pounds; empty weight 3,141 
pounds; baggage capacity 600 pounds; wing load
ing 29.1 pounds per square foot; power loading 10 
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 102 gallons 
standard; engines 2 6-cyiinder, fuel-injection I0-
470-V-0; propeller constant speed, full feathering, 
diameter 81 inches. 

Performance 
Maximum speed at sea level 237 miles per hour; 
maximum recommended cruise speed, 75 percent 
power at 6,500 feet, 222 miles per hour; cruise 
range 777 miles; maximum range at 10,000 feet 966 
miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,540 feet per min
ute (twin engine), 330 feet per minute (single en
gine); service ceiling 19,900 feet (twin), 6,850 feet 
(single); take-off run at sea level over 50-foot obsta
cle 1,716 feet; landing roll at sea level over 50-foot 
6bstacle 1,582 feet. 



MODEL 182 AND SKYLI\NE 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications (182) 
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; "' ing area 174 square 
feet; length 28 feet 1f2 inch; heiaht 8 feet 10 inches; 

. I c gross we1g 1t 2,800 pounds; empty '"'eight (approxi-
mate) 1,570 pounds; baggage capacity 120 pounds; 
wing loading 16.1 pounds per square foot; power 
loading 12.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 
65 gallons, 84 gallons optional; engine 6 cylinder, 
230 rated horsepower; propeller constant speed, 82-
inch diameter. 

Performance (182) 
Top speed at sea level 167 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 159 miles per 
hour; ~ruise range, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 
685 m_1les; optimum cruise range at 10,000 feet 
905 m1les; rate of climb at sea level 980 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 18,900 feet; take-off distance 
over 50-foot obstacle 1 205 feet· landing distance 
over 50-foot obstacle 1,350 feet.' 

Note: Sky lane version also has gross weight of 2,800 
pounds, but empty weight is approximately 
1,625 pounds; other specifications identical. 
Performance slightly higher than above for 
Sky lane. 
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SUPER SKYLANE 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square 
feet; length 28 feet 3 inches; height (nose strut de
pressed) 9 feet 7.5 inches; gross weight 3,600 pounds; 
empty weight (approximate) 1,820 pounds; fuel ca
pacity standard 65 gallons, optional 84 gallons; oil 
capacity 12 quarts; wing loading 20.5 pounds per 
square foot; power loading 12.6 pounds per horse
power; engine 6 cylinder, fuel injection, 285 horse
power; propeller constant speed, dia.rneter 82 inches. 

Performance 
Top speed at sea level 17 4 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 6,000 feet, 163 miles per 
hour; cruise range, 63 gallons no reserve, 4 hours at 
162 miles per hour; optimum range at 10,000 feet 
(63 gallons) 810 miles; rate of climb at sea level 920 
feet per minute; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 
910 feet, total distance 1,810 feet; landing run over 
50-foot obstacle 735 feet, total distance 1,395 feet. 

Note: Turbo-System Super SJ...}'lane (photo) has in-
creased performance. 



AIRCRAFl 

SUPER SKYMASTER 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 38 feet; wing area 201 square feet; 
length 29 feet 9 inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross 
weight 4,400 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 
2,65? pounds; baggage allowable 365 pounds; wing 
loadmg 21.9 pounds per square foot; power loading 
10.5 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 93 gal
lons; engines 2 6-cylinder, fuel-injection I0-360s, 
210 horsepower; propellers constant speed, full 
feathering, diameter 76 inches. 

Performance 
Top speed at sea level 199 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet, 191 miles per 
hour; normal range, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet, 
760 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 965 miles; 
rate_ of climb at sea level1,200 feet per minute (twin 
engme); service ceiling 19,500 feet (twin engine); 
take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1,545 feet; landing 
gro~nd roll over 50-foot obstacle 1,520 feet. 

Note: Turbo-System version now available. 
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SUPER SKYW AGON 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications ( 3,600-pound model) 
Wing span 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square 
feet; length 28 feet; height (nose strut depressed) 9 
feet 7 inches; gross weight 3,600 pounds; configura
tion 6-place; empty weight (approximate) 1,710 
pounds; wing loading 20.5 pounds per square foot; 
power loading 12 pounds per horsepower; fu el ca
pacity 65 gallons; engine 6 cylinder, fuel injection; 
propeller constant speed, 82-inch diameter. 

Performance 
Maximum speed at sea level 174 miles per hour; 
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 164 
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 
6,500 feet, 650 miles (optimum at 10,000 feet 800 
miles); rate of climb at sea level 920 feet per min
ute; service ceiling 14,800 feet; take-off run over 50-
foot obstacle 1,780 feet; landing run over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,395 feet. 

Note: Turbo-System Super Skywagon has increased 
p erformance. 



T-378 MILITARY TRAINER 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

'_fhe Cessna T-37B hvin-jet intermediate trainer is 
m ~1se at Air Force training schools throughout the 
Um~ed States . The aircraft features side-by-side 
seatmg of student and instructor. More than 900 
were built for the USAF and for air forces of other 
nati~n?. The T-37C, with tip tanks and armament 
provisions, is being delivered to foreign countries 
under the lvlilitary Assistance Program. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 33 feet 8 inches; length 29 feet 2 inches; 
h~Ight 9 feet 1 inch; empty weight 4,076 pounds; 
wm~ loading 35.7 pounds per square foot; po"ver 
l?admg 3.2 pounds per pound thrust; engines 2 Con
tinental }69-T-25. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 408 miles per hour; cruise speed at 
nox:mai rated power 368 miles per hour; gross 
w~1ght landing speed 85 miles per hour; rate of 
ch~b at sea level 3,200 feet per minute; service 
ceilmg 35,000 feet; range with maximum fuel 796 
miles. 
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A-37 STRIKE AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The A-37 is being delivered to the U.S. Air Force 
for close air support work. Evolving from the T-37B 
jet trainer, the A-37 is equipped with armor plating, 
partial self-sealing fuel tanks and armament provi
sions, including a 7.62 minigun. The aircraft also has 
provisions for an access door under the fuselage for 
aerial cameras, a fire control and electrical system 
to accommodate all weapons for close-support mis
sions and long-range fu el drop tanks. Two versions 
are in use by the USAF : the A-37A, which was for
merly known as the AT-37D, and the A-37B (photo), 
which has the same performance as the A-37 A but 
differs in several areas such as inflight refueling 
capabilities, higher engine thrust and increased 
structural capabilities. 

Specifications 
Gross weight 14,000 pounds; length 29 feet 4 inches; 
wing span 35 feet 9 inches; engines General Elec
tric J85-GE-17 A, total thrust 5,400 pounds; maxi
mum external ordnance load 5,680 pounds. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 415 knots; gross weight take-off 
distance over 50-foot obstacle 2,650 feet; landing 
distance over 50-foot obstacle 2,350 feet; rate of 
climb 6,800 feet per minute; single-engine perform
ance after lift-off at gross weights up to 11,700 
pounds. 



T-41 MILITARY TRAINER 

Prime ·Contractor-: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Cessna has produced T-41A trainers in which Air 
Force student pilots are receiving first flight instruc
tion. The T-41A is a version of the Cessna commer
cial Model172, which holds the world's flight endur
ance record by remaining in flight continuously for 
64 days and 22 hours. The company also has sup
plied the Army a similar version of this aircraft 
for use in training student aviators and for installa
tion support roles. The Army version is known as 
the T-41B. A third version, the T-41C (photo), is in 
use with the USAF Academy flight training program. 

Specifications 

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square 
feet; length 26 feet 6 inches; height (with de
pressed nose strut) 8 feet 11 inches; gross weight 
2,300 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,260 
pounds; wing loading 13.2 pounds per square foot; 
powe~ loading 15.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel 
capacity 42 gallons; engine Continental 0-300-C; 
propeller all metal, fixed pitch, 76-inch diameter. 
T-41B is equipped with a 210-horsepower engine 
and a constant-speed propeller to supply higher 
performance. T -41C is essentially the same aircraft. 

Performance 

Top speed at sea level 138 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 130 miles per 
hour; ?rmse r~nge, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 
595 m1les; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles· 
r~te of _c~b at sea level 645 feet per minute; ser: 
VICe ce1lmg 13,100 feet; take-off run over 50-foot 
obstacle 1,525 feet; landing run over 50-foot obsta
cle 1,250 feet. 
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MODELS 401/402 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 39.86 feet; length 33.75 feet; height 11.68 
feet; gross weight 6,300 pounds; 2 6-cylinder, fuel
injection engines, 300 rated horsepower a t 2,700 
revolutions per minute; propellers 3-bladed, con
stant speed, full feathering, 76.5 inches diameter; 
empty weight (approximate) 3,641 pounds; stand
ard fuel capacity 106 gallons, 143 optional; seating 
6-8; baggage allowable 930 pounds; wing loading 
32.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 10.5 
pounds per horsepower. 

Performance 
Maximum speed at 6,300 pounds gross weight at 
16,000 feet 261 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75 per
cent power at 20,000 feet, 240 miles per hour, at 
10,000 feet, 216 miles per hour; normal cruise 
range, 65 percent, 743 miles (100 gallons); maximum 
cruise range at 25,000 feet 1,140 miles (143 gallons); 
rate of climb at sea level (twin engine) 1,610 feet 
per minute, (single engine) 255 feet p er minute; 
service ceiling (twin) 26,180 feet, (single) 11,700 
feet; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 2,220 feet; 
landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1,765 feet. 

Note: Performance figures given for Model 401 
(shown in photo). Performance for Model 
402 is identical. Model 402 is utility version 
that can seat 9 or carry 2,000 pounds of 
cargo. 



.MODEL 421 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Specifications 
Wing span 39.86 feet; length 33.75 feet; height 11._58 
feet; gross weight 6,800 pounds; engines 2 6-cylm
der, fuel injection, geared, 375 horsepower e~ch; 
propellers 3-bladed, constant speed, full feathermg, 
90-inch diameter; empty weight (approximate) 4,237 
pounds; standard fuel 175 gallons, optional 255 ~al
lons;_ seating 6; baggage allowable 930 pounds; w~g 
loadmg 34 pounds per square foot; power loading 
9.06 pounds per horsepo'vver; pressurized cabin. 

Perfortnance 

Maximum speed, 6,800 pounds gross weight at 
16,000 feet, 276 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75 
percent power at 20,000 feet, 255 miles per hour, at 
10,000 feet 231 miles per hour; normal cruise range 
955 miles (standard -fuel); maximum cruise range at 
25,000 feet 1,713 miles; rate of climb at sea level 
(~in) 1,700 feet per minute, (single) 300 feet per 
mmute; service ceiling (twin) 26,000 feet, (single) 
13,340 feet; take-oH run over 50-foot obstacle 2,516 
feet; landing nm o~er 50-foot obstacle (6,500 pounds 
gross) 2,110 feet. 
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AIRCRAFT 

.MODEL O-lE "BIRD DOG" 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

Although currently not in production, the 0-1 is sti? 
widely used by both the U.S. Army and the Arr 
Force for liaison and observation duties. Formerly 
known as the L-19, the aircraft is able to operate 
from rough, small fields. 

Specifications 
Wing span 36 feet; length 25 feet 10 inches; height 
7 feet 4 inches; wing area 174 square feet; gross 
weight 2,400 pounds; empty weight 1,614 pounds; 
'vving loading 13.8 pounds per square foot; po~er 
loading 11.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capac1ty 
40 gallons; engine 213 horsepower; propeller 90-
inch, fixed pitch. 

Performance 
Top speed at sea level 116 miles per hour; cruise 
speed 104 miles per hour at 70 percent power at 
5,000 feet; maximum range 530 miles at 5,000 feet 
at 98 miles per hour; rate of climb at sea level1,150 
feet per minute; service ceiling 18,500 feet; stalling 
speed 54 miles per hom. 



MODEL 0-2 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

_Military version of Cessna's Super Skymaster, the 
0-2 is being produced in 2 versions. The 0-2A is 
used primarily for forward air control, liaison and 
observation functions. The 0-2B (photo) is modified 
for psychological warfare roles. Two-engine relia
bility and ease of handling under varied power con
ditions are gained through its unique, centerline
mounted, opposed twin engines, one forward and 
one aft of the cabin between the twin tail booms. 

Specifications 

Wing span 38 feet; length 29 feet 9 inches; height 
9 feet 4 inches; wing area 201 square feet; engines 
2 6-cylinder, fuel-injected, 210 horsepower each. 

Performance 

Similar to commercial Super Skymaster version. 
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MODEL 230 AND 300 AGW AGON 

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The Agwagon aerial application aircraft is being 
produced by Cessna in 2 models, the Agwagon 230 
with a 230-horsepower engine and standard fixed
pitch prop or optional constant-speed prop, and the 
Agwagon 300 with a 300-hm'sepower engine and 
standard constant-speed prop. 

Specifications 
Gross weight 3,300 pounds (without dispersal equip
ment); length 25 feet 3 inches; height 7 feet 7 
inches; wing span 40 feet 4lfz inches; hopper ca
pacity 200 gallons, 757 liters; wing loading 16.3 
pounds per square foot; power loading 14.3 pounds 
per horsepower (Model 230), 11 pounds per horse
power (Model 300); engine Continental 0-470-R 
(Model 230), Continental 10-520-D (Model 300). 

Performance 
Top speed at sea level (230 horsepower fixed-pitch) 
119 miles per hour, (230 horsepower constant-speed) 
138 miles per hour, (300 horsepower constant-sp~ed) 
151 miles per hour; normal range (230 fixed-pitch 
70 percent power at 5,000 feet) 325 miles, (230 con
stant-speed 75 percent power at 6,500 feet) 335 
miles, (300 constant-speed 75 percent power at 
6,500 feet) 320 miles; rate of climb at sea lev~l for 
the 3 versions 710, 755, and 940 feet per mmute; 
service ceiling 13,000 feet, 13,700 feet, and 15,700 
feet. 



F-27J PROPJET TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Fairchild Hiller has built 120 F-27 airplanes that 
are_ fl~wn by 11 airlines and many corporations. 
This aircraft, one of the most efficient and economi
cal twin-propjets in service, is now available in a 
ne\~, more powerful version-the F-27J. It is pres
sunzed and completely air-conditioned on the 
ground as well as in flight. Importa11t features of 
the _F-27 are a highly reliable, completely pneu
matic, retractable landing gear and braking system 
and fuel-carrying wings that have never experienced 
algae corrosion. The F -27 meets mediwn- and short
range requirements of recrional airlines; offers 36-, 
40- or 44-passenger seating: operates from short run
ways and unimproved fields. 

Specifications -
Wing span 95 feet 2 inches· lencrth 77 feet 6 inches; 

' b 
e~pty weight 21,961 pounds; operational weights: 
4.,.,,000 pounds take-off 40 000 pounds landing; en
gine_ Rolls-Royce Dart RDa 7 / Mark 532-7, 2,050 
maximum horsepower; fuel capacity 1,364 or 2,063 
g~llons; propeller Rotol 4 blade, constant speed; 
wmg area 754 square feet. 

Perfonnance 
Crui~e speed 300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet; rate 
of chmb 2,200 feet per minute at sea level; service 
ceiling 32,700 feet. 
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FH-2278 PROPJET TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Fairchild Hiller has introduced the FH-227B an 
enlarged and improved version of the F-27. with a 
6-foot-longer fuselage, the FH-227B was designed 
to meet the requirements of short-haul airlines for 
additional capacity for both passengers and cargo. 
A second new freight area is offered in the aft 
section. 

Specifications 
Wing span 95 feet 2 inches; length 83 feet; opera
tional weights: 45,500 pounds take-off, 45,000 
pounds landing; engine Rolls-Royce Dart RDa 7 I 
Mark 532-7, 2,050 maximum horsepower; fuel ca
pacity 1,364 or 2,063 gallons; propeller Rotol 4 
blade, constant speed; wing area 754 square feet; 
aileron area 37.6 square feet; total flap area 136.9 
square feet; vertical tail including dorsal 190 square 
feet; rudder area (aft of hinge line) 33 square feet; 
horizontal tail surfaces 172 square feet; elevator 
area (aft of hinge line) 34 square feet. 

Perfortnance 
Cruise speed 300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet; rate 
of climb 2,200 feet per minute at sea level; service 
ceiling 35,000 feet. 



HELl-PORTER 

Prime Contra-ctor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 

Fairchild Hiller is producing 100 units of the Heli
Porter high-performance, single-engine, turbine
powered STOL aircraft for commercial markets. A 
spec~acul~r performer, it _is the first single-engine 
propjet airplane to be certified in the United States. 
The Heli-Porter is an all-purpose aircraft capable 
of operating from extremely small, unprepared 
fields. It features large double doors installed on 
eithe_r side or bo~ sides, depending on customer 
~eqrurements. Intenor configuration can be changed 
m a matter of seconds by one man without tools 
because of 4 T-rails built into the floor to receive 
passenger seats, cargo tie-down rings or stretchers. 
Arrang~d as a passenger aircraft, it can transport 8 
people mcluding the pilot. " 

Specifications 

Wing span 50 feet; length 36 feet; empty weight 
2,270 pounds; gross weight 4,850 pounds; useful 
load 2,500 pounds; wing- area 310 square feet· 2 in
tegral wing tanks have total capacity of 130 g~llons. 
Performance 

Cruise sp~ed 140 knots; range 550 nautical miles 
plus. 30-mmute fuel reserve; take-off run 320 feet at 
m~ximum ~ross weight on standard day with no 
wmd; landmg roll180 feet (uncle d"t" ) · ·lin r same con 1 wns ; 
serVIce ce1 g at maximum load 28 OOO f t , ee. 
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ARMED PORTER 

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 

Fairchild Hiller has developed an armed version of 
its Heli-Porter for use in limited warfare and for 
other occasions calling for aerial patrols. The air
craft's STOL characteristics allow it to ·be operated 
from exb·emely small, unprepared fields and to fly 
at very slow speeds. Large double doors, which can 
be installed on either side or both sides, make it un
surpassed for paradrop purposes. Its interior can be 
changed in seconds by one man without tools be
cause of 4 T-rails built into the floor to receive pas
senger seats, cargo tie-down rings or stretchers. As 
a passenger aircraft, it can carry 8 persons includ
ing the pilot. In its armed configuration, it can be 
fitted with guns, canisters, rockets, camera pods or 
target launchers under each wing and below the 
fuselage. 

Specifications 
Wing span 49 feet 10 inches; length 35 fe~t 9 
inches; empty weight 3,300 pounds; gross weight 
(CAR Part 3) 4,850 pounds, (CAR Part 8) 6,100 
pounds; useful load 3,385 pounds; wing area 310 
square feet; 2 integral wing tanks have total ca
pacity of 128 gallons. 

Performance 

Cruising speed 130 knots; range 450 nautical miles 
plus 30-minute fuel reserve; take-off run 305 ~eet at 
maximum gross weight on a standard day "':'I~ no 
wind; landing roll130 feet (under same conditions); 
service ceiling at maximum load 29,700 feet. 



FH-1100 HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Re1uarks 

The F~-1100 5-place helicopter is designed for both 
e~ecubve transport and rugged fi eld operation. Tur
bme powered, it is in production and Hying through
out the world. 

Specifications 

Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 6 
feet; length 28.3 feet; height 9.1 feet; empty weight 
1,395 pounds; engine Allison 250-C18. 

Performance 

Cruise speed 128 miles per hour at sea level; maxi
m~X:U rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; service 
cellmg 14,100 feet; range with maximum load 400 
miles. 
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FH-1100 AIR AMBULANCE 
Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Proved by both the Korean and Vietnam wa:s, the 
air ambulance is gaining widespread use m the 
United States. Fairchild Hiller's FH-1100 air ambu
lance provides low-cost service with hi~h-quality 
performance. This h1rbine helicopter, des1~ed for 
a 2-plus-2 conflauration (2 crewmen-pilot and 
medical attendant-and 2 patients), provides all the 
basic fearnres required of an ambulance helicopter: 
twin internal litter capability, ease of entry for lit
ters, room for an attendant, initial and operational 
costs within agencies' budgets and high speed. The 
double-decked twin litter, positioned behind the 
pilot, is easily removed through large double doors. 

Specifications 
Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 6 
feet; length 28.3 feet; height 9.1 feet; empty weight 
1,395 pounds; engine Allison 250-C18 gas turbine. 

Performance 
Cruise speed 128 miles per hour at sea level; maxi
mum rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; service 
ceiling 14,100 feet; range with maximum load 400 
miles; useful load 1,355 pounds. 



AIRCRAFT 

SL-4 HELICOPTER 

Prime. Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation · 

R~marks 

Powered by a supercharged engine that automati
cally maintains full power through 13,000 feet, the 
SL-4 has a service ceiling of almost 19,000 feet at 
full gross weight. It is a 4-place craft, sister ship to 
the nonsupercharged L-4. 

Specifications 

Main rotor diameter 35 feet; tail rotor diameter 5.5 
feet; length 29.1 feet; height 9.5 feet; empty weight 
1,960 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming TIV0-540-A2A, 
315 horsepower. 
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E-4 HELICOPTER (OH-23F) 
Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller 
Corporation 

Remarks 

Built to meet the Army's high-altitude, rugged ter
rain requirements, the OH-23F is a 4-place utility 
helicopter. As a civilian craft, the E-4, it is in wide 
service in forestry work, missile site construction 
support, executive transportation and offshore oil 
rig supply. 

Specifications 
Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 
5.5 feet; length 29.8 feet; height 9.8 feet; empty 
weight 1,813 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming V0-540, 
305 horsepower. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 96 miles per hour at sea level; 
cruise speed 92 miles per hour; ~axi~u_m rate of 
climb 1,920 feet per minute; service cellmg 19,300 
feet; range with maximum load 225 miles. 



F-105 THUNDERCHIEF FIGHTER BOl\'IBER 

Pr~me C:ontractor: H.epu blic A\ iation Di\ ision, Fair
child H1ller Corporation 

Retuarks 

The F-105 Thunderchjef is a Mach 2, multipurpose, 
all-wea~1er fighter-bomber capable of delivering 
conventional as well as nuclear and thermonuclear 
weapons. There are 2 models-the sinale-seat F-
1?5D ~nd the 2-place F-105F. The F-10S is in ser
VICe With the Tactical Air Force in the U.S., Europe 
an~ the Far Eas t. Its speed, maneuverability and 
aenal firepower qualify it for use in counterajr, 
close-support and interdiction roles in either limited 
or general war situations. The F-105 enables its pilot 
to_p~rfm:m a round-hip, low- or high-level bombing 
m~ss10n_ m any weather, day or Ilight, over any ter
ram, Without ever seeina the ground. The F-105 has 
been the "workhorse" i~ Nor~h Vietnam for strikes 
on heavily defended ground targets and has dem
~nst~,ated a ruggedness equal to the H.epublic P-47 
Jug of World War II. Its Vulcan 20-millimeter 

cannon has been particularly effective on all targets. 

Specifications 

~pan 34 feet 11 inches; length (F-105D) 64 feet 3 
mches, (F-105F) 69 feet 7 inches; height (F-105D) 
19 feet 8 inches, (F-105F) 20 feet 2 inches; engine 
P1:att & Whitney Aircraft J75, 26,500 pounds thrust 
With water injection and afterburner· conventional 

. ordnance load over 12,000 pounds. ' 

Performance 

Speed Mach 2; altitude ceiling 50,000-plus feet. 
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F-l02A ALL-WEATHER INTERCEP'fOR 
Prime Conb"actor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 
The single-seat F-102A, world's first supersonic all
weather interceptor, is a prime air defense weapon 
of the Air Force in America, Europe and th~ ~ar 
East. The F-102A carries Hughes Falcon miSSiles 
and 2.75-inch folding-fin rockets. The TF-102A com
bat proficiency trainer is similar to the F-102A ex
cept for a wider nose section to accommodate pilot 
and student in side-by-side seating. First flight of 
the YF-102 prototype was October 23, 1953, at Ed
wards AFB, California. First flight of the YF-102A 
was December 20, 1954. First deliveries to the Air 
Force were in June 1955. 

Specifications 
Span 38 feet 1.6 inches; length 68 feet 5 inches; 
height 21 feet 2.5 inches; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft J57-P-23 turbojet with afterburner, 10,000-
pound-thrust class. 

Performance 
Speed supersonic; ceiling above 50,000 feet. 



F-l06A ADVANCED ALL-WEATHER 
INTERCEPTOR 

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 

The single-seat F-106A carries Hughes AIM-4F and 
AIM-4G missiles and Douglas AIR-2A special 
weapon equipped with a nuclear warhead. The F-
106B is the 2-seat version of the F-106A, with all
weather capabilities and the same armament. First 
flight of the F-106A was D ecember 26, 1956, at Ed
wards Air Force Base, Cq.lifornia. First flight of the 
F-106B was April 9, 1958, at the same base. First 
deliveries of the F-106A to operational Air Force 
North American Air Defense Command squadrons 
were made in 1959. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 38 feet 1.6 inches; length~ 70 feet 9 inches; 
he1ght_ 20 feet 3.33 inches; engine 1 Pratt & Whit
ney Aircraft J75-17 with afterburner, 15,000-pound
thrust class; wing area 631.23 square feet. 

Performance _ 

Maxi~um speed 1,525 miles per hour; landing speed 
167 miles per hour; other details classified. 
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CONVAIR 600 

CONVAIR 600/ 640 

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 
Convair 600 is the general designation for a Con
vair Liner 240 airframe modernized with Rolls
Royce Dart turboprop engines. The Convair Liner 
340 or 440 airframe with Dart engines is designated 
Convair 640. Among improved performance fea
tures of the 600s are a payload increase of up to 
2,850 pounds and a cruising speed increase of 50 
miles an hour. 

Specifications 
600: Wing span 91 feet 9 inches; length 76 feet 11 
inches; height 26 feet 11 inches; passengers 40; 2 
Rolls-Royce MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025 shaft 
horsepower each; 2 Dowty Rotol4-bladed, 156-inch 
propellers; empty weight 28,250 pounds; gross 
weight 46,200 pounds. . 
640: Wing span 105 feet 4 mches; length 81 feet 5 
inches· height 18 feet 2 inches; passengers 44; 2 
Rolls-Royce MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025 shaft 
horsepower each; 2 Dowty Rotol4-bladed, 156-inch 
propellers; empty weight 30,540 pounds; gross 
weight 55,000 pounds. 

Perforn1ance 
600: Cruise speed 312 miles per hour at altitude of 
10,000 feet at maximum cruise power; rate of climb 
1,600 feet per minute; service ceiling 24,000 feet; 
maximum range 2,280 miles. 
640: Cruise speed 300 miles per hour at altitude of 
10,000 feet at maximum cruise power; rate of climb 
1,400 feet per minute; service ceiling 22,500 feet; 
maximum range 3,225 miles. 



CONVAIR 880 AND 880-M 

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 
The basic Convair 880 was designed for operation 
from runways of 5,000 to 8,000 feet and for favor
able operating costs on meclium-ranae to b·anscon-

. 0 

tmental flights . Its sister airliner, the Convair 880-M, 
off<: rs increased range, fuel capacity and operating 
W~Ights and shorter runway requirements. It has 
wm~ leading edge sla ts, power boost rudder and 
engmes with increased thrust. Both Convair 880s 
can cruise at 615 miles an hour. In a first-class, 4-
abreast seating arrangement as used by initial oper
ators, the 880 carries 84 passengers. In a 5-across 
coach configuration, it will carry llO persons. 

Specifications 
Wing span 120 feet; length 129 feet 4 inches; height 
36 f~et 4 inches; empty weight 84,300 pounds; wing 
loadmg 92.95 pounds per square foot at maximum 
880 take-off weight of 184,500 pounds; engines 4 
General Elecb·ic CJ805-3 turbojets with ll,200 
pounds thrust each, (880-:tvl) 4 General Elecb·ic 
CJ805-3B turbojets with ll,650 pounds static thrust 
each. 

Perforinance 
Ma~imum speed 615 miles per hour at maximum 
crmse thrust at 22,500 feet; cruise speed 556 miles 
per hour at Mach .84 at 35,000 fee t; landing speed 
145 miles per hour, 1.3 stall speed; landing weight 
121,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,565 feet per minute 
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet; cabin alti
tude 8,000 feet at 41 ,000-foot airplane altitude; 
range with maximum payload 3,200 statute miles. 
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CO~'V AIR 990A 

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 
T~e Co~".air 990A is a medium-range jet airliner 
\'Vlth cnn~mg speed and fuel capacity to fly nonstop 
transcontmental routes at near sonic speeds. The 
speed of the Convair 990A is boosted by 4 "speed 
capsules," which resemble inverted canoes, extend
ing beyond the h·ailing edge of the swept wina. 
They increase the airliner's speed by delaying fo~
mation of shock waves of air which tend otherwise 
to cling to the trailing edge of the wing and create 
drag. Some of the Convair 990A's fuel capacity 
comes from the fact that these speed capsules serve 
also as fuel tanks. 

Specifications 
vVing span 120 feet; length 139 feet 5 inches; height 
39 feet 6 inches; empty w eight 110,750 pounds; 
wing loading 106 pounds per square foot at take-off 
weight of 239,200 pounds; engines 4 CJ805-23B aft
fan turbojets with 16,050 pounds static thrust each; 
fuel capacity 15,188 gallons; wing area 2,250 square 
feet. 

Performance 
Cruisi~g speed 621 miles per hour; landing speed 
145 nules per hour, 1.3 stall speed; landina w eiaht 
151,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,250 feet pe~ min~te 
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet; cabin alti
tude 8,000 feet at 41 ,000-foot airplane altitude; 
range with maximum payload 4,050 miles. 



F-IllA TACTICAL FIGHTER-BOMBER 

Prime Contract~r: Fort Worth Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 

Remarks 

The Air Force's newest, fastest and most versatile 
fighter-bomber, the F-1llA is the basic aircraft of 
the variabl~-wing F-1ll series. The wings of all 
F-1ll versiOns can be moved in flight through 
s:veep angles from 16 to 72.5 degrees, enabling the 
a:rcraf~ commander to perform any specified mis
SIOn With peak aerodynamic efficiency. With wings 
extended, the F-1llA can- take off and land with 
less th~n 3,000. feet of ground roll. With wings 
swept mto a high-speed delta design, the F-ll1A 
can fly at Mach 2.5 at altitude, and supersonically 
at sea level while guided by its terrain-following 
ra.dar. The aircraft is powered by 2 fanjet engines 
With afterb~ners. First flight of ~ a developmental 
F-1llA was m. December 1964; first production air
?raft were delivered to the Tactical Air Command 
m October 1967. Initial production order for 331 
F-1l1As was announced by the Air Force in May 
1967. The first detachment of F-lllAs was de
~oyed to Southeast Asia in March 1968. By mid-

~Y: these aircraft had flown more than 50 combat 
midss~onbs odver North Vietnam, most of them at night 
an m a weather. 

Specifications 

Span, w~ngs extended, 63 feet, wings fully swe t 32 
feet; height 17 feet· length 73 f t . 2Pp' 
& Wh"tn A" f' ee; engmes ratt 

I e~ Ircra t TF30-P-3 afterburning turbo
fans, each m 20,000-pound-thrust class. 

Performance 

Speed at altitu~~ Mach 2-plus; speed at sea level 
M.ach 1-plus; ~e1l~g ~,000 feet; range transoceanic 
without refueling; mfl1ght refueling capability. 
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RF-lllA RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 

Remarks 
The U.S. Air Force RF-ll1A is equipped with 
cameras, radar and infrared sensors to record in
formation about the area below and adjacent to the 
aircraft. Basic appearance of the F-1llA tactical 
fighter-bomber and the RF-1llA is the same. The 
only external differences are added radomes on the 
reconnaissance version and optical windows under 
the weapons-bay area. The main modifications re
quired to produce the RF-ll1A are removal of 
weapons-bay doors and installation of a pallet in 
the bay to house the various reconnaissance sensors 
and related reconnaissance equipment. The 
RF-1llA has virtually all the capabilities of other 
modern reconnaissance aircraft, plus all of the ad
ditional features and capability of the F-1llA, such 
as added range and endurance. The RF-lllA's long 
ferry range, coupled with short take-off and landing 
capability, permits flexibility of deployment and 
utilization of many more bases. The RF-ll1A 
development program was announced by the De
partment of Defense in December 1965. First flight 
of the developmental aircraft was in December 
1967. 

Specifications and Performance 
The RF-ll1A has essentially the same specifications 
and performance features as the F-1llA, but its in
ternal bay is used for special sensing and photo
graphic equipment instead of weapons. 



FB-lllA STRATEGIC BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: Fort \iVorth Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 

Remarks 
The variable-wing FB-lllA strategic bomber will 
replace the Strategic Air Command's C through F 
models of the B-52. To modernize this part of the 
strategic bomber force, the FB-lllA will capitalize 
on essentially the same performance capabilities 
demonstrated by the F-IllA. The FB-lllA will en
hance sb·ategic air effectiveness by combining high 
sub~onic peneb·ation speed on the deck and super
s~mc speed at altitude with advanced penetration 
aids and other SAC avionics. The strategic bomber 
~as the F-IllA fuselage, but it has an additional 
/-foot wing span to provide greater range. The 
FB-l_llA's landing gear is strengthened to support 
heavier gross weights. It will carry conventional or 
nuclear weapons, including a new Short-Range 
Attack Missile (SRAM) that delivers a nuclear war
head at supersonic speeds. First flight of a develop
mental FB-111A was in July 1967. Initial production 
o~der for 64 FB-111As was announced in May 1967. 
First flight of a production FB-111A was in July 
1968. 

Specifications 
Span, wings extended, 70 feet, wings fully swept, 34 
feet; height 17 feet; length 73 feet; engines 2 Pratt 
& Whitney TF30-P-5 afterburning turbofans; arma
ment, conventional and nuclear, SRAM. 

Perforntance 
Speed Mach 1-plus at sea level, Mach 2-plus at alti
tude; ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoceanic with
out refueling; inflight refueling capability. 
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AIRCRAFT 

F-lllC STRIKE AIRCRA.FT 

Prime Contractor: Fort vVorth Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 

Remarks 
The F-111C will be used by the Royal Australian 
Air Force for sb·ike missions. The RAAF F-111C is 
outwardly identical to the U.S. Air Force FB-ll1A 
sb·ategic bomber, but it is equipped with the U.S. 
Air Force F-111A avionic system. Australia has 
ordered 24 F-111Cs, 6 of which may be fitted for 
reconnaissance roles. First flight of an F-lllC was 
in July 1968. The £rst of 24 F-111Cs ordered by 
Ausb·alia was turned over to the RAAF in Septem
ber 1968. 

Specifications and Performance 
F-111C is outwardly identical to FB-111A but has 
essentially the same performance features as 
F-111A. 



AIRCRAFJ 

B-58_ HUSTLER BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 

Remarks 
The B-58 Hustler is a supersonic Mach 2 strategic 
bomber in service with the Air Force Strategic Air 
Command. It is this nation's first and only bomber 
to operate at more than twice the speed of sound. 
B-58s have been operational since 1960 and are now 
used by the 43rd Bomb Wing at Little Rock Air 
Force Base, Arkansas, and the 305th Bomb Wing, 
Grissom Air Force Base, Indiana. They were de
signed and produced at the Fort Worth Division of 
General Dynamics. First Bight was November 11, 
1956. One hundred sixteen were produced. Air 
Force crews Hying B-58s set 19 world speed and 
altitude records and won the Thompson Trophy, 
the Mackay Trophy (twice), the " Bleriot Trophy, 
and the Harmon Trophy (twice). The design uses 
the delta wing pioneered by the Convair Division 
of General Dynamics. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 56 feet 10 inches; length 96 feet 9 inches; 
he1ght 29 f~et 11 inches; gross weight 160,000 
pounds; ~ngmes 4 General Electric J79 turbojets 
mounted m p_ods; engine thrust each 15,600 pounds 
at take-off w1th afterburners; landing gear tricycle 
( d_ual-wheel nose gear, 8-wheel truck main gear); 
wmg area 1,542 square feet. 

Performance 

Maximum speed over 1,300 miles an hour (Mach 2)· 
service ceiling above 60,000 feet; range interconti~ 
nental with refueling. 
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E-2A HAWKEYE 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Rmnarks 
Hawkeye's improved radar, computers and high
speed data relay system provide the Navy with an 
excellent early warning and intercept-control capa
bility. The coordinated effort of the Hawkeye's 
crew of 5 and this speedy information collection, 
evaluation and relaying equipment is called A TDS 
(Airborne Tactical Data System). The system pro
vides Beet headquarters with the lead time neces
sary for action in nullifying high-Mach-number 
attacking aircraft. Hawkeye is able to remain air
borne for prolonged periods. The aircraft is seeing 
extensive use in Vietnam as a flying command post. 
First flight was October 21, 1960. 

Specifications 
Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 4 inches; 
height 16 feet; engines 2 Allison T56-A-8 rated at 
4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower. 

Performance 
Speed 274 knots true (average cruise speed); fuel 
12,133 pounds. 



S-2E TRACKER 
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Grumman's S-2E tracker, built for the Navy, was 
designed to perform the complete antisubmarine 
warfare mission: detection, localization, classifica
tion and destruction of hostile submarines. The 
plane is equipped with a variety of electronic sen
sory and search devices coordinated with a tactical 
navigation system that features memory, display 
and automatic computation for solving tactical or 
navigational problems. Armament includes nuclear 
depth charges, depth bombs, rockets and homing 
torpedoes. 

Specifications 
Span 72 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 6 inches; 
height 16 feet 7 inches; power plants 2 Wright 
R1820 1,525-horsepower engines. 
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AIRCRAFT 

A-6A INTRUDER 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The A-6A Intruder is a low-altitude, lonrr-ranrre 
twin-engine attack aircraft with all-weatl~er ~d 
night attack capability. It can be confirrured to 
deliver either nuclear or conventional store~ and fly 
in close support of ground troops on an around-tl1e
clock basis. The integrated display system enables 
tl1e crew to "see" targets or the environment around 
tl1e aircraft,. under. zero-visibility conditions, by 
means of VlSu~l. displays presented on viewing 
screens. In addition, the A-6A employs the Digital 
Integrated Attack Navigation System (DIANE), 
which frees the pilot from details that can be per
formed automatically and enables him to focus his 
attention on the immediate tactical situation. The 
Intruder was the first aircraft in Navy inventory 
and on active flight status to employ the nose-tow 
catapult system. The A-6A is deployed witl1 the 
Navy and the Marine Corps in Vietnam and is 
establishing an excellent record. 

Specifications 
Span 53 feet; length 53 feet 3 inches; height 12 feet 
1 inch; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A 
9,300 pounds thrust each. ' 

Performance 
Classified. 

r 



AIRCRAFT 

EA-6A INTRUDER 

Prime Contractor:- Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The EA-6A is the progenitor of a line of aircraft 
created specifically to monitor electronic emissions 
and interfere with automatically controlled weap
onry. These aircraft are in service with the Marine 
Corps, first service to fly this type of weapon sys
tem. The 2-place EA-6A can detect, locate, classify, 
record and jam radiations from enemy weaponry. 
Its main mission is to support strike aircraft and 
ground troops by suppressing air-to-air, air-to
ground and ground-to-air electronically controlled 
weapons. The EA-6A, which has the same airframe 
as the A-6A Intruder, can function in all weather 
conditions. D evelopment of a second-generation 
EA-6B craft with much greater capapilities is under 
way at Grumman. 

Specifications 

~pan 5~ feet; l~ngth 55 feet; power plants 2 Pratt 
Whrtney Arrcraft J52-P-8A turbojets, 9,300 

pounds thrust each. -

Performance 
Classified. 
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EA-6B 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The EA-6B is a derivative of the already proven 
EA-6A aircraft now on active duty with th e Marine 
Corps. Its most outstanding feature is the length
ened fuselage for accommodating 2 additional crew 
members. Sustained low-altitude flight capability, 
spacious crew stations and armor plate protection 
are additional features of this newest addition to the 
Intruder family. The prototype EA-6B made its 
first flight May 25, 1968, with Grumman test pilot 
Don King at the controls; the flight las ted 1 hour 
45 minutes. 

Specifications 
Span 53 fee t; length 59 feet 5 inches; height 16 
feet 3 inches; power plants 2 Pratt & Whitney Air
craft J52-P-8A rated at 9,300 pounds thrust each. 

Performance 
Classified. 



OV-1 :MOHAWK 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Designed to operate from small, unimproved fields, 
the Mohawk is used by the Arm) for observation 
work. Its bugeye canopy offers exceptional visibility 
to its 2-man crew. F eaturing a 55-knot stall speed 
and short take-off and landing capabilities like the 
Army's light single-enau1e au·craft, the Mohawk is 
able to "live" with the Held Army. 

Specifications 
Span 42 feet; length 41 feet; height 12 feet 8 inches; 
engines 2 Lycoming T53-L-15, each of 1,100 equiv
alent shaft horsepower. 

Perforn1ance 

Maximum speed 325 .miles per hour; normal cruise 
speed 207 miles per hour; landing speed 75 miles 
per hour; service ceiling 33,000 feet; range with 
maximum payload 774 miles. 
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AIRCRAFT 

HU-16B ALBATROSS 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 

Gruniman's largest amphibian, the Albatross, is 
used by the Air Force, Navy and Coast Guard as a 
general utility aircraft capable of performing as a 
hospital plane or as a sea-air rescue, cargo, transport 
or photographic airplane. Most recent version is the 
HU-16B, which has greater wing span, larger verti
cal and horizontal tail surfaces and greater range 
than its predecessor, the HU-16A. Another version 
of the Albatross was built for antisubmarine war
fare. Both types continue in active service, but the 
aircraft is no longer in production. Twelve foreign 
nations have purchased Albatross aircraft. 

Specifications 
Span 96 feet 8 inches; length 61 feet 4 inches; 
height 25 feet 10 inches; power plants 2 ·wright 
R1820-76 rated at 1,425 horsepower each. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 205 knots; best cruise 130 knots; 
maximum endmance speed 108 knots; range 2,850 
nautical miles. 



GULFSTREAM I 
Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The Grumman Gulfstream I is a twin-engine corpo
rate transport with transcontinental range. The 
plane carries a 2-man crew and is designed for 
10-14 passengers in the executive version and up to 
24 passengers in a high-density configuration. The 
plane has short-field flexibility. More than 180 Gulf
stream Is have been sold to the nation's leading 
corporations. 

Specifications 

Span 78 feet 4 inches; length 64 feet; height 22 feet 
9 inches; power plants 2 Rolls-Royce Dart Mark 
529-8X turboprops rated at 2,190 equivalent shaft 
horsepower. 

Performance 

Cruise speed 357 miles per hour; range more than 
2,500 miles; service ceiling 39,000 feet. 
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GULFSTREAM II 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
A fast, long-range corporate jet transport, Gulf
stream II is a twin turbofan, T-tail aircraft which 
can fly from New York to Los Angeles against a 
continuous 90-knot headwind. Powered by 2 aft
mounted Rolls-Royce Spey fanjets, the 10-19 pas
senger aircraft grosses 56,000 pounds. Gulfstream 
II also retains the short-field flexibility of its prede
cessor, the turboprop Gulfstream I. First flight 
was in October 1966. In May 1968 the Gulfstream 
II became the first corporate jet to fly nonstop from 
New York to London. The east-to-west return trip 
was also nonstop. 

Specifications 
Span 68 feet 10 inches; length 79 feet 11 in~hes; 
cabin interior 34 feet long, head room 6 feet 1 mch; 
seating 10-19 normal, up to 30 in high-density ver
sion; engine 2 Rolls-Royce Spey RB163-25 turbo
fans rated at 11,400 pounds thrust each. 

Performance 
Speed up to 585 miles per hour; range .3,010 na~ti
cal miles; rate of climb 4,000 feet per mmute; crmse 
altitude 40,000 feet. 



C-2A GREYHOUND 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
A new carrier on-board delivery system for the 
Navy, the C-2A Greyhound is designed to keep 
flee~ units supplied with high-priori ty items like jet 
eng1!1es and to serve as a pers01mel transport for 
c~rrter groups. The C-2A permits the Navy to fly 
dt:ectly from land bases to operating forces at sea 
Wtthout disruption of battle efficiency. The aircraft 
has a fully pressurized fus elacre and a tail-ramp 
l?ading device which allows ea~e of loading opera
tion~; it is readily convertible into a personnel 
earner. 

Specifications 
Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 6 inches; 
power plants 2 Allison T56-A-8 engines rated at 
4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower each. 

Performance 
Range 1,300 nautical miles with a 10,000-pound 
payload. 
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AIRCRAFT 

C-IA TRADER 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The C-1A Trader is a cargo version of the S-2D / E 
Tracker and is used extensively as a carrier on
board delivery aircraft. The aircraft features a 
larger fuselage, with 9 rear-facing seats or cargo 
fittings. Other uses for which the C-1A is designed 
include: instrument trainer, light cargo aircraft, 
utility or administrative aircraft and carrier quali
fication trainer. The C-1A Trader is no longer 
produced, but it continues to serve alongside its 
newer brother, the C-2A Greyhound, as an impor
tant link between the fleet and its support bases on 
land. 

Specifications 
Span 69 feet 8 inches; length 42 feet; height 16 feet 
3% inches; power plants 2 R1820-82 rated at 1,525 
horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruise 150 knots; service ceiling 24,800 feet; range 
964 miles. 



1 
AIRCRAFT 

TC-4C 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The TC-4C, as yet unnamed, is the result of mating 
A-6A radome and avionics to a conventional Grum
man Gulfstream I. The aircraft retains the basic 
fail-safe airframe and engine of the Gulfstream I, 
but features a higher capacity electrical generating 
system to - satisfy the demands of the additional 
A-6A avionics gear. The TC-4C was conceived in 
order to release more A-6As from training squad
rons and train a greater number of bombardier/ 
navigators. In the TC-4C, Intruder training mis
~ions can be flown by a pilot and a bombardier/ 
navigator team seated in a full-scale A-6A cockpit. 
In addition, 4 bombardier/navigator trainees, 
seated at individual consoles forward of the simu
lated A-6A cockpit, can observe the same displays 
as those seen by the bombardier/navigator in the 
simulated cockpit. Students can follow development 
of the A-6A navigation-attack problem on their own 
s~opes, observing target identification, radar picture 
s~z~, t~rrain features, atmospheric and interference 
li~I~ations and optimum display selection. Capa
bilities of navigation and track radar can also be 
observed. Each console is also outfitted with navi
gational readouts. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 78 feet 4 inches; length 67 feet 10% inches; 
height 23 feet 4 inches; power plants 2 Rolls-Royce 
Dart MK 529-8X turboprops rated at 2 210 . 
lent shaft horsepower. ' eqmva-

Performance 

Cruise speed 290 knots; ferry range 1,950 nautical 
miles; service ceiling 30,400 feet. 
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TF-9J COUGAR 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The TF-9J is a 2-seat version of the F-9F-8 Cougar 
outfitted for training purposes. The second seat is 
forward of the first and the aircraft is outfitted with 
2 guns only. The TF-9J was the first jet trainer in 
the U.S. Navy Advanced Jet Training Command 
capable of transonic speed. Performance, range and 
combat capability very closely duplicate those of 
the F-9J. It is well suited to intermediate and 
operational jet training, transonic flight indoctrina
tion, carrier operations, instrument and navigation 
training and gunnery and external store delivery 
training. Although the Cougar trainer is no longer 
in production, it is still in active service with the 
Navy and Marine Corps and is being used in Viet
nam as a tactical air control aircraft. 

Specifications 
Span 34 feet 6 inches; length 44 f~et 4% in~hes 
(with refueling boom add 4 feet 4% mches); h~Ight 
12 feet 4 inches; power plant 1 Pratt & Whitney 
J48 rated at 6,250 pounds thrust. 

Performance 
Mach .87 at 35,000 feet; service ceiling 43,000 feet. 



E-lB TRACER 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Remarks 

Th~ E-1B !racer is a development of the S-2/C-1 
senes of au·craft and is distincruished by its larae 
t ft} b O ' 0 P o 1e fuselage mounted radome. Airframe con-
struction parallels tl1e S-2/ C-1 series. The aircraft 
l~as all-~eather capability, and its long-range detec
~Ion equ~pment serves the fleet with early warning 
illfm:mahon regarding impending enemy attack. 
Eq~Ipment for vectoring friendly interceptors 
agams_t specific targets is also on board. This air
cra~t IS no_ longer in production but continues in 
active serviCe on both ASW and attack carriers. 

Specifications 

Span 72 feet 4 inches· length 72 feet 4 inches; 
height 16 feet; power plants 2 R1820-82 rated at 
1,525 horsepower. 

Perfor1nance 

Range 875 miles; service ceiling 15,800 fee t. 
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AIRCRAFT 

AG-CAT 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Encrineerincr 
0 0 

Corporation 

Remarks 
The Grumma~ Ag-Cat is a biplane built specifically 
for crop dusting and spraying operations. It fea
tures high performance, safety characteristics and 
easy maintenance. Extremely safe, the Ag-Cat has 
gentle stall characteristics, excellent handling and 
control qualities and low maintenance costs. The 
plane is powered by a variety of engines; a new 
Super model has a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 450-
horsepower engine, together with stronger con
struction, increased fuel capacity and higher gross 
weight. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet 11 inches; length 24 feet 4 inches; 
height 11 feet; certified gross weight 4,500 pounds; 
hopper load 40 cubic feet; engines 220-horsepower 
Continental, 240-horsepower Gulf Coast, 245-horse
power Jacobs, 275-horsepower Jacobs, 300-horse
power Jacobs or 450-horsepower Pratt & Whitney. 
Permissible operating gross weight limit may be as 
high as 6,075 pounds, in accordance with its CAtv! 
8, Appendix A, Section 7.1. 

Performance 
'V'orking speed range 80-100 miles per hour; never
exceed speed 147 miles per hom; rate of climb 1,080 
feet per minute. 

I 



AIRCRAFT 

MODEL 300 
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 
The Model 300 is a 3-place aircraft designed for a 
wide variety of personal transportation and general 
utility assignments. Exceptionally smooth flight 
characteristics of the 3-bladed rotor have made this 
helicopter especially useful for aerial photography 
in addition to the traditional traffic and power-line 
patrol and construction site operations. Equipment 
includes litters, cargo racks, floats and external load 
sling. The Model 300 has a top speed of 87 miles 
per hour. A version especially equipped for law en
forcement has successfully demonstrated its crime
suppression capabilities in Proj,ect Sky Knight, a 
federally sponsored experiment utilizing helicop
ters as round-the-clock aerial patrol cars. It is being 
used by nearly a score of law enforcement agencies 
for patrol work. Equipment includes 3-way police 
radio, siren, high-power public address system, lit
ter~ an_d an_ internally controlled floodlight system 
":'hiCh Il~u~unates the average residential lot to day
li~ht ~nllmnce from 500-foot patrol altitude. En
gmeenng refinements include Quiet Tail Rotor and 
exha_ust m~ffier which make all-night patrolling 
possible Without disturbing sleeping citizenry. 
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TH-55A HELICOPTER TRAINER 
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 
The TH-55A is a 2-place primary helicopter t:ainer 
in production for the Army. Hughes had dehvered 
a total of 620 TH-55A helicopters to the Army 
through 1968; the company had contracts to build 
396 more by April1969. 

Specifications 
Crew 1· main rotor diameter 25 feet 31/z inches; 
length 2s feet 5 inches; height 8 feet 3 inches; de
sign gross weight 1,670 pounds; useful load 660 
pounds; engine Lycoming HI0-360-B1A, 180 
horsepower. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 75 knots; endurance 21/z hours_ at 
65 knots; hovering ceiling ICE 6,400 feet; hovermg 
ceiling OGE 4,000 feet. 



OH-6A LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 

Hughes is deliverincr the OH-6A liaht observation 
h li 

b b 

e copter to the Army under contracts calling for 
1,301 aircraft. This helicopter set 23 world records 
for rotorcraft including marks for altitude, speed 
and nonstop, nonrefueled, cross-country flight 
(2,215 miles). 

Specifications 

Length 30.3 feet; height 8.2 feet; main rotor di
mn~ter 26.33 feet; empty weight 1,180 pounds; 
des1gn gross weight 2,400 pounds; useful load 1,520 
pou~ds at overload gross vveight of 2,700 pounds; 
engme Allison T63-A-5A (derated to 252.5 shaft 
horsepower). 

Performance 

Maximum speed 130 knots; cruise speed 123 knots; 
range 300-plus nautical miles (including reserves); 
rate of climb 1,550 feet per minute; endurance more 
than 3.5 hours (including reserves). 
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AIRCRAFT 

MODELS 500, 500S (STAi~DARD), 5001\1 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 
The Hughes 500 executive transport (photo) , luxu
rious commercial version of the U.S. Am1y OH-6A, 
carries 5 people and their luggage. It is a helicopter 
designed to rival fLxed-wing aircraft in executive 
transportation, providing faster point-to-point 
travel up to 450 miles. The 500 features exceptional 
performance, luxurious appointments and low main
tenance requirements. A companion Model SOOS 
provides maximum utility vvith its 40-cubic-foot 
cargo compartment. The compartment's position at 
the center of gravity of the aircraft eliminates 
balance problems. Extremely versatile, the 500S 
may carry up to 950 pounds of internal cargo in the 
aft compartment; total personnel-carrying capabil
ity is 7 including pilot. Speed, performance, low 
maintenance and exceptional external and internal 
cargo-lifting capabilities enable the 500S to fulfill 
many roles in the fields of agriculture, foresh-y, con
struction, oil exploration and offshore supply. The 
Model 500M, an international military version of 
the OH-6A, offers a variety of modifications to meet 
owner requirements for power and performance. 



HH-43B, HH-43F RESCUE/UTILITY 
.HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Kaman Corporation, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 
The Kaman Huskie has a unique intermeshing rotor 
system and servo-flap control system. In service 
with the Air Rescue Service of the Air Force and 
with foreign governments around the world, the 
Huskie has demonstrated an ability to perform in 
jungles, mountains and remote corners of the world 
previously inaccessible to aircraft. The Huskie has 
established a record of safety and reliability far e~
ceeding that of any other military aircraft ever m 
service. 

Specifications 

HH-43B powered by Lycoming T53-L-11B, HH-43F 
by T53-L-11A; 2 intermeshing, counterrotating, 2-
bladed rotors, diameter 47 feet; height 12.6 feet; 
empty weight 4,585 pounds (B model), 4,620 
pounds (F model); gross weight 6,100 pounds (both 
models); maximum gross weight 9,150 pounds (both 
models). 

Performance 

Ma~imum speed 120 miles per hour (both models); 
crmse speed 110 miles per hour (both models); 
range 277 statute miles (B model), 303 statute miles 
(F model); rate of climb 2,000 feet per minute (B 
model), 1,800 feet per minute (F model)· hover 
OGE 15,000 feet (B model), 18,000 feet (F ~odel) ; 
service ceiling 23,000 feet (B model) 25 000 feet 
(F model). ' ' 
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UH-2A/B UTILITY /RESCUE HELICOPTER 
Prime Contractor: Kaman Corporation, Aircraft 
Division 

Remarks 
This compact, high-speed, turbine-powered helicop
ter is used by the Navy and Marine Corps. The Sea
sprite carries a complete complement of the lates t 
navigational and electronic flight aids including 
APN-130 Doppler, ASA-13A Air Mass Computer 
and a Kaman-developed autostabilization system. 
With all-weather instrumentation, retractable land
ing gear and water-alighting capabilities, the Sea
sprite operates on a 24-hour-day basis and at long 
ranges compatible with today's around-the-clock, 
dispersed-fleet operations. The UH-2 is used for 
search, rescue, gunfire observation, reconnaissance, 
plane guard, courier, personnel transfer, ship-to
ship resupply and tactical air controller operations. 
The UH-2 was first flown in June 1959, and there 
are now over 150 in service with the fleet and at 
shore stations around the world. 

Specifications . 

Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight 
6,100 pounds; gross weight 8,6.37 pounds; overload 
gross weight 10,000 pounds; engine GE T58-8 with 
1,250 shaft horsepower; single 4-blade main rotor, 
44 feet diameter; 3-blade tail rotor 8 feet diameter. , 

Performance 

Maxi~um speed 162 miles per hour; cruise speed 
152 miles pe~ hour; normal range 671 miles; ferry 
range 950 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,740 
feet per minute; hover OGE 5,100 feet; service ceil
ing 17,400. 



UH-2C RESCUE/ UTILITY HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Kaman Corporation, Aircraft 
Division 

Retnarks 

The UH-2C is a conversion to tv,rin-turbine configu
ration of a number of UH-2A/ Bs under a Navy 
c~ntract awarded Kaman. Retrofitting the craft 
With 2. General Electric T58-8 engines provides the 

· Seaspnte with twin-engine reliability for nighttime 
over-water rescue missions. Compact and able to 
operate from fleet vessels as small as destroyers, the 
UH-2C has completely self-contained navigation 
capability. 

Specifications 

Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight 
7,390 pot~nds; gross weight 9,951 pounds; ~verload 
gross we1ght 11,614 pounds; main rotor, smgle, 4-
bladed, 44 feet diameter· tail rotor 3-bladed, 8 feet 
diameter; engines 2 Ge~eral Electric T58-8, 1,250 
shaft horsepower each. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 157 miles per hour; cruise speed 
152 miles per hour; normal range 425 miles; ferry 
range 570 miles; rate of climb, sea level, 2,275 feet 
p er minute; hover ceiling OGE 16,800 feet; service 
ceiling 18,400 feet. 
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AIRCRAFT 

LA-4 Al\'IPHIBIAN 

Prime Contractor: Lake Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The Lake LA-4 is an all-metal, midwing, 4-pas
senger amphibian aircraft. It has retractable tri
cycle gear and large flaps, both actuated by an 
engine-driven hydraulic system. This system is 
backed up for emergency use by a manually op
erated hand pump. The aircraft is powered by the 
Lycoming 180-horsepower 0-360-A1A used in 
pusher con£guration, and it utilizes a H artzell _ 
forged dural controllable constant-speed metal pro
peller. The aircraft is unusually rugged and is 
capable of operating from short fields and in ex
b·emely rough water conditions. This high-perform
ance amphibian is enjoying a wide acceptance on 
the world market, several having been flown to 
Europe and to Australia. 

Specifications 
Wing span 38 feet; wing area 170 square feet; wing 
load 14.1 pounds p er square foot; length 24 feet 11 
inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 2,400 
pounds; empty weight 1,555 pounds; useful load 
845 pounds. 

Perforntance 
Speed 132 miles per hour; stall speed 50 miles per 
hour; take-off run 650 feet (land), 1,125 feet (water) ; 
landing roll 475 feet (land), 600 feet (water ); rate of 
climb 800 feet per minute. 



AIRCRAR 

;~· :.;. · · 

LEARJET 24 

Prime Contractor: Lear Jet Industries, Inc. 

Remarks · 

Certified in March 1966 as a growth version of the 
original Learjet 23, the "24" meets Air Transport 
Category requirements under Part 25 of Federal Air 
Regulations. Nearly 200 Learjets in corporate ser
vice by the end of 1968 had accumulated some 
220,000 hours of flight, equivalent to 110,000,000 
miles of travel. Learjets, which hold 22 internation
ally recognized performance records, have led the 
business jet industry in civil deliveries since 1965. 

Specifications 

Span 35 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 3 inches; 
height 12 feet 7 inches; wing sweep back 13 degrees; 
take-off gross weight 13,000 pounds; pressure dif
ferential 8.78 pounds per square inch; engines 2 
General Electric CJ610-4. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 560 miles per hour; stall speed 
normal landing weight 104 miles per hour; maxi
mum range with 45-minute reserve 1,565 miles · 
ma~mum ~perational altitude 45,000 feet; single~ 
engme service ceiling 26,000 feet; rate of climb at 
sea level 6,300 feet per minute; 2-engine take-off 
over 35-foot obstacle 2,550 feet; 2-engine landing 
over 50-foot obstacle 2,850 feet. 
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LEARJET 25 
Prime Contractor: Lear Jet Industries, Inc. 

Remarks 
Certificated in October 1967, the Learjet 25 mea
sures 4% feet longer than the Learjet 24. It carries 8 
passengers plus crew of 2. Offering essentially the 
same high performance statistics as the "24," the 
larger Learjet 25 provides certain adva~ta!?ies in 
load-carrying ability, range and other cntena. In 
February 1967 a standard production Learjet 25 
was flown to 40,000 feet in 6 minutes 19 seconds, 
breaking the "time-to-climb" business jet record set 
previously by a Learjet 23. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet 7 inches; length 47 feet 7 inches; 
height 12 feet 7 inches; wing sweepback 13 degre~s; 
take-off gross weight 15,000 pounds; pressure dif
ferential 8.94 pounds per square inch; engines 2 
General Electric CJ610-6. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 560 miles per hour; stall speed 
normal landing :weight 110 miles per hour; m_axi
mum range with 45-minute reserve 1,800 ~mles; 
maximum operational altitude 45,000 feet; _smgle
engine service ceiling 27,500 feet; rate of chmb at 
sea level 5,600 feet per minute; 2-engine take-off 
over 35-foot obstacle 3,535 feet; 2-engine landing 
over 50-foot obstacle 4,020 feet. 



NAVY A-7 CORSAIR IT 
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 
Newe~t attack plane in the Navy's arsenal is the A-7 
Corsair II, which first deployed aboard the Ranger 
to the Pacific Fleet in late 1967. Designed in re
sponse to the Navy's request for a light attack air
craft with more capability and versatility, the A-7 
overall design characteristics were derived from the 
F-8 Crusader series, but optimized for the attack 
role. The Corsair II can carry more than twice the 
load of bombs or the same bomb load more than 
twice as far ~s current lirrht attack bombers. Its 
f ' b uel capacity gives a choice of extended range or 
valuable loiter time over the target. Factory com
pleted 3 weeks ahead of schedule, the A-7A made 
it_s first flight in October 1965; 199 production 
~ucraf~ were delivered by early 1968. The A model 
Is eqmpped with the Pratt & Whitney TF30-P-6 
engine. The Navy has contracted for production of 
196 B models of the Corsair II, with the more 
powerful TF30-P-8 engine, to be delivered during 
1968/1969. An Air Force version, the D model, and 
~he_ Navy's updated E will be equipped with an 
av~onics suit" combining a weapon delivery/navi

gation computer with Doppler radar, inertial plat
form, air data computer, forward-looking radar and 
head-up display. 

Specifications 
Wing span 38.7 feet; length 45.4 feet; height 16.2 
feet; engine Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P-6 

. (_A-7A), TF30-P-8 (A-7B and -7E), Rolls-Royce/Al
lison TF41 Spey (A-7D and -7E). 

Perfor~nance 

Subsonic. 
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AIR FORCE A-7D 

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 
The Air Force began procuring the A-7D for tacti
cal use in 1968. Described as capable of carrying 
and effectively delivering all types of non-nuclear 
munitions, the A-7D is to be used in tactical multi
purpose attack missions. It is designed to achieve a 
high level of operational reliability with a mini
mum of maintenance support. The Air Force A-7 is 
equipped with an avionics suit which gives the air
craft great improvement over other aircraft in terms 
of day and night visual and all-weather weapon 
delivery and precise navigation for the attack mis
sion. Weapon delivery wrill be improved by a ratio 
of 3 to 1 over most other aircraft in the inventory 
with a digital-computer-equipped avionics package. 
The first Air Force A-7 was test flown in Dallas in 
April 1968 and was scheduled to be operational 
within Tactical Air Command in 1969. The Air 
Force airplane includes an arresting hook for emer
gency landings or aborted take-offs, inflight refuel
ing capability and folding wing sections, gas 
turbine self-starter, M-61 Vulcan 20-millimeter can
non capable of firing 6,000 rounds a minute and 8 
store stations on the fuselage and wings. 

Specifications 
Wing span 39.73 feet; length 46.13 feet; height 
16.7 feet; engine Allison/ Rolls-Royce TF41-A-1 
Spey. 

Performance 
Speed subsonic, more than 650 miles per hour; 
ferry range more than 2, 780 miles; inflight refueling 
capability. 



AIRCRAFT 

F-8 CRUSADER 

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

- Remarks 
Eight versions of the famed F -8 Crusader aircraft 
are in active service with Navy and Marine Corps 
squadrons. A ninth, the F-8E (FN) fighter, is opera
tional with 2 French Navy squadrons aboard the 
carriers Clemenceau and Foch. Models A, B, C, D 
and E Crusaders are on active duty as w ell as the 
RF-8A and RF-8G photoreconnaissance versions 
equipped with wing pylons, ventral fins, a new 
navigation system and improved camera stations. 
A TF-8A 2-seat version is also in service. The new
est Crusaders are equipped to carry 4 20-millimeter 
cannon, Zuni and Sidewinder missiles and 2 2,000-
pound bombs. A remanufacturing program to ex
tend the life of 395 Crusaders through 1975 is in 
progress at the Vought Aeronautics Division plant 
in Dallas and the first aircraft, formerly an F-8D 
but redesignated F-8H, was delivered to the Navy 
August 29, 1967. The firm is re-equipping the Cru
saders with new wings with pylons for carrying 
armament, new landing gear, revisions to the radar 
and fire control systems and other improvements. 
After refitting, the D becomes the H , and the E 
changes to the J. Future conversions will include 
the B and C versions and RF -8As for the Navy and 
Marine Corps. 

Specifications 

F-~E span 35 feet~ inches; length 54 feet 6 inches; 
h~1ght 15 feet 9 mches; engine Pratt & Whitney 
Arrcraft J57-P-20A, other versions equipped with 
-P-4, -P-12 and -P-16. 

Performance 
Near Mach 2. 
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XC-l42A V/STOL 
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corpora tion, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. . 
Associate Conh·actors: Fairchild Hiller Corporatwn 
and Ryan Aeronautical Company 

Remarks 
The world's largest flying V/STOL aircraft, the ~ri
service XC-142A was scheduled to undergo testmg 
at Langley Research Center. Two of the tilt-wing 
assault transports were delivered in July a~d A~
gust 1965 to Edwards Air Force Base, Cahforma, 
where a 12-man pilot team from the Air Fo_rce, 
Navy and Army began tests which included !ugh
altitude, rough-terrain and aircraft carrier ope_ra
tions. Three other aircraft were built, 2 bemg 
delivered to the armed services in December 1965 
and one delivered in August 1966. Designed to op
erate from landing areas as small as 350 feet square, 
the XC-142A can carry 32 fully equipped combat 
troops or 8,000 pounds of cargo. With its v~ing 
tilted straight up, its 4 T64 turboprop _e~gmes 
permit it to make vertical take-offs, transition to 
level flight and fly up to 430 miles an hour. The 
XC-142A made its first flight September 29, 1964, 
its first hover flight December 29, 1964, and first 
full transition flight January 11, 1965. 

Specifications 
Wing span 67 feet 7 inches; length 58 feet; height 
26 feet; engines 4 General Electric T64-1; propel
lers 15.5-foot Hamilton Standard fiberglass. 

Performance 
Speed zero to 430 miles an hour. 



-----.----
F-104. "S" SUPER STARFIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 

Lockh~ed~~a.lifornia Company's F-104 prototype 
m~d~ Its ll1Itlal flight in February 1954. The multi
miSSion. fighter-interceptor became operational with 
U?AF m January 1958 and remains in service today 
With USAF's Air D efense Command. An advanced 
~tarfighter version, the F-104G, was manufachu·ed 
m tl~e aviation industry's largest international pro
du~twn program for the air arms of 14 free world 
n~twns-Germany, Canada, the Netherlands, Bel
gmm, Norway, D enmark, Italy, Spain, Greece, 
Turkey, Pakistan, the Republic of China, Japan and 
the United States. More than 2,400 Starfighters 
have been built, worldwide. Lockheed's newest 
Starfighter-the F-104 "S"-is beincr manufactured . I b 
m taly. The Italian Air Force has purchased 165 
of ~he new Sparrow-missile-armed Starfighters for 
dehvery beginning in 1969. 

Specifications 
~-104G: Span 21 feet 11 inches; length 54 feet 9 
mches; height 13 feet 6 inches; gross weight 28,800 
pounds; engine General Elecb·ic J79-llA, 15,800 
pounds thrust with afterburner. F-104 "S": Same 
spa~, length, height; gross weight 31,500 pounds; 
engme General Elecb·ic J79-19, 17,900 pounds 
thrust witl1 afterburner. 

Performance 
Speed Mach 2-plus; altitude above 100,000 feet. 
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AIRCRAFT 

P-2 NEPTUNE 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The P-2 Neptune made its first flight in May 1945, 
and today-more than 20 years later-it is ably per
forming its antisubmarine patrol mission for the 
U.S. Navy and for other free world nations. Steady 
refinements and new additions kept the P-2 modern 
and up to date through 7 models. Although the P-2 
is gradually being replaced in the Navy by Lock
heed's P-3A Orion, it still bears the insignia of 7 
other nations, including tl1e N etl1erlands, France, 
Canada, Australia, Brazil, Japan and Argentina. 

Specifications 
Span 103 feet; lengtl1 91 feet 5 inches; height 29 
feet 4 inches; gross weight 72,000 pounds; engines 
2 Wright R3350-32 turbo compounds. 

Performance 
Speed 300 miles per hour; altitude 22,000 feet. 



P-3 ORION 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The P-3 Orion is an advanced, long-range, anti
submarine patrol aircraft which has been in service 
with the Navy since August 1962. The Orion carries 
the latest, most efficient ASW equipment and has 
sufficient space, weight and power reserve to incor
porate ASW systems of the future. Orions have also 
been purchased by New Zealand, Australia and 
Norway. The new P-3C Orion with the A-NEW 
avionics system will be delivered to the Navy in 
1969. 

Specifications 

Span 99 feet 8 inches; length 116 feet 10 inches; 
height 33 feet 9 inches; gross weight 135,000 
pounds; engines 4 Allison T56-14, 4,591 shaft horse
power each. 

Performance 

Speed 413 knots; altitude above 30,000 feet. 
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SR-71 LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC 
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The SR-71 is a United States Air Force long-range 
advanced strategic reconnaissance aircraft capable 
of flying above 80,000 feet at 3 times the speed of 
sound-more than 2,000 miles an hour. The SR-71 
made its first flight December 22, 1964. Operational 
with the Strategic Air Command at Beale AFB, 
California, since January 1966, the SR-71 carries a 
wide variety of advanced observation equipment 
and is capable of both pre-attack and post-attack 
strategic reconnaissance. It can survey a strip of the 
earth's surface 30 miles wide and 2,000 miles long 
(60,000 square miles) in just over 1 hour. The SR-71 
is powered by 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J58 turbo
jet engines, the first engine to be flight qualilied at 
Mach 3 for the U.S. Air Force. 

Specifications 
Span 55 feet; length 107 feet; height 18 feet 6 inches 
(from ground to top of vertical stabilizers). 

Performance 
Classified. 



YF-l2A ADVANCED INTERCEPTOR 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 

Companio? plane to the SR-71, the YF-12A, for
merly designate~ A-ll, is an advanced interceptor 
for use by the Arr Force. It is an all-weather fiahter 
and it is equipped with an automatic navig~tion 
syst~m. ~owered by 2 Pratt & vVhih1ey Aircraft J58 
e~gmes, It has a speed capability of more than 2,000 
miles per hour and a ceiling in excess of 80,000 feet. 
It has an ~SG-18 fire control system developed by 
Hughes Arrcraft Company and it is equipped with 
the Hugh~s AIM-47 A air-to-air guided missile. 
Other details classified. 
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AIRCRAFT 

T-33A JET TRAINER 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Specifications 
Span 38 feet 10% inches; length 37 feet 8% inches; 
height 11 feet 8% inches; empty weight 8,084 
pounds; gross weight 14,442 pounds; useful load 
6,358 pounds; wing loading 60.8 pounds per square 
foot; power loading 3.3 pounds per square foot; fuel 
capacity 683 gallons; gear tricycle, fully retract
able; engine Allison J33-23-400C5 turbojet, 4;600 
pounds thrust. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 580 miles per hour; stall speed 
117 miles per hour; rate of climb 5,525 feet per min
ute; service ceiling 40,000 feet; range 1,345 miles. 



AIRCRAFT 

WV-2/RC-121 EARLY WARNING AIRCRAFT 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
Derivatives of the Lockheed Constellation series, the 
WV-2 (Navy) and RC-121 (Air Force) are radar
equipped flying sentinels for long-distance early 
warning missions. Carrying 6 tons of electronic 
equipment to high altitudes, the planes were de
signed as aerial sentries, locating sneak raiders at 
interception points far from the nation's borders. 
High fuel capacity and operational economy of the 
Wright turbo-compound engines give the airplane 
an extremely long on-station time. Wing-tip fuel 
tanks extend distance of scouting missions. The 
WV-2 is an enlarged version of the WV-1, which 
was the initial picket plane in Navy service. 

Specifications 
Span 123 feet; length .116 feet; height 24 feet 10 
inches. WV -1: Span 123 feet; length 94 feet 4 inches; 
height 23 feet 9 inches. 

Performance 
Endurance approximately 18 hours. 
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XH-51A HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The XH-51A is a 2-place helicopter developed by 
Lockheed-California in Burbank under a joint Army
Navy contract as a research vehicle for high-per
formance rotary-wing aircraft. First flight was an
nounced in November 1962. The 4-blade XH-51A 
has the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system that 
gives the vehicle '11ands off' stability. It has retract
able landing gear. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 32 feet; height 8 feet 2 inches; main 
rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal gross weight 
4,000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
PT6B-6 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of 
Canada, Ltd. 

Performance 
Speed 175-plus miles per hour; cruise speed at sea 
level 160 miles per hour; still air range 240 miles. 



XH-51A COMPOUND ROTORCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 

The XJ:I-51A compound is a 4-blade aircraft con
verted ~,n 1964 under an Army-sponsored program 
from a. pure" XH-51A helicopter b) the addition of 
stub wmgs and an auxiliary jet enaine (mounted on 
left wing). In June 1967 the Xti-51A compound 
reach ed 302 miles per hour, world's fastest known 
rotorcraft s~eed. The speed ,~as achieved during a 
Lo~k~eed fl1ght program conducted for the Army 
Avl~tlon. Materiel Laboratories. Incorporated in the 
velucle IS the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor sys
tem and retractable landing gear. 

Specifications 

~uselage length 32 feet; maximum height 8 feet 2 
mches; main rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal 
gross weight 4,500 pounds· enaines 1 Pratt & Whit
ney Aircraft PT6B-6 turbo~haff and 1 Pratt & 'Whit
ney Aircraft J60-P-2; wing span 17 feet. 

Performance 

~a~mum speed 302 miles per hom·; maximum rate 
of chmb 3,500 feet per minute. 
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AIRCRAFT 

XH-5IN RESEARCH HELICOPTER 
Prime Conb·actor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The XH-51N helicopter was built for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was deliv
ered in December 1964 to NASA's Langley Research 
Center, Hampton, Virginia, where it is being used 
for advanced flight research in the rotary-wing air
craft field. It can carry 5 persons. The 3-blade XH-
51N has the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor sys
tem and retractable landing gear. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 33 feet; rotor blade diameter 35 
feet; weight 4,000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & 'Whitney 
Aircraft PT6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Air
craft of Canada, Ltd. 

Performance 
Speed 17 4 miles per hour; range 225 miles. 



MODEL 286 UTILITY HELICOPTER 

Prime ~ontractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The 5-place Model 286 helicopter made its first 
Hight June 30, 1965, at the Lockheed plant in Bur
bank, California. Exactly a year later the Model 286 
received its Federal Aviation Administration type 
certific~te. It was the first rigid-rotor helicopter to 
be ~ertilicated by the FAA. This type of rigid-rotor 
helicopter has a wide potential for transport, rescue 
and. variou~ military missions. As a light antisub
ma~me helicopter, it would be capable of rapid
actio~ r~sponse from various Navy attack vessels. 
The S1m1lar Lockheed-built Army-Navy XH-51A has 
made landings on and take-offs from the deck of a 
moving destroyer at sea. The 4-blade Model 286 
~as th~ Lockhe_ed-developed rigid-rotor system and 
1s eqmpped w1th retractable landing gear. It has 
performed aerobatic-type maneuvers-barrel rolls 
and loops:-to demonstrate stability and control 
made P?ss1ble by the rigid-rotor system. The Model 
286 helicopters, which have toured the continental 
U:S. and Hawaii and participated in the 1967 Paris 
A1r Show, are being used extensively as rigid-rotor 
demonstrators. 

Specifications 

Length 32 f-eet; rot~r blade diameter 35 feet; weight 
4,700 pounds; engme 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
PT6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of 
Canada, Ltd. 

Performance 

Design speed 176 miles per hour estim t d 
225 I 

.
1 

, a e range 
~Pus ml es. It has reached 206 miles er hour in 

a shght descent. p 
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U-2 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The U-2, originally proposed as an independent 
Lockheed project in 1954, has been in service with 
the Air Force and other government agencies since 
then . The planes furnish weather, fall-out, radiation 
and photographic data from lengthy flights at sus
tained high altitudes. A recent assignment has been 
investigation of HI-CAT (high-altitude, clear-air 
turbulence) above 55,000 feet. Specifications and 
performance data are classilied. 



AH-56A CHEYENNE COMPOUND 
HELICOPTER 
Prime Conu·actor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
TI1e AH-56A Cheyenne, advanced aerial fire sup
port system under development for the U.S. Army 
Aviation Ma teriel Command, will fly far faster than 
current combat helicopters. The vvinged and rotor
bladed AH-56A, designed to replace armed helicop
ters used b y the Army, ' 'vas rolled out at Lockheed's 
Van Nuys, California, plant in the spring of 1967, 
and first flight took place there in September of that 
year. An extensive flight test program is under way. 
In January 1968 Lockheed received an Army go
ah ead for production of 375 Cheyem1es. i'vlission of 
this rigid-rotor compound aircraft is to escort hoop
carrying helicopters in air mobile operations and to 
provide direct fire support in combat landing zones. 
The h eavily armed AH-56A could carry wire-guided 
antitank missiles, rockets, a grenade latmcher and a 
b elly machine gun that affords the gunner a com
plete circle field of fire. The aircraft has a 2-man 
crew. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 55 feet; main rotor diameter 50 
feet; tail rotor diameter 10 feet; pusher propeller 
diam eter 10 feet; wing span 27 fee t; empty weight 
11,700 pounds; mission design gross weight 16,995 
pounds; engine T64-GE-16, 3,435 shaft horsepower. 

Perforntance 
Maximum speed 253 miles per hour; cruising spee~ 
242 miles per hour; service ceiling 26,000 feet; mma
mum rate of climb 3,420 feet per minute; maximum 
range (design gross weight) 875 miles; maximum 
range ferry mission (without payload, short take-off 
and landing) 2,900 miles; hover ceiling (OGE-out 
of ground effects) 11,800 feet. 
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XV -48 HUMMINGBIRD 

Prime Conn-actor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 

The _XV-4B Hummingbird is a vertical take-off and 
l~nding (VTOL) midwing monoplane, with provi
SIOns for a ere~ of 2 in a side-by-side seating 
arrangement. Umquely, this aircraft is a 6-engine 
dir~ct and diverted thrust V/ STOL configuration 
whi~h ~esembles most closely a compact, twin
engme ]~t observation aircraft. Four of the engines 
are vertically mounted in the fuselaae and are used 
for lift only, while 2 cruise enain~s are mounted 
horizontally in the nacelles, providing normal thrust 
for conventional flight and lift thrust for hover and 
tran~itional flight through thrust diversion by means 
of diverter valves. Vertical flight , hover, transition 
and horizontal flight take place in this manner: 
·with the diverter valves positioned to cause the 
dual-cruise engine exhaust to flow out the bottom 
of the airplane, accompanying the thrust from the 
4 direct-lift engines, the throttles are advanced 
a_nd the plane ris~s vertically. Small jets in the wing 
hps, nos~ ~nd tail_ are used to direct roll, pitch and 
yaw, denvmg therr _power from a common engine 
con~presso~ bleed air system. After obtaining the 
desired hmght over adj acent obstacles, the transi
tion to forward flight is accomplished by tilting the 
nose downward to obtain a horizontal thrust com
ponent from the lift and diveited cruise engines. 

Specifications 
Overall lengtl~ 33 feet 9.4 inches; wing span 27 feet 
1 inch; 6 modified General Electric J85 turbojet en
gines provide a total of 18,000 pounds tlu-ust. 



AIRCRAFT 

·Ill ••• 

C-140 JETSTAR EXECUTIVE AND -
MILITARY JET TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 
The new version of the JetStar-the Dash 8-is a 
570-mile-per-hour, 4-engine, multimission transport, 
stressing reliability and safety with double and triple 
backup systems; it is the only 4-engine executive jet. 
J etStars are in use around the world, flying 5 chiefs 
of state and other high government officials as well 
as the executives of more than 60 of the world's top 
corporations. Because of this proven experience and 
reliability, it has been selected for use in the Presi
dential jet fleet. Air Force Communications Service 
and Military Airlift Command operate C-140A and 
V<?-140B JetStars. In addition, 2 Dash 8 JetStars are 
bemg employed by a major airline for airborne pilot 
flight training. The compact jetliner seats 10 passen
gers and a crew of 2. It is also available in a 19-
place mi~tary version, which can be quickly trans
formed mto a cargo-personnel transport with a 
3,500-pound combined payload, or into a hospital 
plane. 

Specifications _(Dash 8) 

Sp~n 54 feet 5 inches; length 60 feet 5 inches; 
height 20 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 30 degrees 
at 25 percent chord; maximum take-off weight 
42,000 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
JT12A-8s, 3,300 pounds thrust each. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 570 miles per h f I d our; unre ue e 
range 2,~42 statute miles with 8 passengers; certifi
cated altitude 43,000 feet. 
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C-l30E HERCULES TRANSPORT 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 
The C-130E is an advanced version of the C-130A 
and C-130B, embodying various sh·uctural and sys
tem modifications. Maximum payload has been in
creased to 45,000 pounds and this weight can be 
carried over 2,100 nautical miles. Using an overload 
take-off weight, the payload can be carried over 
3,100 nautical miles. The C-130E is designed for the 
optional use of externally mounted wing fuel tanks. 
Use of these external tanks gives this model Hercu
les true transocean capability. More than 435 of the 
C-130E models are being produced for the Air 
Force, the Navy and foreign countries. 

Specifications 
Wing span 132.6 feet; overall length 97.7 feet; 
height 38 feet; cargo floor height above ground 41 
inches; maximum payload 45,000 pounds; maximum 
overload take-off weight 175,000 pounds; maximum 
taxe-off weight 155,000 pounds; fuel capacity 9,680 
gallons; engines 4 Allison T56-A-7 propjets, 4,050 
equivalent shaft horsepower each. 

Performance 
Range with maximum payload approximately 2,100 
nautical miles; high-speed cruise 315 knots; take-off 
run at 155,000-pound gross weight 3,800 feet; land
ing ground run at design weight 2,120 feet; propel
lers Hamilton Standard 4 blades, 13.5 feet diameter, 
full reversing capability. 



HC-130H/ P HERCULES 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Re1narks 

HC-1301-1 and HC-130P Hercules are in worldwide 
service with the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery 
Service (ARRS) of the U.S. Air Force's Military Air
lift Command. The HC-130H Hercules, equipped 
with a Fulton recovery system, can pick up as many 
as 5 humans in multiple pickups from land or sea 
and return home. Designed for all-weather search 
and rescue operations, the airplane can fly missions 
more than 2,000 miles from its base. The helicopter 
aerial refueling version is the HC-130P. This version 
enabled 2 Sikorsky Air Force HH-3E "Jolly Green 
Giant" helicopters to make aviation history on May 
31-June 1, 1967, when they flew nonstop from New 
York to the Paris Air Show. The Air Force and 
Lockh_eed-Georgia pioneered the helicopter inflight 
refueling techniques that not only made these flights 
possible, but also gave these Air Force rescue heli
c?pters worldwide deployment and rescue capabili
ties._ ~C-130P has beefed-up outer wing tank areas, 
~ddihonal backup pumps and wing pods for refuel
I~g drogues. The 48-inch high-drag drogue is de
signed to accommodate the helicopters' lower 
speeds. Besides the unique Fulton system for sur
face_-to-air reb·ieval of personnel, HC-130H/Ps are 
eqt~Ipped with a number of other subsystems for 
their ARRS missions. These include spacecraft re
entry ti·acker equipment and highly specialized elec
~:romcs and communications gear. Two removable 
n~t~rnal fuselage tanks give the HC-130H/ P an ad
ditional fuel capacity of 3,600 gallons, bringing total 
fuel capacity of the craft to 13,280 gallons. Power 
plants are 4 Allison T56-A-15 propjets. Propellers 
are Hamilton Standard 54H60-91 4-bladed 13%
foot diameter. In photo HC-130P refuels sikorsky 
HH-3E. ' 
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EC-l30E HERCULES 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 

This new version of the military C-130E Hercules 
provides the U.S. Coast Guard \>lith a multiple-duty, 
long-range aircraft. It is an electronics mission air
craft designed specifically for use in calibratina 
Loran-A and -C chains around the world, operated 
by the Coast Guard. It will also test new- airborne 
eiectronic equipment. Other missions include air 
search and rescue and logistics cargo-personnel 
b·ansport. ~he EC-130E contains a specially de
signed Staff-Pak to provide a relatively noise-free 
environment for elecb·onic evaluation/calibration 
missions. The Staff-Pak consists of 4 7%-foot-cube 
compartments, or modules, which interlock into a 
single unit to provide work space, lavatory and gal
ley facilities for 12 persons. 

Specifications 
Wing span 132.6 feet; overall length 97.7 feet; 
height 38 feet; maximwn payload with maximum 
fuel 35,926 pounds; maximwn gross take-off weight 
151,522 pounds; fuel capacity 6,960 gallons; power 
plants 4 Allison T56-A-7 propjet engines. 

Perfor1nance 
The EC-130E has a cruising speed of 300 knots b·ue 
air speed w~th ~1m·mal power, at 148,000 pounds 
gross take-off we1ght and 20,000-foot altitude; maxi
mum range is 2,800 nautical miles at long-range 
cruise, with maximum fuel, 35,926 pounds payload 
and 4,260 pounds of reserve fuel. 



-

LOCKHEED-100 HERCULES 
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 

Lockheed-100s are in service with Delta Air Lines, 
Alaska Airlines and Airlift International. The Her
cules, a propjet commercial air freighter, is capable 
of revenue payloads up to 45,409 pounds. The air
plane carries, as a standard, 5 pallets plus a ramp 
container. The pallets are made of phenolic-surfaced 
plywood and have a capacity of 10,000 pounds each. 
They measure 88 inches by 118 inches and can be 
stacked with cargo to a height of 102 inches. The 
~argo compartment features straight-in-and-out load
mg at the rear of the fuselage with the ramp adjust
able from ground to truck-bed level. The compart
ment measures 38 feet from the forward barrier net 
to the ramp hinge, plus 10.3 feet on the ramp. It is 
1? feet. wide and 9 feet high. Lockheed-382B is ver
sion Without built-in loading system. 

Specifications 

Length 97:7 feet; height 38 feet; wing span 132.6 
feet;. maXImum take-off weight 155,000 pounds; 
maXImum net-payload 45,409 pounds; crew 3; 4 Alli
son ?01-D22 turboprop engines, driving 4-blade 
Hamilton Standard hydromatic propellers· fuel 
52,492 pounds. ' 

Performance 

Maximum cruise speed 300 knots; range with maxi
mum payload 2,050 nautical miles; take-off distance 
at 155,000 pounds gross weight 6,910 feet ; landing 
at 130,000 pounds gross weight 4 760 feet · actual 
landing roll2,120 feet. ' ' 
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LOCKHEED-100-20 HERCULES 
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 
The Lockheed-100-20 Hercules is a "stretched" ver
sion of the commercial Hercules now in service with 
6 airlines. Lockheed is adding 2 barrel sections to 
the cargo compartment, one 5 feet long forward of 
the wing, and the other 3 feet 4 inches long aft 
of the wing. This increases the length of the cargo 
section by 100 inches. A new engine, the Allison 
501-D22A, provides increased performance and re
duced operating costs. Cruise speed at 25,000-foot 
altitude is 31 miles an hour faster than the standard 
Lockheed-100 Hercules commercial freighter. The 
-20 version of the air freighter provides a 14.8 per
cent reduction in cube ton-mile operating costs. A 
retrofit program is established whereby commercial 
Hercules now in airline service can be converted to 
the longer, faster model. 

Specifications 
Length 106 feet; height 38 feet; wing span 132.6 
feet ; maximum take-off weight 155,000 pounds; max
imum net payload 49,036 pounds; crew 3; 4 Allison 
501-D22A turboprop engines, driving 4-blade Ham
ilton Standard hydromatic propellers; fuel 52,492 
pounds. 

Performance 
Maximum cruise speed 327 knots; range wi~ maxi
mum payload 1,900 nautical miles; take-off dista1_1ce 
at 155,000 pounds gross weight 5,95~ feet; landmg 
distance at 130,000 pounds gross weight 4,760 feet. 



C-l41A STARLIFTER 
CARGO-TROOP CARRIER 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 

Th~ C-141 StarLifter, fanj et cargo-troop carrier 
W~ICh can cross any ocean nonstop, is in service 
With the Air Force's Military Airlift Command. It 
will airlift a 70,847-pound payload 3,975 miles non
stop, o~ 31,000 pounds 6,040 miles_ nonstop. Ferry 
ra~1ge Is 6,840 miles. The C-141 will transport the 
Mmuteman missile, or it will transport 154 troops 
or ~23 paratroopers or 80 litters with 16 ambulatory 
patients and/or attendants. The StarLifter becran 

b 

squadron duty in 1965 and received its FAA certili-
cat~ as a commercial freighter in January 1965. It is 
settmg records airlifting supplies to Vietnam · and 
~peeding the wounded to U.S. East Coast hospitals 
111 less than a day's time. The C-141 is the first jet 
from which troops have jumped and the first jet to 
land in the Antarctic. 

Specifications 

Wing span 159.9 feet; length 145 feet; height 39.3 
feet; wing sweepback 25 degrees; take-off weight 
316,100 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
TF33-P-7 fanjets , 21,000 pounds thrust each; dual
:vheel nose landing gear, 4-wheel bogie main land
mg gear; cargo compartment 81 feet long (including 
ramp), 9.1 feet high, 10.25 feet wide. 

Perfortnance 

Spe~d 550 miles per hour; ferry range 6,840 miles; 
maximum payload range 3,975 miles; cargo com
par~ment and flight station pressurized for 8,000-foot 
cabm altitude at 40,000 feet, or sea-level cabin up to 
21,000 feet. 
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C-5A GALAXY CARGO/ PERSONNEL 
CARRIER 

.·· --
n~fO!l.CE \ 

u.s.~ . _ 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 
The primary mission of Lockheed's C-5A Galaxy, 
the world's largest aircraft, is to provide a signi£
cant increase . in the Military Airlift Command's 
ability to airlift all types of combat and support 
forces. Basic requirements are for very high payload 
and cargo volume, intercontinental range, support
area airfield operations and air dropping of troops 
and equipment. Double-deck design provides a 
cargo compartment 19-feet wide, 13% feet high and 
121 feet long between ramps. Flight or relief crews, 
and support personnel for vehicles carried below, 
ride on upper deck. Prototype roll-out was in Feb
ruary 1968; first flight was in June 1968. Operational 
deliveries were to begin in 1969. 

Specifications 
Wing span 222.8 feet ; length 247.8 feet; height 65.1 
feet; wing sweep 25 degrees; gross take-off weight 
(2.5 g) 728,000 pounds; engines 4 General Electric 
TF-39 turbofans of 41,100 pounds thrust each; 4-
wheel nose landing gear, 4 6-wheel bogie main land
ing gears. 

Performance 
Maximum cruise speed 470 knots; long-range cruise 
speed 440 knots; range with 220,000 pounds design 
payload 3,050 nautical miles; range with 112,600 
pounds payload 5,500 nautical miles. 



LOCKHEED 500-114M GALAXY 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company 

Remarks 

A civil derivation of the USAF C-5 Galaxy, the Lock
heed 500-114M has main cargo compartment 13.5 
feet high, 19 feet wide, 143 feet long; 2 upper deck 
compartments 7.8 feet high, totaling 126 feet in 
length. The main compartment takes 2 rows of con
tainers or pallets on floor, plus an optional row of 
containers suspended from ceiling-mounted rails. 
Alternately, it can carry outsize cargo too large for 
any other airplane in production. The upper deck 
accepts palletized loads interchangeable with those 
carried in 707 or DC-8 all-cargo planes. Stackable 
suspended containers can be mounted together to 
form 8x8x10 standard, intermodal units. Maximum 
gross payload is 300,000 pounds. Visor nose permits 
all 3 rows of main deck pallets and containers to be 
transferred simultaneously. Design eliminates mili
tary transport's aft cargo doors. 

Specifications 

Wing span 222.7 feet; length 247.9 feet; height 67 
feet; gross take-off weight 833,200 pounds; wing 
swe©p at % chord 25 degrees; engines 4 Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft turbofans, 45,500 pounds thrust; 
4-w~eel !_lOSe landing gear, 4 independent 4-wheel 
bogie mam landing gears. 

Performance 

Maximum cruise speed 480 knots; long-range cruise 
speed 444 knots_; range with 300,000 pounds of 
cargo 2,80? nau~ICal miles; direct operating cost at 
2,800 ~autical miles, maximum cargo, 2.35 cents per 
ton-mile. 
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LOCKHEED L-1011 JET TRANSPORT 

Prime Conh·actor: Lockheed-California Company 

Remarks 
The L-1011 is a new-generation, wide-bodied, flexi
ble-range trijet transport designed to handle airline 
needs in the 1970s and b eyond. It will accommodate 
from 250 to 345 passengers and will operate eco
nomically on short- through transcontinental-range 
flights up to 3,260 miles. Passenger ~nd_rang.e gro:;vth 
capabilities are inherent in the basic mrc~·aft d esign, 
making the L-1011 a forerunner of a fmmly of Lock
heed jetliners. The 235-inch-diameter fuselage, 
nearly 20 feet across, permits a 2-aisle arrangem~nt 
running the length of the cabin, 2-abreast seatmg 
in coach as well as first class, overhead storage com
partments and a modern restaurant-style galley 
below deck. Two elevators will connect the 2 levels. 
Two of the 3 engines are mounted under the wings 
and the third is in the tail, using an S-shaped air 
inlet duct which permits vertical lowering of the 
engine for maintenance. The L~10ll av~onic flight 
control system will feature fml-operahve redun
dancy and all-weather landing capability. An all
purpose transport, the L-1011 is scheduled to enter 
commercial airline service in 1971. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 177 feet 8 inc~es; heigh_t 55 feet 4 
inches; wing span 155 feet 4 mches; wmg _sweep
back 35 degrees; cargo volume 3,400 _cubiC feet; 
maximum payload 87,000 pounds; m~ximum gross 
take-off weight 409,000 pounds; engmes 3 Rolls
Royce RB.2ll turbofans of 3-shaft design. 

Performance 
Maximum cruise speed over 600 miles per hour; 
range with 56,200-pound payload at Mach .85 3,260 
statute miles; take-off distance to clear 35-foot obsta
cle 8,750 feet. 



MARTIN 4--0-4. AIRLINER 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 

Remarks 
The 4-0-4 is an improved version of the earlier Mar
tin 2-0-2. It has a cre\;~.' of 3 and carries 40 
passengers. Tricycle landing gear and retractable 
passenger steps facilitate ground operations. One 
hundTed three 4-0-4s \vere built in 1951 and 1952. 

Specifications 
Length 74 feet 7 inches; height 28 feet 53fs inches; 
span 93 feet 3% inches; fu el capacity 1,350 gallons; 
weight at take-off 44,900 pounds (maximum), land
ing 43,000 pounds, operating empty 30,701 pounds; 
design useful load 15,774 pounds; engines 2 Pratt 
& vVhitney Aircraft R2800-CB16. 

Perfonnance 

Range 925 miles with 40 passengers and baggage 
plus 1,000 pOunds cargo (total of 8,800 pounds); 
2,525 miles maximum enaineering ranae with full 
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fuel, 10,000 feet altitude and 5,694-pound payload; 
312 miles per hour level Bight high speed at 14,500 
feet; 280-mile-per-hour cruising speed at 18,000 feet; 
1,250 feet per minute maximum rate of climb at 
sea level, maximum take-off gross weight; 29,000 
feet service ceilina with enaines at normal rated 
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power and 40,000 pounds gross weight. 
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AIRCRAFT 

B-57 BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 

Remarks 
The B-57 A, B and C are designed to destroy surface 
military targets during tactical operations. Speed 
brakes on either side of the fuselage permit steep 
dives and additional control during low-altitude 
operations and landing approaches. Tactical ver
sions carry a pilot and radar operator-navigator
bombardier and can operate from most fighter 
strips, including sod fields; turns can be made within 
the boundaries of average airports; and starting cart
ridges eliminate the need for ground equipment or 
outside power. The RB-57 and RB-57D are recon
naissance versions and the "E" model is a tow
target version. Martin built 403 planes between 
1953 and 1959 and modified a number of aircraft 
in 1966, 1967 and 1968 for service in Vietnam. 

Specifications 
Span 64 feet (RB-57D span 82 feet); length 65.5 
feet; height 15 feet; gross take-off weight 50,000 
pounds; tricycle gear; powered by 2 Curtiss-Wright 
J65 jet engines, each with 7,200 pounds thrust; tac
tical versions have rotary ?omb doors, pylon weap
ons mounts under the wmgs and 4 20-millimeter 
cannons or 8 .50-caliber machine guns which fire 
from the leading edges of the wings. 

Performance 
Speed over 600 miles per hour; range more than 
2,000 miles; service ceiling over 45,000 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

• 

F-4C PHANTOM FIGHTER-BOMBER 

Prime ContraCtor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The F-4C Phantom is an Air Force fighter-bomber 
aircraft, a 2-engine, 2-man, all-weather weapon sys
tem employed for the close support and attack mis
sion of Tactical Air Command, PACAF and USAFE. 
Basic armament of the F-4C is 4 radar-guided Spar
row III air-to-air missiles carried semisubmerged 
~nder the fuselage; 2 additional Sparrow Ills or 4 
m~rared-g_uided Sidewinders may be carried on 
wmg statwns. More than 8 tons of miscellaneous 
external payload (bombs, fuel tanks, rockets, mines, 
etc.) can be carried on 5 stations beneath the wings 
and fuselage. First flight of the F-4C was May 27, 
1963, less than 14 months after McDonnell received 
contractual go-ahead from the USAF. The first 2 air
craft were delivered November 20, 1963, and the 
last of 583 F-4Cs was delivered May 4, 1966. The 
F -4D Phantom has augmented the F -4C in the 
USAF inventory. 

Specific_ations . 

Length 58 f~et; span 38% feet; wing sweepback 45 
degrees; engmes 2 GE J79-15 engines, 17,000 pounds 
thrust each. 

Performance 

SReed 1_,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,300 
miles; auborne in less than 3 000 f t 1 d . 
1 d · t , ee , an s m even ess 1s ance. 
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F-4B PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY 
FIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The F-4B Phantom is a 2-place, twin-jet, all-weather 
fighter built for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. 
The Phantom has the greatest fire power of any 
Navy fighter. The crew consists of a pilot and a 
radar intercept officer. The plane is equipped with 
detection and tracking systems which make it capa
ble of destroying supersonic as well as subsonic 
enemy aircraft by day or night in any weather. The 
F-4B Phantom holds 8 time-to-climb world records 
including climbing to 12,000 meters ( 39,370 feet) in 
1 minute 17 seconds. The F-4B is being augmented 
in Navy and Marine service by the F-4J. 

Specifications 
Length 58 feet; span 38% feet; wing sweepback 45 
degrees; horizontal stabilizer slopes downward at 
23 degrees; boundary layer control; engines 2 GE 
J79-8, 17,000 pounds thrust each. 

Performance 
Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; service ceiling over 
60,000 feet; has been flown to altitudes over 100,000 
feet. 



RF-4B PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE 
FIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The RF-4B is a tactical, all-v,eather, multisensor 
reconnaissance aircraft that utHizes the same basic 
con~guration and engines as the fighter and attack 
versions of the Phantom. McDonnell has designed 
and is building the RF-4B to increase the reconnais
sance capability of the Marine Corps. Basically, the 
RF -4B differs from the RF -4C reconnaissance ver
sion in tha t (l) the RF-4B is carrier-suitable, includ
ing the sm aller wheels used on the Navy version; 
(2) ~1e RF -4B has flight controls in the cockpit only, 
unhke the RF-4C which has dual conh·ols. The RF-
4B has inflight rotatable camera mounts in 2 camera 
stations. Cameras in the Air Force version can be 
r epositioned only on the ground. The RF-4B has no 
armament capability. 

Specifications 

Length 63 feet; span 38% feet; wing sweepback 45 
d egrees; engines 2 GE J79-8, 17,000 pounds thrust 
each. 

Perfor1uance 

S~eed 1,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000 
mil~s; forward-looking radar, utilizing its terrain fol
lowmg or terrain avoidance mode, p ermits operation 
at very low altitude over varying terrains. 
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RF-4C PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE 
AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The RF-4C Phantom is a high-performance fiahter
type aircraft with an effective tactical, all-we~ther, 
multisensor reconnaissance capability. The Air Force 
RF-4C incorporates optical, infrared and electronic 
sensors necessary to p erform reconnaissance mis
sions, day ~r night, in any kind of :veather. Its opti
cal system mcludes cameras of vanous focallenaths 
and operational modes, an integrated sensor con°trol 
system, automatic inflight film process and film ejec
tion from the low-altitude panoramic camera station. 
By adding an HF communications transceiver to the 
elech·onics syst_em, voice c~mmunication is possible 
between the arrcraft and Its home base anywhere 
within the performance envelope of the Phantom. 
In addition, the RF-4C has forward-looking radar 
for ground mapping and low-level penetration, side
looking radar, an infrared reconnaissance system 
(IRRS) and an inerted navigation set. 

Specifications 
Length 63 feet; span 38% feet; retains air-to-gro d 

k b .l. f th un nuclear attac capa I Ity o o er Phantom vei·s· . . Ions· 
no conventiOnal weapons; engmes 2 GE }79-15 ' 

· B · ll · f en-gmes. asiCa y same a1rcra t as F-4C in .. 
. th A" F M . d"ff . se1v1ce w1 Ir orce. am 1 erence hes in nose s t · . . h ec 1011 

wluch contams t e cameras and other det t· . ec 1011 
eqmpment. 

Perforntance 

Speed 1,60_0-plu~ ~iles per hour; ferry range 2,000 
miles; service ce1lmg above 60,000 feet. 



F-4D PHANTOM 

_Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The Air Force's newest, fastest and highest-flying 
fighter bomber, the F-4D is the second version of 
the Phantom to enter USAF service. The plane has 
essentially the same airframe and engines as its 
predecessor, the F-4C, but it carries major systems 
improvements which increase its capability to de
liver accurate air-to-ground weapons. The F-4D is 
equipped with a new APQ-109 fire control radar sys
tem. First flight of the F-4D took place at Lambert
St. Louis Municipal Airport on December 8, 1965. 
On March 10, 1966, the first F-4D was delivered to 
the USAF at Warner-Robbins AFB, Georgia; it was 
flown later to Bitburg, Germany, as the forerunner 
of several squadrons of F-4Ds that replaced F-105 
aircraft stationed in Germany. Two squadrons of 
F-4Ds were scheduled for delivery to the Royal 
Iranian Air Force late in 1968. 
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NICDONNELL 

F-4E PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY 
FIGHTER 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The F-4E is a tactical strike fighter version of the 
F-4 Phantom. Like the preceding F-4C and F-4D 
series, it is a twin-engine, 2-place fighter capable of 
performing air superiority, close support and inter
diction missions of the tactical forces using conven
tional or nuclear munitions. The F-4E has an inter
nally mounted M-61A1 20-millimeter Gatling gun 
housed in the nose of the aircraft, an improved fire 
control system and engines with increased thrust. 
A Westinghouse-developed miniaturized radar in
stalled in the nose enables retention of the radar
guided Sparrow III missile armament in addition to 
the gun. The multibarrel cannon, based on the Cat
ling-gun concept, is capable of firing shells at a rate 
of 100 rounds a minute. First flight of the produc
tion model of the F-4E was at St. Louis on June 30, 
1967. On October 3, 1967, the first F-4E was deliv
ered to the Tactical Air Command at Nellis Air 
Force Base, Nevada. 



F-4J PHANTOM 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Doualas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company b 

Remarks 

An advanced version of the Phantom II series, the 
F-4J was the 6th model to reach production stah1s. 
It made. its first public flight on i\1Iay 27, 1966, the 
8th anmversary of the initial flight of the first air
plane of the Phantom II series. Being delivered to 
botl~ the Navy and the farine Corps, tl1e F-4J has 
a htgher maximum speed, greater range, higher 
combat ceiling, shorter take-off distance, lower ap
proach speeds and better air-to-air and air-to-ground 
combat capabilities tl1an any predecessor Phantom 
model. Major improvements include a new radar 
system, a new bombing system, ne"v elech·onics sys
tems, improved control surfaces and new .engines. 
The 2 General Elech·ic J79-10 engines produce 
1_7,900 pounds thrust each at take-off, provide addi
h~nal acceleration at supersonic speeds and operate 
With reduced fuel consumption at cruise speeds. 
Above Mach 2 each engine produces 2,000 pounds 
more th:·ust tl1an the J79-8/ 15 engines tl1at power 
the earlier B and C models. 
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F-4K PHANTOM 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Doualas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company b 

Remarks 

The F-4K, which made its initial flight on June 28, 
1966, is the 8th production model of the Phantom II 
series and the first to be purchased outside the 
United States; it is a specially designed version for 
use by the United Kingdom's Royal Navy. In many 
respects the plane is similar to tl1e U.S. Navy's F-4J. 
Among the major differences are an extendible nose 
landing gear and provisions for folding the radome 
and radar antenna to permit use of the 54-foot ele
vators on tl1e British carriers (folding reduces the 
overall length to just under 52 feet). Prime differ
ence is the substih1tion of Rolls-Royce Spey engines 
for the J79s in the American versions; the larger 
Speys give the F-4K an increase in performance 
capability over U.S. versions in virtually every area 
of flight. The first F-4Ks were delivered to the Royal 
Navy at tl1e RN station in Yeovilton, England, after 
a 4,700-mile transatlantic flight from St. Louis, on 
April29, 1968. 



F-4M PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY 
FIGHTER 

.. 
- ;o;-

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The McDonnell Douglas F-4M Phantom for the 
Royal Air Force made its first flight on F ebruary 17, 
1967, at Lambert-St. Louis Municipal Airport. The 
F-4M is similar to the latest U.S. Navy model, the 
F-4J. Some of the major differences in the F-4M are 
the use of Rolls-Royce Spey engines, an improved 
navigation/attack system, a strike camera and an 
advanced A WG-12 missile control system. In addi
tion, the F -4M has either reconnaissance controls or 
dual controls in the rear seat, an innovation from 
U.S. Phantom models. The dual controls permit the 
F -4M Phantoms to be used for pilot training while 
retaining full mission capability. The reconnaissance 
controls, with a United Kingdom-supplied pod for 
sensors, provide a reconnaissance capability while 
keeping an air superiority and attack capability. 
The Spey engine version powering the F -4M is the 
MK-201 equipped with reheat and Plessey gas tur
bine starter. Design of the F-4M Phantom has been 
tailored for easy engine maintenance. In tests at 
McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis, the Spey has been 
installed in the Phantom from dolly roll in to dolly 
roll out in 12 minutes. The Spey engine is larger 
than the J79 and provides additional static thrust 
(20,100 pounds each engine) for short take-offs and 
~apid climb. ~ major item of electronic equipment 
m the F-4M 1s the h~g~-powered, forward-looking 
AWG-12 radar and m1ss1le computer system a func
tion of which is to prepare and launch th~ radar
guided Sparrow III or infrared heat-seeking Side
winder missiles for air-to-air attack. The first F-4Ms 
were delivered to the Royal Air Force at Aldegrove, 
Northern Ireland, on July 20, 1968. 
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F-1018 VOODOO INTERCEPTOR 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The F-101B has the greatest combination of speed 
and long range of any operational interceptor in the 
Air Defense Command. It is equipped with Genie 
rockets possessing a nuclear capability. In addition, 
it carries conventional rockets and Falcon missiles. 
The F-101B is a 2-place interceptor; the second 
crewman is a radar operator. The F-lOlB operates 
under all weather conditions to execute 2 primary 
missions: identification of unknown aircraft and 
then destruction if they are hostile. There are 15 
squadrons of the F-101B Voodoo in service with the 
Air Defense Command and 3 squadrons in the in
ventory of the Royal Canadian Air Force. 

Specifications 
Length 67% feet; span 40 feet; height 18 feet; wing 
and stabilizer swept back at angle of 35 degrees; 
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57. 

Performance 
Speed 1,200-plus miles per hour; range 2,000-plus 
miles; service ceiling 55,000-plus feet. 



l88E STOL TRANSPORT 

~rin:e Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tions McDonnell Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

T~e 188E is designed to carry an 8-ton payload 575 
mtles, land safely with less than 500-foot ground 
rol~ on a 1,000-foot tmprepared surface and return 
to Its base with payload, without refueling. Flight 
safety for short-field operations and maneuverability 
at low speed is provided throuah cross-shaft inter-

. f b connectwn o the 4 engines. The 188E can make 
s~eep ttu-ns and gear-clown landing approaches at 
a~rspeeds as low as 50 knots. The Breguet-designed 
aircraft will be built to U.S. military standards by 
McDonnell vvith U.S. tooling, material and equ.ip
ment, with the technical assistance of Breguet. 

Specifications 

Le~1gth 77 feet; span 77 feet ; height 31 feet; gross 
W~1~ht 58,400 pounds; payload for 575-mile-radius 
m1sswn 8 tons; troop capacity 55. 

Performance 
Cruise speed 250 knots; ferry range 3,500-plus miles. 
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A-3 SKYW ARRIOR 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The A-3 Skywarrior is a long-range bomber de
signed to perform various missions at high or low 
levels. Versions of the basic A-3 include the RA-3B 
photoreconnaissance aircraft, the TA-3B bomber
trainer and the EA-3B reconnaissance model. An 
inflight refueling system converts it to a high-speed 
jet tanker. First A-3 flight was October 28, 1952. It 
is the largest of the Navy's canier-based aircraft. 
Wings and vertical tail surface fold for convenience 
in carrier handling. The A-3 was phased out of pro
duction in 1961. 

Specifications 
·wing span 72 feet 6 inches; length 74 feet 8 inches; 
height 22 feet 9 inches; normal gross weight 70,000 
pounds; engines 2 Pratt & W'hitney Aircraft J57; 
basic crew of 3. 

Performance 
Range more than 2,500 nautical miles; other data 
classified. 



A-4F AND TA-4F SKYHA WK 
TRAINER-ATTACK BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
- tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Newest versions of the versatile A-4 Skyhawk series 
of Navy attack bombers are the A-4F and TA-4F, 
the latter a jet trainer. The T A-4F modification in
cludes the addition of a 28-inch section for a second 
seat and dual controls. New safety features include 
the Navy-Douglas ESCAPAC zero-level, zero-speed 
ejection seat system for both instructor and student. 
The A-4F incorporates the advanced avionics and 
Pratt & "Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A engine of the 
trainer into an improved attack bomber. Nose-wheel 
steering and landing spoilers also have been added 
to the original Skyhawk. Both are produced at Long 
Beach with final assembly at Palmdale, California. 
In photo, A-4F. 

Specifications (T A-4F) 
W~ng span 27 feet 6 inches; length 42 feet 10 inches; 
he1~ht 1:5 feet; empty weight 9,300 pounds; loaded 
we1~ht 24,500 pounds; weapons weight 8,200 pounds; 
engme Pratt & "Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A. 

Performance 
Range transcontinental· 
hour class. ' 

speed 600-700-mile-per-
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B-66 DESTROYER BOMBER 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Several versions of the B-66 tactical bomber are in 
service with the Air Force. Produced in bombing 
and reconnaissance versions, the Des troyer performs 
at stratospheric or minimum altitudes . The B-66 and 
RB-66 were built at the Douglas Long Beach plant, 
and the RB-66C and WB-66D were produced at 
the Tulsa facility. The RB-66B is designed to be 
used with a wide selection of bomb combinations 
including the H-bomb. The RB-66C is a special
purpose reconnaissance plane. The WB-66D, last in 
the series, is a weather reconnaissance aircraft. Spe
cial features include a pressurized, air-conditioned 
compartment, inflight refueling system, and thermal
cyclic de-icing system. 

Specifications 
Wing span 72 feet 6 inches; length 75 feet 2 inches; 
height 23 feet 7 inches; gross weight 70,000-78,000 
pounds; engines 2 Allison J71 jets; crew of 3, ( RB-
66C, 4); armament 2 20-millimeter tail turret guns 
electronically operated. 

Performance 
Speed 600-700 miles per hour; other data classified. 



C-124· GLOBEMASTER 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Doualas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

0 

Remarks 

The C-124 Globemaster, first flown in November 
1949,. has been daily flying supply lines reaching 
practically arot~nd the world since May 1950, when 
It was first delivered to the Air Force. The C-124 
can transport general cargo, 200 fully equipped 
troops or many categories of military vehicles fully 
assembled. Special features include a clamshell nose 
do~r, a. self-contained ramp and an elevator located 
a~1dslup permitting loading and unloading at both 
pomts. The last C-124 was delivered in :rviay 1955. 

Specifications 

Wing span 17 4 feet 2 inches; length 130 feet; height 
48 feet :3 inches; empty weight 101,052 pounds; 
gross weight 185,000 pounds; alternate gross weight 
194,500 pounds; wing loading 74 pounds per square 
foot; power loading 12.2 pounds per brake horse
power; engines 4 Pratt & Whih1ey Aircraft R4360-
63A; fuel capacity 11,000 gallons; wing area 2,506 
square feet. 

Perforntauce 

Maximum payload 70,000 pounds; 50,000-pound 
payload can be delivered 1,000 miles and plane can 
return to base :Vithout refueling. 
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C-133 HEAVY CARGO TRANSPORT 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Compmy 

Remarks 
The C-133A and C-133B are capable of transport
ing any missile in the United States arsenal includ
ing intercontinental ballistic missiles. They also can 
carry virtually all Army field force equipment. 
Costly disassembly of large vehicles and equipment 
is unnecessary and vehicles. are ready for use upon 
arrival. Simultaneous front and rear loading is af
forded by 2 cargo entrances to the 13,000-cubic-foot
capacity cabin pressurized to maintain a sea-level 
cabin altitude up to 16,000 feet and varying to a 
10 000-foot cabin altihtde .at 35,000 feet. First C-
13~3B flight was October 31, 1959. The C-133B, de
veloped for the Military Airlift Command, was built 
at the Douglas Long Beach plant. 

Specifications 
Wing span 179 feet 7.86 inches; length 157 feet 6.44 
inches; height 48 feet 9 inches; empty weight 120,-
363 pounds; wing loading 107 pounds per square 
foot; power loading 9. 75 pounds per shaft horse
power; engines T34-P-9W, 5,650 shaft horsepower 
normal rated; fuel capacity 18,112 gallons. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 312 knots at Military Power at 
286,000 pounds gross weight at 8,700 feet; cruise 
speed 284 knots at approximately 90 percent normal 
rated power, at altitudes varying from 17,000 feet 
at 280,000 pounds to 35,000 feet at 130,000 pounds; 
landing speed 117 knots at 250,500 pounds; rate of 
climb 1,280 feet per minute; range \'vith maximum 
payload 1,973 nautical miles . 



DC-6 (C-118 LIFTMASTER) 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
First of the modem, post-World War II airliners, 
the propeller-driven DC-6 series and their military 
counterparts are still giving service throughout the 
world. Powered by 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
R2800 engines, the DC-6 repeatedly set commercial 
records with its cruising speed of 315 miles an hour. 
It also introduced new levels of comfort to air 
travel with cabin pressurization and air condition
ing. With an overall fuselage length of 100 feet 7 
inches, the DC-6 carries up to 74 passengers. After 
17 4 were produced, an enlarged version 5 feet 
longer to seat up to 102 was designed and desig
nated the DC-6B. This design was the basis of the 
first commercial air freighter, the DC-6A, and the 
military C-ll8 Liftmaster, ordered by the Air Force 
and Na:'y for cargo, troop transport and medical 
evacuation purposes. More than 700 DC-6 aircraft 
of ~II type~ were produced. First DC-6 flight was 
Feoruary 15, 1946; first delivery was March 28, 1947. 
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DC-7 COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The DC-7, the most advanced piston-powered com
mercial transport built by Douglas, is in extensive 
use on long-range airways of the world. First of the 
airliners with the speed and range to fly nonstop in 
both directions between California and New York, 
it also pioneered polar routes between the U.S. 
West Coast and Europe and between Europe and 
Asia. Three models were built, in approximately 
equal numbers, for a total of 336, culminating in 
the DC-7C. Dubbed the "Seven Seas" because of its 
extended-range, over-water capabilities, the DC-7C 
is powered by 4 Wright R3350 compound engines 
giving it a maximum speed in excess of 400 miles 
per hour. It carries up to 99 passengers and their 
baggage on nonstop flights of 4,000 miles with ample 
fuel reserves. First DC-7 flight, December 20, 1955; 
certification, May 15, 1956. 



DC-8 JET TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

Fom basic models of the DC-8, including 3 new ex
tended-fuselage Super Sixty Series versions, are 
manufactured. Each is also made in a carao or a 

b
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com mation cargo-passenger variation. Series 50 
DC-8 and DC-8F models are identical in dimen
sions to the original Model 10, but have increased 
capacity to 189 passengers . Super 61, first of the 
Super Sixty Series versions, has a fuselage extension 
of 440 inches to a total of 187.4 feet and carries up 
to 259 passengers. Super 62, an ultra-long-range 
b·ansport, seats up to 189 passengers in a fuselage 
extended 80 inches to 157.4 feet and has. a 6-foot 
increase in wing span, increased fuel capacity and 
redesigned engine pylons and ducted fan nacelles. 
Super 63 (photo) is a combination of the full fuse
lage extension of Super 61, with pylon and engine 
pod modifications of the Super 62. First flight of 
Super 61, March 14, 1966; Super 62, August 29, 
1966; Super 63, April 10, 1967. Certification all 
Super Sixty Series models, 1967. 

Specifications (Super 63) 

~pan 148.4 feet; length 187.4 feet; height 42 feet 4 
mc~es; wing area 2,926 square feet; crew 3-5 plus 
cabm attendants; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Air
craft JT3D-7, 19,000 pounds thrust each; design 
gross weight 353,000 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 

Level flight speed 600 miles per hour; maximum 
range 7,700 statute miles . 
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AIRCRAFT 

DC-9 JET TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

The short- to medium-range DC-9 1:\;vin-jet is pro
duced in 4 versions: Series 10, Series 20 (photo), 
Series 30 and Series 40. Series 10 fuselage is 104.4 
feet long and will accommodate up to 90 passen
gers. Series 20, capable of operating from very short 
runways, is the same length as Series 10 but has the 
high-lift wing of the Series 30. Series 30, 119.3 feet 
in length, will carry a maximum of 115 passengers. 
Series 40, with more powerful engines, is 125.6 feet 
long and will accommodate up to 125 passengers. 
DC-9 is designed to operate from short runways. 
In normal operations, all versions of the DC-9 will 
take off on a 600-mile flight with 50 passengers and 
baggage from a runway of less than 5,000 feet and 
make 2 intermediate stops without refueling. The 
Series 20, Series 30 and Series 40 have the high-lift 
wing system of leading-edge slats and trailing-edge 
flaps for excellent short-field performance. First 
flight of Series 10, February 25, 1965; Series 30, 
August 1, 1966; Series 40, November 28, 1967; 
Series 20, September 18, 1968. Certification for 
Series 10 was awarded November 23, 1965; Series 
30, December 19, 1966; Series 40, February 27, 1968. 

Specifications 
DC-9 Series 30: Span 93.4 feet; length 119.3 feet; 
height 27.4 feet; wing area 1,000.7 square feet; crew 
2 plus cabin attendants; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft JT8D-7 ducted turbofans, take-off thwst 
14,000 pounds; maximum take-off weight 77,700 
pounds. 

Performance 
Level flight speed 557 miles per hom; range at 
optimum cruise speed 1,430 nautical miles. 



C-9A AEROMEDICAL AIRLIFT TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
- tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The first of 12 C-9A Nightingales was delivered to 
the Air Force on August 10, 1968, just 11 months 
and 10 days after Douglas Aircraft received a con
tract from the Air Force Systems Command's Aero
nautical Systems Division on August 31, 1967. More 
than 40 ambulatory patients, 30 to 40 litter patients 
or a combination can be accommodated in a C-9A 
on 500-mile-per-hour flights between military hos
pitals. The transports, equipped to provide passen
gers with the same medical care and attention they 
would receive in a hospital ward, will be operated 
by the 375th Aeromedical Wing of the Military Air
lift Command. The Nightingale is basically a stan
dard DC-9 Series 30, but it has an 11-foot-wide cargo 
door and a special ramp to accommodate the board
ing of patients on litters. Special features include 
acc_omJ_U~dation of patients in either aft-facing seats 
or m ng1dly suspended litters of 3 or 4 tiers. Other 
special features include provision for therapeutic 
oxy~en, ,a J_Uedical suction system for use in keeping 
pah~nts au passages clear, an isolated special-care 
section, ~ central control station for the flight nurse 
and med1cal attendant stations. The boarding ramp 
and large door (81x136 inches) for boarding patients 
are hydraulically operated. 

Specifications 

Other than special features, the craft is an off-the
line DC-9 Series 30, with standard dimensions . 
wing span 93.4 feet; overall length 119.3 feet· over~ 
all height 27.4 feet. ' 

Performance 

Cruise speed 500-plus miles per hour; range 2,000-
plus miles. 
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DC-10 JET TRANSPORT 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corpora
tion's Douglas Aircraft Company 

Re1narks 
The multirange DC-10 is a 3-engine, advanced tech
nology jetliner for use in the · 1970s. It will accom
modate 271 passengers in a typical mixed-class 
arrangement or more than 330 passengers in an 
all-economy configuration in a spacious fus elage 179 
feet 8 inches long, 18 feet 9 inches wide and more 
than 8 feet high. Two of its powerful General Elec
tric CF6/36-6 jet engines are mounted convention
ally on pylons beneath the wings, and the third is 
installed above the aft fuselage at the base of the 
vertical stabilizer. Capable of economical operation 
over ranges from 300 to 3,200 statute miles, the DC-
10 will carry its full passenger capacity nonstop on 
transcontinental flights in the United States and on 
West Coast-Hawaii flights. With its advanced tech
nology engines, powerful high-lift system and high
speed airfoil design, the McDonnell Douglas trijet 
will be capable of making nonstop transcontinental 
flights from runways no longer than 7,950 feet in 
90-degree temperatures. The DC-10 is scheduled to 
make its first flight late in 1970. 

Specifications 
Length 179 feet 8 inches; diameter almost 20 feet; 
height 57 feet 3 inches; wing span 155 feet 4 inches; 
engines, 3 General Electric CF6/36-6 high bypass 
ratio turbofans, each generating 40,000 pounds of 
take-off thrust; maximum gross take-off weight for 
long-range operation with full payload 410,000 
pounds. 

Performance 
Level flight speed 600-plus miles per hour; payload 
80,000 pounds; maximum range 3,200 statute miles. 



EC-l35N APOLLO RANGE 
INSTRUMENTED AIRCRAFT 

PI:ogram Direction: Electronics Sys tems Division, 
Au· Force Systems Command 
Contractors: McDonnell Doucrlas Corporation's 
Douglas Aircraft Company (pr~11e contractor for 
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft Procrram) · The 
Ben?ix Corporation (major subcontract~· for' elec
tromcs) ; The Boeing Company (basic airframe) 

Re1narks 

The EC-135N is an Air Force jet transport modified 
~o play an important role in the Apollo lunar land
mg progr~un. A flee t of 8 Apollo Range Instru
n~ent~d Au-craft provides a highly mobile commu
mcahons network which can be shifted quickly to 
allow coverabcre in areas where around or sea sta-
f b IOns cannot aff.ord maximum radio and telemetry 
C~I~tact with Apollo ash·onauts. Most prominent ad
drbon to the transport is a huge protruding radome 
attached at the nose. The 10-foot-long bulb houses 
a 7_-foot _YHF and S-band parabolic dish antenna 
winch Will scan for a spacecraft, lock on to it and 
then. tra~1smit and receive voice and telemetry com
mumcahons. Four of the aircraft will also be 
equ~pped with optical tracking and photographic 
eqmpment. The first EC-135N made its initial flight 
September 19, 1966. 
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RANGER 

Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 

The 4-place, retractable-gear Ranger .features posi
tive conh·ol for "wings level" flight attitude. Its 4-
cylinder, 180-horsepower engine uses 91/ 96 octane 
fuel. The fuel is contained in 2 integral sealed tanks. 
A full h·im tail gives maximum stability at low 
speeds and minimum drag at high speeds. Cabin 
construction features a welded chrome-moly steel 
tube frame structure. Electric gear retraction system 
is standard. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet 
4lfz inches; gross \veight 2,575 pounds; empty weight 
1,566 pounds; useful load 1,009 pounds; baggage 
120 pounds; wing loading 15.4 potmds per square 
foot; power loading 14.3 pounds per horsepower; 
wing area 167 square feet; tread 9 feet % inch; 
engine 1 Lycoming 0-360, 180 horsepower; propel
ler 74 inches, constant speed; fuel capacity 52 
gallons. 

Perfor1nance 
Maximum level speed 179 miles per hour; maximum 
cruising speed at 75 percent power 172 miles per 
hour at 7,500 feet; stall speed 57 miles per hour; 
rate of climb 1,000 feet per minute at gross weight; 
maximum range 1,043 miles; service ceilincr 17 200 

b ' 
feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

STATESMAN 

Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 
The Mooney Statesman offers the economy of a 180-
horsepower engine combined with the stretch-out 
comfort of the Mooney Executive 21. The States
man, new in 1968, has a restyled instrument panel, 
improved instrument and interior lighting and an 
easy operating manual gear-retraction system. The 
new Statesman has all the basic features of the 
Mooney line such as positive control flight stability 
system, wrap-around wing skins and integral fuel 
tanks . 
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MUSTANG 

Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 
The Mustang is an advanced single-engine business 
aircraft with pressurized cabin seating 4-5. It was 
designed as a high-performance airplane capable 
of going anywhere, anytime, at a practical price. 
With a self-imposed operational ceiling of 24,000 
feet, the Mustang will fly above virtually any en 
route weather. The 310-horsepower engine is turbo
charged. The Mustang will fly at speeds up to 250 
miles per hour. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet; length 26 feet 11 inches; height 9 feet 
11 inches; gross weight 3,680 pounds; useful load 
1,300 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming TI0-541-A1A; 
usable fuel 92 gallons. 

Performance 
Maximum level speed 256 miles per hour; maxi
mum recommended cruise 230 miles per hour; stall 
speed 69 miles per hour; gross weight rate of climb 
at sea level 1,120 feet per minute; take-off over 50-
foot obstacle 2,079 feet; maximum certificated opera
tional ceiling 24,000 feet; maximum range over 
1,100 statute miles. 



MU-2 

Prime Contractor: (U.S., Mexico and Canada) 
Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 

The Mooney MU-2 is a ne"v ?-place, h'Vin turbo
p~·op, executive transport featming exceptionally 
high .speeds with good short-field capabilities at a 
pra~tiCal invesbnent and operating cost. It can 
cr':u.se at 340 miles p er hour and has a 26,500-foot 
Cei~mg. Passengers enjoy air-conditioned and pres
sunzed comfort. Its 2 705 shaft horsepower engines, 
full-span , double-slotted flaps and reversible pro
p ellers. allow the Mooney MU -2 to get in and out of 
short austrips. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 38 feet 9 inches; length 33 feet 3 inches; 
height 13 feet; gross weight 8,930 pounds; useful 
load 3,600 ·pounds· encrines 2 AiResearch TPE 331; 
f I ' 0 
ue 295 gallons. 

Performance 

Maximum cruising speed at 10,000 feet 340 miles 
p~r hour; stall speed 74 miles per hour; rate of 
cl~mb 2,000 feet per minute; maximum range 1,200 
miles. 
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EXECUTIVE 21 

Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 

The Mooney Executive 21 combines all the high
performance features of the Mark 21 and Super 21 
with a longer fuselage allowing more leg room for 
both front- and back-seat passengers. It has individ
ually reclining seats and a longer range. The Ex
ecutive 21 features a one-piece windshield, 3 
windows on each side and a full-length rudder. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet; length 24 feet 3.1 inches; height 8 feet 
4.5 inches; gross weight 2,740 pounds; empty 
weight 1,622 pounds; useful load 1,118 pounds; 
baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 15.4 pounds 
per square foot; power loading 12.9 pounds per 
horsepower; wing area 167 square feet; tread 9 
feet %inch; engine 1 Lycoming 10-360, 200 horse
power; propeller 74-inch, constant speed; fuel ca
pacity 64 gallons. 

Perfor1nance 
Maximum level speed 184 miles per hour; maxi
mum cruise speed at 75 percent power 179 miles 
per hour; stall speed 64 miles per hour; rate of 
climb 1,330 feet per minute; maximum range 1,147 
miles with 45-minute reserve; service ceiling 17,900 
feet. 



CHAPARRAL 

Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Remarks 

A new addition to the Mooney line, the Chaparral 
features electric gear (up in 4 seconds, down in 3), 
a pow~r quadrant which sets up power, propeller 
and m1xture controls in ideal arrangement, electri
cally operated flaps, a completely new instrument 
panel and an annunciator panel to monitor the air
craft's vital systems. 

Specifications 

Wing span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 
8 feet 4% inches; wing area 167 square feet; maxi
mum gross weight 2,575 pounds; empty weight 
1,578 pounds; useful load 997 pounds; maximum 
baggage 120 pounds; engine Lycoming I0-360-A1A 
of 200 horsepower. 

Performance 

Ma~imum speed 197 miles per hour; maximum 
crmse, 75 percent, 193 miles per hour; rate of climb 
sea lev_el 1,400 feet per minute; service ceiling 
18,800 fe..et; stall -speed, gear and flaps down, power 
off, 57 miles per hour; range 1,060 miles. 
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CADET 
Prime Contractor: Mooney Corporation 

Specifications 
Wing span 30 feet; length 20 fe~t 4 inches; height 
at tail 6 feet 3 inches; gross we1ght 1,450 pounds; 
empty weight 942 pounds; useful_ load 50~ pounds; 
baggage capacity 90 pounds; . wmg loadmg 10.17 
pounds per square foot; engine Continental C-90-
16F of 90 horsepower. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 129 miles per hour; m~ximum 
cruise, 75 percent, optimum altitude 124 miles. J?er 
hour; service ceiling 17,300 feet; absolute cedmg 
20,000 feet; take-off run 540 feet; landing roll 350 
feet; rate of climb 640 feet per minute; stall speed, 
power off, 48 miles per hour; maximum range 615 
miles. 



XB-70A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
Prime Co tr 
N t1 A 

n . actor: Aerospace & Systems Group, 
or 1 m enc R k . an oc ~ell Corporation 

Associate c 0. on actor: General Elecu·ic Company 

Remarks 

The_ XB-70A was a hiah-speed hiah-altihide, 6-
enau1e e . . b ' b 

b xpenmental aircraft flown in research pro-
grams at Edwards AFB California under NASA 
manaaement 0 . . II , 1 ' . t" b · ngma y conceivec as an mtercon-
lme~1tal bomber, its development b egan in 1956 fol-

dow~~g a 2-company sh1dy competition. In 1963, the 
ecisiOn was d · f b th b d ma e to produce only 2 aucra t, o to 
e use only for research proarams. The first XB-70A 

"fl~asl rolled out on May 11 1964 and made its first 
1g 1t S ' ' · f on eptember 21 of tha t year. The second air-

era.~ was completed on May 29 1965. and made its 
~a1 en flight on July 17. On O~tobe1: 14, the No. 1 

7
a

0
Irp

0
lane first reached its desim aoal of Mach 3 at 
00 f Tl b b 

f 
' eet. 1e No.2 aircraft flew sustained Mach 3 

or 39 · 
h~ m 111Utes on May 19, 1966. On June 8, 1966, it 

eras ed after a "d . n· . . h f . h 
1 

c n11 arr co ISIOU \l\I'Jt one o Its c ase r afes. The 2 XB-70 airplanes had accumulated 123 
1g 1ts totaling more than 239 hours as of Auaust 

i~6i_968 · The program was terminated at year-~nd 

Specifications 

Sp~n 105 feet; length 185 feet· heiaht 30 feet; 
weight o · 500 ' . b 1 ve1 ,000 pounds· engmes 6 Genera 
E_I

1
ectric YJ93 in 30,000-pom;d-thrust class; crew 

PI ot and copilot. 

Performance 
Speed 2,000 miles per hour; altih1de over 70,000 
feet. 
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T-39 SABRELINER 
Prime Cont!·actor: Aerospace & Systems Group, 
North Amencan Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The T-39 Sabreliner was developed to meet USAF 
requirements for a utility aircraft which could be 
certificated by the FAA under Part 4b. Followina 
completion of a prototype in May 1958, it wa~ 
placed in production for the Air Force in October 
of that year. Delivery of the first aircraft was made 
in October 1960. Three models \vere manufactured 
for military use: the T-39A, with a basic confiaura
tion for 4 passengers and crew of 2, for use bas a 
u·ainer or utility aircraft, the T-39B, a radar naviaa
tion trainer for the Air Force and the T-39D~ a 
radar navigation trainer for the Navy. The T-39 was 
placed on the civilian market in October 1962. It 
is currently produced in 2 versions, the Series 40 
which carries up to 8 passengers and a crew of 2' 
and the "su·etched" Series 60, which carries up t~ 
10 passengers and crew of 2. Both models are 
equipped with the more powerful Pratt & vVhit
ney Aircraft JT12A-8 engine which develops 3,300 
pounds of thrust. In photo, Series 60 left Series 
@ri~t. ' 

Specifications 
Span 44.5 feet; length 44 feet (Series 40), 46.9 feet 
(Series 60); height 16 feet; maximum gross take-off 
weight 18,650 pounds (Series 40), 20,000 pounds 
(Series 60). 

Performance 
Speed 560 miles per hour plus; range over 2,100 
miles (Series 40), over 2,000 miles (Series 60); alti
hide 40,000 feet, certified to 45,000 feet (business 
version) with passengers. 



-------~-

X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor : Aerospace & Systems Group, 
North American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The X-15 is a special-purpose research airplane 
whose initial development was funded jointly by 
the Air Force, Navy and National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration. Three aircraft were built, 
and the first to fly took to the air on June 8, 1959. 
In the course of its long career, the X-15 has made 
a great many contributions to research, particularly 
in the hypersonic area, and it has attained speeds of 
over Mach 6 and altitudes above 350,000 feet. Cur
rently the No. 1 plane is being used for research in 
high-altitude brightness, micrometeorite collection, 
ultraviolet stellar photography, heat exchangers, at
mospheric density measurements, horizon scanning 
and definition, advanced integrated data systems, 
air-breathing propulsion, supersonic decelerators 
and high-temperature leading edges. The No. 2 air
plane (photo), which was fitted with twin drop
pa]?le fuel tanks, coated with ablative material and 
modified as a ramjet test-bed, set an unofficial speed 
record of Mach 6.7, or 4,520 miles per hour, on Oc
tober 3, 1967. The pilot was Major Pete Knight. 
Subsequently the aircraft was overhauled and 
placed in storage at the NASA facility at Edwards 
~FB. The No.3 aircraft was destroyed in a fatal ac
Cident on November 11, 1967, in which Major M. J. 
Adams lost his life. More than 10 years of flight 
research had been completed without a fatality by 
the 3 aircraft prior to the No. 3 crash. As of Sep
tember 28, 1968, a total of 197 X-15 flights had b een 
made. 
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OV-IOA BRONCO LIGHT ARMED 
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace & 
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
The OV-10A was the first aircraft designed specif
ically for counterinsurgency and limited-war op
erations . It is intended for use by the military 
services, allied foreign countries and the Military 
Assistance Program. Its mission capabilities include 
observation and reconnaissance, helicopter escort, 
limited ground attack, gunfire spotting, liaison, 
transport and training. The Bronco can operate 
from rough clearings, waterways and primitive 
roads as well as from prepared airfields and small 
carriers. The OV-10A fuselage is mounted below 
the wing, providing unobsb·ucted visibility well 
ahead of the propellers for pilot and observer. 
Cockpits are equipped with the North American 
LW3-B escape system, allowing for ejection at zero 
airspeed and ground level. The 111-cubic-foot fuse
lage cargo compartment can carry loads up to 3,200 
pounds. Bombs, rockets and napalm can be 
mounted on fuselage sponsons which contain 4 
fixed 7.62-millimeter machine guns. 

Specifications 
Span 40 feet; length 41 feet 7 inches; height 15 feet; 
engines AiResearch T76-G-10 (left) and T76-G-12 
(right) 715 shaft horsepower each; trailing arm 
articulating landing gear. 

Performance 

Speed 265 knots; range 1,200 nautical miles; service 
ceiling 28,000. 



RA-5C ATIACK/TACTICAL 
RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE 

Prime Contractor: Columbus Diyjsion, Aerospace & 
Sy~tems Group, North American Rockwell Corpo
ration 

Remarks 

The RA-SC is an all-weather, carrier-based recon
naissance aircraft capable of delivering both con
ventional and nuclear weapons at hiah or low 
alti_tudes. It is the third model in th~ Vigilante 
senes, and has a top speed in the Mach 2 range. 
!he RA-SC incorporates design features which give 
It a greater fuel capacity and improved slow-flight 
and lateral control characteristics. Stores are car
:ied internally in a linear bomb bay and delivery 
IS by rearward ejection out the tail section. The 
pilot and reconnaissance/attack navigator occupy 
tandem cockpits. The Vigilante carries the latest 
reconnaissance equipment, including frame and 
panoramic cameras side-lookina radar and passive 

' b 
electronic countermeasures devices, in a detachable 
fu~elage pod. The aircraft and its equipment com
pnse one half of the Navy's Integrated Operational 
In_telligence System, when operated in conjunction 
With the processing center on most attack carriers. 

Specifications 

S~an 53 feet; length 75 feet; height 20 feet; wing, 
tail, nose hinged for folding aboard carriers; normal 
take-off gross weight 65,600 pounds; landing weight 
50,000 pounds; engines 2 General Electric J79-8 tur
bojets, 10,900 pounds thrust each, 17,000 pounds 
with afterburner; b·icycle landing gear. 

Perfortnance 

Speed Mach 2-plus; range 2,000-plus nautical miles. 
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T-2A BASIC JET TRAINER 

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace & 
Systems Group, North American Roch;vell Corpo
ration 

Remarks 

The T-2A Buckeye is the standard basic jet trainer 
of the Navy, in wide use throughout the Naval Air 
Basic Training Command. Designed to operate from 
land and carrier bases, the T-2A is utilized to train 
Navy and Marine Corps student pilots in aerial 
gunnery, instrument flying, formation flying and 
tactics, and carrier operations. The Buckeye has 
stepped, tandem seating and a clamshell-type 
canopy for maximum visibility and low-altitude ejec
tion provisions. It is equipped with the rocket-pro
pelled crew escape system, manufactured by the 
Columbus Division of North American, which is 
effective throughout the trainer's flight envelope. 

Specifications 
Span 36 feet; length 38 feet 8 inches; height 14 feet 
9 inches; gross weight 6,893 pounds; engine West
inghouse J34D, 3,400 pounds thrust; b·icycle land
ing gear. 

Perfor1nance 
Speed 426 knots; range 790 nautical miles; service 
ceiling 40,000-plus feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

T-2B BASIC JET TRAINER 

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace & 
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor
poration 

Remarks 

An improved version of the T-2A, the T-2B Buck
eye entered production in 196.5. It is used as a land
or carrier-based trainer to instruct Navy and Ma
rine Corps student pilots from first je t flight to the 
advanced training phase. The 2-engine configura
tion provides the Buckeye with performance and 
safety characteristics superior to the T-2A. Waist
level engine compartments and equipment bays 
afford ease of access for ground maintenance and 
serv1cmg. Fuel is carried in the fuselage, inboard 
wing leading edges and 100-gallon tanks on each 
wing tip. Under-wing stores stations permit the 
attachment of various installations for gunnery 
practice, bombing or target-sleeve towing. The 
Buckeye's tandem cockpits are equipped with North 
American-designed rocket escape systems. 

Speci fications 

Sp~n 37 feet 10 inches; length 38 feet 3 inches; 
he1ght 14 feet 9 inches; take-off gross weight 13,284 
poun~s; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J60 
~urbo]ets, 3,000 pounds thrust each; tricycle land
mg gear. 

Performance 

Speed 460 knots; range 965 nautical miles· service 
ceiling 42,000 feet. ' 
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F-100 SUPER SABRE 
Prime Contractor: Aerospace & Systems Group, 
North American Rockwell Corpora tion 

Remarks 
The F-100 Super Sabre was the firs.t supersonic 
fighter in the U.S . Air Force Tactical Air Cmm~and. 
The first production model, the F-100A, was. de
livered in October 1953. It was produced m 4 
models the A C D and F. The F-lOOA, an air 
superia'rity figbte1:, i; flown by the Air ~ational 
Guard. The F-100C, with inflight refue.Img an~ 
bombing capabilities, is assigned to the Air Forces 
tactical fighter wings. The D and F fi~hter-bomber 
models are providing the Tactical Air Command 
with long-range nuclear striking power .a?d sup~r
sonic air-to-air combat ability. In additiOn to 1ts 
bomb armament and 4 20-millimeter cannons, the 
Super Sabre can be equipped to fire rockets and mis
siles, including the heat-seeking Sidewinder. 

Specifications 
Span 38 feet; length 47 feet; height 16 feet; wei~ht 
18,239 to 22,337 pounds according to model; engme 
J57, 10,000-pound-thrust class; crew, pilot, except 
F model, pilot and observer or student. 

Performance 
Speed more than 800 miles per hour; range more 
than 1 000 miles· altitude more than 50,000 feet. 

' ' 



AERO COl\fMANDER-100 

Prime Contrac tor: Aero Commander Division, 
Commercial Products Group, orth American 
Rockwell Corpora tion 

Remarks 

'[.he A~ro Commander-100 is a 4-place, all-metal, 
11?~1 -wmg, b·icycle-geared monoplane equipped 
Wit 1 a Lycoming 0-320-A ! 50-horsepower engine 
a~1d a Sensenich M74D t..,1-60V metal propeller. The 
aircraft has a 44-gallon fu el capacity. The Com
~a~1der-lOO is certified under Civil Air Regulations 

1 t 3 for normal ca tegory ~ircraf t. 

Specifications 

S~an 35 feet; length 22 feet 6 inches; height 9 feet 
4 mches; empty weight 1,280 pounds; useful weight 
?70 pounds; gross weight 2,250 pounds; wing load
mg 12.2 pounds p er square foot ; power loading 14.7 
pounds per horsepower. 

Performance 

T ake-off distance 750 feet; landing distance 390 
feet; ra te of climb 850 feet per minute; maximum 
speed 142 miles p er hour; cruise speed 128 miles 
per hour; absolute range 650 statute miles ; service 
ceiling 13,000 feet. 

R-101 

AERO COMMANDER-200 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, 
Commercial Products Group, North American 
Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 

The Aero Commander-200 is a 4-passenger mono
plane, all metal, low w ing cantilever design with a 
retractable tricycle landing gear. The aircraft is 
equipped \ovith a 6-cylinder opposed I0-520-A 285-
horsepower Continental engine and a McCauley 
constant-speed metal propeller. The Commander-
200 has an SO-gallon fuel capacity including auxil
iary fuel of 40 gallons in outer wing panel tanks. 

Specifications 
Span 30 feet 6 inches; length 24 feet 4 inches; 
height 7 feet 4 inches; empty weight 1,940 pounds; 
useful weight 1,060 pounds; gross weight 3,000 
pounds; baggage capacity 200 pounds; wing load
ing 18.75 pounds per square foot; power loading 
10.5 pounds pe.r horsepower. 

P e rfor1nance 
Take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,200 feet; 
landing distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,150 feet ; 
rate of climb 1,450 feet p er minute; optimum cruise 
speed 218 miles per hour; range 1,380 statute miles ; 
landing speed 54 miles per hour (full flaps); service 
ceiling 18,500 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

LARK COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The Lark Commander is a 4-place, single-engine, 
high-wing, all-metal aircraft designed for the bu~i
nessman-pilot and for the leisure market. The air
craft was introduced in January 1968 and is in 
production at the Aero Commander Albany, Geor
gia, facility. Several paint combinations and interior 
decor selections are offered as standard. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet; length 27 feet 2 inches; height 10 feet 
1 inch; gross weight 2,450 pounds; empty weight 
with standard equipment 1,450 pounds; useful load 
1,000 pounds; cabin length 8 feet 2 inches; cabin 
width 3 feet 4 inches; baggage 120 pounds; fuel 
capacity 44 gallons standard; engine Lycoming 
0-360-A2F rated at 180 horsepower at 2,700 revolu
tions per minute at sea level. 

Performance"' 

Speed at best altitude 138 miles per hour; take-off 
over 50-foot obstacle 1 575 feet· take-off run 875 
feet; initial · rate of climb 750 fee~ per minute; stall 
speed 60 miles per hour; range 525 statute miles. 

"'All performances shown are based on full gross, 
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless 
otherwise shown. 

R-102 

DARTER COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The Darter is an all-metal, high-wing, 4-place, 
single-engine aircraft designed for the h·ainer, 
pleasure and business-fleet markets. Several ex
terior color combinations are available. Darter was 
introduced January 30, 1968. 

Specifications 

Span 35 feet; length 22 feet 6 inches; height 9 feet 
4 inches; cabin length 8 feet 2 inches; cabin width 3 
feet 4 inches; baggage 120 pounds; gross weight 
2,250 pounds; empty weight with standard equip
ment 1,280 pounds; useful load 970 pounds; fuel 
capacity 44 gallons; engine Lycoming 0-320-A 
rated at 150 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per 
minute at sea level. 

Performance"' 
Speed at best altitude 133 miles per hour; take-off 
over 50-foot obstacle 1,550 feet; take-off roll 870 
feet; initial rate of climb 785 feet per minute; stall 
speed 55 miles per hour; range 510 statute miles. 

"'All performances shown are based on full gross, 
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless 
otherwise shown. 



JET COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockv.rell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The Jet Commander is an executive jet capable of 
carrymg 8 passengers and 735 pounds of bagaacre 

. f 5 b b on a tnp o 1, 85 miles at speeds above 500 miles 
per hour. 

Specifications 

:Ving span 43 feet 3.7 inches; length 50 feet 11 
mches; height 15 feet 10 inches; empty weight 
9,15~ pounds; gross weight 16,800 pounds; power 
loadmg 2.9 pounds per pound of thrust; engines 
2 GE CJ610-1 rated at 2,850 pounds thrust at sea 
~evel; fuel capacity (JP-4) 926 gallons; cabin capac
Ity 6-8; cabin pressure at sea level up to 20,000 
feet , 7,000 feet at 30,000 feet; certified to operate to 
45,000 feet _ with 9 pounds per square inch; at 
45,000 feet, cabin altitude is 8,000 feet; useful load 
7,240 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 

Maximum speed 568 miles p er hour at 35,000 feet; 
cruise speed 503 miles p er hour at 35,000 feet; ap
p~oach speed at 14,000 pounds, 100 knots; rate of 
chmb 5,000 feet per minute; operational ceiling 
45,000 feet; range with 45-minute reserve 1,585 
statute miles. 

R-103 

AIRCRAFT 

~51 •• 

GRAND COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Roc"k"Well 
Corporation 

Specifications 
Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 41 feet 3.25 inches; 
height 14 feet 9 inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches; 
maximum take-off weight 8,500 pounds; empty 
weight 5,200 pounds; useful load 3,300 pounds; 
maximum fuel capacity 223 gallons (285 with auxil
iary tank). 

Performance 
Cruise speed, 70 percent power at 10,000 feet, 244 
miles per hour; take-off distance over 50-foot ob
stacle 1,560 feet; landing distance over 50-foot ob
stacle 1,360 feet; cruising range with 45-minute fuel 
reserve 1,565 statute miles; service ceiling 26,500 
feet. 

Note: The airplane is also available as the Pres
surized Grand Commander which has identi
cal specifications and performance with these 
exceptions: empty weight 5,700 pounds; use
ful load 2,800 pounds. 



SHRIKE COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 

-Corporation 

Remarks 

Designed for the businessman-pilot or to be profes
sionally flown, the Shrike can carry up to 7 people 
plus 350 pounds of baggage. Standard installations 
include separate passenger and cockpit entry doors, 
-4 individual chairs, choice of interior fabric decor 
and external paint combinations. 

Specifications 

Span 49 feet % inch; length 35 feet 1% inches; 
height 14 feet 6 inches; maximum gross weight 
6,750 pounds; empty weight with standard equip
ment 4,520 pounds; useful load 2,230 pounds; maxi
mum fuel capacity 156 gallons; engines 2 Lycoming 
I0-540-E1BA rated at 290 horsepower at 2,750 
revolutions per minute at sea level. 

_Performance 0 

Speed at best altitude 215 miles per hour; take-off 
over 50-foot obstacle 1,375 feet; stall speed 68 miles 
per ~our; initial rate of climb 1,450 feet per minute; 
se~viCe ceiling 17,500 feet; range 1,078 statute 
m1les. 

~All performances ~hown are based on full gross, 
standar.d atmosphenc conditions at sea level unless 
otherwise shown. 

R-104 

COURSER COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rochvell 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Standard executive seating for 8 occupants or up to 
ll in high-density configuration. Has IFR capa
bilities. Available with pressurization (3.2 pounds 
per square inch) . Baggage compartment, separated 
from cabin, permits loads up to 400 pounds in 60.8-
cubic-foot area. 

Specifications 
Span 49 feet % inch; length 43 feet; height 14 feet 
6 inches; maximum gross weight 8,500 pounds; 
empty weight with standard equipment 5,449 
pounds; useful load 3,051 pounds; maximum fuel 
capacity standard 223 gallons, with auxiliary 283 gal
lons; engine 2 Lycoming IGS0-540-B1A with take
off power of 380 horsepower at 3,400 revolutions per 
minute at sea level. 

Performance"' 
Speed at best altitude 240 miles per hour; take-off 
over 50-foot obstacle 1,780 feet; stall speed 82 
miles per hour; initial rate of climb 1,282 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 27,500 feet; range 1,300 stat
ute miles standard, 1,600 statute miles with auxil
iary fuel. 

<>All performances shown are based on full gross, 
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless 
otherwise shown. 



TURBO II COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

A pressurized turboprop aircraft with standard ex
ecutive seating for 8 occupants or as many as 10. It 
has IFR capabilities and features fully reversible 
propellers as standard installation. A 400-pound
capacity baggage compartment is separated from 
the passenger cabin. 

Specifications 
Span 44 feet; length 42 feet 11.75 inches; height 14 
feet 6 inches; maximum gross weight 9,450 pounds; 
empty weight with standard equipment 5,783 
pounds; useful load 3,617 pounds; maximum fuel 
capacity (standard) 286.5 gallons, (auxiliary) 337.5 
gallons; engines 2 Garrett AiResearch TPE 331-43 
BL with take-off power of 575 shaft horsepower 
and 605 equivalent shaft horsepower each at sea 
level. 

Perfor1nance 0 

Maximum speed at best altitude 290 miles per hour; 
cruise speed (normal) at 10,000 feet 280 miles per 
hour; take-off roll 1,660 feet; service ceiling 26,500 
feet; range with auxiliary fuel1,500 statute miles . 
0 All performances shown are based on full gross, 
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level unless 
otherwise noted. 
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AIRCRAFT 

AERO COMMANDER 500U 

Prime Contractor : Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rocbvell 
Corporation 

Specifications 
Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 35 feet 1% inches; 
height 14 feet 9% inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches; 
take-off weight 6,750 pounds; empty ·weight 4,350 
pounds; useful load 2,400 pounds; fuel capacity 156 
gallons; engines 2 Lycoming I0-540, 290 horse
power each. 

Performance 
Cruise speed, 70 percent power 10,000 feet, 218 
miles per hour; take-off distance over 50-foot ob
stacle 1,375 feAt; landing distance over 50-foot ob
stacle 1,235 feet; range with 45-minute reserve 1,305 
statute miles; service ceiling 21,000 feet. 



AG COMMANDER S2D 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The Ag Commander is a highly maneuverable agri
cultural duster/sprayer with exceptional visibility 
and safety features. A monoplane with a full canti
lever low wing, it is of all-metal construction with 
the exception of fabric empennage skin surfaces. 
The cockpit is stressed to over 40 g's and is com
pletely sealed against chemical entry. 

Specifications 

Span 44 feet 6 inches; length 28 feet 4 inches; 
height 8 feet 10 inches; tread 8 feet 4 inches; take
off weight 6,000 pounds; empty weight 3,400 
pounds; useful load 2,600 pounds; fuel capacity 109 
gallons; hopper capacity 300 gallons; engine 1 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R1340-AN-1 rated at 600 
horsepower. 

Performance 

Cruise spe.ed 140 miles per hour; stall speed (nor
mal) 57 rrules per hour; stall speed at gross weight 
70 miles per hour; take-off distance 850 feet · land
ing dist~nce 500 feet; service ceiling 15,000 feet; 
range With 45-minute reserve at 50 percent power 
470 statute miles. 

R-106 

AG COMMANDER A-9, A-9 SUPER 

Prime Contractor : Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rod .. "Well 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The Ag Commander A-9 and Ag Commander A-9 
Super are popular aerial application aircraft. With 
identical airframes, the Ag Commander A-9 and 
Ag Commander A-9 Super differ in power and per
formance. 

Specifications 
Span 35 feet; length 24 feet; height 8 feet; tread 6 
feet 10 inches; gross weight 3,000 pounds; empty 
weight 1,600 pounds; fuel capacity 40 gallons; hop
per capacity (A-9) 170 gallons or 1,400 pounds, (A-9 
Super) 210 gallons or 1,600 pounds; engine (A-9) 1 
Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 rated at 235 horsepower, 
(A-9 Super) 1 Lycoming I0-540-G1C5 rated at 290 
horsepower. 

Performance 
Cruise range (A-9) at 75 percent power 300 stat
ute miles, (A-9 Super) at 50 percent power 300 stat
ute miles; cruise speed at 75 percent power(A-9) 105 
miles per hour, (A-9 Super) 115 miles per hour; stall 
speed at gross weight 48 miles per hour; stall speed 
usually landed 40 miles per hour; take-off distance 
at gross weight (A-9) 600 feet, (A-9 Super) 1,000 
feet; landing distance (A-9) 447 feet, (A-9 Super) 
800 feet. 



QUAIL AND SPARROW COMMANDERS 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

These 2 aerial application aircraft are similar in 
a.irframe design and construction. They are de
signed for the application of both liquid and solid 
che~icals. Quail and SparrO\'V differ in hopper ca
pacity, power and performance. In photo, Quail. 

Specifications 

Sp~n 34 feet 9 inches; length 23 feet 6 inches; 
height 7 feet 7 inches. Quail: Gross weight 3,600 
pounds; useful load 2,000 pounds; hopper capacity 
210 U.S. gallons or 1,600 pounds; fuel ·capacity 40 
gallons; engine Lycoming I0-540-G1C5 fuel injec
ted, rated at 290 horsepower. Sparrow: Gross 
weight 3,4_00 pounds; useful load 1,800 pounds; hop
per capacity 170 U.S. gallons or 1,400 pounds; fuel 
capacity 40 gallons; engine Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 
rated at 235 horsepower. 

Perfor1nance 

Quail: Maximum speed 120 miles per hour; working 
speed 90-100 miles per hour; stall speed 40 miles 
per hour; take-off distance at gross weight 800 feet; 
service ceiling 16,000 feet; ferry range at 50 percent 
power 300 statute miles. Sparrow: Maximum speed 
119 miles per hour; working speed 90-100 miles per 
hour; stall speed 40 miles per hour; take-off distance 
600 feet; service ceiling 14,000 feet; ferry range at 
75 percent power 300 statute miles. 

R-107 

AIRCRAFT 

THRUSH COMMANDER 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The Thrush Commander is the largest agricultural 
aircraft in production in the United States. It is a 
highly maneuverable aerial application aircraft de
signed specifically for precise application of liquid 
and solid chemicals. The all-metal-wing and -fuse
lage aircraft is delivered equipped with a 70-nozzle , 
spray boom and all basic application devices in
stalled. The Thrush has an average 60-foot swath 
width at normal application altitudes and has work
ing speeds up to 110 miles per hour. Aircraft is 
eligible for FAR 23 and 21 certification. 

Specifications 
Span 44 feet 5 inches; length 29 feet 4% inches; 
height 9 feet 2 inches; gross weight 6,900 pounds; 
hopper capacity 400 U.S. gallons or 3,280 pounds; 
fuel capacity 104 gallons; engine Pratt & Whitney 
Wasp R1340, 9 cylinder, supercharged, radial, rated 
at 600 horsepower at 2,250 revolutions per minute 
for take-off. 

Perforntance 
Maximum speed 140 miles per hour; working speed 
95-110 miles per hour; stall speed 57 miles per 
hour; take-off distance at gross weight 775 feet; 
service ceiling 15,000 feet; ferry range at 50 percent 
power 470 statute miles. 



AG COMMANDER BIA 

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Com
mercial Products Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation 

Remarks 

The Ag Commander B1A is a high-performance, 
highly maneuverable agricultural sprayer/ duster 
aerial application aircraft with removable side 
panels and a corrosion-proofed airframe structure. 
Its fuel tanks located in the wings, the Ag Com
mander B1A has an all-fiberglass hopper with a top
loading door and comes equipped with landing 
gear and windshield wirecutters as well as a wire 
deflection cable as part of its wide list of standard 
features. 

Specifications 

Span 44 feet; length 30 feet; height 10 feet; tread 9 
feet 3 inches; gross weight 4,500 pounds; empty 
weight 2,700 pounds; fuel capacity 80 gallons; hop
per capacity 300 gallons or 2,400 pounds; engine 1 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 1R-985 rated at 450 horse
power. 

Performance 

Cr'-:ise range at 75 percent power 350 statute miles; 
crmse spee~ at 75 percent power 115 miles per 
hour; working speed 90-100 miles per hour; stall 
speed at gross weight 61 miles p er hour; stall speed 
as usually landed 45 miles per hour; take-off dis
tance 600 feet; landing distance 400 feet; service 
ceiling 18,000 feet. 

R-108 

F-5 TACTICAL FIGHTER 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
The F-5 is a multipurpose, twin-turbojet, super
sonic fighter chosen by the Depar_tment of Defe~se 
for fighter aircraft replaceme~t m selected allred 
nations under the Military Assistance Program. By 
May 1968, 14 free world nations had received 
quantities of F-5s, with one other programmed to 
receive the aircraft. Single-seat F -5A fighters and 
twin-cockpit F-5B models are pro?uced ~~ :veil as 
a new RF-5A reconnaissance verswn. Utihzmg the 
same basic design, the F-5B combines the combat 
capability of the F-5A with training capa~ility. 
The aircraft provides close support of troops, mter
ception, attacks on communications and supply 
lines and armed reconnaissance missions over 
enemy territory. It is produced by Northrop's Nor
air Division and is also being produced under 
special license in Canada and Spain. 

Specifications 
Span 26 feet 7 inches with wing-_tip armam~nt; 
length 45 feet; height 13 feet 2 mches; weight 
13,000 pounds with full internal fuel; external load 
6,200 pounds of air-to-air and a~r-to-ground_ weap
ons reconnaissance and surveillance eqmpment 
and extra fuel; 2 20-millimeter cannons mounted in 
nose of F -5A and RF -5A; engines 2 General Elec
tric J85-13 turbojets, 4,080 pounds thrust each (GE 
J85-15 engines with 4,300 pounds thrust e_ach are 
being used in the Canadian and Dutch versiOns). 

Performance 
Speed Mach 1.4-plus; combat ceiling more than 
50 000 feet· sea-level rate of climb more than 29,000 
fe~t per ~inute; range more than 1,5?0 na~ti:al 
miles with external tanks dropped, tactical miSSIOn 
radius up to 760 nautical miles. 



T-38 TALON TRAINER 

Prime Conb·actor: Nortlu·op Corporation 

Remarks 

The only U.S.-produced supersonic jet trainer, tlw 
T-38 is a twin-jet, low-wing monoplane. It is used as 
an advanced trainer by the Air Force and has been 
selected_ b_Y NASA for asb·onaut space flight readi
ness trammg. The 1,000tl1 T-38 was scheduled for 
delivery to the USAF in early 1969. A quantity of 
T-38s has also been delivered to the German Air 
Force. Featuring a very high degree of safety, it is 
produced by Northrop's Norair Division. 

Specifications 

Span 24 feet 3 inches; length 42 feet 2 inches; 
height 12 feet 11 inches ; weight 11,550 pounds; 
crew 2; engines 2 General Elecb·ic J85-5 turbojets; 
2 independent electrical and fuel supply systems, 
one for each engine. 

Perforn1ance 

Speed Mach 1.2 (guaranteed), :Mach 1.35 (highest 
attained); range 990 nautical miles; rate of climb 
over 30,000 feet per minute; ceiling 54,000 feet. 

R-109 

AIRCRAFT 

l6H-IB PATHFINDER II 

Prime Conb·actor: Piasecki Air~raft Corporation 

Remarks 

The 16H-1B is an advanced developmental shaft 
compound helicopter with 1 GE T58-5 turbine of 
1,500 shaft horsepower. The 16H-l predecessor de
sign was developed and tested originally with com
pany hmds; then major modifications under contract 
to the Army led to the 16H-lA and additional ad
vanced ground and flight testing. It is an 8-place, 
higher-powered equivalent with 3-bladed main 
rotor, 3-bladed controllable pitch ring-tail ducted 
propeller for propulsion, stability and antitorque 
control, stub wings and retractable main landing 
gear. 

Specifications 
Fuselage length 37.25 feet; wing span 20 feet; main 
rotor diameter 44 feet; empty \>veight 4,830 pounds; 
VTOL gross weight 8,121 pounds; STOL gross 
weight 10,500 potmds. 

Performance 
Maximum speed sea level 225 miles per hour; 
service ceiling 18,700 feet. 



AIRCRAFT 

16H-3J PATHFINDER EXECUTIVE 

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

A commercial twin-turbine configuration derived 
from the advanced developmental 16H-1A, the 
l6H-3J is a low-wing, twin-engine, shaft-driven 
compound helicopter powered by 2 United Air
craft of Canada PT6B-16 turbines. It features a 
ducted pusher propeller which provides forward 
thrust for fixed-wing-mode :flight conditions. The 
same propeller, working in conjunction with con
trollable tail vanes, provides the antitorque force 
for hovering. In forward flight the rotor is unloaded, 
transferring the propulsion function to the tail pro
peller and the lift function to the wing. The 16H-3J 
provides the executive traveler door-to-door travel 
at greatly increased speeds over those of present
?ay h~~copters. Seating capacity is 14 passengers 
m add1hon to the pilot. 

Specifications 

Fuselage length 42.9 feet; wing span 21.3 feet; main 
rotor diameter 44.2 feet; empty weight 5,925 
pounds; gross weight 9,600 pounds. 

Performance 

C~uise speed 190 miles per hour; range 438 statute 
m1les. 

R-llO 

PA-25 PAWNEE C 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Pawnee was designed speci£cally for the safe, 
efficient, economical dispersal of liquid and solid 
agricultural chemicals, insecticides and salt and for 
ease of maintenance under field conditions. The 
Pawnee was introduced in 1959; the present Pawnee 
C is equipped with a Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 235-
horsepower engine. In worldwide use it has earned 
the universal respect of ag-operators and their cus
tomers-farmers, municipalities and highway de
partments-and of ag-pilots for its handling ease 
and its unique "safety capsule" cockpit. The Pawnee 
may also be powered by a 260-horsepower Lycom
ing 0-540-E engine with optional constant-speed 
propeller. 

Specifications 
Wing span 36.2 feet; length 24.7 feet; height 7.2 
feet; gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight 
sprayer 1,488 pounds, duster 1,479 pounds; wing 
area 183 square feet; fuel capacity 42 gallons; all
metal McCauley propeller with 84-inch diameter. 

Performance 

Top speed llO miles per hour for duster, ll7 for 
sprayer; cruise speed at 75 percent power 100 miles 
per hour for duster, 105 for sprayer; stall speed 61 
miles per hour; take-off run 956 feet for duster, 800 
for sprayer; landing roll 850 feet; rate of climb at 
sea level, duster 500 feet per minute, sprayer 630 
feet per minute; cruising range at 75 percent power, 
duster 285 miles, sprayer 300 miles. 



CHEROKEE 1408 

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

Th~ Cherokee 140B is a 2-4 place, £xed-gear sport/ 
tramer powered by a Lycoming 0-320-E2A 150-
horsepower engine. Since its introduction in 1963 
the Cherokee 140B has become one of the most 
popular air~raft for the £xed-base operator, flying 
c~ubs and fl1ght schools as well as for private indi
VIdu~ls . Its low-wing design with 10\v center of 
gravity, coupled with the 10-foot-wide landin rr 
gear_, !1as ~ade the Cherokee 140B an exb·emely 
forgl\~mg a1rplane for student work and has permit
ted flight operations in wind conditions heretofore 
considered too risl-.7 for student solo operations. 

Specifications 

Wing spa~1 30 feet; length 23.3 feet; height 7.3 feet; 
gross we1~ht 2,150 pounds; empty weight 1,201 
pounds; wmg area 160 square feet; wing loading 
13.4 pounds per square foot ; power loading 14.3 
p~unds per horsepower; fuel capacity 50 gallons; 
~:nopeller all-metal, fixed-pitch Sensenich with 74-
mch diameter. 

Performance 

Top speed 142 miles per hour; cruise speed 75 per
cent power 133 miles per hour; stall speed 54 miles 
p er hour; take-off nm 800 feet; landing roll 535 feet; 
rate of climb 600 feet per minute; service ceiling 
14,300 feet; cruising range 725 miles. 

R-111 

AIRCRAFT 

CHEROKEE D 

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Cherokee D is the latest version of the Chero
kee line of 4-place, fixed-gear aircraft inb·oduced 
in 1961. 

Specifications 
Wing span 30 feet; length 23.5 feet; height 7.3 feet; 
wing area 160 square feet; wing loading 15 pounds 
per square foot; gross weight 2,400 pounds; empty 
weight 1,300 pounds; useful load 1,100 pounds; 
engine Lycoming 0-360-A3A rated at 180 horse
power at 2,700 revolutions per minute. 

Performance 
Top speed 152 miles per hour; optimum cruising 
speed, 75 percent power 7,000 feet, 143 miles per 
hour; stalling speed (flaps) 57 miles per hour; take
off run 720 feet; rate of climb 750 feet per minute; 
service ceiling 16,400 feet; cruising range, 75 per
cent pO\ver optimum altitude, 725 miles; fuel con
sumption, 75 percent power, 10 gallons per hour. 



CHEROKEE 235C 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corpora tion 

Remarks 
The Cherokee 235C can carry 4 passengers, 200 

-pounds of luggage and 84 gallons of fu el and still 
have weight left over. With its Lycoming 0-540-
B2B5 235-horsepower engine and its modern, low
wing design, the Cherokee 235C can operate out of 
even the shortest fields, and then cruise at 156 miles 
per hour for a range of over 900 miles. The new 
Cherokee 235C incorporates many improvements, 
such as "shock-mounted" cowling, dynafocal engine 
mounting, increased soundproofing, a n ew, larger 
instrument panel that will accommodate even the 
most professional type of equipment, the Sports
Power console and a new paint scheme. 

Specifications 
Wing span 32 feet; length 23.7 feet; height 7.1 feet; 
gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight 1,467 
pounds; wing area 170 square feet; wing loading 17 
pounds per square foot; power loading 12.4 pounds 
per horsepower; fuel capacity 84 gallons; propeller 
either McCauley metal, fixed pitch, or Hartzell con
stant speed, both with 80-inch diameter. 

Performance 

Top speed 166 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75 
percent power 156 miles per hour at 2,900 pounds 
gross; stall speed 60 miles p er hour; take-off run 
800 feet; landing roll 680 feet; rate of climb at sea 
level 82~ .feet per minute; service ceiling 14,500 
feet; crmsmg range at 75 percent power 935 miles . 
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CHEROKEE SIX 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Piper Cherokee Six is unique in its class. Ideal 
for business, pleasure, ranch, utility or air taxi use, 
it is offered with a choice of horsepower, 6- or 7-
place seating and in a seaplane configuration. The 
260-horsepower version uses · a Lycoming 0-540-
E4B5 and the 300-horsepower version uses the 
10-540-K with Bendix fuel injection. Cruising speed 
of 160 miles per hour in the 260-horsepower model 
is increased to 168 miles per hour at full 3,400-
pound gross in the 300-horsepower version. Both 
models carry 6 passengers, 200 pounds of luggage 
and full fuel of 84 gallons, with a 7th seat optional. 

Specifications 
Wing span 32.8 feet; length 27.7 feet; height 7.9 
feet; gross weight 3,400 pounds; empty weight 
1,655 pounds; wing area 174.5 square feet; wing 
loading 19.5 pounds per square foot; power loading 
13.1 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 84 gal
lons; propeller either fixed-pitch, metal McCauley or 
Hartzell constant speed with 82-inch diameter. 

Performance 

Top speed, 260- and 300-horsepower versions re
spectively, 166 and 174 miles per hour; cruise 
speed at 75 percent power 160 and 168 miles per 
hour; stall speed, either version, 63 miles per hour; 
take-off run 7 40 and 700 feet; landing roll 630 feet; 
ra~e of climb at sea level 850 and 1,050 feet per 
mmute; service ceiling 14,500 feet; cruise range at 
75 percent power 960 and 880 miles. 
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CHEROKEE ARROW 

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Arrow has a number of features which distin
guish it from its companion cra£t, the Cherokee D. 
It has 3 instead of the usual 2 windows on either 
side, providing additional visibili ty for the 4 occu
pants . A new power conh·ol arrangement groups 
the throttle, propeller and mixhtre conh·ols in a 
quadrant similar to th at found in multi-engine air
craft. Gear is retractable by a hydraulic system that 
employs an electrically operated pump. 

Specifications 
Span 30 feet; length 24.2 feet; height 8 feet; gross 
w eight 2,500 pounds; empty weight 1,380 pounds; 
wheel h·ead 10.5 feet; engine Lycoming I0-360, 
180 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute. 

Perfonuance 
Top speed 170 miles per hour; optimum cruising 
speed 162 miles per hour; stalling speed, flaps and 
gear down, 61 miles per hour; take-off run 820 feet; 
landing roll 776 feet; cruising range 75 percent 
power 857 miles; service ceiling 15,000 feet. 
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AIRCRAFT 

PA-18 SUPER CUB 

Prime Conh·actor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The PA-18 Super Cub reflects the sound aerody
namic design proven and refined in more than 
27,000 planes of this basic model produced by Piper 
Aircraft since its introduction in 1937. The Super 
Cub is powered by a Lycoming 0-320 !50-horse
power engine; it holds the world's altitude record 
for piston-powered light aircraft by attaining 30,203 
feet. The Super Cub is certified on floats and skis 
and is used throughout the world for pleasure and 
for training, patrol, survey, agricultural and general 
utility work. 

Specifications 
Wing span 35.3 feet; length 22.5 feet; height 6.7 
feet; gross weight 1,750 pounds; overload gross 
weight 2,070 pounds; empty weight 930 pounds; 
wing area 178.5_ square feet; wing loading 10 
pounds per square foot; power loading 11.6 pounds 
per horsepower; fuel capacity 36 gallons; propeller 
all-metal Sensenich with 74-inch diameter. 

Perforn1ance 
Top speed 130 miles per hom; cruise speed at 75 
percent power 115 miles per hour; stall speed 43 
miles per hour; take-off run 200 feet; landing roll 
350 feet; rate of climb at sea level 960 feet per min
ute; service ceiling 19,000 feet; cruising range at 75 
percent power 460 miles. 



AIRCRAFT 

POCONO 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
Designed specifically for the commuter market, 
Piper's new Pocono is an 18-place, short-haul air
liner which has also attracted more-than-antici
pated interest as an executive transport. Cabin 
height is 5 feet 8 inches; normal seating is 3 abreast, 
2 on the right side of the aisle and one on the left. 
Standard airline-type floor mounting channels per
mit positioning of seats or cargo fasteners in any 
desired location. 

Specifications 

Wing span 51 feet; length 39.25 feet; height 15.75 
feet; gross weight 9,500 pounds; empty weight 4,900 
pounds; useful load (as 18-place) 4,600 pounds, (in 
cargo configuration) 4,350 pounds; engines 2 Ly
coming TI0-720, 500 horsepower. 

Performance 

Top speed at 10,000 feet 242 miles per hour; cruise 
speed, 75 percent power 10,000 feet, 216 miles per 
hour; ~tall speed 74 miles per hour; rate of climb 
1,630 feet per minute; single-engine ceiling 14,000 
feet; range, economy cruise (55 percent) 810 miles . 
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COMANCHE C 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Comanche C is the latest version of the proven 
Comanche line of airplanes. The new Comanche C 
has a longer cabin that seats up to 6 people, more 
luxurious styling and a maximum gross weight of 
3,100 pounds. Powered by either a Lycoming 0-540-
E carburetor induction engine or a Lycoming 10-
_540-D fuel-injection engine, the Comanche C cruises 
at over 180 miles p er hour and has a range of 1,100 
miles at 75 percent power. 

Specifications 
Wing span 35.98 feet; length 25.29 feet; height 7.47 
feet; gross weight for take-off 3,100 pounds; gross 
weight for landing 2,945 pounds; empty weight 
1,728 pounds; wing area 178 square feet; wing load
ing 17.42 pounds per square foot; power loading 
11.92 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 90 gal
lons; propeller Hartzell constant speed with 77-inch 
diameter. 

Performance 
Top speed 194 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75 
percent power 182 miles per hour; stall speed 66 
miles per hour; take-off run 760 feet; landing roll 
655 feet; rate of climb at sea level 1,370 feet per 
minute; service ceiling 20,000 feet; cruising range 
at 75 percent power 1,108 miles. 



TWIN COMANCHE C 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Rentarks 

A longer cabin that seats 6 passengers, new luxuri
ous styling, and even quieter operation are added 
to the already proven design of the Tvvin Coman
che to make the Twin Comanche C. Powered by 2 
Lycoming 10-320-B fuel-inj ection engines develop
ing 160 horsepO\·Ver each, the Twin Comanche C 
cruises at over 190 miles per hour at 75 percent 
power. If even better performance is desired for 
high altitude, the Turbo Twin Comanche C can 
cruise at 24,000 feet at 223 miles per hour at 75 
percent power. It holds the light tv.rin nonstop dis
tance record. In photo, Turbo Twin Comanche C. 

Specifications 

vVing span 35.98 feet; length 25.2 feet; height 8.2 
feet; gross weigh~ 3,600 potmds (3,725 pounds for 
the Turbo); empty weight 2,210 pounds (2,408 
pounds for the Turbo); wing area 178 square feet; 
power loading 11.3 pounds per horsepower; fuel 
capacity 120 gallons; propeller Hartzell constant 
speed, full feathering with 72-inch diameter. 

Perfor1nance 

To~ speed 205 miles per hour (246 for Turbo); 
crmse speed at 75 percent power 198 miles per 
hour (240 for Turbo); take-off run 940 feet; landing 

. roll1,215 feet; rate of climb at sea level1,460 feet per 
minute (1,290 at 10,000 feet for Turbo); service ceil
i~g 18,600 feet (Turbo ceiling is 30,000-plus feet); 
smgle-engine ceiling 7,100 feet (17,000 feet for 
T\ubo); cruising range at 75 percent power 1,200 
miles (1,535 miles for Turbo). 
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AZTEC D AND TURBO AZTEC D 
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Aztec Dis powered by 2 Lycoming fuel-injec
tion I0-540-C4B5 engines developing 250 horse
power each. It cruises at 210 miles per hour at its 
maximum gross weight of 5,200 pounds and will 
travel nonstop well over 1,009 miles. For even bet
ter, high-altitude performance, the Turbo Aztec D 
is equipped with 2 Lycoming fully modified I0-540-
J4A5 engines which increase cruise speed to 250 
miles per hour at 24,000 feet and give the Turbo 
Aztec D a ceiling of over 30,000 feet. 

Specifications 
Wing span 37 feet; length 30.2 feet; height 10.3 
feet; gross weight 5,200 pounds; empty weight 2,933 
pounds (3,023 pounds for the Turbo Aztec); wing 
area 207.56 square feet; fuel capacity 144 gallons; 
propellers Hartzell constant speed, full feathering, 
77-inch diameter. 

Perforntance 
Aztec D: Top speed 216 miles per hour; normal 
cruise, 4,000 feet, 210 miles per hour; intermediate 
cruise, 6,000 feet, 208 miles per hour; economy 
cruise, 6,400 feet, 204 I~iles per hour; long-range 
cruise, 10,200 feet, 195 miles p er hour. Turbo Aztec 
D: Top speed 256 miles per hour; turbo cruise, 
24,000 feet, 250 miles per hour; intermediate cruise, 
24,000 feet, 236 miles per hour; economy cruise, 
24,000 feet, 218 miles per hour; long-range cruise, 
24,000 feet, 199 miles per hour. 



AIRCRAFT 

PA-31 NAVAJO 

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

Piper offers 2 models of the Navajo, the Turbo Nav
ajo with 310-horsepower turbocharged Lycoming 
TI0-540-A engines and the Navajo 300 with 10-
540-K engines. At full gross of 6,200 pounds, the 
Turbo Navajo will cruise at 247 miles p er hour at 
23,500 feet and the Navajo 300, 210 miles per hour 
at 6,400 feet. Accelerate-stop distance is just over 
2,000 feet for both models, and short-field character
istics are similar to those of the Aztec. 

Specifications 

Wing span 40.67 feet; length 32.63 feet; height 13 
feet; gross weight 6,200 pounds; empty weight 3,603 
pounds for Navajo 300 and 3,759 pounds for Turbo 
Navajo; wing area 229 square feet; fuel capacity 190 
gallons; propellers full-feathering, constant-speed 
Hartzells. 

Performance 

Top speed 224 and 260 miles per hour; cruise speed 
at 75- percent power 210 miles per hour at 6,400 
and 247 at 23,500; stall speed 71 miles per hour; 
take-off run 1,080 feet and 1,066 feet; landing roll 
1,725 feet; rate of climb at sea level, Navajo 300 
1 ,~40 feet per minute, Turbo Navajo 1,395 feet per 
mmute; service ceiling 20,500 feet and 26,300 feet 
(ab~olute ceiling for Turbo Navajo 30,000 feet plus); 
crms~ range at 75 percent power, 1,240 miles for 
NavaJO 300, 1,305 miles for Turbo Navajo; single
engine ceiling 5,750 feet and 15,800 feet. 
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XV-5B V/STOL VERTIFAN 

Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company 

Remarks 
The Ryan XV-5B Vertifan V/STOL jet utilizes 5-
foot-diameter fans submerged in its wings for verti
cal flight. Powered by 2 General Electric J85 engines, 
the aircraft's speed range jncludes capabilities of 
zero speed in hover to more than 450 knots in con
ventional jet mode. Under NASA contract, the XV-
5B was renovated and modified by Ryan and com
menced ground tests June 24, 1968, at San Diego. 
First conventional flight was made July 15, 1968; 
ferry flight to NASA-Ames Research Center was on 
July 18, 1968. First vertical flight was August 2, 
1968. After initial flight testing by Ryan, XV-5B was 
delivered to NASA-Ames for use in V/STOL re
search programs. Major modification for NASA use 
was movement of landing gear outboard of wing 
fans. The aircraft was formerly the U.S. Army XV-
5A, which accomplished a highly successful flight 
test program. 

Specifications 
Span 29.83 feet; length 44.52 feet; height 14.75 feet; 
empty weight including instrumentation 9,150 
pounds; maximum gross weight 12,326 pounds; en
gines 2 General Electric J85. 

Perfor1nance 

Maximum speed in jet mode (demonstrated) 456 
knots; maximum speed in fan mode (demonstrated) 
90 knots; maximum sideward speed in fan mode 29 
knots. 



S-58 TRANSPORT HELICOPTER 

Prime Conb·actor: Sikorsk:y Aircraft 

Remarks 

The S-58 is an all-purpose transport flown by the 
U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, Army, many foreign coun
b·ies and domestic and foreign commercial opera
tors. More than 1,800 S-58s have been manufactured. 
The S-58 has a seating capacity of crew (pilot and 
copilot) and 12-18 passengers or 8 litters, or a net 
payload of 4,000 pounds for a distance of 100 miles. 
It has an alternate cargo capacity of 405 cubic feet. 
A 5,000-pound-capacity automatic touchdown re
lease cargo sling to carry external loads and a 600-
pound-capacity hydraulically operated utility hoist 
are provided as desired . Automatic stabilization 
equipment is installed on Navy, Marine and Army 
versions of the aircraft and has been certified by 
the FAA for use on commercial S-58s. Four-bladed 
main rotor and 4-bladed tail rotor are all metal. 
The first flight -took place March 8, 1954. 

Specifications 
Empty weight 7,900 pounds; normal gross weight 
13,000 pounds; useful load 5,100 pounds; engine 
Wright R1820, 1,525 horsepower. 

Perfortnance 

Maximum speed 123 miles per hour; service ceiling 
9,500 feet; range 280 miles. 
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SH-3A/D ANTISUBl\fARINE HELICOPTER 
Prime Contractor: Sikorsl)' Aircraft 

Remarks 

AIRCRAFT 

The SH-3A antisubmarine warfare helicopter made 
its first flight March 11, 1959, after development 
under the U.S. Navy's weapons system program. 
It was the first helicopter in the world to exceed 200 
miles p er hour in a sanctioned speed test, and the 
first to make a nonstop coast-to-coas t helicopter 
flight in the U.S. The SH-3A gave the Navy a heli
copter able to both search out and destroy enemy 
submarines. The SH-3D, with more powerful en
gines and improved avionics and sonar equipment, 
has increased range and ability. The SH-3A/ D is 
produced not only for the U.S. Navy but also for 
the Canadian, English, Spanish , Italian and Brazil
ian navies and for the Japanese Self D efense Forces. 
The S-61A, without the antisubmarine warfare gear, 
has been _eroduced for the Danish Air Force and 
the Malaysian Air Force and for commercial use. 
The RH-3A, a version of the SH-3A fitted with tow
ing hook, is used by the U.S . Navy as a mine coun
termeasures aircraft. Still another version, the VH-
3A, is used to transport the President of the United 
States and other government officials. 

Specifications 
Empty weight 11,865 pounds; useful load 6,761 
pounds; engines 2 GE T58-10, 1,400 horsepower 
each. 

Perfortnance 
Maximum speed 166 miles per hour; service ceiling 
14,700 feet; range (with 10 percent reserve) 624 
miles. 



S-6IL/N HELICOPTER AIRLINER 

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft 

Remarks 

' The S-61N is the amphibious version of the S-61L, 
first helicopter designed specifically for airline use 
and to airline standards. It carries from 25 to 30 
passengers. The aircraft is powered by twin turbine 
engines and can continue flight to normal landing 
with one engine inoperative. The S-61L has been 
flown in scheduled passenger service by Los An
geles Airways since 1962. S-61Ns have been deliv
ered to San Francisco & . Oakland Helicopter Air
lines in the U.S., BEA Helicopters Ltd. in England, 
Greenlandair in Greenland and Ansett-ANA in Aus
tralia. In addition, S-61Ns have been used for pas
senger service in both Pakistan and Japan. S-61Ns 
have been used for construction and oil rig work 
both here and abroad; they fly crews and supplies 
to offshore rigs in the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea 
and the waters off Malaysia. The Canadian Coast 
Guard uses the S-61N. 

Specifications 

Empty weight 12,256 pounds; normal gross weight 
19,000 pounds; useful load 6,744 pounds; engines 2 
GE CT58-140-2, 1,500 horsepower each. 

Performance 

Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; service ceiling 
12,200 feet; range 265 miles. 
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S-6IR HELICOPTER 

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft 

Remarks 
The S-61R, a member of the S-61 series marked by 
a rear cargo door, made its first flight June 17, 1963. 
The S-61R was selected by the Air Force as both 
transport and rescue vehicle, the former called the 
CH-3E and the latter HH-3E. The HH-3E is 
equipped with external, jettisonable fuel tanks and 
features a telescopic air-refueling probe for ex
tended flights. Two HH-3Es made the first nonstop 
transatlantic helicopter flight in 1967, refueling 9 
times from New York to Paris. Assigned to the 
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service (ARRS), 
the HH-3E's prime combat mission is the recovery 
of downed airmen. For this mission the HH-3E is 
both armor plated and armed for protection from 
hostile forces while in the combat area. Rapid load
ing and unloading of the aircraft are provided by a 
rear ramp and cargo door. Power is supplied by 2 
gas turbine engines. Primary mission of the CH-3E 
is cargo and troop transport. It has approximately 
the same performance as the HH-3E but is not 
equipped with tip tanks, armor plating or aerial re
fueling probe. Another search and rescue version of 
the S-61R, the HH-3F, is being produced for the 
U.S. Coast Guard. It is equipped with sophisticated 
communications and navigation equipment. 

Specifications 
Empty weight 14,426 pounds; normal gross weight 
19,500 pounds; alternate gross weight 22,050 pounds; 
useful load 5,074 pounds; engines 2 GE T58-5, 1,500 
horsepower each. 

Performance 
Maximum speed 165 miles per hour; cruising speed 
154 miles per hour; service ceiling 11,700 feet; range 
(with 2 tip tanks) 748 miles. 



S-62 SEARCH/RESCUE HELICOPTER 
Prime Conb·actor: Sikorsky Aircraft 

Re1narks 

The single-turbine S-62, the first amphibious heli
copter built with a Hying boat type hull, is used by 
the Coast Guard as its search and rescue helicopter. 
Th~ S-62 was the first American turbine-powered 
helicopter to be certified by the Federal Aviation 
Ad~inistration for commercial operations. The FAA 
certificate permits it to carry a pilot, a copilot and 
11 passengers. It can operate from land, water, ice, 
snow, swamp, mud or almost any other surface. The 
first Hight took place May 22, 1958. Besides its Coast 
Guard application, the S-62 is used in airline and 
i~d~1strial operations. It is especially useful to the 
ml mdustry in supplying offshore drilling platforms. 

Specifications 

Empty weight 5,083 pounds; normal gross weight 
8,100 pounds; useful load 3,017 pounds; engine Gen
eral Electric T58-8, 1,250 horsepower. 

Perforinance 

Maximum speed llO miles per hour; service ceiling 
11,200 feet; range 463 miles. 
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AIRCRAFT 

S-64 SKYCRANE 
Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft 

Remarks 
The first Hight of the twin-turbine-powered Sikor
sk)' S-64 Skycrane, a universal transport vehicle with 
both military and industrial potential, took place 
May 9, 1962. The S-64 carries a 10-ton payload. 
First deliveries of the S-64 were made to the West 
German Ministry of Defense. The U :S: Army pur
chased 6 in 1964, and has ordered additional quanti
ties. The S-64 is designed to carry its cargoes exter
nally. It has a rear-facing pilot's seat to provide a 
clear view of the cargo dming pickups or deliv
eries. By means of a hoist it can pick up or deposit 
loads without landing. A lightweight van, for such 
military uses as a field hospital, command post or 
repair shop, can be attached ~o the S-64 fuselage. 
Such vans are produced by S1korsky for use with 
the Army S-64s. The Skycrane is produced also for 
commercial operators in such fiel?s as oil drilling 
and ship-to-shore cargo b·ansportahon. 

Specifications 
Empty weight 18,969 pounds; normal gross weirrht 
38,000 pounds; alternate gross weight 42,000 
pounds; useful load 19,031 pounds; engines 2 Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft JFTD-12A, 4,500 horsepower 
each. 

Performance 
Cruising speed llO miles per hour; maximum speed 
124 miles per hour; service ceiling 13,000 feet; range 
253 miles. 

.. 
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S-65 HEAVY ASSAULT TRANSPORT 

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft 

Remarks 

The Sikorsky S-65 was designed for the U.S. Marine 
Corps as a heavy assault transport helicopter, the 
CH-53A. First flight took place October 14, 1964. 
First- delivery to a Marine Corps squadron took 
place in September 1966. The CH-53A has flown at 
speeds exceeding 200 miles an hour and has carried 
loads, both internally and externally, exceeding 12 
tons. The CH-53A, with a crew of 3, can accommo
date 38 troops. It has been used to retrieve other 
aircraft and to deliver equipment and supplies. The 
HH-53B and HH-53C, rescue and recovery versions 
produced for the U.S. Air Force, have rescue hoist, 
auxiliary fuel tanks and an aerial refueling probe 
that allows almost unlimited range. 

Specifications 

Empty weight 22,444 pounds; gross weight 42,000 
pounds; engines (CH-53A) 2 GE T64-12, 3,435 
horsepower each, (HH-53B) 2 GE T64-3, 3,080 
horsepower each, (HH-53C) 2 GE T64-7, 3,435 
horsepower each. 

Pe;rformance 

Cr,:risin_g speed 172 miles per hour; maximum speed 
19o m1les per hour; service ceiling 22,000 feet; 
range 250 miles (with auxiliary tanks 780 miles). 
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SA-26AT CORPORATE AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Swearingen Aircraft 

Remarks 

The SA-26AT, or Merlin liB, is an 8-10 place, pres
surized, twin-engine airplane designed for corporate 
use. It has a cylindrical fuselage with a pressure 
differential of 7 pounds per square inch. The Mer
lin liB is powered by 2 Garrett AiResearch TPE 
331-1-151G turbine engines equipped with propel
ler reversing and synchronization feah1res and rated 
at 665 shaft horsepower. The Merlin liB made its 
initial flight August 25, 1967, and was type certi
fied June 12, 1968. 

Specifications 

Span 45 feet 10% inches; length 40 feet 1.3 inches; 
height 14 feet 4 inches; cabin dimensions: length 
128 inches, width 62 inches, height 59 inches; fuel 
capacity 386 gallons; design gross weight 10,000 
pounds; design empty weight 6,150 pounds; design 
landing weight 9,300 pounds. 

Performance 

Speed at 15,000 feet 295 miles per hour; range at 
27,500 feet 1,785 miles with 45-minute reserve; rate 
of climb at sea level 2,570 feet per minute; service 
ceiling at full gross weight 29,900 feet; single-en
gine service ceiling 12,500 feet (with pressurization 
and full accessory load); stall speed 87 miles per 
hour. 



NAVY'S NEW 

Ryan's new Supt!rSonic Target, firebee II, is 
off and flying. Now completing flight tests at 
Pt. Mugi,l, this 1000 mile-an-hour pilotless 
jet was created to dress rehearse Navy 
fighter pilots. Unmatched performance, plus 
realistic threat impersonation make Firebee 
II a Navy pilot's best life insu~ance policy. 

RYAN 

a comprehensive., modern., 
up-to-date exposition 

of all facets of 
1nodern control tlteory . . . 

including unique ntaterial. on: 
• learning control 
• adaptive control 

• sensitivity analysis 

Volume 1: 
ELEMENTS OF MODERN CONTROl THEORY ... 

begins with elements of linear feedback systems, traces 
through sensitivity analysis, stochastic effects, optimal 
and adaptive control and completes recent developments 
in learning theory. 

Volume 2: ANAlYSIS AND DESIGN OF 
SPACE VEHIClE FliGHT CONTROl SYSTEMS ... 
is concerned with the design of automatic flight control 
systems, discusses problems of dynamics, structural elas
ticity, sensor and actuator characteristics (especially 
gyros) and launch trajectories. 

Each volume 900 pages 
Available in Fall 1969. Tentative price $30 each 

SPARTAN BOOKS 
A SUBSIDIARY OF PUBLISHERS CO., INC. 

432 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016 



AVIATION HOLDING 
MANUFACTURING, SALES AND 
SERVICE including ... OVERHAUL 

/ 

AND REPAIR 
The Aviation Holding Corporation, based at 
Greenville, Texas, manufactures the Dalton 
Profiteer, designed to meet the needs of 
agricultural flying. 

For Information Write: 

Aviation Holding Corp. 
Route 4- Majors Field 
Greenville, Texas 75401 

/ 



CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 

FLIGHT TRAINING SCHOOLS · · · 
PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, HELICOPTER, CROP
DUSTIN·G, MULTI- ENGINE, INSTRUMENT, AND 
AIRLINE TRANSPORT RATINGS. 

FAA AND G. I. BILL APPROVED 

Subsidiaries: 

Greenvi lie Aviation 
Greenville, Texas 

Southwestern Aviation 
lubbock, Texas 

Mercury ·Aviation 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Mercury Aviation 
Tucson , Arizona 

long horn Aviation 
Lafayette, louisiana 

Dalton Aircraft Corp. 
Greenville, Texas 



track, 
Our Univac computers help radars keep track 
of several targets at once. 

Jet pilots depend on our 
Vickers hydraulic components 
to activate flight controls, 
landing gear, etc. Our Sperry 
flight control system keeps 
aircraft on course at the proper 
altitude . 

For the Apollo 8 flight, Sperry Rand furnished more than one 
hundred Univac computers, built the critical accelerometer~ , 
parametric amplifiers for TV reception and provided hydraulic 
power to guide the third stage . Sperry Rand is no ordinary com
pany. We're synergistic . 

...JL 
-,'Si=EI=<'<V RAf\C 

Vicke rs, Sperry, U nivac, S pe rry Rand , N ew H oll an d, Rem ing ton and Re min gton 
Ran d are trade m arks of Spe rry Rand. 

di1re, 
·' 

Nuclear subs cruise thousands of 
miles without surfacing, thanks to our 
Sperry inertial navigation systems. 



MINUTEMAN ICBM 

"' eap_on S ·stem Integrator: The Boeing Company; 
technical direction b) TR'i\ S) stems Group, TR'i\1 
Inc. 

~ssociate Contrac tors: Thiokol Chemical Corpora
t~on (first-stage engine); Aerojet-G neral Corpora
tion (second-staae engine all models; third-stabc:re 

. b ' 
en~me, Minuteman III ); H ercules Incorporated 
(tlu:rd-stage engine, Minuteman I and II); Auto
ne ttcs Di, ision, Aerospace & Systems Group, North 
American Roch vell Corporation (guidance and con
trol system ); Avco Corporation or General Electric 
Company (reentt·y vehicles); Syh ania Elecb·onics 
(ground communications) 

Remarks 

~~Iinuteman is an intercontinental ballistic missile 
operated by the U.S. Air Force's Strategic Air Com
mand. One thousand ~vlinuteman missiles are on 
strategic alert in 6 vvinrrs deployed in 7 western 
states. The force whichb now consists of a mix of 
Minuteman I and II will evolve to a mix of Minute
man II and III mi~siles over the next few years. 
Minuteman is a 3-stage, solid-fuel missile which 
can b e launched from blas t-proof underground 
launch facilities within seconds after a command is 
received. Multiple-channel communications connect 
an underground launch control cen ter, manned by 
2 SAC officers, with 10 launch facilities. Minuteman 
II (photo) has a larger second-stage engine, im
proved guidance system, greater range and payload 
capabilities, more flexible targeting and increased 
survivability. Minuteman III has an improved third 
stage and a new reentry system, providing greater 
accuracy and payload. Minuteman carries a nuclear 
warhead. 

Specifications 

Minuteman I: (WS-133A)-Model LGM-30A, length 
54 feet, Model LGM-30B, length 55.9 feet; weight 
approximately 65,000 pounds; diameter approxi
mately 6 feet at first-stage interstage. 
Minuteman II: (WS-133B)-Model LGM-30F,length 
.59.8 feet; weight approximately 70,000 pounds. 
Minutem an III: Model LGM-30G, length 59.8 feet; 
weight approximately 76,000 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 
Minuteman I: Range more than 6,300 nautical 
miles; speed more than 15,000 miles per hour. 
Minuteman II: Range more than 7,000 nautical 
miles; speed more than 15,000 miles per hour. 
Minuteman III: Range improved. 
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TITAN II ICBM 

Program Management: Ballistic Systems Division, 
Space and Missile Systems Org~nization (SAMSO), 
Air Force Systems Command 
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 

. Denver Division (systems integration, base integra
tion, airframe) 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(propulsion); AC Electronics Division, General 
Motors Corporation (guidance); GE Missile and 
Space Vehicle Division (reentry vehicle); TRW 
Systems Group, TRW Inc. (technical direction) 

Remarks 

Titan II is an intercontinental ballistic missile oper
ated by the USAF's Strategic Air Command. SAC 
has 54 operational missiles at 3 bases. Largest of the 
U.S. ICBMs, Titan II is equipped with sophisticated 
penetration aids. It is a 2-stage weapon with 430,000 
pounds of rocket thrust in its first stage and 100,000 
pounds in the second stage. Both stages burn stor
able liquid propellants (nitrogen tetroxide and a 
50!50 mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical di
methyl hydrazine). Titan II carries a nuclear war
head and is inertially guided. Earlier Titan I ICBM 
was phased out of service in 1965. 

Specifications 

Length 103 feet; diameter 10 feet; weight 330,000 
pounds. 

Performance 

Range 6,300 nautical miles with Mark VI reentry 
vehicle. 



ATLAS ICBM (SERIES D, E and F) 

P1ime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North -American Rocb;vell 
Corporation (engines); General Electric Company, 
Burroughs Corporation, and American Bosch Arma 
Corporation (guidance); General Electric Company 
and Avco Corporation (reentry systems) 

Remarks 

Developed as the free ,,.,arid's first intercontinental 
ballistic missile, Atlas served as the backbone of the 
nation's deterrent force during the late 1950s and 
early 1960s. Installed at launch sites across the na
tion under the Air Force policy of concmrence, 
Atlas missiles and their latmch sites were produced 
in 3 basic versions, the Series D , Series E and Series 
F. Series D missiles were emplaced in "soft," above
ground launch sites. Series E missiles were installed 
in aboveground "coffin" launch facilities providing 
greater protection from enemy attack than the Series 
D emplacements. Series F missiles served as deter
rents in underground "silo" launch sites, fully hard
ened against all but a direct hit. Series D missiles 
use~ ~ngines producing 360,000 pounds thrust w~th 
radw-mertial guidance systems. Series E and Senes 
F missiles employed uprated engines capable of 
390,000 pounds thrust, and used all-inertial guid
ance systems. Atlas ICBMs in test flights placed re
entry vehicles more than 9,000 miles from the 
launch site, though originally designed for ranges 
of approximately 6,000 miles. Phased out of the 
nation's deterrent arsenal during 1965, Atlas mis
siles are currently being used for flights in the Air 
Force ABRS (Advanced Ballistic Reentry Sys
tems) program, the Nike-Target program and satel
lite programs. 
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POSEIDON FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Com
pany 
Associate Contractors: Hercules Incorporated and 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation (power plants); Gen
eral Electric Company and Sperry Rand Corpora
tion (gu!dance and fire control); Nortronics Divi
sion of Northrop Corporation (missile check-out) 

Remarks 
The Poseidon C3 missile has its roots in Polaris 
technology, but it is larger and much more ad
vanced. It is 6 feet in diameter as opposed to Po
laris' 4% feet, and, at 34 feet, it is 3 feet longer than 
the A3 Polaris. Poseidon weighs about twice as 
much as its pred ecessor. D espite the increase in 
size, the weapon will fit into the submarine tubes 
designed for Polaris. Poseidon will have double the 
payload of the A3 Polaris and will b e twice as 
accurate. These factors, coupled with the use of 
new p enetration aids, will make Poseidon 8 times 
as effective as Polaris. Plans call for equipping 31 
of the 41 Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines with 
Poseidon C3 and the remaining 10 with Polaris A3. 
The first flight test of Poseidon (C3X-1), on August 
16, 1968, was a "complete success," according to the 
U .S. Navy, and all test objectives were met. 

POLARIS FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Com
pany 
Associate Conh·actors : Aerojet-General Corporation 
and H ercules Incorporated (power plants); General 
Electric Company and Hughes Aircraft Company 
(guidance and fire control); Nortronics Division of 
Northrop Corporation (missile check-out) 

Remarks 
The third-generation Polaris A3 became operational 
with the Navy in September 1964. It was preceded 
into service by the A1 version, which had a range of 
1,200 nautical miles, and the A2, with a 1,500-nau
tical-mile range. While A2 was an outgrowth of A1, 
the A3 is a 90 p ercent new missile. Among many 
innovations was a switch from the "champagne bot
tle" shape of the earlier missiles to a simple, bulle t
shaped configuration. The A3, with a range of 2,500 
nautical miles, arms 28 of the 41 Polaris submarines; 
the remaining 13 will carry the A2 weapon. The A1, 
operational since November 1960, has been retired 
from fleet duty but will find utility as a booster in 
developing and testing missile and space programs. 
All 3 versions of the Polaris are 2-stage, solid-propel
lant, inertially guided ballistic missiles which can be 
fired from submerged or surfaced submarines, from 
surface ships or from land bases. There are 336 A3 
and 208 A2 missiles assigned to the Atlantic Fleet, 
which operates 34 of the FBM submarines. An addi
tional 112 A3s are assigned to the Pacific Fleet. 
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PERSHING SURFACE-TO-SURFACE 
WEAPON SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Orlando Division 

Remarks 

Pershing is a 2-stage, surface-to-surface ballistic 
missile which is operational with Army artillery bat
talions. It was deployed with the U.S. Seventh Army 
in Europe in early 1964 and is also in the hands of 
F ederal Republic of Germanv Air Force units, with
in the frame\:vork of NATO. Pershing has the long
est r ange and greatest firepower of all weapons in 
the Army's arsenal. Four tracked vehicles carry the 
firing equipment to the firina position in the around
mobile mode. The system c~n also be airlift~d. The 
mi~sile is b·ansported in a horizontal position on its 
umque erector-launcher which contains its own 
launch pad and levelina jacks and raises the missile 
to vertical firing positi~n. In early 1966 the Army 
awarded a $66,000,000 conb·act to Martin Marietta 
for ~levelopment of new-generation ground support 
eqmpment to increase Pershin a system reliability 
and firing rate. Mounted on whe~ls instead of tracks, 
the. ne': system, identified as Pershing 1-A, includes 
ma1or Improvements centered on a new program
mer/ test. station, a fast-reacting erector-launcher, 
automatic countdown and fault isolation and a bat
t~ry control cenh·al. Pershing 1-A went into produc
tion under a $52,000,000 contract issued in Novem
b er 1967. 

Specifications , 

L ength 34% feet; diameter 3.3 feet; weight approxi
mat~l~ 10,000 pounds; speed supersonic; h·aj ect~ry 
ballistic; propulsion 2 stage, solid propellant; gmd
ance inertial; warhead nuclear. 

Perfonnance 

Range 100-400 nautical miles. 
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SERGEANT SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: UNIVAC Salt Lake City, a divi
sion of Sperry Rand Corporation 

Remarks 
The Sergeant is reliable, mobile and simple to oper
ate; with its ease of maintenance and degree of 
immunity to countermeasures, it represents an Army 
\veapon ·sys tem comparable in general field worthi
ness to the shorter-range unguided rockets. Sergeant 
has been purchased and d eployed with U.S. and 
Federal Republic of Germany troops. Status: opera
tional. 

Specifications 
Length 35 feet ; diameter 31 inches; '"'eight 10,000 
pounds. 
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REDSTONE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE 
MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Chrysler Corporation Missile 
Division 

Remarks 

The first ballistic missile to be deployed overseas, 
Redstone is no longer being built as a weapons sys
tem, but it has research utility. Chrysler Missile Di
vision, as a major subcontractor to TRW Systems, 
has made major modifications to a number of Red
stones for use in the SPARTA (Special Antimissile 
Research Tests in Australia) program. SPARTA is 
part of Project Defender, sponsored by the Defense 
Dep~rtment's Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
Eqmpped with solid-propellant upper stages and 
reentry payloads, the Redstones were assembled and 
l~unched at Woomera, Australia. Chrysler also pro
VIded the payloads and assisted in launch support. 
Other Redstones have been reactivated for Project 
Defender. Programs utilizing Redstone for new mis
sions are under consideration. 

Specifications 
Length 69 feet; diameter 70 inches; weight 60,970 
pounds. 

Performance 
Range 200 nautical miles; 75,000 pounds thrust. 

MACE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 
Associate Conh·actors: Allison Division of General 
Motors Corpora tion (engine); Thiokol Chemical 
Corporation (booster); Goodyear Aerospace Cor
poration (ATRAN guidance) (A version) ; AC Spark 
Plug Division, General Motors Corporation (inertial 
guidance) (B version) 

Remarks 
An improved version of Matador first launched in 
1959, Mace is an all-weather guided missile incor
porating enough innovations to justify its classifica
tion as an entirely new weapon system. iVlace TM-
76A is fired from a truck-drawn, zero-lenoth 

b 
launcher; Mace TM-76B, from hardened under-
ground bases. 

Specifications 
Sweptwing missile; length 44 feet; span 23 feet· 
diameter 54 inches; guidance, Mace A, self-con~ 
tained ATRAN (Automatic Terrain Hadar and Navi
gator) map-matching system; guidance, Mace B, 
all inertial; warhead nuclear or conventional; power 
Allison }33 jet engine, booster Thiokol motor. 

Performance 
Speed over 650 miles per hour, supersonic in ter
minal dives; range over 650 miles (Mace A), over 
1,200 nautical miles (Mace B); thrust 5,200 pounds 
(engine), 100,000 pounds (booster). 



LANCE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 
Associate Contractors: American Bosch Arma Cor
poration (gyroscope); Systron-Donner Corporation 
(guidance components); Rocketdyne Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation (propulsion); "' hittaker Controls and 
Guidance (gyroscope); F. M. C. Corporation (vehi
cles); Hawker Siddeley (lightweight launcher) 

Remarks 
Lance is a surface-to-surface ballistic missile de
signed by the Army to provide greater fire support 
to Army field divisions. It complements division 
tube artillery and extends the division commander's 
capa~ility for supporting fire. Lance is built by the 
MIClugan facility of LTV Aerospace's Missiles and 
Space Division. It is the first Army missile to use 
packaged, storable liquid propellants. Major com
ponents of the missile include a warhead section, a 
guidance package, fuel tankage and an engine. 
Major ground support equipment includes a self
propelled launcher, a fully mobile lightweight 
launcher, the transporter-loader and the prefire 
tester and fire pack. Guidance is a simplified inertial 
unit developed in the Army Missile Command's 
Guidance and Control Laboratory. Development of 
a longer-range version is under way for the Army, 
and the company has performed exploratory work 
for the Navy to determine whether Lance can be 
used as a ship-launched, amphibious support system. 
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SHILLELAGH ANTI-ARMOR 
GUIDED l\'IISSILE SYSTEM 

MISSILES 

Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 

Remarks 
Shillelagh is a tank-fired, surface-to-surface, anti
armor guided missile system which is standard 
armament on the Army's General Sheridan Armored 
Reconnaissance Vehicle. A lightweight guided mis
sile system, Shillelagh is designed to give U.S. armor 
field superiority over enemy armored vehicles and 
tanks, troops and field forti£cations. Aeronutronic 
is producing Shillelagh for the U.S. Army Missile 
Command. A "fifth buy" productjon contract for 
$100,000,000 was awarded to Aeronutronic in 1968. 
Shillelagh utilizes ari infrared command guidance 
system, giving it extremely high accuracy against 
either stationary or moving targets and a high first
round "kill" probability. The system includes both 
the guided missile system and conventional ammu
nition, both fired from a 152-millimeter combination 
gun/launcher. Now entering the fifth year of pro
duction by Aeronutronic at the Army's Lawndale, 
California, Missile Plant, Shillelagh is used also in 
the compact turret version of the Army's M60 A1E2 
Main Battle Tank. It will also be standard arma
ment on the U.S.-Federal Republic of Germany 
Main Battle Tank, to be operational in the 1970s. 
Shillelagh, which is handled in the field with the 
ease of a conventional round of ammunition, has 
been tested tmder extreme environmental conditions 
ranging from desert heat to arctic cold and high 
tropical humidity. Aeronuh·onic also produces the 
tank-mounted Shillelagh guidance and conh·ol 
equipment. 

Specifications 
Length approximately 45 inches; diameter 152 mil
limeters; weight approximately 60 pounds; warhead; 
shaped charge. 
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DAVY CROCKETT CLOSE-SUPPORT MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Army Weapons Command (In
House) 

Remarks 
A small Army battlefield missile, Davy Crockett is 
a s~10rt-range weapon for support of ground troops. 
It IS fired from a bazooka-type launcher carried by 
2 men or mounted on a vehicle. 

HONEST JOHN SURFACE-TO-SURFACE 
M~SSILE 

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 
Honest John is a surface-to-surface missile propelled 
by a single-stage, solid-propellant engine, with spin 
stabilization provided by small spin rockets. Un
guided, it attains a top speed of Mach 2.7. The 
Honest John is capable of carrying either a nuclear 
or a high-explosive warhead. Honest John is opera
tional. 

Specifications 
Length 24.8 feet; diameter 30 inches; weight 4,500 
pounds. 

Performance 
Range 21 miles; maximum speed Mach 2.7. 
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TOW ANTITANK MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 
Associate Contractor: Army Munitions Command, 
Picatinny Arsenal (warhead development) 

Remarks 
TOW is the first supersonic missile guided in flight 
by means of a 2-wire link between launcher and 
missile. It gets its name from the description: Tube
launched, Optically-tracked, Wire-guided. A major 
improvement of this weapon over earlier antitank 
missiles is the simplified and highly accurate aiming 
device. To fire at a stationary object or a moving 
target, the gunner simply aligns the crosshairs of 
his telescopic sight on the target and then launches 
the missile, which automatically flies along his line 
of sight. With TOW, the gunner does not have to 
estimate range to the target, speed of the target or 
angle between target course and his weapon. If he 
keeps the crosshairs centered, signals transmitted 
through the 2-wire link automatically correct the 
missile's course. TOW can be carried by troops and 
fired from a simple lightweight launcher mounted 
on a tripod. It can also be mounted on a variety of 
ground vehicles, including the Ml13 armored per
sonnel carrier. TOW is undergoing service testing 
by the U.S. Army. 



DRAGON MEDIUM ANTITANK 
ASSAULT WEAPON 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 

Remarks 

Dragon is a medium antitank assault weapon de
signed for use by the infantryman. Light enough to 
be carried by one man and shoulder-fired, Dragon 
has a warhead big enough to knock out most armor 
and other infantry targets. It "ill be far superior in 
range, accuracy and hit probabilit) to the 90-milli
meter recoilless rifle it will replace. vVeighing about 
27 pounds, the system employs command-to-line-of
sight guidance and consists of 3 main items: a 
b·acker, a recoilless launcher and a missile. In opera
tion, the gunner sights the target through a tele
scopic sight, then launches the missile. \Vhile he 
holds his sight on the target, the tracker senses 
missile position relative to the gunner's line of sight 
and sends command signals over wire to the mis
sile. This causes rocket "side thrusters" to fire, ap
plying corrective control forces. The thrusters are 
fired at appropriate roll angles so that the missile is 
automatically guided throughout flight. In photo, 
sight and launcher (missile is enclosed within the . 
launcher and is never seen by the gwmer). An Army 
contract calling for production engineering and pro
duction of the Dragon, \vith a planned total value 
of $133,000,000, has been awarded to McDonnell 
Douglas Astronautics Company. First manned fir
ing was conducted successfully on July 5, 1968. 

SUBROC ANTISUBMARINE MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation 
Subcontractors: Aerospace Systems Division, Singer
General Precision, Inc. (major portion of guidance 
system); AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corpora
tion (auxiliary power system); Thiokol Chemical 
Corporation (manufacture and loading of propellant) 

Remarks 
Subroc, an underwater-to-air-to-underwater antisub
marine missile, has been developed by Goodyear 
Aerospace Corporation for the Naval Ordnance 
Systems Command, formerly the Navy Bmeau of 
Weapons, under technical direction of the Naval 
Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland. It is 
being manufactured in production quantities as a 
submarine-launched, rocket-propelled, inertially 
guided nuclear depth bomb for destruction of hos
tile underwater craft. Using solid-fuel propellant, 
its range is greater than any other ASW weapon 
except aircraft. The ·missile is launched horizontally 
from standard submarine tubes, and conventional 
launch methods are employed. The submarine can 
be movina and need not be pointed at the target. 
Utilizing ~digital computer for target motion analy
sis, the fire control system can solve many problems 
simultaneously. This system can handle other sub
marine-launched weapons in addition to Subroc. 
Subroc is now operational with the fleet and has 
performed successfully in a number of £rings. 

Specifications 
Weight approximately 4,000 pounds. 

Performance 
Classified. 
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MK 46 MOD l ANTISUBMARINE TORPEDO 

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc. 
Subcontractors: TRW Inc.; Clevite Corporation 

Remarks 
The MK 46 Mod 1 is the Navy's latest lightweight 
ASW torpedo. It is an active-passive homing high
speed torpedo propelled by a liquid (monopropel
lant) fuel hot-gas piston-cam engine. It can be 
launched from aircraft, helicopters, ASW vessel tor
pedo tubes and ASROC. It is capable of seeking, 
acquiring, attacking and destroying the latest deep
diving, high-speed nuclear submarine. 

Specifications 
Approximate dimensions: length 101 inches; diame
ter 12% inches; weight 508 pounds. 

MARK 46 ANTISUBMARINE TORPEDO 
P~ime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 
Subcontractor: The Bendix Corporation (guidance 
and control system) 

Remarks 
The Navy's Mark 46 is a rocke~-prope_llant-drive~, 
high-speed, deep-running, passive/~ctive . acoustic 
homing antisubmarine torpedo. It IS de~1gned to 
seek, acquire, pursue and destroy conventwnal and 
nuclear submarines. The Mark 46 can be launched 
from aircraft, from the torpedo tubes of ant~sub
marine vessels, from conventional or drone helicop
ters or by ASROC (antisubmarin.e ,rocket). T~e 
Mark 46 is in production at Aero1et s Electromcs 
Division, Azusa, California. 

Specifications 
Approximate dimensions: length 101 inches; 
eter 12% inches; weight 570 pounds. 

diam-
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AS ROC/TERRIER 

Prime Contractors: Honeywell Inc. (ASROC); Gen
eral Dynamics Corporation (Terrier) 

Remarks 

The ASROC/Terrier system is a new concept in 
shipboard weaponry. It combines the ASROC (anti
submarine rocket) and Terrier supersonic guided 
missile weapons system in an advanced ASROC/ 
Terrier combination aboard a new class of ship. The 
ASROC has been modified so that it can be fired 
from a Terrier launcher on the forward deck of the ·· 
ship. Two Terrier or 2 ASROC missiles can be alter
nately mounted on the launcher and fired in rapid 
su.ccession, although one cannot be on the launcher 
With the other at the same time. Combining the 
systems leads to several advantages, including re
duced manpower requirements, greater missile stor
age capacity and less topside weight and deck area. 
T~e first of the new class of ships to be equipped 
With the system is the USS Belknap ( DLG-26). 
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SPRINT ANTIMISSILE MISSILE 

Prime Contractors: \i\Tes tern Electric Company 
(Sentinel system prime) ; Martin Marietta Corpora
tion (Sprint missile); Bell Telephone Laboratories 
(system design and development) 

Remarks 
Th.e Sprint missile is one of the major components 
b emg developed for the .1\rmy's Sentinel missile de
fense system. Its mission is to intercept ICBM war
heads, or the warheads of medium-ranae missiles 
\vhich might be launched from submarines, after 
~1ey l~ave entered the earth's atmosphere. Reaction 
time 1s a major consideration, since these missiles 
approach the earth at velocities over 17,000 miles 
p er hour. Sprint's time of flicrht-from launch to 
intercept-is only a matter ofbseconds. The missile 
is designed to be "popped" from its launch cell 
rather than flown out under its own power. A gas 
generator placed under the missile ejects it like 
a dart from a blowgun. The Sprint booster ignites 
after the missile is aboveground. At the same time, 
the missile pitches over on a trajectory that takes it 
to .the v~cinity of the computer-calculated intercept 
pomt. Fme adjustments are made in fliaht via radar 
signals from the ground. b 

Specifications 
~ength 27 feet; diameter 4.5 feet at base; configura
han cone-shaped; propulsion 2 stage, solid propel
lant; guidance command via grourid radar; warhead 
nuclear; type surface-to-air interceptor. 

Performance 
Speed hypersonic; other details classified. 
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MISSILES 

SPARTAN ANTIMISSILE MISSILE 

Prime Contractors: Western Electric Company 
(Sentinel system prime); McDonnell Doualas Astro
nautics Company, McDonnell Douglas C~rporation 
(Spartan missile); Bell Telephone Laboratories (sys
tem design and development) 

Remarks 
Spartan is the longer-ranging of the 2 missile com
ponents of the Sentinel missile defense system, 
which also includes a battery of tracking radars 
and computers on the ground. Spartan complements 
the Sprint weapon to provide the Sentinel system 
with a wide variety of intercept ranges and alti
tudes. The nuclear-armed Spartan is capable of 
intercepting incoming missile warheads at rancres 
of "several hundred miles"; Spartan intercepts ~re 
made outside the earth's atmosphere. Spartan, like 
Sprint, is being developed under the supervision of 
a special Sentinel Sys tem Command at the Army's 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. The Army's largest mis
sile, Spartan made its first test flight on April 1, 
1968. Spartan testing continues at Meek Island, 
north of Kwajalein Island in the Pacific, where the 
first model of the Raytheon Sentinel Missile Site 
Radar has been constr~cted. 

Specifications 
Three stages, all solid-propelled; first stage length 
11 feet, second stage length 16 feet; overall missile 
length approximately 55 feet; basic stage thrust 
about 450,000 pounds. 



MISSILES 

NIKE HERCULES AIR DEFENSE MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Western Electric Company 

Remarks 
Nike Hercules is the U.S. primary high-altitude air 
defense weapon in operational status. The missile 
has proven successful against high-performance air
craft at a variety of altitudes. It has also successfully 
intercepted short-range ballistic missiles and other 
Nike Hercules missiles in tests. Ground equipment 
includes a low-power acquisition radar, a high
power acquisition radar which can be packaged on 
wheels (mobile HIPAR), a target tracking radar, a 
missile tracking radar, electronic and data process
ing equipment and remote-controlled launchers. 
The system is continually b eing modified to meet 
new threats and to incorporate advances in missile 
technology. 

Specifications 
L ength 41 feet; diameter 311fz inches; weight 10,000 
pounds at launch; propulsion system 2 stage, solid 
propellant; command guidance; conventional or nu
clear warhead. 

Performance 
Speed supersonic; range more than 75 nautical 
miles; ceiling in excess of 150,000 feet. 

HAWK ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corpora
tion (propulsion); Northrop Corporation (launcher/ 
loader/ carrier) 

Remarks 
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Hawk is a surface-to-air antiaircraft missile in oper
ational service with the Army and the Marine 
Corps. In addition, Hawk is deployed in Europe, 
Panama and the Far East, and is being produced 
by 5 NATO nations for their o"':'n use. ~Iawk ~m
ploys a radar homing system. It IS e ffective agamst 
targets ranging from tree-top level to about 50,000 
feet. Hawk is now employed in South Vietnam. Al
though designed primarily as an antiaircraf~ missi~e, 
Hawk has had successful intercepts of tactical mis
siles such as Honest John, Little John and Corporal. 
For more reliable and capable defense against at
tacking aircraft, improved and self-propelled sys
tems are in production. 

Specifications 
Weight 1,275 pounds; length 198 in.ches; span 47.4 
inches; solid propeJJant; high-explosive warheads. 

Performance 
Speed supersonic. 



SAM-D AIR DEFENSE SYSTKM 

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company 

Remarks 
SAM-D (Surface-to-Air-Missile-Development) will 
b e an Army air defense system for use in both bat
tlefi eld and continental air defense against high
p erformance aiTcraft and short-range missiles. 
SAi\ti-D can b e d eployed as a battery to provide 
circular defensive coverage or as a fire section to 
provide coverage over a sector. A fiTe section vvill 
consist of one fire conb·ol group and several launch
ers and may be detached from the major conb·ol 
elements for autonomous operations. A battery in 
the fi eld will b e mounted on appro;...'imately 12 vehi
cles and will include th ese main elements: fire con
tTol, launchers, battery conb·ol and communications 
groups . A fire control group contains a radar, a 
radar/weapons-conb·ol computer, communications 
and prime power on the same vehicle. The multi
function phased array radar will perform all the 
functions requiring several radars in other systems. 
It will d etect tarcrets b·ack them track, and issue 
guidance commagds ' to the missile in flight. The 
battery control group will coordinate firings within 
a battery and serve as a communications center. It 
houses a computer for handling high data rates, 
processes and coordinates information between ra
dars and passes on fire conb·ol information. The 
launcher group will carry several of the single-stage, 
solid-propellant missiles in launching-shipping con
tainers . The missile is cradled within the canister or 
container, supported by teflon-coated launch rails. 
At launch, the motor blast shatters the rear plastic 
cover and the missile breaks through the forward 
plastic cover. The missile can cm:ry either a high
explosive or a nuclear warhead. It is segmented 
into nose guidance warhead motor and control 
sections. In photo, minimum fir~ unit in b·avel mode. 
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TARTAR SHIPBOARD ANTIAIRCRAFT 
MISSILE 

MISSILES 

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(propulsion) 

Remarks 

Tartar is a high-performance guided missile that 
arms 27 desb·oyers and 3 cruisers of the U.S. fleet. 
In addition, Tartar serves 4 other navies of the free 
world-France, Italy, Japan and Ausb·alia. In a 
minimum of space, the missile contains a complex 
homing system, a dual-thrust rocket motor and a 
new type auxiliary power supply. Tartar's semiac
tive homiri.g guidance system is made up of several 
interrelated units constructed to form the basic air
frame of the missile. Each unit houses a major part 
of the homing and control system. The auxiliary "' 
power supply uses the hot gases from solid grain 
fuel to generate its own electrical and hydraulic 
power. 

Specifications 
Length 15 feet; diameter 1 foot; weight, 1,500 
pounds. 

Perfor1nance 

Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic. 



MISSILES 

ADVANCED TERRIER SHIPBOARD 
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractor: Hercules Incorporated/ Alle
gany (propulsion) 

Remarks 

The Advanced Terrier guided missile is fulfilling its 
design role as a major element in the Navy's missile 
arsenal. This surface-to-air antiaircraft weapon arms 
40 warships. Terrier is powered by 2 stages of solid
fuel rockets. The first stage, a separate booster 
rocket, supplies high thrust for a short period to 
launch and accelerate the missile to supersonic 
speeds. At booster burnout, the empty booster case 
falls away and the second-stage rocket ignites. The 
second stage, the sustainer, is part of the missile 
proper and maintains the velocity required to 
match any evasive maneuver the target aircraft 
might take. The missi1e arms 3 conventional car
riers, 5 cruisers, and 3 nuclear-powered warships. 

Specifications 
Length 27 feet (with booster); diameter 1 foot; 
weight 2,600 pounds. 

Performance 
Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic. 

R-134 

T ALOS SHIPBOARD MISSILE 
Prime Contractor : Missile Systems Division, The 
Bendix Corporation 
Associate Contractor: Sperry Gyroscope Company 
(shipboard guidance and fire control) 

Remarks 
Talos is a supersonic surface-to-air missile d esigned 
to provide the N avy with a system of long-range, 
high-firepower defense against air attack . It also 
has a surface-to-surface capability. It is a 2-stage 
weapon with a solid-fuel rocket booster ; the missile 
is powered by a 40,000-horsepower ramjet engine. 
It is operational with the Navy's Beet of missile 
cruisers which includes USS Chicago, USS Galves
ton, VSS Little Rock, USS Oklahonw City, USS 
Albany, VSS Columbus and the first nuclear
powered cruiser, USS Long Beach. 

Specifications 
Length 20 feet; diameter 30 inches; w eight over 
3,000 pounds; booster 10 feet long. 

Performance 
Range over 65 nautical miles; speed classified. 



REDEYE SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Conb·actor: Atlantic Research Corpora
tion (propulsion) 

Remarks 
Redeye, the world's smalles t PUided missile, is de
signed to be carried into com~t 011 a soldier's back 
and fired from his shoulder. Its infrared sensor is 
mounted in the nose of the solid-propelled missile, 
which is fin stabilized and aerodynamically con
b·olled in flight. Redeye, now in production, '~ill 
for the first time crive the infanb·yman effective 
antiaircraft defense b acrainst low-flying enemy air
craft. Target detectio~1 and tracking are accom
plisl~ed_ visually by the gunner. When the . aircraft 
IS w1thm the rancre of the missile and the mfrared 

b 
seeker l~as locked on the target, a simple squeeze 
of the b·1gger fires the missile. 

Specifications 
Lengtl1 4 feet; _ diameter 3 inch es; weight 28 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 
Classified. 

R-135 

MISSILES 

BOl\'IARC B INTERCEPTOR 
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company 
?ubcontractors: The Marquardt Corporation (ram
jet engines); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (booster 
rocket); Westinghouse Electric Corporation (guid
ance) 

Remarks 
Bomarc B is a surface-to-air interceptor missile op
erated by the USAF's Air Defense Command and 
the Royal Canadian Air Force, operating 8 bases 
equipped with from 28 to 56 launch shelters. Eo
marc B incorporates a solid-fuel rocket engine de
veloping some 50,000 pounds of thrust. This engine 
launches tl1e missile in a vertical position. Just prior 
to boost burnout at approximately 30,000 feet alti
tude, Bomarc's 2 ::Bight-sustaining ramjet engines 
take over propulsion. Unlike other types of air de
fense missiles, Bomarc is guided from the ground to 
tl1e immediate target ar~a via radio signals. The 
missile's own target seeker pinpoints the enemy air
craft, locks on and detonates its warhead on the 
closest point of pass or on impact. The missile has 
a nuclear warhead. Bomarc B bases are located at 
Kincheloe AFB, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan; Duluth 
AF~, Minnesota; Niagara Falls, New York; Mc
Gmre AFB, New Jersey; Otis AFB, :Massachusetts; 
Langley AFB, Virginia; and Canadian sites at North 
Bay, Ontario, and La Macaza, Quebec. 

Specifications 
Wing span 18 feet 2 inches; overall length 45 feet; 
heibcrht 10 fee t 2 inches· fuselacre diameter 35 inches· 

. ' b ' 
width of the horizontal tailplane 10 feet 6 inches. 

Performance 

Range well over 400 nautical miles; kill capability 
from sea level to altitudes above 70,000 feet; speed 
approximately Mach 2.5. 



AISSILES 

CHAPARRAL AIR DEFENSE 
GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 
Principal Subcontractor: Raytheon Company (guid
ance and control) 

Remarks 
Chaparral is an adaptation of the Sidewinder lC 
air-to-air missile system to a ground-to-air configu
ration to provide maximum air defense against low
and medium-flying aircraft in forward battle areas. 
In production by Aeronutronic at Anaheim, Califor
nia, for the U.S. Army Missile Command, Chaparral 
utilizes the Sidewinder 1C in a multiple mount on 
the highly mobile M730 vehicle to insure rapid de
ployment for defense of forward battle areas. Pro
duction began in April 1966 with awarding of a 
$6,400,000 initial tooling and production contract to 
Aeronutronic by the Army. Chaparral can be fired 
from various types of existing Army vehicles includ
ing r-ailroad flat cars, flatbed trucks :md flatbed 
trailers, or it can be ground mounted. The missiles 
are aimed by a gunner· in a turret mount, and they 
automatically guide on the target's heat source after 
launch. Chaparral, which has completed successful 
test firings and guided launchings at White Sands 
Missile Range, New Mexico, and Naval Weapons 
Center, China Lake, California, has b een selected 
by the Army as one of 2 major weapons systems to 
be included in new air battalions being organized 
to provide field commanders with low-altitude air 
defense. The M730 is a lightweight, fully tracked 
vehicle capable _of extended cross-country travel 
over rough terrain and of high-speed travel over 
improved roads. During 1968, production testing of 
Chaparral was conducted by the Army Test and 
Evaluation Command's Air Defense Board at Fort 
Bliss, Texas. 

Specifications 
Length 114 inches ; diameter 5 inches; launch weight 
185 pounds; solid propelled; infrared guided. 

STANDARD SHIPBOARD MISSILE 

Prime Contractors: Pomona Division of G eneral Dy
namics Corporation (guidance, control and air
frame); The Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory (consultant to Ordnance Sys
tem Command) 

Remarks 
The Standard Missile program implements the 
Navy's concept of a standardized shipboard missile 
system for defense of the fleet against surface and 
aerial threats. Primary objectives in attaining the 
performance improvements are maximum reliability 
and overall economy, all to be achieved ' 'vith sim
plified logistics and compatibility with existing Ter
rier/Tartar handling and shipboard weapon sys
tems. There are 2 versions of Standard Missile: 
extended range (ER) and medium range (MR). The 
principal difference b e tween the 2 is in the propul
sion systems. ER has a separable booster while MR 
has an integral dual-thrust rocket motor. Advanced 
solid-state electronics and state-of-the-art miniatur
ization techniques have afforded space savings for 
functional growth potential without compromising 
external dimensions of this all-electric missile. The 
weapon is in production. 

Specifications 
Length (ER) 27 feet, (MR) 15 feet; diameter 1 foot . 

Performance 
Speed supersonic; range (ER) 35-plus miles, (MR) 
15-plus miles. 



SEA SPARROW SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company 

Re1narks 

Sea Sparrow (AIM-7E) is in production for use by 
the Navy and tl1e armed forces of NATO nations 
with b asic point d efense missile systems. 

Specifications 

Length 12 feet; maximum diameter .67 foot; span 
over fins 3.3 feet; launch weight 450 pounds; guid
ance semiactive radar homing. 

H-137 

SRAl\'1 (SHORT-RANGE ATTACK MISSILE) 
AGM-69A 

MISSILES 

Weapon System Integration Contractor: The Boe
ing Company 
Major Subcontractors: Lockheed Propulsion Com
pany; Singer-General Precision, Inc.; Litton Indus
tries; Autonetics Division, Aerospace & Systems 
Group, North American Roclnvell Corporation; Syl
vania Electronics; Unidynamics; Stewart-vVarner 
Electronics Division 

Ren1arks 
SRAM is a supersonic air-to-ground missile with 
nuclear capability which will b e carried by the 
FB-111 fighter-bomber and late model B-52 sh·a
tegic bombers. The missile will b e capable of p ene
trating sophisticated enemy defenses after launch 
from its carrier aircraft. The program is in d esign, 
development and evaluation stage. 



MISSILES 

STANDARD ARM 

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 

Remarks 
Standard ARM is an air-launched guided missile 
system deployed by the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air 
Force to locate and destroy hostile ground-based 
radar installations. The system consists of a modi
fied medium-range Standard missile delivered by 
high-performance aircraft equipped for the detec
tion, identification · and acquisition of the radar 
target. Aircraft include the Navy's A-6 and the 
Air Force's F-105. The initial version of Standard 
ARM is in production. 

Specifications 
Length 14-plus feet; diameter 1 foot. 

Performance 
Speed supersonic; range classified. 

R-138 

SHRIKE ANTIRADAR MISSILE 
Prime Contractors: Texas Instruments Inc.; Sperry 
Farragut Company . . . 
Subcontractor: Rocketdyne DiviSion, Aerospace & 
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corpora
tion (propulsion elements) 

Remarks 
An air-to-ground missile de~igned as a countermea
sure to enemy radar, Shnke . was develo~ed ?Y 
the Naval Weapons Center, Chma Lake, Califorma, 
and turned over to civilian contractors for produc
tion . Shrike takes its name from the small, lightning
quick bird which attacks the eyes of its enemies; in 
similar fashion, Shrike blinds the long-range eyes of 
military radar. Launched either individually or in 
battery from USAF or Navy aircraft, Shrike missiles 
home on the radiations from radar systems and 
carry a high-explosive w~rhead . to. des~oy their 
targets. A simple, lightweight miSSil~ With a low 
unit cost, Shrike is powered by a sohd-fuel rocket. 
In photo, Shrike in underwing mount on Navy A-4. 
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ADM-20C QUAIL 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractor: General Electric Company 
(propulsion system) 

Remarks 
ADM-20C Quail is a decoy missile ~tsed by ~e B-?2 
as a penetration aid dming strateg1c bombmg mis
sions. Carried in "quick load" clip-in packages, 
Quail degrades hostile air defense system~ by its 
ability to simulate the flight and radar s1gnature 
characteristics of the parent aircraft. P~'"'~red by 
the }85 (GE) turbojet engine, the missiles are 
~uided by a preprogrammed aut~pilot. Quail was 
mtegrated into the SAC inventory m 1961, declared 
combat ready, and is standing strategic alert with 
the B-52. . 

Specifications 
Length 13 feet; span 51/z feet; weight 1,200 pounds. 

Performance 
Same operating envelope as the B-52. 

R-139 

HOUND DOG (AGM-28) MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Space Division, Aerospace & Sys
tems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation 
Principal ~ubcont:actors: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
(J52 turbojet engmes); Autonetics Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation (guidance and controls) 

Remarks 

MISSILES 

The AGM-28 Hound Dog is a B-52-launched air-to
surface strategic missile operated by the USAF 
Strategic Air Command. Nearly 30 SAC bases 
throughout. the ?~ited States are equipped with the 
do?ble-somc miSSile. The B-52 carries 2 inertially 
gmded Hou~d Dogs-one tmder each wing. Capa
ble of carrymg a nuclear ~aylo~d, the Hound Dog 
can be used as a penetration a1d for the bombers " 
or can be directe? to strike at primary targets. The 
Hound Dog engmes, using the same fuel as the 
mother bomber, can be used to supplement the 
thrust of the B-52. 

Specifications 

Length. 43 feet; fuselage diameter 30 inches· wei ht 
approXImately 5 tons. ' g 

Performance 

Range 700-plus miles; speed over Mach 2. 



MISSILES 

BULLPUP AGM-l2B, BULLPUP AGM-l2C 
MISSILES 

Prime Contractor: Maxson Electronics Corporation 

Remarks 
Extremely accurate and reliable, the Bullpup is 
launched more than 2 miles away from surface 
targets such as airfield installations, train or truck 
convoys, tanks and bridges. Tracking flares in the 
tail enable the pilot to "follow" the missiles while 
~ending commands for changes in direction. Bull
pup reaches speeds near Mach 2. Simplified design 
and production reliability permit the missile to be 
handled as a "round of ammunition" with no prefir
ing check-out required. Very little ground support is 
required. The missile can be loaded on aircraft 
ready for firing in about 5 minutes using only 
normal bomb-handling equipment or special 
ground handling equipment. 

Specifications 
Length (AGM-12B) 10.5 feet, (AGM-12C) 13.6 feet; 
diameter (AGM-12B) 1 foot; weight (AGM-l2B) 
571 pounds including warhead, (AGM-12C) 1,785 
pounds; (AGM-12B) 250-pound conventional war
head, (AGM-12C) 1,000-pound conventional war
head; range (AGM-12B) 3-6 miles, (AGM-12C) 
more than 6 miles; propulsion prepackaged liquid 
rocket; guidance radio command, controlled by 
pilot. 

CONDOR AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace & 
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
Condor, designated AGM-53A, is a rocket-powered, 
conventional-warhead guided missile designed for 
use with current and future Navy aii·craf~. _The Con
dor system relies on closed-circuit telev~swn and a 
command link between missile and airplane for 
guidance which will provide Navy pilots with a 
stand-off capability. Condor is adaptable to the 
armament system in the Navy's A-6A all-weather 
attack aircraft. 



HORNET AIR-TO-SURFACE !\fiSSILE 
Prime Contract C 1 b D" . . A & 
S 

or: o um us I VISIOn, erospace 
ystems Gr . k 11 C . oup, North Amencan Roc 'We orpora-

bon 

Remarks 

Hornet is a k ·f · "I 
c roc et-powered mr-to-sur ace m1ss1 e 

system des· · 1 · f Tl . .
1 

Igned for use 011 tachca an·cra t. 1e 
miSSI e dep d "d 

h . 1 1 
en s on a television gm ance system 

w IC 1 ocks "d "t t · 1 "d on and automaticall)' gm es 1 o pre-VIous y 1 e t"fi ~ 
11 1 ed mobile or stationary targets. 

u. 

MAVERICK AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Maverick is a highly accurate, TV-guided air-to
surface weapon designed to knock out enemy tanks, 
armored vehicles and field fortifications. In opera
tion, the pilot selects a target on a TV screen in his 
cockpit, locks the missile's guidance system on it 
and launches the weapon. The pilot can then leave 
the area while Maverick continues on its way to the 
target, guided by an electrooptical TV homing 
device in its nose. Maverick is being developed for 
use by Air Force tactical aircraft, including the 
A-7, F-4 and F-111. 

MISSILES 



I 
f 

MISSILES 

ZUNI Affi-TO-SURFACE MISSILE 
Prime Contractor: Naval Weapons Center 

Remarks 
One of the earlier Navy missiles, Zuni is used on 
fighter and attack aircraft as a ground-strafing 
weapon. It is an unguided rocket, 5 inches in diam
eter, with a range of about 5 miles. Its warhead is a 
conventional high-explosive charge. 

WALLEYE TELEVISION-GUIDED GLIDE 
BOMB 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Orlando Division 

Remarks 

A guided bomb with a range of several miles, Wall
eye weighs approximately 1,000 pounds and is tele
vision guided. The missile was developed by the 
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California, 
and is being produced by Martin Marietta's Or
lando Division. In artist's conception, Walleye is 
launched from Navy A-4 aircraft. 

) _t I 
R-142 

SPARROW AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company 

Remarks 
Developed and produced by Raytheon's Missile 
System Division, Sparrow is a supersonic, rad~r 
homing weapon which can be launched from mr
craft flying at subsonic or supersonic speeds. The 
original model became operational with Navy 
squadrons in 1956; the missile is now being used as 
primary defensive armament on USAF, Navy and 
Marine Corps fighters. Current models have greater 
performance capabilities than the original model 
because of a series of engineering and design 
changes. Sparrow has an advanced fire control sys
tem which consists essentially of a radar in the nose 
of the aircraft, a fire conb·ol computer and cockpit 
displays and controls. The radar searches for, ac
quires and b·acks the target. This information is 
supplied to the computer to generate signals that 
will enable the pilot to attack targets successfully. 
The missile is operational with the Royal Air 
Force and Imperial Iranian Air Force and is in 
production for the Italian Air Force. An advanced 
version is under development. 

Specifications 
Weight 400 pounds; length 12 feet; diameter 8 
inches. 

Performance 
Speed supersonic; all-weather, all-aspect, all-alti
tude capability. 



SIDEWINDER AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE 

Prime Conti·actor: :Missile S stems Division, Ray-
theon Company . . . . 
Associate Conti·actors: Rocketdyne Dt 'lSlOn, Aero-
space & Sys tems Group, North American ~ocb~ ell 
Corporation (propulsion); General Electi·rc Com-
pany (guidance) 

Remarks 
Tl S.d .· d AIM-9D is a second-generation, 1e 1 ewm er - . . . 

. d d t t'on arr-to-arr nus-supersoruc infrare target e ec 1 · , . 

sile. It is ~apable of being launche~ from an;~
craft flyinrr at subsonic or supersomc speedsti.. el 

. 0 '"1 9B b came opera ona anginal Sidewinder AI1v- e c 
1956 

s· 
· . -1. 1·n June . tnce m Navy carrier let squaw·ons · . . 
tl . . d desran have re-len advanced enameenng an . 0 . 1 ' 0 d d nissile wrt 1 even 
suited in a more a vance 1 

1 1 Tl s·de }" . mOC e S le I -
greater capabilities than ear 1~1 d · -..ra1.1·ne . . ·I . bema use on Ivl wmder AIM-9D mtssr e rs o u D ll's - . f · 1 dina MC anne 
Corps and Navy au·cra t, me u 0 fi ht . S'de. d l ·pose a ei. I F-4B/F-4C supersomc ua -pur 0 'd tile 

b Tti s provr e 
winder AIM-9D system capa 1 1 e I f . 

b d mntaaes 1ereto ore 
pilot a number of com at a ' c o 

unobtainable with air-to-air weapons. 

Specifications d' · te · f ·imum rame r .42 
Overall length 9.5 eet; max I ch weiaht 185 
foot; span over fins 2.1 feet; aun ° 
pounds. 

Performance 

Speed Mach 2.5. 

SIDEWIN-nER LOW-ALTITUDE 
PERFORMANCE (LAP) SYSTEM (AIM-9E) 

MISSILES 

Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 
Subconb·actor: Communications and Electronics 
(C&E) Division, Philco-Ford Corporation 

Remarks 
The Sidewinder LAP is an advanced version of 
the Standard Sidewinder lA, the free world's first 
air-to-air guided missile system. In this new ver
sion, which is for the Air Force, modifications have 
been made to the system's "seeker," the electro
optical device at the front end of the Sidewinder 
which homes in on heat emitted by a target. 

FALCON AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES 

Prime Conti·actor: Hughes Aircraft Company 
Associate Conti·actors: Thiokol Chemical Corpora
tion and Lockheed Propulsion Company (propul
sion) 

Remarks 
Among the smallest missiles in service, the Air 
Force's Falcon family consists of several different 
types of air-to-air missiles which are guided either 
by radar or by a heat-seeking (irlfrared) homing 
device. Among the later versions are the AIM-26, 
which has a nuclear warhead; the AIM-47, which 
anns the YF-12A interceptor; and the AIM-4D, 
which is carried by the F -4C. Several other ver
sions are operational on F-101, F-102 and F-106 
aircraft. All of the weapons are solid propelled 
and supersonic. 

-



MISSILES 

PHOENIX AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 
Associate Contractors: Control Data Corporation 
(computer); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace & Sys
tems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation 
(propulsion) 

Remarks 
The Navy's Phoenix missile system is desi.gned f?r 
capabilities exceeding those of a1_1y operatwna~ a~r
to-air weapon. The system consists of the missile 
itself, designated XAIM-54A, an advanced AN/ 
A WG-9 radar and missile control system and the 
MAU-48A missile/bomb launcher. Under devel
opment for use in the F-lUB aircraft, the missile 
is a long-range, high-performance, solid-propelled 
weapon. 

GENIE AIR-TO-AIR ROCKET 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronau
tics Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Major Subcontractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 

The AIM-2A Genie is an air-to-air rocket with a 
solid-propellant motor capable of carrying a nu
clear warhead. McDonnell Douglas builds the 
Genie weapon system for the USAF's Air D efense 
Command. It is carried on the F-lOlB Voodoo and 
the F-106 Delta Dart. 

Specifications 

Length 9 feet; width I foot 5 inches; Weight 830 
pounds. 

Performance 
Classified. 



MODELS 1025, 1025-TJ TARGET MISSILES 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Model 1025 was designed principally for 
programs involving developmental and evaluation 
testing and personnel training on surface-to-air 
and air-to-air weapon systems. Model 1025 has 
been successfully employed with such systems as 
Hawk, Sparrow, Terrier, Tartar, Sidewinder, Nike 
Hercules, Nike Ajax and Redeye. Model 1025-TJ 
is a newer, turbojet system which provides "out 
of sight" targets for surface-to-air and air-to-air 
weapon systems. It is a remote-controlled, recover
able target missile capable of speeds of more than 
400 knots for a duration of more than 90 minutes. 
It was designed for such weapons as Hawk, Mauler 
and Redeye. 

Specifications (Model1025) 
?pan 155 inches; length 181 inches; diameter 17% 
mches; weight 664 pounds; engine McCulloch 
turbosupercharged, 125 horsepo·wer, with Beech 
constant-speed propeller. 

Specifications (Model1025-TJ) 
?pan 142.8 inches; length 204 inches; diameter 17% 
mcl~es; weight 999 pounds without launch booster; 
engme 1 Continental321-2 turbojet. 

Performance (Model1025) 
Maximum speed 305 knots; service ceiling 40,000 
feet; endurance 82 minutes on station. 

Performance (Modell025-TJ) 
Maximum speed Mach .8; service ceiling in excess 
of 40,000 feet; endurance 1 hour plus. 

R-145 

AQM-37 A TARGET MISSILE 

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
This supersonic target missile simulates enemy 
threat systems for air-to-air and surface-to-air mis
sile evaluation and training. The target provides 
active or passive radar area augmentation for simu
lating threat systems by means of an optical Lune
berg lens or traveling wave tube installation. A 
chemical flare is provided for missions which re
quire infrared augmentation. Two miss-distance in
dication systems are also available. The target is 
normally air launched, but does have surface launch 
capability from shipboard or land-based launcher 
systems. The target's universal launch capability 
and high performance uniquely suit it to a number 
of tactical and support missions. The target utilizes 
a liquid bipropellant rocket engine. The engine is 
a prepackaged system consisting of a booster and 
sustainer thrust chamber; an orifice selector valve 
for propellant flow control; fuel, oxidizer and nitro
gen tankage; regulator and start valves; and the 
necessary interconnecting structure and plumbing. 

Specifications 
Span 39 inches; length 162.67 inches; diameter 13 
inches; weight 565 pounds; frame swept delta 
wings with canard controls, cylindrical centerbody 
and a tangent ogive nose; engine 1 Rocketdyne 
liquid-propellant engine with 630 pounds thrust. 

Performance 
Maximum speed Mach 3; service ceiling 90,000 feet. 



SANDPIPER TARGET MISSILE MODEL 1069 
Prime Contractors: Beech Aircraft Corporation; 
United Technology Center 

Remarks 
This new supersonic target missile system is de
signed to simulate a wide variety of aircraft and 
missile threats of the 1970s. Beech Aircraft is under 
contract to the U.S. Air Force to demonstrate the 
feasibility of a hybrid engine, built by United Tech
nology Center, that utilizes both solid and liquid 
propellants. The engine uses plexiglass with a 
magnesium compound as the solid propellant and a 
mixture of oxides as the liquid. The oxidizer is 
forced through a low-cost injector into the solid
fuel combustion chambers and is touched off by a 
conventional pyrotechnic igniter. Thrust is controlled 
by the amount of oxidizer programmed through 
the injector. The system is inherently safe, as neither 
of the propellants will burn unless external ignition 
is supplied. The test-bed vehicle combines the 
newly developed engine system with the airframe 
of the Beech Aircraft-built AQM-37 A supersonic 
target missile. Sandpiper development is being con
ducted in 2 phases. Phase I will verify the propul
sion system technology, airframe and components; 
Phase 1I includes development of the production 
model Sandpiper and establishment of aircraft com
patibility. Test launches are to be from the F-4 
series aircraft. 

Specifications (Production Sandpiper) 
Body diameter 10 inches; length 180 inches; weight 
600 pounds; highly swept, clipped delta wing and 
forward-mounted canards for pitch control; full 
span ailerons; symmetrical vertical stabilizers on 
each wing tip. 

Performance 
Maximum speed Mach 4; service ceiling 90,000 feet. 

BIKINI SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, 
Fairchild Hiller Corporation 

Remarks 
The Bikini aerial drone surveillance system was de
veloped for the Marine Corps to provide comb_at 
units with quick-response, short-range reconnais
sance. Designed to be operated fro~ unprepared 
advanced positions by battalion or _bng~~e _person
nel with only a minimum of specr~l ti a~nmg, the 
highly mobile system can supply mtelhgence ?n 
enemy vehicles, emplacements, troops _and terram. 
A Bikini system consists of a small, r:adro-controlled 
reconnaissance aircraft and supportmg launch and 
control ground equipment. An entire system, in
cluding 2 drones, fits into the jeep-dra~n M100 
trailer. A 2-man team can put the system m opera
tion within 10 minutes from arrival at the launch 
site and provide finished 9x9 recon~aissance PI:wto
graphs 20 minutes later. The drone rs a co~ventr~nal 
high-wing, propeller-driven aircraft. Lrghtwerght 
yet rugged, it is launched by a trailer_-mounted pneu
matic catapult to flying speed in a drstance of 6 feet. 

Specifications 

R-146 

Wing span 96 inches; length 76 inches; wei~ht 50 
pounds (normal), 60 pounds (maximum); engme 4.5 
horsepower, 2 cycle, driving tandem 28-volt gen
erator. 

Performance 
Rate of climb 1,000 feet per minute; speed 80~100 
miles per hour; service ceiling 10,000 feet; fhght 
duration 30 minutes. 



QH-50 DASH DRONE HELICOPTERS 

Prime Contractor: Gyrodyne Company of America 

Remarks 

The DASH (Drone Antisubmarine Helicopter) 
vVeapons System provides destroyers with a flexible, 
deliberate, long-range attack capability against sub
marines. An unmanned helicopter, DASH permits a 
destroyer to attack a submarine witl1out itself com
ing into lethal range. The series included t11e QH-
50A, original evaluation prototype for the DASH 
system, first flown in 1960 and later used as an aerial 
target; the QH-50B, a manned version built only 
as a developmental aircraft; the QH-50C, first of 
the operational drones, which was introduced to t11e 
fleet beginning in 1962; and t11e final model of the 
series, the QH-50D, which has simplified avionics 
and greatly increased range capability and load
carrying capacity. Deliveries to the Japanese Mari
time Self Defense Force commenced in 1967. In 
1968 the D successfully performed surveillance/ 
reconnaissance missions by means of a TV camera. 
Auxiliary fuel tanks provide a fliaht endurance of 4 
h?urs. The addition of weapons :nd sensing devices 
giVes a multimission capability. 

Specifications (D) 

Rotor system coaxial; fuselage length 7 feet 3 
inches; height 9 feet 8.5 inches; rotor diameter 20 
feet; rotor blades molded fiberglass; weight 1,035 

. pounds; normal gross weight 2,350 pounds; power 
plant 1 TSO-B0-12 turboshaft, normal rating 300 
horsepower. 

Performance (D) 

Maximum speed sea level 92 knots; hovering ceiling 
11,500 feet; service ceiling 16,000 feet; vertical rate 
of climb at sea level 1,230 feet per minute; opera
tional radius over 30 nautical miles. 

R-147 

MQM-42A GUIDED TARGET MISSILE 

Prime Contractors: Columbus Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation (airframe and guidance/control); Rock
etdyne Division, North American Rockwell Corpo
ration (booster rocket) 
Associate Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 
(ramjet engine) 

Remarks 
The MQM-42A Roadrunner was developed for the 
Army Missile Command as a low-unit-cost, dual
purpose target missile capable of operation at 
up to t\vice t11e speed of sound and at very low and 
high altitudes. It is used primarily for realistic train
ing of crews of the Hawk-type anti-air warfare bat
teries of the Army Air Defense System. The 
Roadrunner is capable of simulating the speeds and 
flight patterns of a wide variety of attack missiles 
and high-performance aircraft. Launch and flight 
are controlled electronically from a ground control 
station. Power is provided by a solid-propellant 
booster which drops avvay after burnout, and in
flight propulsion is furnished by a top-mounted 
ramjet engine. The missile body contains 2 Lune
berg passive augmentation lenses to enhance track
ing by ground radars throughout the mission 
profile. Recovery is effected by activation of a 
parachute/reb·orocket system housed in the rear 
equipment section . 

Specifications 
Length 24.8 feet; diameter 12 inches; gross weight 
861 pounds. 

Performance 
Speed Mach .9-2.1; service ceiling 60,000 feet. 



MQM-74A TARGET DRONE 
Prirrie Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
.A new low-cost, variable-speed target drone aircraft, 
the MQM-74A was designed by Northrop Corpo
ration's Ventura Division for Navy use to fill the 
gap between low-speed and supersonic targets now 
in service. The small, jet-powered aircraft provides 
realistic training to increase proficiency of military 
gunnery and antiaircraft missile crews and is suit
able for exercising a wide range of operational 
missiles. It provides realistic simula tion of limited 
warfare aircraft speeds and maneuvers. Featuring 
ease of handling and high reliability, the MQM-
74_A !s capable of flying both visual and out-of-sight 
m1ss1ons. The Luneberg lens passive radar aug
~enter, providing radar cross-section of an actual 
arrcraf~, _increases the realism of training for gun 
and m1sslle crews. Provisions are included for radar 
tracking beacons, visual augmentation, infrared 
augmentation and distance indicator. 

Specifications 

L eng_th l35.9 inches; height 27.7 inches; wing span 
66.7 mches; weight 248 pounds empty, 322 pounds 
fully fueled ~or fl_ight with provisions for adding 2 
15-pound wmg-ttp pods; launch standard zero
length from ground or shipboard; guidance radio 
control; po":er p~a~t 29-pound-weight, 121-pound
thrust turbojet W11hams engine. 

Performance 

Variable speed 200 to 400 knots; service ceiling 
40,000 feet ; endurance .5-1.5 hours; recovery by 
parachute. 

R-148 

SD-1 SURVEILLANCE DRONE 
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
Developed for the Army Signal Corps by Northrop 
Corporation's Ventura Division, the propeller
driven SD-1 is currently in use by the armed forces 
of several NATO member countries. The small, mo
bile, radio-controlled aircraft travels with Army 
field units by truck and trailer including ground 
launcher and tracking and other equipment. It can 
be set up and launched quickly in rough terrain 
from a camouflaged position and flown by remote 
contt·ol over enemy installations to provide field 
commanders with rapid photoreconnaissance. After 
the aircraft's camera has exposed its film by radio 
command over the target, it is flown back and re
covered by parachute. The camera is removed, the 
film is processed and prints are delivered within 
minutes without risking a pilot and man-carrying 
aircraft. Sensory equipment other than aerial cam
eras is optional. 

Specifications 
Span 11 feet 6 inches; length 12 feet 7 inches; 
height 2 feet 7 inches; guidance radio control, 
visual and radar; power plant 2-cycle, 4-cylinder, 
air-cooled McCulloch engine. 

Performance 

Speed 184 miles per hour; endurance 40 minutes; 
altitude 15,000 feet. 



MARK 30 MOBILE ASW TARGET 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Rmnarks 

The Mark 30 Mobile ASW Tarae t to be used for t> , 

antisubmarine warfare b·aining, is under develop-
m ent for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Systems Com
mand by Northrop Corporation's Ventura Division. 
The targe t will simulate the size, sound and p er
formance of a full-scale submarine. It is torpedo
shaped. The underwater taraet is intended to free 
~ully manned submarines fr~m use as targets dur
mg mock antisubmarine warfare exercises . It may 
b e launched from either surface ships or sub
marines. An acoustic b·ansducer will be towed be
hind the vehicle itself so that live torpedoes may 
be exercised against the system without desb·oying 
the target vehicle. During an exercise the prepro
g~·ammed targe t will travel at changing speeds, 
direction and depth; it is capable of up to 7 hours 
of operation, d ep ending on the speed required. 
Upon conclusion of its tarae t run, the vehicle will . f t> 
sur ace for recovery by either surface ship or h eli-
copter. It will b e powered by batteries which drive 
an electric motor coupled to propeller shafts. 

H.-149 

AQM-38 TARGET AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
An advanced target for surface-to-air and air-to-air 
weapon training and evaluation, the AQM-38 is a 
complete flight service p ackage. The drone aircraft 
are supplied, maintained and operated (flown and 
tracked) by Northrop Ventura p ersonnel, a llowing 
military missile crews a maximum amount of opera
tional b·aining at minimum cost. The AQM-38 is a 
simple, low-cost, lightweight target launched from 
jet fighter a ircraft and radio-conh·olled from the 
ground. Since 1960 it has b een deployed against the 
Nike Ajax, H ercules and Hawk missiles with high 
p erformance at high and low altitudes. Its solid
propellant rocket engine is the key structural com
ponent. Aluminum honeycomb wings, plastic nose 
section and aft fuselage are attached to the steel 
engine case. Luneberg lens passive radar augmenter 
provides radar cross-section of large aircraft. Pro
vision is made fer proximity or miss-distance scorer. 
Northrop Ventura RPTA-1 is the trackina aid sys
tem. The integ1:al flight co_ntrol p ackage, including 
conb·ol vanes, IS loca ted m the nose section. He
covery after flight is by 2-stage parachutes. 

Specifications 
Span 5 feet; leng th 9 fee·t 8 inch es; h eight 1 foot 6 
inches; fuselag~ 1 foo.~ diame~er; guidance Northrop 
Ventura autopilot v.r1th radiO command override; 
power plant solid-propellant rocket. 

Performance 
Thrust 100 pounds. 



DRONES AND TARGETS 

MQM-33/MQM-36 TARGET DRONE 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

This aerial target is a propeller-driven, all-metal, 
high-wing monoplane used by the Army (MQM-33), 
Navy (MQM-36) and Air Force as a target for 
antiaircraft training. Under its general, interna
tional designation, KD2R-5, it is being used by 18 
free world countries. The standard target for world
wide antiaircraft weapons training for many years, 
it is available with various operational equipment 
including speed-up kit, tow d arts, altitude hold de
vice and auxiliary decoder in addition to beacons, 
smoke cylinders and flares. Rugged construction 
a~d si~plicity of maintenance permit multiple mis
SIOns m rapid sequence. All versions are recover
abl~ by parachute, and the target contains flotation 
eqmpment for operation at sea. 

Specifications 

Span 11 feet 6 inches; length 12 feet 7 inches; h eight 
2 feet 7 inches; launch rotary, zero-length or cata
pult; power plant 2-cycle, 4-cylinder, air-cooled 
McCulloch engine. 

Performance 

S~eed 175-207 knots ; rate of climb 3,060 feet p er 
mmute; ceiling 24,000 feet; flight endurance 60 min
utes. 

R-150 

LOCAT (LOW COST AIR TARGET) 
Prime Contractor : Aeronub·onic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 

Remarks 
LOCAT (Low Cost Air Target) is an extremely 
low-cost, high-speed, rocket-powered military air 
target developed under company funds by Aero
nutronic during 1968. The expendable air target 
pops up from its ground launch site like a clay 
pigeon at a shooting range and attains speeds in 
excess of 500 miles per hour within seconds. The 
15-foot-long LOCAT fuselage is made of rolled 
paper tubing. The nose cone and fins are made of 
glass-reinforced plastic. The LOCAT paper fuselage 
is coated with aluminum to provide a radar signa
ture for missile tracking and targeting purposes. 
The LOCAT booster motor consists of 3 2.75-inch 
FF ARs (Folding Fin Aircraft Rockets) of the type 
used as armament on some military aircraft. 

Specifications 
Length 15 feet; weight 155 pounds; outside diam
eter 9.6 inches; tri-fin configuration provides 20.5-
square-foot target when viewed by the gunner dur
ing flight. 

Performance 
Designed for altitudes of 1,000 feet, with 10,000 
range, and flight time of 17 seconds, this can be 
adjusted through use of different launch angles 
which will vary range from 2,000 to 11,000 feet, 
altitude from 300 to 2,000 feet and flight time from 
4 to 24 seconds. Speed or velocity can be varied 
from 345 to 520 miles per hour. An IR signature is 
also provided by LOCAT for use with low-altitude 
air defense systems employing infrared homing 
missiles. 



BMTS (BALLISTIC MISSILE TARGET 
SYSTEM) 

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company 

Remarks 

The Ballistic Missile Target System was developed 
for the Army as an effective, low-cost taraet system 
f?r ballistic missile defense studies. The s;stem con
Sists . of a modified portable Terrier launcher, a 
mobil~ c?ntrol van and a family of 5 unguided tar
get missile configurations. The target missiles all 
e:nploy a Nike M-5 booster. One configuration is 
sn~gle stage with a payload attached directly to the 
Nike M-5 booster. The other 4 configurations are 2-
stage, employing either a dummy motor or a Cajun 
or Apache motor as the second stage, depending 
~pon the desired trajectory range. The payload can 
mclude cross-section auamentation, telemetry, 
tracking aids, electronic gountermeasures equip
ment, miss-distance indicators and other· devices 
~ictated by mission requirements. Total ground 
range, apogee altitude and velocity can be con
trolled to produce simulations of a wide variety of 
threat tactical ballistic missiles. There have been 
2 successful flights of approximately 180 miles, the 
longest overland flights made with an unguided 
target missile. 

Specifications 

Length, reentry vehicle, 13.5 feet; length with 
booster 26 feet; maximum diameter 17.2 inches; 
wing span 5 feet (first stage), 2.5 feet (second 
stage); launch weight 1,600-2,000 pounds; guidance 
fin-stabilized free rocket. 

Performance 

Speed at burnout 2,000-6,000 feet per second; 
ground range 12-175 nautical miles. 

R-151 

RYAN FIREBEE JET TARGET DRONE 
(l\1QM-34D ARMY; BQM-34A NAVY, 
AIR FORCE) 
Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company 

Remarks 
The Ryan Firebee is a remotely controlled, variable
speed, highly maneuverable, subsonic aerial target. 
It is a multipurpose vehicle, having heavy payload 
and target-towing capability. Towhee, long-burning 
infrared tow, and banner tow targets can be 
streamed behind Firebee for surface-to-air, missile 
and automatic weapons firings. Increased Maneu
verability Kits added to the basic Firebee make 
possible 6g h1rns at bank angles up to 78 degrees. 
Low-altirude performance down to 50 feet over 
water and 100 feet over land is accomplished with 
the addition of the Radar Altimeter Low Altitude 
Control System (RALACS). Ryan has delivered 
more than 3,700 Firebee target systems to the mili
tary services since 1947. Firebees have supported 
development of nearly every surface-to-air and air
to-air missile weapon system in the U.S. military 
arsenal. 

Specifications 
Speed 175-600 knots T AS; altitude 50 feet to 60,000 
feet; endurance up to .114 minutes; range more than 
1,200 kilometers; payload up to 1,000 pounds; relia
bility over 10,000 flights; air or ground launchable, 
parachute recovery system; carries both active and 
passive radar augmentation; infrared flares; scoring 
systems; h·aveling wave tube for radar size variation. 



DRONES AND TARGETS 

RYAN SUPERSONIC FIREBEE II JET 
DRONE (BQM-34E NAVY) 
Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company 

Remarks 
The Ryan supersonic Firebee II, BQM-34E, under 
development for the Naval Air Systems Command, 
started its flight test program in 1968 at Point Mugu, 
California . The new-generation Fireb ee II performs 
missions in excess of 60,000 feet at speeds exceeding 
Mach 1.5 and h as 5g maneuverability capabilities. 
The Continental J69-T-6 turbojet engine, a modifi
cation of the power plant used in the BQM-34A 
Firebee, develops 1,840 pounds of static sea-level 
thrust to power the BQM-34E. Firebee II is de
signed to carry an external fuel pod under its fuse
lage. After completion of subsonic missions, the pod 
is jettisoned for higher-performance, supersonic 
flight. Firebee II carries active and passive aug
mentation as employed in the subsonic Firebee. 

Specifications 

Supersonic configuration: empty weight 1,405 
rounds; gross weight 1,852.7 pounds; useful load 
mcludes 160.8 pounds augmentation equipment and 
286.9 pounds internal fuel and oil. Subsonic config
uration: empty weight 1,468.5 pounds; gross weight 
2,316.2 pounds; useful load includes 160.8 pounds 
augmentation equipment and 686.9 pounds internal 
and external fuel and oil. 

Performance 

Sea-level speed Mach 1.1, at 50,000 feet Mach 1.8, 
above 60,000 feet Mach 1.5; 5g capability at alti
tudes up to 20,000 feet. 

R-152 

TDU-9B BANDITO 
Prime Contractor: UNIVAC Salt Lake City, a divi
sion of Sperry Rand Corporation 

Remarks 
In 1967 Sperry won a contract from the U.S. Air 
Force for a new, lightweight, supersonic tow tar
get. Called the "Bandito," the target was given the 
designa tion TDU-9B. Contract value was $1,900,000. 
The contract was won by Sperry Utah, which, later 
in 1967, was incorporated into the company's UNI
VAC Division. The major advantage in Bandito is 
the electrical constant infrared developed by Sperry 
as a target for heat-seeking missiles. en~ is an. elec
trical heater which emits radiant energy m the mfra
red spectrum. Power is supplied by a Ram Air Tur
bine (RAT) capable of producing 28 volts direct 
current at a constant power rating of 1,700 watts. 
The entire target system is provided with electrical 
interlocks to prohibit target operati~n while in the 
stowed position under the tractor mrcraft. 



SATURN V 
Conh·actors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA; 
assembly, NASA; systems engineerirw and interrra-
. Th B b b twn, e oeing Company; S-IC stage, The Boeing 

Company; S-II stage, Space Division, Aerospace & 
~ystems Group, North American Rockwell Corpora
tion; S-I\ B stage, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation; instru
ment unit, IBM Corporation; propulsion, all stages, 
~ocketdyne. Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, 
North Amencan Rockwell Corporation 

Re1narks 

TI1e superbooster used to send American astro
nauts to ~1e moon under NASA's Project Apollo, 
Saturn V IS a 3-stage vehicle, 364 feet tall, which is 
capable of placing a 285,000-pound payload in earth 
orbit or sending 100,000 pounds into a lunar trajec
tory. The first, or basic staae k'llO\>.'n as S-IC is 33 

' b' ' 
feet i~ cliame~er and 138 feet long. Its key compo-
nent IS the m1ghty F-1 rocket engine which devel
OJ.?S 1,522,000 pounds of thrust in a single chamber. 
F1ve such engines, fueled with kerosene and liquid 
oxygen, give the first stage a launch output of 
7,600,000 pounds to start the 6,400,000-pound 
veh~cle ~n its journey. The lunar mission profile 
begms vnth larmching of the Saturn V space vehicle 
at C~pe Kennedy, Florida, with tl1e first stage 
rea~hmg full thrust 3 seconds after ignition. S-IC 
engme cutoff occurs 150 seconds later, placing about 
7~0 tons of equipment toward a low em·tl1 orbit, 50 
miles. down range at an altitude of approxiniately 
40 miles and a velocity of about 6,000 miles an 
hour. After engine cutoff, the S-IC stage is jetti
soned and the ·S-II stage takes over. NASA has 
contracted with The Boeing Company for the as

. sembling of 13 flight and 2 test first-stage vehicles. 

LAUNCH VEHICLES 

S-IC STAGE 

Prime Contractor: The Boeirig Company 

Remarks 

The S-IC is the first-stage booster for the Saturn V 
launch vehicle. Close to 10,000 Boeing employees 
are workirig at 6 sites in the United States on this 
largest and most powerful booster stage in the free 
world. Most of the major subassembly and vertical 
assembly tasks are accomplished at NASA's Michaud 
Assembly Facility in New Orleans. Burning liquid 
oxygen and kerosene, the S-IC propels the 3-
stage Saturn V and the Apollo spacecraft during 
the first 2% minutes of flight. Initial stages pro
duced were the S-IC-D (for "dynamic test"), S-IC-F 
(for "facilities test"), S-IC-T (for "static test") and 
S-IC-S (for "structural tes t") . All were ground test 
versions. Three production versions had flown by 
the end of 1968. 

Specifications 

Length 138 feet; diameter 33 feet . 

Perforntance 

Thrust 7,600,000 pmmds, produced by 5 Rocket
dyne F-1 engines; lunar voyage firing endurance 
150 seconds. 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

S-TI STAGE 
Prime Contractor: Space Division, Aerospace & Sys
tems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation 
Major Subcontractors: Acoustica Associates (con
trollers); American Brake Shoe Company (hydraulic 
pumps); Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation 
(tape recorder); Electrada Corporation (test con
ductor console); Electroplex, subsidiary Borg-War
ner Corporation (logic modules; power supplies); 
Fairchild Precision Metal Products (cryogenic 
lines); B. H. Hadley (disconnects); W. 0. L eonard, 
Inc. (vent valves); Parker Aircraft Company (hy
draulic systems); Solar Division of International 
Harvester Company (cryogenic lines) 

Remarks 
The S-11 is the second stage of NASA's Apollo 
launch vehicle-the giant Saturn V. Most powerful 
hydrogen-fueled booster in production, the S-11 is 
destined for Apollo manned lunar missions and will 
help power 3 Americans to the moon. The S-11 is 
being developed and manufactured at Seal Beach, 
California, under the technical direction of NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. 
The S-11 is constructed primarily of an aluminum 
alloy (2014-T6 aluminum). With its 5 Rocketdyne 
J-2 engines of 225,000 pounds thrust each, the S-II 
develops a total thrust of 1,125,000 pounds. The S-II 
is powered by a combination of liquid hydrogen 
and liquid oxygen propellants. The 4 outer engines 
gimbal. The fifth engine, which is centered, is fixed. 

Specifications 
Height 81% feet; diameter 33 feet; weight 95,000 
pounds empty and 1,037,000 pounds loaded. 

Performance 
Thrust (combined engines) more than 1,000,000 
pounds. 

S-IVB STAGE 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Ash·onautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 

Remarks 
The upper stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle, the 
S-IVB fires on a lunar voyage after the S-11 stage 
has burned for about 6 minutes. It sends the Apollo 
spacecraft into earth orbit, but, unlike the 2 lower 
stages, does not fall back to earth; it remains with 
the spacecraft for a later assignment, provision of 
thrust for the final kick into lunar trajectory. The 
12-ton stage is fabricated of lightweight aluminum 
except for "battleship," or ground tes t, versions 
which were made of heavy stainless steel. In addi
tion to its use as topmost stage of the Saturn V 
"stack," the S-IVB serves as the upper stage of the 
Saturn IB vehicle. Propellant capacity is the same 
for both versions. In the Apollo applications pro
gram, an S-IVB stage will be used as a manned 
orbital workshop for missions lasting 28 and 56 
days. The earlier S-IV stage, powered by 6 Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft RL10 engines producing 90,000 
pounds thrust, was used on Saturn I. 

Specifications 
Length 58 feet; diameter 21.7 feet; engine Rocket
dyne J-2; propellants liquid oxygen/liquid hydro
gen; propellant capacity 230,000 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 
Thrust 225,000 pounds maximum. 



SATURN IB 

Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA, 
engineering and systems assembl ; first stage (S-IB), 
Chrysler Corporation Space Di\ ision; second stage 
(S-IVB), McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Com
p any, McDonnell Douglas Corporation; propulsion 
first and second stages, Rocketd) n e Division, Aero
space & S) stems Group, North American Hocb:vell 
Corporation 

Re1narks 
Saturn IB was used in the early test phase of the 
Apollo lunar landing program, thmugh Apollo 7, the 
first manned mission, in October 1968. It also figures 
in NASA's plans for the follow-on Apollo Applica
tions program. The 2-stage Saturn IB is larger and 
more pmverful than Saturn I. Major changes are in 
the first stage (S-IB), which has been redesigned by 
Chrysler to eliminate 10 tons of weight, and in the 
use of the Douglas S-IVB as top stage in place of 
the earlier S-IV stage. 

Specifications 
L ength 224 feet with Apollo payload and escape 
tower; weight approximately 1,300,000 potmds; first 
stage (S-IB) 80.3 feet long, 21.4 feet in diameter; 
second stage (S-IVB) 58.4 feet long, 21.7 feet in 
diameter. 

Perforntan.ce 
Saturn IB first stage (S-IB) is powered by 8 Rocket
dyne H-1 engines, each producing 200,000 pounds 
of thrust, or a total of 1,600,000 pounds. The second 
stage (S-IVB) is powered by a single Rocketdyne J-2 
engine which generates 225,000 pounds of thrust at 
altitude. Saturn IB is capable of placing approxi
mately 20 tons in earth orbit and 2.5 tons in lunar 
orbit. 

LAUNCH VEHICLES 

TITAN ITI 

Program Management: Air Force Systems Com
mand's Space Systems Division of the Space and 
Missile Systems Organization ( SAMSO) 
Major Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Denver Division (systems integration, airframe, 
flight test); Aerojet-General Corporation (liquid 
propulsion); AC Electronics Division, General Mo
tors (guidance); United Technology Center (solid
propellant boosters); The Ralph M. Parsons Com
pany (launch facilities design and engineering); 
Aerospace Corporation (technical direction) 

Remarks 
Titan III is the nation's heavy-duty military space 
booster. · All propellants are storable for long hold 
and quick reaction capabilities. Because it utilizes 
the building-block principle, its weight-lifting capa
bilities vary from 5,000 to 26,500 potmds into earth 
orbit, and up to 5,000 on escape missions. The larg
est version which has flown to date, Titan III-C 
(photo), produces a lift-off thrust of 2,400,000 
pounds. The Titan III-M configmation has been 
designated as the Air Force l\1Ianned Orbiting Lab
oratory (MOL) booster. 

Specifications 
Titan III-C is 127 feet tall with a standard payload 
fairing; MOL version will be about 170 feet tall; 
diameter of all stages 10 feet; weight 1,400,000 
pounds. 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

TIT AN III TRANST AGE 

Program Management: Air Force Systems Com
mand's Space Systems Division of the Space and 
Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) 
Major Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
D enver Division (systems integration and airframe); 
Aerojet-General Corporation (propulsion); AC Elec
tronics Division, General Motors Corporation 
(guidance) 

Remarks 

Tr~nst~ge is a s_witch engine spacecraft capable of 
dehvenng mult1ple p ayloads to multiple des tina
tions as needed. Its missions have included deploy
mer:t of 26 satellites in near-synchronous, equatorial 
orb1~ as _the vanguard of a worldwide military com
mumcatlons network, and stationing twin Vela nu
clear detection satellites in 70,000-mile orbits. 

Specifications 

. Transtage is 10 feet in diameter; with the standard 
payload fairing utilized for unmanned missions, it is 
33 fee_t long; weight, fueled but not including pay
load, 1s 28,000 pounds. It is capable of 10 or more 
starts in space. 

ATLAS SLV-3 
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Hockwell 
Corporation; General Electl·ic Company; Acoustica 
Corporation 

Remarks 

An uprated version of the reliable and versatile 
Atlas space launch vehicle, the Atlas SL V-3 is itself 
now uprated and identified as SLV-3A for use with 
an Agena upper stage, and as SLV-3C for use with 
a Centaur upper stage. Fifty-six SLV-3s were pro
duced for various National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration and Air Force missions. Of the 54 
flown, 52 w ere successful for an overall booster 
reliability of 96 percent. The missions included 
Lunar Orbiter, Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, Applications 
T echnology Satellite, Gemini Target, Precision He
covery Including Maneuverable Entry, Burner II 
and a variety of special Air Force missions . 



SLV-3A AI\TI SLV-3C 

Prime Conb·actor: Convair Di\ ision of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Rocketd n e Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Hock\~ ell 
Corporation; General Elecb·ic Company; Acoustica 
Corporation 

Remarks 
The SLV-3A is an uprated version of the depend
able SLV-3 vehicl e . Increased p erformance is 
achieved by modifying existing systems, thereby 
re taining the inherent, flight-proven reliability of 
the SL V -3. The new tank is 117 inches longer, hold
ing about 48,000 pounds more of usable propellants 
than formerly. The i\tiA-5 engine system is uprated 
by changing the se ttings of the engine reference reg
ulators , causing an increased opera ting pressure in 
the gas generators. These and other modifications 
increase booster engine thrust to 168,000 pounds 
each; sustainer engine thrust is 58,000 potmds. The 
SLV-3A with an Agena second stage can inject a 
7,950-pound payload into a 100-nautical-mile orbit. 
The SL V -3C is an upra ted version of the constant 
10-foot-diameter LV-3C used to launch Centaur 
upper stage. The first uprated SLV-3C was flown 
as Atlas-Centaur 13 for the Surveyor V mission. The 
new booster incorporates a 51-inch tank extension, 
resulting in the addition of approxin1ately 21,000 
pounds of usable propellants; thrust ratings are the 
same as for SL V -3A. Assigned missions include Sur
veyor, Applications Technology Satellite, Orbiting 
Astronomical Observatory and a Mariner lvlars 
flyby. The SLV-3C with a Centaur upper stage 
launched from the Eastern Test Hange can carry a 
2,900-pound payload to escape or a 2,200-pound 
payload to Venus or Mars. In photo, SLV-3A (fore
ground) and SLV-3C (second from front). 

LAUNCH VEHICLES 

CENTAUR 
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dy
namics Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Pratt & \iVhitney Aircraft 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation (main pro
pulsion system) ; Honeywell Inc. (all-inertial guid
ance sys tem); Pesco Products Division of Borg
Warner Corporation and General Electric Company 
(hydrogen boost pumps); Bell Aerospace Corpora
tion (hydrogen p eroxide, ullage and attitude-control 
system) 

Remarks 
Centam is a high-energy upper stage currently 
using an Atlas first stage of similar diameter and 
construction. Centaur's first mission was Surveyor, 
to soft-land instruments on the moon prior to 
manned landings. Centaur is a high-specific
impulse vehicle powered by 2 15,000-pound
thrust liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen engines. 
Centam is 46 feet long vvitl1 its nose fairing and 
weighs about 37,500 pounds at launch. Centaur 
weight in orbit is about 5,000 pounds. Atlas vehi
cles used as the first stage employ the 390,000-
pound-thrust Rocketdyne propulsion system. Cen
taur tank structure, like Atlas, is fabricated from 
thin-gauge stainless steel. Centaw· features unique 
jettisonable insulation to protect its p ayload, flight 
control equipment and fuel from aerodynamic forces 
during ascent through the atmosphere. Insulation 
is jettisoned , allowing Centaur to shed unnecessary 
weight early in flight-a concept that buys 14 
pounds of payload capability for every 15 pounds 
of discarded insulation. Centaur is capable of boost
ing 2,500 pounds to escape with an Atlas first stage, 
3,200 pounds using a Titan III-X first stage and 
10,400 pounds to escape atop a Titan III-C booster. 
Using a Saturn IB in combination with Centaur, 
13,500-pound payloads can be boosted to escape 
velocity. 



LAUNCH VEHICLES 

THOR, LONG TANK THOR 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Ash·onautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aero
space & Systems Group, North American Rockwell 
Corporation (liquid propulsion); Thiokol Chemical 
Corporation (solid propulsion); Western Electric 
(guidance) 

Remarks 
The Thor family of launch vehicles has included 
more than 2 dozen configurations, and the vehicle 
has earned the title "Workhorse of the Space Age" 
with demonstrated reliability and versatility in more 
than 200 firings. Newest version is the Long Tank 
Thor, which is expected to boost the majority of 
USAF space programs. Long Tank Thor offers 
added payload capability by increasing the volume 
of the liquid-propellant tanks. The new vehicle is 
a constant diameter (8 feet), while its predecessor 
was conical. Total thrust is essentially the same as 
that for the Thrust Augmented Thor, but Long 
Tank Thor gets its increased payload capability 
from a burn time of 216 seconds, compared with 
146 for the earlier Thor. In photo, Long Tank Thor 
at right, standard model left. 

Specifications (Long Tank Thor) 
Length 70% feet (compared with 56 in standard 
version); diameter 8 ·feet constant (compared with 
8 feet maximum) . 

Performance 
Thrust 330,000 pounds; payload varies with upper 
stage; Long Tank Thor has 3,000-pound low-altitude 
orbit capability. 

DELTA 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation . 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corpora~o~ 
(propulsion system, second stage); Rocketdyne ~IVI
sion, Aerospace & Systems Group, North Amencan 
Rockwell Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Alle
gany Ballistics Laboratories (third-stage propellant 
motor); Western Electric (first- and second-stage 
guidance) 

Remarks 
The Delta launch vehicle is an economical, reliable 
and accurate 3-stage vehicle used for launching 
space probes and earth-orbital missions. Its first 
stage is a modified Thor. Liquid propellants ~re 
used in the first and second stages, and the thu·d 
stage is powered by solid propellants._ D~lta has 
placed in orbit the majority of U.S. scientific and 
communications satellites including Tiros, OSO, 
Explorer, Telstar, Relay, Syncom, ESSA and BIOS 
payloads. 

Specifications (DSV-3C Delta) 
Length about 93 feet; diameter 8 feet; lift-off weight 
114,000 pounds · thrust 172 000 pounds (first stage), 
7,575 pounds (~econd stage), 6,100 pounds (third 
stage). 

Performance 
Payload 875 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular 
orbit. 



THRUST AUGMENTED DELTA 
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Asb·onautics 
Company, lvlcDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketd ·ne Division, 
Aerospace & Sys tems Group, Torth American Rock
well Corporation (first-stag propulsion); Thiokol 
Chemical Corpora tion (sb·ap-on propulsion) 

Remarks 
The Thrust Augmented D elta (TAD) was inb·o
duced in 1964 as a more advanced, more po'~ erful 
version of the standard D elta. Its added perform
ance is derived from 3 "sb·ap-on" solid-propellant 
rocket motors that bring TAD's first-stage lift-off 
thrust to 330,000 pounds-almost double the 172,-
000-pound-thrust capability of the standard Delta. 
Addition of the solids enables TAD to boost heavier 
payloads higher and farther. TAD has launched th~ 
Syncom C satellite that relayed on-the-spot televi
Sion pictures of the Olympic Games from Japan to 
the U.S. and the Commw1ica tions SatelHte Corpora
tion's history-making Early Bird, first link in a pro
posed worldwide communications network 

Specifications 
~ength about 90 feet; diameter (maximum includ
mg solid boosters) 14 feet 2 inches; lift-off weight 
143,164 pounds; thrust 330,000 potmds (first stag_e), 
7,575 pounds (second stage), 6,100 pounds (_thu·d 
stage). 

Perfonnance 
Payload 1,000 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circu
lar orbit. 

LAUNCH VEHICLES 

THRUST AUGMENTED IMPROVED DELTA 

Prin).e Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketdyne Division, 
Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rock
well Corporation (first-stage propulsion) ; Thiokol 
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion) 

Remarks 
The Thrust Augmented Improved D elta (TAID), 
introduced in 1965, is an advanced version of earlier 
Delta models, incorporating features and perform
ance that meet the demand of current and future 
space progress requirements. Adaptable as either 
a ~-stage or a 3-stage vehicle, the T AID can carry a 
wide range of spacecraft, including communica
tions satellites, specialized scientific capsules and 
navigation, meteorological, experimental and other 
types of p ayloads into near-earth orbits or moon 
orbits or into deep space. The TAID, both as a 2-
stage and as a 3-stage vehicle, can be used with or 
without strap-on thrust augmentation boosters. 

Specifications 
Length about 90 feet; diameter (maximum includ
ing solid boosters) 14 feet 2 inches; lift-off weight 
(with solid boosters) 149,461 pounds; thrust 333,000 
pounds (first stage), 7,550 pounds (second stage), 
5,650 pounds (third stage). 

Performance 
Payload 1,120 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circu
lar orbit. 



LAUNCH VEHICLES 

THRUST AUGMENTED LONG TANK DELTA 

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(second-stage propulsion); Rocketdyne Division, 
Aerospace & Systems Group, North American Rock
well Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Thiokol 
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion) 

Remarks 

The Long Tank Delta (LTD), which made its debut 
August 16, 1968, when it orbited the ESSA VII 
weather satellite, is the latest and most powerful 
version of the D elta series of launch vehicles intro
duced in 1960. This model is launched as either a 
2-stage or a 3-stage vehicle by utilizing the Thrust 
Augmented Long Tank Thor as a first stage. As a 
result, the overall vehicle length is 14% feet greater 
than that of the Thrust Augmented Improved Delta 
and propellant capacity is increased. The LTD also 
includes a new, higher-energy, third-stage motor. 
Space assignments for the LTD include the lofting 
of communication, meteorological, scientific, navi
gation and experimental payloads into near-earth 
orbits or moon orbits or into deep space. 

Specifications (DSV-3L Long Tank Delta) 
Length about 106 feet; diameter (maximum includ
ing solid thrust augmentation) 14 feet 2 inches; lift
off weight (with solid thrust augmentation) 199,416 
pounds; thrust 330,000 pounds (first stage), 7,550 
pounds (second stage), 10,000 pounds (third stage). 

Performance 
Payload 1,580 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular 
orbit. 

R-160 

SCOUT 
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 
Associate Conh·actors: Aero je t-General (first stage); 
Thiokol Chemical (second stage); H ercules Powder 
Company (third stage); United T echnology Center 
(fourth stage); Honeywell Inc. (guidance) 

Remarks 
The Scout is a 4-stage, solid-fueled rocke t devel
oped to provide the United States vvi th a reliable, 
versatile and cost-effective launch vehicle for a vari
ety of space exploration tasks-orbital, high-altitude 
probe and high-speed reentry. Developed by NASA, 
the vehicle is produced by LTV Aerospace's Missiles 
and Space Division, which also provides systems 
management. The first U.S. solid-propellant rocket 
capable of placing payloads in orbit, Scout has im
portant roles in the space programs of NASA and 
the D epartment of Defense plus those of the United 
Kingdom, Italy, France, Germany and the 10-nation 
European Space Research Organization (ESRO) . 
Scout is launched in the United States from NASA's 
Wallops Island, Virginia, and by Air Force crews 
from the W estern Test Range in California. A third 
site-the Italian San Marco sea-based platform off 
the east coast of Africa-makes possible launches 
along the equator. Scout is capable of boosting 320 
pounds into a nominal 300-mile orbit. Performance 
is ~xpected to be increased still further by develop
ment of a fifth-stage velocity package . 

Specifications 
Length 72 feet; weight 20 tons. Stages: Algol liB, 
105,000 pounds thrust, controlled by fins and jet 
vanes impinging in rocket exhaust, 30 feet long; 
Castor II, 60,000 pounds thrust, controlled by hydro
gen peroxide jets, 20 feet long; Antares II, 21,000 
pounds thrust, controlled by hydrogen peroxide jets, 
10 feet long; FW -4S, 6,000 pounds thrust, spin sta
bilized, 6 feet long. 



A GENA 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Miss iles & Space Com
p any 
Associate Contractors: Bell AerOS)S tems (primary 
and secondary power plants); Hone ·well Inc. (guid
ance) 

Rentarks 
<?ne of the real vvorkhorses of U.S. space explora
tiOn, Agena is an upper stage which is also em
ployed as a spacecraft, the whole vehicle aoina into 
o~·bit. ~gena played a key role in mam~ed ~pace 
fhght; It was the taraet vehicle for rendezvous and 
docking maneuvers 

0 
in NASA's Gemini project. 

Agena has a m ain rocket engine capable of multi
ple res tarts in space; in the modified taraet vehicle 
version, it also had 2 secondary engines ~o provide 
small changes in velocity and position in orbit. In 
the Gemini Agena, a control system could handle 
96 c:ommands from the astronauts or from ground 
sta tions. Agena is used as an upper stage with the 
Thor, Augmented Thor, Atlas and Titan boosters · 
it has played important roles in such military ancl 
NASA programs as Discoverer Samos Mariner 
OG<?, Lunar Orbiter, Ranger a~d Orbiting Astro~ 
nomiCal Observatory. · 

Specifications 
L ength 19-40 feet depending on version, Gemini 
version 25 feet; diameter 5 feet; all-inertial guidance. 

Perforn1ance 
Atlas-Agena 5,000 pounds in 300-mile orbit. 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

BURl\TER ll 

Prime Conb·actor: The Boeing Company 
Major Subconb·actors: Thiokol Chemical Corpora
tion (solid rocket motor); Honeywell Inc. (prepro
grammed inertial guidance system); Walter Kidde & 
Company (reaction control system) 

Remarks 
Burner II is a launch vehicle upper staae developed 
by Boeing for the Air Force Space Syst~ms Division. 
It is the first solid-fuel upper stage with full control 
and ~ui~ance capability developed for general space 
applicatiOns. Burner II was designed for use with 
the Thor booster, but is readily adapted for use on 
the complete range of standard launch vehicles. Its 
general assignment will be to place small- and 
medium-size payloads into orbit. The Burner II 
motor, guidance system and reaction conb·ol system 
a~e integrated to.provide attitude stability and pre
Cise. co~tr.ol ~f fhght rate and burnout velocity for 
orbital IDJectlon and earth-escape missions. Boeina 
has delivered 8 flight vehicles and, under terms of 
a follow-on contract, is building 6 additional fliaht 
models. Six Thor-Burner II combinations h ave b~en 
launched successfully from Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, California. The third launch placed 2 unclassi
fied satellites in earth orbit. A SECOR satellite 
built for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers by th~ 
Cubic Corporation, and an Aurora satellite, devel
oped by Rice University for the Office of Naval Re
search, were placed in circular orbits 2,100 miles 
above the earth. As integration contractor for the 
Air Force Space Experiment Support Program 
(SESP) Office, Boeing designed, built and tested 
the injection stage, or "payload dispenser," which 
carried the 2 satellites on top of a standard Burner 
II stage and placed them in precise orbits. The 
satellites were mounted on opposite sides of the 
injection stage, which housed a 1,400-pound-thrust, 
solid-propellant rocket motor. 



I 

LAUNCH VEHICLES 

ATHENA REENTRY TEST VEHICLE 
(STANDARD) 

Prime Contractor: Atlantic Research Missile Sys
tems Division 
Associate Contractors: Propulsion: Thiokol Chem
ical Corporation, Rrst stage; Thiokol and H ercules 
Incorporated, second stage; Aerojet-General Cor
poration, third stage; H ercules Incorporated, fourth 
stage; Atlantic Research, spin rocke ts; H ercules, 
boost-assist motors and retro motors 

Remarks 

The Athena reentry vehicle, conceived to simulate 
the reentry environment of intercontinental ballistic 
missiles, has proved to b e one of the Air Force's 
most important research and development pro
grams. Begun in February 1964, the Athena pro
gram christened what was to become the United 
States' first inland range for the overland test of 
multistage vehicles. Athena is launched from Green 
River, Utah; along the Army's White Sands Missile 
Range, reaching altitudes of over 1,000,000 feet 
before descending on White Sands, New Mexico, 
some 470 miles downrange. The Army's highly in
strumented range had monitored 103 flights by the 
end of July 1968, in a program of 149 launchings 
s~hed~led through 1969. The program is under th_e 
drr~ctwn of the Space and Missile Systems Orgaru
zatwn (SAMSO), Air Force Systems Command. 

Specifications 

!hree or 4 stages, all solid propellant; overall length 
vO feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 16,000 pounds 
at launch; unguided boost, midcourse correction. 

Performance 

Velocity in excess of 15,000 miles per hour at re
entry; range more than 470 miles; ceiling in excess 
of 1,000,000 feet; it is successfully yielding high de
gree of reentry space physics data and subscale 
systems test data. 
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ATHENA H REENTRY TEST VEHICLE 

Prime Contractor: Atlantic Research Missile Sys
tems Division 
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corpo
ration or Aerojet-General Corpora tion (first-stage 
propulsion); Thiokol Chemical Corporation and 
Hercules Incorporated (second-stage propulsion); 
Aerojet-General Corporation (third-stage propul
sion); Atlantic Research Corporation and Thiokol 
Chemical Corporation (spin rockets); H ercules In
corporated (boost-assist motors and retro motors) 

Re~narks 

The Athena H reentry vehicle is an uprated version 
of the Standard Athena, capable of flying larger 
payloads at ICBM velocities over the inland test 
range from Green River, Utah, to White Sands Mis
sile Range, N ew Mexico. The program is under the 
direction of Air Force Systems Command, Space 
and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). 

Specifications 
Two or 3 stages, all solid propellant; overall length 
61 feet; diameter 40 inches; weight 32,000 pounds 
at launch; unguided boost, midcourse correction. 

Performance 

Athena H will provide ICBM reentry environments 
for payloads up to 400 pounds and IRBM environ
ments for payloads up to 1,000 pounds; apogees in 
excess of 1,000,000 feet will be obtained over the 
470-mile range. 



APOLLO COJil\IA~D AND 
SERVICE :MODULES 

Prime Contractor: North American Rockwell Cor-
poration's Space DiYision . 
~Iajor Subcontractors: Aerojet-General Corporation 
(service module propulsion engine); Aeronca ~Ianu
facturing Company (honeycomb pands); Avco Cor
poration (ablative heat shield); Beech Aircraft Cor
poration (super critical gas storage system); Bell 
Aerosystems Company (positive expulsion tanks for 
reaction control system); Beckman Instruments, 
Inc. (data acquisition equipment); Collins Radio 
Company (communications and data); Control Data 
Corporation (digital test command system); Dalmo 
Victor Company (main communications antenna 
systems); Elech·o-Optical Systems, Inc., ~Iicro Sys
tems, Inc. subsidiary (temperature and press_ure 
transducer instrumentation); Garrett Corporation, 
AiResearch Manufacturing Division (environmental 
control system); General }.lotors Corporation (fuel 
and oxidizer tanks); Singer-General Precision, Inc. 
(mission simulator trainer): General Time Corpora
tion (central timing svstem); Honeywell (stabiliza
tion and control); Lockheed Propulsion Comp~ny 
(launch escape and pitch control motors): MICro 
Systems, Inc., Electro-Optical Systems (pressure 
and temperature transducers); Motorola, Inc. (up
data link digital); The Marquardt Corporation (re
action control motors service module); Northrop 
Corporation (earth landing system); Remanco, Inc. 
(rocket engine test set); Sciaky Brothers, Inc. (~~ol
ing, welding and machinery); Simmond~ PrecisiOn 
Pr~ducts (propellant gaging mixture ratiO con~ol~; 
Tluokol Chemical Corporation (escape system Jetti
son motors); Transco Products, Inc. (telemetry an
tenna system); United Aircraft Corporation, Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft Division (fuel cell); Westinghouse 
Electric, Aerospace Electrical Division (static in
verter conversion unit); Weber Aircraft (spacecraft 
couches) 

Remarks 

Project Apollo is the United States' program to 
place Americans on the moon for scientific explora
tion and safe return to earth. The Apollo program 
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SPACECRAFT 

is directed by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. Technical management of the 
Apollo spacecraft is under NASA's Manned Space
craft Center, Houston, Texas. The Apollo spacecraft 
comprises 3 separable major parts, called "modules," 
,vhich are fastened together in tandem. North 
American Rocl...·well's Space Division is producing 
the Apollo spacecraft Command and Service Mod
ules. The Lunar :Module is being built by Grum
man Aircraft Engineering Corporation. The Com
mand Module is the Apollo spacecraft's control 
center for the moon flight. It provides combination 
living working and leisure-time quarters for the 
3-ma~ crew. The Command Module consists of 2 
shells-an inner crew compartment and an outer 
heat shield. Ablative materials are applied to the 
outer struchtre after it has been assembled and fit
checked to the crew compartment. The Service 
Module houses the main propulsion engine and its 
propellants for return from the moon and for mid
course corrections. It contains the electrical system, 
reaction control engines and part of the environ
mental control system. Propellants and various 
systems are housed in pie-shaped sections surround
ing the main engine. Attached to the Command 
Module during the flight to the moon, the Service 
Module is jettisoned prior to earth reentry. 

Command :l\lodule Specifications 
Shape conical; height 10 feet 7 inches; diameter (at 
the base) 13 feet; launch \Veight 13,000 pounds (ap
proximately); outer stnteture stainless steel honey
comb bonded between stainless steel alloy sheets; 
inner compartinent primarily aluminum h_oneyc~mb 
bonded between aluminum alloy sheets; msulation: 
a 2-layer microquartz fiber insulation sepa:ates the 
walls of the inner and outer structures; envuonment 
shirt-sleeve temperature of about 75 degrees, 100 
percent oxygen. 

Service Mmlule Specifications 
Shape cylindrical; height 22 feet (including engine); 
diameter 13 feet; construction mostly aluminum 
alloy; outside skin is honey?omb bonded between 
aluminum sheets; launch we1ght 55,000 pounds (ap
proximately). 



A B 

In Photo A, an Apollo Command Module, built at North American Rockwell's Space Division plant in Downey, California, is 
lowered onto a dolly for transportation to Cape Kennedy. In Photo B, the combined Command and Service Modules are hoisted 

into the vertical assembly stand at Cape Kennedy for mating with other components of the Saturn VI Apollo stack. 
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LUNAR MODULE 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 

Rentarks 

The Lunar Module is a 2-stacre vehicle to be used 
by Project Apollo astronauts for the descent from 
lunar orbit to the surface of the moon, and for the 
ascent from the lunar smface back to th e orbiting 
Command Module. Unsymmeh·ical, and '~ithout 
any aerodynamic considerations imposed upon its 
structural design, LM lands by use of a main de
scent engine which is throttleable and capable of 
dev~loping. approximately 10,000 pounds of thrust. 
Vehicle onentation is provided by 16 lOG-pound
thrust rocket encrines located in quads at 4 loca-

. b 
hans on the ascent stage. The LM can land in the 
automated mode utilizincr a landincr radar as the 

. ' b b . 
sensmg device and a computer to update engme 
tl~rust; or it can be controlled by the ash·onauts, 
either completely or in conjunction with the vehi
cle's automated d evices . Its landing gear consists of 
4 padded legs. The lower portion of the legs tele
scopes into the upper portion, crushing a honey
comb structure designed to absorb the energy of 
the landing impact. vVhen LM is ready to return 
to tl1e Command Module, its 3,500-pound-thrust 
ascent engine carries the ascent stage into lunar 
orbit, leaving the descent stage parked on the lunar 
surface. 

Specifications 
Height 21 feet; widtl1 19 feet; weight more than 15 
earth tons. 
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GEMINI 

Prime Contractor : McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
Associate Contractors: Honey,vell Inc. (guidance); 
Westinghouse Electric Company (rendezvous radar); 
International Business Machines Corporation (com
puter); AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corpora
tion (environmental control system); Beech Aircraft 
Corporation (propellant loading systems); Rocket
dyne Division, Aerospace & Systems Group, North 
American Rockwell Corporation (spacecraft propul
sion); General Electric Company (fu el cell) 

Rernarks 
Gemini is a 2-man spacecraft designed for long
duration space physiological sh1dies and for devel
opment of rendezvous and docking techniques. 
Gemini's environmental control sys tem is capable of 
sustaining 2 ash·onauts for 2 weeks. The spacecraft 
has 2 sections, a reentry module housing the asb·o
nauts and an adapter section for equipment. The 
reentry module is 11 feet tall; tl1e adapter unit, 7% 
feet tall. Spacecraft launch vveight is approximately 
7,000 pounds. On-board thrusters permit maneuver
ing for rendezvous and docking missions. McDon
nell built 13 flight-rated spacecraft; 12 of them were 
used (10 manned) in NASA's 1964-66 Project Gem
ini. The spacecraft is scheduled for furth er use, in 
a modified version, in the USAF's Manned Orbitinu 
Laboratory project. b 



MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY 

~ajor Contractors: General Electric Company, Mis
s~le and S~ace Division, Space Systems Organiza
tion (expenment integration); McDonnell Douglas 
Astro~autics Company, McDonnell Douglas Cor
poratwn (laboratory module and Gemini B space
craft) 

Remarks 

The U .S. Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory 
(MOL) program is the largest Department of De
fense space program. Its objectives are to learn 
more about what man is able to do in space and 
how that ability relates to defense requirements, to 
d evelop technology and equipment which will help 
advance. manned and unmanned space flight and 
to expenment with this technology and equipment. 
The program was begun August 25, 1965. Initial 
~ork has been completed and the program is now 
I~ the engineering development phase. The base
lme configuration-consisting of the Gemini B, a 
41-foot laboratory vehicle, and the Titan III booster 
-.-has been established. First flight by a 2-man crew 
IS planned for 1972. The MOL crews will be 
launch~d into orbit inside a Gemini B spacecraft. 
A modrfied version of the vehicle used in the NASA 
Gemini. Program, the booster, designated Titan 
III-M, rs an uprated Titan III-C. It will use a pair 
of 7-segment, solid-rocket, strap-on motors in place 
of the .5-segment motors used on the Titan III-C. 
In orbit, the pilots will transfer into the laboratory 
through a hatch in the Gemini B heat shield and a 
pressurized tunnel. The laboratory is designed to 
allow them to work in a "shirt-sleeve" environment, 
without space suits, for up to 30 days. For return to 
earth, they will go back into the Gemini B detach 
it from the laboratory and reenter the atm'osphere 
for an ocean landing and recovery. The laboratory 
itse lf will burn up upon reentry. 
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BIOSATELLITE 

Prime Contractor: General Electri c Company, Re
Entry Systems D epartment 
Associate Contractors: Garrett AiH.esearch ( cryo
genics system); Hamilton Standard (gas manage
ment); GE Direct Energy Conversion Operation 
(fuel cells) 

Remarks 

Biosatellite is the first U.S. spacecraft designed to 
demonstrate the effects of prolonged space travel 
on terres trial life. The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's Ames Research Center se
lected General Electric to develop and build the 
Biosatellite vehicles. The Biosate llite program is 
aimed at studying the effects of extended exposure 
to weightlessness and radiation on a variety of bio
logical specimens ranging from tiny single-cell or
ganisms to monkeys. Advanced missions of 21 and 
30 days are planned. All payloads will be recovered. 
Payload weights range from 940 to 1,500 pounds 
depending on the specific mission. A Thrust Aug
mented Improved Delta booster is the launch vehi
cle. Rate gyros and cold gas je ts provide attitude 
control in all 3 axes; telemetry is real time and tape 
recording readout; power is by batteries and Gem
ini-type fuel cells; an ablating h ea t shield protects 
the vehicle through reentry. Initial 3-day flight was 
made in December 1966, but payload was not re
covered. A second 2-day flight in September 1967 
was highly successful; payload was recovered by 
USAF air snatch. 



NIMBUS 

Prime Contractor: NASA, Goddard Space Flight 
Center 
Major Subcontractor: General Elecb·ic Company, 
Missile and Space Division , Space Systems Organi
zation 
Associate Contractors: Aracon Geophysical Divi
sion, Alli ed Hesearch Associates, Inc. ; California 
Computer Products, Inc.; Collins Radio Company; 
Control Data Corporation; General Electronics 
Labs, Inc.; Hughes Aircraft Company; ITT; Lock
heed Electronics Company; HCA; Haymond Engi
neering Laboratory, Inc.; T exas Instruments, Inc. 

Ren1arks 

Nimbus is a second-generation research and devel
opment weather satellite developed by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard 
Space Flight Center. The windmill-shaped space
craft is approximately 10 feet tall and 11 feet wide 
an~ is capable of carrying a wide range of meteoro
los;Ical, geophysical and other scientific payloads. 
Nimbus I was launched into orbit on August 28, 
1964, and exceeded all expectations both as a re
search vehicle and as a storm tracker. Nimbus II, 
an advanced version of the first Nimbus, was or
~ite? on May 15, 1966, and has established a record 
life tim e for an earth-orbiting spacecraft. Nimbus 
III, launched May 18, 1968, was destroyed in Right 
by _the Hange Safety Officer because the launch 
vehiCle had veered off course. All Nimbus space
craft are earth oriented and stabilized in all 3 axes. 
The Thor-Agena booster is used to launch the Nim
bus spacecraft into polar orbit. 
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TIROS 
Prime Contractor: HCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Ash·o-Electronics Division 

Re1narks 
One of the most successful of all U .S: space. pro
grams, Tiros is a m eteorological_ satelhte des~gned 
to provide weather forecasters with com~lete mf?r
mation on which to base predictions. Equi~ped With 
TV cameras and infrared equipment, Tu·os takes 
photos of the earth's cloud cover and relays ~hem 
to earth stations for W eather Bureau analysis. A 
late version is the Tiros '\vheel," which c~n b e ma
neuvered to roll in orbit like a drum rollmg down
hill; its 2 TV cameras are positioned radially so th~t 
with each half turn of the wheel either camera will 
look down at earth. 

Specifications 
Diameter 42 inches; weight approximately 300 

pounds. 
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TIROS M 

Prime Contractor : RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Astro-Elecb·onics Division 

Remarks 
A second-generation follow-on to the Tiros Oper
ational System ( TOS) w eather satellit~s , Tiros M 
is b eing developed by RCA for NASA s Goddard 
Space Flight Cen~er. E ventual usei: and sl?onsor of 
the satellite after It b ecomes operational will be the 
Environmental Science Services Administration. 
The first Tiros M research and development flight 
was sch eduled for 1969, with the initial operational 
sp acecraft, identified as an Improved TOS (ITOS), 
slated for 1970. One Tiros M will carry both 
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) systems for 
direct readout of local weather pictures and Ad
vanced Vidicon Camera Systems (AVCS) to give 
scientists global coverage. A stable platform that 
will keep its sensors a lways pointed toward earth, 
Tiros M will also carry high-resolution infrared 
radiometers fornighttime views of cloud cover plus 
2 secondary sensors, a fla t-plate radiometer and a 
solar proton monitor. Basically, Tiros M and ITOS 
will enable one satellite to provide the coverage 
offered by 2 present TOS/ ESSA spacecraft. Tiros 
M is also designed as a sp ace bus that can accom
modate a wide variety of other sensors and instru
mentation. 

Specification s 
Dimensions 48x40x40 inches, with 3 solar panels, 
each 36x63 inches; weight approximately 670 pounds. 
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ESSA 

Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Astra-Electronics Division 

Remarks 
ESSA (Environmental Survey Sa tellite) , the world's 
first global operational weather s ate~lite , i ~ de~igned 
and built by RCA under the techmcal directiOn ~f 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center for the Envi
ronmental Science Services Administra tion, of 
which the U.S. W eather Bureau is a division . The 
first ESSA satellite was launched successfully on 
F ebruary 3, 1966. It carried 2 conventional Tiros
type television cameras in a rolling wheel configu
ration. ESSA 2 was successfully launch ed F ebruary 
28, 1966, using 2 Automatic Picture Transmission 
(APT) cameras which enabled it to broadcast 
weather pictures to local stations around the world. 
It also rolled like a wheel in its orbital p ath. ESSA 
3, launched October 2, 1966, replaced ESSA 1 and 
featured an Advanced Vidicon Camera System; it 
also operates in a wheel mode . ESSA 4 (APT), 
ESSA 5 (AVCS), ESSA 6 and ESSA 7 h~ve also 
joined the operational system. The satellites are 
known as Tiros Operational System (TOS) sat~l
lites until they achieve orbit, when they acqmre 
the ESSA designation. 

S,pecifications 
Right circular cylinder 42 inches diameter , 22.5 
inches high; weight 325 pounds. 



EARLY BIRD 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

R e marks 

A synchronous communications satellite, Early Bird 
wa~ launched April 6, 1965, by the U.S . Communi
ca tiOns Satellite Corpora tion as acrent for a world 

. f b 
consortmn~ o more than 40 participating natjon s. 
The satelhte was injected into a S) nchronous orbit 
22,300 miles above the equator over the Atlantic 
Ocean. The 85-pound spacecraft has capacity for 
240 2-way telephone channels or simultaneous 2-
way television b etween Europe and North America 
on a 24-~1o~r-day basis. It can also handle teletype 
and facsu:mle at the same time it carries telephone 
conversahons. Power is supplied by some 6,000 
solar cells. The satellite is a later version of the 
NASA-Hughes Syncom. 
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SYNCOM 

Prime Conb.·actor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
A second-generation active-repeater communica
tions satellite, Syncom is a synchronous orbiting 
spacecraft, one whose orbital speed just matches 
that of the earth's rotation, so that the satellite re
mains in a £xed position with resp ect to a point on 
earth. To achieve the proper velocity, the satellite 
is sent into orbit a t an altitude of 22,300 miles. 
From that altitude, more than a third of the earth 
can be "seen," so 3 such spacecraft can form a TV
telephone network providing 24-hour-a-day service. 
Syncom I, launched February 14, 1963, was unsuc
cessful. Syncom II, launched July 26, 1963, was 
completely successful and was the £rst spacecraft 
to achieve synchronous orbit. Syncom III, launched 
August 19, 1964, was placed in stationary orbit over 
the International Date Line and it relayed the 
Olympic Games to the U.S. from Jap an. 



INTELSAT II 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

Intelsat II is a new communications satellite de
signed to provide the first regular transpacific com
munications by satellite and at the same time to 
provide communications support for the Apollo pro
gram. Hughes is building 4 spacecraft under an 
$11,700,000 contract awarded by Communications 
Satellite Corporation, which acts as manager for the 
54-nation International T elecommunications Satel
lite Consortium. Intelsat II is twice the size and 
weight of Hughes' Early Bird and it has 3 times 
the power. Where Early Bird's antenna concen
trated its beam in a narrow band between Europe 
and the United States, Intelsat II offers broader an
te~~a coverage over a wider global area and the 
ab1hty to carry multiple conversations among 
wound stations simultaneously. Three of the satel
h~es are now in commercial service, 2 over the Pa
cif:ic and one over the Atlantic. 

Specifications 

Diameter 56 inches; height 26 inches. 
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INTELSAT III 
Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRW Inc. , 
for Communica tions Satellite Corporation (Com
sat) 
International Participants: Conh·aves AG, Switzer
land; Engins MATRA SA, France; Entwicklungsring 
Nord (ERNO), West Germany; Hawker Siddeley 
Dynamics, Ltd. (HSD); ITT D efense Communi
cations Division, United States; Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation (MEC), Japan; Societe Anonyme de 
Telecommunications (SAT), France; Sylvania Elec
tronic Systems, United States; Lockheed Aircraft 
Corporation, United States; Aerojet-General Cor
poration, United States 

Remarks 

Intelsat III is the first wholly commercial communi
cations satellite system to operate on a global scale. 
TRW will build 6 flight spacecraft for initial opera
tional use in 1969. Each satellite will handle a mini
mum of 1,200 2-way voice channels, or 4 high
quality television channels. The spin-stabilized 
spacecraft will be positioned at synchronous orbit 
(22,300 miles) over the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian 
oceans, as required. They are 56 inches in diameter 
and 78 inches high and weigh about 270 pounds, 
not including the apogee motor. 



INITIAL DEFENSE SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Space and Re-Enb·y Systems Di
vision, Philco-Ford Corporation 

Remarks 

In !ate Oct~ber 1964, Philco-Ford Corporation was 
assigned pnme contractor responsibilities for de
signing, developing and assemblinu both the satel
lit~~ and the multiple-launch di~pensers for the 
Imtial Defense Satellite Communications System. 
Under the overall direction of the Defense 
C:ommunications Agency, the space hardware por
tion of the program is the responsibility of the Air 
Force Space Systems Division, assisted by the Aero
s~ace Corporation. On June 16, 1966, an Air Force 
Titan III-C rocket launched 7 IDSCS satellites (plus 
a gravity-gradient experimental satellite)"into near
sync~uonous equatorial orbit at an altih1de of ap
proximately 21,000 statute miles to initiate the net
work-19 months from the start of hardware design. 
On January 18, 1967, 8 additional satellites were 
lam~ched and on July 1, 1967, 4 more were sent into 
orbit. On June 13, 1968, 8 more satellites were 
placed into orbit, bringing the total in operation 
to 25. 
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TACCOMSAT 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
TACCOMSAT is the tentative name for an experi
mental tactical communications satellite being built 
for the Air Force by Hughes. The satellite is de
signed to provide tactical communications among 
military units in the field, aircraft and ships at sea. 
As tall as a 2-story house, TACCOMSAT is the 
largest communications satellite built; it weighs 
1,600 pounds. The spacecraft carries a cluster of 
antennas whose powerful signals can be picked up -
by all types of terminals, including those with an
tennas as small as 1 foot in diameter. The spin
stabilized satellite carries 3 antenna systems; in
cluded are 5 helical UHF antennas, 2 microwave 
horns for X-band communications and a biconical 
horn for telemetry and command. Being built under 
contract with the USAF's Space and Missile Sys
tems Organization, TACCOMSAT was scheduled 
for delive1y late in 1968. It was to be launched, 
early in 1969, into a 22,300-mile synchronous orbit 
by a Titan III-Claunch vehicle . . 



LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES 

Prime Contractor: Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology Lincoln Laboratory 

Remarks 

The LES (Lincoln Experimental Satellite) space
craft are designed and built by the M.I.T. Lincoln 
Laboratory in Lexington, Massachusetts, as p art of 
the Laboratory's Air Force-sponsored program in 
space communications, to tes t r ealistically, in orbit, 
advanced devices and techniques being developed 
for possible use in military satellite communica
tion systems. LES-1, -2 and -4, launched in 1965, 
operated at X-band (approximately 8,000 MHz) and 
included the first all-solid-state communication 
satellite transmitters and the first "electronically 
despun" (earth-sensing and antenna-beam-switch
ing) systems. LES-3, a UHF -band radio signal gen
erator launched in December 1965, helped to 
establis~ design criteria for LES-5, the first com
munication satellite to operate entirely in the gov
ernment-allocated UHF-band (225-400 MHz), with 
the first UHF-band satellite antenna system that 
generates circularly polarized radio signals to mini
mize fading and communications drop-outs and to 
allow a surface terminal to use a very small, simple 
antenna such as a whip or stub monopole. Launched 
July 1, 1967, LES-5 (photo) was designed to aid in 
the development of a tactical communications satel
lite (TACCOMSAT) system for the D epartment of 
Defense. LES-6, launched September 26, 1968, is 
a much more sophisticated, synchronous-orbit, 
UH~-band. satellite, with substantially greater ef
fective rad1ated power than LES-5 in combination 
with a num?er of new station-keeping, orientation 
and yropulswn .systems. LES-6 has a unique, high
~fficiency electrical power supply system that elim
mates power converters and regulators. 
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RELAY 

Prime Contractor: HCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Astra-Electronics Division 

Remarks 

Relay is a communications satellite of th e active
repeater type, in which signals from one ground 
station are picked up and rebroadcast to another 
station by the satellite's internal equipment. A 
NASA project, Helay is a 172-pound, spin-stabilized 
spacecraft boosted by a Delta launch vehicle. The 
first Helay satellite was launched December 13, 
1962, and it remained operational for more than 2 
years. Relay 22, launched January 21, 1964, was 
used in thousands of tests and exp eriments and in 
some 40 public demonstrations through September 
1965. 



TELSTAR 

Prime Contractor: American Telephone and Tele
graph Company, manarrement by Bell Telephone 
Laboratories t> 

Remarks 

The first active-repeater communications satellite, 
Telst~1: demonsb·ated the feasibility of transmitting 
tele:lslon images and telephone, telegraph and 
rad1o messages on a global basis. Launched by a 
D elta booster, Telstar first went into orbit July 10, 
1962 . . Telstar II was orbited May 7, 1963. Both 
satellites were highly successful. NASA provided 
launch vehicles and trackinrr facilities on a reim-
bursable basis. t> 
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U.S. NAVY NAVIGATION SATELLITE 

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory 
Associate Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic 
Products, Astro-Electronics Division 

Remarks 
In July 1964, the Navy put into operational service 
a system of navigational satellites for precision posi
tion determination of Polaris missile submarines 
and surface vessels. The system consists of 4 satel
lites, each weighing about 100 pounds, in near-circu
lar orbits at 600 miles altitude. The satellites, once ' 
known as Transit, are launched by a Scout booster. 
A number of operational navigation satellites 
(knovvn as Oscar) have been launched to enhance 
the Navy's worldwide all-weather navigation sys
tem being used operationally by the fleet (in photo, 
Oscar 09, launched by a 4-stage Scout May 19, 
1966). The satellite is an octagonal prism, 18 inches 
across and 10 inches high \vith 4 blades of solar 
cells, 66 inches long and 10 inches wide. The satel
lite carries 2 transmitters for telemetering, Doppler 
signals and memory readout. All of the Oscar 
spacecraft employ electromagnetic and gravity
gradient stabilization systems. Each also has a 
memory system for storing advance orbital data. 
Pulse signals in the memory system provide the 
satellites with a digital clock. Launched into polar 
orbits, at a general inclination of 90 degrees to the 
equator, the Oscar satellites circle the earth at alti
hides from 450 to 600 miles. RCA's Asb·o-Elecb·on
ics Division is responsible for manufacture of 
operational satellites . 



GEODETIC SECOR 

Prime Contractor: Cubic Corporation 

Remarks 

Geodetic SECOR (Sequential Collation of R ange) 
is an all-weather geodetic survey system in opera
tional use for establishing a global survey n e twork. 
It uses the successive positions of artificial satellites 
in space to determine locations on the earth's sur
face with exactness over long distances. The sys
tem consists of a satellite and 4 ground stations, 3 
at geographical points whose coordinates h ave 
been surveyed accurately and the fourth at an un
known location. Radio waves are flashed from the 
ground stations to the satellite and re turned. The 
position of the satellite at any time is fixed by the 
measured ranges from the 3 known stations. Using 
these precisely established satellite positions as a 
base, ranges from the satellite to the unknown sta
tion ire used to compute the position of the un
known station. Geodetic SECOR allows continents 
and islands to b e brought within the same geodetic 
global grid. Each ground station is entirely portable 
and . .contains 3 units: a radio frequency shelter, a 
dat.a-handling shelter and a storage shelter. Lighter
weight, solid-state equipment is presently being 
de:eloped to replace these units. The present sat
ellite has a volume of 1 cubic foot, weighs approxi
mately 39 pounds and contains a transponder, a 
te~emetry system to monitor t emperature and oper
atmg voltages and a power unit comprised of solar 
p anels and batteries. 
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GEOS I 
Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory 

Remarks 
Primary objective of GEOS I is to provide global 
geodetic measurements for determining the posi
tions of fiducial control points on the earth to an 
accuracy of 10 m eters in an earth center of mass 
coordinate system, and to de termine the structure 
of the earth's gravity field to 5 parts in 108

. GEOS I 
is a 385-pound, 52-inch, top-shaped satellite. It was 
launched by the improved D elta rocke t. It has an 
array of 5 geodetic systems-flashing light beacons, 
radio Doppler transmitters, a radio range system, a 
combined range and range rate system and a laser 
reflector. Primary power for the instrumentation is 
obtained from solar cells that cover most of the ex
terior of the satellite. The program is directed by 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. In January 
1967 a failure in the satellite's command system 
rend~red several geodetic systems inoperable. 
Radio Doppler measurements and the passi:e ]a~er 
reflector experiment were expected to contmue Ill

definitely, however. 



GEOS II 

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory 

Retnarks 
GEOS II is designed to conh·ibute to the develop
~ent of a more precise model of earth's gravita
tional field and to improve knO\vledge of the size 
and shape of the earth by es tablishing the location 
of a set of worldwide trackincr stations whose posi-
. k b hans are mown with an accuracy of 36 feet or bet-

ter in a unified geocentric coordinate system. The 
48-inch-diameter, 460-pound satellite was launched 
January 11, 1968, from the Western Test Range 
aboard an Improved Delta launch vehicle. It car
ries 6 geodetic systems-Hashing light beacons, 
Navy radio Doppler system, an Army radio range 
transponder, a NASA range and range rate trans
ponder, a C-band transponder and laser corner re
flect?~ panels. The satellite is gravity-gradient 
stab1hzed using a motorized extendible boom and 
an end mass having an eddy-current type damper. 
<?EOS II was launched to contribute to the comple
tion of _the NASA-managed United States National 
Geodeh~ Satellite Program (NGSP). The program 
~vas des~gned to satisfy the nation's requirements 
m satellite geodesy and is a coordinated undertak
ing involving NASA, Department of Commerce 
(Coast and Geodetic Survey) and the Department 
of ~efense, as well as many nongovernmental sci
entists and organizations. Scientists of other nations 
also participate in NGSP. Overall responsibility for 
GEOS II is under NASA's Office of Space Science 
and Applications. 
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LINCOLN CALIDRATION SPHERE (LCS) 

Prime Contractor: Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology Lincoln Laboratory 
Associate Contractor: Rohr Corporation 

Remarks 
The Lincoln Calibration Sphere is a ricrid hollow 

b ' ' 
aluminum sphere with a projected area of exactly 
1 square meter and a polished surface that is ex
actly spherical to witl1in a few thousandths of an 
inch. In orbit, it serves as a durable, stable primary 
standard for direct calibration of large radio and 
radar systems, reducing uncertainties in estimated 
system sensitivity from several decibels to a few 
tenths of a decibel. The LCS weighs 75 pounds and 
is made of lfs-inch aluminum sheet stock, spun 
into 2 hemispheres which are joined to an internal 
equatorial band by 440 equally spaced aluminum 
screws and then machined from a precision tem
plate and hand polished to a high gloss. Designed 
by the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington, 
Massachusetts, under Air Force contract with sup
port from the Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
it was fabricated by the Rohr Corporation of Chula 
Vista, California. LCS-1 was launched from Cape 
Kennedy May 6, 1965, aboard a USAF Titan III-A 
into a circular, 32-degree inclination orbit at an 
altitude of 1,500 nautical miles. Post-launch radar 
observations confirmed pre-launch measurements. 
Launch problems have frustrated subsequent ef
forts to place LCS-2 and LCS-3 in lower-altitude 
orbits where they would have been accessible and 
useful to a larger number of radar facilities than is 
LCS-1. 



ANNA 1-B 

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory 

Remarks 

ANNA is a geodeti_c research satellite with primary 
missions of mea_sur~ng the strength and direction of 
the earth's gravitatiOnal fi eld, locating the center of 
the earth's mass ~nd marking off positions on the 
earth. ANNA weighs 350 pounds, is 36 inches in 
diameter and is powered by a band of solar cells, 
around its equator, supported by nickel cadmium 
batteries. A broad ban~ spiral antenna is painted on 
the sphere, and .the mstrument tray is centrally 
mounted on the inside. Named for Army, Navy, 
Air Force and NASA, its sponsors, ANNA was 
launched October 31, 1962. The satellite contained 
optical, radio rangi~g and radio Doppler instru
mentation. The optical system is a high-intensity 
optical beaco~ activat~d by programmed command 
to-set off a senes of 5 hght flashes 5.6 seconds apart. 
These are photographed by ground stations. The 
Navy Doppler frequency system is also still oper
able on command. Despite deterioration of the 
sate-llite's solar cells by the artificial radiation belt 
ANNA_ has provided a large amount of geodetic in~ 
f?~atwn and ~as per~itted highly accurate posi
tlonmg of tracking statwns relative to the center of 
the earth. Findings of the Air Force flashing light 
and the Navy Doppler frequency measurement sys
tems agre~d to . accuracies of 20 meters or better. 
The Army s radw ranging system cea d t" · b · se opera wn 
m or It too early to yield comparative data. 
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NUCLEAR DETECTION 
SATELLITES (VELA) 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRW Inc. 

Re1narks 
The Vela Nuclear D etection Satellites are launched 
in pairs into high-altitude orbits to de tect possibl_e 
nuclear explosions in space and on earth. The prOJ
ect is directed by the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the Department of D efense; the USAF 
Space and Missile Systems Organization is respon
sible for development of the spacecraft. The first 
pair of satellites was launched in October 1963, the 
second in July 1964, and the third in July 1965. The 
fourth launch, in April 1967, was the first of an ad
vanced pair of Velas. These identic~!, 26-si?ed 
polygons, 56 inches in diameter and 46 mches h1gh, 
weigh 509 pounds in orbit. Another Vela launch, 
with further improvements to the payload, was 
scheduled for 1969. 



EXPLORER SERIES 

Program Direction: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 

Remarks 
Explorer is not a specific spacecraft but a code 
name given a series of satellites of different con
figurations and with varying payloads and assign
m~nts. Typical of the series is Explorer XXXI, 
D~rect Measurement Explorer (photo), launched 
\VIth the Canadian Alouette II on November 28 
1965, on a Thor-AO"ena rocket from Vandenber; 
A' F b b 1r < orce Base, California. The double-latmch proj-
ect, _known as ISIS-X, was the first in a new coop
erative NASA-Canadian Defense Research Board 
prowam for International Satellites for Ionospheric 
Studies. Explorer XXt'CI went into an orbit with an 
apogee less than a mile more than Alouette's and 
with a perigee of less than a mile lower. The orbits 
we1:e some_ 1,850 miles high at apogee and 310 at 
pengee. Explorer XXXI was built for NASA's God
dard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, by 
t~e Applied Physics Laboratory of The Johns Hop
kins University. Four Explorers were launched in 
1968. 
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APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
The Applications Technology Satellite is a space
craft whose mission is to improve other satellites, 
specificatly to enhance the ability of existing and 
future satellites to provide weather and communi
cations data and air/ sea navigation aids. Three 
types of missions are planned for A TS: a 6,000-
mile earth orbit to experiment with the gravity- _ 
gradient stabilization system; 2 synchronous (22,300-
mile) orbits for meteorological, communications 
and navigation investigation; and 2 synchronous 
orbits using the gravity-gradient system to make 
engineering and technological studies. The ATS is 
a barrel-shaped spacecraft weighing about 700 
pounds; those equipped for gravity-gradient ex
periments vlill carry 100-foot booms that can be 
extended like a tighb·ope walker's balancing poles 
to stabilize the spacecraft. The program is managed 
by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. Four of 
5 ATS spacecraft in the original contract have been 
launched; the last was slated for launch in 1969. 



RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER 

Program Direction: NASA, Goddard Space Flight 
Center · 

RemarkB 

The Radio Astronomy Explorer is investigating low
frequency (long wavelength) radio emissions from 
the sun and its planets as well as from galactic and 
extragalactic sources. The spacecraft weighs about 
420 pounds. It is equipped with a dipole antenna 
(120 feet from tip to tip) and 2 V-shaped antennas. 
These antennas consist of 4 750-foot-long elements 
which form a large "X," with the spacecraft in 
t~e. center. The V-shaped antennas are also pro
VJdmg gravity-gradient stabilization. The RAE 
program, as planned, calls for a series of 4 space
craft. The first was launched July 4, 1968. Two mis
sions (RAE-A and -B) have been approved and 
payloads for them have been selected. Missions 
RAE-C_ and -D are not yet approved. RAE-A and 
-B are mtended for a circular orbit with an altitude 
of_ 3,600 miles. Inclination of the orbit to the equator 
w~ll be 5~ degrees· retrograde and the orbital period 
Will be 3% hours. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRw· Inc. 

RemarkB 
The Environmental Research Satellites \Vere espe
cially designed for piggyback launching from large 
primary-mission vehicles. Ranging in weight from 
1.5 to 100 pounds, and carrying from 1 to 14 ex
periments, these ERS "hitch-hiker" spacecraft pro
vide an inexpensive, flexible vehicle capable of 
making scientific and engineering measurements in 
space. A major role of the ERS satellites is to act as 
a test-bed to determine the reliability of unproven 
components and subsystems destined for use in 
later generations of spacecraft, such as the T esting 
and Training Satellite for the Apollo Manned Pro
gram. One unique feature of the satellite is its 
capability to function without a battery on some 
missions. The key to this advantage is the design 
which permits solar cells, fastened to all exterior 
surfaces of the vehicle, to maintain a nearly con
stant exposure to the sun within about 15 percent. 
The ERS includes a small satellite, measuring only 
6.5 inches on a side and weighing 1.5 pounds, up 
to the largest version, a 20-inch cylinder weighing 
100 pounds. Some 14 satellites have been launched 
since 1962 for a variety of missions and sponsors. 
The 8-sided version has been· designated the OV5 
and has become part of a program conducted by 
the Air Force Office of Aerospace Research. 



PEGASUS 

Pr.i~~ Contractor: Space and Electronics Systems 
Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation 

Remarks 

The ~ission of Pegasus, the Meteoroid Technology 
Satelht~, was to define the magnitude and diTection 
of I:1ediUm-size meteoroids in the near-earth space 
:nvironm.ent. Three Pegasus spacecraft were sent 
I~lto varymg orbits, 300 to 500 miles high , transmit
~n~ meteoroid detection information on a daily 

asis to the FHC-operated Satellite Control Center 
at Cape ~e1medy. The spacecraft weighed 3,200 
pounds, With a deployed wina 96 feet lonba and 14 
fe t I · h b tl ~ ng · Its . 416 capacitor detectors of varying 

lickness provided over 2 000 squme feet of area d . d , 
. esigne to count meteoroid hits for at least 1 year 
m space. It contained a solar-cell-powered battery 
power system, detection system, data processing 
and storage, teal-time and stored data transmission 
sys~em, and temperature-sensing and control and 
~thtude-sensing systems. The 3 spacecraft, launched 
~ 19?5, were still operational and returning useful 

ata m 1968, at which time they were hm1ecl off. 
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OVI (AEROSPACE RESEARCH SATELLITE) 

Prime Contractor: Convarr Division of General 
Dynamics Corporation 
Associate Contractor: Allegany Ballistics Labora
tory (propulsion system) 

Remarks 
The OV1 is a simple, versatile vehicle now regularly 
placing scientific experiment packages in near-earth 
orbits at minimum cost and on a typical 12-month 
schedule from experiment assignment to orbit. 
Since 1960 Convair has integrated experimental 
packages into suborbital and orbital research ve
hicles.The first of 50 Scientific Passenger Pods were 
flown in 1961. These purely ballistic vehicles car
ried experimental packages on suborbital flights 
lasting as long as 40 minutes. Both recoverable and 
nonrecoverable pods were flown; several recover
able pods were flown a second time. Today, experi
ment integration continues to be an important 
aspect of the OVl program. OVl requires no spe
cialized booster; it can be flown on Scout, Thor 
Atlas, Titan or ·saturn launch vehicles. Atlas, fo; 
example, can launch 3 individually programmed 
OV1s in one flight, resulting in distinct orbits tai
lored to the demands of the scientific exp eriments 
aboard each OVl satellite. Equipped with its own 
rocket motor and control subsystem, OV1 orbits up 
to 220 pounds of scientific experiments in each OVl 
satellite. Standard elech·onic subsystems in the sat
ellite handle all payload power, data storage and 
telemetry requirements. Other payloads, up to 600 
pounds, are also b eing flown on the OVl propulsion 
module. 



OV2 SATELLITE 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

· The OV2 is a low-cost, near-earth space research 
satellite developed and built by Northrop Systems 
Laboratories for the USAF Office of Aerospace Re
search. The satellite is a secondary payload for 
Titan III-C test flights. Three of the satellites, each 
with diverse applications, were designed by North
rop. The first 2 OV2 satellites failed to orbit because 
of Titan transtage malfunction. Northrop designs, 
fabricates, integrates, assembles and tests the OV2 
vehicles for the Air Force. On-board experimenta
tion is provided by Air Force Cambridge Research 
Laboratories (AFCRL), Air Force Weapons Labora
tory (AFWL) and the Air Force Space Systems Di
vision, Aerospace Corporation (SSD/ Aerospace). 
Most subsystem equipment used on the OV2 space
craft has been demonstrated on previous programs 
and is readily available for other experiment appli
cations. The spacecraft series is powered by solar 
energy collected by 4 paddles which ex~end wh~n 
the vehicle is in orbit. Span of the basic satellite 
with paddles extended is approximately 12 feet. 
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GENERAL UTILITY SATELLITE (OV3) 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corpora tion, 
Space Division 

Remarks 
The General Utility Satellite was built for the Air 
Force as part of the OV3 satellite series . Four of 
the spacecraft were launched during 1967; all were 
successful. The satellites w ere Scout-boosted, 3 
from the Western Test Range, one from Wallops 
Island, Virginia. Apogees ranged from 800 to 3,?00 
nautical miles and p erigees down to 180 nautical 
miles. The spacecraft is a right octagonal cylinder 
measuring 29x29 inches and weighing fro_m 151 to 
171 pounds. Solar cells supply power, :VIth a cell 
volume of 540 square inches for expenments and 
9,000 square inches for support subsystems. 



DODGE (DEPft_RTMENT OF DEFENSE 
GRAVITY EXPERIMENT) 

~rim~ Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University 
pphed Physics Laboratory 

Remarks 

TI:e Navy's 430-pound DODGE satellite, whose 
~nm_ary mission is to explore gravity-gradient stabi
hzatwn at near-synchronous altitude, was launched 
~uccessfully from Cape Kennedy July 1, 1967, 
aboard a Titan III-C rocke t. DODGE carries 10 
booms that can be radio commanded to extend or 
re tract along 3 differ ent axes. Data from in-orbit 
experiments are expected to provide fundam ental 
constants to determine satellite attitude with re
spect to the earth . DODGE also carries a number 
of co_n~mandable magnetic damping devices and 2 
television cameras to d e termin e satellite attitude. 
Less than a month after launch the satellite vvas 
stabilized in space by means ;f gravity-gr~dient 
boom and damping systems. On July 25, 1961, one 
0~ the .s~tellite-borne cameras (32-degree field of 
VIew VIdicon) took the first color pictures of the 
full earth ever made from a near-synchronous alti
tude of 18,700 nautical rniles. The color photo
g~aph, a composite of 3 pictures made through r ed, 
ween and blue filters, was transmitted by the satel
lite to the Applied Physics Laboratory's How~rd 
County, -~vlaryland, communications station. Dunng 
the first year, several experiments were conducte~l 
by. means of on-board systems; on the first am_u
veisary of DODGE in orbit the research satellite 
continued to be stabilized 'and was successfully 
performing its experiments and providing data. 
Computer techniques are being used to automate 
?ata from the satellite and to enhance picture qual
Ity, where required. 
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ANCHORED IMP SATELLITE 

Prime Contractor : VVestinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, Defense and Space Center 

RCinarks 
The Westinghouse Aerospace Division, under con
tract to National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration's Goddard Space Flight C enter, engaged in 
the system d esign, integration, assembly and launch 
support for Anchored Interplanetary lVIonitoring 
Platform-E Satellite, officially designated Explorer 
XXXV by National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration. It was launched July 19, 1967, with the 
primary obj-ective of investigating interpla-netary 
plasma and the interplanetary magne tic field out to 
and at the lunar distance, in either a captured 
lunar orbit or a geocentric orbit of the earth. In 
the geocentric orbit, the apogee v,;ill be near or be
yond the lunar distance. In a lunar orbit; additional 
objectives include obtaining data on dust distribu
tion, lunar gravitational field , ionosphere, magnetic 
field, and radiation environment around the moon. 
AIMP-E will also study spatial and temporal re
lationships of geophysical and interplane tary phe
nomena, presently b eing studied by several other 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration sat
ellites. TI1e investigation in -the vicinity of the moon 
provides for m easurem ents of the characteristics of 
interplanetary dust distribution and solar and aal
actic cosmic rays, as well as for a study of ~he 
magnetohydrodynamic wake of the earth in the 
interplanetary m edium at the lunar distances. 



ORBITAL SCANNER 
Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc. 
Subcontractors: RCA (communications and data 
han~ling); Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 
(radw~ete~-); Control Data Corporation (attitude 
determmatwn); Culton Industries Inc. (on-board 
power); Spectrolab Division of Textron Electronics 
Inc. (solar panels); Allied Research-Mellonics (data 
reduction and analysis) 

Remarks 

Orbital Scanner is an automated research satellite 
proposed to map a new artificial horizon on a global 
basis for use as a more stable reference by future 
spacecraft guidance, navigation and pointing sys
tems. The present reference point, the earth's limb, 
may not provide the accuracies necessary to con
du?t al! the precision pointing experiments re
qwred m future communications weather earth 
resources observation, reconnaiss~nce and 'astron
omy missions . . Preliminary design has begun on 
spacecr~ft to rhap a stable band of infrared energy 
that ex1sts 25-40 miles high in the earth's atmos
phere. The satellite would take readings during the 
earl~ l97?s from a near-polar orbit and over a 
year~ penod to assure complete data in all seasonal 
cond1bons. 
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ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORIES 
Prime Contractor: Ball Brothers Research Corpora
tion 

Retnarks 
The Orbiting Solar Observatories, developed for 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, are designed 
primarily as stabilized platforms for solar-oriented 
scientific instruments. The OSOs permitted the first 
extended study of the sun (from above the earth's 
filtering atmosphere) with accurate positioning. Ex
periments on the satellites studied the sun, flares 
and other solar activities, X-ray, gamma and ulh·a
violet radiation and radiation from extrasolar 
sources. The 2-section space observatory is stabi
lized because the lower section, the "wheel," spins 
as a gyroscope at a near constant 30 revolutions 
per minute. The upper fan-shaped section, the 
"sail," is joined to the wheel by a connecting shaft 
and remains pointed toward the sun during the 
OSO daytime. Experiments in the wheel scan the sun 
every 2 seconds, and those in the sail point con
tinuously at the sun. The OSO is placed in ?rbit 350 
miles above earth by a Delta booster and c1rcles the 
earth every 96 minutes. The 4 OSOs launched suc
cessfully have exceeded their 6-month design goals. 
OSO I launched March 7 1962, returned data for 
nearly' 18 months; OSO ii, launched February 3, 
1965, for approximately 9 months. OSO III, _March 
8, 1967, and OSO IV, October 18, 1967, contmue to 
send back scientific information. The OSO program 
will continue through the launch of 3 additional 
spacecraft. In photo, artist's concept of OSO IV in 
orbit. 



ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRvV Inc. 

Remarks 

The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory is a large, 
stan~ardized spacecraft capable of carrying ap
pr?~I~1ately 20 different scientific experiments, yet 
ubhzmg the identical structme and basic space
craft systems irrespective of mission. The program 
has 2 objectives: to conduct larae numbers of ex-

. f b penments or making scientific and technological 
measurements within the earth's abnosphere, the 
magnetosphere and cislunar space in order to attain 
a better understanding of earth/sun relationships 
and of earth itself; and to design and develop a 
standar~ observatory-type spacecraft of a basic sys
te~1 .design that can be used repeatedly for various 
m~ss10ns. OGO has a main body 6 feet long, 3 feet 
Wide a~1d 3 feet deep weighing 1,200 pounds. It has 
2 solar paddles, each 6 feet wide and 7.5 feet long, 
and 6 booms on which experiments can be sepa
rated from possible electrical interference from the 
main body. With booms extended, OGO has an 
overall length of 49 feet. Powe~· is supplied by 
32,000 solar cells. Five OGOs have been launched 
and one more is planned. 
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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY 

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation 
Associate Contractors: vVestinahouse Electric Com-

b 

pany (electronic components); General Electric 
Company (stabilization and control); Kollsman In
strument Corporation (star trackers); International 
Busilless Machines Corporation (data processor); 
Hughes Aircraft Company and A vco Corporation 
(communications equipment) 

Re1narks 
NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory is a 
large (4,500 pounds), earth-orbiting satelllte ca
pable of lifting a number of telescopes and astro
nomical experiments above the earth's abnosphere, 
which obscures cosmic radiations of interest to as
tronomers. Solar paddles provide up to 1,800 watts 
maximum of power. OAO is launched by Atlas
Centaur. The second of 4 OAOs was launched De
cember 7, 1968, and at year-end was operating suc
cessfully. 



SPACECRAFT 

SURVEYOR 
Prime Contractor : Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali
fornia Institute of T echnology 
Associate Contractors: Hughes Aircraft Company 
(development and m anufacture of spacecraft); Gen
eral Dynamics/ Astronautics (prime contractor to 
Lewis Research Center for launch vehicle) 

Remarks 
The Surveyor Project, concluded in 1968, was the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's 
series of unmanned lunar soft-landing spacecraft. 
Of 7 Surveyor flights conducted between June 1966 
and January 1968, 5 were successful. The Surveyor 
missions certified 4 Apollo landing sites near the 
moon's equator and transmitted to earth more than 
87,000 high-resolution television pictures of the 
lunar surface showing details as small as Y> 0 inch. 
All 7 Surveyors were launched by the Atlas-Centaur 
rocket combination into near-perfect lunar trajec
tories. At injection the Surveyors weighed about 
2,200 pounds; at touchdown on the moon, about 
620 pounds. The Surveyors utilized radar-controlled 
rocket-powered soft landings. All 5 successfui 
spacecraft-Surveyors I , III, V, VI and VII-car
ried TV cameras, some equipped with color filters 
to provide the r epresentative colors of the lunar 
surface and others with polarizing filters. Mirrors 
mounted on the spacecraft provided stereoscopic 
views of the moon's surface. The Surveyors also 
measured the m agnetic content of the surface, 
analyzed the chemical composition of the surface, 
dug trenches, broke rocks and p erformed bearing 
strength tests. Other pictures taken from the lunar 
surface included the planets Venus, Mercury and 
Jupiter, the sun's corona during an eclipse and the 
phases of the earth and star constellations. Surveyor 
VI conducted the first oontrolled movement of a 
spacecraft across the lunar surface by firing its 
rocket motors upon eommand from earth. 
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LUNAR ORBITER 
Prime Contractor : The Boeing Company 
Major Subconh·actors: E as tman Kodak (photo
graphic system); RCA (electrical power and com
munica tions equipment) 

Remarks 
In less than 1 year 5 Lunar Orbiter space~ra~t were 
launched on successful photographic miSS IOns to 
the moon. Mission I b egan August 10, ~96~, m~d 
Mission V began August 1, 1967. The £1 st ~ }:nls
sions were site search missions to loca te poss1ble 
landing sites for Project Apo.llo a~tr?nauts . ~~e 
third flight was a site confirmation missiOn to ve1 ~fy 
that the sites selected were satisfactory. F1ve 
candidate Apollo landing sites have ~een selected 
from the information provided by Orb1ters I, II and 
III and Surveyor I. The final 2 flights in the program 
were essentially scientific missions, although Or
biter V obtained additional photos of 5 Apoll~ land
ing zones plus some westerly oblique p1ctures 
which show the view the astronaut will see as he 

· d the moon on his way to lunar touch-swmgs aroun 
down. Orbiter IV photographed 99 p ercent of the 
moon's front face, and Orbiter V completed photog
raphy on the far side. Lunar atlases and .reference 
maps will be mad~ of the e~tire m~on-m. greater 
precision and detail than IS possible fm earth. 
Lunar Orbiter photos have shown that ~he ~o?n 
has a long, complicated history of volcamc activity 
and have revealed areas on the moon never before 
seen such as the lunar poles and vertical views_ of 
the moon's eastern and western limbs. The Boemg 
Company contracted to build 8 Lunar <?rbiters (3 
of them ground test vehicles) for NASA s Langley 
Research Center, responsible for systems manage
ment. Boeing teamed with Langley Research. ~en
ter to operate the spacecraft during each miSSIOn. 



PIONEER 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRvV Inc. 

Remarks 

Pioneer ~s an interplanetary spacecraft designed to 
operate m solar orbit and send data on interplane
tary magnetic fields, radio propagation effects of 
the stm, _plasma spectromeb-y, ionization levels and 
s~lar, h~gh-energy and medium-energy particles. 
Pwneer IS cylindrical 35 inches lona and 37 inches 
in _diameter; it weigh's 140 pounds. High- and low
gam antennas are mounted on a boom extending 
from the top of the satellite, and experiments are 
mot~nted on other booms projecting from the mid
sectw~ and base of the spacecraft. A nitrogen gas 
jet attitude control system, with input from 4 sun 
sensors, orients the spin-stabilized spacecraft nor
mal to the ecliptic plane. More than 10,000 solar 
cells provide 60 watts of electiical power. Pioneer 
6, launched December 16 1965 went into a solar 
orbit some 20,000,000 mil~s clos'er to the sun than 
earth. ~ioneer 7, launched August 17, 1966, attained 
an orbit more than 13 000 000 miles farther from · 
th 1 ' ' e sun t 1an earth. Pioneer 8 was launched Decem-
b er 13, 1967. It provided new insiahts into the 

th' b 0 ear s. magnetic tail. The spacecraft are perfonmng 
exceptionally well and returning vast amounts of 
valuable data on the solar environment. Pioneer 9 
was ~at~nched successfully November 8, 1968. Two 
remammg Pioneers were on the launch schedule, 
one of them in 1969. 
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MARINER IV 

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali
fornia Institute of Technology 
Associate Contractors: General Dynamics/ Astro
nautics and Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 
(prime contractors to Lewis Research Center for 
launch vehicle systems) 

Remarks 

Mariner IV was an unmanned, insb·umented space
craft for use in the National Aeronautics apd Space 
Administration program to conduct scientific ob
servations of the planet Mars, to develop equip
ment ~nd techniques for carrying out planetary ex
ploratiOns, and to make scientific measurements of 
the interplanetary environment. The spacecraft 
weigh~d 575 pounds and in its flight-deployed con
figmatwn extended 22 feet across the solar panels 
and stood 9 feet high from base to antenna tip. The 
spacecraft was launched by an Atlas-Agena vehicle 
system and passed within 6,118 miles of Mars in 
n:id-July 1965, following a 288-day flight. Closeup 
piCture_s of the Martian surface were successfully 
transmitted to earth over a distance of 150 000 000 
miles. Two years later, after b·aveling 1.3' billion 
miles in _solar orb~t,. Mar!ner IV again was put to 
~vork. Still transm1ttmg, It supplied radiation data 
m August 1967, teaming with Mariner V and an 
earth station to provide simultaneous measurements 
at 3 widely separated points. Mariner IV continued 
to operate until December 20, 1967, when the mis
sion was terminated during the spacecraft's 1,118th 
day of flight. Mariner's supply of nib·ogen gas for 
attihtde control had been depleted on December 7, 
and, during the final week of its mission, the space
craft was pelted by hundreds of micrometeoroids. 



MARINER V 

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali
fornia Institute of Technology 

Remarks 
Mariner V is an unmanned, instrumented space
craft for use in NASA's planetary exploration pro
gram. The spacecraft weighs approximately 540 
pounds and in its flight-deployed configuration ex
tends 22 feet across the solar panels and stands 9 
feet high from base to the tip of the omni-antenna 
mast. On-board equipment includes a midcourse 
propulsion guidance system, a central control and 
sequencer system, solar panels and battery, an at
titude control system utilizing sun and star sensors 
and instruments for making planetary and inter
planetary measurements of fields and particles and 
for studies of the Venusian atmosphere. The space
craft, a modified flight spare from the Mars mission 
in - 1964-65, was launched by an Atlas-A gena D on 
June 14, 1967, and it made a flyby of Venus on Oc
tober 19, 1967, at an altitude of 2,540 miles. Among 
science data gathered during the mission was the 
determination of the surface pressure of the Venu
sian atmosphere at about 75 to 100 earth atmos
pheres. 
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MARINER MARS 1969 

P . C t t J t Propulsion Labora tory, Cali-nme on rae or: e 
fornia Institute of T echnology D . /A tr 

G ral ynam1cs s a-
Associate Contractor: ene R I C t · . t Lewis esearc 1 en er nautics (pnme contractOI o 
for Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle system) 

Remarks .. 
Tl N . 1 A ti·cs and Space Admimstra-1e atwna eronau c • 
. l l 2 900-pound Manner unmanned hon was to aunc 1 . 

fl b missions to Mars m spacecraft, F and G, on Y Y . .1 1969 b etween mid-February and mid-Apn_' the 
l , h . d Th acecraft were to arnve at 
aunc peno . e sp . d A t Tl 

Mars b etween the end of July and mi - uglus. · th1e 
f b I ncl1ed as ear y In e first spacecra t was to e au . 

. d .bl the second as late as possible. 
pTehno ~s lpodssti e, "ll not be less than 5 days apart. e arnva a es WI . , 

All . t•fi .· nts aboard the Marmer 69 scien I c expeiime 1 · 
are planet-oriented with particular emp 1asis on 

.d. d t the atmosphere and surface of provi mg a a on . ,69 "II 
Mars. The experiments aboard Marmer WI 

measure the infrared spectral energy f~om the 
lower atmosphere, measure thermally emitted en
ergy from the surface of Mars, detec~ the presence 
and scale height of atmosphere constitue~ts, photo
graph the Mars disc and surface, determme atmos
pheric surface pressure and densi~y, and refine 
accuracy of the earth and Mars orbits, M~rs ma~s, 
earth-moon mass ratio and the astronomical umt. 
The 2 spacecraft were to fly by Mars at a clo~est 
approach distance of approximately 2,000 miles. 
The 2 camera systems, wide angle ~nd narrow 
angle, aboard each spacecraft will prov1~e narrow
~ngle photographs of the disc of Mars as 1t revolves 
m front of the spacecraft during approach, and 
both ,wide- and narrow-angle pictures of the 
planets surface during the near-encounter flyby. 
Best resolution of the full disc pictures will be about 
15 miles. 



SV-5D PRIME (PRECISION RECOVERY 
INCLUDING MANEUVERING ENTRY) 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 

Remarks 

PRIME was a lifting-body-class vehicle, a wingless, 
V-shaped spacecraft with a flat bottom, rounded 
top and vertical tail fins. The PRIME vehicles, of 
conventional aluminum aircraft sb'llChlre, were 
covered with a Martin Marietta-developed ablative 
heat shield material mounted in a special honey
comb base. Two movable flaps on the underside 
of ~he tail provided control in pitch and roll axes 
dunng atmospheric flight, and reaction jets were 
used in space. The vehicles were built for the Air 
Force Space Systems Division for hypersonic, man
euvering flight tests followina launch from Vanden
berg AFB by Atlas SL V-3 st~1dard launch vehicles. 
Parachute r_ecovery of the PRIME spacecraft took 
place once it slowed to approximately Mach 2. ~he 
program was concluded in 1967 all mission objeC
tives having b een met in 3 fligl1ts. PRIME was a 
portion of a broader USAF program called START 
(Spacecraft Recovery and Advanced Reenb·y Tests). 
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X-24A PILOT (PILOTED LOWSPEED TEST) 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 

Remarks 
The X-24A is a one-man version of the SV-5 con
figuration_. ~ocket_ p_owered: it will explore flight 
charactenstics of liftmg bodies at supersonic speeds 
of Mach 2 down to normal jet landing speeds. 
Flight plans call for it to be carried aloft to 45,000 
feet 1mder the wing of a B-52. It will then be re
leased to rocket up to 100,000 feet before maneu~ 
vering to a landing at Edwards AFB, California. 
Power will be supplied by the Thiokol XLR-11 en
gine. The X-24A has 8 aerodynamic control surfaces 
-2 upper and 2 lower flaps and 4 rudders, or 2 
split rudders on each of the 2 outside vertical fins. 
The vehicle is 24 feet long and 13 feet wide and 
w~ighs a?out 5,000 pounds unfueled. X-24A flights 
will begm where PRIME ended, completing the 
technology necessary to develop manned maneuv
ering reenty spacecraft. Flight testing was sched
uled to begin in 1969. 



HL-10 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

The HL-10 was designed and manufactured by 
Northrop's Noraj r Division under contract to NASA 
and was configured at the Langley Research Cen
ter, Hampton, Virginia. It is an experimental wing
less lifting body designed for high-altitude flights 
within the earth's atmosphere. The HL-10 varies 

. primarily from the first Northrop-built M2-F2 lift
ing body vehicle in that it is flat on the bottom and 
has 3 vertical fins , whereas the M2-F2 vehicle is 
flat on the top and has 2 vertical fins. The modified 
half-cone shape of the HL-10 lifting body provides 
a useful volume-to-surface area and achieves aero
dynamic stability and lift from the body alone, elim
inating the need for wings. The HL-10 was first 
flown successfully in late 1966; it was later equipped 
with a. rocket engine for powered flights, which 
started late in 1968. 

Specifications 

~ength 22 ~eet 2 inches; width 15 feet 1 inch; height 
Il £:et 5 mc~es; minimum weight 5,265 pounds; 
maXlmum we1ght 8,000 pounds; controls, a thick 
elevon between each outer fin and the center fin 
f_or pitch and roll control, a split rudder on center 
fin for yaw and speed brake control. All surfaces 
are used in the 3-ax1·s st b"lit a 1 y augmenter system. 
Each elevon has a fla th f p on e upper sur ace each 
outfer fin hasb2 trailing edge surfaces, and 2 ;udder 
sur aces can e controlled to vary the base drag. 

Perf orm.ance 

Glide to land~ng from 45,000-foot altitude approxi
matel.y 3.5 mmutes; flare for landing p erformed at 
an altitude of 1,000 feet; speed 200-300 knots· land
ing speed 140 to 210 knots; landing rocke{s (op
tional use) 1,000 pounds thrust for 12 seconds. 
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M2-F2 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE 

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
The M2-F2 is an experimental wingless lifting body 
designed for high-altitude flights within the earth's 
atmosphere. It was designed and manufactured by 
Northrop's Norair Division under contract to NASA 
to accomplish flight research in the art of control
ling future manned space flights in the earth's at
mosphere during the critical terminal approach and 
landing phase. The original M2 configuration de
sign was created by NASA at Ames Hesearch 
Center in California. The basic lifting body is a 
half-cone altered by blunting the nose and adding 
tail fins. The M2-F2 was first dropped successfully 
from a special pylon attachment on the wing of a 
B-52 bomber flying at 45,000 feet, and was piloted 
to a conventional airplane-type landing at Edwards, 
California, on July 12, 1966. Fifteen successful 
flights were made before a landing accident caused 
the craft to be repaired and largely rebuilt. It was 
scheduled to be returned to service in 1969. 

Specifications 

Length 22 feet 2 inches; width 9 feet 7 inches; 
height 8 feet 10 inches; minimum weight 4,600 
pounds; maximum weight 8,000 pounds; controls 
1 pair thick rudders, 1 pair flaps on upper surface 
of boat-tail, 1 full-span pitch flap on lower surface 
of boat-tail. Upper flaps aiel in pitch control and are 
interconnected with rudders for roll control. 

Performance 

Average flight time approximately 4 minutes from 
45,000 feet; first flight touchdown speed approxi
mately 195 miles per hour. 



747, world's largest commercial jet 

Capability 
has many faces 

at Boeing. 

Boeing 737, the world's most advanced short
range jetliner, is the first airliner to bring big
jet comfort to short-haul routes. 

NASA's Boeing-built Lunar Orbiter was the 
first U.S . spacecraft to orbit the moon and 
photograph far side of moon. Orbiters have 
photographed thousands of square miles of 
the lunar surface to help NASA scientists 
select best landing site for Apollo astronauts. 

747 superjet, the world's largest commercial 
jetliner, will carry from 360 to 490 passengers , 
and usher in new era of spaciousness and com
fort in jet travel. Deliveries begin this year . 

Minuteman is U.S. Air Force's quick-firing, 
solid-fuel ICBM . Boeing is weapon system 
integrator, responsible for assembly, test , 
launch control and ground support systems. 

727-200, long-body version of standard 727, 
world's most popular jet , seats up to 178 for 
maximum profit on high-density routes. 

Twin turbine Boeing helicopters, built by Ver
tol Division, are deployed to Vietnam. They 
serve with U.S. Army, Navy , Marine Corps. 

Burner II, USAF's new Boeing-built upper 
stage vehicle, is smaller, less costly than other 

Burner II 

NA S A's Apollo/ Saturn v 
moon rocket 

upper stages. It's applicable to almost all 
USAF launch vehicles , a lso scientific experi
ments , weather, navigation or communica
tions satellites. 
NASA's Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket , larg
est, most powerful in world, launched first 
Americans on voyage to moon and return . 
Boeing builds first-stage booster , integrates 
Saturn V with Apollo command, service and 
lunar modules , and performs systems engi
neering, launch and integration support for 
NASA on entire Saturn V system. 



/ 

~ are Inany things 
to Inany people. 

Say you want to build the world's 
largest jetliner. Then we can help you 
get it off the ground with engines that 
deliver up to 45,000 lbs. of thrust. 

Or maybe you need a heavy lift heli
copter. Then we have the Skycrane. It 
lifts 10 tons. 

Or if you're looking for the newest 
in radar. Rocket boosters. Life support 
systems. Marine and industrial gas tur
bines. Telemetry. Or high-speed rail 
transportation. United Aircraft is all 
those things, too. 

But depending on who you are, 
you'll think of us as Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft. Hamilton Standard. Sikorsky 
Aircraft. Norden. U nit d 
United Technology ., 
Center. Or Electronic~ I rc ft 
Components. EAsr HARTFORD. coN NECTicuT 06108. 



LOW INLET HYDRAULIC PUMP 

Prime Contractor: Aerospace Division, Abex Cor~ · 
poration 

Remarks 

With the current interest in low inlet pump capa
bility (2.5 to 5 PSIA), Abex Aerospace has brought 
about a number of design innovations aimed at 
lowering the minimum safe inlet operating pres
sure. \iVhen inlet pressure is less than that required 
to fill the piston bores completely, some axial piston 
pumps require a boost pump to induce :fluid into 
the bores to insure complete filling and thereby 
maintain full :flow and pressure. A boost pump, 
even as an element of the main pump, has several 
disadvantages, among them increased complexity, 
weight and size. In addition, the boost element is 
deadheaded at zero :flow and total heat rejection is 
increased. Most important, the boost pump answer 
t? low inlet requirement represents a large series
nsk element in the overall reliability of the pump 
design. Recognizing these disadvantages, Abex 
Aerospace has concenh·ated on research aimed at 
optimizing its :flow valving and porting so that rated 
:flow is maintained at inlet pressures as low as 5 
PSIA, and more than 50 percent :flow is achieved 
by extendincr the intake stroke duration to allow 
time for con~plete filling. The simplicity and logic 
of the low inlet desicrn can be applied to any new 
pump requirement at a crreat reduction in weight. 
For example, in a 2.5-3'-cubic-inch-per-revolution 
size, the weight saving is over 6 pounds. In addi
tion, the reliability advantages of this design over 
boost pump concepts cannot be overstated. 

R-189 

SNAP-8 NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL POWER 
GENERATING SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

SYSTEMS 

Remarks 
The SNAP-8 system, under development for 
NASA's Lewis Research Center, converts nuclear 
reactor heat into electrical power for large manned 
space stations, lunar bases and deep space probes 
of the future. The system is designed to generate 35 
kilowatts and to operate for 10,000 hours (nearly 
14 months). Heat from a nuclear reactor is used to 
operate conversion equipment and to generate 
electrical power for the spacecraft. In photo, tech
nicians examine one-quarter-scale model. 



SYSTEMS 

URIPS (UNDERSEA RADIOISOTOPE 
POWER SUPPLY) 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation, 
San Ramon Facility 

Remarks 
DRIPS is a radioisotope-powered electrical genera
tor designed by Aerojet for long-duration undersea 
power applications. It will supply 1-watt power (3 
to 28 volts regulated AC or DC) continuously for 5 
years in sea or fresh water to depths of 20,000 feet. 
Some of the applications for which it is suited are to 
power navigational aids and markers, scientific 
equipment and fixed underwater networks and as 
a battery trickier for special-duty cycles and high 
peak power. 

\ 
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R-190 

RESISTOJET SPACE CRAFT 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Space Sys tems 
Division 

Remarks 
The Resistojet spacecraft control system was devel
oped for the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration for attitude and orbit control of satel
lites. Two experimental models have been tested on 
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center's Applications 
Technology Satellites B and C, launched December 
1966 and November 1967. An operational low
thrust (50 micropounds) engine was launched on 
board the ATS-D spacecraft August 1968. The 2 Re
sistojets p erformed successfully in nearly continuous 
operation for the orbital life of the spacecraft. The 
Resistojet on the A TS-C was used to change the 
spin-rate of the satellite in orbit. Micropound thrust 
measurements for the engine in space compared 
well with preflight ground thrust calibrations. The 
propellant used in these systems was ammonia. The 
propellant specific impulse was increased .by o':'er 
50 percent by the engine's Resistojets operatmg .with 
about 5 watts of electric power. A second opera
tional H.esistojet system will be ut~lized OI~ . the 
ATS-E to maintain this gravity-gradient ~tabih.zed 
spacecraft on station. The thrust level of this statiOn
keeping system will be 50 micropounds and will be 
fueled with 3 pounds of liquid ammonia for 3 year~' 
operation. A Resistojet system developed for NASA s 
Lewis Research Center, capable of 3-axis a ttitude 
control and multidirectional station keeping, has a 
60-pound ammonia storage capability. 
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COLD GAS AMMONIA CONTROL SYSTEM 

Prime Conb·actor: Avco Corporation, Space Systems 
Division 

Re1narks 

An operational cold gas (specific impulse of 95 sec
onds) ammonia control system was developed for 
the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory for use on the LES-
6 Air Force spacecraft launched in 1968. The sys
tem was desianed to provide spacecraft spin-up, 
spin control, ~ttitude control and station keeping. 
Thrust levels were 5 to 40 millipounds. Use of the 
low-pressure (125 pounds per square inch) liquid
am~nonia propellant offered significant system 
we1ght savinas over the standard-type cold gas 
nib·ogen syst~ms. A principal system feature was 
the zero-g propellant feed and control system ·which 
provided plus/minus 10 percent thrust pressure con
trol ·without usinrr any mechanism to obtain liquid
gas propellant s~paration in the toroidal supply 
tank. This type of feed system "'as successfully 
used on NASA's ATS-C and -D spacecraft. 

R-191 

AIR CUSHION LANDING GEAR 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 

The Air Cushion Landing Gear (ACLG) is a system 
designed to replace conventional aircraft landing 
gear with an a1mular jet air cushion. First flown on 
a modified LA-4 Lake amphibian August 4, 1967, 
it embodies a pneumatic bag mounted beneath the 
fuselage. A continuous air feed from an on-board 
power source maintains bag inflation while produc
ing a disb·ibuted jet flow at its base. The escaping 
jets create cushion pressure in the cavity contained 
by the bag beneath the aircraft whenever it is close 
to the take-off or landing surface. Air clearance 
beneath the bag is minimal, but considerable sur
face irregularities are tolerable because of the resil
ience of the flexible material itself. The bag is 
reb·actable and the total system weight is less than 
high flotation wheel gear. The ACLG provides im
proved tolerance to the take-off and landing maneu
ver and environment with no compromise of per
formance while enabling aircraft to land on or 
take off from a surface of any softness including 
water. Footprint pressme is in the region of 1 to 2 
psi. Other significant features are crosswind capa
bility, kneeling, disb·ibuted support, high energy 
absorption and damping and cushion braking. 

.. 
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JET FLYING BELT 
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 
A jet-powered version of Bell's famed Rocket Belt, 
the Jet Flying Belt began its preliminary flight test 
program at the company's main plant near Niagara 
Falls, New York, in August 1968. The program in
cluded an extensive series of man-rating and pre
liminary endurance, speed and range tests con
ducted in tethered and free flight modes. Sponsored 
by the Defense Department's Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (ARPA) under a U.S. Army Avia
tion Materiel Command (A VCOM) contract, devel
opment of the Jet Belt began in January 1966. The 
system is powered by a high bypass turbojet eng~ne 
mounted vertically on a fiberglass corset which, 
when strapped to the operator's back, distributes 
the weight comfortably on his hips. Thrust from 
the engine is channeled equally through 2 nozzles 
which are pointed downward behind the operator's 
back. The operator has complete freedom of flight, 
including forward, backward, sideward, rotating 
and hovering maneuvers. Believed to be the world's 
smallest fanjet engine, the Jet Flying Belt's power 
plant features a high thrust-to-weight ratio and low 
specific fuel consumption, prime reasons that the 
Jet Belt's range and endurance are substantially 
greater , than its rocket-powered predecessor. The 
~ et B.elt s. range and endurance are being measured 
m mmutes and miles. 

Specifications 

Power plant 1 ~illiams Research Corporation WR-
19 bypass turbojet approximately 2 feet in length 
and 1 foot in ~ame~e~; fuel JP4; control motorcycle
type hand .gnps g1vmg varying degrees of thrust 
and deflectiOn to the thrust nozzles; ignition solid
propellant cartridge. 

R-192 

DUAL PURPOSE MANEUVERING UNIT 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 
The Dual-purpose Maneuvering Unit (DMU) is a 
double-duty device which can be operated in space 
by an astronaut or remotely controlled from a parent 
vehicle. Bell Aerosystems is developing the small, 
rocket-powered maneuvering spacecraft for the Re
search and Technology Division of Air Force Sys
tems Command for possible use in support of future 
manned spacecraft operating in earth orbit. Incor
porated in the DMU are a television camera, stabili
zation and control systems, propulsion systems; life
support equipment, communications and radar as 
required by the operating mode. Should a mission 
call for it, a spaceman could don the DMU and 
help assemble a space station in space, repair a 
space vehicle or perform other tasks. For un
manned missions, the DMU could be guided re
motely, by means of its TV camera and radio sig
nals, for such tasks as inspection of satellites or 
assistance in docking and transfer of space equip
ment. 



GRAVITY METER 2 (BGM-2) 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Retnarks 
Bell's motion-stabilized gravity measuring system 
is_ design~d for precision gravity measurements in_ a 
high motion environment on the sea or in the arr. 
A primary application of the system is the rapid 
ac9-~isiti?n of gravity data for locating high-prob
abihty Sites for offshore oil wells. The lighhveight 
syste_m was developed to military specifications. It 
consists of a gravity sensor mounted on a 2-axis 
gyro-stabil~zed platform, associated electronics and 
data-handlmg and recording equipment tailored to 
meet the requirements of each application. The 
~1ear~ of the gravity sensor is the Bell Model VIIB 
mertial accelerometer. Bell's earlier BGM-1 has 
been delivered to the Gravity Division of the U.S. 
Naval Oceanorrraphic Office which has demon
~trated ~1e high precision cap~bilities of the system 
1~ a vanety of sea states. Operational suitability for 
arrborne use of Bell's gravity systems has been dem
onsb·ated during flight tests conducted in a Navy 
P-3A aircraft. 

Specifications 

Range 966 to 994 rrallons; accuracy .1 mgl (static), 
1 __ mgl (operationa{'). weight 445 potmds; accelera-
tion · · ' 

l f
envuonment vertical and horizontal, 100,000 

mg or p · d eno s up to 15 seconds. 

SIMPLIFIED AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT 
LANDING SYSTEM (SAILS) 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 
Bell's Simplified Aircraft Instrument Landing Sys
tem (SAILS) utilizes an airborne monopulse tracker 
in conjunction with a ground beacon to provide air
craft guidance information for use by the pilot under 
all weather conditions. This permits low-altitude 
approaches for landing in remote areas or !lliidance 
to Computed Air Release Point (CARP), h;cludincr 
determination of release point for carrro and/ 0~ 
troop drops. The airborne subsystem determines 
range, elevatio~ angle and azimuth angle, from 
which compu~ations _are perf?rmed to provide glide 
slope and azrmuth mformation for aircraft instru
mentation display. Range-to-go and a range-zero 
indicator also are presented to the pilot and navi
gator. Test demon,strati?ns of the system have been 
performed at Bells mam plant near Niarrara Falls 
New York, Wright-Patterson Air Force 

0
Base and 

Pope Air Force Base. 

Specifications 
Beacon wei~ht 15 pounds, including batteries; total 
airborne we1ght 30 pounds; frequency X-ba!ld. 

Performance 
Glide slopes of zero to 12 degrees are selectable b 
pilot as are approach courses of zero to 360 d ~ 
grees; acquisition range in excess of 20 miles; be=
con offset from CARP or selected touchdown po · t 
of zero to 2,000 feet in elevation, of plus-or-mi~~s 
12,000 feet fore and aft and plus-or-minus 12,000 
feet right or left; 2-week standby capability 

011 beacon. 
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STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM 
FOR SATURN VEHICLES 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 
The Saturn rocket's ST-124 stable platform provides 
guidance and second-stage cutoff information, and 
velocity and attitude control signals. The platform 
operates in conjunction with 2 other m ajor subsys
tems-a general-purpose digital guidance computer 
and an analog control computer with associated 
sensors and actuators-to form the complete Saturn 
guidance and control system. An on-board data 
adapter handles interface requirements. The system 
uses either 3-gimbal or 4-gimbal platforms, depend
ing upon the particular Saturn mission. Mounted 
to the stable inner element, or inertial gimbal, are 
3 single-degree-of-freedom gyros, 3 pendulous-gyro
accelerometers and 2 preflight leveling pendulums. 
Gyros and accelerometers are gas floated. The gyro 
:vheel is_supported in the beryllium cylinder, which, 
m_ turn, 1s supported by the hydrostatic gas-bearing, 
with both radial and axial centering. All platform 
structural members and most of its components are 
ma?e of b~ryllium, thereby affording considerable 
we1ght s~vmg as well as greatly improved stability 
over a Wide range of temperatures. The system has 
performed su-:::cessfully on Saturn I IB and V 
launches . ' 

R-194 

MODEL 200 SERIES AUTOMATIC 
AVIONIC TEST STATION 

Prime Contrac tor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 
The Bendix Model 200 series automatic avionic test 
stations have b een designed sp ecifically to n1 eet the 
tes ting requirements of commercial airlines' avionic 
shops and of electronic equipment manufac turers' 
production lines. Model 200 tes t stations are being 
used for 707, 727 and DC-9 avionic systems tes ting. 
The range of · the units' stimuli and measurement 
devices insures capability to tes t all the present
generation avionics systems. The tes t stations are 
modular in construction, and component devices 
have bee!1 selected so that possible additional tes t
ing requirem ents for the 747, 1011 and SST avionic 
systems can b e satisfied with a minimum amount 
of additional hardware. The tes t sta tions are of 3 
types: analog, pneumatic and RF. Each of them 
may b e built as a free-standing tes t station with its 
own control section or as any combination of the 3 
with each type sharing a single conh·ol section. 
Primary component of the control section is a third
generation digital computer with a resident com
piler tha t enables the operator to tes t units without 
programming object coded tes t tapes. T est tap es 
are written only in a high order language such as 
the standard airline language, ATLAS (Abbrevia ted 
Test L anguage for Avionics Systems). By using the 
resident compiler with the station's teletypewriter, 
the test station may be operated in a semiautomatic 
mode. In this mode the operator can conduct or 
modify tests by communicating with the test station 
in an abbreviated English tes t language, such as 
ATLAS, via the teletypewriter keyboard. Provision 
is also made on the control panel for a manual mode 
of operation. In this mode the computer is bypassed, 
and the technician is able to manually select stimuli 
and m easurement devices and connect them to the 
unit under test. 



l3A5410 ELECTRONICS SYSTEM TEST SET 

Prime Conb·actor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Re1narks 
The 13A5410 Elecb·onics Syst m Test Set (on right .. . 
in photo) is used in conjunction with the AN/GSM-
133 Check-out Sequence Programming Set (left) to 
provide a completely automatic tap e conb·olled test 
facility to check out the all-weather landing system 
in th e Lockheed C-141 StarLifter. The same test 
facility will also provide Military Airlift Command 
fi eld shops support for the automatic flight conb·ol 
system in the Lockheed C-5A Galaxy aircraft. This 
general-purpose analog test station is housed in a 
3-bay cabinet and contains all of the loads, stimuli, 
svvitching, and AC and DC power supplies neces
sary to test the 12 line replaceable units (LRUs) 
which make up the all-weather landing system. A 
shelf running across the entire width of the cabinet 
provides a working area and a holding platform for 
the LR U under test. This shelf is at the ri-ght height 
to enable the LRUs to be plugged directly into the 
connections of the 3 LRU drawers that interface 
b ehveen LRUs and the 13A5410 Test Set main 
fram e. The 3 LHU drawers contain stimuli relays, 
fixed loads, low-level test points, digital data b·ans
fer logic and all necessary wiring required to adapt 
the LR U under test to the test complex. Changes 
which may be required in the tes t program can be 
accomplished in the LRU drawer and/ or on the test 
tape. In the case of the C-5A requirements, all of 
the special loads, stimuli, relays, etc. , necessary for 
check-out of the C-5A automatic flight control sys
tem are contained in a Honeywell adapter. This 
adapter will interface all of the C-5A automatic 
flight control LRUs to the 13A5410 Test Set main 
frame. 

R-195 

RANGE INDICATOR FOR LUNAR MODULE 

Prime Conb"actor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Conb"ol Division 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The Lunar Module (LM) range indicator will pro
vide LM astronauts with altitude and rate-of
altitude-change information during descent from 
NASA's Apollo Command and Service modules to 
the lunar surface. During the rehu·n ascent and 
rendezvous with Apollo spacecraft, it wil~ display 
distance between the 2 lunar orbiting vehicles and 
the I:ate at which the distance closes. The indicator 
feah1res a pair of specially developed digitized di~
play tapes ,,vhich cover a flight profile of 400 nauti
cal miles. The front, or viewing side, of the SP??l
wound tapes displays altitude, range and_ rate m
formation to the asb"onauts in terms of miles, feet 
and feet p er second. The reverse side contains cor
responding information in the form of digital code, 
by means of which the tapes are continuo~1sly pro
grammed to the mission profile as the flight pro
gresses. The 4-pound indicator incorporates the lat
est features of intearated microcircuit design and 
has an accuracy of bbetter than 1 mile at its maxi
mum range and better than 5 feet during the lunar 
landing maneuver. 



SYSTEMS 

PRECISION APPROACH AND LANDING 
SYSTEM 

Prime Contractors: The Bendix Corporation, Navi
gation & Control Division; The Boeing Company, 
Commercial Airplane Division 

Remarks 
The Precision Approach and Landing System, which 
in 1965 won Federal Aviation Administration ap
proval to permit large commercial jet aircraft to 
make fully automatic landings, and later, approval 
for use in Category II conditions, makes extensive 
use of transistorized equipment and microelectron
ics. A complete system for automatic landings com
prises an improved autopilot coupler (which lo~ks 
the aircraft's autopilot to the instrument landing 
system beam at the airport) and amplifier computer, 
2 radio altimeters, monitored flare computer, stand
by gyro horizon and improved yaw damper and a 
series of monitors to check the operation of the 
autopilot and instruments. The sensitivity of the 
autopilot coupler permits a longitudinal dispersion 
of plus or minus 500 feet from intended touchdown 
point and · a lateral dispersion of plus or minus 50 
feet from the b eam. Two radio altimeters provide 
height-above-terrain signals for the autopi_lot and 
the indicator on the pilot's panel. At an altitude of 
60 feet , the flare computer takes pitch. cont~ol of 
the airplane. Upon receiving the _approp~Iate signals 
from the altimeters, it puts the arrplane m the land
ing attitude and reduces its rate of descent to 2 feet 
per second for the touchdown. The yaw damper 
and automatic throttle system, tied in to the auto
pilot, provide precise lateral and airspeed control. 
Operation of all components is monitored constantly 
during final approach, and should th~re ?e ~ny 
error, the monitor disconnects the autopilot m trim, 
ready for pilot take-over. 
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R-196 

MICROVISION 

Prime Conh·actor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 

Microvision, an all-weather landing aid that outlines 
an airport runway in a manner similar to the way a 
pilot would see it in a normal clear-weather night 
landing, has been installed by the F ederal Aviation 
Administration at its research center in Atlantic 
City, New Jersey. Microwave radio signals-beamed 
to the plane from both sides of the landing strip
put an elech·onic image, or "picture," of the runway 
on a semitransparent screen in the cockpit. The 
pilot "sees" the runway through his normal line of 
vision from a distance of about 10 miles with the 
plane at an altitude of some 5,000 feet. At a distance 
of about 7 miles from touchdown, the runway, ap
pearing as a pattern of separate beacons resembling 
runway lights, comes into focus on the screen and 
becomes increasingly defined as the distance de
creases. The system comprises a series of ground
based microwave beacon-transmitters, airborne di
rection-finding equipment and the head-up display. 
The beacons, along each side of the runway, form 
a pattern similar to runway lights. Each beacon 
transmits 1-microsecond pulses approximately 120 
times per second to smaH, fixed, wide-angle micro
wave antennas instaHed in the aircraft nose. The 
airborne direction-finding receiver de termines the 
immediate angular position of aU the beacons with 
respect to the longitudinal and lateral axes of the 
aircraft, and simultaneously presents these positions 
on the aircraft's head-up display. The display con
sists of a cathode ray tube, which presents the 
processed beacon pulses as coordinated images; an 
optical system, which collimates the imag~s _at infi~
ity; and a combining mirror, which is positiOned m 
the pilot's line of sight. 



ADC-600 AIR DATA COMPUTER FOR F-Ill 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation Naviaa-
tion & Control Division . . ' b 

Remarks 
The ADC-600 Air Data Computer for the super
sonic F-1ll immediately and precisely converts in
formation on the physical properties of the air 
through which the plane is flyina into data for 
?peration of such subsystems as ~utopilots , flight 
msh·uments and navigation systems. The highly re
fined, analog, central air data computer exhibits 
con?"olled dynamic response, high accuracy and 
static probe error compensation capability in pro
viding the F-1ll aircraft systems with a wide range 
of information. The basic computing mechanism 
and repeater modules provide shaft rotations for 
88 electr·omechanical devices such as conductive 
plastic potentiometers, syncluos, encoders and 
switches. Shaft outputs include altitude, Mach 
number, true airspeed, total pressure, dynamic pres
sure, indicated airspeed, true temperature, pressure 
altitude and angle of attack, all corrected for probe 
errors. Of 88 output provisions, 66 are implemented 
an~ 22 are reserved for growth potential. The 
umque design philosophy applied to the ADC-600 
n:akes . the sensors and the ·whole computer rela
tively unmune to position and acceleration errors . 
Consequently, the computer provides precision out
pu~s of fine sensitivity, particularly required at high 
albtudes. The computer is flexible in design, relia
ble and easily maintained, and it incorporates mon
itoring and self-test capabilities. It achieves good 
balance between the weiaht and size economy of 
single packaging, on the gne hand, and the design 
flexibility of . modular construction and separate 
packaging, on the other hand. 

R-197 

PB-60 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The Bendix PB-60 is one of the most advanced auto
matic flight control systems (AFCS) to meet fully 
the requirements for stability, precision, accuracy 
and automatic landing for a variety of aircraft. It 
has been approved for use on aircraft ranaina from 
USAF's C-141 transport to the Jet Comm~1d~r and 
Fan Jet Falcon. It is equally applicable to private, 
business and executive aircraft and to jet and turbo
prop h·ansports in commercial and military opera
tions. PB-60 engineering and design permit the 
installation of identical components in different air
craft through adjustment provisions for system aains 
and function grouping of electronic units and ~od
ules. Convenient front connectors facilitate tr·ouble
sho_otin~, while front panel adjustments enable shop 
cabbratwn of black boxes that accommodate the 
differences among aircraft types. Such features as 
all-transistor cil:cui~·y, channelized design and fail
safe con~rol sw1tchmg exemplify the latest state of 
the art m the PB-60 system. 



SYSTEMS 

ADC-1000 DIGITAL AIR DATA COMPUTER 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 
The ADC-1000 is a highly refined, analog, central 
air data computer with controlled dynamic response, 
high accuracy, static probe error compensation 
capability and adequate outputs to supply all air
craft system requirements for air data information. 
The computer is applicable to supersonic aircraft 
requiring digital or digital plus analog output sig
nals for subsystem use. This unit is available as a 
single-package computer for digital outputs and as 
a dual-package computer for hybrid installations. 
The computer receives pressure probe inputs of 
static pressure and total pressure, a total tempera
ture probe input and an angle-of-attack input from 
a synchro transmitter. The digital computational 
section is a special-purpose microelectronic digital 
computer designed for high-speed calculation of air 
data parameters. The programming and memory 
sections are readily changed to provide growth and 
to allow flexibility when flight-test-derived parame
ters dictate function modification. The digital com
puter is programmed to include a self-test program 
in addition to the normal computational program. 

R-198 

ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR 
FOR C-5A 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 
A new Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) with 
dual display capability has b een designed for com
mercial and military aircraft. The ADI's initial ap
plication is on the USAF /Lockheed C-5A heavy 
logistics transport. The indicator provides a pilot 
with either a precise bull's-eye display in 3-dimen
sional form of an instrument landing system (ILS) 
approach gate or, alternatively, a conventional type 
of display during cruise mode. An integral com
ponent of a flight director system, the ADI utilizes 
the commands from a flight steering computer for 
control of the aircraft to a selected flight path for 
cross-country navigation or landing approach. 



HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM 

~rime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, 1 aviga
t!On & Control Division 

Ren1arks 

The H.ead-yp Dis_play Sys tem (Specto S stem) takes 
essen.ttal fhght information out of the cod.:pit and 
puts It on a transparent viewer ricrht in front of the 
pilot in line with his vision throu;'h the windshield. 
The system thereby-eliminates he~d motion and hur
ried eye r efocusing from the instrumen t panel to 
tl~e real '~'oriel and reduces fatigu e by allowing the 
pilot to VIew outside objects while readincr essential 
flight data. The heart of the system is a c~thode ray 
tube similar to a television set tube. It projects sym
bols r epresentin0cr flicrht and enrrine characteristics 

b b 
on a .tra~1sparent display screen 2 feet i11 front of 
the pilots eyes . The pilot pushes a button and gets 
a.ll the data he n eeds to p erform a particulax func
tion, su.ch as landing, en route flying or tactical ma
neuvenng. T.he system operates in wide application 
from e~~cuhve, helicopter and fighter aircraft to 
large Imhtary and commercial supersonic transports. 
The I~Iea,d-Up Display System consists of 4 units: 
the prlo.t s display, a 3-axis adjustable mount, an 
electromc assembly package and a contxol panel. 

R-199 

AIRCRAFT WEAPONS RELEASE SYSTEM 

Prime Conb·actor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 
The Bendix Aircraft W eapons Release System en
ables the pilot to program the automatic release of 
stores from aircraft weapons stations in the quan
tity, mode and drop interval he selects. The system 
is compatible with a maximum of 9 weapons sta
tions in any aircraft that utilizes standard squib
actuated racks or that utilizes fixe pulses delivered 
dixect to the station. It is used in conjunction with 
existing armament systems, including station select 
and weapon release switches. Solid-state electronics 
assmes high reliability and low power consumption 
at minimmn '"'eight and vohm1e. ModulaT circuitry 
permits maximum adaptability to specific aircraft 
and integration with existing systems. The basic 
system is comprised of a cockpit-mounted controller 
and a remotely located programmer; a stores in
ventory display is available as optional equipment. 
The system is used on the U.S. Navy's A-4 and A-7 
and USAF's F-100 aircraft. Another system is being 
produced for the Army's AH-56A Cheyenne armed 
helicopter. This system was desigrred b asically to 
enable the pilot or copilot/gunner to program the 
release of stores from 6 weapons stations and the 
release of rockets from 4 weapons stations. It has 
built-in test equipment and uses microelecb·onics 
circuitry. 

SYSTEMS 
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AN/GSM-133 PROGRAMMER COMPARATOR . 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Naviga
tion & Control Division 

Remarks 

The AN/GSM-133 is an automatic, versatile, pro
grammable testing system that will, for the first 
time, provide consistent automatic checking of avi
onic systems for aircraft, missiles and space vehi
cles at all levels from factory and depot to flight line 
and on-site maintenance. This second-generation 
progr~mmer-comparator incorporates micrologic 
techmques that reduce its size by 30 percent and 
its weight by 50 percent over current models. It can 
be transported either by air or over land. The sys
tem performs serial-type evaluations on both ana
log and digital signals, utilizing integrated (micro
logic) elements for all logic functions. It evaluates 
voltage levels and measures time, events, frequen
cies and resistances to high orders of accuracy; it is 
compatible with testing requirements anticipated 
through 1975. The wide interfacing capability of 
the set permits the direct coupling of alternate pro
gramming sources, manual controls, displays, re
corders and measurement devices, as well as provid
ing all of the basic input/output lines for connections 
with computational devices in either on-line or off
line configurations. The general-purpose configura
tion of the set can be readily altered for special 
applications. The set provides for a variety of mul
tiple, independent and simultaneous evaluations. 
This capability greatly enhances the versatility of 
the set and allows for combining continuous mon
itoring techniques with sequential evaluations of 
related parameters and for directly accommodating 
a variety of dynamic test procedures. 

R-200 

AN/TGC-36 COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL 

Prime Conh·actor: The Bendix Corporation, Com
munications Division 

Remarks 
The AN /TGC-36 is a 20-line, full duplex, teletype
writer message relay central. Contained in 4 shelter 
enclosures of the prefabricated, quick assembly and 
disassembly type, it is transportable by land, sea or 
air to any location or environment. It provides torn 
tape relay equipment for 20 full duplex teletype
writer circuits, facility for installation of crypto
graphic equipment for these circuits, channel and 
technical conh·ol facilities and other associated fa
cilities and equipment normally provided by a fixed 
communications relay center. The AN /TGC-36 is 
designed for low-level keying, and it complies with 
DCA Circular CIR 300-175-1 and NAG-5A/TSEC. 
Modular in concept, the central is engineered to 
provide a 20-line facility capable of subdivision into 
self-sustaining segments suitable for deployment as 
one 20-line facility consisting of 4 modules, 2 10-
line facilities consisting of 2 modules each, or 4 5-
line facilities consisting of one module each. All 
modules are identical and are elech·ically and me
chanically compatible. Each 5-line facility is capa
ble of being assembled into a 10-line or 20-line 
facility. Each prefabricated shelter contains (a) a 
message center (cross office termination), (b) torn 
tape relay (5 duplex line), (c) communications cen
ter ancillary equipment, (d) tape reproduction (ZV A-
4 addressee), (e) on-line cryptographic (5 KW-26 
positions), (f) channel and technical control (5 line), 
(g) air conditioning (2 units), (h) power generators 
(2 units; one -operating, one backup) and (i) com
plete AGE. Also included is an emergency kit that 
contains sufficient supplies to provide 90 days' oper
ation without external logistic support. 
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AN/FPS-85 SPACE TRACK RADAR SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Com
munications Division 

Remarks 
This new radar facility (original destroyed by fire 
January 1965), located at Eglin Air Force Base 
Florida, is a major element of the United States: 
ae1:ospace su~veillance and warning system. The 
bmldmg housmg the space track radar is 13 stories 
high and more than a ~ity bloc~ long. The radar sys
!em uses an ~,lectromc scannmg technique called 
phased arr.ay, a method of s:anning large volumes 

of space w1th radar beams ·w1thout any mechanical 
movement of the radar. Space track radar has thou
sands of small, individual receivers and transmitters 
fixed ~n the face of ~e anten~a structure. Through 
the h1gh speeds ava1lable w1th electronic-rather 
than mechanical-:-beam steering, it is possible to 
track many satellites up to altitudes of several thou
sand miles in one "glance." Design, technical and 
contractual direction of the project is by the Air 
Force Systems Command's Rome Air Development 
C~nter. The develop~ent was under the sponsor
ship of the Electromc Systems Division but the 
facility is operated by the Air Defense Command. 

SYSTEMS 

AN/TRC-111 RADIO REPEATER SET 
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Com
munications Division 

Remarks 
This transportable communications system is used 
by the U.S. Army Electr~nics Command as a d~al 
terminal with spare radio or as a repeater w1th 
spare radio in the 4400-5000 MHz range when han
dlinu signals from 48 channel cables CX-4245 in 48 
or 00 channel groups. The system is shelter-mounted 
and is intended for the following modes of opera
tion: (a) 48 channel PCM radio repeater, full duplex, 
in a line-of-sight radio relay system (nominal 30 
mile hops); (b) 48 channel PCM cable system to 
radio system transition repeater; (c) same as (a) ex
cept 96 channels; (d) dual 4~ ~hannel PCM cable 
system to radio system transition repeater; (e) 48 
channel PCM radio terminal (split) in conjunction 
with telephone terminal AN /TCC-62 or AN /TCC-
63; (f) 96 channel PCM radio t~rminal (split) in con
junction with telephone termmal AN /TCC-62 or 
AN jTCC-63; (g) dual 48 channel PCM radio termi
nal (split) in conjunction with telephone terminal 
AN/TCC-62 or AN/TCC-63; (h) a dual 96 channel 
PCM radio terminal (split) in conjunction with tele
phone terminal AN /TCC-63; (i~ a system operating 
as in (a), (b), (c) or (d) wherem the third radio is 
operated as a separate terminal fed from up to 2 
additional48 channel cables. 



SYSTEMS 

AN/PRC-72 RADIO SET 

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Com
munications Division 

Remarks 
Combining the best features of previous radios, plus 
experience gained in Southeast Asia, the Bendix 
Communications Division has developed for the Air 
Force a light and very flexible manpack radio set 
available for forward air control in tactical situa
tions. Conceived to bridge the interservice commu
nications gap, this radio set, designated the AN I 
PRC-72, provides absolute operational flexibility. 
Combined in one compact, open frame rucksack 
are 4 self-contained, indep endently operating radio 
sets that cover the high, very-high, and ultra-high 
frequencies in AM, FM and single sideband modes. 
The radios can be used independently or in com
binations for repeater service, etc. The microcircuit 
design and advanced packaging techniques used 
in the AN/PRC-72 have achieved significant size 
and weight reduction and reliability improvements 
over conventional miniaturization techniques. The 
division has completed extensive tests and has de
livered developmental models to the Air Force. 

R-202 

SEA SPARROW INTERCONNECTING 
CABLE ASSEMBLY 
Prime Contractor: Amphenol Space & Missile Sys
tems, Amphenol Connector Division, The Bunker
Ramo Corporation 

Retnarks 
This cable system was specially designed for th_e 
Navy's Sea Sparrow missile syst~m. Sea Sparrow IS 

basically a ship-carried adapta~w_n o~ the proven 
Sparrow air-to-air missile. Its mission IS short-range 
defense against aircraft and mis_siles. Th~ mi:sile 
is 12 feet long and 8 inches in d~ame ter ; 1t weighs 
450 pounds. Its speed is 3 to 4 hi~Ies the_ sl?eed of 
sound, and its range is up to 8 miles. Missiles_ are 
mounted in 8-tube launchers. Under attack situa
tions, shipboard radar picks up hostile aircraft or 
missiles 10 to 15 mil es away. T'vvo or more Sea Spar
:ows are fired in quick succession when the intr~Jd_er 
Is about 8 miles away. Amphei:ol Space & Missile 
Systems first becam e involved m the Sea Sparrow 
pr~gram by working with engi~~ers at the Navy's 
Pomt Hueneme, California, facility on a connector 
problem. After evaluating the pr~blem, ~I~phenol 
~ngineers suggested use of a modifie~ mtssile stag
mg connector. At Puget Sound Shipyarc~, Navy 
evaluation of the connector included extenstve dur
ability tests; for example, 6,000_ mating cycles. The 
connector passed. There was stdl more to come for 
Amphenol SAMS· the facility was allowed to value 
engineer the entire Sea Sparrow cable as_sembly. 
The Navy furnished SAMS a launcher_ rad. Back 
ca~e a redesigned cable assembly _w~th greater 
rehability at a cost saving over the ex1stmg system. 



AN/TPS-54 

Prime ContTactor: Elecb·onics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 

AN /TPS-54 is a portable, Hght" eight, high-per
formance radar possessing very low operating power 
requirements. The system, operable in a worldvlide 
environment and tailored specifically for tropical 
environments, was developed under contract to 
Rome Air Development Center. Utilizing a saHel
state design, integrated circuits and light\.\ eight 
shTicture, the only elecb·on tubes are power ampb
fi ers for the radar transmitter and a cathode ray 
tube for operator display. Optional dual transmitters 
and receivers operating in the frequency diversity 
mode improve 10\v-altitude coverage by reducing 
antenna lobe structure. Single frequency surveil
lance radars produce a strong lobe sh·uchire in 
th~ vertical plane. Frequency diversity can mini
Imze vertical lobing, improve low-angle detection 
and provide a spare transmitter/receiver for radar. 
AN I TPS-54 can be rapidly emplaced, erected to its 
27-foot height and made operational by 4 persons. 
Capabilities of the system are particularly suited to 
combat area operations and include detection and 
tracking of enemy aircraft; air traffic conh·ol and 
guidance of friendly aircraft on senh-y, supply, 
rescue or close-support attack missions; ·and ap
proach control of aircraft durina IFR (instrument 
flight rules). b 

Specifications 

Range 100 nautical miles; altitude coverage 30,000 
feet; weight 640 pounds. 

R-203 

MOVING TARGET FIRE CONTROL RADAR 

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 
The radar fire control subsystem is based on the 
Emerson Moving Target Detection System (MO
TARDES) and is configured for use on the UH-1 
Iroquois helicopter to direct the fire of the Emerson
produced M-21 helicopter armament subsystem. The 
Moving Target Radar Fire Conh·ol System may also 
be adapted to other helicopter weapon systems to 
extend weapon effectiveness and day-night assault 
capabibty against enemy personnel and vehicular 
targets obscured in heavy foliage. The fire control 
system consists of an Antenna/Electronics Unit, an 
Indicator Unit and a Control Panel interfaced with 
the armament system. In operation, a vvide-angle 
forward sector is searched continually as the heli
copter flies above the effective range of enemy small 
arms ground fire. Moving targets are detected at 
extended ranges and are displayed on the Indicator 
Unit. As the r~nge to the target closes, the copilot 
expands the display and positions a -cmsor over the 
target indication to perform the gunlaying action. 
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XM-28 ARMAMENT SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 

The XM-28 is an advanced flexible armament sys
tem scheduled for installation in the Bell AH-lG 
HueyCobra helicopter. The system consists of a 
power-operated turret, sighting station, fire control 
subsystem and ammunition storage and synchro
nized feed systems for 7.62-millimeter and 40-milli
meter ammunition. Weapon interchangeability for 
combinations of 2 7.62-millimeter, high rate of fire, 
multibarrel GAU-2B/ A machine guns, 2 XM129 
grenade launchers, or one of each, permits the field 
commander to select the weapon combination best 
suited for the intended mission. The system is read
ily adaptable to other military helicopters. Turret 
diameter is 28 inches, turret weight 112 pounds. 
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R-204 

INTEGRATED RADOME, ANTENNA 
AND RF CIRCUITRY (RARF) 
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Re1narks 
The Emerson RARF radar subsystem is designed to 
perform all target illumination and data-gathering 
functions required for future high-performanc~ ta~
tical and strategic aircraft missions. The des1gn IS 

compatible with advanced techniques planned for 
use in airborne radar systems during the 1970 time 
period. The electronically scanned radar system is 
based on the use of reciprocal latching ferrite phase 
shifters in a lens array controlled by a special-pur
pose, lightweight digital coiDputer. RARF performs 
multimode radar functions with one antenna on a 
time-shared, noninterference basis. Integrated cir
cuits, thin film techniques and advanced packaging 
concepts are used to minimize weight and volume. 

--- - - - - .~~-~~. 



ANITPS-50 
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 
AN ITPS-50 is a lightweight low-cost, man-transport
able radar developed by Emerson Elecb·ic under 
conb·act to Rome Air Development Center for stand
by prepositioned radar sites, bad.'L1p surveillance 
after bomb attack on prime radars , counterinsur
gency applications, tactical air defense and aircraft 
conb·ol. The system is transportable in 7 backpacks, 
and _30 minutes' assembly time is standard for day 
?r mght operations with a 7-man crew. The system 
IS vertically assembled usin cr an add-on-component 
technique while balancing the sys tem with leveling 
guy wires. Scanning is motor driven and manual. 
Polarization diversity (linear and circular) permits 
operation in rainfall. Antenna is operable in winds 
to 40 miles per hour. Complete IFF I SIF is in
cluded to serve as a navigation aid. MTI circuits 
are incorporated to detect aircraft flying above 
heavy ground clutter. 

Specifications 
Range 50 nautical miles; altitude coverage 20,000 
feet; weight 200 pounds. 

R-205 
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Al~l APM-277 TEST SET 
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division, 
Emerson Electric Company 

Remarks 
The AN I APM-277 Test Set is a highly mobile sys
tem that can be used on the flight line, in hancrars 
or on shipboard for dynamic testing of aircraft r:dar 
systems. The system consists of a mobile, micro
'..vave anechoic chamber complete with movable 
"near-field" target test antennas, elecb·onic circuitry 
and a remote-conb·ol unit that permits one-man 
operation of the entire test setup and test program. 
Self-test is an inherent feah1re of the system. The 
tester rapidly determines mission readiness in all 
modes of operation without need for any physical 
connection to the system under test, simulates free 
spac_e . wit~ minimum distortion and boresights to 
1 m1llrrad1an or less . Stable operation in a 40-knot 
wind has ~een de~1onstrated. Versions of the system 
are operational w1th F-104, F-105 and F-4 aircraft. 
The system is readily adaptable to other aircraft 
such as the A-7 and F-111. 



SYSTEMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX SOUNDING SYSTEM 
(RISS) 
Prime Contractor : F airchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Refractive Index Sounding System (RISS) pro
vides a new capability to determine accurately aerial 
photo mapping and charting operations. RISS ob
tains and processes high-resolution air temperature, 
humidity and pressure data to compute the index 
of refraction and thus increase the accuracy with 
which the actual location of the airborne optical 
sensor can be establish ed. Fairchild Hiller will 
deliver 50 radiosondes and 2 ground stations for 
receiving and recording the radiosonde data. The 
ground st ation receives the radiosonde data and 
processes this information in a high-accuracy digi
tal data processor. Accuracy in translating radio
sonde pulse frequency data to digital data is in the 
order of .05 percent. The output of the data proces
sor is r ecorded on magnetic tape for subsequent 
computerized data reduction. In addition, a digital 
printer monitors the data recorded on the magnetic 
tape. 

R-206 

AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM 

Prime Conh·actor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Elech·onics Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Auxiliary Data Annotation System (ADAS) pro
vides mission data annotation capability to airborne 
reconnaissance film recording sys tems. Flight infor
mation such as time, latitude, lougitude, speed, baro
metric and radar altitude, heading, pitch, roll, drift, 
date, sortie number, detachment, radar mode, elec
tronic data, sensor/ station identification and taking 
unit identification can be marked automatically on 
the sensor film . F airchild Hiller has produced the 
following ADAS equipment: AN/ ASQ-90 for RF-
4B/C, AN/ASQ-92 for the AN/USQ-28 in KC-135, 
AN/ ASQ-94 for RF-101, MAS-1 for RF-104G and 
AN/AYA-5 (shown). Each of these sets has been 
designed for compliance with MIL-STD-782B and 
may provide an alternate mode of operation to 
record data in any one of the following forms: 
MIL-STD-782B, alphanumeric or alternating forms. 
Information is recorded on film by means of a 
cathode ray tube contained in each Recording Head 
Assembly. Fixed program data (ela te, sortie num
ber, etc.) are inserted prior to flight. An earlier 
alphanumeric ADAS system was designed for the 
AN I USD-5 reconnaissance drone. 



CODE MATRIX BLOCK READER 

Prime Contractor: FaiTchiJd Hiller Corporation, 
Space & ElectTonics S) stems Di\ ision 

Re1narks 

The advanced Code Mab·ix Block R ader developed 
by Fairchild Hill er is employed '~ ith the existing 
viewing equipment in a photo-interpretation facility 
to r e trieve automatically any desired frame of pho
tography b earing MIL-STD-782B annotation. The 
Tactical Intelligence Process ing and Interpre ta tion 
system (TIPI) utilizes this r ader. The reader also 
p ermits conversion of code block data into alpha
numeric form with provision of direct outputs for 
hard-copy printout, for on-line fiL11 titling or for on
line general-purpose computation. The reader uses 
a single line of photosensi tive diodes to detect code 
block on the film . The MIL-STD-782 code blocks 
are read and diode (analog) outputs are converted 
to digital form and stored. A sensing circuit, asso
ciated with the reader head, detects vvhen a code 
block is b eing read. Sufficien t time is allowed for 
the whole block to enter a memory section. It is 
then scanned and the digital expression is re-identi
fied as "dots," with each assigned to a proper loca
tion within a second memory carrying .the code 
block format. From this second memory, the code 
block is transferred to numeri c displays, printers or 
a computer buffer. The reader handles film rates up 
to 40 inches per second or 8 code blocks p er second 
in either direction of film travel. 
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CONTI~NUOUS ENL.<\RGER 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Elecb·onics Sys tems Division 

Remarks 

Fairchild Hiller Model 702 Continuous Enlaraer 
I:> ' military designa tion EN-95 (XA-2) , combines ver-

satility with high optical precision in handling 
continuous strips of photographic negatives for en
largement and printing. The unit h as a paper b·ans
port rate of 60 feet p er minute and an exposure 
rate of one print p er second. A high-speed xenon 
flash lamp exposes the n egative and the print mate
rial as they move past, insuring freedom from linear 
distortion and image smear. The 50/200-microsec
ond exposure time eliminates the n eed to match 
precisely both negative and print speeds. This inno
vation allov,;s 3 modes of operation to b e combined 
in a single instrument for the first time: continuous, 
panoramic and step and repeat. In the continuous 
mode, each fram e is exposed by the xenon flash. 
Negative and print material move continuously, 
with the xenon flash triggered to expose each suc
cessive fram e. The panoramic mode accommodates 
negatives too long for a single-frame exposme. The 
long negative is exposed in sections with adequate 
format overlap to es tablish the r elationship of adja
cent prints. In step-and-rep eat mode, the print ma
terial moves continuously, while the desired nega
tive frame remains stationary. Paper motion distance 
and the required number of prints are preset. The 
xenon :Bash is triggered tmtil the preselected num
ber of identical prints are exposed. The entire opera
tion is continuous, with no need for the print 
material to b e stopped for each exposme. Access 
for quick change of photographic paper is provided 
by large double doors in the front of the unit. All 
principal controls are sequentially illuminated to 
guide the operator. 
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SOLAR PANELS 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Systems Division 

Remarks 
Fairchild Hiller has been actively engaged for a 
number of years in the development of large ex
tendible solar arrays, the most recent of which is 
a full-scale working mock-up of panels for the S-IVB 
workshop- program (photo) . The design consists of 
12 accordion-folded panels driven by a cross link
age. The extended length is 27 feet; width is 8 feet. 
This panel is one-eighth of the total array proposed 
for the workshop. The Radio Astronomy Explorer 
(RAE-1) satellite, launched July 4, 1968, carries 
solar an;ays designed, developed and produced by 
Fairchild Hiller. During the last several years, Fair
child Hiller conducted development programs on 
flexible deployable solar arrays for NASA and the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A notable accomplish
ment in this area was the successful completion of 
the 30-watt/pound, 270-square-foot solar array pro
grams for JPL. Fairchild Hiller is also developing 
a 2-degree-of-freedom system on the Nimbus Ad
vanced Solar Array. Through the acquisition of S. J. 
Industries, one of the few companies in the U.S. 
specializing in the installation of solar cells on array 
panels, Fairchild Hiller has become a leading de
sip:ner and fabricator of solar panels. 

TUBULAR EXTENDIBLE ELEMENTS (TEE) 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Systems Division 

Remarks 
Fairchild Hiller has developed and is producing 
Tubular Extendible Element (TEE) devices and 
systems for a wide range of applications. For the 
Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE-1) satellite, 
launched July 4, 1968, Fairchild Hiller designed 
and produced the 750-foot-long extendible dipole 
antenna elements that form the 2 1,500-foot anten
nas, a dual extendible 315-foot libration boom and 
2 60-foot nonmotorized antennas (photo shows 
TEE comparison with Empire State Building). The 
TEE devices have all been successfully deployed. 
Fairchild Hiller TEEs are thin, metal ribbons which 
are rolled into tubes (along their longitudinal axes) 
and heat-treated to give them a "memory." The 
tubes are then opened, flattened into tape again 
and wound on a spool to be stored in a small space. 
When unwound, they automatically reconstruct 
themselves into tubes. Motorized systems can extend 
the tubes in lengths ranging up to thousands of feet 
and then retract them back on spools in their orig
inal form. TEEs can operate reliably in any kind of 
environment and require no maintenance. In addi
tion to diameter and material variations, hybrid 
TEEs can be manufactured with electrical insula
live coatings, dielectric joints and in-line antenna 
termination networks. TEEs are also manufactured 
with open section seams (overlapped and under
lapped) or with torque-resisting interlocked seams. 
Solar flux windows and thermal control coating can 
be provided. Currently under development are sys
tems to increase the capability of the elements in 
torsion, bending and resistance to thermal deflection. 



AN/TPS-41 MOBILE WEATHER RADAR 
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Sys tems Division 

Remarks 
Fairchild Hiller has developed 2 successive genera
tions of mobile weather radar for the U.S. Army. 
The initial development in 1965 resulted in a van
housed radar system, capable of being placed in 
operation in less than 20 minutes on a self-support
ing basis. The latest development, the AN/TPS-41 
(XE-2) is a highly flexible, lightweight system that 
can be b·ansported by jeep or carried by one man. 
The major system features are ISO-Echo capability; 
RHI, PPI, AIR and Nixie displays; lightweight an
tenna pedestal (158 pounds); and 250-kilowatt peak 
power X-band transmitter and remote indicator op
eration. The Mobile Weather Radars provide a com
pletely automatic processing, reduction and display 
system for rapid presentation of fresh meteorologi
cal data from a mobile position. Battle commanders 
can locate and measure precipitation and natural 
or nuclear clouds for tactical purposes at ranges up 
to 150 miles. 

STORES MANAGEMENT SET (SMS) 
MARK II AVIONICS 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Systems Division 

Remarks 
Under contract from the Autonetics Division of 
North American Rockwell Corporation, Fairchild 
Hiller designed and developed the MARK II Stores 
Management system for use in F-1llD aircraft. The 
SMS will give F-ll1D pilots a centralized cockpit 
display by providing on command data about avail
able stores for a given mission, available delivery 
modes and corresponding flight restrictions. The 
main system elements are 2 cockpit control panels 
and a solid-state micrologic computer unit. The 
major advantages of SMS are substantially increased 
pilot and crew efficiency during combat and in
creased flight safety. The centralized SMS cockpit 
display panels contain all weapon management con
trols, data displays indicating type and quantity of 
weapon loading at each station, applicable release 
modes, arming status and circuitry status. Data are 
continuously available on aircraft flight limitations 
(both airspeed and acceleration) for any staae of 
weapon carriage and release, from full loadigg to 
depletion of weapons. The most effective quantity 
of stores and ripple rate can be selected. All weapon 
management selections can b e held indefinitely in 
the SMS memory for each weapon station, even dur
i~g c?ndi_tions of power interruption. Integral logic 
c1rcmtry m the SMS prevents inadvertent selections 
of conflicting weapons, stations or release modes .• 
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RECEIVER TEST BENCH SUBSYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Space & Electronics Systems Division 

Remarks 
The AN I AWG-10 Receiver T est Bench Subsystem 
is a ground support equipment designed to provide 
for test and maintenance of the receiver section of 
the AN I APG-59 pulse-Doppler fire control radar. 
The AN I A WG-10 is a multimission weapons con
trol system for the F-4BIJIK/M aircraft using the 
Sparrow missile system. It is built almost entirely 
from solid-state components . Under contract from 
W estinghouse Electric Corporation, FaiTchild Hiller
SESD shared in the design and is the producer of 
the Receiver T est Bench Subsystem, consisting of 
a Receiver Bench Assembly and a Test and Control 
Rack Assembly. The bench assembly contains pro
visions for mounting and operating the radar re
ceiver subsystem. It also provides work space, cool
ing air, interconnection to the Test and Control 
Rack, and the microwave calibration package. The 
T est ~nd Control Rack is a single cabinet which 
contams the necessary controls for primary power 
system control, simulated tes t inputs and loads, sys
tem controls and test equipment. Built-in charac
_teristics of the Receiver T est Bench include capa
bility for calibrating receiver gain over the complete 
radar band. A self-calibration capability permits 
balance of 2 parallel paths to within .1 db. Inser tion 
of r adar components, such as the BIT Target gen
erator, into one of the balanced paths p ermits cali
bration by a modified substitution method. Maxi
mum height of the AN I AvVG-10 Receiver Test 
Bench Subsystem is 76 inches. The subsystem is 
designed to be fastened to the deck and bulkhead 
of a ship or to the floor and wall of a shelter, with 
the rack shock-mounted. Floor space required for 
the subsystem is 29x96 inches. 

MICRO-VUE 
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, He
public Aviation Division 

Remat·ks 
The MICHO-VUE Information System, developed 
by Hcpublic Aviation Division for commercial and 
military applications, stores, re trieves and displays 
large quantities of text and pic ture information. It 
stores the da ta on laminated photographic 4x5-inch 
film chips that hold up to 9,800 frames of technical 
data in a 99x99 matTix. For information reb·ieval, 
solid-state electronic digital loops provide random 
access to any frame on the hi-dens ity micro image 
chip. The operator simply dials in the frame number 
and pushes a button, and the frame is automati
cally found and displayed on a screen. The film 
chips on which the hi-ratio redu ction microphoto
graphic da ta are stored are produced using readily 
available equipment and films. A page of informa
tion can b e r educed to l/350th of its original size. 
Consequently, a single chip can hold a 75x75-foot 
city map or chart of a utility disb·ibution system. 
Access to a particular frame is usually made auto
matically by indexing with a thumbwheel. VVith an 
optional slew switch, the operator can view a con
tinuous strip, constituting a 99-page foldout of such 
data as wiring diagrams, logic flow diagrams or 
wave form patterns. Transfer from one point on the 
matrix to another typically takes a tenth of a second. 
An optional Auto-Chip Loader can exp and the 
stored data to approximately 200,000 frames with 
random access at a maximum of 30 seconds . 

. ·~ . · ·~· ' -~ . 
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A/M32C-IO GROUND AIR CONDITIONER 
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Stratos Division 

Remarks 
The Stratos Model GEAS0-1 Ground Air Condi
tioner (A/ M32C-10) is a mobile, compact unit that 
was designed to deliver cooling or heating air to 
p ersonnel, cargo and electTonic comparbnents in 
military aircraft durincr crround servicing and check
out. The conditioned ba~· is delivered directly into 
the air-duct system of tl1e aircraft. Discharge tem
p eratures rancrincr from 47 to 200 degrees Fahren
heit can b e s~le~ted and are recrulated through a 

0 l b s1mp e and reliable control system. The unit re-
ceives its source of enercry turbine bleed air, from 

b' 
an external gas tw·bine compressor such as the 
A/M32A-60 or the A/MA-lA. The GEAS0-1 con
sists of an air cycle machine, a heat exchanger, a 
:noishue separator, manually operated valves, duct
mg, undercarriage and ·wheels. All the controls r e
quired to recrulate discharcre airflow, temperature 

b b 
and relief pressure are mounted on the instrument 
p~nel. Gages on tl1e panel display pack discharge 
au·flow, temperature, back pressure, back-pressure 
relief valve setting and air cycle machine oil-pump 
pressure . The unit is used to service F-4 and F-105 
aircraft. Over 200 units are in service in the USAF. 

SYSTEMS 

747 AIR TURBINE DRIVE 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Stratos Division 

Remarks 
In development at Stratos is tl1e air tmbine drive 
for the Boeing 747. The TP85-l air turbine will be 
utilized to drive a hydraulic pump tl1at will fmnish, 
under high load conditions, auxiliary boost power 
for selected control functions of the aircraft. In ad
dition, the air-turbine-driven pumps will provide 
continuous system hydraulic pO\:ver in case of a 
malfunction of the engine-driven pumps. Nom
inally rated at 85 horsepov.rer , tl1e Sb:atos turbine 
utilizes the bleed air of the jet engine for operating 
pO\:ver. There will be 4 turbine drives per aircraft. 
The TP85-1 control circuits are pneumatic and 
operate on the primary supply air course. They 
require no quiescent flow, which minimizes con
tamination. They are protected by water separators, 
filters and % -inch minimum diameter lines to pre
clude any contamination and freezing. Additionally, 
the speed-regulation and overspeed sensincr/shut
down functions are each performed by a completely 
independent circuit. The conh·ol circuits are adap
tive to tl1e environment; i.e., if supply pressure in
creases, the level of force balance at the control 
valve actuators increases. No pressure tegulators 
are required in eitl1er the control circuits or the air 
supply to the tmbine. Normal speed regulation is 
accomplished by an isochronous governor ,:vhich is 
capable of controlling tmbine steady-state speed to 
witl1in plus or minus 1 percent of its design point. 



SYSTEMS 

TOTAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY (TEF) 

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 
Stratos Division 

Remarks 

Under development, the Total Environment Facil
ity (TEF) is a lightweight, highly mobile shelter 
that contains provisions for the installation of elec
tronic and photographic equipment and will house 
personnel associated with the processing of recon-

. naissance data. The heart of the TEF is a utilities 
section capable of supplying electrical power, air 
conditioning, heating, water h eating and circula
tion, humidity conh·ol, and ventilation for the TEF 
equipment and occupants. Included in the utilities 
section, which occupies only the rear 2 feet of the 
20x8x8-foot shelter, are a gas turbine-generator set 
with SQ-kilowatt capacity and an environmental 
control system powered by utiliz ing the gas turbine 
exhaust gases that usually are vented overboard. 
The exhaust gas from the turbine-generator set is 
utilized in the Stra tos-designe d and -developed 
Rankine cycle waste heat recovery system for en
ergy conversion. Consequently, the system effi
ciency increases to a point at which 50 kilowatts 
of usable refined electrical power are developed at 
the same fuel consumption rate as a 30-kilowatt set 
requires without the waste heat recovery feature. 
The net result is substantial fuel saving (up to 60 
p ercent), which represents a signilicant reduction 
in logistic support required. The TEF will be de
ployed as part of the TIPI (Tactical Information 
Processing and Interpretation System), a tri-service
sponsored reconnaissance program. 

TI PI /TE F 
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APOLLO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
Prime Conb·actor: The Garre tt Corporation, AiRe
search Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles 

Re1narks 
The Apollo environmental conb·ol system (ECS) 
provides a controlled environment for 3 ash·onauts 
for up to 14 days. For normal conditions, this en
vironment includes a pressurized cabin, a 100 per
cent oxygen atmosphere and a temperature of 
about 75 degrees. For em ergency use, the system 
includes a pressurized suit circuit. The ECS pro
vides fresh oxygen and hot and cold potable water, 
removes carbon dioxide and odors, dissipa tes heat 
from the cabin and from operating electronic equip
ment and removes waste water and solids from the 
gas stream. Prii?ar.y oxygen for breathing, pressmi
zation and ventilatiOn IS stored cryogenically in the 
service module. Oxygen tanks in the command 
module serve crewmen after the separation of the 
2 modules before reentry. The system has provi
sions for supplying oxygen servicing to portable 
life-support systen:s used by crewmen. Primary 
cooling is accomplished by means of an interme
diate heat transport fluid which absorbs heat and 
dissipates this heat th~o_ugh a space radiator. A 
supplementary . water-bmle.r-type heat exchanger 
cooling system IS used dunng l~tmch, reentry and 
emergency phases. The sy:tem_ Is designed so that 
minimum amount of crew time Is needed for its nor
mal operation. 



AIRCRAFT ENGINE AND CABIN 
TURBOCHARGING SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiRe
search Industrial Division 

Remarks 
Turbocharging light business and utility aircraft en
gines enables quick ascent and cruise above the 
weather at altitudes of 20,000 to 30,000 feet. Here 
it becomes desirable to pressurize the cabin for pas
senger comfort. Cabin pressw·ization is accom
plished by direct bleed of air from the compressor 
of the engine turbocharger. Combining cabin and 
engine supercharging from the compressor of one 
turbocharger provides simplicity, low cost and light 
weight. The basic AiResearch system consists of the 
turbocharger, a compressor discharge pressure 
sensing controller, turbine bypass "wastegate" 
valve, and cabin bleed flow lim.iting sonic venturi. 
The system is fully automatic and requires no spe
cial attention from the pilot for normal operation. 
AiResearch turbochargers are used on 7 Cessna 
models, 3 Beech and 3 Piper models. The Bell 47G-
3B and Hiller E4 helicopters also incorporate the 
unit. Cessna, Mooney and Beech also have models 
incorporating the combined engine and cabin 
turbocharging system. 
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AffiCRAFT INTEGRA TED DATA SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiRe
search Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles 

Remarks 
The AiResearch Aircraft Integrated Data System 
(AIDS) is a comprehensive airborne monitoring 
and recording system designed to reduce aircraft 
maintenance costs and to improve operational pro
cedures and flight safety. Three major international 
airlines, American, Alitalia and CP Air, are 
using versions of the AiResearch AIDS in daily 
operations. In addition, AiResearch, under USAF 
contract, is developing an advanced airborne AIDS 
for present and future manned bomber-type air
craft. Depending on individual airline require
ments, the AIDS automatically monitors preselected 
engine and · system parameters continuously or at 
specified intervals. This data is recorded in digital 
form for later analysis by ground-based computers. 
If preferred, the system may be linked directly to 
an on-board computer for real-time fault detection 
and _isolation. The type and number of parameters 
momtored by the AIDS are dependent on aircraft 
use and airline preference. Generally, the recorded 
data f~lls into 3 categories: maintenance recording 
for qmck assessment of aircraft systems conditions 
and long-term trend and predictive information; 
perform~n?e m~nitoring for developing, improving 
~nd verify~g flight procedures; and flight data for 
1mprov~d fl1ght safety and compliance with FAA 
regulations. Any or all of these types of recording 
may be integrated in the AiResearch AIDS. 



SYSTEMS 

CONTINUOUS NONEQUILIBRIUM MHD 
POWER GENERATOR 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, 
Space Sciences Laboratory 

Remarks 

A magnetohydrodynamic generator was continu
o_usly ?perated without high heating, for the first 
hme, m a series of basic experiments at the GE 
Space Sciences Laboratory. The Department of De
fense and GE cosponsored the work under the In
dependent Research & Development Program. 
Steady electric power of several watts was continu
ously extracted at 93 percent of the theoretically 
:ttam_able l~v~l of induced voltage. Running times, 

ffectrvely hm1ted only by the experimental gas sup
ply, were typically about an hour. The success de
re~de~ on raising the working plasma's level of 
10f1z_atwn far above the equilibrium value for the 
rde at~v~ly low temperature. (The transverse con-

uchvity during . · power extraction was approxi-
r;;~ely 150 times t~e thermal equilibrium value at 

' 0 degrees Kelvm.) The nonequilibrium MHD 
fenerator, perhaps as a topping device on a ground
inased syst~m, should be really capable of exploit-

g the ~Igher efficiencies at cycle temperatures 
approachmg 2,000 degrees. A nonequilibrium MHD 
gen~rator, ~sing a condensable alkali metal vapor 
as t e workmg fluid, promises a high reliability be
cafse of the complete absence of moving mechani
fa parts and is thus strongly attractive for 

f
ong-term space nuclear power applications either 
or el tr· · ' b ec IC propulswn, communications or planet-
~thsed needs. In photo, test section of MHD facility, 

WI 11 electrode pairs. 

---------------------

SNAP-27 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Mis
sile and Space Division 
Principal Subcontractors: 3 j\tJ Company (thermo
pile); Solar Division of International Harvester 
Company (beryllium fabrication) 

Re1narks 
The SNAP-27 is a plutonium-238-fueled power sup
ply being developed under contract to the Atomic 
Energy Commission. The complete system weighs 
38 pounds and produces a minimum of 64 watts 
(DC) at a nominal 16 volts. It will be the power 
source for the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment 
Package (ALSEP) being developed for the NASA 
Manned Spacecraft Center. This package will be 
transported to the lunar surface within the scientific 
equipment bay of the Lunar Module (LM). The 
fuel capsule will be transported in a separate pro
tective cask mounted on the external surface of 
the LM. This fuel cask provides the heat shielding 
necessary to assure intact reentr·y of the fuel cap
sule in event of an aborted mission. After landing, 
the fuel capsule will be removed from the cask and 
inserted into the generator by one of the astronauts. 
The ALSEP will then be deployed on the lunar 
surface with the SNAP-27 power source connected 
to a central station containing the data manage
ment and power distribution equipment. Data on 
the lunar environment will be transmitted to earth 
for a period of at least qne year following depar
ture of the astronauts. The illustration shows an 
electrically heated fuel capsule being inserted prior 
to thermal vacuum testing. 



JET AIRCRAFT ENGINE 
IGNITION SYSTEI\'IS 

Prime Conh·actor: General Labora tory Associates, 
Inc. 

Remarks 

GLA has supplied capacitor discharge ignition 
devices for both military and commercial jet air
craft_ engines. A typical example of a sys tem em
P!oymg several products manufactured by GLA is 
pictured. This TF30-P-l2 Enuine l!7nition System, 

1·}· d b b w H e 1 IS use on the F-Ill aircraft program, fea-
tures an engine-driven alternator, low-voltage inter
com1ecting leads, ignition exciters, high-voltage 
leads and, not show11 an insb·umentation harness 
which connect's to the ; lterna tor. Customized .designs 
for similar equipment on the VSX and UTT aircraft 
p~·ograms are under active development. Commer
Cial programs utilizina GLA ianition devices in
clude the Boeing 707°/720, Do~•glas DC-8/ DC-9, 
Convair 880/ 990 and Lockheed Elecb·a II aircraft. 
Military programs include Lockheed C-130/141, 
Boeing B-52/KC-197 and Sikorsky Skycrane. 

R-215 

ROCKET ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates, 
Inc. 

Remarks 

GLA has established a solid position in the design 
and manufacture of liquid rocket ignition systems 
through its activities on the Saturn and Centam· 
programs. Pictured here is a hermetically sealed 
ignition sys tem for the Pratt & Whih1ey Aircraft 
RLIO LOX hydrogen engine. Successful RLIO 
engine restarts in outer space have contributed to 
the success of the Surveyor probes and have dem
onsb·ated the dependable p erformance and reli
ability of this ignition system. Important design 
features of this system include an operating tem
p erature range from minus 160 to plus 165 degrees · 
Fahrenheit (however, units have been tested down 
to minus 320 degrees Fahrenheit), a sensing device 
for constant monitoring of the hermetic seal of the 
system (including a provision for telemetering this 
information back to earth on space flights), a spark 
indicator and a fuel-cooled igniter. 

SYSTEMS 
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JET ENGINE TEMPERATURE 
SENSING SYSTEMS 
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates, 
Inc. 

Remarks 
The illustrated system is a typical GLA application 
of the thermocouple principle to current jet engine 
temperature sensing requirements. The system has 
been designed specifically to pick up temperature 
in a number of places in the tailpipe area of the 
jet engine. The output is an electrical signal repre
senting the average gas temperature in the searched 
area. This system incorporates provisions for engine 
mounting and easy installation or replacement. of 
system _components, and it contains features whiCh 
permit ground checking of engine functions as well 
as a check-out of the temperature sensing system 
itself. The system weighs approximately 5 pounds 
and has a life expectancy in excess of 15,000 hours. 

R-216 

LIGHTWEIGHT PNEUMA TIC DE-ICING 
SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL PROPELLER 
DE-ICING SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and 
Defense Products 

Remarks 
The B. F. Goodrich Lightweight Pneumatic De-Ic
ing System gives inflight protection from the haz
ards of ice formation on wing and empennage 
leading edges. It can be put into operation instantly 
by "flip of the switch" convenience and will operate 
continuously if necessary. Engine-driven air pumps 
give dependable source of energy for De-Icer op
eration. Spanwise tubes built into the lightweight, 
reinforced rubber "boots" are automatically cycled 
for inflation and deflation, thus cracking the ice and 
shedding it into the air stream. Electrical Propeller 
De-Icers consist of heating elements sandwiched in 
rubber and bonded to propeller blades. Electrical 
energy is cycled automatically through a slip ring
brush assembly for an effective and efficient heat 
pattern on prop blades. BFG Lightweight Pneu
matic and Electrical Propeller De-Icers are avail
able for most popular twin-engine general aircraft. 
Installation of the systems can be made at the 
factory as optional original equipment, or later as 
field installations. Total system weights depend 
upon make and model of aircraft. Ranges are ap
proximately as follows: Pneumatic De-Icers, 35 to 
60 pounds; Electrical Prop De-Icers, 11 to 13.5 
pounds. 



SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

Prime Conb·actor: HoneY'"'ell Inc. 

Remarks 

The satellite navigation receiver system is designed 
to fmnish extremely accurate position information 
for a ircraft and ships. The system consists of a spe
cially designed satellite Doppler signal receiver, a 
digital computer to automatically calculate vehicle 
position, a display unit and power supply for both 
the computer and the receiver (in photo, control dis
play unit is in forecrround, power supply at right 
and computer circuig·y in backgrotmd). In airborne 
applications, the computer receives velocity in
formation from an inertial navigator or a Doppler 
navigator. Altitude information is fumished by the 
aircraft's air data system. Position £xes are gained 
th~ough receipt of signals from one of 4 Navy s~t
elhtes now in operation . The proposed conm1erc1al 
version of the system is called Update Ceo Navi
gator. Essentially, the system updates position in
formatio~1 obtained by the prin~ary i.nertial or Dop
pler navigation system by feedmg signals from the 
appropriate satellite into the computer. Continu
ously accurate position infOI:ma~ion \.villx~sult wh~n 
a sufficient number of navigation satellites are m 
orbit. The company says the global position-fixing 
technique has broad application to tactical and 
sb·ategic aircraft needs, general marine use and 
geophysical survey work. 
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HELMET SIGHT SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc. 

Remarks 

The Honeywell helmet sight system permits the 
pilot of ~ helic~pter or. aircr~ft to acquire a ground 
target Without mterfermg \:VIth his primary task of 
flying the aircraft. The system is in development as 
a £re control aid for the Lockheed-built Army AH-
56A Cheyenne helicopter, and it is being utilized 
in an Air Force reconnaissance project and an Air 
Force camera direction experiment. In addition to 
arma~ent_ and reconnaissance applications, the sys- · 
tem IS smted for target reacquisition, bomb drop 
computing, navigation updating, team attack and 
offset attack missions. The helmet-mounted eye
piece eliminates the pilot's need for a hand-held 
si~h~, while an. e!ectrooptical positioning concept 
elrmmates resb·Ichve mechanical linkages between 
helmet an~ cockp~t. ~nee determined by cc>mputer, 
the helmets position IS fed by electronic sirrnals to 
command gun or camera direction. b 
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FINE SUN SENSOR 

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc. 

Remarks 
A fine sun sensor developed by the Honeywell 
Radiation Center, Lexington, Massachusetts, for the 
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) is designed to 
enable U.S. astronaut-scientists to conduct solar 
experiments from a space laboratory orbiting the 
earth in the 1970s. The sensor, part of the pointing 
and control system of the modified Apollo space
craft, is said to be the most precise electrooptical 
instrument of its type ever developed. Under 
normal operating conditions, the device can hold 
an accuracy of 1.7 arc-seconds. For up to an hour, 
it can measure to within .1 arc-second. The company 
was building 5 of the instruments for NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala
bama, under a $1,500,000 contract. Since it provides 
the high-accuracy attitude information necessary in 
a ·pointing or scanning mode, the sensor can be used 
for nav!gation, guidance or control of a space ve
hicle as well as for experiments . 

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEl\'1 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Re1narks 
The Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) is an in
formation display nerve center which exhibits in
stantaneous data about a tactical battle zone before 
the eyes of a Navy shipboard commander. In pro
duction at Hughes, NTDS consoles give tactical 
operations teams in the depths of a ship a compre
hensive picture of ships, aircraft and submarines, 
friend or foe, within reach of a fl eet's electronic 
eyes and ears. NTDS can detect, track and deter
mine height, identity and composition of a raid. 
Within second:, the system can evaluate the poten
tial threat, assign and control countering weapons 
and perform other command functions for a single 
ship or for an entire fleet. NTDS replaces the con
ventional shipboard combat information center by 
virtually eliminating the possibility of human error 
and delays that often plagued the manual system of 
plotting. The NTDS display can be trimmed to 3 
consoles for specific missions; other installations 
require up to 30 co?soles. In addition to providing 
shipboard teams ~Ith specific information NTDS 
can furnis_h ~isplay inform~tion _throughout a data 
network lmkmg several ships With each other and 
with shore stations. 



i\'IANPACK TRANSCEIVER 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 
Hughes is producing for the Army a lightweight 
Man pack sending/receiver radio S) stem that offers 
16,000 individual voice channels and can operate 
effectively even in dense jungle. The solid-state 
Manpack is a single sideband radio only 18 inches 
high , 12 inches wide and 3% inches thick. Its 2-12 
megacycle range and 16,000 channels offer a wide, 
built-in frequency flexibilit) , making enemy jam
ming efforts more difficult. Manpack's high-fre
quency signals reflect from the ionosphere, giving 
them a range beyond line of sight. Thus, the sig
nals can b·averse mountains and jungles, where 
VHF and UHF signals often fail. The Manpack is 
designed to operate on ordinary flashlight-type dry 
cell batteries as well as \Vet cell batteries. De
signed to be carried by one man wearing a standard 
Army shoulder harness, the system weighs about 
29 pounds with wet cells. In field tests, the sets 
have operated efficiently between points more than 
500 miles apart, and on one occasion a Manpack 
clear b·ansmission spanned 7,500 miles. Manpack 
uses a collapsible ship antenna, but for greater dis
tances it can use a slant-wire antenna attached to 
a tree or a dipole antenna stretched between 2 
vertical supports. 

i\'IISSILE MENTOR FIRE 
COORDINATION SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The Hughes Missile Mentor (AN/TSQ-51) Army 
air defense fire coordination system provides co
ordinated management of dispersed surface-to-air 
missile (SAM) batteries, such as Nike Hercules and 
Hawk. The system is being operated by the U.S. 
Army at a number of sites throughout the United 
States. A basic Missile Mentor system is comprised 
of 2 military vans that operate as a single "com
mand post." Data display and processing equipment 
in the vans provides sm·veillance, b·acking, threat 
evaluation, battery status monitoring, weapons as
signment and damage assessment data among other 
information. The system uses a general-purpose 
computer, the first time such a device has been 
used for coordination and control of Army air 
defense units. The system, in operation, consists of 
2 standard military vans, or b·ailers, \Vhich are 
parked together to form an Army Air Defense 
Command Post (AADCP). In some defenses, one or 
more single, van-mounted Remote Radar Integra
tion Stations (RRIS) are being used to greatly en
large the area of defense radar coverage. The 
system's physical mobility allows tactical flexibility, 
and its modular design makes it easily adaptable 
to both large and small system requirements. 
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SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 
EARTH STATIONS 

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Remarks 

Satellite communications earth stations, built by 
Hughes and operated by the U.S. military services, 
are_ providing global voice and tele type communi
catiOns through random-orbiting Department of 
J?efense satellites. The company has built and de
livered 2 types of military earth terminals. They 
are the land-based Mark lB (AN/MSC-46) termi
nals, the world's largest air-transportable systems of 
their kind, and the smaller, lightweight, shipboard 
s~tellite communications terminals (AN/SSC-3), de
signed to link Navy ships with each other and with 
shore installations. The Mark lB terminals are the 
£rst d esigned speci£cally for operational military 
communications. Their 40-foot-diameter antennas 
rotate in elevation and in azimuth to remain "£xed" 
on the moving satellite. Each Mark lB system con
sists of the pedestal-mounted antenna housed in a 
protective radome, communications and support 
equipment including 3 30-foot mobile vans, and 3 
diesel generators to provide power. Fourteen of the 
giant terminals were delivered to the U.S. Army 
Satellite Communications (SATCOM) Agency 
which serves as Army project manager for the tri~ 
service Defense Satellite Communications Program 
(DS~P). The an~em;tas of th~ smaller, shipboard 
satellite commumcatwns termmals are designed to 
be mounted on the masts of ships for an unobstruc
ted view in all directions. They feature a new 3-axis 
lightweig~t pedestal, developed to eliminate th~ 
effect of a ship~s roll and pitch. The terminal's 6-
foot-diameter antenna and its electronics system 
are mounted on the pedestal. In photo, a Mark lB 
AN/ MSC-46 terminal. 

AIR DEFENSE GROUND 
ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS 
Prime Conh·actor: Hughes Aircraft Company 

Re1narks 
Advanced Air D efense Ground Environment 
(ADGE) systems, designed by Hughes, are installed 
now in a number of free world countries. The 
modular systems, which can be tailored to the 
requirements of the individual counh·ies and are 
designed to provide an elech·onic. "umb~ella" of 
protection against attack from the arr, are mstalled 
in Japan, West Germany, the N~ther~an~s, and B~l
gium. A similar Hughes system IS bemg mstalled m 
Switzerland, and Hughes is one of 6 internationa~ 
£rms incorporated to design and build the 
$300,000,000 NATO Air D efense Ground Environ
ment (NADGE) system in Europe. The ADGE sys
tems are composed of state-of-the-art, general-pur
pose computers, el~ctronic data display_ u~its, 
data-processing eqmpment and commumcations 
equipment that, when combined with l~ng-range 
modern radars, provide a modernized qmc~-react
ing capability for rapid detection, identi£catwn and 
tracking of potential enemy air threats and_ to-the
target control of supersonic air defense missile~ and 
£ hter interceptors. ADG~ systems are designed t! meet speci£c air defense needs of toda~ but have 
the capability of growth to meet new au· defense 
challenges of tomorrow. In photo, artist's concept 
of ADGE underground bunker. 



AUTOMATIC COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
FILM READER/RECORDER SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines 
Corporation, Federal Systems Division 

Remarks 
An automatic, computer-controlled Film Reader/ 
Recorder has been developed by IBM Federal 
Systems Division for data handling, data compac
tion and other applications involving large volumes 
of photographic information. The system utilizes 
a cathode ray tube scanner controlled directly by 
a digital computer. Rather than generating a no~
mal TV-type raster, the beam is directed to a parti
cular spot on tl1e film under computer program 
control. In this ·.vay, only areas of interest are digi
tized. A course scan can be generated to locate the 
areas of interest, if they are not known. In addition, 
the computer can control the intensity, for both 
reading and recording purposes. The reader has a 
full field of 4,096x4,096 positions and can encode 
64 gray levels. This permits the program to look 
for changes in relative gray levels as :fgnifi_c~nt 
~vents rather than rely on a ''black-white declSlon 
Imposed by a clipping level. Because of these fea
tures, the reader can digitize and re-create a 35-
millimeter photograph with little or no loss of in
f~rmation. The equipment can read a frame of 
cmetheodolite film in 2 or 3 seconds. IBM expects 
~o add programmed Input/ Output overlap and use 
Improved reading algorithms to achieve a speed of 
better than 1 frame per second. In addition to data 
compaction, tl1e Reader/Recorder can relieve hu
man operators from the boring job of measuren:~nt 
or of counting anytl1ing that is highly repetitive 
and requires accuracy. A areat deal of imagery falls 
into this class. 
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TWO-SPEED DIGITAL MODEM 

Prinle Contractor: International Business Machines 
Corporation, Federal Systems Division 

Remarks 
A digital modem that operates on Cl/C2-grade 
telephone lines at 4,800 and 7,200 bits a second, 
without expensive automatic equalization, has been 
developed by International Business Machines 
Corporation's Federal Systems Division. Both 
speeds are available in one unit equipped with a 
speed selector switch. The modem (modulator/ de
modulator) can be equalized quickly with built-in 
fixed and manual controls. Equalization compen
sat~s for delay distortion in the telephone lines, 
which occurs when all parts of a signal do not arrive 
at the receiver at the same time. Cl/C2 lines are 
conditioned especially for digital b·ansmissio~. The 
digital modem avoids ·errors with a new modulation 
technique that reduces signal band \:vidth and elim
inates tl1e de component, or zero reference line. 
Data is e1_1coded into dipulses with equal positive 
and negative amplitudes. The resulting waveform is 
filtered ~nd s~ifted to the center of the telephone . 
band witll smgle sideband modulation. The de 
component can be eliminated because the average 
value ?f the dipulse positive and negative ampli
tudes IS zero. Therefore, a zero reference line is 
n~t necessary. The de component tends to shift 
shghtly above and below zero. Eliminatina it means 
f ' b ewer errors at the receiver. 

----••• .. • •• 
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SATURN INSTRUMENT UMT 

Prime Contractor: International Business Machines 
Corporation, Federal Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Instrument Unit (IU)-the 3-foot-high "nerve 
center" stage of Saturn-was designed at NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight Center and is assembled at 
Huntsville, Alabama, by IBM Federal Systems Divi
sion. Each Saturn IB and Saturn V has one of these 
aluminum rings 21.7 feet in diameter. More than 
60 electrical and electronic units are integrated 
within each IU to provide the vehicle with guid
ance, navigation, control and data-handling systems. 
IBM has system integration responsibility for the 
Sa~n IUs including fabrication, assembly, check
out and launch support. IBM also builds the on
board computer and the data adapter. During a 
mission, the IU's sensitive instruments process mil

-lions of bits of data every few minutes, and its 
guidance system measures acceleration and vehicle 
attitude 25 times a second. It determines velocity 
and position every second, then calculates and is
sues steering commands to keep Saturn on course. 
The IU samples 200 sensors that measure environ
ment and systems performance, tests sound levels, 
temperatures, pressures and vibration levels more 
than 7,000 times a minute, and records and relays 
flight information to ground stations. Before launch, 
the IU aids in countdown check-out. Under block
house control, the on-board IBM computer checks 
itself and the Saturn vehicle. It tests switch selectors 
in each stage and orders first-stage engines to gim
bal for vis:ual observation. Once in earth orbit, the 
IU commands el)gine re-ignition to put Apollo on 
a correct lunar trajectory. When on course, it stabi
lizes the stage for the turnaround and docking ma
neuver. 

DACOR FORWARD ERROR 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: International Business Machines 
Corporation, Federal Systems Division 

Remarks 
IBM Federal Systems Division's Engineering Lab
oratory has developed a communications device 
called Dacor that promises to greatly advance 
means of controlling errors in digital data trans
missions. The device applies advanced polynomial 
coding techniques-complex algebraic formulas
for encoding and decoding to provide error correc
tion capability. Information is encoded before trans
mission in a way that allows it to be decoded at the 
receiver into its proper form even if errors have oc
curred during transmission. Thus, information 
which becomes garbled during transmission from a 
data source does not have to be retransmitted. The 
equipment has broad communications applications. 
While other methods of error control-error detec
tion and retransmission-provide no means for cor
recting transmission errors at reception, forward 
ePror correction provides for transmitting informa
tion with no delay in the data source and only a 
fixed, fraction-of-a-second decoding delay. The 
Dacor system has in its receiver a special decoding 
capability, called adaptive decoding, which allows 
the decoder to determine whether clustered errors 
or random errors have occurred in an incorrect mes
sage and to adapt its c:orrection process to the type 
of error pattern that is present. The type of error 
patterns to be corrected is decided beforehand, and 
a code is chosen to distinguish these patterns. When 
a message is received without the proper code 
structure, the decoder determines which error pat
tern has occurred. 



FAST FOURIER ANALYZER 

Prime Contractor : International Business ~vl achines 

Corpora tion, Federal Sys tems Division 

R e marks 
I Bi'vi's F as t Fourier Analyzer quickly and effi ciently 
p erforms signal processing operations, fas t F omier 
b·ansform , and complex multiplication. The most 
important fea ture of the Fast Fourier Analyzer is 
the fast Fourier h·ansform a nev.r computational al
gorithm tha t reduces computa tion time for signal 
processing functions such as spectTum analysis and 
digital filteri11g. Many signal processing problems 
can b e solved fas ter and more economically than 
b efore . The fas t Fomier b·an sform is a computa
tionally effici ent method for obtaining the discrete 
Fourier b·ansform of a series of data samples. The 
b asic sys tem consists of a F as t Fourier Analyzer 
connected to an IBM Sys tem/ 360 cenb·al processor 
b y the IB M 2701 Parallel D ata Adapter unit. Signal 
~rocessing involves r epetitive mathematical ope_ra
tions p erformed on larae amow1ts of data . Usmg 
normal computer insb~Iction s , the processing is 
costly and time consuming. The Fas t Fourier Ana
lyzer provides a cost effective solution to signal 
processing. Once a channel command has been 
initiated , the F as t Fourier Analyzer operates in
dep endently of the cenb·al processing unit. Main 
storage cycle stealina is minimized because the 
ana lyzer contains sufficient storage for its own in
~ernal processing. Once a block of data is tl:an~
ferred from main storaae to the analyzer, 1t 1s 
processed indep endently b of the central processing 
unit and then transferred back to main storage. 
This releases the centl·al processing unit memory 
and ch annel for other processing. 
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SYSTEM/4 PI 

Prime Contractor: International Business Machines 
Corporation, F ederal Systems Divi sion 

Remarks 
IBM System/4 Pi is a new family of general-pur
pose computers built for aerospace applications, 
such as navigation and weapons delivery for air
craft, artillery fue control for battlefield systems 
and spacecraft guidance. The computers range in 
size from %0 cubic foot to 2 cubic feet. They are 
"hardened" to withstand tl1e temperature and vibra
tion exb·emes common to military and space en
vironments. System/ 4 Pi computers have been 
selected for several aerospace programs, including 
2 versions of the Ail· Force's F-111 variable-sweep
wing aircraft, the F-111D tactical fi ghter and FB-
111 strategic bomber. E ach aircraft uses 2 4 Pi 
computers, one for navigation, the otl1er for weap
ons delivery. Other applications include the Navy's 
EA-6B electronic vvarfare aii·craft, in an electronic 
system to process and correlate enemy radar data; 
the Navy's Target Identification and Acquisition 
System, an airborne system used with Standard 
ARM antiradiation missile; the Navy's A-6A attack 
aircraft ; the Ail· Force's Manned Orbiting Labora
tory; and both Navy and Air Force versions of the 
A-7 fighter-bomber. System/ 4 Pi makes the first use 
of read-only storage for computer logic conb·ol in 
aerospace systems. There are 3 System/ 4 Pi models: 
Model TC (tactical computer) for satellites, tactical 
missiles, helicopters and other applications requir
ing a very small, lightweight computer; Model CP 
(customized processor) for real-time computing ap
plications; and :Model EP (extended performance-) 
for applications that r equire real-time calculation of 
very large amounts of da ta. 



SYSTEMS 

AN/ ARN-90 AIRBORNE TACAN 
BEACON SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics, a division of In
ternational Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 

Remarks 
The original TACAN ANI ARN-52(V) was designed 
for use by military aircraft in conjunction with a 
mobile or fixed beacon. The T A CAN AN I ARN -90 
is an airborne _?ystem which adds the T ACAN air
to-air bearing capability to the already existing 
TACAN air-to-air distance capability of the AN/ 
ARN-52(V) (TACAN navigation equipment). The 
combined distance and bearing facility of an AN/ 
ARN-90-equipped aircraft may then provide 
TACAN navigational service to user aircraft. The 
ANI ARN-90 equipment complement consists of a 
Bearing Data Unit, a rotating Antenna (new de
signs), and a Receiver-Transmitter (modified AN/ 
ARN-52). This new system offers a wide choice of 
potential air-to-air applications including refueling, 
rendezvous and station keeping. It is compatible 
with the T ACAN System. 

TACAN MINIBEACON BNI-107 
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics, a division of In
ternational Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 

Remarks 
The DME/T ACAN Minibeacon (BN1-107) solves 
the important tactical problem of locating and sup
porting ground or airborne forces. Operated as a 
fixed surface, mobile surface or airborne beacon, 
the unit provides distance information to any air
craft carrying standard DME or TACAN equip
ment. This TACAN Minibeacon is capable 
of supplying both DME and DME plus bearing 
information to suitably equipped aircraft. Only a 
stub antenna (such as ITT type 1052189) is required 
for DME service; the newly developed rotating an
tenna, YN1-107, plus a special video card, is re
quired when both DME and bearing service is 
desired. Obviously, any aircraft equipped with an 
inverse mode TACAN capability can obtain both 
DME and bearing information from this trans
ponder when it is configured for DME service only. 
Several of these Minibeacons have been built and 
successfully tested by both the U.S. Air Force and 
the Army. 



SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 
EARTH TERMINAL 

Prime Contractor: ITT Defense Communications, a 
division of International Telephone and Telegraph 
Corporation 

Rent arks 

This satellite communication ear th terminal is situ
a ted in Buitrago, Spain, 50 miles north of - 11adrid, 
and was built by ITT Defense Communications 
Division for Campania Telefonica Nacional ?e 
Espana, t~e national telephone company of .sp~m. 
The termmal provides Spain with a commurucahon 
gateway to North and South America via the Intel
sat series of commercial communication satellites. 
The terminal permits simultaneous transmission 
over 10 message links and a television circuit. 
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SATELLITE NAVIGATION SHIPBOARD 
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 
Prime Contractor: ITTFL-Aerospace, San Fer
nando, a division of International Telephone and 
Telegraph Corporation 

Remarks 

The AN/SRN-9 Radio Navigation Set was devel
oped and produced by ITTFL-Aerospace for ship
board use by the U.S. Navy in obtaining precise 
position fixes from the Navy Navigation Satellite 
System (formerly designated TRANSIT). The dual
channel, phase lock receiver, with its unique conical 
helix ai~tenna, acquires from the satellite's signals 
the orbital parameters of the satellite, its Doppler 
shift and refraction index, and formats these to en
able a digital computer to provide a position fix in 
direct readout of latitude and longitude, with an 
accuracy better than .1 nautical mile. The equip
ment operates reliably in all weather conditions, 
worldwide, with an acctrracy unaffected by seasonal 
or diurnal ionospheric shifts. The system has been 

SYSTEMS 

in operational Navy use since 1964. Its declassifica
tion in 1967 has opened up its use in commercial 
and scientific oceanographic applications with the 
Model 4007 AB commercial version of the equip- _ 
ment. Both the naval and commercial versions are 
being produced in quantity and have been proven 
in operational use. 

·-
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PORTABLE AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION 
TRACKER 

Prime Contractor: ITTFL-Aerospace, a division of 
International_ Telephone and Telegraph Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
The Portable Automatic Calibration Tracker 
(PACT) system was developed for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard 
Space Flight Center to calibrate Space Tracking 
and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN) anten
nas . The system comprises an electrooptical sensor 
and X-Y mount assembly, and subsystems for mount 
control, data processing, display and printout. A 
4,500-watt quartz iodine light source supplied with 
the system is mounted concentrically with a radar 
beacon antenna on a calibration aircraft. Simul
taneous tracking of optical and radio-frequency 
targets by PACT and a STADAN antenna facilitates 
calibration of antenna pointing angles. Manual con
trol,is exercised -during target acquisition; after the 
target has been acquired, the system tracks auto
matically. 

AN/ SPS-48 3-DIMENSIONAL RADAR 
Prime Contractor: ITT Gilfillan Inc., International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 

Remarks 
The AN/SPS-48 is a long-range, 3-dimensional 
search radar designed for shipbo~rd ~se. Operating 
as an air defense and target designation radar, the 
system uses techniques of ~re.quency scan.ning and 
multiple pencil beam radiation to provide lon~
range detection high data rate and full volumetnc 
coverage. The r~dar was dey~loped .b~ ITT Gilfillan 
specifically for U.S. Navy gmd~d missile destl·?~ers, 
frigates, cruisers, attack earners and amphibiOus 
force flagships. 



GROUND CONTROL 
APPROACH QUADRADAR 

Prime Contractor: ITT Gilfillan Inc., International 
T elephone and Telegraph Corporation 

Remarks 
The Quadradar is a complete, 4-in-1 ground control 
approach radar which provides precision approach, 
surveillance, height finding and taxi radar coverage 
for air h·affic control. On final approach the ITT 
Gilfillan Quaclradar presents to the operator the 
range, bearing and altitude of all aircraft within 
40 miles. The data is used to keep the pilots on op
timum courseline and glidepath to touchdown. The 
Quadradar provides 360-degree smveillance cover
age to the 40-mile range, permitting the operator 
to control terminal traffic 'vvhile establishing final 
approach patterns. Accurate altitude information 
on any aircraft up to 50,000 feet makes the Quad
radar's height-finding system a valuable aid to 
complete air h·affic control. The Quadradar's taxi 
coverage provides surface surveillance permitting 
an expanded view of aircraft or other objects on the 
runway. 
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FLITE-PATH DISPLAY 
Prime Contractor: Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics 
Corporation 

Remarks 
Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation has 
developed a revolutionary new aircraft instrumenta
tion system for light aircraft, the Kaiser Flite-Path 
Display. It is an electronic system that integrates 
data from many of the currently used standard 
instruments and converts it into a TV picture that 
can be scanned by the pilot as though he were 
flying in visual contact with the real world. Instead 
of the "black ball" artificial horizon in present use, 
the pilot sees in his TV-type picture a realistic 
portrayal of a light sky, dark ground with small 
symbols that represent earth featmes, and a high
way that diminishes in perspective toward the hori
zon. The earth-feature symbols first appear as small 
fields on the horizon and increase in size as they 
move down the TV screen so that the pilot feels he 
is moving over the eartl1 belovl. In a turn, the sym
bols move sideways, giving the real-world impres
sion that the landmarks remain stationary and the 
aircra!t is turning away. The "highway in the sky" is"' 
supenmposed over tl1e basic display and directs the 
pilot to ~is destination. The path is positioned by 
mformatwn that has been processed from radios, 
a gyro compass and an altitude sensor. 



SYSTEMS 

AN/USQ-28 AERIAL SURVEYING AND 
MAPPING SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
The AN/USQ-28 is the first of a new class of ad
vanced airborne electronic photography systems 
that completely integrates aerial surveying and 
photomapping techniques with computer control. 
The system includes mapping cameras of advanced 
design which, with their support equipment, are 
located in a pressurized compartment in the botto~ 
of the forward section of the fuselage. Above this 
compartment is the Navigator's Station, with an ex
tremely accurate Navigator's Viewfinder and the 
controls for the Inertial Reference Unit. The other 
subsystems, which include the Photographer's Sta
tion with Console and Viewfinder, the Shiran Op
erator's Station and related equipment, the Terrain 
Profile Recorder Console and the Digital Computer 
are located amidship and aft in the aircraft. These 
subsystems are integrated to provide the fastest and 
most accurate means available to obtain raw geo
detic and photomapping data. The AN/USQ-28 
system is capable of mapping 30,000 to 40,000 
squar e miles a day and will collect data on the loca
tion, altitude and angle at which the photographs 
were taken. The program is directed by the Aero
nautical Systems Division, USAF, Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base. Kollsman has delivered a prototype 
system and 3 production models for installation in 
Boeing RC-135A aircraft operating at Forbes AFB, 
Kansas, home of the 1370th Photo Mapping Wing. 
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CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Kollsman Insb·ument Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
The Air Data Computer, in production for the Boe
ing 737, stretched DC-8 and executive jets, was 
developed to meet requirements of commercial jet 
transports for an accurate, modular computing 
system. It operates with proven electromechanical 
and pneumatic computing elements. Design of the 
system is completely modular in construction to 
provide maximum configuration flexibility. Design 
of the basic computer is not affected by the con
figuration selected to meet individual airline re
quirements. The basic computation provides the 
autopilot with altitude and airspeed from pneu
matic inputs of static pressure and total pressure. 
Information modules can be converted to provide 
altitude, altitude hold and altitude rate outputs to 
panel indicators, autopilots, cabin pressurization 
systems and the automatic altitude reporting sys
tem. The computer can also be converted to pro
vide airspeed and airspeed hold outputs. Addition 
of a Mach module and other conversions will pro
vide Mach number outputs, static source error cor
rection of altitude and airspeed and the generation 
and transmission of true airspeed, saturated air 
temperature, Mach trim signals and other values. 
The computations are performed with Kollsman 
transducers that use- basic altitude and airspeed 
mechanisms. The system is mechanically calibrated 
to eliminate any possibility of changes in accuracy 
or repeatability caused by aging or temperature 
changes. 



APOLLO OPTICAL UNIT ASSE.M.BLY AND 
LUNAR MODULE ALIGNMENT TELESCOPE 

Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corpora
tion 

Remarks 

The Optical Unit Assembly (photo) is the primary 
component of the Apollo Guida.nce and Navigation 
optical subsystem. The assembly consists of a scan
ning telescope and a sextant, '~ hich are used in con
junction with the inertial guidance system and on
board computer to p eriodically es tabbsh an inertial 
r eference for measurements and computation, to 
align the inertial reference by precise optical sight
ings and to compute the position and velocity of 
the spacecraft by optical navigation and inertial 
guidance. Different optical measurem ents are made 
a t different phases of the Apollo ilight. During orbi
tal and midcourse flight phases, optical measure
m ents are used to provide information for deter
rn.ining the position of the vehicle. The OUA Sextant 
is comprised of a telescope and sextant head. The 
telescope is a 28-povver instrument with a 1.8-degree 
fi eld of view. Field-of-view accuracy is 10 seconds 
of arc. The Scanning T elescope is a single line of 
sight, unity power, 60-degree field of view instru
m ent. It is used primarily for target acquisition and 
l.11own landmark b earing measurements. The Abgn
ment Optical Telescope is carried aboard the Lunar 
'tvlodule and mounted on a common base with the 
Inertial Measurement Unit. It is used in conjunc
tion vvith the guidance computer to align th~s stable 
inertial reference before and during descent to, and 
prior to launch from, the lunar surface. The AOT is 
a periscopic insh·ument which provides an instan
taneous 60-degree field of view fixed in elevation, 
by means of an objective prism, at an angle of 45 
degrees above the horizontal. 
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GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 

Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corpora
tion 

Remarks 
The Goddard Experiment Package is a scientific ex
periment for the second Orbiting Astronomical Ob
servatory. The Experiment Package consists of a 
38-inch spectrophotometric telescope and its asso
ciated electromechanical control and data-han
dling equipment. The mission of the GEP is to meas
ure the ulh·aviolet radiation intensity of many 
selected stars . Star data that is acquired is arranged 
by the GEP into a form acceptable to the OAO 
Spacecraft. The spacecraft stores the data and, 
upon interrogation from a ground station, transmits 
the data to the ground station. In addition to data 
transmission, the spacecraft provides a stable plat
form that can be commanded to orient the experi
ment as required, supplies power to the experiment 
and provide's a sys tem for radio communication 
with the experiment. The telescope, the spectrom
eter, the mechanism, the detectors, the fine guid
ance and associated equipment are all contained on 
or within the optical structure. This assemblage is 
40 inches in diameter and 112 inches in length and 
weighs 860 pounds. The data accumulators, the 
digital status-data circuits and the control elec
tronics are all contained within the Digital Bay 
Rack. This assembly is housed in Bay E4 of the 
spacecraft. Its volume is approximately 1 cubic f,oot, 
and it weighs 40 pounds. A second external unit, 
the Analog Bay Rack, is housed in Bay E5 of the 
spacecraft. It is approximately 1 cubic foot in size 
and weighs 55 pounds. 



SYSTEMS 

RADAR METEOROLOGICAL SET 
AN/FPS-77 (V) 
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Data and 
Controls Division 

Remarks 
The purpose of the Radar Meteorological Set is to 
display and record the vertical and horizontal cross 
section of weather phenomena, such as sto~m~, 
fronts and precipitation. Accomplishment .of th~s IS 

based on the principle that RF energy radwted mto 
space by the radar set is reflected by weather phe
nomena in varying amounts, depending o~ the com
position of the phenomena. The return signals are 
processed and displayed on cathode. ray tubes, 
which provide true range, height and azimuth bear
ing information. A permanent record of the weather 
information is made by photographing the cathode 
ray tube displays with a Polaroid camera .. The 
Radar Meteorological Set consists of a Receiver
Transmitter, an Antenna, an Operating Console and 
a Remote Indicator. Its operating characteristics 
are as follows: maximum range 200 nautical miles, 
PRF -324PPS which can be synchronized to other 
radars in the range of 186-324PPS, frequency ~50-
5650 MHZ, power 250 kilo~atts (pulse), recei~er 
noise figure 9.5 decibels maximum. The operatmg 
console (shown) is the heart of the Radar Meteoro
logical Set; it contains the 3 ma~n displays and pro
vides all the necessary operating voltages. The up
per part of the console houses the RHI and A/ R 
scopes; the center portion houses the amplifier
detector, the PPI scope and the reference signal 
gen€rator. More than 100 Radar Meteorological Sets 
have - been- delivered to the U.S. Air Force to be 
used as an integral part of the 433L Weather Ob
servation and Forecasting System. 
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TELEMETRY STATION 

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc. , Electronic 
Instrumentation Division 

Remarks 
The typical station consists of 4 TDM Type I Sta
tions, 2 TDM Type III Stations, one Test Sta tion 
for checking out the Type I and Type III Stations, 
one TDM Type II Station with rela ted TDM T es t 
Unit, Digital-to-Analog Conversion Sys tem, Data 
Correction Unit, Computer Formatter and Analog 
and Digital Displays such as bar graphs, oscillo
graphs and pen recorders. The TDM Stations re
ceive input signals from the receivers and tape 
recorders and arrange the resulting data in a com
mon language format. The common language for
mat consists basically of the data words in parallel 
broadside form, identiRcation codes for the words, 
and related sync information. This common lan
guage output is applied to the Digital-to-Analog 
Conversion System for subsequent visual display, 
and to the Data Correction unit prior to being 
formatted on the computer tape by the Computer 
Formatter. The Type I Stations, the Type III Sta
tions and the Test Station, all manufactured by 
LSIIEID, form a complete operational decommuta
tion system. Each Type I Station is capable of re
ceiving PCM, PAM, PDM or FM data. A centtal
ized core memory contained in the Type I Stations 
permits rapid changing of the station logic con
figurations for handling different input formats. 
The Type II Stations accept PAM, PDM or FM 
data with format programming. The operational 
readiness of the 4 Type I and 2 Type III Stations is 
easily and automatically evaluated by the single 
Test Station. Complete diagnostic routines are gen
erated to check all critical parameters of each sta
tion under test. 



AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler Inc., Astronics 
Division 

Remarks 

The AN/ ASW-26 Automatic Flight Control System 
(AFCS) used in the LTV Aerospace Corporation 
A-7 A Corsair II is a solid-state, high-gain stick steer
ing system that uses series -h ·draulic actuators. 
Dual channels (each having a dual actuator) are 
used for each of the 3 axes. Provisions are included 
to disconnect both channels automatically if the 
dual ac tuator fails to track within a prescribed per
centage. The LSI-produced electronics for the 3 
axes are packaged in 3 separate containers , one for 
each dual-channel axis, and they are housed in the 
same shock-mounted rack. A conunon elapsed-time 
indicator, mounted on the rack, records the oper
ating time and presents this information in digital 
form. Plug-in modules are used throughout the sys
tem. A test connector, mounted on the front panel 
of each computer (control amplifier) , provides a 
quick means of conducting troubleshooting tests 
without disturbing the installation. It is possible to 
monitor the position of each of the 3 dual actuators 
and to display this information on visual indicators 
in the cockpit. System control switches and channel 
monitor lights are also mounted in the cockpit. The 
system incorporates a self-tes t capacity which al
lows preflight tests to be p erformed in the cockpit. 
Self-test rate gyros and normal accelerometers form 
a part of this system. The self-tes t system also 
checks the monitor system for normal operation. 
Components of the system (shm:v:n clockwise from 
top) are dual yaw, pitch and roll computers; dual 
stick force sensor; mode selector; and h·im indica
tors. 
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DC STATIC CONTROL PANEL 

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Power Equip
ment Division 

SYSTEMS 

Remarks 
This DC Static Control Panel makes unusual use of 
integrated circuits and incorporates all features pos
sible for a 28-volt DC system in one extremely com
pact panel. The unit includes a solid-state voltage 
regulator which provides fast response (1 milli
second) and high reliability (30,000 hours mean 
time between failures). The unit also offers over
voltage protection, overexcitation protection, 
ground fault protection, reverse current protection, 
generator polarity reversal protection, equalizer re
lay and accurate load division. The control panel 
has many advantages over its electromechanical 
predecessor. The unit is 9 pounds lighter, substan
tially smaller, can regulate over wider current load 
range, allows closer regulation and has a much 
faster response time. Through this new design, 
LSI/PED gives greater reliability to aircraft usina 
DC elech·ic power systems. 
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VARIABLE SPEED CONSTANT FREQUENCY 
(VSCF) SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Power Equip
ment Division 

Remarks 
The Variable Speed Constant Frequency (VSCF) 
system is a new electrical generating system which 
eliminates the hydromechanical constant-speed drive 
and directly reduces operating costs substantially as 
compared to advance-design CSDs presently in op
eration. The VSCF system is composed of 4 com
ponents in standard ARINC packages. The fre
quency converter control unit and filter (shown) are 
completely solid state, leaving the generator's rotor 
as the only moving (rotating) component. The type 
of generator used in the VSCF system is an oil
cooled, brushless, rotating rectifier machine with a 
rated line-to-line voltage at 162 to 184 volts or 324 
to 368 volts, depending on whether a low-voltage 
or high-voltage system is selected for the aircraft 
installation. The type of system selected is primarily 
dependent upon the length of the generator feeders 
to the frequency converter. The frequency converter 
is the heart of the VSCF system. It receives the vari
ous frequencies and electronically changes them to 
a selected single frequency which can be precisely 
slaved to any reference, such as a crystal oscillator. 
The LSI VSCF system offers many technological 
advantages over constant-speed drive systems. The 
relatively few moving parts help increase reliability 
and lower operating costs. Use of integrated circuits 
results in .smaller and lighter components. Frequent 
inspections-·are not required and a lower skill level 
is required- for maintenance because of the sim
plicity of the electrical design. By the nature of the 
components, VSCF also demonstrates flexibility in 
packaging of equipment. 

R-232 

AN/TPQ-ll CLOUD HEIGHT RADAR 

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Data and Con
trols Division 

Remarks 

The AN/TPQ-11 Cloud H eight Radar has been 
designed specifically to measure the profile of cloud 
density directly overhead between 500 and 60,000 
feet, and to provide a paper tape recording with 
graphic indication of cloud density, altitude and 
time. The equipment components may be deployed 
with considerable flexibility, the transmitter, anten
nas and receiver being located as outdoor equip
ment up to 600 feet from the control console. Two 
major outputs are available: a modified "A" scope 
presentation in the control console and a facsimile 
chart recording generated by a recorder that may 
be mounted either atop the console or up to 50 
feet away. The system operates in the Ka Band 
(34,500 to 35,600 megacycles); .5 microsecond 
pulses, at the rate of 100 pulses per second, are 
directed upward by the transmitting antenna. The 
radar echoes, which result because of scattering of 
the transmitted pulses, are intercepted by a second 
antenna and the radar receiver. The results are 
viewed on a cathode ray tube display on the con
sole, which presents the echoes and range. In addi
tion, the radar signals are processed so that a fac
simile recording of cloud density is produced. The 
profile of cloud density directly overhead, between 
500 and 60,000 feet, is thus measured and recorded 
on paper tape. Over 50 Cloud Height Radar Sets 
have been delivered to the U.S. Air Force to be used 
as an integral part of the 433L Weather Observation 
and Forecasting System. 



TELEMETRY DECOMl\'IUTATION AND 
DISPLAY SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Electronic In
strumenta tion Division 

Remarks 
The LSI ~1Iodel 680 TDDS is capable of accepting 
and decommutating 4 s_imultaneous data links at a 
bit rate of 1,024,000 bits per second per link. Addi
tional arithmetic computations are performed and 
messages formatted for output to the displays, the 
l~e printers and the t) pewriters. The system con
~tsts of 4 T elemetry Processing Subsystems in con
JUnction with one Central Control Console and 
various standard computer peripheral equipments 
at~d analog quick-look equipment. The TDDS con
tams all the necessary equipments to accept infor
mation that is pulse code modulated (PCM), pulse 
amplitude modulated (PAM) and pulse duration 
modulated (PDM). Under the conb·ol of the in
structions in the executive program, the 680 pre
s e~ts selected digitized data to displays, data tr·ans
mtssion equipment, digital-to-analog converters, 
and IBM compatible magnetic tape recorders. The 
sy~tem can accommodate any of the presently oper
a~wnal telemetr-y formats, and it is designed to pro
v.l~e total flexibility and anti-obsolescence for an
hctpated future requirements by the use of stored 
program equipment and program conb·olled periph
erals throughout the system. The system utilizes 4 
general-purpose digital computers, 4 special-purpose 
telemetry processors ·with the associated sianal con
ditioning and synchronizing equipment, 12° state-of
tl~e~art CRT display /keyboard stations, 240 10-bit 
d~g~tal-to-analog converters , 4 high-speed ( 150 ips) 
~1g1tal magnetic tape units, 2 medium-speed ( 600-
line-per-minute) line printers , one digital modem 
buffer an~ 4 paper tape and teletype stations to
getl~er \Vtth a complement of card processing 
eqmpment. 

SYSTEMS 

ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT 

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 
The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit is a backpack de
vice designed to permit an astronaut to leave his 
orbiting capsule and perform useful tasks in space, 
looking toward the clay when man will assemble 
and service spacecraft in orbit, tr·ansfer from vehicle 
to vehicle and move equipment. The AMU equips 
the pressure-suited astronaut with a complete pro
pulsion system for maneuvering, an automatic sta
bilization system and 2-way communications, plus 
oxygen, pressure and temperah1re systems. The 160-
pouncl pack has sufficient oxygen for nearly 2 hours 
of operation outside the parent spacecraft. The 
astr·onaut maneuvers and travels by operating con
trols located on 2 arms extending forward of the 
pack. The pack has 12 hyclroaen peroxide reaction 
jets, 4 firing forward, 4 rearw~rd, 2 up and 2 down. 



SYSTEMS 

SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR 

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 
This cylindrical simulator, 12 feet in diameter and 
11 feet deep, permits testing of space equipment 
and vehicles at extreme h eat and cold to simulate 
actual space flight. It can simulate orbital altitude 
up to 200 miles, space thermal radiation levels, solar 
radiation, intensity and spectral distribution and 
orbital motion relative to the "sun." Gemini and 
Apollo astronauts' space suits have been tested in 
this simulator under h eat and cold conditions. 
Liquid nitrogen flowed through coils permits tests 
at temperatures as low as minus 320 degrees F ahr
enheit. T wenty· _xenon-mercury high-pressure lamps 
of 2,500 watts each permit solar simulation tem
peratures. 

MANEUVERING WORK PLATFORM AND 
SPACE TAXI 

Prime Conb·actor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 

Two advanced extravehicular units, which could 
operate from a spacecraft to p erform consb·uction, 
maintenance and servicing tasks at orbital \Vork
sites, have been designed by LTV Aerospace 
Corporation's Missiles and Space Division. The 
company performed conceptual design work and 
constructed full-scale mock-ups under conb·act to 
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The Maneu
vering Work Platform (shown), or MWP, is an open 
"space-going tool shop" with which a space-suited 
astronaut could maneuver, b·avel to a structure and 
anchor to the worksite by means of extendible dock
ing and anchoring grapplers. The Space Taxi is 
completely enclosed, permitting "shirt-sleeve" en
vironment, and has remotely conb·olled manipu
lators in addition to anchoring grapplers. E ach 
vehicle has its own propulsion system, automatic 
stabilization system, power supply, life-support sys
tem, communications, displays and other equip
ment to opera te independent of the p arent space
craft. The basic work platform is ~esigned to carry 
some 215 pounds of hand tools, mamtenance equip
ment, diagnostic equipment and spares on board 
plus an external supply of expendables weighing up 
to 200 pounds. However, by using modules such as 
a tanker section or a "truck bed," it could accomm0 _ 

date far greater loads. The Space Taxi could carry 
nearly 400 pounds of such equipment on board 
plus some 800 pounds of expendables mounted ex~ 
ternally. Each would be propelled and maneuvered 
by 25 hydrazine-powered jets. The work platforrn 
can be extended to accept a variety of modules, in
cluding a variable-geometry cargo frame which can 
be assembled in space, without tools, from inter
changeable aluminum tubing sections. 



AGIL I AND AGIL ll 

Prime Contractor : LTV Electr·os) stems, Inc., a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Rmnarks 
The Airborne General Illumination Light set (AGIL) 
was developed and produced for the Air Force 
by LTV Electr·osystems, Inc. , Greenville, Texas. 
Mou~ted in a C-123 aircraft, the original system 
con~am~d 28 lo!1g arc xenon lamps and was capable 
of h ghtmg a cu·cle 2 miles in diameter to 4 times 
the brilliance of a full moon from an altitude of 
12,000 feet. L ater d evelopments include both an 
improved 28-lamp system and a portable 3-lamp 
unit, completely self-contained, "vhich can be oper
a ted fr01:n a helic_opter. Either system is adaptable 
to a vanety _of ~1rborne vehicles and can provide 
continuous hghtmg for as lona a time as may be . d b require . 

AIRBORNE BATTLEFIELD COMMAND AND 
CONTROL CENTER (ABCCC) 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: LTV Electrosystems, Inc., a 
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. 

Remarks 
The Airborne Battlefield Command and Control 
Center (ABCCC), developed and produced for the 
Air Force by LTV Electrosystems, Inc. , at its Green
ville (Texas) Division, was prototype tes ted in Viet
nam and later produced in fleet quantities. ABCCC 
enables battlefield commanders to direct land, sea 
and air forces in a combat area while airborne in a 
C-130 aircraft or on the ground in a stra tegic area. 
Housed in a van which exactly fills tl1e cargo com
partment of a C-130, ABCCC uses aircraft power 
and antennas installed in aircraft str·ucture while 
airborne. In 2 hours, ABCCC can b e removed from 
the aircraft and can operate from a standard power 
cart, using its own antennas. The van is completely 
self-contained and is mounted on reb·actable wheels. 
It is equipped with a visual situation display and 
has complete communications links in HF, UHF 
and VHF, with 14 operating stations (photo), each 
provided with a hinged writing surface and a pedes
tal console equipped for fingertip selection of any of 
4 transceivers in the 20-transceiver bank. 



SYSTEMS 

AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Aircraft Service 
Company 

Remarks 
The aerospace industry's first automatic airborne 
data acquisition system (ADAS) was developed and 
m anufactured by Lockheed Aircraft Service Com
p any. First units were delivered to Trans World Air
lines for its fleet of DC-9 je t transports. The DC-9 
installation, monitoring 50 separate parameters of 
engine information, marked the first fleetwide ap
plication of automatic airborne data collection to 
provide a daily "h ealth report" on aircraft engines 
and systems. ADAS is d esigned to reduce DC-9 
cockpit paper work by automatically recording data 
reflecting the state of performance of all monitored 
components. Recorded on punched paper tape, data 
is transmitt~d by teletype to the airline's overhaul 
base at Kan~as City, Missouri, where rapid com
puter analysis and printout permit quick and accu
rate diagnosis of m aintenance requirements. 

R-236 

EJECTABLE RECORDING SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Aircraft Service 
Company 

Remarks 
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company has installed 
the Lockheed Ejectable Recording System in the 
Military Airlift Command fleet of 4_2 C-133 air~raft. 
The system re tains a 15-hour, contmuous record of 
critical aircraft engine and system operations. _A 4-
channel voice recorder also retains a 30-mmute 
closed loop tape record of all cockpit _a~·ea a_nd _rilot
to-crew conversation. A crash posrtion mdrcator 
beacon also housed in a single airborne recorder 
packag~, signals location of the aircraft in even_t of 
an accident. The airborne recorder package shcles 
into the tail of the C-133 transport aircraft as a 
small file drawer slides into a filing cabinet. The 
recording system will withstand fire and shock a~
sociated with a land accident. In the event of accr
dent over water, it is automatically ejected from the 
aircraft upon submersion. The reco~·der packag~ 
floats, and its b eacon serves as a hommg target fm 
recovery. 



l\'IUL TIFUNCTION HELICOPTER 
ROTOR-BLADE RADAR SYSTEM 
Prime Conb·actor: Lockheed Elecb·onics Company, 
~v!ilita ry Systems Division 

Remarks 
Lockheed Electronics Company has designed, de
veloped and flight te_? ted a Multifunction H elicop
ter Hotor-Blade Hadar S) stem. Unique featmes of 
the system are the rotor-blade antenna providing 
360-degree radar visibility for ground mapping, and 
an orthogonally placed vertical antenna giving the 
third spatial dimension-elevation. The combined 
use of the rotor-blade and vertical antennas is called 
the cross-beam sys tem. This approach extends the 
rotor blade radar b eyond the mapping mode to a 
b·ue multifunctional radar. The cross-beam system, 
proved in flight tests, adds terminal navigation/ 
landing, terrain clearance / avoidance, weapons/ mu
nitions delivery and air-to-ground signaling capa
bilities to the h elicopter's versatility. Major advan
tages of the rotor blade antenna are large antenna 
aperture for narrow azimuth b eam-width and high 
mapping resolution, unimpeded radar vision ( 360 
degrees, map mode) , increased azimuth data rate in 
forward sector scan (multiblade use) , inherent azi
muth scanning at rotor blade speed undisturbed 
aircraft aerodynamics and performance, and savings 
in vital aircraft space and weight. The Lockheed 
Electronics Company multifunction helicopter rotor
blade radar is a highly compatible system b ecause 
its modular design and an "around-the-mast" RF 
rotary joint, in addition to the in-line rotary joint, 
make the radar adaptable to both hollow and solid 
drive shaft helicopters . In photo, flight test of the 
system aboard Enstrom F-28 test-bed. 

SYSTEMS 

RADAR SET AN/VPS-2 
Pr~e Contractor: Lockheed Electronics Company, 
Military Systems Division 

Remarks 
Radar set AN/VPS-2 was designed and is being 
produced by Lockheed Elecb·onics Company as 
an integral part of the U.S. Army's forward area 
Vulcan Air Defense System. The radar automati
cally provides accurate range and range rate inputs 
to the fire control system. Since the radar set oper
ates in a high clutter en:vironment, it has been de
signed to acquire and track a moving target which 
is bmied below a signal retmn from ground clutter 
10,000 times as large as the target. The Doppler 
principle is used to discriminate bet\veen stationary 
targets and moving targets. The equipment is a 
coherent Doppler, moving target indicator (MTI), 
X-band radar. When there are no targets in the 
radar line of sight, the radar automatically searches 
in range and a target within its range will be ac
quired automatically. After lock-on, the radar con
tinuously tra_nsmits the range and range rate values 
to the gun sight as analog voltages. To prevent the 
radar from losing targets that may move into a fade 
area, an automatic coast feature is provided. This 
feahue enables the radar to continue to track, for 
a short time, a faded target so that it may be reac
quired vvhen it comes out of the fade, without inter
rupting the fire control solution. Modular design is 
used to facilitate maintenance and to enhance ac
cessibility of units for replacement. Equipment is 
housed in small units so that it will fit within the 
limited vehicle space available. Hadar circuitry is 
completely solid state, except for the klystron RF 
power amplifier. Microcircuit units are used in all 
digital elements of the equipment. Provisions are 
included for rapid boresighting of the antenna and 
for checking the operation of the equipment in the• 
field. A neon lamp monitors the RF energy trans
mitted while a pmver meter may be used to check 
transmitter tuning. 

R-237 



SYSTEMS 

VISUAL APPROACH PATH INDICATOR 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Industrial Products 

Remarks 

Lockheed Industrial Products in Atlanta is the man
ufacturing facility for the Lockheed-Georgia Com
pa~y in certain fields of ground support equipment 
for its aircraft and for cargo loading systems appli
cable to rail, air and sea transportation. LIP has 
introduced the Mark II Visual Approach Path Indi
cator, an optic.a~ device which enables private pilots 
to make precisiOn approaches and landings. Em
ploying a tricolored beam of amber, green and red, 
the pilot can tell his r elative angle of approach to 
the airstrip by straight-line sight. Amber means he 
is too high, r ed too low; the green light is the safety 
zone for a smooth and safe landing. 

Specifications 

Weight 35 pounds; unit size 21x21 inches, 7% 
inches high; 3 power sources through a trans
former, 110, 220 and 6 volts. Light is a 35-watt high
intensity reflector bulb which consumes 1/400 kilo
watt per hour. Cast aluminum dome protects against 
ground equipment. 

P~rformance 
Visibility 12 miles at night. 

R-238 

RADA (RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE 
ADDRESS) 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Orlando Division 

Remarks 

In advanced status, RADA is a project directed 
toward phase development of a dial telephone sys
tem with the mobility of the vehicular radio in bat
tlefield communications. Under project management 
of Army Materiel Command, RADA is envisioned 
as being able to handle voice, teletype, facsimile 
and data transmission within an Army combat divi
sion without use of heavy, fixed switching centers 
or the time-consuming and dangerous laying of wire 
during battle. RADA would provide for priority 
service among selected subscribers, conference calls 
and area warning. It would provide complete pri
vacy of communication between sender and re
ceiver. Intended to be extremely portable and 
adaptable to all military vehicles, RADA is a radio 
system in which simultaneous transmissions could 
occur within a common frequency band without 
mutual interference. The subscriber set (photo), 
which has the features of a portable touch-tone 
telephone, automatically selects an available fre
quency within the allotted band and broadcasts the 
address of the called party. Distant subscribers are 
reached automatically through range extension units. 



SNAP-9A RADIOISOTOPE 
THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR 

Prime Conb·actor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Baltimore Division 

Ren1arks 
Two SNAP-9A radioisotope thermoelectric genera
tors are in orbit aboard Navy navigation satellites 
(in photo, SNAP-9A is finned cylinder). The one 
launched in September 1963 was the first all-nuclear 
power system to be used on a satellite. The second 
is part of a 3-satellite navigational system for fleet 
units. It is the only one in the system to be atom
powered. The others are powered by solar cells. 

Specifications 
Finned cylinder shape, 20 inches in diameter, 9% 
inches high; SNAP-9A fueled with plutonium-238; 
25 pounds. 

Method of Operation 
The generator has ~1o moving parts. Spontaneous 
decay of the plutonmm generates heat in the con
tainment block surrounding it. The h eat is trans
formed directly into electrical energy by a series of 
thermoelectric elements. 

SYSTEMS 

BIRDiE (BATTERY INTEGRATION AND 
RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT) 

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, 
Orlando Division 

Remarks 
BIRDiE is an electronic, semiautomatic air defense 
coordination and fire disu·ibution system which 
makes optimum use of elecu·onics, with human 
supervision imposed at critical points. BIRDiE pro
vides effective air defense by automatic acceptance, 
generation, processing and dish·ibution of p ertinent 
target data for guided missiles . It can also monitor 
and/ or direct fire unit activity and can even operate 
autonomously if higher command inputs are inter
rupted. One of its features is that all h !i1ctions of 
surveill~nce, entry, tr~cking, monitoring and friendly 
protectwn are combmed into a sinale situation dis-o 
play console. BIRDiE is u·ansistorized and u·ans-
portable. The system can be tailored to meet the 
size of the d efense battery requirements. 



SYSTEMS 

MINESWEEPER LIQUID SPRINGS 

Prime Contractor: Menasco Manufacturing Com
pany 

Remarks 
A new concept in naval ininesweeping has resulted 
in the application of blast protection techniques for 
both ship command and control personnel and vital 
systems equipment. A system has been designed 
which locates these personnel and this equipment 
within a modular pilot house. The module is in turn 
isolated from the ship structure by an interreacting 
system of 8 liquid springs. This system affords isola
tion from the effects of very severe displacements 
and accelerations transmitted through the hull in 
the event of any hostile weapons detonations. Liq
uid springs were chosen as the shock and blast 
mitigators of this integrated system because of their 
outstanding reliability and minimal maintenance 
requirements, their inherent characteristics of 
widely variable static load and input dynamics, 
and thousands-of-cycles repeatability. Similar units 
have been in service for years without indications 
of leakage or wear and have required no mainte
nance whatever. All materials utilized in these units 
are of the high-strength type, selected for maxi
mum resistance to salt spray corrosion and gal
vanic reactions. 

Specifications 
Envelope: diameter 8 inches, length 49 inches; miti
gating stroke plus or minus 7.5 inches; nominal pre
charge pressure 16,000 pounds per square inch. 

Performance 
The system mitigates the shock input to a 55,000-
pound module at a ratio of approximately 7 to 1. 

R-240 

P-3 ORION LANDING GEAR SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Menasco Manufacturing Com

pany 

Remarks 
The P-3 Orion Landing Gear System is made up of 
2 dual-wheel retractable main landing gears and a 
dual-wheel retractable nose gear. The nose gear is 
supplied with a sealed rack and pinion hydrau~c 
steering motor and control valve. Both t!1e mam 
gear and the nose gear make u~e of a foldmg drag 
brace and locking jury strut lmkage system. Also 
included on all gears is a wound sensing link~ge 
interlock system to prevent madve~·tent retra~twn 
of the gears during ground handlm~ operations. 
Other items in the landing gear system mclude sens
ing switches, wheels, brakes, _lights and required 
hydraulic lines and electrical bndles. 

Specifications 
Envelope: main landing gear length (trunnions to 
ground) 72 inches, width between trunn~ons 41 
inches; nose landing - gear length ( trunmons to 
ground) 58 inches, width _between trunnions 34 
inches; weights-main landmg gear 1,400 p~unds, 
nose landing gear 500 pounds, total per aircraft 
3,300 pounds. 



MINUTEMAN II AND ill GUIDAl~CE 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, Aerospace 
& Sys tems Group, North American Rochvell Cor
poration 

Remarks 
:Microelectronics is the key to major technical im
provements incorporated into the Air Force's Min
uteman II and III ICBMs. ew equipment being 
furnished by the Autonetics Division, associate con
tractor for guidance, flight control and ground 
check-out equipment, includes·an inertial guidance 
platform fea turincr use of pendulous integrating 

b . 
gyro accelerometers and a new gyrocompass azt-
muth assembly that provides backup to the primary 
optical reference; microelectronic airborne digital 
computer vvith exp anded memory capacity, func
tional capability, greater reliability and reduced 
size and weight; and liquid injection for more effi
cient Stage II rocket motor flight control. Most of 
the flight conb·ol elecb·onics have been incorporated 
into the "upstage" portion of the system, housed in 
the lightweicrht maPTiesium/ cork guidance body sec-

. o o I 
hon. The "downstacre" portion includes an angu ar 
accelerometer unit ~imilar to that in Minuteman I, 
Stage I and III nozzle control units , 2 Stage II elec
b·ohydraulic conb·ol units , and all-elecb·ical cabling. 
Key element in the missile's N17 guidance system is 
~e microelecb·onic computer that accepts inforn~a
hon from sensing insb·mnents matmted on the m
ertial platform and compares it with previou~ly 
stored information. When course and speed devta
tions are noted the computer sicrnals the fli 0crht con-

' b . 
trol equipment, which then directs rocket engme 
thrust tm:vard the proper trajectory. In preflight 
operational deployment, the computer per~orms 
regular checks and reports on missile flight readmess. 

POLARIS-POSEIDON SHIP'S INERTIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS (SINS) 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, Aerospace 
& Systems Group, North American Rock-well Cor
poration 

Remarks 
Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) enable 
Navy Polaris and Poseidon submarines to navigate 
submerged for long periods of time and to fix pre
cisely their missile-launching positions . This self
contained system consists basically of a digital com
puter, velocity meters and an inertial platform stabi
lized by gyroscopes. Automatically and accurately, 
SINS sense a ship's accelerations, measure them and 
provide results in the form of continuously avail
able position information, heading and velocity. 
Autonetics' first production-model SINS were in
stalled in 1959 aboard the Ge01·ge Washington, the 
nation's first Polaris submarine. Under subsequent 
contracts, Autonetics became SINS supplier for the 
balance of the Navy's 41-ship Fleet Ballistic Missile 
force and those being built in the United Kingdom 
for the Royal Navy. Autonetics is now modifying 
and updating SINS aboard 31 of these submarines 
for the advanced Poseidon missile. This model in
cludes an additional gyro that monitors and corrects 
the drift rates of other gyros to increase overall sys
tem accuracy. Other versions of the Autonetics' SINS 
are operational aboard U.S. Navy attack subma
rines, 3 attack carriers ( USS Ente1-p·rise, USS Inde
pendence and USS Range?") and 2 range tracking 
ships-the USS Twin Falls Victory in the Eastern 
Test Range, and the USNS Range Tmcker in the 
·western Test Range. 



SYSTEMS 

F-l05/Rl4A MULTIMODE, 
MONOPULSE RADAR 

Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, Aerospace 
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor
poration 

Remarks 
Under subcontract from Republic Aviation Divi
sion, the Autone tics Division of North American 
Rockwell Corporation has produced the R14A mul
timode, monopulse radar system, opera tionally de
ployed in F-105 Thunderchief fighter-bombers of 
the Air Force's Tactical Air Command. Integrated 
with missile-launching and air data computers, 
bombing and gun-firing systems, an optical sight 
and a stable platform, the R14A radar makes the 
F-105 one of the most versatile of USAF aircraft. 
It performs all radar functions on both low- and 
high-level missions and gives the F-105 capability 
for air-to-air search and automatic tracking, ground 
mapping, . terrain avoidance, contour mapping and 
air-to-ground ranging. Autonetics has delivered 
almost 800- of these radar systems. 

R-242 

F-Ill ADVANCED AVIONICS 

Prime Contractor: Autone tics Division, Aerospace 
& Systems Group, North American Rockwell Cor
poration 

Remarks 
F-1llD and FB-111 avionics, initially d esignated 
Mark II and Mark JIB, are second-genera tion sys
tems designed to give the Air Force's swing-wing 
F-1llD tactical fighter and FB-111 sb·ategic bomber 
pinpoint navigation and w eapons d elivery accuracy 
through an integrated, computer-conb·olled blend 
of navigators, radars, displays and other major sub
systems. FB-ll1 avionics will b e in all FB-111 a ir
craft. Flight tests b egan in 1968. F-1llD avionics, 
which will be used in all D versions of the F-111 
tactical fighter aircraft, are scheduled to become 
operational within a few years . F-111D and FB-lll 
avionics a re the nation's most advanced airborne 
systems. F-111D avionics is an integrated armament 
control system containing an attack radar, inertial 
navigation system, central digital computer com
plex, cockpit display system, 2 h ead-up displays, 
a multisensor display and vertical and horizontal 
situation displays. F-111D avionics enables the air
craft to p en eb·ate more safely and to find and de
stroy targe ts more easily. FB-1ll avionics is an 
integrated a rmament control system containing an 
inertial navigation system, cenb·al digital computer 
complex and related equipment. Autonetics is pro
ducing the N-161-1 inertial navigation set with a 12-
bit 4,096-word D26J-41 microelectronic inertial 
m easuring computer and a battery power supply; 
ANI APQ130 multimode radar; navigation and 
weapons delivery computers; head-up displays and 
display set; horizontal situation display; signal con
verter; display panels for stores control, flight data, 
navigation data, navigation control, test and mainte
nance; AN/ APN189 Doppler radar and stores man
agement. In photo, the D26J-41 computer. 



INTEGRATED COMMAND 
DISPLAY SYSTEMS 
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Rent arks 
Integ:ated display systems built ~y No~·thr~p C_or
poratwn gather far-Btmg operational mf01~1ah~n 
and convert the data to multicolored dynamic pro
jectim:s which help command and cono·ol_pers~m~el 
in their decision-makinc:r tasks. Such multlcolor cbs
plays now handle thee;, demands of mi~tar~ com
manders for clea. d tun· ely informatiOn m over cl an . . 
20 field locations. Three types of projection eqmp
ment, called Vigicon, generate the ~~rge-screen dis
play, virtually in real time. In addition, the c.ollec
tion of hard·ware in the intec:rrated command display 

· I d e;, • ·ncr table and tele-
system m~ u es a compu ter

1
, ~ aci tse;, The N orth~·op 

type eqmpment for manna mpu · . · · . · vide a vanety of 
N ortr ames systems now m use P1? . l . 
display tasks: satellite tracking, Imsslle la~n~? s~nm
lation, b·aining, military air an~ groun rsp ays, 
weapons control and Beet operatwn. 

TEST EVALUATION AND 
MONITORING SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The Navy's new Knox-class destroyer escorts have 
the Beet's fastest b·oubleshooter-an automatic 
check-out system that will continually monitor sonar 
gear, fu·e control radar and search radars, all crucial 
systems for combat. The Test Evaluation and Moni
toring System (TEAMS), developed and produced 
by Northrop Corporation's Nortronics Division, will 
make a check-out of the 4 sonar and radar sets 
aboard the ASvV ships in just 1% minutes. North
rop Norb·onics has a contract to supply 26 TEAMS 
for the 26 desb·oyer escorts scheduled to join the 
fleet in the next 3 years. TEAMS is capable of mon
itoring up to 10 major systems on the 4,100-ton 
ships, but will be used for the AN/SPS-10 sonar 
the AN I SPC-53A fire conb·ol radar and the AN j 
SPS-10 and AN I SPS-40 search radars. TEAMS auto
matically prints out test data whenever it finds a 
fault in L~e set being tested. It is programmed to'" 
sp?t marginal performance so that preventive re
pall·s can be made to keep the equipment on the air 
ready to respond a t all times. ' 



SYSTEMS 

AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

With orders for more than 250 airborne computers, 
Northrop is today one of the largest producers of 
such equipment in the United States. Northrop's 
di~ersified family of low-cost computers can be 
tailored to meet specific demands. Accomplishments 
of Northrop's Nortronics Division in the specialized 
computer field include: ( 1) a contract for airborne 
computers for the C-5 inertial-Doppler navigation 
system, (2) a contract for the computers for the C-5 
Malfunction Analysis and Recording (MADAR) 
system, (3) completion of USAF acceptance tests 
on the N~C-~050A and its integration into an .t?-ir 
Force navigatwn system for flight tests and ( 4) m
troduction of the NDC-1051 1060 and NDC-1070 
series of general-purpose airborne digital computers 
for aerospace uses. All are solid-state microelec
tronic devices for which an extensive library of 
checked-out routines, subroutines, tests and other 
~oftw_are -packages is available. In photo, the 56 
mtegrated circuit assemblies in the N ortronics NDC-
1051 conductively cooled logic section. 

R-244 

C-5 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 
The U.S. Air Force C-5, the world's largest aircraft, 
will be the first cargo plane to use both inertial and 
Doppler navigation systems. Northrop Corporation's 
Nortronics Division is producing the inertial-Dop
pler system under a contract awarded by Lockheed
Georgia, a division of Lockheed Aircraft Corpora
tion. Accuracy of the system will be better than 1 
nautical mile per hour. Without use of preflight 
ground equipment, the system will need only 25 
minutes to warm up and align itself in tempera
tures ranging from 65 degrees Fahrenheit to 160 
degrees Fahrenheit. The system includes the North
rop Floated Lightweight Inertial Platform (FLIP), 
primary and auxiliary digital computers, naviga
tional display and control panels, and Doppler radar, 
supplied by CPL. Combined memory capacity of 
the 2 Northrop computers in the system is 20,000 
words. Gyroscopes in the FLIP are also produced 
by Northrop. Small enough to fit into an average 
coffee cup, the gyros use ceramic gas bearings which 
increase the accuracy and life of the gyroscopes. 



APOLLO EARTH LANDING S"Y STEl\'1 

Prime Conh·actor: Northrop Corporation 

Remarks 

The Apollo Earth Landing S) stem quali£cation test 
program was completed in 1968. Certain system 
components \Vere redesianed as a result of an in
crease in weiaht of the Apollo Command 11odule 
from 11,000 t~ 13,000 pounds. Parachutes used in 
the system are nov.r 2 16.5-foot-diameter drogue 
parachutes, 3 7.2-foot-diameter ringslot pilot chutes, 
and 3 ringsail-type main parachutes each having a 
canopy diameter of 83.5 feet. Major improvements 
to the system were the utilization of larger drogues 
and a 2-step reefing method for the main para
chutes. System operation beains at an altitude of 
2.5,000 feet, where a baromehic pressure switch ini
tiate..: a pyrotechnic device which jettisons the for
ward heat shield, exposing the parachute compart
ment. Two seconds later, the chogue parachutes are 
mortar-deployed for stabilization and dec"eleration. 
At about 10,000 feet, the 3 pilot chutes are deploy~d, 
also by mortar, and each subsequently exh·acts 1ts 
resp~ctive main parachute. Landing speed is ap
proxn:na~ely 31 feet per second \;vith 3 parachutes 
funchonmg; 38 feet per second, with 2. 

R-245 

SYSTEMS 

Xl\'1129 GRENADE LAUNCHER 

Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 

Remarks 
The XM129 is a lightweight, externally powered 
grenade launcher which fires 40-millimeter, high
velocity M384/ M385 ammunition. A gear train ro
tates a drum cam which is mounted concenh·ic to 
the bore. The cam reciprocates the barrel one full 
cycle per revolution of the drum cam. The functions 
of feeding and firing are also governed by cams. 
The XM129 can be powered by a motor or hand 
crank at rates up to 440 shots per minute. It can be 
assembled to feed from either side; and, because 
the center of gravity coincides almost exactly with 
the centerline of the bore, mounting problems are 
greatly reduced. The XM129 is the area taraet 
weapon for t.h~ Army's A~-56A Chey~nne helic~p
ter. In addition to helicopter applications, ti1e 
XM129 is a candidate for use on .riverboats and 
ground vehicles. The XM129 is in quantity produc
tion at Aeronutronic for Army \iVeapons Command. 

Specifications " 

Weight 43 pounds; length 23.5 inches; width 8.9 
inches; hei~ht 9.2 inches; rate of fire up to 440 
shots per mmute; range 2,200 meters; muzzle veloc
ity 790 feet per second; method of feed, belt. 



SYSTEMS 

XMI40 AUTOMATIC GUN 

Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Ford Corporation 

Remarks 
The XM140 is an electrically powered, single-bar
reled automatic gun which fires the XM552 HE-DP 
30-millimeter dual-purpose ammunition. It is a 
lightweight, compact combination area and point 
target, aircraft-type weapon, with recoil force char
acteristics compatible with helicopter and light air
craft structural limits. Half of the entire gun mass 
is dyn-amically soft-mounted within the gun cradle 
so that peak recoil and counter recoil forces are 
minimized. An electric motor drives the reciprocat
ing barrel for chambering of the ammunition and 
to drive the feeder. Nominal fire rate is 425 shots 
per minute. The weapon can be assembled to feed 
from either side. Replacement of the entire gun in 
a turret can be accomplished in less than 5 minutes. 
The XM140 is the pri~ary armament on the Army's 
AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter. In addition, potential 
applications exist for the XM140 on ground and 
water vehicles. The XM140 is in final development 
by Aeronutronic for Army Weapons Command. 

Specifications 

Weight 150 pounds; length (barrel forward) 54.5 
inches; length (barrel rearward) 47 inches; width 
12.2 inches; height 14.4 inches; rate of fire 425 
shots per minute; ra_nge 3,000 meters; muzzle veloc
ity 2,200 feet per second; method of feed disinte-
grating link belt. ' 

R-246 

INTEGRAL WEIGHT AND 
BALANCE SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Pneuma Dynamics Corporation, 
National Water Lift Company Division 

Remarks 
The Integral vVeight and Balance System, desig
nated A/ A32H-8, is an elecb·onic sys tem which 
provides an instantaneous visual reading of an air
plane's gross w eight and center of gravity during 
loading. Commonly known as STOW (System for 
Take-Off W eight), the system is being installed and 
used in U.S. Air Force C-130 aircraft. STOW con
sists of strain gauge sensing elements. mounted in 
the airplane landing gear and a solid-state elec
tronic computer/ display. During the loading proc
ess, the change in deflection of the sb·ain gauge 
sensors results in changing electrical signals which 
are fed to a computer mounted in a suitable position 
in the airplane. Within the computer, the sensor 
signals are amplified and summed to derive an ana
log voltage for gross w eight. The gross w eight ana
log signal, along with the signals from the nose 
and forward main landing gear sensors, is applied 
to the center of gravity computing network. The 
resulting center of gravity computation is displayed 
by the computer as a percent of the mean aerody
namic chord. Thus, by merely pressing a button, 
the loadmaster can obtain an immediate reading of 
gross weight and center of gravity. STOW is a 
guarantee against inadvertent overload, wasteful 
underload and dangerous center of gravity condi
tions. Availability of accurate weight informati_on 
during loading permits better perform_ance with 
attendant reduction in fuel consumptiOn. Turn
around time is greatly reduced by quick determina
tion of weight and balance. The STOW system is 
accurate to within 1 percent under all normal op
erating conditions. 
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SATURN GROUND CO!\'lPUTER SYSTEM 

Prime Conb·actor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Electromagne tic and A' iation Syst ems Division 

Re1narks 

11le Saturn Ground Computer Sys tem is an on-line, 
real~time computer system utilized to perform auto
matic check-out and launch control ftmctions for 
the Saturn IB and Saturn V laund1 vehicles. The 
input/ output capabilities are tailored to NASA 
~leeds on the Apollo program. The RCA llOA SGCS 
~s very well-suited to m eet NASA requirements for 
mcreased automatic control, flexibility, check-out 
capacity, accuracy, speed and reliability. This com
puter system is the first process control machine to 
offer a general-purpose organization featuring core 
~lemory_ and an automatic priority ~1terruJ?t system 
or efficient multiproaramming. Umt consists of 19 

to 20 cabinets including the follo,,ving systems or 
~ubsystems: data link, discrete, interface to digital 
Rata acquisition system and analog system. The 
fii~A systerp is used for check-outs in static captive 
T mgs, unit tests and actual launch procedures. 
. wenty-four systems will be placed in use for tes t-
111~ of individual instrumenta tion units or booster 
~lits and actual launch of the Saturn IB or Saturn 

· Systems are established in the launcher control 
~enter or the launcher umbilical transporter. The 
mp~t data comes in analog form and goes through 
scahng 1 · t d' 't I f 

I 
' mu tiplexing and conversiOn o 1g1 a orm 

Wien tl · 0 d . 1e computer operates upon 1t. utput ata 
IS. converted from diaital back to analog format 
With arn ]·fi o . . . d 

c p 1 cation and pnonty ass1gne . 

R-247 

TRANSPORTABLE COUNTERMEASURE 
SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Transportable Countermeasure System is in 
production in RCA's Electromagnetic and Aviation 
Systems Division. The first system \vas delivered on 
schedule 13 weeks after contract award and was 
operationally tested immediately after delivery. The 
division, located in Van Nuys, California, is a major 
supplier of electronic \varfare systems to the Navy. 
It also has contracts in this area with the Air Force 
and with the Army. Other work being performed 
by the division includes investigation of threats to 
ground-based, shipborne, airborne and orbital mili
tary vehicles. EASD has performed work on all 
major electronic countermeasure techniques such 
as barrage, spot-noise jammers, inverse gain, con
trol, conical scan r epeaters, range gate pull-off, 
Doppler deception, LORO d efeat, electronic coun
termeasure synthesis and intercept receiver tech
niques. Some of the other contractual work that 
the division has or is engaged in includes d evelop
m ent or manufacture of automatic airbome elec
tronic cotmtermeasure systems, automatic airborne 
spot-noise jammer systems, r adio frequ ency ampli
fiers, radio frequency oscillators, electronic counter
measure techniques for use in high-altitude orbital 
flight, universal radio frequency oscillators and line
of-sight electronic countermeasure systems. 

SYSTEMS 



SYSTEMS 

VIDEO DATA DISPLAY TERMINALS 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Division 

Remarks 
RCA's Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems Divi
sion has developed a series of flexible video data 
display terminals. Several unique features charac
terize RCA video terminals: high quality of dis
played characters; simplified, r eliable electronics 
system contained in 6 logic boards; Hexible inter
face contained on 2 of the 6 logic boards, simplify
ing interface to various computers. The total system 
is contained in a single desk-top unit. One thousand 
units are in use, and the production rate exceeds 
100 p er month. Operational characteristics: the op
erator may compose and edit a message in an off
line mode; single character, line, and screen erase, 
as well as data insertion, is simply accomplished 
through the keyboard for off-line editing ease; upon 
completion of message composition, a keyboard 
switch transmits the message, holding costly com
puter time to a minimum; after transmission , the 
display terminal will awa~t a return response, return 
to the write mode or redisplay the message to pro
vide a check for transmission errors. Optional fea
tures include single gun, multicolor displays, graphic 
presentations, special function keyboards, hard-copy 
printout and large-screen group displays. Alternate 
page formats in excess of . 5,000 chara_cters, having 
80 or llO characters per hne, are available. Quali
fied military designs for airborne, shipboard, or tac
tical ground systems where severe environments 
are encountered are operational. 

LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS 
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Aerospace Systems Division and D efense Com
munications Systems Division 

Remarks 

RCA has multiple systems responsibilities in con
nection with NASA's Lunar Module, shown de
scending to the moon after separation from the 
Apollo spacecraft. RCA provides the DECA (De
scent Engine Control Assembly) which regulates 
the engine thrust over a wide range from a maxi
mum of 10,500 pounds, the amount of thrust, and 
its direction, determining the rate at which LM 
slows. Determination of which attitude control 
thrusters should be fired and for how long is the 
job of another RCA system, the A TCA (Attitude 
and Translation Control Assembly). A TCA also 
operates in the ascent phase. RCA's Landing Radar 
for the LM is designed to m easure continually the 
exact altitude and velocity relative to the lunar 
surface, an invaluable sensory aid to the descend
ing astronauts . RCA provides communications 
equipment between the LM, the_ earth monitoring 
stations and the third astronaut m the Apollo; the 
company is also supplying a luna~· walkie-~~lkie and 
a special lunar antenna fm relaymg television pho
tos to earth. A major RCA assignment is the all
important Rendezvous Radar, which enables the 
LM crew to rendezvous and dock with the Com
mand Module for the home trip. 



REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Missile & Surface Radar Division 

Remarks 
The Real-Time T elemetry Data System is an elec
tronic system capable of unpr~cedented. sReed, 
~ccur~cy and simplicity in proce~smg and disb·lbut
mg scientific information transmitted to earth from 
missiles and space vehicles. The central st_ation of 
the R~A-built system is at Telemeb·y. Station 4 of 
the Au· Force Eastern T est Range, with other sta
tions on 4 dov.rnranae island installations and still 
others installed abo~rd tracking ships. The S) stem 
allows mission directors to program in advance of 
the flight the data desired from a spacecraft or mis
sile. The information is then transmitted from the 
downrange stations to the central station in real 
time in uniform diaital form that can be stored, 
retransmitted and m~dified by computer. This elim
inates the need to station at these_ r~mote are~s 
medical e11gi· . nd other specialists to mom-' . neermg a 
t~r and mterpret incoming da_ta from ~pace ve-
hiCles. It also speeds and simplifies postflight anal
ysis of the performance of missiles and space 
vehicles. 

AN/FPQ-6 PRECISION 
INSTRUMENTATION RADAR 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Missile & Surface Radar Division 

Remarks 
The AN/FPQ-6 Instrumentation Radar and its 
transportable version, the AN/TPQ-8, are the new
est generation of precision trackers for observation 
of the flight characteristics of missiles and space 
vehicles. Either can skin-track a target of 1 square 
meter in cross section to a range of about 600 
nautical miles and is equipped for transponder 
tracking to 32,000 miles. Both have 29-foot Case
grain antennas vvith 5-horn feed, 3 megawatt trans
mitters and low-noise (8 decibels) receivers. Both 
have angle tracking precision of .05 mil and sys
tematic errors of plus/ minus 2 yards in range. The 
installation pictured, developed for the Air Force 
Western Test Range and stationed at Point Pillar, 
California, uses integrated circuits for all circuitry 
in its digital range machine, computer and video 
integrator and receiver to reduce system space, 
power and air-conditioning requirements. RCA also 
produced the AN/ FPS-16 radar, part of the na
tional space tracking network, standardized for use 
by the military services and NASA. The AN /FPS'-
16 and its air-transportable counterpart, AN/MPS-
25, are C-band radars that can acquire and auto
matically track passive or active targets with 
velocities up to 10,000 yards per second. More than 
60 of these stations are in use. 



SYSTEMS 

HAND-HELD TACTICAL RADAR 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Missile & Surface Radar Division 

Remarks 
?.everal years ago RCA decided to leapfrog existing 
hghtweight tactical radar technology by developing 
the first all-solid-state hand-held tactical radars. The 
first model (photo) weighed 2.2 pounds exclusive 
of battery and headphones; it was designed for use 
as a weapons sight, especially on the M-79 grenade 
launcher. Three new models have been developed 
for use in surveillance, perimeter defense, airfield 
security and ambush operations. These instruments 
weigh, with self-contained battery and scanner, 
about 10 pounds, and they can detect man-sized 
targets at ranges up to 1,500 meters. They are being 
produced for all of the military services. Additional 
development, now taking place, will adapt the 
r~dar's- circuitry and packaging for use in radar al
trmeters, collision avoidance instruments, small boat 
navigation and medical electronics . 

R-250 

CAPRI 
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts, Missile & Surface Radar Division 

Remarks 
RCA, designer and developer of precision instru
mentation radar systems, is producing a new radar 
concept called CAPRI (Compact, All-Purpose 
Range Insh·ument). Developed to meet present and 
future requirements for versatility, reliability and 
maintainability, the solid-state CAPRI offers high 
quality, with precision determined by the antenna 
p edestal selected. The user is able to select only as 
much capability as he requires to fulfill present mis
sions and can expand the systems for future require
ments as well. This flexible and compact radar is 
designed to locate, track and aid in recovery of 
space vehicles. It also has capability for range 
safety use. Because CAPRI uses solid-state and 
integrated circuit design, it is extremely compact 
and requires far less space and power than conven
tional systems. It is easily adaptable for installa tion 
on board ship, in a trailer or in a small, one-story 
building. The first group of CAPRI radars will be 
trailer-mounted for mobile use on White Sands Mis
sile Range. In photo, CAPRI antenna. 



LASER TRACKING AND 
RANGING SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: RCA, D efense Electronic Prod
ucts Astra-Electronics Divis ion 

' 

Ren1arks 
The laser tracker shown is a prototype of a new 
sys tem that could b e used on tl1e moon to track ex
plorina as tronauts and to h elp survey the hmar 
surfac~. The proto typ e was built to prove the feasi
bility of using a laser to automatically follow and 
de termine the position of an ash·onaut or roving 
vehicle on the moon. A Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 
injection laser pr?duces light pulses, invisible to the 
human eye, whiCh are reh1rned by a specially 
d esianed r eflector consisting of a cluster of corner 
cub~s. The reflector , mounted on a staff carried by 
tl

1
e exploring ash·onaut or roving vehicle, will trans-
't a pulse b ack to the tracker regardless of which mr c . d 1 the staff is turne . T 1e tracker can compute 

v.ray d' t tl I · tr· t b 
tl ·ange or rstance o 1e exp onng as onau y 

Je I . cliff b . t d . .1·11g the time erence etween ti·ansmrt e 
m easur · k 

d ·efl ected pulses . The laser automatically loc s 
an r . . I If 

t tl1e reflector. Range of the prototype rs 1a 
on o . 5 ·1 ·1 but the sys tem IS capable of a -mr e range a n11 e, f 

1 1 
. 

with accuracy o ess t 1an 3 feet. 

R-251 

AN/TRC-97 TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER 
RADIO RELAY EQUIPMENT 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Defense Communications Sys tems Division 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The AN/TRC-97 is a solid-state radio relay termi
nal providing ttmable microwave, diffraction or 
tropospheric scatter communications in the military -
b and of 4,400 to 5,000 m egacycles. vVith power 
equipment and antenna in a standard trailer, the 
entire AN/TRC-97, d esigned for quick reaction 
tactical use, is readily transportable by %cton 
truck or suitable aircraft; it can be set up and in 
operation within an hour after arrival at site. The 
antenna system consists of 2 8-foot parabolic 1lnten
nas, which can be set up and aligned in less than 
40 minutes. Built for the USMC, over 100 AN/TRC-
97s are in use in Vieh1am. Additional units are 
being produced for the Air Force 407L system. 

;f. 
I 

I 



SYSTEMS 

SHF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITE TERMINALS 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Defense Communications Systems Division 

Remarks 

The SHF TACCOMSAT Terminals will provide ex
tremely reliable tactical communications, together 
with high mobility for battlefield and airborne ap
plications. The present tactical communications are 
by HF, VHF and UHF radio plus microwave radio 
relay and troposcatter systems-techniques which 
suifer from combinations of low propagation re
liability, limited range and severe size and weight 
penalties. In addition to avoiding these constraints, 
the SHF TACCOMSAT Terminals will offer sig
nificant reliability improvement. Five configurations 
are to be supplied: airborne, manpack, teampack, 
jeep-mounted and 1 %-ton truck shelter terminals. 
Multifold size and weight reduction and high per
formance will be achieved through state-of-the-art 
techniques such as differential PSK modulation, 
parametric amplifiers and ultrastable frequency 
control components. Except for the manpack, which 
is a receive-only unit, each system contains a low
noise uncooled receiver, exciter, power amplifier, 
beacon receiver and associated terminal equipment 
such as teletype, vocoders and digital modems. 
Doppler correction is integral to the airborne sys
tem. The tactical stations will be tested with an 
experim-ental earth-synchronous satellite by all 3 
rrulitary services. 

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM 
Prime Conb·actor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Aerospace Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Land Combat Support System, or LCSS, is a 
new, automatic test set developed by RCA for the 
Army Missile Command. Electronics and electro
optical assemblies from the Shillelagh, Lance and 
TOW guided missile weapon systems will be 
maintained in the field with this equipment. LCSS 
incorporates a number of advanced features, such 
as integrated circuits and automated test of elecb·o
optics. It is designed for use in the field by Army 
technicians to perform acceptance tests and to 
diagnose malfunctions, thus insuring that the weap
ons for which it is designed will remain at optimum 
operational readiness. 



VARIABLE INSTRUCTION 
COMPUTER (VIC) 
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Aerospace Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Variable Instruction Computer is a joint RCA/ 
USAF development which makes available to the 
aerospace computer user a high degree of flexi
bility, modularity and reliability . For example, this 
digital computer can, in effect, alter its internal 
logic to fulfill a wide varie ty of aerospace applica
tions such as command and conb·ol, automatic test 
systems and avionics and weapons control. A spe
ci£c application provides compatibility with a 
ground-based 7090 command and control computer 
via_ the JOVIAL J2 Compiler. MaJ...ing exten~ive us_e 
of mtegrated circuits and modular constructiOn, tlus 
general-purpose 36-bit parallel word machine has 
~·edunclant 400 H z power supplies and completely 
mdep enclent 4,096-worcl main memory modules for 
reliable operation. The expanded configuration of 
this system is 4.4 cubic feet; it weighs 175 pounds 
and has a. 32,768-word capacity. VIC's 3-mi?ro
seconcl mam m emory and .6-mi_crosec?ncl hi~h
speecl m emories enable it to interface With a wide 
range of high-speed data processing and com
munications equipment for future a~rborn~ com
Ifolancl posts: The system's unique var~able . mstruc
uon t~cl~I~1que provides a powerful tool for 
compatibility and commonality with ground-based 
C2 computers. 

R-253 

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
CENTRAL AN/TSW-7 
Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Aerospace Systems Division 

Remarks 
The AN/TSW-7 Mobile Control Tower is a light
weight, air-transportable, self-contained unit ca
pable of providing the communication and naviga
tion aiel facilities necessary to conh·ol aircraft on or 
within the terminal area of an airfield. Basically a 
second-generation system to the RCA-developed 
AN/TSW-6, the AN/TS,iV-7 configuration takes 
advantage of the latest advances in the develop
ment of new techniques and hardware desian, such 
as highly reliable solid-state UHF and VHF radios, 
DF digital displays, solid-state power supplies, a 
new antenna coupling schem e and a unique UHF I 
VHF antenna design. Adaptable as w ell as versatile, 
the AN/TS'iV~7 allows operation in arctic or tropi
cal areas agamst tl1e full range of hostile environ
ments including temperatures from -40 to + 125 
d egrees Fahrenheit. vVithin these environmental ex
tremes? tl1e sy_stem has the flexibility of autonomous 
operatwn, or It can be efficiently interfaced with all 
ATC syste~s,_ including civil and military, f0reign 
and domestic mstallations. 

SYSTEMS 



SYSTEMS 

MULTISENSOR DISPLAY 

Prime Contractor: RCA, Defense Electronic Prod
ucts, Aerospace Systems Division 

Remarks 
RCA has developed, under company sponsorship, a 
scan converter cathode ray tube display prototype 
to be used in conjunction with RCA's W eather 
Radars AVQ-20/30 and closed-circuit television. 
The need for TV displays on the new superjets, 
such as the Boeing 747, prompted this development. 
The new system, using small television cameras 
at strategic locations throughout the plane, will 
en~ble pilots to view these points on the same 5-
inch radar screen that is used to display information 
on what kind of weather lies hundreds of miles 
ahead. When the radar is not required for weather 
observation, the crew can ilip a switch to convert 
the screen for pictures beamed from cameras 
mounted on the aircraft. Among other data, this 
will give a pilot a complete view of the landing 
gear and its r elation to lines and markers while 
taxiing to and from runways and loading ramps. 
This is particularly important with the new super
jets, whose sheer size makes ground maneuvering 
difficult. RCA has also recently completed a Scan 
Converter Display (SCD) to interface with the AN/ 
APQ-116 Radar on the A-7 aircraft. It is designed as 
a direct replacement for the IP-799/ APQ-116 Stor
age Tube Indicator (DST). The SCD model has di
mensions which exactly match the present indicator; 
it provides TV presentations of Walleye video, and 
all the modes of the radar. The design is completely 
compatible with the Sweep Generator of the APQ-
116 Radar. 

R-254 

SABRELINER THRUST REVERSER 

Prime Contractor: Rohr Corporation 

Remarks 
Rohr Corporation has entered the field of design 
and production of thrust reversers for the growing 
number of business jets, with the Sabreliner an 
example of advances in this area . Sabreliner models 
NA 265-40 and NA 265-60, utilizing Pra tt & ·whit
ney Aircraft JT12A-6A (3,000 pounds thrust) or 
JT12A-8A (3,300 pounds thrust) engines, have been 
equipped with Rohr-designed target-type thrust 
reversers. The unique design of this system is 
characterized by the reverser doors' forming an 
ejector barrel around the tailpipe when the doors 
are stowed. Deployment of the doors is effected by 
rotating each door about a single pivot point in 
such a way that the trailing edges of the door meet 
at the center of the jet, causing the je t to divide 
and exit with an equal reverse component for each 
half-jet. The d evelopment of these doors resulted in 
a circumferential slot cut in each door. The slots 
serve several purposes: hot gas impingement on the 
fuselage was lessened, reducing skin temperatures 
as much as 200 degrees Fahrenheit; take-off thrust 
was improved by 2 p ercent b ecause of improved 
ejector efficiency; back pressuring of the engine in 
reverse thrust was reduced to within tolerable 
limits. Incremental weight of the system is 64 
pounds. Operationally, the reverser system aug
ments the airplane's wheel brakes on landing 
ground roll and rejected take-off. The reverser effi
ciency, 35 percent for the -6A engine and 41 percent 
for the -SA, has been demonstrated to be adequate 
to bring the aircraft almost to a complete stop, with
out brakes, without incurring reingestion of the ex
haust gases. 



COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ANTENNA 

Prime Conb·actor: Rohr Corporation, Antenna Divi
sion 

Remarks 
This 97-foot-diameter tracking antenna, located in 
Thailand, has b een in opera tion since mid-1968. It 
is a key earth-station link in the worldwide com
munications satellite neb' ork. Erected under a sub
conb·ac t to Sylvania Electric Products, a subsidiary 
of General T elephone & Electronics International, 
the precise anterma sb<.lCture is a space frame de
sian which rotates in azimutl1 on a wheel and b·ack b ' - -

drive system, a concept which p ermitted erection 
of structw·al and m echanical hardwares within 7 
weeks. The insb·wnent's reflector is fabricated of 
solid-surface precision aluminum panels. The manu
facturing accuracy is .051 inch Ri'viS. The antenna's 
elevation motion is provided by 2 20-horsepower 
elecb·ic motor gear drive systems. The azimuth 
motion is a friction drive utilizing 2 20-horsepower 
electric motors driving single bogies on a 60-foot
diameter raiL Tracking rate is 1 degree p er second. 
Operating modes are manual position and auto
matic b·acking. Total w eight of the antenna is 
400,000 pounds. Axis alignments and orthogonality 
of .003 degree or b etter w ere achieved. The instru
m ent is d esigned for precision operation in 30-mile
p er-hour steady winds with p eak gusts to 45 miles 
p er hour. It can b e driven to stow position (zenith) 
in 60-mile-per-hour winds and is designed to with
stand winds up to 120 miles p er hour in stow. The 
specially d esigned foundation for this antenna . was 
constructed of a 60-foot-diame ter , 11-foot-deep con
crete ring with a wall thickness of 24 inches. A 
12x37-foot equipment building is located on the 
azimuth p latform and rotates about the azimuth 
axis. 

ANALOG AND DIGITAL CONVERTER 
(AN/ASN 58) 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Kearfott Products Division, Kear
fott Group, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a sub
sidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
The Keadott AN/ ASN 58 analog-digital converter 
is a small, lighh:veight, high-density converter. It 
is part of the Phoenix aircraft missile conb·ol sys
tem. The converter interfaces with the system's 
digital computer and performs both synchro-to
digital and linear analog-to-digital conversion. Its 
6 analog input channels are continuously sampled 
by a sequential sampling multiplexer network for 
inputs from 2 dual-speed (27X) and 2 single-speed 
(1X) synchros, and 2 ac signals varying linearly 
with an ac reference voltage. Analog input signals 
are converted to a digital output number, which is 
stored in an output register. Stored output can be 
interrogated at any time by one of 6 interrogate . 
signals to a multiplexer, gating the r egisters to 16 
output lines to provide random access to the out
puts. Among its more important feattu·es are the 
following: extensive use of microelectronic devices; 
self-test, continuous malfunction tests· multiplexed 
non-ambiguous readout; extensive Hight testing ~ 
the F-111. 



SYSTEMS 

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT SET (IMS) 

Prime Contractor: Kearfott Systems Division, Kear
fott Group, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a sub
sidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
Kearfott's Inertial Measurement Set for A-7D and 
A-7E aircraft provides heading, attitude and veloc
ity information in conjunction with the aircraft's 
Doppler navigation and digital navigation weapon 
delivery computer equipment. This equipment ex
hibits 6 major advantages: fast reaction, zero time 
required before take-off; instantaneous accurate 
velocity for weapons delivery; accurate heading for 
precise navigation; long-term accuracy, uses ex
tremely stable inertial components; pure Schuler 
~apability should Doppler signal become unavail
able; computer self-check capability, BITE in
cluded. Consisting of an Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU), an adapter/power supply, a controller and 
an IMU adjustable mount, all line replaceable, the 
system weighs 56 pounds. The Inertial Measure
ment Unit, with associated electronics, contains 2 
2-axis Kearfott-developed GYROFLEX® gyros, one 
Kearfott 2-axis accelerometer and a Kearfott single
axis (vertical) accelerometer. It interfaces directly 
with the aircraft's digital Navigation/Weapons De
livery computer. The Adapter section contains an 
electromechanical servomechanism for repeating 
~Ml! true heading, damping of raw magnetic head
mg mformation, and magnetic deviation correction. 
~olid-state repeaters are provided for pitch and roll 
information, and a sequencer switches the IMS 
~rough its various submodes. A Controller permits 
mput of magnetic variation (normal modes) or lati
tude (~seci in -grid backup mode), mode control, 
and gnd stew capability. 

R-256 

AN/ASN-24·(G) AIRBORNE/AEROSPACE 
COMPUTER SET 
Prime Contractor: Kearfott Products Division, Kear
fott Group, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a sub
sidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
The AN/ ASN-24(G) general-purpose digital com
puter set is the follow-on to the AN/ ASN-24(V), 
which logged more than 30,000 hours of flight 
operating time aboard the Air Force C-141 aircraft. 
The AN/ ASN-24(V) has been updated, improved 
and value-engineered to result in this new configura
tion. AN/ ASN-24(G) represents a major improve
ment in performance while retaining commonality 
with existing AN/ ASN-24(V) inventory. The major 
changes are a 50 percent increase in memory capac
ity and clock rate, providing the expanded capability 
to meet the demands of airborne navigation, flight 
management and airborne data processing. The 
new system was designed to fit the same mounting 
racks and to use the same test equipment, hand
books, maintenance procedures and production as
sembly lines and equipment as the AN/ASN-24(V). 
The AN/ ASN-24( G) computer set consists of the 
GPK-50 general-purpose digital computer, console
mounted control and display units, input-output 
equipment, signal conditioners and power supplies. 
In operation, the AN/ ASN-24(G) accepts multiple, 
varied inputs and processes the data logically, sys
tematically and almost instantaneously. The result
ing computed data is simple and sh·aightforward, 
whether as signals to automatic controls or as data 
the operator can easily interpret and use. The 50 
percent improvement in capacity and speed of the 
ANI ASN-24(G) is obtained by increasing the den
sity of the binary digits packed upon the surface of 
the rotating memory drum. The new memory drum 
will be physically interchangeable with the AN I 
ASN-24(V) drum, but the bits will be spaced 50 
percent closer together. 



SD-510 INERTLAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM 
(SUBROC) 
Prime Contractor: Kearfott Systems Division, Kear
fott Group Sinaer-General Precision, Inc., a sub-

' b 
sidiary of The Singer Company 

Ren1arks 

The SD-510 inertial guidance system for Subroc 
provides information needed for orientation of the 
missile duTing its prescribed underwater-to-air-to
w1derwater p ath. The system has been subjected to 
extensive qualilication and sled tests. D esigned for 
ballistic missiles, SD-510 is a 3-gimbal configura
tion for high g and vibration environments. For 
other applications a mirror assembly can be used for 
optical 3-axis alignment; 4 gimbals for all-attitude 
cap abilities; or other inertial components for less 
stringent applications. SD-510 employs 3 floated 
gyros ( C70 2519 Type ) and 3 force-balance acceler
omet~rs ( ~70 2401 Type) . The electronics package 
contams pnnted circuits and potted modules. 

R-257 

WOVEN PLATED WIRE MEMORY 

Prime Conb·actor: Librascope Group, Singer-Gen
eral Precision, Inc. , a subsidiary of The Singer Com
pany 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

Librascope Woven Plated vVire Memory is a new
generation magnetic memory for aerospace com
puter, telemetry and other applications. It is woven 
automatically on a loom. In aerospace computers, 
Woven Plated \ iVire Memory provides operational · 
speeds in the low-nanosecond range, low power 
consumption, nondestructive readout and signifi
cant space savings. The memory, already ordered 
for many space programs, is available in 4 func
tional organizations: (I ) linear select; (2) coincident 
select; (3) read-only, electrically alterable; ( 4) read
only, permanently woven. 



SYSTEMS 

AUTOMATED MICROFILM APERTURE 
CARD UPDATING SYSTEM 

P?-"i_me Contractor: Link Group, Singer-General Pre
CISIOn, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 

Link developed the Automated Microfilm Aperture 
Card Updating System (AMACUS) under contract 
with the U.S. Army Weapons Command, Rock Is
land, Illinois. The system allows an operator to add 
to and to correct technical drawings and data sheets 
that are stored on microfilm aperture cards. Revi
sions are performed electronically without the usual 
series of intermediate steps that include creating a 
print from the film, manually updating the print 
and then photographing it when the changes are 
completed. The filmed data on the aperture card is 
scanned with a high-precision CRT flying spot 
scanner and digitized for storage on a 30-megabit 
magnetic drum. The entire drawing or selected por
tions of it are presented on a display to the opera
tor, who enters the revisions by means of a light 
pen control keyboard and teletypewriter. His re
visions directly modify the digitally stored informa
tion on the drum, and the new data is presented 
immediately on the display for verification, enabling 
the operator to view the results of his work. When 
all the changes are completed, the precision CRT 
system CL"eates a new film recording. The new ap
ertur~ card is processed automatically and is avail
able for use immediately. 

R-258 

APD-5000 MICROFILM PLOTTER 

Prime Contractor: Link Group, Singer-G eneral Pre
cision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
The new APD-5000 Microfilm Plotter introduces a 
marked improvement in both resolution and cost to 
the plotter industry. The Link Plotter has a number 
of significant advancements in resolution , speed , 
system design, service and software. One of the most 
important advancements offered by the Link Plotter 
is its high resolution. Each film fram e is divided 
into 4,096x4,096 raster elements. This m eans tha t 
the user is provided with the necessary resolution to 
produce intricate and detailed drawings on 35-
millimeter film that can be enlarged to D size with
out losing any detail. In ordinary use the film aper
ture produced on this system is divided into 4,096 
horizontal and 2,731 vertical raster elem ents. This 
has been done to provide maximum use of the 
film area and to achieve frame butting when 
needed. The square raster of 4,096x4,096 is also 
available . The Link Plotter has the ability to draw 4 
different line widths. Each line width is program
mable and can be made up of any number of 
raster elements. Each of the line widths can have a 
varied intensity level, if desired. This variable line 
width feature eliminates the necessity of retracing 
to produce wider lines. It will plot at the speed of 
100,000 points/second when operating on-line. The 
Link Plotter will operate at the same high speed 
when connected to an optional off-line special mag
netic tape unit. Incl~ded in the purchase price of 
the APD-5000 is a complete software package. This 
third-generation software package is of superior de
sign, providing a more effective utilization of com
puter time costs. 



VARIABLE ANAMORPillC MOTION 
PICTURE (V A111P) VISUAL SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor : Link Group, Singer-General Pre
cision, Inc., a subsidiary of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
Link h as m ad e a m ajor contribution ~o the ~imula
tion of visual approaches and laudmgs w ith the 
d evelopment of the VA1 1P \isua l_ syst~m. -r:he 
VAMP provides a m eans for improvmg p1lot skills 
in landina aircraft under Norm al, C a tegory II and 
Cateaor/' III r estricted visibili ty conditions. The 
visual system provid es a display c?vering _the for
ward cockpit w indscreens of an au craft simulator 
such as the Boeing 707 and 727 and the Douglas 
DC-8 and DC-9. A wide variety of approach and 
landing situations for any visibility condition can be 
provid ed. Pilots and copilots can b e exposed to 
combinations of approach and visibility _conditions, 
d ay or night, a t any area of the world, w ithout leav
ing the simulator cockpit. The n ew approach used 
in the VAMP visual system employs 70-millim~ter 
Todd-AO color motion pictur e films taken d~rmg 
actual aircraft take-offs, approach es and _landmgs. 
T~e. VAMP optically modifies th~ p ersp ect_Jve, of the 
ongu~al scene in synchronism with the pilots con
trol movem ents to provide an image as seen from 
the position and attitude of th e simula ted aircraft. 
Th~ VAMP system is built as a complete entity 
w~:nch can b e fu lly integrated w ith the simulator 
Without expansion of the basic computer. 

R-259 

SYSTEMS 

FLIGHT SUIT PRESSURE REGULATOR 

Prime Contractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor Corpo
ration, Singer-General Precision, Inc., a subsidiary 
of The Singer Company 

Remarks 

':ap-Air has developed a pressure regulator control
h~.~g lo"':-pressure bleed air to pilots' and copilots' 
fhght smts on the F-~ll tactical fighter. The poppet
type re~ulator p~·ov1des a dual function, operating 
at 3 psig to a giVen altih1de and then shiftina to 
another r egime, operating a t an absolute pressm~ of 
6.5 potmds p er square inch. The reaulator cast in 
aluiT_Iinum alloY_ f?r light .':e!ght, a~hieve; a high 
d~p ee of sen~Ih_"Ity by ubhzmg the maximum size 
diaphragm Withm the packaging limitations. Out
let pre~sures are maintained to 1/ 10 pound per 
~quare mch over a flo'"' r ange of 2 to 28 cfm and at 
mlet pressures varying from 5 to 80 psig. 



SYSTEMS 

ANTI-ICE AND RAIN REMOVAL VALVE 

Pri~e C~ntractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor Corpo
ration, Smger-General Precision, Inc., a subsidiary 
of The Singer Company 

Remarks 
Vap-Air has developed a new 2-inch valve used for 
windshield anti-ice application and rain removal. 
The valve, fabricated of hydroformed stainless steel, 
controls the flow of air at 155 psig and at tempera
tures to 1,120 degrees Fahrenheit. Furnace-brazed, 
precision-cast internal parts, permitting smooth 
contour shape and efficient aerodynamic web 
design, promote efficient flow and low pressure 
drop. The valve, used in a windshield anti-ice appli
cation on the F-Ill tactical fighter, can be furnished 
'":Yith ·threaded or flanged connections. It is 5 inches 
long and 3.75 inches wide; it weighs 2.54 pounds. 

R-260 

TERRIER MISSILE . FIRE CONTROL 
SYSTEM MODERNIZATION 
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperr 
Gyroscope Division Y 

Remarks 
Mark 76 fire control systems for the Terrier surfac _ 
to-air missile, used in fleet air defense role a~ 
being modernized on DLG-class ships. The progra Ie 
is designed for rapid equipment turnaround to ke m 
ship out-of-commission time to a minimum. Spe ~p 
constructed full-scale working replicas of the sh _ny 
7 fire control comparffiolents within _its Gr~at Ne

1
cfks 

New York, plant. _E~gme~rs, w~rkmg With actual 
equipment and ship mtenor designs, were able 
precisely plan electric~! cable_ runs a~d connect~~ 
locations, to check eqmpment mstallahon areas and 
to correct problems faun~ before ach1al installation 
of equipment aboard shtp, where delays can b 
costly. Currently, 7 ships are programmed. Each 
Mark 76 system consists of 2 Sperry AN I SPc_55B 
tracking radars, 2 Mk 119 fire control comput 
and control and ancillary equipment. The new ers, 
terns will be capable of handling the new Standsys
missile as well as the Terrier. ard 



LORAN-D RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Gyroscope Division 

Rentarks 

~he Loran-D portable .radio navigation system con
Sist~ of naviga tion receivers for both ground and air 
vehicles plus transportable ground stations which 
broadcast position signals. It will enable these forces 
t? operate from the same, exact position informa
tion, particularly important in a limited-warfare 
operation where battle lines are fluid and pinpoi t 

. D' n naVIgation is essen tial. Loran- . IS an outgrowth of 
Loran-C, which enables a naVIgator to determ · 
1 · h · I f me us position by timing t e _arnva o simultaneous} 
~roadcast signals from_ different ~ansmitting stf
tions. Loran-D transmitters are au· transportabl 
and can be quickly set up. Loran-D is on order f e 
the U ._S . Air Force. In photo, air-transportab~r 
transmitter hut. e 

R-261 

MAGNETIC HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 

Remarks 

Magnetic heading information for use by aircraft 
equipped with an inertial navigation system or a 
directional gyroscope compass system is provided 
by the Sperry Magnetic Heading Reference System. 
The compass coupler illustrated is one of the 4 com
ponents which comprise the system. Others are a 
pre-indexed flux valve, a magnetic compensator and 
a pilot's controller. Basic function of the complete 
system is to sense the earth's magnetic field and 
provide stable maf!Iletic headina outputs for instru-

b b 

ment and autopilot use. The compass coupler pr9c-
es~es the long-term, compensated magnetic signal 
With the short-term, stable heading signal provided 
by an inertial navigation system or a directional 
gyro~cope to produce accurate, stable magnetic 
heading outputs. The system is designed so that it 
may be used initially with a directional gyro, then 
used later with an inertial platform if t,l1e aircraft 
op~rator m~kes this change in his equipment instal
lation . In-hue failure monitoring of system power, 
gyro and magnetic heading inputs and heading 
follow-up loop is provided. 

SYSTEMS 



SYSTEMS 

FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS 

Pr~me Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 

Remarks 

Flight instrument indicator systems for the latest 
generation of jet transport aircraft have been devel
oped by Sperry Flight Systems Division. Two such 
systems are an attitude director indicator (HZ-6F) 
and a horizontal situation indicator (RD-350), each 
incorporating the latest available techniques in in
dicator construction and display methods. The atti
tude director indicator displays aircraft attitude and 
flight path information as well as flight director 
commands. Among its features are use of DC 
torquer motors instead of AC servos to drive the 
attitude sphere. This method eliminates the gear 
train used in other, similar indicators to move the 
attitude sphere, increasing instrument reliability 
and decreasing the production of heat within the 
indicator case. The companion horizontal situation 
indicator displays compass heading, radio facility 
bearing and distance information, and instrument 
landing system information. A new feature of this 
indicator is presentation of distance measuring 
equipment readouts through use of gas plasma seg
mented digital displays instead of counter drum 
displays as formerly used. Each indicator has all 
associated amplifiers built into the indicator case 
rather .than located remotely in the aircraft electron
ics rac15_, simplifying installation and maintenance 
and decreasing weight. 

AUTOMATIC LANDING AUTOPILOT 
SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 

Re1narks 
A 3-axis autopilot system certified for making auto
matic landings at approved airports, now in regular 
passenger service aboard certain Boeing 727 jetlin
ers, is produced by Sperry Flight Systems Division. 
The system is a basic 727 autopilot plus additional 
components to provide full dual pitch cham1els, an 
independent roll monitor, a flare coupler and 2 nor
m al accelerometers. Provision is m ade for automatic 
disengagement of the autopilot in case of a dis
agreement between the dual pitch channels, or be
tween the roll channel and the roll monitor. In case 
of a failure of one pitch channel, the pilot may 
select the valid channel to make an automatic ap
proach, then resume manual control for touchdown. 
In addition to automatic monitoring of pitch and 
roll channel performance, the system also pro:ides 
cross-check monitoring of the 2 localizer receivers, 
2 compass systems and 2 vertical gyros, as well as 
monitorin~ of s~veral stages of signal I_>rocessing 
and amplifier Circuits. An autothrottle IS an op
tional part of the system. 



INTEGRATED AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT 
DIRECTOR SYSTEM 

Pr~me Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Sys tems Division 

Remarks 

Integration of autopilot and Bight director com
puter channels is a key featme of the system being 
produced by Sperry Flight Systems Division fQ.Lthe 
Boeing 747. The illusb·a ted pilots' conb·oller serves 
both the autopilot and the flight director systems. 
Other components include pitch and roll computers, 
automatic stabilizer b·im unit, and monitor and 
logic unit, plus a small additional pilots' conb·oller 
used for making autopilot pitch and roll adjust
ments. The system uses b·iplex pitch and roll com
puter channels with provision in the design for 
grovvth to full triplex fail-operational configuration. 
Integra tion of autopilot and Bight director com
puters simplifies pilots' procedures, reduces amount 
of elecb·onics equipment needed and allows closer 
tracking of the autopilot by the ilight director. The 
system makes extensive use of high-density embed
ded modules for saving space and weight, and of 
DC computation techniques which make possible 
wide use of standardized microcircuits. The DC 
computation also allows close electrical tolerances 
to be h e_ld _without external adjustment. Sophisti
c~ted bm!t-m ~est equipment, vvith "go-no go" in
dicators, Is an mtegral part of the system. 

FLY-BY-WIRE STUDY SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 

Remarks 
A breadboard fly-by-wire system for studying con
cepts and defining problems involved in practical 
hardware situations has been designed and built by 
Sperry Flight Systems Division for the Flight Dy
namics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base. It provides complete simulation of a full fly
by-\vire system in which pilot's control movements 
are transmitted to actuators by electrical wires in
stead of mechanical linkages, with feedback em
ployed to assure that vehicle motion is the controlled 
parameter. Four electronics channels are used for 
each of the 3 control axes. The 4 channels assure 
the system's operation without degradation after 2 
failures in any axis. These 4 channels are comprised 
of 3 active channels and an electronic model. Mid
value logic is used to determine the value of the 
output signal which is transmitted to the actuators . 
All 4 channels are monitored to detect failures and 
annunciate these to the pilot. The actuator, a triplex 
force-summed con£guration, also is monitored elec
b·onically and will continue to operate after 2 'fail
ures. The system also includes a complete self-test 
feature which checks for any latent failure in the 
logic and monitoring circuitry. 

SYSTEMS 



SYSTEMS 

UHF RANGING BEACON SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry 
Flight Systems Division 

Remarks 
The Sperry Remote Area Terminal System is a com
bination communication, ranging and letdown sys
tem operating in the military UHF communications 
band. It consists of a ground unit, which includes 
a beacon transponder and a voice transceiver, and 
of a set of airborne units, which includes an inter
rogator, a pilot's controller and a cockpit indicator. 
These airborne units provide for a pilot information 
on range and bearing to the ground beacon. This 
information, plus manual setting of ground baro
metric pressure into the airborne unit, makes possi
ble descent of the aircraft toward the beacon from 
any direction and along a pilot-selected glide path 
angle. The airborne equipment may be linked to 
standard cockpit instrument landing system indica
tors . The unit is designed for use in rotary- or fixed
wing aircraft for such missions as logistic support, 
tactical approach and letdown, medical evacuation 
and station keeping. 

R-264 

~~·~-----

UNIVAC CP-890 COMPUTER 

Prime Conb.·actor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNI
VAC Division 

Remarks 
The UNIVAC CP-890 Computer, utilizing micro
electronic circuitry and wire-wrapped connections, is 
equipped with a 1.8-microsecond memory of 32K 
30-bit words and 12 I/0 channels expandable to 16. 
The cabinet measures 65 inches high, 22 inches 
wide, and 18 inches deep with chanfered corners 
designed to permit passage through a 25-inch sub
marine hatch without dismantling. A display panel 
includes approximately 400 indicator light switches, 
a keyboard and a keyset. UNIVAC CP-890s, to be 
used in the U.S. Navy's Polaris/Poseidon submarine 
navigation system, are expected to double the accu
racy of the new missile-firing submarine's naviga
tion system. Improvement in overall system per
formance will be achieved largely through refined 
data processing and calibration t~cl~niques made 
possible by the replacement of 3 ex1stmg computers 
with one CP-890. 



UMV AC CP-6428 MILITARY COMPUTER 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNI
VAC Division 

Remarks 

The UNIVAC CP-642B l'viilitary Computer was de
veloped as the next-generation NTDS (Naval Tacti
cal Data System) computer, incorporating thin-film 
:nemory and UNIFLUXOR NDHO memory. Utiliz-
1~g adv~nces in computer technology, the CP-642B 
"as des1gned to be compatible with the CP-642A 
but · h · 1 · ' Wit mterna processmg speeds h;vice as fast 
and 16 I! 0 channels with hansfer speeds 4 time; 
~; fast. The thi~1-film me~11ory is used as 64 words 

control and mdex register storage at 667-nano
sec?nd cycle time, operating independently of the 
ma1~ memory. CP-642B computers, mounted in rug
gedize?, transportable shelters, are principal ele
m1ents m the MTDS (Marine Tactical Data System), 
a and version of the NTDS. 

UMV AC l830A AVIONICS COMPUTER 

Prime Conb·actor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNI
VAC Division 

Remarks 
The UNIVAC 1830A computer is an integrated-cir
cuit version of the UNIVAC 1230, designed for sp~
cial application requiring a 32K memo~, 30-bit 
parallel I/0 on each of 16 channels, occupym~ only 
3 cubic feet of space. Tllis computer was des1~ed 
to MIL-E-5400 in a basic aerospace :?nfi?uration, ~ 
adapted to general, limited-sp.ace utihzahon. The 
UNIVAC 1830A is in production for the A-NEW 
antisubmarine warfare program for th~ Navy. The 
concept includes a computer~centered an· borne .com
mand and control system wh1ch ac~epts sensor data, 
evaluates it, displays the information fo~· the com
:mander and recommends a course of actwm If fur
ther information or alternative plans of action are 
desired the commander can request this from the 
computer. Ship and aii·cr~ft are l~nked by a com
puter data link so that allmformation for concerted 
ASW action is available to all elements of the force. 

SYSTEMS 



SYSTEMS 

UNIVAC 1824 AEROSPACE COMPUTER 

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNI
VAC Division 

Remarks 
· The UNIVAC 1824 Aerospace Computer is a gen

eral-purpose, ruggedized machine designed for use 
where high reliability and high environmental toler
ance are required and where very small size, weight 
and power consumption are premium considera
tions. The computer utilizes an advanced m ethod of 
construction, combining integrated semiconductor 
circuits and magnetic thin-film memory elements 
to form a very compact unit. The original design 
was oriented toward the requirements of an ad
vanced missile system; however, because of its gen
eral-purpose characteristics, the 1824 is adaptable 
to a wide variety of control applications. UNIVAC 
is under contract to develop and produce produc
tion quantities of a modified 1824 aerospace com
puter ( MGC) and ground support equipment ( GSE) 
for countdown, guidance, subsystem check-out and 
self-check on the Titan III launch vehicle. 

R-266 

INTEGRATED DRIVE GENERATOR 

Prime Contractor: Sw1dstrand Aviation, a division 
of Sundsh·and Corporation 

Remarks 
Sundstrand's integrated drive generator ( IDG) pack
age consists of an axial gear differential ( AGD) and 
a constant-speed generator compactly joined within 
adjacent housings . The IDG package provides con
stant-frequency ac power to aircraft systems by 
converting varying engine shaft sp eeds to constant 
output speeds. The IDG was designed as an alterna
tive to the use of separate drives and generators. 
This combined p ackage concept results in lower 
weight and higher reliability than can be achieved 
with separate units . The generator h eat transfer 
capability is the most significant feature of the IDG 
system. Oil flow from drive to generator combines 
conduction and direct oil spray impingement cool
ing. This novel cooling method eliminates hot spots, 
prolongs generator b earing life and lowers operat
ing temperatures within the generator, thus increas
ing reliability. 



ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEMS 
Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, a division 
of Sundstrand Corporation 

Remarks 
Accessory drive systems (ADS) are comprise~ of 
gearboxes mounted to drive constant-speed drives 
( CSD), generators, hydraulic pumps, fuel pumps, 
starters and other aircraft accessory equipment. 
Sundstrand desicrns have included units with par
tially integrated

0 
pnemnatic star ters, coolers, fans 

and decoupler 1 recoupler provisions. With t~ese 
added provisions, grotmd power can be provided 
~hrough pneumatic motoring. Single-piece cast h?us
mgs provide maximum reliability, long life and hght 
Weight. In addition to magnesium housings, ac~es
s~ry drive systems utilizing fabricated steel or h~a-
11lum have b een developed and produced for special 
applications. The ADS for the CF-5 Freedom 
~ighter is shO\vn here. One of its unique features 
IS a gearbox driven at a constant speed by a CSD. 
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AXIAL GEAR DIFFERENTIAL-CONSTANT 
SPEED DRIVE (AGD-CSD) 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Sundstraml Aviation a division 
of Sundstrand Corporation ' 

Remarks 
The axial gear differential-constant speed drive 
(AGD-CSD) is a completely redesigned version of 
the original Sundstrand CSD. Its function is to con
vert varying engine shaft speeds to a constant out
put speed for driving electrical generators to fur
nish constant-frequency ac power for aircraft elec
trical s.ystems. I~ the AGD, most of the output 
power IS mechamcally transferred directly from the 
input by a simpl~ gea~ train .. Small hydrostatically 
balanced hy~au~c umts mamtain constant output 
speed by trimmmg through the differential unit. 
Since tl1e hydraulic units act in a trimming capacity, 
they carry only a small portion of the transmitted 
power and are small in size. These units are inde
pend~ntly mounted; b earings required are small and 
are Sized for very long life. All hicrh hertz stress 
elements are eliminated as all thrust loads are car
ried hydrostatically at the porting and slipper sur
faces. AGD drives, similar to the C-5A model shown 
here, h~ve demonstrated remarkable reliability with 
mean time between failures (MTBF) of over 20,000 
hours. 



SYSTEMS 

HYDRAULIC PUMPS 

Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, a division 
of Sundstrand Corporation 

Remarks 

Sundstrand has developed, tested and proved the 
capabilities of the latest advance in pumping m ech
anisms-the half head pump d esign for aerospace 
application. The half h ead d esign is an articulated 
piston unit that exploits conservative hydraulic p a
rameters, such as modest piston velocity and block 
rubbing speed, to obtain a hydraulic unit with input 
speed capability. The high input speed, coupled 
with the pump's excellent efficiency, results in a 
high-density hydraulic power p ackage. These hy
draulic pumps are adaptable for operation in sev
eral types of applications: engine-driven pumps, ac 
motor pumps, hydraulic starter motor I pumps, air
turbine-driven pumps and hydraulic transfer units. 
A main feature of these units is their high speed 
capability which results in a high horsepower-to
weight ratio. The pumps provide maximum Row 
with minimum size and weight and temperature 
capabilities necessary for use in Type II rated sys
tems. In addition, half head pumps have been built 
and tested for Type III system use on supersonic 
aircraft. -Missile applications include turbine-driven 
pumps for ballistic missile thrust vector control 
systems. 

6425 25-MILLIMETER CANNON SYSTEM 
Prime Contractor: TRW Equipment Group, TRvV 
Inc. 

Re1narks 
The TRW 6425 25-millimeter cannon system com
prises 3 major elements : (1) the cannon, featur ing 
a dual feed, selective rate of fire which can be fi eld 
stripped in seconds without tools; (2) a family of 
high-velocity ammunition, designed for link-belt 
feeding, which includes an armor piercing round 
that will p enetrate 1 inch of steel at 60 degrees 
obliquity at 1,000 m eters and a high-explosive round 
with self-destruct fuzing; (3) an enclosed cupola de
signed for 360-degree vision, power controlled and 
one-man operated, designed for standard 34-40-inch 
hull openings. TRW 6425 is lighter (150 pounds) 
than any other existing similar system and has twice 
the target effectiveness. The gun was designed to 
fill a need in lightweight armored vehicles for a 
weapon system that provides a tough, stand-off 
punch in contests against more heavily armored 
enemy vehicles . Development started in 1964 and 
TRW produced the first prototype in just 22 months. 
During 1966, field and engineering testing of the 
weapon system continued, conducted for the Army 
by Pacific Car & Foundry Company. In addition to 
ground-to-ground employment, the system has po
tential as a ground-to-air, air-to-air or air-to-ground 
weapon. The U.S., British and French governments 
have bought the weapon for evaluation test_ing, and 
orders from other NATO countries are pendmg. 

l 



BOEING 747 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The Boeing 747 environmental control system sup
plies the cooling, h eating, ventilation and pressuri
za tion requirements of the 380-passenger superjet. 
Its 72-ton cooling capacity can condition 8,000 cubic 
~ee_t of air p er minute, completely changing the air 
m s1de the passenger compa.rb11ent every 3% min
utes . The sys tem's 3 air-conditioning packages proc
ess air bled from the 747's enaines durina fliaht or 

d 
b b b 

suppUe on the ground by an auxiliary power unit. 
Two packs can handle cooling requirements if one 
b ecomes inoperative. The cooling task is performed 
by each pack's "simple bootstrap" air-cycle machine 
d eveloped by H amilton Standard. The 3-wheel de
sign places the air circulation fan on the same shaft 
as the compressor ,;..,h eel and cooling turbine instead 
of a separate mounting as in other types of refrig
eration units. Power produced by the h1rbine drives 
the fan, eliminating the n eed for a separate power 
source. This simpler arrangement increases cooling 
efficiency and reduces the unit's weiaht electrical 

b ' 
pO\ver requirements and maintenance costs. At 
30,000 feet, where the air is cooler , the 747 system's 
heat exchangers, one p er air-conditioning package, 
take over the cooling ftmction . Before entering the 
p assenger comparbnent, processed air is mixed with 
warm engine bleed air. A 4-zone temperature con
trol subsystem automatically maintains cabin tem
p eratures between 70 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Each control zone is designed to operate indepen
d ently from the others. The automatic cabin pres
surization conb·ol maintains pressure at an equiva
lent 8 ,000-foot altitude. The 747 h eat exchanger 
combines the primary and secondary heat ex
changers in one unit. 
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U.S. NAVY PLAINVIEW HYDROFOIL 
AUTOPILOT 

SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
An integral part of the U.S. Navy Plainview ship's 
hydrofoil system, the autopilot controls and stabi
lizes the experimental craft during all foilborne con
ditions in calm and rough seas. It senses pitch, roll 
and yaw motions and feeds the electronic informa
tion to a computer. Hydraulic actuators adjust the 
foils to maintain the Pla·inview's attitude ariel heiaht 

b 

above the water. Automatic control sensitivity 
allows the foilborne 212-foot ship to cut through 
waves in low and moderate seas or to ride wave 
contours in heavy seas. Its design based on helicop-
ter automatic stabilization systems, the autopilot 
also controls the 300-ton craft when it makes co
ordina ted h1rns on its hydrofoils. Three sonic height 
sensors, 2 forward and one aft, maintain the hull 
several fee t above the waves . Electromagnetic sen-o 
sors m easure both hullborne and foilborne speeds. 
Major system components include compute't, pitch, 
roll and acceleration sensor package, height sensors 
and transducers, attih1cle and foil-angle indicators, 
self-test and conh·ol panels, alarm lights and static 
inverter power supply. 



SYSTEMS 

AH-56A PUSHER PROPELLER 

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

The Lockheed AH-56A armed helicopter's more than 
200-knot top speed is provided by the additional 
thrust ~f the tail-mounted pusher propeller. The 
rear-facmg propeller also increases the U.S. Army 
helicopter's maneuverability. By changing propeller 
blade angle independently from engine power set
ting, the pilot can accelerate the AH-56A from hover 
to 200 knots in 38 seconds. He can slow down the 
compound helicopter from 200 to 60 knots in 13 sec
onds. The 10-foot propeller has 3 blades fabricated 
out of a £berglass-reinforced plastic shell with a 
tubular steel core and foam £II inside. With these 
lightweig~t blades and an integral gearbox, it is 40 
pe.rcent lighter than a propeller of the same size 
usmg aluminum blades and a separate gearbox. 
The AH-56A propeller is the £rst Hamilton Stan
dard-develop~d lightweight, high-thrust propeller to 
enter produ~twn. A similar £berglass blade-integral 
gearbox design was used in the propellers fabri
cate~ for XC-142A and X-22A V/STOL experimen
tal aircraft. The AH-56A propeller embodies several 
featur~s that allow maintenance and parts replace
~ent m 0.e £eld without propeller removal, reduc
m~ serviCmg time from several hours to a few 
mmutes. A quick-disconnect retention mechanism, 
for example, permits the quick and easy removal of 
a da~aged ?lade from the hub. The helicopter's gas 
~rbme engme, which powers the main rotor, drives 

e pusher propeller through a connecting shaft. 
The propeller reduction gearbox drives the tail 
rotor used for directional control. Its spinner is 
made o~ fiberglass-reinforced plastic. An axial flow 
:an a~tached - to the spinner aft section supplies cool
mg air to the propeller hub and gearbox. 
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F-Ill AIR INLET CONTROL 
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The air inlet control for the U.S. Air Force/General 
Dynamics F-1ll £ghter-bomber matches the varia
ble-geometry inlet to engine operation to assure 
proper airflow to the twin engines during all super
sonic and subsonic flight conditions. The hydr~me
chanical system automatically adjusts the. mlet 
spikes, which slow down and compress the airflow, 
and maintain the normal shock in the proper posi
tion in the ducts by expanding or contracting the 
spike's cone section. Pneumatic signals from probes 
and taps on the air inlet are transmitted to ~ pres
sure ratio sensors, on the main control, wluch re
spond to minute pressures. The signals are tr~nslated 
into hydraulic pressure for activating the spike and 
cone servo actuators. The system is designed to 
respond to pressures as small as one-thousandt!1. of 
a pound per square inch, yet accurately posi~IOn 
the spike within 1.5 percent of total travel agam~t 
multi-ton loads. Its main components include mam 
control, spike actuator, cone angle actu.ator. and 
feedback transmission. In event of hydraulic failure, 
the pilot activates an emergency shuttle valve to 
supply pneumatic pressure which fully extends the 
spike and contracts the cone for flight safety. 



PORTABLE LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 
APOLLO SPACE SUIT 
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of 
United Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 
The Portable Life-Support System ( PLSS) is de
signed to be worn by space-suited astronauts when 
they explore the lunar smface. ·weighing 84 pounds, 
it supplies oxygen and pressurization and co_nb·.ols 
the temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxi~e 
and other contaminants of the ventilating gases 111 

the suit. The PLSS also recirculates and recools the 
water that flows throuah the tubina of the liquid-

o b "t 
cooling garment worn under the Apollo space sm · 
This water removes the astronaut's body heat. The 
life-support pack permits 4-hom extravehicul~ ex
peditions. Its expendables can be recharged 111 the 
Lunar Module ( LM) for the pack's reuse. A 2-~ay 
radio and telemetry unit provides voice comm~.JlllC~
tions and the transmission of as tronaut physrolo~I
cal and space suit data to the LM for relay to ~ar1~

1 · 
An oxygen purge system on top of the PLSS 10 ~ 
a 30-minute supply of oxygen for emergenc~ ~ 
backup use. Connected separately to the suit, It r so 
can be used independently as a life-support c le~t 
pack during extravehicular transfer of asb~o~;uds 
between the Lunar Module and the Commm~S~

1 

~ -

ule. Hamilton Standard developed the P or 
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center. 
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SYSTEMS 

C-5A MULTil\fODE RADAR SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Norden Division of United Air
craft Corporation 

Remarks 

The C-5A multimode radar, developed by Norden -
for the Lockheed-Georgia Company, applies the lat
est multipurpose radar concepts for meeting tactical 
and s_n:ategic aircraft requirements under all weather 
conditions. Ground mapping, precision fix taking, 
beacon, weather mapping, terrain following, and 
radar approach to landina are included in the modes 
of operation. The system

0
features 2 essentially inde

pendent radars, X-band and Ku-band and 3 indi
cators, 2 for the pilots and one for the navigator. 
Each radar has identical mode capabilities utilizina 
different frequ_encies to emphasize certain' feature~ 
Ku-band provides higher resolution while X-band 
offers decreased sensitivity to weather. The X- and 
Ku-band radars may be independently controlled 
at any of the 3 operator stations, and either radar 
may_ be viewed on any indicator. Each ::~ntem1a/ 
receiver contains a reflector and a passive inter
feromet~r a~-ray rigidly attached to the scan column 
and mamtamed in boresiaht coincidence with the 
r~flector. The reflectors ar~ used for both transmit
ting and receiving, while the interferometers are 
us~? only for receivina. The interferometers are 
uhhzed for the processi~a of radar returns to gen
erate elevation profile d~ta for terrain following, 
co?tour map and radar approach. The antenna/re
ceivers are mounted on a common roll unit. The 
~-~A is sponsored by the Aeronautical Sy~tems Di
VISion, Air Force Systems Command. 

,_ 



SYSTEMS 

VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAY 
Prime Contractor: Norden Division of United Air
craft Corporation 

Remarks 
Norden's vertical situation display for the Integrated 
Helicopter Avionics System (IHAS) for the Marine 
Corps' CH-53A helicopter is designed to present to 
the pilot all necessary flight cues to enable him to 
fly a complete mission from take-off to landing, in 
adverse weather, night or day. This is accomplished 
by taking inputs from peripheral sensor and digital 
computational equipments (radar, navigational 
computer, etc.) to present integrated comprehensive 
displays of flight information using electronically 
generated symbology. The vertical display indicator 
( VDI) displays its flight cues in a raster scan (TV) 
format. The equipment consists of 2 vertical display 
indicators and a vertical display generator. The 2 
vertical situation displays can operate in the same 
or in dissimilar modes. In the contact analog mode, 
the display presents status and command informa
tion to the pilot in the form of qualitative and 
quantitative symbology. The horizontal elements of 
the ground texture are used to show speed error 
at ground speeds of 30 knots or greater. At less than 
30 knots the vertical and horizontal motion of the 
lines represents actual hovering ground speed. In 
the terrain following and avoidance mode, the dis
play presents a shaded gray terrain presentation for 
terrain avoidance or terrain following maneuvers. 
This presentation consists of a maximum of 7 dis
crete shades of gray for 5 contour lines, varying 
from dark gray for the closest range to light gray 
at the farthest range. Horizon line, velocity vector 
and command velocity vector appear superimposed 
on the radar display. In the E -scan mode, the dis
play presents light gray terrain contrasted by a dark 
gray sky background and terrain elevation angle 
versus slant range r elative to the velocity vector. 
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AIRLINE PASSENGER SEATS 

Prime Conh·actor: UOP Aerotherm Division, Uni
versal Oil Products Company 

Re1narks 
Two new airplane passenger seat concepts were in
h·oduced by the UOP Aerotherm Division in 1968. 
The first was an entirely new system of seat sh·uc
ture called the Olympian. In this design, the main 
lateral sh·uctural m ember runs along the floor in
stead of in the upper sitting area, p ermitting sup
port legs to be placed in a position providing each 
occupant with the greatest space possible under the 
seat. It also provides a built-in stowage area for life 
jackets and meets all FAA regulations for underseat 
baggage restraint. The basic structw·e res trains un
derseat baggage from sliding forward, aft or side
ward without interfering with the occupant's legs 
or feet. The second concept, called "Glide-Away 
Recline," employs a new recline geomeh·y that 
raises comfort levels to an all-time high. As the 
occupant reclines the seat back, the seat bottom 
moves in the aft direction in a gliding motion with 
the rear of the seat bottom area lowering at the 
same time. This cradles the occupant and provides 
improved sitting posture conditions. Notable is the 
elimination of the need for the occupant to readjust 
his personal sitting position to achieve a comfort
able attitude of posture. Both designs have been 
combined into an entirely new type of seat which 
will be introduced into service in 1969 and 1970 on 
the B-747 and DC-10. Designs have also been 
drawn for the L-1011 and other commercial jets. 



AIRCRAFT CARGO PALLET 
Prime Contractor: UOP Aerothenn Di,ision, Uni
versal Oil Products Company 

Remarks 
~n entirely ne\v concept in cargo pallets has been 
mtroduced by the UOP Aerotherm Division. The 
pallet is all extruded aluminum construction and 
meets the 3a and 9a specifications as one unit. It is 

b b d also designed as an 88xl25-inch p allet, and the a -
clition of one piece of floor track permits it to be 
used as an 88xl08-inch size when an aisle is re
quired in the aircraft. The standard pallet fits ·an 
Boeing 707, 720, 727 and 737s and Douglas DC-8-60 
series aircraft. Other sizes to fit the B-747, DC-10 
and L-1011 are under test for certification. Out
standing advantaaes of the all-aluminum pallet in
clude lighter weigl1t, longer life, delamination proof, 
and easy repair with ordinary on-line maintenance 
equipment. 
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SYSTEMS 

FLEXIBLE DUCTING 

Prime Contractor: Calumet & Hecla Corporation, 
division of Universal Oil Products Company 

Remarks 
At high speeds, high altitudes, high pressures and 
extremes in temperatures, flexible ducting becomes 
important. Often it must expand and contract, take 
motion in any direction, be lightweight, carry high 
pressures and be manufactured in unusual shapes 
and sizes. Special Flexonics ducting components 
made a first appearance on early vVorld vVar II air
cra~t. S~nce then, the ducting demands of super
som.c aucraft and the most advanced aerospace 
velu:les have .be~n and are being met by Flexonics. 
TypiCal apphcahons for flexible ducting include 
ca?in air conditioning, engine exhaust, anti-icing, 
ram removal and boundary ~ayer control. Metal hose 
applications include hydraulic brakes, fuel lines, oil 
l~nes, oxygen breathing, vibration absorbing connec
tions and exhaust connections, to mention a few. 



SYSTEMS 

M-71 MINIATURE PRESSURE SWITCH 

Prime Contractor: Instruments Division, Universal 
Oil Products Company 

Remarks 

Weighing only 2.5 ounces and occupying less than 
2 cubic inches of volume, this miniature switch is 
available with settings from 1 to 3,000 pounds per 
square inch. The all-metal sensing element provides 
a reliable leak-proof design and is available in stain
less steel for corrosive pressure media. Contained 
within the stainless steel housing is a double-throw, 
snap-acting switch that provides chatter-free per
formance during 50g shock and 15g vibration. The 
instrument has been qualilied in accordance with 
the environmental requirements of MIL-E-5272C, 
including Procedure IV Explosion Proof. The M-71 
switch has found application on military fighter air
craft, VTOL and STOL aircraft and commercial 
transports. 
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LIQUID COOLANT FLOW SWITCH 

Prime Contractor: Insh·uments Division, Universal 
Oil Products Company 

Remarks 
Developed to protect electronic equipment against 
low coolant flow or excessive operating tempera
hire, the B-232 is available with flow settings to 4 
gallons per minute with a maximum pressure ch·op 
of 10 pounds per square inch. Higher settings can 
be achieved by increasing the allo,vable pressure 
drop. The flow switch maintains an accuracy of plus 
or minus 2 percent of set point over a wide range 
of operating temperatures. The self-contained ther
mostat de-energizes the circuit when coolant tem
perature exceeds 190 degrees Fahrenheit. The 
double-pole, double-throw contacts are rated at 10 
amperes. This versatile switch is availab~e in a 
broad selection of temperature and flow settmgs for 
a variety of processes and fluids. 



FREEZER/ OVEN 

Prime Contractor: REF Dynamics Division, Uni
versal Oil Products Company 

Remarks 
A combination freezer/oven has been designed by 
the REF D ynamics Division for greater utilization 
of space in an aircraft galley and to provide numer
ous distinct advantages over conventional separate 
units . For instance, cost savings can be achieved 
b ecause one unit handles all phases of food service: 
freezing, refrigera tion storage and the reconstitut
ing of the food for serving to passengers. The com
bination u nit eliminates separ ate units; therefore, 
no dual h andling of food is required. It also saves 
time in loading and/ or transfer of units . Liquid 
nitrogen ( LN2 ), used for the coolant system, offers 
the flexibility of storing a main nitrogen source 
b elow d eck or incorpora ting cylinders into individ
ual modular uni ts. The freezer can be operated at 
-10 degrees Fahrenheit or as a refrigera tor at 40 
degrees F ahrenheit. The oven system is forced 
warm air cap able of holding, warming and reconsti
tuting from 140 to 500 degrees F ahrenheit. Solid
sta te controls may be mounted with the units, or 
an added feature permits them to be located on the 
upper deck with the oven / freezer placed in the 
lower lobe . D emonstra tion units proved the con
cept, and production was to be started in 1969. 

~ ._. 
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SYSTEMS 

BUFFET/LAVATORY UMT 

Prin1e Contractor: REF Dynamics Division, Univer
sal Oil Products Company 

Remarks 
The buffet/lavatory unit is designed to meet all the 
requirements of MIL-B-38157 ( B) USAF and is in 
service on the USAF's Lockheed C-141. The basic 
unit is bonded construction utilizing end grain 
balsa to aluminum skins . The unit was designed to 
have sufficient capacity for the food, drink and hy
gienic requirements to sustain 132 people with 2 
meals in a flight duration of 18 hours, without re
servicing the unit. The unit is pallet-mounted and 
designed for compatibility with the A/B-37 S-1 
loading system, therefore negating costly time for -
loading and tie down with the aircraft. Forklift 
entries were designed into the structure to facilitate 
handling. The buffet complex contains coffee brew
ers , makes hot water for tea and has a cold
water unit for drinking purposes. "\iVhirlwind" ovens 
contain a variable thermostat providing the versa
tility of either holding meals at a desired tempera
ture or reconstituting them from a frozen state. 
Interchangeability, reliability, maintenance and 
durability ·were prime design considerations. 



SYSTEMS 

HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS TEST STAND 

Prime Contractor: REF Dynamics Division, Univer
sal Oil Products Company 

Remarks 

The Model JHCT-1 is design ed to test rapidly and 
accurately the p erformance and opera ting charac
teristics of jet aircraft hydraulic systems compo
n ents, such as pumps, motors, valves and o~her 
system accessories, both rotating and nonrota tmg. 
The JHCT-1 is capable of providing cylinder or 
impulse testing and reverse How in a positive and 
highly accurate m anner. To prevent drive speed 
surges w ith sudden load changes, a How circuit is 
provided through a variable-speed drive. Comple te 
da ta is provided for converting torque to pressure 
r eadings on the JHCT-1. A static test circuit pro
duces pressures up to 10,000 psi, and a temperature 
control circuit is incorporated into the test stand 
system. The unit can b e furnished for connection 
to either 220-, 380- or 440-volt, 3-phase electric 
power supplies of either 50 or 60 cycles . Circuitry 
can b e modified to suit specific customer r equire
m ents. The compact unit is of rugged steel struc
ture with components arranged for ease of servic
ing . All circuits are r elief valve protected. 

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Westingh~u~e. Electric Corpora-
t . Aerospace Electrical DIVISIOn !On, 

Retnarks 
Tl A Electrical Division ( AED) h as de-1e erospace . 

. d d l d and tested the AC electnc power signe ' eve ope . . l -
f h ltl·011sswn F-Ill . T 1e system pro system or t e mu · 

. h . . ·y electric power source for the mr-vides t e piimai . b f 
. 2 nerator automa tic us h·ans er sys-

craft. It~ a 6%e5 KVA 'per bus. G enera l D ynamics 
te rn rat~ ;~D~· production contract for 431 air
awarde h f tt 9 aircraft systems consists of an 
craft. E ac o 1e ~ 69 5 KV A genera tor, a gen-
oil-cooled, _brusl~es:~te;~ion unit (GCU) and a GCU 
erator control an P t of the r esearch develop-. . k As a par , 
mountmg I a c · en ineering program, AED demon-
m ent, t est and g reliability by a 5,000-hour sys
strated p erformancte exceed ed the sp ecified MTBF 
tern tes t . Such tesgo ercent confidence level) . Dur
by 189 p ercent (at 1 ~e system was run 40 p ercent 
ing the test a comp e nded overhaul point. Inspec
b eyond the r ecorr;;ne ing overhaul extension indi
tion teardown fo ~;'in excellent operating condi
cated all parts to d tion of opera ting p erformance 
tion, and no d egra a ded The test also demon-

as recor · . 
parameters w l capabilities by runnmg at 
strated generator se~ the oil leakage permitted by 
less than _6 p ercent 

0
t supports excellent field opera

specificatiOn. ~he ~~~ieved by this equipment at the 
tion results b emg and on Hight tests. In photo, 
airframe manufacturer 
test stand. 



DEEP SUBMERGENCE PROPULSION 
SYSTEM 

~rime Contractor: vVestinghouse Electric Corpora
han, Aerospace Electrical Division 

Rentarks 

Tl he \Vestinghouse Aerospace Elecb·ical Division 
ocated t L ' . ' s t t una, Oh10, has produced a propulsion 
~: ~r:v or deep-diving submersibles in support of 

. Y Deep Submeraence Proaram. The system 
consrsts of l 'd ~::> ~::> 
DC a so 1 -state conb·ol which chanaes the 

po\ver fro tl 1 . 1 , b 
3 l m 1e ve uc es batteries to conh·olled 

-p 1ase AC l. . 
p ensated in po~ver w uch dnves a pressure com-
housed . . ductrm~ motor. The solid-state control is 
Press . rn a sphencal, pressure-r esistant enclosm·e. 

me COinpen ti f tl . . by fill· tl sa on o 1e motor rs accomplished rna 1e 1 . . 
the e"t ~ l enc osure With ml and tt·ansmitting ''" erna p · . . . 
ble bell . ressme to the oil by means of a Bexi-

ows m t11e l . T.l . n1otor 1· . lousmg. 1e use of an oil-filled 
e ll11mates tl d f · resistant 1 .· :e nee or thrck, seawater-

Instead e tlec~:ncal msulations in its construction. 
' a 1m d bl . I impregn ti ' ura e wue ename and varnish 

oped f a on are used. This insulation system devel-
or aerospa 1 . l . good he t . c ce e ectnca eqmpment provides 

addition \
0 
h ~~sf~r. from the windings to tl1e oil in 

tern advantf OVIding a. very compact design. Sys
ciency pr· ges are Wide speed range, high effi-

, oven p e f . 1. . r ormance and 1ght werght. 

SNAP 23-A ELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATING SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, Astronuclear Laboratory 

Remarks 

SYSTEMS 

The Astronuclear L aboratory (ANL) has won a 
competitive contract with the AEC to proceed witl1 
the development of a nuclear tl1ermoelectric con
verter, SNAP 23-A. Under terms of the contract, 
vVestinghouse will d evelop the isotope fuel supply 
and integrate the thermoelectric converter ah·eady -
developed under a previous contract. The aim is to 
develop a unit that weighs less tl1an 1,000 pounds 
and is capable of operating at a cost of $10 per kilo
watt hour for a period of 10 years unattended. 
Westinghouse will deliver to the AEC 7 prototype 
models-2 25-\:vatt units, 4 60-watt units and one 
100-watt unit. Originally conceived for space "appli
cation, the SNAP program has been extended to 
power sources for remote weather monitoring 
equipment, navigation buoys and land-based micro
wave repeater stations. 



SYSTEMS 

AN/ APQ-120 ADVANCED WEAPONS 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, Defense and Space Center 

Remarks 

The AN/ APQ-120 is a highly reliable, pulse air
borne radar fire control system produced by the 
Westinghouse Aerospace Division for use by the 
USAF in the F-4E aircraft. It is the latest of a gen
eration of radar systems which have evolved from 
the AN I APQ-72 in the F -4B through the AN I APQ-
100 and 109 in the F-4C and F-4D aircraft. Exten
sive use of solid-state components, printed circuits, 
molded units and modular design provides reliabil
ity, improved maintainability, reduced component 
weight and volume and the increased ruggedness 
essential for operation in the vibration environment 
associated with the operation of the adjacent 20-
millimeter gun installed in the nose compartment. 
The improved capabilities incorporated in the AN I 
APQ-120, coupled with associated compatible air
craft equipment, provide maximum weapons deliv
ery effectiv~ness permitting full utilization of the 
F-4E's -air-to-air and air-to-ground performance 
capabilities. 
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AWG-10 RADAR FOR F-4J AIRCRAFT 

Prime Contractor: \V"estinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, Defense and Space Center 

Re~narks 

The Navy F-4J utilizes the AN/AWG-10 multimis
sion interceptor weapons control system which has 
followed the highly successful W estinghouse AN I 
APQ-72, presently operational on the F-4B aircraft, 
and the fire control radars, APQ-100 and APQ-109, 
which are produced for USAF's F-4C and F-4D air
craft. The AN I A WG-10 missile control system re
sulted from a Westinghouse contract for design, 
development, fabrication, integration and testing 
for the Naval Air Systems Command. The W esting
house AWG-10 radar has built-in self-test with the 
abil~ty to detect and isolate systems faults auto
matically and to repair them on a quick change 
basis. This enhances field maintenance, a key ele
ment in all common complex electronic equipment. 
Thus, ri~id maintenance goals have been success
f~lly achieved as the entire weapon control ~~stem 
slides out from inside the aircraft nose. Individual 
subassemblies can be rotated out to gain access to 
separa~e p~ug-in solid-state component modules and 
miCrOCirCUitS. 



is taking half-mile wide pictures of the ocean bottom with sound? 

is developing. the first nuclear rocket reactor for space? 

is the country's leading designer and manufacturer of airborne fire control radar? 

is the builder of the world's first space radar for rendezvous missions? 

is manufacturing electrical systems for today's most advanced aircraft? 

is working on a worldwide super communications system? 

is designing the nuclear reactors, turbines and generators for our fleet? 

has a tiny TV camera for use on the moon 

AEROSPACE, DEFENSE AND MARINE GROUP 

You can be sure ... 
if it's 
Westinghouse 



Engines are Continental's only business ••• 
that's why we design and build exactly to fit 
specific requirements. 

As the world's leading independent enaine manufac-
, 0 

turer, Continental fills more engine application require-
ments than any other company, for a variety of military 
and civilian needs. 

Example: the USAF T-37 jet trainer, powered by two 
Continental ]69-T-2 5 turbojet engines, has established an 
enviable record for r eliability. More than 1000 T -37's 
delivered to date. 

Example: Continental engines power the 0-2A and 
0-2B, military version of the Cessna Skymaster, two of 
five Continental powered a ircraft now on duty in Vietnam. 

Continental engines are available, or can be designed 
and built, to fit almost any requirement. Continental 
aircraft piston eng ines range from 100 to 400 hp; naturally 
aspirated, fuel-inj ected a nd/ or turbocharged. Turbos haft 
engines range upwards to 1700 shaft horsepower and 
turbojet engines ranging up to 2700 lbs. thrust for manned 
and unmanned aircraft. 
Service ... another plus from Continental. 

L_;.:::~ • 
C:::Mc: Continental Motors Corporation 
-, .F 12700 K ercheval, D etroit, Michigall 48215 



TITAN II AND III FIRST-STAGE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Retnarks 
The Titan II first-stage engine system-manufac
tured by Aerojet-General Corporation's Liquid 
Rocket Operations, Sacramento, California-is the 
liquid rocket engine system vvhich successfully 
boosted 20 astronauts into space from Cape Ken
nedy on the Gemini launch vehicle in addition to 
being the first-staae booster enaine for the Titan II 
ICBM. The Titanbiii first-stag~ engine, a modified 
version of the Titan II, is the first-stage, liquid
propellant booster engine for the Air Force's Titan 
III space program. In the Titan III version, the 
engine is capable of around ignition, like the Titan 
II, but in addition it is capable of altitude ignition 
when used in conjunction with solid~pr~pellant, 
zero-stage boosters. This twin-barrel engme IS pump 
fed and regeneratively cooled as is ~h~ Aerojet 
second-stage engine. A feah1re of AeroJet s propul
sion system for Titan 11 and III launch vehicles is 
storable propellants. The fuel is a blend of hy
drazine and unsymmeh·ical dimethyl hydrazin.e 
(l!DMH) with nih·ogen teh'o:\.ide (N2C?4) as . ox~
~1zer. These hypergolic propellants reqtme no Igm
tion system since they ignite on contact. They. are 
the key to the quick reaction time of .the T1~an 
launch vehicle and the simplicity of 1ts engme 
system. 

Perfor1nauce 
Thrust 430,000 pounds at sea-level ignition, 470,000 
pounds at altitude ignition. 
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TITAN TI AND ill SECOND-STAGE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 

The second-stage Titan II and III liquid rocket 
engine, working with its first-stage mate, success
fully placed 20 Gemini astronauts directly into orbit, 
and it is a vital stage in the space operations of the 
Titan III .laun?h vehicle. Like the first-stage engine, 
the Aerojet smgle-barrel, second-stage propulsion 
system burns hypergolic propellants UDMH and 
nitrogen tetroxide which are pump fed. Operating 
at high altitudes, this engine has added to its thrust 
chamber an ablative skirt which increases the ex
pansion ratio from 13:1 to 49.2:1. 

Performance 
Thrust 100,000 pounds at altitude. 



ADVANCED HIGH-THRUST HYDROGEN 
ROCKET PROGRAM 
Prime Contractor : Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
A NASA program to advance the state of the art 
in high-thrust hydrogen/ oxygen engine systems is 
being conducted a t Aerojet's Sacramento facility 
under the direction of NASA's Lewis Research Cen
ter. A fluorine ignition system has been developed, 
along with pumps and a thrust chamber, for engine 
systems of 1,500,000 pounds thrust and above. Test 
firings are continuing with systems producing the 
vacuum equivalent of 1,500,000 pounds. Photo 
shows "breakthrough" injector. This "first-cut" in
jector has demonstrated excellent performance, 
mechanical integrity and good stability. 
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J 

NERV A (NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET 
VEHICLE APPLICATION) 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 
Principal Subcontractor: W estinghouse Electric 
Corporation, Asb·onuclea: Laboratory . . 
Program Direction: AtomiC Energy c~~miSS~On and 
National Aeronautics and Space Admmistratron 

Remarks 
NERVA is America's first nuclear rocket-propulsion 
system . It is under development by Aer~jet-General 
Corporation, with W estinghouse Elec_tr~c Corpora
tion, as principal subcontractor, providmg the n~
clear reactor. The NERV A engine development IS 

based on the solid core, heat exchanger reactor con
cept. Liquid hydrogen ( -423 degrees Fahrenhe!t) 
is provided from tankage to a turbopump whiCh 
delivers high-pressure hydrogen to the NE~~VA en
gine nozzle as a regenerative coolant, whiCh then 
B.ows through the reactor where it is heated to thou
sands of degrees by fission energy and is exhausted 
supersonically out the nozzle, providing thrust. A 
successful test of a breadboard version of NERVA 
was conducted at Jackass Flats, Nevada, on Febru
ary 3, 1966. This was the world's fir~,t known ~~st of 
a nuclear rocket engine. A series of cold How tests 
of an experimental nuclear rocket engine-the first 
down-firing engine-was completed successfully at 
the Nevada test site in April 1968. Nuclear stages 
employing NERV A offer dramatic advantages over 
chemical stages now in use since they are_ ~apable 
of much higher specific impulses, promiSing far 
greater payloads to the moon, Mars and Venus, and 
for deep space probes. 



MINUTEMAN II SECOND-STAGE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Retnarks 

The second-stage, solid-propellant rocket motor for 
the Air Force Minuteman II ICBiVI is 50 percent 
more powerful than its predecessor, increasing the 
missile range from Minuteman l's 6,300 to 7,000 
miles. The advanced motor is equipped with a large 
single nozzle instead of the 4 smaller nozzles that 
move in pairs on the 2 other stages to guide the 
vehicle during flight. The motor uses an advanced 
thrust vector control system that injects cold liquid 
freon into the fast-moving hot gas stream in the 
nozzle exit area to create a shock which turns the 
missile to the desired heading. 
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APOLLO SERVICE PRO~ULSION SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
The Apollo Service Propulsion System engine is 
America's largest and most powerful spacecraft 
rocket engine. Producing more than 20,000 pounds 
of thrust in space, it may be fired both automatically 
and manually by the Apollo astronauts. It is a pres
sure-fed liquid rocket engine capable of being 
restarted in space at least 50 times; it uses a bipro
pellant feed system which makes possible a step
thrust capability from 70 percent to full thrust. 
Using hypergolic storable propellants aerozine 50 
and nitrogen tetroxide, the SPS engine is a simple 
propulsion unit with ablative thrust chamber and 
large titanium/ columbium extension skirt with an 
expansion ratio of 62.5:1-largest expansion ratio of 
any U.S. rocket engine. It has a design life of 750 
seconds. Missions of the Aerojet SPS engine include 
( 1 ) midcourse conections to and from the moon, 
(2) putting the Apollo spacecraft into proper lunar 
orbit through retro action, ( 3) maintaining correct 
lunar orbit as the Lunar Module descends to the 
moon's surface, ( 4) going down to within 12 miles 
of the lunar surface (if necessary) to rescue the LM 
and ( 5) providing power to break out of lunar orbit 
and retmn to earth. The engine. is capable of any 
other large maneuvers required by the Apollo Com
mand/ Service Modules. 



ENGINES ( 

PHOEBUS-2 NUCLEAR ROCKET NOZZLE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
America's nuclear rocket program moved closer to 
its ultimate goal with the completion of successful 
qualillcation tests of the Phoebus-2 nozzle, world's 
largest nuclear rocket nozzle, in August 1967 at 
Aerojet-General Corporation's Propulsion Division, 
Sacramento California. The chemical simulation 
testing de~onstrated development of a 250,000-
pound-thrust oxygen/hydrogen thrust chamber as
sembly with performance approaching 100 percent 
of theoretical. · Electrical discharge machining 
( EDM) of the Hastelloy X nozzle represented major 
advances in state-of-the-art technology. Aerojet de
veloped the system for the joint AEC-NASA Space 
Nuclear Propulsion Office. 

MINUTEMAN III STAGE III MOTOR 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 

Increased performance of the Minuteman III ICBM 
over its predecessors is the major factor of this new 
third-stage, sol~d,rocket motor produced for the Air 
Force by Aero1et s Propulsion Division. This newest 
member of the Air Force's deterrent force under
went a very successful initial flight on August 16, 
1968, from Cape Kennedy, Florida. The motor has 
the _same di_ameter_ as the second stage of the 
missile. Prevwus thud-stage motors had a smaller 
diameter. 
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POLARIS MOTORS 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
Aerojet-General has produced more than 2,000 solid
propellant rocket motors for the Navy's Polaris fleet 
ballistic missile. While details of the power plant 
are classified, the engine shown is designe~ for use 
in the Polaris A3, the 2,500-nautical-mile-rai:ge 
model and the latest to go into ser~ice . AeroJe_t
General started production of Polans motors m 
1959. The company produced all of the ~rst- ~nd 
second-stage motors for the 1,200-nauhcal-mile
range A1 version and the first-stage ~nits for the 
1,500-mile A2, and it is now producmg the first
stage engine for the A3. 

SVM-2 APOGEE KICK ROCKET 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
Aerojet-General's Propellant Division produced the 
SVM-2 apogee motor for the TRW System~ Group, 
contractor to the Communications Satellite Cor
poration for the Intelsat III satellite. The mot~r is 
22.25 inches in diameter; 35.1 inches long; we1ghs 
350 pounds, loaded; produces 3,14~ pounds. of 
thrust, average, over its 27.6-second finng dur~t10~. 
The motor fires in space to place the satellite m 
synchronous earth orbit. 

==~~~~~~===-==~-~=-~~~~~~~~-~=--~-~··=· =--~--~~~~~------------------------------------------------



DELTA SECOND-STAGE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Rentarks 

The Delta second staae is one of America's "old 
reliable" rockets beca~se of its near fla·wless per
formance in helpina to orbit many satellites (Intel
~at, Explorer, Tels~r, IMP, Early Bird and Tiros) 
m more than 100 flights. The Delta engine uses 
storable hypergolic propellants and is regeneratively 
cooled. "!'he l~q\1id propellant system uses inhibite? 
red f~m1mg mtnc acid as oxidizer and unsymmetn
cal d_unethyl hydrazine for the fuel. The engine can 
provide 7,890 pounds of tlu·ust for durations up t0 
400 seconds. 
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(ROCKET) 

TIT AN Ill TRANSTAGE ENGINES 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
The USAF Titan III Transtage propulsion system 
consists of 2 identical engines that have ablative 
combustion chambers and radiation-cooled expan
sion nozzles. The propulsion system has restart 
capability and uses pressure-fed hypergolic propel
lants aerozine 50 and nitrogen tetroxide. Its record
setting 4 restarts on the same space flight in which 
it placed payloads in 4 different orbits have caused 
it to be labeled a space "switch" engine. 

Performance 
Thrust 8,000 pounds each engine, total 16,000 
pounds. 



ENGINES (ROCKET) 

VARIABLE-THRUST LIQUID ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 

A versatile, high-performance, wide-range throt
tling rocket engine weighing less than 90 pounds, 
this propulsion unit is capable of the most rapid 
transient responses of any engine of this elevated 
thrust class. It has excellent durability and com
patibility characteristics which have been demon
strated during more than 200 tests. The concept for 
throttling-a technique of momentum exchange in 
propellant flow-is applicable to most bipropellant 
systems and a wide range of chamber pressures. 
The v~rsat~lity of the Aerojet lightweight engine 
ma~es It smtable for a number of space missions in 
whiCh rapid provision of desired thrust levels is 
nece~sary for midcourse correction, rendezvous ma
neuveFs,. or~it insertion and landing deceleration. 
The engme IS built for the Naval Air Systems Com
mand. 
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ALGOL 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
Algol is used as the first stage of the NASA Scout 
launch vehicle. Originally designed and developed 
by Aerojet-Gene~al Corporation's Solid Rocket Op
erations as a static test motor, and the forerunner of 
such solid rockets as Polaris and Minuteman, Algol 
is approximately 30 feet long and 40 inches in diam
eter and contains nearly 10 tons of propellant. It 
produces rnore than 100,000 pounds of thrust. Algol 
serves also as the first stage for the Air Force Blue 
Scout, and it was used in clusters during the NASA 
Little Joe program. 

ALCOR 
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation 

Remarks 
Alcor is used as the third stage of the Air Force 
Athena launch vehicle. Previous models of the solid 
rocket motor, produced by Aerojet's Solid Rocket 
Operations, have served as upper stages of the Blue 
Scout Junior, RAM, Astrobee 200 and Astrobee 
1500. Improved propellant, titanium case ~nd ~oz
zle design uprate the current Alcor, enablmg It to 
produce 10,000 pounds of thrust. 



LUNAR MODULE ASCENT ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: T extron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 
The ascent rocket engine propels the ascent stage of 
the Apollo Lunar Module from the lunar surface 
into lunar orbit, where it makes rendezvous with 
the orbiting Command and Service Modules. Or
b~t adjustments may be made by restarting t1_1e e~
gme. T~1e basic engine completed qualification m 
1968. Frrst sent into orbit in January 1968, the en
gine w as fired and restarted successfully while in 
orbit. 

Specifications . 
P.ropellants nitrogen tetroxide, 50/50 blend ofhydra
zme and UDMH; ablative tluust chamber and noz
zle~ hypergolic ignition; pressure-fed engine with 
senes-parallel redundant valving with a valve-out 
capability. 

Performance 
Average thrust 3,500 pounds. 
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AGENA ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Com
pany 

Remarks 
The Agena engine is a liquid bipropellant system 
~sed~ a number of -:'-ir Force and NASA programs 
mcludmg Lunar Orbiter, Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus, 
Echo, OGO and OAO. A multiple-restart version of 
the engine was used to propel the Agena target ve
hicle for Project Gemini rendezvous missions. In 
production at Bell Aerosystems since 1958, the 
Agen~ engine has orbited more tl1an 80 percent of 
the Air Force and NASA satellites launched and has 
placed approximately 60 percent of the free world's 
functional unmanned payloads in space. Fired in 
sp~ce .l~undreds of times, the Agena engine has a 
reliability record exceeding 99 percent. 

Specifications 
Length 7 feet; width 3 feet; weight 300 pou'nds; 
propellants UDMH and inhibited red fuming nitric 
acid. 

Performance 
Thr~st 16,000 pounds average; specific impulse ap
prox~mately 300 seconds; chamber pressure ap
proximately 500 pounds per square inch. 



E~GINES (ROCKET) 

HERCULES SOLID ROCKET SERIES 

Prime Contractor: Hercules Incorporated 

Remarks 
Hercules Incorporated builds solid-propellant 
rocket motors for the following missile systems: 
Honest John, Little John, Minuteman, Polaris A2 
Polaris A3, Nike Ajax (booster), Poseidon, Sprint' 
Hibex, Nike Hercules (booster), Talos (booster): 
Terrier I, Terrier II, Bullpup and Sparrow. In ad
dition, the company manufactures these motors: 

X248 ALTAIR (photo) 
Incorporated into Thor, Delta, Scout, Argo and 
other programs, the Altair was the first rocket to 
feature a glass fiber filament-wound case structure. 

Specifications 
Length 58-: inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 500 
pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust 3,100 pounds; time 38 seconds. 

ANTARES 

A scale-up of t~e X248 Altair built specifically for 
Sco~t, Antares 1s also used in several other space 
veh1cles. It has a mass fraction of .93. 

Specifications 

Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight 
2,285 pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust 14,000 pounds; time 36 seconds. 
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RANGER RETRO (photo) 

Originally designed for the Ranger lunar impacter, 
this motor is now used to place the twin Vela nu
clear detection satellites in orbit. 

Specifications 
Length 31 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 200 
pounds. 

DEACON 

Specifications 
Length 9.7 feet; diameter 6.25 inches; weight 200 
pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust 6,400 pounds; time 3.2 seconds. 

X258 ADVANCED ALTAIR 

Specifications 
Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 500 
pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust 5,000 pounds; time 24 seconds. 

X259 ADVANCED ANTARES 

Specifications 
Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight 
2;785 pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust 23,500 pounds; time 33 seconds. 



HYDAC, JAVELIN II, JAVELIN ill, 
SIROCCO 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 
The H ydac and Javelin III solid-propellant rocket 
motors are in operation as sinale-staae motors and 
. b b 

m various second- third- and fourth-stabae con-
fi , ' gurations of the Terrier, Honest John and Nike 
systems. The Sirocco tmit is used primarily as a 
srngle-stage vehicle, v.rhile the Javelin II is a suc
cessful sled and soundina rocket. Photo shows 
sing!e-stage Hydac vehicle ~t top of stand, a Javelin 
III m the lower front and a Javelin II sled rocket 
motor in the lower rear of the stand. 

Specifications 
Hydac: lenath 146 inches diameter 9 inches, weight 
557 _POunds~ Javelin II : ]~ngth 101 inches, diameter 
8.7 I~ches, weight 341 pounds. Javelin III: length 
1?3 mches, diameter 9 inches, weight 363 P?unds. 
Sirocco: length 112 inches diameter 5.5 mches, 
weight 144 pounds. ' 

Perfor1nance 
~ydac: 10,200 pounds thrust for 9.4 seconds dura
tion . .Javelin II: 31,560 pounds for 1.76 s~conds. 
Javelm III: 10,710 pounds for 4.8 seconds. Suocco: 
3,340 pounds for 5.5 seconds. 
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APOLLO LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 
The Apollo Launch Escape Motor subsystem con
sists of 2 solid-propellant rocket motors designed 
to pull the Apol~o Command Module away from the 
Saturn booste~ m the event of malfunction during 
~aunch. A solid-fuel_ motor (1) supplies the main 
nnpt~lse. T?e escapmg spacecraft is put into an 
archmg trajectory by a smaller, pitch control motor 
(2) mounted in the forward section of the assembly. 
Photo shows Launch Escape Motor beina inte
grated into the Launch Escape System ( LES) at 
Cape Kennedy. 

Specifications 
~ength ( 1) 1? feet, ( 2) 2 feet; diameter ( 1) 26 
mches, (2) 9 mches; weight (1) 4,700 pounds, (2) 
50 pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust ( 1) 145,000 pounds, ( 2) 2,400 pounds. 



LOCKHEED 156-INCH SOLID MOTOR 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 

Under an Air Force feasibility demonstration pro
gram, Lockheed's 156-inch-diameter solid rocket 
motors have developed thrusts up to 3,000,000 
pounds for durations up to approximately 120 
seconds. Segmented and monolithic maraged steel 
cases have been employed in the tests, which have 
also demonstrated liquid injection, jet tab, and hot 
gas valve thrust vector control systems. 
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SRAM PULSE MOTOR 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 
Lockheed is developing the solid rocket pulse motor 
for the Air Force's new SRAM (Short-Range Attack 
Missile), or AGM-69A missile, sl<J. ted to be carried 
aboard FB-111 and B-52 aircraft. Lockheed Pro
pulsion has test fired solid rocket motors containing 
nearly 250 pulses during the 4 years it has been en
gaged in pulse motor work. 



VIP ROCKET MOTORS 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 

~ockheed has production contracts for over 20 ver
~Ions of its small VIP (Velocity Increment Produc
mg) rockets being produced for several missile 
programs includino- the Air Force Minuteman. 
Actually 2 rocket ~otors within a single case, the 
V~P units are capable of imparting both spin and 
a~Ial thrust in varying amounts that can be tailor~d 
WI~ exact precision. In photo, Lockheed offic1~l 
pomts to one of 3 small spin rocket motor nozzles 111 

the aft end of a typical rocket motor. 
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GUN-LAUNCHED ROCKETS 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 
Lockheed Propulsion Company is conductino- a 
series of research, development and demonstration 
programs, some sponsored by the military services, 
of launching high mass fraction rocket vehicles 
from guns using normal powder charaes to blast the 
vehicles from their muzzles. The wo~k is .based on 
2 recently received Lockheed patents which cover 
the firm's liquid suspension method of launching. 
The new technique offers velocity double that of a 
standard shell and significant increases in ranae. 
One stage to orbit vehicles and low-cost soundi~g 
rockets are also under study using this technique. 
Photo shows technicians loading rocket vehicle 
into a !55-millimeter field gun at firm's Potrero test 
range. 



LOCKHEED RSVP ROCKET MOTORS 

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 

Lockheed is conducting a series of development 
pr~grams of controllable rocket motors among 
whiCh the RSVP ( Restartable, Solid, Variable 
Pulse) rockets are prominent. Designed for use in 
~pper-stage applications, RSVP systems have an 
1~herent capa?i~ty of unlimited starting and stop
pmg and vanatwn of thrust over a wide range. 
Hundr~ds of RSVP motors have been fired by the 
firm, w1th ~e longest being a 7%-minute test. RSVP 
rock~ts, whiCh come in solid-solid and liquid-solid 
v~rswns, are based on the mass augmentation prin
Clp!e dev~loped at Lockheed. Photo shows a liquid
solid engm_e of heavy-weight design undergoing 
~9: 1 thro~thng test, with full thrust depicted at top, 
1bntermediate thrust in the center and low thrust at 

ottom.-
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AIR AUGMENTED HYBRID ROC KET MOTOR 

LOCKHEED AIR AUGMENTED 
HYBRID ROCKET 
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company 

Remarks 
Under development at Lockheed for the Air Force 
is an advanced air augmented rocket engine de
signed to combine air scooped up during Hight with 
fuel-rich exhaust products of a hybrid rocket gas 
generator. Secondary combustion, taking place in 
an afterburner, results in an increase in specific im
pulse. Photo shows sketch of how rocket works. 



R-4D 

Prime Contractor: The Marq uardt Corpora tion 

Remarks 
The .rvlodel R-4D is a liquid hyp eruolic bipropellant 
rocke t engine b eing used for spac~ applica tions, in 
cluding a ttih1de control, propellant ullage control 
and small velocity corrections on the NASA Apollo 
Service Module and Lunar rvlodule ( 16 engines on 
each module, mounted in clusters of 4 engines ) . 
This engine served also as the velocity conb·ol 
:ocket for NASA's Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, and it 
IS used on 2 other classi£ed vehicles. The Model 
R-4D provides high pulsinu and steady sta te per
formance in combina tion ~vith reliable, long-life 
operation. Fully qualified and in production, the en
gine has successfully d emonstrated flight reliability 
on Apollo-Saturn flights as well as on 5 Lunar 
Orbiter missions. 

Specifications 
Length 13.4 inches · diameter 5.6 inch es; weight 4.9 
pounds; propellan;s (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide 
and (fuel) 50-50 blend of hydrazine and unsym
m eb·ical dimethyl hydrazine or monomethyl hydra
zine; radiation-cooled chamber. 

Performance 
Thrust 100 pounds nominal vacuum. 

R-291 

R-SB 
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The Model R-5B liquid h yp ergolic bipropellant 
rocket engine was d eveloped for NASA as an ullaue 
and D elta V rocket, originally for application on the 
Sahm1 S-IVB stage. 

Specifications 
L ength 38.7 inches; diameter 17 inches m aximum· 
weight 70 pounds; propellant (oxidizer) nitroue~ 
teb·oxide and (fuel) 50-50 blend of nitrogen tetroxide 
and unsymmetrical dimethyl h ydrazine; ablative 
chamber. 

Perforn1ance 
Thrust 1,750 pounds nominal vacuum. 



ENG\NES 

R-6C 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 

The Model R-6C is a liquid hypergolic bipropellant 
rocket engine, originally developed as a velocity 
control, spin rate control and station-keeping rocket 
engine for NASA's advanced Syncom communica
tions satellite. Since completion of advanced Syn
com activity, engine has been furthur developed to 
provide excellent pulsing and steady state perform
ance in combination with long-life, low-weight, 
high-reliability operational characteristics. 

Specifications 
Length 5.2 inches; diameter 3.95 inches; weight 1.21 
pounds; propellants (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide 
and (fuel) 50-50 blend of hydrazine and unsym
metrical dimethyl hydrazine or monomethyl hydra
zinc; radiation-cooled chamber. 

Performance 

Thrust 5 pounds nominal vacuum. 

R-292 

R-IE 
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The Model R-1E, a liquid hypcrgolic bipropellant 
rocket engine, is an advanced version of the rocket 
originally designed and developed for th e Adv~nt 
Communication Satellite Orbit Adjust PropulsiOn 
System. It is now used on a classified vehicle. En
gine is developed for high pulsing and steady st<:te 
performance in combination with reliable, long-hfe 
operational characteristics. 

Specifications 
Length .10.1 inches; diameter 6 inches; weight 3.5 
pounds; propellants (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide 
and (fuel) monomethyl hydrazine or blend of hydra
zinc and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; radia
tion-cooled chamber. 

Performance 
Thrust 22 pounds nominal vacuum. 



DEMAND MODE INTEGRAL 
ROCKET RAMJET 
Prime Conb·actor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The D emand Mode Integral Rocket Ramjet 
(DMIHR) is intended as the propulsion sy~tem f?r 
advanced volume-limited air-launched tactical nus
sile systems. The system combines liquid-fue~ed 
rocket and ramjet engine technolog~' ~o p~·ovi~e 
potential mission flexibility. DMIRR IS 111 e_xplma
tory d evelopment under U.S. Navy sponsorship. 

R-293 

ENGINES (ROCKET) 

R-l3C 
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The Model R-13C is a monopropellant hydrazine 
rocket engine developed as a spin rate control, sta
tion-keeping m:d plane change engine for sp~ce
craft. The engme has been developed for high
performance reliability and long life in both the 
steady state mode and the pulsing mode. 

Specifications 
Length 6.65 inches; diameter 2.09 inches; weight 
1.47 pounds, lightweight version .936 pound; fuel 
hydrazine. 

Perfonnance 
Thrust 5 pounds nominal vacuum. 



ENGINES (ROCKET) 

SCP /LASRM INTEGRAL RAMJET ROCKET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 

Developed ~or the Air Force, the Supersonic Chemi
c~! PropulsiOn for Low-Altitude Short-Range Mis
siles (~~P/LASRM) combines the high acceleration 
cap~bihty of the solid rocket and the high speed 
c:mse capability of the ramjet in a single propul
siOn pac~age. This is an advanced development 
program mcluding both ground and flight testing 
to dem?nstrate the feasibility of combining the 2 
pro~ulsion modes. The integral ram1·et rocket has 
particular 1· · .

1 
app ICahon to that class of airborne mis-

S! e requiring low-volume, high-payload capability. 

R-294 

RLIO ROCKET ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & \i\lhih1ey Aircraft 

Remarks 
The RLlOA-3-1 was the world's first operational 
liquid-hydrogen rocket engine. It was developed 
for NASA as power plant for the Centaur and for 
the Douglas S-IV stage of Saturn I. The latter, a 
developmental stage leading to larger hydrogen
powered space vehicles, was phased out after 6 suc
cessful flights. Centaur was designed to carry 
unmanned scientific payloads to the moon, Mars 
and other planets. An advanced model of the RLlO, 
the 10A-3-3, has been flown successfully on the 
more recent Centaur flights. 

Specifications 
Length 69 inches; diameter at exhaust nozzle 40 
inches; weight (approximate) 292 pounds; expan
sion ratio (RLlOA-3-1) 40:1, (10A-3-3) 57:1; pro
pellants liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. 

Performance 
Thrust 15,000 pounds, throttling capability from 
100 to 10 percent of rated thrust; specific impulse 
( lOA-3-1) 433 seconds, ( 10A-3-3) 444 seconds. 



SIDEWINDER IC ROCKET 
MOTOR (Ail\f-9C/D) 
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
1 · proved opera-Greater speed and range, P us 1111 d 
k ] the secon aen-tional characteristics, have mar "ec d b I'd 

. 'd . d 'tl ·ts advance so 1 erahon of S1 ewm er, WI 1 1 " R k t . . . f t red at oc 'e -
PropulsiOn system bemg manu ac u . . .1 . N ·r-to-mr miSSI e dyne since 1963. Tlus avy m 

1 
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. . .. ft d bom ers. 1e h1ah-performance fighter aucra an 

1 
. d' 

b . 1 d 5 inc 1es 111 I-
rocket motor is 72 mches ong an 

1 
d pr·o-
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t . "'as . 11 t t1e mooi vvc 
pellant. Loaded vv1th prope an ' k d· tests 

b. . 'b. ti'on shoe Iop su 1ected to extensive VI I a ' ' d t 
t' al use an em-

simulating extremes of opera 1011 b '. to over 
. f ·om su ze10 perature extremes rangmg 1 

00 
fi .· gs during 

300 degrees Fahrenheit. I~ over 2 m~;~:. showed 
development and evaluatiOn, the . d eloped 

0 · · I verswns ev 
100 percent reliability. ngma . became opera-
by the Naval Ordnance Test Stat~o_n n is 'being used 
tiona] in 1953 and the Mod 2 veiSIO 
by U.S. forces, in Vietnam. 
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SPARROW III 6-B ROCKET MOTOR 
(AIM-7E) 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The solid propulsion system for Sparrow III, one of 
the Navy's most advanced air-to-air missiles, has 
been ii1 production at Rocketdyne since early 1961. 
Development and qualification of the advanced 
propulsion system were completed in 22 months; 
successful flight tests were h eld 12 months after 
initial contract award. Specifically designed to 
propel the electronically controlled Sparrow III 6-b, 
primary armament on the Navy F-4B and Air Force 
F -4C aircraft, the new rocket motor increases the 
missile's operational temperature range as well as 
its total power and firing range. To qualify for 
supersonic missions, the advanced motor completed 
test firings at temperatures from subzero to over 
300 degrees Fahrenheit, survived several days of 
continuous vibration, and passed drop tests from 
heights up to 40 feet and special shock tests simu
lating aircraft carrier catapult and arrested land
ing conditions. The Sparrow III motor is the first 
to combine a unique free-standing propellant 
charge (grain) with Flexadyne, a solid propellant 
which increases performance and operating tem
perature range and resists cracking or tearing at 
extremely low temperatures. 



SHRIKE ROCKET MOTOR (AGM-45A) 
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 

First in a new generation of tactical weapons, the 
Navy's Shrike air-to-ground missile is powered by a 
solid-propellant rocket motor similar in design and 
performance to the propulsion system of Sparrow 
III 6-b. Both motors combine a unique, free-stand
ing propellant charge (grain) with Flexadyne, a 
solid propellant _providing substantial p erformance 
increase and w1der operating temperature range. 
Named ~fter a ~mall bird that attacks the eyes of 
its ~nem1es, ~hnke affords a new attack capability 
agamst heav1ly defen~ed tactical areas, plus in
creased combat protection for pilots and planes. 

R-296 

ROCKETDYNE SOLID MOTORS 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Hockwell Corporation 

Hemarks 
Hocketdyne's Solid Hocket Division, McGregor, 
Texas, produces a number of motors for specialized 
applications. Among them are the ullage motors 
(photo) for the S-II second stage of the Saturn V 
launch vehicle. These motors, attached in clusters of 
8 around the periphery of the interstage structure 
between the first and second stages, provide arti
ficial gravity by momentarily accelerating the second 
stage forward after first-stage burnout. Each mot~r 
is 89 inches long and 12.5 inches in diameter; 1t 
delivers 22,500 pounds of thrust for approximately 
4 seconds. Other Rocketdyne solids include the 
Roadrunner launch booster, the RS-B-202 zero 
launch booster for the F-104G and turbine starters 
for H-1 and J-2liquid rocket engines. 



H-1 ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rochvell Corporation 

Remarks 
A key engine in the U.S. national space program, 
the H-1, in a cluster of 8 units , has been uprated to 
first-stage thrust of 1,640,000 pounds for later flights 
of the Saturn IB vehicles . Regeneratively cooled, it 
burns a combination of RP-1 fuel and liquid oxy
gen oxidizer. Engines are tested singly at Rocket
dyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory in California 
prior to delivery to NASA's Marshall Space Flight 
Center and the Chrysler assembly plant at Michaud, 
Louisiana. 

Specifications 
Maximum envelope length 102 inches; maximum di
ameter 66 inches. 

Perfor1nance 
Thrust 205,000 pounds. 

R-297 

J-2 ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
~ne of the maj?r engines in .NASA's manned space 
:fl1ght progr~m IS tJ:.e J.-2, whiCh burns liquid hydro
gen fuel with a hqmd oxygen oxidizer; it is the 
largest hydrogen-burning engine to reach qualifica
tion and production status (in photo, J-2 production 
line at Rocketdyne's Canoga Park, California, 
plant) . T~e regenerati_vely cooled, 225,000-pound
thrust engme plays an Important role in the nation's 
2 largest launch vehicles: in Saturn IB, it is used 
singly, as the propulsio~ unit for the S-IVB stage, 
second stage of the vehicle; in Saturn V it is em
ployed in a 1,000,000-pound-thrust clust~r of 5 as 
the. second stage and in the S-IVB as the third stage, 
whiCh sends Apollo astronauts into a lunar trajec
tory. J -2 was developed under the teclmical direc
tion of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. 

Specifications 

Maximum envelope length 133 inches; maxinmm 
envelope diameter 801/z inches. 

Perfor1nance 
Maximum thrust 230,000 pounds. 



F-1 ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 

The primary engine in the U.S. manned space flight 
program, the F-1 is the most powerful liquid
fueled engine in the U.S. inventory. Developed 
under the technical direction of NASA's Marshall 
Space Flight Center, it is regeneratively cooled and 
it burns a combination of RP-1 fuel and liquid oxy
gen oxidizer. A cluster of 5 F-1s, with a total thrust 
of 7,610,000 pounds, makes up the propulsion sys
tem of the S-IC, basic stage of the huge Saturn V 
launch vehicle. 

Specifications 

Maximum envelope length 19 feet; maximum enve
lope diameter 12.4 feet. 

Performance 

Thrust 1,522,000 pounds. 

R-298 

ATLAS MA-5 SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The MA-5 system is the propulsion package for the 
SLV-3 launch vehicle. Generating 388,300 pounds 
of thrust, it was used for all Mercury Atlas astro
naut launchings. In long-range missile tests, the en
gine hurled the Atlas as far as 9,000 miles from the 
launching pad at Cape Kennedy. The primary en
gine units are composed of a twin-chambered 
booster on each side and a sustainer in the center; 
the complete Atlas standard launch vehicle propul
sion system includes 2 small vernier, or stabilizing, 
engines mounted on the missile frame to provide 
roll control. 

Specifications 
Length (booster package including 2 engines) 134 
inches, sustainer 98 inches; diameter booster pack
age 168 inches; fuel RP-1; oxidizer liquid oxygen. 

Performance 
Thrust 388,300 pounds total, including boosters 
330 000 sustainer 57,000, 2 verniers 669 each; cool-

' ' ing regenerative. 



THOR MB-3 

Prime Conb-actor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
MB-3 enaines for the Thor booster are produced 
for the liT Force by Rocketdyne. A liquid-pro~el
lant engine, the MB-3 features 2 small vermers 
(stabilizing engines) to provide roll conb·ol. More 
space vehicles have b een boosted by Thor than by 
any other propulsion system. 

Specifications 
Length 141.5 inches; diameter 66.7 inches; fuel 
RJ-1; oxidizer liquid oxygen. 

Perfortnance 
Thrust 170,000 pounds main engine, 1,130 pounds 
each vernier engine. 

R-299 

S (ROCKET) 

AR2-3 

Prime Conb·actor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
A supplemental propulsion unit for manned aircraft 
the AR2-3 provides extra thrust for the Lockheed 
NF-104A Starfighter to augment its turbojet engines 
and enable it to attain altitudes up to 130,000 feet 
for aerospace training missions. The liquid-propel
lant rocket engines boost thrust by more than 6,000 
pounds. 

Specifications 
Length 32 inches; diameter 15 inches; weight 235 
pounds; fuel JP-4 or -5; oxidizer hydrogen peroxide. 

Performance 

Thrust throttleable from 50 percent to maximum of 
6,600 pounds at 35,000 feet. 



ENGINES (ROO~ET) 

P4-l DRONE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 

The P4-1 storable liquid propellant powers Navy 
AQM-37 A and Air Force Q-12 target missiles pro
duced by Beech Aircraft Corporation. It is a small, 
compact system having both sustainer and booster 
and producing over 600 pounds of thrust to power 
the target missile to Mach 2 at 70,000 feet. 

Specifications 

Length 21 inches; diameter 6.6 inches; fuel hydyne 
( MAF -4); oxidizer inhibited red fuming nitric acid. 

Performance 

Thrust ( sustainer) 106 pounds at 70,000 feet, 
(booster) 550 pounds at 25,000 feet. 

R-300 

GEMINI, APOLLO ATTITUDE CONTROL 
THRUSTERS 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The Gemini and Apollo attitude conh·ol thrusters 
are small, liquid-propellant rockets which bmn a 
combination of monomethyl hydrazine fuel and ni
h·ogen tetroxide oxidizer. They are employed for 
corrections of spacecraft attitude in orbit, in lunar 
trajectory and during reentry. The units are em
ployed in multiples. The Gemini system has 8 
thrusters of 25 pounds thrust each. The Apollo sys
tem (individual units shown in photo) has 2 sets of 
6 engines each, one set redundant, all engines 93 
pounds thrust. 



PHOENIX ROCKET MOTOR (AIM-54A) 

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation 

Remarks 
The solid propulsion system for the Navy's Phoenix 
missile has completed an extensive qualification 
program at Rocketdyne. All work on the propul
sion system is b eing done at Rocketdyne's Solid 
Rocket Division McGreaor Texas. First powered 

' b ' flight test of the Phoenix missile, designated AIM-
54A, came in April 1966, just 2 months after com
ple tion of the propulsion development program. 
The Phoenix motor utilizes Flexadyne, a proven solid 
propellant developed by Rocketdyne to provide 
tactical missiles with performance increa:es 
throughout an extended environmental operatmg 
temperature range. Flexadyne propellant is particu
larly adaptable to the Phoenix missile requirements 
of high volumetric loading, high total impulse and 
long burning time, thus providing the long-range 
operational capability required by the Navy. 

R-301 
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YLR99-RM-l TURBOROCKET 
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chern . 

teal Corporation 

Remarks 

The YLR99-RM-1 throttleable 
was developed by Thiok l' R tu~borocket engine 
. o s eactlOn M t D . . 
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Specifications 

Length 82.03 inches; diameter 39 31 . h . . h 
910 pounds (dry) and 1 025 . d me es, weig t 
tionallife between overh~uls 1 ~oun s (wet); opera-our. 

Performance 
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ENGINES (ROCKET) · 

TD-339 SURVEYOR VERNIER ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 

TD-339 vernier engines provided power for mid
:ourse trajectory correction, final soft-landing veloc
Ity and stability control during the lunar landings 
of America's Surveyor spacecraft. Three of these 
thr?ttling liquid engines, produced by Thiokol's Re
actwn Motors Division, were installed on the Sur
veyor ve~icl~s. The TD-339 is a small, regeneratively 
co_oled l~qmd system operating on pressure-fed 
miXed ox1des of nitrogen and monomethyl hydrazine 
hydrate fuel. Basic elements of the engine are the 
thrust chamber and injector assembly, dual propel
lant valve and propellant shutoff valve. A radiation
cooled molybdenum nozzle extension provides an 
86: ~ area ratio. Attitude and stability control are 
achieved by differential throttling of the 3 engines. 

Specifications 

Weight 5.9 pounds; length 11 inches. 

Performance 

Thrust continuously throttleable for 27 to 104 
pound~; unlimited restart capability·, 'fi . 

I "87 spec1 c Im-pu se ;::; seconds at maximum thrust. 

R-302 

AF 156-8 LARGE SOLID BOOSTER 
MOTOR 
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 
The AF 156-8 motor, incorporating the world's larg
est segmented fiberglass reinforced case, was test 
fired at the \i\Tasatch Division of Thiokol Chemical 
Corporation near Brigham City, Utah, on June 25, 
1968. Developed under a manufacturing technology 
program funded by the Air Force Materials Labora
tory, Wright-Patterson AFB, the segmented fiber
glass case weighed approximately 26,000 pounds. It 
was designed by Thiokol and fabricated under sub
contract by the Aerospace and Defense Products 
Division of the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, 
Ohio. The nonhydroclaved ablative nozzle was de
veloped in a separate· program by TRW Systems, 
Cleveland, Ohio. The segmented case was hydro
proof tested prior to loading with approximately 
500,000 pounds of propellant, then hydrostatically 
burst following the static firing. The motor devel
oped approximately 1,000,000 pounds of thr~st ~ur
ing the 120-second firing, and all test obJectives 
were met. 

Specifications 
Overall length of assembled case 606.87. inches; out
side diameter 156 inches; loaded we1ght 519,800 
pounds; nozzle throat diameter 32.9 inches. 

Performance 
Operating time 123.8 seconds; total impulse 
118,000,000 pounds. 



C-1 RADIAMIC ENGINE 
Prime Conb·actor: TI1iokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 
The C-1 Radiamic Enaine is a 100-pound, fixed
thrust liquid rocket engine developed for NASA's 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Cent~r to meet 
space vehicle maneuvering and velocity . con_trol 
requirements of typical missions. TI~e _engme IS a 
high-performance unit having unbm1ted restart 
capability for operation in steady state modes of 
2 seconds to 2,000 seconds' duration. The C-1 
engine was qualified with radiation-typ~ nozz~ e ex
tensions. However, the basic chamber IS designed 
to accept interchangeable ablative extensim~s. Op
erating propellants are heHum sahn·ated ~Itrogen 
tetroxide oxidizer and monomethyl hydrazme fuel. 
The engines can be equipped with quadredundant 
valves incorporating series-parallel propellant c~n
b·ols which offer valve redundancy features, or with 
mechanically linked bipropellant valves. The C-1 
qualification design has a reliability of ?9. percent 
to a 50 percent confidence level for the ~1ISSIOn d~ty 
cycle demonstrated. The engine's design matunty 
is reflected in a test history which encompasses 
750,000 engine starts and nearly 100 hours of hot 
firing time. 

Specifications 
Thrust 100 pounds (vacuum); chamber pressure 96 
pounds per square inch; specific impulse 292 sec
onds; wet weight, with bipropellant valve 6.95 
pounds, with quadredundant valve 16.25 pounds. 
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LR62-RM:-2/4 ROCKET ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 

T?e LR62_ packaged, liquid-propellant rocket en
gmes provide power for Navy and Air Force Bull
pup B ~ AGM-12C) air-to-surface guided missile. 
The engme, a larger version of Thiokol's LR58 en
gine which was developed for Bullpup, utilizes fac
tory-loaded propellants of inhibited red fumina 
nitric acid ( IRFNA) and a mixed amine fuel 
( MAF-1). Arrangement of internal components and 
operatio~ ar~ the same as the smaller LR58 engine. 
The engme IS handled like a round of ammunition 
requiring only insertion of an ianiter to arm it fo; 
firing. Being a packaged liquid, LR62 can with
stand severe handling and thermal environments 
associated with high-speed carrier aircr~t opera
tions. 

Specifications 

Length 61.2 inches; diameter 17.32 inches; weight 
536 pounds (loaded). 

Performance 

Storage life 5 years; reliability 99.84 percent. 



M55Al MINUTEMAN STAGE I MOTOR 

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 

The first full-scale Stage I Minuteman motor was 
~uccessfully static tested in April 1959. Subsequent 
static tests demonstrated a successful motor design 
that was subjected to preliminary flight rating tests 
( PFRT) beginning in October 1960. The first 
Minuteman flight test followed in F ebruary 1961 
and was completely successful. Following this 
initial flight success, the PFRT configuration motor 
was optimized into the Wing I motor configuration 
for qualification and delivery to the first operational 
wing at Malmstrom AFB,- Montana. Wing I motor 
production was initiated in November 1961. Pro
duction of Wing II configuration motors was initi
ated in J?ec_e~ber 1962. In early 1966, production of 
the Rehab1hty Improvement Program Wing VI 
motor configuration was started. 

Specifications 

o_veralllength, including nozzles ( 4), 294.9 inches; 
~1ameter, including insulation and welds, 65.9 
mc?es; case material D6AC steel; nozzle type, 
swivel, hydraulically actuated. 

'" 
Performance 

Thrust level (approximate) 180,000 pounds; opera
tional time 60 seconds. 

R-304 

AIR-2A GENIE MOTOR 
Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 
The AIR-2A Genie is an unguided air-to-air missile, 
weighing 800 pounds, which is opera_tional on the 
F-101B F-106 and F-4 aircraft. Packmg a nuclear 
warhead and having a 6-nautical-mile range, tl:e 
single-nozzle missile uses free flight supersomc 
guidance and has proximity fuzing. The TU-2~9 
rocket motor, which powers the AIR-2A G~me, 
is produced by the Wasatch Division of Tluokol 
Chemical Corporation. The solid-propellan~ motor 
weighs 482 pounds loaded. It has been quahfied for 
operation over a temperature range from -75 to 
+ 175 degrees Fahrenheit and over the full ra~ge 
of environments specified by the MIL-R25532 senes. 
Motor shelf life is in excess of 4 years. 

Specifications 
Length 67 inches; diameter 15 inches; case material 
AISI 4130 steel; propellant weight 320 pounds. 



J 

SPARM 
Prime Contractor : Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 
Air-augmented propulsion can provide a severalfold 
increase in p erformance over com entional chemical 
rockets. This has been amply demonstrated in many 
subscale and full-scale direct tests, as well as in 
free flight jet and flight tes ts. Thiokol, under direc
tion of Eglin AFB , conducted an Air Force program 
called SPARM, for Solid-Propellant Augmented 
Rocket Motor. Using a modified AQM-37 A target 
drone as the test vehicle 2 vehicles were launched 
from an F-4B aircraft ~t the Naval Missile Test 
Center, Point Mugu, California, to c.omplete the 
program. SPARM incorporated a umque feature 
using the secondary combustion chamber as the 
chamber for a conventional booster motor. After 
boost, the head end dome and the booster nozzle 
w ere jettisoned, resulting in a minimum-weight 2-
stage system. Through contracted and company
funded programs, significant improvements over 
SPARM performance have been demon.str~ted; gas 
generators employing both solid and hqm~/slurry 
propellants generate fuel-rich ga~es . wluch are 
mixed with air for subsonic combustiOn m a second
ary combustion chamber. In addition, supers~n~c 
combustion has been demonstrated in a reahshc 
hardware configuration with fuel-rich solid propel
lants. 

R-305 

TE-M-364 SURVEYOR MAIN 
RETRO MOTOR 

GINES (ROCKET) 

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation 

Remarks 
The TE-M-364 Surveyor Main Retro motor was de
veloped to provide the major portion of decelera
tion during the descent of the Surveyor spacecraft 
to the lunar surface. The motor was ignited at a 
slant range of about 60 miles from the lunar surface 
approximately 3 minutes before touchdown. The 
Surveyor Main Retro motor is a spherical, solid
propellant unit equipped with a semisubmercred 
nozzle to minimize overall length. An ingenious gut
ting method permits each grain, although cast to 
the same propellant weight, to be tailored to mate 
with a specific spacecraft. The case is of D6AC steel 
with a minimum membrane thicl.11ess of .037 inch. 
The unique composite nozzle structure incorporates 
a glass cloth-phenolic structural member running 
the. le1~gth of the nozzle. The nominal expansion 
rah~ IS 53: l. The pyrogen igniter system is 
eqmpped with a safe-and-arm device. A versatile 
mo~or, the Surveyor has appeared in 2 other appli
catiOns: Burn~r II and Delta. The mounting sh·uc
ture was modified to adapt the motor to propulsion 
of the Burner II second stage and Delta third stage. 

Specifications 
Length 37 inches in diameter, 55 inches overall; 
propellant weight 1,400 pounds; burnout weight 
145 pounds. 

Performance 
Burn time 40 seconds, decelerating spacecraft from 
8,700 to 400 feet per second. 



LUNAR MODULE DESCENT 
ENGINE (LMDE) 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRW Inc. 

Remarks 

This throttleable space engine, developed by TH W 
to land the Apollo astronauts on the moon's surface, 
v:as quali~ed in 1967. Because of the various propul
~Ion reqmrements and the high engine reliability 
Imp?sed by the manned lunar landing mission, the 
~ngme has characteristics designed into it that allow 
It to be readily adapted to many other missions. 
The .LMDE version of this engine operates over a 
contmuously variable thrust range of 10 000 to 
1,000 pounds and has a total burning life ~f 1 000 
seconds LMDE f th V ' 

f · - or e oyager spacecraft must 
per orm midcourse t d . . , re ro an orbit adjust maneuvers and the f 
1 1 ' re ore, operate at 2 discrete thrust 
eve1.s, 0~ 10,000 pounds and 1,750 pounds. A third 

app rcatron of this · fi d · 
throttl bl engme n s It operating over a 

d ea e r;mge of 8,000 pounds down to 550 
p_oun s of thrust. Other applications bein con-
sidered for LMDE include M fl b g 

. ars y y and lander 
~anlluvenn~ s~acecraft, logistic space vehicles and 

po o ·app ~abons. LMDE uses storable bi ro el-
lants at a mixture ratio of 1 6 Th . P P 

bl · h · · e engme has an a atlve c amber with a lightweight n . 
zle extension. I amum noz-

R-306 

URSA 100 R 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TH\'V Inc. 

Remarks 
This storable bipropellant engine being developed 
by THW completed its PEHT in 1968. Designed for 
both steady state and pulsing operation, the engine 
uses a radiation-cooled chamber that is capable of 
being partially buried in a space vehicle. One ver
sion of the engine includes a gimbal ring and 
actuator. The engine is being qualified to the fol
lowing requirements: thrust 100 pounds; specific 
impulse nominal 298 seconds, 30 minutes 295 sec
onds; life requirement 4,000 seconds steady state; 
demonstrated life 15,000 seconds; number of starts 
50,000 demonstrated. The engine is 15.1 inches 
long, weighs 6.68 pounds with gimbal assembly and 
has a nozzle exit plane diameter of 6.125 inches. 



INTELSA T III POPS 
Prime Contractor: TRvV Sysi. ,~ms Group, TR\i\1 Inc. 

Re1narks 
The Position and Orientation Propulsion System for 
Intelsat III was developed by TH.vV Sy~tems . This 
is a monopropellant hydrazine propulsiOn system 
which uses Shell 405 spontaneous catalyst to de
compose the propellant. A series redundant valve 
on each thruster is desirrned for 50,000 cycles. The 
POPS is designed for 5 years in space operation. 
The system operates over a blow down ran§e of 
4 pounds thrust to 1.2 pounds thrust and has ~ sets 
of 2 thrusters each (redundant) . The system loaded 
weighs 63 pounds and each thmster valve assembly 
weighs .53 pound. 

R-307 

ENGINES (ROCKET) 

MARINER '69 PROPULSION SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRW Inc. 

Remarks 

This system has been modified and requalified by 
TRW for Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA's 
Mariner '69 spacecraft. The system uses mono
propellant hydrazine which is decomposed with 
Shell 405 catalyst. The 50-pound-thrust engine in
cludes quadredundant squib valve and jet vanes for 
thrust vector co:r;J.trol. 



TRW ION ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group, TRW Inc. 

Remarks 
One major effort of TRW Systems in its extensive 
research and development in the field of electric 
propulsion is a working ion engine, a cesium contact 
thrust device. The engine operates by feeding ce
sium to a hot tungsten plate where it ionizes; the 
positive ions leave the hot plate and pass through a 
charged electric grid. Accelerating the ions, the 
grid causes them to exit through the nozzle at 
velocities of about 30 miles per second. 

R-308 

FW-4 UPPER-STAGE ROCKET 

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center 

Remarks 
The FW-4 solid-propellant upper-stage rocket motor 
is designed for use on boost vehicles with orbitaL 
probe or reentry missions, as well as for retxorocket 
propulsion for space vehicles and as sounding rock
ets. It is being flown by NASA on the uprated Scout 
and thrust-augmented Delta launch vehicles, and by 
the Air Force as a top stage on its Atlas and Thor 
boosters. The FW-4 is believed to have the highest 
mass fraction-92 percent-of any operational solid 
rocket. FW-4S is a 6,000-pound-thrust USAF version 
used as improved Scout fourth stage. 

Specifications 
Length 58.43 inches; diameter 19.6 inches; weight 
660.5 pounds; propellant PBAN with aluminum 
additives and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; noz
zle composite structure of aluminum, graphite and 
silica; ignition redundant squib pyrogen. 

Performance 
Thrust 5,400 pounds. 



A . -. 

TITAN III-C BOOSTER ROCKETS 
Prime Contractor: United T echnology Center 

Remarks 
The Titan III-C is a versatile space latmch vehicle 
d esigned to boost military payloads rani?ing from 
more than 25,000 pounds in lov.r earth orbit to 5,000 
pounds in deep space. Its UTC boo:ter ~tag~ _h_as 
operated fl<nvlessly in all launches sm~e Its I_mtial 
flight in 1965. This stage includes 2 120-u~ch-~hame
ter, 1,000,000-pound-thrust rockets oper~tm~ m tan
dem, each with its own thrust ternunation and 
destruct systems, and a secondary liqui_d inj.ect~o~ 
system for steering. UTC has been awarded a _3 Yz 
year contract to produce this booster s:age fm t~e 
Titan III-C/D. Also, UTC is developmg a mme 
powerful version of this booster stage for use on t;he 
Titan III-M. Each of the giant booster roc~ets_ for 
this vehicle will provide 1,600,000 pounds of thi ust. 

Specifications 
Length 86 feet; diameter 120 inches; w:-i~bt 500 
tons; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives a_~1d 
ammonium perchlorate oxidize~·; nozzl~. mateual 
steel with graphite cloth-phenohc and SI!Ica cloth
phenolic cone liner; ignition by small sohd rockets. 

Perforntance 
Thrust 1,200,000 pounds each. 

R-309 

ENGINES (ROCKET) 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, UPPER-STAGE 
LIQUID ROCKETS 
Prin1e Contractor: United Technology Center 

Remarks 
UTC has developed a fami~y of high-performance 
liquid-propellant engines that can remain in space 
with stop-start capability for as long as several 
years. The engines utilize a lightweight ablative 
thrust chamber and a UTC-designed injector. The 
injector provides an improved propellant spray pat
tern within the combustion chamber reducincr era-

' b 
sion of the combustion chamber lining and permit-
ting the use of a thinner and simpler silica phenolic 
lining. In photo, 5,000-pound-thrust version. 

Specifications 

Smallest 52 inches long, 26 inches diameter; largest 
75.5 inches long, 48 inches diameter; weight, small
est 72 pounds, largest 185 pounds; propellant 50/50 
hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrogen 
and nitrogen tetroxide; nozzle composite stn1eture 
with fib erglass shell and silica-phenolic liner; igni
tion hypergolic. 

Performance 
Thrust, smallest 2,000 pounds, largest 50,000 pounds. 

--------- _'"""-_'"'-'_-=-= 



TITAN III-C STAGING ROCKET 

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center 

Remarks 

The Titan III-C's staging rockets are timed to fire 
automatically at booster-stage burnout to separate 
the 2 120-inch-diameter solid-propellant boosters 
from the center core. Each of the big boosters has 
8 staging rockets, an aft cluster of 4 and a forward 
cluster of 4, or a total of 16 staging rockets for the 
booster stage. The staging rockets have operated 
flawlessly on all Titan III-C flights to date. 

Specifications 

Length 56 inches; diameter 6 inches; weight 84.5 
pounds; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives 
and ammon_ium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle mate
rial composite structure with aluminum housing, 
asbestos phenolic exit cone and graphite throat; 
ignition redundant squib pyrogen. 

Performance 
Thrust.-4,500 pounds. 

R-310 

TITAN II TRANSLATION ROCKET 

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center 

Remarks 
UTC's solid-propellant translation rockets were de
veloped in 1963 for use in separation of the Titan II 
intercontinental ballistic missile's stages. The com
pany designed, produced and test fired the first 
translation rocket in 122 days. In mass production 
at UTC, the aluminum-encased rocket is also used 
as a staging rocket on the Air Force Titan III-C. 
The only difference between the Titan II and Titan 
III-C motors is the nozzle con£guration. 

Specifications 
Length 5 feet; diameter 6 inches; weight 84.5 
pounds; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives 
and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle mate
rial composite structure with aluminum housing, 
asbestos phenolic exit cone and graphite throat; 
ignition squib pyrogen. 

Performance 
Thrust 5,000 pounds. 



HIGH-THRUST, HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
HYBRID ROCKET 
Prime Contractor : United Technology Center 

Remarks 
D eveloped and tested by UTC, this engine is Am~r
ica's largest, most powerful hybrid rocket. Hyb:Ids 
utilize a solid fu el and a liquid oxidizer to. acl~wve 
a combination of advantaaes unobtainable 111 either 
all-solid or all-liquid syste~ns. These include safety, 
reliability, economical high performance, stop-start 
capability, and thrust control over a wide range. 

Specifications 
Length 184.5 inches; diameter 38 inches; weig~t 
12,375 pounds; propellant polyurethane with ~l~Iml~ 
num additives and nitroaen tetroxide as oxidizer, 
nozzle material steel and ~lass fiber shell with high
density graphite throat; ignition hypergolic bipro
pellant. 

Performance 
Thrust 40,600 pounds. 

R-311 

SANDPIPER PROPULSION SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center 

Remarks 
The Sandpiper is an Air Force target missile being 
developed for use in the 1970s to test the effective
nes~ of advanced air defenses at subsonic and super
so~c ,speeds. Its propulsion system will be the 
natio~ s first operational hybrid rocket and will use 
a solid fuel and liquid oxidizer. It will also have, . 
for the . first time in any rocket engine, a wide
range fh.ght patt~rn which can be predetermined 
by ~e simple tw1st of a mechanical dial. This sys
tem IS l-'11own as "dial-a-thrust." Airframe for the 
vehicle is a modified AQM-37 A target missile pro
duced by Beech Aircraft. 

Specifications 
S~ndpiper will be 175 inches long and 10 inches in 
dm~eter and will weigh 450 pounds; propellant 
Plexiglas fuel grain with additives and combination 
of ~itric oxides as oxidizer; nozzle material com
posite .struc~ure with aluminum housing, asbestos 
phe_nohc exit cone and graphite throat; ignition 
sqmb actuated pyrogen. 

Performance 
Thrust range from 600 to 60 pounds. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

0-235 SERIES RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

· Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 

The 0-235 series engine has been in the Lycoming 
line for many years. A popular Hat opposed engine, 
it is being used in the new American Aviation 
Yankee and Champion and in some export aircraft. 

Specifications 

~ength 30:1 inches; width 32 inches; height 22.4 
mches; werght 242 pounds; bore 4.375 inches; stroke 
3.875 inches; displacement 235 cubic inches; com
pression ratio 6.75:1. 

Performance 

Take-off 115 horsepower, continuous 108 horse
power. 

R-312 

I0-320 FUEL INJECTED RECIPROCATING 
ENGINE 
Prime Contractor : Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
The 10-320 engine is a high compression, fu el in
jected version of the original famous Lycoming 150-
horsepower, Hat opposed engine that is so well 
known in the general aviation industry. The engine 
is being used by Piper in the Twin Comanch~ an? 
by Wing Aircraft in the D erringer. The engme IS 

supplied with an automotive type starter and gen
erator I alternator and uses 100/130 octane fu el. 

Specifications 
Length 33.59 inches; width 32.24 inches; height 
19.22 inches; weight 287 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 3.875 inches; displacement 320 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 8.5: 1. 

Performance 
160 horsepower continuous. 

·-- ----



AI0-360 FUEL INJECTED AEROBATIC 
ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
Avco Lycoming was the first engine manufactur~r 
to receive a production certificate for an ae~obatic 
engine. This engine is equipped with a con_tinuous 
fuel flow injection system and has ~ small_ ml sump 
on top of the engine which is des1gned m sue~ a 
n:anner that the engine will receive I:roper lubnca
hon when the aircraft is being flown mverted. A vco 
Lycomina designed this enaine because of the many 
requests ~eceived from aer~batic pilots both in the 
United States and in foreian countries. 

b 

Specifications 
Length 30.08 inches; width 34.25 inches; _height 
20.76 inches; weight 331 pounds; bore 5.1~5 ~nches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 360 cubrc mches; 
compression ratio 8. 7: 1. 

Performance 
200 horsepower continuous. 

R-313 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

TI0-360 FUEL INJECTED TURBOCHARGED 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
This is the first 4-cylinder, flat opposed engine to 
come from the manufacturer equipped with turbo
charging. There are several prototype aircraft fly
ing in the United States equipped with this model 
engine. Siai-Marchetti, an Italian manufacturer, has 
taken delivery of this model engine. 

Specifications 
Leng~ 45.41 i~ches; width 34.25 inches; height 
19.92 mches; we1ght 386 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 360 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Performance 
200 horsepovver continuous. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

TV0-435 TURBOCHARGED HELICOPTER 
ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division · 

Remarks 

This is the turbocharged version of the basic V0-
435 helicopter engine that A vco Lycoming has pro
duced for the Bell Helicopter Company for many 
years. It is an updated version which incorporates 
all of the refinements that Avco Lycoming has been 
designing into its flat opposed engines for fixed
wing aircraft. The engine incorporates the latest in 
design, heavy cylinders, piston-cooling oil jets and 
the AiResearch turbocharger which is used for 
ground boost as well as altitude performance. 

Specifications 

Length 39.46 inches; width 34.11 inches; height 
34.32 inches; weight 487 pounds; bore 4.875 inches; 
stroke 3.875 inches; displacement 435 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Performance 

Take-off horsepower 280, continuous horsepower 
250. 

R-314 

IGS0-480 FUEL INJECTED, GEARED, 
SUPERCHARGED RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 

This engine is the latest refined version of the basic 
geared, supercharged 480 series engine used by 
Beech, Aero Commander, Helio Courier and others 
for many years . The present model is used to power 
the Beech Queen Air 65 aircraft. Side-mounted ac
cessories provide ease of maintenance. The military 
has been getting a high number of hours between 
overhaul on the IGS0-480 engine. 

Specifications 

Length 47.27 inches; width 33.12 inches; height 
31.05 inches; weight 515 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 3.875 inches; displacement 480 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Performance 

Take-off horsepower 340, continuous horsepower 
320. 



0-540-B SERIES RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Conh·actor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Retnarks 
!his is a low-compression version of th.e long-~tand
mg Avco Lycomincr 6-cylinder 540 senes engme. It 
is being used by Piper Aircraft in its 235 C_herokee 
and Pawnee agricultural aircraft. The. engm~ uses 
80/87 octane fuel and has a reputation m the mdus
try for long maintenance-free life. 

Specifications 
L ength 37.22 inches; width 33.37 inches; .height 
24.56 inches; weight 395 pounds; bore 5.1~5 ~nches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 540 cubic mches; 
compression ratio 7.2: 1. 

Perfortnance 
235 horsepower continuous. 

R-315 

10-720 SERIES FUEL INJECTED 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

~rime _C_o~tractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
mg DIVISIOn 

Remarks 
This 400-horsepower, direct-drive encrine powers the 
single-engine Piper Comanche 400. The same basic 
model engine is used to power the Riley Dove, Imco 
Model ~1 agricultural sprayer and the Swearingen 
conversiOn of the Beech Queen Air 65. Like many 
of its sister engines in this family, the 10-720 incor
porates piston-cooling oil jets and a continuous flow 
fuel injection system. The basic engine '"'ill be tur
bocharged and power increased. 

Specifications 

Lengt~ 46.08 ~ches; width 34.25 inches; height 
22.53 mches; weight 610 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
sh·oke 4.375 inches; displacement 722 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 8.7:1. 

Performance 
400 horsepower continuous. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

10-540-K FUEL INJECTED 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 

Thi~ fuel injected, flat opposed, direct-drive piston 
engme powers the Piper Cherokee 300, a 6-place 
single-engine utility aircraft. The engine incorpo
rates piston-cooling oil jets, a tuned induction sys
t~m, a continuous flow fuel injection system, and, 
like ~II Av?o Lycoming direct-drive engines, it is 
supplied with an automotive-type starter and gen
erator or alternator. This engine has a continuous 
rating of 2,700 revolutions per minute and uses 100/ 
130 octane fuel. 

Specifications 

Leng_th 39.34 i?ches; width 34.25 inches; height 
19.6 mches; weight 470 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 8. 7: l. 

Performance 

300 horsepower continuous. 

R-316 

10-360-AIA FUEL INJECTED 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
First installed in the Mooney Super 21, this 200-
horsepower, 4-cylinder, flat opposed, direct-dr~ve 
engine also powers the new Mooney Execut~ve 
model aircraft. Producing 50 horsepower per cylm
der, the I0-360-A1A has an excellent horsepo,ver
to-weight ratio while maintaining the simplici~y of 
design associated with the direct-drive-type _piston 
engine. A tuned induction system and a cont~nuo~s 
flow fuel injection system are incorporated m this 
series. 

Specifications 
Length 29.81 inches; width 34.25 inches; _height 
19.35 inches; bore 5.125 inches; stroke 4.375 mches; 
weight 323 pounds; displacement 361 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 8. 7: l. 

Performance 
200 horsepower continuous. 



TI0-540-AlA TURBOCHARGED 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
This turbocharged fuel injected engjne powers the 
new Piper Navajo Tv,,in to weather-topping alti
tudes beyond the capability of normally aspirated 
engines . The TI0-540-A1A, like all other Avco Ly
coming engines supplied with a turbocharger, in
corporates automatic controls. Also, all tmbocharged 
engines built by Avco Lycoming feature shell 
moulded cylinder h eads, %-inch inconel steel ex
haust valves, ni-resist exhaust valve guides and 
piston-cooling oil squirts . 

Specifications 
Length 51.34 inches; '<vidth 34.25 inches; height 
22.71 inches; \Veight 535 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Perfor1nance 
310 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet and 230 
horsepower to 25,000 feet. 

R-317 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

TI0-541 TURBOCHARGED PISTON ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
The first in Avco Lycoming's new series of engines 
is the TI0-541, which powers the Mooney M22. The 
basic engine is available with a 380-horsepower 
rating; it powers the Beech Turbo Baron 56TC and 
Beech Duke. This new design concept for A vco 
Lycoming in the piston engine field incorporates all 
of the engineering improvements learned in 25 
years of manufacturing air-cooled aircraft engines. 
Equipped with side-mounted accessories for ease 
of maintenance, the TI0-541 also incorporates an 
integral oil cooler and a turbocharger with provi
sion for cabin pressmization and a drive for a Freon 
compressor for air conditioning. 

Specifications 
Length 49.09 inches; width 34.25 inches; heicrht 
21.38 inches; weight 579 pounds; bore 5.125 inch~s; 
sb·oke 4.375 inches; displacement 541 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Performance 
TI0-541-A1A: 310 brake horsepower continuous. 
TI0-541-E: 380 brake horsepower continuous. 



.ENGINES (PISTON) 

TIG0-541 SERIES TURBOCHARGED 
PISTON ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division . 

Remarks 
The second in the newest family of piston engines 
to come from Avco Lycoming will be the TIG0-541 , 
model. Turbocharged for high-altitude operation, 
this engine is basically a TI0-541 with an offset 
reduction gear having a ratio of 2 to 3. A 1-piece 
crankcase casting provides a housing for the reduc
tion gear and power section, as well as pads for 
side-mounted accessories. This model engine is 
equipped with a turbocharger with provision for 
cabin pressurization, a drive for a Freon compressor 
for air conditioning and a torquemeter. 

Specifications 

Length 58.94 inches; width 35.66 inches; height 
27.14 inches; weight 663 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 4.315 inc}1es; displacement 541 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3:1. 

Performance 

400 bra)<t:-horsepower continuous. 

R-318 

IGS0-54.0 SERIES SUPERCHARGED 
RECIPROCATING ENGII'.l£ 
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
This series of engines powers the 680 series of air
craft manufactured by Aero Commander and the 
Queen Air 80 model aircraft manufactured by Beech. 
A mechanically supercharged, fuel injected engine, 
this model has accumulated many hours of flight 
time and compiled an envious record of safety and 
low maintenance costs. Side-mounted accessories 
provide ease of maintenance, and the engine is built 
with either updraft or downdraft exhaust cylinders. 
Basically used by Aero and Beech, many smaller 
companies are using the IGS0-540 as a conversion 
power plant to increase the performance of other 
aircraft. 

Specifications 
Length 48.15 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 
28.44 inches; weight 530 pounds; bore 5.125 inches; 
stroke 4.375 inches; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 
compression ratio 7.3: 1. 

Performance 
380 brake horsepower take-off, 360 brake horse
power continuous. 

- - - -· --- - -~ 



I. 

MODEL 0-200-A 
Prime Conb·actor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 0-200-A is the power plm~t for the C~ssna 
Model 150, the Champion Citabna and Lancei and 
the Thorpe Sk-y Scooter (tubular)· 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment _installed: 
length 28.53 inches heicrht 23.18 inches, vv1dth 31.56 
inches; dry weight' witl~ accessories 217.?7 poun~s; 
cylinders 4; bore 4.06 inches; sb·oke 3.88 mch~s; dis
placement 201 cubic inches; compression ratiO 7 :~. 

Perfonnance 
Rated power, sea level, 100 horsepower; take-off 
power, sea level, 100 horsepower; recommen?ecl 
cruise rating, sea level, 75 horsepower; re\~olutwns 
per minute at rated power 2?::>0; revolut~ons per 
minute at take-off 2,750; cruismg revolutions per 
minute 2,500. 

R-319 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODELS 0-300-A, -B, -C, -D 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 0-300 engine powers the Cessna 170, the 
Cessna 172, the Cessna T -41A (military) and the 
Maule Bee D ee M-4. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 35.53 inches ( -D 36 inches), height 26.91 
inches (-D 27 inches) , width 311/z inches; dry weight 
v,rith carburetor 268 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 4%G 
inches; stroke 3% inches; displacement 301 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 7: 1. 

Performance 

Sea-level rating 145 horsepower; sea-level take-off 
power 145 horsepower; cruise 109 horsepower; revo
lutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions 
per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising revolu
tions per minute 2,450. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL 10-346 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 

The I0-346 engine is the power plant in the Beech
craft Musketeer. 

Specifications 

Dimensions with standard equipment installed : 
length 30 inches, height 22.48 inches, width 33.38 
inc~es ; dry weight with accessories 296.5 pounds; 
cylmders 4; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; dis
placement 346 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5: 1. 

Performance 

Sea-level rating 165 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 165 horsepower; cruise rating 125 horsepower; 
rev?lutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revo
lutions .per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising 
revolutions per minute 2,450. 

R-320 

MODELS 10-360-C, -D 
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The I0-360 engine is the power plant for the Cessna 
337, Cessna T-41B, 0-2A and 0-2B. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 35.34 inches, height 23.74 inches, width 31.4 
inches; dry weight with accessories 298.25 P.ounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 4.438 inches; stroke 3.875 mches; 
displacement 360 cubic inches; compression ratio 
8.5:1. 

Performance 
Sea-level rating 210 horsepower; take-off rating at 
sea level 210 horsepower; cruise rating 157 horse
power; revolutions per minute at rated power 2,800; 
revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,800; 
cruising revolutions per minute 2,600. 



~ : 
I 

MODELS TSI0-360-A, -B 
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Ren1arks 
The TSI0-360-A and -B engines are the power 
plants in ilie Cessna T337 Super Skymaster. 

Specifications 
D . . .tl d d 1·pment installed: 1menswns w1 1 stan ar equ 

1 
. 1 t lengtl1 (-A) 35.34 inches, (-B) 33.84 incl~es, 1e1g 1 

(-A) 23.64 inches, (-B) 30.74 inch.es, width 3~·~~ inches; dry weight witl1 accessones (-A). 
4 
4

38 pounds, (-B) 296.25 pounds; cylinders 6; bore ·b. 
inches; sh·oke 3.875 inches; displacement 360 cu IC 

inches; compression ratio 7.5:1. 

Performance 
k ff ratincr at Sea-level rating 210 horsepower; ta ' e-o ..., h 0 
· cr 15 1 orsesea level 210 horsepower cruise ratmo 

. . ' . ted power 2,800; power; revolutiOns per mmute at I a . . 9 700. 
revolutions per minute at take-off .powei ...,, ' 
cruising revolutions per minute 2,600. 

Note: The difference between the -A and -B ~odels 
is that -A has vacuum pump drive on t 1e rear 
of the starter adapter. 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL 0-470-R 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 0-470-R engine powers the Cessna 180, 182 and 
188 and the Wren 460. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
lengili 36.03 inches, height 28.42 inches, width 33.56 
inches; dry weight with accessories 438.35 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displace
ment 471 cubic inches; compression ratio 7:1. 

R-321 

Performance 
Sea-level rating 230 horsepower; sea-level take-off 
rating 230 horsepo·wer; sea-level cruise rating 172 
horsepower; rated power revolutions per minute 
2,600; take-off power revolutions per minute 2,600; 
cruising revolutions per minute 2,450. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODELS 10-4 70-K, -L 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 10-470-K is the power plant in the Beechcraft 
Debonair B33; the -L is used in the Beechcraft 
Baron B55. 

Specifications ( -K) 

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 38.14 inches, height 26.81 inches, width 33.39 
inches; dry weight with accessories 413 pounds; 
cyljnders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displace
ment 471 cubic inches; compression ratio 7:1. 

Performance ( -K) 

Sea-level rating 225 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 225 horsepower; cruise rating 169 horse
power; revolutions per minute at rated power 2,600; 
revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,600; 
cruising revolutions per minute 2,450. 

Specifications ( -L) 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
~ength 43.17 inches, height 19.75 inches, width 33.56 
mches; dry weight with accessories 469.35 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displace
ment 471 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.6: 1. 

Performance ( -L) 

S_ea-level rating 260 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 2.60 horsepower; cruise rating 195 horsepower; 
rev:olutions per minute at rated power 2,625; revo
lutions _per minute at take-off power 2,625; cruising 
~evolutions per minute 2,450. 

R-322 

MODEL I0-4.70-V 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 10-470-V is the power plant in the Cessna 310K 
and Cessna 310L. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 43.19 inches, height 19.75 inches, width 33.56 
inches; dry weight with accessories 423.47 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displace
ment 471 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.6: 1. 

Performance 
Sea-level rating 260 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 260 horsepower; cruise rating 195 horsepower; 
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,625; revo
lutions per minute at take-off power 2,625; cruising 
revolutions per minute 2,450. 

l 



MODELS 10-520-A, -0, -E, -F, -J 
Prime Contractor: Continental 1 fotors Corporation 

Remarks 
The 10-520 series engines are employed as follows: 
10-520-A in the Cessna 210 and 206, Aero Com
mander 200D; 10-520-D, Cessna 185 Sk-ywagon and 
188 AIS'vagon, Bellanca iking; 10-520-E, Aero 
Commander 500A; 10-520-F, Cessna U206; 10-520-
J, Cessna 210. 

Specifications (-A) 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed : 
length 40.91 inches height 19.75 inches, width 33.56 
inches; dry weiaht with accessories 471.28 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bor:5.25 inches; displacement 520 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 8.5: 1. 

Performance (-A) 
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating 285 
horsepower; cruise rating 215 horsepower; rev?lu
tions p er minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions 
per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising revolu
tions per minute 2,500. 

Model deviations from -A specifications . and per
formance are: (-D) length 36.86 inches, he1ght 23:79 
inches, dry weight 455.56 pounds, take-off r~ting 
300 horsepower, take-off revolutions per mmute 
2,850, cruising revolutions per minute 2,550; (-E) 
length 47.26 inches, width 35.56 inches, take-?ff 
rating 300 horsepower at 2,850 revolutions per mm
ute, cruise rating 213 horsepower at 2,500 revolu
tions per minute; (-F) take-off rating 3?0 hOI:se
power at 2,850 revolutions per minute, cru.Jse ratmg 
215 horsepower at 2,550 revolutions per mmute. 

R-323 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL 10-520-B 

Prime Contractor : Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 

The I0-520-B is the pO\.ver plant in the Beechcraft 
Bonanza S35, Beechcraft Debonair B33A and the 
Navion. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 38.47 inches, height 26.71 inches, width 33.58 
inc?es; dry weight with accessories 457.65 potmds; 
cylmders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; dis
placement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5 :1. 

Performance 

Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 285 horsepower; cruise rating 213 horsepower; 
re~olutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revo
lutiOns p er minut~ at take-off power 2,700; cruising 
revolutions per nunute 2,500 . . 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL 10-520-C 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 

The 10-520-C engine is the power plant in the 
Beechcraft Baron. 

Specifications 

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 42.81 inches, height 19.78 inches, width 33.56 
inches; dry weight with accessories 450.38 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; dis
placement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5:1. 

Performance 

Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 285 horsepower; cruise rating 213 horsepower; 
revolutions per minute at rated power 2, 700; revo
lutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising 
revolutions Jeer minute 2,500. 

R-324 

MODELS TSI0-520-B, -E 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 

The TSI0-520-B is the power plant in the Cessna 
320D Skynight. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 39.25 inches, height 20.47 ~nches, width 3~.56 
inches, length with turbo 57.73 mches; dry weight 
with accessories 475 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25 
inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 7.5: 1. 

Performance 
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating at 
sea level 285 horsepower; cruise rating 215 horse
power; revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; 
revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; 
cruising revolutions per minute 2,350. 

Note: Model TSI0-520-E, used in the Cessna 401/ 
402, has the same specifications, except for: 
rated power 300 horsepower at 2,700 revolu
tions per minute; cruise rating 225 horse
power at 2,450 revolutions per minute. 



MODELS TSI0-520-C, -H 
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Re1narks 
The TSI0-520-C and -H engines are used in the 
Cessna T210. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment .installed: 
~ength 40.91 inches, height 20.04 inches, w1dth 33.5~ 
mc~1es; dry weight with accessories 458Yl poun~s, 
cylmders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 mcl:es; dis
placement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1. 

Perforntance 
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; tak.e-o~ rating_ at 
sea level 285 horsepower cruise rating 215 horse
power; revolutions per mi~ute at rated power.2??0; 
revolutions per minute at take-off 2,700; cnnsmg 
revolutions per minute 2,500. 

R-325 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL TSI0-520-D 
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The TSI0-520-D engine is the power plant in the 
Beechcraft Turbo Bonanza. . 

SpeCifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length (turbo not included) 42.58 inches, heicrht 
29.4 inc?es, width 33.56 inches; dry weight v~th 
accessones 484.5 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25 
~nches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic 
mches; compression ratio 7.5:1. 

Perforntance 
Sea-level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 285 horsepower; cruise rating 214 horsepower; 
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revo
lutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising 
revolutions per minute 2,500. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

MODEL GTSI0-520-C 

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The GTSI0-520-C engine is the power plant in the 
Cessna 411. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 43.06 inches, height 23.25 inches, width 34.04 
inches; dry weight with accessories 552.52 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; dis
placement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1. 

Performance 

Sea-lc:ivel rating 340 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 340 horsepower; cruise rating 255 horsepower; 
re~olutions per minute at rated power 3,200; revo
lutions per minute at take-off power 3,200; cruising 
revolUtions per minute 2,800. 

R-326 

MODEL GTSI0-520-D 
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation 

Remarks 
The GTSI0-520-D engine is the power plant in the 
Cessna 421. 

Specifications 
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: 
length 42.56 inches, height 26.78 inches, width 34.03 
inches; dry weight with accessories 578 pounds; 
cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; dis
placement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1. 

Performance 

Sea-level rating 375 horsepower; take-off rating, sea 
level, 375 horsepower; cruise rating 282 horsepower; 
revolutions per minute at rated power and take-off 
3,400; revolutions per minute at cruise 2,900. 



Rl300 ENGINE (C7BA) 
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 

Among applications of the R1300 Cyclone 7 series 
engines are the North American T-28A h·ainer, the 
Sikorsky H-19 helicopter and the Goodyear ZPG 
and ZS2G airships. 

Specifications 

Dry weights 1,065-1,092 pounds; length 48.12 inches; 
diameter 50.45 inches; fuel grade 91/96. 

Perfor1nance 

Take-off power at sea level 800 brake horsepower. 

R-327 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

Rl820-82A ENGINE (C9) · 

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 

A 9-cylinder, single-row radial reciprocating engine, 
the C9 is manufactured for the Grumman S-2D, 
S-2E and E-1B series aircraft. 

Specifications 

Dry weight 1,479 pounds; length 50.1 inches; diam
eter 55.74 inches; fuel grade 115/145. 

Performance 

Take-off power at sea level1,525 brake horsepower. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

R3350-32W ENGINE (TC18) 

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 

The TC18 is an 18-cylinder, double-row radial tur
bocompound reciprocating engine used by the mili
tary services in P-2 and P-5 series aircraft. 

Specifications 

Dry weight 3,560 pounds; length 91.8 inches; diam
eter 56.59 inches; fuel grade 115/145. 

Performance 

Take-off po~er at sea level 3,700 brake horsepower. 

R-328 

R3350-26WD ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 
An 18-cylinder, double-row radial reciprocating en
gine, the R3350-26WD is manufactured for the 
Douglas AD series and Lockheed P-2 series aircraft. 

Specifications 
Dry weight 2,925 pounds; length 81.23 inches; diam
eter 55.62 inches; fuel grade 115/145. 

Performance 
Take-off power at sea level2,700 horsepower. 



YRC-180-2 ROTATING COMBUSTION 
ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 
The Rotating Combustion Engine is a ne\V inte~~al 
combustion engine which operates on the_ fam_ll1ar 
Otto cycle but incorporates a unique an~ simplified 
geometry which provides a very high r~tio of pow~r 
to displacement. D esigned for Navy an·craft _appli
cations, the YRC-180-2 is an advanced versiOn of 
the RC2-90, the initial Rotating Combustion Air
craft Engine developed by Curtiss-\"' rig_ht. It is an 
air-cooled twin-rotor ena-ine incorporatmg JP fuel 
injection '·with coordinated spark ignition. The 
engine is naturally aspirated and has its own c~ol
ing aiT blower. Torque, air and fuel cons_umphon 
characteristics are comparable to conventional re
ciprocating engines; size, weight_ and s~oothness of 
operation approach that of h1rbme engmes. 

Specifications 
Length 32.4 inches; height 18 inches; width 20.7 
inches; weight 278 pounds. 

Perfor1nance 
Take-off rating 310 brake horsepower at 6,000 revo-
lutions per minute. 

R-329 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

H-63 ENGINES 

Prime Contractor: Nelson Aircraft Corporation 

Remarks 

Nelson Aircraft Corporation produces to order the 
H-63, a 4-cylinder, 2-cycle air-cooled engine certi
fied by the Federal Aviation Administration as a 
pm~er plant for single-seat helicopters and also 
available for propeller-miven aircraft. Model H-63-
C (photo) is the basic helicopter unit for vertical 
installation. Model H-63-CP is the same basic ena-fue 
but without clutch, fan and shroud, intendedb for 
installation in a horizontal position with direct mive 
to the propeller. 

Specifications 

~-63-C: Weight 76 pounds; displacement 63 cubic 
mches; comp~·ession ratio 8:1; fuel grade 80/87. 
~-63-CP: \Ve1ght 68 pounds; displacemept 63 cubic 
mches; compression ratio 8:1; fuel grade 80/87. 

Perfor1nance 

H-63-C: Take-off rating 43 horsepower at 4,000 rev
olutions per minute, continuous same. H-63-CP: 
Take-off rating 48 horsepower at 4,400 revolutions 
pe~ minute, continuous 45 horsepower at 4,000 revo
lutiOns per minute. 



ENGINES (PISTON) 

Rl830 RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
First installed in the famous Pan American Airways 
Martin China Clipper in the early 1930s, the R1830 
Twin Wasp is a 14-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston 
engine, now out of · production but still in service. 
A 1,000-horsepower engine was installed in the 
Douglas DC-3 and the 1,200-horsepower version 
eventually powered most of the DC-3s. This engine, 
also the power plant for the Lockheed Lodestar and 
other aircraft, was manufactured in greater numbers 
than any other Pratt & Whitney model between 
1932 and 1947. 

Specifications (Model SlC3-G) 
Length 61.16 inches; diameter 48.19 inches; bore 5.5 
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 1,830 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 6.7: 1; dry weight 1,467 
pounds. 

Performance 
Rating 1,200 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions 
per minute. 

R-330 

Rl34.0 RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
Still in use, the R1340 Wasp was produced in nu
merous configurations for 35 years-longer than any 
other Pratt & Whitney engine. It powered many 
military and commercial airplanes in aviation's pio
neering days. Among the planes still flying with 
R1340 engines are the de Havilland Otter, the 
Grumman Mallard and various helicopters. 

Specifications (Model SlHl-G) 
Length 47.8 inches; diameter 51.81 inches; dry 
weight 930 pounds. 

Performance 
Rating 600 brake horsepower at 2,250 revolutions 
per minute. 



R2000 RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whib1ey Aircraft 

Ren1arks 
Out of production but still in use, the R20_00 Twin 
Wasp is a 14-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston en
gine. It powered the Dotwlas C-54 Skymaster, work
horse of \tVorld vVar II, the Berlin Airlift and _the 
transp acific airlift supportina the Korean campmgn. 

. . b . , ex 9B Presently m VIetnam, it powers the A1my s -~ 
or de H avilland DHC-4 Caribou. 

Specifications (M:odel2SD13-G) 
L ength 59.66 inches; diameter 49.1 inches; bore 5?5 
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 2:004 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 6.5 :1; dry weight 1,605 
pounds. 

Performance 
Rating 1,450 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions 
per minute. 

R-331 

ENGINES (PISTON) 

R2180 RECIPROCATING ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 

The R2180 Twin ~rasp, a 14-cylinder, radial, air
cooled piston engine, was developed after World 
War II but had a short production life. It is used 
in the SAAB Scandia transport. 

Specifications (Model El) 
Length 76.2 inches; dia111eter 54 inches; bore 5.75 
~nches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,181 cubic 
mches; compression ratio 6.7: l ; dry weight 1,870 
pounds. 

Performance 

~ating 1,800 brake h~rsepower (with water injec
tion) at 2,800 revolutiOns per minute. 



ENGINES {PISTON) 

R2800 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
Still in military and commercial service, the R2800 
Double Wasp is an 18-cylinder, radial, air-cooled 
piston engine which powered many military aircraft 
in World War II. Between 1939 and 1960, 125,443 
of these engines were manufactured. 

Specifications (Model CBI6) 
Length 81.4 inches; diameter 52.8 inches; bore 5.75 
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,804 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 6.76:1; dry weight 2,350 
pounds.· 

Performance 
Rating 2,400 brake horsepower (with water injec
tion) af 2,700 revolutions per minute. 

R-332 

R4360 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL 
RECIPROCATING ENGINE 
Prime Contractor : Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
A 28-cylinder, radial, air-cooled piston engine, the 
R4360 was the most powerful engine of its type 
produced. It was developed during World War II 
and still powers the Boeing C-97, Fairchild C-119 
and Douglas C-124 Globemaster h·ansports and the 
Boeing 377 Stratoliner. 

Specifications (Model B6) 
Length 96.5 inches; diameter 55 inches; bore 5.75 
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 4,363 cubic 
inches; compression ratio 6.7:1; dry weight 3,584 
pounds. 

Performance 
Rating 3,500 brake horsepower (with water injec
tion) at 2,700 revolutions per minute. 



RJ-43-MA-3 MILITARY RAJ'iJET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
Developed for the Air Force, the RJ-43-MA-3 
engine is a complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet 
engine with a conical shock inlet. Cruise propulsion 
for the currently operational Boeing Bomarc A i_n
terceptor missile is provided by 2 of these ramJet 
engines. 

Specifications 
Length 173.4 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; conical 
spike; external compression ram inlet; weight 503 
pounds; fuel 80/87. 

Perfortnance 
Cruise thrust 1,650 pounds net jet; maximum thrust 
7,500 pounds net jet. 

R-333 

ENGINES (RAMJET) 

RJ-43-MA-11 MILITARY RAMJET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The RJ-43-MA-11, produced for the Air Force, is a 
complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet enrrine with 
a high compression inlet spike. This engine b(2 units) 
provides the cruise propulsion source for the Boeina 
Bomarc B interceptor missile. b 

Specifications 
Length 171.8 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; semi
isenb·opic spike, external compression ram inlet; 
weight 525 pounds; fuel JP-4. 

Perfortnance 

Cruise thrust 1,685 pounds net jet; maximum thrust 
13,300 pounds. 



ENGINES (RAMJET) 

MA 7 4-ZAB RAMJET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 

Developed for Army use, the MA74-ZAB is a na
ce_lle-type subsonic. and surersonic ramjet engine 
With normal shock mlet. It IS the cruise propulsion 
source for North American Rockwell's Roadrunner 
target missile system for low-altitude application. 

Specifications 

Length 90.7 inches; diameter 16.5 inches; weight 
110 pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit. 

Performance 

Thrust 1,790 pounds net jet. 

R-334 

MA150-XAA RAMJET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Re1narks 
The MA150-XAA is a nacelle- type subsonic and 
supersonic ramjet engine with normal shock inlet. 
It provides the cruise propulsion for the Army's 
North American Rockwell Advanced Roadrunner 
target missile system for high- and low-altitude 
application. 

Specifications 
Length 104.5 inches; diameter 19 inches; weight 165 
pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit. 

Performance 
Thrust 2,300 pounds net jet at low altitude; 575 
pounds net jet at high altitude. 



EJECTOR RAMJET 
Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 
The Ejector Ramjet is a composite (rocket-ramje9 
engine concept developed by Ma1:quardt ~md.er Arr 
Force sponsorship. It has potential apphcab~n to 
missile propulsion , advanced high payload raho or
bital launch vehicles and advanced "next-genera
tion" aircraft. Enaine concept combines rockets and 
ramjets into a si~ple, lightweight accel.eration-a~1d
cruise propulsion system which provides vehicle 
performance ( 1) superior to ~eparate .rockets and 
ramjets because of commonality of stwcture p~us 
rocket thrust auamentation and ( 2) competitive 
with complex turbomachinery at hypersonic flight 
speeds. 

R-335 

ENGINES {RAMJET) 

SCRAMJET 

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation 

Remarks 

Development of supersonic combustion ramjet for 
hyp~rso~ic acceleration and cruise performance; 
apphcahons include hypersonic cruise vehicles, re
coverable launch vehicles and defense and tactical 
missile systems. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

AVCO LYCOMING TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 

A vco Lycoming's gas turbine design philosophy 
centers about a "universal" concept which permits 
a basic power producer to be used for a variety of 
output configurations. A significant result of this 
approach has been the development of turbofan 
engines wherein a high bypass ratio fan has been 
mated to a T55 power producer. This same config
uration is feasible for the T53. The design is ideally 
suited to both standard and steep gradient aircraft 
requiring substantial operating economies and which 
operate in the medium-altitude, Mach .8 and below 
range. Medium-sized business jets and long-range 
patrol aircraft are potential applications for the 
Avco Lycomi~g turbofan. 

Specifications (approximate) 

PLFI<?-1, mated to T55-L-7C: Length 66 inches; 
fan dmmeter _41 inches; bypass ratio 6: 1; weight 
1,01? pounds; other specifications same as basic 
en~me to which fan is mated. PLFIC-2, mated to 
~5o-L-ll: _Length 66 inches; fan diameter 50 inches; 
yp~ss ratio 8.2:1; weight 1,130 pounds; other speci-

ficatiOns same as b · · l . h . aslC engme to w 11c fan IS mated. 

Performance 

PLFIC-1: 5,220 pounds thrust· s .fi f I . , pec1 c ue con-
sumptiOn . .41 pound per pound of thrust per hour. 
PLFI~-2. 6,700 pounds thrust; specific fuel con
sumptiOn .36 pound per pound of thrust per hour. 

R-336 

T53 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
The turboprop version of the T.53, des ignated L-7, 
powers the Army's Grumman OV-1 Mohawk STOL 
surveillance aircraft and the Swiss C3504 training 
and tow target aircraft. This engine is basically the 
same as the shaft version except for the front-end 
gearing which mates the engine to a conventional 
propeller. The 1,203 equivalent shaft horsepower 
T53-L-15 is the latest production configuration and 
will be installed on advanced Mohawks. 

Specifications 
Length 59 inches; diameter 23 inches; weight 605 
pounds; compressor stages 5 axial, 1 centrifugal; 
compressor turbines 2 ( 1 in L-7 version); power tur
bines 2 ( 1 in L-7 version). 

Performance 
T53-L-15: 1,203 equivalent shaft horsepower ( 1,400 
thermodynamic); specific fuel consumption .62 
pound per shaft horsepower per hour. T53-L-7 
(photo): 1,100 shaft horsepower; specific fuel con
sumption .69 pound per shaft horsepower per hour. 



T53 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
\i\Tith multimillion-hour flicrbt experience accumu
lated under diverse enviro~1men tal conditions, the 
T53 turboshaft encrine is the most experienced of its 
class in the world. It has po·wered he~copters ~o 
world-recognized records and bas been mstalled 1~1 
many pioneerincr VTOL STOL and V/STOL vehi
cles. Current ve~·sions p~wer the Army's Be~l UH-1 
Huey and AH-1G HueyCobra tactical helic?pters 
as well as the Air Force's Kaman HH-43 Husk-Ie res
cue helicopter. The engine also powers the commer
cial Bell tvlodel 204. A pair of T53s capable ?f full 
vertical operation are installed on the Canadarr CL-
8~ tilt-wing y 1 STOL. All T53s are of modular de
srgn to facilitate field maintenance. Development to 
1,800 shaft horsepower is impending. 

Specifications 
Length 48 inches· diameter 23 inches; weigl:t 496 
Po d ' 5 ax1'al 1 centnfucral· un s; cmnpressor stages < <.' • . b ' 

pressure ratio 6: 1; compressor ttir?mes 2 ( 1 n~ ~-11 
version); power ttrrbines 2 (1 m L-11 versiOn). 

Perforntance 
T53-L-13 (photo): 1,400 shaft h~rsepower;. specifi~ 
fuel consumption .58 pound ? er ~haft ho~.sepm·:er 
per hour. T53-L-ll: 1,100 shaft horsepower, specrfic 
fuel consumption .68 pound per horsepower per 
hour. 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T55 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE 

Prime Conb·actor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

Remarks 
Mai~taining the proven T53 design philosophy, the 
T55rs the more powerful of Avco Lycoming's 2 fam
ilies of gas turbine engines. Twin 2,850 shaft horse
power T55-L-7Cs power the Army's battle-tested 
Boeing Vertol CH-47 Chinook medium b'ansport 
helicopter. Uprated 3,750 shaft horsepower T55-L
lls povier the advanced CH-47C, providing it with 
substantially increased payload and cruising speed. 
Development programs will elevate the basic T55's 
ou!:J?ut to the 5,000 shaft horsepo·wer range. The 
engme novv has the hicrhest power-to-weicrht ratio . . I b b m rts c ass. 

Specifications 

R-337 

T55-L-7C: Length 44 inches; diameter 24% inches; 
weight 590 pounds; compressor stacres 7 axial 1 cen-

'f I b ' tn uga ; pressure ratio 7: 1; compressor turbines 1; 
P?wer tmbines 2. T55-L-ll: Length 44 inches; 
drameter 24% inches; weight 670 pounds; compres
sor stages 7 axial, 1 cenb·ifugal; pressure ratio 8.2: 1; 
compressor turbines 2; power turbines 2. 

Performance 

T55-L~ 7C: 2,850 shaft horsepower; specific fuel con
sumption .6 pound per shaft horsepower per hour. 
T55-L-ll: 3,750 shaft horsepower; specific fuel con
sumption .52 pound per shaft horsepower per hour. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T55 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycom
ing Division 

. Remarks 

The turboprop 2,445 shaft horsepower T55-L-9 was 
the power plant for North American Rockwell's 
YAT-28E, w~ich was under evaluation by both the 
Navy and A1r Force. The engine is currently being 
developed for 3,690 shaft horsepower. This version 
is designated L TC4R-l. 

Specifications 

T55-L-9: Length 62 inches; diameter 24% inches; 
w~ight 795 pounds; compressor stages 7 axial, 1 cen
tnfugal; pressure ratio 6.4: 1; compressor turbines 2; 
power turbines 2. LTC4R-l: Length 62 inches; di
:meter 24%. inches; weight 920 pounds; compressor 
tages 7 aXIal, 1 centrifugal; pressure ratio 8.2:1; 

compressor turbines 2; power turbines 2. 

Performance 

T55-L~9: 2,445 shaft horsepower; specilic fuel con-
sumption , 62 d h · poun per orsepower per hour. 
LTC4~-l: 3,690 shaft horsepower· specific fuel con-
sumption .54 pound h ' per orsepower per hour. 

R-338 

TSO MILITARY TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Conb·actor: The Boeing Company 

Remarks 
Configurations of the T50 military turboshaft engine 
power the Navy/Gyrodyne QH-50 series drone anti
submarine helicopters. Production of the engine 
ended in May 1968. 

Specifications (TSO-B0-12) 
Length 37.5 inches; diameter 24 inches; weight 250 
pounds; compression ratio 6.1: 1; axial flow 2-shaft 
engine; compressor 1 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine 
stages 2, 1 gas producer, 1 power output. 

Performance 
Rating 365 shaft horsepower at 60 degrees Fahren
heit sea level ( -12 model); 300 shaft horsepower at 
60 degrees Fahrenheit sea level (-8A model). 



J69-T-25 TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Remarks 

Current production installation: Cessna T-37 USAF 
jet trainer. 

Specifications 
Length 50 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compres
sion r.atio 3.8:1; compression stages 1; tmbine stages 
1; Weight 364 pounds. 

Perfortnance 
1,025 pounds maximum thrust; 880 pounds normal 
rated thrust; 1.12 specific fuel consumption; oil con
sumption .5 pound per hour. 

R-339 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J69-T-29 TURBOJET 

Prim.e Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neermg Corporation 

Remarks 

Current production installation is Ryan BQM-34A 
Fire bee. 

Specifications 

~ength . 44.8 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compres
Sion ratio 5.3:1; compression stages 2; turbine stages 
1; weight 340 pounds. 

Performance 

1,700 pounds thrust maximum; 1,375 pounds thrust 
norma! rated; 1.1 specific fuel consumption; oil con
sumptiOn 1 pound per hour. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J69-T-6 TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Remarks 

Current production installation is the BQM-34E 
drone. 

Specifications 

W eight 360 pounds; compression ratio 5.5: l. 

Performance 

Thrust 1,840 pounds; airflow 30.5 pounds per sec
ond; specific fuel consumption l.l. 

R-340 

J69-T-4.1A TURBOJET 
Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Remarks 
Advanced drone application. 

Specifications 
Length 46 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression 
ratio 5.85:1; compressor stages 2; turbine stages 1; 
weight 350 pounds. 

Performance 
1,920 pounds thrust; 1.1 specific fu el consumption. 



JIOO-CA-100 TURBOJET 
Prime Contractor : Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Specifications 
W eight 405 pounds; compression ratio 6.3:1. 

Perforntance 
Thrust 2,700 pounds; airflow 44.5 pounds per sec
ond; specific fuel consumption 1.1. 

R-341 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T67-T-l TWIN TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Remarks 
Featuring 2 independent engines combined with 
automatic power sharing system, the T67-T-l has 
been Bight tested in a UH-1D helicopter. 

Specifications 
Length 52 inches; 21 inches high by 38 inches wide; 
compression. ratio 7.5: 1; compression stages 3 per 
engme; turbme stages 2 gas generator plus 1 power 
turbine per engine; weight 540 pounds. 

Performance 
1,700 shaft horsepower maximum, 1,540 continuous; 
.55 specific fuel consumption. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T65-T-l TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Contra9tor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

_Remarks 

Commercial Model TS325-1 FAA type certificate 
Number E6CE. ' 

Specifications 

~ength .34.2 inches; diameter 18.3 inches; compres
SIOn ratw 6:1; compression stages 2; turbine stages 
.2 gas generator plus 1 power turbine; weight 136 
pounds. 

Performance 

3.10 shaft horsepower at .67 specific fuel consump
tion. 

R-342 

TSI20-G6 TURBOSHAFT 
Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engi
neering Corporation 

Remarks 
Model TS120 industrial gas turbine engine is being 
developed under contract to U.S. Army Mobility 
Equipment Hesearch & Development Center. 

Specifications 
Length 29.2 inches; 29.8 inches wide by 21.6 inches 
high; compression ratio 5.6: 1; compression stages 2; 
turbine stages 1; weight 215 pounds. 

Performance 

180 shaft horsepower at .65 specific fuel consump
tion. 



J65-'V-7 ENGINE 
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-\iVright Corporation 

Remarks 
The }65-W-7, used by the military in the F/RF-84F 
aircraft, is a single-spool, axial-flow, compressor-type 
je t povver plant. 

Specifications 
Dry w eight 2,795 potmds; length 115 inches; diam
eter 37.5 inches; type fu el JP-4. 

Perforntance 
Take-off power at sea level 7,800 pounds thrust. 

R-343 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J65-W-16A ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation 

Remarks 
The }65-W-16, used by the military in the A-4A, 
A-4B, A-4C series aircraft, is a single-spool, axial
flow, compressor-type jet power plant. 

Specifications 
· Length 108 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; weight 
2,757 pounds; fuel JP-4. 

Perforntance 
Take-off rating at sea level ~,700 pounds thrust. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T76 MILITARY TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiRe
search ·Manufacturing Company of Arizona 

Remarks 
The AiResearch T76 military turboprop engine 
powers the North American Rockwell OV-10A air
craft, in service with U.S . Air Force and Marine 
Corps units. A commercial version, designated TPE 
331, is offered in a family of horsepower ratings 
from 575 to 840 shaft horsepower. Applications in
clude the Mooney/Mitsubishi MU-2, Aero Com
mander's Turbo Commander, Fairchild Heli-Porter, 
Pilatus Turbo Porter, Volpar's Super Turbo 18 and 
Turboliner conversions, Carstedt's Jet Liner 600 
Dove conversion, Short's Skyvan and Swearingen's 
Merlifol liB. Among the features of this engine are 
opposite counterrotation props for twin-engine in
stallations, immediate response to load requirements 
and rapid reverse thrust. 

Specifications 

~ength 44:5 inches; width 19.25 inches; height 27 
m.ch~s ; we1g~t 335 pounds; compressor 2-stage cen
tnfugal; turbme 3-stage axial. 

Performance 

T76, 715 shaft horsepower; TPE 331 series, 575 shaft 
horsepower; ~E 331-1 series, 665 shaft horsepower; 
TP~ 331-2 senes, 715 shaft horsepower; TPE 331-3 
senes, 840 shaft horsepower. 

R-344 

YJ93 MILITARY TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The YJ93 is a Mach 3 engine d esigned to power the 
North American Rockwell XB-70 at a speed of 2,000 
miles per hour above 70,000 feet. 

Specifications 
L ength 237 inches; maximum diameter 52.5 inches; 
thrust-to-weight ratio above 5: 1; turbine stages 2. 

Performance 
Thrust class (sea level static) 30,000 pounds; speed 
capability sustained Mach 3. 



J79 MILITARY TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Retnarks 
A military turbojet engine, the J79 is ,,.,~dely ~sed on 
Air Force, Navy and NATO aircraft, mcludmg_ the 
Lockheed F-104 Convair B-58, North Amencan 
Rockwell RA-se' and the McDonnell Douglas F-4 
Phantom. Current production models are the }79-10, . 
}79-17 and ]79-19. 

Specifications 
Lengtl~ 208.69 inches; diameter 39.6 inc~1es ; weight 
3,800 pounds; compressor stages 17; turbme stages 3. 

Performance 
Thrust with afterburner 17,900 pounds. 

R-345 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J85 MILITARY AFTERBURNING TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
Power plant for high-performance aircraft and air
breathing missiles, the J85 turbojet is available in 
both afterburning and non-afterburning configura
tions. It has the highest power-to-weight ratio of 
any production engine in its class in the free world. 
Afterburning versions provide power for Northrop's 
F-5 and T-38A and Fiat's G.91Y. An advanced ver
sion, with 5,000 pounds of thrust, is designated 
J85-2l. 

Specifications (J85-5A, -13, -15) 
~ength (J85-15) 105.6 inches; flange diameter 21 
mches; compressor stages 8; turbine stages 2; weight 
( -5A) 584 pounds, ( -13) 597 pounds, ( -15) 615 
pounds; thrust/weight ratio ( -5A) 6.59:1, ( -13) 
6.84:1, ( -15) 6.99:1. 

Performance 
Maximum thrust ( -5A) 3,850 pounds, ( -13) 4,080 
pounds, ( -15) 4,300 pounds. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J85 NON-AFTERBURNING TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The dry J85 turbojet is a derivative of the J85 after
burning engine. The compact, lightweight design 
makes it an ideal power plant for transports, train
ers, fighters, VTOL aircraft, missiles and take-off 
boost applications. This engine provides power for 
the Lockheed XV-4B, Canadair CL-41G, Cessna 
A-37B, McDonnell Douglas ADM-20, GE/Ryan 
XV-5B, Bell X-14A and Fairchild Hiller C-119K 
and C-123K. 

Specifications (J85-l7) 
Weight 398 pounds; thrust-to-weight ratio 7.2:1; 
length 40.5 inches; diameter 17.7 inches; compres
sor stages 8; turbine stages 2. 

Pe:do.rmance (J85-l7) 
Military thrust 2,850 pounds. 

R-346 

TF39 MILITARY TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The TF39 is a high bypass ratio h1rbofa~1 J?owering 
the Air Force's Lockheed C-5 heavy logistics h·ans
port over exceptionally long distances. Engine parts 
are designed for unusually long life. 

Specifications 
Length 189.5 inches; maximum diameter 100 inc:he_s; 
thrust-to-weight ratio 5.85:1 plus; ~ypass _ratio m 
the 8:1 class; pressure ratio at crmse altitude in 
the 25:1 class. 

Performance 
Maximum thrust 41,100 pounds. 



GE4· COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Re1narks 
The GE4 is the au crmented htrbojet engine ·which 
will po,ver the U.S.bsupersonic transport. The GE4 
incorpora tes proven design featur es of the J79 ~nd 
YJ93 engines as well as advanced technology: Full
scale encrine testin cr began in mid-1966 and IS con-

b b t' . 
tinuing along with major component tes m g. 

Specifications 
L en cr th 308 inch es· maximum exhaust nozzle diam
e ter b90 inches; \-ve/ght 11,300 pounds; fuel commer-
cial aviation kerosene. 

Perfor1uance 
Take-off thrust 67,000 pounds. 

R-347 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

GEl MILITARY /COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 

The GEl Building Block approach provides for one 
gas generator as the basis of a family of advanced 
propulsion systems. Building Block components
hu·bofans, afterburners, thrust vectoring devices
are added to the GEl gas generator to provide per
formance and configurations tailored to specific 
aircraft missions and desicrns. The GEl features 
application versatility, tim~ and cost savings and 
hardware standardization. 

Specifications 
The GEl, compared with the earlier J47 engine, 
represents a 51 percent reduction in length and 79 
percent reduction in volume, plus reduced weight 
and fuel consumption. 

Performance 
The GEl is in the same thrust class as the J47 and 
has a versatility of thrust size spanning a range of 
almost 6 times the basic gas generator thrust. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

CF700 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
An aft-fan version of the J85/CJ610 turbojet family, 
the CF700 has been in service since 1965. Applica
tions include the Fan Jet Falcon 10-passenger busi
ness jet aircraft. It is used also in the Bell lunar 
landing training vehicle to equalize the forces of 
gravity and rockets for pilot control movements. 

Specifications ( CF700-20) 
Length 53.6 inches; fan diameter 33.1 inches; weight 
725 pounds; compressor stages 8, axial Bow; turbine 
stages 2, axial Bow. 

Performance 
Take-off thrust 4,250 pounds; maximum continuous 
thrust 4,120 pounds. 

R-348 

CJ6IO COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The CJ610 is a derivative of the J85 turbojet and 
has been produced in 4 configurations. Twin CJ610 
engines power the Jet Commander, HFB 320 Hansa 
and the Learjet business aircraft. 

Specifications (CJ6I0-6) 
Length 51.1 inches; Bange diameter 17.7 inches; 
weight 392 pounds; thrust-to-weight ratio 7.5:1; 
compressor stages 8; turbine stages 2. 

Performance 
Take-off thrust 2,950 pounds. 



T58 MILITARY TURBOSBAFT 
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The T58 turboshaft enaine is produced in several 
configurations for a wile variety of heli_copters and 
VTOL aircraft. Applications includ; S1kors"k)' SH-
3A/D, Boeing Vertol CH-46A/D, Kaman UH~2A/ 
B!C, Sikorsky CH-3C/E , Sikorsky HH-52A, Sikor
sky HH-3E/F, Bell UH-1F, Agusta Bell ~04B a?d 
Bell X-22A. The engine models ?urrently m ser~Ice 
are T58-1 -3 -5 -8 and -10· a h1aher-rated versiOn, 

' ' ' ' ' b the T58-16, is under development. 

Specifications 
The T58 enaines in service employ a 10-stage axial-

fl 
b . I · ble aeomeh·y stator an-

ow compressor w1t 1 vana b . ' 

nular combustor, 2-stage gas generator .h~rbme an~ 
1-stage (free) power h1rbine; length 59 mches; di
ameter 21 inches; weight 340 pounds. The T58-16 
engine utilizes the same compressor and co~bustor 
and en

1 
1 · -cooled gas aenerator turbme, 2-p oys au . b 64 . 1 . d' 

stage (free) power hirbme; length me 1es, Iam-
eter 24 inches; weight 440 pounds. 

Perfonnance 
I d I 1 300 1 500 pounds thrust, (-16) 
n-service mo e s , - ' 

1,870 pounds thrust. 

R-349 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T64 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT/TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The T64 is a free h~rbine power plant for helicop
ter and VI STOL aircraft. Produced in h1rboprop 
and. turboshaft configurations, major design consid
erations wer~ low fuel consur:nption, high reliability, 
ease of mamtenance, application versatility and 
growth potential. Initial production models pro
duced up to 3,080 shaft horsepower, and as a result 
o_f growt~ development current engines in produc
tion pro:Ide ?apability to 3,925 shaft horsepower. 
A_pphcations mclude Sikorsky CH-53A, C and D, 
S1_korsky HH-53B and C, the de Havilland Buffalo, 
Fiat G.222, Kawasaki P2J, Shin Meiwa PS-1, Ling
Temco-Vought XC-142A and Lockheed AH-56A. 

Specifications 
The basic engine consists of a 14-stage axial-flow 
compressor, through flow annular combustor, 2-
stage gas ~enerator turbine and 2-stage axial-flow 
po_wer turbme. The power output is provided by an 
axial forward extending drive shaft. Addition of a 
planetary speed decreaser gear allows creation of 
a hu·boprop configuration with a centerline above 
?r belo:V the engine centerline. The T64-16 is 68 
mches m length; maximum diameter 20.1 inches· 
horsepower/weight ratio 4.9; weight 700 pounds. ' 

Performance 

( T64-3) maximum 3,080 shaft horsepo\ver- ( T64-6) 
military 2,850 shaft horsepower; (T64-12) military 
fl~t rated at 3,400_ s~aft horsepower; (T64-7, -16) 
without fuel flow lnmt, maximum flat rated at 3 370 
shaft horsepower. ' 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

TF34 MILITARY TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
A new General Electric high bypass ratio turbofan, 
the TF34 has been selected to power the U.S. 
Navy's proposed VSX antisubmarine warfare air
craft. The engine provides low specific fuel con
sumption over a broad operating range and utilizes 
a variable stator compressor, annular combustor 
and air-cooled turbine, features which have proved 
so successful on other GE engines. 

R-350 

CF6 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 

The CF6 is an advanced technology high bypass 
ratio turbofan selected to power th e .ivlcDonnell 
Douglas DC-10 trije t. The engine uses a 16-stage 
variable stator compressor driven by a 2-stage, air
cooled, high-pressure turbine, and a 1 %-stage fan 
driven by a 5-stage low-pressure turbine . The CF6 
is designed to meet stringent commercial standards 
of long life and reliability, easy maintenance, very 
low specific fuel consumption, low sound levels and 
virtual smokelessness. Full-scale CF6 enrrines are 

b 

being manufactured and tested and the enaine is 
' b 

scheduled to enter airline service in 1971. 

Specifications 

Length 172.5 inches; maximum diameter 92 inches; 
engine weight 7,350 pounds. 

Performance 
Take-off thrust 40,000 pounds. 



CJ805-3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 

Prime Conb·actor: General Electric Company 

ReJua.-I.:s 

The CJ805-3 turbojet is a single rotor compressor 
and turbine engine which features split compressor, 
combustion and turbine sections for easy access and 
maintenance. Its conical construction reduces engine 
weight and assures optimum sb·enath-to-weight 

. b 

ra tio. Other fea tures include variable stators, hydro-
n~cchanical ex ternally mounted conb·ol systems and 
smgl e rotor compressor and turbine requiring only 
3 main b earin gs. Following an extensive tes ting 
program, the CJ805-3 entered commercial airline 
service in May 1960 and is currently in service with 
10 operators. 

Specifications 

~ength 181.93 inches; maximum diameter 31.6 
mches; engine weight 2,817 pounds. 

Perfor1uance 

Take-off thrust 11,650 pounds. 

R-351 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

CJ805-23 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Elecb·ic Company 

Remarks 

The CJ805-23 is a turbofan version of the CJ805-3 
turbojet. It features split compressor, combustion 
and turbine section casings for ease of maintenance. 
Conical construction reduces engine weight. Its sin
gle rotor compressor and turbine require only 3 
main bearings. Other features include variable sta
tors and external hydromechanical control systems 
for easy servicing. The addition to the basic CJ805-3 
of an aft fan with a single-stage turbine compressor 
increases take-off thrust by over 35 percent and 
fuel economy by 10 to 15 percent. The CJ805-23 is 
in service with 7 domestic and overseas carriers. 

Specifications 

Length 149.6 inches; maximum diameter 53.34 
inches; engine weight 3,766 pounds. 

Performance 

Take-off thrust 16,100 pounds. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

CT58 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The CT58-110 configuration, serving a variety of 
helicopter applications, has been succeeded by the 
higher rated CT58-140, which began production in 
1965. Modification of the -110 engines to the higher 
power rating is accomplished through kit conver
sion. Applications include the Boeing Vertol107 and 
the Sikorsky S-61 and S-62. 

Specifications 
Length 59 inches; maximum width 21 inches; weight 
340 pounds ( CT58-140). 

Performance 
Take-off rating 1,400 horsepower ( CT58-140), 1,250 
horsepower ( CT58-110). 

R-352 

CT64 COMMERCIAL 
TURBOSHAFT/TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
Commercial configurations of the military T64 tur
boshaft/ turboprop are in production and certified 
for civil use. The CT64-410-1 and CT64-810-l are 
turboprop engines, and the CT64-610-l is a direct
drive power plant. 

Specifications (CT64-810-l Turboprop) 
Length 112.9 inches; maximum height 46 inches; 
weight 1,167 pounds; compressor stages 14; turbine 
stages 4. 

Performance 
Maximum equivalent shaft horsepower 2,850. 



LMIOO GAS TURBINE 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Rentarks 

Derived from the T58 aircraft engine, the hirbo
sl~aft LM100 is a jet engine for marine and indus
b·ml uses, developing up to 3 horsepower per pound 
of w eight. It occupies less than 10 cubic feet and 
can be installed in many places where a reciprocat
ing engine o~ comparable power would not fit. T~1e 
L~100 proV1des main propulsion for the f!· S. Vt.~
tona hydrofoil and the Bell SK-5 air cusluon velu
cle. The engine is also offered for use in oil well 
fractming units, gas pipeline pumping and emer
gency power generation. 

R-353 

ENGINES {TURBINE) 

LM1500 GAS TURBINE 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 

Available as a shaft power engine or as a gas gen
erator, the LM1500 is derived from the ]79 aircraft 
engine. It supplies high-speed propulsion for new 
U.S. Navy patrol motor gunboats and powers the 
Navy's hydrofoil ship USS Plainview. The LM1500 
is used also for gas pipeline pumping and power 
generation for electric utilities. 

Perforntance 
14,000 horsepower at normal 80 degrees Fahrenheit. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

LM300 GAS TURBINE 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 

The _LM300 is an advanced design, lightweight gas 
turbme derived from General Electric's T64 aircraft 
engine series. It is available for use in a wide variety 
of applications such as airborne power units, marine 
and land-based transportation systems, and indus
trial drive and power generation. From the initial 
design through the total development program, the 
~ngine has been designed to achieve high reliabil
Ity, long life, simplified maintenance and maximum 
corrosion resistance. 

Performance 

3,000 horsepower class. 

R-354 

LM2500 GAS TURBINE 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The LM2500 is derived from the GE TF39 high by
pass turbofan engine. For marine and indush·ial ap
plications the TF39 front fan is removed, and, with 
suitable modifications, shaft power is extracted from 
the low-pressure turbine system through a power 
takeoff at the aft end of the engine. The LM2500, 
which is designed as a marine power plant, will 
deliver more power per pound of fuel burned and 
air ingested than any other marine gas turbine in its 
class. 

Performance 
25,000 horsepower class. 



LFI ''TURBOTIP" LIFT FAN SYSTEM 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 

A • co_nverti_ble "Turbotip" propulsion system, the 
LFl IS designed to power high-speed vertical take
off a~d landing aircraft. The "Tmbotip" fan system 
consists of 2 wing-mounted lift fans and a nose fan 
to control pitch of the aircraft. The lift fans installed 
in the XV-5B NASA VTOL research aiTcraft nearly 
triple the gas generator thrust of the twin J85 povler 
plants. 

R-355 

ENGINES (TURBINE) 

GEI/10 AUGMENTED TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company 

Remarks 
The GEl/10 augmented turbofan enrrine is a deriv
ative of the GEl turbojet first tested in 1963. The 
C?E1/ 10 is directed toward proposed advanced tac
tical fighters and attack aircraft. The GEl/ 10 is 
approximately 38 inches in diameter and 143 inches 
in length and has a turbine inlet temperature m 
excess of 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

501-Dl3D COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 

The 501-D13D is the power plant for the Convair 
580, operating with 4 airlines, 14 corporations, the 
Federal Aviation Administration, U.S. Air Force 
and Royal Canadian Air Force. A similar engine 
powers the Lockheed Electra. 

Specifications 

~ength 14~ inches; width 30 inches; height 43 
mches; we1ght 1,756 pounds; compression ratio 
9.25:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 

Ra.ting 3, 750 equivalent shaft horsepower. 

R-356 

250-Cl8 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Conh·actor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
Model 250 powers the Bell JetRanger, Fairchild 
Hiller FH-1100 and Hughes 500 light helicopters. 

Specifications 
Length 40 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight 138 
pounds; compression ratio 6.2:1; compressor stages 
6 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 
Rating 317 shaft horsepower. 

250-C20 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
Scheduled for production in early 1970 for light 
helicopters. 

Performance 
Rating 400 shaft horsepower. 



501-022 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Retnarks 
The 501-D22 tmboprop engine po\:vers the Lock
h eed 100, commercial version of the military Her
cules. 

Specifications 
L ength 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 39 
inches; weight 1,833 pounds; compression ratio 
9.55:1; compressor stages 14; htrbine stages 4. 

Performance 
Rating 4,680 equivalent shaft horsepower. 
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ENGINES (TURBINE) 

250-BIS COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
Entered production in late 1968 for light single- and 
twin-engine aircraft. 

Specifications 
~ength 44:5 inches; width 19 inches; height 22.5 
mches; we1ght 144 pounds; compression ratio 6.2:1; 
compressor stages 6 axial, 1 centrifugal; hrrbine 
stages 4. 

Performance 
Rating 317 shaft horsepower. 

250-Bl7 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
s.cheduled for production in early 1970 for light 
smgle- and twin-engine aircraft. 

Performance 
Rating 400 shaft horsepower. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T56-A-7 MILITARY TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
The T56-A-7 is a military engine operational in vari
ous versions of the Lockheed C-130 Hercules serv
ing the Air Force, Navy, Coast Guard, Marine 
Corps and Military Airlift Command, as well as 
governments of 11 foreign nations. T56-A-8 is used 
in the Grumman E-2A and C-2A aircraft. 

Specifications 

Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 39 
inches; weight 1,833 pounds; compression ratio 
9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 

Rating 4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower. 
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T56-A-l4 MILITARY TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
The T56-A-14 is a follow-on military engine for the 
Lockheed P-3 antisubmarine warfare plane. 

Specifications 
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 44 
inches; weight 1,885 pounds; compression ratio 
9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 
Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower. 



T56-A-l5 MILITARY TURBOPROP 
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Rentarks 
The T56-A-15 is in Air Force service as the power 
plant for the Lockheed HC-130H search, rescue 
and recovery aircraft. 

Specifications 
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; I:eight ~9 
inches; weight 1,825 pounds; compressiOn ratio 
9.55 :1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 
Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower. 
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ENGINES (TURBINE) 

T63-A-5A MILITARY TURBOSHAFT 
Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors 

Remarks 
The T63-A-5A powers the Army OH-6A light ob
servation helicopter. 

Specifications 

Length 40 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight 136 
pounds; compression ratio 6.2 :1; compressor stages 
6 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4. 

Performance 

Rating 317 shaft horsepower. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

TF4l MILITARY TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motor~ 

Remarks 

Allison undertook the TF41 development jointly 
with Rolls-Royce Ltd. TF41-A-1 is in production 
for the U.S . Air Force's A-7D close-support tactical 
fighter. TF41-A-2 is being developed for the U.S. 
Navy's A-7E Corsair II carrier-based attack fighter. 

Specifications 

The TF41 is a 2-shaft turbofan with a 3-stage front 
fan, bypass and 2-stage low-pressure compressor. 
It also incorporates an ll-stage high-pressure com
pressor, can-annular combustor and 4-stage turbine. 
Length (TF41-A-1) 106 inches. 

Performance 

Thrust ( TF41~A-1) 14,250 pounds, ( TF41-A-2) 15,-
000 pounds. 
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T34 MILITARY TURBOPROP 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
Development of the T34 ( PT2) axial flow turbo
prop engine began in 1945. The engine was put 
into production in 1953. It powers the Douglas 
C-133 Cargomaster. 

Specifications 
Length 155.12 inches; diameter 34.06 inches; weight 
2,870 pounds; compression ratio 6.25: 1; axial flow, 
single rotor; compressor stages 13; turbine stages 3. 

Performance 
Thrust 7,500 shaft horsepower wet, 6,500 dry. 



JFTDI2 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & ·whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
A turboshaft adaptation of the JT12 engine, the 
JFTD12 has a 2-stage free turbine added in the 
rear. Two of these enaines power the Sikorsky S-64 
Skycrane, an all-purp~se, heavy-lift transport heli
copter. 

Specifications (JFTDI2A-4A) 
Length 107 inches; diameter 34 inches; weight 920 
pounds; compression ratio 6.85:1; free turbine drive; 
compressor stages 9; turbine stages 4. 

Perforn1ance 
Rating 4,500 shaft horsepower. 
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ENGINES {TURBINE) 

J58 MILITARY TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
The J58 powers the twin-engine, Mach 3 Lockheed 
YF-12A interceptor and the SR-71 strateaic recon-
naissance aircraft. 

0 

Specifications 
Classified. 

Performance 
Thrust in the 30,000-pound class. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

J57 MILITARY TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
The J57 turbojet, which put American military air
craft into supersonic Right, was produced from 1951 
to 1965. Winner of the 1952 Collier Trophy, it was 
also the first engine to reach 10,000 pounds of thrust. 
Among the craft it powers are the Boeing B-52 
bomber, KC-135 tanker-transport and C-135A trans
port, the North American F-100, the McDonnell 
F-101, the Convair F-102, the Ling-Temco-Vought 
F-8 and the Douglas F-6 and A-3. Over 48,000,000 
operating hours have been accumulated by the more 
than 21,000 J57s produced. 

Specifications (J57-P-43 WB) 
~ength !67.3 inches; diameter 38.9 inches; compres
Sion ratio 12.5:1; weight 3,870 pounds; axial Row, 
dual rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3. 

Performance 
Thrust 13,750 pounds, afterburning versions 18,000 
pounds. -
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J75 MILITARY TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
Design work on the J75 (JT4 commercial) began in 
1952. To design an engine with 50 percent more 
output but only slightly larger than the similar J57 
(JT3) at the time, engineers took the advanced step 
of increasing the hub-to-tip ratio. This essentially 
reduced the diameter of the hub which reduced 
weight and increased the airflow. The engine is 
used in the Republic F-105 and CD/ Convair F-106. 
More than 1,500 engines were shipped between 
April 1957 and July 1964. 

Specifications 
Length (}75-P-17) 237.6 inches, ( -P-19W) 259.3 
inches; diameter 43.5 inches; compression ratio 
11.9:1; axial Row, dual rotor; compressor stages 15; 
turbine stages 3; total weight ( -P-17) 5,875 pounds, 
( -P-19W) 5,960 pounds. 

Performance 
Thrust, afterburning ( -P-17) 24,500 pounds, after
burning plus water injection ( -P-19W) 26,500 pounds. 



J52 MILITARY TURBOJET 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whib1ey Aircraft 

Remarks 
Similar in design to the larger J57 and J75, th_e J52 
was inh·oduced in 1957. Configurations of tl11S en
gine power the Douglas A-4F Sk·yhawk and TA-4F, 
the Grumman A-6A and the North American Rock
well Hound Dog missile. 

Specifications (J52-P-8A) 
L ength 116.9 inches; diameter 30.15 inches; com
pression ratio 13.1· weiaht 2 118 pounds; axial flow, 

) b ' . 
dual rotor; compressor staaes 12· turbme stages 2. 

b ' 

Performance 
Thrust (-P-SA) 9,300 pounds. 
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ENGINES (TURBINE) 

JT3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
?n October _26, 1958, the JT3 Turbo Wasp ushered 
m the Amencan commercial jet age. A commercial 
version of the J57, this engine was produced from 
1958 to 1961. Configurations are in wide service on 
the Boeing 707-120 and 720 and the McDonnell 
Douglas DC-8-10. 

Specifications (JT3C-6) 
Length 138 inches; di~meter. 38.8 inches; weight 
4,234 pounds; compressiOn ratio 13; axial flow, dual 
rotor; compressor stages 16; hrrbine stages 3. 

Performance 
Thrust 13,500 pounds with water injection. 



ENGINES (TURBINE} 

JT4 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
A larger, advanced configuration of the JT3, the 
JT4 (military version J75) is used in the long
distance Boeing 707-320 and McDonnell Douglas 
DC-8-20 -30 airliners. Built between 1959 and 1961 
it has attained a time between overhaul ( TBO) of 
11,500 hours. 

Specifications (JT4A-ll) 
Length 144.1 inches; diameter 43 inches; weight 
5,100 pounds; compression ratio 12; axial flow, dual 
rotor; compressor stages 15; turbine stages 3. 

Performance 
Thrust 17,500 pounds. 
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JTI2/ J60 TURBOJET 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
The JT12A-8 (military designation J60), smallest in 
the company's jet engine family, powers the 4-
engine Lockheed JetStar and twin-engine North 
American Rockwell Sabreliner business aircraft. 

Specifications (JTI2A-8) 
Length 78 inches; diameter 21.9 inches; weight 468 
pounds; compression ratio 6.7: 1; axial flow, single 
rotor; compressor stages 9; turbine stages 2. ]60-P-4 
same except for length: 70.6 inches. 

Performance 
Thrust 3,300 pounds, either version. 



JT3D COM:l\'IERCIAL TURBOFAN 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Rmnarks 
A widely used turbofan engine, winner of endur
ance records, the JT3D evol ed from the J57. It 
features improved thrust ratings and l?wer fuel con
sumption. Configurations of this engme power the 
Boeing 707-120B, 720B and 707-320B and -320C and 
the McDonnell Douglas DC-8-50, DC-8F and Super 
Sixty series . 

Specifications (JT3D-7) 
Lencrth 134.4 inches; diameter 53 inches; weight 
4,260 pounds; compression ratio 1~.5 ; axial flO\v, 
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 15; tur-

bine stages 4. 

Perforntance 
Thrust 19,000 pounds. 
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ENGINES {TURBINE) 

JT8D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN 
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whib1ey Aircraft 

Remarks 
The company-financed JT8D was designed and de
veloped from the outset for application to short
and medium-range aircraft. This engine has reached 
a maximtrm time behveen overhaul ( TBO) of 9,050 
hours. The JT8D turbofan engine po·wers the Boeing 
727 and 737, the hvin-.en_gine McDonnell Douglas 
DC-9 and the Sud Aviation Super Caravelle lOB 
lOR and llR. ' 

Specifications (JT8D-9) 
Length 120 inches; diameter 42.5 inches; weight 
3,218 pounds; compression ratio 16.9:1; axial flow 
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 13· tur~ 
bine stages 4; full-length fan duct. ' 

Performance 
Thrust 14,500 pounds. 



ENGINES (TURBINE) 

TF30 MILITARY TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

Remarks 
The 20,000-pound-thrust-class TF30 was the first 
afterburning turbofan engine to complete an official 
150-hour qualification testing. Configurations of this 
engine power the twin-engine General Dynamics 
USAF F-1llA variable-sweep-wing supersonic 
fighter. A non-afterburning version is the power 
plant for the LTV A-7 A, -7B and -7E aircraft. Speci
fications for afterburning versions are classified. 

Specifications (TF30-P-8) 
Length 128.1 inches; diameter 42.1 inches; weight 
2,526 pounds; compression ratio 18.1: 1; axial flow, 
d~al rotor; compressor stages including fan 16; tur
bme stages 4. 

Performance 
Thrust 12,200 pounds ( non-afterburning). 
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TF33 MILITARY TURBOFAN 

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney AiTcraft 

Remarks 
Configurations of the TF33 ( JT3D in the commer
cial version) power the Boeing B-52H bomber, C-
135B and KC-135B and the Lockheed C-141A. 

Specifications (TF33-P-7) 
Length 142.3 inches; diameter 53 inches; weight 
4,605 pounds; compression ratio 16.1: 1; axial flow, 
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 16; tur
bine stages 4. 

Performance 
Thrust 21,000 pounds. 



JT9D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN 
Prime Conb·actor: Pratt & \1\ hitney Aircraft 

Re1narks 
The Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft JT9D, which pow~rs 
the 490-passenger Boeing 747, IS a h1rbofan engme 
of an advanced desicrn producing 45,500 pounds of 
thrust. The JT9D }~as an 8-foot-diameter inlet
almost !:\;vice that of the 19,000-pound-thrust JT3D 
h1rbofan engine which is the workhorse of the lm~g
rancre Boeincr 707 and McDonnell Douglas DC-8 Jet 
fleets and tl~e military Lockhee~ C-~41 StarLifter. 
Yet, in spite of its size, the JT9D IS q~wter than cur
rent jet engines and is only 128 mches long-:-6 
inches shorter than the JT3D. The new engme 
weighs 8,470 pounds. The JT~D utilizes advance~ 
cycle and design concepts wluch have been un~e1 
development for several yea.rs. New. combustion 
chamber components substa?tw~Jy ~h?I ten the com
bustion section and, by makmg mdividual compres
sor stages produce higher pressure,. also reduce the 
number of compressor stages reqt~rred. The ~~9D 
uses a rotary spinner to improve au·flow c~ndihons 
and has a plug nozzle in tl1e exhaust sechon. The 
engine has a total airflow of 1,484 pound~ per sec
ond (19,000 cubic feet) and a bypass rah.o of ~:1. 
It has 1 fan stage, 15 compressor stages mcludmg 
the fan, and 6 turbine stages. The low-speed com
pressor section has 3 stages and the high-speed 
compressor section has 11 stages. The low-speed 
turbine section has 4 stages and the high-speed sec
tion has 2 stages. The turbine section is air-cooled, 
and the engine has both titanium and high-alloy 
nickel steel parts. The JT9D has 23 percent better 
specific fuel consumption than the JT3D-3B now 
used in the intercontinental-range jetliners. On take
off, tlw fan bypass airflow will develop 77 percent 
of the thrust; at cruise altitudes, 61 percent. 
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ENGINES {TURBINE) 

T62T GAS TURBINE ENGINE 

Prime Contractor: Solar Division of International 
Harvester Company 

Remarks 

The T62.T Tit~ is an . extremely rugged, compact 
~as turbm~. engme whiCh has been service-proven 
rn .both military and c?r;nmercial applications. It is 
bemg us~d as the ~~lXlhary power unit ( APU) in 
every maJor ?.S .. military cargo helicopter program. 
In these applications, the APU provides power nec
essar):' to start mai~ engines and to operate all hy
draulic and elech·Ical systems, allowing aircraft 
operatim~ complet~ly independent of ground sup
port e9mpme~t. T1~an commercial applications in
clude mstallations m F-27 and FH-227 aircraft of 
~everal airlines and in Falcon and J etStar business 
Jet aircraft. Functions in these installations include 
driving the aircraft air-conditionincr system and 
providing both AC and DC electric power for main 
engine starting and emergency service. 

Specifications 

Length 26 i?ches; diamet~r 12.5 inches; weight 70 
pounds; rad1al flow; electric or hydraulic starting. 

Performance 
Rating 80 to 150 horsepower. 



SOUNDING ROCKETS 

Sounding rockets are listed under system contractor, 
giving manufacturer's nomenclature, type, stages and 
thrust, launch weight and overall length, perform-

ance, remarks and using organizations. 

AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION, 
SPACE DIVISION 

AEROBEE 150 & 150A 
Boosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustainer
liquid IRFNA and aniline-furfuryl-alcohol mixture; 
engine (4,100 pounds thrust for 51.8 seconds), 
booster-Aerojet 2 .. 5KS-18,000 solid motor; weight 
(150) 1,943 pounds; length (150) 29.67 feet; weight 
( 150A) 1,941 pounds; length ( 150A) 30 feet; 150-
pound payload to altitude of 1.52 miles; maximum 
acceleration 10.3 g; tower-launched; 150 version has 
3 fins, 150A has 4 fins; attitude control and recovery 
systems available in both vehicles; NASA, AF, Navy, 
Kitt Peak Observatory. 

AEROBEE 300 & 300A 

Two-stage sounding rocket; lst-Aerobee 150 or 
150A, 2nd-solid Aerojet Sparrow 1.8KS-7800; 
weight 2,103 pounds; length (300) 33 feet, ( 300A) 
3.3.3 feet; 35-pound payload to altitude of 300 miles; 
maximum acceleration 63.8 g; 300A has 4 fins; 
NASA, AF. 

AEROBEE 350 

Nike M-5 boosted, single-stage, liquid sounding 
rocket; 4 Aerobee 150 thrust chambers 18 844 
pounds of vacuum thrust; payload weights from' 150 
to 500 pounds to altitudes of 294 and 207 miles 
respectively; peak acceleration 15.2 g; tower~ 
~aunched;. overall length including booster 603 
mches; diameter 22 inches; developed for NASA. 

NIRO 

T~o-stage, unguided, solid sounding rocket; lst
Nike M-.5 4.5,?00, Iroquois second stage; 40 to 180 
pounds to altitudes of 180 to 85 miles, respectively; 
boom-launched, under development AFCRL· maxi
mum acceleration 36 g; length 336.2 inches; ~eight 
at lift-off without payload 1,591 pounds; payload 
area 79 inches by 7.75 inches diameter. 
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ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION, 
A DIVISION OF THE SUSQUEHANNA 

CORPORATION 

ARC AS 

Single-stage solid sounding rocket; over 6,00~ !I0\\'11; 
AHC 29KS-.336; weight 6.5 pounds; length 1 .o feet; 
10-pound payload to altitude of 44 miles: all ser
vices and NASA, Germany, France, Argentma, Can
ada, Brazil. 

BOOSTED-ARCAS I 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-ARC MARC 
14 AI ( 0.8KS-2700), 2nd-ARC ARCAS ( 29KS-
324); weight 102 pounds plus payload: leng_th 10 
feet 7 inches; 12-pound payload to 54 miles; NASA. 

BOOSTED-ARCAS II 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; lst-AHC MARC 
42 AI ( .3KS-2740), 2nd-AHC HV AHCAS ( 29KS-
324); weight 135.3 pounds plus payload; ~ength 13 
feet 3 inches; 12-pound payload to 86 miles; tube 
or rail launch; Army, NASA, ESSA, ESHO. 

ARGO A-2 (PERCHERON) 

Boosted single-stage solid research rocket; Thiokol 
Castor TX-33 with 2 Thiokol Recruit TE-29s ( 122,-
000 pounds total thrust); weight 10,000 poun

9
ds; 

length 21 feet; 500-pound payload to altitude of ~00 
nautical miles; first stage Shotput; NASA. 

ARGO B-1 (NIKE-CAJUN) 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5 
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Cajun 
TE-82 (9 600 pounds thrust); weight 1,550 pounds; 
length 2::3 feet; 50-pound payload to altitude of 94 
miles; all services and NASA. 

ARGO B-2 (NIKE-APACHE) 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5 
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Apache 
TE-307 (5 900 pounds thrust); weight 1,550 pounds; 
length 23 'feet; 50-pound payload to altitude of 163 
miles; all services and NASA. 

ARGO B-7 (HONEST JOHN-NIKE) 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6 
Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Hercules 
M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust); weight 5,46:4 
pounds; length 40 feet; 250-pound payload to alti
tude of 57 miles; Army, Air Force, NASA. 



ARGO B-10 (SWIK) 

Two-stage solid research rocket: 1st-Thiokol Cas
tor TX-33 ( 55,000 pounds thmst), .2nd-Hercules 
X:2.54 ( 14,100 pounds thrust); weight 13,.200 pounds; 
length 35 feet; 300-pound payload to altitude of 
/.50 miles; Armv, AF. 

. ~· . 

ARGO C-22 (HOl\EST JOHN-:\IKE-NIKE) 

Three-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules 
:\I -6 Honest John ( 86.000 pounds thmst). 2nd and 
3rd-Hercules :\l-.5 1\ike (48,700 pounds thrust); 
weight 6.784 pounds; length 47 feet: :250-pouncl pay
load to altitude of 118 miles; Army. AF. NASA. 

ARGO C-23 
Three-staae solid soundina or research rocket; 1st
Thiokol TX-33 with 2 ·rhiokol TX 77s ( 147,000 
pounds total thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TX-26}- ( 57,000 
pounds thrust), 3rd-Thiokol TX-306 ( 111:S-13430); 
weight 14,300 pounds; length 4~.3 fe~t: 150~pou~1d 
payload to altitude of 2,000 nautical miles . .l\I.lCh ~1. 

ARGO D-4 (JAVELIN) 
Four-stage solid research rocket: 1st-Hercules M-6 
Honest John ( 86.000 pounds thrust). 2nd and 3rd
Hercules i'vl-5 Nikc ( 48,700 pounds thrust each),_4th 
-Hercules X-248 (3,000 pounds thrust); weight 
7,400 _pounds; length ~8.7 f~ct: 100-pouncl Pti1~~~ 
to altitude of 550 nautical Jmles; NASA, AF, 

ARGO D-8 (JOURNEYMAN A) 
. k. . 1 ·t-Thiokol Xtvl-

Four-stage sohd research roc ct, s. . (101 OOO 
00 . "tl ') Tl · k I 1 5KS-3500 Recnnts ..., ' 
~ \VI 1 -" uo o . kl 1 Lai1Ce 

d 13 ·d-Loc ·1eec ' 
pounds total thrust), 2n anc 1 H I X 043 

I ) 4th- ercu es " -..., 
( 47,000 pounds thrust eac 1 • d 1 tll 

) . 1 t 14 000 poun s; eng 
(3,000 pounds thrust ; we1g 1 ' . f 1 'J60 

f d I d to altitude o ,~ 
62 eet; 135-poun pay oa d f h" hest . . 1 04· 1 Ids recor or Ig nautical miles ~he 1 ~ , 10 d 
altitude (1,269 nautical miles) for recovere pay-
load; NASA, Sandia. 

HYDRA-IRIS 
d" g rocket with launch 

Single-stage solid soun m . S )'UTOW .MK6 Mod 
boost· 1st-3 clustered AeroJet I ' 
3 'Jnd-ARC 521:S-3850; weight 1,720 pounds plu_s 

' ~1 d 1 h ')7 feet· 100-pound payload to alti-
pay oa ; engt ~ · ' b · 1 fl. · 

d f ,....00 .1 . launch from su mergcc , oatmg 
tu e o ~ mi es, ' 
launch rail; Navy. 

MET ARC 
S. 1 t ae Io\v-·1ltituck meteorological rocket; rc-mg e-s an ' 
"bl· AhC 0.72KS-177; weight 6.7 pounds with 

usa e, 1 3 f 81/: · I 1 net payload and parae mtc; cd 2 me 1CS ong; 
altitude 5,000 feet; Army. 
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SOUNDING ROCKETS 

NIKE-ARCHER 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5 
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-ARC Archer 
35KS-1375; weight 1,650 pounds; length 25 feet; 
40-pound payload to altitude of 230 miles; all ser
vices and NASA. 

SIDEWINDER-ARC<\S 

Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Sidewinder Mk 17 
Mod 1A, 2nd-ARC HV ARCAS ( 29KS-324); 
weight 166.4 pounds plus payload; length 14 feet 
2 inches; 12-pound payload to 72 miles; all services, 
NASA and Norway. 

SPARROW-ARCAS 

Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Aerojet Sparrow 
Mk 6 Mod 3, 2nd-HV ARCAS ( 29KS-324); weight 
206 pounds plus payload; length 12 feet 6 inches; 
12-pound payload to 109 miles; all services and 
ESRO. 

TRAILBLAZER I 

Six-stage (including 3 downward-thrust packaged 
in reverse in 3rd stage) solid research rocket; 1st
Hercules M-6 Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 
2nd-Hercules ~1-5 Nike ( 48,700 pounds thrust), 
3rd-either Lockheed Lance ( 47,000 pounds thrust) 
or Thiokol TX-77 ( 46,000 pounds thrust), 4th
Thiokol T-40, 5th-Thiokol T-55 ( 4,650 pounds 
thrust), 6th-NASA/Langley 5-inch spherical motor; 
weight 7,500 pounds; length 56 feet; 3 stages up to 
altih1de of 200 nautical miles; 3 stages down attain 
24,000 feet per second (a "gun-fired" pellet fired 
downward has reached 35,000 feet per second); 
NASA. 

TRAILBLAZER II 

Four-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol Cas
tor TX-33 with 2 Thiokol Recruit TE-29s (122,000 
pounds total thrust), 2nd-Lockheed Lance (47,000 
pounds thrust), 3rd-Hercules Altair X-248 
( 3,000 pounds thrust), 4th-ARC/NASA 15-inch 
spherical ( 5,000 pounds thrust); weight 13,344 
pounds; length 50 feet; 2 stages up, 2 stages down
ward to achieve reentry velocity of 22,000 feet per 
second; NASA, Army, AF. 

ARCTURUS 

Single-stage meteorological and research rocket with 
separable payload; 9-pound payload to 300,000 
feet; burnout altitude approximately 66,000 feet; 
thrust, boost phase 485 pounds, sustainer phase 350 



SOUNDING ROCKETS 

pounds; weights with standard payload 85.8 pounds 
at launch, 38 pounds at burnout; company-spon
sored program. 

SUPER ARCAS 

Simple, versatile vehicle for probing th~ mesosphere 
and ionosphere; single-stage system wrth separable 
payload; employs a MAHC 60A rocket motor of 370 
pounds thrust, burning time 32.6 seconds; payloads 
from 8 to 25 pounds; vehicle weight 9.5.8 pounds at 
launch, 40 .. 5 pounds at burnout. 

HERCULES INCORPORATED 

DEACON (POGO-HI) 

Single-stage Hercules X-220 solid motor (6,400 
pounds thrust); weight 200 pounds; length 9.7 feet; 
payload weight versus altitude varies with each pro
gram; Army, Navy, NASA, ARPA. 

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, NASA 

METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (I) 

(Modified Trailblazer II); 6-stage solid research 
rocket· 1st-Thiokol Castor XM3.3E8 with 2 Thiokol 
Recruit XM-19s ( 122,000 pounds thrust total), 2nd 
-Thiokol TX-77 ( 47,000 pounds thrust), 3rd-Her
cules Altair X-248 A-10 (3,000 pounds thrust), 4th
NASA Cygnus-15 ( 3,200 pounds thrust, 15-inch di
ameter spherical), 5th-Cyg~us-5 ( 550 .pounds 
thrust, 5-inch diameter sphencal), 6th-Frrestone 
Tire and Rubber Company shaped-charge accel
erator and reentry pellet; ARC spin-stabilized veloc
ity package contains last 4 stages; 13,500 pounds; 
51.5 feet; 2 stages up to 300-kilometer altitude, re
maining stages packaged in reverse. to achieve 20-
kilometer-per-second reentry ~elocrty, 15 degrees 
off vertical at 75-kilometer altitude; NASA. 

METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (2) 

(Modified Nike-Cajun); 4-stage solid research 
rocket; lst-Nike-Ajax ( 53,000 pounds thrust), 2nd 
-Thiokol Cajun TE-82 ( 8,600 pounds thrust), 3rd 
-NASA Cygnus-5 (550 pounds.t~rust, 5-inch diam-
eter spherical), 4th-Army Balhstrcs Research Lab
oratory shaped-charge acceler~tor a~~ reentry p~I
let; Zimmey Corporation spm-stabrhzed velocrty 
package which contains 2 sets of the 3rd and 4th 
stages mounted in reverse; 1,575 pounds; 27 .. 5 feet; 
2 stages up to 120-kilometer alti~de, 2 separ.ate re
entries of different pellet matenals each wrth 11-
kilometer-per-second reentry velocity, 15 degrees off 
vertical at 75-kilometer altitude; NASA. 

R-370 

NAVAL l\IISSILE CENTER, 
POINT i'HUGU, CALIFORNIA 

TERRIER/55IC 

Ground-launched 2-stagc research rocket; lst
A.B.L. Terrier :\Ik 12 booster, 2nd-NWC :\Iod 
5.51C; launch weight 2,7.50 pounds plus payload; 
250-pound payload to .250 nautical miles; in flight 
test. 

HYDRA-IRIS 

Two-stage research rocket capable of remote water
launch from free-floating launcher; lst-Nav:\Iis
Ccn-dcsigncd cluster of 3 Acrojet Sparrow III mo
tors, 2nd-Atlantic Hesearch Corporation Iris; 200-
pound payload to 100 nautical miles; boost~r and 
launcher being modified. (Sec also Atlantrc Re
search.) 

SANDIA CORPORATION 

NITEHAWK 9 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; lst
Nike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-
4i6 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); 9-inch di
ameter; 125-175-pound payloads to altihrdes be
tween 165 and 200 miles; Mach 8.5; Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

NITEHAWK 12 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; lst
Nike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol T~-
416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); 12-inch di
ameter; 200-260-pound payloads to altitudes be
tween 95 and 110 miles; Mach 6; Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

ADVANCED TERRIER TOMAHAWK 9 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1st
Hercules BT-3 Advanced Terrier ( 66,800 pounds 
thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk ( 10,500 
pounds thrust); 9-inch diameter; 175-pound payload 
to 255-mile altitude; Mach 9; Atomic Energy Com
mission. 

NIKE CAJUN 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; lst
Nike M-5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE
M-82-1 Cajun Mod 1 (8,800 pounds thrust); 6%
inch diameter; 70-pound gross payload to 98 miles 
altitude; Mach 6; Atomic Energy Commission. 



:\IKE APACHE 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket: 1st
:\" ike :\I -5 ( 48.700 pounds thmst). 2nd-Thiokol TE
:\1-307-~ Apache (:5,300 pounds thrust): 6%-inch 
diameter: 100-pound gross payload to 85 miles alti
tude; :\Iaeh 5 .. 5; Atomic Energy Commission. 

SA:\DHA"WK 

Single-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; Thio
kol TE-:\I-473 Sandhawk ( ~4 .. 500 pounds thrust); 
13-inch diameter; length ~4.1 feet: ~00-pound gross 
payload to 110 miles altih1de; :\Iaeh 6.2; Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

ADYANCED TERRIER-SANDIIA WK 

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1st
Advanced Terrier ( 66.800 pounds thrust), 2nd
Thiokol TE-M-473 Sandhawk (24.500 pounds 
thrust); 13-inch diameter; length 87.4 feet; 200-
pound gross payload to ~6.3 miles altitude; Mach 
8.9: Atomic Energy Commission. 

DUAL HA\VK 
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1st
Thiokol TE-M-473 Sandhawk (~4,500 pounds 
thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500 
pounds thrust); 9-inch diameter: leng_th 35.7_ feet; 
135-pound gross payload to 380 . m_1lcs altrh1de; 
:Mach 10.9; Atomic Energy C01mmss10n. 

TALLEY INDUSTRIES~ INC. 

HOPI CHAFF DART 

S. 1 t RPI <J 4-5600 HOPI-II solid motor; mg e-s age ...... 
weight 95L pounds; length 11 fC'et; 11.5-pound pay-
load to altitude of 380,000 feet; NASA. 

JUDI BALLOON DART 
Single-stage RPI I.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor; 
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9_ feet; 10-poun<Jd pay
load (standard AF Mylar Robm Sphere) to ..... 00,000 
feet; all services and foreign governments. 

JUDI CHAFF (OR PARACHUTE) DART 

Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor; 
weight 33.7 pounds; length 8.6 feet; 10-.pound pay
load to altitude of 240,000 feet; all serviCes, NASA 
and foreign governments. 

JUDI INSTRUMENTED DART 

Single-stage H.PI 1.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor; 
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9 feet; 10-pm~nd pay
load to altitude of 220,000 feet; all serviCes and 
foreign governments. 

R-371 

SOUNDING ROCKETS 

PHOENIX-I 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-RPI 5.5KS-
6100 KIVA-I, 2nd-RPI 3.0KS-4000 HOPI-II· 
weight 320 pounds; length 18 feet; 10-pound pay~ 
load to altitude of 225 miles; all services. 

RAVEN 

Single-stage RPI 7.8KS-1945 HOPI-IV solid motor; 
weight 107 pounds; length 10.8 feet; 10-pound pay
load to altitude of 225,000 feet; under development 
for meteorological use by all services and NASA. 

SIDEWINDER-RAVEN 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Naval Pro
pellant Plant, Sidewinder 1A, 2nd-RPI 7.8KS-
1945 HOPI-IV; weight 208 pounds; length 17 feet; 
20-pound payload to altitude of 400,000 feet; all 
services. 

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION~ 
ASTRO-l\IET DIVISION 

NIKE-TOl\IAHA WK 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules 
M-5, M-~E1 or M-88 Nike ( 48,700 pounds thrust), 
:?.nd-Tluokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds 
thrust); weight 1,850 pounds; length 23.83 feet; 
80 _to 290 pounds, 6%-12-inch-diameter payloads to 
altitudes between 95 and 300 miles; NASA, AF, 
USN, Sandia, University of Michigan, McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation. 

TOl\lAHAWK 

Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416 
Tomahawk ( 10,500 pounds thrust); weight 531 
po:mds; length ~1.75 feet; 125-pound payload to 
alhtude of 60 miles (low-drag configuration with 
60-pound paylo~d to ~ltitude of 130 miles and high
drag configuration With SO-pound payload to alti
tude of 74 miles); NASA, Sandia, Navy. 

TOMAHAWK-DART 

Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416 
Tomahawk ( 10,500 pounds thrust); weight 671 
pounds; length 14.75 feet; 140-pound (Dart) pay
load to altitude of 57 miles; NASA, Sandia. 

ADVANCED TERRIER TOl\fAHA WK 

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules 
Mark_12 Mod 1 Terrier ( 17,000 pounds thrust); 2nd 
- Tluokol TE-473 Sandhawk ( 24,500 pounds thrust); 
weight 3,899 pou:1ds; length 41.5 feet; 100-pound 
p~~yload to 3~0 miles or 350-pound payload to 225 
miles; approximately 500 seconds flight time above 
300,000 feet. '-
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Whatever your menu tonight, chances are general aviation had something to do with getting 
it ready for you . Having steak? A flying cowboy may have rounded up the stray with an air· 
plane. The fishing industry uses general aviation as spotter planes. 
On the vegetable side, an agricultural airplane probably fertilized the ground and sprayed the 
crops to reduce insect damage. And, even the gas qr electricity used for cooking may have 
come through a pipe or wire patrolled and protected by a general aviation airplane. 
General aviation works in fishing, farming, ranching and scores of other ways to make these 
fields more productive and more efficient. 
But, as extensive as this general aviation activity is, it represents only a small part of the total 
productive use of private airplanes. There are more than 128,000 general aviation airplanes 
in the United States flown by nearly three-quarters of a million pilots. 
The team of businessmen. The vacationing family. The injured child in an air ambulance. These 
are the people who use general aviation. And their numbers are large. This year they ' ll fly 
more than 25 million hours, covering close to three and one half billion airplane miles. The 
Federal Aviation Administration says as many people are served by general aviation as by all 
the domestic airlines. And because general aviation flies anyplace there is an airport, it is the 
only link with air commerce that most of the communities in the nation have. 
Air transportation is vital to the nation .. . and general aviation is vital to air transportation. 

I f you are one of the more than 350 ,000 General 
Aviation pilots who read the Aerospace Year 
Book each year-and you are not yet a member 
o f AOPA-we invite you to add your support to 
"the voice of General Aviation:'~rite for an 
application and boaklet explaining the many 
benefits of AOPA membership. 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 

AOPA members and Fixed Base Operators may 
purchase copies of the 1969 Aerospace Year 
Book from AOPA at a special discount price of 
$9 .00 per copy postpaid. Send orders to ad
dress below. 

the people who use ~rivate airplanes for the same reasons you use your automobile 
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UH-1N Iroquois helicopter, 20, R-24 

Bell 47G-3B-1147G-3B-2 helicopters, 
H.-20 

Bell 47G-4A helicopter, R-20 
Bell 47G-5 helicopter, R-21 
Bell 204B helicopter, R-21 
Bell 205A helicopter, R-22 
Bell 206A JetRanger helicopter, H.-22 
Bell 212 helicopter, 20 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, R-131, 

R-173 
Spartan missile, R-131 
Sprint missile, R-131 
Telstar satellite, H.-173 

Bendix Corporation, The, 27, 28, 63-69, 
H.-93 R-134, R-194 to R-202 

EC-135N Apollo range instrumented 
aircraft, H.-93 

Communications Division, R-200 to 
R-202 
AN /FPS-85 space track radar sys-

tem R-201 
AN;PRC-72 radio set, R-202 
AN /TGC-36 communications cen-

tral, R-200 
AN/TRC-111 radio repeater set, 

R-201 D' .. 
Instruments & Life Support !VISIOn, 

27 
Cryogenic storage system, 27 

!\Hssilc Systems Division, R-134 
Talos rnissile, R-134 

Navigation & Control Division, 28, 
R-194 to H.-200 
ADC-600 air data computer for 

F-111, R-197 
ADC-1000 digital air data com

puter, R-198 
Aircraft weapons release system, 

R-199 
AN/GSM-133 programmer compara

tor, H.-200 
Apollo Telescope Mount displays, 28 
Attitude director indicator for C-5A, 

R-198 
Head-up display system, R-199 

Microvision, R-196 
l\fodel 200 series automatic a'Vionic 

test station, R-194 
PB-60 automatic flight control sys

tem, R-197 
Precision approach and landing sys

tem, R-196 
Range indicator for Lunar Module, 

R-195 
Stabilized platform system for Sat

urn vehicles, R-194 
13A5410 electronics system test set, 

R-195 
Berlin Doman Helicopters, Inc., R-27 

Model BD-68 commercial utility 
helicopter, R-27 

Bikini drone surveillance system, R-146 
Biosatellite, R-166 
Bird Dog (O-lE), R-43 
BIRDiE (Battery Integration and Radar 

Display Equipment), R-239 
Boeing Company, The, 2, 7, 9, 10, 13, 

14, 70-71, R-27 to H.-34, R-93, R-121, 
R-135, R-137, R-153, R-161, R-184, 
R-196, R-338 

B-47E medium bomber, R-27 
B-52H missile platform bomber, 

R-28 
Bomarc B missile, R-135 
Burner II, R-161 
EC-135N Apollo range instrumented 

aircraft, R-93 
KC/C-135 tanker/transport series, 

R-31 
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, 2, R-184 
Minuteman ICBM, 9, R-121 
S-IC stage, R-153 
Sah1rn V launch vehicle, 7, R-153 
707-120 series jetliners, R-28 
707-320 series jetliners, R-29 
720!720B jetliner, R-29 
727 medium-range jetliner, R-30 
737 short-range jetliner, 14, R-30 
747 jetliner, 13, R-31 
SRAl\'1 (Short-Range Attack Missile), 

10, R-137 
Supersonic transport, 13, R-32 
T50 military turboshaft engine, 

R-338 
Commercial Airplane Division, R-196 

Precision approach and landing sys
tem, R-196 

Vertol Division, R-32 to R-34 
CH-46D Sea Knight helicopter, 

R-32 
CH-47C Chinook helicopter, R-33 
107 military transport helicopter, 

H.-34 
107 twin-turbine transport helicop

ter, R-33 
UH-46D medium transport helicop-

ter, R-34 
Boeing 707-120 series jetliners, R-28 
Boeing 707-320 series jetliners, R-29 
Boeing 720!720B jetliner, R-29 
Boeing 727 medium-range jetliner, R-30 
Boeing 737 short-range jetliner, 14, R-30 
Boeing 747 aircraft, 13, R-31; {air tur-

bine drive), R-211; (environmental 
control system), R-269; {flight simula
tor), 31 

Boeing supersonic transport, 13, R-32 
Boeing-Vertol 107 military transport heli

copter, R-34 

R-379 

Boeing-Vertol 107 twin-rurbine transport 
helicopter, R-33 

Bomarc B missile, R-135 
Bonanza aircraft (Acrobatic), R-12; 

(E33), R-11; (E33A), R-11; (36), R-12; 
(Turbo), R-10; (V35A), R-10 

Boosted-Areas I sounding rocket, R-368 
Boosted-Areas II sounding rocket, R-368 
BQl\I-34A jet target drone (Firebee), 

R-151 
BQM-34E supersonic jet drone (Firebee 

II), 12, R-152 
Braniff International, 224-225 
Brewer Trophy, 37 
Bronco (OV-lOA), R-98 
Buckeye (T-2A), R-99; (T-2B), R-100 
Buffet/lavatory unit, R-275 
Bullpup missiles (AGM-12B, AGM-12C), 

R-140 
Bunker-Ramo Corporation, The, Amphe

nol Connector Division, 71, R-202 
Sea Sparrow interconnecting cable 

assembly, R-202 
Burner II launch vehicle, R-161 

c 
C-1 radiamic engine, R-303 
C-1A Trader, R-59 
C-2A Greyhound, R-59 
C-5A Gala:-.:y aircraft, 13, R-79; (attirude 

director indicator), R-198; (inertial 
navigation system), R-244; (multimode 
radar system), R-271 

C-9A Nightingale, 15, R-92 
C-118 Liftmaster, R-90 
C-123K assault transport, 17 
C-124 Globemaster, R-89 
C-130E Hercules transport, R-76 
C-133 heavy cargo transport, R-89 
C-140 JetStar transport, R-76 
C-14IA StarLifter cargo-troop carrier, 

R-79 
Cadet, R-96 
Calibration tracker, R-226 
California Instihlte of Technology, Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, R-184, R-185, 
R-186 

Mariner IV spacecraft, R-185 
Mariner V spacecraft, R-186 
Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft 

R-186 ' 
Surveyor spacecraft, R-184 

Cannon system (25-millimeter), R-268 
Capitol International Airways, 227 
CAPRI radar, R-250 
Cardinal, R-36 
Cargo pallet, R-273 
Caribair, 227 · 
Centaur launch vehicle, R-157 
Centurion (Model210), R-38 
Cessna Aircraft Company, 16, 18, 71-73, 

R-35 to R-44 
A-37 strike aircraft, 18, R-41 
Cardinal, Model177, R-36 
Fanjet 500, 16 
:Model 150, R-35 
Model 172, R-35 
:Model180, R-37 
l\lodell82 and Skylane, R-39 
Modd 185, R-37 
Model210 Centurion, R-38 



Model 230 and 300 Agwagon, R-44 
Model310N, R-38 
Models 401!402, R-42 
Model 421, R-43 
O-lE Bird Dog, R-43 
0-2, R~44 
Skyhawk, R-36 
Super Skylane, R-39 
Super Skymaster, R-40 
Super Skywagon, R-40 
T-37B military trainer, R-41 
T-41 military trainer, R-42 

Cessna Model 150, R-35 
Cessna Model 172, R-35 
Cessna Model177, R-36 
Cessna Model 180, R-37 
Cessna Model 182, R-39 
Cessna Model 185, R-37 
Cessna Model 210 Centurion, R-38 
Cessna Model 310N, R-38 
Cessna Models 401!402, R-42 
Cessna Model 421, R-43 
CF6 turbofan engine, 23, R-350 
CF700 turbofan engine, R-348 
CH-46D Sea Knight helicopter, R-32 
CH-47C Chinook helicopter, R-33 
Chandler Evans Control Systems, 73 
Chaparral aircraft, R-96 
Chaparral missile system, 11, R-136 
Cherokee aircraft (Arrow), R-113; (D), 

R-111; (Six), R-112; (140B), R-111; 
(235C), R-112 

Cheyenne compound helicopter (AH-
56A), 19, R-75 

Chinook transport helicopter (CH-47C) 
R~3 ' 

Chrysler Corporation, R-126, R-155 
Missile Division, R-126 

Redstone missile, R-126 
Space Division, R-155 

Saturn IB, R-155 
CJ610 turbojet engine, R-348 
CJ805-3 turbojet engine, R-351 
CJ805-23 turbofan engine, R-351 
Code matrix block reader, R-207 
Collier Trophy, 36 
Comanche C, R-114; (Twin), R-115 
Communications central, R-200 
Communications satellite antenna, R-255 
Condor missile, R-140 
Continental Airlines, 227-228 
Continental Motors Corporation, 73-74, 

R-319 to R-326, R-339 to R-342 
GTSI0-520-C piston engine, R-326 
GTSI0-520-D piston engine R-326 
I0-346 piston engine, R-320 
I0-360-C, -D piston engines, R-320 
I0-470-K, -~ piston engines, R-322 
I0-470-V piston engine, R-322 
10-~20-A, -D, -E, -F, -J piston en-

gmes, R-323 
I0-520-B piston engine R-323 
I0-520-C J?iston engine', R-324 
0-200-A piston engine, R-319 
0-300-A, -B, -C, -D piston engines 

R-319 ' 
0-470-R piston engine, R-321 
TSI0-360-A, -B piston engines, 

R-321 
TSI0-520-B, -E piston engines, 

R-324 
TSI0-520-C, -H piston engines, 

R-325 
TSI0-520-D piston engine, R-325 

Continental Aviation and Engineering 
Corporation, H-339 to H-342 
J69-T-6 turbojet engine, R-340 
]69-T-25 turbojet engine, H-339 
J69-T-29 turbojet engine, R-339 
J69-T-41A turbojet engine, H-340 
J 100-CA-1 00 turbojet engine, R-341 
T65-T-1 turboshaft engine, R-342 
T-67-T-1 twin turboshaft engine, 

R-341 
TS120-G6 turboshaft engine, R-342 

Continuous nonequilibrium MHD gen-
erator, H-214 

Convair 600/640, R-50 
Convair 880 and 880-M, R-51 
Convair 990A, R-51 
Cougar (TF-9J), H-60 
Countermeasure system, H-247 
Courser Commander, R-104 
CP Air, 225-226 
Crusader (F-8), H-68 
Cryogenic storage system, 27 
CT58 turboshaft engine, R-352 
CT64 turbos haft/ turboprop engine, 

R-352 
Cubic Corporation, R-174 

Geodetic SECOR, R-174 
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, 74-76, 

R-327 to R-329, R-343 
J65-W-7 turbine engine, R-343 
J65-W-16A turbine engine, R-343 
Rl.300 reciprocating engine (C7BA), 

R-327 
R-1820-82A reciprocating engine 

(C9), R-327 
R3350-26WD reciprocating engine, 

R-328 
R3350-32W reciprocating engine 

(TC18), R-328 
YRC-180-2 rotating combustion en

gine, R-329 
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Dacor forward error control system, 
R-222 

Darter Commander, R-102 
DASH drone helicopters (QH-50), R-147 
Davy Crockett missile, R-128 
DC static control panel, R-231 
DC-6 airliner, R-90 
DC-7 commercial transport, R-90 
DC-8 jet transport, 15, R-91 
DC-9 jet transport, 15, R-91 
DC-10 jet transport, 14, R-92 
Deacon rocket motor, R-286 
Deacon sounding rocket, R-370 
De-icing systems, R-216 
Delta Air Lines, 228-230 
Delta launch vehicle, R-158; (Thrust 

Augmented), R-159; (Thrust Aug
mented Improved), R-159; (Thrust 
Augmented Long Tank), 7, R-160 

Delta second-stage engine, R-283 
Demand mode integral rocket ramjet, 

R-293 
Department of Defense, 196-206 
DiRital modem, R-221 
DODGE satellite, R-181 
Douglas Aircraft Company, see McDon

nell Douglas Corporation 
Dragon antitank wea'!_)on, 11, R-129 

R-380 

Drones and Targets, 12, R-145 to R-152 
Dual I la\\'k sounding rocket, R-371 
Dncting, H-273 
Duke, :\lode! 60, H-7 

E 

E-113 Tracer, H-61 
E-2A I lawkeye, H-54 
E-4 helicopter (OH-23F'), H-48 
EA-GA Intruder, H-56 
EA-613, 17, H-56 
Earlv Bird satellite, H-169 
East~rn Airlines, 230-232 
EC-l.30E Hercules, H-77 
EC-135N Apollo range instrumented air-

craft, H-93 
Ejectahlc recording system, R-236 
Ejector ramjet engine, H-335 
Electronics system test set, H-195 
Emerson Electric Company, Electronics 

and Space Division, H-128, H-203 to 
H-205 

ANI APl\1-277 radar test set, H-205 
AN /TPS-50 radar, H-205 
AN/TPS-54 radar, H-203 
Honest John missile, H-128 
Integrated Hadomc, Antenna and 

RF (HAHF) circuitry, H-204 
Moving target fire control radar, 

H-203 
XM-28 armament system, R-204 

Engines (piston), H-312 to H-332; (ram
jet), H-333 to R-335; (rocket), 23, 24, 
H-279 to H-311; (turbine), 22, 23, 
R-336 to R-367 

Environmental Hcsearch Satellites, R-178 
ESHO spacecraft, 6 
ESSA satellite, 4, R-168 
European Space Research Organization, 

6 
ESRO spacecraft, 6 
HEOS spacecraft, 6 

Executive 21, R-95 
Explorer satellites, 6, R-177 

F 

F-1 rocket engine, 23, R-298 
F-4B Phantom, H-82 
F -4C Phantom, R-82 
F -4D Phantom, R-84 
F -4E Phantom aircraft, R-84; (weapons 

control system), R-278 
F-4J Phantom aircraft, R-85; (weapons 

control radar), R-278 
F -4K Phantom, 18, R-85 
F -4M Phantom, 18, R-86 
F -5 tactical fighter, R-108 
F-8 Crusader, R-68 
F -27J propjet transport, R-45 
F-100 Super Sabre, R-100 
F-101B Voodoo interceptor, R-86 
F-102A interceptor, R-49 
F-104S Super Starfighter, R-69 
F-105 Thunderchief fighter bomber, 

R-49; (radar system), R-242 
F-106A interceptor, R-50 
F-111 air data computer, R-197 
F-111 air inlet control, R-270 



F-Ill avionics, R-242 
F-111 electric power generating system, 

R-276 
F-111A tactical fighter-bomber, R-52 
F-111C strike aircraft, 18, R-53 
Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 17, 20, 29, 

76-77, R-45 to R-49, R-146, R-179, 
R-206 to H-212 

C-1231\: assault transport, 17 
:\ldro airliner, 17 

Aircraft Division, 20, R-45 to R-48 
Armed Porter, R-46 
E-4 helicopter (OH-23F), R-48 
F-27J propjet transport, R-45 
FH-227B propjet transport, H-45 
FH-1100 air ambulance, 20, R-47 
FH-1100 helicopter, R-47 
Ileli-Porter, H-46 
SL-4 helicopter, H-48 

Hepublic Aviation Division, R-49, 
H-146, H-210 
Bikini surveillance system, R-146 
F-105 Thunderchief fighter bomber, 

H.-49 
~IICHO-VUE, R-210 

Space & Electronics Systems Division, 
29, H.-179, H-206 to R-210 
A:\' /TPS-41 mobile weather radar, 

R-209 
Auxiliary data annotation system, 

H.-206 
Code matrix block reader, R-207 
Continuous enlarger, R-207 
Pegasus satellite, R-179 
Receiver test bench subsystem, 

H.-210 
Refractive Index Sounding System 

(RISS), R-206 
Solar panels, H.-208 
Space support unit, 29 . 
Stores management set 1\lark 11 avi-

onics, R-209 
Tubular Extendible Elements (TEE), 

H.-208 
Stratos Division, R-211, R-212 

A/l\132C-10 ground air conditioner, 

R-211 . . " 
Boeing 747 air turbm~ d~t~c, R-~;1 
Total Environment F acthty (TEF), 

H.-212 
Falcon missiles, R-143 
Fanjet 500 aircraft, 16 
Fast Fourier analyzer, R-223 
FB-111 controls and displays, 30 
FB-lllA strategic bomber, 18, R-53 
Federal Aviation Administration, 206-

208 
FH-227B propjet transport", H-45 
FH-1100 air ambulance, 20, R-47 
FH-1100 helicopter, R-47 
Film reader/recorder, R-221 
Firebec jet target drone (MQM-34D, 

BQJ\I-34A), R-151 
Fircbee II supersonic jet drone (BQM-

34E), 12, R-152 
50I-Dl3D turboprop engine, R-356 
501-D22 turboprop engine, R-357 
Flight instrument sys~ems, R-2?2 
Flight simulator (Boemg 747), 31 
Flight simulator visual system, R-259 
Flight suit pressure regulator, R-259 
Flitc-Path display, R-227 
Flow switch, R-274 
Fly-by-wire study system, R-263 

Flying Tiger Line, 232-233 
Freezer/oven, R-275 
Frontier Airlines, 233-234 
F\\'-4 rocket motor, R-308 

G 

Galaxy aircraft (C-5A), 13, R-79; (Lock
heed 500-ll4M), R-80 

Garrett Corporation, The, 77-81, R-212, 
H-213, H-344 
AiHescarch Industrial Division, R-213 

Aircraft engine and cabin turbo
charging system, R-213 

AiHescarch l\'lanufacturing Company 
of Arizona, R-344 
T76 military turboprop engine, 

R-344 
AiHesearch Manufacturing Division, 

Los Angeles, R-212, R-213 
Aircraft Integrated Data System 

(AIDS), R-213 
Apollo environmental control sys-

tem, H-212 
GEl turbojet engine, R-347 
GEl/10 turbofan engine, R-355 
GE4 turbojet engine, 22, R-347 
Gemini spacecraft, R-165; (attitude con

trol thrusters), R-300 
General aviation, 254-255 
General Dynamics Corporation, 6, 11, 18, 

81-86, R-49 to R-54, R-123, R-130, 
R-133, R-134, R-135, R-136, R-138, 
R-156, R-157, R-179 

ASHOC/Terrier missile system, 
R-130 

Convair Division, 6, R-49 to R-51, 
H-123, R-156, R-157, R-179 
Atlas ICS:M, R-123 
Centaur, R-157 
Convair 600/640, R-50 
Convair 880 and 880-l\1, R-51 
Convair 990A, R-51 
F-102A interceptor, R-49 
F-106A interceptor, H-50 
OVl satellite, 6, R-179 
SLV-3, R-156 
SLV-3A and SLV-3C, R-157 

Fort Worth Division, 18, R-52 to R-54 
B-58 Hustler bomber, R-54 
F-111 A tactical fighter-bomber, R-52 
F-lllC strike aircraft, 18, R-53 
FB-lllA strategic bomber, 18, R-53 
HF-111A reconnaissance aircraft, 

R-52 
Pomona Division, 11, R-133, R-134, 

H-135, H-136, H-138 
Advanced Terrier missile, H-134 
Redeye missile, 11, R-135 
Standard ARrvl missile system, R-138 
Standard shipboard missile, R-136 
Tartar missile, R-133 

General Electric Company, 22, 23, 86-
93, R-166, R-214, R-344 to R-355 

CF6 turbofan engine, 23, R-350 
CF700 turbofan engine, R-348 
CJ610 turbojet engine, R-348 
CJ805-3 turbojet engine, R-351 
CJ805-23 turbofan engine, R-351 
CT58 turboshaft engine, R-352 
CT64 turboshaft!turboprop engine, 

R-352 
GEl turbojet engine, R-347 

R-381 

GEl/10 augmented turbofan en-
gine, R-355 

GE4 turbojet engine, 22, R-347 
}79 turbojet engine, R-345 
J85 afterbuming turbojet engine, 

R-345 
J85 non-afterburning turbojet en

gine, R-346 
LFl "Turbotip" lift fan propulsion 

system, R-355 
L:l\1100 gas turbine engine, R-353 
LM300 gas turbine engine, R-354 
LM 1500 gas turbine engine, R-353 
LM2500 gas turbine engine, R-354 
T58 turboshaft engine, R-349 
T64 turboshaftlturboprop engine, 

R-349 
TF34 turbofan engine, 23, R-350 
TF39 turbofan engine, 23, R-346 
YJ93 turbojet engine, R-344 

~fissile and Space Division, R-166, 
R-214 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, R-166 
SNAP-27 power system, R-214 

Re-Entry Systems Department, R-166 
Biosatellite, R-166 

Space Sciences Laboratory, R-214 
Continuous nonequilibrium ~IHD 

power generator, R-214 
General Laboratory Associates, Inc., 

R-215, R-216 
Jet aircraft engine ignition systems, 

R-215 
Jet engine temperature sensing sys

tems, R-216 
Rocket engine ignition systems, 

R-215 
General 'Motors Corporation 22 51-52 

R-155, R-156, R-356 to R-360 ' 
AC Electronics Division, R-155, R-156 

Titan III, R-155 
Titan III transtage, R-156 

Allison Division, 22, 51--52, R-356 to 
R-360 
250-Bl5 turboprop engine, R-357 
250-Bl7 h1rboprop engine, R-357 
250-C18 turboshaft engine, R-356 
250-C20 turboshaft engine, R-356 
501-Dl3D turboprop engine, R-356 
501-D22 turboprop engine, R-357 
T56-A-7 huboprop engine, R-358 
T56-A-14 turboprop engine, R-358 
T56-A-15 huboprop engine, R-359 
T63-A-5A turboshaft engine, R-359 
TF41 turbofan engine, 22, R-360 

General Precision Systems Inc., see 
Singer-General Precision, Inc, 

Genic missile, R-144 
Genie rocket motor, R-304 
Geodetic SECOH satellite system, R-174 
GEOS satellites (I), R-174; (II), R-175 
Globemaster (C-124), R-89 
Goddard experiment package, R-229 
Goodrich, B. F., Aerospace and Defense 

Products, 93, R-216 
Lightweight pneumatic de-icing sys

tem, electrical propeller de-icing 
system, R-216 c 

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation 27 
93-95, R-129 ' ' 

Baggage container, 27 
Suhroc missile, R-129 

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, 26 
Terra-Tires, 26 



GPK-33 digital computer, 31 
Grand Commander, R-103 
Gravity meter, R-193 
Greyhound (C-2A), R-59 
Ground air conditioner, R-211 
Ground control approach quadradar, 

R-227 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpora

tion, 1, 3, 17, 95-96, R-54 to H-61, 
R-165, H-183 

A-6A Intruder, R-55 
Ag-Cat, R-61 
C-IA Trader, R-59 
C-2A Greyhound, R-59 
E-IB Tracer, R-61 
E-2A Hawkeye, R-54 
EA-6A Intruder, H-56 
EA-6B, 17, H-56 
Gulfstream I, H-58 
Gulfstream II, H-58 
HU-16B Albatross, H-57 
Lunar Module, 1, R-165 

·Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, 
3, R-183 

OV-1 Mohawk, R-57 
S-2E Tracker, H-55 
TC-4C, R-60 
TF-9J Cougar, R-60 

GTSI0-520-C piston engine, R-326 
GTSI0-520-D piston engine, R-326 
Gulfstream I, H-58 
Gulfstream II, R-58 
Gunfire control system, 32 
Gun-launched rockets, R-289 
Guppy aircraft, R-2 to R-4 
Gyrodyne Company of America 96, 
~1fl ' 

QH-50 DASH drone helicopters, 
R-147 

H 

H-1 rocket engine, H-297 
H-63 piston engines, R-329 
Hamilton Standard, see United Aircraft 

Corporation 
Hand-held radar, R-250 
Harmon International Aviator's Trophy, 

37 
Barr, Karl G., Jr., v, 33 
Harvey Aluminum, 96-97 
Hawaiian Airlines, 234-235 
Hawkeye (E-2A), R-54 
Hawk missile, R-132 
HC-130H/P Hercules, R-77 
Head-up display system R-199 
Helicopter rotor-blade' radar t R-237 sys em, 

Heli-Porter, H-46 
Helmet sight system, R-217 
HEOS spacecraft, 6 
Hercules aircraft (C-130E), R-76; (EC-

130E), R-77; (HC-130H/P) R-77· 
(Lockheed-100), R-78; (Lockh~ed-100~ 
20), R-78 

Hercules Incorporated, 97-98, R-286, 
R-370 

Antares rocket motor, R-286 
Deacon rocket motor, R-286 
Deacon sounding rocket, R-370 
Ranger retro rocket motor, H-286 
X248 Altair rocket motor, R-286 

X258 Advanced Altair rocket motor, 
R-286 

X259 Advanced Antares rocket mo
tor, H-286 

HH-3F helicopter, 19, H-IlS 
HH-43B, HH-43F helicopter (Huskic), 

H-64 
HL-10 lifting body vehicle, 21, R-188 
Honest John missile, H-128 
Honeywell Inc., 25, 98-100, H-1.30, 

R-182, H-217, H-218 
ASHOC/Tcrricr missile system, 

R-130 
Fine sun sensor, H-218 
Helmet sight system, H-217 
1\fk 46 !\fod 1 antisubmarine tor

pedo, R-130 
Orbital Scanner satellite, H-182 
Satellite navigation system, H-217 
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Northrop Corporation, 6, 21, 32, 140-

141, H.-108, H-109, H.-148 to H.-150, 
H-180, H.-188, H-243 to H-245 

Airborne digital computers, H.-244 
Apollo earth landing system, H.-245 
AQ~I-38 target aircraft, H.-140 
C-5 inertial navigation system, R-

244 
F-5 tactical fighter, R-108 
HL-10 lifting body vehicle, 21, H.-

188 

R-385 

Integrated command display systems, 
R-243 

M2-F2 lifting body vehicle, H-188 
Mark 30 mobile AS\V target, R-149 
~~Q~I-33/~IQ~I-36 target drone, R-

150 
MQ~I-74A target drone, R-148 
NORVIPS (Voice Interruption Pri-

ority System), 32 
OV2 satellite, 6, R-180 
SD-1 surveillance drone, R-148 
T-38 Talon trainer, R-109 
Test evaluation and monitoring sys

tem, R-243 
North\\'est Orient Airlines, 240-241 
NOHVIPS (Voice Interruption Priority 

System), 32 
NU-8F, R-16 

0 

O-lE Bird Dog, R-43 
0-2, H-44 
0-200-A piston engine, R-319 
0-235 series reciprocating engine, R-312 
0-300-A, -B, -C, -D piston engines, R-

319 
0-470-H piston engine, R-321 
0-540-B reciprocating engine, R-315 
OH-6A light obsen•ation helicopter, R-63 
OH-13S Sioux helicopter, R-25 
OH-23F helicopter (E-4), R-48 
OH-58A obsen·ation helicopter, 19, R-25 
188£ STOL transport, 16, R-87 
Orbital Scanner satellite, R-182 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, 3, 

R-183 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, 3, 

H-183 
Orbiting Solar Observatories, H-182 
Orion (P-3), H-70 
Oscar satellites, R-173 
0\' -1 ~lohawk, R-57 
OV1 satellite, 6, R-179 
OV2 satellite, 6, R-180 
OV3 satellite, R-180 
OV5 satellite, 6, R-178 
OV-10 Bronco reconnaissance aircraft, 

R-98 
Overseas National Airways, 242-243 
Ozark Air Lines, 243-244 

P-2 Neptune, R-69 
P-3 Orion, 14, R-70 

p 

P-3 Orion landing gear system, H-240 
P4-1 drone engine, R-300 
Pacific Airmotive Corporation, 141-143 
PA-18 Super Cub, H-113 
PA-25 Pawnee C, R-110 
PA-31 Navajo, H.-116 
Pan American \\Torld Airways, 244-245 
Pathfinder II (161-1-lB), H-1()0 
Pathfinder Executive (16H-3J), H.-110 
Pawnee C (PA-25), H-110 · 
Pegasus satellite, H-179 
Pershing \\·capon system H-125 
Phant01~1 aircraft · (F-4B), H.-82; (F-4C), 

H.-82; (F-4D). H.-84; (F-4E), H.-84; (F-
4}), H-85; (F-4K), 18, R-85; (F-4!\1), 
18, H.-86; (HF-4B), H.-83; (H.F-4C), 
H.-83 



Philco-Ford Corporation, 4, 11, 143-145, 
R-127, H.-136, H.-143, R-150, R-171, 
R-245, R-246 
Aeronutronic Division, 11, 143-145, 

R-127, R-136, R-143, R-150, R-245, 
R-246 
Chaparral missile system, 11, R-136 
LOCAT air target, H.-150 
Shillelagh missile system, R-127 
Sidewinder LAP missile system 

(AIM-9E), R-143 
Xl\1129 grenade launcher, R-245 
XM140 automatic gun, H-246 

Space and Re-Entry Systems Division, 
4, R-171 
Initial Defense Satellite Communica-

tions System, 4, R-171 
Phoebus-2 nuclear rocket nozzle, R-282 
Phoebus 2A reactor, 24 
Phoenix-! sounding rocket, R-371 
Phoenix missile, R-144 
Phoenix rocket motor (AIM-54A), R-301 
Photographic enlarger, R-207 
Piasecki ,Aircraft Corporation, R-109, R-

110 
16H-1B Pathfinder II, R-109 
16H-3J Pathfinder Executive, R-110 

PILOT lifting body vehicle (X-24A), R-
187 

Pioneer spacecraft, 3, R-185 
Piper Aircraft Corporation, 17, 145, R-

110 to R-116 
Aztec D and Turbo Aztec D, R-115 
Cherokee Arrow, R-ll3 
Cherokee D, R-111 
Cherokee Six, R-112 
Cherokee 140B, R-111 
Cherokee 235C, R-112 
Comanche C, R-114 
PA-18 Super Cub, R-113 
PA-25 Pawnee C, R-110 
PA-31 Navajo, R-116 
Pocono, 17, R-114 
Twin Comanche C, R-115 

Piston engines, R-312 to R-332 
Pneumo Dynamics Corporation, 145-147, 

R-246 
Nat_ional Water Lift Company Divi

Slon, R-246 
Integral weight and balance system 

R-246 ' 
Pocono, 17, R-114 
Pogo flying vehicle, 25 
Polaris missile, R-124 
Polaris motors, R-282 
Polaris-Poseidon Ship's Inertial Naviga

tion Systems (SINS), R-241 
Poseidon missile, 9, R-124 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, see United Air

craft Corporation 
Precision approach and landing system, 

R-I96 
Pregnant Guppy (B-377PG), R-2 
Pressure switch, R-27 4 
PRIME lifting body vehicle (SV-5D), 

R-187 
Programmer comparator, R-200 
Purdue Airlines, 245 

Q 

QH-50 DASH drone helicopters, R-147 
Quail Commander, R-107 

Quail decoy missile (AD:\f-20C), R-139 
Queen Air aircraft (A65), H-7; (1380), 

H-5; (88), H.-6 

R 

H-IE rocket engine, H-2U2 
H-4D rocket cuginc, H-2Ul 
H-513 rocket engine, H-2Ul 
H-GC rocket engine, H-292 
H-13C rocket engine, H-29.3 
Hl4A radar svstem for F-105 aircraft, 

H-242 • 
IU300 reciprocating engine (C7BA), H-

327 
Hl.340 reciprocating engine, H-330 
H1820-82A reciprocating engine (C9), 

R-.327 
H.l830 reciprocating engine, H-330 
R2000 reciprocating engine, H-3.31 
H2180 reciprocating engine, H-331 
H2800 reciprocating engine, H-332 
H3350-26\VD reciprocating engine, H-

328 
H.3350-32W reciprocating engine (TC18), 

H-328 
H4360 reciprocating engine, H-332 
HA-5C attack/tactical reconnaissance air

craft, R-99 
HADA (Random Access Discrete Ad

dress), H-238 
Hadar meteorological set, R-230 
Hadar receiver test bench subsystem, 

R-210 
Radar test evaluation and monitoring sys

tem, R-24.3 
Hadar test set, H-205 
Radio Astronomy Explorer satellite, 5, 

R-178 
Hadio relay terminal, R-251 
Hadio repeater set, H.-201 
Radio set, R-202 
Ramjet engines, R-333 to R-335 
Ranger, R-93 
Ranger retrorocket motor, R-286-
RARF radar subsystem, R-204 
Raven sounding rocket, R-371 
Raytheon Company, 10, R-132, R-133, 

R-137, R-142, R-143, R-151 
BMTS (Ballistic Missile Target Sys

tem), R-151 
Hawk missile, R-132 
SAM-D air defense system, 10, R-

133 
Sea Sparrow missile, R-137 
Sidewinder missile, R-143 
Sparrow missile, R-142 

RC-121 early warning aircraft, R-72 
RCA, Defense Electronic Products, 2, 4, 

5, 25, 26, 147-154, R-167, R-168, R-
172, R-173, R-184, R-247 to R-254 
Aerospace Systems Division, R-248, 

R-252 to R-254 
Air traffic control central AN /TSW-

7, R-253 
Land combat support system, R-252 
Luna_r Module systems, R-248 
Mu~hsensor display, R-254 
Vanable Instruction Computer (VIC) 

R-253 ' 
Astra-Electronics Division 2 4 5 25 

H-167, R-168, R-172 R-1'73 'R~184, 
R-251 ' ' ' 

R-386 

ESSA satellite. -l, R-168 
Laser tracking and ranging system, 

H-251 
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, 2, R-184 
:\avy :\a,·igation Satellite, 5, R-173 
Hclav satellite, H-172 
SpaC'e tclc,·ision camera, 25 
Tiros satellite, H-167 
Tiros :\1 satellite, H-168 

Dl'fense Communications Svstems Di
,·ision, H-248, H-2.51, H-252 
A:\ /THC-U7 troposplll'ric scatter ra

dio relay equipment, H-251 
I ,unar :\lodule svstt•ms, H.-248 
SIIF Tactical C;lmmunications Satel

lite terminals, H.-252 
Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems 

Division, H-247, H-24H 
Saturn ground computer system, H-

247 
Transportable countermeasure sys

tem, H-247 
Video data display terminals, ~l-248 

El;!dromagnetic ami A dation Systems 
Division, Aviation Equipment De
partment, 26 
Navigation/landing system, 26 

Missile & Surface Hadar Division, R-
249, R-250 
AN !FPQ-6 precision instrumentation 

radar, R-249 
CAPRI radar, R-250 
Hand-held tactical radar, H-250 
Real-time telemetry data system, 

R-249 
Records (world flight), 34, 35 
Rcdeye missile, 11, R-135 
H.edstone missile, R-126 
Hcfractivc Index Sounding System (RISS), 

H-206 
Relay satellite, R-172 
Rcsistojct spacecraft control system, 

H.-190 
HF -4B Phantom reconnaissance fighter, 

R-83 
RF -4C Phantom reconnaissance aircraft, 

R-83 
RF-111A reconnaissance aircraft, R-52 
RJ-43-MA-3 ramjet engine, R-333 
RJ-43-MA-11 ramjet engine, R-333 
H.L10 rocket engine, R-294 
Rocketdyne, see North American Rock-

well Corporation 
Rocketdyne solid rocket motors, R-296 
Rocket engines, R-279 to R-311 
Rohr Corporation, 154-155, R-254, R-255 

Communications satellite antenna, 
R-255 

Sabreliner thrust reverser, R-254 
RSVP rocket motors, R-290 
Hyan Aeronautical Company, 12, 21, 28, 

155-157, H.-116, R-151, R-152 
Firebee jet target drone (MQM-34D, 

BQM-34A), R-151 
Firebee II supersonic jet drone 

(BQM-34E), 12, R-152 
Robot jeep, 28 
XV-5B Vertifan V/STOL aircraft, 

21, R-116 

S-IC stage, R-153 
S-11 stage, R-154 

s 



S-2E Tracker H-55 
S-1\"B sta«e i~-154 
S-5S transt)~rt helicopter, R-117 
S-Gll. ~helicopter airliner, H-118 
S-GI H helicopter, H-118 
S-G2 searciL'rescuc helicopter, H.-119 
S-G·i Skvcran,• H-119 
S-G5 h~·a,·y a~sault transport helicopter, 

H-120 
SA-2G:\T aircraft (:\ lcrlin liB), 17, H-120 
~ahrelincr (T -39), H-97 
Sahrelincr thmst ren·rser, H-2.54 
S:\:\1-D air defense s\·stem 10 R-133 
Sandkt\\'k soundi~~t," ~ockct, H-371 
Sandia CorporatiOJ;~ H-370: H-371 

Ath·anced Terrier-Sandhawk sound
ill<' rocket H-371 

Ath-;';;Ieed 'Terrier Tomahawk 9 
soundin<r rocket R-370 

Dual Hawk sounding rocket. H-371 
~ike Apache soundi;1rr rocket, H-371 
!\'ike Cajun sounding ~ocket, H-370 
l\'itehawk 9 soundin~r rocket, H-370 
Nitehawk 12 sounding rocket, R-

370 ' 
Sandhawk soundin<r rocket, H-371 

Sandpiper target missil~ l\lodel 1069, 12, 
H-14G; (propulsion system), H-311 

Satellite communications earth termin;~ls, 
H-220, R-:?.25 

Satt·llite navigation shipboard receiving 
equipment, H-:?.25 

~atellite navigation system, R-217 
Saturn IB launeh vehicle H-155 
Saturn V launch vehicle '7 H-153 
Saturn Airwavs, 245 ' ' 
Saturn grouncl computer svskm, H.-2-!7 
Saturn instmment unit, H~:?.:?.2 
~aturn stabilized platform system, R-19-! 
Scout launch vehicle H.-160 
SCP /LASRl\1 ramjt:t rocket propulsion 

system, H-:?.94 
Seramjet engine, H.-335 
SD-1 sun·eillance drone H-148 
Sea Knight helicopter (CH-46D), H-32 
Sea Sparrow missile, H-137; (cable as-

sembly), R-20:?. 
Seminole (L-:?.3D U-8D) H-15; (L-23F, 

U-SF), R-16 ' ' 
Sentinel missile system 8 R-131 
S ' ' ergcant missile, R-125 
SH-3A/D antisubmarine helicopter, H-

117 
SHF Tactical Communications Satellite 

terminals, R-:?.5:?. 
~hil_lelagh missile system, H-127 
Shnke Commander aircraft, H-104 
Shrike missile, R-138 
Shrike rocket motor, H-296 
Sidewinder IC rocket motor, H.-:W5 
Sidewinder-Areas soundin~ rocket, R-369 
Sidewinder LAP missile' svstcm (A1.t\I-

9E), H-143 ' 
Sidewinder missile R-143 
Sidewinder-Haven' sounding rocket, H-

371 ' 
Sikorsky Aircraft, see United Aircraft 

Corporation 
Singer-General Precision, Inc., 30, 31, 

157-160, H-255 to H-260 
Kearfott Group, 30, 31, R-255 to 

R-257 
Analog and digital converter (AN/ 

ASN 58), H-255 

A:-l'/ASN-24(G) airborne/aerospace 
computer set, R-:256 

FB-111 controls and displays, 30 
GPK-33 digital computer, 31 
Inertial measurement set, R-256 
SD-510 inertial guidance system 

(Subroc), H-257 
Lihrascope Group, R-257 

\\'oven plated wire memory, H-257 
Link Group, 31, H-258, H-259 

:\PD-5000 microfilm plotter, H-258 
Automated microfilm aperture card 

updating system, R-258 
Boeing 7 47 flight simulator, 31 
Variable Anamorphic l\lotion Picture 

(VA~IP) visual svstem, R-259 
Vapor Corporation, \r;ip-Air Dh·ision, 

H-259, H-:260 
Anti-ice and rain removal valve, 

H-260 
Flight suit pressure regulator, R-259 

Sioux helicopter (OH-135), R-25 
Siroeco rocket motor, R-:287 
Situation display, R-:?.7:?. 
16H-1B Pathfinder II, R-109 
l6H-3J Pathfinder Executive, H-110 
Sl\:-5 (Anny), H-18; (Navy), H.-18 
SK-10, H-17 
Shcrane (S-64), R-119 
Sk~·hawk, H-36 
Sk\·hawk (A-4F, TA-4F), H-88 
Sk\•lane, H-39 
Sk\•warrior (A-3), H-87 
SL-4 helicopter, H-48 
SLV-3 launch vehicle, R-156 
SLV-3A, SLV-3C launch vehicles, R-157 
Sl\'.\P-8 nuclear power system, H-189 
SNAP-9A nuclear power system, H-239 
S:'-JAP :23-A nuclear power system, H-277 
SNAP-27 nuclear power system, H-214 
Snlar Division of Intemational Harvester 

Company, 160-161, R-367 
T62T gas turbine engine, H-367 

Solar panels, H-:?.08 
Sounding rockets, R-368 to H-371 
Spacecn;ft, 1-6, H-163 to H-188 
Spacecraft control system (cold gas am-

monia), H-191 
Spacecraft sterilization unit, 29 
Spacecraft environment simulator, R-234 
Space manem·ering unit, H-192 
Space support unit, 29 
Space television camera, :?.5 
SPAIU\1 rocket motor, H-305 
Sparrow III 6-b rocket motor, R-295 
Sparww-Arcas sounding rocket, R-369 
Sparrow Commander, H-107 
Sparrow missile, H-142 
Spartan antimissile miss_ile, 8, H-131 
Sperry Hand CorporatiOn, :?.8, 161-165, 

H-1:?.5. H-138, H.-152, R-260 to H-266 
Sperry Farragut Company, R-138 

Shrike missile, R-138 
SpL·rry Flight Systems Division, R-261 

to H.-264 
Automatic landing autopilot system, 

H-262 
Flight instrument systems, H-262 
Fly-by-wire study system, R-263 
Integrated autopilot/flight director 

system, H-263 
l\lagnetic heading reference system, 

H-261 
UHF ranging beacon system, H-264 

R-387 

Sperry Gyroscope Division, R-260, 
R-261 
Loran-D radio navigation system, 

R-261 
Terrier missile fire control system 

modernization, H-260 
UNIVAC Division, 28, R-1:25, R-152, 

R-:?.64 to R-266 
Air traffic unified display, 28 
Sergeant missile, R-1:25 
TDU-9B Bandito target, R-152 
Ul\'IVAC 18:24 aerospace computer, 

R-266 
U~IV A~ 1830A avionics computer, 

R-26v 
UNIVAC CP-642B military com

puter, R-265 
Ul\'I\'AC CP-890 computer, R-264 

Sprint antimissile missile, 8, R-131 
S H-71 strategic reconnaissance aircraft 

H.-70 , 
SHA:\1 missile (AGl\f-69A), 10, R-137 
SRA~I pulse motor, H-288 
Standard Airways, 246 
Standard AR\1 missile system R-138 
Standard shipboard mis~ile, R~l36 
Starfighter (F-104S), H-69 
StarLifter (C-141A), R-79 
Statesman, R-94 
Stores management set ~lark II avionics 
R~OO ' 

~ubmersi~le: (propulsion system), R-277 
Subroc missile, H-129; (inertial guidance 

system), R-257 
Smi sensor, R-218 
Snndstrand Aviation, 32, 165, R-:266 to 

H.-268 
Accessory drive svstcms H.-'">67 
Axial ge<lr cliffcre'ntial-c~nst~nt speed 

drive, R-267 
Hydraulic power unit (missile), 32 
Hydraulic pumps, R-268 
Integrated drin• generator, R-266 

Super Areas sounding rocket, H.-370 
Super Cub (PA-18), R-113 
Super Guppy (B-377SG), H.-2; (Commer-

cial), R-3 
Super HIS aircraft, H-6 
Super Sabre (F-100), R-100 
Super Skylane, R-39 
Super Skymaster, R-40 
Super Skywagon, R-40 
Supersonic transport, 13, R-3:2 
Super Starfighter (F-104S), R-69 
Surveyor main retro motor, R-305 
Surveyor spacecraft, 2, R-184 
Surveyor vernier engine, R-302 
SV-5D PHIME lifting body vehicle R-

187 ' , 
SVM-2 apogee motor, R-28:?. 
Swearingen Aircraft, 17, H.-120 

.t\fetro airliner, 17 
SA-26AT aircraft (Merlin liB), 17, 

R-120 
Syncom satellite, R-169 
Systems, 25-3:?., R-189 to H-:?.78 

T 
T-2A basic jet trainer, H-99 
T-2B basic jet trainer, H-100 
T -33A jet trainer, H-71 



T34 turboprop engine, R-360 
T-34A, T-34B (Beechcraft Model 45 

Mentor), R-14 
T-37B military trainer, R-41 
T-38 Talon trainer, R-109 
T-39 Sabreliner, R-97 
T-41 military trainer, R-42 
T-42A instrument trainer, R-15 
T50 turboshaft engine, R-338 
T53 turboprop gas turbine engine, R-3.36 
T53 turboshaft gas turbine engine, H-3.37 
T55 turboprop gas turbine engine, H-

338 
T55 turboshaft gas turbine engine, H-337 
T56-A-7 turboprop engine, R-358 
T56-A-14 turboprop engine, R-358 
T56-A-l.5 turboprop engine, H.-359 
T58 turboshaft engine, R-349 
T62T gas turbine engine, R-367 
T63-A-5A turboshaft engine, R-359 
T64 turboshaft/turboprop engine, R-349 
T65-T-1 turboshaft engine, R-.342 
T67-T-1 twin turboshaft engine, R-341 
T76 turboprop engine, R-344 
T A-4F Sky hawk, R-88 
TACAN (AN/ ARN-90 airborne beacon 

system), R-224; (Minibeacon BN 1-107), 
R-224 

TACCOMSAT satellite, R-171 
Talley Industries, Inc., R-371 

Hopi Chaff Dart sounding rocket, 
R-371 

Judi Balloon Dart sounding rocket, 
R-371 

Judi Chaff Dart sounding rocket, 
R-371 

Judi Instrumented Dart sounding 
rocket, R-371 · 

Phoenix-I sounding rocket, R-371 
Raven sounding rocket, R-371 
Sidewinder-Raven sounding rocket, 

R-371 
Talon trainer (T-38), R-109 
Talos missile R-134 
Tartar missil~ R-133 
TC-4C aircraft R-60 
TDU-9B Bandlto target, R-152 
Telemetry data system, R-249 
Telemetry decommutation and display 

system, R-233 
Telemetry station, R-230 
Telstar satellite, R-173 
Terra-Tires, 26 
Terr~er/.5?1~ sounding rocket, R-370 
Terner missile fire control system, R-260 
Texas Instruments Inc., R-138 

Shrike missile, R-138 
TF-9J Cougar, R-60 
TF30 turbofan engine, R-366 
TF33 turbofan engine, R-366 
TF34 turbofan engine, 23, R-350 
TF39 turbofan engine, 23, R-346 
TF41 turbofan engine, 22, R-360 
TH-13T helicopter trainer, R-26 
T.H-55A helicopter trainer, R-62 
TH-57 A helicopter trainer, 19, R-26 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, 24, 165-

166 H-301 to R-305, R-371 
AIR-2A Genie motor, R-304 
C-1 radiamic engine, R-303 
LR62-RM-2/4 rocket engine, R-303 
M.55A1 Minuteman Stage I motor, 

R-304 
SPARM rocket motor, R-305 

TD-339 Surveyor vernier engine, 
H.-302 

TE-J\1-.364 Surveyor main retro 
motor, H-305 

Thiokol 156-ineh solid rocket motor, 
24, H-302 

YLH99-H.\1-1 turboroeket, R-301 
Astro-\fet Division, H-371 

Advanced Terrier Tomahawk sound
ing rocket, H-371 

:\ike-Tomahawk sounding rocket, 
H-371 

Tomahawk-Dart sounding rocket, 
H.-371 

Tomahawk sounding rocket, H-371 
Thiokol 1.56-ineh solid rocket motor, 24, 

H-302 
Thor, Long Tank Thor launch vehicle, 

H.-158 
Thor ;\JB-3 rocket engine, H-299 
Thrush Commander, H-107 
Thrust Augmented Delta launch vehicle, 

R-159 
Thrust Augmented Improved Delta 

laum:h vehicle, H-159 
Thrust Augmented Long Tank Delta 

launch vehide, 7, H-160 
Thrust reverser, H.-2.54 
Thunderchief fighter bomber (F-105), 

R-49 
TIG0-541 piston engine, R-318 
TI0-360 reciprocating engine, H-313 
TIO-S40-A1A reciprocating engine, H-

317 
TI0-541 piston engine, H-317 
Tiros satellite, R-167; (Tiros M), H.-168 
Titan II ICBr-.1, H-122 
Titan II translation rocket, H-310 
Titan II and III first-stage engine, R-279 
Titan II and III second-stage engine, 

R-279 
Titan Ill launch vehicle, 7, R-155 
Titan Ill transtagc, R-156; (propulsion 

system), H-283 
Titan III-C booster rocket, H-309 
Titan III-C staging rocket, H.-310 
Tomahawk-Dart sounding rocket, H.-371 
Tomahawk sounding rocket, R-371 · 
Total Environment Facility (TEF), H.-212 
Towl, E. Clinton, 33 
TOW missile, R-128 
Tracer (E-1B), H-61 
Tracker (S-2E), H-55 
Trader (C-IA), R-59 
Trailblazer sounding rockets (I), R-369; 

(II), H-369 
Trans International Airlines, 246-247 
Trans-Texas Airways, 247-248 
Trans World Airlines, 248-249 
Travel Air, R-9 
TRW Inc., 1, 3, 4, 6, 24, 166-169, R-121, 

R-170, R-176, H-178, R-183, H.-18.5, 
H-268, H-306 to R-308 
THW Equipment Group, R-268 

6425 25-millimeter cannon system, 
H-268 

TRW Systems Group, 1, 3, 4, 6, 24, 
H-121, R-170, H-176, H-178, R-183, 
H-185, H-306 to R-308 · 
Environmental research satellites, R-

178 
Intclsat III POPS propulsion system, 

R-307 
Intclsat III satellite system, 4, H.-170 

R-388 

Lunar \lodule desecut engine, 1, 24, 
H-306 

\I a riner '69 propulsion system, 
H-307 

\linult'man ICB\1, H-121 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, 3, 

H-Hn 
OV5 satellite, 6, H-178 
Pioneer spacecraft, 3, R-185 
TH\ V ion engine, H-308 
UHSA 100 H rocket engine, H-306 
Vela m1dear detection satellites, 

H-176 
TS 120-GG turboshaft engine, H-342 
TSI0-3GO-A, -B piston engines, H-321 
TSI0-.520-13, -E piston engines, H-324 
TSI0-.520-C, -H piston engines, H-32.5 
TSI0-.520-D piston engines, H-325 
Tubular Extendible Elements (TEE), 

H-208 
Turbine engines, R-336 to R-367 
Tmbo Aztee D, H-ll5 
Turbo II Commander, H-105 
TV0-435 helicopter engine, R-314 
Twin Comanche C, R-ll5 
Twin Industries Corporation, 169-170 
2.50-B 1.5 tmboprop engine, H-3.57 
250-B 17 tmhoprop engine, H-357 
250-Cl8 turhoshaft engine, H-356 
250-C20 tmboshaft engine, R-356 

u 
U-2 aircraft, H-74 
U-8D Seminole, R-15 
U-1-W Seminole, R-16 
U-21A aircraft, H-17 
UI-I-1C/UI-I-1E Iroquois helicopters, 

H.-23 
UH-1F Iroquois helicopter, H-23 
UH-1H Iroquois helicopter, H-24 
UH-1N Iroquois helicopter, 20, H-24 
UH-2A/B utility /rescue helicopter, R-64 
UH-2C rescue/utility helicopter, H-65 
UH-46D medium transport helicopter, 

H-34 
UHF ranging beacon system, R-264 
United Aircraft Corporation, 7, 19, 22, 

170--179, R-ll7 to R-120, R-146, 
R-155, R-269 to H-272, H-294, H-308 
to H.-311, R-330 to H-332, H.-360 to 
R-367 
Hamilton Standard Division, H.-269 to 

H-271 
AH-56A pusher propeller, R-270 
Boeing 747 environmental control 

system, R-269 
F -ll1 air inlet control, H.-270 
Navy Plainview hydrofoil autopilot, 

R-269 
Portable life-support system for 

Apollo space suit, R-271 
Norden Division, H-271, H-272 

C-5A multimode radar system, 
H-271 

Vertical situation display, H-272 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division, 22, 

H-294, R-330 to R-332, R-360 to 
R-367 
J52 turbojet engine, H.-363 
J57 turbojet engine, H.-362 
JS8 turbojet engine, R-361 



]75 turbojet engine, R-362 
JFTD12 turboshaft engine, R-361 
JT3 turbojet engine, R-363 
JT3D turbofan engine, R-365 
JT4 turbojet engine, R-364 
JT8D turbofan engine, R-365 
JT9D turbofan engine, :n, R-367 
JT12!JGO turbojet engine, R-364 
H1340 reciprocating engine, R-330 
Hl830 reciprocating engine, R-330 
R2000 reciprocating engine, R-331 
1\2180 reciprocating engine, R-331 
H2800 reciprocating engine, R-332 
H-!360 reciprocating engine, H-332 
HLlO rocket engine, H-294 
T34 turboiJrOIJ ~n<•ine H-360 ,.., ' 
TF30 turbofan en«ine H-366 
TF33 turbofan en~ine: R-366 

Sikorsky Aircraft Division, 19, H-117 
to R-120 
HH-3F helicopter 19 H-118 
S-58 transport helicopter, H-117 
S-61L/:\l helicopter airliner, R-118 
S-61H helicopter, H-118 
S-62 search/rescue helicopter, H-119 
S-64 Shcrane H-119 
S-65 he;tvy as~ault transport helicop

ter, H-120 
SH-3:\./D antisubmarine helicopter, 

H-117 
United Technology Center, 7, R-146, 

H-155, H-308 to H-311 
F\V-4 upper-stage rocket, H-308 
High-perfom1(11l~e, upper-stage liq-

uid rockets, R-309 
High-thrust, high- performance hy

brid rocket H-311 
Sanclp~per pr~pulsion system, H-311 
Sandpiper target missile ~Iodel 

1069, H-146 
Titan II translation rocket, H-310 
Titan III, 7, R-155 
Titan III-C booster rocket, R-309 
Titan III-C stacring rocket, H-310 

United Air Lines, 2SO 
United Technology Center, sec United 

Aircraft Corpo~ation 
United Technology Center hybrid rocket 

engine, R-311 
United Technology Center liquid rocket 

engines, H-309' · 
UNIVAC computers (CP-642B military), 

H-265; (CP-890), R-264; (1824 aero
space), R-266; (l830A avionics), R-265 

Universal Airlines, 250-251 
Universal Oil Products Company, 179-

181, R-272 to R-276 

Calumet & Hecla Corporation, R-273 
Flexible clucting, R-273 

Instmments Division, R-274 
Liquid coolant flow switch, R-274 
~1-71 miniature pressure switch, 

H-274 
HEF Dvnamics Division, R-275, R-276 

Buff~t!lavatory unit, R-275 
Freezer/oven, R-275 
Hydraulic components test stand, 

R-276 
UOP Aerothcrm Division, R-272, 

R-273 
Aircraft cargo pallet, R-273 
Airline passenger seats, R-272 

URIPS (Undersea Radioisotope Power 
Supply), R-190 

UHSA 100 R rocket engine, R-306 

v 
VA~IP visual svstem, R-259 
Vapor Corpor:ttion, sec Singer-General 

Precision, Inc. 
Variable Instruction Computer (VIC), 

H-253 
Variable speed constant frequency gen

Nating s\·stem, R-232 
Variable~th'rust liquid rocket engine, 

H.-284 
\' ela nuclear detection satellites, R-176 
Vertical lift aircraft, 253-254 
Vcrtifan (XV-5B), 21, R-116 
Video data display terminals, R-248 
Vigilante (RA-5C), R-99 
VIP rocket motors, R-289 
Voodoo (F-lOlB), R-86 

w 
Walleye crlide bomb, R-142 
\\'estern Air Lines, Inc., 251-252 
Western Electric Company, R-131, R-132 

Nike Hercules missile, R-132 
Spartan missile, R-131 
Sprint missile, R-131 

\Vcstinghouse Electric Corporation, 27, 
182-186, R-181, R-276 to R-278 
Aerospace Electrical Division, R-276, 

R-277 
Deep submergence propulsion sys

tem, H-277 

R-389 

Electric power generating system, 
R-276 

Astronuclear Laboratory, R-277 
SNAP 23-A electric power gener

ating system, R-277 
Defense and Space Center, R-181, 

R-278 
ANI APQ-120 advanced weapons 

control systems, R-278 
Anchored 1.\IP satellite, R-181 
A WG-1 0 radar for F -4 J aircraft, 

R-278 
Missile Launching & Handling Depart

ment, 27 
!\'fissile loading and positioning svs-

tem, 27 
\\'oriel Ainvavs, Inc., 252 
World flight ~ecords, 34, 35 
Woven plated wire memory, R-257 
Wright Brothers I\lemorial Trophy, 36 
\VV-2 early warning aircraft, R-72 

X 

X-14B VTOL research aircraft, R-19 
X-15 research aircraft, H-98 
X-22A V/STOL research aircraft, R-19 
X-24A PILOT lifting body vehicle, R-187 
XB-70A research aircraft, R-97 
XC-142A V/STOL aircraft, R-68 
XH-51A compound rotorcraft, R-73 
XH-51A helicopter, R-72 
XH-51N research helicopter, R-73 
X!\1-28 armament system, R-204 
X~ll29 grenade launcher, R-245 
X~ll40 automatic gun, R-246 
XV-4B Hummingbird 21 R-75 
XV-5B Vertifan' V ;sn)L aircraft 21, 

R-ll6 ' 

y 

YF-12A advanced interceptor, R-71 
YJ93 turbojet engine, R-344 
1:LR99-R\I-l turborocket engine, R-301 
Y RC-180-2 rotating combustion enaine 

R-329 o ' 

z 
Zuni missile, R-142 
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